
The Dictionary 

1 ā'Chiēn 阿監 
TANG; Eunuch Attendant upon the female Chief of Pal-
ace Surveillance (kung-cheng), apparently assigned from 
the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng); status -rank 
7. RR: grand eunuque. 

2 ă-kó阿哥or阿格 
CH’ING: Prince, unofficial reference to the son of an Em-
peror or of an Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang), especially used 
before his formal enfeoffment; differentiated by the prefix 
Eldest (ta) or by numerical prefix. 

3 ā'ssū'hā-nî hă-fān阿思哈尼哈番 
CH'ING: Manchu word translated into Chinese as nan 
(Baron). P64. 
4 ă'tá-hă hâ'făn阿逹哈哈番 
CH'ING: Manchu word translated into Chinese as ch'ing-
ch*e tu-wei (Commandant of Light Chariots). P64. 

5 ă-tūn shìh-wèi 阿敦侍衛 
CH'ING: apparently an abbreviated reference to Grand 
Ministers of the Imperial Household Department Con-
currently Controlling the Imperial Guardsmen (ling shih-
wei nei ta-ch'en)t 4 of whom from 1694 assisted in the man-
agement òf the Palace Stud (shang-ssu yuan), steadily in-
creasing in number to 21 and overseeing the work of 3 Di-
rectors of Saddles (ssu-an chang), 17 Chiefs of the Stables 
(chiu-chang), 5 Pasturage Directors (mu-chang), 5 Pastur-
age Vice Directors ifu mu-chang), and 45 Assistant Chiefs 
of Pasturages and Stables (mu-chiu chang). Generally re-
sponsible for the breeding, care, and training of the im-
perial horse herds, whereas administrative direction of the 
herds was the responsibility of the Operational Agents of 
the Two Offices ipan-li erh-ssu shih-wu) in the Palace Stud. 
See shih-wei (Imperial Guardsmen). BH; supervisors of 
droves. P39. 

6 â - f í ī r t j á - f f ^ r t 阿敦衙門 
CH'ING: lit. meaning not clear; ya-men a common term 
meaning office, a-tun probably a transliteration of a Man-
chu word: from 1661 to 1677 the official designation of 
what after 1677 was known as the Palace Stud (shang-ssu 
yūan)\ prior to 1661 known by the Ming name yū~ma chien 
(Directorate of the Imperial Horses). Headed by Grand 
Ministers (ta-ch'en) of tfie Imperial Household Department 
(nei-wu fu) or Grand Ministers of the Imperial Household 
Department Concurrently Controlling the Imperial Guards-
men (ling shih-wei nei ta-ch'en). P39. 

7 ài-mă 愛馬 or ài-mă k’ò 愛瑪克 
Chinese transcriptions of Mongol word aimaq meaning 
Tribe, in some cases translated as meng (League). (1) 
YUAN; one of 5 categories of fiefs granted to nobles. (2) 
CH’ING: a tribal group of Banners (ch'i). 

8 âi t 案 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit., desk or table: Section, subordinate 
units in the Sung Salt and Iron Monopoly Bureau (yen-t'ieh 
íîm), Tax Bureau (tu-chih ssu), etc.; Investigation Section 
in the Sung Censorate {yŭ-shih t'ai); usually with prefix 
specifying function. In later eras came to be used, at least 
unofficially, as a designation for clerical groups in the 
headquarters of Prefectures ifu) and Districts (hsien), each 
dealing with business related to one of the Six Ministries 
(liu pu) in the central government. See ch'a~an, ch'a-yûan, 
ts'ao. 

9 àn-cWá ch'iĕn-shìh按察僉事or按察簽事 
CHIN-CH'ING: Assistant Surveillance Commissioner, 
rank 5a, on the staff of a Surveillance Commissioner (an-
ch'a shih) of Chin Route (lu), YUan Circuit (tao), Ming— 
Ch'ing Province (sheng). From early Ming to 1735 number 
variable, assigned as Circuit Intendants (tao-t'ai) to Circuits 
(too) with prescribed geographic or functional jurisdictions 
indicated by prefixes; in 1735 abolished, replaced with au-
tonomous Circuit Intendants; see tao, tao-t'ai. P52. 

10 àn-ch，áfŭ-sMh 按察副使 
CHIN-CHWG: Surveillance Vice Commissioner, rank 
4a, principal aide to a Surveillance Commissioner (an ch*a 
shih) of Chin Route (/«)’ Ytian Circuit (taù), Ming-Ch'ing 
Province (sheng). From early Ming to 1735 number vari-
able’ assigned as Circuit Intendants p Gircuits (tao) 
with prescribed geographic or functional jurisdictions in-
dicated by prefixes; in 1735 abolished, replaced with au-
tonomous Circuit Intendants; see tao, tao-fai. P52. 

11 àr t -c/ i ’áfcwârt 按察官 
SUNG: Circuit Surveillance Official, generic reference to 
Fiscal Commissioners (chmn-yŭn shih) and Judicial Com-
missioners (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shài, t'i-tien hsing-yŭ kung-shih). 
12 àn-ck，á shih 按察使 
(1) T'ANG: Surveillance Commissioner, in 711 delegated 
from the central government to each of 10 and later more 
Circuits (tao) as coordinators overseeing general conditions 
and the performance of local officials; in 714 retitled Sur-
veillance, Investigation, and Supervisory Commissioner (an-
ch'a ts'ai-fang ch'u-chih shih); in 720 restored with original 
title, but in 722 abolished. (2) SUNG: variant of t'i-hsing 
an-ch'a shih (Judicial Commissioner). SP: intendant, in-
specteur. (3) CHIN-CH'ING: Surveillance Commis-
sioner, rank 3a’ overseer of judicial and surveillance ac-
tivities in Chin Route (lu), Yuan Circuit (tao), Ming-ChMng 
Province {sheng). The agency he headed, the Surveillance 
Commission, usually bore the full name t'i-hsing an-ch'a 
shih ssu. BH: provincial judge, judicial commissioner. P52. 

13 àn-ch’á ssŭ 锒察司 
Surveillance Commission. (ì) CHIN: agency headed by a 
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Surveillance Commissioner (an-ch'a shih); created in 1199 
to replace Judicial Commission {t'i-hsing ssu)] in 1208 made 
concurrent Fiscal Commission {chuan-yŭn ssu). (2) YUAN-
CH'ING: common abbreviation of t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu. 
P52. 

14 àn-ch ’á …tào ksíng-yà shih 
按察…道刑獄使 

LI AO: Judicial Commissioner of ... Circuit, irregularly 
appointed in some Circuits (tao) to oversee judicial and sur-
veillance activities. P52. 

15 àn-ch9á ts'ăi-făng ch'à-chìh shih 
按察採訪處置使 

T'ANG: Surveillance, Investigation, and Supervisory 
Commissioner of a Circuit (tao); appointed 714-716 only, 
as replacement for Surveillance Commissioner (an-ch'a shih). 
P52. 

16 ān-fŭ chìk-chìk aMh 安撫M置使 
SUNG: variant form of an-fu shih (Military Commis-
sioner). 
17 â / i / t í功历安撫使 
(1) T'ANG: Pacification Commissioner, delegated from 
the central government to bring order to a troubled area; 
often the concurrent title of the Military Commissioner 
(chieh-tu shih) of a Circuit (tao). (2) SUNG: Military 
Commissioner in charge of all military activities, and often 
many other activities, in a Circuit (lu). RR+SP: commis-
saire impérial char容é de pacifier et de mettre en ordre une 
région. P52. (3) YUAN: Pacification Commissioner serv-
ing as overall coordinator of a Circuit {tao), commonly a 
non-Chinese noble. (4) MING-CH'ING: Paciflcation 
Commissioner, rank 5b, designation awarded chieftains of 
some southwestern aboriginal tribes. See t'u-ssu. P72. 

18 ān-fŭ shift ssū 安撫使司 or ăn-fŭ ssū 
(1) SUNG: Military Commission, agency headed by a 
Military Commissioner {an-fu shih). P52. (2) YUAN-
CH’ING: Pacification Commission，agency headed by a 
Pacification Commissioner (an-fu shih). P72. 

19 ăn-fŭ tà'Shĭh 安撫大使 
Pacification Commiissioner-ĭn-chjef. (1) SUI: honorific ti-
tle conferred on aboriginal chieftains in the South and 
Southwest. P72. (2) SUNG: variant of an-fu shih (Military 
Commissioner); used for court officials of rank 2a or higher. 
P50. 
20 安撫提轄兵甲 
SUNG: Military Commissioner and Superintendent of 
Troops in an area such as a Circuit (tao). 

21 ŭn-kó sM安和署 
YUAN: Office of Contented Music, a unit in the Bureau 
of Musical Ritual (i-feng ssu); headed by 2 Directors (ling), 
rank 5b. 

22 àn-hsiéh sheng-lŭ kuān 按協聲律官 
SUNG: Pitchpipe Player in the Imperial Music Bureau (t'ai-
ch'engfu). SP: fonctionnaire chargé d'harmoniser les tuy-
aux sonores. 

23 ān-jén 安人 
SUNG-CH'ING: Lady, honorific title granted wives of 
certain officials; normally follows surname. In Sung granted 
wives of rank 6a 1 officials; in Ming-Ch'ing, wives of rank 
6a or 6b officials. 

24 àn-mó pó-shìh 按摩博士 
SUI-T’ANG: Erudite for Massage, one, rank 9b2, sub-

ordinate to the Masters of Masseurs (an-mo shih) in the 
Imperial Medical Service (t'ai-i chù)\ taught massage tech-
niques and Taoist breathing exercises to disciples. P36. 

25 àn-mó shih 按摩師 
SUI-T'ANG: Master of Masseurs, 4 in the Palace Medical 
Service {shang-yao chŭ), subordinate to the Palace Admin-
istration {tien-chung sheng)\ others in the Imperial Medical 
Service (t'ai-i chŭ), subordinate to the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). P36, 38. 

26 ān-p9èi chŭ 鞍替局 
MING: Saddlery Service in the Ministry of Works {kung-
pu)t headed by a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 9a; 
abolished in 1567. P15. 

27 ān-p'èi kfù 鞍轡庫 
SUNG: Saddlery Storehouse in the Court of the Imperial 
Stud (M-p'u ssu). SP: magasin de selles et de rênes. P39. 
28 àn-shŏu 案首 
CH'ING: lit., one at the head of the table: First Scholar, 
unofficial reference to the top passer of a literary exami-
nation at the District (hsien) or Prefecture (fu) level. 
29 àn^yu yŭàn 案獄掾 
HAN; Judicial and Penal Administrator, variable num-
ber of low-ranking or unranked personnel on the head-
quarters staffs of some Commanderíes (chŭn). HB: prose-
cuting official. 

30 áng-pâng 昂邦 
CH'ING: abbreviation of ku-shan ang-pang, transliteration 
of a Manchu word translated into Chinese as tu-t'ung 
(Commander-in-chief) ； from 1723 replaced ku-shan o-chen 
as title of the leader of a Banner (ch'i) in the Eight Banner 
{pa ch'i) military organization. Also seepao-i ang-pang, o-
chen. P44. 
31 ad-fêng 鼇峯 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit., the humped shell of a mythological 
leviathan，or the peak of a great mountain: one of several 
terms including ao that refer indirectly to the Hanlln Acad-
emy {han-lin yuan). Cf. chart ao-t'ou. 
32 aó-ts'āng 敖倉 
CHIN-HAN: Granary at Ao, located at an ancient set-
tlement named Ao near a hill called Mt. Ao in modern 
Honan; granary established by Ch’in，but the original pur-
pose and organizational status is not clear; in Han overseen 
by the Director of Imperial Granaries (t'aì-ts'ang ling), a 
subordinate of the Chamberlain for the National Treasury 
(ta ssu-nung); headed by a Director (chang). During Han, 
Ao-ts'ang became a place-name itself. HB: Ao granary. P8. 

33 chá-ĕrh-hŭ'ch9í 札爾呼齊 
YùAN: Chinese transliteration of the Mongol word jar-
huchi, translated as tuan-kuan (Judge); varying from 8 to 
46，rank lb, heads of the High Court of Justice {ta tsung-
chengfu), PI . 

34 chá4ŭ'hŭ'ch9í 札魯呼齊 
YUAN: variant of cha-erh-hu-ch'i (Judge). 

35 chá-sà-k，ò 札薩克 
CH'ING: Chinese transliteration of a Mongol term roughly 
equivalent to such Chinese titles as General (chiang-chŭn) 
and Commander-in-chief (tu-t'ung): Commander-in-chief 
of each of the Eight Mongol Banners (meng-ku pa-ch'i)y 
normally a hereditary chief. 

36 ch&shìh 蜡氏 
CHOU: Protector of Corpses, 4 ranked as Junior Ser-
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vicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Justice 
(ch'iu-kuan) who made preliminary (?) burials so as to pro-
tect corpses from flies and other insects. CL: préposé aux 
piqûres d'insectes. 

37 chyá 察 
Investigation Section. (1) T'ANG: from c. 805 an unof-
ficial designation of subordinate units in the Censorate (yŭ-
shìh t'ai). (2) SUNG: variant of cHa-an, 

38 cŭ，û 差 
See under ch'ai. 

39 ck’á-àn 察案 
SUNG: Investigation Section, units in the Censorate (yu-
shih t'ai) staffed with Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a yii-
shih); 6 created in 1080 out of the previously consolidated 
Investigation Bureau {ch'a-yūan) of the Censorate; differ-
entiated by prefixes specifying realms of functional re-
sponsibilities, e.g., Investigation Section for Revenue (hu 
ch'a-an)t each corresponding to one of the Six Ministries 
(liu pu). Commonly abbreviated as either ch'a or an. 

40 chfá-àn 茶案 
SUNG: Tea Section, one of 7 Sections in the Salt and Iron 
Monopoly Bureau (yen-t'ieh ssu) of the early Sung State 
Finance Commission (san-ssu); normally headed by an Ad-
ministrative Assistant (p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan); kept accounts 
concerning tea provisioning for the imperial palace. SP: 
service de thé. 

41 ch，á-àn yà-sMh 察案御史 
SUNG; generic reference to Investigating Censors (chien-
ch'a yū-shih) of the 6 Investigation Sections (ch'a-an) in the 
Censorate (yu-shih t'ai) from 1080. 
42 ch'á-fă tyài 査法臺 
MING: Court of Judicial Inquiry, unofficial reference to 
the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai)，or possibly to the so-called Ju-
dicial Offices <fa~ssu): the Censorate, the Court of Judicial 
Review (ta-li ssu)y and the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu) 
collectively. 

43 ch，á-fŭng shĭh-cké 察訪使者 ot ch，á-făng 
shĭh 

SUNG: Investigation Commissioner delegated from the 
court to a Circuit (lu) or comparable area. SP: envoyé-in-
specteur, inspecteur. 
44 cWá'fèì yŭàn 察非掾 
T'ANG: Investigator of Wrongs: brief antecedent in 617-
618 of the title tien-chung shih yu-shih (Palace Censor). 

45 ch'ā-hsŭăn 插選 
CH’ING: Supplementary Selection, part of the personnel 
appointment process conducted by the Ministry of Person-
nel (U-pu): the "insertion” (ch'a) into appointment lists of 
Metropolitan Graduates (chin-shìh) and Provincial Gradu-
ates (chtí-jen) and others with special imperial favor; sim-
ilar to but not identical with Expedited Selection (chi-hsuan). 

46 ck，á-k，ù 茶庫 
Tea Storehouse. (1) SUNG: a minor agency in the Court 
of the Imperial Treasuiy (fai-fu ssu). (2) CH’ING: one of 
6 warehouses or vaults of valuables constituting the Storage 
Office (kuang-ch'u ssu) of the Imperial Household Depart-
ment (nei-wufu). BH; tea store. P37. 

47 ch'á-kuān 察官 
Surveillance Official, a generic term for Censors (yu-shih) 
and other officials whose prescribed duty was to keep watch 
over the officialdom and impeach or otherwise discipline 

those who violated the law, proper administrative proce-
dures, customary morality，etc., as distinguished from 
Speaking Officials (yen-kuan) or Remonstrance Officials 
(chien-kuan)t whose prescribed duty was to monitor the 
making of policy decisions and to offer suggestions and 
policy criticisms to the throne. 

48 ch，á-mă ssŭ 茶馬司 
SUNG-CH’ING: Horse Trading Office, variable number 
in frontier areas where Chinese traded tea for horses; in 
Sung under the control of a Supervisor-in-chief of Horse 
Trading Offices (tu-ta t'i-chu ch'a-ma ssu); in Ming each 
headed by a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 9a，in 
Ch’ing by a Horse Trading Circuit Intendant (ch'a-ma tao-
t'ai). P53_ 

49 ch'á-ts'āng yu-shíh 查倉御史 
CH，ING: Granary-inspecting Censor, an Investigating 
Censor (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) assigned to monitor delivery of 
tax grain at state granaries in the Peking area. See hsŭn-
ch'a yū-shih, hsŭn-ts'ang k'o-tao. 

50 cWŭ'Vŭi 察推 
SUNG: abbreviation of kuan-ch'a î'ui-kuan (Surveillance 
Circuit Judge). 
51 cWá-yén chìh^chìh shîh 茶鹽制置使 
SUNG: Tea and Salt Monopoly and Supervisory Com-
missioner delegated from the central government to a Cir 
cuit (lu) or comparable area. See ch'a-yen t'i-chŭ ssu. SP: 
régulateur-intendant du thé et du sel (de la gabelle). P61. 

52 cWà-yén chuăn-yun shĭh 茶鹽轉運使 
YŭAN: Tea and Salt Monopoly and Tax Transport 
Commissioner, rank 3b, subordinate of a Branch Secre-
tariat (hsing chung-shu sheng). 

53 ch'á-yén ssŭ 察言司 
MING: Office of Investigation and Remonstrance, from 
1370 to 1376 the variant title of the Office of Transmission 
(t'ung-cheng ssu). P21. 

54 cWá-yén t'í-chă ssŭ 茶鹽提擧司 
SUNG: Tea and Salt Supervlsorate, one established in 
each of 6 Circuits {lu) in tea and salt producing areas in 
1111，to establish more firmly the central government's 
control over the tea and salt monopolies, which had pre-
viously been implemented on a part-time basis by Circuit 
Supervisors (chiert-ssu); increased in 1121, and in S. Sung 
became a regular establishment in all Circuits; each headed 
by a Supervisor {t'i-chu) delegated from the central gov-
ernment and apparently functioning under guidelines issued 
by the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). Commonly abbrevi-
ated to ch'a-yen ssu; also called t'i-chu ch'a-yen ssu. SP: 
régie du thé et du sel (de la gabelle). P61. 

55 ck，ă-yín p’í-yèn sð 茶引批驗所 or ck’á-
yln sô 

MING-CH'ING: Tea Control Station, a local checkpoint 
to verify the certificates (ym) that were required to accom-
pany all authorized commercial shipments of state-con-
trolled tea in transit. See under p'i-yen so. P53. 
56 cWà-yŭàn 察院 
T ANG-MING: Investigation Bureau, the unit of the Cen-
sorate (yŭ-shih t'ai) staffed by Investigating Censors {chien-
ch'a yŭ-shih); in 1380-1382 was the sole element of the 
Censorate existing. The term is also used as a quasiofficial 
reference to Investigating Censors. See tu ch'a-yŭan, chien-
yŭan. RR: cour des enquetes au dehors. SP: cour des en-
quêtes dehors, bureau d'administration du tribunal des cen-
seurs • PI 8. 
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57 ch'á-yŭán tŭ t'í-chu ssŭ 茶園都提擧司. 
YŭAN: Supervisorate of Tea Groves, agencies subordi-
nate to the Palace Provisions Commission (hsuan-hui yŭan), 
normally with a place-name prefix; each headed by a Su-
pervisor (t'i-chu), rank 4a. P62. 

58 chài 寨 or 砦 
SUNG-MING: Stockade, a minor administrative unit headed 
by an aboriginal chieftain in the Southwest; also occurs in 
its normal literal sense, as one kind of military post. See 
t'u-ssu. P72. 

59 chăi 齋 
SUNG, YUAN: Study Hall, sections to which students were 
assigned in the Sung Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) 
and the Yŭan School for the Sons of the State (kuo-tzu hsŭeh). 

60 chái-chiă 宅家 
T'ANG: Your Majesty, a term used for the Emperor in 
direct address. 

61 chái-chiă'tzŭ 宅家子 
N-S DIV <Ch’en): an unofficial designation for the resi-
dence, and thus indirectly for the person, of an Imperial 
Princess (kung-chu). 

62 chài-chŭ寨主or砦主 
SUNG: Stockac1? Commander, an officer on staffs of many 
units of territorial administration. 

63 châi'láng 齋郞 
Court Gentleman for Fasting. (1) N-S DIV (N. Wei): un-
specified number, rank 7b2, on the staff of the Chamberlain 
for Ceremonials (t'ai-ch^ang). (2) SUI-SUNG: variable 
numbers of unranked personnel assigned to assist in im-
perial rituals supervised by the Office of the National Altars 
(chiao-she chŭ, chiao-she shu); also found in attendance at 
Imperial Ancestral Temples {t'ai-miao), temples honoring 
deceased Empresses {hou-miaó), and perhaps elsewhere. 
See ling chai-lang. RR+SP: chargé des préparatifs rituels. 
P28. 

64 chāi-shīh 齋師 
Variant or erroneous form of chaishuai (Purification 
Guide). 

65 chāi-shuài 齋帥 
N-S DIV (N. Ch iKTANG: Purification Guide in the Pu-
rification Service (chaishuai chŭ) in the Secretariat of the 
Heir Apparent (men-hsia fang, tso ch'un-fang). In N. Ch'i 
2 Purification Guides and 2 Palace Guides (nei~ko shuai) 
were the principal staff members of the Service； in Sui and 
T'ang Purification Guides were heads of the Service. In N. 
Ch’i also, 4 Purification Guides were staff members in each 
Princedom (wang-kuo). RR: directeur des rites de I'absti-
nence. P26, 37，69. 

66 chāi-shuài chu 齋帥局 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’iKTANG. Purification Service, a unit 
in the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent {men-hsia fang, tso 
ch'un-fang), presumably in charge of the abstinences and 
other preparations by the Heir Apparent that preceded his 
participation in major religious rituals. In Ch'i staffed with 
2 Purification Guides (chai-shuaí) and 2 Palace Guides (neì-
ko shuai), in Sui with 4 Purification Guides, in Tang with 
one (?) Purification Guide. In 662 retitled tien-she chŭ (Do-
mestic Service of the Heir Apparent). RR: service du di-
recteur des rites de Vabstinence. P26. 

67 ch'āi-ch'iĕn 差遣 
Meaning “to be detached on commission or duty assign-

ment," this term signifies that an official was not perform-
ing the function of his titular office but had been specially 
assigned to manage the affairs of another office; the title 
indicating his actual function was noiroally signaled by such 
a prefix as chih (lit., to know). The Sung dynasty from 960 
to 1080 made especially notable use of "commissions" so 
as to assign officials to functions as flexibly as possible, 
regardless of considerations of rank, etc. P68. 

68 ch’āi-ch’iĕn yŭàn 差遣院 
SUNG: Bureau of Commissions, established in 981 to 
manage appointments of lower-ranking officials to duty as-
signments outside the capital; staffed with officials of the 
central administration on ad hoc duty assignments; in 991 
or 992 merged with the Bureau of Capital and Court Of-
ficials (mo-k'an ching-ch'ao hum yŭan) into one agency called 
the Bureau of Minor Commissions {mo-k'an ch'ai-ch'ien 
yuan), which in 993 was retitled shen-kuan yŭan (Bureau 
of Personnel Evaluation). SP: chargé defaire des commis-
sions. P5. 

69 ch'ăi4 差役 
Requisitioned Service: throughout history a common term 
for the assignment of residents on some kind of rotational 
basis to state service, e.g., as clerical aides, runners，trans-
port workers, construction laborers; normally under the di-
rection and supervision of District (hsien) authorities. The 
service obligation could sometimes be commuted to pay-
ments in money or goods, and members of the state offi-
cialdom were normally exempt. Often rendered corvée. Cf. 
ch'ai-yao, ch'ai-ch'ien. 

70 ch’áWàn ckă 柴炭局 
YUAN; lit.，service for firewood and charcoal or coal: Fuels 
Service, one each at the Mongol capitals Ta-tu and Shang-
tu, supply units of the Palace Provisions Commission {hstìan-
hui yuan; headed by a Commissioner (shih)’ rank 5b. P38. 

71 ch'ái-t'àn ssŭ 柴炭司 
MING: Office of Fuels, a minor agency subordinate to the 
Ministry of Works (kung-pu), headed by a Commissioner-
in-chief (ta-shìh)，rank 9b, and an unranked Vice Com-
íhissìdner (fu-shih). PI 5. 

72 ck，ăi-tz，à à终差次案 
SUNG: Assignment Section in the Criminal Administra-
tion Bureau (tu-kuan) of the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu), 
apparently responsible for monitoring criminals sentenced 
to state labor service. SP: service de classement. 

73 ch'āi-yăo 差徭 
Forced Labor: throughout history a common term for the 
assignment of residents to state service, particularly to hard 
labor in state construction gaiigs or as haulers or carriers 
of state goods; usually a more menial and physical type of 
labor than that called Requisitioned Service (ch'ai-i), and 
often (perhaps most commonly) a form of punishment; see 
tsa~fan ch'ai-yao. Administered by District (hsien) author-
ities. Sometimes rendered corvée. Cf. ch'ai-ch'ien, 

74 chàn 站 
YUAN-CH'ING: Postal Relay Station, local message-re-
lay post in system maintained by the military to transmit 
documents between the capital and distant agencies. Also 
see i and p'u-ssu. P17. 

75 chàn aò-t'óu 占鼇頭 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit., to have seized the head of the levi-
athan that in mythology supports the earth; or to have caught 
a giant sea-turtle, an allusion to an anecdote in the old text 
Lieh-tzu about a man who caught 6 giant sea-turtles on one 
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line: unofficial reference to the first-place passer of a major 
civil service recruitment examination, i .e. , Principal 
Graduate. Cf. chuang-yŭan, tu-chan ao-fou. 

76 chàn-ch，í 站齊 or chàn-ch9ìh 站赤 
YUAN: Manager of Postal Relay Stations in the Bureau 
of Transmission (t'ung-cheng yuan). P17. 

77 chân-jén 占人 
CHOU: Diviner with tortoise shells, 8 ranked as Junior 
Servicemen (hsia-shih)f members of the Ministry of Rites 
{ch'un-kuan). CL: devin. 

78 chān-mèng 占夢 
CHOU: Interpreter of Dreams, 2 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen {chung-shih)y members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan). CL: devin des songes. 

79 chăn-shìh 詹事 
Lit” overseer of affairs: throughout imperial history, Su-
pervisor of the Household of the Heir Apparent, some-
times one also appointed for the Empress. (1) HAN: one 
each for the Heir Apparent and the Empress, rank 2,000 
bushels; in Later Han abolished, their functions absorbed 
by the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu). (2) 
N-S DIV: rank generally 2 or 3; sometimes one prefixed 
Left and one Right. (3) SUI: existed only briefly, then his 
functions were absorbed by the Secretariat of the Heir Ap-
parent (men-hsia fang). (4) T^ANG-CHWG: head of the 
Household Administration of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih 
fit, chan-shih ytìan), sometimes prefixed Left and Right, 
sometimes prefixed Senior (cheng) and Junior (shao); rank 
3a (3b in Sung) till OTing，then 3a (Senior) and 4a (Jun-
ior). HB: supervisor of the household. RR+SP: intendant 
(général) de la maison de I'héritier du trône. BH: (chief) 
supervisor of instruction. P26, 69. 

80 chăn-shìhfŭ 詹事府 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Household Administration of the Heir 
Apparent, an agency of the central government in overall 
charge of administering the affairs of the Heir Apparent, 
public and private; headed by one or 2 Supervisors of the 
Household (chan-shih), rank 3a to 4a, with the principal 
help of a Junior {shad) Supervisor of the Household, 4a, 
and one or more Aides (ch'eng). Principal stibunits were 2 
Secretariats of the Heir Apparent (ch'un-fang) prefixed Left 
and Right, each headed by one or 2 Mentors (shu-tzu)y 4a 
in T'ang, Sa in Ming and Ch’ing; also supervised various 
Services (chŭ), especially an Editorial Service (ssu-ching 
chŭ) headed by a Librarian (hsien-ma). In T'ang and Sung 
the Household Administra* ‘n also supervised Ten Guard 
Commands (shih shuai-fu) that guarded the Heir Apparen t� 

person and household. In Sung the Household Administra-
tion was established irregularly, only when considered ap-
propriate, and was staffed by central government officials 
on temporary detached assignments. In Liao’ Chin, and early 
Yiian called chan-shih yuan; in 1328-1329 known as the 
ch'u-ch'ing shih ssu, thereafter as the ch'u-cheng yuan, qq.v. 
Since the Manchu rulers customarily did not designate heirs, 
the Household Administration had no real functions in Ch'ing 
times, but its posts were held concurrently by members of 
the Hanlin Academy (han-lirt yŭan). RR+SP: intendance 
générale de la maison de I'héritier du trône. BH: super-
visorate of imperial instruction. P26. 

81 cMn-shìh yŭàn 詹事院 
LIAO-YŭAN; variant of chan-shih fu (Household Admin-
istration of the Heir Apparent) , headed by one or 2 Su-
pervisors of the Household (chan-shih). From 1328 to 1329 
ietìtled ch'u-ch'ing shih ssu. Also see ch'u-cheng yŭan. P26. 

82 ch，án-jén 廛人 
CHOU: Market Shop Supervisor, 2 ranked as Ordinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih) and 4 ranked as Junior Service-
men (hsia-shih)y subordinates of the Directors of Markets 
(ssu-shih) in the Ministry of Education {ti-kuan)\ allocated 
space in the marketplace(s) of the capital city to both res-
ident and traveling merchants. CL: ojflcier des boutiques‘ 

83 chăng 掌 
Lit.，to hold in the palm of the hand; thus, “to manage" or 
“to be in control of. ” Most commonly used as a simple verb 
whose object indicates the things, functions, or agencies 
that one was responsible for. Often incorporated into an 
official title as a prefix. When used preceding an agency 
name, indicates the one among several officials with iden-
tical titles and ranks who was placed in charge of the agency 
they all served; or designates an official’ whether or not a 
member of the named agency, who was not the normally 
prescribed head of it but had been put in charge of it on a 
temporary or other irregular basis; etc. E.g. , chang ho-nan 
tao chien-ch'a yŭ-shih (Investigating Censor In charge of 
the Honan Circuit). See erh-shih-ssu chang. P14. 

84 chăng 長 
Lit., senior. (1) Common suffix indicating the chief official 
of whatever is designated by what precedes: Head’ Chief, 
Director, Magistrate, etc. E.g., li-chang (Village Head), 
hsien-chang (District Magistrate). Also see under ch'ang. 
P32, 54. (2) CHOU: Regional Administrator, one of 9 
Unifying Agents (ou) appointed in the Nine Regions (chiu 
chou) into which the kingdom was divided, as agents of the 
Minister of State (chung-tsai) overseeing geographical clus-
ters of feudal states; special overseer of general adminis-
tration (?). CL: anciens, supérieures. 

85 chàng-àn 帳案 
SUNG: Accounts Section, subordinate unit in the State Fi-
nance Commission (san ssu). SP: service des comptes. 

86 chăng-àn 掌案 
T'ANG: File Clerk, 20 subofficial functionaries in the Sec-
retariat (chung-shu sheng). RR: employé chargé des dos-
siers. 

87 cháng-ch，á ssù-fŭng 掌察四方 
CHOU: Inspector of the Four Quarters , 8 ranked as Or， 
dinary Servicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry 
of Justice (ch'iu-kuan); functions not clear, but apparently 
relate to the administration of justice in domains of the Feu-
dal Lords (chu-hou). CL: agent inspecteur des quatre régions. 

88 chăng-chàng 靴 
SUNG: Ceremonial Regalia Maid, 2 palace women, rank 
8a, members of the Ceremonial Regalia Office (ssu-chang 
ssu) in the Wardrobe Service (shang-i chŭ). 

89 chăng-chên 掌珍 
SUNG: Jeweler, 2 palace women, rank 8a, members of the 
Rarities Office (ssu-chen ssu) in the Workshop Service 
{shang-kung chū). 
90 chăng-chèng 掌正 
T'ANG: Rectifier, 3 palace women, rank 8a2，subordinate 
to the Directress of the Inner Quarters (ssu-kuei) in the es-
tablishment of the Heir Apparent; in charge of the receipt 
of correspondence and recommending punishments for vi-
olators of harem rules. RR: chargé de la surveillance du 
harem de I'héritier du trône. 

91 chăng-ch'éng 長丞 
A term signifying 2 categories of executive officials in an 
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agency, the Head (chang) and his Aides (ch'eng). Appar-
ently does not occur as a 2-character title meaning, e.g., 
senior aide. 

92 chàng-chí 掌籍 
SUNG: Librarian, 2 palace women, rank 8a, members of 
the Library Office {ssu-chi ssu) in the Ceremonial Service 
{shang~i chŭ). 

93 chăng-chì 掌計 
SUNG: Accounting Maid , 2 palace women, rank 8a’ 
members of the Accounts Office (ssu-chi ssu) in the Work-
shop Service (shang-kung chŭ). 

94 chăng-chì 掌記 
Record Keeper. (1) T’ANG: non-official personal secre-
tary for a territorial administrator. (2) SUNG: 2 palace 
women, rank 8a, members of the Records Office (ssu-chi 
ssu) in the General Palace Service (shang-kung chŭ). 

95 chàng-chí 掌集 
SUNG: Assembler, 2 palace women, rank 8a, in the Music 
Office {ssu-ytíeh ssu) of the Ceremonial Service (shang-i 
chŭ). 

96 chàng-chí àn 帳籍案 
SUNG: Records Section, one of 13 Sections directly sub-
ordinate to the executive officials of the S, Sung Ministry 
of Justice (hsing-pu) ; staffed with subofficial functionaries; 
handled documents relating to the rectification of deficien-
cies in state storehouses in the capital, modem Hangchow. 
SP: service des registres de comptes. 

97 ckàng-ckí kào.skén àn 帳籍吿身案 
SUNG: Records and Warran ts Section, after 1129 one of 
10 Sections in the Ministry of War iping-pu) directly su-
pervised by the Minister of War (ping-pu shang-shu); func-
tions not wholly clear，but apparently related to maintaining 
personnel files on officers and issuing certificates of au-
thority. SP: service des registres de comptes et des titres 
de nomination. 

98 chăng'ch9ì 掌饍 
SUNG: Banquets Maid, 2 palace women, rank 8a’ mem-
bers of the Banquets Office (ssu-ch'i ssu) in the Food Ser-
vice (shang-shih chŭ). 

99 chăng'chiăng 掌疆 
CHOU: Border Monitor, 8 ranked as Ordinary Service-
men (chung-shih)’ members of the Ministry of War (hsia-
kuan) responsible for delineating frontiers of the royal do-
main, domains of the Feudal Lords (chu-hou), and other 
administrative units. CL: chargé des conflns. 

100 chàng-chiāo 掌交 
CHOU: Dissemination and Inquiry Officials, 8 ranked as 
Ordinary Servicemen {chung-shih), members of the Min-
istry of Justice (hsia-kuan) charged to travel throughout the 
empire publicizing the royal virtue and gathering infor-
mation for the throne; also, in conjunction with the Junior 
Messengers (Hsiao hsing-jen)’ to make annual visits to each 
feudal domain to inquire into conditions. CL: agents d'union. 

101 chăng-chiào ssŭ 掌敎司 
YŭAN: Religious Office, 72 scattered about China under 
supervision of the Commission for the Promotion of Reli-
gion {ch'ung-fu ssu); responsible for overseeing Nestorian, 
Manichaean，and other untraditional religious communities; 
often prefaced by yeh-li-k'o-wen, a transcription from the 
Mongolian whose meaning is not clear. 

102 chăng-chiéh 掌節 
CHOU: Keeper of the Seal, 2 ranked as Senior Service-

men (shang-shih) and 4 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih), members of the Ministry of Education' (ti-kuan) re-
sponsible for guarding the royal seal and supervising all its 
applications. CL: préposé aux tablettes marquees du sceau 
impérial, ou passe-ports. 

103 chang-chien 長兼 
See ch'ang-chien. 

104 chàng-chìh 零製 
SUNG: Seamstress, 2 palace women, rank 8a，members 
of the Sewing Office (ssu-chih ssu) in the Workshop Ser-
vice (shang-kung chŭ). 

105 ckăng-ckm Ic，d4òu .知劾漏 
T'ANG: Water Clock Supervisor, until the early 700s an 
unranked appointee in the Bureau of Astronomy {ssu-tHen 
t'ai)，subordinate to the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng). RR: 
chargé de surveiller la clepsydre. 

106 chăng-chīn 掌津 
N-S DIV (Chou): Master of the Ford, number variable, 
ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), appointed at 
appropriate water crossings by the Ministry of Works (tung-
kuan). 

107 châng'chīng 章枣 
CH'ING: apparent transliteration of a Manchu word. (1) 
Secretary (civil) or Adjutant (military), variable numbers 
and ranks in the Council of State (chŭn-chi ch'u、，the Court 
of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yuan), the late Ch'ing Foreign 
Office (tsung-li ya-men)t etc. Prefixes often specify partic-
ular responsibilities or organizational affiliations, e.g., chūn-
chi chang-ching. P i7 . (2) Banner Vice Commander-in-
chief (mei'b chang-ching), Regimental Commander (chia-
la chang-ching), or Company Commander {niu-lu chang-
ching) in the Eight Banners (pa ch'i) military organization 
after 1634, replacing the earlier term o-chen, q.v. P44. 

108 chàng-chiù 仗廐 
TANG: Stables of Trustworthy Mounts, a collective ref-
erence to horses maintained in various palace stables for 
the use of the Emperor and his close attendants; divided 
into 2 groups prefixed Left and Right; under the control of 
the Palace Administration (tíen-chung sheng). The Stables 
of the Left were also known as Stables of Meteoric Mounts 
(pen-hsing chiu) and Stables of the Palace Colts (nei-chŭ 

chiu)’ and collectively as the Two Stables of the Palace (? 
liang chang-neî). RR: écuries des gardes d'honneur. 

109 chăng-chiŭ tŭ-hsiá 掌廄都轄 
CHIN: Stable Manager , no fixed number，rank 9a, in the 
Livery Service (shang-chiu chŭ) of the Palace Inspectorate-
general (tien-ch'ien tu tien-chien ssu). P39. 

110 chăng-ch9iŭ 掌囚 
Jailor. (1) CHOU: 12 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan), spe-
cifically responsible for strangling condemned criminals. 
(2) N-S DIV (Chou): one ranked as Ordinary Serviceman 
(chung-shih) and one as Junior Serviceman (hsia-shih), 
members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan). PI 3. 

111 chang-ch'u 掌畜 
See chang-hsŭ. 

112 chăng-chuàn t，īng 掌饌廳 
MING: Victualler's Office in the Directorate of Education 
(kuo-tzu chien), headed by one or 2 Victuallers in charge 
of the Victualler's Office (chang chang-chuan t’ing chang-
chuan). P34, 49. 
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113 chàng-ch'uán châ 掌船局 
SUI: Water Transport Service, subordinate unit in the Of-
fice of Waterways {tu~shui í'ai); headed by 2 Waterways 
Commandants (tu-shui wei). 
114 chăng-ch'ŭèh àn 掌闕案 
SUNG: Vacancies Section, a unit of the Civil Appoint-
ments Process (tso-hsŭan) in the Ministry of Personnel (/í-
pu). SP: service des places vacantes des fonctionnaires ci-
vils. 

115 cMng-èrh 長貳 
Lit., senior (officials) and their seconds (i.e., assistants): 
Executive Officials, throughout imperial history a generic 
reference to the top 2 executive posts in an agency, e.g., 
the Chief Minister (ch'ing) and the Vice Minister (shao-
ch'ing) of a Court (ssu); especially in Ming and Ch'ing, 
used primarily in collective reference to Prefects (chih-fu)t 
Vice Prefects (t'ung-chih), possibly also Assistant Prefects 
(t'ung-p'an), and in addition to District Magistrates (chih-
hsien) and Vice Magistrates {hsien-ch'eng)\ the group re-
feited to possibly includes Assistant District Magistrates \chu-
pu), but such an extension seems least likely. Cf. ch'ing-
erh (Ministerial Executives). 

116 ckăng-fă àn 雜案 
SUNG: Law Section, subordinate unit in the Court of Im-
perial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) and the Imperial Music 
Bureau (îa-sheng /«); function not clear. SP: service des 
règlements. 

117 châng-féng 掌縫 
T’ANG: Clothier, 3 palace women, rank 8a2，subordinate 
to the Directress of Standards (ssu-tse) in the establishment 
of the Heir Apparent; in charge of spinning, weaving, and 
sewing to prepare and maintain the clothing of palace women. 
RR: chargé des travaux de couture du harem de I'héritier 
du trône. 

118 chăng-hái shŭ 掌醢署 
SUI-SUNG, MING"CH’ING: Spice Pant ry , one of 4 
principal subunits in the Court of Imperial Entertainments 
(kuang-lu ssu); headed by a Director (ling through Sung; 
shu-cheng in Ming-Ch'ing), rank 8a through Sung, 6b in 
Ming-Ch'ing; in Ch'ing one Manchu and one Chinese Di-
rector. Staffed with Seasoners (chang-haí) In charge of salts, 
sauces, mincemeats, etc. RR+SP: (office) chargé des hachis. 
P30. 

119 chăng-hán 掌函 
T'ANG: Envelope Keeper, 20 in the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng). 
120 chăng-hàn 掌翰 
T'ANG: Plume-bearer, 30 authorized by the 680s in the 
Sedan-chair Service (shang-lien chŭ) of the Palace Admin-
istration (tien-chung sheng). RR: chargé des insignes formés 
de plumes. 

121 chàng-ksià tŭ 帳飞督 
N-S DIV (San-kuo): C a m p Supervisor, a designation 
commonly awarded to or assumed by officers commanding 
military units. See men-hsia tu. 

122 chăng-hsièn 掌憲 
Unofficial reference to a Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu, tu 
yŭ-shih), perhaps from as early as T’ang times. See hsien-
kuan. 

123 cMng-hsién 掌閑 
T’ANG: Groom, 5,000 authorized in the Livery Service 
{shang-sheng chŭ) in the Palace Administration (tien-chung 
sheng). RR: valets d'écurie. 

134 chang jung-li 
124 ckăng-ksà ,畜 
Keeper of Sacrificial Animals. (1) CHOU; 2 ranked as 
Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of 
War (hsia-kuan). CL: I'éléveur. (2) HAN: headed by a Di-
rector (ling) of the Keepers of Sacrificial Animals, subor-
dinate to the administrative official for the capital called 
Guardian of the Right (yu fu-feng). HB (ling): prefect in 
charge of sacrificial domestic anìmais. 

125 chăng hŭo-hùi .麵 
CHOU: Tribute Monitors, 6 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih)t members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan); 
kept watch over the domains of Feudal Lords (chu-hou) and 
were in charge of the tribute articles they submitted. CL: 
agents des denrées et maíières précieuses. 

126 chăng-í 掌儀 
Master of Ceremonies. (1) SUI: 20 in the Ceremonial Of-
fice (ssu-i shu) of the Court for Dependencies (hung-lu ssu). 
(2) TANG: 2 in the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (tso 
ch'un-fang). RR: fonctionnaire chargé de Vétiquette. P33. 

127 chăngH 掌衣 
SUNG: Clothing Maid, 2 palace women, rank 8a’ mem-
bers of the Clothing Office (s$u-i ssu) in the Wardrobe Ser-
vice (shang-i chŭ). 

128 chăng-ī 掌醫 
T'ANG: Medical Attendant, 3 palace women, rank 8a2’ 
subordinate to the Directress of Foodstuffs (ssu-chuan) in 
the establishment of the Heir Apparent; in charge of med-
ical care in the harem. RR: chargé de la médecine du harem 
de I'héritier du trône. 

129 chăng-ī chiĕn 掌醫監 
VUAN: Directorate of Medication, a unit of the Palace 
Provisions Commission (hsŭan-hui yuan); headed by a 
Concurrent Controller of the Directorate (ling chien-kuan、， 
rank 5a. Agency retitled from chang-i shu in 130&-1309, 
then abolished in 1323-1324. 

130 chăng í-fi 掌夷隸 
N-S DIV (Chou): Warden of Captive Eastern Barbar-
ians, number not fixed, ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih; 8a) and Junior Servicemen {hsia-shih; 9a), 
members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan). P13. 

131 ckăng輪ī skŭ掌醫署 
YUAN: Office of Medication, a unit of the Palace Pro-
visions Commission (hsŭan-hui yuan); retitled from tien-i 
shu in 1294-1295, then changed to chang-i chien in 1308-
1309. 

132 ckăng-í ssŭ 掌儀司 
CH'ING: Office of Palace Ceremonial in the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu fu); responsible for arrang-
ing sacrifices, ritual feasts, ritual music and dancing, etc.; 
headed by 2 Directors (lang-chung). Agency retitled from 
li-i yuan in 1677. BH: department of ceremonial. 

133 chăng jăn-ts’ăo 雜阜 
CHOU: Keeper of Dyes, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Education {ti-kuan) 
who collected dye-yielding plants that had been submitted 
as taxes and distributed them to dye workers. CL: préposé 
aux plantes de teinture. 

134 chăng jŭng4ì 掌戎隸 
N-S DIV (Chou): Warden of Captive Western Barbar-
ians, number not fixed, ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih; ga) and Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih; 9a), 
members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan). P13. 
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135 chăng'kăo ssŭ 掌搞司 
CH'ING: lit., office in charge of grain stalks，written drafts, 
printing proofs, etc,.: OfHce of Dies (? meaning not wholly 
clear), a unit of the Ministry of Revenue's (hu-pu) Coinage 
Office {ch'ien-fa fang) established in 1761; staffed with one 
Chinese and one Manchu official delegated from the Min-
istry's subordinate Bureaus (ch'ing-li ssu). P16. 

136 chăng-kó 掌葛 
CHOU: Keeper of Fibers, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsiū-shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan)\ 
collected fibrous plants submitted as taxes and distributed 
them to textile workers. CL: préposé aux plantes textiles. 

137 chăng-k'ò 掌客 
Steward. (1) CHOU: 2 ranked as Senior Servicemen (shang-
shih) and 4 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), members 
of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) responsible for cer-
emonious treatment of court visitors. CL: agent des visi-
teurs, (2) N-S DIV (Chou): number not clear, ranked as 
Senior Servicemen (shang-shih; 7a)’ members of the Min-
istiy of Justice (ch'iu-kuan); with directional prefixes or in-
serts, e.g., hsì chang-k'o or chang hsi-k'o (Steward for 
Western Visitors). PI 1. (3) SUI: 10 on the staff of the Court 
for Dependencies (hung-lu ssu). (4) T'ANG: 15，rank 9al , 
in the Office of State Visitors (tien-k'o shu), a unit in the 
Court of State Ceremonial {hung-lu í jm). RR: fonctionnaire 
charge des hôtes. P9. 

138 chăng…ìc,ō掌…科 
MING-CH'ING: prefix meaning in charge of the Office 
of Scrutiny (k'o) for ..•’ followed normally by Chief Su-
pervising Secretary (tu chi-shih-chung) or Supervising Sec-
retary {chi~shih~chung), or sometimes by another kind of 
title entirely. E.g., Chief Supervising Secretary in charge 
of the Office of Scrutiny for War {chang ping-k'o tu chi-
shih-chung). 

139 chăng-kà 掌固 
(1) CHOU: Keeper of Security, 2 ranked as Senior Ser-
vicemen {shang-shih) and 8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), 
members of the Ministry of War {hsia-kuan) responsible for 
maintaining defenses of the capital. CL: préposé aux for-
tifications. (2) TANG: Clerk，unranked subofficial; large 
numbers in Ministries (pu) and many other agencies. RR: 
commis. P30. 

140 cháng-kà 掌故 
HAN: Clerk, 20 on the staff of the Grand Astrologer (fai-
shih ling); rank and function not clear. HB: authority on 
ancient matters. P35. 

141 chăng-k'ù 掌寧 
Keeper of the Storehouse. (1) SUNG: unranked suboffi-
cial, variable numbers in subordinate units of the Palace 
Administration {tien-chung sheng), e .g. , the Palace Cloth-
ing Storehouse (nei i-wu k'u); and 14 in the Saddlery Store-
house (an-p'ei k，u) of the Court of the Imperial Stud {t'ai-
p'u ssu). (2) CH'ING: several, apparently unranked, in the 
Office of Palace Construction (ying-tsao ssu) of the Im-
perial Household Department (nei-wufu). See k'u-chang. 
P38. 

142 chàng-k9ù chá 仗庫局 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): Armory Service, headed by an Aide 
(ch'eng), subordinate to the Manager of Storehouses (ssu-
tsang), an official of the Household Administration of the 
Heir Apparent (chan-shih fu). P26. 

143 chăng-kuăn 長官 
(1) Senior Official, a generic term specifying the head of 

any kind of agency. (2) YUAN-CH'ING: Chief, leader of 
a southwestern aboriginal tribe officially designated a Chiefs 
Office (chang-kuan ssu), normally with nominal rank 6a. 
P72. 

144 ckŭng kuān-fáng 掌職 
CH'ING: Seal-holder, a title suffix indicating official in 
charge of the . . . , normally designating someone with a sub-
stantive office outside the indicated agency; e.g. , nei kuan-
ling chang kuan-fang (Seal-holder of the Overseers Office) 
in the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu)\ a con-
current appointment for the Director (lang-chung) of a Bu-
reau ch'ing-li ssu) in a Ministry (pu). Cf. chang-yin 
(Seal-holding …).P37. 

145 chang kuăn-fáng ch'ù 掌關防處 
CH’ING: variant designation of nei kuan-ling ch'u (Over-
seers Office), a unit of the Imperial Household Department 
(nei~wufu). ？31. 

146 chăng kuān-fáng kuān 掌關防官 
(1) MING-CH'ING: Seal-holding Official ; may be en-
countered as a generic reference to heads of agencies, or 
especially as a reference to the leader of a group of officials 
on a special mission. Cf. chang-yin kuan. (2) CH'ING: 
Caretaker of an imperial mausoleum (ling), rank 4a; com-
monly prefixed with the name of a particular mausoleum, 
as ... ling chang kuan-fang kuan (Caretaker of the ... Mau-
soleum). P29. 

147 chăng kuan-fang kuăn4í néi-kuăn-Ung 
shìh-wŭ ch，ù 
掌關防管理內管領事務處 

CH'ING: variant designation of nei kuan-ling ch'u (Over-
seers Office), a unit of the Imperial Household Department 
(nei-wufu). P37. 

148 chăng kuān-fáng shìh-wŭ 掌關防事務 
CH'ING: lit., in charge of matters of the seal: variant des-
ignation of the nei kuan-ling chang kuan-fang (Overseer 
of the Overseers Office), an official of the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu fu). P37. 

149 chăng'kuān ssŭ 長官司 
YUAN-CH'ING: Ch ie r s Office, one type of administra-
tive agency created for southwestern aboriginal tribes, headed 
by a Chief {chang-kuan), rank 6a. See í'u-ssu. P72. 

150 chăng kūng-chŭ 長公主 
Grand Princess: generally used as a title for a sister of a 
reigning Emperor; may be encountered as a reference to the 
eldest or most favored daughter (kung-chu: Princess) of an 
Emperor. See ta-chang kung-chu. HB: senior princess. P69. 

151 chăng kùng-chŭ 掌貢擧 or chăng Icùng-
pŭ掌貢部 

T'ANG: Chief Examiner in a civil service recruitment ex-
amination. 
152 chăng-kuŏ 掌果 
CH'ING: Keeper of Fruits, head of the Fruits Pantiy {kuo-
fang)，a unit in the Office of Palace Ceremonial (chang-i 
ssu) of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu Ju). BH: 
controller of the fruit office. 

153 cháng-lì 長吏 
Senior Subalterns. (1) Throughout history a generic term 
referring vaguely to the higher grades of subofficial func-
tionaries (")，but may be encountered as an equivalent of 
chang-kuan (Senior Official). (2) HAN: specific generic 
reference to government personnel with stipends ranging 
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from 400 down to 100 bushels per year. Cf. shao-li (Junior 
Subaltern). P30，68. 

154 cháng-ŭ掌麻or掌曆 
YUAN-MING: Calendar Clerk, 2 or more, rank 8a or 9b, 
in the Astrological Commission (t'ai-shih yuan), P35. 

155 chăng-liĕn 掌輦 
T,ANG-SUNG: Sedan-cha i r M a s t e r , rank 9b or un-
ranked, in the Sedan-chair Service (shang-lien chŭ) of the 
Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng); variant of T'ang's 
shang-lien. RR+SP: chargé des voitures (à bras). 

156 chăng-loù 掌漏 
T'ANG: Keeper of the Water Clock, 6 unranked techni-
cians in the Court of the Watches (lei-keng ssu) in the 
household of the Heir Apparent. RR: chargé de la clep-
sydre. P26. 

157 chăng4ŭ 掌戮 
CHOU; Executioner，2 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shíh), members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan). CL: 
éxecuteur. 

158 chàng-mà 仗馬 
T'ANG； Military Ceremonial Mounts, a general reference 
to cavalry horses trained to participate quietly in imperial 
ceremonies, but more specifically the designation of horses 
maintained at the palace gates and at the frontiers for is-
suance to anyone bearing an urgent report or complaint for 
presentation to the Emperor. RR: chevaux d'apparat. 

159 chăng mán-ŭ 掌蠻隸 
N-S DIV (Chou): Warden of Captive Southern Barbar-
ians, number not clear, ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih; 8a), members of the Ministry of Justice {ch'ìu-
kuan). P13. 

160 chăng-mù 掌墓 
N-S DIV (Chou): Gravetender, number not clear, ranked 
as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih; 9a), members of the Min-
istry of Rites (ch'un-kuan). P29. 

161 chăng nán-yŭàn foá-tzŭ 掌南院頭子 
LI AO: Office Manager , rank not clear but low, in the 
Southern Establishment (nan-yuan) of the Northern Admin-
istration (pei-mien). P5. 

162 chàng-nèi 仗內 
T'ANG: Inner Quar ters of the imperial palace. 

1 6 3 c / r à n g - n è f / á 帳內府 
T'ANG: Escort Brigade, theoretically consisting of 667 
Escort Guardsmen (chang-nei) of Left and Right under 2 
Escort Brigade Commanders (tien-chiin), in each Princely 
Establishment (wang-kuo fu). RR; garde du palais d'un 
prince. P69. 

164 chàng-nèi liù hsién 帳內六閑 
T'ANG: Six Palace Corrals administered by the Livery 
Service (shang-ch'eng chtì) of the Palace Administration (tien-
chung sheng) for breeding and rearing horses inside the pal-
ace enclosure. Created in 696, by 700 came under the con-
trol of a Commissioner of the Palace Stables (hsien-chiu 
shih), a duty assignment for a Director (chien), rank 3a2, 
or an Assistant Director {ch'eng), 5b 1’ of the Palace 
Administration; also came jointly under the supervision of 
the Court of the Imperial Stud (í'ai-p'u ssu). The Six Corrals 
were the Flying Dragon Corral {fei-lung chiu), the Unicorn 
Con-al (hsiang-lin hsieri)’ the Phoenix Park (feng-yŭn hsien), 
the Pheasant Corral (yŭan-luan hsien), the Mottled Bird (?) 
Corral (chi-liang hsien), and the Six Herds Corral (liu-ch'ŭn 

hsien), the last also known as the Six Stables (liu chiu). 
Also see wu fang, kuari-ma fang. RR: six pares á chevaux 
de Vintérieur du palais de Vempereur. 

165 chàng-nèi sàn-yŭèh 仗內散樂 
T'ANG: Secular Palace Musician, 1，000 prescribed for the 
staff of the Imperial Music Office (t'ai-yŭeh shu), subor-
dinate to the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). 
RR: musicien de musique profane de I'intérieur du palais. 

166 chang-nien 掌輦 
See under the romanization chang-lien. 

167 chŭng-pað 掌寶 
TANG-SUNG: (1) Keeper of Seals, palace woman, rank 
8a, in the Clothing Service (shang*fu chtì) in the Palace 
Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). (2) CHIN: Keeper of 
Gems in the household of the Heir Apparent, 2, rank and 
functions not clear. P26. 

168 chăng pĕUyûàn t'oŭ-tzŭ 掌北院頭子 
LI AO: Office Manager, rank not clear but low, in the 
Northern Establishment ipeì-yŭan) of the Northern Admin-
istration (pei-mien). PI2. 

169 chăng-p ’ èi chiēn 章佩監 
YUAN: Directorate for the Imperial Accessories, agency 
supervising the Emperor's eunuch valets, subordinate to the 
Palace Provisions Commission {hsŭan-hui yŭan)\ headed 
by a Supervisor (chien), rank 3a. P38. 

170 chăng-pH 掌皮 
CHOU: Keeper of Hides, 4 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan); 
collected hide and pelt tribute articles, delivered them to 
court leather and felt workers; collaborated with the Min-
istry of Works (tung-kuan) in supervising such manufac-
tures. CL: préposé aux peaux. 

171 chăng-pīn 掌賓 
SUNG: Hostess, 2 palace women, rank 8a’ members of the 
Visitors Office (ssu-pin ssu) of the Ceremonial Service 
(shang-i chŭ). 

172 chăng-pù 掌澇 
SUNG: Registrar, 2 palace women, rank 8a’ members of 
the Registration Office (ssu-pu) in the General Palace Ser-
vice (shang-kung chit). 

173 chàng-sāi wèi 障塞尉 
HAN: Commandant of Fortifications, rank 200 bushels, 
appointed in Later Han to the staffs of frontier Districts 
(hsien) in the North and Northwest as a special precaution 
against nomadic raids. HB; commandant of fortifications. 

174 c/iártg-îáwísiírtg-Zírtg 掌傘總領 
CH’ING: Supervisor of Umbrella-making in the Court of 
Imperial Armaments (wu-pei yuan) of the Imperial House-
hold Department {nei-wu fu). BH: supervisor of umbrella-
making. 

175 chăng sàn-yŭèh 掌散樂 
N-S DIV (Chou): Director of Secular Music, number not 
clear, ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih； 8a), 
members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan). P10. 

176 chăng-shàn 掌瞎 
SUNG: Table Maid, 2 palace women, rank 7a, members 
of the Foods Office {ssu-shan ssu) in the Catering Service 
(shang-shih chŭ). 
177 chăng-shè 掌舍 
(1) CHOU: Manager of Rest Stations, 4 ranked as Junior 
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Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of State 
(t'ìen-kuan) in charge of temporary camps used by the ruler 
on his travels. CL: préposé aux stations de repos. (2) SUNG: 
Section Chief, rank and function not clear, in the Three 
Institutes (san kuan). SP: chargé des cabanes. 

178 chăng-shè 掌設 
SUNG: Interior Maintenance Moid, 2 palace women, rank 
8a，members of the Interior Maintenance Office {ssu-she 
ssu) in the Housekeeping Service (shang-ch'ìn chŭ). 

179 chăng-shèn 掌蜃 
CHOU: Keeper of Clamshells, 2 ranked as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Education 
(ti-kuan); provided clamshells for powdering into a whit-
ener for ceremonial uses. CL: préposé aux huitres. 

180 chàng-shlh 帳史 
T'ANG: Account Keeper, unranked subofficial in Prefec-
tures (chou) and Superior Prefectures (Ju). RR: scribe chargé 
du registre des contributions. P53. 

181 chăng-shlh 掌史 
SUNG: Account Keeper, unranked subofficial in Prefec-
tures (chou). SP: chargé des registres. 

182 chăng-shíh 掌食 
T'ANG: Provlsioner, 3 palace women, rank 8a2, subor-
dinate to the Directress of Foodstuffs (ssu-chuan) in the es-
tablishment of the Heir Apparent; in charge of seasoned and 
other special dishes’ wines, lamps, torches, firewood, vases, 
etc., in the harem. RR: chargé de la nourrìture du harem 
de I'héritier du trône. 

183 chăng-shìh 掌飾 
SUNG: Adornments Maid, 2 palace women, rank 8a, 
members of the Adornments Office {ssu-shih ssu) in the 
Wardrobe Service (shang-i chŭ). 

184 chăng-shlh 長使 
HAN: designation of one category of Palace Woman, rank 
=600 bushels. HB: senior maid. 

185 chăng-shĭh 長史 
Lit., senior scribe. (1) CH’IN-SUNG: Aide’ an official 
usually of executive status but of variable rank，found in 
many agencies both civil and militaiy; e.g., in Princedoms 
(wang-kuo) and Commanderies (chŭrt) in Han, in Regions 
(chou) in Sui，in Prefectures (chou) and Area Commands 
(tu-tu fu) in T'ang, in Prefectures (chou) in Sung. HB: chief 
clerk. RR: administrateur en chef. SP: administrateur en 
chef, secrétaire en chef, secrétaire général, chef du bu-
reau. (2) N-S DIV-CH'ING: Administrator, chief exec-
utive official in a Princedom (wang-kuo) or, from T'ang on, 
a Princely Establishment (wang-fu); normally one, rank 4b 1 
in T’ang, Sa in Ming, 3a in Ch'ing, otherwise not clear. 
RR+SP: administrateur en chef. BH: commandant of a 
prince's palace. P69. (3) TANG, OTING: Administra-
tor, chief executive official in a Princess' Establishment 
(kung-ch" fu), rank 4b 1 in T'ang, 3a or 4 in Ch'ing. RR: 
administrateur en chef. BH: commandant. P69‘ (4) T'ANG: 
Administrator of the Eastern Capital, Loyang, but early 
retitled yin (Governor). P49. (5) YŭAN: Administrator, 
occasionally a middle-level executive official on the staff 
of the Heir Apparent or the Empress. P26. 

186 cMng.shíh ssŭ 長史司 
Administrator 's Office in a Princely Establishment (wang-
ýu)t headed by an Administrator (chang-shih). P69. 

187 chăng ... shih tà-ch'én 掌…事大臣 
CH'ING: lit., grand minister in charge of (commanding, 

managing) the affairs of such-and-such agency, civil or mil-
used as a designation when a Prince or other eminent 
man was in service: Grand Minister Managing (or 

Commanding) the .. . (agency name). 

188 chăng-shŭ 掌書 
Secretary. (1) T'ANG: 3 palace women, rank 8a2, sub-
ordinate to the Directress of the Inner Quarters (ssu-kuei) 
in the establishment of the Heir Apparent; in charge of seals, 
correspondence, and other paperwork. RR: chargé des écrits 
du harem de I'héritier du trône. (2) YUAN: 4 officials or 
subofficial functionaries, status not clear, in the Institute of 
Intejpreters (hui-t'ung kuan); another on the staff of the most 
direct descendant of Confucius, ennobled as Duke for Ful-
filling the Sage (yen-sheng kung). (3) MING-CH'ING. one, 
rank 7a，on the staff of the Duke for Fulfilling the Sage. 
P66. 

189 chăng shŭ-chì 掌書U 
TANG-SUNG: Chief Secretary: commonly on staffs of 
Surveillance Commissioners (kuanH shih) and Marshals 
of the Empire (t'ien-hsia ping-ma yūan-shuaf), rank not clear, 
in T'ang; on staffs of Prefectures (fu, chou, chŭn, chien), 
rank 8b, in Sung. RR+SP: secrétaire général. See chieh-
tu chang shu-chi. P52. 

190 chăngsŏ'shìh kuàn<hŭn shih 
掌所事冠軍使 

CH'ING: Assistant Director of the Standard-bearer Guard 
(ch'i-shou wei) of the Rear Subsection (hou-so) of the Im-
perial Procession Guard (luan-i wei), rank 5a. BH: assistant 
section chief. 

191 chăng sŏ-shìhyûn-hŭi shih 
掌所事雲麾使 

CH'ING: Assistant Director of any Subsection (so) of the 
Imperial Procession Guard (luan-i wei), rank 4a; also of the 
Elephant-training Office {hsŭn-hsiang so) of the Rear Sub-
section (hou-so) of the same agency, rank 5a. BH: assistant 
sub-department chief, assistant section chief. 

192 chàng-ssă 帳司 
SUNG: Accounts Office, a unit in the Tax Transport Bu-
reau {chuan-yŭn ssu), part of the early Sung State Finance 
Commission (san ssu)\ headed by a Manager of the Ac-
counts Office (chu-kuan chang-ssu)t a duty assignment for 
an official nominally established elsewhere in the central 
government. 

193 chăng-t,àn 掌炭 
CHOU: Keeper of Charcoal, 2 ranked as Junior Service-
men (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-
kuan). CL: préposé au charbon. 

194 chăng-té 長德 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Maturer of Virtue (?), established in 
400 as a prestige title (sart-kuan) for tribal chiefs; tradi-
tionally compared to the later title Grand Master of Palace 
Leisure (chung-san ta-fu)f rank 5a or 5b. P69. 

195 chăng-tēng 掌燈 
SUNG: Lantern Keeper, 2 palace women, rank 8a, mem-
bers of the Lanterns Office {ssu-teng ssu) in the House-
keeping Service (shang-ch'in chū). 

196 chăng tí-lì 掌狄隸 
N-S DIV (Chou): Warden of Captive Northern Barbar -
ians, number not clear, ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
{chung-shih) and Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih)’ members 
of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan). P13. 
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197 chăng-ts'ái 掌材 
N-S DIV (Chou): Keeper of Lumber, number not clear, 
ranked as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih) and Ordinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of Works 
(tung-kuan). PI4. 

198 chăng-ts，ăi 掌綵 
SUNG: Silk Worker , 2 palace women, rank 8a, members 
of the Rarities Office (ssu-chen ssu) in the Workshop Ser-
vice (shang-kung chŭ). 

199 chăng'tsàn 掌贊 
SUNG: Ritual Receptionist, 2 palace women, rank 8a， 
members of the Ritual Receptions Office (ssu-tsan ssu) in 
the Ceremonial Service (shang-i chŭ). 

200 chăng-tsàng 掌藏 
TANG: Storekeeper, 3 palace women, rank 8a2, subor-
dinate to the Directress of Standards (wm-Wí) in the estab-
lishment of the Heir Apparent; in charge of all gold, pearls, 
gems, and other precious objects in the harem. RR: chargé 
du trésor du harem de I'héritier du trône. 

201 chăng-tsò 掌座 
Keeper of the Altars. (1) TANG: 24 unranked subofficiaīs 
in the Office of the National Altars {chiao-she shu). RR: 
chargé des autels des banlieues. (2) SUNG; number not 
clear, unranked subofficials in the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu). 
SP: fonctionnaire des rites. P28. 

202 chāng-tsoà fáng 章奏房 
SUNG: Memorials Office, a unit in the Chancellery (men-
hsia sheng). SP: chambre d'adresses au trône. 
203 chàng tsùi-ŭ 掌罪隸 
N-S DIV (Chou): Warden of Convicted Criminals, num-
ber not clear, ranked as Ordinary Servicemen {chung-shih) 
and Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Min-
istry of Justice {ch'iu-kuan). P13. 

204 chăng^ŭ 掌徒 
N-S DIV (Chou): Warden of Banished Criminals, num-
ber not clear, ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih) 
and Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Min-
istry of Justice {ch'iu-kuan). P13. 

205 chàng'Vû 掌荼 
CHOU: Keeper of Thistles, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan); 
collected taxes in various plants used in funerals. CL: préposé 
à la plante tou. 
206 chăng-tzŭ 長子 
Lit., eldest son; in most contexts used in that literal sense. 
CH'ING: Heir of a Commandery Prince (chūn-wang), a 
title of imperial nobility. BH: son of a prince of the blood 
of the second degree. 

207 chăng-íz'ù 掌次 
CHOU: Tent Handier，4 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) re-
sponsible for setting up tents and canopies for the ruler an,.i 
other dignitaries outside the palace, using silk draperies 
provided by the Directors of Draperies (mu-jeri). CL: préposé 
au placement de la tente. 

208 chăng-wáng 長王 
CH'ING: variant form of chang-tzu (Heir of a Comman-
dery Prince). 
209 chăng-wèi 掌闈 
SUNG: Gatekeeper, 2 palace women, rank 8a’ members 

of the Inner Gates Office (ssu-wei ssu) in the General Pal-
ace Service (shang-kung chŭ). 

210 cM/ig浓射-从沩tò-c/r»掌衛事大臣 
CH'ING: Grand Minister Commanding the Guard , ab-
breviation of the title Grand Minister Commanding the Im-
perial Procession Guard (see luan-i wei); might be used in 
reference to a dignitary commanding any other Guard (wei). 

211 chăng-yà 掌訝 
CHOU: Receptionist, 8 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih), members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-
kuan)', responsible for keeping a record of the status of fue-
dal dignitaries and prescribing appropriate ceremonials for 
their visits to the royal court. CL: agent de la rencontre. 

212 chăng-yaò 掌藥 
SUNG: Pharmacist, 2 palace women, rank 8a, members 
of the Medicines Office (ssu-yao ssu) in the Food Service 
(shang-shih chŭ). 

213 ckăng-yèk akŭ 掌冶署 
Foundry Office. (1) SUI: unit in the Court for the Palace 
Revenues (t'ai-fu ssu) headed by 2 Directors (ling); super-
vised imperial coinage. (2) T'ANG-SUNG: unit in the Di-
rectorate for Imperial Manufactories (shao-fu chien) staffed 
by Foundrymen {chang-yeh), responsible for casting metals 
and for producing paints, glass, jade objects, etc. RR+SP: 
office des travaux de fonderie. 

214 chăng-yén 掌嚴 
T'ANG: Manager of Decorum, 3 palace women, rank 8a2, 
subordinate to the Directress of Standards (ssu-tse) in the 
establishment of the Heir Apparent; in charge of standards 
of diess, ornamentation, towels, combs, baths，toiletries, 
playthings, etc., in the harem. RR: chargé du décorum du 
harem de I'héritier du trône. 

215 chăng-yén 掌筵 
T’ANG: Manager of Furnishings, 3 palace women, rank 
8a2, subordinate to the Directress of the Inner Quarters (ssu-
kuei) in the establishment of the Heir Apparent; in charge 
of bedding，tables, sedan chairs, parasols, etc., used by the 
palace women. RR: chargé des nattes. 

216 chăng-yén 掌言 
SUNG: Communicator, 2 palace women, rank 8a, mem-
bers of the Communications Office (ssu-yen ssu) in the 
General Palace Service (shang-kung chŭ). 

217 chăng-yìn 掌印 
Lit., keeper of the seal or seal-holder, signifying the offi-
cial in charge: normally precedes the title of an official who 
is the senior among equals in an office or who would not 
regularly be the head of the office in question. E.g., hu-
k'o chang-yin chi-shih chimg (Seal-holding Supervising 
Secretary of the Office of Scrutiny for Revenue). 

218 chăng-yìn chien-tŭ t'ài-chiēn 
掌印監督太監 

MING: Seal-holding Director, eunuch head of the Direc-
tìraie of the Imperial Horses (yŭ~ma chien); may be en-
countered in reference to other eunuch Directorates. 

219 chăng-yìn kuān 掌印官 
Seal-hulding Official，signifying the official in charge of 
an office. See chang-yin. 
220 chăng-yìn kuàn-chŭn shíh 掌印冠軍使 
C H W G : lit” seal-holding military commissioner: Direc-
tor of any of the 5 Subsections (so) in the Imperial Proces-
sion Guard (luan-i wei), rank 3a: also used for heads of the 
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Elephant-training Office (hsûn-hsìang so) and the Standard-
bearers Guard (ch'i-shou weì), units of the Rear Subsection 
(hou-so). BH: sub-department chief. 

221 chăng-yìn t'ài^chiēn 掌印太監 
MING: Seal-holding Direc tor , designation of heads of 
various eunuch agencies. 

222 chăng-yìn yûn-hŭi shĭh 掌印雲麾使 
CH'ING: lit,, seal-holding flag assistant: Director, rank 4a, 
one in charge of each subordinate Office (normally ssu) in 
the 5 Subsections (jo) of the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-
i weì). BH: section chief. 

2 2 3 chăng-yâ 掌輿 
SUNG: Transport Maid, 2 palace women, rank 8a, mem-
bers of the Transport Office (ssu-yù ssu) in the House-
keeping Service (shang-ch'in chŭ). 

224 c M / ^ ^ r ā / i ^ y í i ò 掌御湯藥 
CHIN: Broth Cook, from 1194 one or more non-official 
specialists on the staff of the Imperial Dispensary (yŭ-yao 
yuan), an agency associated with the Imperial Academy of 
Medicine (t'ai-i yiìan). 

225 chăng-yŭán 掌園 
T'ANG: Gardener, 3 palace women, rank 8a2, subordinate 
to the Directress of Foodstuffs (ssu-chuan) in the establish-
ment of the Heir Apparent; in charge of all fruit and veg-
etable production within the inner quarters. RR: chargé des 
jardins du harem de I'héritier du trône. 

226 chăng-yūàn hsŭéh-shìh 掌院學士 
CH'ING; Chancellor of the Hanlin Academy, 2，rank 5a 
but rose in accordance with concurrent appointments; se-
nior officials of the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yuan), di-
rected all its activities. First established in 1644, then re-
curringly merged with the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko) and 
its antecedents until 1670，when it was permanently re-es-
tablished. P23. 

227 chăng-yŭèh 掌樂 
Musician. (1) T'ANG: 4 palace women, rank 8a，in the 
Ritual Service (shang-i chŭ) of the Palace Domestic Service 
(nei-shih sheng). RR: chargé de la musique du harem. (2) 
SUNG: unspecified number, unranked, attached to the De-
partment of State Affairs (shang~shu sheng). SP: préposé 
à la musique. 

228 chăng-yŭèh kuăn 掌樂官 
CH'ING: Music Director in the Imperial Procession Guard 
(luan-i wei). P10. 

229 chăng-yun 掌醞 
Wine Steward. (1) SUI-T'ANG: 50 in Sui, 20 in T'ang, 
unranked subofficials in the Office of Fine Wines (liang-
yun shu) of the kuang-lu ssu (Court for Attendants in Sui, 
Court for Imperial Entertainments in T'ang). (2) T A N G -
SUNG: 2 palace women, rank 8a’ members of the Wines 
Office (ssu-yūn ssu) in the Food Service {shang-shih chŭ). 
RR: chargé des boissons fermentées. P30. 

230 chăng-yŭn shŭ 掌醞署 
MING-CH'ING: Winery, one of 4 provisioning agencies 
subordinate to the Court of Imperial Entertainments (kuang-
lu ssu), headed by one or 2 Directors (cheng), rank 6b. Cf. 
liang-yŭn shu (Office of Fine Wines). P30. 

231 ch'ăng 廠 
Depot or Repository. See hsi-ch'ang, ĭung-ch'ang, pao-
ch'Uan ch'ang. 

232 ch'áng 常 
See ssu-ch'ang, t'ai-ch'ang. 

233 ch，ăng 長 
See chăng. 

234 ch，áng-ck，én 常臣 
SUI-CH'ING: unofficial reference to personnel of the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu). 

235 cMáng-ckì SMk 常騎侍 
HAN: Cavalry Attendant-in-ordinary, rank and function 
not clear. 

236 ch，áng-chiĕn 長兼 
N-S DIV-T'ANG: a prefix originally meaning “probation-
ary” (possibly for a longer period than normal) that appar-
ently evolved gradually, during the era of N-S Division, 
into a component part of a regular, non-probationary title, 
e.g., ch'àng-chien ts'an-chŭn (Junior Adjutant); the practice 
seems to have died out in early T'ang. 

237 ch'áng'ChHŭ chiĕn 長秋監 

(1) HAN-T ANG: Palace Domestic Service, a variant of 
the more common name i-t'ing, q.v.; staffed by palace 
women and eunuchs; prior to 104 B.C. called ymg-hsiang; 
after A.D. 621 called nei-shih chien. RR: direction de Vin-
tendance du palais intérieur. (2) SUI: Directorate of Pal-
ace Domestic Service, retitled from nei-shih íAewg (Palace 
Domestic Service) c. 604, status changed from one of the 
Five Departments {wu sheng) to one of the Five Director-
ates (wm chien); headed by a Supervisor (chien). P38. 

238 ch9áng-ch9iŭ ssù 長秋寺 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i): Court of the Women's Chambers , a 
eunuch agency responsible for attendance in the women's 
quarters in the palace, overseeing activities of the Palace 
Domestic Service (i-t'ing); headed by a eunuch Chamber-
lain (ch'ing) and Director (chung-yin). 

239 ch'áng-fú láng 常服郞 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Gentleman for the Ordinary Ward-
robe, status and organizational affiliation not clear, but tra-
ditionally understood to be a keeper of the Emperor's reg-
ular daily clothing. 

240 ch'áng-hó shŭ 常和署 
YUAN: Office of Moslem Music, headed by a Director 
(ling), subordinate to the Bureau of Musical Ritual (i-feng 
ssu)-, until 1312 entitled kuan-kou ssu. 

241 ch'âng-hsìn chān-shìh 長信詹事 
HAN: Steward of the Empress Dowager, a eunuch; in 
150 B.C. retitled ch'ang-hsìn shao-fu. 

242 ch'áng-hsìn shaò-fŭ 長信少府 
HAN: Steward of the Empress Dowager, a eunuch; re-
titled from ch'ang-hsin chan-shih in 150 B.C., then in A.D. 
1 retitled ch'ang-lo shao-fu. 
243 ch'áng-hsīng chŭn 長興軍 
T'ANG: Long Flourishing Army, 2，one Left and one Right, 
among many transitory military units organized under the 
Northern Command (pei-ya) during the An Lu-shan rebel-
lion (755—763); apparently did not endure long if at all be-
yond the rebellion. RR: armées de la prospérité éternelle. 

244 ch9áng-hsíng jén 長行人 
CHIN: Probationary Clerk, 50 subofficial functionaries 
appointed to serve as kuan-kou (Clerk) in the Bureau of 
Astronomy (ssu-t'ien t'ai). P35. 
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245 ch'áng-hsíng tyài-î 長行太醫 
CHIN: Probationary Physician in the Imperial Academy 
of Medicine (t'ai-i yuan); apparently gained regular status 
as Assistant Imperial Physician (fu feng-sheng t'ai-i) after 
successful apprenticeship. 
246 ch'áng-hsŭăn kuān 常選官 
Ordinary Appointee: a categorical reference to personnel 
of the regular officialdom appointed in the normally pre-
scribed way, in contrast to various types of irregular ap-
pointees, eunuchs, etc. 

247 ch9ăng'jén 場人 
CHOU: Gardener, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan). CL: 
jardinier. 

248 ck，àng-jén 鬯人 
CHOU: Keeper of Sacrificial Wines, 2 ranked as Junior 
Servicemen (hsia-shih)f members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan); prepared aromatic millet wine for ancestral 
offerings. CL: officier du vin odorant des sacrifices. 

249 cWângAiŭ 長流 
CHOU: variant reference to the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-
kuan); may be encountered in later periods as an archaic 
reference to a comparable office. 

250 ck，áng-ld ckién 長樂監 
T'ANG: Directorate of the Park of Lasting Pleasure, one 
of 4 Directorates in charge of maintaining the buildings and 
grounds of imperial parks in the 4 quadrants of the dynastic 
capital, Ch'ang-an, under the supervision of the Court of 
the Imperial Granaries (ssu-mng ssu); specifically in charge 
of the southern quadrant, which included ruins of the Han 
dynasty*s Palace of Lasting Pleasure {ch'ang-lo kung). 
Headed by a Director (chien), rank 6b2. See ssu-mien chien. 
P40. 

251 ck,áng4d skad-fŭ 長樂少府 
HAN: Steward of the Empress Dowager, a eunuch; re, 
titled from ch'ang-hsin shao-fu in A.D. 1. 

252 ch'áng-măn ts,àng 常滿倉 
HAN: Ever Full Granary，a Later Han variant of ch'ang-
p'ing ts'ang (Ever Normal Granary). HB: ever full granary. 
253 ch'áng-p'íng àn 常平案 
SUNG: Stabilization Fund Section. (1) One of 8 Sections 
in the Tax Bureau (tu-chih ssu), one of 3 agencies that con-
stituted the early Sung State Finance Commission (san ssu)\ 
normally headed by an Administrative Assistant (p'an-kuan, 
fui-kuan); monitored the operation of the Ever Normal 
Granary system (see ch'ang-p'ing ts'ang). Whèn the State 
Finance Commission was discontinued in the 1080s, this 
Section became one of 6 Sections in the Right Section (yu-
ts'aó) of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), staffing not clear 
but bearing comparable responsibilities. (2) A subunit of 
Lin-an Prefecture (modern Hangchow) and probably other 
Prefectures (chou, fu) as well, administering Ever Normal 
Granaries in their territorial jurisdictions (only in S. Sung?). 
SP: service chargé de maintenir Vuniformité du prìx des 
grains. 

254 ck，áng-p，íng kuān 棠乎唱 
SUNG: Supply Commissioner, one of several terms used 
for the chief official of a Supply Commission (ts'ang-ssu) 
in a Circuit (lu). SP: fonctionnaire chargé de maintenir 
Vuniformité du prix des grains. 

162 ch'ang-shih 
255 ch，áng-p，íng sM 常平署 
T ANG—SUNG: Stabilization Fund Office in the Court of 
the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu), established 658; in gen-
eral charge of the Ever Normal Granary system; from early 
Sung into the 1080s, its functions were largely handled by 
the State Finance Commission (san ssu), and after the 1080s 
they were shared with the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). 
RR+SP: office chargé de maìnîènir Vuniformité du prix des 
grains. 

256 ch，áng-p，íng ssŭ 常平司 
SUNG: Stabilization Fund Bureau, in charge of the Ever 
Normal Granary system; one of 3 agencies constituting the 
State Finance Commission (san ssu), succeeding the Tax 
Bureau (tu-chih ssu) in that role, date not clear; abolished 
in the 1080s. 

257 ch，áng-p，íng ts，āng 常平倉 
Ever Normal Granary: from Han on, a local unit in a 
system through which the state bought grain when and where 
it was in surplus for sale when and where it was in short 
supply, to stabilize prices and supplies. HB: ever level 
granary. RR+SP: grenìer pour maintenir Vuniformité du prix 
des grains. 

258 ch，áng-p，íng ts，ŭng ssŭ 常平倉司 
SUNG: Ever Normal Granary Office, headed by a Su-
pervisor (t'i-chŭ kuan)\ status not wholly clear，but appar-
ently a local or regional agency directly or indirectly sub-
ordinate to the Supply Commissioner (ts'ang-ssu) of a Circuit 
(/«) or to the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), the Court of the 
Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu), or the State Finance Com-
mission (san ssu). SP: office des greniers chargé de main-
tenir Vuniformité du prix des grains. 

259 ch'áng-pó 常伯 
Executive Attendant: unofficial reference to a high-rank-
ing official having close access to the ruler, e .g. , Palace 
Attendant (shih-chung), Cavalier Attendant-in-ordinary (san-
chi ch'ang-shih). See ta ch'ang-po, shao ch'ang-po. 

260 ch’áng-shàng 長上 
T'ANG: lit” sent up (to the palace or possibly any higher 
agency) for continuing service: a prefix used with such de-
scriptive terms as Entertainers (san-yìiehyMy specify non-
official specialists who were permanent or career mem-
bers of the staff, as distinct from those who served 
temporarily on rotational requisitions from local units of 
government. 

261 ch，áng-shàng tì-tzŭ 長上弟子 
TANG: Novice Career Musician in the Imperial Music 
Office (t'ai-yueh shu) of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices 
{t'aì-ch'ang ssu), required to pass various tests before being 
assigned to one of the palace orchestras. RR: éleve per-
manent. 

262 ch'áng-shìh 常侍 
Attendant-in-ordinary. (1) HAN: eunuch director of the 
staff of palace eunuchs, in Later Han retitled ch'ang-ch'iu 
chien (?). (2) N-S DIV-T'ANG: member of the senior staff 
of a Princedom (wang-kuo) or Princely Establishment {wang-
fu). RR: fonctionnaire constamment à la disposition d'un 
prince. P69. (3) SUNG: members of the Chancellery (men-
hsia sheng), rank not clear, differentiated as Left and Right. 
SP: grands conseillers politiques impériaux. See san-chi 
cWang-shiht chung ch'ang-shih, nei ch'ang-shih. 
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263 ch'ăng-shĭh 敞史 
Clerk. (1) LIAO: minor officials in both Northern and 
Southern Bureaus of Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan). (2) 
CH'ING: variant reference to Clerks called pì-t'ieh-shìh. P5, 
12. 

264 ch'áng-shìh chì 常侍騎 
HAN: Mounted Attendant-in-ordinary, an honorary of-
fice {chia-kuan) awarded to favored officials in Former Han, 
signifying their worthiness to be companions of the Em-
peror. HB: regular mounted attendant. 

265 ch’áng-skìkfŭ 常侍府 
Variant form of Princely Establishment (wang-fu), usu-
ally preceded by the title of the Prince, as ... wang ch'ang-
shih fu (Princely Establishment of 

266 ch'áng-shìh láng 常侍郞 
HAN: Gentleman Attendant-in-ordinary, one of several 
titles given to expectant officials, or officials awaiting reas-
signment, who were expected to be available for such ser-
vice as the ruler required. HB: gentleman in regular at-
tendance. P23. 

267 ch'áng-shìh ts'aó 常侍曹 
HAN: Section for Attendants-in-ordinary, one of 4 to 6 
top-echelon units in the Imperial Secretariat (chung-shu t'ai)， 
headed by an Imperial Secretary (shang-shu); handled the 
mler's relations with the Counselor-in-chicf (ch'eng-hsiang), 
the Censor-in-chief (yū-shih ta-fu), and other high digni-
taries; reportedly also in charge of official appointments and 
of sacrificial ceremonies. Early in Later Han retitled lì-pu 
ts'ao, q.v. In later eras may be encountered as an unofficial 
reference to any agency responsible for civil service per-
sonnel matters, especially the Ming-Ch’ing Bureau of Ap-
pointments {wen-hsŭan ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry of Per-
sonnel (lì-pu). HB: bureau of regular attendants. P5. 

268 ch，áng-skìk yèk-ckĕ 棠侍謁者 
HAN: Receptionist Attendant-in-ordinary, 5’ rank =600 
bushels’ subordinates of the Supervisor of Receptionists (yeh-
che p'u-yeh) on the staff of the Chamberlain for Attendants 
(kuang-lu-hsŭn) in Later Han; assisted in organizing court 
audiences and other ceremonies, were also given various 
special assignments as needed. HB: internuncios in regular 
attendance. 

269 ch'áng-sŭi 長隨 
Lit., long-term (?) follower: Member of the Regular En-
tourage, a designation sometimes used for Palace Eunuchs 
(huan-kuan, etc.)’ in Ming for personal attendants attached 
to Palace Eunuchs, and in Ch'ing for personal servants of 
provincial and prefectural dignitaries. 

270 ch'áng-sŭifèng-yŭ 長隨奉御 
MING: Palace Groom, the lowest-ranking eunuchs, rank 
6a，in the Directorate of the Imperial Horses (yū-ma chien). 
P39. 

271 ch'áng-tsài 常在 
CH'ING: one of many titles designating Palace Woman; 
was considered eligible for promotion into the ranks of 
Consorts {kuei-fei, kuei-jen, etc.). 

272 ch'áng-ts'ān kuăn 常參官 
Consultants-in-ordinary, a generic term for officials reg-
ularly expected to attend audiences. (1) T'ANG: refers to 
court officials of rank 5 and higher. RR: fonctionnaires as-
sistant toujours aux audiences. (2) SUNG: variant form of 
ch'ao-kuan (Court Official). SP: fonctionnaire titulaire de 
la cour. See chiu-ts'an kuan, liu-ts'an. 

273 ck,áng-ts’úng 常從 
Attendant-in-ordinary: throughout history a generic ref-
erence to personal servants authorized for officials on a reg-
ular basis, as distinguished, e.g. , from special retinues au-
thorized for officials in travel status (see tao-ts'ung). 

274 ch'áng-ts'ŭng hŭ-pēn tū 常從虎賁督 
N-S DIV (Ch’i): Commandant of the Bodyguard of the 
Heir Apparent, rank not clear. P26. 

275 chyáng-ts9ûng láng 常從郞 
SUI: Gentleman Attendant-in-ordinary, a prestige title 
{san-kìian) for rank 9 officials under Emperor Yang. P68. 

276 ch9áng-ts9
ŭng sù-wèi 長從宿衛 

T'ANG: Permanent Palace Guard，a body of paid vol-
unteers established c. 723 as replacements for rotational mi-
litiamen controlling the gates to the inner quarters of the 
palace; c. 725 retitled k'uo-chi. 

277 ch，áng-yaò chién 售藥監 
HAN; Supervisor of Medicine Tast ing, in Later Han a 
eunuch post attached to the Chamberlain for the Imperial 
Revenues (shao-ýu)t no doubt to test medications for the 
Emperor prepared by the office of the Imperial Physician 
(fai-i ling). HB: inspector of the medicine tasters. 

278 ch'áng-yíng k9ù 常盈庫 
MING: Ever Full Haybarn，a unit of the Court of the Im-
perial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) headed by an unranked subofficial 
Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih). P31. 

279 chăo-ān shĭh 招安使 
SUNG: Pacification Commissioner, ad hoc assignment for 
an official who was, literally, “sent out to summon (rebels, 
bandits, other disaffected groups) to peace." SP: commis-
saire chargé d,exiger la soumission des rebelles. 

280 chāo-chièn pan 招箭班 
SUNG: Targets and Arrows Section in the Palace Com-
mand (tien-ch'ien ssu)t a military unit headed by a Section 
Chief (ya-pan), probably unranked. SP: compagnie chargée 
des cibles et des flèches. 

281 chāo-fŭ ch'ŭ-chìh shîh 招撫處置使 
SUNG: Pacification and Supervisory Commissioner, an 
eminent official sent out to deal with military and other 
disturbances on an ad hoc basis, usually in a multi-Circuit 
(lu) region suffering from invasion, rebellion, or natural 
disasters. SP: commissaire chargé de prendre des mesures 
de pac^ication. 

282 chāo-fŭ shĭh 招撫使 
SUNG: Pacification Commissioner, an eminent official 
sent out to deal with military disturbances on an ad hoc 
basis, usually in a multi-Circuit (lu) region suffering from 
invasion, rebellion, or other military disruptions. SP: com-
missaire chargé de pacification, commissaire chargé de pa-
cifier . . . (…areas ) . 

283 chāo-hó shŭ 昭和署 
YŭAN: Office of Western Music in the Bureau of Musical 
Ritual (i-feng ssu), specializing in the music of northwest-
ern China; established 1280，in 1313 retitled fien-yŭeh shu; 
headed by 2 Directors {ling), rank 7a. P10. 

284 chăo-hsŭān shĭh 昭宣使 
SUNG: Commissioner of Clear Proclamations, eunuch 
official, rank 6a，in the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih 
sheng). See kung*wei ta-fu. SP: commissaire tchao-siuan. 

285 chāo-hsŭán ssà 昭玄寺 
N-S DIV (N. Wei, N. Ch i): Office for the Clarification 
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of Buddhist Profundities, an agency of the Court for De-
pendencies (hung-lu ssu) responsible for monitoring the 
teaching of Buddhism throughout the state; headed by a 
Controller-in-chief (ta-t'ung) with the assistance of a Con-
troller (t'ung) and a Chief Buddhist Deacon (tu weî-na). 
Replaced an earlier Superintendency of Buddhist Happiness 
{chìen-fu ts'aó) in the Court for Dependencies. Also see 
seng-kuan. PI 7. 

286 chāO'hsŭn 昭訓. 
Lady of Clear Instruction. (1) N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): one 
of the 3 imperial concubines collectively known as the Su-
perior Concubines (shang-pin). (2) T'ANG: 16 palace women 
of the 4th order, rank 7a, in the household of the Heir Ap-
parent. RR: femme d'une éducation remarquable. 

287 chŭō'huá 昭華 
N-S DIV: Lady of Bright Loveliness, a concubine title 
that apparently originated īn San-kuo Wei; in Sung the des-
ignation of one of the Nine Concubines (chiu-pin); in N. 
Ch'i the designation of one of 27 imperial consorts collec-
tively called Hereditary Consorts (shih-fu�’ rank =3b. 

288 chāo4 昭儀 
HAN-SUNG: Lady of Bright Deportment, designation of 
one of the Nine Concubines (chiu pin�’ rank 2a in T’ang 
and Sung. HB; brilliant companion. RR: femme d'une cor-
rection manifesie. 

289 chăo-jáng 昭容 
HAN-SUNG: Lady of Bright Countenance, designation 
of one of the Nine Concubines (chiu pin), rank 2a in T'ang 
and Sung. RR+SP: femme d'une dignité manifeste. 

290 chăo-kŭng wàn-hù 昭功萬戶 
YŭAN: Meritorious Brigade，the personal bodyguard of 
the Heir Apparent, headed by a Commandant-in-chief (tu 
tsung-shih). 

291 chào-mó 照磨 
YŬAN-CH'ING: Record Keeper, lowly members, rank 
8a to 9b, of the staffs of some Ministries (pu), the Cen-
sorate (yii-shih t'ai, tu ch'a-yūart), other capital agencies, 
and various agencies at the provincial and prefectural lev-
els; sometimes head of a Records Office (chaortno so). 

292 chào-mó chiēn ch'éng-fā chià-kó k’ù 
照磨兼承發架閣庫 

YUAN: Record Keeper and Storekeeper, rank 8a’ in the 
Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yŭan) after 1322. 

293 chào-mó chién-chiào só 照磨檢校所 
MING: Records Office in the very early Ming Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng), headed by an Administrator (tuan-shih 
kuan)t rank not clear but low; discontinued in 1369. P4. 

294 ckào-mó chiēn kuăn-kŏu 照磨兼管勾 
YŭAN: Record Keeper and Clerk, rank 8b，in a Princely 
Establishment (wang-fu). P69. 

295 chào-mó chiĕn kuăn-kōu ch，éng-fā chià-
kó照磨兼管勾承發架閣 

YUAN: Record Keeper and Clerk-storekeeper, one, rank 
not clear, in the Bureau of Transmission (t'ung-cheng yŭan) 
at Peking from 1311 on. P12. 

296 chào-mó kuăn-kôu 照磨管勾 
MING: Record Keeper and Clerk in the very early Ming 
Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), rank 7b, and Censorate O'M-
shih t,ai), 8a; both discontinued in 1380. 
297 chào-mó sŏ 照磨所 
MING-CH'ING: Records Office, a unit for the mainte-

nance of documentary files normally headed by a Record 
Keeper (chao-mo), rank 8a’ 9a, or 9b, in such agencies as 
the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), Ministry of Justice (hsing-
pu), Censorate (tu ch'a-yuan), Provincial Administration 
Commissions (ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ww)，and Pro-
vincial Surveillance Commissions (t'i-hsìng an-ch'a shih ssu). 
P18, 52, 69. 

298 chăo-mŭ 招募 
Recruitment: from Sui on, a process of enlisting non-sol-
diers into military service for pay as Mercenary Recruits 
(mu-ping) to supplement Regular Troops {kuan-ping), es-
pecially in times of military crisis. 

299 chăo-nà ssŭ 招納司 
SUNG: Capitulation Office, an ad hoc agency for enticing 
rebels or invaders to surrender and for administering those 
who surrendered, established by Military Commissioners 
(ching'lŭeh) on active campaign. SP: bureau chargé de re-
cevoir les rebelles soumis. 

300 chāo-níng 昭甯 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i): Lady of Bright Tranquillity, desig-
nation of one of 27 imperial consorts collectively called He-
reditary Consorts (shih-fu); rank =3b. 

301 chăo-shìh 爪士 
CH'ING: lit., soldiers (who serve as the ruler’s) claws: un-
official reference to the most prestigious of the 3 groups of 
Imperial Guardsmen (san-ch'i shih-wei). 

302 chāo-shōu pù-shŭ 招收部署 
SUNG: Recruiting Office, an ad hoc agency established 
to recruit men for a campaigning army. SP: directeur mi-
litaire de recrutement. 

303 chào-Vào shĭh 招討使 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Bandit-suppression Commissioner, 
ad hoc appointee to bring order in a disrupted area, head 
of a Bandit-suppression Commission {chao-t'ao ssu). (2) 
MING-CH'ING: Pacification Commissioner’ rank 5b， 
designation of a southwestern aboriginal chieftain heading 
a Pacification Commission (chao-t'ao ssu). P72. 

304 chāo-t'ăo ssū 招討司 
(1) T，ANG_SUNG: Bandit-suppression Commission, an 
ad hoc military force headed by a Commissioner (chao-t'ao 
shih) sent to suppress disorders in an area normally spec-
ified in a prefix. RR: commissaire impérial chargé d'exiger 
les soumissions et de châtier les rebelles. SP: commissaire 
chargé de faire soumettre et de châtier les rebelles dans 
. . . . (2 ) YùAN: 2 entirely different types of agencies with 
the same Chinese name. One was the Pacification Com-
mission, overall coordinating agency for a Circuit (tao), 
headed by a Commissioner (chao-t'ao shih), normally a non-
Chinese noble. Also Pacification Office, designating the 
headquarters of a southwestern aboriginal tribal chieftain, 
given variable rank as a titular Overseer (ta-lu-hua-ch'ih). 
See t'u-ssu. (3) MING-CH'ING: Pacification Commis-
sion, the headquarters of a southwestern aboriginal tribal 
chieftain designated Pacification Commissioner (chao-t'ao 
shih), rank 5b. See t'u-ssu. P72. 

305 chào-t'īng 照廳 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Record Keeper (chao-
mo) in a Provincial Administration Commission {ch'eng-
hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu). 
306 chāo-wén hsŭéh-shìh 昭文學士 
Abbreviation of the title chao-wen (ta) hsŭeh-shih ([Grand] 
Academician of the Institute for the Glorification of Lit-
erature). See chao-wen kuan, ta hsŭeh-shih, hsŭeh-shih. 
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307 cA如•W/i 昭文館 
Institute for the Glorification of Literature. (1) T'ANG: 
from 705 to 706 and again from 711 to 719 the official 
variant designation of the agency most commonly called 
Institute for the Advancement of Literature {hung-wen kuan), 
staffed with 4 Senior Academicians (ta hsŭeh-shih) and lesser 
Academicians (hsŭeh-shih) who assisted in drafting impe-
rial pronouncements and tutored young men of the official 
class; subordinate to the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng). RR: 
collège pour la glorification de la liîtérature. (2) SUNG: 
one of the Three Institutes (san kuàn) constituting the 
Academy for the Veneration of Literature (ch'ung-wert yuan); 
Institute subordinate to the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng), 
with staff appointments granted only as supplementary hon-
ors for eminent court officials; in 1082 absorbed into the 
Palace Library {pi-shu sheng), appointments made substan-
tive. SP: as RR above. (3) LIAO: existence as functional 
Institute not clear, but staff titles were granted as honorific 
supplements to those of eminent officials. P25. 

308 chăo-yáo chŭn Wi^W 
T’ANG: lit., the swaggering army (?): Army of the Great 
Celestial Bear, named after 2 stars in the Great Bear con-
stellation; one of 12 regional supervisory headquarters for 
militia Garrisons (fu) called the Twelve Armies (shih-erh 
chūn); existed only 620-623, 625-636. RR: armée (de la 
constellation) du branlement des armes. P44. 

309 chào-yŭ 詔獄 
Imperial Prison. (1) Most commonly, a prison in the pal-
ace to which were brought men whose arrests had been or-
dered {chad) by the Emperor. (2) HAN: a collective ref-
erence to prisons maintained by various central government 
agencies, at least some of which were intended for persons 
of certain status categories; e.g., the Convict Barracks at 
Sweet Spring Mountain (kan-ch'ŭan chŭ-shih) in modern 
Shensi for members of the imperial family, the Central Prison 
{jo-lu yŭ) for imperial relatives by marriage, the Prison for 
Palace Women (i-t'ìng pi-yu), all apparently administered 
by the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); the 
Prison for Liaison Hostels for Commanderies (chŭn-ti yŭ; 
see chŭn-ti) administered by the Chamberlain for Depen-
dencies (ta hung~lu). (3) MING: a common quasi-official 
designation of the Prison (chen-fu ssu) maintained by the 
Imperial Bodyguard {chin-i wei). P13, 37, 38. 

310 chāo-yŭàn 昭媛 or 昭苑 
TANG-SUNG: Lady of Bright Beauty, designation of an 
imperial concubine, rank 2a in Sung. RR: femme d'une beauté 
manifeste. SP: femme tiîré intérieure de 2ème rang. 

311 chāo-yŭán ssù 昭元寺 
Variant of chao-hsuan ssu (Office for the Clarification of 
Buddhist Profundities). 

312 ch'áo 朝 
Throughout imperial history: (1) Dynasty, (2) Cour t Au-
dience, especially spring audiences in contrast to autumn 
audiences (chtng; see ch'ao-ching lang), and (3) Court in 
the sense of those who participated importantly in imperial 
audiences, e.g., Court Official (ch'ao-kuan). 

313 ch'āo 超 
See under ch'ao-ch'ien, ch'ao-sheng, ch'ao-yŭeh. 

314 cWào-chî shih 朝集使 
SUI-T'ANG; Territorial Representative, a delegate from 
each Sui Region (chou) and Commandery (chun) and from 
each T’ang Prefecture (chou) sent to the dynastic capital 
annually to participate in New Year's audience and report 

on local conditions, normally the ranking official of the unit 
of territorial administration; revival of a Han tradition (see 
chi-chieh), and forerunner of regular assemblages of local 
officials for imperial audiences in later dynasties. 

315 ch'âo-ch'iēn 超遷 
Extraordinary Promotion, a term commonly used when 
an official, because of special merit or favor, was promoted 
more than the normal step up in rank. 

316 ch'ăo-chlh chû 鈔紙局 
MING: Currency Supply Service, a paper money printshop 
subordinate to the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu)，headed by 
a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank not clear. P16. 

317 ch 'ăO'Chĭh fāng 鈔紙坊 
CHIN: Currency Printshop, apparently subordinate to the 
Ministry of Works (kung-pu); headed by a Commissioner 
(shih), rank not clear. Cf. yin-tsao ch'ao-yìn k'u. P16. 

318 ch'áo-chlng láng 朝請郞 
SUI- YÙ AN: Gentleman for Court Audiences, prestige 
title (san-kuan) for officials of rank 7a or 7al ; replaced the 
older term Audience Attendant (feng ch'ao-ching). In Han, 
ch'ao referred to spring audiences, ching (sic; not ch'ing in 
this use) to autumn audiences. P68. 

319 ch9áo~ching tà-fū 朝請大夫 
SUI-CH'ING: Grand Master for Court Audiences, pres-
tige title {san-kuan) for officials of rank 5a in Sui, 5b 1 in 
T'ang, 5b2 in Sung，5bl in Chin, 4b thereafter; replaced 
the older term Audience Attendant (feng ch'ao-ching). See 
comment on ch'ao-ching under ch'ao-ching lang. P68. 

320 ch'ăo-fă 鈔法 
Normally used as a term meaning, literally, “the paper money 
laws." MING: apparently used, at least in 1468, as an un-
official designation for Currency Tax Agents collecting 
domestic customs duties at the 9 gates of Peking. P20. 

321 ch'áō-fèng láng 朝奉郞 
SUNG; Gentleman for Court Service, prestige title (san-
kuan) for officials of rank 6a 1 and 7a. P68. 

322 ch'áo-fèng tà-fū 朝奉大夫 
SUNG: Grand Master for Court Service, prestige title 
(san-kuan) for officials of rank 5a and 6b. P68. 

323沙，如-/íí/á-H^ P ò朝服法物庫 
SUNG: Storehouse for Court Ritual Regalia, which 
maintained special costumes and other regalia needed by 
officials in court audience; headed jointly by official and 
eunuch Supervisors {chiert-kuan)\ established in 977 as a 
unit in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu), 
then in 1103 transferred to the jurisdiction of the Palace 
Administration (tien-chung sheng). Originally one store-
house, but increased to 3 in different parts of the palace 
grounds. SP: magasin des vêtements d'audience et d'objets 
rituels. P38. 

324 ch'áo-hóu 朝侯 
HAN: Marquis appointed for merit by the Emperor, with 
the privilege of participating in regular court audiences， 
ranking below the Nine Chamberlains (chiu ch'ing). 

325 cA，ó�itóiig朝議郞 
SUI-T'ANG: Gentleman for Court Discussion, prestige 
title (san-kuan) for officials of rank 6aî . P68. 
326 ch'áoA tà-fū 朝議大夫 
SUI-SUNG，MING-CH'ING: Grand Master fo r Cour t 
Discussion, prestige title (sart-kuqn) for officials of rank 3b 
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in Sui, 5al in T'ang, 6a in Sung，4b in Ming and Ch'ing： 
P68. 

327 ck,áo-k,ŭo 朝考 
CH'ING: Court Examination, the final stage of the Palace 
Examination (tien-shih), which recruited men into the civil 
service as Metropolitan Graduates (chìn-shìh). 

328 ch'áo-kuān 朝官 
Court Official, generic designation normally indicating all 
officials whose appointments and ranks entitled them to at-
tend imperial audiences regularly; part of the larger cate-
gory of Capital Officials (ching~kuan)f including Court Of-
ficials and others serving in the capital who were not entitled 
to attend imperial audiences regularly. In Sung this was a 
more specific term, including officials serving in units of 
territorial administration who had court rank. 

329 cWào-kuān 鈔關 
MING: Customs House, 12 established along the Grand 
Canal to collect transit duties on all shipping; subordinate 
to the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu)y supervised by Inves-
tigating Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ~shih) commissioned as Cus-
toms House Censors {ch'ao-kuan yŭ~shih). 

3 3 0 cWâO'lièh tà-fū 朝列大夫 
CHIN-MING: Grand Mas te r fo r Cour t Precedence, 
prestige title (san:kuan) for officials of rank 5b2 in Chin 
(replacing the earlier Chin title Grand Master for Virtuous 
Service, feng-te ta-fu), 4b in Yŭan and Ming. P68. 

331 ch9āo-p9în 超品 
CH'ING: Paramount Ranks of the hereditary nobility not 
including Princes (wang): specifying Dukes (kung), Mar-
quises (hou)y and Earls (po). BH: eminent ranks. 

332 ch'áo-pù Vlng 朝簿廳 
MING-CH'ING; unofficial reference to the General Ser-
vices Office (ssu-wu t'ing) of a Ministry (pu)’ the Censorate 
(tu ch'a-ytian)，etc. 

333 ch9áo-sàn láng 朝散郞 
SUI-SUNG: Gentleman for Closing Court , prestige title 
(sart-kuan) for officials of rank 7b in Sui, 7b 1 in T'ang, 
7bl and 7a in Sung. P68. 

334 ch9áo-sàn tà-fŭ 朝散大夫 
SUI-YUAN: Grand Master for Closing Cour t , prestige 
title (sart-kuan) for officials of rank 4a then 5b in Sui, 5b2 
in T'ang, 5b 1 and 6b in Sung, 5b2 in Chin, 4b in Yuan. 
P68. 

335 超升 or 超陞 
Extraordinary Promotion, a term commonly used when 
an official, because of special merit or favor, was promoted 
more than the normal step up in rank. 

336 ch'āo-shìh 抄事 
CHIN: Copyist, unranked, on the staff of each Fiscal Com-
missioner {chuan-yŭn shih) and some Prefectures {chou). 
P53’ 60. 

337 ch9áo-shìh 朝士 
CHOU: Audience Monitor，6 ranked as Ordinary Service-
men (chung-shih) t members of the Ministiy of Justice (ch'iu-
kuan) in charge of enforcing rules of conduct in audiences. 
CL: prévôt d'audience. 

338 ch'āo-shìh kŭng-shĭh 抄事公使 
CHIN: Copyist Clerk, unranked，40 in each Salt Com-
mission (yen-shih ssu). P61. 

339 ch9áo tà-fŭ 朝大夫 
CHOU: Grand Master of Court Audience, 2 ranked as 
Senior Servicemen (shang-shih) and 4 as Junior Service-
men (hsia-shih) for each feudal State (kuo); members of the 
Ministry of Justice {chHu-kuan) who oversaw administra-
tion of feudal domains and informed Feudal Lords (chu-
hou) of decisions reached in daily audiences at court. 

340 cWáo-tài 朝代 
Dynasty: throughout history a term more or less inter-
changeable with Dynasty (ch'aó), but especially referring 
to the era in which one dynastic family reigned. 

341 ch'áo^íng hóu 朝廷侯 
HAN: Marquis for Audiences, in Later Han the 2nd most 
prestigious of 3 designations awarded (see under chia-kuan) 
to Adjunct Marquises {lieh-hou) who were permitted to re-
side in the capital and were among those collectively called 
Audience Attendants (feng ch'ao-ching)\ the designation 
apparently imposed a responsibility to participate in regular 
court audiences. Cf. t'e-chin (specially advanced), shih-tz'u 
hou (Marquis Attending at Sacrifices). HB: marquis ad-
mitted to court. 

342 ch'áo-tuān 朝端 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Prime Mover at Cour t , an unofficial, 
awed reference to the executive officials of the Department 
of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), most specifically its Di-
rector (ling) and its Vice Directors (p'u-yeh) of the Left and 
Right. Cf. tuan-k'uei. 

343 ch'âo-yŭèh 超越 
Extraordinary Promotion, a term commonly used when 
an official’ because of special merit or favor, was promoted 
more than the normal step up in rank, skipping over from 
one to as many as 5 grades in rank. 

344 che 宅 
See under the romanization chai. 

345 che 澤 
See under the romanization tse. 

346 ché-chŭng ts'āng 折中倉 
SUNG: lit., storehouse where equity is attained or a fair 
exchange is struck: Equitable Exchange Depot, estab-
lished in the late 900s to accept merchant deliveries of rice 
in the dynastic capital，Kaifeng, in exchange for certificates 
or vouchers entitling merchants to participate in the state-
supervised domestic salt distribution; the system was called 
the Equitable Exchange of Rice for Salt (chung-yen). Also 
see k'ai-chung. 

347 ché-ch'ūngfŭ 折衝府 
Lit., agency for breaking the advance (of an enemy): As-
sault-resisting Garrison. (1) SUI: one of 2 types of units 
(see kuo-ifu, Courageous Garrison) created outside the reg-
ular establishment of Garrison Militia units (see/« and/w-
ping) in 613, hea4ed by a Commandant (tu-wei). Reasons 
for the creation of these units are not clear, nor is their fate, 
except that they were all apparently discontinued by the end 
of Sui in 618. (2) T'ANG: from 619 (623?) to 624 and again 
after 636, the formal name of each Garrison (fu) in the Gar-
rison Militia system, each having one Commandant (tu-wei)t 
rank 4a 1’ 4b2, or 5a2 depending on their classification as 
Large (shang), Medium (chung)，or Small (hsia) according 
to the number of their militiamen contingents. Lesser of-
ficers included 2 Vice Commandants {kuo-ì tu-wei), one of 
the Left and one of the Right, rank 5b2，6al, or 6a2; and 
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one Adjunct Commandant ipieh-chiang), rank 7a2, 7b l , or 
7b2. For purposes of rotating personnel in and out of ser-
vice at the dynastic capital, each Garrison was affiliated 
with or subordinate to one of the Sixteen Guards (shih4iu 
wei) at the capital. RR: milice intrépide. 

348 ché-fâ 謫發 
MING: Sentenced Soldiers, one of several general descrip-
tive terms for groups that, in the aggregate，constituted the 
early彳 Ming armies and the wei-so military establishment (see 
wei-so); specifically refers to soldiers who were sentenced 
in judicial proceedings to military exile, especially in fron-
tier units, and thus founded new hereditary military families 
(chŭn-hu). The category is differentiated from such other 
large contingents of soldiers as Old Campaigners (ts'ung-
cheng), Adherents (kueì-fu)t and Conscripts (to-chi). 

349 ché-kuèijén 折桂人 
T'ANG-CH'ING: lit.，one who has plucked a cassia tree: 
unofficial reference to one who had been nominated for or 
had passed a major civil service recruitment examination， 

ially in Ming and Ch’ing to a Metropolitan Grad-
(chin-shih). 

350 ché-wéi chûn 祈威軍 
T 'ANG: Fear-proof Army, named after a group of stars in 
Virgo; one of 12 regional supervisory headquarters for mi-
litia Garrisons (fu) called the Twelve Armies {shih-erh chŭn); 
existed only 620-623 , 625-636. RR: armée de (la con-
stellation) réprime-terreur, P44. 

351 ch’e 車 
See chin-ch'e. 

352 cWē'Chì chiāng'chŭn 車騎將軍 
Chariot and Horse General. (1) HAN: until 87 B.C. , one 
of many duty-assignment titles conferred on military offi-
cers on active campaign; thereafter awarded to favored 
courtiers without military signifìcance until A.D. 77, when 
the imperial in-laws and other favorites who bore the title 
as often as not took part in active military campaigning. In 
the 150s the title began to be awarded to favored palace 
eunuchs’ though not exclusively. HB: general of chariots 
and cavalry. (2) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): one of 3 Generals 
who shared command of the Imperial Guard (chin-lŭ); see 
p'iao-chi chiang-chŭn, wu-wei chiang-chūtt. (3) SU ĭ-TANG: 
until 607, assistant to the Cavalry General (p'iao-chi chiang-
chŭn) in the command echelon of each Garrison {fu) of the 
Garrison Militia system (fit-ping)•，by 607 the Garrisons had 
split into 2 types, a Cavalry Garrison (p'iao-chi fit) com-
manded by a Cavalry General and a Chariot and Horse Gar-
rison (ch'e-chiju) commanded by a Chariot and Horse Gen-
eral. In 607 the Garrisons were reorganized into a single 
type cailed the Soaring Hawk Garrison iying-yang fu) headed 
by a Commandant (lang-chiang). In 618 the names Chariot 
and Horse Garrison, Chariot and Horse General, Cavalry 
Garrison, and Cavalry General were all revived for the T'ang 
Garrison Militia system, but veiy soon thereafter (619? 623?) 
they were all discontinued in favor of the consolidated-type 
designations Assault-resisting Garrison (che-ch'ung fu) and 
their Commandants (tu-wei). See separate entries. RR: 
général des chars et des cavaliers. P43. 

353 ch'ē-chìfŭ 車騎府 
SUI-T'ANG: Chariot and Horse Garrison in the Garrison 
Militia system (see 办 and fu-ping), deriving from the title 
of its head, Chariot and Horse General (ch'e-chi chiang-
chŭn). Usage established by the early 600s. In 607 all Gar-
risons (/m), including both Chariot and Horse Garrisons and 
Cavalry Garrisons (p'iao-chí fu)t were given the standard 
title Soaring Hawk Garrison iying-yang fu). At the begin-

ning of T'ang in 618, the names Chariot and Horse Gar-
rison and Cavalry Garrison were reinstituted, only to be 
changed in 619 (623?) into one standard name, Assault-
resisting Garrison (che-ch'ung fu) and then in 624 to Com-
mander-general* s Garrison (t'ung-chŭnfu). Finally, in 636, 
the terminology was stabilized with a change back to As-
sault-resisting Garrison. See separate entries. RR: milice des 
chars et des cavaliers, P43. 

354 chyê-chià 車駕 
Lit.，the chariots and carriages: used as an indirect refer-
ence to the Emperor and his attendants, especially while 
traveling: Imperial Entourage. 

355 cWĕ'Chià ch'īng-ū í祐車駕淸吏司 or ch，e-
chia ssu 

(1) MING: Bureau of Equipment and Communications 
in the Ministry of War (ping-pu) y headed by a Director (lang-
chung), rank 5a; in charge of military regalia and the em-
pire's postal relay system. (2) CH’ING: Bureau of Com-
munications in the Ministry of War {ping-pu), headed by 
4 Directors (lang-chung)t 5a; in charge of the postal relay 
system and of pasturages that supplied it with horses. BH: 
remount department. P12. 
356 ch'ê-fŭ 車府 
SUNG: Livery Office, a unit in the Court of the Imperial 
Stud (t'ai-p,u ssu); staffing and specific functions not clear; 
cf. ch'e*lu yuan. SP: office d'équipage. P31. 

357 ch'ē-fŭ ūng 車府令 
HAN-N-S DIV: Director of the Livery Office, one of nu-
merous subordinates of the Chamberlain for the Imperial 
Stud (ĭ'ai-p'u). HB: prefect of the coachhouse for imperial 
equipages. P31. 

358 cWè-fŭ shŭ 車府署 
T'ANG: Livery Office, a subordinate unit in the Court of 
the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu), headed by a Director (ling), 
rank 8a2. RR: office des équipages des princes. 

359 ch,è-kó“ 徹侯 
CH’IN-HAN: lit” all-penetrating marquis: Grandee of the 
Twentieth Order , the highest of 20 titles of nobility (chūeh) 
awarded to deserving subjects; in the reign of Emperor Wu 
(141-87 B.C.) changed to t'ung-hou. P64, 65. 

360 ch'ē'láng 車郎 
HAN: Court Gentleman for Carriages, one of many duty-
assignment titles for courtiers awaiting appointment or 
reappointment to substantive administrative positions. HB: 
gentleman of imperial equipages. 

3 6 1 chfē-ìáng chūng-chiàng 車 郞 中 將 
HAN: Center Leader of Cour t Gentlemen for Carriages, 
head of the courtiers called Court Gentlemen for Carriages 
(ch'e-lang); see chung-chiang. HB (chŭ lang-chung): 
gentleman-of-the-palace of imperial equipages. 

362 ch'ē-lùyŭàn 車輅院 
SUNG: Carr iage Livery, a unit in the Court of the Im-
perial Stud (fai-p'u ssu); difference from ch'e-fu is not clear. 
SP: cour des voitures. P31. 

363 ch'ê-pà láng 車部郎 
N-S DIV (Chin): Director of the Chariots ̂ Section, a sub-
ordinate of the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-weî) only briefly in 
the 280s. May be encountered in later dynasties as an ab-
breviation of, or an archaic reference to, either the Vice 
Minister of War {ping-pu shih-lang) or the Director (lang-
chung) of the ch'e-chia ch'ing-li ssu (Bureau of Equipment 
and Communications in Ming, Bureau of Communications 
in Ch’ing) of the Ministry of War (ping-pu). P12. 
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3 6 4 ch'ē-pù ts'áo 車部曹 
N-S DIV (Chin): Chariots Section, existed only briefly in 
the 280s, apparently as a military-support agency subor-
dinate to the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-wei), headed by a Di-
rector (lang). P12. 

3 6 5 ch'ē-p'ŭ 車僕 
CHOU: Char io teer , 2 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-skih), mem-
bers of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan); drivers of special 
ritual chariots. CL: valet des chars. 

366 ch9
ĕ ssŭ-mă 車司馬 

HAN: Commander of Chariots, one of many designations 
awarded military officers on active campaign. 

367 ck，é-ts，ŭ-skìh 哲蔟氏 
CHOU: Destroyer of Malicious Birds, one ranked as a 
Junior Serviceman {hsia-shih) in the Ministry of Justice 
(ch'iu-kuan). CL: abatteur de nids. 

3 6 8 ch'i-yíng 車營 
SUNG: Wagon Camp, unit in the Court of the Imperial 
Stud {fai-p'u ssu). P31. 

369 ch'ē-yŭ chŭ 車輿局 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): Livery Service in the household of the 
Heir Apparent’ headed by an Aide (ch'eng). P26. 

370 chèn 朕 
We: throughout imperial history，the Emperor's way of re-
ferring to himself in official pronouncements. 

371 chĕn 眞 
(1) Regular: when prefixed to a title, signifies a normal 
substantive appointment in contrast to an honorary, pro-
bationary, acting, or otherwise qualified appointment. See 
cheng, shih (substantive); cf. pen. (2) True: when prefixed 
to a salary level stated in bushels in Han and some later 
times, signifies the exact amount stated (not necessarily as 
stated; normally partly converted to coins or other things) 
in contrast to Full (chung) meaning somewhat more than 
stated and Equivalent to (pi) meaning somewhat less than 
stated. 

372 chèn 錤 
(1) N-S DIV-SUNG, MING: Defense Command , nor-
mally a territorial jurisdiction in a strategic area, especially 
along a dynastic frontier; headed by a Commander (chiang) 
in Sui, a Military Commissioner in T’ang (chieh-tu shih) 
and S. Sung {chen-fu shih), a Regional Commander (tsung-
ping kuan) in Ming. Also sec chieh-chen, fang-chen, tu-tu 
fu. (2) N-S DIV-SUNG: Garrison, usually in a frontier or 
other strategic area and easily confused with a Defense 
Command; in T'ang divided into 3 categories as Large 
(shang)t Ordinary (chung) t and Small (hsia), each headed 
by a Commander (chiang)’ rank 6a2, 7al，or 7a2; the Sung 
command structure is not clear; peths^>s such Garrisons were 
then located only in the area of the N. Sung dynastic cap-
ital, Kaifeng; but see under keng-shu. Also sec fu (Garri-
son) and wei (Guard). RR+SP: garnison. 

373 chēn-fàn 貞範 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): Lady of True Models, designation of 
one of 27 imperial consorts collectively called Hereditary 
Consorts (shih-Ju); rank ==3b. 
374 chèn-fŭ 錤撫 
YûAN-MING: Judge in a military Guard (wei), 2, rank 
5a in Ytìan, 5b in Ming; also in Yuan Sea Transport Bat-
talions (hai'too liang-yŭn chHen-hu so)t 2, rank 5a, and in 
Ming Battalions {ch'ien-hu so), 2, rank 6b. See chen-fu ssu, 
chen~fu shih. P60. 

384 chen-kuo kung 
375 chèn-fŭ shih 錤撫使 
SUNG: Military Commissioiia-, delegated ftom the S. Sung 
court to take charge of military affairs in a shifting terri-
torial jurisdiction along the northern frontier, called a De-
fense Command (chen). SP: commissaire chargé de sou 
meitre les bandits. 

376 ckèn-fŭ ssŭ 鎮撫司 
YUAN-MING: Prison maintained by a military Guard (wei), 
under a Judge {chen-fu). P29. 

377 chen-hsièn yŭàn 針線院 
SUNG: Tailoring Shop staffed by eunuchs, a unit of the 
Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng). SP: cour d'ai-
guille et de fit. 

378 chēn-hsiŭ shŭ 珍羞署 
T’ANG~CH’ING: Office of Delicacies，a unit of the Court 
of Imperial Entertainments {kuang-lu ssu) in charge of pro-
viding special meat and fish dishes for court banquets; headed 
by a Director (ling) in T'ang, rank 8a2, a Commissioner 
(shih) in Sung, an Overseer {ta-lu-hua-chHh) in Yuan, one 
or 2 Directors (cheng) in Ming and Ch'ing, 6b. RR: office 
des mets délicats. SP: office des mets exquis. P30. 

379 chēn-kuān shŭ 甄官署 
Pottery Office, a manufactory. (1) HAN: headed by Di-
rectors (ling) of the Front, Center, and Rear; subordinate 
to the Chamberlain for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso ta-
chiang). (2) N-S DIV: headed by a Director (ling); sub-
ordinate to the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-
fu or fai-fu) > (3) SUI: headed by 2 Directors (ling); sub-
ordinate to the Court for the Palace Revenues {t'ai-fu ssu). 
(4) T'ANG-SUNG: headed by a Director (ling), rank 8b2 
in T’ang, unclear for Sung; subordinate to the Dirôctorate 
for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso chien). RR+SP: office 
des poteries et de la taille des pierres. (5) 0HIN: headed 
by a Director (ling), 6b; subordinate to the Ministry of Woiks 
(kung-pu). Functions continued by other agencies of the 
Ministry of Works in later dynasties. 

380 chĕn-kŭng 針工 
T,ANG: Acupuncturist , 20 unranked specialists in the Im-
perial Medical Office {t'ai-i shu) in the Court of Imperial 
Sacrìfìces (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). P36. 

381 chēn-kŭng chŭ 鍵工局 
MING: Sewing Service, a minor agency of palace eunuchs 
headed by a eunuch Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih) or Di-
rector (t'aì-chien); prepared and repaired clothing for palace 
use; see pa chŭ (Eight Services). 

382 chèn-kuó chiăng'chŭn 錤國將軍 
MING-CH'ING: Defender-general of the State, title of 
imperial nobility. In Ming, 3rd highest of 8 titles granted 
male descendants of Emperors; granted to younger sons of 
Commandery Princes (chìin-wang). In Ch'ing, 11th highest 
of 14 titles, divided into 3 grades (teng); all sons including 
the heir were entitled to rank as Generals by Grace (feng-
en chiang-chŭn). BH: noble of the imperial lineage of the 
9th rank. P64. 

383 chèn-kuò chŭng-wèi 錤國中尉 
MING: Defender-commandant of the State, 6th highest 
of 8 titles of nobility granted to male descendants of Em-
perors; granted to younger sons of Supporters-general of the 
State (feng-kuo chiang-chŭn). P64. 

384 chèn-kuó kāng 錤國公 
CH'ING: D ^ e n d e r Duke, 7th highest of 14 titles of no-
bility granted to male descendants of Emperors; granted to 
heirs of Beile Princes (pehtzu). The heir of a Defender Duke 
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became a Bulwark Duke (fu-kuo kung); all other sons be-
came Supporter-generals of the State {feng-kuo chiang-chŭn) t 
and all daughters became Township Mistresses (hsìang-
chūn). BH: prince of the blood of the 5th degree. P64. 

385 chèn-kuóshàngchiāng-chŭn 鎮國上將軍 
CHIN: Defender-generalissimo of the State, a prestige ti-
tle (san-kuan) for rank 3b military officers, especially used 
to rank members of the imperial clan. P64. 

386 ckèn-piăo 鎮標 
CH'ING: Regional Command, a group of Green Stan-
dards (lu-ying) military forces under the control of a Re-
gional Commander (tsung-ping). BH: brigade. 

387 ckĕn-piéh 甄別 
CH'ING: lit., to distinguish: Review of Probationers by 
Purchase, a process conducted irregularly by the Ministry 
of Personnel (lì-pu) to evaluate the performance of Pro-
bationers (shìh-yung) who had attained such status by con-
tributing funds to the government; on the basis of these re-
views, Probationers could be dismissed，retained, or 
promoted. 

388 chên pó-shìh 針博士 
T'ANG: Erudite for Acupuncture, rank 8bl , instructor in 
the Imperial Medical Office {fai-i shu) of the Court of Im-
perial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). RR: maître acupuncteur 
au vaste savoir. P36. 

389 chēn^shih 針師 
T'ANG: Acupuncture Master, in charge of 20 authorized 
Acupuncture Students {chen-sheng) in the Imperial Medical 
Office (t'ai-i shu) of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'aì-
ch'ang ssu), RR: maître acupuncteur. 

390 chèn-shoŭ 錤守 
MING: Grand Defender, a special delegate from the cen-
tral government to a large area such as a Province (sheng) 
or a Defense Command (chert) on the northern frontier, to 
be tactical commander of military forces; in general, an ap-
pointment equivalent to Regional Commander (tsung-ping 
kuart), sometimes used to identify a eunuch serving in such 
a capacity, occasionally used for commanders of relatively 
small areas of great military importance. 

391 chèn^ái 錤台 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Regional Commander 
(tsung-ping). 

392 ch'én 臣 
Ety., apparently an eye in a head turned down, hence an 
underling, servant，or slave: Minister, throughout history 
the broadest generic term for persons holding positions in 
government, somewhat less-specific than Official (kuan)\ 
commonly used by officials when referring to themselves 
in documents addressed to superiors, equivalent to “your 
minister” or “your humble servant. ” Especially in ancient 
texts, also sometimes used in the still broader sense of 
"subjects.” See nei hsiao-ch'en, ta-ch'en. 

393 ch'én-fêi 宸妃 
MING: Chamber Consort, one of many titles for imperial 
concubines, number and rank not clear. 

394 chĕng 徵 
A term used throughout history meaning to summon some-
one to the capital for an appointment. In Ch'in and Han, 
sometimes used when non-officials were summon ÿ for ap-
pointment; thereafter nonnally used when able local or re-
gional officials were summoned to take up central govern-
ment positions’ in some instances indicating special imperial 
action recognizing outstanding local or regional service. 

395 chèng 政 
Normally used with such meanings as administration, pol-
icy, to administer. On rare occasions used aà the final char-
acter in a multi-character title, then usually in unofficial 
designations only. E.g., see hsŭēh-cheng (Provincial Ed-
ucation Commissioner). 

396 chèng 正 
(1) Throughout history, a prefix commonly attached to ti-
tles with the following meanings: (a) Principal, used to 
differentiate, e.g., between a (Principal) Commissioner (see 
under shih, Commissioner) and a Vice Commissioner <fu-
shih)\ (b) Regular, used to indicate a normal substantive 
appointment rather than one that was probationary, acting, 
or otherwise irregular (see chen, pen). (2) Director, Su-
pervisor, Head: throughout history’ a suffix commonly at-
tached to an agency name as the title of the functioning 
leader, though sometimes designating a 2nd-tier executive 
under a leader of unusually high rank; e.g., see tHng-wei 
cheng. (3) CHOU: First Class Administrative Official， 
the highest of 8 categories in which officials were classified 
in a hierarchy separate from the formal rank system called 
the Nine Honors {chiu ming), principally including Min-
isters (ch'ing); followed in prestige by the terms shih (Men-
tor, etc.), ssu (to be in charge; office), lŭ (Functionary),/« 
(Storekeeper), shih (Scribe), hsŭ (Assistant), and t'u (At-
tendant). CL: le premier degré de la subordination admin-
istrative; chefs en titre. (4) Upright: from Han on, one of 
several standard categories used in describing men nomi-
nated for recruitment or promotion in service; see hsien-
liang fang-cheng (Worthy and Excellent, Straightforward 
and Upright). (5) Upper Class: from the era of N-S Di-
vision on, prefixed to a numeral specifying an official rank 
(p'm), in contrast to Lower Class (ts'ung); e.g., cheng-san 
p'in means rank 3 upper class (herein rendered 3a), ts'ung-
san p'in means rank 3 lower class (herein rendered 3b). 

397 chèng-châi 正齋 
CH.ING: unofficial reference to an Instructor (chiao-yŭ) 
in a local Coníiician School (ju-hsŭeh). 

398 ckèng.cĭiìàng 正將 
SUNG: General, apparently 16 appointees in a Grand Army 
{ta-chŭn), subordinate to a Vice Commander-general (fu 
fung-ling). SP: général régulier. 

399 chèng'chiên-p'íng 正監平 
HAN-N-S DIV: abbreviated reference to the Three Law 
Enforcement Aides (t'ing-wei san kuan)t the senior sub-
ordinates of the Chamberlain for Law Enforcement (t'ing-
weí): the Supervisor (cheng), the Inspector (chien), and the 
Arbiter (p'ing). P22. 

400 chèng-chièn tò-fŭ ī諫大夫 
T'ANG: variant of chien-i ta-fu (Grand Master of Re-
monstrance) from 662 to 705. 

401 chèng chiēn-tsào 正監造 
CH'ING: Foreman, the senior member of the technical staff 
of the Imperial Printing Office (wu-ying tien hsiu-shu ch'u) 
in the Imperial Household Administration (nei-wufu). BH: 
overseer of works. 
402 chèng chiĕn-tsào ssŭ4c,ù 正監造司庫 
CH'ING: Chief Librarian, the senior member of the tech-
nical staff of the Imperial Library iyŭ-shu ch'u) in the Im-
perial Household Department (nei-wu fu). BH: librarian-in-
chief, overseer of works. 

4 0 ? cAè«g_cAi/ícA，î>ig 政治卿 o r 正治卿 
^ING: Chief Minister for Administration, a merit title 
(hsŭn) granted to officials of rank 2b. P65. 
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404 chèng-chìh shàng-ch'îng 政治上卿 
MING: Supreme Chief Minister for Administration, a 
merit title (hsŭn) granted to officials of rank 2a. P65. 

405 ckéng-ck，ìk …pién-pèi 整飭…邊慵 
MING: Restorer of Frontier Defenses at …：a special ad 
hoc delegate from the central government to put in order 
defense preparations in a specified area; e.g., Grand Co-
ordinator of the Area of Shun-t'ien and Other Prefectures 
and Concunent Restorer of Frontier Defenses in Chi-chou 
and Other Locations (hsŭn-Ju shun-t'ien teng fu ti-fang chien 
cheng-ch'ih chi-chou teng ch'u pien-pei; see under hsŭn-fu 
and chien, Concurrent). P50. 

406 chèng-ch'īng 正卿 
(1) HAN: Regular Chamberlains, 5 th highest in a hier-
archy of 10 status groups in the officialdom (see under shang-
kung)t including the officials commonly called the Nine 
Chamberlains (chiu ch'ing), i .e. , Chamberlain for Cere-
monials (t'ai-ch'ang), for Attendants (lang-chung ling or 
kuang-lu hsŭn)t for the Palace Garrison (wei-wei)t for the 
Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u)y for Law Enforcement (t*ing-wei)， 
for Dependencies (ta hung-lu), for the Imperial Clan (tsung-
cheng or tsung-pó)t for the National Treasury (chih-su neì-
èhih or ta ssu-nung)t and for the Palace Revenues (shao-
fu). Cf. shang-ch'ing, p'ei-ch'ing, hsia-ch'ing. P68. (2) 
TANG: from 662 to 670 the official title of all Chief Min-
isters (see ch'ing) heading the Nine Courts (chiu ssu). 

407 chĕng-chàn 徵君 
Gentleman Summoned to Office: from Later Han if not 
earlier, a common unofficial reference to someone nomi-
nated by local authorities and summoned to court for pos-
sible placement in the officialdom, whether or not he re-
sponded. Equivalent to p'ing-chŭn, more polite than cheng-
shih. 

408 chèng fĕng-shàng t'ài-ī 正奉上太醫 
CHIN: Imperial Physician in the Imperial Academy of 
Medicine (t'ai-i yuan), rank not clear; attained such status 
only after 120 months of service as an Assistant Imperial 
Physician (fu feng-sheng t'ai-i), or perhaps combining ser-
vice in that status and prior service as a Probationary Phy-
sician (ch'ang-hsing t'ai-í). P36. 

409 chèng'fĕng tà-fŭ 正奉大夫 
SUNG-MING: G r a n d Master for Proper Service, a pres-
tige title (san-kuan) for officials of rank 4a 1 or 3a in Sung, 
3bl in Chin, 2b in Yŭan and Ming. P68. 

410 chèng-fŭ 政府 
(1) The Administration: throughout history an unofficial 
reference to the top echelon of officials who were consid-
ered dominant in the central government, e.g. , T’ang-Sung 
Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang) or Ming-early Ch’ing Grand 
Secretaries (ta hsŭeh-shih), (2) The Government: through-
out history a vague unofficial reference to the whole gov-
ernmental establishment or, occasionally, to some partic-
ular office or agency. See kuan-fu. 

411 chèng-fù 正副 
Principals and Assistants: a generic term designating the 
2 or perhaps 3 top executive-echelon posts in an agency, 
e.g. , in Ming-Ch'ing times, the Provincial Administration 
Commissioner {pu-cheng shih), the Administration Vice 
Commissioner (ts'an-cheng), and perhaps the Assistant 
Administration Commissioner (ts'an-ī); similar to chang-erh. 
P49. 

412 chèng-hsiàng 正相 
SUNG-MING: an unofficial reference to a Grand Coun-
cUor (tsai-hsiang). 

413 ckèng-hsŭăn 政選 ot 正選 
CH'ING: Regular Selection, part of the personnel appoint-
ment process conducted by the Ministry of Personnel (lì-
pu)\ the appointment or promotion of regularly qualified 
candidates, i.e., those holding degrees as Provincial Grad-
uates (chŭ-jen) and Metropolitan Graduates (chin-shih); 
normally conducted in even months, in contrast to Expe-
dited Selections (chi-hsŭan) normally conducted in odd 
months. Also known as ta-hsŭan. 

414 chèng-huá 正華 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Proper Loveliness, desig-
nation of one of 27 imperial consorts collectively called He-
reditary Consorts (shih-fu); rank - 3 b . 

415 chèng-i 正一 
MING: Taoist Patriarch, head of the Central Taoist Reg-
istry (tao-lu ssu), nominal rank 6a; responsible to the Min-
istry of Rites (It-pu) for examining and certifying all Taoist 
priests through special local registries. See tao-chi ssu, tao-
cheng ssu, tao-hui ssu. 

416 chèng-ī ssù-chiào chĕn-jén 正一嗣敎眞人 
or cheng-i chen-jen 

CH'ING: Taoist Patr iarch, nominal rank 3a，officially 
considered the direct-line hereditary successor of the First 
Century A.D. founder of religious Taoism, perpetuated by 
a Chang family of Kiangsi Province; responsible to the 
Ministiy of Rites (lí-pu) for examining and certifying all 
Taoist priests through Taoist Registries (tao-lu ssu) at the 
capital and in all Prefectures (/w), Departments (chou), and 
Districts (hsien). See cheng-i. 

417 chèng-ì íà-fū 正議大夫 
SUI-MING: Grand Master for Proper Consultation, a 
prestige title (san-kuan) for officials of rank 4a l in T’ang, 
3b in Sung，4a 1 in Chin, 3a in Ytian and Ming. P68. 
418 chèng4 fáng 正義堂 
MING-CH'ING: College for Moral Rectification, one of 
the Six Colleges (Uu t'ang) among which all students of the 
Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) were distributed. 
P34. 

419 cAAt&í浓射整儀尉or整宜尉 
CH’ING: Rectífíer»commandant of Decorum, rank 6a, 
officers in various units of the Imperial Procession Guard 
(luan-i wei). BH: controller of the 6th class. 

420 chèng-jèn 正任 
Principal, a prefix attached to a title to distinguish the ap-
pointee from another for whom the title did not represent 
his principal appointment. In Sung, used in the cases of 
various delegates from the central government such as Mil-
itary Commissioners {chieh-tu shih) when the title indicated 
their principal function; they were considered the superiors 
of delegates with the same titles prefixed by Adjunct (yao-
chŭn\ which indicated that the title was supplementary to 
another, principal title held by the appointee. SP： régulier. 

421 chèng k'ăo-kuăn 正考官 
CH'ING: Principal Examiner at a Provincial Examination 
(hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment system; a tem-
porary duty assignment for a senior official delegated from 
the central government. 

422 chèng-k'ō 正科 
CH’ING: Principal of a Prefectural Medical School (i-
hsŭeh), rank 9b, certified by the Ministry of Rites (lí-pu) 
and supervised by the Provincial Administration Commis-
sion (ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu). BH: prefectural 
physician. 
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423 chèng-kuān 政官 
CHOU: Executive Official, a variant title for the Minister 
of War (ssu-ma). 

424 chèng-kuān 正官 
Principal Official: throughout history a common reference 
to the man in charge of any governmental unit; see under 
cheng. 

425 chèng-láng 正郞 
Principal Gentleman. (1) S'JNG: a collective reference to 
holders of the 4 prestige titles (san-kuan) granted to offi-
cials of ranks 6a and 6b. (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference 
to a Bureau Director (lang-chung)y rank 5a, in a Ministry 
{pu; see liu pu). 

426 chèng-ŭ 正吏 
CHOU: Principal Functionary, status attained witij the first 
order (lowest rank) in the official hierarchy. CL; officier 
régulier. 

427 chèng ŭng-shĭh 正令史 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn. and N. Ch'i): Clerk, a general term for 
minor government employees. See ling-shih. 

428 chèng-míng 正名 
Lit., a regular title: a reference to a ranked regular official 
(kuan) as distinct from, e.g., a subofficial functionary (/i); 
see pu cheng-ming. Cf. ssu~ming (Probationer?). 

429 chèng-míng k，ăi-shŭ 正名稭書 
SUNG: lit. meaning of the prefix cheng-ming not clear (to 
rectify names? regular ranked appointee?): Copyist, ap-
parently unranked, 5 on the staff of the Imperial Archives 
(pi-ko). SP: copiste en écriture régulière. 

430 chèng-míng tHēh-fáng 正名帖房 or 貼房 
SUNG: Copyist, unranked, 18 then 28 assigned to (each 
of?) the Twelve Sections {shih-erh fang) of the Bureau of 
Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan). SP: employé-scribe. 

431 chèng-míng tsàn-chĕ 正名贊者 
SUNG: Ceremonial Assistant, unranked, 7 in the Court of 
Imperial Sacrifices (fai-ch'ang ssu). SP: héraut régulier. 
P27. 

432 ckĕng-pĭ 徵比 
CH'ING: Fiscal Secretary, one òf several types of Private 
Secretary (mu-yu) normally found on the staffs of Depart-
ment and District Magistrates (chih-chou, chih-hsien), a 
non-official specialist in tax collecting and accounting. 

433 chèng-p Hng chìĕn 正平監 
N-S DIV (Liang): Police Superintendent, a local official 
at the dynastic capital, modern Nanking. P32. 

434 chĕng'Shìh 徵事 
HAN: Verifier (?)，a staff assistant to the Counselor-in-
chief (ch*eng-hsiang)t rank =600 bushels; functions not clear. 
HB: consultant. 
435 chēng-shìh 徵士 
Recruit for Office: from Later Han if not earlier, a com-
mon unofficial reference to someone nominated by local 
authorities and summoned to court for possible placement 
in the officialdom; less polite than cheng-chŭn or p'ing-chŭn, 
qq.v. 

436 chèng-shìh 正侍 
CH'ING: Director of the Palace Domestic Service (kung-
tien chien), subordinate to the Supervising Commissioner 
{tu4ing shih); a eunuch, rank 4b; also called tsung-kuan. 
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437 chèng-shìh 正適 
N-S DIV (Chin): unofficial reference to the Heir Appar-
ent. 

438 ckĕng-skìk láng 徵、事郞 or 徵仕郞 
TANG, CHIN"CH’ING: Gentleman for Summoning, a 
prestige title (san-kuan) for officials of rank 8al in T'ang, 
8b 1 in Chin, 7b in Yuan, Ming，and Ch'ing. P68. 

439 chèng-shìh láng 正侍郞 
SUNG; Gentleman for Proper Attendance, a prestige ti-
tle {san-kuan) for officials of rank 7b. P68. 

440 chèng-shìh shĕng 政事省 
LIAO: Department of Administratton, predecessor from 
950 to 1043 of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) in the top 
echelon of the central government. P4. 

441 chèng-shìh t'áng 政事堂 
T ANG-SUNG: Administration Chamber, where Grand 
Councilors (tsai-hsiang, ch'eng-hsiang, etc.) met regularly 
with the Emperor to make policy decisions. In T'ang, part 
of the Chancellery until 683, then part of the Secretariat 
until—the 720s, when it was reorganized as the Secretariat-
Chancellery (chung-shu men-ksia). In Sung located in the 
imperial palace. RR: grand salle du gouvernement des af-
faires. SP: grand salle des affaires de gouvernement. 

442 ckèng-shŭ 正書 
Proofreader. (1) N-S DIV: minor officials in the Palace 
Library (pi-shu sheng), apparently with some responsibility 
for instruction in calligraphy. (2) SUI: title replaced cheng-
tzu, q.v., c. 604 in the Editorial Service {ssu-ching chŭ) of 
the Household Administration of the Heir Apparent {chan-
shih fu). P26. 

443 chèng-shù 正術 
CH'ING: Principal of a Prefectural Geomancy School 
(yin-yang hsŭeh), a nonofficial specialist certified by the 
Ministiy of Rites (lí-pu) and supervised by the Provincial 
Administration Commission (ch'eng-hstìan pu-cheng shih 
ssu). Had some responsibility for the control of local for-
tune-tellers, entertainers, women dentists, midwives, etc. 
BH: prefectural inspector of petty professions. 

444 chèng-t'áng 正堂 
MING-CH'ING: a variant of the unofficial designation 
Headquarters (t'ang); commonly used by Prefects (chih-
fu), Subprefectural or Department Magistrates (chih-chou), 
and District Magistrates (chih-hsien) when referring to their 
own positions. 

445 chèng-té 正德 
N-S DIV (N. Ch，i): Lady of Proper Virtue, designation 
of an imperial concubine, one of the group called the Three 
Consorts (sanfu-jen). 
446 chèng-fî 正體 
Occasional unofficial reference to the Heir Apparent . 

447 chèng tHēh-ssŭ 正貼司 
SUNG: Principal Clerk, unranked，6 in the Imperial Ar-
chives (pi-ko) and variable numbers in units of the Ministry 
of Personnel (lì-pu). SP: employé-scribe. 

448 chèng-tsòu mîng 正奏名 
SUNG: Regularly Presented Gra iua tes ’ a collective des-
ignation of officials who had entered service through reg-
ular recruitment examinations and thus rose faster and higher 
in the officialdom than others. 

423-448 
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449 chèng-t'ŭ 正途 
MING-CH'ING: Regular Paths into officialdom; specif-
ically, via regular recruitment examinations, via graduation 
from the hierarchy of state schools, and by reliance on in-
heritance privileges (yin); as distinguished from less es-
teemed and less promising paths, such as promotion from 
status as a suboffîcial functionary or purchase of official 
status. The term may be encountered in earlier dynasties 
with a similar sense. 

450 chèng-tzù 正字 
Proofreader. (1) N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): 4 minor officials in 
the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng) y perhaps evolving from 
earlier cheng-shu, q.v. (2) SUI: 4 in the Palace Library and 
2 in the Editorial Service (ssu-ching chŭ) of the Household 
Administration of the Heir Apparent {chan-shìh fu) until c. 
604, when the title was changed to cheng-shu, q.v. (3) 
T’ANG: 2, unranked, in the Secretariat of the Heir Appar-
ent (tso ch'un-fang); 2, rank 9a2, in the Editorial Service 
(chu-tso chŭ) of the Palace Library; 2, rank 9bl , in the 
Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), apparently only from 792 to 
807. RR: rectificateur des caractères. (4) SUNG: 2 or 4, 
rank 8b, in the Palace Library. SP: correcteur des ca-
ractères. (5) LI AO: minor officials in the Palace Library. 
(6) MING-CH'ING: 2 in Ming, 4 in Ch'ing, rank not clear, 
in the Editorial Service {ssu-ching chŭ) of the Household 
Administration of the Heir Apparent. BH: assistant librar-
ian. P25, 26. 

451 chèng-yén 正言 
Exhorter, a category of remonstrance officials (chien-kuan) 
who monitored documents passing to and from the throne 
for propriety of form and content. (1) SUNG: one prefixed 
Left on the staff of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng)t one 
prefixed Right on the staff of the Secretariat (chung-shu 
sheng), both from 988’ apparently replacing prior Re-
minders (shih-i), both rwik 7b; about 1020 assigned to the 
newly formed Remonstrance Bureau (chien-yūan). SP: rec-
tificateur des paroles. (2) MING: one each prefixed Left 
and Right, both 7b, in the Remonstrance Bureau until the 
Bureau was discontinued in the 1380s. P19. 

452 chèng-yén pó-shìh 正言博士 
N-S DIV (Liang): Erudite of the True Word, an instructor 
specializing in the teachings of the True Word sect of 
Buddhism on the staff of the National University {t'aì-hsūeh, 
kuō'hsŭeh). 

453 chèng-yìn 正印 
CH’ING:丨it” rectifier of certification: Principal Priest, a 
generic term for the heads of Buddhist Registries (seng-lu 
ssu) in Prefectures ifu), Departments {chou)y and Districts 
(hsien); responsible for examining and certifying all Bud-
dhist priests in the jurisdiction, under supervision of the 
Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu). 

454 chèng-yìn kuăn 正印官 
MING-CHWG: Principal Seal-holding OfTicîal, a ge-
neric reference to the officials in charge of units of terri-
torial administration, from the Provincial Administration 
Commission (ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu) down to the 
District (hsien) level. See chang-yin kuan. 

455 chèng-yŭán 正員 
Regular Official: throughout history a reference to an ap-
pointee in any agency whose appointment was not tempo-
rary, provisional, acting, honorific, etc. See yuan. 

456 chèng-yŭán ssŭ-mă 正員司馬 
N-S DIV (Liang): Cavalry Commandant, 4 in each of the 

2 Guards (wei) in the establishment of the Heir Apparent, 
specifying regular appointees in normal service as distinct 
from honorific, provisional, acting, etc., appointees. P26. 

457 ch'éng 丞 
Aide. Lit., to assist, to help; oldest forms of the graph de-
pict 2 hands lifting someone from a pit. The term is one of 
the commonest in Chinese official nomenclature, occurring 
in all eras, in many types of agencies，at virtually every 
level of rank. It very seldom appears as the first character 
in a title, but among such instances is a most important one: 
ch'eng-hsiang (Counselor-in-chief, Grand Councilor). Ex-
cept in a context listing the various officials of an agency, 
it almost never occurs by itself as a complete title, although 
in S. Sung the prestigious title ch'eng-hsiang was formally 
shortened to the simple ch'eng alone. Normally ch'eng oc-
curs as the final character in a title, preceded by the name 
of an agency or by a phrase suggesting a specialized func-
tion. Its sense is aimost always Aide in …，Aide to …，or 
Aide for the ch'eng was almost invariably at a second-
ary or tertiary level of authority’ albeit sometimes with ex-
ecutive authority of importance. His rank was normally in 
the middle or lower ranges of the hierarchy. His role was 
normally that of an administrative assistant to the head of 
an agency, but his function may at times be better sug-
gested by renderings such as Assistant Director, Assistant 
Magistrate，or even Vice .... E.g., shang-hai hsien ch'eng 
might literally mean Aide (to the Magistrate) of Shanghai 
District, but his function might be better suggested by the 
rendering Vice Magistrate of Shanghai District. Care is al-
ways called for to determine, e.g., that the ch'ang-an shih 
ch'eng of Han times was not an Aide in the Ch'ang-an Mar-
ketplaces but was Aide for the Ch'ang-an Marketplaces to 
the Metropolitan Governor (ching-chao yin), or that the ku-
ch'ui ch'eng found in government from the era of N-S Di-
vision through Sung times was neither Aide to the Drum-
mers and Fifers nor Aide for Drums and Fifes to someone, 
but in the Sung dynasty, e.g., was quite like an Assistant 
Director under a Director (ling) of the Drum and Fife Ser-
vice (ku-ch'ui chŭ) in the Imperial Music Office (ta-sheng 
fu). Especially from Han through Sung times, ch'eng com-
monly played a secondary role below Directors (ling) and 
were often in pairs’ prefixed Left and Right. Very few of 
the hundreds of titles that end with ch'eng are dealt with 
individually in this dictionaiy. HB: assistant. RR+SP: as-
sistant, exécutif assistant. 

458 ch'éng 城 
Lit., a waíl’ walled settlement’ town. See under wu ch'eng 
(Five Wards). 
459 cWéng-cWài 承差 
CH'ING: lit., those who have received assignments: As-
signees, an unofficial generic reference to unranked subof-
ficial functionaries (li) and lesser servant personnel in gov-
ernment agencies. 

460 ch'éng-chèng 承政 
CH'ING: Executive, the pre-1644 counterpart of Minister 
(shang-shu) in the Ministries of Personnel (lí-pu) and Rev-
enue (hu'pu). P5, 6. 
461 cWéng-chìéh láng 承節郞 
SUNG: Gentleman for Fostering Temperance, a prestige 
title (san-kuan) for officials of rank 9b. P68. 

462 ch'éng-chíh 丞直 
SUI: Duty Attendant, 4 in the Inner Quarters (nei-fang), 
a unit in the Household Administration of the Heir Appar-
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ent (chan-shih /«)’ responsible for administering the per-
sonal apartment of the Heir Apparent; c. 604 the title was 
changed to tien-chìh‘ See nei ch'eng-chih. P26. 

463 ch'éng-chìh 承旨 
Recipient of Edicts. (1) T'ANG: a title and duty assign-
ment granted as a supplement to one's regular position, en-
abling one to become a secretarial confidant of the Emperor 
and possibly later a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang); most 
commonly granted to Academicians (hsueh-shih). (2) T’ANG: 
palace woman official, rank 5a. RR: femme qui regoit les 
ordres de I'empèreur. (3) SUNG: various regular appoin-
tees in the Institute of Academicians {hsŭeh-shih yiian)y the 
Historiography Office (shih-kuan)�and the Bureau of Mil-

Affairs (shu-rni yŭan), e.g., as Hanlin Academician 
pient of Edicts (han-lìn hsŭeh-shih ch'eng-chih), Vice 

Recipient of Edicts for Military Affairs (shu-mi fu ch'eng-
chih). SP: transmetteur des directives. (4) YUAN; 6, rank 
lb, established in 1318 in the Hanlin and Historiography 
Academy (han-lin kuo-shih yiian). See tu ch'eng-chih. P5, 
23. 

464 ch'èng-chíh 稱職 
MING; lit., to fulfill one's function: Adequate, a term of 
approbation used when officials were being evaluated, gen-
erally every 3 years; meant to be deserving of promotion, 
as distinguished from Ordinary (p'ing-ch'ang) and Inade-
quate (pu ch'eng-chih). 

4 6 5 ch，éng<hìh hsŭéh-shìk 承锹學± 
YUAN: Academician Recipient of Edicts, an appointee 
in the Academy in the Hall of Literature (k'uei-chang ko 
hsŭeh-shih yuan), rank not clear. P23. 

466 ck，éng-ckíh kó-tzŭ 承旨閣子 
T'ANG: in the 800s an unofficial reference to the Director 
(yŭan-chang) of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yiian). P23. 
467 ch'éng-chíh láng 承直郞 
SUNG-MING: Gentleman for Fostering Uprightness, a 
prestige title (san-kuan) for officials of ranks 6a and 8b in 
Sung, 7a2 in Chin, 6a in Yiian and Ming. P68. 

468 ch'éng-ch'ìh chién 承勅監 
MING: Directorate for the Receipt of Edicts, for a short 
time beginning in 1376 an autonomous agency of the cen-
tral government to which Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-
chung) and Secretariat Drafters (chung-shu she-jen) were 
assigned to assist in the drafting of imperial rescripts and 
edicts; originally headed by a Director (ling), rank 6a then 
7a, in 1377 replaced by 2 Directors (lang�’ 7b. In 1379 
absorbed into the Office of Transmission (t'ung-cheng ssu). 
P19,21. 

469 cWéng-chŭng láng 成忠郞 
SUNG: Gentleman of Complete Loyalty, a prestige title 
(san-kuan) granted to officials of rank 9a. P68. 
470 ch9éng<h9

ŭán tà-fū 成全大夫 
SUNG: Grand Master for Complete Wholeness, a pres-
tige title {san-kuan) for officials of rank 7a. P68. 
471 ch'éng-chŭn chbchiŭ 成均祭酒 
T’ANG: ftom 684 to 705 the official variant of kuo~tzu chien 
chi-chiu (Chancellor of the Directorate of Education). 
P34. 

472 ch，éng-chān chien 成均監 
T'ANG: from 684 to 705 the official variant of kuo-tzu chien 
(Directorate of Education). P34. 

473 ch'éng-fă chià-kó k}ù 承發架閣庫 
YUAN: Storekeeper, rank 8b, on the staff of each Princely 
Administration (nei-shih fu). See chao~mo chien ch'eng-fa 
chìa-ko k'u. P36, 69. 

474 ch'éng-fā kuăn-kōu chien yŭ-ch'éng 
..承發管勾兼獄丞 

YUAN: Communications Clerk and Prison Aide, one, 
rank 8a, on the staff of the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai). P18. 

475 ch'éng-fă ssŭ 承發司 
CHIN: Communications Office, a unit in the Ministry of 
War iping-pu), headed by a Clerk (kuan-kou). 
476 ch'éng-fēi 成妃 
MING: Complete Consort, title of a relatively high-rank-
ing palace woman. 

477 ch'éng-fĕng 承奉 
MING: Attendant, from 1376 to 1380 the 3rd-ranking po-
sition in the Palace Ceremonial Office (tien-t'ing i-li ssu), 
antecedent of the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu jím); 
rank 8b. P33. 

478 ch'éng-fèng láng 承奉郞 
SUI, T'ANG, SUNG: Gentleman for Attendance, a pres-
tige title (san-kuan) granted to officials of rank 8b 1. P68. 
479 ch'éng-fĕng pān tū-chīh 承奉班都知 
General Manager of Attendants. (1) CHIN: member of 
the Palace Ceremonial Staff (Jío-men)，rank 7a. (2) YUAN: 
member of the Palace Ceremonial Office {shih-i ssu), 7a. 
P33. 

480 ch'éng-fú 承符 
Bearer of Identi&atkm Certificates: in iSung and no doubt 
other periods as well, a common member of the retinue of 
a traveling official, carrying the seals and tallies {fu) with 
which the official's identity could be confirmed, or with 
which he could confirm the validity of documents presented 
or encountered en route. See under tao-ts'ung. 

481 ch'éng-hó láng 成和郞 
SUNG-YUAN: Gentleman for Perfect Health, a prestige 
title (san-kuan) for medical officials of rank 7b in Sung, 
6b in Yŭan. 

482 ch'éng-hó tà-fŭ 成和大夫 
SUNG: Grand Master for Perfect Health, a prestige title 
{san-kuan) for rank 6b medical officials. 
483 ch'éng-hsiàng 丞相 
A title of great significance in Chinese history, normally 
indicating the most esteemed and influential member(s) of 
the officialdom, who was leader of and spokesman for the 
officialdom vis-à-vis the ruler and at the same time the prin-
cipal agent for implementing the ruler's wishes in all spheres, 
civil and military; often abbreviated to ch'eng or hsiang. In 
all periods appointees were commonly prefixed Left and 
Right. (1) CH'IN-N-S DIV: Counselor-in-chief, one of the 
Three Dukes {san kung) among whom major responsibili-
ties in the central government were divided; rank 10,000 
bushels in Former Han, always chosen from among Mar-
quises (hou) or made a Marquis on appointment. Immediate 
subordinates were divided among function-specific Sec-
tions (ts'ao; not itemized in sources), each headed by an 
Administrator (yiian-shih). In 1 B.C. changed to Grand 
Minister of Education (ta ssu-t'u), not revived until A.D. 
208. In post-Han times mostly honorific. HB: chancellor. 
(2) T'ANG: from 713 to 741 replaced the title Vice Direc-
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tor {p'u-yeh) of the Department of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng) y the actual head of the agency; rank 2b. (3) 
SUNG-MING: Grand Councilor. In Sung a generic term 
for all participants in policy deliberations in the Adminis-
tration Chamber (cheng-shih t'ang) until 1172, when it be-
came the official title of the former Vice Director of the 
Department of State Affairs (as above), rank la. In Liao 
the 2nd executive post in the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), 
under a Director (ling). In Chin lb , the 2nd executive post 
in the Department of State Affairs. In Yuan la, active head 
of the Secretariat under an honorific Director (ling). In early 
Ming la，head of the Secretariat until the post was discon-
tinued in 1380. Thereafter comparable prestige and power 
was not attainable by any official; the Ming and Ch’ing 
Emperors ruled more directly through a Grand Secretariat 
(nei-ko), whose Grand Secretaries (ta hsŭeh-shih) lacked 
the institutional base required for exerting influence in the 
style of previous Grand Councilors. Also see hsiang-kuo, 
t’ai-tsai, tsai-hsiang. Common alternate English renderings 
are Chancellor, Imperial Chancellor, Lieutenant Chancel-
lor. P2,4. 

484 ch'éng-hsiàngfŭ 丞相府 
HAN-N-S DIV: Office of the Counselor-in-chief. 

485 ch'éng-hsìn láng 承信郞 
SUNG: Gentleman of Trus t , a prestige title (san-kuan) 
granted to officials of rank 9b. 

486 ch'éng-hsīn t'áng 誠心堂 
MING-CH'ING: College for Making the Heart Sincere, 
one of the Six Colleges (liu t'ang) among which all students 
of the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) were dis-
tributed. P34. 

487 chyéng-hsŭăn pù-chèng shih ssū 
承宣布政使司 

MING-CH*ING: lit., office of the commissioner for un-
dertaking the promulgation (of imperial orders) and for dis-
seminating governmental policies: Provinciíd Administra-
tion Commission, made specific by prefixing the name of 
a Province (sheng) or comparable area and commonly ab-
breviated to pu-cheng ssu; the principal agency at the pro-
vincial level for directing the routine general-administration 
business, especially fiscal, of Prefectures (fu) and lesser units 
of territorial administration, and for handling communica-
tions between the central government and regional and local 
administrative units. Created in 1376 by transformation of 
the early Ming Branch Secretariats (hsing chung-shu sheng) 
in the Yuan pattern, each sharing conlrol over its jurisdic-
tion with a Provincial Surveillance Commission (t'i-hsing 
an-ch'a shih ssu) and a Regional Military Commission (íu 
chih-hui shih ssu) and in a close cooperative relationship 
with a Region" Inspector (hsŭn-art yŭ-shih) delegated from 
the Censorate (yŭ-shih t’ai till 1380，then tu ch'a-yiian). From 
the 1400s these provincial authorities were gradually sub-
ordinated to the supervision of Grand Coordinators (hsŭn-
fu) and then multi-province Supreme Commanders (tsung-
tu) delegated from the central government on special duty 
assignments. In Ch，ing the Regional Military Commission 
was superseded by Manchu Generals (chiang-chŭn) of the 
Banner system (see pa ch'i) and Provincial Military Com-
manders (t'i-tU) of Green Standards {lu-yìng) forces; and 
Ming's supervisory Grand Coordinators and Supreme Com-
manders evolved into Governors and Governors-general, 
respectively, entrenched in the regular territorial adminis-
tration to such an extent that the Provincial Administration 

Commissions became their staff agencies for administra-
tion, with less prestige than in Ming times. In the mature 
Ming system there were 13 such Commissions; none ex-
isted for the 2 Metropolitan Areas around the capitals Pe-
king (Chih-li from 1421) and Nanking (Nan Chih4i from 
1421), for which Administration Commission functions were 
extended from neighboring Provinces. Under Gh'ing, in 1661 
2 Provincial Administration Commissions were established 
for the old Southern Metropolitan Area (since the fall of 
Ming called Chiang-nan) in the creation of modern Kiangsu 
and Anhwei Provinces; in 1663 old Shensi was similarly 
divided into Shensi and Kansu; in 1664 old Hukwang was 
divided into Hupei and Hunan; in 1724 a Provincial Admin-
istration Commission was established for the Metropolitan 
Area (Chih-li) around Peking; and iií 1760 separate Com-
missions were established for the two natural parts of heavi-
ly populated, wealthy, and still united Kiangsu Province, 
one based at Soochow and called the Kiangsu Provincial 
Administration Commission, the other based at Nanking and 
called the Chiang-ning Provincial Administration Commis-
sion. Thus there were 20 such Commissions in the mature 
Ch'ing order. In both dynasties the principal post was that 
of Commissioner (shih, pu-cheng shih), rank 2b; there were 
normally 2 appointees, one prefixed Left and ône prefixed 
Right’ until 1667, but only one was appointed thereafter. 
In each Commission there were variable numbers of 
Administration Vice Commissioners (ts，an-cheng), 3b, and 
Assistant Administration Commissioners (ts'an-i), 4b; such 
supportive agencies as a Registry (ching-íi ssu), a Records 
Office (chao-mo so)t an Office of the Judicial Secretary (lì-
wen so), Granaries (ts'ang), and Storehouses (k'u); and in 
Ming but not Ch’ing a Miscellaneous Manufactures Service 
(tsa-tsao chŭ), a Weaving and Dyeing Service (chih-jan chŭ), 
and a Prison Office (ssu-yŭ ssu). Vice Commissioners and 
Assistant Commissioners were normally assigned to Branch 
Offices {fen~ssu) of the Commissions, given the generic 
designation Circuit Intendants {tao-fax). Commissions had 
from 3 to 8 all-purpose General Administration Circuits (fen-
shou tao), each exercising all the authority of the Com-
míssioner(s) in a geographically defined part of the Prov-
ince; and there were many kinds of speciîŭized, function-
specific Circuits, e.g.，Tax īntendant Circuits {tu-liang tao), 
Census īntendant Circuits (tu-ts'e tao). In 1735 all such Cir-
cuit Intendant duty assignments were transformed into reg-
ular, substantive positions in their own right, removed from 
their nominal associations with the Provincial Administra-
tion Commissions. For the most part, however, Circuit In-
tendants continued to function as intermediaries between 
Prefectures and the Commissions, as before. See separate 
entries; also see chien-ssu, fan-ssu, fang-mien, liang ssu, 
san ssu. BH: office of the lieutenant-governor or provincial 
treasurer. P52. 

488 ch'éng-hsŭān shih 承宣使 
SUNG: Pacification Commissioner, from 1080 a salary 
office (chi-lu kuan) for officials with monthly salaries of 
300,000 coins or equivalent, especially including Deputy 
Military and Surveillance Commissioners (chieh-tu kuan-
ch'a liu-hou). Apparently c. 1117 also became a duty-as-
signment designation for some officials delegated to juris-
dictions at the Circuit (lu) level to supervise military op-
erations, but not a regular official appointment. P50’ 52. 

489 ch'éng-huá chiĕn 承華監 
HAN: Directorate of the Ch'eng-hua Horses under the 
Chamberlain for the Imperial Stud {fai-p'u), headed by a 
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Director {chang), rank not clear; the meaning of ch'eng-hua 
is not clear, but cf. ch'eng-hua ling. HB: chief inspector of 
the stables of the palace of continuing flowers. P31. 

490 ck，éng-kuá ling 承華令 
HAN: Director of Palace Entertainments, a subordinate 
of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu), in 
charge of the Palace Band (huang-men ku-ch'ui) and 27 the-
atrical Players {hsi-shih). P10. 
491 ch 'éng-huáng 乘黃 
SUNG: Imperial Coachman, unranked, in the Court of the 
Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). SP: intendant des chars 
impériaux. P31. 

492 cVéng-huáng chiù 乘黃厩 
N-S DIV: Stable of the Imperial Coachman, from Chin 
on one of the agencies subordinate to the Chamberlain for 
the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u ch'ing) or sometimes the Cham-
berlain íot Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang ch'ing); normally headed 
by a Director (ling); generally responsible for providing both 
vehicles and horses for impend and court use, especially 
on ceremonial occasions. P31. 

493 ch ^ng-huâng shŭ 乘黃署 
T'ANG: Office of the Imperial Coachman, one of the 4 
principal units in the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u 
ssu); headed by a Director (ling), rank 9b2; provided both 
ordinary and ceremonial chariots and carriages for the Em-
peror*s use in cooperation with the Livery Service (shang-
ch'eng chŭ) of the Palace AcUninistration (tìen-chung sheng) f 
which provided necessary horses. RR: office des chars 
impériaux. P31_ 

494 ch'éng-hŭi 承徽 
T'ANG: Lady of Inherent Excellence, title authorized for 
10 concubines of the Heir Apparent, rank 5a. RR: femme 
qui a regu la vertu de naissance. 

495 ch'éng-hŭn 成婚 
CH*ING: Dame*consort, designation for consorts and con-
cubines of imperial sons, grandsons’ great-grandsons, etc., 
other than fu-chin (Princess-consort). 
496 ch'éng-ì 乘驛 
T'ANG: Mounted Courier, 20 authorized for the staff of 
the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) • 
4 9 7 ch'éng-í 承衣 
SUI; Wardrobe Attendant, designation for a category of 
palace women, rank =6 or lower. 

498 ck,éng-ì láng 承麟 
SUI, T*ANG, SUNG: Gentleman for Discussion, a pres-
tige title (san-kuan) granted to officials of rank 6a (?) in 
Sui, 6a2 in T'ang, 7b in Sung. P68. 
4 9 9 ch'éng-kuăn 承管 
CH'ING: lit., hereditarily in charge: Hereditary, prefix to 
some titles of petty offices, especially in various Manchu 
agencies in Manchuria, that were apparently occupied in 
hereditaiy succession as sanctioned by custom. 

5 0 0 ch'éng-kuĕi 承閨 
T'ANG: Lady ùS the Inner Chamber, a title for palace 
women of rank 4a, from 662 to 670 only. KR: femme qui 
prend soin (?) du palais intérieur. 
501 ch>éng4áng 丞郞 
From T'ang on, an unofficial reference to Vice Ministers 
(shih-lang) of Ministries (pu). 
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502 ch'éng-lù shŭ 承祿署 
HAN: lit., office for receiving (containing?) stipends: Of-
fice of the Palace Paymaster (?)’ a unit of the Palace Sto-
rehouse (chung-huang tsang)\ staffing and specific func-
tions not clear. HB: office for the receipt of salary. 

503 ch'éng-mén hóu 城門侯 
HAN: Commandant of the Capital Gate, one in charge 
of each of the 12 gates of the capital city, rank 600 bushels; 
under supervision of the Commandant of the Capital Gates 
(ch'eng-mert hsiao-wei), BH: captain of a city gate. 

5 0 4 c A Y / i & m é / i J W ^ - w ^ i ' 城門校尉 
HAN: Commandant of the Capital Gates, rank 2,000 
bushels in Former Han, =2,000 bushels in Later Han, su-
pervisor of the military units that guarded the 12 gates of 
the capital city. BH: colonel of the city gates. 

505 clt，éng-mén láng 城門郞 
T ANG, SUNG: Gentleman of the Capita! Gates，an of-
ficial of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) y rank 6b 1 in T ang, 
not clear for Sung; in charge of the entiy to the imperial 
residence. RR+SP: secrétaire chargé des portes de la ville 
impériale. 

506 ch'éng-mén ling 城門領 
CH'ING: Gate Commandant, one or 2 military officers 
with 4a rank stationed at each city gate of the dynastic cap-
ital, Peking. BH: captain of the gate. 

507 ch'éng-mén ssŭ-mă 城門司馬 
HAN: Commander of the Capital Gates, one, rank 1,000 
bushels, assisting the Commandant of the City Gates (ch'eng-
men hsiao-wei). HB: major of the city gates. 
508 ch'éng-míng tó 承明廬 
HAN: lit.，a hut where one gains enlightenment: Enlight-
enment Library, a palace archive. May be encountered in 
later eras as an archaic reference to the Hanlin Academy 
(hart-lift yiian), 
509 ch'éng-pàn shìh-wŭ yá-mén 

承辦事務衙門 
CH’ING: Imperial Mausolea Administration’ 2 agencies 
that oversaw Ch'ing tombs in the Peking area, headed by 
a Supervisor-in-chief (tsung-kuan) called Grand Minister 
Protector of the Imperial Mausolea (shou-hu ling-ch'in ta-
ch'en). BH: office of the imperial mausolea. P29. 

510 ch'éng-pà 丞簿 
MING: Horse Recorder, an unranked subofficial repre-
senting the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) on the 
staff of each District (hsien) in which government horse 
herds were grazed. P31. 
511 ch'éng'Shìh láng 承事郞 
SUNG-MING: Gentleman for Managing Affairs, a pres-
tige title (san-kuan) for officials of rank 8a2 in Sung and 
Chin, 7a in Yŭan and Ming; in Sung specially reserved for 
officials functioning as Case Reviewers (p'ing-shih) in the 
Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). P68. 

512 ch'éng-shòu kuān 承受官 or ch'eng-shou 
SUNG: Receptionist, unranked subofficial, one each in the 
Palace Library (pi-shu sheng�’ the Historiography Institute 
{kuo-shih yiian), and the Visitors Bureau (k'o-sheng) of the 
Secretariat (chung-shu sheng); also the title of a eunuch on 
the staff of the Heir Apparent. From the early 1100s, pu-
nuchs with this title were appointed to almost every ciyil 
and militaiy office of any significance, becoming imperial 
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agents virtually dominating the regular officials; but from 
1127 this practice was suppressed. SP: employé chargé 
daccepter les affaires; fonctionnaire chargé de recevoir les 
affaires. P26. 

513 eh'éng-shŏu wèi 城守尉 
CH’ING: Garrison Commandant , a rank 3a military of-
ficer in the provincial Banner (see pa ch'i) hierarchy. 

514 cWéng-tĕ láng 承德郞 
CHIN-CH'ING: Gentleman for Fostering Virtue, a pres-
tige title (san-kuan) for officials of rank 7al in Chin, 6a 
thereafter. P68. 

515 ch'éng-wŭ 承務 
T'ANG: Director, one each prefixed Left and Right, both 
rank 5bl; a variant title only during the period from 662 to 
c. 705 for the 2 lang-chung, q.v., who were directly sub-
ordinate to the Left and Right Assistant Directors (ch'eng) 
in the Department of State Affairs {shang~shu sheng) and 
helped the Assistant Directors supervise the work of the 
Department's 6 Ministries (pu); to be differentiated from 
the lang-chung who were Directors of the various Bureaus 
(ssu) in the Ministries. RR: secrétaire supérieure. 

5 1 6 d r V n g - M ^ t ó / i g成務郎 o r承務郞 
(1) SUI: Assistant Director, apparently one each, rank not 
clear, subordinate to Directors (Jang) and apparently also 
Vice Directors (yíian-wai lang) in Bureaus of Ministries, 
e.g., the Bureau of Equipftient (chia-pu) and Bureau of 
Provisions (k'u-pu) in the Ministry of War (ping-pu) and 
the Bureau of Public Construction (ch'i-pu) in the Ministry 
of Works (kung-pu). P12, 14. (2) T'ANG-MING: GenUe^ 
man for Rendering Service, a prestige title (san-kuan) for 
officials of rank 8b2 until 1080，then 9b for the remainder 
of Sung, 7bl in Chin, 6b thereafter. P68. 

517 ch’éng-yìng ksiéo-ti chá 承應小&局 
LIAO: Palace Domestic Service, an agency staffed by 
menials, part of the Court Ceremonial Institute (hsŭan-hui 
yuan). P38. 

518 ch'éng-yu 乘輿 
Lit” one who mounts a carriage: His Majesty, throughout 
history an indirect reference to the Emperor. 

519 chí 畿 
T?ANG-SUNG: Metropolitan, 2nd highest of 7 ranks into 
which Districts (hsien) were classified on the basis of their 
prestige and size; used as a prefix to hsien. 

520 chí 級 
Class: from Sui on a subdivision of a rank (p'in) in the 
official hierarchy, equivalent to chieh or teng, qq.v.; e.g. , 
an office or official might have status as 3rd rank, 2nd class, 
rendered in this dictionary as rank 3b. Most commonly, the 
standard 9 ranks were subdivided into 2 classes each, but 
in some periods some ranks were subdivided into 4 classes: 
e.g.’ 8al , 8a2, 8bl，8b2. The term appears in many com-
pounds referring to the general system of ranks, such as 
p'in-chi, teng-chi, chieh-chi. Also see cheng (Upper Class) 
and ts'ung (Lower Class). 

521 chí 給 
Occasional abbreviation of chi-shih-chung (Supervising 
Secretary, Supervising Censor). 
522 chì 計 
Account(s). (1) Throughout history occurs with the sense 
of account books in titles such as k'uai-chi ssu (Office of 

Palace Accounts)‘ (2) SUNG: from 993 to 994 referred to 
a division of the empire for fiscal purposes into 10 Circuits 
(tao)t constituting 2 large regions called the Left Account 
(tso-chi) and the Right Account (yu~chi), for each of which 
there was a Commissioner (shih) and an Administrative As-
sistant ip'an-kuan), the whole apparatus supervised by a Su-
preme Commissioner of Accounts (tsung chì-shih). Before 
and after this short-lived arrangement, fìscal affairs were 
handled by the State Finance Commission (san ssu). Also 
see kuo-chi shih, P7. 

523 chí-àn 騎案 
SUNG: Horses Section, designation of units found in sev-
eral central government agencies; e.g., one of 4 Sections 
in the Court of Palace Attendants (hsŭan-hui yuan), one of 
8 Sections in the Tax Bureau {tu-chih ssu) of the State Fi-
nance Commission (san ssu). Normally headed by an Ad-
ministrative Assistant (p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan). In all cases, 
the Sections seem to have been record-keeping units relat-
ing to the activities of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'aì-
p'u ssu) and its regional Directorates of Horse Pasturages 
(mu-chien) as well as other agencies charged with buying, 
breeding, and caring for horses and other state-owned an-
imals. SP: service de Vélevage et d'achat de chevaux. 

524 cl$ī-ck，á 镥察 
CH'ING: Inspector, designation of a Grand Secretary (ta 
hsŭeh-shih) delegated to supervise the Office for Distri-
bution of Imperial Pronouncements (chi-ch'a ch'in-feng 
shang-yŭ shih-chien ch'u). 

525 chi-ch'á chHén-chu 稽查錢局 
CH'ING: Inspector of Provincial Coinage Services, from 
1680 to 1724 a duty assignment for Supervising Secretaries 
(chi-shih-chung) and Censors (yū-shih) sent out from the 
central government to investigate and report on the activi-
ties of Provincial Coinage Services (ch'ien-chu). P16. 

526 chī-ch'á ch'īn-fĕng shàng-yu shìh-chièn 
chfù稽察欽奉上諭事件處 

CH'ING; Office for Distribution of Imperial Pronounce-
ments, established in 1730 as a subdivision of the Grand 
Secretariat (nei-ko) to apply imperial seals to imperial pro-
nouncements, supervise tíièir distribution to the appropriate 
central government agencies, and maintain a register of their 
distribution; no special staff; one C^and Secretary (ta hsŭeh-
shih) delegated to be in charge. BH: chancery for the pub-
lication of imperial edicts. P2. 

527 chl-cWá chŭng-shŭ k，ē stóh-wà tà-ch9én 
稽查中書科事務大臣 

CH'ING: G r a n d Minis te r Inspector of the Cent ra l 
Drafting Office，designation of a junior member of the Grand 
Secretariat (nei-ko) delegated to supervise the subordinate 
unit called the Central Drafting Office (chung-shu k,o), staffed 
with Secretariat Drafters (chung-shu she-jen). 

528 chī-ch'á fáng 稽察房 
CH'ING: Verification Office, a subdivision of the Grand 
Secretariat (nei-ko) responsible for checking to ensure that 
central government agencies did not delay in carrying out 
imperial instructions and in submitting monthly reports on 
their activities to the Grand Secretaries (ta hsŭeh-shih); no 
regular staff; functions performed by officials of the Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yuan) and the Central Drafting Office 
(chung-shu k'o). P2. 
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529 ckī-ck，á kuân 総官 
CHIN: Security Official, concurrent title of 2 Monopoly 
Tax Commissioners (ehŭeh-huo-wu shih)y rank 7a, sta-
tioned at the T'ung River frontier pass (T'ung-kuan, mod-
ern Shensi), signifying their special responsibility for de-
tecting the infiltration of enemy spies and for generally 
controlling the frontier pass. P62. 

530 chī-ch'á nèUkuăn chiēn-tū 
稽察內館監督 

CH'ING: Supervisory Inspector of the Inner Hostel, des-
ignation of a Censor (yii-shih), Supervising Censor {chi-
shih-chung), or junior official of a Ministry (pu) assigned 
to keep watch over the functioning of the Inner Hostel (nei~ 
kuan) maintained by the Court of Colonial Affairs (li‘fan 
yiian) for visiting Mongol dignitaries. Also see chi-ch'a wai-
kuan chien-îu. P17. 

531 chĭ-ch'á tfán-miào tà-ch*én 
稽查壇廟大臣 

CH'ING: Grand Minister Inspector of the Altars and 
Temples, an ad hoc duty assignment for a senior member 
of the Imperial Household Department (riei-wu fu) prior to 
the undertaking of any sacrificial ceremonies at the Altar 
to Earth {t'u-t'an) or the Temple of Heaven (t'ien-miao) in 
the dynastic capital; assisted by a Grand Minister Preparer 
of the Altars and Temples (pei-ch’a fan-miao ta-ch'en). BH: 
superintendent of altars and temples. 

532 chî-ch9á wàUkuán chiĕn-tŭ 
稽察外館監督 

CH,ING: Supervisory Inspector of the Outer Hostel, an 
exact counterpart of the Supervisory Inspector of the Inner 
Hostel (chi-ch'a nei-kuan chien-tut q.v.); the difference in 
their functions is not clear. PI 7. 

533 chí-chèng 集正 
SUNG: Registrar, 2, rank not clear, in the Directorate of 
Education (kuo-tzu chien�’ responsible for keeping student 
records and investigating students who did not maintain 
standards. SP: surveillant. P34. 

534 chUch'éng 棘丞 
SUI-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Assistant Min-
ister (ch*eng) of (he Court of Judicial Review {ta-li ssu). 
Also see chi-shu. 

535 chì-chn ssū 祭器司 
SUNG: Office of Sacrificial Utensils, a unit in the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu)t staffed by 10 Pro-
visioners (kung-kuan). SP: bureau des objets de sacrifices 
chargé des offrandes. 

536 chí'chiăo tì 急腳遞 
SUNG: Fast Courier, a categoiý of couriers in the postal 
relay system who reportedly could carry state documents 
from 300 to 500 Chinese miles (/i) per day, used only for 
urgent military messages. 

537 chì.ck，iăo 技巧 
ĭîAN: Skilled Workman, subordinates of the Comman-
dant of the Imperial Gardens (shui-heng tu-wei), headed by 
a Director (ling); functions not clear，but probably engaged 
in specialized craft workshops. HB (ling): prefect of the 
skilled workmen. 

538 chì-chiēh 計偕 
HAN: Local Representative, designation of one or more 
worthy citizens of each Commandery {chŭn) chosen to ac-
company an Accounts Assistant {chi-yŭan) sent annually to 
the capital to report on local events and fiscal aífairs; the 

written presentation came to be known as the chi-chieh re-
port or account (pu). See ch'ao-chi shih. P53. 

539 chUchièn 給諫 
MING-CH'ING: lit.，submitter of remonstrance: unofficial 
reference to chi-shih<hung (Supervising Secretary, Su-
pervising Censor). See t'ai-chien (Censors and Remon-
strators). P19. 

540 chUchíh chàng 籍直長 
CHIN: Director, rank 8a, of the Department of Musicians 
(yūeh-kung pu) in tiie Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang 
wm). P10. 

541 chUcWlng 棘卿 
From T'ang on, an unofficial reference to the Chief Min-
ister (ch'ing) of the Court of Judicial Review ita-li ssu). 
P22. 

542 chì-chiŭ 祭酒 
Lit., Libationer. In Han and immediate post-Han times may 
be found used in this sense as an honorific designation for 
a distinguished older minister; otherwise, Chancellor. (1) 
HAN-CH'ING: head of the top-echelon educational agency 
in the dynastic capital，the National University (t'ai-hsūeh, 
kuo-hsŭeh) or, from Sui on, the Directorate of Education 
{kuo-tzu chien). Originated late in Former Han as a function 
performed in rotation by the various Erudites (po-shih) of 
the National University, then during the era of N-S Divi-
sion evolved into a regular official assignment, rank 3 or 
4. Rank 3b in T'ang, 4b in Silngt 4a in Chin, 3b in Yîian, 
4b in Ming and Ch’ing. In Yŭan and again briefly in early 
Ch’ing, there were Chancellors of Mongolian (meng-ku) 
Directorates of Education as well as of the normal Direc-
torates. In Ch'ing there were normally 2 appointees, one 
Chinese and one Manchu. The title was often given as kuo-
tzu chi-chiu, HB: libationer. RR+SP: recteur. P34. (2) N_ 
S DIV: head of the Department of Scholarly Cpunselors 
(chi-shu sheng), chosen from among its staff of Cavalier 
Attendants-in-ordínary {san-chi ch'ang-shih); existed from 
the mìcMOOs apparently to the beginning of Sui. Also see 
liu-ching chi-chiu, wen-hsŭeh chi-chiu, hsiao-kuan chi-chiu. 
P23. 

543 chì-chó 輯濯 
HAN: Imperial Oarsman, subordinates of the Comman-
dant of the Imperial Gardens {shui-heng tu-wei) headed by 
a Director (/in^), in Later Han also (?) on the staff of the 
Loyang Market Director (shih-chang); presumably man-
aged both cargo and pleasure boats. HB (ling): prefect of 
oarsmen and scullers. 

544 chì-chù àn 記注案 
SUNG: Records Section, units in the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng) and the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng). SV: ser-
vice chargé de rédiger le registre des actes. P19. 

545 chUchà kuân 記注官 
CH'ING: Diarist, duty assignment for Censors (yŭ-shih) 
and Supervising Censors (chi-shih-chung), normally 2 each, 
one Chinese and one Manchu，to compile the Imperial Di-

{ch'i-chû chu) under supervision of the Hanlin Academy 
n-lin yuan). P19, 24. 

546 cM-chù yŭàn 記注院 
CHIN: Institute of Imperial Diarists, responsible for com-
pilation of the Imperial Diaiy (ch'i-chŭ chu); established in 
1135’ staffed by various officials inducting Generals (chiang-
chŭn) as a concurrent duty; in 1190 members of the Re-
monstrance Bureau (chien-yŭan) were forbidden to serve; 
from 1215 Staff Supervisors (shou-ling kuan) from the Sec-
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retaiiat {chung-shu sheng) or the Department of State Af-
fairs (shang-shu sheng) were regularly delegated to serve. 
P24. 

547 chì-chuâng k9ù 寄樁庫 
SUNG: Storehouse of Spices and Silks, a unit of the Court 
of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu) that brought in revenue 
by selling state-owned medicinal spices and special silk 
fabrics; headed by 2 Supervisory Directors (chien-kuan t'i-
ling). SP: bureau de vente du muse et de soie. 

548 chUchŭn 騎軍 
Cavalry: throughout history a standard military term. See 
chi-ping. Cf. hsiao-chi. 

549 chUfă 畿法 
N-S DIV (Chou): Metropolitan Area Justice Bureau in 
the Ministry of Justice (ch'iurkuan); also title of its senior 
officials, the Director, ranked as a Senior Serviceman 
(shang-shih; 7a), and the Vice Director, ranked as an Or-
dinary Serviceman (chung-shih; 8a). P13. 

550 chí-fŭ 畿輔 
Metropolitan Area: throughout history a common refer-
ence to the dynastic capital (chí) and its “supporting” en-
virons (fu). In Ming and Ch'ing, equivalent to chih-li. Also 
see chi-nei, ching-shih. 

551 chì-hsiàng 計相 
Lit., accounts minister. (1) HAN: Minister of Finance, a 
high-ranking keeper of imperial accounts, apparently ap-
pointed only in the earliest Han years; thereafter the term 
was used unofficially in reference to any official known as 
a skilled accounts keeper. (2) N-S DIV: Local Represen-
tative (from small area) or Territorial Rept^sentatíve (from 
larger area), delegated from units of teititŏríal administra-
tion to carry annual fiscal reports to the capital; see chi-
chieh, ch'ao-chi shih. (3) SUNG: a common variant des-
ignation of the State Finance Commissioner (san-ssu shih). 
After early Sung may be encountered as an unofficial ref-
erence to any dignitary whose principal charge was in the 
fiscal realm. SP: commissaire des finances, conseiller des 
comptes. P6. 

552 cW-AjtónsAâ-ifeW 集賢書庫 
SUNG: Library of the Academy of Scholarly Worthies 
(see chi-hsien yuan). 

553 ckí-kísién tièn skiî-yŭàn 集賢殿害院 
Lit., academy in the hail for assembling worthies: Acad-
emy of Scholarly Worthies. (1) T'ANG: name changed 
from Academy in the Hall of Elegance and Rectitude (li-
cheng tien ksiu-shu yíian) in 725; staffed with Academi-
cians (hsiiehshih) and other court-patronized litterateurs who 
engaged in compiling imperially sponsored scholarly works; 
subordinate to the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng). RR: bib-
liothèque du palais où on assemble les sages. (2) SUNG: 
one of the Three Institutes (san kuan) constituting the 
Academy for the Veneration of Literature (ch'ung-wen yuan); 
staffed with Grand Academicians (ta hsŭeh-shih) whose 
substantive posts were as Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang) 
and other prestigious literati-officials of the central govern-
ment; c. 980 name changed to chi-hsien yuan shu-k'u; in 
1082 was absorbed into the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng). 
Commonly known in abbreviated forms as chi-hsien tien, 
chi-hsien yuan. SP: cour où Von assemble les sages. P23, 
25. 

554 chUhsién yŭàn 集賢院 
Academy of Scholarly Worthies. (1) T ANG-SUNG: 
common abbreviation of chi-hsien tien shu-yiian. (2) CHIN: 

existed, but responsibilities not clear. (3) YŭAN: staffed 
with Grand Academicians (ta hsŭeh-shih)，Academicians 
(hsŭeh-shih), etc.; supervised the School for the Sons of 
the State (kuo-tzu hsueh), oversaw the Taoist clergy, tried 
to entice reclusive scholars into state service; in 1283 merged 
into the Hanlin and Historiography Academy (han-lin hsŭeh-
shih yuan chien kuo-shih yuan), then in 1285 restored as 
an autonomous central government unit. P23, 25. 

555 chí'hsŭŭn 急選 
CH'ING: Expedited Selection, part of the personnel ap-
pointment process conducted by the Ministry of Personnel 
(lì-pu): the appointment or promotion of officials enjoying 
special imperial favor or otherwise in special status that en-
titled them to be considered for the 1st appropriate vacancy; 
normally conducted in odd months, in contrast to the Reg-
ular Selection (ta-hsŭan, cheng-hsŭan) normally conducted 
in even months. 

556 chí-hsân ch'īng-li ssŭ 稽勳淸吏司 or cA" 
hsŭn ssu 

MING-CHWG: Bureau of Records, one of 4 principal 
units in the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu), headed by a Di-
rector (lang-chung); responsible for handling merit titles 
(hsŭn-kuan), prestige titles (san-kuan) f retirements in 
mourning, etc. BH: record department. P5, 65. 

557 chí'ī 疾醫 
CHOU: Royal Physician, 8 ranked as Ordinary Service-
men (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-
ĭcuan) responsible for looking after the health of the ruler 
and his ministers, for keeping watch over public health, and 
for recording and checking all death certificates. CL: médecin 
pour les maladies simples. 

558 chì-ì kuăn 計議官 
SUNG: Administrative Clerk, 4, rank 8a, in the Bureau 
of Militaty Affairs (shu-mi yuan); variant designation of kan-
pan kuan. 

559 chl4 ssŭ 稽疑司 
MING: Religious Office, in charge of divination and sha-
manism, headed by a Director (ling); established in 1384, 
apparently as an independent central govermrient agency, 
but soon discontinued. P35. 

560 chì-jén 迹人 
CHOU: Tracker, 4 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung^ 
shih) and 8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of 
the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) who were in charge of 
hunting in the royal hunting preserve. CL: cfflcier des traces. 

561 chbjén 雞人 
CHOU: Master of the Chickens, one ranked as a Junior 
Serviceman (hsia-shih), a member of the Ministiy of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan) responsible for providing sacrificial chickens. 
CL: officier des cogs. 

562 cM kôu-kuăn 籍勾管 
SUNG: Registry Clerk，apparently unranked, on the staff 
of a Circuit (lu) Supervisor of Education (fi-chŭ hsŭeh-shih). 
P51. 
563 chì-kuân 計官 
SUNG: Accounts Clerk, unranked, in the Palace Admin-
istration (tien-chung sheng). SP: fonctionnaire de compte. 

564 chí-kuân chŭn 騎官軍 
T'ANG: Army of the Celestial Wolf, named after a group 
of stars in the constellation called the Wolf: one of 12 re-
gional supervisory headquarters for militia Garrisons (fu) 
called the Twelve Armies (shih-erh chiin); existed only 620-
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623, 625-636. RR: armée de (la constellation de) la garde 
montée. P44. 

565 chì-láng 記郞 
In Ch'ing and perhaps earlier times, an unofficial reference 
to Vice Directors (yuan-wai lang) of Bureaus {ch'ing-li ssu) 
in Ministries (pu). 

566 chì-ŭ 計吏 
HAN; Accounts Clerk, one sent annually to the capital fiom 
each Commandery {chŭn) as companion for an Accounts 
Assistan. (chi-yŭan) delegated to report on local events and 
fiscal affairs; also called chi-shih.入lso see chi-chieh. HB: 
official in charge of accounts. 

567 chUlŭ 棘路 
SUI-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Court of Judicial 
Review (ta-li ssu). Also see chi-shu, 

568 chUlù chiēh 寄祿階 or chì4ŭ kó 寄祿格 
SUNG: Salary Ranks, a term referring to the N. Sung sys-
tem of paying salaries to officials on the basis of their titular 
positions，whatever their actual assigned functions. 

569 chì-lŭ kuăn 寄•官 
(1) SUNG: Paymaster, rank not clear, in the Court of the 
Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu) during the early Sung de-
cades, then replaced by a Court Gentleman-consultant (feng-
i lang). (2) SUNG: Salary Office, a term referring to the 
N. Sung system of paying salaries to officials on the basis 
of their titular positions, whatever their actual assigned 
functions; in 1120 the term was made to apply to former 
prestige titles (san-kuan), and thereafter salary offices (with 
titles different than before) determined officials' salaries but 
had no direct relation to either titular or functional desig-
nations, which increasingly coalesced. P22, 23, 30. 

570 chì-mă ŭng 騎馬令 
HAN: Director of Cavalry Mounts, one of numerous sub-
ordinates of the Chamberlain for the Imperial Stud (t'ai-
p'u)t rank 600 bushels. HB: prefect of the stables for riding 
horses, P31. 

571 ckî-mí chŏu 鶴縻州 or chî-mí fŭ-chōu 
羈縻府州 

TANG-SUNG: lit.’ prefecture under loose rein: Subor-
dinated Prefecture, a category of administrative units into 
which submissive foreign and aboriginal groups were com-
monly organized to fit into the Chinese governmental hi-
erarchy, usually headed by hereditary native chiefs and sub-
ordinated to a Chinese Area Command {tu-tu fu). P72. 

572 cM-nà àn 給納案 
SUNG: Receipts and Payments Section of the Granaries 
Bureau (ts'ang-pu) in the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). SP: 
service de réceptions et de versements. 

573 ckí-nèi 畿內 
Metropolitan Area: throughout history a common desig-
nation of the dynastic capital and its environs. See chi-fu, 
ching-shih. 

574 chUpìng 騎兵 
Cavalry or Cavalryman: throughout history a standard 
military term. See chi-chŭn. Cf. hsiao-chi. 

575 ckì-pīng ts,ān-ch&n shih 騎兵參軍事 
T'ANG: Administrator for Cavalry, a subaltern in various 
military Guard (wei) units, including the Sixteen Guards 
(shih-liu wei) at the dynastic capital, rank 8a2; c. 712 the 
post was reorganized into a Cavalry Section (chi-ts'ao) headed 
by 2 Administrators {ts'an-chŭn-shih). RR: administrateur 
(du bureau) des chevaux et des armes • P43. 

576 chì'pīng ts'áo 騎兵曹 
Cavalry Section. (1) N-S DIV: one of a fluctuating number 
of military Sections in transitional status toward becoming 
a Ministry of War in the developing Department of State 
Affairs (shang-shu sheng), especially in the S. Dynasties; 
normally headed by a Minister (shang-shu) and a Vice Min-
ister (lang, shih-lang) or Director {lang-chung). (2) SUI-
T'ANG: an agency in various kinds of military Guard (wei) 
units, e.g., the Sixteen Guards {shih-liu wei) at the dynastic 
capital; headed by an Administrator {ts'an-chŭn shih). Re-
organized c. 712 as an Anns Section (ping-ts'ao). See chi-
ping ts'an-chŭn shih. RR: bureau des chevaux et des armes. 
P12.43. 

577 chì-pù 計部 
N-S DIV (Chou): Ministry of Revenue, headed by a Grand 
Master {tŭ-fu)\ subordinates irregularly included a hu-pu, 
(u-chih, chin-pu, and ts'ang-put qq.v. P6. 

578 chì-p'ŭ 祭僕 
CHOU; Sacrificial Aide, an official of the Ministry of War 
{hsìa-kuan) who supervised sacrificial ceremonies con-
ducted by a royal substitute. CL: assistant des sacrifices. 

579 chí-sài 集賽 
YUAN: Justiciar, apparently a collective term for high-
ranking Mongols assigned to the High Court of Justice (ta 
tsung-cheng fit) for the purpose of adjudicating disputes 
among Mongols; defined in some sources by the term ch'ieh-
hsieh, name of the kesig or Imperial Bodyguard, suggesting 
that they might have been primarily members of the kesig, 
q.v.; the number varied from 13 to 46. P I . 

580 chì-shàn 紀善 
MING: Moral Mentor, one，rank 7a, till 1376, thereafter 
2，rank 8a’ constituting a Moral Mentors Office (chi-shan 
so) in a Princely Establishment (wang-fu). P69. 

581 chĭ-shè 給舍 
An abbreviated, combined reference to Supervising Sec-
retaries (chi-shih~chung) and Secretariat Drafters (chung-
shu she-jen). P19. 

582 chì-shêng 計省 
SUNG: lit., accounting department: common variant des-
ignation of the State Finance Coínmission (san ssu); may 
be encountered in later periods as an unofficial reference 
to the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). 

583 chĭ-shìh 給事 
Lit” to render service. N-S DIV: Executive Assistant，pre-
fixed to hamés of agencies, e.g., chi-shih pi-shu sheng, 
(Executive Assistant in the Palace Library; see pi-shu sheng). 
In pre-Sui Chou, 60 were prescribed with rank as Ordinary 
Servicemen {chung-shih) in the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan 
fu) to tend (and edit ？) classical and other writings. Not to 
be confused with chi-shìh-chung, although found in later 
periods as an abbreviated reference to chi-chih-chung (Su-
pervising Secretaiy). Afeo cf. chi-shìh-chung chi-shih. P19. 

584 chì-shîh 計使 
SUNG: Commissioner of Accounts’ in 993-994 a refer-
ence to all or any of 3 posts: Commissioner of the Left 
Account (tso chi-shih). Commissioner of the Right Account 
(yu chi-shih), and Supreme Commissioner of Accounts (tsung 
chi-shih)’ in one stage in the development of the State Fi-
nance Commission (san ssu). SP: commissaire aux comptes. 
P7. 

585 chì-sMh 計史 
Accounts Clerk. (1) HAN: one sent annually to the dy-
nastic capital from each Commandery {chŭn), as compan-
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ion for an Accounts Assistant (chi-yūan) delegated to report 
on local events and fiscal affairs; also called chi-iì. See chi-
chieh. (2) T'ANG: 4 lowly appointees in the Court of the 
Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu); 1 also in the Directorate for 
Imperial Manufactories (shao-fu chien), but only from 685 
to c. 705 while the Directorate was called shang-fang chien. 
(3) SUNG: possibly a title used for lowly employees in the 
State Finance Commission (san ssu), but may be encoun-
tered as a variant of the homophonous chi-shih rendered 
here as Commissioner of Accounts. P7，38，53. 

586 chì-shìh 記室 
Record Keeper. (1) HAN-N-S DIV: a lowly clerical of-
ficial on the staffs of Han's central government dignitaries 
called the Three Dukes (san kung), in groups each headed 
by a Clerk (ling-shih); after Han found among the central 
government personnel called Historiographers {shih-kuan)t 
also in some Commanderies (chūn). HB: secretary. P23, 
57. (2) 5 DYN-YūAN: one in each Princely Establishment 
(wang-fu), rank 8b in Sung, 6b in Yuan (2 appointees); also 
one unranked appointee in Sung's Chief Office of Imperial 
Clan Affairs (ta tsung-cheng ssu). SP; secrétaire. P69. (3) 
MING: found on the staffs of some provincial and prefec-
tural dignitaries. P57. 

587 cM-shìh'Chāng 給事中 
(1) CH'IN-N-S DIV: Palace Steward, originally an inti-
mate attendant on the Emperor in Ch’in, officiating in a 
Palace Hall for Personal Service (chi-shih kung-tien); in Han 
became a supplementary honorific designation (chia-kuan) 
for variable numbers of eminent court officials; continued 
so into the era of N-S Division, sometimes coexisting with 
the substantive post of the same name rendered here as Su-
pervising Secretary (see below). Since the title literally sug-
gests one who provides service in the palace, it carried the 
implication that its bearer was a worthy companion and 
mentor of the Emperor. HB: serving within the palace. (2) 
N-S DIV~CH’ING: Supervising Secretary to 1723, there-
after Supervising Censor, officials normally charged to 
monitor the flow of documents to and from tìtie throne, to 
return for revision any documents considered improper in 
form or substance, to check on the implementation of im-
perial orders, to criticize and propose imperial policies, and 
sometimes to assist in keeping the Imperial Diary (ch'i-chŭ 

chu); thus included among those collectively palled "speak-
ing officials” (yen-kuan), "remonstrance officials" (chien-
kuan)t and “the avenues of criticism" (yen-lu). In the era 
of N-S Division and some later periods, a concurrent duty 
assignment for men primarily appointed to other offices; 
but always of relatively high prestige and influence despite 
relatively low rank status. In Chin (266-420) no fixed num-
ber, normally imperial relatives or other noblemen, at-
tached with rank 5 to the Department of Scholarly Coun-
selors (chi-shu sheng). In both S. and N. Dynasties, 
commonly members of the Department of Scholarly Coun-
selors; rank 7 (600 bushels) in Liang and Ch’en，6b in N. 
Wei, 6b 1 in N. Ch’i. In Sui sometimes called chi-shih lang; 
20 appointees, in 605 transferred from the Ministry of Per-
sonnel (li-pu) to the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) and re-
duced to 4. Thereafter through Liao and Sung remained 
members of the Chancellery; 4, rank 5al in T'ang; 4’ rank 
4a in Sung (only concurrent appointments until 1078). In 
(Jurchcn) Chin: one, rank 5b, on the staff of the Court Cer-
emonial Institute (hsŭan-hui yìian), perhaps without the tra-
ditional "speaking official” functions. In Yuan: 2, rank 4a， 
attached to the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai), deprived of their 
traditional functions except keeping the Imperial Diary. In 
Ming and Ch'ing established independently in Six Offices 

of Scrutiny (liu k'o) paralleling the Six Ministries (liu pu), 
4 to 10 in each Office, rank fluctuating between 5a and 9a 
in the earliest Ming years, then 7b to 1729, then 5a; re-
stored to their traditional "speaking officials” functions, es-
pecially focusing their attention on the activities of the Six 
Ministries. In Ming each Office of Scrutiny had an exec-
utive staff of one Chief Supervising Secretary (tu chi-shih-
chung) and one each Left and Right Supervising Secretary 
(tso, yu chi-shih-chung); in Ch'ing each Office had two Seal-
holding (chang-yin) Supervising Secretaries, one each 
Manchu and Chinese, as joint executives; and ordinary Su-
pervising Secretary appointments were equally divided be-
tween Manchus and Chinese. In 1723 the Offices of Scru-
tiny were merged into the Censorate (tu ch'a-yiian) and made 
administratively subordinate to its senior officials; hence the 
suggested change of English rendering to Supervising Cen-
sor. See chung chi-shih-chung, nei chi-shih-chung, feng-po 
ssu. RR: grand secrétaire du département de la chancel-
lerie impériale. SP: grand secrétaire ou conseiller politique 
des projets polìtiques. BH: metropolitan censor. P18, 19. 

588 chĭ'shìh'chŭng chí-shìh 給事中給事 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Senior Supervising Secretary, rank 
3b 1 till 499; then title apparently changed to chung chi-
shih-chung, rank 5b; functions and relations with major 
governmental agencies not clear. 

589 chUshìh huáng-mén 給事黃門 
(1) HAN: Palacé Attendant: a eunuch title; also a variant 
of huang-men shih-lang (Gentleman Attendant at the Palace 
Gate). HB: serving within the yellow gates. (2) N-S DIV-
SUI: in alternation with shih-chung (Palace Attendants) and 
usually with the suffix lang or shih-lang, appointees grad-
ually rose in influence as Director of the emerging Chan-
cellery (men-hsia sheng)t until c. 605 the prefix chi-shih 
was discontinued; see huang-men shih-lang. P3. (3) In later 
periods may be encountered as an unofficial, archaic ref-
erence to Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung). P19. 

590 chĭ-shìh láng 給事郞 
(1) SUI-T'ANG: Supervising Secretary, 4’ rank 5b, in the 
Chancellery (men-hsia sheng); in 620 retitled chi-shih-chung, 
q.v. P18，19. (2) SUI-SUNG: Gentleman for Service, a 
prestige title (san-kuan) for officials of rank Sal. P68. 

591 chĭ-shìh pĕi-yŭàn chlh shèng-chíh t'óu-
tzŭ shift給事北院知聖旨頭子事 

LIAO: Handler of Imperial Edicts In the Northern Bu-
reau of Military Affairs, number and rank not clear. See 
shu-mi yiiart, pei-mien. P12. 

592 chUshìh shè-jén 給事舍人 
N-S DIV-CH'ING (?): contracted reference to Supervising 
Secretaries (chi-shih-chung) and Secretariat Drafters 
(chung-shu she-jen). 
593 chì-shìh ts，ān-chān shìh 記室參軍事 or 

chi-shih ts9an-chŭn 
Secretarial Aide. (1) N-S DIV: number and ranks not clear; 
throughout the era found on the staffs of Princely Estab-
lishments (wang~fu) and various military headquarters. (2) 
TANG, SUNG, CHIN: on the staffs of Princely Establish-
ments, 2 in T'ang, thereafter apparently only one; rank 6b 1 
in T’ang, not clear for Sung, 8a in Chin; from 618 to 626 
also briefly established in all units of territorial administra-
tion. RR+SP: administrates du service des rédactions. P69. 

594 cM-shìh yèh-chĕ 給事謁者 
HAN: Receptionist in Attendance, a dozen or so, rank 
400 bushels, subordinates of the Supervisor of Reception-
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ists (yeh-che p' i-yeh) on the staff of Later Han's Cham-
berlain for Attendants {kuang-lu-hsŭn). HB: serving inter-
nuncios. 

595 chí-shŭ 棘署 
SUI-CH'ING: lit., office of the jujube tree: an unofficial 
reference to the Court of Judicial Review (îa~lì ssu), by 
allusion to a tradition that in high antiquity criminal cases 
dealt with at the royal court had to be conducted in the 
presence of eminent officials known collectively as the Three 
Locust Trees and Nine Jujube Trees (san huai, chiu chi, 
qq.v ‘ )， 

596 chí-shū shĕng 集書省 
N-S DIV: Department of Scholarly Counselors, created 
in the mid-400s by Sung as an offshoot of and companion 
agency to the Chancellery {men-hsia sheng), with a staff of 
4 to 6 Cavalier Attendants-in-ordinaiy (san-chi ch'ang-shih), 
one of whom was designated head with the title Chancellor 
(chi-chiu); soon other officials were added, notably Super-
vising Secretaries {chi-shih-chung) and Audience Atten-
dants (feng ch'ao-ching); men holding the latter title num-
bered more than 600 by the 480s. The Department's functions 
were to provide personal attendance for the Emperor, to 
discuss state policies with him, to compile the Imperial Di-
ary (ch'i-chŭ chu), to offer criticisms and remonstrances, 
to scrutinize all memorials, and to reject memorials judged 
to be improper in form or substance. In Liang the agency 
was considered one of the Five Departments (wu sheng) 
that constituted the top echelon of the central government 
and was known by the variant name san-chi sheng. In N. 
Wei and N. Ch’i the staff grew into a multitude. Sui aboi-
ished the agency, assigning its responsibility for maintain-
ing the Imperial Diary to the Palace Domestic Service (nei-
shih sheng) and restoring all its other functions to the Chan-
celleiy. 

597 chí-ssù 棘寺 
SUI—CH'ING: an unofficial reference to the Court of Ju-
dicial Review {ta-li ssu); also see chi-shu. 
598 chì-ssū 計司 
LIAO: Accounting Commissioner, responsible under a 
Regent (liu-shou) for all fiscal affairs in the Circuit (tao) 
governed from the Western Capital (hsi-ching) near modern 
Ta-t'ung, Shansi. P49. 

599 chì-ssù kŭng-yìng kuān 祭祀供應官 
CH'ING: Director of Sacrifices at an Imperial Mausoleum 
(ling, ling-ch'in), rank 6a. BH: commissioner of sacrifices. 
600 chi-sù fáng 機速房 
SUNG: Office for Emergencies, an agency created by the 
Buréau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yŭan) to help maintain 
security of the Emperor when he was campaigning. In 1127 
superseded by the Imperial Defense Command (yŭ-ying ssu). 
SP: chambre du camp impérìaì. 

601 chí-tì 及第 
From T'ang on, a term meaning “to have passed” a civil 
service recruitment examination; in Sung limited to the top 
2 of the 5 groups into which successful candidates at the 
Metropolitan Examination (sheng-shih) were grouped, hence 
suggesting passed with distinction. See chin-shih chi-ti. 

602 chí-rién 籍田 
This term designates the sacred fields outside the dynastic 
capital where Emperors traditionally performed ceremonial 
plowing at appropriate seasons. In Han there was a Director 
of the Sacred Fields (chi-t'ien ling). In N. Wei there was 
a Sacred Fields Office (chi-t'ien shu). In Sung the Han title 

Director of the Sacred Fields was revived for an official of 
the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu), rank 9a. 
HB (ling): prefect of the sacred field. SP (ling): chef de la 
céiémonie du labourage. 

603 chí-Víng 棘庭 
SUI-CH'ING: an unofficial reference to the Court of Ju-
dicial Review {ta-li ssu); also see chi-shu. 

604 chí-ts'áo 集曹 
HAN: Accounts Section，one of numerous clerical units on 
the staff of the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang)，in Com-
manderies (chŭn), and in Districts (hsìen); each headed by 
an Administrator (yiian-shih). HB: bureau of gathering. 

605 chUs'áo 騎曹 
SUI-T'ANG: Mounts Section, a common unit in all mil-
itary Guard (wei) units—imperial Guards, Guards in the 
service of the Heir Apparent, and Guards assigned to Princely 
Establishments (wang-fu); normally headed by an Admin-
istrator (ts'an-chtín shih). RR: service des chevaux. 
606 c W t ó - H ^ i ' 騎都尉 
Commandant of Cavalry. (1) HAN-N-S DIV: a func-
tional military title from the time of Han Wu-ti (r. 141-87 
B.C.), apparently granted on an ad hoc basis. HB; chief 
commandant of cavalry. (2) TWNG-MING: a merit title 
(hsŭn) awarded to government personnel of ranks 5a and 
5b in T'ang, 5b in Sung and Chin, 4b in Yŭan; in Ming 
explicitly restricted to rank 4b military officers. RR-f SP: 
directeur général de la cavalerie. (3) CH'ING: 7th highest 
of 9 ranks of non-imperial nobility (chueh), often inherit-
able, sometimes awarded posthumously. See shang chi tu-
wei, chiieh-yin. P65. 

607 chì-wèi 騎尉 
Commandant of Cavalry： occasionally occurs, usually with 
a descriptive prefix, as the title of an active military officer. 
In addition, also usually with laudatory or descriptive pre-
fixes, occurs from Sui on as a prestige title (san-kuan, feng-
tseng、，a merit title (hsŭn)t or a rank of nobility (chŭeh) 
awarded to military officers. P26, 65. 

608 chì-wèifŭ 騎尉府 
SUI-T,ANG: apparently a scribal error for hsiao-wei fu 
(Courageous Guard), q.v, 

609 chì-yùng k9ù 冀用庫 
YUAN: Saddlery Storehouse, a unit of the Household 
Service for the Heir Apparent (ch'u-cheng yiian), headed 
by a Superintendent (fi-tien), rank not clear. P26. 

610 chì-yŭàn 計掾 
HAN: Accounts Assistant, one sent annually to the dy-
nastic capital from each Commandery (chtìn), together with 
one Accounts Clerk (chi-shih or chi-li), to report on local 
events and fiscal affairs. See chi-chieh and ch'ao-chi shih. 
P53. 

611 chH 旗 
CH'ING: Banner, the basic social-political-military orga-
nization of the Manchu people, and the core of hereditary 
soldiers in the imperial Ch'ing military organization. The 
Manchus originally organized themselves into 4 Banners 
named after the colors of their flags: yellow (huang), white 
(po), red (hung), and blue (lan). These Plain (cheng) Ban-
ners were early doubled by the addition of 4 Bordered 
(hsiang) counterparts. The forces under the Emperor's di-
rect command were called the Three Superior Banners (shang 
san ch'i): the Plain Yellow, the Bordered Yellow, and the 
Plain White Banners; the others, called the Five Lesser 
Banners (hsia wu ch'i), were assigned to Imperial Princes 
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(ch'in-wang). Then in 1635 submissive Mongols and Chinese 
were organized into 8 similarly designated Mongol Banners 
(meng-ku ch'i) and 8 similarly designated Chinese Banners 
(han-chūn ch'i). The number of Mongol Banners increased 
greatly later in the dynasty, as more Mongol groups sub-
mitted to ChMng authority. Each Banner theoretically con-
sisted of 7,500 soldiers led by a Commander-in-chief (tu-
t'ung) and 2 Vice Commanders-in-chief (fu tu-t'ung). See 
ku-shan, pa ch'i. P44. 

612 ch'ĭ 起 
Reoill (to active service): from T'ang or perhaps an earlier 
time, a term indicating that someone of official status and 
with a record of prior service, having been out of active 
service in formal mourning for a parent or sometimes for 
other reasons, was recalled to service; often a procedure 
relied on by Emperors to exempt important or specially fa-
vored officials from the normal obligation imposed by the 
Confucian tradition to withdraw from active duty in mourn-
ing for 27 months. In turbulent times such recall could lead 
to the official's being denounced for a violation of moral 
standards. The term could be expanded with particularizing 
suffixes in such forms as ch'i-fu (recall and restore to the 
official's most recent post and rank) and ch'i-chia (recall 
and promote; see under chia, “to be promoted to”). 

613 ch’í 騎 
See under chì, the romanization used here except where the 
word is used in a clearly verbal sense, "to ride." 

614 ch'í-chí ssŭ 旗籍司 
CH'ING: Inner Mongolian Bureau, one of 6 Bureaus in 
the Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yuan), headed by 3 
Directors {lang-chung)y 2 Manchus and one Mongol; re-
sponsible for supervising the Mongol Banners of Inner 
Mongolia. BH: department of the inner Mongols. P17. 

615 ck’“ckì yŭàn m纖院 
SUNG: Mounts Servlcci, a unit in the Court of the Imperial 
Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu)t headed by 2 Supervisors (chien-kuan) of 
the military services or a Commissioner (shih), rank 7a. SP: 
cour des chevaux. P31. 

616 cWUcWlng 七卿 
MING: Seven Chief Ministers, collective designation of 
the heads of the Six Ministries (liu pu) and the Censorate 
(tu ch'a-yiian), who were often called on to take part in 
special court deliberations. Also see chiu ch'ing. 

617 cWUchū chŭ 起居注 
Imperial Diary, a daily record of the Emperor’s activities 
and pronouncements’ from which official histories were 
compiled; maintained erratically throughout history, appar-
ently from beginnings in Han. The term may be encoun-
tered as if it were the title Imperial Diarist, but such usage 
was not normal. In early Ming 2 such officials were ap-
pointed in 1364, rank 4a, promoted to 5a in 1367，abol-
ished c. 1368，reappointed 1381, rank 7a’ again abolished 
before 1398; reappointmenís were proposed c. 1573, but 
the Imperial Diary was resurrected instead by members of 
the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yŭan). P24. 

618 ch'Uchŭ chŭ kuăn 起居注館 
CH'ING: Imperial Diary Office, a subsection of the Han-
lin Academy (han-lin yŭan) established in the K'ang-hsi reign 
(1662-1722) to maintain the Imperial Diary (ch'i-chtì chu)\ 
staffed principally by 20 Imperial Diarists ijih-chìang ch'i-
chŭ chu kuan). BH: office for keeping a diary of the em-
peror's movements. P24. 

619 ch'ĭ-chŭ chŭ pŭ-ch'ŭèh 起居注補闕 
YUAN: Imperial Diarist and Rectifier of Omissions, one 
(?) each of Left and Right established in 1269 to keep rec-
ords of all memorials submitted to the throne; in 1278 re-
titled Imperial Attendants of Left and Right and Concurrent 
Compilers of the Imperial Diary (tso yu shih-ifeng-yŭ chien 
hsiu ch'i-chŭ chu). P24. 

620 ch'î-chŭ láng 起居郞 
T'ANG-SUNG, LIAO: Imperial Diarist, staff members of 
the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) charged with recording 
the activities of the Emperor for inclusion in the Imperial 
Diary (ch'i-chŭ chu); 2 in T'ang, otherwise numbers not 
clear; rank 6b 1 in T'ang, 6b in Sung. Also see lang she-
jen. RR+SP: secrétaire chargé de rioter les faits et gestes 
de I'empereur. P19, 23, 24. 

621 ch'Uchŭ ŭng^skíh 起居令史 
Assistant Diarist. (1) N-S DIV (N. Wei): number not clear, 
rank 7bl; worked on materials for the Imperial Diary (ch'i-
chŭ chu)t apparently under 2 Imperial Diarists (hsiu ch'i-
chŭ chu) appointed to concurrent service while holding pri-
mary posts of other sorts. (2) T'ANG: 3’ rank not clear, 
apparently assistants to the Imperial Diarists (ch'i-chŭ lang) 
on the staff of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng). P24. 

622 ch%chŭ shè-jén 起唐舍人 
SUI-SUNG: Imperial Diarist, 2 first appointed c. 605 in 
the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng); abolished in 
628’ reappointed in 659 in the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) t 
rank 6bl , sharing the duty of recording the Emperor’s ac-
tivities for inclusion in the Imperial Diary (ch'i-chŭ chu) 
with the Imperial Diarists called ch'i-chŭ lang on the staff 
of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng); rank 6b in Sung; in 
Liao constituted an Imperial Diary Office {ch'i-chŭ she-jen 
yŭan) in the Chancellery. Also see lang she-jen. RR+SP: 
fonctionnaire chargé de noter les faits et gestes de I'em-
pereur. 

623 ch，í-ckŭ skéng 起居省 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Imperial Diary Office, staffed with a 
Cavalier Attendant-in-ordinarÿ (san-chi ch'ang-shih)’ a 
Cavalier Attendant {san-chi shih-lang), etc., and with con-
current appointees primarily serving in other posts; respon-
sible for preparing the Imperial Diaty (ch'i-chtì chu�'’ sub-
ordinate to the Department of Scholarly Counselors (chi-
shu sheng). P24. 

624 ch，í-ckŭ yŭàn 起居院 
SUNG: Imperial Diary Office, apparently an autonomous 
agency staffed with officials who were primarily members 
of the Three Academies (san kuan), charged with compil-
ing the Imperial Diary (ch'i-chŭ chu) until 1071; then the 
agency seems to have disappeared, replaced by a group of 
remonstrance officials (chien-kuan) serving as compilers. 
Also see ch'i-chŭ she-jen. SP: cour impériale chargée de 
noter les faits et gestes de I'empereur. P24. 

625 cA，í-/ŭ圻父or祈父 
CHOU: lit” head of the royal domain or of the frontier; 
variant of ssu-ma (Minister of War). 
626 ch'ĭ'fŭ 起復 
Recall and Restore (to previously occupied post): from 
T*ang or perhaps an earlier time, a term indicating that 
someone of official status and with a record of prior ser-
vice, having been out of active service in formal mourning 
for a parent or sometimes other reasons, was recalled to 
service and restored to his most recent post and rank. See 
ch'i (Recall). 
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627 ch，í-ksīn láng 啓心郎 
CH'ING: (1) lit., gentleman who opens up his heart or speaks 
his mind: an unofficial reference to a Vice Director (tsung-
cheng) of the Court of the Imperial Clan {tsung-jen fu). 
(2) Clerk, variable numbers of low-ranking officials in the 
early Ch'ing Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) and other agen-
cies; discontinued in 1658. P5，6. 

628 ch%jén 饍人 
CHOU: Cereals Chef, 2 eunuch members of the Ministry 
of Education (ti-kuan) ̂  responsible for preparing grains for 
use in sacrificial ceremonies and in the royal household. 
See nŭ-ch'i. CL: cuiseur de grains. 

629 ch’í-mén láng 期門節 
HAN: Gate Guardsman, as many as 1,000 Court Gentle-
men (lang) led by a Supervisor (p'u-yeh) ranked at 1,000 
bushels, participants in policing the palace under the con-
trol of the Chamberlain for Attendants (lang-chung ling); 
may have been members of the ordinary soldiery of the 
Southern Army (nan-chūn). From A.D. 1, except inter-
mittently in Later Han, retitled Gentlemen Brave As Tigers 
(hu-pen lang; see under hu-pen). HB: attendant at the gates. 

630 ch'í-p'ái kuān 旗牌官 
MING-CH'ING: lit., official with a bannered warrant: Im-
perial Agent, an unofficial genérìc reference to such spe-
cially delegated territorial authorities as hsŭn-fu (Grand Co-
ordinator, Provincial Governor) and tsung-tu (Supreme 
Com*aander, Governor-general), who were accompanied 
with banners inscribed with the character ling (Director, etc.), 
signifying wby (imperial) command.M 

631 ch'Upèi Vù 器備庫 
YUAN: Storehouse for Precious Valuables, a rank 5b 
agency responsible for gold and silver objects in the im-
perial palace, subordinate to the Palace Maintenance Office 
(hsiu-nei ssu) of the Directorate of the Imperial Treasury 
(t'ai-fu chien); created in 1270 by retitling of the Service 
of the Imperial Ornaments (ytì-yung ch'i-wu chŭ). P38. 

632 ch'i-p'ín àn 七品案 
SUNG: Section for the Seventh Rank, a subsection of the 
Ministry of Personnel^ (lì-pu) Bureau of Evaluations (k'ao-
kung ssu)\ in charge of dealing with the cases of rank 7 
officials in the Civil Appointments Process (tso-hsŭan; see 
under hsuan). SP: service des fonctionnaires de 7ème rang. 

633 chfî-pîng ts'áo 七兵曹 or ch'i-ping 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): lit., section for the 7 (categories of) 
troops. (1) Ministry of War , one of the major units under 
the developing Department of State Affairs (shang-shu 
sheng); headed by a Minister (shang-shu), rank 3a; super-
vised 7 Sections (ts'ao) that were evolving toward what would 
later be called Bureaus (ssu, ch'ing4i ssu): a Headquarters 
Section (also ch'i-ping) and Sections for Left Inner Troops 
(tso chung-ping), for Right Inner Troops {yu chung-ping), 
for Left Outer Troops (tso wai-ping), for Right Outer Troops 
(yu wai-ping)y for Cavalry (chi-ping), and for the Capital 
(tu-ping). Cf. wu-ping ts'ao, ping-pu. P12. (2) Headquar-
ters Section in the Ministiy of War described above, headed 
by a Director (lang-chung), rank 6a2. P12. 

6 3 4 ch'ipó-shìh 碁博士 
T'ANG: Erudite of Chess, a specialist in the Chinese ver-
sion of chess commonly called hsiang-ch'i; one of 18 Pal-
ace Erudites (nei-chiao po-shih) on the staff of the Palace 
Institute of Literature (nei wen-hsŭeh kuan), where palace 
women were educated; from c. 741 a eunuch post. RR: 
maître de jeu d'échecs. 

6 3 5 ch,ĭ-pù ts'áo 起部曹 or ch'i-pu 
(1) N-S DIV: Section for Public Construction or Minis-
try of Public Construction, in charge of building palaces 
and temples, an agency in the Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng) that was in transitional status; as a Min-
istry headed by a Minister {shang-shu) and a Vice Minister 
{lang), as a Section headed by a Director (lang or lang-
chung)-, in Ch'i and Sung a Section under an intermediary 
Ministry of Revenue {tu-chih), in N. Ch'i a Section under 
an intermediary Ministry of Rites (tz'u-pu). (2) SUI: Con-
struction Bureau in the Ministry of Works (kung-pu), 
headed by a Director (lang). (3) TANG: until 620 the name 
of the whole Ministry of Works {kung-pu). RR: bureau 
des travaux publics. P6, 14，21，30. 

6 3 6 ch'Upŭ wèi 七部尉 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i): Commandant of the Capital Patrol, 
divided into 7 Troops (p«), charged with maintaining peace 
and order in the streets of the dynastic capital. Cf. liu-pu 
wei, wei wu-pu, ching-t'u wei. P20. 

637 chyUfû 齊僕 
CHOU: Ceremonial Char io teer , 2 ranked as Ordinary 
Grand Masters (chung ta-fu)t members of the Ministry of 
War (hsia-kuan), drivers of a gilded chariot used by the 
ruler in receptions for foreign visitors. CL: conducteur du 
char d'apparat. 

638 chH-shðu wèi 旗手衛 
CH'ING: Star-dard-bearer Guard , one prefixed Left and 
one prefixed Right in the Rear Subsection Qiou-só) of the 
Imperial Procession Guard (luan-i wei)7 each headed by a 
Director {chang-yin kuan-chun shih), rank 4a. BH; stan-
dard-bearer section. P42. 

639 ch，t-ts，áo 起曹 
SUI: variant of kung-pu (Ministry of Works); also see ch'i-
pu. 

640 ch'ī tzŭ 七子 
HAN: lit. meaning not clear: Lady, designation of a cat-
egory of palace women with rank =800 bushels. HB: sev-
enth rank lady. 

641 ch%wù chŭ 器物局 
YūAN: Service of the Imperial Utensils, headed by a 
Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih)，rank 5b; responsible for 
the manufacture and maintenance of various ornamental 
goods, apparently mostly of iron; subordinate to the Palace 
Maintenance Office (hsiu-nei ssu) of the Directorate of the 
Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu chien); created in 1270 when the 
former Service of the Imperial Ornaments (yŭ-yung ch'i-wu 
chŭ) was divided into 2 agencies, the other being the Store-
house for Precious Valuables (ch'i-pei k'u). P38, 49. 

642 chn-yíng 七營 
T'ANG: Seven Encampments, from 627 the capital bases 
among which were distributed members of the Imperial Army 
of the Original Followers iyuan-ts'ung chin-chun); also known 
as the Seven Emcampments of the Northern Command (pei-
ya ch'i ying; see under pei-ya). RR: sept camps des "ca-
sernes du nord.” 

643 ck，í-yù 齊右 
CHOU: Assistant Ceremonial Charioteer, 2 ranked as 
Junior Grand Masters (hsia ta-fu)y members of the Ministry 
of War (hsia-kuan) who participated in various sacrifices 
and ceremonial receptions. CL: hommes de droite du char 
d'apparat. 

644 ch'í-yu 騎尉 
See under the romanization chi-wei. 
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645 ch'byŭán chiĕn 漆園監 
TWNG: Directorate for the Temple to Chuang-tzu, es-
tablished for a short time beginning in 675 by the Office 
of Taoist Affairs (ch'ung-hsuan shu), a unit in the Court of 
the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu)\ apparently located at 
Ch'i-yíian in modem Shantung, traditionally associated with 
the ancient Taoist sage. 

646 ch'ĭ-yŭán k'ù 綺源庫 
YUAN: see wan-i ch'i-yŭan k'u (Imperial Cloth Vault). 

647 chiă 假 
A term literally suggesting “false” or “simulated” but as a 
prefix to titles not normally used in that derogatory sense. 
(1) CH'IN-SUNG; Acting, as a prefix to a title suggesting 
that an official was serving in another's role temporarily 
for special reasons, not in a probationary status, and often 
with the sense that the acting appointee had special limi-
tations on his authority or had specially augmented author-
ity; see chia-chieh. (2) N-S DIV: Honorary, as a prefix to 
a title of nobility indicating that the status was not inher-
itable; as a prefix to an official title indicating that the ap-
pointee had no authority normally associated with the title. 
E.g.’ persons who made substantial contributions to the 
government were sometimes made honorary nobles, and re-
spectable commoners on attaining advanced age might be 
named Honorary District Magistrates (hsien-ling) or even 
Commandery Governors (chŭn-shou). P50. 

648 ^hiă 加 
(1) Sometimes used as a verb meaning “to be promoted to. ” 
(2) Probably more often, at least through T'ang times, used 
in the sense of "added** preceding a title or other desig-
nation granted someone in addition to his principal sub-
stantive post, sometimes an additional substantive post but 
sometimes an honorific designation; hence, according to 
circumstances, meaning Concurrent or Honorific. See chia-
kuan. 

649 chiă 家 
CHOU: Administrative Region, designation of those Re-
gions (kuo) into which the royal domain was divided that 
were administered by official delegates from the court, dif-
ferentiating them from those Regions that were hereditary 
fiefs of members of the royal family, called Inherited Re-
gions (tu). Each Administrative Region was supervised by 
2 Justiciars of the Administrative Region (chia-shih), rank-
ing as Ordinary Servicemen (chmg-shih)’ who reported to 
Justiciars of the Domain (fang-shih) in the Ministry of Jus-
tice (ch'iu-kuan). Cf. tu-shìh. CL: domaine affecté, 

650 chià 甲 
(1) An ordinal symbol indicating the first in a (usually short) 
series of things. (2) SUNG, MING-CH^ING: Tithing, a 
basic unit of organization among the people at the sub-Dis-
trict (hsien) level for rudimentary self-government pur-
poses, led by a Tithing Chief (chia-î'ou) or Tithing Head 
(chia-chang) chosen on a rotational basis from among the 
well-to-do households of each group. In Sung Tithings 
numbered from 10 to 30 households apiece; in Ming and 
Ch'ing each theoretically numbered 10 households. See //-
chia, pao-chia. (3) SUNG-CH'ING. groups or categories 
to which passers of the Metropolitan Examination (sheng-
shih, hui-shih) in the civil service recruitment system were 
assigned on the basis of their excellence. (4) YUAN: Squad, 
the basic unit in Mongol militaiy organization, consisting 
normally of 10 soldiers under a Squad Commander (chia-
chang); also called p'aì. 

651 chiă-chăng 甲長 
(1) YUAN: Squad Commander , leader of the basic unit 
of Mongol military organization, a Squad (chia) of 10 men. 
(2) Tithing Chief, leader of a rudimentary self-government 
organization at the sub-District (hsien) level, a Tithing (chia) 
theoretically consisting of 10 neighboring households. 

652 chià-chàng k9ù 甲仗庫 
SUNG: Armory, storage depots for armor and arms in cer-
tain areas. SP: magasin des armes. 

653 chiă-chèng chŭng.shìh 嘉正中士 
MING: lit.，ordinary serviceman for admirable governance: 
an archaic substitute for the title chi-shih-chung (Super-
vising Secretary) used during the Chien-wen era (1399-
1402). P68. 

654 chiâ-ch'éng 家丞 
HAN: Household Aide, an assistant to the Administrator 
(hsiang) of a Princedom (wang-kuo) or a Marquisate (hou-
kuo)t theoretically one for eveiy 1,000 households in the 
jurisdiction. HB: assistant of the household. P69. 

655 chiă-chiéh 假節 
N-S DIV: lit” with a warrant to represent (the Emperor)(?): 
Comu:âSsioned with a War ran t , the least prestigious of 3 
prefixes appended to the titles of such territorial magnates 
as Area Commanders-in-chief (tu^tu or tsung'kuan), in ef-
fect giving them viceregal authority over alt governmental 
agencies in their jurisdictions. Such commissioners com-
monly had authority to put to death any non-official who 
clearly violated military laws，whereas those designated 
Commissioned with Special Powers (ch'ih-chieh) could put 
to death any non-official on any pretext, and those desig-
nated Commissioned with Extraordinary Powers (shih ch ih-
chieh) could put to death anyone up to the status of officials 
with rank of 2,000 bushels. P50. 

656 chìā-chth 加職 
T'ANG: Supplemental Assignment, carrying responsibil-
ities over and above the functions associated with one’s 
regular title，granted as a sign of special favor or trust; e.g. , 
the designation p'ing-ckang shih (Manager of Affairs), which 
entitled one to serve as a Grand Councilor (îsài-hsiang). 
Cf. chia-kuan. 

657 chiá'făng shŭ 甲坊署 
T'ANG: Swords Office, a unit in the Directorate for Ar-
maments {chtín-ch'i chien) in charge of the manufacture of 
swords, armor, helmets, etc.; headed by a Director {ling), 
rank 8a2. Until 632 called chia-k'ai shu. Also see nu-fang 
shu. RR: office de Vatelier des cuirasses. 

658 chiă-hòu 假候 
HAN: District Commandant , in Later Han the head of 
local self-defense forces in an i (Fief, i.e., District, hsienl), 
controlling 110 (?) Aggregations (lien) each combining the 
fighting men of 4 Villages (//); the sources are not wholly 
clear. HB: acting captain. 

659 chià-hsiàng 駕相 
MING: Imperial Carr iageman, unofficial reference to in-
timates of the Emperor, apparently especially to members 
of the Imperial Bodyguard {chin-i wei). 

660 chiă-ì tŭ-fŭ 嘉議大夫 
(1) CHIN-MING: Grand Master for Excellent Counsel, 
a prestige title (san-kuan) for officials of rank 4a2 in Chin, 
3a in Yuan and Ming. P68. (2) YUAN: also an unofficial 
reference to the Minister of Rites (lĭ-pu shang-shu).‘ 
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661 chiă-jén-tzŭ 家人子 
HAN: Woman of the Household, a category of unranked 
palace women selected from reputable commoner families, 
differentiated as Senior (shang) and Ordinary (chung); also 
the general designation of wives and concubines of the eld-
est son of the Heir Apparent. 

662 chiá-k'ái shŭ 甲鎧署 
T'ANG: until 632 the designation of the Swords Office (chia-
fang shu). 

663 chià-kó k'à 架閣庫 
SUNG-Yŭ AN: Archives found in the Sung Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng), the Chin Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng�, the Yíian Secretariat and Censorate (yd-
shih t'ai), etc.; staffed with Archivists called chia-ko kuan, 
wen-tzu, kuan-kou (rank 8a in Chin and Yuan), etc. P18, 
52. 

664 chià-kó kuŭn 架閣官 
Archivist: :rom Sung on, found in many agencies; also an 
unofficial reference to officials performing similar func-
tions but with different titles, e.g. , tien-chi. SP: conser-
vateur des archives, P3. 

665 chiă-k'ù 甲庫 
(1) Number One Storehouse: may be encountered in many 
periods as the designation of one in a series of storehouses 
that were serially numbered by the Chinese "stems" chia, 
i, ping, ting, etc. (2) TANG-SUNG: Archive of Person-
nel Records called chia, a unit in the Chancelleiy (men-
hsia sheng) and some Ministries (pu) of the Department of 
State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), normally headed by sub-
official functionaries serving as Directors (ling-shih)\ in 
Sung one or more units in the Ministry of Personnel (//-
pu), sometimes called chia-k'u an. RR: archives. SP: bu-
reau d'archives, service des archives. (3) SUNG: Armory, 
a storehouse of military gear established at the headquarters 
of each Prefecturc (căí?«); S. Sung also had an Imperial 
Armory (yŭ-ch'ien chia-k'u) where military gear and rec-
ords were stored. (4) CH'ING： Armory, a unit of the Court 
of Imperial Armaments yuan) responsible for main-
taining armor, weapons, flags, etc., required by the Em-
peror and his entourage. 

666 chiā-kuān 加官 
Additional Office, an appointment supplementing one's 
original, regular status, used primarily from Han through 
T'ang times; in Hail most often denoted an honorific title 
granted in recognition of special merit without imposing 
any particular new responsibilities but sometimes confer-
ring new privileges such as the right to attend court audi-
ences; in T'ang most often denoted a substantive/functional 
post held concurrently in addition to one's regular post, 
usually conferring both new responsibilities and new priv-
ileges. P23. 

667 chiâ'lă 甲喇 
CH'ING: Regiment, Chinese transliteration of the Manchu 
word chalan; created in 1615 as a group of 5 (later 2 to 5) 
Companies (niru; see niu-lu) in the development of the dy-
nasty's Banner (ch'i) system; 5 Regiments constituted one 
Banner. Each Regiment was headed by a Regimental Com-
mander (chia-la o-chen, in 1634 changed to chia-la chang-
ching), translated into Chinese as ts'an-ling, also hsiao-chi 
ts'an-ling, qq.v. Also see pa ch'i, o-chen, chang-ching. BH: 
chalan or sub-division. P44. 

668 chiă-ti 家吏 
T'ANG: Domestic Servant, 2, rank 7a2, in each Princely 

Administration (wang-fu); 2，unranked, in the household of 
each Princess (kung-chu). P69. 

669 chiā'ting 家令 
Household Provisioner, in general charge of provisions, 
often also with some disciplinary authority, normally in the 
household of an Heir Apparent, sometimes also in that of 
a Princess (kung-chu). (1) CH’IN—N-S DIV: often subor-
dinate to a Supervisor of the Household (chan-shih); rank 
from 300 to 1，000 bushels in Han, thereafter rank: normally 
in the 7, 8’ or 9 ranges. HB: prefect of the household. (2) 
SUI: one subordinate to the Superviisor of the Household 
of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih), after 605 retitled ssu-fu 
ling; one in the household of each Princess, rank 9a. (3) 
TANG: head of the Househoid ft-ovisioner's Court (chia-
ling ssu) in the Household Administration of the Heir Ap-
parent (chan-shih fu), rank 4b 1. RR: chef de la cour du 
service domestique. (4) SUNG, LIAO, CHIN; member(s) 
of the household of the Heir Apparent, rank not clear. SP: 
maître de service du palais. (5) YŭAN: head of the House-
hold Provisioner's Office (chia-ling ssu or chia-ssu) in the 
household of the Heir Apparent; 2 a^oĭntees, rank not clear. 
(6) MING: head, rank 7a, of ah Office of Domestic Affairs 
{chia-nei ssu, then chung-shih ssu) in the household of each 
Princess. Often occurs with the prefix t'ai-tzu (Heir Ap-
parent). P26, 69. 

670 chiă'tnă ŭng 家馬令 
HAN: Director of the Imperial Mares, one of the nu-
merous subordinates of the Chamberlain for the Imperial 
Stud (t'ai-p'u), rank 600 bushels; in 104 B.C. retitled t'ung-
ma ling, HB: prefect of the stables for the imperial house-
hold mares. P31. 

671 chiă-nèi ssū 家內司 
MING: Office of Domestic Affairs in the household of each 
Princess {kung-chu), headed by a Household Provisioner 
(chia-ling); retitled chung-shih ssu in 1390. P69. 

672 chiă-nŭ făng shŭ 甲弩坊署 
SUNG: Crossbows Office, headed by a Director {ling), rank 
not clear; apparently a unit in the Directorate for Arma-
ments {chŭn-ch'i chien). SP: office de Vatelier des ar-
balètes. 

673 chiă-păng 甲榜 
Lit.，list no. 1: in Ch'ing and perhaps earlier times referred 
to the Metropolitan Examination {hùi-shih) pass-list and, 
indirectly, anyone who became a Metropolitan Graduate 
(chin-shih). Cf. i-pang. 

674 chiă'ping 家兵 
Personal Troops, from antiquity, designation of iiregular 
soldiers (ôr at times regular soldiers or militiamen drawn 
out of their regular units) recruited to serve as a private 
army for defense of a locality or a wealthy household in a 
time of troubles; usually considered a loyal supplement to 
beleaguered Regular Troops (kuan-ping) of the existing 
government, not an adversary. Commonly prefixed with the 
surname of the organizer and leader; e.g., the Chang (fam-
ily) Troops (chang-chia ping). See i-ping (Patriotic Sol-
diers), pu-ch'ŭ. 

675 chià-pŭ 稼部 
Lit., ministiy of agriculture; a common unofficial reference 
to the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). 
676 chià-pù 駕部 
(1) N-S DIV: Ministry of War, headed by a Minister {shang-
shu), a unit in the Department of State Affairs {shang-shu 
sheng) in Chin only till the 280s, then briefly again in N. 
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Wei from 453. (2) N-S DIV: Section for Communications 
and Horse-breeding (most oftísn chia-pu ts'aó), with a Di-
rector (lang); a unit in the Ministry of War (wu-ping) in 
San-kuo Wei and Chin from the 280s; with a Director (lang-
chung) subordinate to the Left Minister of Revenue (tso min 
shang-shu) in Sung and S. Ch'i; with a Director (shih-lang) 
subordinate to the Minister of War (wu-ping shang-shu) in 
Liang and Ch'en; with a Director (lang-chung) subordinate 
to the Minister of Palace Affairs (tien-chung shang-shu) in 
N. Wei. (3) N-S DIV (Chou): Bureau of Equipment in 
the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan; also the title of its Direc-
tor, ranked as an Ordinary Grand Master (chung ta-fu; 5a). 
(4) SUI-MING: Bureau of Equipment, a top-echelon unit 
in the Ministry of War (ping-pu); called chia-pu ssu (Court) 
in Sui, with a Director (lang); thereafter with a Director 
(lang-chung), rank 5b in T’ang，6b in Sung; existed in Ming 
only from 1373 to 1396, then retitled ch'e-chia ch'ing-li ssu, 
q.v. RR: bureau des équìpages militaires. P6, 12, 27. 

677 chiă-shìh 假士 
HAN: Village Commandant , in Later Han the head of a 
10-man self-defense force in a rural Village (li)，4 of which 
combined into a unit called an Aggregation (lien) Under an 
Aggregation Commandant (chia-wu). Also see chia~hou. 

678 chìâ'Shìh 家士 
CHOU: (1) Household Serviceman, a categorical refer-
ence to warrior-officials serving at the courts of feudal do-
mains (kuo). (2) Justiciar of the Administrative Region, 
2 ranked as Ordinary Serviceníen (chung-shih) responsible 
for judicial and penal administration in each Administrative 
Region (chìa); probably under the supervision of Justiciars 
of the Domain (fang-shih) in the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-
kuan), but possibly together with Justiciars of the Inherited 
Regions (tu-shih) known generically as Justiciars Of the Do-
main. CL: prévôts de justice des domaines affectés, 

679 chià-shìh 駕士 
T'ANG: Coachman, 140 authorized for the Livery Service 
for the Empress {nei-p'u chŭ)t a unit in the Palace Domestic 
Service (nei-shih sheng). RR: cocher. 

6$0 chiă'shðu 甲首 
MING-CH'ING: Tithing Chief, the rotating designated 
leader of a community of 10 households (chia^ in the of-
ficially sponsored self-government system below the Dis-
trict (hsien) level. See li-chia, pao-chia. 

681 chiā-shŭ shŭ 嘉蔬署 
MING: Office oî Vegetables, one of 4 subordinate Offices 
(shu) in the Directorate of Imperial Parks (shang-lirt yūan-
chien); headed by a Manager (tien-shu), rank 7a. 

682 chiă ssū-mă 家司馬 
CHOU: Commandant of an Administrative Region (see 
chia), an area in the royal domain administered by officials 
of the central government rather than an Inherited Region 
(ru) serving as the fief of a member of the royal family; no 
specific numbers or ranks, but responsible to the Ministry 
of War (hsia-kuan). CL: commandant des chevaux, chef 
militaire dans un domain affecté aux offices. 

683 chiă'fóu 甲頭 
SUNG: Tithiiig Chief, the rotating designated leader of a 
community of from 10 to 30 households (chia) in the of-
ficially sponsored self-government system below the Dis-
trict (hsien) level. 

684 chiă-tsò 假佐 
(1) May be encountered in the sense of Acting Assistant. 
(2) HAN: Clerical Aide，30 on the staff of the Chamberlain 

for Law Enforcement (t'ing-wei); others normally on the 
staffs of Regional Inspectors (tz'u-shih). HB: acting acces-
sory. P22, 52. 

685 chiă-tsŭ 甲卒 
HAN; Militiaman，generic reference in Former Han to males 
eligible for military service, who were expected to undergo 
training for one month every yeíir and be available for ac-
tive duty in emergencies. HB: militia. 

686 chiâ tsŭng-jén 家宗人 
CHOU: Household Sacrífícer, numbers and ranks vari-
able, members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) who 
assisted Ritualist^ of the Inherited Regions (tu tsung-jen) in 
religious ceremonies at the courts of feudal domains. CL: 
officiers des cérémonies sacrées dans les domaines af-
fectés. 

6 8 7 chiâ-wú假伍or假五 
Aggregation Commandant, in Later Han the head of a 
local self-defense force called an Aggregation {lien), com-
bining the fighting men of 4 neighboring Villages (li), each 
contingent led by a Village Commandant (chia-shih). Also 
see chia-hou (District Commandant). 

688 chiă'Wū 家巫 
HAN: Household Sorcerer, 8 authorized for the staff of 
the Director (ling) of Sacrìfìcers (tz'u-ssu); others perhaps 
found in the household of the Heir Apparent and in Prince， 
doms (wang-kuo). HB: household shaman. 

689 ch9iă-kuān 卡官 
CH'ING: Customs Collector, unranked, in District (hsien) 
service. BH: keeper of a customs barrier. 

690 chiàng 將 
(1) A common abbreviation throughout history of chiang-
chŭn (General). (2) CHOU: General, leader of a standard 
army (chŭn) of 12,500 men. (3) HAN: Leader of the ex-
pectant and unassigned officials who attended the Emperor 
as courtiers with the title Court Gentleman (lang)f 3 dif-
ferentiated with the prefixes Left, Right, and Middle. See 
under langt chung-lang chiang. Cf. lang-chung ling. P37. 
(4) SUI: Commander of a Defense Command (chert) in a 
strategic frontier area. (5) T'ANG: Commander of a Gar-
rison (also chert), usually in a frontier or other strategic 
area; rank 6a2’ 7al , or 7a2, depending on the number of 
troops commanded. Not to be confused with an Area Com-
mander (tu-tu) or a Military Commissioner {chieh-tu shih) 
in control of a Circuit (tao) or Defense Command (chert, 
fang-chen). RR: commandant de gamison ‘ (6) SUNG: Area 
General; see under keng-shu. 

691 chiàng'chîàng 醬匠 
T'ANG: Sauce Maker , unranked artisans employed in the 
Spice Pantry (chang-hai shu) of the Court of Imperial En-
tertainments (kuang-lu ssu). RR: ouvrier pour la fabrica-
tion des condiments conservés dans le vinaigre. 

692 chiăng-chîng pó-shìh 講經博士 
T'ANG: Erudites for Exposition of the Classics, members 
of the Institute for the Advancement of Literature (hung-
wen kuan) of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) from 628 
to 823; rank not clear; principal function was teaching sons 
of the official class. RR: maître du vaste savoir chargé 
d'expliquer les classiques. 

693 chìàng<h9ing 匠卿 k 

SUI: lit., chief minister of artisans: abbreviated reference 
to the Chamberlain for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso 
ta-chiang, ta-chiang ch'ing). 
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694 chiāng-chŭn 將軍 
General: throughout history the most common term for the 
commander of a substantial body of troops, whether a reg-
ular officer of the standing army or the ad hoc commander 
of a special force organized for a campaign; occurs with 
many kinds of prefixes, including shang (Supreme), ta 
([General]-in-chief), Left, Right, special functional and 
geographic designations, and the names of the Armies {chŭn), 
Guards (wei), etc., that Generals commanded. From T'ang 
on also used, with various prefixes, as prestige titles (san-
kuan) for active military officers. In Ch?ing, in addition to 
traditional uses, also occurs among designations of the im-
perial nobility with various prefixes, e.g.，chen-kuo chiang-
chūn. P26, 69, 72. 

695 chiàng-hsíng 將行 
HAN: Empress 's Usher, eunuch attendant on the Empress; 
superseded in 144 B.C. by a Director of the Palace Do-
mestic Service {ta ch'ang-ch'iu). HB: empresses usher. 

696 chiàng-hù 匠戶 
yûan-ch'ing： Artisan Family, one of numerous cate-
gories among which all residents were distributed in ac-
cordance with the kinds of social roles the state expected 
them to*play; in the case of Artisan Families, some were 
assigned to permanent service in various agencies of the 
central government, whereas others were allowed to do 
business freely in their home areas but were subject to being 
called into temporary state service. Cf. min-hu (Civilian 
Family), chûn-hu (Military Family). 

697 chiăng-ì ssū 講義司 
SUNG: Advisory Office,，one in the Department of State 
Affairs (shang-shu sheng), one in the Bureau of Military 
Affairs (shu-mi yuan); role and status not clear. See t'i-chu 
chiang-i ssu. SP: bureau de la réforme financière. 

698 chiăng-jén 獎人 
CHOU; Eunuch Liquor Maker , 5 on the staff of the Min-
istry of State (t'ien-kuan) for overseeing the production of 
all liquors required by the ruler and his guests and for for-
mal ceremonies. See nŭ-chiang. Cf. chiu-jen. CL: employé 
aux extraits. 

699 chiăng^kuān 講官 
Lecturer . (1) May be encountered in reference to many 
kinds of educational officials. (2) SUNG-CH'ING: an ad 
hoc designation for officials participating with the Emperor 
in a Classics Colloquium (ching-yen, q.v.). P24. 

700 chiăng-láng 講郞 
HAN: Court Gentleman for Lecturing, the Former Han 
antecedent of the Later Han title Expositor-in-waiting (shih-
chiang)，designation of a Court Gentleman (lang) chosen 
to give advice to the Emperor. May be encountered in later 
times as an archaic reference to members of the Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yuan), especially for its Academician 
Expositors-in-waiting {shih-chiang hsŭeh-shih). P23. 

701 chiàng'pīng chăng-shíh 將兵長史 
HAN: Aide-Commander, designation of certain Aides 
{chang-shih) on the staffs of frontier Commanderies {chŭn) 
or in campaigning areas, serving in active command of 
troops. HB: chief clerk in command of troops. 

702 chiàng-shīh 匠師 
N-S DIV (Chou): Director of Labor , ranked as an Ordi-
nary Grand Master (chung ta-fu; 6a), head of the Office of 
Construction {chiang-shih ssu) in the Ministry of Works 
(tung'kuan). P14. 

703 chiāng-shìh láng 將仕郞 
SUI-MING: Cour t Gentleman for Ceremohial Service, 
a prestige title (san~kuan) for officials of rank 8b (?) in Sui, 
9b2 in T’ang，9b in Sung, 9a2 in Chin, 8a in Yuan, 9a in 
Ming. P68. 

704 chiāng-shìh tsò'láng 將仕佐郞 
CHIN-MíNG: Assistant Gentleman for Ceremonial Ser-
vice, a prestige title (san-kuan) for officials of rank 9b2 in 
Chin, 8b in Yuan, 9b in Ming. P68. 

705 chiŭng-shŭ 講書 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: occasional variant of chih-chiang (Lec-
turer). (2) SUNG: Instructor, 4 authorized in each Princely 
Establishment (wang-fu)t unspecified numbers also in the 
Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien); rank not clear but 
low. SP: lecteur. P67. 

706 chìăng-shŭ chìào-shòu 講書敎授 
SUNG; Instructor, 12，rank not clear, in the Chief Office 
of Imperial Clan Affairs (ta tsung-cheng ssu). SP: prqfes-
seur. 

7 0 7 chiăng'Shū shuō-shŭ 講 書 說 書 
SUNG: Recitation Tutor , original designation of the rank 
7b shih-chiang (Expositor-in-waiting) of the Institute of 
Academicians (hsueh-shih yiian) assigned to the Directorate 
of Education (kuo-tzu chien). SP: lecteur. 

708 chiâng^tsd chiĕn 將作監 
SUI-LIAO: Directora te fo r the Palace Buildings, re-
sponsible for construction and maintenance, normally loosely 
subordinated to and always cooperative with the Ministry 
of Wq^ìs (kung-pu); headed by a Director (ta-chien then 
ling itì Sui; ta-chiang, rank 3b’ in T'ang; chien, 4b, in Sung); 
in Liao subordinated to the Court Ceremonial Institute (hsŭan-
hui yiian). Thereafter its responsibilities were borne more 
directly by the Ministry of Works. RR: direction des tra-
vaux. SP: direction des travaux publics. P14, 15，38. 

709 chiăng-tsò shào-fŭ 將作少府 
CH'IN-HAN: Chamberlain for the Palace Buildings, re-
sponsible for construction and maintenance, including the 
planting of trees alongside roads; rank 2,000 bushels in Han; 
retitled chiang-tso ta-chiang in 151 B.C. HB: privy treas-
urer of architecture. P14. 

710 chiăng-tsd shào-fŭ chiĕn 將作少府監 
SUNG: Directorate fo r the Palace Buildings, c. 1127 
merged into the Ministry of Works (kung-pu), in 1133 re-
constituted as the chiang-tso chien. P14, 38. 

711 chiăng-tsd ssŭ 將作司 
MING: Palace Buildings Office, from 1367 to 1368 a cen-
tral government agency comparable to the traditional Di-
rectorate for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso chien), with 
principal responsibility for construction of the palace at the 
new dynastic capital, Nanking; headed by a Chief Minister 
(ch'ing), rank 3a’ and incorporating Left and Right Super-
visorates (t'i-chu ssu) headed by Supervisors (t'i~chŭ), 6a; 
in 1368 subordinated to the Ministry of Works (kung-pu); 
in 1373 the Chief Minister was reduced to rank 6a, and the 
Office's Supervisorates were combined into a Supervisorate 
of Construction (ying-tsao t'i-chu ssu)t which spawned 
Branch Supervisorates (fen-ssu), each alike headed by one 
Supervisor (t'i-chu). In 1392 the Office was reorganized as 
a Work Project Office (ying-shan so) in the Ministry of 
Works. P15. 

712 chiāng-tsd tà-chiàng 將作大匠 
HAN-SUI: Chamberlain for the Palace Buildings, re-
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sponsible for construction and maintenance; rank 2,000 
bushels in Han, 2b then 3b in N. Wei, otherwise not clear; 
created in 151 B.C. by retitling of the chiang-tso shao-fu. 
During the era of N-S Division the Chamberlain's agency 
gradually came to be known as the Court for the Palace 
Buildings {chiang-tso ssu,) and in Liang and Gh'en the 
Chamberlain was designated chiang-tso ta-chìang ch'ing 
(Chief Minister for the Palace Buildings). In the era of N-
S Division, also, the Chamberlain and his Court gradually 
came to be subordinated to the Ministry of Works (most 
commonly kung-pu) in the developing Department of State 
Affairs (shang-shu sheng). Sui in 600 changed the Court 
into a Directorate for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso chien) 
under a Director (ta~chien). In all these periods the Cham-
berlain and his agency were both often abbreviated as chiang-
tso. HB: court architect. P14. 

713 chiăng'tsò ts'âo 將作曹 
HAN: Construction Section, a clerical unit found in some 
Commanderies (chŭn) and Districts (hsien)f or established 
in such agencies when circumstances warranted. HB: bu-
reau of architecture. 

714 chìāng'îsò yŭàn 將作院 
YUAN: Imperial Manufactories Commission, a rank 2a 
agency that supervised an abundance of artisans in the man-
ufacture of gold, silver, jade, and other luxury utensils for 
palace use. P38. 

715 chiăhg-tŭ 講讀 
SUNG: an abbreviated, combined reference to shih-chiang 
and shih-tu, i.e., Expositor-in-waiting and Reader-in-
waitíng. 

716 chiáng'tŭ kuān 講讀官 
SUNG: Instructional Officials, 4 in the Institute of Aca-
demicians (hsŭeh-shih yuan), rank and specific functions 
not clear. 
717 chiàngyŭ'hdu 將虞候 
Inspector-general; see under yŭ-hou. 

718 chìào 校 
In addition to the following entries, also see under Hsiao. 

719 chiao 榷 
See under chŭeh. 

720 chiào-ch'ăng 窖廠 
CH'ING: Icehouse; see under ping-chiao. 

721 chiâo-ch'ăo 交鈔 
Lit” documents for exchange: i.e., paper money: from Chin 
if not earlier, a common term for state-authorized paper 
currency. Superseded the earlier terms fei-ch'ien (T'ang), 
chiao-tzu (see chiao-tzu wu) and hui-tzu (see hui-tzu wu) 
(both Sung). Also see pao-chfao, ch'ao-chih, yin-ch'ao chŭ. 
Cf. pao-ch'ūan, pao-yŭan. P16. 

722 chiăo-ch'ăo k'u 交鈔庫 
CHIN: Paper Money Storehouse, one of several central 
government repositories (and print shops?) for paper cur-
rency, probably controlled by one or more Conunissioners 
(shih) delegated from the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). P16. 

723 chiào-chèng hàn-wén kuān 校正漢文官 
CH'ING: Editor of Chinese, 2 on the staff of the Court of 
Colonial Affairs (li-fan yŭan) for 3->ear duty assignments, 
delegated from regular posts in the Grand Secretariat (nei-
ko) or the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). P17. 

724 chiào-chèng kuăn 校正官 or chiao-cheng 
SUNG: Editor, low-ranking officials in the True Records 

Institute {shih-lu yiian) of the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng). 
SP: rectificateur, correcteur. P23. 

725 chiào-chìh 敎職 
Educational Posts: a collective designation, usually de-
noting officials in charge of local schools. 

726 chiào-chŭ 敎助 
T'ANG: Educational Assistant； rank 9a，assistant to the 
Medical Erudite (i po-shih) in the Imperial Medical Office 
{t*ai-i shu) of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang 
ssu). RR: professeur assistant. 

727 chìăo-fáng 椒房 
Lit., pepper chamber, deriving from an Empress's delight 
with imported Southeast Asian pepperwood used for panel-
ing her bedchamber: from Han on, an indirect reference to 
the wife of a ruler. 

728 chiào'făng ssŭ 敎坊司 or chiao-fang 
Lit., office of instruction: Music Office. (1) T'ANG: one 
each prefixed Left and Right established in 714 under su-
pervision of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu), 
soon made independent; specialized in the training of court 
entertainers including clowns, jugglers, etc.; came to be di-
rected by one or more eunuch Commissioners (shih). See 
nei chiao-fang. (2) SUNG: a school in the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices; see ch'ien-hsia chiao-fang so. RR+SP: école pour 
Venseignement de la musique, (3) CHIN: headed by a Su-
perintendent (fi-tien). (4) YUAN-CH'ING: a unit of the 
Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu), in Yŭan headed by an Overseer 
(ta-lu'hua-ch'ih), rank 4a; in Ming and early Ch'ing headed 
by a Director (feng-luan), 9a; in 1729 divided into a Music 
Office (ho-sheng shu) and an Imperial Music Office (shen-
yŭeh shu). P10. 

7 2 9 chiàO'hsí 敎習 
CH'ING: Instructor, some Chinese, some Manchu，and 
some Mongolian in various schools established by Banners 
(ch'i), the Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai~i yiian), the 
Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭarí), etc. PlO, 36. 

730 ckiáo-ksítò-ch，én 敎習大& 
CH'ING: Grand Minister Instructor, one Manchu and one 
Chinese dignitary assigned as senior staff members of the 
Institute of Advanced Study (shu-ch'ang kuan) in the Han-
lin Academy {han-lìn yŭan), to supervise the studies of 
Hanlin Bachelors (shu-chi-shih). BH: Senior professor. 

731 chiào-jén 角人 
CHOU: Horn Collector, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) 
who gathered teeth and bones as well as horns from animals 
received in payment of hunters* taxes, for use in adorning 
the royal chariots and banners. CL: ojflcier des comes, 

732 chiāo-kfàn kuăn 校勘官 or chiao-k'an 
Proofreader. (1) T'ANG: low-ranking officials from 720 
attached to the Academy in the Hall of Elegance and Rec-
titude (li-cheng hsiu-shu yŭan)y subordinate to the Secre-
tariat (chung-shu sheng). (2) SUNG: unranked subofficials 
attached to the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng), the Histo-
riography Institute (kuo-shih yuan), and the True Records 
Institute (shih-lu yiian). RR+SP: correcteur vérificateur. 
(3) CHIN: attached to the School for the Sons of the State 
{kuo-tzu hsŭeh), rank 8b. P23, 25, 34. 

733 chiào-kuăn 敎官 
Educational Official. (1) A generic term for all officials 
engaged in instructional functions. (2) Occasionally a reg-
ular title, e.g., of school instructors in Princely Adminis-
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trations (wang-fu) and in Military Prefectures (chŭn) in the 
Sung dynasty. P69. (3) A variant reference to the Minister 
of Education (ti-kuan ssu-t'u) ascribed to the Chou dynasty 
of antiquity. 

734 cA/āo-tóiipârt 椒蘭班 
Lit.’ the pepper and orchid echelons (in court audience ar-
ray?): an occasional unofficial reference to relatives of the 
ruler by marriage, i.e., Imperial In-laws (wai-ch'i). Also 
see chìao-fang and lan-t'ai. 

735 chiào4i 校理 
Subeditor. (1) T'ANG: variable numbers of unranked sub-
officials attached to the Academy in the Hall of Elegance 
and Rectitude {li-cheng hsiu-shu yuan), the Academy of 
Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan), and the In-
stitute for the Advancement of Literature (hung-wert kuan). 
RR: correcteur réviseur. (2) SUNG: variable numbers in 
the Historiography Institute {shih-kuan), the Academy of 
Scholarly Worthies, the Institute for the Glorification of 
Literature (chao-wen kuan), etc.; often concurrent appoint-
ments for literati with nominal offices elsewhere in the cen-
tra! government. SP: rédacteur-réviseur. (3) CHIN: no 
specified number, rank 8a, in the Institute for the Advance-
ment of Literature. (4) CH'ING: 16 authorized for the Hall 
of Literary Profundity (wen-yuan ko)t normally concurrent 
appointments for literati with nominal offices elsewhere in 
the central government. Chiao-li were generally considered 
to rank below such personages as hsiu-chuan but above 
chiao-k'an, qq.v. P23, 25. 

736 chiăû'Shè cAá 郊社局or chiāo-shè shŭ 署 
SUI-YŭAN: Office of the National Altars (shu in Sui and 
T'ang, chŭ in Sung, Chin, and Yuan), a unit of the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) responsible for pre-
paring for and participating in rituals regularly conducted 
at the major sacrificial altars and temples at the dynastic 
capital; headed by a Director (ling)，rank 7b2 in T'ang, 9a 
in Sung. RR: office des temples des banlieues et du dieu 
du sol. SP: bureau des temples.... P28. 

737 chìào-shīh 敎師 
YUAN: Music Master, low-ranking instructors of music 
in various units of the Bureau of Musical Ritual (i-feng ssu). 
P10. 

738 chiāo-shìh chien 交市監 
T'ANG: Directorate of Tr ibutary Trade’ headed by a Di-
rector (chien), rank 6b2; supervised the procurement of 
horses, camels, mules, etc., in exchanges of goods with 
tributary states; a unit of the Directorate for Imperial Man-
ufactories (shao-fii chien); in 632 redesignated hu-shih chien. 

739 chiào-shìh láng 校事郞 
Examiner. (1) YŭAN: 2 members of the educational staff 
of the Astrological Commission (t'-ai-shih yŭàrt), rank 8a; 
duties not clear. (2) MING: members of the pre-1367 Di-
rectorate of Astrology (t'ai-shih chien) t antecedent of the 
Directorate of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien); number, rank, 
and functions not clear. P35. 

740 chiào-shòu 敎授 
SUNG-CH'ING: Instructor , a title with many uses, most 
commonly for the heads of Confucian Schools (ju-hsŭeh) 
at the Prefecture (chou, fu) level; always low-ranking or 
unranked. 

741 chiào-shū 校書 
Editing Clerk. (1) SUI: 6, rank not clear, members of the 
Editorial Service (ssu-ching chtì) in the Household Admin-
istration of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih fu). (2) TANG: 

4，rank not clear, in the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent 
(tso ch'un-fang); also 4’ rank 8al or 9a2, in {he Academy 
of Scholarly Worthies {chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan) from the 
790s or 800s. RR: réviseur de textes. (3) SUNG: number 
and rank not clear; members of the Institute for the Ven-
eration of Literature (ch'ung-wen yuan). (4) MING: 2，rank 
not clear, in the Editorial Service of the Household Admin-
istration of the Heir Apparent (as under #1 above). P25, 
26. 

742 chiào-shă láng 校書郞 
Editor. (1) HAN: in Later Han a document-processing duty 
assignment for men with status as Court Gentlemen (lang) 
or Gentlemen of the Interior (lang-chmg), referred to re-
spectively as chiao-shu lang and chiao-shu lang-chung. HB: 
gentlemen collating books. (2) N-S DIV: from the Three 
Kingdoms era on, often appointed in the evolving Secre-
tariat (chung-shu sheng) with special responsibility for 
compiling the Imperial Diary {ch'i-chŭ chu). (3) SUI: from 
10 to 40 appointed in the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng), 
rank 9a. (4) T'ANG: 8, rank 9a l , appointed to work on the 
Imperial Diary in the Palace Libraiy; appointments for men 
of great literary promise, considered the starting points for 
excellent careers; others with the same rank in the Institute 
for the Veneration of Literature (ch'ung-wen kuan) and the 
Institute for the Advancement of Literature (hung-wen kuan) 
from 719, when ch'ou-chìao, q.v. , were so retitled. RR: 
secrétaire réviseur de textes. (5) SUNG: 2 then 4’ rank 8b, 
in the Palace Library and the Institute for the Glorification 
of Literature (chao-wen kuan). SP: réviseur-collationneur 
des textes. (6) LIAO: appointed in the household of the 
Heir Apparent and in the Historical Archive (chu-tso chŭ). 
(7) CHIN: 2 then one assigned from among rank 7b offi-
cials of the Hanlin Academy (hantlin yŭan). (8) YLFAN: 2’ 
rank 8a’ in the Directorate of the Palace Archives (pi-shu 
chien); also 2, rank not clear, on the staff of the Heir Ap-
parent. P25, 26. 

743 chiāo-ssù shŭ 郊祀署 
YUAN: Suburban Sacrifices Office, one of 3 special sac-
rificial agencies in the central government (see sfte-chi shu, 
t'ai-miao shu); headed by 2 Directors (ling), rank 6b. P28. 

744 chiào-tùi 校對 
Proofreader. (1) SUNG: unspecified number of unranked 
clerical personnel serving in the Imperial Archives (p i - ^ ) , 
more fully designated Proofreader of Imperial Documents 
{chiao-tui huang-pen shu-chi kuan). SP: correcteur. (2) 
CH’ING: 8 Manchu and 8 Chinese, unranked, in the His-
toriography Institute (kuo-shih kuan). BH: corrector. 

745 chìâo^zŭ wù 交子務 
SUNG: Paper Money Office, opened at the Prefectural 
(chou) level beginning in the 1020s, apparently to control 
the production and distribution of paper currency (chiao-
ízu); staffing not clear, but presumably subordinate to the 
Prefectural officials; after the transition to S. Sung, sup-
plemented with similar offices called hui-tzu wu, etc. See 
chiao-ch'ao, fei-ch'ieri, yin-ch'ao chu. P16. 

746 chiâo-yìn k，ù 交引庫 
SUNG: Paper Money Repository, a unit in the Court of 
the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu); staffing and exact func-
tions not clear. SP: caisse de billets d'échange (bons de 
monnaie). 

747 chiào-yŭ 敎諭 
SUNG-CH'ING: Ins t ruc to r , one of several terms that 
commonly occur in the sense of teacher. Especially found 
as head of the state-sponsored Confucian School (ju-hsiieh) 
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in a District (hsien), also in a Ch'ing dynasty Subprefecture 
(t'ing); normally unranked, but 8a in Ch'ing. Special uses 
include the designation of a Yiian dynasty medical spe-
cialist authorized in 1285 for every Circuit (tao), suggested 
rendering Medical Inspector; collected and annually re-
ported information about physicians in the jurisdiction for 
the Instructor (chiao-shou) who headed the Medical School 
(i-hsŭeh) of the Circuit. BH: district director of schools. 
P51. 

748 chiào-yu 校尉 
See hsiao~wei. 

749 chiào-yŭèh fáng 敎閱房 
SUNG: Training and Monitoring Section in the Bureau 
of Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan), one of 12 Sections cre-
ated in the reign of Shen-tsung (1067-1085) to manage ad-
ministrative affairs of military garrisons throughout the 
country, in geographic clusters, or to supervise specified 
military functions on a nationwide scale. This Section su-
pervised the training and testing of troops, the establish-
ment of military stations, the expediting of communication 
and transport services, and some personnel administration 
matters throughout the country and in addition supervised 
frontier defense in Hu-nan Circuit (lu). Headed by a Vice 
Recipient of Edicts (fu ch'eng-chih), rank 8b. Apparently 
abolished early in S. Sung. See shih-erh fang (Twelve Sec-
tions). SP: chambre d'entraînement militaire. 

7 5 0 ckiáo-yŭèk kuān 校鹏 
SUNG: Editorial Assistant, unranked, in the Historiog-
raphy Institute (kuo-shih yuan) and the True Records In-
stitute (shih-lu yuan) of the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng). 
SP: fonctionnaire chargé de correction des textes. 
751 ch'iáo-tào shih 橋道使 
SUNG: Commissioner for Bridges and Roads, a spe-
cialized appointee presumably at the Circuit (lu) or lower 
levels. 

752 ch'iáO'tīng 橋丁 
T’ANG: Bridge Tender, unranked caretaker-guards as-
signed to bridges by the Directorate of Water Crossings (chu-
chin chien)t a unit in the Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui 
chien). RR: gardien de pont. 

753 chièh 借 
Acting; a common prefix to a title; especially in Sung times, 
signified that the appointee's regular official status was lower 
than the office to which he was temporarily appointed. 

754 chiĕh 階 
From Sui on’ a term used (1) to designate class, the sub-
division of a rank (p'in) in the case of regular official ap-
pointments, e.g., 4b = 4th rank (p'm), 2nd class (chieh); 
or (2) to designate the rank of an official's prestige title 
(san-kuan). See teng, chi, nei-shih chieh. P68. 

755 chìéh'CWá 節察 
SUNG: a common abbreviation combining the titles MUî-
tary Commissioner (chieh-tu shih) and Surveillance 
Commissioner (kuan-ch'a shih). 
756 chiéh-chèn 節鎮 
(1) Variant of chen (Defense Command), normally a ter-
ritorial administration in a frontier zone. (2) MING: unof-
ficial reference to a Grand Coordinator {hsun-fu) or a Su-
preme Commander (tsung-tu), provincial and multi-
provincial magnates who in areas or periods of military ur-
gency commonly directed military affairs in their jurisdic-
tions. 

757 chiéh-chèng chèn 節政錤 
SUNG: Defense Command, specifying a territorial juris-
diction along the frontier headed by a Military Commis-
sioner (chieh-tu shih), SP: région d'une garnison militaire. 

758 chiēh-chí 階級 
Especially from Sui on, a general term for the ranks of 
civil officials, incorporating both rank (p'in) and class or 
subdivision (chieh); e.g., 6a = 6th rank, first class, the 
entirety constituting a chieh-chi. Also see chi, p'in-chi, teng-
chi. 

759 chièh-fān 价藩 
Lit. meaning derived from the chieh of chieh-tu shih (Mil-
itary Commissioner) and the sense of fan as frontier or 
boundary: Territorial Administrator. (1) SUNG: unoffi-
cial collective reference to both civil and military officials 
assigned to Circuits (lu) as Military Commissioners (an-fu 
shih), etc. (2) CH'ING; unofficial reference to a Provincial 
Administration Commissioner (pu-cheng shih). 

760 ckiék-fŭ sMk 節府使 
CHIN: Military Commissioner, one of several titles used 
for the heads of Prefectures (chou), Military Prefectures 
(chŭn), Defense Commands {chieh-chen), and other Pre-
fecture-level general-administration agencies. 
761 cAi缺/lísW/i 節服氏 
CHOU: Royal Valet, 8 ranked as Junior Servicemen {hsia-
shih) y members of the Ministry of War {hsia-kuan) respon-
sible for selecting clothing for the ruler, especially on his 
outings from the palace, to suit the weather and other con-
ditions he might encounter. CL: régulateur de la conve-
nance du costume. 

762 chiéh-hsià 節下 
T'ANG; unofficial reference to the Prefect {t'aì-shou, tz'u-
shih) of a Prefecture (chou). 
763 chiĕh-hù 解戶 
MING~CH’ING: Transporters, a general term for com-
moners on state-requisitioned service transporting grains or 
money. 
764 chiēh-kuân 階官 
Rank Offices. (1) SUNG: refers to the system of paying 
official salaries on the basis of from 24 to 40 nominal po-
sitions such as Grand Masters (ta-fu) and Court Gentlemen 
(lang), differentiated by laudatory prefixes, regardless of 
officials’ titular offices (pen-kuan) or the functions they ac-
tually performed. The system superseded the pre-1080 sys-
tem of prestige titles (san-kuan) and by 1120 was in turn 
superseded by a system of salary offices (chi-lu kuan). (2) 
CHIN~CH’ING: interchangeable with san-kuan (prestige 
title). 

765 chiĕh-pàn shih 接伴使 
SUNG: Escort Commissioner, an ad hoc assignment for 
officials regularly holding other appointments when they 
were charged to welcome and accompany foreign dignitar-
ies during visits to China; often assisted by Escort Vice 
Commissioners (chieh-panju-shih). SP: commissaire chargé 
de recevoir et d'accompagner les visiteurs étrangers. 

766 chiéh-shèn k，ù 節愼庫 
MING-CH'ING; Auditing Office, a unit in the Ministry 
of Works {kung-pu) established in 1529; headed by a Com-
missioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 9b, until 1658, when the 
staff was made all Manchu under a Director (lang-chung), 
rank not clear. 
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767 chiĕh-shìh 解事 
HAN: Elucìdator, duty assignment for 2 Expectant Offi-
cials (tai-chao) on the staff of the Grand Astrologer (t'ai-
shih ling); specific functions not clear. HB: elucidator. 

768 chiĕh-shìh 解試 
SUNG: Prefectural Examination, the lowest-level test in 
the formal civil service recruitment system, conducted by 
the officials of Prefectures (chou) and comparable-level 
agencies for the purpose of "forwarding" {chìeh) successful 
candidates to the dynastic capital for further evaluation of 
their knowledge and promise. 

769 chiĕh-tàō wtì街道司or chiēh-tào t,īng廳、 
Office of Capital Streets, in charge of the repair and main-
tenance of streets and roads in the capital city. (1) SUNG 
(ssu): established in 1057 with a Commander (chih~hui) as 
head, in 1129 subordinated to the Directorate of Waterways 
{tu-shui chien). SP: bureau des routes et des rues dans la 
capitale. (2) CH'ING (fing): one in each of the Five Wards 
(wu ch'eng) into which both Peking and Nanking were ad-
ministratively divided, supervised by Censors of the Five 
Wards (wu-ch'eng yŭ-shih). BH: roadway office. P15. 

770 chìĕh-fóu 解頭 
Lit., first forwarded. (1) TANG: First Graduate, a quasi-
official reference to the first-place passer of various civil 
service examinations oû ìr than that leading to the Pre-
sented Scholar {chìn-shih) degree. (2) SUNG-CH'ING: 
Prefectural (Provincial) Graduate with Highest Honors, 
a variant of chieh-yŭan, q.v. 

771 chiēh-tsŭ 街卒 
HAN: Street Patrolman, apparently a guard or watchman 
employed in a small town or large village. 

772 chiĕh-tù 節度 
An introductory part of many important titles, especially 
chieh-tu shih (Military Commissioner), suggesting one who 
had special or irregular control of an area. Originally, in 
the era of N-S Division, seems derived from ancient usage 
meaning “to measure and regulate, but by T'ang times 
was clearly a somewhat corrupted abbreviation of the title 
Area Commander with Special Warrant (shih ch'ih-chieh 
tu-tu), corrupted because the 2 tu characters are different. 
In Sung and perhaps earlier times may be encountered as 
a prefix to the term Prefecture (chou, fu, or chūn) speci-
fying a Prefecture serving as the headquarters of a Military 
Commissioner (chieh-tu shih). 

773 chìéh-tŭ chăng shū-chì 節度掌書記 
SUNG: Prefectural Secretary, rank 8b; unspecified num-
bers served in Prefectures (chou) and perhaps other Pre-
fecture-level agencies. Also used as a prestige title (san-
kuan) for rank 9al officials until c. 1102’ then combined 
with ju-lin lang, q.v. SP: secrétaire général d'une prefecture. 

774 chiéh-tù kuda-ch yá liú-hòu 
節度觀察留後 

SUNG: Deputy Military and Surveillance Commis-
sioner, ranked at a salary level of 300,000 coins per month, 
often the senior official actually on duty in a Circuit (lu); 
from c. 1117 seems to have been superseded by ad hoc 
delegates called Pacification Commissioners (ch'eng-hsuan 
shih), which title seems to have fallen out of use as an ac-
tive duty assignment in S. Sung. See liu-hou. SP: délégué 
commandant et surveillant d'une région. 

775 chiéh-tù mò 節度幕 or chiéh-tù tuăn 端 
N-S DIV: occasional quasi-official or unofficial reference 

to the Supply Commission (see under chieh-tu shih) for an 
army on campaign. 

776 chiéh-tù p'àn-kuân 節度判官 
SUNG: Administrative Assistant to the Military Com-
missioner, either an ad hoc duty assignment or a nominal 
title for an official regularly appointed to another post. See 
chieh-tu shih. 

7 7 7 cMéh_tŭ sMh 節葭使 
(1) N-S DIV: Supply Commissioner, in the Three King-
doms era and perhaps later an ad hoc appointee responsible 
for provisioning an army on campaign. (2) T'ANG-CHIN: 
Military Commissioner, a military title of great historical 
importance. Originated in the late 600s as a common vari-
ant reference to Area Commanders (tu-tu), military officers 
in charge of frontier defenses. Beginning in 711, Military 
Commissioners were regularly appointed to head 8 Defense 
Commands (chen) along the northern frontier instead of Area 
Commanders, and soon some Prefects (tz'u-shih) also took 
the new title. Especially in consequence of the An Lu-shan 
rebellion beginning in 756, the number of Military Com-
missioners proliferated, and during much of the late T'ang 
period they were virtually autonomous regional governors. 
Theoretically, control over a Circuit (tao) came to be di-
vided between a Military Commissioner and, for non-mil-
itary affairs, a Surveillance Commissioner (kuan-ch'a shih); 
but in many Circuits a warlord took both functions for him-
self, as Military and Surveillance Commissioner (chieh-tu 
kuan-ch'a shih)’ and often in addition status as Revenue 
Commissioner (tu-chih shih), Agriculture Commissioner 
(ying-t'ien shih), Bandit-suppression Commissioner (chao-
fao shih), etc. The Military Conunissioners commonly des-
ignated their lieutenants Military Vice Commissioners {chieh-
tu fu-shih). Princes (wang) were sometimes designated Mil-

Commissioners-in-chief (chieh-tu ta-shih) r often as-
by Military Vice Commissioners-in-chief (chieh-tu JU 

ta-shih), but they remained on duty in the capital. During 
the Five Dynasties era Military Commissioners continued 
as virtually autonomous satraps in their regions, but Sung 
gradually eliminated them and achieved a consolidation of 
authority in the central government. After the earliest Sung 
years, the title Military Commissioner was used only as an 
honorific designation for a few distinguished personages or 
as a title conferred on submissive aboriginal chieftains. In 
Liao there were Military Commissioners in charge of most 
Prefectures {chou) and Military Prefectures (chŭn), under 
the control of the Southern Administration (nan-mien). In 
Chin all civil and military affairs of Defense Commands 
(chen) were controlled by Military Commissioners, who held 
rank 3b. In Yuan times regional military authority was or-
ganized in new ways and divided among such dignitaries 
as Militaiy Commanders (yûan-shuat) of Circuits (tao)t Route 
Commanders (.../« tsung-kuan), etc. RR+SP: commìssaire 
impérial au commandement d'une région. P50. 

778 chiéh-tù Vūì-kuān 節度推官 
SUNG: Prefectural Judge, rank not clear, in certain Su-
perior Prefectures (fu) of S. Sung. SP: juge. 
779 chiéh49

ŭi 節推 
SUNG: an abbreviated reference to chieh-tu t'uì-kuan (Pre-
fectural Judge). 
780 chiéh-yá 婕妤 or 捷伃 
Lady of Handsome Fairness. (1) HAN-N-S DIV: in Han 
and San-kuo Wei, the designation of a category of imperial 
concubines. (2) SUI: the designation given 12 imperial con-
sorts, rank 3a, collectively called Hereditary Consorts (shih-
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fu). (3) T'ANG-SUNG: a concubine title, rank 3a. RR+SP: 
femme qui aide et assiste I'impératrice. 

781 chiĕh-yŭán 解元 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit.，the first forwarded: Prefec tura l 
(Provincial) Graduate with Highest Honors’ an unoffi-
cial reference to the highest-ranking passer of Sung's Pre-
fectural Examination {chieh-shih) and the Provincial Ex-
amination (hsiang-shih) in Yuan, Ming, and Ch'ing in the 
civil service recruitment process. See ching-k'uei. P24. 

782 ch9ièh-hsiĕh 怯薛 
YûAN: Chinese rendering of the Mongol word kesig, des-
ignation of the Imperia l Bodyguard, comprising about 
10,000 elite hereditary soldiers under the direct command 
of the Emperor. 

783 ch'ièh-hŭ 挈壺 
CHOU: Water-tester, 6 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) respon-
sible for drawing water from streams or wells to determine 
appropriate sites for military encampments and mess halls. 
CL: officier qui érige le vase à eau. 

784 ch’ièk-kŭ c/tèng 挈壺 JE 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Supervisor of Water Clocks, associate 
members of the astrological group called the Five Offices 
(wu kuan). In T’ang’ 2’ rank 8al’ established in 702 (704?) 
in the Astrological Service (t'ai-shih chŭ, ssu-t'iert fai); by 
758 shifted into association with the Five Offices ôf the 
Service. In Sung, one, rank not clear, in the Directorate of 
Astronomy (ssu-t'iert chien); also unspecified number, rank 
apparently 8a then 9a, in the Astrological Service (t'ai-shih 
chŭ). In Liao，members of the Directorate of Astronomy. 
Apparently not appointed in Chin. In Yíian, one, rank 8b, 
in the Astrological Commission {t'ai-shih yuan). In Ming’ 
unspecified number and rank* members of the early Ming 
Directorate of Astrology (t'ai-shih chien); also 2 then one, 
rank 8b, in the Directorate of Astronomy {ch'in-t'ien chien). 
In Ch'ing, 4 senior officials, rank 8a» in the Water Clock 
Section {lou-k'o k'o) in the Directorate of Astronomy {ch'ìn-
t'ien chien). RR+SP: chef de service de la clepsydre. BH; 
keeper of the clepsydra. P35. 

785 chiēn 兼 
Ety., one hand grasping 2 arrows: Concurrent , the most 
gen ia l term used throughout history connecting 2 titles borne 
by one appointee’ e.g., ping-pu shih-lang chien fu tu yŭ-
shih (Vice Minister of War and Concurrent Vice Censor-
in-chief). The normal implication is that the appointee was 
equally responsible for 2 substantive posts; whether or not 
he enjoyed the salaries and other perquisites of both posts 
is seldom specified, but in most instances it can probably 
be assumed that he did. Only at times in the era of N-S 
EH vision was the term used, in addition to its normal usage, 
with the meaning "probationary" that was conveyed in most 
other periods by the term shou, q.v. Also see ch'ang-chien. 

786 chiēn 監 
Incorporated in many titles, commonly as the first char-
acter, in the verbal sense to oversee or supervise. As an 
independent noun or a noun suffix, occurs with several 
meanings: (1) Directorate in many varieties with both high 
and low status in the governmental hierarchy, e.g., kuo-tzu 
chien (Directorate of Education). (2) Supervisor or Direc-
tor of a Directorate, e.g. ’ tu-shui (chien) chien (Directorate 
of Waterways; in such instances，chien is often not dupli-
cated and only context can suggest whether the Directorate 
or the Supervisor of the Directorate is intended), or Direc-

tor of some other kinds of agencies. (3) T'ANG: Horse 
Pasturage under the supervision of the Court of the Im-
perial Stud (fai-p'u wm). See chìen-mu. (4) SUNG: Indus-
trial Prefecture, prefixed with a placename, identifying a 
Prefecture-level agency in an area where the preeminent 
economic enterprise was a mine, a saltern, or something of 
the sort that required the special attention of local officials. 

787 chièn 諫 
Incorporated in many titles, normally as the first character, 
in the verbal sense to remonstrate with the ruler. In addition 
to the following entries, see ssu-chien, ta-chien, chung-chien, 
hsiao-chien. 

788 chiĕn-cWá ch'éng-shdu 檢察承受 
SUNG: Caretaker , unspecified number and rank, mem-
bers of Offices for the Care of Imperial Mausoleums (chien-
ch'a kung-ling so); under supervisory control of the Court 
of the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu). P29. 

789 chiĕn-ch'á kuăn 監察官 
May be encountered as a variant of the generic term ch'a-
kuan (Surveillance Official). P59. 

790 ckiĕn-ch，á kŭng-líng sð 檢察宮痠所 
SUNG: Office for the Care of Imperial Mausoleums, one 
or more units in the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng 
ssu) staffed by Caretakers (chien-ch'a ch'eng-shou). P29. 

791 ùhìĕn-cWá lĭ-hsíng shih 監察裏行使 
T'ANG: Acting Investigating Censor, a designation for 
supernumerary Investigating Censors (chiert-ch'a yŭ-shih) 
appointed for a short time beginning c. 719，when respon-
sibilities of the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai) were expanded. RR: 
commissaire impérial attaché aux censeurs de la cour des 
enquêtes au dehors. 

792 chiēn-ch'á shîh 監察使 
Investigating Commissioner. (1) May be encountered in 
any period as a variant or unofficial reference to an Inves-
tigating Censor (chien-ch'a yŭ~shih). (2) T'ANG: from 784 
on，designation of the Investigating Censor of longest ser-
vice, who was assigned to maintain surveillance over the 
Ministries of Personnel (lì-pu) and of Rites (ll-pu). (3) SUNG: 
may be encountered in the T*ang sense or in reference to 
a central government official delegated to conduct special 
investigations in a Circuit (lu). RR+SP: commissaire impérial 
chargé du contrôle et des enquêtes. P18. 

793 ckiĕn~ck’á sMk 監察史 
CH'IN-HAN: Supervising Censor, designation of Atten-
dant Censors (shih yŭ-shih) when dispatched to tour units 
of territorial administration, checking on the conduct of of-
ficials and the condition of the people; also known in Ch'in 
as chien yŭ-shih or chien-chŭn yŭ-shih (chun: Comman-
dery) and in Han as chih-chih shih (lit., straight-pointing 
commissioner); generally comparable to hsun-an yŭ-shih, 
q.v., of later eras. The character shih (Commissioner) is 
sometimes found in place of the character shih (Scribe). 

7 9 4 c A i ĕ / i - c A W / â j á - s A í / r 監 察 都 御 史 
MING: Chief Investigating Censor, 8，rank 7a，appointed 
only in the 1382-1383 transitional period as senior officials 
of the Censorate (changing from yŭ-shih t'ai to tu ch'a-yuan); 
in 1383 superseded by a group of new executive officials 
entitled Censors-in-chief (tu yŭ-shih). P18. 

795 chiĕn-cWà yU-shih 監察御史 
SUI-CH'ING: Investigating Censor , the most concen-
trated, broad-ranging investigative and impeaching offi-
cials, members of the Censorate (yu-shih t'ai to 1380, there-
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after tu ch'a-yuan)-, generally empowered to gather complaints 
from the people, to review the handling of prisoners, to 
impeach any official for misconduct; from Yuan on also 
authorized to submit remonstrances or suggestions about the 
Emperor^ conduct or policies. Normally assigned to rou-
tine surveillance over and checking of records in central 
government organs and as individuals dispatched to inspect 
territorial jurisdictions, e.g. , as Regional Inspectors (hsiin-
肪 yii-shih), and on regular or irregular bases dispatched to 
inspect various categories of governmental activities, e.g., 
as Salt-control Censors {hsūn-yen yii-shih). From T'ang to 
1080 organized in a constituent unit of the Censorate called 
the Investigation Bureau {ch'a'yūan), thereafter during Sung 
in 6 Investigation Sections (ch'a-an), otherwise in the In-

ation Bureau till 1382, thereafter in Circuits (tao) 
after Provinces, varying but stabilizing at 13 in Ming 

and 15 in mid-Ch’ing. Appointees in Sui numbered 12-16’ 
rank 7b; in T'ang 10-15, 8a2 (8al?); in Sung variable but 
few, 7b; in Chin 12，7a; in Yuan 32，7a, mostly Mongols; 
in Ming 110, 7a; in Ch'ing 56，7a with some variations, 
equally Manchus and Chinese. RR+SP: censeur de la cour 
des enquêtes au (en) dehors, censeurs d'investigation. BH: 
provincial censor. P18, 19, 20. 

796 chiĕn-chăng 監長 
HAN: Director of the Directorate; see ch'etrg-hua chien, 
hsìen-chŭ chien, lung-ma chien, î'ao-t'u chien, t'o-ch'uan 
chien. HB: chief inspector. P31, 39. 

797 chièn-chăng 諫長 
A common unofficial reference to a Grand Master of Re-
monstrance (chien-i ĭa-fu). 

798 chièn-cVăngyŭàn 建昌院 
5 DYN (Liang): lit., office for the initiation of prosperity, 
derived from a palace building called the Initiation of Pros-
perity Palace {chien-ch'ang kung): State Fiscid Commis-
sion, a major agency of the central government, handling 
census reports and tax collections submitted by the dynas-
ty's 4 proto-provincial Defense Commands (chen). Headed 
by an Initiation of Prosperity Palace Commissioner (chien-
ch'ang kung shih)y normally abbreviated to Palace Com-
missioner (kung-shih)f who ordinarily was a Grand Coun-
cilor (tsai-hsiang), specifically a Vice Director of the Chan-
cellery Managing Affairs (men-hsia shih-lang p'ing-chang 
shih) who was Commissioner of the Special Reserves Vault 
iyen-tzu k'u shih) and concurrently Supervisor (p'an ... shih) 
of the State Fiscal Commission. Established in 907; in 912 
īetitled kuo-chi ssu (see kuo-chi shih). P49. 

799 chiĕn-ch'ē tŭ 檻車督 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): Supervisor of the Prisoner Car t , 2 
members of the Court of Judicial Review {ta-li ssu); pre-
sumably associated with the Prison (yw) maintained by the 
Court. P22. 

800 ckiĕn-ckèng kuăn 檢正官 or chien-cheng 
SUNG: Examiner, 2 eppointed for each of the Five Offices 
(wu fang) or Six Offices (liu fang) among which the busi-
ness of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) was divided, ap-
parently on special duty assignments from other central 
government posts, coordinated by a Chief Examiner (tu 
chien-cheng); initiated c. 1068, perhaps discontinued in 1070 
but reappointed in 1129, then reduced to one for each Of-
fice in 1132. Precise functions are not clear. SP: exami-
nateur-contrôleur, fonctionnaire chargé d'examiner et de 
rectifier. P3. 

801 chien-chèng 監正 
Supervisor, normally of a Directorate, e.g. , the Ming-

Ch'ing Directorate of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien); in such 
cases the full sense would seem best suggested by the ren-
dering ch'in-t'ien chien chien-cheng, but the superfluous chien 
is commonly omitted. P31, 35, 40. 

802 chiēn-ch'éng 監丞 
(1) May be encountered as an abbreviated» combined ref-
erence to the Supervisor or Director (chien) and Vice Di-
rector or Aide (ch'eng) of an agency. (2) MING-CH'ING: 
Proctor responsible for student discipline in the Directorate 
of Education {kuo-tzu chien); one, rank 8a’ in Ming; one 
each Manchu and Chinese, rank 8a then 7a, in Ch'ing; in 
Ming headed a subsection of the Directorate called the Dis-
ciplinaiy Office (sheng-ch'ien t'ing). P34. 

803 chiên-chì shih 監祭使 
SUNG: Commissioner Supervising the Sacrifices, an ad 
hoc duty assignment, not a regular post; delegated to rep-
resent the Emperor or to assist the Emperor in important 
sacrificial rituals. 

804 chiĕn-chiàō 檢校 
� Often occurs in a straightforward verbal meaning such 
as to inspect, to compare» to verify. (2) N-S DIV-CHIN: 
Acting. Developed in the era of N-S Division from the or-
dinary verbal sense into a prefix to a title used when an 
official holding one regular post was assigned on an irreg-
ular, temporary basis to carry out the functions of (lit. ’ to 
inspect) another post: A chien-chiao B. By T'ang the term 
was used very commonly in 3 ways: sometimes in the or-
dinary verbal sense, sometimes in the sense that an official 
holding post A also acted (still with some connotation of 
special or irregular status) with all the authority of post B， 
and sometimes to indicate that an official was Acting . . . i n 
an honorary status, without any real authority. By Sung and 
Chin times use of the term with titles seems predominantly 
to have signified honorary status: e.g. , chien-chiao t'ai-tzu 

k'o chien chien-ch'a yŭ-shih (Acting Adviser to the Heir 
arent and Concurrently Investigating Censor, chien-ch'a 

yŭ-shìh in this case indicating the actual function). (3) 
YŭAN-CH'ING: Proofreader , a regular appointment. In 
Yŭan: one in the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) and one in 
each Branch Secretariat (hsing chung-shu sheng), all rank 
7a. In Ming: one each, 9a, in the Records Office (chao-mo 
so) of the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu) and of the Cen-
sorate (tu ch'a-yuan); also one each, 9b, on the staffs of 
Provincial Administration Commissions {ch'eng-hsŭan pu-
cheng shih ssu) and Provincial Surveillance Commissions 
(fi-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu). In Ch’ing: unranked, included 
on the staffs of Provincial Administration Commissions and 
some Prefectures (fu), but not after the first Ch’ing century. 
(4) CH'ING: Investigator，unranked policemen-like per-
sonnel employed in most Prefectures and some other units 
of territorial administration. BH: police inspector. 

805 chiĕn-chiàop'ī-yèn kuān 檢校批驗官 
YŭAN: Tea and Salt Inspector，subordinates of Salt Dis-
tribution Commissioners (tu chuan-yŭn yen shih) who staffed 
Tea and Salt Control Stations (chien-chiao p'i-yen- so) at 
strategic transport points to check on the weight of tea and 
salt bags in transit, to verify the government certificates 
accompanying them, and to catch traffickers in contraband 
tea and salt. See p'i-yen so. P53, 61. 

806 chiĕn-chiào M 檢校所 
YUAN: an abbreviation of chien-chiao p'i-yen so (Tea and 
Salt Control Station); see under chien-chiao p'i-yen kuan. 

807 chiĕn-chiào yu-shìh 檢校御史 
N-S DIV (Chin, N. Dyn.): Inspecting Censor, apparently 
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an antecedent of the Sui-Ch'ing Investigating Censor (chien-
ch'a yŭ-shih), though functions are not entirely clear; orig-
inated in 251; in the N. Dynasties, usually 12, rank 9. P18. 

808 chiēn-chìh 監置 
SUI: Supervisor of Transport , one appointed to the staff 
of the Hostel for Tributary Envoys (ssu-fang kuan) to in-
spect the camels, horses, carts, or boats of each tribute mis-
sion and to expose any violations of imperial instructions 
concerning transport; an ad hoc duty assignment, not a reg-
ular post. P l l . 

809 chiēn chīh-nà kuăn 監支納官 
CHIN-YUAN: Supervisor of Transactions at government 
granaries, rank 8 in Chin, 7a in Yiian. P8. 

810 chiēn chln-cWu ts'áo 監津渠曹 
HAN: Section Supervising Fords and Drainways, a cler-
ical unit found in some Later Han Commanderies (chŭn). 
HB: bureau of the inspection of fords and canals. 

811 chiēn-chōu 監州 
SUNG: Prefectural Supervisor, designation of central 
government officials detached to monitor the administration 
of Prefectures (chou), one per Prefecture, until the 1080s; 
could submit reports and complaints about local affairs 
without the knowledge or consent of the Prefect (chih-chou); 
no prefectural directive was considered authentic without 
the Supervisor's mark of approval. The formal title, ap-
pended as a suffix to the appointee�central government 
title, was Controller-general (t'ung-p'an) of ... Prefecture 
(chou). P72. 

812 chiēn-chù 監鑄 
CHIN, CH ING: Director of Coinage, a special duty as-
signment for an official with a substantive appointment that 
was normally specified by a suffix. In Chin used with the 
suffixes lang-chung (Director) máyŭan-wai lang (yice Di-
rector), signifying substantive posts in Bureaus (íjm) of the 
Ministry of Works (kung-pu). In Ch'ing used with suffixes 
such as t'ung-chih (Vice Prefect); each in charge of his 
Province's Coinage Service (ch'ien-chŭ). P16. 

813 chièn-chă 薦擧 
Throughout history, used as the verb to recommend, sig-
nifying the process whereby men were brought into gov-
ernment service on the basis of nominations by existing of-
ficials~in contrast, e.g，’ to winning official status on the 
basis of inheritance or on the basis of competence dem-
onstrated in recruitment examinations. May be encountered 
in cases when superior officials recommended subordinates 
for promotion. 

814 chìén-ch'ŭēh 簡缺 
CH'ING: Simple, a descriptive term attached as a prefix 
to the titles of the heads of Prefectures (fu), Departments 
(chou), Subprefectures (t'ing), Districts (hsien), and Gen-
eral Surveillance Circuits {fen^hsŭn taó), signifying that the 
volume, importance, and complexity of administrative 
business in their jurisdictions justified ranking them below 
counterparts designated’ in descending order of prestige, 
Most Important (tsui-yao)t Important (yao-ch'ŭeh), and Or-
dinary {chung-ch'ŭeh). The practice of differentiating among 
territorial appointees in this way probably began in late Ming 
times. 

815 chien-chăn 監軍 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV (Chin): Army Supervisor, one of sev-
eral designations of officers in command of armies on cam-
paign, e.g., Supervisor of the ... Army (chien ... chŭn); 
less prestigious than Commander-in-chief (tu-tu) but more 

so than Commander (tu). HB: inspector of the army. (2) 5 
DYN: a common abbreviation of chien-chŭn shih (Army-
supervising Commissioner), a representative of the central 
government dispatched in attempts to control semiauton-
omous regional Military Commissioners (chieh-tu shih). (3) 
CHIN; Army Supervisor, one of several designations for 
eminent Jurchen officers on the staff of the Bureau of Mil-
itary Affairs (shu-mi yuan). (4)' MING: a common abbre-
viation of chien-chun yŭ-shih (Army-inspecting Censor), 
designation of an Investigating Censor {chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) 
commissioned on an ad hoc basis to accompany an army 
on campaign, monitor its activities, and independently re-
port to the throne. P50. 

816 chiĕn-chŭn 監郡 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Departmental Magis-
trate (t'ung-p'an). 

817 chien-chun yu-shlh 監郡御史 
CH'IN: Commandery-inspecting Censor, a variant of 
chien-ch'a shih (Supervising Censor). 

818 chién-fā 揀發 
CH'ING: lit.，to select and send out or release; a prefix 
encountered before the titles of officials of the Wardens' 
Offices (ping-ma ssu) of the Five Wards {wu ch'eng) into 
which the capital was divided for police and fire-protection 
purposes, the meaning of which is not wholly clear; e.g., 
chien-fa fu chih-huì may mean Assistant to the Vice Com-
mander, or possibly something akin to Acting Vice Com-
mander. 

819 chiĕn-fă 檢法 
SUNG, CHIN, YŭAN: Legal Researcher, one or more, 
unranked except rank 8b in Chin, on the staff of the Cen-
sorate (yu-shih t'ai) until 1282; also in Chin's Court of the 
Imperial Clan (ta tsung-cheng fu). PI , 6, 18. 

820 chiĕn-fă àn 檢法案 
SUNG: Legíil Research Section, a minor unit staffed with 
law specialists, one in each of the Six Ministries (liu pu), 
one in the Right Bureau (yu-t'ing) of the Court of Judicial 
Review (ta-li ssu), SP: service du contrôle judiciaire (ju-
risprudence et lois). 
821 chién-fă kuăn 檢法官 
SUNG: Legal Researcher, unranked or low-ranking offi-
cial found in many offices including the Ministry of Rev-
enue (hu-pu) t Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu) t Censorate (yŭ-
shih-t'ai), Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu), State Fi-
nance Commission (san ssu)9 and that of the Judicial Com-
missioner (t'i-tien hsing-yŭ kung-shih, t'i-hsing ssu) in a 
Circuit (lu). SP: fonctionnaire chargé du contrôle judiciaire 
(jurisprudence et lois). Also see chien-fa. P52. 

822 chiēn-fŭ 監府 
SUI: Supervisor of Tribute Goods, one appointed to the 
staff of the Hostel for Tributary Envoys (ssu-fang kuan) to 
receive and care for proferted articles of tribute whenever 
a tribute mission arrived; an ad hoc duty assignment, not a 
regular post. P l l . 

823 chiēn-fŭ ts'áo 監福曹 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Superintendency of Buddhist Hap-
piness, a unit subordinate to the Chamberlain for Depend-
encies (ta hung-lu) that catered to the needs of foreign 
Buddhist priests during visits to China; staffing not clear. 
Before the end of the dynasty, superseded by the Office for 
the Clarification of Buddhist Profundities {chao-hsūan ssu). 
Also see seng-kuan. P17. 
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824 chiēn-hòu 監候 
SUI-CH'ING: Astronomical Observer, members of Sui’s 
astrological and calendar-calculating agency maintained by 
the Palace Library {pi-shu sheng) with the changing names 
Astrological Section {t'aì-shih ts'aó), Astrological Service 
{t'ai-shih chŭ), and Directorate of Astrology {t'ai-shih chien), 
in the early T'ang Astrological Service (t'ai-shih chŭ), Liao's 
Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien)t Yŭan's Astro-
logical Commission (t'aì-shih yŭan), and the Ming-Ch'ing 
Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien in early Ming, 
thereafter ch'in-t'ien chien); in Sui from 2 to 10，rank 9b; 
in T'ang one, 8a2; in Liao number and rank not clear; in 
Yuan 6, 8b; in early Ming 3, 8a; thereafter one, 9a. See 
wu-kuan chien-hou. RR: directeur de Vobservatiort des astres. 
BH: observer. P35. 

825 chiĕn-hòufŭ 監候府 
SUI: Office of Astronomical Observations, a unit in an 
agency maintained by the Palace Library {pi-shu sheng) that 
was confusingly called either the Astrological Section (t'ai-
shih ts'aó) or the Astrological Service (t'ai-shih chŭ) until 
c. 604, when it was redesignated Directorate of Astrology 
{t'ai-shih chien); consisted of 2 parts called the Left and 
Right Offices (fu) staffed with from 4 to 8 Timekeepers 
{ssu-ch'en shih), rank 9a，to whom were allocated 110 Stu-
dents of the Water Clock (lou-k'o sheng) under the tutelage 
of 4 apparently non-offîcial specialists called Erudites of 
the Water Clock (lou-k'o po-shih). P35. 

826 chiéìt'-hsiáng fáng 檢詳房 or chién-hsiáng 
sð檢詳所 

SUNG: Editorial Office, clerical units in the Bureau of 
Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian) and the Finance Planning 
Commission {chih-chih san-ssu t'iao-li ssu)t staffed with 
Editorial Cleiks (chien-hsiang wen-tzu, chien-hsiang kuan)y 
rank 6B. SP: chambre de contrôle, bureau de contrôle. 

827 chiēn'hsiāng shih 監香使 
SUNG: Commîssîonér for Incense Offerings, a duty as-
signment for one or more Censors (yŭ-shih) to participate 
in imperial sacrifices; specific occasions and functions not 
clear. SP: commissaire-surveillant de I'encens. 

828 chiĕn-hsìào 檢校 
See chien-chiao. 

829 chién'hsiŭ kuó-shĭh 監修國史 or chien-
hsiu 

SUNG, LIAO, CHIN: Chief Compiler of the Dynastic 
History, nominal head of the Historiography Institute (kuo-
shih yuan) and also，at least in Sung, of the True Records 
Institute (shih-lu yŭan)\ in Sung commonly the responsi-
bility of a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). SP: directeur de 
la rédaction de I'histoire de I'état. P3, 23, 25. 

830 chién-ksŭék pó-skìk 監學博士 
SUNG: Erudite Supervising Instruction, one of the des-
ignations used for officials of the School for the Sons of 
the State (kuo-tzu hsŭeh) and of the National University (t'ai-
hsūeh). SP: professeur. 

831 chièn-ì tà-fŭ 諫議大夫 
Grand Master of Remonstrance, one of the category of 
prestigious officials called Remonstrance Officials (chien-
kuan) or Speaking Officials (yen-kuan) whose principal 
function was to attend and advise the emperor, and espe-
cially to remonstrate with him about what they considered 
improper conduct or policy. (1) HAN-SUI: sometimes ren-
dered chien ta-fu or simply chìen-i; normally an honorific 
title awarded a particularly trusted high-ranking official, 

considered to be loosely attached to the Chancelleiy {men-
hsia sheng). HB: grandee remonstrant and consultant. (2) 
T'ANG: those prefixed Left were members of the Chan-
cellery and those prefixed Right were members of the Sec-
retariat (chung-shu sheng), all rank 5a till 843, then 4b; 
often simply called chien-ì, from 662 to 705 called cheng-
chien ta-fu. RR: conseiller censeur de I'empereur, (3) SUNG: 
prefixed Left and Right, both rank 4b, members of the 
Chancellery and Secretariat, respectively; were not reas-
signed to the new Remonstrance Bureau {chien-yŭan) when 
it was created c. 1020 but shared in the great prestige ac-
corded both Surveillance Officials (ch'a-kuan) and Re-
monstrance Officials, especially in N. Sung. SP: conseiller 
censeur de I'empereur, conseiller politique. (4) CHIN, 
MING: members of the Remonstrance Bureau, which was 
not perpetuated by Yiian and existed in Ming only from 
1380 to 1382; rank not clear; in Yuan and again after 1382, 
in a departure from tradition，remonstrance functions were 
specifically assigned to Censors. P19, 21. 

832 chièn-jŭi yíng 健銳營 
CH'ING: Scouting Brigade, one of the units into which 
members of the Inner Banners (nei-ch'i) were organized, 
normally commanded by a Prince (wang) serving as Com-
mander-general {t'ung-ling or tsung-t'ung)\ created in 1749 
particularly to assist in quelling revolts in Mongolia. BH: 
scouts, the light division. 

833 chièn-k'âng săn kuăn 建康三官 
N-S DIV (Liang): Three Wardens of Chien-k'ang, police 
chiefs of Chien-k'ang District (hsien) y the dynastic capital 
(modern Nanking); commonly cooperated with the Three 
Law Enforcement Aides (t'ing-wei san kuan) in conducting 
police investigations and trials regarding criminal offenses 
in the capital. P22. 

834 ckiĕWd yà-sMk 監課御史 
MING: Produce Levies Censor, duty assignment for In-
vestigating Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) to inspect the ac-
tivities and audit the accounts of Offices of Produce Levies 
(ch'ou-fen chu-mu chŭ) in the Peking and Nanking vicini-
ties. 

835 chiĕn-kuān 監官 
SUNG: Supervisory Official, a designation used for the 
heads of many minor offices throughout the government 
subordinate to Ministries {pu), the Palace Administration 
(tien-chung sheng), the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u 
ssu), the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu), etc. 
Sometimes used as a eunuch title. SP: surveillant. 

836 chièn-kuăn 諫官 
Remonstrance Official: from Han on，a generic term for 
officials appointed, on either a regular or an honorary basis, 
for the special purpose of keeping watch over documents 
flowing to and from the throne and to remonstrate with the 
ruler about conduct or policies that they considered im-
proper. In Han times and through the era of N-S Division, 
most remonstrance titles were honorific, awarded to offi-
cials considered especially trustworthy. By T'ang the of-
fices had become regular ones, divided between the Chan-
cellery (men-hsia sheng) and the Secretariat (chung-shu 
sheng). In Sung, c. 1020, an independent Remonstrance 
Bureau (chien-yŭan) was established; some modern histo-
rians interpret this development as an effort to deflect Re-
monstrance Officials' attention and efforts away from the 
ruler toward the Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang)，to whom 
they were no longer subordinate. From Yŭan on, except for 
a brief revival of the Remonstrance Bureau in the 1380s, 
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special Remonstrance Officials were not appointed and re-
monstrance functions became added responsibilities of 
Censors (yŭ-shìh), who had previously been limited in gen-
eral to maintaining watch over the officialdom and im-
peaching wayward officials, as Surveillance Officials (ch'a-
kuan). Remonstrance Officials through history were also 
commonly referred to as Speaking Officials (yen-kuan). The 
most common specific remonstrance titles included chien-
i ta-fu, pu-ch'ŭeh, and shih-i, qq.v. P18. 

837 chìen-kuān àn 諫官案 
SUNG: Remonstrance Section in the Chancellery {men-
hsia sheng) and the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), appar-
ently the offices of the Grand Masters of Remonstrance 
(chien-i ta-fu). SP: service de la réception des dépêches 
d'interpellation. 

838 chiēn-kuān VUUng 監官提領 
SUNG: Supervisory Director, 2，rank not clear, heads of 
the Storehouse of Spices and Silks (chi-chuang k'u) in the 
Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu). See t'i-ling. SP; 
surveillant administrateur. 

839 chièn-kuān yu-shĭh t'īng 諫官御史廳 
SUNG: Office of Remonstrating Censors, for a short time 
beginning in 1045 an agency of the Censorate iyū-shìh t'ai) 
charged with remonstrance functions and staffed with Re-
monstrating Censors (yen-shih yu-shih, yen-shih kuan, chien-
kuart yŭ-shih). 

840 chiĕn-kŭo 監國 
Lit., to supervise or oversee the state: throughout history 
used in the sense of Regent to prefix the title and name of 
a dignitary (commonly a member of the imperial family) 
to whom control over the central government was entrusted 
at periods when the ruler was traveling at a distance from 
the capital, or when the ruler was too young or otherwise 
unable to fulfill his normal functions. 

841 chiĕn-lín 監臨 
MING-CH'ING: Examiner, collective reference to offi-
cials presiding over lower-level civil service recruitment 
examinations. 

842 chien-lìng 監令 
Director, normally of a Directorate, e.g., the early Ming 
Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien); in such cases 
tfie full sense would seem best suggested by the rendering 
ssu-t'ien chien chien-ling, but the superfluous chien was 
commonly omitted. P35. 

843 chiēn-mén 監門 
Gate Guard . (1) CHOU: unranked functionaries or sol-
diers, numbers unspecified, on duty at each of the capital 
gates, under the supervision of a Gatekeeper (ssu-men) on 
the staff of the Ministry of Education (tì-kuan). CL: surv-
eillant des portes, (2) SUNG: unranked functionaries at-
tached to the Palace Administration {tien-chung sheng), the 
establishment of the Heir Apparent, the Court of Imperial 
Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu), etc.; often occurs with a 
place-name or agency-name insert, e.g., chien san sheng 
shu-mi yuan men (Guards at the Gates of the Three De-
partments and the Bureau of Militaiy Affairs). SP: garde 
de la surveillance des portes. (3) CHIN: one prefixed Left 
and one prefixed Right, in charge of the gates of the es-
tablishment of the Heir Apparent, i.e., the Eastern Palace 
(tung-kung). ?26t 38. 

844 chiēn-mén fŭ 監門府 
Lit., garrison or office of gate supervisors: Palace Gate 

Guard. (1) SUI: one of 2 units constituting the Palace Guards 
(ch'in-weí), elite troops drawn from the Twelve Guards (shih-
erh wei) stationed in and around the dynastic capital, which 
in turn were staffed on a rotational basis by Garrison Militia 
units (see fu-ping) throughout the state; headed by a Com-
mandant (lang-chiang) and a Vice Commandant (chiang). 
The other Palace Guards unit was the Imperial Bodyguard 
ipei-shett fu). (2) TANG: one prefixed Left and one pre-
fixed Right; from 636, units in the group of Sixteen Guards 
(shih-liu wei) stationed at the capital; in 662 retitled chien-
men wei. RR: garde de la surveillance des portes. P43, 

845 chiên-mén kuān 監門吕 
SUNG: Gate Tender, normally one unranked subofficial 
assigned to each important agency, e.g. , the Six Ministries 
(liu pu), the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien), the 
Court of the Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu). See chien-
men. SP: fonctionnaire chargé de surveillance des portes. 

846 chiēn-mén shuài-fŭ 監門率府 
SUI-SUNG: Gate Guard Command, one prefixed Left 
and one prefixed Right, military units assigned to the es-
tablishment of the Heir Apparent, each headed by a Com-
mandant (shuai), rank 4a in T'ang, 7b in Sung. In c. 604 
retitled kung-men chiang-fu (Palace Gates Guard Com-
mand); original Sui name revived in 622; from 662 to 670 
variantly designated ch'ung-i wei (Guard Honoring the In-
ner Apartments). RR+SP: garde de la surveillance des 
portes. P26. 

847 chiēn-mén wèi 監門衛 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Palace Gate Guard，one prefixed Left 
and one prefixed Right, units in the Sixteen Guards (shih-
liu wei) stationed at the dynastic capital; created in 662 by 
retitling of the chien-men fu; generally responsible for the 
defense of the imperial palace, especially for monitoring 
the comings and goings of authorized personnel and com-
modities. Each headed by a General-in-chief {ta chiang-
chun)t rank 3a 1 in T'ang, 4a in Sung; from 786 to the end 
of T'ang occasionally under the control of Generalissimos 
(shang chiang-chūn)y rank 2a2. Troops were originally pro-
vided on a rotational basis by Garrison Militia units (see 
fu-ping) t but the rotational system declined markedly in the 
700s and was terminated in 750. Thereafter through Sung 
all of the Sixteen Guards became largely decorative, pro-
viding posts to which members of the imperial family and 
perhaps other favorites could be appointed. See huan-wei, 
ch'in-wei, pei-shen fu. RR+SP: garde de la surveillance 
des portes. (2) SUI-CHIN: 2 of the Ten Guard Commands 
(shih shuai-fu, q.v.) assigned to the establishment of the 
Heir Apparent. P26. 

848 ckiĕn-mù shih 監牧使 or chien-mu 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Horse Pasturage Supervisor, members 
of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) delegated to 
monitor the activities of Horse Pasturages (mu-chien) in 
specified regions; in T'ang primarily bore the directional 
prefixes South, West, etc., coordinated by a Horse Pastur-
age Supervisor-in-chief (tu chien-mu shih); in Sung appar-
ently more numerous and with smaller jurisdictions, re-
porting through intermediary Herds Offices (ch'ŭn-mu ssu) 
to the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian). See chien, 
mu-ch'ang, mu-chien, mu-yiian, yūan-ma ssu. RR: com-
missaire impérial chargé de surveiller les élevages, com-
missaire impérial aux élevages. SP: commissaire à Vélevage 
des chevaux. P31. 

849 chiēn-p'àn 兼判 
SUNG: unofficial reference to a Vice Minister (see t'ung-
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p'an jíw) of the Court of the Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung 
ssu). SP; sous-directeur. 

850 chiēn-pHng 監平 
N-S DIV: variant of cheng-chien-p'ing (Three Law En-
forcement Aides). 

851 chien-săo kuān 監婦官 
SUNG: Dike Supervisor, 135 unranked suboffícials on the 
staff of the Directorate of Waterways {tu-shui chien), re-
sponsible to the State Finance Commission (san ssu). SP: 
fonctionnaire chargé de la surveillance des chaussées. P59. 

852 chiēn-shàn 監膳 
SUI-SUNG: Head Cook, 12 in Sui, 10 in T'ang, 15 in 
Sung, all non-official specialists on the staff of the Ban-
quets Office (ta-kuan shu), a unit in the Court of Imperial 
Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu). RR+SP: directeur des mets. 
P30. 

853 chiēn-shàn shih 監膳史 
TANG: Second Cook, 15 non-offícial specialists serving 
under Head Cooks (chien-shan) in the Banquets Office {ta-
kuan shu), a unit in the Court of Imperial Entertainments 
(kuang-lu ssu). RR: sous-directeur des mets. P30. 

854 chiĕn-shè 兼攝 
Concurrent Temporary Appointment, a term used from 
Sung on if not earlier when an official was assigned, in 
addition to his normal duty, to assist in (but not take charge 
of) another agency at a busy time. 

855 chièn-shēn 薦紳 
CHWG: one of many variants of shen-shih (the elite), q.v. 

856 chiĕn-shĕng 監生 
(1) SUNG-CHWG: National University Student，the most 
common generic designation of students admitted to the 
National University {fai-hsŭeh) maintained by the Direc-
torate of Education {kuo-tzu chien) • Normally subsidized by 
the state, all such students upon completion of their studies 
could be appointed directly to offices and were eligible to 

ipate in the Metropolitan Examination (sheng-shih, hui-
stage of the civil service examination recruitment sys-

tem. From mid-Ming on, the study body included Tribute 
Students (kung-sheng)，Official Students {kuan-sheng), 
Students by Purchase (li-chien)’ and other categories. SP: 
élève de I'université. BH: collegian ŏf the imperial academy 
of learning. (2) CH'ING: Student by Purchase Fourth 
Class, a subcategory of Students by Purchase (li-chien, q.v.) 
in the National University consisting of men who were ad-
mitted without having passed at any level of the civil ser-
vice examination recruitment system, in recognition of their 
contributions of grain or money to the state; also called min-
sheng (Civilian Student). 

857 chten-shìh 監事 
(1) T'ANG-CH'ING: Office Attendant, rank 8b in Ming, 
otherwise apparently unranked suboffícials, appointees in 
various units of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu), 
Court of Imperial Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu), Court of 
the Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu), Palace Administra-
tion (tien-chung sheng), etc. RR+SP: surveillant des 礎-
faires. (2) When the 2 characters envelop an agency name, 
in the form chien •,. shih, they indicate that an official not 
normally in charge of, or even associated with, the agency 
in question was on a temporary or some other special basis 
"supervising the affairs of” the named agency; hence con-
currently (?) Supervisor of the named agency, or (e.g., 
censorial) Inspector of it. 

858 chién-shìh 監試 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Examination Overseer , 'duty assign-
ment for a central government or, in Ming and Ch'ing, pro-
vincial official to assist as a proctor in a civil service re-
cruitment examination. 

859 chiĕn-shìh 翦氏 
CHOU: Exterminator’ one ranked as a Junior Serviceman 
(hsia-shih) in the Ministiy of Justice (ch’iu-kuan)，respon-
sible for keeping (the ruler's palace?) free of troublesome 
bugs and insects. CL: destructeur. 

860 chiĕn-shōu 監收 
CH'ING: Collection Superintendent, a general reference 
to Circuit Intendants (tao-t'ai) and other regional and local 
officials who directed tax collections at various gates’ passes, 
fords, etc. P62. 

861 chiĕn-shŏu hsìn-p'ào kuân 監守信礮官 
CH'ING; Commander of the Alarm Gun, one, rank 5a, 
at each of the gates of the dynastic capital, subordinate to 
a Commander-in-chief of the Alarm Guns (hsin-p'ao tsung-
kuan). BH: assistant controller of alarm-signal guns. 

862 chiên-shū pó-shìh 監書博士 
YUAN: Literary Erudite, designation of litterateurs as-
signed to the Hall for the Diffusion of Literature (hsŭan-
wert ko)t established in 1340; charged to counsel the Em-
peror on the precepts of the classics and the precedents of 
history, especially as participants in the Classics Collo-
quium (ching-yen). P23, 24. 

863 ckiĕn-sôu yŭ-shîh 監捜御史 
N-S DIV-T’ANG: Censorial Gate Monitor’ a duty as-
signment for a Censor (yŭ-shih) to station himself at the 
entrance to the imperial palace and monitor all officials en-
tering with memorials; the extent of this appointee's power 
is not clear, but no memorialist could enter the palace with-
out permission of the Censor on duty. The practice did not 
end until the early 700s. PI8. 

864 c/t/êra-抛監司 
(1) N-S DIV (Chin); unofficial reference to a Regional In-
spector (tz'u-shih). (2) N-S DIV (Liang): Supervisory Of-
fice, variant designation of the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai) or 
its senior executive offícial, nominally the Palace Aide to 
the Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng). (3) SUNG: 
Circuit Supervisor, a generic reference to coordinating 
commissioners of Circuits (lu); see shuai-ssu, ts'ao-ssu, hsien-
ssu, ts'ang-ssu. SP: intendant fiscal ou judiciaire de pro-
vince. (4) YUAN: apparently a generic reference to the 
Surveillance Commissions {t'i-hsing an-ch'a ssut su-cheng 
lien-fang ssu) of Circuits (tao) or to the executive officials 
of such agencies. (5) MING~CH’ING: Provincial Inten-
dant, a generic reference to those provincial officials known 
as Circuit Intendants {tao-t'ai). Cf. fang-mien. P51, 62. 

865 chièn tà-fū 諫大夫 
HAN: Grand Master of Remonstrance，a subordinate of 
the Chamberlain for Attendants (kuang-lu-hsŭn); anteced-
ent of chien-i ta-fu, q.v. HB: grandee remonstrant. 

866 chiēn t,ài-ts,āng shih 監太倉使 
T,ANG: Inspector of the Imperial Granaries, from 731 
a special duty assignment for an Investigating Censor {chien-
ch'a yŭ-shih) or a Palace Censor (tien-chung shih yŭ-shih) 
on the staff of the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai)； see t'ai-ts'ang. 
RR: commìssaire impérial à la surveillance du grenier 
impérial. PI 8. 
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867 chiēn-tāng kuān 監當官or chien-tang 
SUNG; State Monopoly Agent, a duty assignment for a 
Capital or Court Official (ching-ch'ao kuan), normally for 
a 3-year term, to administer the collection of taxes on state-
monopolized commodities such as tea，salt, and wine in a 
particular jurisdiction at the Prefecture (chou) or lower level. 
SP: gérant. P62. 

868 chìĕn-t9ăo kuān 檢討官or chien-t'ao 
Examining Editor, apparently with the principal function 
of checking the woric of copyists. (1) T'ANG: normally a 
concurrent duty assignment for officials regularly holding 
other posts, one assigned to the Court of Imperial Sacrifices 
(t'ai-ch'ang ssu)y unspecified numbers to the Academy of 
Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yiian) and to the 
Secretariat (chung-shu sheng). RR: fonctionnaire chargé 
d'examiner et de scruter les textes. (2) SUNG: rank not clear, 
assignments scattered among the Institute for the Venera-
tion of Literature {ch'ung-wen yuan) of the Secretariat of 
the Heir Apparent (tso ch'urt-fang), the Department of State 
Affairs (shang-shu sheng)t the Chajicellery (men-hsia sheng)， 
the Palace Library {pi-shu sheng), etc. SP: rédacteur-as-
sistant. (3) CHIN: 2, rank 9b, usually sons and grandsons 
of high officials’ in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices. (4) 
MING-CH'ING: rank 7b, 4 then 6 in Ming, no specified 
numbers in Ch'ing, staff members of the Hanlin Academy 
(han-lin yuan). BH: corrector. P4, 23，25, 27. 

869 chiēn'tiĕn shè-jén 監殿舍人 
SUI: Palace Secretary, 4，rank not clear, members of the 
Palace Attendance Service (nei-chih chŭ) in the Secretariat 
of the Heir Apparent (men-hsia fang). P26. 

870 chiēn-tsào 監造 
Work Superintendent. (1) SUNG: 2, rank not clear, in 
the Armaments Office (chŭn-ch'i so) of the Ministry of Works 
(kung'pu). SP: surveiUant de fabrication. (2) CHWG: one, 
rank 6 or 7, in the Imperial Printing Office (hsiu-shu ch'u) 
in the Hall of Military Glory (wu-ying tien). BH: overseer 
of works. P37. 

871 chiĕn-ts'áo 監漕 
T'ANG: Director of Transport, an unranked suboffîcial 
who was one of the less important sta^ members of the 
Office of Boats and Boatnien (chou-chi shu), which was 
the 632-738 equivalent of the Directorate of Waterways (tu-
shui chien); also 10，rank 9bl , from c. 627 to the 760s or 
770s in the Office of Rivers and Canals {ho^cku shu), á 
unit of the Directorate of Waterways. RR: directeur des 
transports púr eau. P60. 

872 ckiēn-tsd 監作 
Work Supervisor. (1) SUI: 12 unranked subofficìals in the 
Court for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso ssu). (2) T'ANG: 
variable numbers, unranked, in units of the Directorate for 
the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso chien); 4 each, rank 9b2, 
in the Central Service Office (chung-shang shu) and the 
Foundry Office (chang-yeh shu)y both units in the Direc-
torate of Imperial Manufactories (shao-fu chien); one, rank 
9b2, in the Office of Female Services (i-t'ing chŭ) of the 
Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). RR: directeur 
des travaux. (3) SUNG: one unranked subofficial in the 
Crossbows Office (chia-nufang shu) of the Directorate for 
Armaments (chíin-ch'i chien). SP: surveillant. P14，15，38. 

873 chiĕn-tŭ 監督 
MING-CH'ING: Superintendent, normally very low rank 
or unranked, found in charge of various granaries, store-
houses, post stations, stables’ etc. BH: inspector. 

$83 chien-yueh kuan 
874 chiĕn-wù wû 監物務 
SUNG: Office of Monopolized Goods, in charge of state-
controlled exchanges in each Prefecture (chou); staffing not 
clear. SP: surveillant d'échange monopolisé dans une 
préfecture. 

875 ckiĕn-yŭ 監押 
SUNG: Supervisor of Militia, duty assignment of a staff 
member at the Prefecture {fu, chou) and lower levels; a 
common concurrent responsibility of a District Magistrate 
(hsien-ling). SP: fonctionnaire militaìre chargé de Ven-
traînement des troupes, commissaire à la surveillance 
générale. 

876 chiĕn-yìn 監印 
YUAN: Superintendent of Seals, 2, probably of noble sta-
tus but rank not clear，assigned as aides to the Directcn* 
(ling) of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) or of a Branch 
Secretariat (hsing chung-shu sheng). P4. 
877 chiētt-yu 監獄 
Prison: a term used irregularly throughout history. See nei-
chien, wai-chiert, nan-chiert, pei-chien. 
878 ckiĕn yà-shĭh 監御史 
HAN: Supervising Censor, a term used for staff members 
of the Censorate (yŭ-shih fu) when sent out to tour and in-

Comnumderíes (chŭn); in 106 B.C. superseded by 
nt Regional Inspectors {tz'u-shìh) in 13 Regions (pu, 

chou). HB: inspecting secretary. PI8. 
879 chiĕn-yŭàn 檢院 
SUNG: abbrcviaited reference to teng-wen chien-yŭan (Public 
Petitioners Review Office), q.v. 

880 chiēn-yŭàn 監院 
SUNG: variant of ch'a-yŭan (Investigation Bureau), q.v. 

881 ckièn-yŭón 諫垣 
(1) SUNG: unofficial reference to the Censorate (yŭ-shih 
t'ai). (2) MING-CH'ING: may be encountered as an un-
official reference to the Six Offices of Scrutiny (liu k'o). 
882 ckièn-yŭàn 諫院 
Remonstrance Bureau. (1) SUNG: nominally established 
c. 1020 (1017?), but without a significant staff until after 
1032; thereafter an autonomous agency of the ceŭtral gov-
ernment charged to scmtinize documents flowing to and from 
the throne and to criticize proposals and policy decisions 
considered improper; staffed witìi Remonstra^ors (ssu-chien) y 
rank 7a, and Exhorters (cheng-yen), 7b. St*： cour des re-
monstrances, bureau de critique pplúiqiie. (2) CHIN: staffed 
with Grand Masters of Remonstrance (chien-i ta-fu)y Re-
monstrators, Rectifiers of Omissions (pu-ch'Ueh), and Re-
minders (shih-i)f ranks not clear. (3) MING: existed from 
1380 to 1382 only, with a Grand Master of Remonstrance 
as head; thereafter remonstrance functions were assigned to 
members of the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan)’ as in Yuan times, 
and also members of the Six Offices of Scrutiny (liu k'o). 
P19. 

883 chìĕn-yŭĕh kuăn 檢閱官 or chien-yŭeh 
Editorial Examiner. (1) SUNG: unspecifíed numbers of 
low-ranking or unranked editorial clerks in the Historiog-
raphy Institute (kuo-shih yuan), the True Records Institute 
(shih-lu yŭan)y and the Institute for the Veneration of Lit-
eratme (ch'ung-wen yuan). SP: examinateur. (2) CHIN: one, 
rank 9b, in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) 
from 1201 to 1204 only; also 5 Jurchen and 5 Chinese, 9b, 
in the Historiography Institute. (3) YŭAN: 4，8a, in the 
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Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan), normally designated han-
lin chien-yŭeh, (4) MING: Yŭan pattern retained until 1381, 
then discontinued. (5) CH'ING: from 6 to 8，apparently 
unranked subofficìais, assisted íhe Grand Secretary (ta hsŭeh-
shih) in charge of the Hall of Literary Profundity (wen-yuan 
ko). BH; inspector. P23，25, 27. 

884 chiēn-yun 監運 
Supervisor of Transport, a common abbreviated reference 
to several types of officials responsible for the transport of 
tax commodities to the dynastic capital or for even broader 
fiscal affairs, such as T^ng^s Transport Commissioners 
{chuan-yŭn shih), Sung-Chin Fiscal Commissioners (also 
chuan-yŭn shih), Yuan-Ming Salt Distribution Commis-
sioners (tu cfman‘yun yen shih), etc. 

885 ch’iĕn僉 ot簽 
A prefix found attached to official titles, literally suggesting 
and perhaps originally denoting a seal-keeper for or co-sig-
natory with the official whose title follows, but ordinarily 
used to designate an Assistant less prestigious than a 
Vice ... (fu ...)； e.g., the Ming-Ch*ing Provincial Sur-
veillance Commission (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu) was headed 
by a Surveillance Commissioner {an-ch*a shih), rank 3a, 
and usually included in its executive stāîf severál Surveil-
lance Vice Commissioners (an-ch'a fu-shih), 4a, and As-
sistant Surveillance Commissioners (an-ch'a ch'ien-shih), 
5a. 

886 ck’ién 鈴 
SUNG: an abbreviated reference to the Commandant 
(ch'ien-hsia) on the staff of a Prefecture (chou). 

887 cWiēn chi 千騎 
T'ANG: Thousand Cavaliers, an elite group of mounted 
archers who, in 2 shifts, escorted the Emperor on hunts and 
other outings; created in 689 by an expansion of the original 
Hundred Cavaliers (po chi), in 707 (710?) further trans-
formed into the Myriad Cavaliers (wan chi), from which 
quickly evolved the Left and Right Militant as Dragons 
Armies (lung-wu chŭn) of the Northern Command (pei-ya). 
RR: mille cavaliers. 

888 ck’ién-ckién 錢監 
CHIN: Directorate of Coinage, a generic term for several 
agencies; see pao-fang ch'ien-chien, pao-yŭan ch'ien-chien, 
li-yung ch'ien-chien, fu-t'ung ch'ien-chien. P16. 

889 ck'ién-chu 錢局 
(1) MING: Coinage Service, an unofficial reference early 
in the dynasty to Provincial Coinage Services (pao-ch'ūan 
chū); also see pao-yŭan chŭ. (2) CH'ING: Provincial 
Coinage Service, a generic name for agencies in most 
Provinces and such closely dependent territories as Sin-
kiang that produced and circulated copper coins under the 
direction of the appropriate Provincial Administration 
Commissions (ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu) and under 
the relatively loose guidance of 2 Coinage Offices (ch'ien-
fa t'ang) at the dynastic capital，one subordinate to the Min-
istry of Revenue (hu-pu) t one to the Ministry of Works (kung-
pu). Provincially-produced coins were separately identifi-
able, and each Provincial Coinage Service had a Province-

ifìc, often archaic name in the pattern poó-(place-name) 
e.g.，poo-Chin chŭ (Shansi), poo-Che chŭ (Chekiang). 

However, all coins were produced from designs issued by 
tìie Ministry of Revenue. Provincial Services were staffed 
by generically-designated Coinage Officials (chien-chu kuan; 
see under chien-chu) on duty assignments from (or con-
currently with) regular posts in appropriate Prefectures (fu) 

as Vice Prefects (t'ung-chih) or Assistant Prefects (t'ung-
p'an)y ranks 5a and 6a, respectively; they were more spe-
cifically designated, e.g., as Vice Prefect of^Pao-ting (serv-
ing as) Supervisor (p'an ... shih) of the Shansi Coinage Ser-
vice. Cf. ch'ien-chien, p'an. P6，16. 

890 chHén-chŭn 前軍 
Army of the Front, one of the units into which Chinese 
military forces were traditionally divided, others at the same 
hierarchical level being the Army of the Left (tso-chūn), 
Army óf the Center (chung-chŭn), Army of the Right (yu-
chŭn), and Army of the Rear (hou-chŭn), each normally 
commanded by a General (chiang-chŭn): e.g.’ General of 
the Front (ch,ien chiang-chiin) or General of the Army of 
the Front (ch'ien-chŭn chiang-chŭn). 

891 c紀ién-fă t’áng 錢法堂 
Lit., monetary policy hall: Coinage Office. (1) MING: a 
quasi-official reference to the special Ministry of Revenue 
{hu-pu) post of Vice Minister Supervisory Manager of 
Coinage (tu-li ch'ien-fa shih-lang), established in the 1620s 
to expedite production of coins for emergency defense needs. 
See pao-ch'ŭan chŭ. (2) CH'ING: established in 1644 after 
the Ming example under the Ministry of Revenue with a 
Vice Minister of Revenue, either Chinese or Manchu, serv-
ing concurrently as Manager of the Coinage Office {kuan-
li ch'ien-fa t'ang); but very quickly expanded into 2 Offices, 
one headed by a Vice Minister of Revenue and one by a 
Vice Minister of Works (kung-pu shih-lang), each desig-
nated Right Vice Minister Supervisory Manager of the 
Coinage Office {tu-li ch'ièn-fa t'ang yu shih-lang). Origi-
nally in each case a Chinese official held the post, but in 
1679 it was ordered that there should always be one Man-
chu and one Chinese Supervisory Manager. In 1761 the 
Ministry of Revenue's Coinage Office created a subordi-
nate unit called the Office of Dies (chang-kao ssu) staffed 
with one Manchu and one Chinese official delegated from 
the Ministry's Bureaus (ch'ing-li ssu). The 2 Coinage Of-
fices had top-level supervisory responsibility for the pro-
duction and circulation of copper coins throughout the em-
pire, but that responsibility seems to have been filtered in 
each case through a Metropolitan Coinage Service (pao-
ch'ŭàn chŭ in the Ministry of Revenue, pao-yŭan chŭ in the 
Ministry of Woiks; see both entries). Also see ch'ien-chŭ. 
P6, 16. 

892 chnén-fēng yíng 前鋒營 
CH'ING: Vanguard Brigade, an elite military unit made 
up of members selected from all Manchu and Mongol Ban-
ners (ch'i)，responsible for guarding the imperial palace in 
peacetime and for first engaging the enemy on campaign; 
not considered part of the Imperial Bodyguard {ch'in-chŭn 
ying); divided into Left and Right Wings (/)’ each led by 
a Commander-geheral (t'ung-ling); headed overall by an 
Imperial Prince also entitled Commander-general {t'ung-ling, 
tsung-t'ung). BH: vanguard division. 

893 ch’ién-fŭ 鍈府 
HAN: Tax and Credit Office, in the reign of Wang Mang 
(A.D. 9-23) established in official markets of the dynastic 
capital and 5 other major cities, subordinate to Market Mas-
ters {shih-shih)\ see under wu chŭn-ssu shih-shih (Five Mar-
ket Masters). 

894 chHēn-fŭ chăng 千夫長 or ch'ien-fu 
YUAN-MING: lit.’ leader of 1,000 men: Battalion Com-
mander, variant of ch'ien-hu, q.v. In Ming used princi-
pally as a title bestowed on southwestern aboriginal chief-
tains. P72. 
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895 chHén-háng 前行 
(1) T^ANG-SUNG: Front Echelon of Ministries (pu) in the 
Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), specifically 
meaning the Ministries of Personnel {lì-pu) and of War (ping-
pw)’ which were more prestigious than the Middle Echelon 
(chung-hang) comprising the Ministries of Revenue (hu-pu) 
and Justice (hsing-pu) and the Rear Echelon (hou-hang) 
comprising the Ministries of Rites (lí-pu) and of Worics (kung-
pu). P38. (2) SUNG: Senior Clerk (?), an uncommon title 
coupled with Junior Clerk (? hou-hang), apparently un-
ranked subofficìals; found in the Court of Palace Attendants 
(hsiian~hui yŭan), the Accounting Office (shen-chi ssu) of 
the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu)t etc. SP: 
employé de rang avaneé. 

896 ch，ién-háng chèng-láng 前行正郞 
T'ANG: a collective reference to Vice Ministers (shih-lang) 
of the Front Echelon (ch'ien-hang), i.e., of the Ministries 
of Personnel (lì-pu) and of War (ping-pu) in the Department 
of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), who until c. 712 mo-
nopolized duty assignments as Participants in the Drafting 
of Proclamations (chih-chih-kao) in the Administration 
Chamber (cheng-shih t'ang)’ where Grand Councilors (tsai-
hsiang) presided over general governmental affairs in con-
sultation with the Emperor. RR: secretaire régulier de pre-
mier rang. 

897 ch'ién-háng yîn 前行引 
Forward Scout: possible variant romanization of ch'ien 
hsing-yin, q.v. 

898 chHén-hsiá 鈐轄 
SUNG-CHIN: lit., controller of the seal (？): (1) Military 
Administrator of a Circuit (/m), an army on campaign, etc.; 
not a combat commander, but apparently something like an 
administrative aide to a commander. Usually a concurrent 
title for either a civil official or a military officer with a 
substantive post elsewhere in the governmental establish-
ment. Commonly expanded to the more explicitly military 
form ping-ma ch'ienrhsia (lit., Military Administrator of 
Infancy and Cavalry); prefixed variants include Chief (tu) 
and Vice (fu) Military Administrators. SP: directeur mili-
taire. (2) Administrative Aide, a non-military assignment 
in such agencies as a Branch Directorate of Waterways (wai 
tu-shtíi chien), sometimes with eunuch appointees dele-
gated from the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). 
P59. 

8 9 9 cA，tóu-/wtó 鈐轄敎功所 
SUNG; Office of Musical Instruction, an agency of the 
Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). SP: direction 
de Venseignement de la musique. 

900 ch'ién hsîng-yín 前行引 
Forward Scout: designation of a common member of the 
retinue of an official in travel status, a guide to the route 
ahead. 
901 ch，ién-kùsð 千戶所 
Lit., place (establishment) of 1,000 households: Battalion， 
a basic military unit normally comprising c. 1,000 men and 
headed by a Battalion Commander {ch*ien-hu). In Chin, the 
Chinese rendering (ch'ien-hu) of the Jurchen word meng-
an, q.v. In Ytìan, 10 such units, each with a Commander 
Tanked 5a’ constituted a Brigade {wan-hufu) or Guard (wei). 
In Ming, 5 such units, each with a Commander ranked 5a, 
constituted a Guard (wei). In Ch'ing, used only as a des-
ignation for some submissive aboriginal tribes in the South-
west, whose chiefs were variably titled Battalion Com-

manders (ch'ien-hu), Battalion Vice Commanders {fu ch'ien-
hu), or sometimes Battalion Heads (ch'ien-hu chang), 

902 cVién-jén 慊人 
T'ANG: Retainer, categorical reference to non-official clerks 
and messengers authorized for the staffs of central govern-
ment officials on special assignments outside the capital. 

903 chHēn-jén 千人 
HAN: Battalion Commander, an irregular military title 
apparently equivalent to the ch'ien-hu of later times. HB: 
millarìan. 

904 chHén-kuăn 錢官 
Common abbreviation of chu~ch'ien kuan (Coins Offi-
cials). 

905 cA’铋n-fídn容 ifciíărt 錢糧官 
SUNG: Bursar, one, probably an unranked suboffieial, in 
the Prefectural School ifu-hsŭeh) at K'ai-feng fu, the dy-
nastic capital in N. Sung; presumably managed the issuance 
of stipends and allowances to staff members and students. 
SP: percepteur. 

906 ch’ién-liáng yá-mén 錢糧衙H 
CH'ING: Office of the Paymaster, an agency of the Im-
perial Household Administration (nei-wu fu) responsible for 
issuing pay and rations to members of the Inner Banners 
(nei-ch'i). BH: pay office. 

907 ch'ién-mă 前馬 
Variant form of hsi-ma (Frontrider). 

908 ch，iĕn-niŭ chiāng-chăn 千牛將軍 
(1) rANG, SUNG, UAO: General of the Personal Guard 
(ch'ien-niu wei), one of the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) 
at the dynastic capital; 2nd or 3rd officer in the Guard's 
command echelon, rank 3 or 4; after mid-T'ang a sinecure 
for members of the imperial family or other favored dig-
nitaries. (2) CHIN: Personal Guard General, a title of 
honor granted to favored courtiers, although no Personal 
Guard unit seems to have been established. 

909 chHēn-niû pèi-shên 千牛備身 or ch'ien-
niu 

SUI-SUNG: lit., a swordsman (ch'ien-niu) personal guard, 
the swordsman idea deriving from Chuang-tzu's anecdote 
about a butcher so skilled that he slaughtered several thou-
sand oxen over 19 years without dulling the blade of his 
sword or knife: Swordsman Guard, 8 men authorized for 
service in the establishment of the Heir Apparent in Sui, 
after c. 604 retitled ssu-chang tso-yu (Swordsman Atten-
dant). Restored in T'ang as members of various military 
units，principally the 2 Personal Guards (ch'ien-niu wei) of 
the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) stationed at the dynastic 
capital; continuing at least nominally in Sung. RR+SP: garde 
aux sabres tranchants. P26, 43. 

910 chHēn-niŭ wèi 千牛衛 or ch9iēn-niûfŭ 

千牛府 
T'ANG, SUNG, LIAO: Personal Guard, one prefixed Left 
and one prefixed Right, military units in the array at the 
dynastic capital called the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) in 
T'ang and Sung; in cooperation with units of T,ang’s 
Northern Command ipei-ya), responsible for maintaining 
security of the imperial palace; in Sung and Xiao had merely 
nominal existence, officer posts being awarded to members 
of the imperial family and other favored dignitaries. Cre-
ated in 660 by reorganization of the Left and Right Guards 
(tso-fu, yu-fu; cf. tso-wei, yu-wei); briefly in 662 given the 
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variant visa^feng-ch'en wei. Members of these Guards were 
commonly called Swordsmen Guards (ch'ien-niu pei-shen). 
Also see pei-shen fu. RR+SP: garde aux sabres tran-
chants. P43. 

911 ch9iēn-p9àn 簽判 
SUNG: abbreviated reference to the Notary of the Ad-
ministrative Assistant (ch'ien-shu p'an-kuan t'ing kung-shih, 
q.v.) in a Prefecture (chou). P32. 

912 ck，iĕn-p,àn t*àì-shih chiĕn shih 
僉判太史監事 

MING: Assistant Director of Astrology in the early Ming 
Directorate of Astrology (t'ai-shih chien), ranking below both 
the Director of Astrology (t'ai-shih ling) and the Vice Di-
rector of Astrology (t'ung-p'an t'ai-shih chien shih). P35. 
913 ck’ién-pó àn 鍈帛案 
SUNG: Coins and Silks Section； one of 8 Sections in the 
early Sung Tax Bureau (tu-chih ssu), normally headed by 
an Administrative Assistant (p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan); oversaw 
the provisioning of money and textiles required for the pay-
ment of official salaries and the issuance of military uni-
forms. In íhe 1080s transferred into the Treasury Bureau 
(chin-pu) of the Ministry of Revenue {hu-pu). SP: service 
des monnaies et de tissus de soie. P7, 52. 

914 cA滋u-zwíwtì錢帛司 
LIAO: Tax Office, a collection agency for a territory spec-
ified in a prefix’ normally a Prefecture (chou); headed by 
a central government delegate designated Inspector-general 
(tu tien-chien)，Superìntendent-in-chief (tu fi-tien), or Su-
pervisor-general (tsung-mu)t or sometimes a combination 
of tsung-mu as prefix and tu tien-chien as suffix. P52. 

915 ch^iên-pù 鉛部 
T'ANG: lit” ministiy of ores: a variant of ch*ŭan-put itself 
an unofficial reference to the Ministry of Personnel (//-
pw). 

916 ch'ién-shĕng 前省 
SUNG: Front Section of the Palace Domestic Service (nei-
shih sheng), as distinguished from the Rear Section (hou-
sheng); division of functions not clear. SP: département 
antérieur du palais intérieur, 

917 ck’ién-skìk僉事 or 簽事 
A suffix found attached to agency names, or a term some-
tiines enclosing an agency name in the form ch'ien .., shih, 
literally suggesting and perhaps originally denoting a seal-
keeper for or co-signatory with úie head of tìie named agency ; 
normally designating a 3rd- or occasionally a 2nd-level ex-
ecutive official in the agency, as Assistant . . . . E.g., the 
Ming-Ch'ing Provincial Surveillance Commission (fi-hsing 
an-ch'a shih ssu) was headed by a Surveillance Commis-
sioner (an-ch'a shih), rank 3a, and usually included in its 
executive staff several Surveillance Vice Commissioners (an-
ch'a JU-shih), 4a, and Assistant Surveillance Commission-
ers (an-ch'a ch'ien-shih), 5a. See under ch'ien. 

918 ch'iēn'Shŭ 簽書 
SUNG: abbreviated reference to the Notary of the Ad-
ministrative Assistant in some Military Commissions (see 
ch'ien-shu chieh-tu p'an-kuan t'ing kung-shih). 

9 1 9 ch'iĕn'Shū 簽樞 
SUNG: abbreviated reference to the Notary of the Bureau 
of Military Affairs (chHen-shu shu-mi yiian shih). 

920 chfién-shŭ 錢署 
N-S DIV (Sung): Coinage Office, established in 430, ap-
parently subordinate to the Chamberlain for the Palace Rev-

enues (shao-fu); staffing not clear till 454, then staffed with 
Coins Officials (chu-ch'ien kuan). P16. 

921 chfién-shā chiéh-tù p'àn-kuān t，īng kŭng-
shih簽書節度判官廳公事 

SUNG: Notary of the Administrative Assistant to the 
Military Conunissioiier, one, rank 8b’ on the staff of some 
Military Commissions (chieh-tu shih ssu) in early Sung; in 
S. Sung on the staff of Lin-an Prefecture (Hangchow) and 
perhaps other units of territorial administration. SP; sig-
nataire des dépêches officielles dans la salle des assistants. 
922 ch'iĕn-shŭ p'àn-kuăn t9īng kūng-shìh 

簽書判官廳公事 
SUNG: Notary of the Administrative Assistant in a Pre-
fecture (chou) or Military Prefecture (chūn)t no specified 
number, rank 8b; presumably responsible for handling pre-
fectural correspondence, especially with subordinate units. 
Also known as the Record Keeper SP: signataire 
du personnel surveillant dans une préfecture. 

923 ch’iĕn-skŭ shéng-shìk 簽書省事 
SUNG: Notary of the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih 
sheng); a eunuch post also known as ya-pan (Administra-
tive Aide). SP: signataire des affaires du département du 
palais intérieur. 

9 2 4 ch'ien-shū shū-mì yŭàn shih 
簽書樞密院事 

SUNG-LIAO: Notary of the Bureau of Military AfTairs 
{shu-mi yuan), a 2nd-ìevel executive official of the Bureau» 
rank 2b; in Liao in the Northern Bureau of Military Affairs 
(pei shu-mi yuan) only. SP: signataire des affaires du bu-
reau des affaires militaires. P12. 

925 ch'iēn-shā yŭàn-shìh 簽書院事 
(1) SUNG: abbreviated reference to ch'ien-shu shu-miyŭan 
shih (Notary of the Bureau of Military Affairs). (2) YUAN: 
found in a relatively important role on the executive staffs 
of various state Academies and Institutes in the form ch'ien 
(character lacking bamboo radicaĭ)-jA/ft ... (agency name) 
shih, suggesting Administrative Aide. P3. 
926 ch，iĕn-t,īng kuăn 簽廳官 or ch，ien-t,ing 
SUNG: abbreviated reference to the ch'ien-shu p'an-kuan 
fing kung-shih (Notary of the Administrative Assistant). 
927 ch'iēn-tsŭng 千總 
CH'ING: lit” leader of 1,000 men: Company Com-
mander, rank 6a’ in tíie Chinese militaiy establishment called 
the Green Standards (lu-ying); leader of a Company (shao) 
of 100 men, 5 of which theoretically constituted a Brigade 
(yéng). BH: lieutenant. P37. 

928 ch'ién-ts'ŭng 慊從 
T'ANG: variant of ch'ien-jen (Retainer). 

929 ck’ién tŭ yà*sMh 僉轹御史 
MINGM^H'ING: Assistant Censor-in-chief of the Cen-
sorate (tu ch'a-yuan)t ranking below Censor-in-chief (tu yŭ-
shih) and Vice Censor-in-chief <Ju tu yŭ-shih); in Ming 2 
each prefixed Left or Right, rank 5a till 1384, then 4a; in 
Ch'ing a post (prefixed Left only) reserved for a Chinese 
but abolished in 1745. In Ming after 1453 the title was 
commonly granted as a concurrent appointment (for pres-
tíge purposes) to officials assigned as Grand Coordinators 
(hsŭn-fu) of some Provinces. P18, 49. 

930 ck，iéffyín tò-cVén 前弓ì大& 
CH'ING: Grand Minister of the Vanguard，10 hereditary 
dignitaries who led the Imperial Guardsmen (shih-wei)t 
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subordinate to the Grand Minister of the Imperial House-
hold Department Concurrently Controlling the Imperial 
Guardsmen (ling shih-wei nei ta-ch'en). BH: chamberlain 
of the van-guard. 

931 ch9iēn-yŭàn 僉院 or 簽院 
(1) YUAN: Assistant Commissioner, normally 1 � r a n k 3b’ 
in such agencies as the Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-
i yuan), the Astrological Commission (t'ai-shih yuan), Bu-
reaus of Transmission (i'ung-cheng yiian), and the House-
hold Service for the Heir Apparent (ch'u-cheng yiian); nor-
mally outranked by Commissioners (shih) and Vice 
Commissioners (fu-shih). P26, 35, 36. (2) MING-CHWG: 
may be encountered as an abbreviated reference to ch'ien 
tu yŭ-shih (Assistant Censor-in-chief). 

932 ck’ién-yŭán yŭàn 乾元烷 
T'ANG: Academy of Heaven, established in 717, then in 
718 retitled Academy in the Hall of Elegance and Rectitude 
(li-cheng tien hsiu-shu ytìan)f which in 725 was retitled 
Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yŭart). 
RR: cour céleste. P25. 

933 cAîA.直 
Lit., straight, direct, upright. (1) Commonly used, either 
as prefix or suffix, in the sense to take up duty in …， t o 
be on duty in or a ... duty group, designating persons 
or groups who shared duties in some rotational scheme or 
functional distribution. E.g，，Sui dynasty Bodyguards (pei~ 
shen) of the Heir Apparent included chih-ko (those on duty 
in the Hall), chih-ch'in (those on duty in the Bedchamber), 
etc.; and Sung dynasty Palace Guards (tien-ch'ien shih-wei) 
were divided into 4 Duty Groups (see ssu chih), including 
Crossbowmen on Duty (nu-chih)t Bowmen on Duty (^u/t^-
chien chih), etc. Cf. fan (on rotational duty). (2) TANG-
SUNG: Auxiliary, originally designating someone, nor-
mally an Academician {hsŭeh-shih) y who was assigned to 
an agency without having nominal status in the agency, e.g., 
chih chi-hsien yuan (Auxiliary in the Academy of Scholarly 
Worthies), chih shih-kuan (Auxiliary in the Historiography 
Office). In time many such titles became regularized, with 
specified rank status. 1^3, 25，26. 

934 chih 知 
Lit., to know, to take notice of: from Han times on’ com-
monly used as a prefix to an agency name in the sense to 
manage or to administer, often in the form chih ... shih 
(managing the affairs of ...)，i.e., Administrator of .... 
Originally suggested a specially authorized appointment of 
someone with nominally different status to serve in a nor-
mally more prestigious post as administrator of an agency: 
e.g., shih-chung chih tung-kung shih (Palace Attendant and 
Administrator of the Eastern Palace) in Han, chieh-tu fu-
shih chih chieh-tu shih (Vice Military Commissioner and 
Administrator of the Military Commission) in T'ang, chi-
shih-chung chih chien-yŭan (Supervising Secretary and Ad-
ministrator of the Remonstrance Bureau) in Sung. Not later 
than Sung times, some titles of this sort became regular-
ized: e.g., chih-hsien (District Magistrate). Although the 
term chih normally designated the official principally in 
charge of an agency, such was not always the case; e.g., 
see chih-kuan (Vice Superintendent) of Ch*ing times. P5, 
6’ 12，15, 

935 chih 織 
N-S DIV (Chou): Weaver, 4 categories in the Ministry of 
Works (tung-kuan): Weavers of Silks (chih-ssU)’ of Colors 
(chih-ts'ai), of Linens (chih-hsi), and of Tassels (chih-tsu); 
apparently divided equally between the ranks of Ordinary 

Serviceman {chung-shih; 8a) and Junior Serviceman (hsia-
shih; 9a). P14. 

936 chih 職 
Assignment，a term normally referring to an official's 
functional duty regardless of his nominal rank status or other 
special circumstances. Thus a chih-kuan (assigned official) 
was differentiated from a san-kuan (unassigned official; 
prestige title). An official might nevertheless be detached 
from his assigned duty (chih) to provide a special service 
on commission (ch'at-ch'ien), but this did not alter his basic 
status and rank in the service. 

937 chīk-ck’āifáng友差房 
SUNG: Troop Disposition Section in the Bureau of Mil-
itaiy Affairs (shu-mi yuan); one of 12 Sections created in 
tjie iéign of Shen-tsung (1067-1085) to manage adminis-
frátivé affairs of military garrisons throughout the country, 
in geographic clusters, or to supervise specified militaiy 
ûinctioAs on an empire-wide scale. This Section supervised 
the transfer of troops from Hu-pei Circuit (lu) to tíie fron-
tiers and the environs of the capital and from Circuits south 
of the Yangtze River into the garrisons in the capital city. 
Headed by 3 to 5 Vice Recipients of Edicts (fu ch’eng~chih)’ 
rank 8b. ^^aiently discontinued early in S. Sung. See shih-
erh fang (Twelve Sections). SP: chambre de emplacement 
militaire, 

938 chíh-chăng 直長 
N-S DIV-MING: lit., chief of those who take up active 
duty, as in a rotational duty group’ a shift, a watch’ etc.: 
Foreman, Chief: originating late in the era of N-S Divi-
sion, the title came to be applied to subalterns, usually of 
7th or 8th rank, in many kinds of agencies where menial, 
manual’ or routine militaiy service was required on a ro-
tational basis，including manufactories, provisioning agen-
cies, park managements, etc.; especially prominent in Chin 
and Yŭan times. Last known use was in tfie early Ming 
Directorate of the Palace Archives (pi-shu chien)’ which 
was discontinued in 1380, its functions absorbed by the 
Hanlin Academy (han-lin yiian), RR: sous-chef de service, 
officier surveillant. SP: surveillant, qfficier-surveillant. 

939 chíh-chèng kuān 執政官 or chih-cheng 
SUNG: Executive Official，generic reference to all Vice 
Grand Councilors (fu-hsian^) serving in the Administration 
Chamber (cheng-shih t'angwhere the most important cen-
tral government decisions were made; all held primary ap-
pointments in the Secretariat-Chancellery (chung-shu men-
hsia sheng) or the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian). 
SP: exécutif de gouvernement, conseiller-adjoiní détat. P19. 

940 chih chèng-shìh 知政事 
T*ANG: Manager of Affairs, a supplementary title granted 
to eminent officials who served as Grand Councilors (tsai-
hsiang), regularly participating in deliberations about major 
governmental policies in ðie Administratíoh Chamber {cheng-
shih t'ang). Also see ts'an-chih cheng-shih. P3. 
941 cMh-cM 輸 
T'ANG: Halberdier’ 5, rank 9a, in each military Guard 
(wei) unit; considered one of the Officers of the Four Cat-
egories (ssu-se kuan, q.v.). RR： officier des grandes ìances. 
P26. 

942 chih chí-hsién ytíàn 直集賢院 
SUNG: Auxiliary in the Academy of Scholarly Wor-
thies, the designation of someone assigned to the Academy 
without having nominal status as a member. See under chih. 
SP: lettré auxiliaìre de la cour où on assemble les sages. 
P25. 
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943 chīh-chì kuān 支計官 
T'ANG-SUNG: Account Keeper, unranked subofficials 
found on the staffs of various units of territorial adminis-
tration and military units. RR: fonctionnaire chargé de la 
comptabìlité. SP: chargé de compte. 

944 chíh-ckiăag 直講 
Lecturer. (1) T'ANG: 4 each in the School for the Sons of 
the State (kuo-tzu hsŭeh) and the School of the Four Gates 
(ssu-men hsŭeh), both supervised by the Directorate of Ed-
ucation (kuo-tzu chien); rank not clear, but had less prestige 
than Erudites (po-shih) and Instructors {chu^chìao). RR: 
répétiteur, (2) SUNG: 8, rank 7b’ on the staff of the Di-
rectorate of Education till c. 1068, then replaced with Eru-
dites in the National University (t'ai-hsŭeh). Also one, 7b’ 
in the School for the Heir Apparent {tzu-shan t'ang) in the 
Eastern Palace (tung-kung). In 1117, one authorized in each 
Princely Establishment (ch'in-wang fu), rank not clear, re-
placing prior Lectufers-in-waiting (shih-chiang) and Read-
ers-in-waiting (shih-tu), SP: répétiteur, lecteur, chargé de 
�'explication. P34, 69. 

945 chìh-chiàng/á 置將法 or chih-chiang 
SUNG: lit., to establish generals, the law to establish gen-
erals: refers to the establishment in 1074 of Area Generals 
(chiang). See under chiang (6) and under keng-shu. 

946 chīh chiēn-shìh 知監事 or chih-chien 
SUNG: Prefect of an Industrial Prefecture (chien), a duty 
assignment for someone with nominal status and rank in 
the central government. SP: préfet de préfecture indus-
trielle. 

947 chíh-chHén 職錢 
SUNG: Duty Pay, a supplement to the basic salary of each 
official on active duty in the capital, a counterpart of sup-
plementary income received by officials on duty outside the 
capital from Office Land (chih-t'ien); ranged from 60*000 
down to 16,000 coins per month, or equivalents; amount 
determined by the importance of the duty post, whether or 
not the appointment was probationary, and whether the ap-
pointee's basic rank (kuan, chi-lu kuan) was higher or lower 
than the rank of the duty post. 

948 chíh ch'iēn-niŭ tăo pèi-shēH 
執千牛刀備身 

SUI-T^ANG: Saber-armed Guard, members of various 
military units, principally the Palace Guard {chin-rtei shih-
wei) of the Heir Apparent in Sui and the rgisonal Guards 
{ch'ien-nìu wei) at the imperial palace in T'ang. See ch'ien-
niu, pei-shen. P26, 43. 

949 chìh-chìh 制置 
SUNG: lit.，to regulate and arrange: Supervisor of an 
introductory part of many designations of commissions or 
duty assignments (ch'ai-ch'ien) for officials nominally hold-
ing unrelated posts in the regular governmental hierarchy. 
Only a few examples are included among the following en-
tries. 

950 chíh-chìh 執秩 
Lit.’ manăger qf ranks: from T'ang on, an unofficial ref-
erence to the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) or to its sub-
ordinate Bureau of Honors (ssu-feng ssu, yen-feng ch'ing-
li ssu). P5. 

951 chíh-chĭh 直指 
Straight-pointer: from Han on, an unofficial reference to 
Censors in general (yŭ-shih) t and especially Investigating 
Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih), apparently suggesting that they 

were expected in court audiences to point out and denounce 
any violator of ceremonial regulations. See ta chih-chih, 

952 chìh-chìh ch9á-shìh 制置茶事 
SllNG: Supervisor of the Tea Monopoly in a region, an 
assignment often undertaken concuirentiy (chien) by the 
Supply Commissioner (fa-ytín shih) of a Circuit (lu). SP: 
régulateur du thé, "“ 

953 cWA-cWA/ájàwsA沩制匱發運使 
SUNG: apparently an alternate rendering of fa-yŭn shih 
(Supply Commissioner). SP: intendant des expéditions. 

954 chìh-chìh fán-shùi 制置礬稅 
SUNG: Supervisor of the Alum Monopoly in a region, 
the geographic jurisdiction normally being designated by 
the insertion of place-names between chih-chih and fan-shui; 
a special duty assignment for someone with an unrelated 
regular post in the governmental hierarchy. SP: intendant 
des revenues de I'alum. 

955 chlh-chìh'kào 知制誥 
Lit.，to be responsible for drafting imperial pronounce-
ments. (1) T'ANG: Participant in the Draft ing of Pro-
clamations, supplementary designation for officials, most 
commonly Academicians (hsŭeh-shih), who in addition to 
their regular duties were called on to assist in the drafting 
of imperial pronouncements; thus in some measure unof-
ficial Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang). (2) SUNG-CHIN: 
Drafter, supplementary designation for selected officials of 
the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) and the Institute of Aca-
demicians (hsūeh-shih yŭan) or the Hanlin Academy (han-
lin yŭan) assigned to drafting duties as in T'ang, but not as 
prestigious as in T'ang. May be encountered in later periods 
as an unofficial reference to members of the Hanlin Acad-
emy. RR+SP: chargé de la rédaction des édits impériaux 
et des proclamations. PI9，21, 23. 

956 chìh-chìh sān-ssŭ t,iáo-íì ssŭ 
制置三司條例司 

SIWG: Finance Planning Commission, established in 1069 
by the famous reform minister Wang An-shìh, nominally 
as a unit of the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng) y to reorganize 
the State Finance Commission (san ssu); promptly absorbed 
its functions and overshadowed even the Grand Councilors 
(tsai-hsiang) as the most powerful unit of the central gov-
ernment; abolished after Wang's fall from power in 1076. 
SP: bureau chargé d'établir des réglements des finances, 
commission des réformes financières. 

957 chìh-chìh shíh 制置使 or chìh-chìh tà-shĭh 
制置大使 

Military Commissioner or Military Commissioner-in-
chief, ordinarily prefixed with the name of a geographic 
jurisdiction called a Circuit (tao, lu). (1) T'ANG: one of 
the titles granted to or assumed by Prefects {tz'u-shih) or 
regional warlords in the disruption following the rebellion 
of An Lu-shan in 756; equivalent to chìeh-îu shih, q.v. (2) 
SUNG: one of several titles used for Military Commission-
ers (see an-Ju shih) in Circuits (lu), e.g.，Chiang-hsi (Kiangsi) 
chih-chih shih; ta-shìh was a more prestigious variant. SP: 
commissaire militaire, grand commissaire militaire, com-
missaire chargé de diriger les affaires militaires. P50. 

958 chìh-chnhfáng 制勅房 
MING: Proclamations Office, a drafting agency attached 
to the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko); established c. 1430，staffed 
with Drafters (chung-shu she-jen). P4. 
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959 cAÌA-CA'ÌAÀ：》： /̂̂  制敕庫房 
SUNG: Proclamations Archive, one each in the Chancel-
lery {men-hsia sheng), the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), 
and the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng). SP: 
chambre de compilation des décrets et magasin des ar-
chives. 

960 chìh-chnh yŭàn 制勅院 
SUNG: Proclamations Office, a drafting agency of the 
Secretariat {chung-shu sheng) subdivided into clerical units 
collectively known as the Five Offices (wufang), staffed 
with Secretariat Clerks (t'ang-hou kuan), Scribes (chu-shu), 
and Office Managers (lu-shih) under the coordinating lead-
ership of an executive official of the Secretariat or com-
bined Secretariat-Chancellery (chung-shu men-hsia) with a 
duty assignment as Superintendent of the Five Offices (t'i-
tien wu fang). The Offices were individually designated 
Clerks Office (k'ung-mu fang; see under k'ung-mu kuan), 
Personnel Office (lì-fang), Revenue Office (hu-fang), Jus-
tice Office (hsing-fang), and Rites Office (U-fang). SP: cour 
de la rédaction des édits et décrets impériaux. P3. 

961 chīh-chin 織錦 
YUAN: Embroiderer, number not clear, probably non-of-
ficial specialists; members of the Adornment Service (wen-
ch'i chŭ). P28. 

962 chîh'chīn 職金 
CHOU: Overseer of Treasures, 2 ranked as Senior Ser-
vicemen (shang-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih) y 
members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) responsible 
for administering laws relating to precious materials and for 
handling fines levied in gold or other-precìous objects. CL: 
chargé de Vor. 

963 chīh chìn-shìh chŭ-chìào 知進士助敎 
TANG: Instructor for the Preparation of Presented 
Scholars, numbers and ranks not clear, members of the 
Institute for the Extension of Literary Arts (kuang-wen kuan) 
in the Directorate of Education {kuo-tzu chien) for a short 
time beginning in 750; then the prefix chih chin-shih was 
dropped. Responsible for the advanced tutoring of govern-
ment students preparing to take the Presented Scholar (chin-
shih) examination. RR: professeur assistant chargé des 
(candidats à V)examen de lettré accompli. 

964 chíh chîn-wŭ 執金吾 
HAN: Chamberlain for the Imperial Insignia, a dignitary 
commanding one óf the 2 large armies that were stationed 
at the dynastic capital who was responsible for policing the 
capital; prior to 104 B.C. called chung-wei, q.v. Also see 
chin-wu. HB: bearer of the gilded mace. 

965 chīh-chōu 知州 
Lit., chief administrator of a unit of territorial administra-
tion called chou. (1) SUNG-YUAN: Prefect of an ordinary 
Prefecture (chou), in Sung a duty assignment for someone 
whose rank derived from an unrelated nominal appoint-
ment, in" Yuan rank 5b, sharing responsibilities with ari 
Overseer {ta-lu-hua-ch'ih). (2) MING: Subprefectural 
Magistrate, 5b. (3) CH'ING: Department Magistrate, 5b. 

966 chīh chōu'chŭn shih 知州軍事 
SUNG: collective reference to Prefects of all categories, 
specifically of ordinary Prefectures {chou) and of Military 
Prefectures {chŭn). P53. 

967 chìh-chŭng 治中 
(1) From Han on, erratically used as a title for 2nd- or 3rd-
level executive officials, i.e., Vice ... or Assistant..., in 

territorial units such as Commanderies (chŭn) or Regions 
(chou)\ and most commonly in the territorial administra-
tions where dynastic capitals were located, under Gover-
nors or Metropolitan Governors (yin). (2) MING-CH'ING: 
Vice Prefect, rank 5a, at Peking (Shun-t'ien fu) and Nan-
king (Ying-t'ien fu), and in Ch'ing also at Feng-t'ien fu in 
Manchuria. Also had some military uses; see tsan-chih and 
ssu-ma. BH: sub-prefect. P32, 49, 50，52，53". 

968 chìh-chūng ts，áo 治中曹 
HAN: lit.，section for governance of the center (?), a Later 
Han variant of kung-ts'ao (Labor Section) in some units of 
territorial administration. HB: bureau of headquarters. 

969 chìh-chu 制擧 
T’ANG"CH’ING: Special Recruitment, a designation for 
civil service recruitment examinations given “by decree’” 
irregularly, in search of extraordinarily talented men from 
within or without the service; distinguished from regular, 
scheduled Examination Recruitment (k'o-chu). Also see chih-
k'o. 

970 chìh-chèn 制軍 
CITING: variant reference to a multi-Province Governor-
general (tsung-tu). 

971 chîh-chŭn shih 知軍使 or chih-chŭn 
SUNG: Prefect of a Military Prefecture {chŭn), a special 
duty assignment for a relatively high-ranking official nom-
inally holding a regular post elsewhere in the governmental 
hierarchy. 
972 chīh-érh 枝兒 
YŭAN: Chinese transcription of a Mongol word meaning 
Tribe; one of 5 categories of fiefs granted to nobles. 

973 chíh-fă 執法 
HAN—N-S DIV: lit., to uphold or wield the law: the official 
variant designation of Censors (yŭ-shih) in the reign of Wang 
Mang and again in San-kuo Wei. May be encountered in 
later periods in unofficial reference to Censors. See chung 
chih-fa. P18. 

974 chīh-fă 知法 
CHIN: Law Clerk, one to 3, normally rank 8b, in each 
Prefecture (chou), in some Districts (hsien), and in various 
other specialized agencies such as Fiscal Commissions 
(chuan-yŭn shih ssu) and Salt Commissions {yen-shih ssu) 
of Routes (lu). 

975 chíh-fă láng 執法郞 
T'ANG-SUNG: Legal Counselor, apparently an ad hoc as-
signment for an official to assist in the nomination and ap-
pointment of officials under the supervision of the Ministry 
of Personnel {lì-pu). 

976 chīhfăn-fŭ 知藩府 
SUNG: Prefect of a frontier Prefecture (fan-fit) in strategic 
areas such as those in which dynastic capitals were located, 
at Ch'eng-tu, at Yen-an, at Lin-an, etc.; a special duty as-
signment for a high-ranking official holding a nominal post 
elsewhere in the governmental hierarchy. SP: grandpréfet. 

977 chíh-fāng 執方 
N-S DIV-SUI: unofficial collective reference to the Cham-
berlain for Law Enforcement (t'ing-wei) and his 2 principal 
subordinates. See t'ing-wei san kuan. 

978 chíh-fāng 職方 
N-S DIV (Chou)-SUNG: Bureau of Operations, a top-
echelon agency in the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan in N. 
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Chou, ping-pu at other times); in N. Chou also the title of 
the Director of the Bureau, ranked as an Ordinary Grand 
Master {chung ta-fu; 5a). At other times the Director was 
entitled lang (in Sui) or lang-chung, rank not clear in Sui, 
5b in T'ang, 6b in Sung. Responsible for maintenance of 
military maps, the manning of frontier fortifications and 
signal systems, etc. Functions performed by a differently 
organized Ministry of War (ping-pu) in Liao, Chin— and 
Yíian, then in Ming and Ch'ing by a chih-fang ch'ing-li ssu. 
RR: bureau de I'organisation militaire des régions. SP: bu-
reau de I'organisatir i militaire régionale. PI2. 

979 ckík-fāng ch’īng-lì ssū 職JS淸吏司 
MING-CH'ING: Bureau of Operations, one of 4 top-ech-
elon Bureaus in the Ministry of War (ping-pu)t with func-
tions comparable to those of the earlier chih-fang; headed 
by a Director (lang-chung)t rank 5a, in Ming, by 4 Manchu 
and 2 Chinese Directors, rank variable, in Ch'ing. BH: de-
partment of discipline. P12. 

980 chíh-făng shih 職方氏 
CHOU: Overseer of Feudatories, 4 ranked as Ordinary 
Grand Masters (chung ta-fu), 8 as Junior Grand Masters 
{hsia ta-fu), and 16 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih) ^ 
members of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) responsible for 
maintaining maps of feudatory regions and receiving tribute 
goods from them. CL: agents de direction des régions. 

981 chíh-fāng ssū 職方司 
MING-CH'ING: common abbreviation of chih-fang chring-
li ssu (Bureau of Operations)’ one of 4 Bureaus in the 
Ministry of War (ping-pu). P12, 16. 

982 chìh-fŭ 制府 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Governor»generaI (tsung-
tu). 

983 chīh-fŭ 知府 
SUNG~CH，ING: Prefect of a Superior Prefecture (fu) from 
Sung through Yuan, of any Prefecture (also fu) in Ming and 
Ch'ing; a special duty assignment for a high-ranking offi-
cial with a nominal post elsewhere in the governmental hi-
erarchy in Sung; a regular post thereafter，rank 4a in Yiian, 
variable from 3b ĭo 4b in early Ming, then 4a till 1753， 
then 4b. P32 , 49 , 53 , 72. 

984 chih'hòu 祗候 
SUNG: Usher, with or without suffixes specifying places 
or ranks: a title for eunuch attendants in the Palace Do-
mestic Service {nei-shih sheng) serving at court audiences. 
With some suffixes, a rank title for eunuchs; see nei-shih 
chieh. SP: huissier, intendant du palais intéríeur. P33, 36. 

985 chīh-nòu huáng-mén 祗候黃門 
SUNG: Palace Gateman-usher, 9th highest of 12 rank ti-
tles {chieh) granted to eunuchs from 1112; see huang-men, 
nei-shih chieh. P68. 

986 chīh-hòu kăo-pf
ĭn 祗候高品 

SUNG: Palace Eunuch Usher of High Rank, variant of 
chih-hou tien-chih (Palace Duty Officer-usher). P68. 

9 8 7 chīh-hòu k，ù 祗候庫 
SUNC: Storehouse of Gifts, an agency of the Court of the 
Imperial Treasury {t'ai-fu ssu) that stored precious silks, fancy 
clothing, etc. Whether the goods it stored were those re-
ceived by the Emperor on such occasions as his birthday 
or from tribute missions, or were those which the Emperor 
handed out, or were both, is not clear. SP: magasin de gra-
tifications. 

988 chīh-hdu nèi-p’tn 祗候內品 
SUNG: Palace Eunuch Usher, î l th highest of 12 rank ti-

tles (chieh) awarded to eunuchs from 1112; see nei-shih 
chieh. P68. 

989 chīh-hòu nèi-t，íng 祗候內廷 
Pálace Attendant, in Sung, Ch'ing, and perhaps other times, 
a generic reference to various kinds of eunuchs, palace 
women, and also civil service officials as well as other out-
siders, e.g., Palace Painters (hua-shih), in Sung subordi-
nate to the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). In 
Ch'ing, the status was considered somewhat less presti-
gious than kung-feng nei-t'ing (also Palace Attendant). 

9 9 0 chîh-hòu shìh-chìn 祗候侍禁 
SUNG: Palace Attendant卞sher, 7th highest of 12 rank 
titles {chieh) awarded to eunuchs from ì 112; see nei-shih 
chieh. P68. 

991 chīk-kòu tìèn-chík ISM殿直 
SUNG: Palace Duty Of!icer-u$her, 8th highest of 12 rank 
titles (chieh) awarded to eunuchs from 1112; see nei-shih 
chieh. P68. 

992 chìh-hsièn 制憲 
CH'ING: lit., regulator of the fundamental law: an unof-
ficial reference to a multi-Province Governor-general (tsung-
tu)y reflecting his nominal status as an executive official of 
the Censorate {tu ch'a-yŭan), which was commonly con-
sidered guardian of the fundamental laws. 

993 chīh-hsièn 知縣 
SUNG-CH'ING: District Magistrate，originating as a 
commission or duty assignment {ch'ai-ch'ien) for a central 
government official to “take charge of the affairs of a Dis-
trict" (chih hsien shih)，but before the end of Sung becom-
ing the standard designation of the senior local official. Rank 
variable in Sung, fluctuating from 6b to 7b in early Ming, 
then 7a through Ch*ing with some variations up to 6a in 
especially prestigious Districts. A common variant render-
ing is County Magistrate. P54. 

994 chīh hsŭăn-shìh 知選事 
T’ANG: Administrator of Personnel Selections, a desig-
nation attached to the titles of those officials who, in ad-
dition to their regular duties, made final decisions concern-
ing evaluations and appointments of civil service personnel 
under the aegis of the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu). 

995 chíh-hsŭéh 直學 
(1) SUNG: Registrar, 2 in each College (she) under the 
Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien), responsible for 
maintaining student records. SP: surveillant. (2) YUAN: 
Bursar , handlers of money and grain supplies in all gov-
ernment schools established by Routes (lu) and Prefectures 
{fu, chou), and in state-subsidized Private Academies (shu-
yiian). P34, 51. 

996 chíh hsŭéh-shìh 直學士 
TANG—MING: Auxiliary Academician, usually designat-
ing an official with nominal status elsewhere in the gov-
ernmental hierarchy who was assigned to editorial duty in 
the T'ang Academy of Scholarly Worthies {chi-hsien tien 
shu-yiian) or Institute for the Advancement of Literature 
(hung-wen kuan), the Sung Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-
mi yuan), Academy of Scholarly Worthies, Institute for the 
Glorification of Literature (chao-wen kuan)t and various Halls 
(ko) of the Institute of Academicians {hsŭeh-shih yuan), the 
Liao Institute for the Glorification of Literature and Insti-
tute for the Veneration of Literature (ch'ung-wen kuan)y and 
thereafter in the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yuan) until the 
early Ming post was discontinued in 1381. In T’ang the 
post was normally held by officials of rank 6 or below; in 
Sung it usually carried rank 3b; thereafter rank not clear. 
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RR: lettré auxiliaire. SP: lettré ou académicien auxiliaire. 
P23, 25’ 26. 

997 chīh hstiéh-shìh yŭàn 直學士院 
SUNG: abbreviated rendering of chih han-lin hsŭeh-shih 
yuan (Auxiliary Hanlin Academician), designating an of-
ficial with nominal status elsewhere in the governmental 
hierarchy when assigned to the Institute of Academicians 
(hsŭeh-shih yuan) without being given outright the title 
Academician {hsŭeh-shih); also sometimes rendered chih-
yiian hsŭeh-shih. SP: lettré auxiliaire. P23. 

998 chíhMi 指揮 
SUNG, MING: Commander , a common designation for 
the leaders of Armies (chiin) or various specialized kinds 
of troop units such as those guarding imperial mausoleums 
(ling), sometimes in charge of less clearly military agen-
cies, e.g.，the Sung Office of Capital Streets {chieh-tao ssu). 
May be encountered as an abbreviated reference to chih-
hui shih or even tu chih-hui shih, qq.v. SP: direction mi-
litaire. P29, 31. 

999 cMh-kŭi ch，iĕn-skìh 指揮僉事 
MING~CH’ING: Assistant Commander , normally rank-
ing below the Commander (chih-hui shih) and Vice Com-
mander {chih-hui t'ung-chih) in certain types of military units. 
In Ming 4，rank 4a，in each Guard (wei), the basic unit of 
military organization. In Ch'ing variable numbers, nor-
mally rank 4a; almost all were submissive chiefs of south-
western aboriginal tribes, technically subordinate to other 
chiefs called Pacification Commissioners {hsŭan-wèi shih, 
an-fu shih, hsŭan-fu shih, etc.). P29, 72. 

1 0 0 0 c W A - A w í / i a i 指揮使 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Commander of a military organization, 
with various gradations indicated by such prefixes as tu and 
ta (both Commander-in-chief), fu (Vice Commander), etc. 
In T'ang and Sung, leader of one type of Army (chtìn)， 
likely a smaller command than that, e.g. , of a General 
(chiang-chŭn). In Sung and Ch'ing, a title awarded to some 
friendly southwestern aboriginal tribal chiefs. From Yuan 
through Ch,ing，one or more senior officers in Wardens’ 
Offices (ping-ma ssu) in capital cities. In Ming one, rank 
3a, in charge of each Guard (wei), the basic unit of military 
organization. RR: commìssaire impérial chargé de com-
mander. SP: commissaire-commandant d'une armée, com -
missaire-adjoint chargé de commander I'armée, commis-
saire d'une direction militaire, commandant. P29, 49，72. 

1001 chìh-hūi shĭh ssŭ 指揮使司 or chih-hui 
ssu 

T'ANG-CH'îNG: Military Command, an agency headed 
by a Commander {chih-hui shih). P72. 

1002 chih-hŭi tfúng-chīh 指揮同知 
MING-CH'ING: Vice Commander , normally ranking be-
low the Commander {chih-hui shih) and above the Assistant 
Commander {chih-hui ch'ien-shih) in certain types of mil-
itary units. In Ming 2，rank 3b, in each Guard (wei), the 
basic unit of military organization. In Ch'ing variable num-
bers, normally rank 3b; almost all were chiefs of submis-
sive aboriginal tribes in the Southwest, technically subor-
dinate to other chiefs called Commanders (chih-hui shih). 
P29, 72. 

1003 chìh-í chèng治儀正or治宜正 
CH'ING: Assistant Director , one, rank 5a, in most Offices 
(íím) subordinate to the various Subsections (ío) of the Im-
perial Procession Guard (luan-i wei). BH: assistant section 
chief. P42, 

i m chīh-ján chá 驗痛 
YUAN-CH'ING: Weaving and Dyeing Service, a profes-
sional craft shop operated by the state to supply the palace 
with silks. In Yuan, several in outer Routes (lu) as well as 
at the dynastic capital，alt subordinate to the Ministry of 
Works (kung-pu). In Ming，commonly operated at pro-
vincial capitals by Provincial Administration Commissions 
(ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu), headed by a Commis-
sioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 9b. In Ch'ing, an agency of 
the Imperial Household Department {nei-wu fu), headed by 
a dignitary of the category Grand Minister (ta-ch'en) f with 
supervisory control over the Imperial Silk Manufactories 
(chih-tsao chŭ) at Nanking, Soochow, and Hangchow. BH: 
imperial weaving and dyeing office. P37, 52. 

1005 chīh-jăn shŭ 織染署 
TANG, SUNG, CHIN: Weaving and Dyeing Office，an 
artisan workshop subordinate to the Directorate of Imperial 
Manufactories {shao-fu chien); headed by a Director (ling)’ 
rank 8a, in T'ang; staffing in Sung not clear; headed by a 
Foreman (chih-chang), rank 8a, in Chin. RR十SP: office du 
tissage et de la teinture. P38. 

1006 cAíAvVírtsdtóó-tóàocAá 織染所雜造局 
MING: Miscellaneous Weaving and Dyeing Service, an 
agency of the Ministry of Works {kung-pu) y headed by a 
Commissioner-in-chief {ta-shih), rank 9a; a possible variant 
understanding is Miscellany Service of the Weaving and 
Dyeing Office, but it is not clear that any such Office su-
pervised any Services. PI5. 

1007 chíh-jén 質人 
CHOU: Mercantile Controller, 2 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) t re-
sponsible for regulating marketplace transactions, standard-
izing weights and measures, settling commercial litiga-
tions, fining dealers in contraband goods，etc. CL: officier 
des contrats de garantie. P6. 

1008 chih-jen 饍人 
See under the romanization ch'i-jen. 

1009 chìh-k*àn àn 制勘案 
SUNG: Case Review Section, one of 13 Sections (an) di-
rectiy subordinate to the executive officials of the Ministry 
of Justice (hsing-pu); staffed with unranked suboffícials; 
handled documents concerning the Ministry's review of ju-
dicial reports submitted by units of territorial administration 
throughout the empire. SP: bureau dè Vexamen des affaires 
de province. 

1010 chìh-kào àn 制誥案 
SUNG: Proclamation Drafting Section, an agency of the 
Secretariat {chung-shu sheng). SP: service de la rédaction 
des édits impériaux. 

1011 chìh'k'ō 制科 
TWNG-CH'ING: Special Examination, designation of civil 
service recruitment examinations given “by decree,” irreg-
ularly, in search of extraordinarily talented men within or 
without the ranks of the service; distinguished from regular, 
scheduled Examination Recruitment (k'o-chŭ). Also see chih-
chŭ. 

1012 chīh'k'ò yâ-yá 知客押衙 
SUNG: Escort Officer, apparently unranked military men, 
members of the Court of Palace Attendants {hsŭan-hui yŭan) 
and of the staff of the capital Prefecture, Kaifeng fu. SP: 
huissier-gardien. 
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1013 chīh-kuān 知觀 
CH'ING: Vice Superintendent of the Imperial Music Of-
fice (shen-yŭeh kuan)’ 2nd executive official under a Su-
perintendent (t'i-tien); title changed to chih-so in 1743 when 
the Office was retitled shen-yŭeh so; in 1755 changed again 
to ch'eng or shu-ch'eng (Vice Director) when the Office was 
retitled shen-yŭeh shu and the Superintendent was redesig-
nated Director (cheng, shu-cheng). This example illustrates 
that the term chih (“to know”），which normally designated 
the official principally in charge of an agency, did not al-
ways do so. P10. 

1014 chìh-kuān 治官 
CHOU: Administrator, variant designation of the Minister 
of State (chung-tsai), head of the Ministiy of State (t'ien-
kuan). 

1015 chíh-kuăn 職官 
Functional Office or Functioning Official, a generic term 
for offices or office-holders with assigned functions, as dis-
tinguished from honorary and other kinds of purely nominal 
or otherwise irregular assignments and their recipients. 

1016 chíh-kuăn 直館 or 舘 or 官 
Auxiliary. (1) T'ANG: from c. 750 designated new (pro-
bationary?) members of the Historiography Office (shih-
kuan)\ from 811 applied to such members who did not par-
ticipate in court audiences, then discontinued in 854. RR: 
auxiliaire du collège des annalistes. (2) SUNG: members 
of the Historiography Office and of the Institute for the 
Glorification of Literature (chao-wen kuan) until 1082, when 
all were absorbed with new titles into the new Palace Li-
brary (pi-shu sheng). SP: fonctionnaire auxiliaire d'institut. 
P25, 38. 

1017 chíh-kuèi 執珪 
HAN: lit” holder of a jade tablet symbolic of office: Baton 
Holder, a minor title of nobility granted irregularly. May 
be encountered in any later period as a statement elegantly 
indicating that someone took charge of an office. P65. 

1018 chīh-kuĕi shih 知魁事 or 知•使 
T*ANG-LIAO: Petition Box Commissioner, from 686 a 
special assignment for selected Grand Masters of Re-
monstrance (chien-i ta-fu)t Rectifiers of Omissions (pu-
ch'ŭeh)^ and Reminders (shih-f), then in 781 made regular 
appointments in their own right, with title changed from 
“one who is in charge of petition-box affairsn (first form) 
to "commissioner in charge of the petition box” (2nd form). 
Tended 4 repositories for public petitions seeking redress 
of injustices，etc. In Liao, head of the Petition Box Office 
(kuei-ýŭan). Also see li-kuei shih, RR: chargé du service 
des urnes. P21. 

1019 chīh-kùng àii 支供案 
SUNG: Bursary Section, one of 5 Sections (an) in the Tax 
Bureau {tu-chih ssu) of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) 
from c. 1080, when the Ministry was fully activated fol-
lowing discontinuance of the early Sung State Finance 
Commission (san ssu)\ staffed with unranked subofflcials; 
apparently managed the issuance and distribution of tax re-
ceipts collected and stored by the Bureau. SP: service des 
versements et des fournitures. P6. 

1020 chih kùng-chŭ 知貢擧 
Examination Administrator. (1) T'ANG-SUNG: one or 
more designated, on special assignment detached from their 
normal posts, to conduct the highest-level examinations of 
candidates for the civil service, specially delegated on each 
occasion; a prestigious assignment，in T'ang usually made 
only when the post of Vice Minister of Personnel {lì-pu 

shih-lang), who commonly conducted such examinations, 
was vacant. SP: administrateur ou chargé d'examen de doc-
torat. (2) CH'ING: a duty assignment for a'regular official 
to participate on an ad hoc basis in supervising civil service 
recruitment examinations at any level. 

1021 chīh-kuó 之國 
Lit.’ to go to one's fief: from Han on, refers to the cus-
tom or dynastic law that required sons of Emperors other 
than the Heir Apparent, when they came of age, to “depart 
the palace” {ch'u-ko) and the capital city to take up resi-
dence in regional cities or towns in which, in name far more 
often than in reality, they reigned with designations such 
as Prince of Ch’u and Prince of Chin’ imitating the no-
menclature that prevailed in the Chou dynasty age of Feu-
dal Lords (chu-hou). The purpose was to reduce the pos-
sibility of a junior princess challenging the Heir Apparent 
for the throne when the reigning father died. See wang, 
ch'in-wang, wang-fu. P69. 

1022 chih kuó-yàng shih 铖國用使 
SUNG: lit.，commissioner for the regulation of the state 
budget: State Finance Commissioner, in charge of the State 
Finance Office (kuo~yung ssu); normally after 1169 a con-
current appointment for a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang)； 
also called kuo-yung shih. SP: commissaire aux finances 
d'état (budget). 
1023 chìh-ŭ 治曆 
HAN: abbreviated reference to Court Gentleman for Reg-
ulating the Calendar (chih-lì lang) or Gentleman of the 
Interior for R^ulating the Calendar (chih-li lang-chung). 
HB: calendarist. P35. 

1024 chíh-ū 直隸 
YUAK-CH'ING: (1) Directly Attached or Independent, 
a prefix used in the hierarchy of territorial administration 
units signifying，e.g., that a District (hsien) was directly 
under the administrative supervision of a Prefecture (fu) rather 
than under an intermediary Subprefecture (chou), or that a 
Prefecture was directly under the central government rather 
than under intermediary provincial-level agencies. (2) Met-
ropolitan Area, designation of the area supervised directly 
by the central government without reliance on provincial-
level agencies; equivalent to ching-shih. From predynastic 
Ming times till 1421, a perìod when the dynastic capital 
was at modern Nanking, chih-li designated the area, roughly, 
of modern Kiangsu and Anhwei Provinces. In 1402 what 
had been called Pei-p'ing Province (pei~p'ing sheng) was 
transformed into a Northern Metropolitan Area (pei chih-
li; most properly, Pei-ching, i.e., Peking) around a newly 
established auxiliary capital at modem Peking; it corre-
sponded roughly to modern Hopei Province. In 1421 Pe-
king was made the dynastic capital and Nanking was made 
auxiliary capital; in consequence, what had been the North-
ern Metropolitan Area now became simply the Metropoli-
tan Area {chih-li), and what had been the Metropolitan Area 
was redesignated the Southern Metropolitan Area (nan chih， 
li); and the terms Chih-li and Nan Chih-Ii gradually came 
to be used as proper names. In late Ming times the name 
Chiang-nan, "south of the (Yangtze) river,M became a pop-
ular alternate reference to Nan Chih-li, and Ch’ing used the 
name Chiang-nan in preference to Nan Chih-li until 1664, 
when the area was divided into modern Anhwei and Kiangsu 
Provinces. Chih-li remained the name of modem Hopei 
throughout the Ch'ing era. P53. 

1025 c A 沩 治 曆 郞 
HAN: Court Gentleman for Regulating the Calendar, a 
subordinate of the Grand Astrologer {fai-shih ling); some-
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times abbreviated to chih-li; apparently had functions no 
different from those of the Gentleman of the Interior for 
Regulating the Calendar (chih-li lang-chung). P35. 

1 0 2 6 cŭ ìA-Zí tówg 治禮郞 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV (N. Wei): Court Gentleman for Reg-
ulating Rituals, a subordinate of the Chamberlain for Cer-
emonials (t'ai-ch'ang) except in Later Han, when subordi-
nate to the Chamberlain for Dependencies (ta hung-lu); as 
many as 47 appointees in Later Han, rank 200 bushels or 
below; in N. Wei numbers not clear, rank declined from 
6b2 to 9b. HB: gentleman for ceremony. (2) SUI—T'ANG: 
Vice Director for Rituals in the Court of Imperial Sacri-
fices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); reduced from 16 to 6 in Sui; in 649 
changed to feng-li lang, q.v., to avoid imperial taboo. RR: 
secrétaire direcieur des rites. P27, 33. 

1027 ckìk-ă láng-ckŭn乡治曆郞中 
HAN: Gentleman of the Interior for Regulating the Cal-
endar, a subordinate of the Grand Astrologer (t'ai-shih ling); 
sq>parently had functions no different from those of the Court 
Gentleman for Regulating the Calendar (chih-li lang). P35. 

1028 chìh-U ŭ 治禮吏 
N-S DIV (Chin, Ch'i): Ritual Attendant： in Chin 24 sub-
ordinate to the Chamberlain for Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang); 
in Ch'i 8 on the staff of the National University (kuo-hsiieh). 
P27, 34. 

1029 cW/i fî-pò ftstóórt-s/iìft 知吏部選事 
T*ANG: Administrator of Ministry of Personnel iSelec-
tions, additional duty for an official, whether or not based 
in the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) t to supervise the Min-
istry's procedures in evaluating and appointing civil service 
personnel. See chih-hsŭan shih. 

1030 chīh U'pà kùng'Chă 知禮部貢擧 
T'ANG: Administrator of Ministry of Rites Examina-
tions, additional duty for an official’ whether or not based 
in the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu), to supervise the Minis t ry� 
procedures in conducting civil service recruitment exami-
nations; normally appointed when the post of Vice Minister 
of Rites (lĭ-pu shih-lang) was vacant. See chih kung-chŭ. 

1031 chìh4íng 至靈 
CH'ING: Sacrificial Priest, prefixed Left if in the Taoist 
priesthood and Right if in the Buddhist priesthood, both 
rank 8a; principally called on for u miracle-workingw cere-
monies at state temples in times of floods, drought, or other 
natural disasters. BH; thaumaturgist. 

1032 chíh-lú 直廬 
SUNG: lit., the chamber (lu) where one takes up duty (chih): 
Imperial Study in the Imperial Archives (pi-ko), desig-
nated c. 1000 as the place where the Emperor met regularly 
with Academicians (hsŭeh-shih) for lessons in the classical 
literaturemeetings eventually called Classics Colloquia 
(ching-yen); in 1023 such meetings were transferred to the 
Hall for the Veneration of Governance (ch'ung-cheng tien). 
P24. 

1033 chīh'lŭ 知錄 
SUNG: Judicial Intendant, a duty assignment (ch’ai-ch'ien) 
for men normally having nominal posts elsewhere in the 
gov ;mrnent, to supervise the administration of justice in 
Prefectures (choutJu). SP: chargée des affaires judiciaires. 

1034 chih lŭng-eú kó 直龍圖閣 
SUNG: Auxiliary in the Hall of the Dragon Diagram, 
from 1016 a designation used for men assigned to the Han-
lin Academy (han-lin yŭan) without having nominal status 
as a member, to assist in the drafting of imperial procla 

mations; number not clear, rank 7a. SP: lettré auxiliaìre du 
pavilion Long-t'ou. 

1035 chīh-mă fáng 支馬房 
SUNG: Horse Management Section in the Bureau of Mil-
itary Affairs (shu-mi yŭan); one of 12 Sections created in 
the reign of Shen-tsung (1067-1085) to manage adminis-
trative affairs of military garrisons throughout the country, 
in geographic clusters, or to supervise specified military 
functions on a country-wide scale. This Section, in coop-
eration with Directorates of Horse Pasturages (mu-chien) 
and other agencies of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-
p'u ssu), supervised the breeding and care of government 
horses and their provision for military uses. Headed by a 
Vice Recipient of Edicts (fu ch'eng-chíh), rank 8a. See shih-
erh fang. Cf. mu-ma fang (Horse Pasturage Section). SP: 
chambre d'adnúnistration des chevaux. 

1036 chîh-miào shào-ch'íng 知廟少卿 
T'ANG: Supervisor of the Imperial Ancestral Temple, 
from c. 724 the designation of a Vice Minister (shao-ch'ing) 
of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) who 
was assigned to supervise the Imperial Ancestral Temple 
(t'ai-miao). P28. 

1037 chíh-nèi 職內 
CHOU: Keeper of Consumables, 2 ranked as Senior Ser-
vicemen {shang-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen {hsia-shih), 
members Of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) charged with 
receiving, inventorying, and disbursing consumable goods 
among the palace revenues. CL: chargé du dedans ou de 
I'entrée. 

1038 chíh-nién 値年 
CH’ING: On Annual Duty, used as a prefix to various 
titles, often terminating in Grand Minister (ta-ch'en)’ in-
dicating that the appointee was serving on a rotational basis 
for only a year; e.g., Grand Minister on Annual Duty as 
Supervisor-in-chief of the Imperial Household Department 
(chih-nien tsung-kuan nei-wu fu ta-ch'en). P37. 

1039 chĭh'păn 知班 
Lit” to be in charge of ranks, or the order of precedence: 
Master of Protocol. (1) SUNG: 5 in the Censorate (yŭ-
shih t'ai) and one in each of the Auxiliary Censorates (liu-
ssu yŭ-shih t'ai) in the 3 auxiliary capitals of N. Sung- the 
Western, Northern, and Southern Capitals. SP: employé. 
(2) YŭAN: 4 in the Palace Bureau (tien-chung ssu) of the 
metropolitan Censorate, others in various agencies with im-
portant ceremonial functions. PI8. 

1040 chíh-pì 職幣 
CHOU: Keeper of Silks, 2 ranked as Senior Servicemen 
(shang-shih) and 4 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih) ’ 
members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) responsible 
for checking the inventories and accounts of agencies that 
made use of silk goods owned by the state, and for col-
lecting excess silk goods from such agencies. CL: chargé 
des étoffes précieuses. 

1041 chíh-pó 執帛 
HAN: Holder of the Silks, a minor title of nobility attrib-
uted to the ancient regional state of Ch'u and granted ir-
regularly by Han; of less prestige than Baton Holder (chih-
kuei). P65. 

1042 chíh-sáng 職喪 
CHOU: Funeral Director, 2 ranked as Senior Servicemen 
(shang-shih) y members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) 
rcsponsible for establishing rules of conduct at the funerals 
of important court officials and for monitoring the conduct 
of participants accordingly. Cf. chung-jen (Grave Maker), 
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mu ta-fu (Grand Master of Cemeteries). CL: directeur de 
funérailles. 

1043 chĭh-shĕng 指省 
CH'ING: lit., to designate a Province: refers to a custom 
that permitted men who had been qualified for office by the 
Ministry of Personnel (iì-pu) and wished to serve in a par-
ticular Province rather tìian participate in regular appoint-
ment procedures to pay a fee and become Expectant Ap-
pointees (hou-pu) in the Provinces (sheng) of their choice. 

1044 chíh-shĕng 直省 
MING~CH’ING: a collective reference to all units of ter-
ritorial administration, lit., of the Metropolitan Area(s) 
(chih-li) and Provinces (sheng)，normally referring to pro-
vincial and all lower-level agencies throughout the empire; 
e.g., chih-sheng chu-kuan (the various officials of the Met-
ropolitan Area and the Provinces). 

1045 chítfshĕng hsŭéh-sMk 直省學士 
N-S DIV: Academician on Duty in the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng, pi-shu sheng), normally assigned to making copies 
of documents in or for the Imperial Archives (pi-ko). Whether 
or not the tern sheng here refers to the Secretariat is not 
wholly clear; it might refer to the Department of State Af-
fairs (shang-shu sheng) or the Chancellery (men-hsìa sheng), 
or it might refer to all 3 sheng collectively. P23. 

1046 chíh-shĕng shè-jén 直省舍人 
YUAN-MING: Drafter on Duty In the Secretariat (sheng 
referring to the chung-shu sheng) t responsible for drafting 
imperial proclamations; in Yuan 33，rank not clear; in Ming 
10，rank 8b, but only from 1374 to 1376, when the title 
was changed to chung-shu she-jen, q.v. P2, 4, 21. 

1047 chìh shêng-shìh 知省事 
TANG: Administrator of the Department of State Af-
fairs, an additional duty for an official, whether or not based 
in the Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng) ’ to 
take temporary charge of the Department; in this usage, 
sheng seems almost never to refer to the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng) or the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng). 

1048 chīh-shĭh 支使 
TANG-SUNG: Commissioner's Agent，a personal deputy 
in a local area for such regional dignitaries as Military 
Commissioners (chieh-tu shih)’ Surveillance Commission-
ers (kuan-ch'a shih)，and Investigation Commissioners (ts'ai-
fang shih); the title normally occurs with a specifying pre-
fix, e.g., kuan-ch'a chih-shih- RR: commissaire adjoint. SP: 
secrétaire ou commissaire adjoint. P57. 

1049 chíh-shĭh 直史 
MING: Secretary, one on the staff of each Commandery 
Prince (chun-wang) t assisted by one each Left and Right 
Secretary (tso, yu chih-shih); all apparently unranked. P69. 

1050 chih-shih 知事 
CHIN-CH'ING: Administrative Clerk, normally a lowly 
official with rank between 7b and 9a, found in a great va-
riety of agencies. N.B.: in earlier periods, chih (agency-
name insert) shih was commonly used for important dig-
nitaries serving as active heads of the agencies named; see 
under chih (to know). 

1051 chih-shih 織室 
HAN: Weaving Shop, an agency subordinate to the Cham-
berlain for the Palace Revenues {shao-fu), headed by a Di-
rector (ling); a consolidation of 2 early Han shops called 
the East and West Weaving Shops (tung, hsi chih-shik), 
each headed by a Director (ling). HB: weaving house. P37’ 

1052 chìh-shìh 致仕 
Throughout history, signified that an official had been re-
lieved of office or had retired f rom office; it normally sug-
gests a termination due to old age or illness rather than poor 
performance. 

1053 chîh-shìh chiào-yu 職事敎諭 
SUNG: Instructor, 2，unranked, in the Primary School 
(hsiao-hsŭeh) maintained by the Directorate of Education 
(kuo-tzu chien). See the appropriate chih-shih entiy. P34. 

1054 chih shìh-í shih知侍儀事and直侍儀使 
YŭAN: executive officials of the Palace Ceremonial Office 

ssu, q.v.) from 1271 to 1279. First form: Vice Di-
,normally the concurrent appointment of a Vice 

Minister of Rites {lĭ-pu shih-lang)', one appointee, subor-
dinate to 2 Directors {shih-i feng-yû). Second form: Cer-
emonial Escort, one each Left and Right, subordinate ex-
ecutives of the 3rd or 4th level. In 1279 both types of 
positions were apparently replaced by 14 Secretarial Re-
ceptionists {t'ung-shih she-jen) serving under 7 Directors 
(shih-i). Also see yin-chin shih chih shih-i shih. P33. 

1055 chíh-shìh kuăn 職事官 or chîh-shìh 
Generally seems to be a generic term equivalent to chih-
kuan (Functioning Official), but in Sung had 2 special ad-
ditional uses: {\) chih-shih kuan occurs in the sense of Ad-
ministrative Official, a collective term for 3 categories of 
officials- -Rectifiers (ssu-chih) and Case Reviewers (p'ing-
shih) of the Court of Judicial Review (ta~li ssu), Proof-
readers (cheng-tzu) in the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng), 
and Erudites (po~shih) of the National University (t'ai-hsūeh). 
SP： fonctionnaire-surveillant. (2) chih-shih occurs as a pre-
fix before some regular titles, e.g., chih-shih hsŭeh-lu of 
the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien); but how this 
differed from the regular post of hsŭeh-lu (Provost) in the 
Directorate is not at all clear. SP: surveillant ou chargé de 
faire observer les règlements scolaires. 

1056 chíh-shìh shih 執事侍 
CH*ING: Office Manager, a eunuch official, rank 6, in 
the Directorate of Palace Domestic Service {kung-ĭien chien); 
considered in the category of Staff Supervisors (shou-ling 
kuan). 
1057 chih-shih ts'áo 直事曹 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Section fo r Palace Service, one of 4 
Sections (ts'ao) in the Ministry of Palace Affairs {tien-chung 
ts'ao) of the developing Department of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng); headed by a Director (lang-chung)f rank 6a2. 
P9. 

1058 chíh-shŏu shih 執守侍 
CH'ING: Palace Guardian, a eunuch official, rank 7, in 
the Directorate of Palace Domestic Service (kung-tien chien); 
considered in the category of Staff Supervisors (shou-ling 
kuan). P38. 

1059 chíh-shŭ 執書 
N-S DIV (Ch’i�: Secretary, a staff member in a Princedom 
(wang-kuo); number, rank, and specific functions not clear. 
P69. 
1060 chìh-shŭ 治書 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV (Chin): Secretary in a Princedom (wang-
kuo); in Han number not clear, rank =600 bushels; in Chin 
4 in each Princedom, rank not clear. HB: preparer of doc-
uments. (2) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): a prefix with docu-
ment-handling significance appended to the censorial titles 
chih-fa and yŭ-shih to make Impeaching Censor {chih-shu 
chih-fa) and Secretarial Censor (chih-shu yŭ-shih)’ the for-
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mer reportedly responsible for submitting impeachments, 
the latter “solely responsible for (interpreting?) codified 
laws.” P18, 69. 

1061 chîh-shū 知書 
CHIN: Record Keeper, 2，probably unranked, assigned to 
each Storehouse (k'u) of imperial goods. P38. 

1062 chīh-shū kuăn 知書官 
T'ANG; Archivist, 8，apparently unranked, attached to the 
Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan); 
others perhaps in other, comparable agencies. RR: fonc-
tionnaire chargé des livres. P25. 

1063 chìh-shŭŭng-sMk 锨書令史 
T'ANG: Secretarial Clerk, variable numbers of subofficial 
functionaries (//) in Ministries (pu) and perhaps other agen-
cies. See ling-shih. RR: scribe chargé des édits impériaux. 
1064 chīh shŭ-mìyŭàn shih 知樞密院事 
SUNG: Administrator of the Bureau of Military Affairs, 
rank 2a’ one of the most common designations of senior 
officials assigned to head the Bureau of Military Affairs 
(shu-mi yuan) while nominally holding other positions. See 
chih (to know). SP: administrateur de la cour des affaires 
militaires. 

1065 ckì/hshû shih yà-sMh 治書侍御史 
HAN-TANG, YŭAN-MING: Secretarial Censor, nor-
mally a high-ranking executive official of the Censorate (yu-
shih t'ai), subordinate to a Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu) 
and a Vice Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng, often the 
real head of the Censorate). In Former Han, 2; the term 
was also used in lieu of yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng. In Later Han, 
2, rank 600 bushels; principally responsible for interpreting 
the laws. In the era of N-S Division numbered from one to 
4, normally in ranks 5 or 6; often outranked in the Cen-
sorate only by its active head，whether a Censor-in-chief or 
a Vice Censor-in-chief. In Sui 2，became in effect vice cen-
sors-in-chief because the title yū-shih chung-ch'eng was dis-
continued. Then in T’ang, in 649’ the title Secretarial Cen-
sor was discontinued and yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng was rein-
stituted. In Yiian 2 Secretarial Censors were re-established, 
rank 2b. In early Ming no fixed number, rank 3a，but dis-
appeared in the 1380 reorganization of the Censorate. HB: 
attending secretary preparer of documents. RR: vice-président 
du tribunal des censeurs, PI8. 

1066 chìh-shū ts'áo 治書曹 
N-S DIV: Secretarial Section of the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai), 
headed by from one to 4 Secretarial Censors (chih-shu shih 
yŭ-shih); apparently the administrative office for the Cen-
sorate's internal affairs, also sometimes responsible for 
handling Censorate funds. P18. 

1067 chìh-skŭ yà-shm 治書御史 
YUAN: variant of chih-shu shih yŭ-shih (Secretarial Cen-
sor). P18. 

1068 chìh-ssū 制司 
SUNG: Military Commission in charge of a Circuit (tao, 
lu), the office of a Military Commissioner (chih-chih shih, 
q.v.). SP: direction des affaires militaires. 

1069 chìh-sù nèi-sMh 治粟內史 
CH'IN-HAN: Chamberlain for the National Treasury, 
one of the major central government officials collectively 
called the Nine Chamberlains (chiu ch'ing)y principally in 
charge of the palace granaries; in 143 B.C. changed to ta-
nung ling, q.v. HB; clerk of the capital for grain. P8，15. 

1070 chìh-sù tā-wèi 治栗都尉 
HAN: Commandant-in-chief of the Granaries, princi-
pally in charge of the capital granaries; apparently a variant 
of the early Han title chih-su nei-shih (Chamberlain for the 
National Treasury). In 143 B.C. retitled ta-nung ling, q.v. 
Cf. sou-su tu-wei (Commandant-in-chief for Foraging). HB: 
chief commandant for grain. P8. 
1071 chíh-sùi 職歲 
CHOU: Controller of Accounts, 4 ranked as Senior Ser-
vicemen {shang-shih) and 8 as Ordinaiy Servicemen (chung-
shih), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) re-
sponsible for disbursing state revenues and checking an-
nually on all state expenditures. CL: chargé des dépenses 
annuelles. 

1072 chìh-t9ái 制臺 
MING-CHWG: unofficial reference to a multi-Province 
Supreme Commander or Governor-general (tsung-tu), 
especially to the one appointed Director-general of Grain 
Transport (ts'ao-ytín tsung-tu). 
1073 cAíAí，di-sWA 知臺事 
T'ANG: Administrator of the Censorate, a designation 
used in 2 senses: (1) to signify that an official was assigned 
to take active charge of the Censorate {yu-shih t'ai) in ad-
dition to his normal principal duty; and (2) to signify that 
a nominal Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu), after serving in 
a territorial assignment such as Surveillance Commissioner 
{kuan-ch'a shih), had returned to the capital to take active 
charge of the Censorate. PI 8. 

1074 cAîAftíi-tóá 知臺襍 
T’ANG: Inspector of the Censorate, a designation signi-

that an official, in addition to his normal duty, had 
assigned to conduct an evaluation of the Censorate 

{yŭ-shih t'ai). 
1075 chíh-tièn chiēn 直殿監 
MING-CH'ING: Directorate for Palace Maintenance, one 
of 12 major Directorates (chien) in which palace eunuchs 
were organized; headed by a eunuch Director (t'ai-chien); 
responsible for routine custodial services in the palace 
buildings. In Ch'ing existed only from 1656 to 1661; see 
under shih-erh chien (Twelve Directorates). 

1076 cMk-t’ién 職 m 
Lit., office fields. From T'ang on, referred to government-
owned land attached to various agencies outside the capital, 
the state income from which was allocated as supplemen-
tary compensation for the heads’ and perhaps other offi-
cials, of the agencies. 

1077 chīh-tsá 知雜 
SUNG: (1) General Clerk, subofficial functionaries found 
in many agencies, e.g., the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu), 
the Ministry of Works (kung-pu), the Court of Judicial Re-
view (ta-li ssu). (2) Abbreviated reference to an Associate 
Censor (shih yŭ-shih chih tsa-shih) of the Headquarters Bu-
reau (t'ai-yiian) in the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai). SP: service 
des affaires diverses. 

1078 ckīh-tsá àn 知镞案 
SUNG: Miscellany Section, an office for general routine 
administration found in Ministries (pu)y Bureaus (ssu) sub-
ordinate to Ministries, etc.; also one of 4 Sections in the 
Right Bureau (yu-t'ing) of the Court of Judicial Review (ta-
li ssu). Functions and staffing not clear. SP: service des 
affaires diver ses. 
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1079 chìh-tsâ fáng 知雜房 
SUNG: Miscellany Section in the Bureau of Military Af-
fairs {shu-mi yŭan)\ one of 12 Sections created in the reign 
of Shen-tsung (1067-1085) to manage administrative affairs 
of military garrisons throughout the country, in geographic 
clusters, or to supervise specified military functions on a 
country-wide scale. This Section had general, routine ad-
ministrative responsibilities. Headed by a Vice Recipient of 
Edicts (fu ch'eng-chih), rank 8b. Apparently abolished early 
in S. Sung. See shih-erh far j. SP: chambre des affaires 
diverses. 

1080 chīh-tsá yû-shíh 知雜御史 
SUNG: lit.，censor in charge of miscellany: an abbreviation 
of shih yŭ-shih tsa-shìh (Associate Censor), q.v. 

1081 chīh-tsào 織造 
MING-CH^ING: Superintendent of Imperial Silk Man-
ufacturing, an abbreviated reference to the Ming t'i-tu chih-
tsao t'ai-chien (Eunuch Superintendent ...) and the Ch’ing 
chih-tsao chien-tu, qq.v. P38. 

1082 chīh-tsào chiĕn-tū 織造監督 
CH'ING: Superintendent of Imperial Silk Manufactur-
ing, one Manchu notable, bondservant, or eunuch in charge 
of each Imperial Silk Manufactory (chih-tsao chŭ), at 
Nanking, Soochow, and Hangchow; at least nominally sub-
ordinate to the Imperial Household Department (nei-wufu). 
P37. 

1083 chîh-tsào ckû 镦：êM 
CH'ING; Imperial Silk Manufactory, an agency super-
vising the manufacture or purchase of fancy textiles for pal-
ace use, at least nominally subordinate to the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu fu) but normally closely 
monitored by the Emperor through Manchu notables, bond-
servants, or eunuchs who served as Superintendents of Im-
perial Silk Manufacturing (chih-tsao chien-tu); otìe each at 
Nanking, Soochow, and Hangchow. 

1084 cWA-tó如 it，à 製造庫 
CH'ING: Storehouse of Leather and Metal, a craft work-
shop in the Ministry of Works (kung-pu), headed by a 
Commissioner (shih) and 3 Vice Directors (lang-chung). 
BH: office of leather and metal works. PI4. 

1085 chìh-tsào yŭ-ch'ién chŭn-ch9ì châ 
製造御前軍器局 

SUNG: Imperial Arsenal，a manufactory of weapons for 
armies at the capital, apparently subordinate jointly to the 
Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yŭan) and the Ministry 
of Works (kung-pu). See chíin-ch't chien. SP: bureau de la 

fabrication des armes. 

1086 chìh-tsŭn 至尊 
Most Venerated: from Han on, an indirect reference to the 
Emperor. 

1087 chĭh-tsūng 知宗 
SUNG: Administrator of the Office of Imperial Cian Af-
fairs, apparently an abbreviation of chih ta tsung-cheng wm 
shih (see ta tsung-cheng ssu); one each at the metropolitan 
office in Kaifeng and at its western and southern branches 
(hsi-waì tsung-cheng ssu, nan-wai tsung-cheng ssu). SP: 
chef de bureau des affaires de la famille impériale. 

1088 chìh-tsūng 秩宗 
(1) HAN (Wang Mang era): a variant of the title t'ai-ch'ang 
(Chamberlain for Ceremonials), q.v. (2) T'ANG-CH'ING: 
Sacrificial Commissioner, an ad hoc assignment, often of 

a Minister (shang-shu), to supervise seasonal sacrifices at 
the suburban temple to Heaven {chiao miao). 

1089 chīh tsŭng-tzŭ piăo-shŭ kuān 
‘ 知宗子表疏官 

T'ANG: lit., official in charge of memorials submitted by 
imperial clansmen: Memorial Processor in the Court of the 
Imperial Clan {tsung-cheng ssu). RR: fonctionnaire chargé 
des adresses envoyées à I'empereur par la famille impériale. 

1090 chlh-tù shih 支度使 
T'ANG: Fiscal Commissioner, responsible for administer-
ing the finances of a group of military units along the fron-
tier and submitting annual fiscal reports to the central gov-
ernment; in the late 700s became a supplementary title and 
responsibility of many Military Commissioners (chieh-tu 
shih). RR; commissaire imperial aux finances. 

1091 chìh-tù yŭàn 制度緣 
HAN; Inspector of Regulations, duty assignment for 
Headquarters Clerks (t'ing-yŭan) in Districts (hsien), to make 
fall and winter tours of the jurisdiction. HB: officials of 
regulations. 

1092 chíh t,ú-p’ŭ kuān 知圖譜官 
T'ANG: Genealogist, number and rank not clear, on the 
staff of the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu). 
RR: fonctionnaire chargé des listes généàlogiques. 

1093 chîh-tùn shĭh知頓使or置頓使 
T'ANG: Commissioner for Arrangements, an ad hoc duty 
assignment for a court official who, whenever the Emperor 
traveled, was sent ahead to make appropriate housing and 
eating arrangements. 

1094 chíh-tùng 知洞 or 知峒 
SUNG: Chief of the Grotto, an honorific title conferred 
on de facto heads of various aboriginal tribes in the South-
west. P18, 72. 

1095 chīh-yìn 知印 
CHIN-CH'ING: Seal-keeper, a lowly official or clerical 
subofficial found in numerous offices in both the central 
government and units of territorial administration, espe-
cially in Yuan; apparently served as a notary to authenticate 
documents issued from an agency. Distinguish from chang-
yin. 

1096 chīh-yìng châ 支應局 
CH'ING: Bursary, a provincial-level agency responsible 
for issuing money for public circulation. BH： treasury. 

1097 chîh-yìng ssŭ 祗應司 
CHIN-YUAN: Craf ts Office, headed by a Superintendent 
(t'i-tien), rank 5b; part of the imperial palace establishment, 
responsible for skilled carpentry, textile work, mounting 
scrolls，etc.; also often created for the establishments of 
Princes and other nobles. P38, 49. 

1098 chíh-yŭ 執馭 
T'ANG: Coachman, 100 unranked carriage drivers on the 
staff of the Office of the Imperial Stables (tien-chiu ssu), 
a unit in the Court of the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u ssu). RR: 
conducteur d'attelages. 

1099 chìh-yu ssū 治獄司 
SUNG: variant designation of the Right Bureau (yu-t'ing) 
of the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). SP: bureau ju-
diciaire. P22. 

1100 chíh-yŭàn 直院 
T，ANG-SUNG: Auxiliary，a collective term for various 
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clerical subofficials in the Academy of Scholarly Worthies 
(chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan)\ initiated in 731 as a new title for 
Auxiliary Scribes (shu-chih), Auxiliary Illustrators (hua-
chih), etc.; discontinued in 1082 when the Academy was 
absorbed into the Palace Library {pi-shu sheng). In Sung 
also members of the Court of Ceremonial Propriety (li-i 
yŭan) in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu), 
and of the Medical Academy {i-kuan yuan) in the Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yŭan). RR+SP: auxiliaire‘ P25, 36. 

1101 chih-yŭàn hsŭéh-shìh 直院學士 
SUNG: Auxiliary in the Hanlin Academy, variant form 
of chih hsŭeh-shih yŭan, q.v. SP: lettré ou académicien 
auxiliaire. P23. 
1 1 0 2 ekīk-yŭàn kuān 知院 t 
T'ANG: Brokerage Official, head of a regional Brokerage 
iyiian) in the late T'ang salt distribution system. See chŭeh 
yen-t'ieh shih (Salt Monopoly Commissioner). P61. 

1103 chìh-yŭăn wà 致遠務 
SUNG: Transport Service, an agency of the Court of the 
Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu); function not clear. SP: bureau 
d'élevage des animaux pour le transport. 

1104 ch'ìh 赤 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit., red: Imperial, a prefix to District 
(hsien), signifying the highest of 7 categories in which Dis-
tricts were ranked on the basis of prestige and size. May 
be encountered in various periods as a more general de-
scriptive term signifying Imperial. 

1105 chHh-chiéh 持節 
HAN-N-S DIV: lit., bearing a warrant; Commissioned with 
Special Powers, the 2nd most prestigious of 3 prefixes ap-
pended, especially after Han, to the titles of such territorial 
magnates as Area Commanders-in-chief (tu-tu, tsung-kuan) > 
in effect giving them viceregal authority over all govern-
mental agencies in their jurisdictions. Early in the era of 
N-S Division, such Commissioners had authority to put to 
death anyone not of official status, whereas those with the 
more prestigious designation Commissioned with Extraor-
dinary Powers (shih ch'ih-chieh) could put to death even 
officials up to the rank of 2,000 bushels，and those with 
the less prestigious designation Commissioned with a War-
rant (chia-chieh) could put to death only commoners who 
clearly violated military law. P50. 

1 1 0 6 ch，íh-ckiéh tŭ 特葯售 
N-S DIV: Area Commander with Special Powers, in the 
Three Kingdoms period a prefix sometimes added to the 
title Regional Governor {chou mu) or Regional Inspector 
{tz'u-shih) y signifying that the appointee had been given 
special viceregal powers; see under ch'ih-chieh. P50. 

1107 ch'īh^ch'uáng 癡牀 
Lit., the couch of arrogance: from T，ang times on, an in-
direct reference to the Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu, tu 
yŭ-shih) t deriving from the custom that senior Censors sat 
for meals on a couch that junior Censors were not permitted 
to use. 

1 1 0 8 ch，ìk-fú skìk 赤1k 氏 
CHOU: Exterminator of insects in the royal palace; one 
Junior Serviceman (hsia-shih) in the Ministry of Justice 
(ch'iu-kuan). CL (ĭchi~po): I'extracteur, ertleveur. 

1109 ch’ìh-k，ù 敕庫 
SUNG: lit.，sure house of proclamations: Archives of the 
Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). SP: magasin des ar-
chives. P22. 

1110 c/i，ì/i-íìí，Wírtgifcwārt 赤曆提領官 
SUNG: Superintendent of the Imperial Calendar, a 
member of the Court of the Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung 
ssu); rank and functions not clear. SP: directeur Tch'e-lì. 
1111 ch，ìh-lìng 赤令 
T'ANG-SUNG: abbreviated reference to the Magistrate of 
an Imperial District {ch'ih-hsien ling); see under ch'ìh 
(Imperial). 

1112 ch，ìh4ìng sð 敕令所or ch，ìh-lìng chá 
敕令局 

SUNG: Law Code Office, apparently not a regular agency 
of the governmental hierarchy but one created occasionally 
with an ad hoc staff to revise the law code under the di-
rection of a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang) serving as Su-
pervisor (t'i-chii). See pien-hsiu ch'ih-ling so. SP: bureau 
de la rédaction des décreîs et des ordonnances. PI 3. 

1113 ch’ík-shŭ shih yà-sMh 特書侍御史 
T'ANG: after 649, a variant reference to a chih-shu shih 
yŭ-shih (Secretarial Censor). P18. 
1114 ch9ìh-t96u 敕頭 
CHIN: lit., (at the) head of the proclamation: Principal 
Graduate, a quasi-official reference to the first-place pas-
ser of the Metropolitan Examination (hui-shih) in the civil 
service recruitment examination system; used interchange-
ably with chuang-yuan, q.v. 

1115 cWlh'fóu 螭頭 
T'ANG: lit., (at the) dragon's head: an unofficial reference 
to an Imperial Diarist (ch'i-chŭ lang, ch'i-chŭ she-jen) de-
riving from the customary expectation that during court au-
diences such officials should take up positions in front of 
carved dragons at the palace gates. May be encountered in 
later periods in reference to anyone performing similar 
functions. P24. 

1116 chin 緊 
T'ANG-SUNG: Important, 4th highest of 7 categories in 
which Districts (hsien) were ranked on the basis of their 
prestige and size; used as a prefix to hsien. 

1117 chīn-chăng 津長 
SUI: Ford Master, low-ranked or unranked; apparently 4 
appointed at each ford under the jurisdiction of the Office 
of Waterways (tu-shui t'ai), each group subordinate to a 
director whose designation varied according to the impor-
tance of the ford, e.g., Commandant (wei), Director (tien-
tso). P14, 

1118 ckîn-ch'ĕ 巾車 
CHOU: Master of the Royal Chariots, 2 ranked as Junior 
Grand Masters (hsìa ta-fu), 4 as Senior Servicemen (shang-
shih), 8 as Ordinary Servicemen {chung-shih), and 16 as 
Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of 
Rites (ch'un-kuan) responsible for the maintenance, allo-
cation, and decoration of all chariots used by the royal en-
tourage. CL: decorateur des chars. PI6. 

1119 ckìn-ck，én 近臣 
Lit., close underlings: Members of the Imperial Coterie, 
throughout history an unofficial, categorical reference to 
Emperors' most intimate attendants, especially palace eu-
nuchs. 

1120 chîn-chèng 金正 
CHOU: lit. sense not clear; rectifier (with weapons ot) metal 
(?): variant reference to the Ministry of Justice {ch'iu-kuan) 
or the Minister of Justice (ta ssu-k'ou). May be encoun-
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tered in later periods as an archaic reference to eminent 
judicial officials. P16. 

1121 chìn-chiăng 進講 
SUNG-CHTNG; Attendant Lecturer, one of several ad 
hoc designations for officials who participated with the Em-
peror in a Classics Colloquium (ching-yeri). P24. 

1122 chīn-chŭ 津主 
N-S DIV (S, Dynasties): Ford Guardian, one each sta-
tioned in the western and eastern outskirts of the dynastic 
capital, modern Nanking, to watch for the import or export 
of prohibited g o ^ s , to catch fugitives, and to collect transit 
taxes on certain trade goods; rank and place in the govern-
mental organization not clear. P62. 

1123 chìn-chāng 禁中 
Lit., the forbidden inside: Imperial Palace, throughout his-
tory a srandard reference, especially to the residential quar-
ters of the ruler, his wives and children, and his female and 
eunuch attendants. See kung, ta-nei. 

1124 chìn-chŭn 禁軍 
Imperial Armies. (1) General reference to government 
troops in any era, especially from T'ang on; nonnally refers 
to military units stationed in or around the dynastic capital 
under the command of the ruler or of his personal delegate; 
cf, the broader terms kuan-chŭn, kuan-ping (Regular Troops). 
Also see ch'in-chŭn, wei, chin-wei, su-wei. (2) T'ANG: re-
fers to the military units at the dynastic capital, divided into 
2 types and differentiated as the Southern Command (nan-
ya) and the Northern Command ipei-ya). RR: armées de la 
defense de I'empereur. (3) SUNG: refers to the 2 groups of 
military units collectively called the Palace Command (îien-
ch'ien shih-wci ssu) and the Metropolitan Command (shih-
wei ch'in-chŭn ma-pu ssu). 

1125 ckìn-fáng yà.sMh 禁防御史 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei-Chin): Monitoring Censor, rank 
7，apparently associated with Palace Censors (tien-chung 
shih yŭ-shih) of the Censorate (yŭ-shih t*ai)\ peihaps guarded 
against intrusions into the foibidden precincts of the palace, 
but functions not clear. PI 8. 

1126 chìn-hsien pŭ-yùng 儘先補用 
CH'ING: Expectant for Early Appointment, designation 
given to men who had qualified for office and had been 
assigned to Provinces for miscellaneous duty pending reg-
ular appointment to vacant offices. See hou-hsŭan, yŭ-ch'ŭeh 
chi-pu. BH: first candidate. 

1127 chittH wèi 錦衣衛 
MING: lit.，embroidered-uniform guard unit: Imperial 
Bodyguard, the most prestigious and influential of the Im-
perial Guards (ch'in-chŭn wei)\ functioned as the personal 
bodyguard of the Emperor; cooperated with influential eu-
nuchs in maintaining an empire-wide, irregular police and 
judicial service; and provided sinecure appointments for 
palace hangers-on and favorites, including court painters. 
P21. 

1128 ckīn-k，ō 金科 
(1) YŬAN: Treasury Section, one of 6 subordinate Sec-
tions (k'o) in the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), headed by 
a Cleric (ling-shih), unranked; specific responsibilities not 
clear. (2) MING; Special Accounts Section, one of 4 func-
tionally differentiated units in each Bureau {ch'ing-lì ^wm) 
of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu); headed by a Manager 
(kuan-li). P6. 

1129 chīn-kuân 金官 
HAN: Gold Factory, a gold-producing agency located in 
Kuei-yang Commandery, modern Hunan Province; pre-
sumably supervised by the Chamberlain for the Palace Rev-
enues (shao-fu). HB: office of gold. 

1130 chìnAín 禁林 
SUNG: lit., forbidden grove; an unofficial designation for 
a member of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan) or of var-
ious Institutes (kuan), or for the Academy or Institutes 
themselves. P23, 27. 

1131 chìn4uăn 禁嚮 
Lit., forbidden meat, thus indirectly one having access to 
forbidden delicacies: from the era of N-S Division on, an 
unofficial reference to the husband of an Imperial Princess 
(kung-chu). 

1132 chln-mă 進馬 
T'ANG: lit.，one who presents horses: Ceremonial Horse 
Groom, 5 or 6, rank 7a, members of the Livery Service 
(shang-sheng chŭ) of the Palace Administration {tien-chung 
sheng), others in the Court of the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u 
畑)；chosen from among the sons of such middle-ranking 
officials as the Vice Censor-in-chief {yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng), 
Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih~chung) of the Chancellery 
(men-hsia sheng), and Secretariat Drafters (chung-shu she-
jen), assigned to tend horses that were used in important 
imperial ceremonies. See chang-ma. RR: officiers chargés 
de présenter les chevaux d'apparaî. 

1133 chīn-mào chŭ 巾帽局 
MING: Caps and Kerchiefs Service, a minor agency of 
palace eunuchs headed by a eunuch Commissioner-in-chief 
{ta-shih) or Director (t'ai-chien); manufactured caps, ker-
chiefs, and some sorts of footwear for palace use; see pa 
chŭ (Eight Services). 

1134 chìn-nà ck，û-shĕn 進納出身 
SUNG: Qualified by Contribution, designation of men who 
had gained eligibility for official appointments by making 
voluntary contributions to the state in a time of emergency, 
e.g., by contributing grain for public relief during a famine. 
Men so qualified seldom gained more than titular or very 
low-ranking offices. See ch'u-shen. Cf, li-chìen (Student by 
Purchase). 

1135 chìn-nèi shìh-wèi 禁內侍衛 
SUI: Palace Guard, a military unit under the Secretariat 
of the Heir Apparent (men-hsia fang), headed by 2 Palace 
Commandants (nei-shuai), one each designated Left and 
Right; incorporated the members of the Imperial Bodyguard 
(ch'ien-niu wei) and the Personal Bodyguard (pei-shen wei) 
who were attending the Heir Apparent. P26. 

1136 ckìn-ní àn 進擬案 
SUNG: Section for Submission of Recommendations, one 
of 13 Sections directly subordinate to the executive officials 
of the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu); handled all transmis-
sions of judicial recommendations to the throne. SP: service 
chargé de présenter les jugements proposés. 

1137 chìn-pào shih 禁暴氏 
CHOU: Keeper of the Peace, 6 ranked as Junior Service-
men (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-
kuan) charged with keeping people from harming one an-
other. CL: préveneurs de violences. 

1138 chìn^pèi shih 禁備史 
N-S DIV (Chin): Chief of the Guard, a minor member of 
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the staff of each Imperial Mausoleum (ling), under a Man-
ager (ling), all subordinate to the Chamberlain for Cere-
monials (t'ai-ch'ang) of the central government. P29. 

1139 ckìn-pīng 禁兵 
Imperial Guardsman: throughout imperial history a com-
mon designation for a member of the ruler's personal body-
guard. 

1140 chîn^pó fŭ't9ăng 金帛府帑 
N-S DIV (Liang): Fineries Storehouse, established in 508 
under the control of the Chamberlain for the Palace Rev-
enues (t'ai-fu ch'ing’ then archaically called hsia-ch'ing). 
The Fineries Storehouse, which apparently kept the impe-
rial treasury of precious metals and fine silks，supervised a 
Left and Right Storehouse (tso-yu tsang) with a Director 
(ling) and a Superior Storehouse (shang-tsang) with a Vice 
Director (ch'eng). Tso-yu tsang may refer to a Left Store-
house (tso-ĭsang) and a Right Storehouse (yu-tsang)r each 
with a Director (ling); but Chinese editors have decided that 
Liang in fact had no Right Storehouse, so that tso-yu tsang 
here is apparently an erroneous reference to a Left Store-
house alone. See tso-tsang. VI. 

1141 chìn-pŭ 禁圃 
HAN: Imperial Garden, designation of the park adjoining 
the capital commonly called shang-linyŭan, q.v,; under the 
supervision of a Director (ling) with the help of a Com-
mandant (wei) and an Aide (ch'eng). HB: forbidden or-
chards. 

1142 chīn-pù ssŭ 金部司 or chīn-pŭ 
(1) N-S DIV (San-kuo)-MING: Treasury Bureau, a fiscal 
agency normally in the 2nd echelon of the central govern-
ment, rather than a principal agency. In the era of N-S Di-
vision, one of several units in the developing Ministry of 
Revenue (tu-chih), most commonly headed by a Director 
(lang, lang-chung). In Sui and T'ang, one of 4 Bureaus in 
the Ministry of Revenue (min-pu to 649, thereafter hu-pu), 
headed by a Director (lang), rank 5bl; official variant des-
ignations ssu-chen 662-671, ssu-chin 752—758. In Sung, 
one of 5 Bureaus in the Ministry of Revenue (hu~pu)t fully 
activated only from c. 1080，after discontinuance of the State 
Finance Commission (san ssu) oî early Sung; headed by 2 
Directors {lang-chung), 6b; supervised 6 subordinate Sec-
tions (fln)—Left Storage Section {tso-tsang an), Right Stor-
age Section (yu-tsang art), Coins and Silks Section (ch'ien-
po an), Monopoly Exchange Section (chueh-i an), Claims 
Section (ch'ing-chi an), and Miscellany Section {chih-tsa 
an). In Ming, one of 4 Bureaus in the Ministry of Revenue 
(hu-pu)t headed by a Director (lang-chung), 5a; extant only 
from 1380 to 1390, when thel Ministry was reorganized with 
territorially designated Bureaus {ch'ing-li ssu), one per 
Province (sheng). RR+SP: bureau du trésor. (2) N-S DIV 
(N. Wei): Ministry of íhe Treasury in the developing De-
partment of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng), headed by a 
Minister (shang-shu); extant only from the 450s into the 
460s. (3) MING: Special Accounts Section, one of 4 units 
under each Province-designated Bureau (pu till 1396，then 
ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu)t staffed 
with subofficial functionaries; discontinued at the end of 
Ming if not earlier. P6. 

1143 chīn-pù ts，áo 金部曹 
N-S DIV: Treasury Section, a common variant of Treas-
ury Bureau {chin-pu ííw). P6. 

1144 chin skà-lù 禁殺戮 
CHOU: Preventer of Crimes of Violence, 2 ranked as Junior 

Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Justice 
(ch'iu-kuan) responsible for deterring murders and other 
physical violence. CL: préveneur des meurtres et blessures• 

1145 chìn-shĕn 搢紳 or 縉紳 
Lit., one who had stuck (a tally symbolizing official status) 
in his sash: throughout history a generic reference to a 
member of the official class, particularly referring to mem-
bers of the class not serving in office but residing at home 
and wielding great local influence; cee shert-chin, shen-shih. 
Sometimes rendered as Gentry. 

1146 chìn-shéng 禁省 
T,ANG: lit., the confidential department: unofficial refer-
ence to a Secretariat Drafter (chung-shu she-jeh), who 
prepared imperial pronouncements. P23. 

1147 chìn-shìh 近侍 
N-S DIV-CHIN: Court Attendant, a designation common 
in northern conquest dynasties for members of the ruler’s 
personal entourage, chosen from among nobles of the eth-
nic ruling group; in the T'o-pa regimes, totaled almost 100 
at times and were responsible for conveying government 
documents to and from the ruler; in the Jure hen Chin dy-
nasty, constituted a Court Attendants Service {chin-shìh chŭ) 
that sometimes wielded great political influence. P37. 

1148 chìn-shìh 進士 
SUI-CH’ING: Presented Scholar (into early Sung) or 
Metropolitan Graduate (from Sung on)，a degree or status 
often compared to the academic doctorate in the modern 
West, conferred on successful candidates in the highest-level 
regular civil service recruitment examinations, qualifying 
them for appointment to government office. In Sui, T'ang, 
and early Sung this was only one of several “doctoral” de-
grees, and not necessarily the most esteemed; it emphasized 
talent in literary composition. In the 1060s the chin-shih 
examination was made more general, and thereafter it was 
the most esteemed, and normally the only, “doctoral” ex-
amination degree, without which entrants upon civil service 
careers had small hope of attaining high office. RR: lettré 
accompli. SP: docteur des lettres. BH: metropolitan grad-
uate, doctor. 

1149 chìn-shìh chí-û 進士及第 
SUNG-CH'ING: Metropolitan Graduate with Honors, 
designation of the few best graduates of the national civil 
service recruitment examinations, constituting the First 
Category (i chia)y as contrasted to Regular Metropolitan 
Graduates (chin-shih ch'u-shen) in the Second Category (erh 
chia) and Associate Metropolitan Graduates (t'ung chin-shih 
ch'u-shen) in the Third Category (san chia) of successful 
candidates. See chi-ti. 

1150 chìn-shìh ch'ū-shēn 進士出身 
SUNG-CH'ING: Regular Metropolitan Graduate, des-
ignation of a graduate of the national civil service recruit-
ment examinations listed in the Second Category (erh chia) 
of graduates, not as esteemed as a Metropolitan Graduate 
with Honors (chin-shih chi-ti) but more esteemed than an 
Associate Metropolitan Graduate (t'ung chin-shih ch'u-shen). 
See ch'u-shen. 

1151 chìn-shìh chu 近侍局 
CHIN: Palace Attendants Service, an assemblage of Jurchen 
nobles serving in the imperial entourage under supervision 
of the Palace Inspectorate-general (tien-ch'ien tu tien-chien 
ssu); as in the case of powerful eunuch groups in other pe-
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nods, wielded much political influence in late Chin times 
because of its members' closeness to the ruler and his trust-
ing reliance on them. 

1152 chin ssŭ-tzŭ chû 金絲子局 
YTJAN: Gold Thread Service, a handicraft agency com-
monly subordinate to Supervisorates-ìn-chief of Metal 
Workers and Jewelers (chin-yŭ jen-chiang tsung-kuan fu) 
in Routes (lu)’ charged with the manufacture of precious 
ornaments for the court and the nobility. 

1153 chīn-ts，áo 金曹 
(1) HAN: Revenues Section, one of a dozen or more Sec-
tions {ts'ao) subordinate to the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-wei) 
and probably duplicated on the staff of the Counselor-in-
chief (ch'eng-hsiang); headed by an Administrator (yiian-
shih), rank =400 bushels; apparently handled matters con-
cerning receipts from the state moncpolies of salt, iron, etc. 
BH: bureau of metal. (2) SUI-SUNG: Treasury Section, 
variant of chin-pu (Treasury Bureau) in the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu); subsequently may be encountered as an 
unofficial reference to the Ministry of Revenue itself. 

1154 chìn-tsèng 晉贈 
A term normally meaning promoted posthumously to such 
honorific status as Duke (kung) in recognition of outstand-
ing achievement in government service. 

1155 chìn-tsòu kuāt 進奏官 
(1) T'ANG: Capital Liaison Representative of a regional 
dignitary; see chìn-tsou yiian. (2) SUNG: Memorial 
Transmitter, a general designation for Supervising Sec-
retaries {chi-shih-chung) assigned to the Memorials Office 
{chin-tsou yiian) of the Chancellery {men-hsia sheng). 
RR+SP: fonctionnaire chargé de presenter les adresses à 
I'empereur. P21. 

1156 chìn-tsòu yŭàn 進奏院 
(1) T'ANG: Capital Liaison Office, agencies maintained 
in the capital by such regional dignitaries as Surveillance 
Commissioners {kuan-ch'a shih) to present their reports to 
the court and，generally, to represent their interests in the 
capital; staffed with Capital Liaison Representatives {chin-
tsou kuan, liu-hou shih) who were not necessarily members 
of the regular officialdom; often also referred to as Liaison 
Hostels {ti, ti-shé). (2) SUNG: Memorials Office, an agency 
of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng), staffed with Super-
vising Secretaries {chi-shih-chung) who were responsible 
for the transmission of government documents to and from 
the throne and from the central government to the various 
Circuit (lu) authorities; also called tu chin-tsou yuan (Chief 
Memorials Office). SP: cour pour la présentation des 
adresses. P21. 

1157 chìn-tsú pă~ch9í 禁族八旗 
CH'ING: Metropolitan Bannermen, a generic reference 
to members of the military Banner (ch'i) units who were 
stationed in and around the dynastic capital, Peking; a vari-
ant of ching-ch'i, q.v. 

1158 chìn-tzŭ 金紫 
CH IN-HAN: Lord of the Golden Seal and Purple Rib-
bon, an unofficial reference to the Counselor-in-chief {ch'eng-
hsiang) and ultimately to other dignitaries collectively called 
the Three Dukes (san kung, q.v.). 

1159 chin-tzŭ kuăng-lŭ tà-fū 金紫光祿大夫 
N-S DIV-YUAN: Grand Master of the Palace with Golden 
Seal and Purple Ribbon, from the Three Kingdoms era 
an honorific title (chia-kuan) conferred on officials of high 

distinction; from Sui through Yiian a prestige title {san-kuan) 
conferred on officials of rank 2b then 3a in Sui, 3a in T'ang, 
2a or 3a in Sung (especially Ministers of Personnel, lì-pu 
shang-shu), 2a 1 in Chin, la in Yiian. From Sung on, may 
be encountered as an elegant reference to a Minister of Per-
sonnel. P68. 

1160 chìn-wèi 禁衛 
Palace Guard, a common unofficial reference to a unit or 
member of the military responsible for personal protection 
of the ruler. 

1161 chìn-wèi sð 禁衛所 
SUNG: a variant reference to the Capital Security Office 
(huang-ch'eng ssu) in S. Sung, commonly in the form hsing-
kung chìn-wei so (Capital Security Office at the Auxiliary 
Palace). See hsing-kung, huang-ch'eng ssu. 

1162 chîn-wŭ 金吾 
Lit. meaning not wholly clear; probably used interchange-
ably from Chou into Han times with a homophonous term 
for prison, but traditionally interpreted as a special weapon, 
or a gold-tipped baton, or the image of a bird called chin-
wu that was believed to frighten away evil. From Han on, 
commonly used in reference to imperial insignia, as in chih 
chin-wu (Chamberlain for the Imperial Insignia). Eventu-
ally used in the sense of Lord of the Imperial Insignia in 
elegant reference to a distinguished militaiy officer such as 
the Ch'ing dynasty t'ung-ling (Commander-general). 

1163 chīn-wú chàng-ssū 金吾仗司 
SUNG: Armory of the Imperial Insignia Guard (chin~wu 
wei)t a unit of the imperial bodyguard. 
1164 chîn-wû chiĕh-ssŭ 金吾街司 
T'ANG-SUNG: Patrol Office of the Imperial Insignia 
Guard (chin-wu wei), a unit of the imperial bodyguard. 
P20. 

1165 chīn-wú ssū 金吾司 
SUNG: abbreviated reference to the chin-wu chieh-ssu or 
the chin-wu chang-ssu, qq.v., or to both. 

1166 chìn-wŭ wèi 金吾衛 
T'ANG-MING: Imperial Insignia Guard, often one each 
of Left and Right, a distinguished unit of the imperial body-
guard t normally commanded by a General (chiang-chun), 
sometimes with prefixes creating titles such as General-in-
chief (ta chiang-chŭn). See shih-lìu wei. P43. 

1167 chīn-yín ch9ì-hó t'í-chu ssŭ 

„ 金銀器盒提擧司 
YUAN: Supervisorate of Gold and Silver Utensils, a 
manufacturing unit subordinate to a Supervisorate-in-chief 
of Metal Workers and Jewelers {chin-yŭ jen-chiang tsung-
kuan fu); created 1287 by renaming the chin-yin chŭ, q.v. 

1168 chîn-yīn chû 金銀局 
Gold and Silver Service. (1) N-S DIV (Liang): one of 2 
Craft Workshops {tso-t'artg) under the Chamberlain for the 
Palace Revenues (shao-fu); authorized to have a Director 
(ling), but actually headed by a nominal Assistant Director 
(ch'eng), rank 3. P14. (2) YUAN: pre-1287 name of the 
chin-yin ch'i-ho t'i-chŭ ssu (Supervisorate of Gold and Sil-
ver Utensils). 

1169 chln-yìn tsò-făng yŭàn 金銀作坊院 
T'ANG: Gold and Silver Workshop, a manufacturing unit 
subordinate to the Directorate for Imperial Manufactories 
{shao-fu chien). RR: cour des travaux en or et en argent. 
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1170 chīn-yufŭ 金玉府 
YUAN: Metals and Jewels Workshop, original name 
(1261-1266) of the chin-yŭ jen-chiang tsung-kuan fu, q.v. 

1171 chīn-yà jén-chiàng tsŭng-kiiăn fu 
.. 金玉人匠總管府 

YUAN: Supervisorate-in-chief of Metal Workers and 
Jewelers, an agency of the Imperial Manufactories Com-
mission (chiang-tso yŭan) that supervised several artisan 
workshops; until 1266 called chin-yŭ fu, q.v. 

1172 cW/i-jaw 縉雲 or chìn-yûn ssŭ 縉雲司 
Lit.，clouds of red girdles: unofficial reference to the Min-
istry of War (ping'pu) or its officials. 
1173 ch，ĭn 寢 
Temple at an imperial mausoleum (ling): in Han normally 
autonomous units directly responsible to the throne，there-
after commonly supervised by the Director (ling) of the Im-
perial Ancestral Temple (t'ai-miao)\ in Han headed by a 
Director (ling) and an Assistant Director (lang). HB: fu-
nerary chamber. 

1174 ch，īn-ch，á wèi 欽察衛 
YUAN: Kipchak Guard , one each Left and Right, mili-
tary units made up of notoriously fierce Turkic warriors, 
controlled by a Chief Military Command (ta tu-tufu) under 
the supervision of the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi 
yŭan). 

1175 ch'īn-chŭn 親軍 
(1) YUAN: Imperial Armies, the formal designation of the 
entire military establishment in and around the dynastic 
capital, distinguishing it from the Territorial Armies (chen-
shu chiin) garrisoned elsewhere. (2) A common unofficial 
designation of Imperial Armies, normally identifying those 
military units that were directly under the command of the 
ruler, or for common soldiers assigned to them, as Impe-
rial Guardsmen. 

1176 ch'īn^chănfŭ 親軍府 
T'ANG: Personal Guard Garrison of a Prince (wang), 
headed by a Commander (t'ung-chiin); perhaps only in the 
first half of the dynasty and thereafter retitled ch'in-shihfu, 
q.v. 

1177 ch’în-chŭn wèi 親軍衛 
MING: Imperial Guard , designation of 33 of the 74 Cap-
ital Guard (ching-wei) military units garrisoned in and around 
the dynastic capital, Peking, also of 17 of the 49 Capital 
Guard units in the Nanking area; those at Peking were in-
dependent of the regular military hierarchy, not being under 
the control of the Five Chief Military Commissions (wu-
chūn tu-tu fu); each commanded by a Guard Commander 
(chih-hui shih), rank 3a; the most influential and notorious 
of the Imperial Guards was the Imperial Bodyguard (chin-
i wei). 

1178 cWln-chŭn yíng 親軍營 
CH'ING: Imperial Bodyguard, an elite military unit of 
Imperial Guardsmen (shih-wei ch'in-chun) drawn from the 
Three Superior Banners {shang san ch'i), supervised per-
sonally by the Emperor and commanded by 6 Grand Min-
isters of the Imperial Household Department Concurrently 
Controlling the Imperial Guardsmen (ling shih-wei nei ta-
ch'en). P37. 

1179 ch，īn-fèng shàng-yu shìh-chièn ch'ù 
欽奉上諭事件處 

CH'ING: abbreviation of chi-ch'a ch'in-feng shang-yŭ shih-

ch'in-wang 
chien ch'u (Office for Distribution of Imperial Pro-
nouncements) ̂  q.v. 

1180 ch，īn-fŭ 親府 
T'ANG： Bodyguard Garrison, designation of one of the 
Five Garrisons (wufu t q.v.) in the Emperor's service, also 
of one of the Three Garrisons (sanfu) in the service of the 
Heir Apparent. See san wei. RR: milice proche. P26. 

1181 cWln hsién-chái 親賢宅 
SUNG: Peers School, one established in each Princely Es-
tablishment iwang-fu) for the education of members of the 
imperial clan. 

1182 ck,īn-ī k，ù 親衣庫 
SUNG: Minor Gifts Storehouse, a unit in the Palace 
Administration (tien-chung sheng), headed jointly by 2 Su-
pervisors (chien-kuan), one a civil official and one a eu-
nuch; assembled and stored embroidered gowns for presen-
tation to dependent states and clothes for issue to government 
laborers, soldiers, etc. See shang-i k'u, nei i-wu k'u, ch'ao-
fu fa-wu k'u. SP: magasin de vêtements de brocart. P38. 

1183 ch'īn-shìh 親試 
From Sung on, a variant reference to the Palace Exami-
nation (tien-shih), the final stage of national civil service 
recruitment examinations. 

1184 ch'īn-shìhfŭ 親事府 
T'ANG: Persona! Guard Garrison, a military bodyguard, 
one in each Princely Establishment (wang-fu) y each headed 
by a Commandant (tien-chiin), rank 5a. P69. 

1185 cWln-tHĕn chiĕn 欽天監 
MING-CH'ING: Directorate of Astronomy, an autono-
mous agency in the capital responsible for conducting as-
tronomical observations, forecasting weather, interpreting 
natural phenomena, and preparing the annual state calen-
dar, functions previously performed by the ssu-t'ien chien, 
t'ai-shih ling, qq.v., etc.; headed by a Director (chiert-cheng), 
rank 5a (in Ch'ing, one each Chinese and Manchu), and 
staffed largely by hereditary professional astronomers-as-
trologers, including some Moslem (huì-hui) specialists; be-
ginning in 1669 the Chinese Directorship was commonly 
occupied by a European Jesuit. In Ming there was a branch 
of the agency with the same name in Nanking. BH: im-
perial board of astronomy. P35，49. 

1186 chyin'Wáng 親王 
Throughout history, beginning not later than the era of N-
S Division, Imperial Prince, a designation conferred on 
all sons of each reigning Emperor other than the Heir Ap-
parent, who was normally the eldest. Imperial Princes were 
usually known by the names of territories with which they 
were (most often only nominally) enfeoffed, e.g. Ch'in-kuo 
ch'in-wang (Imperial Prince of the Princedom of Ch'in, or 
simply Prince of Ch'in); and on attaining maturity they were 
usually required to leave the dynastic capital and “go to 
their fiefs” {chih-kuó), i.e.’ take up residence elsewhere in 
the empire, where their household affairs were managed by 
Princely Establishments (wang-fu) staffed with members of 
the regular officialdom. The designated Heirs of Imperial 
Princes (shih-tzu) normally inherited the princely status in 
perpetuity; other sons were granted lesser titles of nobility, 
declining generation by generation. Imperial Princes as such 
had no specified official functions except when their 
Princedoms were actual governmental units, but at times 
some were appointed to high offices or given important 
military commands. See wang. P64. 

1170-1186 
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1187 ch'īn-wèi 親衛 or ch'īn-wèifŭ 親衛府 
(1) SUI: Palace Guard , a general term encompassing both 
the Imperial Bodyguard (pei-shen fu) and the Palace Gate 
Guards (chien-menfu). (2) T'ANG-CH'ING: an unofficial 
reference to the Imperial Bodyguard or other special mili-

units (ch'in-chun, ch'in-chŭn fu, ch'in-chŭn wei, ch'in-
ying, etc.), or the personal bodyguards of Imperial 

Princes (chpìn-wang). SP; garde proche. 

1188 chīng 京 
Throughout history, the most common designation for a dy-
nastic Capital; sometimes designating the Metropolitan 
Area, a large region administered directly from the capital. 
See ching-cnao and ching-shih. 

1189 chîng-ch'á 京察 
MING-CH'ING: Capital Evaluation, a sweeping periodic 
assessment of the competence of all officials on duty in the 
capital, in contrast to the Outer Evaluation (wai~ch'a) of 
provincial and local officials; in consequence of the eval-
uations, officials were reappointed, promoted, demoted, re-
tired, dismissed, etc. In Ming the capital evaluation was 
conducted every 6th year by the Ministry of Personnel (lì-
pu) with the aid of censorial officials; capital officials of 
rank 4 and above were exempt from the evaluation but were 
expected at the same time to submit “confessions” (tzu-
ch'en) of their shortcomings. In Ch'ing the capital evalu-
ation was cor lucted every 3rd year; officials of the top 3 
ranks and all members of the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yŭan) 
and the Censorate {tu ch'a-yŭan) were evaluated by the Em-
peror personally, and officials of ranks 4 and 5 were eval-
uated by special teams of Princes and Grand Ministers (ta-
ch'en). 

1190 chīng-chào 京兆 
Capital or Metropolitan Area, from Han on a common 
designation for the dynastic capital and its environs; even-
tually also an unofficial designation of the head of the Pre-
fecture or comparable area in which the Capital was lo-
cated, e.g., the Ch’ing dynasty Shun-t'ien fu-yìn (Governor 
of Shun-t'ien Prefecture). See ta ching-chao. 

1191 chîng-chàofŭ 京兆府 
T'ANG: Metropolitan Prefecture, official designation of 
the dynastic capital, Ch’ang-an，and its environs. At other 
times may be encountered as an unofficial reference to the 
area of the capital, e.g., the Ch'ing dynasty Shun-t'ien Pre-
fecture. 

1192 ckīng<kào ytn 京兆尹 
Metropolitan Governor. (1) HAN-SUI: administrative head 
of the dynastic capital and its environs; in Han considered 
one of the Three Guardians (san fu, q.v.)» rank 2,000 bush-
els; in Sui rank 3a. HB: governor of the capital. (2) T'ANG-
CH'ING: may be encountered as an unofficial reference to 
the administrative head of the Prefecture or comparable írea 
in which the dynastic capital was located. P20, 32, 49. 

1193 chīng-ck’áo kuān 京朝官 
Metropolitan Officials, a generic designation normally in-
dicating all members of the regular officialdom who were 
on duty at the dynastic capital, including both Court Of-
ficials {ch'ao-kuan) and Capital Officials (ching-kuan); the 
normal distinction was that Court Officials were entitled by 
their status to attend imperial audiences regularly, whereas 
Capital Officials were not. 
1194 chīng-chèng chiēn 經正監 
YUAN: Directorate for the Mongolian Pastures, an agency 
at the capital that supervised the distribution of pasturing 

rights and resolved pertinent litigation among Mongol no-
bles; headed by an imperial clansman or other Mongol no-
ble entitled Grand Minister (t'ai-ch'ing). 

1195 chīng-ch'éng 經承 
CH'ING: lit., to have received (assignment): Assignee, an 
unofficial generic reference to subofficial functionaries (li) 
and lesser servant personnel in government agencies. 

1196 ckīng-ch，éngyŭ-chiŭo 京職徹 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Chief of Police 
{li-mu), unranked, in any of the Five Wards {wu ch'eng) 
into which the dynastic capital city was divided for policing 
and related purposes. 
1197 chîng-chí 京畿 
Metropolitan Region, from antiquity designating the area 
in which the ruler's capital was located; in T'ang, more 
specifically, the official name of the Circuit (tao) in which 
the dynastic capital, Ch'ang-an, was located. 

1198 chîng'chí àn 經籍案 
SUNG: Books Section in the Imperial Archives (pi-ko); 
staffing not clear, probably by clerical subofficials. 

1199 ckīng~ckí tòo 京畿道 
Metropolitan Circuit. (1) T'ANG: name of the region in 
which the dynastic capital, Ch’ang-an’ was located; des-
ignated a formal administrative unit in the reign of Hsŭan-
tsung (712-756). (2) MING: name of a Censorate (tu ch'a-
yŭan) unit existing solely as the collective designation of 
Investigating Censors {chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) on duty in the 
capital, who, in addition to their normal Province-oriented 
functions, had duty assignments to check records in agen-
cies of the central government for evidence of malfeasance. 
(3) CH'ING: name of one of ultimately 20 Circuits (tao) 
in the Censorate, whose staff of 4 Investigating Censors 
were responsible for maintaining censorial surveillance over 
all administrative units in Chihli (modern Hopei) Province. 
See chih-li, tao. 

1200 chīng-ch'î 京旗 
CH'ING: Metropolitan Bannermen’ a generic reference 
to members of the military Banner (ch'i) units who were 
stationed in and around the dynastic capital’ Peking; sub-
divided inĭo Inner Banners (nei~ch'i) and Outer Banners (wai-
ch'i). BH: metropolitan banner forces. 

1201 chīng-chH-ní hă'fān 精奇尼哈番 
CH'ING: Viscount, Manchu title of nobility changed in the 
18th century to the Chinese form tzu, q.v. P64. 

1202 chīng-chiéh kuān 旌節官 
SUNG: Emblem Maker, 2’ probably unranked, on the staff 
of the Directorate for Imperial Manufactories {shao-fu chien). 
SP: fonctionnaire chargé de la fabrication des bannières et 
des emblèmes de commŭndement 

1203 chīng-chiéh ssŭ 旌節司 
CH’ING: Emblem Office, subordinate to the Center Sub-
section (chung-so) of the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-
i wei), headed by a Director (chang-yìn yŭn-hui shih), rank 
4a. BH: section chief. 

1204 cAîii&cAiA/ā-já/i sAíA 經制發運使 
SUNG: Fiscal and Supply Commissioner, a delegate from 
the central government responsible for overseeing the col-
lection of taxes in a Circuit {lu) and the transport of tax 
revenues and other state commodities to the capital; might 
be encountered as a combined reference to Fiscal Com-
missioners {ching-chih shih) and Supply Commissioners (fa-
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yŭn shih). SP: commissaire aux finances et à I'expédition 
des transports. P60. 

1205 chĭng-chìh ... kàn-pàn ch'áng-p'íng 
kŭng-shìh經制…幹辦常平公事 

SUNG; Supply Commissioner，one of several terms used 
for the chief official of a Supply Commission (ts'ang-ssu) 
in a Circuit (/m); normally encloses a geographic name, e.g., 
such-and-such a Circuit. Often abbreviated to ch'ang-p'ing 
kuan. SP: fonctionnaire chargé de maintenir I'uniformité du 
prix des graines. 

1206 chīng-chìh măi^mă ssū 經制買馬司 
SUNG: Horse Purchasing Office，an agency subordinate 
to Chengtu Prefecture ifu)y responsible for buying horses 
on the western frontier for state military use. SP: bureau 
d'achat des chevaux. 

1207 chîng-chìh piēn-fáng ts'ái-yùng ssū 
經制邊防財用司 

SUNG: Frontier Defense Supply Commission, several es-
tablished in frontier Circuits (lu) to maintain logistical sup-
port for frontier military forces; each headed by a delegate 
from the central government called a Commissioner (shih). 
SP: bureau d'administration financière pour la défense des 
frontières. 

1 2 0 8 cAíwg_írAì/í w û 經制司 
SUNG: apparently a variant reference to a Fiscal Com-
mission (ís'ao-^w) in a Circuit (/w), but may be encoun-
tered as an abbreviated reference to any of the ching-chih 
... shih or ssu listed above. SP: bureau d'administration 

financière. 

1209 chīng chíng-hsûn sMh 京警巡使 
LIAO: Capital Police Commissioner, head of the Police 
Commission (ching-hsŭn yuan) in each of the 5 Liao cap-
itals; rank not clear. P20. 

1210 chîng-chu 京局 
CH'ING: abbreviated, unofficial reference to the Metro-
politan Coinage Service (pao-ch'ŭan chŭ), a unit in the 
Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). 

1211 chìng-fēi 敬妃 
MING: Respectful Consort, title conferred on selected 
palace women; rank not clear but relatively high. 

1212 chīng-fŭ 京府 
SUNG: Capital Prefecture, a common reference to the Su-
perior Prefecture (fu) in which the dynastic capital was lo-
cated. 

1213 chlng-fŭ 京輔 
HAN: variant reference to the Metropolitan Area (ching-
shih), in which the dynastic capital was located. Also see 
under san fu (Three Guardians). 

1214 c/tíw^/á/áw容經撫房 
SUNG: Frontier Defense Office, a subsection of the Bu-
reau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan); staffing and func-
tions not clear. SP: chambre des affaires militaires de la 
défense des frontières. 

1215 chîng-fú tièn shih 景福殿使 
SUNG: Commissioner of the Hall of Abundant Happi-
ness, a title of honor but apparently no functions, carrying 
rank 5b. 

1216 tó-wèi 京輔都尉 
HAN: Defender of the Capital, one of the Three Defend-
ers of the Metropolitan Area {san-ju tu-wei, q.v.). HB: chief 
commandant of the adjunct capital region. 

1217 chīng'hsièn 京縣 
MING-CH'ING: Capital District, unofficial reference to 
the Districts (hsien) constituting a dynastic capital. 

1218 chìng-hsìn 敬信 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i): Lady of Respectful Trustworthiness, 
designation of one of 27 imperial consorts called shìh-fu, 
q.v.; rank =3b. t 

1219 chīng-hsŭéh chù-chiào 經學助敎 
T’ANG: Classics Instructor, 2 on the staff of the Metro-
politan Governor (ching-chao yin), apparently unranked; 
functions not wholly clear. P32. 

1220 chīng-hsŭék pó-shìh 經學溥± 
T ANG: Erudite of the Classics. (1) Supervisor of state 
schooling in a unit of territorial administration; in a Met-
ropolitan Prefecture {fu), rank 8b 1; in an Area Command 
(tu-tu fu), 8b 1 or 8b2; in a Prefecture {chou), 8b2, 9a l , or 
9a2; in a District (hsien), unranked. P32, 51. (2) Five among 
the 18 Palace Erudites (nei-chiao po-chih) on the staff of 
the Palace Institute of Literature (nei wen-hsŭeh kuan), where 
palace women were educated; from c. 741，a eunuch post. 
RR: maître de la science des classiques. 

1221 chìng-hsun 敬訓 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i): Lady of Respectful Instruction, des-
ignation of one of 27 imperial consorts called shih-fu, q.v.; 
rank =3b. 

1222 chìng-hsŭn 靜訓 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i): Lady of Quiet Instruction, designa-
tion of one of 27 imperial consorts called shih-fu, q.v.; rank 
=3b. 

1223 cMng-hsûn yŭàn 警巡院 
LIAO-YUAN: Police Commission, charged with main-
taining control of the population in the dynastic capital, 
headed by a Police Commissioner (ching-hsŭn shih), rank 
6a in Chin and Yuan, subordinate to an Overseer (ta-lu-
hua-ch'ih) in Yuan. In Liao, one established in each of 5 
capitals. Yiian divided the agency into 2，one each of Left 
and Right, and in 1305 created a 3rd called Police Com-
mission of the Grand Capital (ta-tu ching-hsŭn yiian) to 
control the southern environs of Peking, whereupon the 
original 2 agencies were differentiated as being attached to 
the Ta-tu Route (lu). In some fashion not wholly clear, the 
Yiian agencies shared responsibility for policing the capital 
and its environs with 2 Wardens' Offices (ping-ma ssu). 
At the beginning of Ming, all Police Commissions were 
merged into a new structure of 5 Wardens' Offices. P20, 
49, 53. 

1224 chîng-kuān 京官 
Capital Officials, an unofficial general designation of of-
ficials on duty in the dynastic capital. In Sung times, a more 
specific designation of those Metropolitan Officials (ching-
ch'ao kuan) whose titular status was lower than Court Of-
ficials (ch'ao-kuan), who were entitled to attend imperial 
audiences regularly; the 2 categories had nothing to do with 
actual service in the capital or elsewhere, but were some-
thing like prescribed career ladders on which officials moved 
in accordance with their individual prestige, among other 
things. 

1225 chīng-k'uéi 經魁 
MING-CH'ING: lit., classics master: Notable Graduate, 
in early Ming a designation granted to the 5 best performers 
in a Provincial Examination (hsiang-shih) of the civil ser-
vice recruitment system, one for each of the 5 classical texts 
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in which candidates were allowed to declare a specializa-
tion; subsequently (transition not clear, but not later than 
early Ch'ing) granted to those graduates who ranked 2nd， 
3rd，4th, and 5th either in a Provincial Examination, behind 
the Provincial Graduate with Highest Honors (chieh-yuan), 
or in the Metropolitan Examination (hui-shih), behind the 
Principal Graduate (chuang-yuan). 

1226 chîng-láng 經郞 
YUAN: Abundant Classicist, a staff member of the Hall 
for the Diffusion of Literature (hsiian-wen kó), rank not clear; 
served concurrently as Translator for the Classics Collo-
quium (chìng-yen i-wen kuan). P24. 

1227 chīng-lì 經歷 
YUAN-CH'ING: Registrar, head of a Registiy (ching-li 
ssu). 

1228 chîng-n ssō 經歷司 
YUAN-CH'ING: lit. meaning arguable’ probably an office 
through which things pass, especially documents: Regis-
try, an agency found in many agencies both in the central 
government and in the hierarchy of territorial administra-
tion, serving as a kind of central message center or internal 
management office for its agency; normally headed by a 
Registrar (ching-li), rank varying between 5a and 8b. P18， 
21’ 29，72. 

1229 chīng-ŭ t'īng 經歷廳 
CH ING: Registry, a variant of ching-li ssu found, e.g., 
in the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan) and the Imperial Procession 
Guard (luan-i wei). 

1230 chīng4iáng t'īng 京糧廳 
MING-CH'ING: Office of the Capital Granaries, an of-
fice staffed by ad hoc representatives of the Ministry of 
Revenue {hu-pu) who supervised the functioning of the many 
granaries in Peking and its environs that provided basic food 
supplies for the imperial palace and the central government 
establishment. P8. 

1231 chīng4ŭèh 經略 or chlngAŭèh shíh 
經略使 

Lit., one who takes charge of and puts in order (an area): 
Military Commissioner. (1) T'ANG: variant designation 
of, or occasional supplementary prefix to, chieh-tu shih 
(Military Commissioner). RR: commissaire impérial à la 
direction militaire d'une région. (2) SUNG: one of several 
designations used for delegates from the capital in charge 
of Military Commissions (shuai-ssu) of Circuits (lu); also 
see ching-lŭeh an-fu shih. SP: commissaire militaire d'une 
préfecture. (3) YUAN: from 1358 dispatched on ad hoc 
basis into various regions to quell rebels and stabilize con-
ditions. (4) MING: an ad hoc delegate from the central gov-
ernment sent to cope with urgent military matters, espe-
cially in frontier areas; comparable in prestige to the more 
stable and regular tsung-tu (Supreme Commander). P50. 

1232 chīng-lŭèh àn-fŭ sMh 經骆安撫使 
SUNG: Military Commissioner, one of several designa-
tions used for delegates from the capital in charge of Mil-

Commissions {shuai-ssu) of Circuits (lu), especially 
níier zones. Often abbreviated to ching-lŭeh shih. P50. 

1233 chīng-lŭèh ān-fŭ tū tsŭng-kuān 
經略安撫都總管 

SUNG: Commander-in-chief, overall coordinator of civil 
and military affairs in a Circuit (/«)’ usually in a frontier 
zone; normally more prestigious and influential than a Mil-
itary Commissioner {ching-lŭeh an-Ju shih). Also see shuai-
ssu. 

1234 chîng-lûèh tà-ch'én 經略大臣 
CH'ING: Grand Minister Commander, designation of an 
ad hoc leader of a Green Standards {lu-ying) army on cam-
paign. 

1235 chīng-pāng 經邦 
SUNG: Manager of the State, one of several special lau-
datory epithets for “meritorious ministers” (kung-ch'en), 
conferred occasionally on members of the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng) and the Bureau of Military Affairs {shu-mi yŭan). 

1236 chīng-shàn chnng-U wâ 精 膳 淸 吏 司 
MING-CH'ING: Bureau of Provisions, one of 4 major 
constituent agencies in the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu), headed 
by a Director (lang-chung), rank 5a; responsible for pro-
viding the food and drink used on ceremonial occasions. 
See ch'ing-li ssu. BH: banqueting department. P9. 

1237 chlng-shăn kuān-hsûéh 景山官學 
CH'ING: Mount Prospect School, a school in the imperial 
palace grounds for children of elite military men belonging 
to the Three Superior Banners {shang san ch'i)’ directed by 
Grand Minister Supervisors of the Imperial Household De-
partment (tsung-kuan nei-wu fu ta-cKen) designated as 
Managers of the Mount Prospect School (kuan-li ching-shan 
kuan-hsŭeh shih-wu). BH: school at the red hill. 

1238 chîng-shàn ssŭ 精膳司 
MING-CH'ING: abbreviation of ching-shan ch'ing-li ssu 
(Bureau of Provisions). 

1239 chīng-shīh 京師 
Metropolitan Area, a term used from Han on for the re-
gion, whether large or small, that included the dynastic capital 
and its environs. 

1240 chīng-shīh 經師 
HAN: Classics Teacher, one ordered appointed to head a 
school (hsŭeh or hsiaó) in every unit of territorial admin-
istration by Emperor P'ing (r. A.D. 1-5). P51. 

1241 chĭng49ién k'ō 井田科 
CH'ING: Banner Revenues Section, established in 1734 
as one of 3 agencies of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) 
not subordinated to Bureaus (ch'ing-li ssu)t responsible for 
reporting on income from lands set aside for support of the 
Eight Banners (pa ch'i) and payments to bannermen; staff-
ing not clear. P6. 

1242 chīng-t'īng 經廳 
YûAN-CH'ING: unofficial reference to Registrars (ching-
li) or Registries (ching-li ssu), in Ch'ing especially the 
Registrar of a Provincial Administration Commission {ch'eng-
hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu). 
1243 chlng-tū 京都 
The Capita], throughout history a common general refer-
ence to the capital city of an autonomous regional state or 
of the united empire, specifically indicating the city itself 
rather than the Metropolitan Area (ching-shih) t of which it 
was the core. RR: ville capitale. 

1244 chlng:tŭ chìh-chìh shih 經度制置使 
SUNG: Commissioner for Ceremonies, an ad hoc assign-
ment for an eminent official to be in charge of a major ritual 
ceremony. SP: commissaire chargé des dispositions pour 
une grande cérémonie. 

1245 chlng-fu wèi 經途尉 
N-S DIV (N. Wei, N. Ch'i): Commandant of the Capital 
Street Patrol, subordinate to the Commandant of the Cap-
ital Patrol (liu-pu wei, ch'i-pu weì)t charged with main-
taining peace and order in capital cities; each responsible 
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for 9 to 12 streets (hang)，supervising from 74 to 135 urban 
Villages (//), whose Village Heads (li-cheng) were respon-
sible for the conduct of the resident population. P20. 

1246 chīng-t'ūng ís'ăng 京通倉 
MING~CH’ING: Metropolitan Granaries, an abbrevi-
ated, combined reference to the state granaries at the dy-
nastic capital, Peking, and those nearby at T'ung-chou, the 
northern terminus of the Grand Canal. See ts'ang-ch'ang. 
P8. 

1247 chìng-wăn 敬婉 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i): Lady of Respectful Kindness, des-
ignation of one of 27 imperial consorts called shih-fu; rank 
=3b. 

1248 chīng-wèi 京衛 
MING: Capital Guards, a collective designation of the 
Guard (wei) military units garrisoned in the immediate vi-
cinities of the dynastic capital，Peking (74 wei)f and the 
auxiliary capital, Nanking (49); except for those units called 
Imperial Guards {chHn-chûn wei) stationed near Peking, all 
were under the direction of the Five Chief Military Com-
missions (wu-chŭn tu-tu fu). 

1249 chĭng-yén 經筵 
SUNG-CHING: Classics Colloquium, a gathering of the 
Emperor with eminent civil officials of the general admin-
istrative agencies in the capital, of the Hanlin Academy (han-
lin yūan)t of the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien)’ 
etc., for the reading and discussion of classical and histor-
ical texts; irregular until Ming times, when sessions began 
to be scheduled every spring and autumn; participants were 
given ad hoc but prestigious designations as Lecturer {chiang-
kuan), Attendant Lecturer {chin-chiang), Principal Ex-
pounder (i-chu)y etc. In Yuan times the most prestigious 
participant was called the Translator (i-wen kuan). P24. 

1250 chîng-yén kuăn 經筵官 
SUNG-CHING: Participant in the Classics Colloquium, 
an ad hoc generic designation for officials who participated 
with the Emperor in a Classics Colloquium (ching-yen). SP: 
fonctionnaire chargé d'expliquer les textes devant I'empe-
reur. P24. 

1251 chīng-yin 京尹 
CH*ING: Capital Governor, unofficial reference to the 
Governor (yin) of Shun-t'ien Prefecture (fu)t site of the dy-
nastic capital’ Peking. 

1252 chīng-yíng 京營 
MING: Capital Training Divisions, large military en-
campments at Peking and Nanking to which troops belong-
ing to Guards (wei) throughout the empire were rotated for 
training and service as a kind of combat-ready reserve; in 
1450 reorganized into Integrated Divisions (t'uan-ying) whose 
officers and troops remained together in both training and 
campaigning; in 1488 coordinated under a Superintendent 
(t'i-tu); in 1550 Integrated Divisions were discontinued, and 
thereafter the Training Divisions were coordinated by a Su-
perintendent or a Supreme Commander (tsung-tu). In the 
last half of Ming, the Training Divisions ceased being ef-
fective fighting forces; their troops were normally used as 
state construction gangs or assigned to other menial tasks. 
See san ta-ying, jung-cheng t'ing, pan-chūn, fan (on rota-
tional duty). 

1253 cAíngjtóA c/ráii 井鉞軍 
T'ANG: Army of the Celestial Twins, námed after a group 
of stars in Gemini called ching-yŭeh; one of 12 regional 
supervisory headquarters for militia Garrisons {fu; see fu-

ping) called the Twelve Armies {shih-erh chŭn); extant only 
620-623, 625-636. RR: armée de (I'étoile) de la hache (près 
de la constellation) du puits. P44. 

1254 ch'īng 淸 
Beginning in the era of N-S Division very soon after the 
fall of Han, a term meaning pure used as an at least qua-
si-offīcial designation for officials of esteemed genealogical 
status, who advanced through sequences of positions also 
designated “pure” into the top echelon of government; in 
contrast to the label “impure” (cho) for officials of less ge-
nealogical distinction and the less prestigious positions re-
served for them. Such distinctions persisted into Sui times, 
when the label "high expectations" (ch'ing-wang) was used 
for the most elite group of “pure” officials; and there were 
echoes of these distinctions in later times. This traditional 
usage perhaps accounts for the name ch'ing-li ssu (lit., of-
fice of pure functionaries) given to Bureaus of Ministries 
(pu) in Ming and Ch'ing times. 

1 2 5 5 cA，í/ig 卿 
From highest antiquity, a term used generically, or parti-
cularized with prefixes, for eminent officials. (1) CHOU: 
Minister, the highest rank category of officials serving the 
King and Feudal Lords, differentiated from Grand Master 
(ta-fu) and Serviceman (shih). (2) CH'IN-SUI: Chamber-
lain, in charge of a major service agency, e.g. , Chamber-
lain for the Palace Revenues {shao-fu). (3) SUI-CH'ING: 
Chief Minister, designation of heads of various agencies 
including the Nine Courts (chiu ssu), e.g，’ Chief Minister 
of the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu ch'ing, or 
simply hung-lu ch'ing). Also used unofficially for a Vice 
Minister {shih-lang) of a Ministry (pu)’ often with a de-
scriptive prefix. Also see chiu ch'ing, liu ch'ing, ch'i ch'ing. 

1256 cWlng'chào shĭh 淸詔使 
HAN: Imperial Commissioner, a designation given var-
ious central government officials when sent on special， 
temporary investigatory missions away fìrom the capital. HB: 
messenger with a pure edict. 

1257 ch，īng-ch，ê chiāng-chān 經車將軍 
HAN—T，ANG; Genera! of Light Chariots, a title of no-
bility (chŭeh) normally conferred on the eldest grandson of 
a Duke (kung) in direct line of succession. P65. 

1258 cfc，í/ig-cA，étó_H^ 輕車都尉 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Commandant of Light Chariots, a merit 
title (hsŭn) through Ming, then a title of nobility (chŭeh); 
in Tang, Sung^ and Chin，6th highest of 12 grades, rank 
4b; in Yuan and Ming, rank 3b; in Ch'ing, 6th highest of 
9 ranks of non-imperial nobility. See shang ch'ing-ch'e tu-
wei, chŭeh-yin. RR: directeur général des chars de guerre. 
SP: directeur des chars de guerre• P64, 65. 

1259 ch'īng-ch'éng kāng-chiēn 淸城宮監 
T'ANG: Directorate of the Palace at Loyang, in charge 
of maintaining buildings and grounds of imperial parks and 
gardens in the Eastern Capital (Tung-t")’ Loyang, under the 
supervision of the Court of the Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung 
ssu)\ headed by a Director (chien), rank 6b2. In 657 re-
named tung-tu yŭan peì-mien chien (Directorate of Parks 
in the Eastern Capital, Northern Quadrant). P40. 

1260 ch'ing-chĭàn 請給案 
SUNG: Claims Section, one of 6 Sections (an) in the 
Treasury Bureau (chin-pu ssu) of the Ministry cf Revenue 
(hu-pu), staffed with suboffieial functionaries; functions not 
clear, but apparently handled claims from local territorial 
administrative agencies for issuance of non-grain commod-
ities under the jurisdiction of the Treasury Bureau. Estab-
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lished c. 1080，when the State Finance Commission (san 
ssu) of early Sung was discontinued. SP: service des 
reclamations. P6. 

1261 ch'īng-chì láng 淸紀郞 
MING: Recorder of Misdeeds, one in each Secretariat of 
the Heir Apparent (ch'un-fang), charged with criticizing and 
impeaching members of the Household Administration of 
the Heir Apparent {chan-shih fu)\ rank 8b. P26. 

1262 ch'īng-chiēn 卿監 
5 DYN-SUNG: Chief Ministers and Directors, a generic 
term~in the Five Dynasties era, for eminent officials as-
signed to superintend the Hostel for Tributary Envoys (jjm-

fang Icuan); in Sung, for officials with prestige titles (san-
kuan) for ranks 5a to 6a. P21. 

1263 ch'īng-chīn tóŭ 靑衿子 
T’ANG»CH’ING: Blue Collar Graduate , unofficial ref-
erence to a passer of a civil service recruitment examina-
tion; in Ming and Ch'ing most commonly denoted a Gov-
ernment Student (sheng-yŭan). 

1264 ch9îng-chŭn 淸軍 
MING-CH'ING: Troop Purification, a process for main-
taining the strength of the hereditary soldiery by finding 
appropriate replacements for the dead and overaged, track-
ing down deserters, etc. ； abbreviation of ch'ing-li chūn-wu. 
Used as a descriptive prefix for officials assigned to such 
duties, e.g. , Troop-purifying Censors (yŭ-shih)y Vice Pre-
fects {t'um chih-fu), Assistant Prefects (t'ung-p'art). P32. 

1265 ck’īng-chŭn tào 淸軍道 
MING-CH'ING: Troop Purification Circuit, the jurisdic-
tion of a Surveillance Vice Commissioner {an-ch'a fu-shih) 
or an Assistant Surveillance Commissioner (an-ch'a ch'ien-
shih) of a Provincial Surveillance Commission (t'i-hsing art-
ch'a shih ssu) assigned to troop-purification duty. See ch'ing-
chiin, tao. 

1266 ch9īng-èrh 鄕貳 
Lit., ministers and their seconds (i.e., assistants): Minis-
terial Executives, an unofficial collective reference to high-
level administrative officials in the central government, often 
not defined with precision. From Ch'in into the era of N-
S Division, seems to refer primarily to Chamberlains {ch'ing, 
e.g., the Chamberlain for Ceremonials, t'aì-ch'ang ch'ing) 
and their Aides (ch'eng). From the era of N-S Division into 
Ch'ing times, may refer to the Chief Ministers (ch'ing)t 
Vice Ministers (shao-ch'ing), and possibly even Assistant 
Ministers (ch'eng) of various Courts (ssu)t e.g., the Court 
of Imperial Entertainments (hung-lu ssu); may be found re-
ferring to the Ministers (shang-shu) and Vice Ministers (shih-
lang, sometimes unofficially called ch'ing) of the Six Min-
istries (liu-pu) that were the administrative core of the cen-
tral government; and suggests a vaguely defined group rep-
resenting Courts, Ministries，and eVen other agencies such 
as the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai, tu ch'a-yŭan). Also see chiu 
ch'ing, ch'i ch'ing, liu ch'ing. Cf. erh-ch'ing. 

1267 ch，ìng-fĕng ssā 慶豊司 
CH'ING; lit., office of happy fertility: Office of Imperial 
Pasturages, an agency responsible for the administration 
of flocks and herds throughout the empire that belonged to 
the Emperor; autonomous till 1723, then subordinated to 
the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu); headed in 
annual rotation by a dignitary with the title Grand Minister 
(ta-ch'en). BH: pasturage department. P37. 

1268 ck，īng-kstìăn 淸選 
Lit., to purify the personnel selections: (1) SUI-CH'ING: 

an unofficial reference to the Vice Minister {shao-ch'ing) 
of the Cour t of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-chìing ssu)y ap-
parently deriving from the popular epithet of an official who 
was noted for his honesty (ch'ing) in the selection of men 
for official appointments (hsŭan). (2) MING-CH'ING: 
Personnel Selection Staff, an unofficial collective refer-
ence to the Director (lang-chung) y the Vice Director iyŭan-
wai lang) ’ and the Secretary (chu-shih) of Bureaus {ch'ing-
li ssu) in Ministries (pu), probably most specifically the 
Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu). P5. 

1269 ch，íng-kài ssū 擎蓋司 
CH'ING; Umbrella Office, one of 2 subordinate units in 
the Right Subsection (yu-so) of the Imperial Procession Guard 
(luan-i wei)，headed by a Director (chang-yin yŭrt-hui shih)， 
rank 4a. BH: umbrella section. 

1270 ch'īng-kŭng 靑宮 
T'ANG: Green Palace, an unofficial reference to the res-
idence, and thus indirectly to the person, of the Heir Ap-
parent. 

1271 ch'ĭng-láng 淸郎 
From T'ang on, an unofficial reference to a Director (lang-
chung) of a Bureau (ssu, ch'ing-li ssu) in a Ministry (pu). 

1272 ch'īng-lì chŭn'Wù 淸理軍務 
MING-CH'ING: Troop Purification, a process nonnally 
abbreviated to ch'ing-chŭn, q.v. 

1273 ch'īng'ŭ ssŭ 淸吏司 
MING-CH'ING: lit., office of pure functionaries, perhaps 
derived from Han—T'ang distinctions between officials of 
“pure” and “impure” genealogies (see ch'ing, cho): Bu-
reau, the generic name for top-echelon units in Ministries 
(pu) and some other agencies, succeeding the Bureaus (ssu) 
of T’ang~Sung times. In some Ministries prefixed with 
functionally descriptive terms, e.g., ch'e-chia ch'ing-li ssu 
(Bureau of Equipment and Cotnmunications in Ming, Bu-
reau of Communications in Ch'ing) in the Ministry of War 
(ping-pu); in other Ministries prefixed with the names of 
Provinces for which they processed all Ministry business, 
e.g., the shan-hsì ch'ing-li ssu (Shansi Bureau) in the Min-
istry of Revenue {hu-pu); each headed by a Director {lang-
chung), rank 5a. BH: department. 

1274 ck，īng-sMng shŭ 淸商署 or ch，ing-shang 
N-S D ĭV-TWNG: Office of Bell Music, deriving from the 
name of an ancient musical tune or style dominated by bell 
sounds and characteristically sad; responsible for preserv-
ing and performing such music; normally headed by a Di-
rector (ling); directly subordinate to the Chamberlain for 
Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang ch'ing) till veiy early T'ang, then 
absorbed into the Office of Drums and Pipes (ku-ch'ui shu) 
of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu). RR: 
office de la musique. P10. 

1275 chnng-shīh 磬師 
CHOU: Master of the Musical Stones, 4 ranked as Or-
dinary Servicemen {chung-shih) and 8 as Junior Service-
men (hsia-shih), in charge of a staff of musicians in the 
Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan). CL: maître de king ou pìerres 
sonores. 

1276 cWīng'tào 淸道 
Clearer of the Way, designation of a lowly member of the 
retinue of an official in travel status, preceding the official 
so as to prevent any blocking of or interference with his 
progress. 

1277 ck，īng-tào skuài-fŭ 淸逭率府 
T'ANG-SUNG: Police Patrol Guard Command, one each 
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of Left and Right, military units assigned for general se-
curity in the palace of the Heir Apparent; created c. 713 
by renaming the earlier yŭ-hou shuai-fu; first re-established 
in Sung in 995，thereafter established intermittently until 
the end of N. Sung. Each headed by a Commandant (shuai)’ 
rank 4a in T'ang, 7b in Sung; in Sung he was also con-
current Receptionist (yeh-che) of the Secretariat of the Heir 
Apparent {ch'urt-fang). RR+SP: garde de I'héritier du trône 
chargée de la sécurité des routes. P26. 

1278 chyīng'tào wèi 淸道衛 
T'ANG: variant name from 662 to 705 of the Police Patrol 
Guard Command (yŭ-hóu shuai-fu). Also see ch'ing-tao 
shuai-fu. 

1279 chfīng-wàng 淸望 
N-S DIV—T'ANG: a term signifying high expectations or 
high repute, used as a generic label for the most elite of-
fícials in terms of their genealogical pedigrees; see ch'ing 
(pure) and cho (impure). In subsequeilt eras the term may 
be encountered as a descriptive label of an official of great 
eminence and integrity. 

1280 ck，îng-yào 淸要 
N-S DIV-T’ANG: pure and important , used as a generic 
label for various posts in both the central and territorial 
governments that were considered to require appointees of 
extraordinary intelligence and moral character; also a ge-
neric reference to expectant or active officials who were 
considered the elite members of the officialdom and could 
expect rapid advancement into the highest echelons of the 
government, their merit being defined largely in terms of 
their genealogical pedigrees. See ch'ing (pure) and cho (im-
pure). 

1281 ch'ĭng-yă 請雨 
HAN: Supplicant for Rain, 2 minor subordinates of the 
Grand Astrologer (t'ai-shih ling) in Later Han. HB: sup-
plicant for rain. 

1282 ck，ìng-yŭăn yà-mín ssū 慶遠裕民司 
MING: lit., office to reward the distant and be liberal to-
ward the people: Horse Trading Office, an agency of the 
sort generally called ch'a-ma ssu, established in 1374 in 
Kwangsi to buy horses from aboriginal tribes; headed by a 
Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 8b; abolished early, 
but date not clear. P53. 

1283 ck，īng-yun 靑雲 
Lit., blue cloud. (1) CHOU: an unofficial reference to any 
official of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan). (2) May be 
encountered in any era in unofficial reference to any official 
of great eminence and prestige. 

1284 chio 
See under the romanization chiieh. 

1285 chiù 廄 
Stable: see chiu-chang, chiu-lìng, chiu-mu, liu chiu, nei-
chiu. 

1286 chiu 救 
See ssu chiu. 

1287 chiŭ-ch’á àn M察案 
SUNG: Capital Punishment Section, one of 13 Sections 
(an) directly subordinate to the executive officials of the S. 
Sung Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu); staffed with subofficial 
functionaries who handled documents relating to the Min-
istry's review of all death sentences recommended by mag-
istrates throughout the empire. SP: service d'enquête sur la 
peine capitate. 

1278-1295 chiu-ching ch，u-shen 
1288 chiŭ-cWá hsíng-yu wū 糾察刑獄司 or 

chiu-ch，a ssu 
SUNG: Bureau of Judicial Investigation, a unit in the 
Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu) staffed with 2 Judicial In-
vestigators {chiu-ch'a kuan); apparently assisted senior of-
ficials of the Ministry in checking reports of judicial cases 
submitted by units of territorial administration. SP: bureau 
de contrôle et de surveillance judiciaire. 

1289 chiŭ-ch9á tsài-chīng hsíng-yà ssŭ 
糾察在京刑獄司 

SUNG: Bureau of Judicial Investigation for the Capital , 
established in 1009 specially to review criminal cases in the 
dynastic capital, Kaìfeng; staffed with 2 Judicial Investi-
gators (chiu-ch'a kuan); in 1080 merged into the Ministry 
of Justice (hsing-pu). P13. 

1290 chiù-chái chiēn 舊宅監， 
T'ANG: Directorate of the Palace Ruins Park , one of 4 
Directorates in charge of maintaining the buildings and 
grounds of imperial parks in the 4 quadrants of the dynastic 
capital, Ch’ang-an，under the supervision of the Court of 
the Imperial Granaries (ssu-hung ssu); specifically in charge 
of the northern quadrant，which included ruins of the Han 
dynasty capital city. Headed by a Director (chien), rank 
6b2. See ssu-mien chien. P40. 

1291 chiù'chàng 廄長 
HAN-T'ANG, CH'ING: Chief of the Stables, from one to 
17 per unit, normally in charge of the imperial stables and 
carriages, through Sui also commonly in the establishments 
of the Empress, the Heir Apparent, and other Princes; in 
T’ang rank 9a2. In Ch'ing, subordinate officials in the Pal-
ace Stud (shang-ssu yuan), an agency of the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu fu). See chiu-mu. HB: chief 
of the stables. BH: inspector of the stable. P26, 37, 39，69. 

1292 chiŭ-chèng 酒正 
CHOU: Supervisor of Wines, 4 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of State 
(t'ien-kuan) in general charge of the preparation and pro-
vision of all wines drunk by the royal family, used in of-
ficial ceremonies at the capital，or offered distinguished vis-
itors and other guests at the palace. Superior to Eunuch 
Wine-makers (chiu-jen). Also see nŭ-chiu. CL: intendant 
des vins. 

1293 chiŭ-chyéng kūng tsŭng-chiēn 
九成宮總監 

T'ANG; Directorate-general of the Palace of the Perfect 
Cycle, an agency under the Court of the Imperial Granaries 
(ssu-nung ssu); managed the imperial summer resort in Shensi 
not far from the dynastic capital, Ch,ang-an; until 631 called 
jen-shou kung-chien (Directorate of the Palace of Benev-
oience and Longevity), from 651 to 667 officially called 
wan-nien kung-chien (Directorate of the Palace of Longev-
ity); headed by a Director-general (tsung'Chien)t rank 5b2. 
RR: direction générale du palais de I'achèvement parfait. 
P40. 

1294 ckiŭ ckí 九镜 
CHOU: lit., the 9 jujube trees: a collective reference to the 
high officials who stood in the front rank of attendants at 
court audiences. See chi-ch'eng, chi-ch'ing, chi-ssu, chi-
shu, ta-chi. 

1295 chiŭ-chîng ch'ŭ-shĕn 九經出身 
SUNG: Graduate in the Nine Classics, a degree earned 
in the highest-level examinations of the civil service re-
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cruitment system, 2nd in prestige only to the degree of Pre-
sented Scholar (chin-shih); abolished in the 1080s. SP: doc-
teur de neuf classiques. 

1296 chiŭ ch'ing 九卿 
(1) CH’IN-SUI: Nine Chamberlains, a collective refer-
ence to the heads of the top-echelon service agencies known 
as the Nine Courts {ehiu ssu). (2) T’ANG~CH’ING: Nine 
Chief Ministers, a collective reference to high central gov-
ernment officials, with varying applications. In T’ang and 
Sung referred to the heads of the Courts of Imperial Sac-
rifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu), of Imperial Entertainments (kuang-
lu ssu), of the Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu), of the Im-
perial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu)t of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u 

of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu), of State Ceremonial 
(hung-lu ssu)y of the Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu), and 
of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu). In Ming referred to 
the Ministers (shang-shu) of the Six Ministries (liu pu), the 
Censors-in-chief (tu yŭ-shih) of the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan), 
the Chief Minister (ch'ing) of the Court of Judicial Review, 
and the Transmission Commissioner (t'ung-cheng shih) of 
the Office of Transmission (t'ung-cheng ssu). Some sources 
say that Ch'ing followed the Ming pattern; others identify 
the group as the heads of the Censorate, the Office of 
Transmission, the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-i wei), 
and the Courts of Judicial Review, of Imperial Sacrifices, 
of Imperial Entertainments, of State Ceremonial, and of the 
Imperial Stud. In Ming and Ch’ing times the group was 
also known as the Nine Major Chief Ministers (ta chiu 
ch'ing); cf. hsiao chiu ch'ing (Nine Lesser Chief Ministers). 
Also see ch'ing, p'ei-ch'ing. P22, 68. 

1297 chiŭ chōu 九州 
Nine Regions: from high antiquity a reference to the 9 ad-
ministrative areas into which the culture hero Yu was be-
lieved to have divided the Chinese world; hence used 
throughout history as an analog for the concept of China in 
its entirety. Names given to the Nine Regions vary some-
what in ancient texts, but probably the most common list 
is that given in “The Tribute of Yŭ" (yŭ-kung) section of 
the Classic of Writings (shu-ching): Chi, Yen, Ch'ing, Hsu, 
Yang, Ching, Yu, Liang, and Yung. See mit, 
1298 chiŭ ch'ùng 九重 
Lit., 9 to the 9th power, the most prestigious number in 
numerologicaĭ lore; hence by analogy a traditional unoffi-
cial reference to the Emperor. 

1299 chiŭ chŭĕh 九爵 
SUNG: Nine Orders of Nobility, a collective reference to 
the 9 noble titles granted to distinguished officials not of 
the imperial family, sometimes posthumously; in declining 
order of prestige, Prince (wang)t Commandery Prince (chìin-
wang^, Duke (kung, kuo-kung), Commandery Duke (chtin-
kung), District Duke ihsien-kung), Marquis (hou), Earl (po), 
Viscount {tzu)y and Baron (nan). 

1300 chiŭ-fān乡酒坊 
CHIN; Imperial Winery, a unit in the Court Ceremonial 
Institute (hsŭan-hui yŭan), headed by a Commissioner {shih), 
rank 8b; manufactured various kinds of wines for palace 
and court use, functions performed in other times by such 
agencies as the nei chiu-fang, shang-yŭn chŭ, qq.v. Also 
see shang-yŭn shut ch'ŭ-yŭan. P30. 

1301 chiŭfŭ 九府 
(1) CHOI) : Nine Fiscal Agencies, a collective reference to 
units in various Ministries (kuan) that bore responsibilities 
for coinage and other fiscal matters; specifically, the ta-fu, 

yii-fu, nei-fu, wai-fu, kao-fu, t'ien-fu, chih-nei, chih-chin, 
and chih-pi, qq.v. (2) During and possibly after the era of 
N-S Division, a variant reference to the Nine Courts (chiu 
ssu). 

1302 CAiií-Ì/Ì/^ 九譯令 
HAN: Director of Translations from Afar, from 104 to 
28 B.C. a subordinate of the Supervisor of Dependent 
Countries (tien shu-kuo) on the staff of the Chamberlain for 
Dependencies (ta hung-lu); responsible for relations be-
tween the court and distant peoples across Inner Asia，for 
which “multiple translation" (chiu-i) was necessary. See 
kuan ling. HB: prefect of the nine successive interpreters. 
P l l , 17. 

1303 chiŭ-jén 酒人 
CHOU: Eunuch Wine Maker, 10 on the staff of the Min-
istry of State (t'ien-kuan) for overseeing the production of 
all wines required by the ruler and his guests, and for for-
mal ceremonies, under the direction of the Supervisors of 
Wines (chiu-cheng). See nii-chiu. Cf. hsiang-jen. CL: em-
ployé aux vins. 

1304 ckiŭ k，ō 九科 
SUNG: Nine Sections, a collective reference to training units 
to which were assigned Medical Students (i-sheng) of the 
Imperial Medical Service (t'ai-i chŭ), an agency in the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). SP: neuves sections. 

1305 chià-kù-chái chiēn 舊故宅監 
T'ANG: variant reference to the chiu-chai chien (Director-
ate of the Palace Ruins Park). 
1306 chiŭ-kuān tyūng-shìh shih 九關通事使 
MING: Transmission Commissioner for the Capital 
Gates, a member of the Palace Ceremonial Office (íien-
t'ing i-li ssu) until 1377, then transferred to the staff of the 
Office of Transmission {t'ung-cheng shih ssu)\ presumably 
responsible for transmitting documents to and from the court 
witfiin the capital. The position probably disappeared c. 1399. 
P21. 
1307 chiù'ūng 廐令 
HAN: Director of the Stable in the household of the Em-
press. In Later Han superseded by the Coachman of the 
Empress (chung-kung p'u). See chiu-chang. HB: prefect of 
the stables. 

1308 ckiú mé” 九門 
Lit., 9 gates: throughout history a symbolic reference to the 
imperial Capital City. 
1309 chiŭ miào 九廟 
T'ANG: Nine Temples, from 635 a collective reference to 
the Imperial Ancestral Temple (t'ai-miao), which was in-
tended to be expanded from 4 to 9 rooms or halls, to match 
the size attributed by tradition to the ancient Chou dynasty 
ancestral temple; in fact, the T'ang temple was expanded 
only to 6 rooms. 
1310 chiŭ rnìng 九命 
CHOU: Nine Honors, an array of official ranks ascribed 
to ancient times and often revived by subsequent Chou dy-
nasties, in which the 9th honor (i.e., rank 9) was highest 
and the first honor was lowest. P68. 

1311 chiù-mù 廐牧 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Stable Master, a common reference to 
the head of a Stables Office (chiu-mu shu). P26. 

1312 chiù-mà shŭ 廝牧署 
N-S DIV—SUNG: Stables Office, an agency in the house-
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hold of the Heir Apparent, normally headed by a Director 
(ling), rank 8b2 in T'ang; and in the households of other 
Princes, normally headed by a Director (chang)y rank 9a2 
in T'ang; apparently originated in N. Ch'i. SP: bureau des 
écuries et des élevages de I'héritier du trône. P26, 69. 

1313 ckiŭpién 九邊 
MING: Nine Frontiers, regions along the northern and 
northwestern borders each organized as a Defense Area 
(chen): specifically, Liao-tung, Chi-chou, Hsuan-fu, Ta-
t'ung, Yen-sui, Ning-hsia, T'āi-yŭan, Ku-yiian, and Kansu. 

1314 chiu pīn 九嬪 
Nine Concubines: throughout history a generic term for 
palace women ranking below principal wives (fu-jen) and 
consorts (fei). Specific designations of the Nine Concubines 
varied, but they commoniy ranked 2a. See pin, shang-pìn, 
hsia-pin, hsŭan-i. CL: neuf princesses, ou femmes de 
deuxième rang. RR: neuf concubines de second rang. 

1315 chiŭ p，ín 九品 
N-S DIV (San-kuo)"CH’ING: Nine Ranks, categories into 
which all officials and the posts they occupied were divided 
for purposes of determining prestige, compensation, prior-
ity in court audience, etc. Ranks were commonly subdi-
vided into 2 classes (teng, chi, chieh), first class (cheng) 
and 2nd class (ts'ung); and the lesser ranks from 4 through 
9 were often further subdivided into upper grades (shang) 
and lower grades (hsia). Thus the normal number of gra-
dations was 18, but 30 was common, and the number some-
times fluctuated as high as 36 or 45. The rank gradations 
are normally rendered, e.g., as la, 2b, 4a2, 7b, 9b2. P68. 

1316 chiŭ-pyin àn 九品案 
SUNG: Section for the Ninth Rank, a unit of the Ministry 
of Personnel's (lì-pu) Bureau of Evaluations (k'ao-kung ssu)\ 
dealt with the cases of rank 9 officials in the Civil Ap-
pointments Process {tso-hsŭan; see under hsŭan). SP: ser-
vice dé 9ème degré. 
1317 chiŭ ssù 九寺 
CH’IN~CH’ING: Nine Courts, a collective reference to top-
echelon service agencies in the central government, mem-
bership in the group varying from time to time and before 
T'ang sometimes totaling more than 9; e.g., the Court of 
State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu)t the Court of the Imperial 
Clan (tsung-cheng ssu). Their heads were collectively known 
as chiu ch'ing (Nine Chamberlains through Sui, thereafter 
Nine Chief Ministers). 

1318 chiŭ-ts9ăn kuăn 九參官 
T'ANG: Third Day Audience Officers, a generic reference 
to military officers of rank 3 and higher who were on duty 
in the capital, because they were required to attend audi-
ence every 3rd day, i.e., 9 times a month. Cf. liu-ts'an, 
ch'ang-ts'an kuan. RR: fonctionnaire assistant neuffois par 
mois aux audiences. 

1319 chiŭ-ts'ù-mièn chu 酒醋麵局 
MING: Condiments Service, a minor agency of palace 
eunuchs headed by a eunuch Commissioner-in-chief" (ta-shih) 
or Director (t'ai-chien); prepared sauces and other condi-
ments for palace use. See pa chŭ (Eight Services). 

1320 chiŭ yŭ 九御 
CHOU: lit., something like “the female nines”： a collective 
reference to Secondary Concubines (nii-yu), who report-
edly numbered 81 and attended upon the ruler in 9 groups 
of 9 women each; the equation 9 x 9 = 81 offers nothing 
but auspicious numbers in Chinese numerological lore. 

1321 ch'iū ch'ing 秋卿 
Autumn Chamberlain, an archaic reference deriving from 
Chou usage of the term ch'iu-kuan, q.v. (1) N-S DIV (Liang): 
a generic or collective reference to 3 of the central govern-
ment officials called the Twelve Chamberlains (shih-erh 
ch'ing, q.v.). (2) SUĭ-CH'ING: an unofficial reference to 
a Minister of Justice (hsing-pu shang-shu). 

1322 chHū'fāng 秋坊 
Lit., the autumn workshop: from the era of N-S Division 
on, an unofficial reference to the Household Administra-
tion of the Heir Apparent {chan-shih fu). 

1323 ch'iŭ-hsièn 秋憲 
Lit” terms denoting "autumn" and "fundamental laws.” (1) 
CHOU: a variant reference to the Minister of Justice (jím-
k'ou) or the Ministry of Justice {cKiu-kuan), since autumn 
was deemed the appropriate season for imposing punish-
ments in conformity with the fundamental laws. (2) HAN-
CH’ING: aft unofficial reference to Censors (yu-shìh), since 
they were traditionally considered guardians of the funda-
mental laws (see feng-hsien kuan) and, reportedly, in Han 
times were most commonly appointed in autumn. 

1324 ch'iū-kuăn 秋官 
Lit., official or office for autumn (a time of decaying and 
dying): (1) CHOU-T'ANG: Ministry ōf Justice: in Chou, 
5th of 6 major agencies in the top echelon of the royal gov-
ernment, responsible for the administration of punishments; 
headed by a Minister of Justice (ssu-k'ou) ranked as a Min-
ister (ch'ing). Revived by Chou of the era of N-S Division 
to replace what had been known as the tu-kuan ts'ao (Sec-
tion for Justice); revived again from 684 to 705 in T'ang 
to replace the name hsing-pu (Ministry of Justice). May be 
encountered in any later period as an archaic reference to 
the hsing-pu. CL: ministère de lfautomne,Pì3. (2) T'ANG-
GH'ING: Autumn Office, one of 5 seasonal Offices, in-
cluding one for Mid-year (chung), of calendrícal specialists 
in the T'ang Astrological Service (t'ai‘shih chŭ) and later 
Bureau of Astronomy (ssu-t'iert t'ai), the Sung Astrological 
Service, the Sung-Ming Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien 
chien), and the Ming-Ch'ing Directorate of Astronomy 
(ch'in-t'ien chien); headed by a Director (ling in early T'ang, 
otherwise cheng), rank 5a except 8á in Sung and 6b in Ming 
and Ch'ing; in Ch'ing one Manchu and one Chinese ap-
pointee. RR+SP: administration de I'automne, BH (cheng): 
astronomer for the autumn. P35. (3) MING: Autumn Sup-
port, from 1380 to 1382 one of 4 posts, each named after 
a season and open to more than one appointee, intended for 
the Emperor's closest and most trusted advisers; see ssufu-
kuan (Four Supports). P4’ 67. 

1325 ch，iā-kuān 0-fà 秋官大夫 
(1) CHOU: variant reference to the Vice Minister of Jus-
tice (hsiao ssu-k'ou). (2) T'ANG-CH'ING: unofficial ref-
erence to a Vice Director (yŭan-wai lang) of any Bureau 
(íím, ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu), 
especially one of the Bureau of Review (pi-pu) prior to Ming. 
P35. 

1326 chHū'tìĕn 秋典 
Unofficial reference to the Ministry of Justice {ch'iu-kuan, 
hsing-pu). 

1327 chyiŭ'ts'áo 秋曹 
Unofficial reference to the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan, 
hsing-pu). 

1328 chiŭng-ch'īng 冏卿 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Chief Minister of the 
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Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu ch'ing, t'ai-p'u 
ch'ing). 

1329 chiŭng-t'ái 冏臺 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Court of the Imperial 
Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). 

1330 cAd 濁 
Beginning in the era of N-S Division very soon after the 
fall of Han, a term meaning impure used as an at least 
quasi-official designation of officials of lesser genealogical 
distinction and of the less prestigious positions available to 
them, in contrast to the label “pure” (ch'ing) used for of-
ficials of esteemed genealogical status and the governmen-
tal positions reserved for them. Such distinctions persisted 
into Sui times and were echoed in even later times. 

1331 chō-tséi chāo-ăn ān-fŭ shih 
捉賊招安安撫使 

SUNG: Pacification Commissioner for the Suppression 
of Outlaws, an ad hoc military commander campaigning 
against brigands or rebels. SP: commissaire chargé de pa-
cifier et de soumettre les rebelles et d'arrêter les voleurs. 

1332 chōu 州 
Ety.’ a small island’ as in a river: (1) CHOU: Region, ge-
neric designation of the 9 territories into which the culture 
hero Yu was thought to have divided the Chinese world in 
highest antiquity: see chiu chou. (2) CHOU: Township, a 
local administratwe unit of 2,500 families, 5 of which con-
stituted a District (hsiang). See chou-chang. (3) HAN-SUI: 
Region, a jurisdiction of intermediate coordination between 
the central government and a cluster of neighboring Com-
manderies (chŭn)y recurringly becoming almost autono-
mous warlord domains; headed by a Regional Governor (chou 
mu) or Regional Inspector {tz'u-shih)^ or both; created c. 10 
B.C. by a redesignation of 13 original Regions called pu, 
q.v.; proliferated greatly in the era of N-S Division, then 
abolished by Sui in the 590s. HB: province. (4) T A N G -
YUAN: Prefecture, successor of the former Commandery 
{chŭn) as the key unit of territorial administration oversee-
ing several Districts (hsien) t headed by a Prefect (tz'u-shih 
in T'ang and Sung, chih-chou or yin in Sung and Yuan), 
rank 3b 1 to 4a2 in T'ang, generally 5b thereafter; graded 
according to strategic importance and size of population into 
the categories Large (shang)^ Middle (chung)y and Small 
(hsia); in Sung considered ordinary Prefectures in contrast 
to Superior Prefectures (fu�’ Military Prefectures (chŭn), and 
Industrial Prefectures (chien). RR+SP: préfecture, préfecture 
ordinaire. (5) MING: Subprefecture, an intermediate agency 
of administrative supervision, normally between a Prefec-
ture (fu) and its subordinate Districts (hsien), but sometimes 
an Independent Subprefecture (chih-li chou; see chih-li) re-
sponsible directly to provincial administrative authorities; 
headed by a Subprefectural Magistrate (chih-chou) t rank 5b. 
(6) CH’ING: Department, a coordinating agency normally 
responsible for several Districts (hsien) but occasionally 
serving itself as the lowest-level unit of formal territorial 
administration, normally subordinate to a Prefecture (fu) and 
sometimes via an intermediary Subprefecture (t'ing); when 
directly subordinate to provincial administrative authorities, 
called an Independent Department {chih-li chou); headed by 
a Department Magistrate (chih-chou), rank 5b. In Ming and 
Ch'ing times, the original suffix chou had become so fa-
miliar that it was incorporated into the place-name prefixes 
of many newly “promoted” Prefectures (fu), e.g., Hang-
chou fu (Hangchow Prefecture), Kuang-chou fu (Canton 
Prefecture). BH: department. P53, 54. 

1333 chòu-àn 冑案 
(1) SUNG: Ceremonial Caps Section, one of 4 units in 
the Court of Palace Attendants (hsŭan-hui yiian), in charge 
of the various types of headgear prescribed for wear by the 
Emperor and his entourage at sacrifices and other rituals; 
staffing not clear, but likely by eunuchs, SP: service des 
casques. (2) SUNG: Armaments Section, one of 7 Sec-
tions in the Salt and Iron Monopoly Bureau {yen-t'ieh ssu) 
of the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; 
normally headed by an Administrative Assistant {p'an-kuan, 
t'ui-kuan)\ monitored the production of military armor and 
the maintenance of dikes, breastworks, and other defense 
installations around the capital city. When the State Finance 
Commission was discontinued c. 1080，the Armaments 
Section was merged or transformed into the Directorate for 
Armaments {chŭn-ch'i chien) under the Ministry of Works 
(kung-pu). P15. 

1334 chōu-chàng 州長 
CHOU: Township Head, one man with the rank of Or-
dinary Grand Master (chung ta-fu) in each Township (chou) 
of 2,500 families, theoretically responsible to representa-
tives of the royal government for sacrifices, other rites, ed-
ucation^ and general administration in his Township. May 
be encountered in later times as an archaic reference to the 
head of any agency called chou (Region, Prefecture, Sub-
prefecture, Department). CL: chef d'arrondissement. 

1335 chōu-chí hó-ch'u shŭ 舟檝河渠署 
SUNG; River Transport Office, a unit of the Directorate 
of Waterways {tu-shui chien), headed by a Director (ling), 
rank not clear; apparently responsible for providing boats 
and boatmen for official transport. SP: office des bateaux 
et des voies fluviales. 

1336 chōu-chí shŭ 舟檝署 
(1) SUI-T'ANG: Office of Boats and Boatmen, a unit of 
the Directorate of Waterways {tu-shui chien), in T*ang only 
from 632 to 738; headed by a Director (ling), rank 8a2. 
RR: office des bateaux et des rames. P14，15, 60. (2) SUNG: 
abbreviation of chou-chi ho-ch'ŭ í/im (River Transport Of-
fice). 

1337 ckòu-ckìn kŭng %禁工 
SUī-TANG: Spell Chanter , 8 unranked specialists on the 
staff of the Imperiàl Medical Office (t'ai-i shu). RR: in-
cantateur. P36. 

1338 ckdu-ckìn pó-skìk 咒禁博± 
SUI-T*ANG: Erudite for Exorcism, one master teacher of 
incantations and chanted spells, rank 9b2, on the staff of 
the Imperial Medical Office {t'ai-i shu); authorized to have 
}0 youths as Exorcism Students (chou-chin sheng). RR: 
maître incantateur au vaste savoir. P36. 

1339 c/tòu-ckìn skīk 咒禁痴 
SUI-T'ANG: Master of Exorcism, one each in the Im-
perial Medical Office (t'ai-i shu) and in the Palace Medical 
Service (shang-yao chŭ). RR: maître incantateur. P36, 38. 

1340 chōu'chŭn-chiēn 州軍監 
SUNG: the various Prefectures, a common collective ref 
erence to ordinary Prefectures {chou), Military Prefectures 
{chŭn), and Industrial Prefectures (chien). 

1341 chôu-mù 州幕 
N-S DIV: Regional Headquarters , a quasi-official or un-
official reference to the headquarters office of a Region 
(chou). In later times may be encountered as an archaic 
reference to the headquarters of a Prefecture, Subprefec-
ture, or Department (all chou). 
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1342 chōu mù 州牧 
See uuder nut. 

1343 ckŏu p，àn 州判 
CH'ING: Assistant Department Magistrate, rank 7b, 
ranking behind the Magistrate (chih-chou) and the Vice 
Magistrate (chou t'ung). See p'an-kuan. BH: ,;cond class 
assistant department magistrate. P54, 59. 

1344 ckŏu tsăi ')、\、\宰 
HAN-N-S DIV: lit., steward of a Region (chou): unofficial 
reference to a Regional inspector {tz'u-shih). 

1345 chòu-ts'áo 胄曹 
Helmets Section: (1) T'ANG: an agency in various military 
Guard (wei) units, normally headed by an Administrator 
(ts'art-chūn shih)，rank 8a2. See shih-liu wei, k'ai-ts'ao. RR: 
service des casques. (2) SUNG: variant of chou-an, q.v. 
P43. 

1346 cAdu/ū 州都 
N-S DIV: Regional Rectifier’ a variant of the term Rec-
tifier (chung-cheng, q.v.) used at the Regional (chou) level; 
responsible for identifying and classifying all males con-
sidered qualified for government office. 

1347 chŏu-tuăn 州端 
N-S DIV: Regional Headquarters, a quasi-official or un-
official reference to the headquarters office of a Region 
(chou). In later times may be encountered as an archaic 
reference to the headquarters of a Prefecture, Subprefec-
ture, or Department (all chou). 

1348 chōu t'ŭng 州同 
CH'ING: Department Vice Magistrate, rank 6b’ the prin-
cipal assistant to a Department Magistrate (chih-chou). See 
t'ung-chih; cf. chou p'an. BH: first class assistant depart-
ment magistrate. P54. 

1349 ch'óu-chiào 讎校 
T'ANG: Editor, stylistic revisers of imperially issued doc-
uments, on the staff of the Institute for the Veneration of 
Literature (ch'ung-wen kuan); in 719 renamed chiao-shu lang, 
q.v. RR: réviseur chargé d'examiner (les textes). P25. 

1350 ch'óu-chiào ts'ò-wà 讎校錯誤 
T'ANG: Proofreader, rectifier ôf errors in imperially is-
sued documents，on tfie staff of the Institute for the Ad-
vancement of Literature (hung-wen kuan). RR: réviseur 
chargé d'examiner les fautes et erreurs. 
1351 ch'ōu-fēn ch,ăng fí-lîng sŏ 

.. 抽分場提領所 
YUAN: Office of Produce Levies, 10 scattered about the 
empire, each headed by a Superintendent (t'i-ling), rank not 
clear; collected taxes on produce from public places, es-
pecially from fisheries. P62. 

1352 ch'ôu-fēn chŭ-mà 抽分竹木局 or 
ch9ou-fen chŭ 

MING: Office of Produce Levies, variable but numerous, 
scattered throughout the empire at appropriate points to col-
lect taxes on forest products in kind for use in official ship-
building activities; headed by a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-
shih), rank not clear; subordinate to the Ministry of Rev-
enue (hu-pu) till 1471, thereafter to the Ministry of Works 
(kung-pu). P15, 62. 

1353 ch9óU'hsiăng 仇香 
CH'ING: lit” the scent of congeniality (?): unofficial ref-
erence to an Assistant Magistrate (chu-pu) of a District 
(hsien). 

1354 chŭ 主 
Lit., master, superior: (1) Throughout history a common 
reference to a Ruler, especially yoked for contrast with the 
term ch'en (Minister, subject). (2) Commonly occurs as a 
prefix in some titles with the meaning in charge of; e.g., 
see chu-pu, chu-shih, (3) Occurs as a suffix in some titles 
of female nobility; e.g., see chūn-chu, hsien-chu, kung-chu. 
(4) CHOU: Economic Overseer, one of 9 Unifying Agents 
(ou, liang) appointed in the Nine Regions (chiu chou) of 
the kingdom as representatives of the Minister of State 
(chung-tsai) overseeing geographic clusters of feudal states; 
especially monitored the economic well-being of the pop-
ulace in their Regions. CL: maître. 

1355 chù 祝 
Lit., one who prays, blesses, or invokes the deities: Sup-
plicant. Normally occurs with clarifying prefixes, as in nŭ-
chu, ta-chu, hsiao-chu, sang-chu, tien-chu, tsu-chu. 

1356 chù 著 
Compiler, a general reference to officials charged with 
preparing histories and other writings; e.g., see under kuo-
shih an (Section for the History of the Dynasty). 

1357 chŭ 諸 
Lit., the various, used as a collectivizing prefix; e.g., chu-
hou (the various Marquises), used in Chou times to refer 
to Feudal Lords in general. Although in such cases chu sug-
gests “all，” it must be noted that chu often occurs following 
a specifying antecedent to suggest “all other” or “the var-
ious other;" e.g., ch'in-wang chu-wang (Imperial Princes 
and other Princes). 

1358 chŭ-cM 駐劄 
A prefix signifying Detached at: e.g., the Sung dynasty 
chu-cha ... chou yŭ-ch'ien chŭn (Palace Army Detached at 
such-and-such Prefecture), the Ch'ing dynasty chu-cha ... 
pan-li mu-ch'ang chu-shih (Secretary for Managing Pastur-
ages at such-and-such place). P31. 

1359 chŭ-chàn tŭ t'ŭng-líng shih 
.. 諸站都統領使 

YUAN: Controller-general of Postal Relay Stations, an 
autonomous member of the central government appointed 
in 1270 to supervise Postal Relay Inspectors (fo-fo ho-sun)t 
who directed the empire's postal relay system; in 1276 
superseded by t te Bureau of Transmission (t'ung-cheng 
yŭan). P17. 

1360 chŭ-chāng chăng 主章長 
HAN: Chief of Lumber Supplies, a subordinate of the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso shao-fu). 
HB: chief of large timbers. P14. 

1361 chŭ chăng-shìh 諸掌事 
A common collective designation for Palace Women of 
low rank, who often were designated chang ... shih (in charge 
of such-and-such matters). 
1362 chŭ-chèng 主政 
CH'ING: a variant of chu-shih (Secretary). 

1363 chŭ-chì 主計 
HAN: Fiscal Controller, a term used only in early Han 
times for an eminent official assigned on an ad hoc basis 
to particular fiscal responsibilities. May be encountered in 
later eras as an archaic reference to any high fiscal official, 
e.g., the T'ang-Ch'ing Minister of Revenue (hu-pu shang-
shu). P45. 
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1364 chŭ-chì shih主記室or主記史 
HAN—N-S DIV: apparently an abbreviated reference to a 
chu-chi shih-shih (Recording Secretary). P53. 

1365 chŭ^chì shlh-shlh 主記室史 
HAN-N-S DIV; Recording Secretary, minor staff mem-
bers of Commanderies (chŭn) and Districts (hsien), appar-
ently responsible for keeping records of the magistrates' ap-
pointments. HB: secretary clerk, P54. 

1366 chŭ ch，iāng4 ŭ-mín shàng-shŭ láng 
主羌夷吏民尙書郞 

HAN: Court Gentleman for Records Concerning the 
Western Barbarians, a subordinate of the Director of the 
Imperial Secretariat {shang-shu ling); lit., in charge of mat-
ters concerning officials and commoners among the Ch’iang 
"barbarians." P17. 

1367 chŭ-chiào 助敎 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: lit,，assistant in instruction: Instruc-
tor, one of several common titles for educational officials 
assigned to the early National University (t'ai-hsŭeh) or the 
later Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien), or some-
times to more specialized schools; normally ranked in the 
7b-8a-8b range, of less prestige than an Erudite (po-shih); 
sometimes with specifying prefixes, e.g. , ching-hsŭeh chu-
chiao (Classics Instructor). RR+SP: professeur assistant. 
BH: preceptor. P34, 36，49, 51，53. 

1368 chŭ-chiào Vlng 助敎廳 
CITING: Office of Instruction in the Astronomical Col-
lege (t'ien-wen suan-hsŭeh), headed by an Instructor (chu-
chiaó). BH: preceptory. 

1369 chù-chiēn 鑄監 
Minting Directorate, a common abbreviation of such terms 
as chu-ch'ien chien. In early Ming times, an occasional un-
official reference to a Provincial Coinage Service {pao-ch'ŭan 
chŭ; also see pao-yŭan chŭ). 

1370 chù-chHén chien 鑄錢監 
T'ANG-SUNG: Directorate of Coinage, 7 in T'ang, 4 in 
Sung, subordinate to the Directorate for imperial Manufac-
tories {shao-fu chién), héaded by Directors {chien) in T'ang, 
Supervisory Officials {chien-kuan) in Sung, ranks not Clear; 
commonly supervised by a nearby regional dignitary such 
as the T'ang Area Commander {tu-tu). The relation be-
tween Directorates of Coinage and individual Mints {chu-
ch'ien fang, chu-ch'ien ssu) is not clear. RR+SP: direction 
de la fonte des monnaies. P16. 

1371 chà-ck，ién/âng 鑄錢坊 
T’ANG: Mint for the coinage of money, one in each Circuit 
(tao); headed by a Coinage Commissioner (chu-ch'ien shih) 
subordinate to the Directorate for Imperial Manufactories 
(shao-fu chien). RR: atelier de fonte des monnaies. 

1372 chù-ch9ién kuān 鑄錢官 
Coins Officials: throughout history, a generic reference to 
officials responsible for minting coins, such as the Three 
Money Managers of the Court of the Imperial Parks (shui-
heng san kuan) of Han and the Directors of Coinage (chu-
ch'ien chien) of T'ang and Sung. Often abbreviated to ch'ien-
kuan. 

1373 ckù-ck，ién sMk 鑄鍈使 
T'ANG: Coinage Commissioner; see chu-ch'ien fang (Mint). 
P16. 
1374 chù-ck，ién ssŭ 鑄篯司 
SUNG: Mint for the coinage of money, established in var-
ious localities under the general supervision of the Direc-

torate for Imperial Manufactories (shao-fu chien); staffing 
and relation to Directorates of Coinage (chuJch'ien chien) 
not clear. SP: bureau de la fonte des monnaies. 

1375 chù-ch,ién tū-chiàng 鑄錢都將 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Superintendent of Coinage, status not 
clear. P16. 

1376 chu-chin 祝禁… 
See entries beginning with the romanization chou-chin. 

1377 chū-chln chiēn 諸津監 
T'ANG: Directorate of Water Crossings, a unit of the Di-
rectorate of Waterways {tu-shui chien) y headed by a Direc-
tor (ling)’ rank 9a. RR: direction des divers gués. P15. 

1378 chà-chiū shih 祝鳩氏 
Lit., master of wrens and pigeons, considered very filial 
birds: in Chou times occasionally used as a title equated 
with ssu-t'u (Minister of Education); may be encountered 
in later eras as an archaic reference to any official likened 
to the ancient ssu-t'u. 

1379 chŭ-chŭéh 主爵 
Lit.，to be in charge of noble titles. (1) HAN: a prefix found 
before tu-wei (Commandant-in-chief) and chung-wei (Com-
mandant-in-OFdinary), suggesting a dignitary responsible for 
supervising the titled nobility în the capital: Commandan t 
of the.Nōbles, sometimes equated with the powerful capital 
official called Guardian of the Right (yufu-feng). HB (chu-
chŭeh chung-wèi): commandant over the nobility. (2) N-S 
DIV (N. Ch'i): a variant reference to the tso chu-k'o (Man-
ager of Visitors of the Left), a member of the staff of the 
Chamberlain for Dependencies {ta hùng-lu). See chu-k'o. 
(3) SUI—T’ANG: Bureau of Honors, a unit of the Ministry 
of Personnel (lì-pu) charged with awarding noble titles; 
headed by a Vice Minister {shih-lang) in Sui, a Director 
(lang-chung), rank 5a, in T^ang; in 662 retitled ssu-feng. 
RR: bureau des titres nobiliaires. P5. 

1380 chŭ'chūn 助軍 
HAN: Support Army, one of 8 special capital-defense forces 
organized at the end of Han; see pa hsiao-wei (Eight Com-
mandants). 

1381 chŭ-fáng /?à-cA，í 駐防八旗沉 chu-fang 
CH'ING: Provincial Bannermen, a general reference to 
military units in the Banner (ch'i) system that were sta-
tioned throughout the empire under the jurisdiction of the 
Ministry of War (ping-pu), in contrast to the Metropolitan 
Bannermen (ching-ch'i) stationed in and around Peking; 
normally commanded by provincial-level officers such as 
Manchu Generals (chiang-chŭn) or Vice Commanders-in-
chief (fu tu-t'ung). 

1382 chù-hăi 主醢 
T'ANG: Spice Keeper, 10，unranked, subordinate to Sea-
soners (chang-hai) in the Spice Pantry {cháng-hai shu) of 
the Court of Imperial Entertainments {kuang-lu ssu). RR: 
préposé aux hachis. P30. 

1383 chū-hóu 諸侯 
Lit., the various Marquises. (1) CHOU: Feudal Lords , a* 
collective term for all regional lofds，regardless of their 
specific titles of nobi l i tyDuke (kung)t Marquis (hou), Earl 
(po), Viscount (tzu), and Baron (nan). (2) HAN: imperial 
Marquises, a collective reference to all those sons of Princes 
(wang) who bore the noble title Marquis, i .e. , those not 
expected to inherit their fathers' status as Princes. Cf. lieh-
hou (Adjunct Marquis, Marquis-consort, Grandee of the First 
Order). P64. 
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1384 chū-hóu wáng 諸侯王 
HAN: Feudatory Prince, a generic reference to all sons of 
Emperors other than Heirs Apparent, who were all given 
the title Prince; so referred to because of their similarity in 
status to the Feudal Lords (chu-hou) of Chou times. 

1385 chù-ksià sMk 柱飞史 
In Chou times, apparently, the designation of a kind of Ar-
chivist. Thereafter throughout history, an archaic reference 
to a Censor iyū-shih), especially an Attendant Censor (shih 
yū-shih) or a Palace Censor (tien-chung shih yŭ-shih). PI8， 
25. 

1386 chŭ-hsiá shou-chíh ssū 主轄收支司 
SUNG: lit., office in charge of receipts and disbursements: 
Money Transactions Office, a unit of the Chief Account-
ing Office (tumo-k'an ssu) in the State Finance Commis-
sion (san ssu) of early Sung. SP: bureau des recettes et des 
dépenses. 

1387 chŭ-hù 主戶 
SUNG: Tribal Chief, one of several titles awarded local 
chieftains of southwestern aboriginal peoples. P72. 

1388 chŭ'î 主衣 
SUI—TANG: Valet, several on the staff of each Office of 
the Imperial Mausoleum (ling-shu), subordinate to the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) in Sui; in T'ang, 16 
in the Clothing Service (shang-i chû) of the Palace Admin-
istration (tien-chung sheng), 4 ip each Court of the Imperial 
Mausoleum (ling-t'aì) under the Court of the Imperial Clan 
(tsung-cheng ssu). RR: préposé aux vêtements. P29, 38. 

1389 chŭ-ī chû 主衣局 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i): Imperial Wardrobe Service, a unit 
of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) responsible for main-
taining the clothing of the imperial family; headed by 2 
Supervisors (tu，t'ung)’ rank 5. P37. 

1390 朱衣使者 
SUNG: lit., commissioners with vermilion gowns: unoffi-
cial reference to Examining Officials in civil service re-
cruitment examinations. See shih-kuan, chu-k'ao, lien-kuan, 
chien-shih. 

1391 chŭ-kăo 主稿 
CH'ING: Drafter, one or 2 in each Bureau (_湖）of the 
Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yiian), normally an ad hoc 
assignment for an official holding a regular post as Director 
(lang-chung) or Vice Director (yiian-wai lang) of a Bureau 
(ch'ing-li ssu) in a Ministry (pu). BH: keeper of drafts. 

1392 chŭ-k'ăo 主考 
(1) Examiner, from T’ang on, an unofficial or quasi-of-
ficial reference to the presiding official(s) at a civil service 
recniitment examination. (2) MING-CH'ING: Provincial 
Examiner, a court official delegated to preside over a trien-
nial Provincial Examination {hsiang-shih) of candidates for 
civil service careers; normally assisted by one or more As-
sistant Provincial Examiners (fu chu~k'ao) and Department 
and District Magistrates (chih-chou, chih-hsien) serving as 
proctors and graders (see lien-kuan). Also see shih-kuan, 
t'ung-k'ao. 

1393 chā'kfō 諸科 
SUNG: lit.，other examinations: a general term denoting 
civil service recruitment examinations given at the capital 
other than that leading to the degree of Presented Scholar 
(chin-shih); nominally of equal status with the Presented 
Scholar examination, but of less prestige in practice. See 
chu. 

1394 c/iiî-it，dc/î，íwg-fì wtì 主客淸吏司 
MING-CH^ING: Bureau of Receptions，one of 4 Bureaus 
in the Ministry of Rites (lí-pu), responsible for the recep-
tion of foreign dignitaries; headed by a Director (lang-chung), 
rank 5a; a counterpart of the earlier agency called chu-k'o 
pu, chu-k'o ts'ao, or simply chu-k'o. P9. 

1395 chŭ_k，ò ŭng 主客泠 
N-S DIV (N. Wei); Director of Receptions, a subordinate 
of the Supervisor of Dependencies (tien-k'o chien). P l l . 

1396 chŭ-k，ò /；众主客部 or chu-k'o 
N-S DIV-SUI: Ministry of Receptions, one of a variable 
number of Ministries (pu) developing under the Department 
of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), headed by a Minister 
(shang-shu); alternated from period to period with the name 
chu-k'o ts'ao (Section for Receptions), headed by a Director 
{ling, etc.), subordinate to a Ministry of Sacrifices (tz'u-pu, 
shert-pu) or a Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu). In general, both 
types of agencies were antecedents of the later Bureau of 
Receptions (chu-k'o ssu, chu-k'o ch'ing-li ssu) in the Min-
istry of Rites. P9. 

1397 chŭ-k’ò ssū 主客司 or chu-k'o 
T'ANG-SUNG: Bureau of Receptions, one of 4 top-ech-
elon units of the Ministry of Rites (ll-pu)t responsible in 
collaboration with the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu 
ssu) for managing the reception of foreign dignitaries at court; 
headed by a Director (lang-chung)’ rank 5b in T'ang, 6b 
in Sung, and a Vice Director (yŭan-wai lang), 6b in T'ang, 
7a in Sung. Successor of the earlier Ministry of Receptions 
{chu-k'o pu) and antecedent of the Ming- th ' ing chu-k'o 
ch'ing-li ssu (Bureau of Receptions). Also see ssu-fan. 
RR+SP: bureau des holes. P9. 

1 3 9 8 ckŭ-k,ò ts9áo 主客曹 or chu-k'o 
HAN-N-S DIV: Section for Receptions, one of 4 to 6 cen-
tral government units headed by Imperial Secretaries (shang-
shu), in the aggregate called the In^erial Secretariat (shang-
shu t'ai); in collaboration with the Chamberlain for De-
pendencies (ta hung-lu�’ responsible for communications 
With foreign leaders and the reception of foreign dignitaries 
at court. Between Hān and T'àng, regularly part of the de-
veloping Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), 
alternating with a Ministry of Receptions (chu-k'o pu); as 
a Section headed by a Director (ling, lang, shih-lang, lang-
chung), subordinate to a Ministry of Sacrifices {tz'u-pu, shen-
pw) or a Ministry of Rites {U-pu). In general, antecedent of 
the later Bureau of Receptions {chu-k'o ssu, chu-k'o ch'ing-
“ssu) in the Ministry of Rites. See ssu ts'ao, liu ts'ao, ssu-
fan, tien-k'o shu, nan chu-k'o ts'ao, pei chu-k'o ts'ao, tso 
chu-k'o, yu chu-k'o. HB: master of guests. P9, 11, 19. 

1399 chŭ-kuăn 主管 
SUNG: lit.，to be in charge of: a prefix found in many des-
ignations of official assignments, almost always in refer-
ence to low-ranking or unranked personnel; e .g. , chu-kuan 
hsŭeh-shih (Superintendent of Education), an assignment 
often borne by Prefects {chìh-chou) and District Magistrates 
(chih-hsien); chu-kuan chia-ko kuan (Archivist in Charge), 
one in each Ministry (pu). P8, 20, 26, 29. 

1400 chù-kuó 柱國 
Pillar of State. (1) A designation of high merit apparently 
stemming from high antiquity, throughout history encoun-
tered as an unofficial reference to an eminent civil official 
such as a Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang) or a Grand 
Councilor (tsai-hsiang) t or to an eminent militaiy officer. 
(2) SUI-MING: a merit title (hsŭn), usually 2nd in esteem 
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only to Supreme.Pillar of State (shang chu-kuo), granted 
to either civil or military officials of rank 2b through Chin, 
thereafter lb. In Ming, 2nd in esteem to Left and Right 
Pillars of State, each la. RR+SP: pilier de I'état. P63, 65, 

1401 chù-kuó tà chiāng-chŭn 柱國大將軍 
N-S DIV (Chou): Pillar of State and General-in-chíef, 
designation granted 8 supreme military leaders, one serving 
as commander-in-chief over ail, one commanding the im-
perial bodyguard, and the others commanding 6 regional 
armies. May be encountered in other periods as a combi-
nation of the honorific title Pillar of State with the func-
tional title General-in-chief. P65. 

1402 chŭ-lào 主酪 
T'ANG: Milk Provisioner, 74 unranked members of the 
Office of Herds (tien-mu shu) in the Court of the Imperial 
Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). RR: préposé aux laitages. 

1403 chŭ-ŭ 諸吏 
(1) Lit., the various functionaries: may be encountered in 
any era as a collective reference to the imperial officialdom 
or to all subofficigl functionaries (see I f ) . (2) HAN: Leader 
of the Officials (?)，a supplementary honorific title (chia-
kuatt) awarded to some eminent court officials who were 
deemed specially worthy companions of the Emperor. HB: 
inspector of officials. 

1404 chŭ-Un 主麋 
CHIN-YUAN: Commandant of Granaries, in charge of 
supplying the imperial armies; in Chin a subordinate of the 
Court of the Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu); Yŭan affilia-
tion not clear. 

1405 chŭ4ù 諸路 
YUAN: the various Routes, a prefix attached to central 
government agencies that had empire-wide authority in nar-
rowly specified realms: e.g., the Supervisorate-in-chief of 
Precious Goods for (in?) the Various Routes (chu-lu pao-
ch'ŭan tu t'i-chŭ ssu). It is important to note, however, that 
in other instances chu-lu is not properly part of the title but 
is merely a collectivizing term meaning “the various” or 
“all” Routes (see under chu), fulfilling its normal gram-
matical function. In Yiian materials it is not easy to deter-
mine whether a particular chu-lu ... construction signifies 
a central government agency with empire-wide authority or 
signifies agencies that were found in all or many Routes. 
In this dictionary, chu-lit ... (and similarly prefixed) agen-
cies are entered under the immediately following words: 
i.e., in the example noted above, under pao-ch'uan tu fi-
chu ssu. 

1406 chú-mù wŭ 竹木務 
SUNG: Bamboo and Lumber Service, a unit in the Di-
rectorate for the Palace Buildings (chìang-tso chien), headed 
by an unranked Manager (kou-tang kuan). SP: agettce de 
bois et de bambou. P15. 

1407 注擬案 
SUNG: Nominations Section, a unit in the Civil Appoint-
ments Process (tso-hsiian) in tfie Ministry of Personnel (lì-
pu). SP: service chargé d'inscrire la nomination à une 
charge. 

1408 chù-nĭchăng-ch'ŭèh 注擬掌闕 
SUNG: Nominations and Vacancies Section, a unit in the 
Military Appointments Process (yu-hstìan) in the Ministry 
of Personnel (lì-pu). Might also be encountered as a com-
bined reference to the Nominations Section (chu-ni art) and 
a Vacancies Section (chang-ch'ŭeh an?) in the Civil Ap-
pointments Process (tso-hsŭari). SP: service chargé d'in-

scrire la nomination à une charge et de s'occuper des posies 
vacants. 

1409 chŭ-niĕn 主輦 
SUI-T'ANG: Sedan-chair Supervisor, 4 unranked on the 
staff of each Office of the Imperial Mausoleum iling-shu) 
and Court of the Imperial Mausoleum (lìng-t'ai); in T'ang 
also members of the Sedan-chair Service (shang-nien chu) 
in the Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng). RR: préposé 
aux voitures á bras. P29. 

1410 chù-păn ànMf&M or ^IMM 
SUNG: Prayer Tablet Section, a unit of the Imperial Ar-
chives (pi-ko) presumably responsible for thé preparation 
of inscribed tablets to be burned in sacrificial rites, or for 
storing copies of such texts. SP: service des planches d'in-
vocation ou service des prières des sacrifices. 
1411 chŭ-pfàn kuān 主判官 or chu-p，an 
SUNG: lit., an official who is principally in charge, Man-
ager: in the early Sung decades，a temporary assignment 
rather than a substantive appointment, commonly found in 
many agencies of the central government, sometimes even 
designating officials in active charge of Ministries (pu)t no 
matter who might nominally be the Ministers (shang-shu). 
SP: secrétaire ou directeur. P13. 

1412 chù-p'ó 駐泊 
SUNG: lit” temporarily anchored: Detached, a prefix used 
with the names of military units to signify that they were 
not regular garrison forces of Prefectures (chou) but were 
assigned (temporarily?) to Area Commanders-in-chief (tsung-
kuan). SP: troupes impériales stationnées en province. 

1413 chŭ-pŭ 主簿 
Lit” to be in charge of records. (1) HAN-CH'ING: Re-
corder, members of a great many agencies, nonnally han-
dling the flow of documents in and out of their units，usu-
ally in ranks 7, 8, or 9; e.g., in the T*ang Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu), rank 7bl ; in the Sung Censorate 
(yŭ-shìh t'ai), 8b; in the Liao Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-
t'ièn chien) 7 rank not clear; in the Ming Court of State Cer-
emonial {hung-lu ssu), 8b; in the Ch'ing Household Admin-
istration of the Heir Apparent {chan-shih fu)\ lb. HB: mas-
ter of records. RR+SP: préposé aux registres. BH: archivist. 
(2) HAN-CH'ING: Assistant Magistrate on the staff of 
various units of territorial administration, especially Dis-
tricts (hsien); normally the 3rd ranking post, behind one or 
more Vice Magistrates {ch'eng) as well as the District Mag-
istrate {ling, chih-hsien)•‘ rank from 9a2 to 9b 1 in T'ang, 
8b in Sung, 9a in Chin, Yuan, Ming, and Ch'ing. BH: re-
gistrar. 

1414 cAtí-£ŭí，í/^ 主簿廳 
Recorder's Onlce, especially in Ming and Ch'ing referring 
to the subunit in an agency that was headed by a Recorder; 
see chu-pu (1). P26. 

1415 chā-sè jén-chiàng tsŭng-kuăn fu 
.. 諸色人匠總管府 

YUAN: Supervisorate-în-chief of All Classes of Arti-
sans, an agency in the Ministry of Works {kung-pu), re-
sponsible for supervising various manufactories of metal, 
wood, and stone products; headed by a Supervisor-in-chief 
{tsung-kuan), rank 3a，with the assistance of both 2 As-
sociate Administrators {t'ung-chih) and 2 Vice Supervisors-
in-chief (fu tsung-kuan). References may be found to a Su-
preme Supervisorate-in-chief of All Classes of Artisans (chu-
se jen-chiang tu tsung-kuan fu), but this is probably no more 
than a variant form of the Supervisorate-in-chief. P15. 
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1416 dití-s/iá/i 主膳 
(1) N-S DIV (Chou): Palace Provisioner, head of the Ca-
tering Bureau (hsiao shan-pu) in the Ministry of State (t'ien-
kuan), ranked as an Ordinary Grand Master (chung îa-fu; 
5a); furnished drinks and delicacies for imperial banquets, 
receptions, sacrificial ceremonies, etc.; comparable to the 
head of the Court of Imperial Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu) 
of other periods. See neì-shan. P30. (2) T'ANG: Waiter , 
840 unranked serving men authorized for the staff of the 
Food Service (shang-shih chŭ) of the Palace Administration 
(tien-chung sheng), for attendance at banquets and cere-
monial occasions. RR: serviteur préposé aux mets. P38. 

1417 chŭ-shè tsŏ-yù 主射左右 
SUI: lit., archers on left and right: Personal Bodyguard, 
8 men attached to the household of the Heir Apparent; a 
variant of pei-shen tso-yu. P26. 

1418 chŭ-shéng 主乘 
T'ANG: Carriage Master, 6 unranked personnel in the Of-
fice of the Imperial Stables (tien-chiu shu) in the Court of 
the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u wm); supervised 100 Coachmen 
(chih-yū). RR: préposé aux attelages. 

1419 chŭ-shêng 諸生 
Throughout history, a collective reference to Students of 
almost any kind, sometimes made specific by preceding 
context. In Ming and Ch'ing, often used without any qual-
ifying prefix as the equivalent of Government Student (sheng-
yŭan). ‘ 

1420 chŭ-shlh 主事 
Lit., one in charge of affairs: apparently originated as a 
military title, but early became a civil service title, ulti-
mately a widespread one. (1) HAN-N-S DIV: Adminis-
trative Aide (?)，a petty subordinate to the Chamberlain 
for Attendants {lang-chung ling, kuang-lu-hsŭn) and in cer-
tain military headquarters. HB: master of affairs. (2) N-S 
DIV—SUI: Director, head of a Section (ts'ao) in a Ministry 
(pu) in the developing Department of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng)y rank apparently varying from 8b up to 5b; the 
title in this usage may have evolved from chu-shih ling-
shih (Clerk); e.g., see under chu-k'o. (3) SUI-CH'ING: 
Secretary in a Bureau (ssu, ch'ing-li ssu) of a Ministry (pu) 
and in many other agencies of, the central government; 
numbers variable; rank normally 8 or 9 in T'ang, 8b in Sung, 
7b in Chin and Yŭan, 6a in Ming and Ch'ing. See t'ang 
chu-shih. RR+SP: préposé aux affaire. BH: second class 
secretary, secretary. 

1421 chŭ-shíh 主食 
N-S DIV-T'ANG: Cook, 12 unranked in the N, Chou Ca-
tering Service {hsiao shan-pu) under the Ministry of State 
{t'ien-kuan)\ 16 unranked in the T'ang Food Service {shang-
shih chu) of the Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng). 
RR: préposé aux aliments. P30, 38. 

1 4 2 2 ckù-skíh 佐史 
Abbreviation of chu-hsia shih (Archivist, Censor). 

1423 chù-shíh 柱石 
Lit., pillar and plinth: throughout history, an unofficial ref-
erence to specially prominent ministers; in Ch’ing, partic-
ularly referred to Censors (yŭ-shih). 

1424 chŭ-shih 祝史 
N-S DIV (N. Wei>-T'ANG: Supplication Scribe in the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); rank 7b2 in N. Wei, 
thereafter apparently unranked; number not clear for N, Wei; 
16 in Sui, 6 in T'ang. RR: invocateur. P27. 

1425 chŭ-shìh fáng 主事房 
SUI-CH'ING: Secretary's Office, a possible reference to 
the place of business of any chu-shih (Secretary). In Sung, 
particularly referred to the mail-handling section of the Sec-
retariat (chung-shu sheng) called k'ai-ch'aifang. SP; chambre 
de la réception et de Vexpédition des dépêches. 

1426 ckŭ-skìk kuān 主試官 
T ANG-CH ING: Examining Official in a civil service re-
cruitment examination; an unofficial generic designation. 

1427 chŭ-shìh lìng^shìh 主事令史 
N-S DIV (N. Wei)-SUI: Clerk, generally rank 8b or lower， 
found in various agencies, especially those subordinate to 
the Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng). See chu-
shih, ling-shih. 

1428 chŭ-shū 主書 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Scribe, low-ranking or unranked person-
nel found in many agencies, especially the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng), often assisting Drafters (chung-shu she-jen)\ 
sometimes called chu-shu lìng-shìh (Scribal Clerks). SP: 
scribe principal. P2, 3. 

1429 chù-shă 助書 
N-S DIV: Assistant Clerk, subofficial functionaries found 
in the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) and perhaps other 
agencies. See ling chu-shih. P2. 

1430 ckŭ-ssŭ 主司 
T'ANG: Examiner, a generic term for the officials who 
supervised civil service recruitment examinations. P24. 

1431 chū'ssū 諸司 
Lit.，the various offices: throughout history a collective 
reference to categories of agencies often specified in the 
immediately preceding context; without such qualification, 
the term normally suggests all the agencies of the central 
government. 

1432 chū-ssŭ kuăn 諸司官 
SUNG: Officials of the Various Offices, a collective ref-
erence to staff members (the heads?) of the various Offices 
(ssu) in the Historiography Institute (kuo-shih yuan), nor-
mally on assignment detached from the Palace Domestic 
Service (nei-shih sheng); hence may be encountered as a 
collective reference to palace eunuchs. In other eras as well 
as Sung，may be encountered as a collective reference to 
all officials of central government agencies. SP: fonction-
naire chargé des affaires des divers services. 

1433 chŭ-ssū li-tsăi 主司里宰 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): lit. meaning not clear; possibly a Chinese 
translation of an alien term: Commander (?), posts cre-
ated, apparently throughout the domain, by Emperor Shih-
tsu (r. 424-451) because of the prevalence of military dis-
orders; status and specific functions not clear. P20. 

1434 chŭ ssŭ'shìh 諸司事 
SUI-MING: the various Directresses, a collective refer-
ence to 24 palace women individually known as Directress 
(wm); rank 4a in T’ang，6a from Sung on. See erh-shih-ssu 
ssu. RR: directeur. 

1435 chŭ-ssŭ shĭh 諸司使 
SUNG: Commissioner of the Various Offices, a collec-
tive reference to 2 groups of holders of honorific titles: one 
group designated Grand Masters (ta-fu), considered the 
principal Commissioners (cheng-shih); the other designated 
Court Gentlemen (lang), considered Vice Commissioners 
(fu-shih). SP: commissaire des bureaux divers. 
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1436 chū-ssū ts'ăn-chân 諸司參軍 
SUNG: Administrators of the Various Sections, a col-
lective reference to the officials in charge of clerical units 
ill prefectural (chou) headquarters and some other agencies 
of territorial administration, rank 9b; e.g., Administrator of 
the Revenue Section (hu-ts'ao ts'an-chun), Administrator 
for Education (wen-hsŭeh ts'an-chiin). See ts'an-chŭn. SP: 
administrateur des bureaux divers. 

1437 chŭ tiĕn-skìk 諸典事 
SUI-MING: the various Managers , a collective reference 
to 24 palace women individually known as Manager (tien), 
rank 6a in T'ang, 7a in Sung. See liu tien, erh-shih-ssu tien. 
RR: intendant. 

1438 chù-tsàng tà-ch'én 駐藏大臣 
CH'ING: Grand Minister Resident of Tibet , a repre-
sentative of the Court of Colonial Affairs {li-fan yŭan) in-
stalled from 1709 to have full responsibility for the paci-
fication and administration of Tibet. From 1729 he, the Grand 
Minister Assistant Administrator of Tibet {pang-pan ta-
ch'en), and the Dalai Lama governed Tibet cooperatively. 
BH: imperial resident of Tibet. 

1439 ckŭ-ts，áo 主曹 
CH'ING: an unofficial reference to a chu-shih (Secretary). 

1440 chù-tsò 著作 
N-S DIV—SUNG: lit., to write; a prefix in many titles sug-
gesting Editorial . . . . Officials so designated often consti-
tuted an Editorial Service (chu-tso chŭ) and normally woiked 
on the Imperial Diary {ch'ì-chŭ chu) or other historical 
compilations in the pi-shu sheng (Secretariat, then Palace 
Library), the Historiography Office {shih-kuan), the Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yŭan)y etc. Common titles include chu-
tso cheng-tzu (Editorial Proofreader), chu-tso chiao-shu lang 
(Editor), chu-tso chang-ku (Editorial Clerk), and chu-tso 
ling-shih (Editorial Clerk). P23. 

1441 chù-tsò chu 著作局 
SUI-SUNG: Editorial Service, part of the Palace Library 
(pi-shu sheng), responsible for compilation of the Imperial 
Diary (ch'i-chŭ chu) and other historical materials till 630, 
when a Historiography Office (shih-kuan) was established 
to do so, whereupon tíie Editorial Service became increas-
ingly devoted to preparation of the state-issued calendar; 
briefly after 661 known as ssu-wen chŭ; normally headed 
by one to 4 Editorial Directors {chu-tso lang). RR: service 
des rédactions, SP: bureau de la rédaction du calendrier. 
P23. 

1442 chù-tsd láng 著作郞 
N-S DIV (San-kuo)-SUNG: Editorial Director , normally 
2 but one to 4 in Sung，members of the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng, pi-shu sheng) or the Palace Libraiy (pi-shu sheng) 
during the era of N-S Division, when the post was ordi-
narily filled by men with substantive posts elsewhere; from 
Sui on, head of the Editorial Service (c/iw-wo chŭ) of the 
Palace Library; responsible for compiling the Imperial Di-
ary {ch'i-chŭ chu) and other historical materials till 630’ 
thereafter responsible for preparing the state-issued calen-
dar, etc.; rank 5a then 5b in Sui, 5b in T’ang，7b in Sung. 
Normally aided by one or more Assistant Editorial Direc-
tors {chu-tso tso-lang), rank 6b 1 in T'ang, 8a in Sung. 
RR+SP: secrétaire, secrétaire assistant. P23, 24. 

1443 chù-tsò shĕng 著作省 or chù-tsò ts'áo 
著作曹 

N-S DIV-T'ANG: variant reference to the Editorial Ser-
vice (chu-tso chŭ); sheng in San-kuo Wei and Chin, ts'ao 
in Sui and very early T'ang. P22, 23. 

1444 chŭ-tzŭ 主子 
Lit.，a master or lord: occasionally used in unofficial ref-
erence to the Emperor . P64. 

1445 chŭ-tzŭ 諸子 
CHOU: Royal Tutor , 2 ranked as Junior Grand Masters 
(hsia ta-fu) and 4 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih)’ 
members of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan), responsible 
for the education of the Héir Apparent, other sons of the 
King, and sons of high officials. CL: attaché aux fils. In 
other contexts, of course, may refer to “the various (phil-
oso^iical) masters” of antiquity or simply “the various sons.” 

1446 chŭ-wén 主文 
T'ANG: unofficial reference to an Examiner in a civil ser-
vice recruitment examination. 

1447 chŭ-wén chūng-sàn 主文中散 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Courtier-secretary, one category of 
duty assignments for aristocratic Courtiers (chung-san, q.v.). 

1448 chŭ yā-kuăn 主押官 
SUNG: Chief Prison Custodian in a Mail and Prison Of-
fice (mo-k'an ssu). SP: préposé aux affaires. 

1449 chŭ-yào 主藥 
SUI-T'ANG: Pharmacist, variable numbers of unranked 
personnel, probably professional specialists, assigned to the 
Imperial Medical Office {fai-i shu), the Medicines Service 
{shang-yao chŭ) of the T'ang Palace Administration (tien-
chung sheng), and all Offices of the Imperial Mausoleum 
(ling~shu) and Courts of the Imperial Mausoleum (ling-t'ai). 
RR: préposé aux remèdes. P29, 36, 38. 

1450 cM-yào ‘逐要 
T'ANG: lit.，to pursue what is important, to pursue with 
demands (?); Inquiry Agent, a minor member of the staff 
of a Military Commissioner (chieh~tu shih); specific func-
tions not clear. RR: fonctionnaire quì poursuit dans les cas 
importants. 

1451 chŭ yĕh-shŭ ling 諸冶署令 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Director of Coinage, a subordinate in 
the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu 灯《); one for the 
Eastern Circuit (tung-tao) and one for the Western Circuit 
(hsi-tao). P16. 

1452 chŭ-yìn chuàn-wén kuān 鑄印案文官 
SUNG: Sea! Maker , number not clear, unranked, on the 
staff of the Directorate for Palace Manufactories (shao-fu 
chien); made and inscribed imperial and other state seals. 
SP: fonctionnaire chargé de la fabrication des sceaux et des 
caractères sigillaires. P9. 

1453 chù-yìn châ 鑄印局 
YUAN-CH'ING: Seals Service, an agency in the Ministry 
of Rites {lĭ-pu), headed by a Commissioner-in-chief {ta-shih), 
responsible for casting all government seals, BH: office of 
seal-casting. P9. 

1454 chŭ-yŭèh nèi-p9
ĭn 主樂內品 

SUNG: Eunuch Musician, 30 authorized for the Bureau 
of Natural Harmony (yun-shao pu) in the Palace Domestic 
Service (nei-shih sheng). SP: intendant de musique (eu-
nuque), 

1455 ch，ú 儲 
An adjective referring to the Heir Apparent: the Heir Ap-
parent 's , of the Heir Apparent , for the Heir Apparen t , 
etc. 

1456 ch'ù 處 • 
Lit., a place or location. (1) YUAN: Region, the territorial 
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jurisdiction of a Branch Bureau of Military Affairs (hsing 
shu-mi yŭan),, see shu-mi yŭan. (2) CH'ING: Office, a 
common equivalent of the more traditional term ssu. 

1457 ck，ú 除 
(1) HAN-YŬAN: a common verb meaning to appoint. From 
Han into the era of N-S Division, used for appointments 
made by the heads of agencies rather than by the Emperor 
(seepai). From Han on, also, a more general term normally 
signifying appointment by the Emperor, but differentiated 
from pai in that pai was used for one's initial appointment 
as an official and ch'u was used for subsequent appoint-
ments or promotions. Thus a new Presented Scholar or 
Metropolitan Graduate (chin-shih) might be appointed {pai) 
a District Magistrate (hsien-ling, chih-hsien) and later ap-
pointed (ch'u, i.e., promoted) to Censor iyu-shih). In Yiian, 
ch'u differed from pai in specifying an appointment made 
on the basis of recommendations by superior officials. The 
use of both ch'u and pai waned in Ming; then and in Ch'ing 
the standard term “to appoint” was shou, qualified by pre-
fixes in many ways. See t'ang-chi. (2) Throughout history, 
also used as the verb to dismiss. See hsûeh-ch'u ming-chi. 

1458 ch'ú-cheng yūàn 儲政院 
YUAN: Househdd Service for the Heir Apparent, c. 1330 
renamed from the more traditional Household Administra-
tion of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih yuan); a huge estab-
lishment controlling some territory, great wealth, and many 
subordinate agencies; headed by a Commissioner (shih)’ rank 
2a. P26. 

1459 cWŭ-chí 儲極 
Unofficial reference to the status，hence indirectly to the 
person, of the Heir Apparent . 

1460 ch'ú-chí 除籍 
Lit., to be removed from the register, i.e., dismissed from 
service: abbreviation of hsŭeh-ch'u ming-chi. 

1461 ch'ù-chìh shih 處置使 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit.，a delegate who arranges and disposes 
of matters: Supervisory Commissioner, one of the many 
titles commonly adopted by T'ang Military Commissioners 
{chieh-tu shih) when they became almost autonomous re-
gional warlords beginning in the 750s; usually found in 
combinations such as Surveillance, Investigation^ and Su-
pervisory Commissioner (an-ch'a ts'ai-fang ch'u-chih shih); 
in Sung，one of the titles used for officials placed in charge 
of Military Commissions (shuai-ssu) of Circuits (tao, lu)， 
or used for delegates from the central government to trou-
bled areas with ad hoc assignments combining titles such 
as Pacification Commissioner Supervising ... (ch'u-chih ... 
hsŭan-fu shih). SP: commissaire-inspecteur. P50. 

1462 ch'ŭ-chìh shih 黜陟使 
T'ANG: lit., a delegate to demote and promote: Personnel 
Evaluation Commissioner, a concurrent title commonly 
taken by Military Commissioners (chieh-tu shih) as they 
became almost autonomous regional warlords beginning in 
the 750s; most often found in the combination Investigation 
and Personnel Evaluation Commissioner (ts'ai-fang ch'u-chih 
shih); implied the power to judge and deal with officials in 
the commissioner's jurisdiction on his own initiative and 
authority. RR: commissaire impérial chargé de désigner à 
la disgrace et à I'avancement. P50, 52. 

1463 ck，ú-ck，ìng sMk ssŭ 儲慶使 
YUAN: in 1328-1329 only, the official variant designation 
of the Household Administration of the Heir Apparent 
(chan-shih yŭan); headed by a Supervisor of the Household 

of the Heir Apparent (ch'u-ch'ing shih). Also see ch'u-cheng 
yŭan. P26. 

1464 ch'ú-chun 儲君 
T'ANG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Heir Appar-
ent. 

1465 ch'á-èrh 儲貳 
N-S DIV-SUNG: unofficial reference to the Heir Appar-
ent. 

1466 ck，ú-fĕi 儲妃 
From antiquity, a general reference to a Wife of the Heir 
Apparent. 

1467 ch'ŭ-fù 儲副 
T'ANG: unofficial reference to the Heir Apparent . 

1468 ch'ŭ-huáng 儲皇 
An occasional unofficial reference to the Heir Apparent . 

1469 ch，ú-ì 廚役 
CH'ING: Kitchen Helper, 390 unranked personnel au-
thorized for miscellaneous chores in the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). P27. 

1470 c/i，ū_/tó 出閣 oi•出閤 
Lit.，to depart the palace: from Han on, refers to the custom 
or dynastic law that required sons of Emperors other 
than the Heir Apparent, when they matured, to move out 
of the imperial palace and away from the dynastic capita� 

city—‘‘to go to their fiefs” {chih-kuo, q.v.), i.e., to take 
up residence in other cities from which, sometimes in real-
ity but most often in name only, they reigned over terri-
tories with designations such as Prince of Ch’u (Ch'u-wang) 
or Prince of Chin (Chin-wang), imitating the nomenclature 
that prevailed in the Chou age of Feudal Lords {chu-hou). 
The custom was not followed at all times, e.g., in the latter 
half of T'ang and in Ch，ing. See wang, ch'in-wang, wang-
fu. P69. 

1471 ch'ú-kūng 儲宮 
Throughout history an unofficial reference to the residence, 
hence indirectly to the person, of the Heir Apparent . 

1472 ch'ú'liăng 儲兩 
N-S DIV (San-kuo): an unofficial reference to the Heir Ap-
parent. 

1473 cWŭ-míng 除名 
Lit., to have one's name removed (from the register of of-
ficials), i.e., to be dismissed from service: an abbreviation 
of hsŭeh-ch'u ming-chi. Also see ch'u-chi. 
1474 <rA，ū-wdcA，té/i-wòsWA 出納錢物使 
T'ANG; Commissioner of Accounts, supervisor of dis-
bursements and receipts in the Court of the Imperial Gran-
aries (ssu-nung ssu), from 746; rank not clear, but subor-
dinate to the Chief Minister (ch'ing) and Vice Minister (shao-
ch'ing) of the Court. P7. 

1475 ch'ū-nà shih 出納使 
T'ANG: Commissioner of Accounts, supervisor of dis-
bursements and receipts in the Court of the Imperial Trea-
sury (t'ai-fu ssu), from 743; rank not clear, but subordinate 
to the Chief Minister (ch'ing) and Vice Minister (shao-ch'ing) 
of the Court. P7. 

1476 ch，ú shàn-ssŭ 儲膳司 
YUAN: Office of Food Supplies for the Heir Apparent , 
part of the administrative establishment of the Eastern Pal-
ace (tung-kung), residence of the Heir Apparent; headed by 
a Chief Minister (ch'ing) t rank not clear. P26. 
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1477 ch'ū-shēn 出身 
T'ANG—CH'ING: lit” to produce the person, meaning to 
begin a career in government service; a term normally found 
with a prefix, e.g., chin-shih ch'u-shen (to enter govern-
ment service via status as a Presented Scholar or Metro-
politan Graduate). From Sung on, in addition to this gen-
eral usage, the term also had a narrower one, specifying 
candidates who qualified in the highest-level civil service 
recruitment examinations as Regular Metropolitan Gradu-
ates {chin-shih ch'u-shen), with prestige below Metropoli-
tan Graduates with Honors (chin-shìh chi-îi) but above As-
sociate Metropolitan Graduates {chin-shih t'ung ch'u-shen). 

1478 chf
ŭ-shĭh 廚史 

N-S DIV (Chin): Kitchen Supervisor, a subordinate of the 
Director of Banquets (ta-kuan ling) on the staff of the 
Chamberlain for Attendants (kuang-lu-hsìin); rank not clear. 
P30. 

1479 ch，ŭ-tí 儲嫡 
Throughout history an unofficial reference to the eldest son 
of an Emperor's principal wife, who ordinarily became Heir 
Apparent. 

1480 ch'ú-tuān 儲端 
Especially in the last few dynasties, an unofficial reference 
to the Supervisor of the Household of the Heir Apparent 
(chan-shih). 

1481 ch'ŭ-wéi 儲闔 
T'ANG: an unofficial reference to the Heir Apparent . 

1482 chuăn 轉 
Rank or grade: from T’ang on, most specifically, the rank 
of a merit title (hsiin)’ hence merit rank. 

1483 chūan ch'éng-pó 專城伯 
SUNG: unofficial reference to a Prefect {chŭn-shou). 

1484 chuān-chîh 專知 
T'ANG-SUNG: Specially-appointed Administrator, pre-
fix to an agency name indicating an official holding a dif-
ferent nominal position appointed by imperial order to take 
charge of the agency designated. See chih (to know). 

1485 chuān-chĭh yà-shŭ chiĕn-făo 
專知御書檢討 

T'ANG: Specially-appointed Examining Editor of Im-
perial Writings，8 serving in the Academy of Scholarly 
Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu~yuan) while holding nominal 
office elsewhere in the central government. P25. 

1486 chuān-kŏu ssŭ 專勾司 
SUNG: Special Control Office in the Court of the Imperial 
Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu); staff and functions not clear. 

1487 chuān-shè 傳舍 
HAN: variant of yu-t'ing (Postal Relay Station). 

1488 chuàn-shĭh hsuéh-shìh 拔史學士 
N-S DIV: Historiographer, a compiler of historical works, 
subordinate to the Imperial Editor (ta chu-tsó)^ apparently 
in the Secretariat (pi-shu sheng); rank not clear. P23. 

1489 chuàn-shŭ pó-shìh 篆書博士 
T'ANG: Erudite of the Seal Script，one of 18 Palace Eru-
dites (nei-chiao po-shih) on the staff of the Palace Institute 
of Literature (nei wen-hsŭeh kuan), where palace women 
were educated; from c. 741，a eunuch post. RR: maître de 
Vécrxture tchouan. 

1490 chuăn-yàn shîh 轉運使 
(1) T'ANG: Transport Commissioner, assignment for a 

court official in 712 to supervise transport of tax grain through 
the gorges of the Yellow River between Loyang and Ch'ang-
an; in 734 a Transport Commissioner-in-chief (tu chuan-
yùn shih) was assigned to expedite transport of tax grain 
throughout the Chiang-Huai and Honan areas; after 763 
headquartered at Yangchow to expedite the transport of tax 
grain throughout the Grand Canal system. Sometimes also 
established in a Circuit (tao) with concurrent responsibility 
for supervising the state monopoly of salt. (2) SUNG-CHIN: 
Fiscal Commissioner, one in each Circuit (lu, tao) with 
general responsibility for tax assessments and collections 
and all other fiscal matters. In Sung and Liao, a duty as-
signment for a nominal court official; in Chin, rank 3a. SP: 
commissaire aux finances d'une province ou intendant fis-
cal ou commissaire des transports. (3) YŭAN-CH'ING: 
unofficial reference to officials with responsibility for trans-
port of tax grains along the Grand Canal, e.g., the Ch'ing 
dynasty Director-general of Grain Transport (ts'ao-yŭn tsung-
tu). P60. 

1491 chuăn-yun shîh-fù fUtiĕn hsíng-yŭ k，d-
chīyŭàn轉運使副提黠形獄課績院. 

SUNG: Circuit Intendants Evaluation Bureau , estab-
lished in 1049 with a staff of court officials as ad hoc ap-
pointees, to conduct personnel evaluations of the supervi-
sors of Circuits (/«)，such as Fiscal Commissioners (chuan-
yùn shih) and Judicial Commissioners {t'i-tien hsing-yii kung-
shih); apparently superseded not later than 1080 by evalu-
ation procedures conducted by the Ministry of Personnel 
(lì-pu). 

1492 chuăn-yun ssū 轉運司 
Lit., the office of a chuan-yŭn shih. (1) T'ANG: Transport 
Commission. (2) SUNG: Fiscal Commission. (3) SUNG: 
Tax Transport Bureau, created (date not clear) in a re-
organization of the Salt and Iron Monopoly Bureau (yen-
t'ieh ssu), one of the 3 principal agencies in the State Fi-
nance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; terminated c. 
1080. SP: bureau de transport ou des finances. P52, 57， 
59. 

1493 ckuăn-yàn-yén sMk ssŭ 轉運鹽使司 
YUAN: Tax Transport and Salt Monopoly Commission, 
responsible to the metropolitan Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) 
for all transport and monopoly activities in the Metropolitan 
Area (chih-li) around Peking, after 1319 via the interme-
diary Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu); headed by a Commis-
sioner (shih), rank not specified. 

1494 ch'uán-ch'ē 傳車 
HAN: unofficial reference to a Regional Inspector (tz'u-
shih). 

1495 ch'uán-chìh 傳制 
T'ANG: Proclamation Car r ie r , 8 unranked personnel as-
sisting Supervising Secretaries (chì-shih-chung) of the 
Chancellery (men-hsia sheng); apparently responsible for 
the delivery of imperial orders to or from the Supervising 
Secretaries. RR: porteur d'édits impériaux. PI9. 

1496 ck，uán-fă yiiàn 傳法院 
SUNG: Institute for Propagation of the Tripitaka, a group 
of scholarly officials subordinaté to the Court of State Cer-
emonial (hung-lu ssu) responsible for translating and pub-
lishing Buddhist canonical works. SP: cour de la propa-
gation de la loi chargée de la îraduction du canon 
bouddhique. 
1497 cWuân-héng 川衡 
Guardian of the Waterways. (1) CHOU: 12 assigned to 
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each major waterway, 6 to each middling waterway, and 2 
to each minor waterway, all ranked as Ordinary Service-
men (chung-shih), subordinates of the Manager of Fisheries 
(tse-yŭ) în the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) responsible 
for enforcing prohibitions regarding streams and ponds in 
the royal domain. CL: inspecteur des cours d'eau. (2) N-S 
DIV (Chou): number not clear, ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen and Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih)’ members of the 
Ministry of Education. P14. 
1498 ch'uán-hsuăn hó-t'úng wm 傳宣合同司 
SUNG: Registered Documents Office, an agency of the 
Palace Eunuch Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng) responsible 
for the issuance of blank registered documents (ho-t'ung) 
that government agencies were required to use in memo-
rializing the throne. See k'an-ho. SP: bureau de la délivrance 
des certificats pour les demandes du palais. 

1499 ch9uán-ŭng 傳令 
T'ANG: Edict Carrier, 4 unranked personnel on the staff 
of the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (tso ch'un-fang). RR: 
porteur des ordres de I'héritier du trône. P26. 

1500 ch，uán-lŭ 傳臚 
CH'ING: List Leader, designation of those Metropolitan 
Graduates (chin-shih) whose names headed the lists of the 
2nd and 3rd groups (chia) of passers in the palace exami-
nation (tien-shih), the culmination of the triennial civil ser-
vice recruitment examination sequence. See lu-ch'uan. Cf. 
chuang-yŭan. 

1501 ch，uān-shīh 川師 
CHOU: Master of the Waterways, 2 ranked as Ordinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of War {hsia-kuan) with 
overall responsibility for the management of streams, ponds, 
and other waterways. CL: maître des cours d'eau. 
1502 ch'uân-tsăi 傳宰 
Lit., manager of transmission: a common unofficial refer-
ence to personnel in charge of local Postal Stations (/ or 
yu) in the state-maintained communications service. 

1503 chuāng-chái shíh 莊宅使 
SUNG: Commissioner for Estates and Residences (?)，an 
early Sung antecedent of the prestige title {san-kuan) Grand 
Master for Military Tallies (wu-chìeh ta-fu)y awarded to rank 
7a military officers. SP: commissaire des colonies, com-
missaire des domaines et des residences. 

1504 chuăng chìh-ch'ìh chiàng 裝制敕匠 
T'ANG: Mounter of Scrolls, number not clear, unranked 
personnel on the staff of the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng) 
in charge of preparing imperial proclamations of all sorts 
in proper mountings. RR: ouvrier chargé de relier les édits 
et décreîs impériaux. 

1505 chuāng'fei 莊妃 
MING: Sedate Consort, one of a group of palace women 
ranking below the Imperial Honored Consort (huang kuei-
fei) and the Honored Consort {kuei-fei), 

1506 chuāng-huàng chiàng 裝漢匠 
T'ANG: Mounter of Scrolls, 2 unranked specialists on the 
staff of the Institute for the Veneration of Literature (ch'ung-
wen kuan). RR: ouvrier relieur. 
1507 chuāng-lăo pó-shìh 莊老博士 
TANG: Erudite of Chuang-tzu and Lao-tzu, a teacher of 
Taoist texts; one cf 18 Palace Erudites (nei-chiao po-shih) 
on the staff of the Palace Institute of Literature (nei wen-
hsŭeh kuan), where palace women were educated; from c. 

741 a eunuch post. RR; maître de la doctrine de Tchouang-
tseu et de Lao-tseu. 

1508 chuăng-shū chíh 裝書直 
T'ANG: Scrolībinder，14 unranked specialists on the staff 
of the Secretariat's (chung-shu sheng) Academy of Schol-
arly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan). RR; relieur. P25. 
1509 chuāng-skŭ ŭ-shĕng 裝書曆生 
T'ÀNCj： Student Calendar Binder, unranked, number not 
clear, on the staff of the Bureau of Astronomy {ssu-t'ien 
t'ai) in early T’ang，later discontinued; apparent apprentices 
in the skill of binding state-issued calendars. RR: élève re-
lieur du calendrier. 

1510 chuàng-tīng 壯丁 
(1) Able-bodied Make, throughout history a common ref-
erence to adult men subject to military conscription and other 
kinds of government service in the rotational state service 
system normally called Requisitioned Service (chpai-i). (2) 
T'ANG-SUNG: Policeman, from late T'ang till 1075 (then 
abolished in Wang An-shih’s reforms), a particular kind of 
Requisition Service assignment; assisted Local Elders (ch'i-
chang) in peacekeeping activities. 

1511 chuāng-ting chá 駐釘局 
YUAN: Bookbinding Service, a workshop under the Su-
pervisorate-in-chief of Metal Workers and Jewelers (chin-
yŭ jen-chiang tsung-kuan fu), headed by a Commissioner 
(shih), rank 8b or 9b. 

1512 chuàng-t'óu 狀頭 
Unofficial reference to a Principal Graduate {chuang-yuan) 
in the highest civil service recruitment examination. 
1513 chuăng-t'óu ch，ù 莊頭處 
CH'ING: lit., estate manager's office (for the imperial lands): 
abbreviation of san-ch'i yin-liang chuang-t'ou ch'u (Rents 
Office for Lands of the Inner Banners). 
1514 chuăng-ts'ái chiàng 裝裁匠 
SUNG: ScroHbinder, 12 unranked specialists on the staff 
of the Imperial Archives (pi-ko). SP: artisan relieur, 
1515 chuàng-yŭán 狀元 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Principal Graduate, designation of the 
candidate who stood first on the list of passers of the final 
examination in the civil service recruitment examination se-
quence. In Sung the top 3 passers were sometimes all called 
Principal Graduates，and in Yuan there were normally 2 
Principal Graduates of each examination, one Chinese and 
one non-Chinese, The designation was highly coveted and 
esteemed, and it usually led to a prestigious initial appoint-
ment and subsequent career in the civil service. Sometimes 
rendered Primus or Optimus. 

1516 ch'uáng-chiàng 幢將 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Corps Leader of the Imperial Body-
guard (san-lang wei-shih)，made up of Courtiers (chung-
san). 

1517 chūi-fēng 追封 
Posthumous enfeoffment, a personnel-administration term 
referring to the granting of noble titles {chŭeh) to deceased 
officials of distinction. 

1518 chūUhŭi àn 追毁案 
SUNG: Section for Fines and Confiscations, one of 13 
Sections (an) directly subordinate to the executive officials 
of the S. Sung Ministry of Justice {hsing-pu)\ staffed with 
subofficial functionaries who handled documents relating to 
the implementation of judicial actions such as collecting fines, 
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confiscating property, and recovering stolen goods. SP: 
service de reconsideration. 

1519 chūi-shîh 追師 
See under the romanization tui-shih. 

1520 chúi-skìh 箠氏 
CHOU: Handler of Divination Bamboo, 2 ranked as Ju-
nior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of 
Rites (ch'un-kuan) who made fires for divination purposes 
using a kind of bamboo named chui. CL: préposé au bois 
de Tchoui. 

1521 ch'úi-lién 垂簾 
Lit., to drop the curtain: a term used throughout history 
when Empresses or o*';er palace women participated di-
rectly in court audiences, from which, they were normally 
concealed behind a curtain. 

1522 cMn-pèi 準備 
SUNG: Reserve, occasionally found as a prefix to a title, 
apparently signifying a supernumerary appointee or some-
one in a status preparatory to taking office without having 
formally been authorized to take office. SP: ...en réserve. 

1523 ch9ūn-ch9īng 春卿 
Spring Chamberlain, an archaic reference deriving from 
the Chou usage of the term ch'un-kuan (Ministry of Rites). 
(1) N-S DIV (Liang): a generic or collective reference to 3 
of the central government officials called the Twelve 
Chamberlains {shih-erh ch'ing, q.v.). (2) SUI-CH'ING: 
unofficial reference to the Minister of Rites (lĭ-pu shang-
shu). 

1524 ch’ān-fāng 春坊 
Lit., spring quarters. (1) N-S DIV-T'ANG: unofficial ref-
erence to the residence, hence indirectly to the person, of 
the Heir Apparent. (2) T'ANG-CH'ING: Secretariat of 
the Heir Apparent, one each Left and Right, in general 
charge of the household of the Heir Apparent, under the 
Supervisor of the Household of the Heir Apparent {chan-
shih), each Secretariat normally headed by a Mentor (shu-
tzu), rank 5a in Ch'ing. In T'ang till 662 the Left Secretariat 
was known as the men-hsia fang, and the Right Secretariat 
was known as the tien-shu fang. Also commonly rendered 
Directorate of Instruction. RR: grand secretariat de I'héritier 
du trône. P4, 23, 26. 

1525 cWūn-kuān 春官 
Lit., official or office for spring, a season of renewals. (1) 
CHOU, N-S DIV，T'ANG: Ministry of Rites. In Chou, the 
3rd of 6 top-echelon, agencies in the royal government, 
headed by a Minister of Rites (tsung-pó) ranked as a Min-
ister (ch'ing); responsible for a wide range of ritual affairs 
and subordinate agencies. Revived by Chou in the era of 
N-S Division to replace what had been known as tz'u-pu 
(Ministry of Sacrifices); revived again from 684 to 705 in 
T'ang to replace the name lĭ-pu (Ministry of Rites). In all 
later eras may be encountered as an archaic reference to the 
lí-pu. CL: minisîère du printemps ou des rites, P9. (2) 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Spring Office, one of 5 seasonal Offices 
{kuan), including one for Mid-year (chung), of calendrical 
specialists in the T'ang Astrological Service (t'ai-shih chu) 
and later Bureau of Astronomy {ssu-tien t'ai), the Sung As-
trological Service, the Sung—Ming Directorate of Astron-
omy (ssu-t'ien chien), and the Ming-Ch'ing Directorate of 
Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien). Headed by a Director (ling 
in early T'ang, otherwise cheng), rank 5a in T'ang, 8a in 
Sung, 6b in Ming and Ch'ing; in Ch'ing one Manchu and 
one Chinese appointee. RR+SP: administration du prin-

temps. BH (cheng): astronomer for the spring. P35. (3) 
MING; Spring Support, from 1380 to 1382 one of 4 posts, 
each named after a season and open to more than one ap-
pointee, intended for the Emperor's closest and most trusted 
advisers; see ssu fu~kuan (Four Supports). P4, 67. 
1526 ch，ŭn-kuān tà-fŭ 春官大夫 
T’ANG: variant designation from 684 to 705 of all Direc-
tors (lang-chung) of Bureaus (íjm) in the Ministry of Rites 
(lí-pu). P9. 

1527 ch'ŭn-ssŭ 春司 
Unofficial reference to the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu). 

1528 ch，ŭn-t’ái 春臺 
Unofficial reference to the Ministry of Rites (lí-pu). 

1529 ch’ŭn也，áo 春曹 
Unofficial reference to the Ministry of Rites {lí-pu). 

1530 chŭng 中 
Lit., center, central, middle. (1) In directional (or often 
combined directional-hierarchical) usage occurs, e.g., in 
Central Capital {chung-tu, chung-ching) as distinguished from 
Northern, Southern, Western, or Eastern Capitals, or in In-
ner Court (chung-ch'ao; more commonly nei-ch'ao, nei-t'ing) 
in contrast to Outer Court {wai-ch'ao, wai-t'ing). (2) In hi-
erarchical usage occurs, e.g., in distinctions among Senior 
Servicemen (shang-shih), Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih)f 
and Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih); or among Large Dis-
tricts (ta-hsien), Ordinary or Middle Districts (chung-hsien), 
and Small Districts (hsiao-hsien). (3) Palace or Capital, 
prefix to a title or agency name as in chung-shu (lit., palace 
writer), chi-shih-chung (lit., one who provides service 
within), etc. (4) Full, prefix to a salary notation stated in 
bushels in Han and some later times, signifying an amount 
actually somewhat greater than that stated; e.g；, chung erh-
ch'ìen shih (full 2,000 bushels) in contrast to erh-ch'ien shih 
(ordinaiy or plain 2,000 bushels) or chen erh-ch'ien shih 
(true 2,000 bushels), and pi erh-ch'ien shih (equivalent to, 
i.e., somewhat less than, 2,000 bushels). 

1531 chŭng ch'áng-ch'iū 中長秋 
HAN: Domestic Service of the Empress, a eunuch agency 
in the imperial palace, headed by a Director (ling). See 
ch'ang-ch'iu chien, ch'ang-ch'iu ssu. BH (ling): prefect of 
the empress's palace of prolonged autumn. 

1532 chŭng ch'áng-shìh 中常侍 
HAN-N-S DIV: lit” a regular attendant in the palace: Pal-
ace Attendant-in-ordinary. (1) A supplementary honorific 
title (chia-kuan) granted to officials deemed especially wor-
thy of being companions of the ruler. (2) Beginning c. A.D. 
60 and continuing through most of the era of N-S Division, 
a title granted to 4 eunuchs in the domestic service of the 
Empress; in N. Ch'i members of the Palace Security Ser-
vice (chung shih-chung sheng)^ which supervised all access 
to the inner chambers of the palace. P37. 

1533 chŭng-ch yáo 中朝 
Inner Court , throughout history a variant of the more com-
mon terms nei-ch'ao and nei-t'ing, denoting imperial in-laws, 
palace eunuchs, and officials closely associated with the 
ruler, who were often thought to constitute a special interest 
group devoted to behind-the-scenes manipulation of the ruler 
to their selfish advantage, in contrast to the much larger 
body of officials, both in and outside the capital, who nor-
mally had very limited access to rulers and were occupied 
primarily with administering state affairs, referred to as the 
Outer Court {wai-t'ing, wai-ch'ao). Both groups were only 
vaguely definable, but factional disputes in government were 
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often described as struggles between the Inner and Outer 
Courts. 

1534 chūng-chèng 中正 
N-S DIV; lit,, one who hits the mark and sets things right 
(?): Rectifier, from A.D. 220 local dignitaries appointed 
in each Region (chou), Commandery (chŭn), and District 
(hsien) to register and classify all males in their jurisdic-
tions who were considered eligible for government office 
on the basis of their hereditary social status, assigning them 
to 9 ranks (chiu p'in, q.v.) theoretically reflecting their 
meritoriousness. Rectifiers were themselves often classified 
into grades as Senior Rectifiers (ta chung-cheng) and Junior 
Rectifiers (hsiao chung-cheng), and sometimes at the Re-
gional level were called chou-tu (Regional Rectifier). Sta-
tus ranks assigned by Rectifiers were the basis for civil ser-
vice recruitment through most of the era of N-S Division, 
and the system had echoes in even later times. See ch'ing, 
cho, ch'ing-wang, han-jen. P53, 54. 

1535 chŭng-chèngpáng 中正榜 
CH'ING: List of Expectant Appointees, from 1761 refers 
to passers of the highest civil service recruitment exami-
nations in relatively low status; normally 60, were ap-
pointed Secretaries (chung-shu) in the Grand Secretariat (nei-
ko) or were presented to the Ministry of Personnel (lì~pu) 
for appointments as Instructors {hsŭeh-cheng, hsŭeh-lu) in 
the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) when vacan-
cies occurred. P24. 

1536 chŭng-ckèng yŭàn 中政院 
YUAN: Household Service for the Empress, an enor-
mous establishment with its own military and revenue-col-
lecting agencies, headed by a Commissioner (shih) who must 
normally have been a Mongol noble; rank not specified. 

1537 chŭng-ch，éng 中丞 
Abbreviated reference to yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng (Palace Aide 
to the Censor-in-chief, Vice Censor-in-chief). 

1538 chŭng ch'éng-hsiàng 中丞相 
CH'IN: Eunuch Counselor-in-chlef, a term used for the 
highest-ranking post in the officialdom (see ch'eng-hsiang) 
when it was held by a eunuch. 

1539 chŭng chĭ-shìh 中給事 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Supervising Secretary, rank 3b2; in 
499 changed to traditional name chi-shih-chung, q.v. P18, 
19. 

1540 chŭng chĭ-shìh-chŭng 中給事中 
(1) HAN-SUI: Palace Attendant, a eunuch title: in N. Ch'i, 
4 were members of the Palace Security Service (chung shih-
chung sheng)\ c. 605 renamed nei ch'eng-chih, q.v. (2) 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Senior Supervising Secretary, changed 
from chi-shih-chung chi-shih in 499; functions and relations 
with major agencies of the central government not clear; 
rank 5b. 

1541 chūng'chiàng 中將 
HAN: Center Leader of a group of Court Gentlemen (lang), 
distinguished from a Left Leader (tso-chiang) and a Right 
Leader (yu-chiang). See ch'e-lang chung-chiang. 

1542 chŭng-chièn 中諫 
T'ANG: unofficial reference to a Rectifier of Omissions 
(pu-ch'ŭeh). 

1543 chūng-chìh 中旨 
Palace Edict: throughout history, referred to an imperial 
pronouncement of any sort that was initiated by the Em-
peror or his domestic agents rather than being a response 

from the Emperor to a proposal submitted by appropriate 
members of the officialdom; generally considered irregular 
and perhaps dangerous by the officialdom because from early 
Han it was state doctrine that Emperors would not initiate 
government action but instead would approve or disapprove 
proposals submitted by the officialdom, or choose among 
competing proposals; and because in the case of young or 
otherwise weak Emperors the officialdom commonly sus-
pected that Palace Edicts were influenced by or issued di-
rectly from favored eunuchs or palace women for their own 
selfish purposes. 

1544 ckŭng ckík-fă 中執法 
HAN-N-S DIV (San-kuo); lit., one who maintains the law 
within the palace: an unofficial reference to the Palace Aide 
to the Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shìh chung-ch'eng). P18. 

1545 chŭng-ch ’īng 中卿 
CHOU: Ordinary Minister, 2nd highest of 3 ranks among 
which Ministers (ch'ing) seem sometimes to have been dis-
tributed; see shang-ch'ing, hsia-ch'ing. Ministers were the 
highest category of officials serving the King (wang) and 
Feudal Lords (chu-hou), ranking above Grand Masters (ta-
fu) and Servicemen (shih). 

1546 chūng chŭn-ŭng 中準令 
HAN: Eunuch Director of Standards, in A.D. 175 re-
placed the Bureau of Standards (p'ing-chun) in control of 
the state*s price-equaīization system; at least nominally 
subordinate to the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues 
{shao-fu). HB: palace prefect of standards. 

1547 chūng'chu 中擧 
MING-CH'ING: lit.，to “hit the mark” in a civil service 
recruitment examination, meaning to pass the provincial 
examination (hsiang-shih) and become a Provincial Grad-
uate (chŭ-jen). 

1548 chūng-ch'ŭán 中銓 
(1) TANG: Vice Ministerial Selections, a reference to the 
personnel evaluations supervised by the Vice Ministers of 
Personnel (lì-pu shih-lang) as distinguished from those su-
pervised by the Minister of Personnel (lì-pu shang-shu), 
which were called shang-shu ch’ŭan. See hsi-ch'uan, tung-
ck'ŭan. Cf. chung-hsŭan. (2) T'ANG-CHWG: unofficial 
reference to a Vice Minister of Personnel. 

1549 chŭng-ch'ûēh 中缺 
CH’ING: Ordinary, 3rd highest of 4 terms used in the 
classification of all units of territorial administration from 
Circuits (tao) down to Districts (hsien), reflecting the im-
portance and complexity of the business transacted locally. 

1550 chūng-chŭn 中軍 
(1) Middle Army, one of 8 special capital-defense forces 
organized at the end of Han; see pa hsiao-wei (Eight Com-
mandants). (2) N-S DIV: Capital Army or Army of the 
Center, designation of a principal military force. (3) N-S 
DIV (N. Ch'i): Adjutant, one of Three Adjutants (san chŭn) 
assigned to a Princedom (wang-kuo); see shang-chŭn, hsia-
chŭn. P69.(4) CH'ING: Adjutant, chief administrative of-
ficer on the staff of a field commander, or head of the Of-
fice of Military Affairs (ying-wu ch'u) under a Provincial 
Governor (hsŭn-fu) or Governor-general (tsung-tu), in the 
latter cases nonnally with the status of Vice General (fu-
chiang), rank 2b. BH: adjutant. 

1551 chūng èrh-chHēn shih 中二千石 
HAN-N-S DIV: Full 2,000 Bushels, in Han a designation 
of rank carrying a monthly stipend of 180 pecks (hu) of 
grain, compared to 120 pecks due to someone of ordinary 
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2,000 bushel rank ierh-ch'ien shih); in the era of N-S Di-
vision, also a general term for officials of ranks 2 and 3. 
See chung (4). HB: official ranking fully 2,000 shih. P60， 
68. 

1552 chūng-fèng tà-fū 中奉大夫 
SUNG-MING: Grand Master for Palace Attendance, 
prestige title {san-kuan) for civil officials holding ranks 4a2 
or 5b in Sung, 3b2 in Chin, 2b in Yŭan and Ming. P30， 
68. 

1553 chŭng-fŭ 中傅 
Palace Mentor , a title sometimes granted to esteemed eu-
nuchs. 

1554 chūng-hàn 中翰 
MING~CH’ING: lit., palace penman: unofficial reference 
to secretarial personnel working in the Grand Secretariat 
(nei-ko), especially Secretaries {chung-shu) of the Grand 
Secretariat. 

1555 chūng-háng 中行 
T’ANG~SUNG: Middle £chelon of Ministries (pu) in the 
Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng), a general 
reference to the Ministries of Revenue (hu-pu) and Justice 
(hsing-pu) ’ denoting their lesser prestige than the Ministries 
of the Front Echelon (ch'ìen-hang)y those of Personnel (li-
pu) and War iping-pu). 

1556 chāng-háng láng-chūng 中行郞中 
Middle Echelon Director. (1) T ANG—SUNG: unspecifìc 
reference to a Director (lang-chung) of a Bureau (ssu) in 
either the Ministry of Revenue {hu-pu) or the Ministry of 
Justice (hsing-pu). (2) SUNG: variant reference to the pres-
tige title (san-kuan) Grand Master for Closing Court (ch'ao-
san ta-fu), granted to civil officials of ranks 5b 1 and 6b. 

1557 chūng-háng yŭán-wài láng 中行員外郎 
Middle Echelon Vice Director. (1) T ANG-SUNG: un-
specifìc reference to a Vice Director (yŭan-wai lang) of a 
Bureau (ssu) in either the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) or 
the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu). (2) SUNG: variant ref-
erence to the prestige title (san-kuan) Gentlemen for Clos-
ing Court (ch'ao-san lang), granted to civil officials of ranks 
7b 1 and 7a. 

1558 chūng-hòu 中候 
Watch Officer. (1) HAN: one Left and one Right on the 
staff of the Chamberlain for the Palace Buildings (chiang-
tso shao-fu, chiang-tso ta-chìang); discontinued in 22 B.C. 
HB: captain of the central region. (2) From antiquity into 
Sung times if not later, a duty assignment for a military 
officer, to supervise the guarding of a central headquarters; 
in T'ang from 691 each Guard (wei) unit normally had 3 
titular officers of this sort, rank 7b, the status being con-
sidered one among the Officers of the Four Categories (ssu-
se kuan, q.v.), RR+SP: ofpcier de guet. P14, 26. 

1559 chŭng-hsiáo 中校 
(1) HAN-SUNG: variant designation of the Construction 
Office of the Center (chung hsiao-shu; see hsiao-shu). (2) 
CH'ING: Ordinary Lieutenant, one category of military 
officers collectively called hsiao (Lieutenants), q.v. 

1560 chŭng-hsièn tà-fŭ 中憲大夫 
CHIN-CH'ING: Grand Master Exemplar, prestige title 
(san-kuan) granted to civil officials of rank 5a2 in Chin, 4a 
thereafter. P68. 

1561 chūng-hsíng-p'íng'pó 中行平博 
M I N G - C H W G : a collective abbreviated reference to 
Drafters (chung-shu she-jen) y Messengers (hsing-jen), Case 

Reviewers (p'ing-shih) of the Court of Judicial Review (ta-
li ssu)y and Erudites (po-shih) of the Court of Imperial Sac-
rifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu), posts to which new Metropolitan 
Graduates (chin-shih) were commonly appointed. P5. 

1562 chŭng-hstiăn 中選 
TANG: Central Appointer, a reference to the Minister of 
War (ping-pu shang-shu) in terms of his role in personnel 
evaluations, as distinguished from Vice Ministers of War 
(ping-pu shih-lang), who were called tung-hsuan and hsi-
hsuan. Cf. chung-ch'ŭan. 

1563 chŭng-hù 中護 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official redesignation of Men-
tors (shu~tzu) who headed the Secretariats of the Heir Ap-
parent (see ch'un-fang). May be encountered in later pe-
riods as an unofficial reference to such Mentors. P26. 

1564 chūng hù-chŭn 中護軍 
(1) HAN: Army Supervisor，apparently a court dignitary 
assigned to assist a General-in-chief (ta chiang-chŭn) dur-
ing a campaign; in use from A.D. 25. HB: commissioner 
over the army of the centre. (2) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei-
Chin): Capital Protector, commander of one of 2 major 
military forces normally garrisoned around the dynastic 
capital; in contrast to the Capital Commandant (chung ling-
chŭn), headed a force that was less a capital guard than an 
army held in readiness for campaigning if necessary. (3) 
T'ANG: Palace Protector, 2nd highest eunuch post in the 
Armies of Inspired Strategy (shen-ts'e chūn) from the late 
700s; subordinate to a Palace Commandant-protector {hu~ 
chŭn chung-wei). RR: protecteur d'armée. P43. (4) SUNG: 
Central Defense Army, one of the Four Field Defense 
Armies {hsing-ying ssu hu-chun) that from 1131 comprised 
the S. Sung standing army under control of the Bureau of 
Military Affairs {shu-mi yuan); this was directly subordi-
nated to the Palace Command (íien-ch'ien ssu) and was 
considered the mainstay of military defense around the cap-
ital at Hangchow. See hu-chŭn. 

1565 chŭng huáng-mén 中黃門 
HAN: Palace Attendant, eunuch subordinates of the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); rank vari-
able from =400 to =100 bushels. See huang-men. HB; 
palace attendant of (within) the yellow gates. P37. 

1566 chŭng-huâng tsàng-fŭ 中黃藏府 or 
chung-huang tsang 

HAN-N-S DIV (Chin): Palace Storehouse, headed by a 
Director (ling)’ in Later Han (created A.D. 147) rank 600 
bushels; stored imperial valuables of all kinds under su-
pervision of the Palace Treasurer (shou-kung ling) or the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu)•’ in Chin su-
pervised by the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (then 
archaically called hsia-ch'ing). Often abbreviated to chung-
tsang fu. In Chin grouped with Left and Right Storehouses 
(tso-, yu-tsang), constituting what was commonly called the 
Palace Treasury (nei-fu). HB: palace storehouse. VI’ 37. 

1567 chūng-í 中儀 
T'ANG: lit., middle-size ritualist: unofficial reference to a 
Vice Director (yìian-wai lang) of the Headquarters Bureau 
(lĭ~pu) in the Ministry of Rites (also lĭ-pu). See hsìao-i, 
shao-i. 

1568 chăng-ì 中議 
YÚAN: Counselor, 2，rank not clear but considered Staff 
Supervisors (shou-ling kuan, q.v.), in the Household 
Administration of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih yŭan), Per-
haps equivalent to ssu-i (Counselor). P26. 
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1569 chāng4 tà-fŭ 中議大夫 

CHIN-CH'ING: Grand Master for Palace Counsel, a 
prestige title {san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 5a 1 in 
Chin, 4a in Yuan and Ming, 3b in Ch’ing, P68. 
1570 chŭng-jén 冢人 
CHOU: Grave Maker , 2 ranked as Junior Grand Masters 
{hsia ta-fu), members of the Ministry of Rites {ch'un-kuan) 
responsible for preparing tombs for royal Princes resident 
in the capital, other dignitaries of the court, and Feudal 
Lords (chu-hou); also supervised funerals at such tombs, 
and in some sacrificial ceremonies there played the role of 
the dead recipient of the offerings. Cf. chih-sang (Funeral 
Director), mu ta-fu (Grand Master of Cemeteries). CL: of-
fìcier des sépultures. 

1571 chūng-kĕng 中更 
CH'IN-HAN: lit.，a member of the 2nd (middle) watch: 
Grandee of the Thirteenth Order , the 8th highest of 20 
titles of nobility (chueh) awarded to deserving subjects. P65. 

1572 chūng-kŭ ssū 鐘鼓司 
MING: Bells and Drums Office, a minor agency of palace 
eunuchs, headed by a eunuch Director (cheng, t'ai-chien); 
provided musical signals at court audiences and accompan-
iment for intimate palace entertainments; see ssu ssu (Four 
Offices). 

1573 chūng-kŭ yŭàn 鐘鼓院 
SUNG: Bureau of Bells and Drums, subordinate to or oth-
erwise related to the Astrological Service (t'ai-shih chii); in 
charge of the bell and drum tower of the Hall of Civil Vir-
tues {weti-te tien), which housed timekeeping mechanisms 
including a clepsydra. SP: cour de clochettes et de tam-
bours. P35. 

1574 chŭng-kuān 中官 
(1) Throughout history, one of many generic terms for eu-
nuch. (2) T’ANG~CH’ING: Mid-year Office，one of 5 
seasonal Offices of calendrical specialists in the T'ang As-
trological Service (t'ai-shih chii) and later Bureau of As-
tronomy (ssu-t'ien t'ai), the Sung Astrological Service, the 
Sung-Ming Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien), and 
the Ming-Ch'ing Directorate of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien 
chien); headed by a Director (ling in early T'ang, otherwise 
cheng)t rank 5a in T'ang, 8a in Sung, 6b in Ming and Ch*ing; 
in Ch’ing one Manchu and one Chinese appointee. RR+SP: 
administration du centre. BH (cheng): astronomer for the 
mid-year. P35. 

1575 chūng-kuān ling 鐘官令 
HAN: Director of Minters，in charge of the imperial 
household^ coinage work, assisted by a Vice Director 
(ch'eng); subordinate first to the Chamberlain for the Palace 
Revenues {shao-fu), then from 115 B.C. to the Comman-
dant of the Imperial Gardens (shui-heng tu-wei); in Later 
Han subordinate to the Chamberlain for the National Trea-
sury (ta ssu-nung). HB: prefect of the office of coinage. 
P16. 

1576 chŭng-kūng 中宮 
From Han on, a common unofficial reference to the resi-
dence, hence indirectly to the person, of the Empress (huang-
hou). 
1577 chûng-kŭngp，ú 中莒僕 
HAN: Coachman of the Empress, rank 1,000 bushels; re-
placed the Former Han Director of the Stables (chiu-ling). 
HB: coachman of the empress. 

1578 chŭng-kŭng ahŭ 中官署 
HAN: Administrative Office of the Empress, a Later Han 

1585 chung ling-chŭn 
eunuch agency headed by a Director (ling), rank 600 bush-
els; his staff included an Aide (ch'eng) and an Aide for the 
Palace Walkways {fu-tao ch'eng). HB (ling): prefect re-
corder of the empress. 

1579 chŭng-kŭngyèh-chĕ 中宮謁者 
HAN: Receptionist in the Empress 's Palace, 2 eunuch 
appointees in the Palace Domestic Service (i-t'ing, ch'ang-
ch'iu chien); in Later Han, 3 eunuch appointees, rank 400 
bushels, headed by a Director (ling), rank 600 bushels. HB; 
internuncios of the empress. 

1580 chūng4áng 中郞 
(1) CH'IN-HAN: Inner Gentleman: in Ch'in one of 3 cat-
egories to which expectant officials serving as courtiers were 
assigned, collectively called the Three Court Gentlemen (san 
iang); functional differentiations among the categories are 
not clear. In Han, the highest status accorded expectant of-
ficials serving as courtiers, rank =600 bushels. See under 
lang. HB: gentleman-of-the-household. (2) N-S DIV: Pal-
ace Attendant on the household staff of the Heir Apparent 
or a Prince. (3) SUNG: Adjutant , a civil or military of-
ficial, rank 6a to 9a, found in various military headquarters, 
presumably as an administrative aide to the senior military 
officers). SP: secrétaire-adjoint. P5，29’ 69. 

1581 chŭng-láng chiàng 中郞將 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV: Leader of Court Gentlemen, generic 
designation of the officials, rank =2,000 bushels, placed 
in charge of the Three Corps {san shu) of expectant officials 
in the imperial entourage who were collectively called 
Gentlemen (lang); differentiated by the prefixes tso (of the 
Left), yu (of the Right), and wu-kuan (for Miscellaneous 
Use). HB: general of the gentiemen-of-the-household. (2) 
T'ANG-SUNG: Commandant , one, rank 4b’ in charge of 
each of the Five Garrisons (wu fu) that constituted the he-
reditary military elite coips of the Twelve Armies {shih-erh 
chŭn) or，after 636, the Sixteen Guards {shih-liu wei) at the 
capital. RR+SP: colonel P5, 17, 26. 

1582 chāng-lĕi ling 中壘令 
HAN: Director of the Capital Garr ison, a subordinate of 
the Chamberlain for the Imperial Insignia (chung-wei) t as-
sisted by a Vice Director (ch'eng) and associated with Com-
mandants (wei, hsiao'weî) of the Capital Garrison. All these 
officials were in the command structure of the Northern 
Army (pei chŭn) at the capital. HB: prefect of the capital 
rampart. 

1583 chūng-liàng láng 中亮郞 
SUNG: Cour t Gentleman for Forthrîghtness, a prestige 
title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 7b; also a variant 
reference to the Vice Commissioner of the Visitors Bureau 
(k'o-sheng fu-shih) in the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng). 

1584 chūng-liàng tà-fū 中亮大夫 
SUNG: Grand Master of Forthrîghtness, a prestige title 
(san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 5b; also a variant ref-
erence to the Commissioner of the Visitors Bureau (k'o-
sheng shih) in the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), or to the 
eunuch Congratulatory Commissioner {hsŭan-ch'ing shih) 
in the Palace Domestic Service {nei-shih sheng). 

1585 chŭng Ung-chān 中領軍 
N-S DIV: Capital Commandant , commander of one of 2 
major military forces normally garrisoned in and around the 
dynastic capital; his force was the principal guardian of the 
capital, whereas the 2nd force, under the command of the 
Capital Protector (chung hu-chŭn), was an army held in 
readiness for campaigning if necessary. 
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1586 cAūr tg /ù-MìAMâw-c /^w 中錄事參軍 
N-S DIV: Adjutant for Household Records in the estab-
lishments of the Heir Apparent and other Princes. P69. 

1587 ckŭng-là láng 鐘律郞 
N-S DIV: Court Gentleman for Bells and Pipes, rank, 
organizational affiliation, and function not clear, but pre-
sumably had some involvement with formal court music. 

1588 chūng-pîng ts'áó 中兵曹 or chung-ping 
N-S DIV; Section for Inner Troops, normally one Left 
and one Right, units in the developing Ministry of War (wu-
ping ts'ao, etc.) in the Department of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng); headed by a Director (lang, lang-chung) y rank 
6a2 in N. Wei. P12, 69. 

1589 chŭng-sàn 中散 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): lit., unattached at court (?)，apparently 
the Chinese translation of an alien term: Courtier, rank 5b， 
an aristocratic status normally awarded to sons of merito-
rious fathers, with functions much like those of the Han 
dynasty's Court Gentlemen {lang). From such status a man 
could be assigned to high office in the regular administra-
tion, central or regional, and even granted a title of nobility 
(chŭeh). Eventually, Courtier status could be attained by 
promotion fiom status as a Student of the National Uni-
versity (chung-shu hsŭeh-sheng) and was sometimes awarded 
even to Chinese commoners, especially those with spe-
cialized skills as physicians, diviners, astrologers, ritual-
ists, etc. All Courtiers not on special duty assignments con-
stituted an imperial bodyguard (san-lang wei-shih) com-
manded by a Corps Leader (ch'uang-chiang). WTiile in 
Courtier status, a man could be assigned special tasks such 
as Courtier-attendant {shih-yŭ chung-san; unlike other 
Courtiers, rank 5a), Courtier for Memorials {tsou-shih chung-
san) ̂  and Courtier-secretary (chu-wen chung-san); or he could 
be dispatched on special missions to investigate conditions 
in units of territorial administration up to Regions (chou) 
and Defense Commands (chen). Attendants in the house-
holds of Princes were also commonly awarded Courtier sta-
tus. Meritorious Courtiers were apparently normally pro-
moted from their rank 5 status to posts as Directors of 
Courtiers (chung-san ling), rank 4b, and thence to posts as 
Palace Stewards (chi-shih-chung), 3a. The term chung-san 
may be found, confusingly in reference to N. Wei times, 
as an abbreviation of chung-san ta-fu (Grand Master of Pal-
ace Leisure?), but the 2 titles were not interchangeable. Cf. 
san-kuan (prestige title). 

1590 chŭng-sàn ling 中散令 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Director of Courtiers, several, rank 
4b; functions not clear, but a stepping-stone from rank 5 
status as a Courtier (chung-san) toward that of Palace Stew-
ard (chi-shih-chung)f 3a. 
1591 chūng-sàn tà-fū 中散大夫 
HAN-YûAN: Grand Master of Palace Leisure (?), ini-
tiated late in Former Han as a subordinate of the Cham-
berlain for Attendants (lang-chung ling, kuang-lu-hsŭn)t 
thereafter carried a salary of 600 bushels; rank (pan) 10 in 
the era of N-S Division (Liang). From T'ang on, a prestige 
title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 5a or 5b. HB: 
palace attendant grandee. P68. 

1592 chūng-shàng 中尙 
SUNG: Central Service Office (?) in the Directorate for 
Imperial Manufactories (shao-fu chien)\ staff and functions 
not clear, but cf. chung shang-fang shu. SP: office de Va-
telier impérial âu centre. 
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1593 chūng-shàng chiēn 中尙監 
YUAN: Directorate for Felt Manufactures, a rank 3a 
agency responsible for providing felt goods�of all sorts, in-
cluding carpets, for the imperial household; staffing and or-
ganizational affiliation not clear. P38. 

1594 chŭng shàng-fâng shŭ 中尙方署 
T'ANG: Central Service Office in the Directorate for Im-
perial Manufactories (shao-fu chien); established at the be-
ginning of the dynasty in lieu of the Han-Sui shang-fang, 
shang-fang ling, nei shang-fang shu; then c. 680 renamed 
chung-shang shu. See separate entries. P38. 

1595 chŭng shàng-skíh 中尙食 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Paiace Provisîoner, number not clear, 
subordinates in the Department of Scholarly Counselors {chi-
shu sheng) who were responsible for keeping the imperial 
palace supplied with food and drink. P30, 37. 
1596 chūng shàng-shū 中尙書 
HAN: lit., eunuch imperial secretary, a variant of chung-
shu (Palace Secretary). Cf, shang-shu (Imperial Secre-
tary). HB: palace master of writing. 
1597 chūng-shàng shŭ 中尙署 
T'ANG: Central Service Office in the Directorate for Im-
perial Manufactories {shao-fu chien) ̂  responsible for pro-
viding precious wares for ritual and ordinary palace use, 
clothing for the palace women, etc.; headed by a Director 
(ling), rank 7b2. Initiated c. 680 by renaming the earlier 
shang-fang shu. Also see tso-shang shu, yu-shang shu. RR: 
office de Vatelier impérial du centre. P38. 
1598 chăng-shè 中舍 
A common abbreviated reference to chung-shu she-jen 
(Secretariat Drafter). 
1599 chŭng shè-jén 中舍人 
Secretary, a title more esteemed than she-jen alone, com-
parable to nei she-jen, both chung and nei suggestive of 
palace posts; commonly prefixed with t'ai-tzu (Heir Ap-
parent). (1) N-S DIV (Chin^T'ANG: irregularly, the 2nd-
level executive post in the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent 
(men-hsìa fang), aide to its head, the Mentor (shu-tzu); 
commonly 4, rank 600 bushels or rank 5; in 627 superseded 
by chung-yŭn (Companion). (2) T'ANG-LIAO: 2nd-level 
executive post in the Archive of the Heir Apparent (tien-
shufang), in 662-670 and again from 711 (707?) on called 
Right Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (yu ch'un-fang)-t in 
T’ang 2, rank 5a2; in Sung one，7b. RR+SP: vice-président 
du grand secrétariat de Vhéritier du trône, (SP only) sous-
secrétaire de .... P26. 

1600 chūng-shĭh 中使 
Throughout history, a reference to anyone specially dis-
patched as a representative of the Emperor: Imperial Com-
missioner. 

1601 chūng-shìh 中士 
CHOU, N-S DIV (Chou): Ordinary Serviceman, next to 
lowest of the 7 (or 9) ranks into which all officials were 
classified, outranking only Junior Serviceman (hsia-shih); 
the rank indicator is normally a suffix appended to the func-
tional title. In Northern Chou, equivalent to rank 8a. See 
shih. CL: gradué du deuxième classe. 
1602 chūng-shīh 鐘師 
CHOU: Master of the Bells, 4 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen {chung-shih) and 8 as Junior Servicemen {hsia-
shih), subordinate to the Musicians-in-chief {ta ssu-yŭeh) 
in the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan). CL: maître des cloches. 
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1603 chūng shìh-chŭng 中侍中 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Palace Superintendent, 2 eunuchs, 
heads of the Palace Security Service (chung shih-chung 
sheng), which controlled access to the inner chambers of 
the imperial palace. See chung ssu-chung, P37. 

1604 chūng shìh-chūng shĕng 中侍中省 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Palace Security Service, a eunuch 
agency that controlled access to the inner chambers of the 
imperial palace, headed by 2 Palace Superintendents {chung 
shih-chung). Also see chung ch'ang-shìh, chung chi-shih-
chung. P37. 

1605 chūng-shĭh chŭ 中使局 
CHIN: Supervisory Service in the household of the Heir 
Apparent, in charge of all attendants; headed by a Director-
in-chief {tu-chien). P26. 

1606 chŭng-shŭ 中書 
(1) HAN: Palace Secretary, a eunuch post created late in 
the reign of Emperor Wu (r. 141-87 B.C.), perhaps with 
the famous historian Ssu-ma Ch'ien as the first appointee 
after his castration; such eunuchs took over the document-
processing functions of Imperial Secretaries (shang-shu) until 
29 B.C., when the eunuch appointments were apparently 
discontinued. Also called chung shang-shu, HB: palace 
writer. (2) HAN-MING: abbreviated reference to the Sec-
retariat (chung-shu sheng) or, in Sung, the Secretariat-
Chancellery (chung-shu men-hsia). (3) CH'ING: Secre-
tary, 124, rank 7b, serving as clerical workers in the Grand 
Secretariat (nei-lco). Cf. chung-shu she-jen. P2. 

1607 chūng-shŭ 中署 
N-S DIV (Sung): Central Office in the Right Directorate 
for Imperial Manufactories (yu shang-fang), subordinate to 
the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); created 
in 464-465 by renaming yŭ-fu (Palace Wardrobe); appar-
ently a eunuch agency headed by a Director (ling); specific 
functions not clear. P37. 

1608 chūng'Shā chiēn 中書監 
N-S DIV: Secretariat Supervisor, recurringly the joint head 
of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) together with the Sec-
retariat Director {chung-shu ling), thus the highest-ranking 
official in the most influential policy-formulating agency in 
the central government. P2, 23，67. 

1609 chŭng-shŭ chién-ckèng 中書檢正 
SUNG: Secretariat Examiner, a variant of chien-cheng kuan 
(Examiner), q.v. 

1610 chŭng-shā fáng 中書房 
MING: Palace Secretariat, from the 1430s or 1440s manned 
by palace eunuchs who handled the Emperor's paperwork 
as confidential secretaries. Also called wen-shu fang. 

1611 chŭng-shŭfŭ 中書府 
N-S DIV: common variant form of chung-shu sheng (Sec-
retariat). 
1612 cMngsM hòu-shĕng 中書後省 
SUNG: Secretariat Rear Section, staffed with a Policy 
Adviser (san-ch'i ch'ang-shih), a Grand Master of Re-
monstrance (chien-i ta-fu), a Remonstrator (ssu-chien), and 
an Exhorter (cheng-yen), all prefixed Right; also 6 Drafters 
(chung-shu she-jen), and an Imperial Diarist (ch'i-chŭ she-
jen); created c. 1080 as a special branch of the Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng) charged with remonstrance functions; 
apparently abolished c. 1129. See men-hsia hou-sheng. SP: 
grand secrétariat arrière. 

chung-shu she-jen 
1613 chūng-shū hsíng-shĕng 中書行省 
See hsing chung-shu sheng. 

1614 chūng-shū hsŭéh 中書學 
N-S DIV (N. Wei); variant reference to the National Uni-
versity (kuo-tzu hsŭeh). P34. 

1615 chūng-shū k9ō 中書科 
MING-CH'ING: Central Drafting Office, responsible for 
drafting proclamations，staffed by an unspecified number 
of Drafters (chung-shu she-jen), rank 7b; originally sub-
ordinate to the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), after 1380 
autonomous but closely associated with the emerging Grand 
Secretariat (nei-ko); in Ch'ing headed by an Academician 
(hsŭeh-shih) of the Grand Secretariat, rank 2b, commis-
sioned as Grand Minister Inspector of the Central Drafting 
Office, (chi-ch'a chung-shu k'o shih-wu ta-ch'en). BH: im-
perial patent office. P2. 

1616 chūng-shū ŭng 中書令 
N-S DIV-YUAN: Secretariat Director: promptly upon the 
fall of Han, became head of the former Palace Secretaries 
(chung-shu) in the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), which 
evolved during the era of N-S Division into the most in-
fluential policy-formulating agency in the government; 
sometimes shared control with a Secretariat Supervisor 
(chung-shu chien); often bore the honorific status of Coun-
selor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang); commonly ranked 2a. In T'ang 
rank 3a to 767’ then 2a; as a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang) 
consulted regularly with the Emperor and participated in 
major governmental decisions; in Sung attained rank la. In 
Yuan the post was largely nominal，reserved for the Heir 
Apparent; not established in the early Ming Secretariat. RR: 
président du grand secrétariat impérial. SP: secrétaire 
général du département du grand secrétariat impérial. P2, 
3’ 4，25，32. 

1617 chūng'shū mén-hsìà 中書門下 
T'ANG-SUNG: Secretariat-Chancellery, developed in the 
early 700s as a combination of the previously separate Sec-
retariat {chung-shu sheng) and Chancellery {men-hsia sheng), 
in recognition of the fact that these two major agencies in 
the top echelon of the central government had long been 
virtually indistinguishable by their functions; replaced the 
Administration Chamber (cheng-shih t'ang) as the locus of 
Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang); served by staff agencies 
generally comparable to the Six Ministries (liu pu) of the 
Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), called Of-
fices (fang): a Personnel Office (lì-fang), a Central Control 
Office (shu-chifang), a War Office (ping-fang), a Revenue 
Office (hu-fang)，and a combined Justice and Rites Office 
{hsìng4ĭfang). Sung perpetuated this late T'ang organiza-
tion but with 6 subordinate administrative Offices: a Per-
sonnel Office, a Revenue Office, a Rites Office (lĭ-fang), 
a War Office, a Justice Office (hsing-fang), and a Works 
Office (kung-fang). Together with the Bureau of Military 
Affairs (shu-mi yuan), known as the Two Administrations 
(liang-fu) that dominated the central administration. Nom-
inally headed jointly by Vice Directors (shih-lang) of the 
Secretariat and Chancellery, who normally served princi-
pally as Grand Councilors, having cumbersome titles such 
as Vice Director of the Department of State Affairs Jointly 
Manager of Affairs with the Secretariat-Chancellery (shang-
shu p'u-yeh t'ung chung-shu men-hsia p'ing-chang shih). See 
men-hsia chung-shu shih-lang. RR: (la grande salle) du 
grand secrétariat impérial et de la chancellerie impériale. 

1618 chŭng-shŭ shè-jén 中書舍人 
N-S DIV-CH'ING; Drafter in the Secretariat {chung-shu 

1603-1618 
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sheng) or Secretariat Drafter, principally a handler of 
central government documents; in the era of N-S Division 
their number was highly variable, and at times they were 
functioning heads of the Secretariat; in T'ang 6, rank 5a; 
in Sung 4, 4a; in Ming and Ch'ing 20 or more, 7b，staffing 
the Central Drafting Office (chung-shu k'ó) that served the 
Grand Secretariat (nei-ko). Also see she-jen, t'ung-shih she-
jen, nan-kung she-jen, nan-sheng she-jen. RR+SP: grand 
secrétaire du département du grand secrétariat impérial. 

1619 chūng-shŭ shĕng 中書省 
N-S DIV-MING: Secretariat, a top-echelon agency of the 
central government, nominally responsible for promulgat-
ing the ruler's orders but usually having broader policy-
formulating responsibilities. Deriving from the Han corps 
of Palace Secretaries (chung-shu) t it evolved during the era 
of N-S Division as a major executive agency with shifting 
relationships with the simultaneously evolving Chancellery 
(men-hsia sheng) and Department of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng). In Sui, called nei-shih sheng, it was one of Five 
Departments (wu sheng) that dominated the central govern-
ment. In T'ang known as the nei-shu sheng till 620; into 
Sung the Secretariat together with the Chancellery and the 
Department of State Affairs were the Three Departments 
(san sheng) that were the predominant central government 
agencies; their senior officials were the Grand Councilors 
(tsai-hsiang, ch'eng-hsiang) who advised the ruler on all 
important policies. In Y’‘ìan and early Ming the Secretariat 
alone was the core administrative unit of the central admin-
istration till 1380，when Ming T'ai-tsu (r. 1368-1398), in 
what has been considered a crucial advancement of imperial 
autocracy, “abolished" the Secretariat and left its subor-
dinate Six Ministries (liu pu) uncoordinated except by him-
self. The Grand Secretariat (nei-ko) that subsequently evolved 
to provide intermediary coordination is considered to have 
had less authority and prestige than the earlier Secretariat. 
Through Yiian the nominal head of the Secretariat was a 
Director (ling; see chung-shu ling、，although nominal Vice 
Directors (shih-lang) were often its functioning heads. In 
early Ming the Secretariat was headed by 2 Grand Coun-
cilors (ch'eng-hsiang). Often rendered Imperial Secretariat 
or Central Secretariat. RR+SP: département du grand sec-
rétariat impérial. P2, 3，4. 

1620 chŭng-shŭ shìh-láng 中書侍郎 
See shih-lang. 

1621 chūng shù-tzŭ 中庶子 
CH'IN-N-S DIV, YŭAN: Palace Cadet in the household 
of the Heir Apparent, commonly prefixed t'ai-tzu: in ear-
liest times number not clear, commonly 4 in the era of N-
S Division, one in Yuan; rank =400 ( -600?) bushels in 
Han，rank 4 common in the era of N-S Division, not clear 
in Yŭan; in early centuries were perhaps the leaders (or 
most senior) of the companions and bodyguards of the Heir 
Apparent who were designated Cadets (shu-tzu)t but func-
tions were never clearly specified. HB: palace cadet of the 
heir-apparent. P26. 

1622 chung-shu wài-shèng 中書外省 
SUNG: lit” secretariat outer section: meaning not wholly 
clear, but apparently an alternative reference to the Sec-
retariat (chung-shu sheng) during the period 1080—1129’ 
when its corps of remonstrance officials was separated into 
a Secretariat Rear Section (chung-shu hou-sheng). SP: 
département extérìeur du secrétariat impérial. 

1623 chūng-shùn tà-fŭ 中順大夫 
CHIN-MING: Grand Master of Palace Accord, a pres-

tige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 5a2 in Chin, 
4a in Yiian and Ming. P68. 

1624 chŭng-sŏ 中所 
CH'ING: Center Subsection, one of 5 divisions of the Im-
perial Procession Guard {luan-i wei), headed by a Director 
(chang-yin kuan-chŭn shih)，rank 3a. BH: third sub-de-
partment. 

1625 chŭng-ssū 中司 
T'ANG: lit” palace office: unofficial reference to a Vice 
Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng), apparently be-
cause he was originally a representative of the Censor-in-
chief (yū-shih ta-fu) inside the imperial palace. 
1626 chūng ssù-chāng 中专中 
Variant rendering of chung shih-chung (Palace Superin-
tendent), q.v. 
1627 chūng tà-fū 中大夫 
(1) CHOU, N-S DIV (Chou): Ordinary Grand Master, 
the 5th (or 3rd) highest of 9 (or 7) ranks into which all 
officials were classified, outranked by Ministers (ch'ing) and 
Senior Grand Masters (shang ta-fu); the rank indicator is 
normally a suffix appended to a functional title. In Northern 
Chou, equivalent to rank 5a. CL: préfet de deuxième classe. 
(2) HAN: Ordinary Grand Master, the 8th highest of 10 
ranks into which all officials were classified, specifically 
designating officials with annual stipends between 1,000 
and 2,000 bushels of grain. P68. (3) HAN: Grand Master 
of the Palace，a title granted to an eminent Court Gentle-
man (lang) serving as adviser to the imperial court; in 104 
B.C. upgraded to Grand Master for Splendid Happiness 
{kuang-lu ta-fu), rank =2,000 bushels; also see t'ai chung 
ta-fu. HB: palace grandee. (4) N-S DIV: Grand Master of 
the Paluce, variant of kuang-lu ta-fu and of yŭ-shih chung-
ch'eng (Palace Aide to the Censor-in-chief), qq.v.; also a 
title of lowly attendants in the households of Princes, rank 
8 or 9. (5) T，ANG-MING: Grand Master of the Palace, 
a prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 4b2 in 
T'ang, Sung，and Chin and 3b in Yuan and Ming. P68. 

1628 chūng tà-fā ūng 中大夫令 
HAN; lit., director of grand masters of the palace: from c. 
156 to 143 B.C., the official variant of wei-wei (Cham-
berlain for the Palace Garrison). HB: prefect of the pal-
ace grandees. 

1629 chūng-t'ái 中臺 
Central Pavilion. (1) T'ANG: from 662 to 671 and again 
from 703 to 705，the official variant name of the Depart-
ment of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng). RR: tribunal du 
centre. (2) Unofficial reference, varying through history, 
to an Imperial Secretary (shang-shu) in Han, the developing 
Department of State Affairs in the era of N-S Division, the 
Minister (shang-shu) of any Ministry (pu) in Ming and 
Ch'ing. 

1630 ckŭng t，à“p，ú 中太僕 
HAN: Chamberlain for the Palace Stables, in charge of 
the carriages and horses used by the Empress and other pal-
ace women. See t'ai-p'u. HB: palace grand coachman. P39. 

1631 chŭng-fáng 中堂 
YŭAN: Central Hall. (1) YUAN: unofficial reference to 
a Grand Councilor {ch'eng-hsiang) of the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng). (2) MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a 
Grand Secretary (ta hsŭeh-shih) of the Grand Secretariat 
(nei-ko). 

1632 chŭng-tsái 冢宰 
Minister of State. (1) CHOU: head of the Ministry of State 
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(t'ien-kuan), the paramount organ of the central adminis-
tration, ranked as a Minister (ch'ing)-, was in effect chief 
of staff for the ruler in all matters, establishing administra-
tive regulations, creating offices, appointing and disciplin-
ing official personnel, promulgating laws, directing tax col-
lections, overseeing expenditures, etc.; supervised numerous, 
directly subordinate agencies. CL: grand administrateur. 
P5. (2) Throughout history may be encountered as an un-
official, archaic reference to a central government dignitary 
such as a Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang) or Grand 
Councilor {tsai-hsiang), or especially in the last few dy-
nasties a Minister of Personnel {lì-pu shang-shu). 

1633 chāng-tsăng fŭ 中藏府 
HAN-N-S DIV (Chin): variant reference to chung-huang 
tsang (Palace Storehouse). P7, 37. 

1634 chūng-ts'áo 中曹 
N-S DIV (N.Wei): Palace Ministry, in the 470s and 480s 
an agency nominally under the Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng), headed by an Attendant Minister (shih-
yŭ shang-shu), a post occupied by a palace eunuch favored 
by the Empress Dowager {t'ai~hou)\ the Ministry was prob-
ably created for him and did not survive him. In 488 he 
was reportedly transferred to a (specially created?) Capital 
Ministry {tu-ts*aó) as Honorific (chia) Chancellor of Palace 
Attendants (shih-chung chi-chiu) while retaining concurrent 
status as Attendant Minister of the Palace Ministry. Cf. nan-
ts'aof pei-ts'ao, hsi-îs'ao. 

1635 中都官曹 or chung-
tu ts'ao 

HAN: variant reference to tu-kuan ts'ao (Section for Gen-
eral Administration), q.v. 
1636 chūng-tŭn 中盾 
HAN-N-S DIV: Palace Patrolman in the household of the 
Heir Apparent, normally prefixed with t'ai-tzu; rank 400 
bushels in Han; headed by a Director (chang) subordinate 
to the Supervisor of the Household of thé Heir Apparent 
(chan-shih); often prefixed Left or Right. Also called chung-
yiin, q.v. HB: palace patroller. P26. 

1637 chūng-wàifŭ 中外府 
N-S DIV (Chou): Branch Department of State AfTairs, 
name adopted in 553 to replace hsing-t'ai, q.v. 

1638 chūng-wèi 中尉 
(1) HAN: variant reference to the Chamberlain for the 
Imperial Insignia (chih chin-wu, q.v.). HB: commandant 
of the capital. (2) HAN: abbreviated reference to the Com-
mandant-în-ordinary of the Nobles {chu-chūeh chung-wei; 
see chu-chŭeh). (3) HAN-N-S DIV, YūAN: Comman-
dant-in-ordinary, a military officer actively entrusted with 
defense and police work in a Princedom (wang-kuo)t a 
Marquisate (hou-kuo), or another noble fief; rank 2,000 
bushels in Han, 6b to 9 in N. Wei, 3a in Yiian; normally 
6 appointees in Yuan. In other periods encountered as a 
middle-level military officer serving in many capacities, often 
with functions indicated in a prefix. See san ch'ing (Three 
Ministers), hu-chun chung-wei. P13, 32, 65, 69. 

1639 ckŭng yèk-chĕ 中謁者 
HAN-N-S DIV: Palace Receptionist, a category of sub-
ordinates of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-
fu) who were apparently eunuchs except for a brief interval 
beginning in 29 B.C.; headed by a Director (ling) or Su-
pervisor ip'u-yeh) in Han, by a Director and one or more 
Vice Directors (p'u-yeh) in N. Wei and N. Ch'i. HB: palace 
internuncios. P37. 

1640 chūng-yén 中鹽 
SUNG: lit,, being fair with salt: Equitable Exchange of 
Rice for Salt, a system instituted by T'ai-tsung (r. 976-
997) to maintain a steady flow of rice into the populous 
capital city. The state established an Equitable Exchange 
Depot (che-chung tsang) in Kaifeng and there paid for mer-
chant deliveries of rice with certificates or vouchers enti-
tling the merchants, in theory always on a basis of fair ex-
change, to receive prescribed amounts of state-monopolized 
salt and to participate in the highly profitable domestic salt 
distribution. It is not clear how long and how effectively 
the system endured，or how important it was in the state 
fiscal system. The system was the source of inspiration, at 
least indirectly, for the Ming dynasty*s Equitable Exchange 
of Grain for Salt (k'ai-chung). Cf. t'i-chu chih-chih chieh-
yen ssu (Supervisorate of Grain and Salt Exchange). 

1641 chŭng-yu fŭ 中御府 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV (San-kuo, S. Dyn.): Palace Wardrobe, 
normally a group of eunuchs and palace women responsible 
for mending and washing clothes in the household of an 
enfeoffed Prince (wang) or Marquis (hou); headed by a Di-
rector (chang). See yū-fu. P69. (2) T'ANG: from 662 to 
670 the official variant name of the tien-chung sheng (Pal-
ace Administration). P38. 

1642 chūng-yăn 中允 
(1) HAN: variant form of chung-tun (Palace Patrolman). 
(2) T'ANG-CH'ING: Companion for the Heir Apparent, 
often prefixed Left and Right and with t'ai-tzu; 2nd to the 
Mentor (shu-tzu) in the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent 
(ch'un-fang); number variable, rank 5a2 in T’ang, 8a in Sung, 
6a in Ming and Ch'ing. From 616 to 620 and again from 
652 to 656 called nei-yŭn. RR: vice présidertt du grand se-
crétariat de I'héritier du trône. SP: sous-secrétaire du se-
crétariat de la maison de I'héritier du trône. BH: secretary 
of the supervisorate of imperial instruction. P26. 

1643 ch'āng 充 
SUI-CH'ING: lit., to fill up; a term used in the sense “to 
take office as .. .” but often signifying a quasi-regular ap-
pointment taken in addition to one’s regular position. 

1644 ch'ŭng 衝 
CH'ING: lit., bustling: a category used in defining the im-
portance of agencies of local government. See ch'ung-fan-
p'i-nan. 

1645 ch'úng-chèng tièn 崇政殿 
SUNG: Hall for the Veneration of Governance, appar-
ently a subsection of the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yuan) 
staffed with Lecturers (shuo-shU)’ rank 7b, who partici-
pated in tutoring the Emperor on classical texts. P24. 

1646 ch'ŭng-chèng yŭàn 崇政院 
5 DYN (Liang): lit., office for the veneration of gover-
nance; a variant designation of the shu-mi yuan (Bureau of 
Military Affairs). 

1647 ch'úng-chìh t，áng 崇志堂 
MING-CH'ING: College for Venerating Determination, 
one of the Six Colleges (liu t'ang) among which all students 
of the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) were dis-
tributed. P34. 

1648 cWŭng-chìn 崇進 
CHIN-YUAN: Lord Advanced in Veneration, a prestige 
title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank lb2 in Chin, la 
in Yuan. P68. 

1649 cWŭng-chŭ 寵主 
An elegant reference to an Imperial Princess (kung-chu,q.v.). 
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1650 chfūng'fán'p9Unán 衝繁疲難 
CH'ING: lit., bustling, complex, exhausting, and difficult: 
categories used in defining the importance of units of ter-
ritorial administration, from Circuits (tao) down to Districts 
{hsien). Any one, 2, or 3 terms, or all 4, ranked the unit 
concerned, respectively, as Simple {chien-ch'ŭeh), Ordi-
nary (chung-ch'ùeh), Impor^nt (yao-ch'ueh), or Most Im-
portant (tsui-yao). Ranks of officials responsible for such 
units varied in accordance with these gradations. 

1651 cWūng-fĕi 充妃 
MING: Consort of Fulfillment, title of a high-ranking pal-
ace woman. 

1652 cAWw容-/ó ísm 崇福司 
YUAN: Commission for the Promotion of Religion，a 
relatively autonomous agency of the central government re-
sponsible for supervising Nestorian, Manichaean, and other 
untraditional religious communities in China; staffing not 
clear; reportedly directed 72 local Religious Offices (chang-
chiao ssu) scattered about the empire. 

1653 ch9úng~hsién kuân 崇賢館 
T'ANG: Institute for the Veneration of Worthies, pre-
decessor from 639 to 675 of the Institute for the Veneration 
of Literature (ch'ung-wen kuan), during part of this interval, 
reportedly provided the Heir Apparent with a kind of cen-
sorial surveillance over his staff; headed by 2 Supervisors 
of the Household (chan-shih). RR: collège pour�exaltation 
de la sagesse. P26. 

1654 ch'ŭng'hsâ chŭ 崇虛局 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): lit., service for venerating emptiness: 
Taoist Affairs Service, responsible for supervising sacri-
fices and prayers to holy mountains and rivers and for reg-
istering and monitoring the Taoist clergy; headed by a Vice 
Director (ch'eng) of the Office for the Imperial Ancestral 
Temple (t'ai-miao shu) in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices 
{t'ai-ch'ang ssu)\ apparently a predecessor of the Office of 
Taoist Worship {ckung-hsūan shu). 

1655 ch'úng-hsŭán hsŭéh 崇玄學 
T'ANG: lit., school for venerating the (Taoist) mysteries: 
Taoist School, one in each capital city and one in each 
Prefecture {chou, Ju) ordered established in 737 or 741，those 
in the capitals to be staffed with Erudites (po-shih) and In-
structors (chu-chiao). In 743 those in the capitals were re-
named ch'ung-hsŭan kuan (Institute of Taoist Worship), and 
the Erudites were retitled hsŭeh-shih (Academicians), the 
Instructors chih hsŭeh-shih (Auxiliary Academicians); at the 
same time Prefecture-level Taoist Schools were renamed 
t'ung-tao hsŭeh. Whether or not such schools existed until 
the end of the dynasty is not clear. RR: école des études 
taoistes. 

1656 ch9úng-hsŭán shŭ 崇玄ā 
SUI-SUNG: lit., office for venerating the (Taoist) myster-
ies: Office of Taoist Worship, headed by a Director (ling), 
rank 8b in T'ang; responsible for registering and generally 
monitoring the activities of all Taoist monks and nuns in 
the capital area; subordinate to the Court for Dependencies 
(hung-lu ssu) in Sui, the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-
lu ssu) in T'ang till 694, then the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu) 
till 736，then the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng 
ssu) till 743, then the Ministry of Personnel {lì-pu) till be-
tween 788 and 807，when the Office was apparently sub-
ordinated to special Commissioners for Merit and Virtue 
(kung-te shih) of several sorts, except that it was reassigned 
to the Ministry of Personnel for the era 842—846; the Sung 

organizational relationships are not clear. RR+SP: office du 
culte taoiste. 

1657 ch'ŭng-huá 充華 
SUI: Lady of Complete Loveliness, title of one of the Nine 
Concubines (chiu pin, q.v.); rank 2a. 

1658 ch'ŭng-ī 充依 
HAN: Favored Lady, designation of a category of imperial 
concubines whose rank was equivalent to 1,000 bushels. 
HB; compliant lady. 

1659 ch9ūng4 充儀 
SUI-SUNG: Lady of Complete Deportment, designation 
of one of the Nine Concubines (chiu-pin, q.v.)； rank 2a. 
SP: femme d'une correction accomplie. 

1660 ch，úng-í sMh 崇儀使 
SUNG: Commissioner for Fostering Propriety, an early 
Sung antecedent of the prestige title (san-kuan) Grand Mas-
ter for Military Strategy {wu-lueh ta~fu), awarded to rank 
7a military officers. P68. 

1661 ch'úng-ì wèi 崇掖衛 
T'ANG: Guard Honoring the Inner Apartments, from 
662 to 670 the official redesignation of the Gate Guard 
Command (chien-men shuai-fu). P26. 

1662 ch'ūng'jén 充人 
CHOU: Fattener of Sacrificial Animals, 2 ranked as Ju-
nior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of 
Rites (ch'un-kuan); received animals from the Breeders of 
Sacrificial Animals (mu-jen) and tended them in the final 
stages of their preparation as sacrificial victims in important 
state ceremonies. CL: engraisseur. 

1663 ch'ŭng-jén 冲人 
Lit” a young and weak man: This Weakling, throughout 
history a term used by rulers in direct reference to them-
selves; equivalent to tfie imperial We (chen). 

1664 ch，ŭng-jén 舂人 
CHOU: Eunuch Huller, 2 attached to the Ministry of Ed-
ucation {ti-kuan), in charge of preparing rice required for 
sacrificial ceremonies, etc.; assisted by 2 Female Hullers 
(nŭ ch'ung-wai) and 5 convicts. CL: officier de battage. P6. 

1665 ch，ŭng-júng 充容 
HAN, SUI-SUNG: Lady of Complete Countenance, des-
ignation of one of the Nine Concubines (chiu-pin, q.v.); 
rank 2a from Sui to Sung. RR十SP: femme d'une dignité 
accomplie. 

1666 ch9úng-lù ssù 崇祿寺 
LIAO: alternate designation of the kuang-lu ssu (Court of 
Imperial Entertainments), changed (date not clear) to avoid 
a name taboo. P30，68. 

1667 ck，ŭng-skèng kòu 崇雜 
N-S DIV (N. Dyn.): Marquis for Venerating the Sage, a 
title conferred on successive heirs directly descended from 
Confucius; in 485 replaced Grand Master for Venerating 
the Sage {ch'ung-sheng ta-fu)^ which had served since 473 
at the latest; was in turn changed in 550 to Marquis for 
Revering the Sage {kung-sheng hou); while in the S. Dy-
nasties the counterpart title was Marquis for Honoring the 
Sage (feng-sheng hou). Enjoyed such perquisites as grants 
of land, was responsible for conducting appropriate sacri-
fices and other rituals for the spirit of Confuciu： .. P66. 

1668 ch'úng-té 崇德 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Esteemed Virtue, designation 
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of an imperial concubine considered one of the Three Con-
sorts (san fu-jen, q.v,), ranking just below the Empress. 

1669 ch，úng.wén chiēn 崇文監 
YUAN: Directorate for the Reverence of Literature, re-
sponsible for translating Confucian texts into Mongolian; 
subordinate to the combined Hanlin and Historiography 
Academy (han-lin hsūeh-yŭan chien kuo-shih yuan)', name 
changed from Directorate of Literature {i-wen chien) in 1340. 

1670 ch'ŭng-wén kuăn 崇文觀or 崇文館 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei), T'ANG, LIAO: Institute for the 
Veneration of Literature, a group of literati who did ed-
itorial and archival work for the imperial court in San-kuo 
Wei and for the household of the Heir Apparent in T'ang 
and Liao; in T'ang and Liao staffed with an Academician 
{hsuehshih) and unspecified numbers of Auxiliary Aca-
demicians {chih hsūeh'shih), and subordinate to the Left 
Secretariat of the Heir Apparent {tso ch'un-fang). From 639 
to 675 called ch'ung-hsìen kuan (Institute for the Veneration 
of Worthies). RR: collège pour I'exaltation de la littérature. 
P23, 26. 

1671 ch'úng-wén yŭàn 崇文院 
SUNG: Institute for the Veneration of Literature, a.pal-
ace building housing the Three Institutes (san kuan, q.v.) 
and the Imperial Archives (pi-ko); in 1082 absorbed into 
the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng). SP: cour pour I'exalta-
tion de la littérature. P25. 

1672 ch，ŭng-yŭàn 充媛 
SUI-SUNG: Lady of Complete Beauty, designation of one 
of the Nine Concubines (chiu pin, q.v.)； rank 2a. RK: femme 
d'une beauté accomplie. 

1673 ch，úng-yŭán shŭ 崇元署 
SUI: Bureau of Receptions in the Court for Dependencies 
{hung-lu 5su)y headed by a Director {ling)\ responsible for 
entertaining tributary delegations. P17. 

1674 châ 局 
Service: common term for an agency or office, normally a 
subordinate and relatively minor one; almost always w ì ā a 
descriptive prefix, e.g., chih-tsao chŭ (Imperial Silk Man-
ufactory), shang-i chŭ (Clothing Service). P28，38. 

1675 chu 聚 
HAN: Community, an unofficial reference to either a 
Neighborhood (t'ing) or a Village (li), HB: agglomeration. 

1676 chū'ch9i 車騎 
See ch'e-chi chiang-cnŭn (General of Chariots and Cav-
alry). 

1677 chŭ'chiĕn 擧監 
MING: University Student-initiate, designation of a man 
who, having become a Provincial Graduate (chu-jen) in the 
civil service examination recruitment sequence, had been 
admitted to the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) for 
advanced study in preparation for attempting the highest-
level examination leading to the degree of Metropolitan 
Graduate (chin-shih). Also see chien-sheng, kung-sheng. 

1678 chŭ-chiŭ shih 睢鳩氏 
CHOU: lit.，master ospréy’ master d u c k b o t h symbols of 
happiness in marriage: unofficial reference to a Minister 
of War (ssu-má), head of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan). 

1679 chu hsià-ts'ái 鞠秀才 
Youthful Talent, an unofficial reference in the later dy-
nasties to any student (hsŭeh-sheng) preparing for the low-
est-level examinations in the civil service examination re-
cruitment sequence. 

1680 chă-hsù àn 擧叙案 
SUNG: Recall Section, one of 13 Sections (an) directly 
subordinate to the executive officials of the S. Sung Min-
istry of Justice (hsing-pu), staffed with clerical subofficials; 
handled documents concerning the recall to duty of officials 
who had completed punitive absences. SP: service de la 
restauration des fonctionnaires titrés. 

1681 chŭ-jén 屨人 
CHOU: Footwear Provisioner, 2 ranked as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-
kuan) in charge of the many kinds of shoes and slippers 
required by the ruler and his household for various ritual 
and other functions. CL; cordonnier. 

1682 ch&'jén 擧人 
(1) N-S DIV- f ’ANG: Recommendee, a common quasi-of-
ficial designation of men chosen by local authorities for 
submission to the capital as nominees for appointments in 
the civil service or, in Sui and T'ang, for participation in 
civil service recruitment examinations. (2) SUNG: Prefec-
tural Graduate, quasi-official designation of men certified 
by heads of Prefectures (chou, fu) to participate in civil 
service recruitment examinations at the dynastic capital, 
normally on the basis of a Prefectural Examination (chieh-
shìh)\ not quite yet the official designation described below. 
See te-chieh, mien-chìeh. (3) YUAN-CH'ING: Provincial 
Graduate, the official designation granted a passer of a 
Provincial Examination (hsiang-shih)’ entitling him to pro-
ceed further in the civil service recruitment examination se-
quence; lit., he was "offered up，” in the sense that he was 
also available for immediate appointment, but after early 
Ming no Chinese could expect this status alone to lead to 
an eminent career. 

1683 chu-kūng 鉅公 
Lit., grand duke, “sir big": from Han on, an unofficial ref-
erence to the Emperor . 

1684 chŭ-shè 居攝 
Lit.，to occupy (the throne) as an assistant: one of the terms 
used throughout history in reference to anyone serving as 
Regent, normally for an underaged ruler. 

1685 chā-shìh 居室 
HAN: Palace Prison, headed by a Director (ling), subor-
dinate to the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-
fu); specific uses not clear; in 104 B.C. renamedpao-kung. 
HB: the convict barracks. P37. 

1686 chŭ-shŏu ssū 拘收司 
SUNG; Inventory Office, one of many agencies that served 
the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; 
headed by an Administrative Assistant (p'an-kuan)t rank 8a 
or 8b; established in 1001 to keep inventory records for all 
granaries, storehouses, etc., under the Commission's con-
trol; discontinued c. 1080. SP: bureau d'enregistrement et 
de contrôle. 

1687 chŭ-ssŭ 句司 
N-S DIV-MING: lit., office for catching (?): unofficial ref-
erence to the Bureau of Revision (pi-pu) in the Ministry 
of Personnel (lì-pu), the Ministry of General Administra-
tion (tu-ts'ao)t or from T'ang to 1390 the Ministry of Justice 
(hsing-pu). 

1688 chŭ-ts'áo 劇曹 
Occasional unoffichl reference to the Ministry of Works 
(kung-pu). 
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1689 chă-tzŭ 擧子 
MING-CH'ING; unofficial reference to a Provincial 
Graduate (chŭ-jen). 

1690 ch’û 4 
HAN: Regiment, a military unit comprising several Com-
panies (t'un). Any special campaigning force that was led 
by a General (ckiang-chiin) or General-in-chief (ta chiang-
chŭn) was normally divided into Divisions (pu)y each com-
prising several Regiments. See pu-ch'tì. HB: company. 

1691 ck，u-àn 麴案 
SUNG: Yeast Section，one of 5 Sections in the Census 
Bureau (hu-pu ssu) in the State Finance Commission (san 
ssu) of early Sung; normally headed by an Administrative 
Assistant (p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan); monitored the provisioning 
of the palace with yeasts and oAer fermenting agents needed 
for the preparation of vermicelli, liquors, etc. Discontinued 
c. 1080’ its functions probably absorbed by the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu). SP: service de la vente monopolisée de 
farine. 

1692 ch^chăng 渠長 
T'ANG: Irrigation Chief, a non-official designated to reg-
ulate the flow of water through irrigation canals in a pre-
scribed locality in the vicinity of the capital; supervised by 
officials of the Directorate of Waterways {tu-shui chien). 
RR: chef de canaux. 

1693 ch'à-má 趣馬 
See tsou-ma. 

1694 ch'á-mièn ts'āng-tū 麴麪倉督 
SUI-T'ANG: Dough Pantry Supervisor, 2 subordinates in 
the Office of Grain Supplies {tao-kuan shu) of the Court of 
the Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu); responsible for pro-
viding the palace with yeast, flour, and dough; discontinued 
in the period 627-649. RR: gouverneur de grenier des le-
vures et des farines. 

1695 ck，ŭ-mó àn 驅磨案 
SUNG: Internal Accounts Section, one of 4 Sections (an) 
in the Right Bureau (yu-t'ing) of the Court of Judicial Re-
view (ta-li ssu); staffed with clerical suboffîcials whose 
functions are not wholly clear but who apparently moni-
tored the use of state funds, state commodities, and doc-
uments within both the Left and Right Bureaus of the Court. 
SP: service de contrôle. P22. 

1696 ch'â'Shĭh kuăn 驅使官 
T'ANG-SUNG: Express Courier, unspecified number of 
unranked personnel under the supervision of the Northern 
Command (pei-yà) in T'ang, assigned to the Censorate (yŭ-
shih t'aí), agencies of the Department of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng), etc., in Sung. RR+SP: fonctionnaire chargé 
de porter les ordres impériaux. 

1697 cWŭ-shìh yŭàn 驅使院 
SUNG: Express Courier Office, a subsection of the In-
stitute of Academicians (hsŭeh-shih yŭan); staff and func-
tions not clear. P23. 

1698 cVŭ'Vài 曲臺 
HAN-CHWG: unofficial reference to the Chamberlain 
for Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang) or the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). 

1699 ck，ă-wù tā-ckiēn 麴物都監 
LIAO: Director-in-chîef of Brewing, head of the Imperial 
Brewery (ch'ŭ-yŭan); rank not clear. P30. 

1700 ch'ù-yŭàn 麴院 
Imperial Brewery. (1) LIAO: a unit of the Court of Im-

perial Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu, ch'ung-lu ssu), appar-
ently headed by a Director-in-chief of Brewing (ch'ū-wu tu-
chien). (2) CHIN: a unit of the Court Ceremonial Institute 
(hsŭan-hui yuan); headed by a Director-in-chief of the 
Brewery {ch'ŭ-yŭan tu-chien). Relations with such agencies 
as the Imperial Winery (chiu-fang) and the Wine Stewards 
Office {shang-yŭn shu) are not clear. Also see neì chiu-
fang, shang-yin chŭ, liang-yun shu. P30, 49. 

1701 chtiān 捐 
MING-CH'ING: lit., to contribute: a term uced in a num-
ber of contexts referring to someone who had obtained his 
status, rank, or even office by contributing a prescribed 
amount, usually of grain, to the state in a time of emer-
gency; i.e., . . . by purchase. 

1702 chŭàn-kùng 捐貢 
CH'ING: Student by Purchase, a student (sheng-yŭan) in 
a state-operated Confucian School (ju-hsūeh) who had ob-
tained the status and privileges by making a contribution to 
the state, in a prescribed amount. See kung-sheng. 

1703 chŭān-shū 捐輸 
CH’ING: lit., to subscribe or contribute: used in the same 
sense as chŭan (••• by purchase). 

1704 ch'ŭán 權 
Lit., authority; hence, “with the authority of .…” (1) N-S 
DIV-SUNG: Probationary, a prefix indicating that the of-
fice-holder was appointed before attaining appropriate rank, 
pending regular substantive (chen) appointment or confir-
mation. (2) SUNG: Provisional, a prefix used during the 
early Sung decades especially to indicate that the office-
holder was a court official detached on commission (ch'ai-
ch'ien) to perform the functions of the post indicated, whether 
his rank was higher or lower than was appropriate, and par-
ticularly when the post already had a nominal appointee. 
Context must be relied on to determine which of these 2 
senses is appropriate in any given case. 

1705 cWūàn 銓 
SUI~CH’ING: a term signifying “evaluation，” one of the 
principal personnel-administration responsibilities normally 
borne by the Ministry of Personnel {lì-pu). Cf. the term 
hsūan, meaning "selection for appointment.” See liu-nei 
ch'ŭan, liu-wai ch'ŭan, shang-shu ch'ŭan, chung-ch'ŭan, tung-
ch'ŭan. 

1706 ch,ŭán-fŭ 泉府 
CHOU: Treasurer for Market Taxes, 4 ranked as Senior 
Servicemen (shang-shih) subordinate to the Director of 
Markets (ssu-shih) in the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan); 
charged with receiving market-tax commodities and selling 
them at fair prices at times of low supply, apparently also 
responsible for minting coins for use in trade. Cf. pao-ch'ao, 
pao-ch'ŭan, pao-feng, pao-yŭan, and various p'ing-chun 
entries. CL: trésorier de la monnaie. PI6. 

1707 ch'ŭān-hsiéh詮寫 or銓寫 
YUAN: Evaluations Clerk, 5 unranked personnel on the 
staff of the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu). P5. 
1708 ch'ŭàn-hsŭék ts，úng-shìĭt 勸學從事 
N-S DIV: Educational Assistant, one of several school of-
ficials on the staffs of Regional Inspectors (tz'u-shih). See 
tien-hsŭeh ts'ung-shìh. P51. 
1709 ch,ŭàn-jén 太又 
CHOU: Master of Hounds, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) 
in charge of dogs used in pursuing criminals and those of-
fered as sacrificial victims. CL: ojficier du chien. 
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1710 ch'ŭàn-nŭng kŭng-skìh 勸農公事 
SUNG: Agriculture Intendant，a concurrent title for of-
ficials in units of territorial administration who were spe-
cially charged with encouraging agricultural development. 
SP: chargé des affaires de lexhortation agricole. 

1711 ch'ŭàn-nŭng shih 勸農使 
TANG-CHIN: Agricultural Development Commis-
sioner, a special delegate from the central government to 
stimulate agriculture in a designated area; appointed as early 
as 723 in T’ang; after 1006 a concurrent title for officials 
of Circuits (lu) and sometimes smaller units of territorial 
administration who bore similar responsibilities. SP: com-
missaire à Vagriculture. 

1712 ch'ŭàn-nŭng yŭàn 勸農掾 
HAN: Agriculture Inspector, a duty assignment for Head-
quarters Clerks (t'ing-yŭan) of Districts (hsien) on spring 
and summer tours of the jurisdiction. HB: officials for the 
encouragement of agriculture. 

1713 ch'ŭán-pù 泉布 
Lit., wealth for distribution: in Ch'ing and perhaps earlier, 
a common reference to copper coins or, more generally, 
money. See pao-ch'ūan, pao-yiian. P16. 

1714 ck，ŭán-pà 銓部 
Lit., ministry of evaluations: from T'ang on, a common 
unofficial reference to the Ministry of Persornel (lì-pu). 

1715 chŭéh 爵 
Nobility: throughout history, a general term referring to the 
titles and ranks of the nobility, whether substantive, hon-
orific, or posthumous, whether hereditary or not. Titles 
normally indicated are Prince (wang), Duke (kung)’ Mar-
quis (hou), Earl (po), Viscount (tzu)t and Baron (wm)’ often 
in several gradations cach indicated by prefixes, e.g.» Com-
mandery Duke (chtìn-kung). In Chou times wang was not 
included, being reserved for the King, and the titles Min-
ister (ch'ing), Grand Master (ta-fu), and Servicemen (shih) 
were included. 

1716 chûēh'huò wù 榷貨務 
SUNG-CHIN: Monopoly Tax Commission, several es-
tablished in 965 at the capital and elsewhere to supervise 
the collection of taxes on state-monopolized commodities 
including tea’ salt, and liquor, each Commission apparently 
headed by an Overseer-general (tsung-ling), under whose 
supervision taxes were collected by local State Monopoly 
Agents (chien-tang kuan); the Overseers-general seem to 
have been responsible in part to the Department of State 
Affairs (ATum^-a/m sheng) but also in part to the Court of 
the Imperial Treasury {t'ai-fu ssu). In Chin there seems to 
have been only one such Commission, headed by a Com-
missioner (shih). SP: bureau des denrées monopolisées, bu-
reau d'échange monopolisé. P62. 

1717 chŭéh-ì 覺義 
CH'ING: lit. , perceiver of right: Buddhist Rectifier, one 
Left and one Right，both rank 8b，in the Buddhist Registry 
(seng-lu ssu). BH: principal clerk, secondary clerk. 

1718 chŭĕhA àn 榷易案 
SUNG: Monopoly Exchange Section, one of 6 units under 
the Treasury Bureau (chin-pu ssu) of the Ministry of Rev-
enue (hu-pu) f staffed with clerical subofficials who handled 
administrative details of the Bureau’s supervision of trans-
actions in non-grain commodities monopolized by the state. 
Established c. 1080，when the State Finance Commission 
(san ssu) of early Sung was discontinued. SP: service des 
échanges monopolisés. P6. 

chueh-yin 
1719 chtiēh-ì k，ù 榷易庫 
SUNG: Monopoly Exchange Storehouse, headed by a 
Commissioner (shih); presumably a vault for storage of state-
monopolized goods; existed only in the earliest years of the 
dynasty. P62. 

1 7 2 0 c / i ŭ 沩 - ì s W / i 榷 易 使 
SUNG: Monopoly Exchange Commissioner, reportedly a 
prestige title (san-kuan) for rank 7a military officers, 
superseding Grand Master for the Preservation of Peace (pao-
an ta-fu); a Vice Commissioner (fu-shih) title seems simi-
larly to have superseded the rank 7b prestige title Gentle-
man for the Preservation of Peace (pao-an lang). These at-
tributions seem unlikely; there may be errors in the sources. 
SP: commissaire aux échanges monopolisés. 

1721 chŭēh-ìyŭàn 榷易院 
SUNG: Monopoly Exchange Bureau, reportedly a unit in 
the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu); staff and functions not 
clear; possibly the predecessor or successor of the Monop-
oly Exchange Section (chŭeh-i an). SP: cour des échanges 
monopolisés. 

1 7 2 2 j á - s A 沩 榷 關 御 史 
MING: Customs-collecting Censor, one member of the 
Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan) assigned in 1429, together with a 
representative of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) and an-
other of the Imperial Bodyguard (chin-i wei)y to collect cus-
toms duties on private boats arriving in Peking; soon dis-
continued when Customs Houses {ch'ao-kuan) were 
established along the Grand Canal. P62. 

1723 chŭéh-ló kŭng 覺羅公 
CH'ING: Duke of the Collateral Line, a title of nobility 
(chueh) granted in perpetuity to Manchus descended col-
laterally from the founding Emperor, Nurhachi. 

1724 chūĕh-pŭ 榷部 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Customs House 
(ch'ao-kuan). 

1725 cMéh-ts，áo 決曹 
HAN: Judicial Section, one of a dozen or more Sections 
(ts'ao) subordinate to the Defender-in-chief U'ai-wei) in the 
central government and probably duplicated on the staff of 
the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang); headed by an Ad-
ministrator (yŭan-shih), rank =400 bushels; functions not 
clear. BH: bureau of decisions. 

1726 chŭēh-yén shih 榷鹽使 
T'ANG: Salt Commissioner, after 808 one of several titles 
used for local or regional officials charged with collecting 
revenues on the state-monopolized salt trade. P61. 

1727 ckŭék yén-t，iĕk skĭk 榷鹽镦使 
T'ANG; Salt Monopoly Commissioner, established at 
Yangchow in 758 to exploit the salt trade to provide rev-
enue for the central government; subsequently merged with 
the Transport Commissioner (chuan-yŭn shih), also at 
Yangchow, into one office, the Salt and Transport Com-
missioner (yen-t'ieh chuan-yŭn shih). Iron was not a state 
monopoly in T'ang times, but traditional usage of the com-
bined term yen-t'ieh (salt and iron) was perpetuated in these 
titles. See yen-t'ieh shih. 

1728 chŭéh-yìn 爵蔭 
MING: Hereditary Nobility, a generic term for 9 ranks of 
hereditary nobility granted to men who were not members 
of the imperial family: Duke (kung)t Marquis (hou), Earl 
(po)y Viscount (ízm), Baron (nan)f Commandant of Light 
Chariots {ch'ing-ch'e tu-wei), Commandant of Cavalry (chi 
tu-wei), Commandant of Fleet-as-clouds Cavalry iyun-chi 
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wei), Cavaliy Commandant by Grace (en chi-wei). The first 
3 titles were subdivided into 3 grades (teng). Inheritance of 
such titles was only rarely indefinite; the privilege was nor-
mally prescribed, from one generation up to 26 generations. 

1729 chŭn 君 
Throughout histoiy a broad generic term for rulers and other 
official superiors: Lord, often used in contrast to Minister 
(ch'en). Also used in direct address to any superior or re-
spected elder, in the sense of My Lord. 

1730 chŭn 軍 
(1) Throughout history the most common term for Army, 
the largest military unit for operational purposes; com-
manded by dignitaries of many different titles, most com-
monly General (chiang-chŭn). Some Armies in some pe-
riods had specifically prescribed organizational patterns and 
sizes, but in normal usage such precision is not to be found. 
The term usually has some kind of identifying prefix. (2) 
Military: common prefix modifier in agency names and 
other nomenclature. (3) SUNG-YUAN: Military Prefec-
ture, designation of a Prefecture (otherwise commonly chou 
or fu) where military matters were the primary governmen-
tal concern; headed by a Prefect {chih-chŭn). 

1731 chŭn W> 
(1) CH'IN-SUI: Commandery, a standard unit of territo-
rial administration normally incorporating and coordinating 
several Districts (hsien), from late in the era of N-S Divi-
sion differentiated on the basis of size of resident popula-
tion so that in Sui there were 9 grades of Commanderies, 
from shang-shang (upper-upper) at the top to hsia-hsia 
(lower-lower) at the bottom, grouped into 3 categories of 
Large (shang)y Middle (chung), and Small (hsia) Com-
manderies; headed by a Governor (shou, t'ai-shou)，rank 
2,000 bushels from Han into the era of N-S Division, then 
transformed into a range of ranks from 7 up to 3 according 
to population size of the units. As a formal unit of govern-
ment, abolished at the beginning of T'ang. HB: comman-
deiy. P53. (2) SUNG-CH'ING: common quasi-official or 
unofficial reference to a Prefecture (chou, fu). 

1732 chŭn-chăng 郡長 
HAN: Commandery Governor，a title early superseded by 
chŭn-shou. P53, 

1733 chun-ch'éng 郡丞 
(1) CH'IN-SUI; Commandery Aide, principal assistant for 
non-military matters to a Commandery Governor (chŭn-shou, 
t'ai-shou). P53. (2) MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to 
the Vice Prefect (t'ung-chih) of a Prefecture ifu). 

1734 chān-chī chăng-chīng 軍機章京 
CH'ING: Secretary in the Council of State, 60, rank not 
specified, divided into 4 Duty Groups (pan), each headed 
by a Duty Group Chief (ling-part), rank 3a. See chang-
ching. 

1735 chŭn-chī ch，ù 軍機處 
CH'ING: lit., office for military emergencies: Council 
of State, established in 1730 as successor to a previous 
quasi-official Deliberative Council (i-cheng ch'u); by taking 
ove** many functions previously performed by the Grand 
Secretariat (nei-ko), became the most prestigious and pow-
erful agency in the policy-formulating procedures of the 
central government; normally, but with wide variations, 
consisted of 5 Grand Ministers of State {chŭn-chi ta-ch'en), 
3 Manchus and 2 Chinese，who were all normally concur-
rent Grand Secretaries (ta hsŭeh-shih) or senior officials of 
the Six Ministries (liu pu); often chaired by an Imperial 

Prince, At the apex of the central government hierarchy, 
the Council deliberated with the Emperor on all policy mat-
ters, civil as well as military, and promulgated the Emper-
or's decisions. 

1736 chŭn-chī hsíng-tsðu 軍機行走 
CH'ING: Probationary Grand Minister of State, com-
mon designation of a newly appointed chūn-chi ta-ch'en. 

1737 chăn-chī tà-ch'én 軍機大臣 
CH'ING: Grand Minister of State, designation of eminent 
dignitaries chosen to serve in the Council of State (chūn-
chi ch'u). BH: grand councillor. 

1738 chăn-ch9ì chiēn 軍器監 
T'ANG-SUNG: Directorate for Armaments, in charge of 
the manufacture and storage of weapons; headed by a Di-
rector (chien), rank 4a in T'ang, 6a in Sung, under general 
supervision of the Ministry of Works (kung-pu). After mid-
T’ang the Directorate gradually lost its functions to palace 
eunuchs. In the first Sung century its functions were mostly 
performed by units of the State Finance Commission (san 

after c. 1080 it became functionally important, but in 
S. Sung it again lost its functions, this time to an Arma-
ments Office {chŭn-ch'i so) more tightly absorbed into the 
Ministry of Works. The relationship between these Sung 
agencies and the Imperial Arsenal {chih-tsao yŭ-ch'ien chun-
ch'i chŭ) is not clear. Also see wu-ch'i chien. RR: direction 
des armes de guerre. SP: direction des armes, 

1739 chăn-ch'ì chu 軍器局 
(1) SUNG: common abbreviation of chih-tsao yŭ-ch'ien chŭn-
ch'i chŭ (Imperial Arsenal). (2) MING: Provincial Ar-
senal, commonly subordinate to a Provincial Administra-
tion Commission {ch'eng-hsŭanpu-cheng shih ssu), headed 
by a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 9b. P15, 19， 
52. 

1740 ch&n-ch'ì k'à-shíh 軍器庫使 
SUNG: Commissioner of the Armory, reportedly (though 
somewhat unlikely) an early Sung antecedent of the pres-
tige title (san-kuan) Grand Master for Perfect Health (ch'eng-
ho ta-fu), granted to rank 6b medical officials. SP: com-
missaire du magasin des armes. 

1741 chān-chn kŭng-ck，iàng k'ù 
軍器弓槍庫 

SUNG: Armory for.Bows and Lances, a unit in the Court 
of the Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu). SP: magasin des arcs 
et des lances. 
1742 chân-ch9ì nŭ-chièn-chièn k，ù 

軍器弩箭劍庫 
SUNG: Armory for Crossbows，Arrows, and Swords, a 
unit in the Court of the Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu). SP: 
magasin des arbalètes, des épées et des flèches. 

1743 chŭn-ch9ì sŏ 軍器所 
SUNG: Armaments Office, a unit in the S. Sung Ministry 
of Works {kung-pu). See chun-ch'i chien. SP: service des 
armes. 

1744 cAá«_cA，ìtóá-wò)fe，ŭ 軍器雜物庫 
SUNG: Armory for Miscellaneous Weapons, a unit in the 
Court of the Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu). SP: magasin 
des armes diversés. 

1745 chŭn-chiàng 軍將 
General of the Army: in Chou times, the commander of 
one of the armies maintained by the King or a Feudal Lord 
(chu-hou)3 a special duty assignment for someone ranked 
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as a Minister (ch'ing); in subsequent history, especially in 
Sung, an ad hoc designation for a military commander. 
CL+SP: général de I'armée, 

1746 chŭn 郡將軍 or chŭn-chiàng 
N-S DIV: Commandery General, a variant reference to 
the Governor (t'ai-shou) of a Commandery {chŭn). 

1747 chăn-chiēn 軍監 
SUNG: common combined reference to Military and In-
dustrial Prefectures; see chŭn, chien, 

1748 chŭn-chŭ 君主 
Throughout imperial history a common unofficial vari-
ant of kung-chu (Imperial Princess), to be distinguished 
carefully from the homonym signifying a Princess of lesser 
rank, 

1749 chŭn-chŭ 軍主 
N-S DIV: Army Commander, common designation for an 
officer in control of a field army; sometimes prefixed with 
Chief {tu). 

1750 chùn-chŭ 郡主 
Commandery Princess: throughout history the most com-
mon noble title granted to daughters of Imperial Princes 
(ch'in-wang)\ in T'ang and early Sung restricted to daugh-
ters of Heirs Apparent. See chŭn kung-chu, hsien-chu, ko-
ko. 

1751 chàn-chûn 郡君 
Commandery Mistress, title of honor or nobility granted 
to women. (1) T'ANG-SUNG: granted to mothers and wives 
of various members of the imperial clan and, until shortly 
after 1100, those of some other dignitaries. RR: dame de 
commanderie. (2) MING: granted to daughters of De-
fender-generals of the State (chen-kuo chiang-chŭn). (3) 
CH'ING: granted to daughters of Beile (pei-lo) and those 
of secondary wives or concubines of Imperial Princes {ch'in-
wang). 

1752 chŭn-fāng 軍坊 
SUI: Precinct Company, basic unit of urban militia in the 
Garrison Militia ifu-pìng) system instituted in 583; headed 
by a Company Commander ifang-chu)y subordinate to a 
Garrison (fu). 

1753 chŭn-fŭ 軍府 
(1) Armory, throughout history a common designation for 
any storehouse of military gear. (2) Army Headquar te rs 
or Military Command, throughout history a common ref-
erence to the office and supporting staff of a General {chiang-
chŭn) or a comparable military leader. (3) T'ANG: Gar -
rison, common reference to the principal military unit in 
the Garrison Militia ifu-ping) system, most commonly ab-
breviated to/«. RR: miîices pour Varmées (?). P43, 44. (4) 
T'ANG: possible antecedent of Sung dynasty Military Pre-
fectures (chŭn)?. See shih-erh chŭn (Twelve Armies). 

1754 chànfŭ-jén 愁夫尺 
SUNG: Commandery Mistress, honorific designation 
awarded to wives and mothers of various high-ranking civil 
and military officials, e.g.，Military Affairs Commissioner 
(shu-mi shih), Commissioner of the Court of Palace At-
tendants (hsŭan-hui shih); not as prestigious as chŭn t'aifu-
jen, kuo fu-jen, kuo t'aifu-jen, qq.v. 

1755 chŭn-kóu 君侯 
From Han on, a collective or generic reference to Mar -
quises (hou); also occasionally used as a form of direct ad-
dress to a member of the nobility, in the sense of "my lord 
Marquis," 

1 7 5 6 chŭn-hóu 郡侯 
CHIN-YUAN: Commandery Marquis, title of nobility 
{chŭeh), rank 4a or 4b in Chin, 3a in Yiian; 4th highest of 
7 noble grades in Chin, 6th highest of 10 in Yŭan. See hou, 
chu-hou, kuo-hou, k'ai-kuo hou, k'ai-kuo hsien-hou, k'ai-
kuo chŭn-hou. P65. 

1757 chăn-hsiá chiĕn hsân-pŭ shíh 
軍轄兼巡捕使 

CHIN: Commandant and Police Commissioner, rank 9b’ 
on the staff of a Prefecture (chou). P53. 

1758 chŭn-hsièn 郡縣 
Commanderies and Districts: from Ch,in on, a generic 
reference to the regional and local units administered by 
appointees of the central government in what eventually de-
veloped, through many transformations, into the territorial-
administration hierarchy of Provinces (sheng), Prefectures 
(fu), and Districts (hsien) in the Ming-Ching era; regularly 
used as a shorthand reference to such a governmental sys-
tem (centralized, bureaucratic, direct) in contrast to the an-
cient Chou dynasty system of regional and local adminis-
tration by hereditary nobles "established by enfeoffment" 
ifeng-chien; also see chu-hou, Feudal Lords) and by sub-
infeudation (decentralized, feudal，indirect). These 2 pat-
terns of governmental organization were the ideal polar op-
posites discussed throughout imperial history by Chinese 
political theorists, some of whom lamented the predomi-
nant chŭn-hsien system's lack of the benevolent, paternal-
istic qualities that they liked to think characterized the feng-
chien system at its best. In Han the chûn-hsien concept gained 
the added implication of government staffed with officials 
who were state-certified Confucian scholars and littera-
teurs. 

1759 chàn-hsiù 俊秀 
HAN-CH'ING: Elegant Scholar, unofficial polite refer-
ence to any student，especially in Ming and Ch'ing times 
to those admitted to the Directorate of Education {kuo-tzu 
chien); not used for anyone who had passed even the first 
examination in the civil service recruitment examination se-
quence. 

1760 chăn-hsā k，ù 軍需庫 
MING: Armaments Storehouse, an agency in the Ministry 
of Works (kung-pu), headed by a Commissioner-in-chief 
{ta-shih), rank 8b. P15. 

1761 chăn-hsán yŭàn W-M^ 
SUNG-CHIN: Police Office, one established in each of the 
4 Capital Townships (ssu hsiang) into which the successive 
Sung dynastic capitals, Kaifeng and Hangchow, were di-
vided; each Police Office h e ^ e d by a Left and a Right 
Military Inspector {chŭn-hsŭn shih), rank 8a，and a Left 
and a Right Administrative Assistant (p'an-kuan), 8b. In 
Chin, one established in each city designated a Capital 
(ching)，headed by a Military Inspector or by a Commis-
sioner (shih), rank not clear. SP: cour d'inspection mili-
taire. P20’ 49. 

1762 chān-hù 軍戶 
YùAN~CH’ING: Military Family, registration classifi-
cation denoting a family that was obligated to provide males 
for hereditaiy, lifetime military service. 

1763 chŭn-jén 均 A 
CHOU: Land Assessor, 2 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), mem-
bers of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) responsible for 
seeing that land taxes were equitable and that land tax and 
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state service obligations were fulfilled in the royal domain. 
See t'u-chŭn. CL: égaliseur de I'impôt. 

1764 chŭn-júng 軍容 
T'ANG: abbreviation of kuan chun-jung shih (Inspector of 
the Armies). 

1765 chăn-jáng chih 鈞容直 
SUNG: Military Band, one each attached to the Palace 
Command (tien-ch'ien ssu) and the Office of Musical In-
struction {ch'ien-hsia chiao-fang so) in the Court of Im-
perial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). SP: troupe de musique 
militaire. 

1766 chŭn-kuān 均官 
HAN: Fair Tax Office, a unit under the Chamberlain for 
the Palace Revenues {shao-fu) apparently responsible for 
gathering taxes on mountain products in kind for palace use; 
headed by a Director (chang). HB: office of adjustment. 
P37. 

1767 chàn-kāng 郡公 
TANG-YUAN: Commandery Duke, title of nobility 
(chŭeh), normally 4th highest, normally granted to sons of 
Imperial Princes (ch'in-wang) by secondary wives or con-
cubines; in T'ang also granted to sons of Dukes of State 
(kuo-kung), Dynasty-founding Commandery Dukes {k'ai-kuo 
chìin-kung), and Dynasty-founding District Dukes (k'ai-kuo 
hsien-kung). RR: due de commanderie. 

1768 chŭn kūng-chŭ 郡公主 
N-S DIV (Chin): Commandery Princess, title of nobility 
{chŭeh) granted to an Imperial Princess {kung-chu) who was 
actually enfeoffed with a Commandery (chŭn). 

1769 chŭn-kuó 軍國 
Lit., military matters and (other) state (affairs): the Nation, 
a term used throughout imperial history suggesting national 
security, national well-being, the national interest, etc. 

1770 chàn-kuó 郡國 
HAN-T’ANG: Territorial Administrations, collective 
reference to Commanderíes {chŭn), Princedoms (wang-kuo), 
and Marquisates (hou-kuo), i .e., to all regional units of ter-
rítoríal administration, of all categories. 

1771 chun-mă 郡馬 
N-S DIV-MING: lit., cavaliy (commandant) of a Com-
mandery (chŭn): unofficial reference to a Commandant-
escort (fu-ma tu-wei), the husband of a Commandery Prin-
cess {chūn-chu), deriving from the practice of enfeoffing 
some women of imperial descent with Commanderíes. Cf. 
hsien-ma. 
1772 ckàn-mă ling 駿馬令 
HAN: Director of the Finest Steeds, one of the numerous 
subordinates of the Chamberlain for the Imperial Stud (t'ai-
p'u), rank 600 bushels. HB: prefect of the stables for fine 
horses. P31. 

1773 chŭn-mă mù 軍馬牧 
SUI: Pasturage for Military Mounts, 24 under supervi-
sion of the Court of the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u ssu), each 
headed by a Director (i-ssu). P31. 

1774 cAáw-mtí/ā-饭軍馬都督 
SUNG: Commander-in-chief of Infantry and Cavalry, 
concurrent title sometimes granted to Grand Councilors (tsai-
hsiang). 

1775 chŭn-mén 軍門 
CH'ING: lit.，military gate, i.e., a military headquarters 
with an imposing entrance: unofficial reference to a Pro-
vincial Military Commander {t'i-tu). 
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1776 ckûn-mínfŭ 軍民府 
YŭAN-MING: lit” office for soldiers and civilians; Tribal 
Office, one type of the agencies created to administer 
southwestern aboriginal groups; may also be encountered 
as an abbreviation of chŭn-min tsung-kuan fu or chūn-mìn 
wan-hu fu (both Tribal Command); also see t'u-ssu. P72. 

1777 chăn-mín tsŭng-kuănfŭ 軍民總管府 
YUAN; Tribal Command, one type of the agencies cre-
ated to administer southwestern aboriginal groups; see tsung-
kuan fu, t'u-ssu. 

1778 ckān-mín wàn-hù fŭ 軍民萬戶府 
YŬAN： Tribal Command, one type of the agencies cre-
ated to administer southwestern aboriginal groups; see wan-
hu fu, t'u-ssu. 

1779 chŭn-pó 郡伯 
(1) YUAN: Commandery Ear l , 6th highest of 8 grades of 
nobility {chŭeh). (2) Throughout imperial history, an oc-
casional indirect reference to a Commandery Governor 
{chŭn-shou, t'ai-shou) or a Prefect {tz'u-shih, chih-chou, 
chih-fu). Also see ta chŭn-po. 

1780 chŭn-shìh 軍使 
SUNG: Military Commander , one for each 100 soldiers 
in the units under the Palace Command (tien-ch'ien shih-
wei ssu) and the Metropolitan Command (shih-wei ch'in-
chtìn ma-pu ssu). SP: commìssaire impérial d'une armée. 

1781 chăn-shīh 考師 
N-S DIV; Army Supervisor, variant of chien-chŭn, q.v, 

1782 chun-shlh 郡使 
HAN: Commandery Chief, one of the titles granted to chiefs 
of southwestern aboriginal tribes. See t'u-ssu. P72. 

1783 chăn-shìh chiēn-p'àn kuān 軍事監判官 
SUNG: Military Supervisor, rank 8b, on the staffs of such 
regional dignitaries as Military Commissioners {chieh-tu 
shih), Surveillance Commissioners {kuan-ch'a shih)’ and 
Military Training Commissioners (t'uan-lien shih). SP: 
surveillant ou assistant ou régisseur militaire. 
1784 chăn-shìh VūUkuān 軍事推官 
SUNG: Military Judge, rank 8b, on the staffs of such re-
gional dignitaries as Military Commissioners {chieh-tu shih), 
Surveillance Commissioners {kuan-ch'a shih), and Military 
Training Commissioners {t'uan-lien shih). SP; juge mili-
taire. 

1785 chun-shŏu 郡守 
(1) CH’IN-SUI: Commandery Governor, head of a Com-
mandery (chŭn), rank 2,000 bushels in Han. HB: com-
mandery administrator. (2) T，ANG-CH’ING: unofficial 
reference to a Prefect {tz'u-shih, chih-fu, chih-chou) or, in 
Ming-Ch'ing times, to a Provincial Administration Com-
missioner (pu-cheng shih). Also see t'ai-shou. P50, 53. 

1786 chŭn-shðu 郡首 
Lit., Commandery head: throughout imperial history, an 
unofficial reference to a Commandery Governor (chŭn-
shou homonym) or to a Prefect {tz'u-shih, chih-chou, chih-
fu). 

1787 chān-shŭ 均輸 
HAN: Office of Tax Substitutes, one subordinate to the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu) or the 
Chamberlain for the National Treasury (ta ssu-nung), in 
charge of collecting grain and other local products paid as 
taxes in lieu of cash and shipping them to places where they 
were in short supply (see ch'ang-p'ing ts'ang, p'ing-chun)\ 
another subordinate to the Commandant of the Imperial 

1764-1787 
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Gardens {shui-heng tu~wei)y sharing responsibility for the 
production of coins (see shui-heng san kuan, Three Money 
Managers of the Court of the Imperial Gardens). Each headed 
by a Director (ling) and an Aide (ch'eng). HB (ling): prefect 
of price adjustment and transportation. P16. 

1788 chŭn-ssū 均司 
HAN: Economic Stabilization Office, in the reign of Wang 
Mang (9- -23) established in the dynastic capital and 5 other 
major cities under the control of Market Masters {shih-shih)\ 
see under wu chŭn-ssu shih-shih (Five Market Masters). 

1789 chăn-ssū 軍司 
(1) HAN-SUNG: abbreviation of hsing-chun ssu-ma (Ad-
jutant). (2) N-S DIV: variant of chien-chŭn (Army Su-
pervisor). 

1790 chŭn ssŭ-mă 軍司馬 
(1) CHOU: Cavalry Commander of the Army, 4 ranked 
as Junior Grand Masters (hsìa ta-fu), members of the Min-
istry of War (hsia-kuan), apparently of more importance 
than their rank would normally suggest, but specific func-
tions not clear. CL: commandant de chevaux en corps 
d'armée. (2) HAN: Division Commander, title commonly 
assigned to the leader of a Division (pu), 5 of which were 
the normal components of a Campaigning Army (ying) un-
der a General-in-chief (ta chiang-chŭn). HB: major of the 
army. (3) N-S DIV-SUNG: variant or unofficial designa-
tion of an Adjutant (hsing-chŭn ssu-ma). See ssu-ma, chŭn-
ssu. 

1791 chun-fái 郡台 
CH'ING: Post Station on the 3 main routes from China 
into Mongolia; also served as places of banishment for some 
officials found guilty of crimes. 
1792 chŭn fàUchŭn 郡太君 
SUNG: Grand Lord (or Lady) of the Commandery, hon-
orific designation granted to antecedents, male and female, 
of various palace women and some eminent officials, e.g., 
Commissioners of the State Finance Commission (san-ssu 
shift). 

1793 chun t'àifū-jén 郡太夫人 
SUNG: Commandery Grand Mistress, honorific desig-
nation granted to mothers and grandmothers of various high-
ranking officials，e.g., a Military Affairs Commissioner (shu-
mi shih), the Minister (shang-shu) of one of the Six Min-
istries (liu pu), or a Censor-in-chief iyŭ-shih ta-fu)\ also 
granted to the mothers and grandmothers of various sec-
ondary wives of the Emperor. 

1794 chun-tí 郡邸 
HAN: Liaison Hostel for the Commandery, a residence 
and office in the dynastic capital maintained by a Com-
mandery Governor {chŭn-shou) to handle his communica-
tions with the central government and to house him and 
members of his staff on visits to the capital; headed by a 
Director (chang) and an Aide (ch'eng). HB (chang): chief 
of the commandery quarters. See ti. 

1795 chŭn-fôu 軍頭 
SUNG: Military Commander of a small troop unit, found 
in some Guards (wei). SP: chef de troupe. 

1796 chăn-t'óu ssŭ 軍頭司 
SUNG: Office of Military Commanders, a unit in the Court 
of Palace Attendants (hsìian-hui yuan); functions not clear. 
SP: bureau des registres des chefs de troupes. 

1797 chàn-tsò 郡佐 
Commandery Assistant: from Han on, a generic reference 

to the various 2nd- and 3rd-level assistants on the staff of 
a Commandery Governor (chŭn-shou) or his later counter-
part, a Prefect (tz'u-shih, chih-chou, chih-fu). 

1798 ckàn-ts，ùi 郡伴 
Commandery Deputy: from Han on, a generic reference 
to subordinates of a Commandery Governor {chŭn-shou) or 
his later counterpart, a Prefect {tz'u-shih, chih-chou, chih-
Ju); in Ming and Ch'ing, referred more specifically to As-
sistant Prefects (t'ung-p'an). In general, this term seems to 

less prestige than does chŭn-tso (Commandery As-
t). See ts'ui, p'in-ts'ui. 

1799 chūn-t'ún 軍屯 
Army Farm: throughout imperial history, state-owned land 
allocated to military garrisons in the expectation that sol-
diers would divide their time between farming and active 
military training or service, or that state revenues from ten-
ant farmers on the land would be used to support the mil-
itary. In Han, at least some such lands were under the con-
trol of a Supervisor (p'u-yeh) in the Northern Army (pei-
chŭn) at the dynastic capital; in Ming, such lands were as-
signed to every unit in die wei-so system of hereditary sol-
diers. Also see t'un-t'ien. Cf. min-t'un, shang-t'un. HB: mil-
itary garrison. 

1800 chun-wáng 郡王 
HAN~CH’ING: Commandery Prince, high title of nobil-
ity (chūeh), ordinarily prefixed with a place-name desig-
nating the noble's real or nominal fief; normally granted to 
sons of Imperial Princes (ch'in-wang) by their principal 
wives, except for the eldest son (see shih-tzu). RR+SP: 
prince de commanderie. BH: prince of the 2nd degree. P64, 
65. 

1801 chun-wáng shìh-tzŭ 郡王世子 
MING: Heir of the Commandery Prince, normally with 
a place-name prefix: designation of the eldest son of the 
principal wife pending his succession to his father*s title. 
See shih-tzu. P64. 

1802 chān-wèi 軍衛 
SUNG: Army Guard, one each of Left and Right, units 
in the Sixteen Guards {shih-liu wei); headed by one or more 
Generalissimos (shang chiang-chŭn), rank 2b’ 3a, or 3b; 
functions not clear, particularly because the Sixteen Guard 
system inherited from T’ang had become largely decora-
tive, providing posts to which members of the imperial family 
and perhaps other favorites could be appointed. A fuller, 
more formal name was wei-kuan chiin-wei (lit., Army Guard 
of Guard Officers). SP: garde militaire. P43. 

1803 chun-wèi 郡尉 
CH'IN-HAN, SUI: Commandery Defender, the principal 
assistant to a Commandery Governor (chŭn-shou, t'ai-shou), 
responsible for all military and police activities; in 148 B.C. 
retitled tu-wei, q.v., but original title revived in Sui. Han 
rank =2,000 bushels. Also see wei, hsien-wei. HB: com-
mandery commandant. P53. 

1804 cWŭn-chăng 羣長 
MING: Herd Director, one subofficial functional^ in charge 
of each herd of horses overseen by the Court of the Imperial 
Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). P31. 

1805 cWun-mŭ chìh-chìh shih 羣牧制置使 
SUNG: apparently a variant form of ch'ūn-mu shih (Com-
missioner of Herds). SP: commissaire chargé de diriger 
I'élevage des chevaux. 

1806 ch’un-mù sMh 羣牧使 
Commissioner of Herds. (1) T'ANG: number and orga-
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nizational affiliation not clear; inspected herds of state horses 
and cattle that were overseen by Directorates of Horse Pas-
turages (mu-chien), Cf. chien-mu shih (Horse Pasturage 
Foreman). RR: commissaire impérial aux troupeaux et aux 
élevages. (2) SUNG-CHIN: the normal title of the head of 
a local Herds Office (ch'ŭn-mu ssu). SP: commissaire du 
bureau des troupeaux et de Vélevage des chevaux. P31. 

1807 ch9un-mù sð 羣牧所 
CHIN-YUAN: Herds Office, in charge of all state-owned 
horse herds; in 1279 changed to Directorate of Herds {shdng-
mu chien), which later was renamed Court of the Imperial 
Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). P39. 

1808 咄，á/i-mw 羣牧司 
SUNG-CHIN: Herds Office，a local agency that looked 
after state horses in a designated area under the supervision 
of the Court of the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u ssu); commonly 
staffed with subofficial Commissioners (shih), Administra-
tive Assistants (p'an-kuan), Herding Officials (ch'ŭn-mu 
kuan), etc, Cf. ma-ch'ŭn ssu (Horse Pasturage). SP: bureau 
des troupeaux et de Vélevage des chevaux. P31. 

1809 ch’ún-tài ch，in 裙帶親 
Lit., apron-string relatives: in Sung and possibly other times, 
an unofficial generic reference to imperial relatives by mar-
riage, i.e., Imperial In-laws. 

1810 ch'un-tài kuăn 裙帶官 
Lit., apron-string officials: in Sung and perhaps other pe-
riods, an unofficial reference to the husbands of Imperial 
Princesses (kung-chu), formally known as Commandant -
escorts (fu-ma tu-wei). 

1811 ck，ân t，ài-pŭo 羣太保 
LIAO: Graild Guardian of Herds, head of the Herds Of-
fice (ch'iin-mu ssu) in each Route (lu). P31. 

1812 e 
See under the romanization o. 

1813 ēn chì-wèi 恩騎尉 
CH'ING: Commandant of Cavalry by Grace, the lowest 
of 9 ranks of hereditary nobility (chŭeh-yin) granted to men 
not of the imperial family; from 1750 conferred in perpe-
tuity on sons and grandsons of non-hereditary nobles who 
died in battle for the state. P64. 

1814 ên-chn chiā-tzŭ 恩戚家子 
SUNG: lit.，descendant of a graciously chosen imperial in-
law: Imperial Distaff Nephew, unofficial reference to a 
junior male relative of an Emperor by marriage. 

1815 ēn-ch9u chiēn-shĕng 恩取監生 
CH'ING: Student by Grace in the Directorate of Educa-
tion (kuo-tzu chien)t status gained by passing a special, ir-
regular recruitment examination in celebration of some aus-
picious event. See chien-sheng. 

1816 ēn-k'ŏ ch'ū-shên 恩科出身 
SUNG: Qualified by Special Examination, status making 
one eligible for an official appointment, gained by passing 
a special, irregular recruitment examination. See t'e-tsou 
mingy ch'u-shen. 

1817 ēn kùng-shēng 恩貢生 or en-kung 
MING-CH'ING: Tribute Student by Grace, status enti-
tling one to participate in the Provincial Examination (hsiang-
shih) in the civil service recruitment process and to be con-
sidered at least nominally a National University Student 
{chien-sheng) under the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu 
chien), gained by passing a special, irregular recruitment 

examination. See kung-sheng. BH: senior licentiate by im-
perial favor. 

1818 ēn-pŭ kùng-shēng 恩補貢生 
CH'ING: Supplemental Tribute Student by Grace, status 
entitling one to participate in the Provincial Examination 
(hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment process and to 
be considered at least nominally a National University Stu-
dent (chien-sheng) under the Directorate of Education (kuo-
tzu chien), awarded at times of national celebration to men 
who for 20 or more years had held the status of Stipend 
Student (lin-sheng) in government schools. Also see kung-
sheng, en kung-sheng. BH: licentiate by imperial favor. 

1819 ēn-sheng 恩生 
MING: National University Student by Grace under the 
Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien), status awarded to 
sons of officials who served the state with extraordinary 
merit. See chien-sheng, en-ch'ŭ chien-sheng, en-yin chien-
sheng, nan-yìn chien-sheng. 

1820 ēn-shìh 恩試 
CH'ING: Examination by Grace, a special, irregular civil 
service recruitment examination given in celebration of some 
auspicious event. BH: examination held by imperial favor. 

1821 ēn-û 恩地 
T'ANG: unofficial reference to an Examiner (chu-ssu) in 
a civil service recruitment examination. 

1822 ēn-tz'ŭ chien-sheng 恩賜監生 
CH'ING: National University Student by Grace under the 
Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) t status awarded to 
sons of prominent persons by special imperial decree. See 
chien-sheng, en-sheng. 

1823 ĕn-tz’ù kŭng-shĕng 恩賜貢生 
CH'ING: Tribute Student by Grace, status entitling one 
to become at least nominally a National University Student 
{chien-sheng) under the Directorate of Education {kuo-tzu 
chien), attained by passing a special examination given by 
an Emperor at the Directorate. See kung-sheng. BH: licen-
tiate by examination at the Pi Yung Hall. 

1824 ĕn-yìn 恩蔭 
CH'ING: Hereditary by Grace’ prefix to a title of hered-
itary nobility (chŭeh-yin) signifying that the status had been 
conferred on successive heirs of officials of extraordinary 
merit, e.g., en-yin yŭn chi-wei (Commandant of Cavalry 
Second Class Hereditary by Grace). 

1825 ēn-yìn chiĕn 講skĕng 恩蔭監生 
CH'ING: National University Student Hereditary by 
Grace, status awarded to sons of civil and military officials 
of rank 4 or higher in celebration of some auspicious event; 
comparable to nan-yin chien-sheng (National University 
Student Hereditary by Heroism), awarded to sons of offi-
cials who had lost their lives in state service, especially in 
battle. See yin (Protection Privilege), sheng, chien-sheng, 
en-ch'ŭ chien-sheng, en-tz'u chien-sheng, kuan-sheng. 

1826 èrhi 
Second: throughout history a generic reference to officials 
holding positions immediately subordinate to, or as the 
highest assistants of, the heads of various agencies; some-
what more specific than tso (Assistant). Also see tso-erh, 

1827 èrh chiă 二甲 
SUNG-CH'ING: Second Category of passers of the high-
est national civil service recruitment examination, who were 
awarded the status of Regular Metropolitan Graduate (chin-
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shih ch'u-shen), less prestigious than passers in the First 
Category (/ chia). BH: second class. 

1828 èrh-chHĕn shih 二千石 
Lit., 2,000 bushels of grain; by extension, an official en-
titled to an annual salary of that amount: a Two Thousand 
Bushel Official. (1) HAN-N-S DIV: generic reference to 
the highest-ranking officials of government below the Three 
Dukes (san kung), notably including Commandeiy Gov-
ernors (chŭn-shou, t'aishou) because in Han they received 
annual salaries in money and various commodities reck-
oned to approximate the value of 2,000 bushels of grain; 
in Liang referred to officials of ranks (p'in) 4 and 5. (2) 
CH'ING: a term by which a Prefect (chih-fU)’ a near coun-
terpart of the earlier Commandery Governor, might refer 
to his status or to himself. P68. 

1829 èrh-chHēn shih ts'ao 二千石曹 
HAN-N-S DIV: lit., Section for 2,000-bushel officials: 
Section for Commandery Governors, one of 6 subdivi-
sions of the Imperial Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai), headed by 
an Imperial Secretary (shang-shu) and with a staff including 
Court Gentlemen (lang) and Attendant Gentlemen (shih-
lang); apparently originated as a unit in the Imperial Sec-
retariat in charge of the court's relations with Commandery 
Governors (chun-shou); during the era of N-S Division oc-
casionally became part of the emerging Ministry of Per-
sonnel (lì-pu) but for the most part seems to have been as-
signed judicial responsibilities as a unit of the emerging tu-
kuan (Ministry of General Administration or Ministry of 
Justice). HB: bureau of officials ranking 2,000 shih. P5, 
13. 

1830 èrh-chyīng 貳卿 
T’ANG~CH’ING: unofficial generic reference to Vice Min-
isters (shih-lang) in the Six Ministries (liu pu). 

1831 èrh chŭ 二著 
SUNG: Two Editors, generic reference to Editorial Direc-
tors (chu-tso lang) and Assistant Editorial Directors (chu-
tso tso-lang) on the staff of the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng), 

1832 èrhfŭ 二傅 
N-S DIV (San-kuo): Two Mentors, unofficial collective 
reference to the Grand Mentor of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-
tzu í'ai-fu) and the Junior Mentor of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-
tzu shao-fu). May be encountered in later periods with sim-
ilar meaning. P67. 

1833 èrhfŭ 二府 
(1) HAN: Two Ministries, collective reference to the of-
fices of the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang) and the Cen-
sor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu). (2) SUNG: Two Administra-
tions, collective reference to the Bureau of Military Affairs 
(shu-mi yŭan) and the office of Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang) 
or the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng). See Hang fu. 

1834 èrh-fŭ 贰府 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Vice Prefect 
(t'ung-chih). 
1835 èrh4ìng 貳令 
TANG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Vice Minister 
(shih-lang) in one of the Six Ministries (liu pu). 

1836 ĕrh-mù kuăn 耳目官 
Lit” ear and eye officials: throughout history, a common 
variant of the designation t'ien-tzu erh-mu (Ears and Eyes 
of the Emperor), applied categorically to all Censors (yŭ-
shih) because their function was to report to the throne all 
cases of misconduct in the officialdom. 

1837 ĕrh-pĭ 珥筆 
Court Scribe: throughout history, a generic reference to 
officials who were responsible for recording the ruler's oral 
orders in court audience; e.g. , in Ming and Ch'ing times, 
these were commonly Supervising Secretaries or Supervis-
ing Censors (chi-shih-chung). 

1838 èrh-p'ĭn 二品 
N-S DIV: lit.，2nd rank: sometimes used in a categorical 
reference to all men of，or eligible to attain, the highest 
official positions, or to their families; hence, the Official 
Elite. 

1839 èrh shih 二史 
SUNG: Two Scribes, collective reference to the Left Scribe 
{tso-shih) and Right Scribe iyu-shih) of the Chancellery (men-
hsia sheng). 

1840 èrh-shíh-ssù chăng 二十四_ 
SUI-MING: Twenty-four Handlers, collective reference 
to palace women, rank 9b in T'ang and 8a thereafter, who 
assisted the 24 Directresses (ssu) and the 24 Managers (tien) 
in the Offices {ssu) among which most palace women were 
divided; e.g., the Handler of Records (chang-chi). 

1841 èrh-shíh-ssù ssū 二十四司 
(1) SUI-MING: Twenty-four Offices, collective reference 
to the agencies among which most palace women were di-
vided; e.g., the Office of Music (ssu-yŭeh ssu). (2) SUI— 
MING: Twenty-four Directresses, collective reference to 
palace women, rank 4a in T'ang and 6a thereafter, who 
were senior members of the 24 Offices mentioned in (1) 
above; e.g., the Directress of Music (ssu-yūeh). (3) TANG-
SUNG: Twenty-four Bureaus, collective reference to the 
principal subordinate agencies in the Six Ministries (liu pu); 
e.g., the Bureau of Operations {chih-fang) of the Ministry 
of War (ping-pu). 

1842 èrh-shíh-ssŭ tién 二十四典 
SUI-MING: Twenty-four Managers, collective reference 
to the palace women, rank 6a in T'ang and 7a thereafter, 
who were the principal assistants to the 24 Directresses 
who presided over the 24 Offices (ssu) among which most 
palace women were divided; e.g., the Manager of Medi-
cines (tien-yao). 

1843 èrh-shíh-ssŭ yâ-mén 二十四衙門 
MING: Twenty-four Agencies，collective reference to the 
units of palace eunuchs known as the Twelve Directorates 
{shih-erh chien), the Four Offices (ssu ssu), and the Eight 
Services (pa chŭ). 

1844 èrh shoŭ 貳守 
MING-CH'ING: lit., secondary governor: unofficial ref-
erence to the Vice Magistrate (t'ung-chih) of a chou (Sub-
prefecture in Ming, Department in Ch，ing). 

1845 èrh-shùi k，ŏ 二稅科 
SUNG: Semiannual Taxes Subsection, one of 3 Subsec-
tions (k'o) in the Left Section (tso-ts'ao) of the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu) from c. 1080，when the Ministry was fully 
activated following discontinuance of the State Finance 
Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; staffed with suboffi-
cial functionaries who monitored the collection of both 
summer and autumn agricultural taxes. SP: section de re-
cette de I'impôt biannuel. P6. 

1846 èrh ssū 二司 
SUNG: Two Commands, collective reference to the 2 
headquarters units between which troops of the Imperial 
Armies (chin-chun) were divided’ the Palace Command (tien-
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ch'ien shih-wei ssu) and the Metropolitan Command (shih-
wei ch'in-chŭn ma-pu ssu). May be encountered in any era, 
including Sung, as-a coupling reference to any 2 agencies; 
the context should normally make the reference clear. See 
san ya, liang ssu. P43. 

1847 èrh yin 貳尹 
CH'ING: lit” to second the governor: unofficial, honorific 
reference to a District Vice Magistrate (hsien-ch'eng). 

1848 fā-chiĕh 發解 
CHIN: lit., one who is sent forth: Examination Graduate , 
general designation of those passing civil service recruit-
ment examinations, especially at the prefectural (fu) level. 

1849 fă-chíh kuān 法直官 
Lit., an official who straightens things out according to the 
law (?): Legal Examiner. (1) T'ANG: staff officials of late 
T'ang Militaiy Commissioners (chieh-tu shih), prefixed with 
fu-ytian, suggesting that they were representatives "from 
the Offices and Courts，” but the reference is by no means 
clear. RR: fonctionnaire auxiliaire chargé de�'observation 
des regies dans les cours et administrations. (2) 5 DYN— 
SUNG: from 931 in Later Tang , 2 each in the Ministry of 
Justice (hsing~pu) and the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li 
ssu)\ rank and specific functions not clear. SP: examinateur 
judiciaire, juge d'instruction. P13. 

1850 fā�h，ìh kuān 發敕官 
SUNG; Order-promulgating OfHcial, number and rank 
not clear, staffing Order-promulgating Offices ifa-ch'ih ssu) 
in the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) and the Bureau of Mil-
itary Affairs (shu-mi yŭan). SP: fonctionnaire chargé de 
promulguer les décrets impériaux. 

1851 fă-chiŭ k'ù 法酒庫 
SUNG: lit., storehouse for legally (-certified) wines (?): 
Winery, one of 3 subsections in the Office of Fine Wines 
(liang-yŭn shu) in the Court of Imperial Entertainments 
(kuang-lu ssu); staffing not clear; responsible, for quality 
control of intoxicants used in court banquets and ceremo-
nies. SP: magasin du vin de sacrifice. P30. 

1852 / á - í ^ á . r ó - c A W j t ì à i i 法曲所處院 
T'ANG: Bureau of Taoist Music, staffed with court mu-
sicians who specialized în the Taoist music called fa-ch'ŭ; 
subordinate to the Imperial Music Office (fai-yŭeh shu) in 
the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu)\ in 838 
renamed hsien-shao yŭan. RR: cour où on exécutait les airs 
taoistes. 

1853 fā-fàng ssā 發放司 
SUNG: Distribution Office, one of many agencies that 
served the 3 bureaus constituting the State Finance Com-
mission (san ssu) of early Sung; headed by an Administra-
tive Assistant (p'an-kuan), rank 8a or 8b; established c. 980 
to check and verify all goods issued by units of the Com-
mission, discontinued c. 1080. SP: bureau d'expédition. 

1854 fă-ssā 法司 
(1) T'ANG-CH'ING: Judicial Office, a reference to any 
or all of the agencies collectively called the Three Judicial 
Offices (san fa-ssu, q .v . )~ the Ministry of Justice (hsing-
pu)y the Censorate (yii-shih t'ai, tu ch'a yuan), and the Court 
of Judicial Review (ta~li ssu). In Sung may be found re-
ferring to the pre-1080 triad of the Ministry of Justice, the 
Court of Judicial Review, and the Judicial Control Office 
(shen-hsing yiian). (2) May be encountered as an unofficial 
reference to an official, especially the head, of any of the 
agencies mentioned in (1) above. (3) SUNG: Laws Office, 
a unit in the Left Bureau (tso-t'ing) of the Court of Judicial 

Review; presumably checked the Court's decisions against 
the current law code. P22. (4) SUNG: Judicial Offices 
Clerk, suboffieial functionary in the Ministry of Personnel 
(lì-pu) and the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai). 

1855 fà-ssù 法寺 
May be encountered as an unofficial reference to the Cour t 
of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). 

1856 fâ-ssū àn 法司案 
SUNG: Section for Judicial Offices, a unit in the Civil 
Appointments Process {tso-hsŭan) of the Ministry of Per-
sonnel (lì-pu), which apparently handled administrative de-
tails concerning appointments of officials to the Judicial Of-
fices (fa-ssu). SP: service judiciaire. 

1857 fă4s9aó 法曹 
Lit., law section. (1) HAN: Communicat ions Section, one 
of 3 agencies serving the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-wei, t'ai-
wei kung); reportedly in charge of communications among 
military postal relay stations. HB: bureau of laws. P12. (2) 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Law Section, a clerical unit for the han-
dling of legal affairs in Princely Establishments (wang-fu) 
and in units of territorial administration from Prefectures 
(chou, fu) down to Districts (hsien), commonly headed by 
an Administrator {ts'an-chŭn-shih), rank 7a or lower. An-
tecedent of the post-Sung Justice Section {hsing-ts'aó). Also 
see liu ts'ao (Six Sections). RR: service judiciaire. SP: bu-
reau judiciaire. P53, 54, 69. (3) SUI-CH'ING: may be 
encountered as an unofficial, archaic reference to the Min-
istry of Justice (hsing-pu). 

1858 fă-wù àn 法物案or/á_wâ k'ù 庫 
SUNG, UAO，YUAN: Ritual Regalia Section (an) or Rit-
ual Regalia Storehouse {k'u)y a unit in the Court of Im-
perial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); in Sung also a unit in the 
Imperial Music Bureau (ta-sheng fu); in charge of musical 
instruments，special costumes, vehicles, and other things 
used only for special ceremonies; in Sung headed by a Su-
pervisor (t'i-chŭ), otherwise by a Commissioner (shih). SP: 
service des vêtements de sacrifice. P27. 

1859 fā-yun àn 發運案 
SUNG: Transport Section. (1) One of 8 Sections (an) in 
the Tax Bureau (tu-chih ssu; later renamed Tax Transport 
Bureau, chuan-yŭn ssu) of the State Finance Commission 
(san ssu) of early Sung; normally headed by an Adminis-
trative Assistant (p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan); monitored the re-
ceipt of various canal transport fees, etc.; transferred to the 
Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) when the State Finance Com-
mission was discontinued c. 1080. (2) One of 5 Sections 
in the Tax Bureau {tu-chih ssu) of the Ministry of Revenue 
from the 1080s; staffed with suboffieial functionaries. SP: 
service d'expédition. P6, 60. 

1860 fā-yŭn shih 發運使 
(1) T'ANG: Transport Commissioner，from 880 a duty 
assignment for a court official to supervise the gathering of 
tax grain throughout the Yangtze Valley for forwarding 
northward along the Grand Canal; apparently had a broader 
sphere of control than a chuan-yŭn shih (Transport Com-
missioner). (2) SUNG: Supply Commissioner, duty as-
signment for a court official to a specified geographic sphere 
called a Circuit (tao, lu), within which he supervised the 
forwarding to the dynastic capital of taxes and revenues from 
state monopolies, the operation of local storage granaries 
and relief granaries, and agricultural development activi-
ties; the post was one of 4 known collectively as the Four 
Circuit Supervisorates (ssu chien-ssu). Also see tu-tafa-yūn 
shih. SP: intendant d'expédition ou commissaire des fi-
nances, du sel et du thé. P60. 
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1861 fā-yàn ssū 發運司 
SUNG: Supply Commission，the office of a Supply Com-
missioner (fa-ytìn shih). Also see ts'ang-ssu. SP: bureau 
d'expédition • 

1862 fan 番 
Lit., to take one's turn (of active service) in rotational se-
quence. (1) Throughout history, a descriptive term indi-
cating that one was on (or subject to) rotational duty， 
e.g.，when units of militiamen in the T'ang Garrison Militia 
(Ju-pìng) system were rotated up (fan-shang) from their home 
Garrisons (fu) to take tours of duty in the Southern Com-
mand (nan-ya) in the dynastic capital, or when groups of 
hereditary soldiers in the Ming wei-so militaiy organization 
were rotated from their home Guards (wei) for tours of duty 
in Training Divisions (ying) at the dynastic capital. (2) 
T'ANG: Duty Group, designation of any team or shift that 
was rotating on (fan-shang) and off (fan-hsìa) active duty 
on a daily or other short-term rotational schedule; the dif-
ference between (1) and (2) is comparable to that between 
soldiers who are assigned to guard duty (e.g., scheduled to 
be on actual watch at a guard post for 4 hours followed by 
8 hours off such service) and those who constituted the watch 
or shift in active service at any particular time. (3) T'ANG: 
Term of Service, the length of time or units of time served 
in the Southern Command by Garrison Militia soldiers; ac-
cording to the distance of the home Garrisons from the dy-
nastic capital, the obligation of militiamen to take up ro-
tational duty in the capital varied from one month every 5 
months to one month per year. See chih (... on Duty),/fl/i-
kuan, pan-chŭn, fan-man. KR: tour de service. 

1863 fan 繁 
CH'ING: lit., complex: category used in defining the in> 
portánce of units of territorial administration. See ch'ung-
fan-p'i-nan. 

1864 fan 藩 
Lit.，border or frontier: throughout history encountered as 
an unofficial reference to important agencies or officials with 
broad territorial authority delegated from the central gov-
ernment. E.g., stQ fan-chen, fan-fang. 

1865 fān-chèn 藩錤 
Lit., frontier defense command. (1) T'ANG: from the early 
8th century, a variant reference to Military Commission-
ers (chieh-tu shih). (2) MING—CH'ING: variant reference 
to a Provincial Administration Commission {ch'eng-hsŭan 
pu-cheng shih ssu). 

1866 fān-fáng 藩房 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): unofficial reference to a Princely 
Administration (wang-fu). 

1867 fàn-fáng 飯房 
CH'ING: Food Section, one of 2 agencies constituting the 
Palace Larder (yŭ ch'a-shan fang), part of the Imperial 
Household Department {nei-wu fu)\ headed by 3 court at-
tendants designated Overseers-general (tsung-ling), with a 
staff of 35 Food Provisioners (fan-shang jen); provided food 
for court banquets, imperial gifts, etc.; in 1689 changed 
into a Food Provisioners Office {fan-shang jen-wei shu) un-
der a single Overseer-general. P37. 

1868 fàn-fŭ 藩府 
Lit.，frontier office or Prefecture. (1) T'ANG-CH'ING: un 
official reference to the headquarters of various territorial 
administrators such as a T'ang Military Commissioner {chieh-
tu shih) or a Ming-Ch ;ing Provincial Administration Cc:n-
missioner {pu-cheng shih). (2) SUNG: Frontier Prefec-
tu re , designation granted a number of Prefectures (fu) lo-

fan-po 
cated in strategically important places as different as Chengtu 
and Hangchow，each headed by a Frontier Prefect (chih 
fan-fu). 

1869 făn-hsià 番下 
Rotated down (or off); see fan (on rotational duty), fan-
shang (rotated up or onto). 

1870 făn-ì 繙譯 
CH'ING; lit., to translate: prefix meaning in translation 
appended to recruitment examination degrees awarded to 
Manchus who took examinations in their own language, e.g., 
Metropolitan Graduate in Translation (fan-i chin-shih). 

1871 fān-ì ching jùn-wen shih 翻譯經潤文使 
SUNG: Commissioner for Interpretat ion and Embellish-
ment, ad hoc duty assignment for a Grand Councilor (tsai-
hsiang); the function is not clear. SP: commissaire chargé 
d'embellir la iraduction. 

1872 fān-ì ch'à 番役處 
CH'ING: lit., place of rotational duty: Police Bu .eau sub-
ordinate to the Office of Palace Justice (shen-hsing ssu) in 
the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu); headed by 
specially delegated Directors {lang-chung) and Vice Direc-
tors (yŭan-wai lang) of the Department's various Offices 
(wm) who while so assigned were called Supervisors of Po-
lice (kuan-hsia fan-i). The Bureau seems to have been staffed 
principally with imperial bondservants (pao-i) and was 
charged with maintaining order within the palace，espe-
cially among palace eunuchs. 

1873 饭 • 劝 沩 番 夷 都 指 揮 使 
MING: Commander-in-chief of Frontier Natives, 3 posts 
in early Ming, apparently granted to important aboriginal 
chiefs. See t'u-kuan. P72. 

1874 fān^kuăn 番官 
Official on Rotational Duty: see fan (on rotational duty). 

1875 fán-kuŭn àn 蕃售案 
SUNG: Section for Submitted Tribes, a unit in the Min-
istry of War (ping-pu), responsible for handling relations 
with friendly alien peoples on the northern and northwest-
ern borders. SP: service des officiers de la tribu soumise. 

1876 fān-măn 番滿 
T'ANG: Completion of a Tour of Duty, referring princi-
pally to militiamen of the Garrison Militia (fu-ping) estab-
lishment who, having fulfilled their one-month service ob-
ligation in the Southern Command (nan-ya) at the dynastic 
capital, were released to return to their home Garrisons (fu). 
May also be encountered in the sense that a Duty Group 
(fan) was rotating off, or standing down from, its scheduled 
active service. See fan (on rotational duty). Cf. k'ao-man. 

1877 făn-nièh liăng ssŭ 藩臬兩司 
CH'ING: Two Provincial Offices, collective reference to 
Provincial Administration Commissions (ch'eng-hsŭan pu-
cheng shih ssu, informally called fan-ssu) and Provincial 
Surveillance Commissions (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu, in-
formally called nìeh-ssu), or to their heads. BH: two chief 
commissioners of the provincial government. 

1878 fán-pīng 蕃兵 
SUNG: Frontier Tribal Troops, designation of military 
units formed with friendly alien peoples on the northern and 
northwestern borders. SP: armée de la tribu soumise. 

1879 fān-pó 藩伯 
Frontier Earl: from the era of N-S Division on, a common 
unofficial reference to a territorial magnate such as a Re-

1861-1879 
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gional Inspector (tz'u-shih) or, later, a Military Commis-
sioner (chieh~íu shih). 

1880 fân-pù 蕃部 
N-S DIV (Chou): Section for Foreign Relations in the 
Ministry of Justice {ch'iu-kuan), in charge of the reception 
of tributary envoys; also the title of its Director, ranked as 
an Ordinary Grand Master (chung ta-fu; 5a). Cf. pin-pu. 
P l l . 

1881 făn-shàng 番上 
Rotated up (or onto), referring (1) to men or groups taking 
their scheduled rotational terms on some particular active 
duty; or (2) in T'ang, more specifically, to militiamen of 
the Garrison Militia (fu-ping) establishment who, oil a reg-
ular rotational schedule, were rotated from their home Gar-
risons (fu) into the Southern Command (nan-yà) at the dy-
nastic capital. See fan (on rotational duty). 

1882 fàn-shàng jén-wĕi shŭ 飯上人委署 
CH’ING: Food Provîsìoners Office, one of 2 agencies that 
constituted the Palace Larder (yŭ ch'a-skan fang), part of 
the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu /«); headed by 
an Overseer-general (tsung-ling), with a staff of 35 Food 
Provisioners (fan-shang jen); provided food for court ban-
quets, imperial gifts, etc.; until 1689 called Food Section 
(fan-fang). P37. 

1883 fán-shū ì-yû 蕃書譯語 
T'ANG: Translator of Foreign Writings, 10, apparently 
unranked，on the staff of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng). 
RR: traducteur pour les écritures des pays étrangers. 

1884 făn-ssū 藩司 
MING-CH'ING: Regional Office, unofficial reference to 
a Provincial Administration Commission (ch'eng-hsuan pu-
cheng shih ssu). 

1885 fân-t'ái 藩臺 
MING-CH'ING: variant of Regional Office (fan-ssu), un-
official reference to a Provincial Administration Commis-
sion (ch'eng-hsuan pu-cheng shih ssu). 

1886 fàn-Vôu 番頭 
T'ANG: Duty Group Head, in charge of a team or shift 
serving in a guard or other capacity on a short-term rota-
tional schedule with other Duty Groups {fan). 

1887 fàn-t，ŭng ssŭ 旛幢司 
CH'ING: Flag Office, one of 2 units in the Center Sub-
section (chung-so) of the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-
i wei), headed by a Director {chang-yin yŭn-hui shih), rank 
4a. BH: flags and signals section. 

1888 fān-wáng 藩王 
N-S DIV: Regional Prince, title of nobility (chŭeh), rank 
2，possibly originating in Liang, conferred on sons of Im-
perial Princes (ch'in-wang) other than the heirs (ssu-wang, 
Prince Presumptive); equivalent to T'ang status as Duke 
(kung) and Ming-Ch'ing status as Commandery Prince (chiin-
wang). P65. 

1889 fàn-yín ck，ù 贩銀龜 
CH'ING: Meal Allowance Office in the Court of Colonial 
Affairs (li-fan yiian), responsible for auditing expense ac-
counts of the Court's personnel. BH: mess allowance of-
fice. 

1 8 9 0 fān-yu shŭ 蕃育署 
MING: Office of Domestic Fowl, one of 4 major Offices 
(shu) in the Directorate of Imperial Parks {shang-lin yŭan-
chien); headed by a Manager (tien-shu), rank 7a; respon-

sible for breeding and caring for all domestic fowl in the 
imperial parks. P40. 

1891 făn-yŭán 藩垣 or făn-yŭèh 岳 
T'ANG: lit” frontier wall or frontier peak: Protector of 
State, unofficial reference to almost any very powerful of-
ficial, especially to a Military Commissioner {chieh-tu shih). 

1892 fāng 坊 
(1) Throughout history, a common designation for an area 
(perhaps normally enclosed) used as a Shop, Workshop， 
Office, or even Cage (see wufang): e.g., wei-fang (Guards 
Office). The specific use or function is normally suggested 
by a prefix. (2) SUI~CH’ING: Precinct’ a sub-District 
(hsien) unit of local organization of the population in large 
urban centers, especially capital cities, i.e., an urban coun-
terpart of the rural Village (/i)； normally with a resident 
designated as Head (chang, cheng), who was responsible 
to the District Magistrate (hsien-ling, chih-hsieri) for the 
Precinct's fulfillment of govemment-in^osed obligations. 
P20. 

1893 fáng 房 
T’ANG~CH’ING: Office or Section, common designation 
for subordinate agencies, with prefixes suggesting their 
functions; e.g., the Central Control Office {shu-chi fang) 
in the combined Secretariat-Chancellery {chung-shu men-
hsia) of T'ang times. 

1894 fāng-ch，àng àn 坊場案 
SUNG: Shops and Yards Section, a unit in the Right Sec-
tion iyu-ts'aó) of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). SP: ser-
vice d'ateliers et d'aires. 

1895 fâng-chèn 方鎭 
T'ANG: variant of chert (Defense Command). 

1896 fāng-chèng 方正 
HAN-N-S DIV: Straightforward and Upright, recom-
mendation category for men nominated by local officials to 
be considered at the dynastic capital for selection and ap-
pointment to office; usually only in combinations such as 
hsìao-lien fang-cheng, hsien-ling fang-cheng, qq.v. 

1897 făng-ch'éng 方丞 
HAN: Medical Treatment Aide to the Imperial Physician 
(t'ai-i ling) on the staff of the Chamberlain for the Palace 
Revenues (shao-fu). Cf. yao-ch'eng (Pharmacist Aide). HB: 
assistant for prescriptions. P36. 

1898 fáng-chîn shih 防禁使 
SUNG: Defense Commissioner, title occasionally granted 
to chiefs of southwestern aboriginal tribes • P72. 

1899 făng-chŭ 坊主 
SUI: Company Commander, the militia chief in an urban 
Precinct {fang), i.e., a lowly officer in the Garrison Militia 
(fu-ping) system, abolished in a reorganization in 607. P20. 

1900 fáng-chŭ 防主 
N-S DIV: Defense Chief, ad hoc assignment for a military 
officer, normally to take charge of guarding a city specified 
in a prefix. 

1901 făng-chà 訪擧 
N-S DIV (Sung): Examiner, an official of the Library of 
Complete Discernment (tsung-ming kuan), serving under 
the Chancellor of the Eastern Library (tung-kuan chi-chiu)\ 
apparently responsible for examining and certifying the staff 
of Scholars {hsŭeh-shih) selected to serve in the organiza-
tion. P23. 
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1902 fāng-hsiăng shih 方相氏 
CHOU: Shaman, 4 non-offícial specialists attached to the 
Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) who led processions in sea-
sonal purification ceremonies and funerals, wearing bear-
skin hoods with 4 golden eyes and red and black clothing, 
and brandishing lances and shields; believed to drive away 
pestilential demons. CL: inspecteur de région. 

1903 fāng-huâ 芳華 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Fragrant Loveliness, the des-
ignation of one of 27 imperial consorts called Hereditary 
Consorts (shih-fu), rank =3b. 

1904 fāng-huá yŭàn 芳華苑 
T'ANG: lit., the park of fragrant flowers: Imperial Capital 
Park , from 618 to 657 the official name of the later shen-
tu yŭan, q.v. Also see shang-lin yuan. P40. 

1905 fāng-í 芳儀 
T'ANG: Lady of Fragrant Deportment，designation of an 
imperial concubine, rank 2a; one of the Six Ladies of De-
portment (liu i). RR: correction parfumée. 

1906 /如^"fc，釦Awá/i房考官 
MING-CH'ING: Examiner, general designation for offi-
cials assigned to supervise civil service recruitment exam-
inations. 

1907 fáng-kó 防閣 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i); Defender of the Hall, members of the 
staffs of Princedoms (wang-kuo); no more than 4 on each 
staff. P69. 

1908 fāng-kuān 坊官 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Vice Commander {fu 
chih-hui) of one of the 5 Wardens' Offices {ping-ma chih-
hui ssu) that policed the dynastic capital, Peking. 

1909 făng-lŭèh kuăn 方略館 
CH'ING: Military Archive, a unit under the Grand Sec-
retariat (nei-ko) that maintained records of military affairs; 
normally headed by a Grand Secretariat official with the 
designation Director-general {tsung-ts'ai). BH: military ar-
chives office. 

1910 fāng-mièn 方面 
MING: Regional Supervisor, general reference to execu-
tive officials of Provincial Administration Commissions 
(ch'eng-hsuan pu-cheng shih ssu), Provincial Surveillance 
Commissions (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu)t and Regional 
Military Commissions (tu chih-hui shih ssu). Cf. chien-ssu. 

1911 fāng-pó 方伯 
Regional Earl. (1) CHOU: title of nobility (chiieh)，per-
haps specifying an Earl (po) enfeoffed with a territory that 
he administered, in contrast to Earls in service at the royal 
court. (2) HAN-N-S DĭV: unofficial reference to a Re-
gional Inspector (tz'u-shih). (3) MING-CH'ING: unofficial 
reference to a Provincial Administration Commissioner (pu-
cheng shih). May be encountered in any period in unofficial 
reference to other territorial dignitaries. Also see ta fang-
po. 

1912 fāng-shìh 方士 
CHOU: Justiciar of the Domain, title used ambiguously 
in the principal source; probably 16 with rank as Ordinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of Jus-
tice (ch'iu-kuan) with supervisory responsibility over re-
gional (fang) dignitaries called Justiciars of the Adminis-
trative Regions (chia-shih) and Justiciars of the Inherited 
Regions {tu-shih), but possibly a generic term including all 
these Justiciars. CL: prévôt de region. 

1913 fāng-shìh 方氏 
CHOU: Regional Official，common element in the titles 
of, and perhaps a generic reference to, 6 officials of the 
Ministry of War {hsia-kuan) who concerned themselves with 
various matters relating to fiefs and other dependent terri-
tories outside the royal domain. See chih-fang shih, t'u-fang 
shih, huai-fang shih, ho-fang shih, hsŭn-fang shih, hsing-
fang shih. 

1914 fáng-shðu wèi 防守尉 
CH'ING: Post Commandant , a rank 4a military officer 
commanding a minor garrison of bannermen (see ch'i, pa 
ch'i); responsible to the Vice Commander-in-chief (fu tu-
t'ung) of a Province. BH: military commandant of the 2nd 
class. 

1915 fáng-ŭ k9ō 房地科 
SUNG: State Properties Subsection, one of 3 Subsections 
(k'ó) in the Left Section (tso-ts'ao) of the Ministry of Rev-
enue (hu-pu) from c. 1080, when the Ministry was fully 
activated following discontinuance of the State Finance 
Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; staffed with suboffi-
cial functionaries who monitored the management of state-
owned buildings and nonagrìcultural lands and the receipt 
of regional specialty commodities submitted as nominal 
tribute (kung). SP: section de taxe d'immeubles. P6. 

1916 /ángi iwí/ i 防團 
SUNG: abbreviated collective reference to Defense Com-
missioners (fang-yu shih) and Military Training Com-
missioners {t'uan-lien shih)y and to the system of military 
organization in which they served. 

1917 făng-wă láng 方舞郞 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Regional Dance Director, number un-
specified, rank 5b or 6b, subordinates of the Palace Chief 
Musician {hsieh-lŭ chung-lang; see under hsieh-lŭ lang). 
P10. 

1918 fāng-yèh ch'éng 坊鄴丞 
N-S DIV (Chin): Aide for Mercantile Taxes (?)’ a sub-
ordinate of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-
fu). 

1919 fāng-yŭ 芳猷 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): Lady of Fragrant Excellence, des-
ignation of one of 27 imperial consorts called Hereditary 
Consorts {shih-fu)\ rank =3b. 

1920 fáng-yŭ 防禦 
Lit., to defend against. (1) SUNG-CHIN: Defense, prefix 
attached to the term Prefecture {fu, chou, chŭn) when the 
area was dominated by a Defense Commissioner (fang-yu 
shih). (2) CH'ING: Platoon Commander, a rank 5a mil-

officer commanding a minor garrison of bannermen 
ch'i, pa ch'i) at an imperial mausoleum, imperial horse 

pasturage, imperial hunting preserve, etc.; normally re-
sponsible to the Vice Commander-in-chief (fu tu-t'ung) of 
a Province. BH: captain. 

1921 fáng-yà hăi-tào yun4iáng wàn-hù fŭ 

.. 防禦海道運糧萬戶府 
YŭAN: Sea Transport Defense Brigade, created in 1355 
by upgrading the prior Sea Transport Defense Battalion (hai-
tao hsŭn-fang ch'ìen-hu so) based at T'ai-chou (modern 
Chekiang); two months later established a Branch Office 
(fen-ssu) at P'ing-chiang (modern Kiangsu); headed by a 
Commander (wan-hu), apparently rank 2a. P60. 

1922 fáng-yà kuăn-ch'á shîh 防禦觀察使 
T'ANG: Defense and Surveillance Commissioner, a del-
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egate from the central government on a nominally tempo-
rary duty assignment supervising a Prefecture (chou)\ less 
prestigious than a Military Commissioner (chieh-tu shih). 
P50. 

1923 /ó/ig-j^M砝沩防禦使 
Defense Commissioner. (1) T'ANG: a delegate from the 
central government on ad hoc duty assignment supervising 
a Prefecture (chou), or a designation conferred on certain 
Prefects (ĭz'u-shih); after 762 displaced by the more pres-
tigious title Military Commissioner (chieh-tu shih). (2) 
SUNG-LIAO: duty assignment (ch'ai-ch'ien) for a central 
government official to supervise the affairs of a Prefecture 
(chou) where military matters were of some importance; 
also a prestige title {san-kuan) for rank 5b military officers. 
RR+SP; commissaire impérial à la défense. P50, 57. 

1924 fáng-yà shôu-chō shih 防禦守捉使 
T'ANG: Defense and Security Commissioner, a delegate 
from the central government on ad hoc duty assignment in 
charge of a Prefecture (chou, chŭn); originated in response 
to the rebellion of An Lu-shan in 755. RR; commissaire 
impérial aux détachements militaires chargé de la défense 
de la région. 

1925 fĕi 妃 
(1) Consort: throughout history used generically in refer-
ence to wives of Emperors other than the principal wife 
designated Empress (hou, huang-hou)’ usually denoting the 
highest-ranking palace women excluding the Empress; 
commonly with several differentiating prefixes, e.g., kuei-
fei (Honored Consort), te-fei (Virtuous Consort). RR: con-
cubine. (2) Consort: throughout history the most common 
designation, without prefixes, of principal wives of Heirs 
Apparent and other Princes. HB: principal wife (of the heir 
apparent). (3) CH'ING: Consort-in-ordinary, used with-
out prefixes as the designation of the 3rd-ranking Consort 
of the Emperor, after Imperial Honored Consort (Jiuang kuei-
fei) and Honored Consort. BH: imperial concubine of the 
3d rank. See san fei, ssu fei. 

1926 fēUchì 飛騎 
T'ANG; Flying Cavalryman, general designation of sol-
diers in the Left and Right Encampments (t'un-yìng) estab-
lished in 638 as bases for the Imperial Army of Original 
Followers (yŭan-ts'ung chin-chun)’ supplemented with re-
cruits from elite families; part of the Northern Command 
ipei-yă). The troops were regularly tested for archery, 
horsemanship, weight lifting, etc.; and those most skilled 
joined the elite imperial escort group called the Hundred 
Cavaliers (po chi). The term Flying Cavalryman was ap-
parently not used officially after the Left and Right En-
campments were transformed into the Left and Right Forest 
of Plumes Armies (yŭ-lin chŭn) in 662; but it may have 
been used even after T'ang as an unofficial reference to any 
group of elite cavalrymen. RR: cavalier volant. P43. 

1927 fei-chì wèi 飛騎尉 
Commandant of Flying C a v a l r y . � SUI: the 5th highest 
of 8 Commandant (wei) titles conferred on inactive officials 
(see san-kuan), beginning in 586; the practice terminated 
c. 604. (2) T'ANG-MING: merit title {hsŭn) conferred on 
officials of rank 6b through Chin, thereafter 5b; in Ming 
conferred only on military officers. RR+SP: directeur de 
la cavalerie volante. P65. 

1928 fēi-chHén 飛錢 
T'ANG: lit., flying coins; common term for the various pro-
totypes of paper money that circulated in the dynasty ’s last 

years. See pao-ch'ao, chiao-tzu wu, hui-tzu chien, chiao-
ch'ao. P16. 

1929 fēi-chiù 飛廄 
T'ANG: Stable of Flying Mounts, one Left and one Right, 
among the palace stable units collectively called the Six 
Stables (liu chiu, q.v.). RR: écurie des chevaux volants. 

1930 fei-lŭng cWù飛龍廄 or fêi-lŭng yŭànU 
T'ANG-LIAOr Flying Dragon Corral (chiu) or Flying 
Dragon Park (yŭan), from 696 the name of one of the Six 
Palace Corrals (chang-nei liu hsien), where horses were 
reared inside the palace grounds; headed by a eunuch Com-
missioner (shih)', in Sung subordinate to the Court of the 
Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) but early renamed Imperial Cor-
ral {t'ien-chiu fang). RR: pare des dragons volants. SP: cour 
des écuries célesíes. 

1931 飛龍使 
Flying Dragon Commissioner. (1) T'ANG-LIAO: in T ang 
a eunuch in charge of the Flying Dragon Corral (fei-lung 
chiu), thereafter a regular official, rank not clear, in charge 
of the Flying Dragon Park (fei-lung yuan). (2) CITING: 
unofficial reference to the Chief Minister (ch'ing) of the 
Palace Stud (shang-ssu yiian). 

1932 fēi-pó-shŭ pó-shìh 飛白書博士 
T'ANG: Erudite of Fancy White Calligraphy, a specialist 
in outline-like script originated by Ts’ai Yung of Later Han; 
one of 18 Palace Erudites (nei-chiao po-shih) on the staff 
of the Palace Institute of Literature (nei wen-hstìeh kuan), 
where palace women were educated; from c. 741 a eunuch 
post. RR: maître de I'écriture fei-po. 

1933 fèi-shíh 肺石 
T'ANG: Resounding Stone, suspended outside a palace gate 
to be struck by anyone who, having failed to get a satis-
factory response from regular administrative agencies to a 
complaint about injustice or a disastrous state policy, wished 
to attract imperial attention to his complaint; members of 
the Palace Gate Guards (chien-men wei) were supposed to 
respond to such appeals and transmit the complaints to the 
throne. Also see teng-wen ku (Public Petitioners Drum). 

1934 fen 分 
Common prefix to an agency name or official title meaning 
Detached or Branch, as in ... fen-ssu (Branch Office of 
...). Normally such a branch agency or detached official 
carried the full range of the home office responsibilities, 
but in a narrowly specified territorial jurisdiction. Fen dif-
fers from hsing (mobile) in that fen normally suggests a 
stably fixed establishment whereas hsing suggests a rela-
tively impermanent’ movable establishment. 

1935 /ĕ/i-c/i，dsA沩分察使 
5 DYN: variant reference to an Investigating Censor (chien-
ch'a yŭ-shih). P18. 

1936 fén-ch’āi liáng-liào yŭàn 分差糧料院 
SUNG: Branch Office for Provisions and Labor Ser-
vices, the local representative of an Overseer-general (tsung-
ling)t who managed the logistical support of armies. SP: 
bureau des vivres, de fourrage, et des corvées. 

1937 fēn chìh-chiēn 分治監 
CHIN: Branch Directorate of Waterways, a local agency 
representing the Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui chien) 
at the dynastic capital, headed by an Administrator (yŭan), 
rank 8a; responsible for the management of rivers, marshes, 
ferries, bridges, and river boats. Apparently also known as 
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Outer Directorates (wai-chien); established 1153, in 1225 
consolidated into two Outer Directorates. P59. 

1938 fēn-fŭ 分府 
CH'ING: lit., a detached representative of a Prefect {chih-
fu): unofficial reference to a Subprefectural Magistrate 
(t'ung-chih). 

1939 fên-hóu 粉侯 
Lit., powder Marquis, suggesting the Marquis-consort of a 
face-powdered lady: from Sung on, an unofficial reference 
to an Imperial Son-in-law, the husband of an Imperial 
Princess (kung-chu) officially entitled Commandant-escort 
(fu-ma tu-wei) or, in Ch'ing, Consort (o-fu). 

1940 分巡兵備道 
CH'ING: General Surveillance and Military Defense 
Circuit, the jurisdiction of, and a quasi-official reference 
to, a Surveillance Vice Commissioner (an-ch'a fu-shih) or 
an Assistant Surveillance Commissioner {an-ch'a ch'ien-shih) 
detached from a Provincial Surveillance Commission 
hsing an-ch'a shih ssu) to serve as a Circuit Intendant (tao-
t'ai) in charge of a Branch Office (fen-ssu) of the Com-
mission, witìi both censorial and military responsibilities. 
Sccfen-hsūn tao, ping-pei tao. BH: military circuit taotai. 

1941 fĕn-ksân tòo 分巡道 
MING-CHWG: General Surveillance Circuit, until 1753 
a Branch Office (fen-ssu) of a Provincial Surveillance Com-
mission (t'ì-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu) headed by a Surveil-
lance Vice Commissioner (an-ch'a fu-shih) or an Assistant 
Surveillance Commissioner (an-ch'a ch'ien-shih) detached 
from his home Commission with full authority to represent 
it in supervising the judicial and surveillance activities in a 
Circuit {tao) of 2 or more Prefectures (fu); the term is nor-
mally prefixed with geographical names suggesting the spe-
cific territorial jurisdiction. The official in charge was com-
monly called a Circuit Intendant {tao-t'ai). After 1753 Circuit 
Intendants of all sorts, while continuing to serve as inter-
mediaries between the Prefectures of their jurisdictions and 
the Provincial Surveillance Commissions, were considered 
separate substantive appointees with rank 4a and no longer 
had titular appointments in Commissions. BH: circuit in-
tendant. P52. 

1942 fēn-pù àn 分簿案 
SUNG: Separating and Registering Section, one of sev-
eral Sections (an) in the Left Bureau (tso-t'ing) of the Court 
of Judicial Review {ta-li ssu)\ staffed with subofficial func-
tionaries who recorded all trial reports received and dis-
tributed them to the appropriate units of the Court for re-
view. SP: service de la division des registres. P22. 

1943 fēn-shŏu tào 分守道 
MING~CH’ING: General Administration Circuit, until 
1753 a Branch Office {fen-ssu) of a Provincial Administra-
tion Commission (ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih jím) headed 
by an Administration Vice Commissioner {pu-cheng ts'an-
cheng) or Assistant Administration Commissioner {pu-cheng 
ts'an-i) detached from his home Commission with full au-
thority to represent it in supervising general administration 
activities in a Circuit (tao) of 2 or more Prefectures (fu); 
the term is normally prefixed with geographical names sug-
gesting the specific territorial administration. The official 
in charge was commonly called a Circuit Intendant (tao-
t'ai). After 1753 Circuit Intendants of all sorts, while con-
tinuing to serve as intermediaries between the Prefectures 
of their jurisdictions and the Provincial Administration 
Commissions, were considered separate substantive ap-

pointees with rank 4a and no longer had titular appoint-
ments in Commissions. BH: circuit intendant. P52. 

1944 fĕn-shŭ 粉署 
T'ANG: lit.，powder office: unofficial reference to a (any?) 
Vice Director (yŭan-wai lang) of a Bureau (^M) in the 
Ministry of Works {kung-pu). 

1945 fēn-ssū 分司 
Branch Office. (1) Throughout history, a term applied to 
units of many kinds that were detached from their base 
agencies; sometimes an indirect reference to the head of 
such a detached unit or even to a lone detached official. 
(2) SUNG: may be encountered as a clerical error for san 
ssu (State Finance Commission). (3) MING»CH'ING: most 
specifically refers to the office of a Circuit Intendant {tao-
t'ai, q.v.), until 1753 nominally a member of a Provincial 
Administration Commission (ch'eng-hsuan pu-cheng shih 
ssu) or a Provincial Surveillance Commission (t'i-hsing an-
ch'a shih ssu). P52. 

1946 fēn-t'ái 分臺 
YUAN: Branch Office of the metropolitan Censorate (yìi-
shih t'ai), established in Fukien in 1365. Cf, hsing-t'ai. 

1947 fén-tì 分地 
YŭAN: one of several general terms for land grants (often 
rendered as appanages) that were conferred on members of 
the nobility (chŭeh); the recipients of larger tracts were vir-
tuaHy autonomous fief-holders who nominated men for of-
ficial appointments in their domains, collected taxes, and 
exercised other governmental powers until about 1311，when 
the central government began exerting its direct control in 
all areas and nobles were given stipends in lieu of incomes 
derived from their tracts. 

1948 fēn-mo 分條 
N-S DIV (Chin-S. Dyn.)： a process of “dividing into groups” 
the Sections (ts'ao) of the evolving Department of State Af-
fairs (shang-shu sheng)’ several Overseers (lu ... shih) of 
the Department being assigned different groups (t'iao) so 
as to divide and limit their authority. 

1949 fén-tz'ŭ shŭ 汾祠署 
T'ANG: Office for Sacrifices at the Fen River (in modern 
Shansi Province, the original power base of the T'ang 
founders); established in 733 (whether in the dynastic cap-
ital or in Shansi is not clear) with principal sacrificial and 
custodial functions in the temple honoring the spirit of the 
river; apparently supervised by the Court of Imperial Sac-
rifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) and the Ministry of Rites (lì-pu); 
headed by a Director (ling, shu-ìing), rank 7b2. RR: office 
du temple de la rivière Fen. P28. 

1950 fèng-àn fŭ-păo sô 奉安符寶所 
SUNG: Office of Tallies and Seals for Imperial Funer-
als, relationship with other agencies not clear; probably 
headed by a dignitary entitled Court Gentleman (lang). SP: 
bureau des insignes. 

1951 fèng-ch'áng 奉常 
Lit,，bearer of the flag, ch'ang in this usage denoting an 
imperial flag or banner decorated with the sun，the moon, 
and a dragon: occasional variant of or, more commonly, an 
unofficial reference to the Ch'in-Sui Chamberlain for 
Ceremonials {t'ai-ch'ang) or the Sui-Ch'ing Chief Min-
ister {ch'ing) of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang 
ssu). HB: upholder of ceremonies. SP： intendant de rites 
et de musiques. P27. 
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1952 fèng-chfáng ssù 奉常寺 
SUI-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Court of Impe-
rial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); from 662 to 671, the of-
ficial name of the Court. RR: cour des sacrifices impériaux. 
P27. 

1953 fèng-ck，áng tà-fŭ 奉常大夫 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Vice Minister {shao-
ch'ing) of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu). 

1954 / è / ^ c / i ， 如 奉 朝 請 
Audience Attendant: in Han, when ch'ao referred to spring 
audiences and ching (sic; not ch'ing in this use) referred to 
autumn audiences, a collective term for all members of the 
imperial clan, imperial in-laws, and retired officials who 
participated in court audiences. In the era of N-S Division 
(Sung), the official designation of numerous low-ranking 
members of the Department of Scholarly Counselors (chi-
shu sheng, san-chi sheng). In Sui transformed into the pres-
tige titles (san-kuan) ch'ao-ching ta-fu (Grand Master for 
Court Audiences) and ch'ao-ching lang (Gentleman for Court 
Audiences). HB: servant at the spring and autumn courts. 
P68. 

1955 fèng-ch’ē láng 奉車郞 
HAN: Court Gentleman for Chariots, apparently subor-
dinate to the Commandant-in-chief of Chariots (feng-ch'e 
tu-wei). HB: gentleman of imperial equipages. 

1956 /è/ig-cA，ĕtó-wèí•奉車都尉 
HAN: Commandant-in-chief of Chariots, honorific sup-
plementary appointment {chia-kuan) carrying rank =2,000 
bushels; in Later Han made a regular appointment at the 
same rank on the staff of the Chamberlain for Attendants 
(kuang-lu-hsŭn), but with no duties except when in active 
command of campaigning troops. HB: chief commandant 
of the imperial equipages. 

1957 fèng-ck，én k9ù 奉宸庫 
SUNG: Jewelry Storehouse, a unit under the Court of the 
Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu) in charge of precious objects 
received by the Emperor in tribute, etc. SP: magasin d'or, 
de jade et de perles. 

1958 fèng-ch’én tà-fŭ 奉宸大矢 
T'ANG: Grand Master of the Palace Corral , late T'ang 
designation for the head (or one of the heads) of horse-
rearing and -training activities within the imperial palace 
grounds, under the supervision of the Palace Administra-
tion (tien-chung sheng); apparently replaced the Office of 
Heavenly Mounts (t'ien-chi fu), then in the 820s was ab-
sorbed into the pre-existing Flying Dragon Corral (fei-lung 
chiu). P39. 

1959 fèng-ch，én wèi 奉宸衛 
T'ANG: briefly in 662 the official variant designation of the 
Personal Guards (ch'ien-niu wei, ch'ien-niu fu) among the 
Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei, q.v.) at the dynastic capital. 
P43, 
1960 fèng cWén-yŭàn 奉宸苑 
CH'ING: Imperial Parks Administration, one of Three 
Special Agencies (san yiian, q.v.) in the Imperial House-
hold Department (nei-wufu); supervised numerous imperial 
hunting grounds and gardens in the Peking area; headed by 
a Grand Minister of the Imperial Household Department 
(nei ta-ch'en) or a Prince serving as Manager (kuart-li), as-
sisted by 2 Chief Ministers (ch'ing), rank 3a. Established 
1684，but not fully staffed till 1728. HB: bureau of impérial 
gardens and hunting parks. P40. 

1961 fèng-chèng tà-fā 奉政大夫 
CHIN-CH'ING: Grand Master for Governance, prestige 
title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 6a 1 in Chin, there-
after 5a. P68. 

1962 fèng-ch'éng 奉乘 
See under feng-sheng. 

1963 ffēng-chì 風紀 
Customs and Regulations: from T'ang if not earlier, a 
combining abbreviation of feng-hsien (customs and laws) 
and kang-chi (disciplinary principles), qq.v., both refer-
ences to the standards of official conduct that surveillance 
officials (ch'a-kuan) were expected to uphold; commonly 
occurs as an indirect reference to such officials. 

1964 fèng-chià chû ,観 
TANG: lit.’ office for providing vehicles; from 662 to 670 
the official variant of shang-sheng chii ('Livery Service). 

1965 fèng“chià tà-fŭ •駕大矢 
TANG: Grand Master of the Livery, from 662 to 670 the 
official variant of feng-yŭ (Steward) of the Lively Service 
{shang-sheng chŭ). P39. 

1966 féng-cMăng tò-R 魅獯大吏 
CH'ING: Provincial Magnate, unofficial reference to a 
Provincial Governor (hsŭn-fu) or a multi-Province Gover-
nor-general (tsung-tu), or collectively to officials of both 
sorts. 

1967 fēng-chièn 封建 
Lit,，to install by enfeoffment or subinfeudation: to enfeoff, 
feudal. (1) CHOU: the procedure by which the Kings (wang) 
of early Chou governed those parts of their realm beyond 
the directly-administered royal domain, by ennobling their 
kinsmen and other associates (preferably linked by mar-
riage to the royal family) as Dukes (kung), Marquises (hou), 
Earls (po)t Viscounts {tzu), and Barons (nan), collectively 
called Feudal Lords (chu-hou), and installing them with oaths 
of fealty in geographic jurisdictions of varying size and 
strategic importance; to a lesser extent refers also to the 
subinfeudation of lesser members of the elite class (shih) 
as administrators within the royal domain and in the sep-
arate domains of the Feudal Lords. (2) CH'IN-CH^ING: 
used by political theorists throughout imperial history as the 
type of decentralized, indirect rule by hereditary dignitaries 
éiat was ascribed to antiquity and was the ideal polar op-
posite of the system of Commanderies and Districts (chŭn-
hsien) instituted by the Ch'in dynasty (centralized, bureau-
cratic, direct). Often used in the sense of semifeudal, quasi-
feudal, neofeudal, etc., in reference to the recurrence of 
Chou-like patterns of political decentralization and social 
stratification after Ch'in, especially in such periods as the 
era of N-S Division and the Mongol Yuan dynasty. In the 
20th century, used by anti-tradition revolutionaries and po-
lemicists, especially communists，in reference to the whole 
sociopolitical order of imperial times, mostly suggesting 
abuses of the peasantry by large landlords rather than par-
ticular patterns of political organization. 

1968 fèng-chíh 奉職 
CHIN: Steward, 30 authorized for the staff of the Palace 
Inspectorate-general (tien-ch'ien tu tien-chien ssu)\ created 
in 1172 by retitling the wai-chang hsiao-ti (Retainers of the 
Outer Chamber). Cf. feng-yū (Chief Steward). P38. 

1969 fèng-chìh 奉解 
T'ANG: Cupbearer, 120 subofficial servants on the staff 
of the Office of Fine Wines (liang-yŭn shu) in the Court of 
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Imperial Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu), 30 additional in the 
Office of Foodstuffs (shih-kuan shu) in the Household Pro-
visioner's Court (chia-ling ssu)f part of the establishment 
of the Heir Apparent. RR: serviîeur chargé de présenter les 
coupes. P30. 

1970 fĕng-chíh láng 奉直郞 
SUNG: Gentleman for Forthr ight Service, prestige title 
{san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 6bl. SP: dignitaire fong-
tche. P68. 

1971 fèng-chíh tà-fū 奉直大夫 
SUNG-CH'ING: Grand Master for Forthright Service, 
prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 6a in Sung, 
6b 1 in Chin, 5b thereafter. SP: grand dignitaire fong-tche. 
P68. • 

1972 fèng-cMh ts'ān-chŭn 奉旨參軍 
SUNG: Correspondence Adjutant on the staff of a Pre-
fecture {chou), rank 9b, supplementing the Adjutants of the 
Six Sections (liu ts'ao ts'an-chun) among whom adminis-
trative responsibilities were divided. See ts'an-chŭn, liu ts'ao. 
P53. 

1973 fĕng-ch'ú ts'ăng 豐儲倉 
SUNG, YŭAN: Reserve Granary , in Sung local storage 
agencies under the supervisory control of the Court of the 
Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu)y in Yiian one under the 
Palace Provisions Commission (hstìan-hui yiian) headed by 
a subofficial Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih). SP: grenier 
de réserves abondantes. P38. 

1974 feng'Chuăng ch'ién-wù k’ù 封 樁 錢 物 庫 
SUNG: lit.，storehouse of savings in money and goods; 
Treasury Reserve Storehouse, maintained by the Depart-
ment of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng) through both its 
Left Office (tso-ssu) and its Right Office (yu-ssu). SP: ma-
gasin d'épargnes en argent et en nature. 

1975 fēng-chuāng k'ŭ 封樁庫 
SUNG: Emergency Reserves Storehouse, a storehouse of 
fiscal reserves maintained by the Department of State Af-
fairs {shang-shu sheng) for use in military emergencies and 
for famine relief. SP: trésor d'épargnes pour les dépenses 
militaires et la famine. 

1976 仂 c/eìA-Jtóo 封爵制誥 
CHIN: Proclamation Draf ter for Honors, a member of 
the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) t rank not clear; respon-
sible for maintaining personnel dossiers concerning evalu-
ations and the awarding of honors. P5. 

1977 fèng-en chèn-kuó kŭng 奉恩錤國公 
CH'ING: Defender Duke, the 5th highest title of imperial 
nobility (chiieh): (1) designation of the eldest son of a Beile 
Prince (pei-tzu); (2) inherited designation of a Commander-
in-chief (tu-í'ung) of a Banner (ch'i) in the Mongol military 
organization. BH: prince (of the blood) of the 5th degree. 

1978 fèng-ēn chiāng-ch&n 奉恩將軍 
CH'ING: General by Grace, the 12th and lowest title of 
imperial nobility (chŭeh): designation of the eldest son of 
a General by Grace, any son of a Defender-general of the 
State ifeng-kuo chiang-chŭn), or the adopted son of a Beile 
(to-lo pei-ló) or of a Beile Prince (ku-shan pei-tzu). BH: 
noble of the imperial lineage of the 12th rank. 

1979 fèng-ĕnfŭ-kuó kŭng 奉恩鳙國公 
CH'ING: Bulwark Duke, the 6th highest title of imperial 
nobility (chiieh): (1) designation of the eldest son of a De-
fender Duke ifeng-en chen-kuo kung)\ (2) inherited desig-

nation of a Commander-in-chief (tu-t'ung) of a Banner (ch'i) 
in the Mongol military organization. BH: prince (of the 
blood) of the 6th degree. 

1980 fèng4taiăng ck，ù 俸铯處 
CH'ING: Commissary in the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), 
independent of the Ministry's Bureaus {ch'ing-li mm); re-
sponsible for the issuance of pay and rations to officers and 
troops of the Banners {ch'i). BH: office for issue of salaries 
and supplies. P6. 

1981 féng-ksiàng shìk 馮枏氏 
CHOU: Royal Astronomer, 2 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih) t hereditary specialists on the staff of the Ministry of 
Rites (ch'un-kuan) who were responsible for charting the 
movements of celestial bodies, especially the planet Jupi-
ter, in order to determine the correct times of the equinoxes 
and solstices, lunar cycles, etc., probably to assist in the 
preparation of the government-issued annual calendar. CL: 
astronome impérial, officìer chargé de monter et d'ob-
server. 

1982 fēng-hsièn kuān 風憲官 or feng-hsien 
Guardians of the Customs and Laws, throughout history 
an unofficial reference to members of the Censorate (yŭ-
shih t'ai, tu ch'a-yuan) and regional counterpart agencies 
such as the Ming-Ch'ing Provincial Surveillance Commis-
sion (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu); also referred to generally 
as Surveillance Officials {ch'a-kuan). 

1983 fèng-hsìn láng 奉信郞 
SUI: Gentleman for Trustworthy Service, from c. 604 a 
prestige title {san-kuan) for civil officials apparently of rank 
9b. P68. 

1984 fēng-hsŭn ssū 封勳司 
CHIN: Bureau of Honors, one of 2 Bureaus (ssu) in the 
Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) into which the more numerous 
traditional subsections of the Ministry were consolidated; 
each a petty agency managed by a Secretary (chu-shih)， 
rank 7b. See tzu-k'ao ssu (Bureau of Evaluations). P5. 

1985 fèng-hsun tà-fŭ 奉訓大夫 
CHIN-MING: Grand Master for Admonishment, pres-
tige title {san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 6b2 in Chin, 
5b thereafter. P68. 

1986 fèng-huà 奉化 
SUNG: Promoter of Culture, honorific designation con-
ferred on various meritorious officials serving outside the 
capital，and on the parents of Emperors. 

1987 fèng-huáng ch'íh 鳳凰池 
Lit., phoenix pool: from early post-Han times on, an oc-
casional unofficial reference to the Secretariat (chung-shu 
sheng). 
1988 fèng-í 奉儀 
T'ANG: Lady of Decorous Service, designation of 20 (24?) 
rank 9a concubines in the household of the Heir Apparent. 
RR: femme qui présente les regies de I'étiquette. 

1989 ffèng4 châ 奉裒局 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant designation of 
the Accommodations Service (shang-she chŭ, q.v.). 

1990 fèng-ī chu 奉醫局 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant designation of 
the Palace Medical Service {shang-yao chŭ, q.v.). 
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1991 fèngA láng 奉議郞 
Court Gentleman Consultant. (1) T ANG—SUNG: pres-
tige title C^an-kuan) for civil officials.of rank 6b 1 in T'ang, 
8a in SuoA, SP: dignitaire fong-yi. (2) SUNG: 3rd-
rankìng exeíwíive official in the Court of the Imperial Clan 
(tsung-cheng ssu); after earliest Sung decades replaced the 
title Paymaster (chi-lu kuan)^ abolished in 1129，restored 
in 1135. 

1992 fèng4 tà-fū 奉議大夫 
CHIN-MING: Grand Master for Consultation, prestige 
title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 6a2 in Chin, 5a 
thereafter. P68. 

1993 fèng-ĭ tà-fū 奉醫大夫 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant designation of 
Chief Stewards {feng-yŭ) of the Palace Medical Service 
(shang-yao chŭ). 
1994 fēng-jén 封人 
CHOU: Boundary M a r k e r , 4 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen {chung-shih) and 8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) re-
sponsible for building and protecting boundary embank-
ments that defined the royal domain and separated the feu-
dal states, and for participating in various major ceremonies. 
CL: officier des levees aux frontières. 

1995 féng-jén 縫人 
CHOU: Royal Tailor, 2 eunuchs and 8 palace women un-
der direction of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan)，who su-
pervised 80 workers and 30 convicts in preparing and main-
taining the wardrobes of the royal family. CL: tailleur. 

1996 fèng-kài yu-lín láng 奉蓋羽林郞 
HAN: Umbrella-bearer of the Palace Guard , number and 
rank not clear, members of the regular imperial entourage. 
See yŭ-lin. 

1997 feng-kào ky
ŏ 封誥科 

YÙAN： Honors Section, one of 3 minor Sections (k'o) in 
the Ministry of Personnel {lì-pu), headed by one or more 
Clerks (ling-shih)，rank not clear but low; responsible for 
preparing imperial proclamations awarding noble status. 
Comparable to the Bureau of Honors (ssu-feng ssu, yert-
feng ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry in earlier and later pe-
riods. P5. 

1998 fèng-kó 鳳閣 
TANG: Phoenix Hall, from 684 to 705 the official variant 
designation of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng). Subse-
quently an unofficial reference to the Secretariat. P3. 

1999 fèng-kuó ckiâng-ckŭn 奉S 將軍 
MING-CH'ING: Supporter-general of the State, title of 
nobility (chŭeh) conferred on certain descendants of Em-
perors: in Ming, the 5th highest of 8 titles of imperial no-
bility, generally conferred on great-grandsons of Emperors 
other than the prospective heirs of Commandery Princes 
(chŭn-wang); in Ch'ing, the 11th highest of 12 titles of im-
perial nobility, conferred on all sons of Bulwark-generals 
of the State (fu-kuo chiang-chŭn)y sons by concubines of 
Bulwark Dukes (fu-kuo kung)t and adopted sons of Com-
mandery Princes. BH: noble of the imperial lineage of the 
11th rank. P64. 

2000 fèng-kuó chŭng-wèi 奉國中尉 
MING: Supporter-commandant of the State, the lowest 
of 8 titles of imperial nobility (chŭeh) conferred on males 
of imperial descent; normally conferred on all male de-
scendants of Emperors in the 6th and later generations, ex-

cluding eldest sons who inherited their fathers' titles. P64. 

2001 fèng-kuó shàng chiāng-chûii 
奉國上將軍 

CHIN: Supporter-generalissimo of the State, prestige ti-
tle (san-kuan) for rank 3b military officers, especially used 
to rank members of the imperial clan. P64. 
2002 fèng-lí láng 奉禮郞 
(1) N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Court Gentleman for Ceremon-
ials, 30, rank not clear, on the staff of the Ceremonials 
Office (ssu-i shu). (2) SUI—CHIN: Vice Director for Cer-
emonials in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu), 
reduced from 16 to 8 in Sui, 2 in T'ang, one thereafter: 
rank 9b 1 in T'ang, 8b thereafter. It should be noted that 
the Sui-early T'ang title was actually Vice Director for Rit-
uals (cjuhzfi Jang) but it was changed in 649 to avoid a ；^ 
personal name taboo. SP: secrétaire de la direction des rites 
ou surveillanî des rites. (3) Yŭan： Vice Director for Cer-
emonials in the Commission for Ritual Observances (t'ai-
ch'ang li-i yŭari)^ 2，rank 8b, P27, 33. 

2003 fèng-lién chīk-yīng 奉辇紙應 
SUNG: Palace Groom, eunuch title. SP. palefrenier des 
voitures impériales. 

2004 fèng-luán 奉鑾 
MING-CH'ING: lit.，provider of carriage bells: Director 
of the Music Office (chiao-fang ssu) in the Ministry of Rites 
(lí-pu), rank 9a; in 1729 retitled Director {shu-cheng) of the 
Music Office (ho-sheng shu), P10. 

2005 fēng-mí kuăn 封彌官 
SUNG: Examination Sealer, duty assignment of eminent 
court officials to inspect and keep under seal originals of 
Metropolitan Examination Qiui-shih) papers that had been 
copied by the Bureau of Examination Copyists (t'eng-lu yuan) 
to help ensure objective grading; under the direction of the 
Ministry of Rites (lí-pu). In Yiian retitled mì-feng kuan. 
P24. 

2006 fèng'miĕn chu 奉曼局 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant designation of 
the Clothing Service (shang-i chu) in the Palace Admin-
istration (tien-chung sheng). 

2007 fèng-păn tŭ-chīh 奉班都知 
MING: Protocol Officer under the Commissioner of Court 
Audiences {shih-i shih) from 1371 to 1376, rank 9a; func-
tions subsequently performed by the Court of State Cere-
monial {hung-lu ssu). P33. 

2008 fĕngrpó 封馼 
Throughout history, a reference to sealing up and sending 
back for reconsideration a proclamation or other official 
document that was considered improper in form or sub-
stance ifeng) and to annulling or correcting errors in such 
documents ipo) \ a function most closely associated with Su-
pervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung). The term is often 
rendered “to veto，” although the Chinese procedure was 
not as decisive and conclusive as the term Veto normally 
suggests in modern American government. In Sung the pro-
cess was institutionalized in 993 in an Office of Scrutiny 
(feng-po ssu, feng-po fang, feng-po an) subordinate to the 
Office of Transmission iyin-t'ai ssu), staffed with Super-
vising Secretaries of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) and 
with various Academicians {hsŭeh-shih), all on special duty 
assignments detached from their nominal posts. In 1001 the 
Office of Scrutiny was shifted under the supervision of the 
Chancellery; then in 1059 it was shifted back to the Office 
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of Transmission, perhaps with dual status under the rela-
tively new Remonstrance Bureau {chien-yŭan). Its staff 
members were known officially or unofficially as Docu-
ment Scrutinizing Officials (feng-po kuan). SP: bureau de 
révision, bureau de critique, chambre de revision, service 
de révision. PI9, 

2009 fĕng-shàn chŭ 奉膳局 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant designation of 
the Food Service {shang-shih chu) in the Palace Admin-
istration (tien-chung sheng). 

2010 fèng-shàng t9ài-ī 奉上太醫 
CHIN; Imperial Physician in the Imperial Academy of 
Medicine (ĭ'ai~i yŭan); see cheng feng-sheng t'ai-i. P36. 

2011 fèng-shèng 奉乘 
T'ANG-SUNG; Coachman in the Palace Administration 
(tien-chung sheng)', in T'ang 18, rank 9a2, in the Admin-
istration's Livery Service (shang-sheng chŭ); in Sung num-
ber and rank not clear. RR: chef du personnel des écuries 
de I'empereur. SP: intendant de véhicule. P39. 

2012 fĕng-shèng hóu 奉聖侯 
N-S DIV: Marquis for Honoring the Sage, title of no-
bility (chŭeh) conferred on successive heirs directly de-
scended from Confucius; replaced Marquis for Exalting the 
Sage (tsung-sheng hou) in 267 and continued in use through 
the S. Dynasties; counterparts in the N. Dynasties were Grand 
Master for Venerating the Sage (ch'ung-sheng ta-fu) and 
after 485 Marquis for Venerating the Sage (ch'ujtg-sheng 
hou). The status carried various perquisites such as grants 
of land and imposed responsibility for conducting appro-
priate sacrifices and other rituals for the spirit of Confucius. 
P66. 

2013 fèng-shèng kūng 奉聖公 
SUNG: Duke for Honoring the Sage, official variant, for 
a very short time in (beginning in?) 1086，for the ncble title 
Duke for Fulfilling the Sage (yen-sheng kung), granted to 
successive heirs directly descended from Confucius. SP: due 

fong-cheng. P66. 

2014 fĕng-shéng láng 奉乘郞 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Cour t Gentleman for the Im-
perial Livery; see under tien-chung feng-sheng lang. 

2015 ýèng-shèng t，íng-kóu 奉聖亭侯 
N-S DIV: Neighborhood Marquis for Honoring the Sage, 
variant of feng-sheng hou (Marquis for Honoring the Sage). 
Also see t'ing-hou. 

2 0 1 6 fèng-shih hsŭăn-fŭ 奉 使 宣 撫 
YŭAN: Pacification Commissioner, occasional ad hoc duty 
assignment for unspecified officials to investigate local 
conditions and initiate the promotion or demotion of terri-
torial officials. P52. 

2 0 1 7 fĕng'ssù 奉祀 
MING-CH'ING: Sacrificer, rank 7b，one appointed at each 
major altar and temple and at each imperial mausoleum (ling) 
to maintain appropriate ceremonials and head the local Sac-
rificial Office (tz'u-chi shu) under general supervision of the 
Bureau of Sacrifices (tz'u-chi ch'ing-li ssu) of the Ministry 
of Rites (lĭ-pu). BH: priest. P28, 29. 

2 0 1 8 fèng-ssù ckūn , 舰 
HAN: Lord Sacrífîcer, reportedly a title of nobility {chŭeh) 
awarded by the founding Emperor c. 200 B.C. to the 9th-
generation direct male descendant of Confucius; if so, the 
first imperial ennoblement of the Confucian line; tradition-

ally believed an unsupported tradition, not comparable to 
the ennoblement of the Praising Perfection Marquis (pao-
ch'eng hou, q.v.) in A.D. 1. P66. 

2019 fēng-sú shih 風俗使 
T'ANG: Inspector of Public Morality, 8 delegated each 
spring from 684 to 705 by the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai, then 
divided into a Left and a Right su-cheng t'ai) to investigate 
and report on conditions in the empire's various regional 
and local administrations; counterparts of the Inspectors of 
Governmental Integrity (lien-ch'a shih) sent out each au-
tumn to investigate the conduct of territorial officials. RR: 
commissaire impérial chargé de surveiller les moeurs. 

2020 fèng-tàngfáng 俸檔房 
CH'ING: Stipends Office in the Court of Colonial Ajffairs 
(li-fan yiian)y staffing not clear. BH: treasury. 

2021 fèng-tè tà-fū 奉德大夫 , 
CHIN: Grand Master for Virtuous Service, prestige title 
(san-kuan) for officials of rank 5b2; before the end of Chin 
changed to Grand Master for Court Precedence (ch'ao-lieh 
ta-fu). P68. 

2022 fēng-tsyè piăo-tsòu àn 封册表奏案 
SUNG; Section for Communication with the Nobility, a 
unit in the Ministry of Rites (lí-pu)，apparently responsible 
for maintaining genealogical and other records concerning 
the nobility and for reporting matters concerning the no-
bility to the throne. SP: service d'anoblissement et d'ad-
resses au trône. 

2023 fĕng-tsèng 封贈 
CH*ING: lit., enfeoffments and posthumous honors: a term 
used, by and large, for what were called Prestige Titles 
{san-kuan) in prior periods. BH: titles of honour. 

2024 fĕng-tz'ù sð 奉祠所 
MING: Sacrificial Office, an agency in each Princely Es-
tablishment (wang-fu ch'ang-shih ssu), headed by a Direc-
tor (cheng), rank 8a. P69. 

2025 fĕng-yìn yŭàn 封印院 
SUNG: Certification Office, an ad hoc agency in which 
Metropolitan Examination (hui-shih) papers were collected 
after fc^ing inspected by Examination Sealers (feng-mi kuan); 
under the supervision of the Ministry of Rites {lĭ-pu). 

2026 fĕng-yu 奉御 
Chief Steward. (1) N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): 10 in the Office 
of Fine Steeds {hua-liu shu), which managed 12 horse cor-
rals supervised by the Chamberlain for tìie Imperial Stud 
(t'ai-p'u). (2) SUI-CHIN: heads of the Services (chŭ) con-
stituting the Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng), nor-
mally 2 or more per agency, rank 5a or 5b. RR+SP: chef 
de service. P36, 39. 

2027 fèng-yú 奉舉 
TANG: Sedan-chair Bearer, 15 unranked personnel in the 
Sedan-chair Service (shang-lìen chŭ) of the Palace Admin-
istration (tien-chung sheng). RR: porteur de chaise. 

2028 fèng-yáchâ 萆螌局 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant name of the 
Sedan-chair Service (shang-lien chŭ) in the Palace Admin-
istíration (tien-chung sheng). 

2029 fĕng-yŭ wèi 奉裕衛 
T’ANG: Good For tune Guard , one each Left and Right, 
from 662 to 671 the official variant name of the Inner Guard 
Commands {nei shuaì-fu) in the establishment of the Heir 
Apparent. P26. 
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2030 fèng-yùàn 鳳苑 
T'ANG: Phoenix Park , from 696 the name of one of the 
Six Palace Corrals (chang-nei liu hsien) where horses were 
reared inside the palace grounds. RR: pare enclos des phénix 
males. 
2031 fŭ 傅 
Lit., a teacher: Mentor, a tutor and adviser in a Princely 
Establishment (wang-fu), rank 2,000 bushels in Han’ 3b in 
T'ang, 4a in Chin, 2b in Ming, otherwise not clear; may 
be encountered in household establishments of other dig-
nitaries. Also see t'ai-fu, shao-fu. HB: tutor. RR+SP: maître. 
P69. 

2032 fŭ 副 
Vice: common designation, especially from T'ang on, of 
officials who were the principal assistants or deputies to the 
head of an agency. Most commonly occurs as a prefix, e.g., 
fu-shih (Vice Commissioner), fu tu yŭ-shih (Vice Censor-
in-chief), but is occasionally found alone following an agency 
name, e.g., ... chien fu (Vice Director of the Directorate 
of ...). 

2033 fà 婦 
Generic term for certain categories of imperial concubines. 
See under shih-fut nei-ming fut wai-mìng fu. 

2034 fŭ 府 
Ety., a man and a hand under a shelter; lit.，to store or 
accumulate, a storehouse, an arsenal，etc. (1) Storehouse 
or Stores Office, throughout history found as an agency 
name, normally with a specifying prefix. (2) Cour t or Of-
fice, throughout history commonly appended as a suffix to 
official titles，usually of dignitaries, to designate their work 
places or official headquarters and in addition the staff of 
personnel that served them; e.g. , the Han- dynasty ch'eng-
hsiang fu (Office of the Counselor-in-chief). Thus the term 
k'ai-fu (lit., to open an office)，q.v., signified a dignitaiys 
setting up a headquarters and staff. (3) CHOU: Fif th Class 
Administrative Official, 5th highest of 8 categories in which 
officials were classified in a hierarchy separate from the 
formal rank system called the Nine Honors {chiu ming)\ 
below those designated cheng (Principal, etc.), shih (Men-
tor, etc.), ssu (to be in charge; office), and lŭ (Function-
aiy); above shih (Scribe), hsŭ (Assistant), and t'u (Atten-
dant). CL: le cinquìème degré de la subordination 
administrative; garde-magasin. (4) N-S DIV (N. Dyn.)-
T'ANG: common abbreviated reference to Garr ison, a unit 
of c. 1,000 soldiers in the Garrison Militia system (see fu-
ping). The organizational development of these militia units, 
which were especially esteemed in the first T'ang century, 
was very complex but can be summarized as follows: The 
successive alien Wei dynasties that dominated North China 
in the 400s and 500s originally segregated their own peo-
ples in such Garrisons scattered throughout their territories 
and eventually accepted (finally conscripted) Chinese as well 
into Garrison service. The Garrisons grew from an origi-
nally authorized 100 to more than 600 by early T'ang. In 
Sui each Garrison was controlled by a Cavalry General (p'ìao-
chi chiang-chŭn) assisted by a Chariot and Horse General 
(ch'e-chi chiang-chŭn、，each subject to the control of one 
of Twelve Guards (shih-erh wei) at the dynastic capital, to 
which militiamen were rotated for service. By 607 the Gar-
risons had apparently split into 2 types, a Cavalry Garrison 
ip'iao-chi Ju) and a Chariot and Horse Garrison {ch'e-chi 
fu), each with a correspondingly designated General; for in 
that year the 2 types were consolidated into a single stan-
dard type, a Soaring Hawk Garrison (ying-yang fu) with a 
Commandant (lang-chiang) and a Vice Commandant (fu 
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lang-chiang). In 613, for reasons not clear, some additional 
Garrisons were separately established with the names As-
sault-resisting Garrison {che-ch'ung fu) and Courageous 
Garrison (kuo-ifu), each with a Commandant (tu-wei). At 
the beginning of T'ang in 618, briefly, the Commandants 
and Vice Commandants of the Soaring Hawk Garrisons were 
retitled Military Chief (chŭn-í'ou), rank 4a2, and Garrison 
Assistant (/m-/m), 5al , respectively; but before year's end 
the Soaring Hawk Garrisons were all again named Cavalry 
Garrisons or Chariot and Horse Garrisons, each with a Gen-
eral (chiang-chŭn). At the same time similar military units 
were created in the household of the Heir Apparent, as Guard 
Commands {shuai-fu). In 619 (623?) the Cavalry Garrisons 
and Chariot and Horse Garrisons were consolidated into one 
type, Assault-resisting Garrisons, with Commandants (tu-
wei) and Vice Commandants (fu lang-chiang). (The As-
sault-resisting and Courageous Garrisons established in 613 
had apparently disappeared with Sui.) In 624 all Garrisons 
were renamed Commander-generals' Garrisons {t'ung-chŭn 
fu) and were headed by Commander-generals {t'ung-chŭn) 
and Adjunct Commandants {pieh-chìang, also called fu t'ung-
chŭn). Finally, in 636 the militia Ganisons were renamed 
Assault-resisting Garrisons, each having one Commandant 
{tu-wei)y rank 4al , 4b2, or 5a2 depending on the number 
of militiamen in the Garrison; one each Left and Right Vice 
Commandant (kuo-i tu-wei)t 5b2, 6a 1，or 6a2; and one Ad-
junct Commandant (pieh-chiang、，7a2, 7b 1, or 7b2. The 
Garrisons were graded as Large (shang), Medium (chung), 
or Small (hsia) according to the size of their militiamen 
contingents. For purposes of rotating personnel in and out 
of the military units at the dynastic capital，Garrisons were 
all affiliated with or subordinate to the Sixteen Guards (shih-
liu weit q.v.). RR: milice. (5) T ANG-YUAN: Superior 
Prefecture, a unit of territorial administration comparable 
to an ordinary Prefecture {chou) but in a specially honored 
or strategic location such as the environs of a capital city; 
normally headed by a high-ranking dignitary entitled Pre-
fectural Governor (mu or yin). RR+SP: préfecture 
supérìeure. (6) MING-CH'ING: Prefecture, a unit of ter-
ritorial administration coordinating several Districts (hsien) 
and perhaps Subprcfectures or Departments (both chou)t and 
routinely communicating with major agencies of the central 
government, although increasingly subordinated to inter-
mediary agencies at the provincial (sheng) level; headed by 
a Prefect (chih-fu), rank 4a or 4b. P53. Among many en-
tries suffixed with fu in these varied meanings, see as ex-
amples erh Ju, san fu, shou-fu, shang-fu, ta-fu, nŭ-fu, wang-
fu, nei-wu fu. 

2035 fŭ 輔 
Ety., the side-props that prevent a chariot from turning over, 
hence, lit” to help, to support: Bulwark. (1) Used through-
out history as a broad categorical reference to officials and 
subofficial functionaries in service under the head of an 
agency. (2) SUNG: quasi-official reference to a Grand 
Councilor {tsai-hsiang, ch'eng-hsiang) who was nominally 
a Director (shih-chung) of the Chancellery {men-hsia sheng): 
SP: ministre d'état, premier ministre. Also see t'ai-fu, tsai-
fU, yUan-fu, ting-fu. 

2036 fù-chāi 副齋 
MING-CH'ING: lit., assistant purifier by fasting: unoffi-
cial reference to an Assistant Instructor (hsŭn-tao) in a 
local Confucian School (ju-hsŭeh). 

2037 fŭ-ch，ē 副車 
CH'ING:丨it.，to help with the chariot: Honorable Failure, 
designation of a candidate in a Provincial Examination 

2030-2037 
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(hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment sequence whose 
merit was considered inadequate for status as a Provincial 
Graduate (chŭ-jen) but deserving of honorable mention; his 
name was therefore published on a Supplementary List (fu-
pang) alongside the list of those who passed. 

2038 fù-chèng 副正 
May be encountered as the title of a Vice Director in an 
agency headed by a cheng (Director, Head, etc.). 

2039 fŭ-chèng 輔政 
N-S DIV: Bulwark of Government, honorific title of high 
esteem: one of many titles collectively referred to during 
this era as the Three Dukes (san kung) or, in N. Wei, the 
Eight Dukes (pa kung). P2. 

2040 輔正都尉 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wu): Commandant for Rectitude, one 
of several Commandants (tu-wei) who served as advisers 
to the Heir Apparent. P26. 

2041 fù-chiàng 副將 
(1) Vice General, a common military title ranking below 
that of General (chiang-chūn), often used for the 2nd in 
command of a large military unit whether in garrison or on 
campaign. (2) MING: common reference to a Regional 
Commander (tsung-ping kuan). (3) CH'ING: title of 2b 
military rank in the Green Standards (lu-ying) organization, 
most commonly referring either to a Regional Vice Com-
mander in charge of Green Standards forces in a relatively 
small area, subordinate to a Regional Commander (tsung-
ping) and superior to Assistant Regional Commanders (ts'an-
chiang)y or to an Adjutant (chung-chŭn fu-chiang or sim-
ply chung-chŭn) serving as chief military aide to a Pro-
vincial Governor (hsŭn-fu) or a Governor-general (tsung-
tu). BH: colonel’ adjutant. 

2 0 4 2 / t í - cAtóA f i / ^ 符節令 
HAN: Manager of Credentials, rank 600 bushels, a sub-
ordinate of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-
fu) in charge of tallies and other official symbols of au-
thority; assisted by an Aide (ch'eng). HB:, prefect of insig-
nia and credentials. P37. 

2043 fà chUn-shēng 附監生 
CH'ING: Student by Purchase, Third Class, under the 
Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien), a status attainable 
by men already entitled Supplementary Student (fu-sheng). 
See under li chien-sheng, kung-sheng, sheng-yŭan. 

2044 fŭ-chìn 福晉 
CH'ING: Princess-consort of an Imperial Prince (ch'in-
wang) or a Commandery Prince {chŭn-wang), i .e., the 
principal wife of an eldest son in direct descent from an 
Emperor. See ts'e fu-chin. BH: princess consort. 

2045 fù chīng-chào 副京兆 
From Han on, an unofficial reference to the 2nd-rankìng 
official of the local administration unit in which the dy-
nastic capital was located, e.g., the Ch'ing dynasty Vice 
Governor (ch'eng or fu-ch'eng) of Shun-t'ien Prefecture 
(Peking). See ching-chao. 

2046 fŭ-chŭ 副主 
Unofficial reference to the Heir Apparent {t'ai-tzu). 

2047 fŭ-chŭ 府主 
Unofficial reference to a Commandery Governor {chŭn-
shou, t'ai-shou) or to a Prefect (chih-chou, chih-fu). 

2048 fù-ckuăn 副轉 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Second Assistant Salt 
Controller (yen-yūn ssu yun-p'an). 

2049 fŭ-chuăn 輔轉 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Deputy Salt Controller 
(yeti-yŭn ssu yun-t'ung). 

2050 fù-chŭn 副君 
N-S DIV—T'ANG: unofficial reference to the Heir Appar-
ent (t'ai-tzu). 

2051 fŭ-chŭn 府郡 
N-S DIV: unofficial reference to a Commandery Gover-
nor (chŭn-shouy t'ai-shou). 

2052 fŭ-chŭn 撫軍 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a hsun-fu (Grand 
Coordinator in Ming, Provincial Governor in Ch'ing). 

2053 fŭ-chŭn chiâng-chăn 撫軍將軍 
N-S DIV (Chin): General of the Pacification Army, oc-
casional designation of the overseer of military affairs in a 
specified area. 

2054 fŭ-fān 輔藩 
SUNG: Frontier Bulwark, occasional unofficial reference 
to a regional dignitary such as a Military Commissioner 
(chieh-tu shih), a Pacifìcation Commissioner (ch'eng-hsŭan 
shih), etc., whether of.the civil or the military service. 

2055 fŭ-fēng 扶風 
See yu fu-feng (Guardian of the Right). 

2056 /á-Aàn cAmng-c/^n 輔漢將軍 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Shu): General Bulwark of the Han, 
honorific title conferred on some chieftains of southwestern 
aboriginal tribes. P72. 

2057 fù.hòu 副后 
N-S DIV (Liang): unofficial reference to the Heir Appar-
ent (t'ai-tzu). 

2 0 5 8 / l í - A s í t ó / ^ 符 璽 郞 
(1) HAN: Court Gentleman for the Imperial Seals, rank 
and specific function not clear. (2) SUI-T’ANG: Seals Sec-
retary in the Chancellery {men-hsìa sheng), rank 6b 1; of-
ficial variant of fu-pao lang used to 694 and again from 
705 to 713. RR: secrétaire chargé des insignes en deux 
parties et de sceaux. 

2059 fà-hsiàng 副相 
(1) From Han on, an unofficial reference to the Censor-ln-
chlef (yŭ~shih ta-fu, tu yū-shih)7 deriving from his Ch’in~ 
Han status as assistant to the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-
hsiang). (2) SUNG: Vice Grand Councilor , abbreviated 
reference to members of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) 
and the Chancellery {men-hsia sheng) who, with the col-
lective designation Executive Officials (chih-cheng kuan), 
served in the Administration Chamber (cheng-shih t'ang) 
together with Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang) as chief pol-
icy advisers of the Emperor. P3. 

2060 fù-hsièn 副憲 
MING~CH’ING: unofficial reference to a Vice Censor-in-
chief (fu tu yu-shih) in the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan); see 
hsien-t'ai. 

2061 fŭ-hsièn 撫憲 
MENG-CH'ING: unofficial abbreviated reference to a hsŭn-
fu (Grand Coordinator in Ming, Provincial Governor in 
Ch'ing), combining the /« of hsŭn-fu with hsien suggesting 
the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan; see hsien-t'ai)’ in which hsŭn-
fu of Ming and early Ch’ing times held nominal high-rank-
ing appointments. 

2062 fŭ-hsŭéh 府學 
SUNG~CH’ING: Prefectural School，the state-operated 
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Confucian School (ju-hsiieh) in a prefectural capital city, 
though referring only to the school at K'ai-feng fîi, the dy-
nastic capital, in N. Sung; headed by an Erudite ipó-shih) 
in Sung, thereafter by an Instructor (chiao-shou). SP: école 
de préfecture. P32. 

2063 fù hsŭéh-shēng 附學生 
MING-CH'ING: Supplementary Student, admitted to 
government schools at the Prefecture (fu) and lower levels 
beyond the originally authorized quota; in early Ming 
understood to mean students not receiving state stipends, 
but gradually came to refer to all newly admitted students, 
with or without stipends; commonly abbreviated to fu-sheng. 

2064 fù-hsŭn 復訓 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Assistant Instructor 
(hsŭn~tao) in a Confucian School (ju~hsueh) in a District 
(hsien), 

2065 fŭ4 tŭ-wèi 輔義都尉 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wu): Commandant Bulwark of Righ-
teousness, a counselor on the staff of the Heir Apparent. 
P26. 

2066 fā-jén 夫人 
(1) Mistress, a courteous reference to anyone's wife; more 
formally, a prestige title (san-kuan) officially conferred on 
the mother of the principal wife of an important dignitary, 
or an even more remote distaff relative; in Sung specifically 
indicated the wife or mother of a Grand Councilor (tsai-
hsiang); in Ming and Ch'ing indicated the wife or mother 
of a civil or military dignitary of rank 1 or 2. Also see chŭn 
Ju~jen, kuofu-jen. (2) CHOU-MING: Consort, a title of 
nobility (chŭeh) granted to women: in Chou the principal 
wife of a Feudal Lord (chu-hou); from Chou through T'ang 
a generic term for secondary wives of rulers, ranking im-
mediately after the Queen or Empress (hou, huang-hou) ; in 
Ch’i of the S. Dynasties, more specifically, one of the Three 
Consorts (san fu-jen, q.v.)； in Sui and T'ang till shortly 
after 700, a categorical reference to the Consorts entitled 
kuei-fei, shu-fei�te-fei, and hsien-fei, qq.v.; in Ming used 
with or without prefíxes for secondary imperial wives, ap-
parently esteemed less than the titles fei and pin, qq.v. RR: 

femme de premier rang. (3) CH'ING: Dame-consort, title 
of nobility granted to wives of Beile (pei-ló) and Beile Princes 
(pei-tzu)t and occasionally wives of lesser members of the 
imperial nobility down to the rank of Supporter-general of 
the State (feng-kuo chiang-chŭn). BH: princess-consort. 

2067 fù-jén 婦人 
CH'ING: lit. ’ woman or wife: Priestess, 3 assistants to the 
Petitioner (ssu-chu) in religious ceremonies of native Man-
chu shamanism, each prefixed with a function-indicator 
Priestess for the Sacrifices (ssu-îsu fu-jen)t for the Pestling 
(ssu-tuifu-jen), for the Incense (ssu-hsiang fu-jen)\ all nor-
mally wives of soldiers in palace service. BH: sub-priest-
esses. 

2068 fù-jáng 副戎 
C H W G : unofficial reference to a Vice General <fu-chiang)y 
rank 2b. 

2069 fŭ-kuān 府官 
(1) Collective reference to all officials of any agency or 
group of agencies called办’ especially Prefectures from T'ang 
through Ch’ing. (2) N-S DIV (N. Wei, N. Ch ' i^T'ANG: 
Ofilcials of the Establishment, a category of personnel in 
a Princely Establishment (wang-kuo/M)，a Marquisate (hou-
kuó)t or other establishments of nobles, distinguished from 
other personnel called Officials of the Domain \kuo-kuan)t 

the fust group serving in the noble's personal household, 
the 2nd group administering the territory allocated as his 
fief. E.g., the Administrator {chang-shih) of a Princely Es-
tablishment was an Official of the Establishment, whereas 
the Director of the Princedom (wang-kuo ling) was an Of-
ficial of the Domain. These usages seem to have faded away 
in T'ang. P69. 

2070 fŭ-kāng 府公 
(1) N-S DIV: unofficial reference to a Commandery Gov-
ernor {chŭn-shou, t'ai-shou); also used in direct address to 
a Prince (wang) by staff members of his Princely Estab-
lishment (wang-fu). (2) T'ANG: unofficial reference to a 
Military Commissioner (chieh-tu shih). 

2071 /ŭJtòi^-sAĕ/呀副貢生 
CH'ING: Tribute Student, Second Class: one of 4 cate-
gories of men certified in preliminary examinations by Pro-
vincial Education Commissioners {t'i-tu hsŭeh-cheng) for at 
least nominal status as students under the Directorate of Ed-
ucation (kuo-tzu chien) and for participation in Provincial 
Examinations (hsiang-shih) of the civil service recruitment 
examination sequence; the status carried no stipend. It was 
sometimes granted to men who did not pass the Provincial 
Examination but did well enough to deserve honorable 
mention; see fu-ch'e, fu-pang. BH: senior licentiate of the 
second class. 

2072 fŭ kŭng-shēng 附貢生 
CH'ING: Tribute Student by Purchase, Thi rd Class, un-
der die Directorate of Education {kuo-tzu chien)y a status 
attainable by men already entitled Supplementary Students 
(fu-sheng), newly entitling them to compete in Provincial 
Examinations (hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment 
examination sequence. The status was lower than tin kung-
sheng and tseng kung-sheng but higher than li kung-sheng. 

2073 fŭ-kuó chiāng'chŭn 輔國將軍 
Bulwark-general of the State. (1) N-S DIV: common hon-
orific designation conferred on chieftains of southwestern 
aboriginal tribes; see fu-han chiang-chŭn. (2) MING-
CH'ING: a title of nobility {chŭeh) conferred on males di-
rectly descended from an Emperor: in Ming，4th highest of 
8 such titles, conferred on grandsons of Commandery Princes 
{chŭn-wang) other than heirs in direct line of succession; 
in CVing，10th highest of 12 such titles, conferred on non-
heir sons of Bulwark Dukes (fu-kuo kung)’ Lesser Defender 
Dukes (pu-ju pa-fen chen-kuo kung)t Lesser Bulwark Dukes 
(pu-ju pa-fen fu~kuo kung), and Defender-generals of the 
State (chen-kuo chiang-chŭn), and on sons by concubines 
of Beile (pei-ló)，Beile Princes ipei~tzu), and Defender Dukes 
{chen-kuo kung). BH: noble of imperial lineage of the 10th 
rank. P64. 

2074 fă-kuó ckŭng-wèi 輔國中尉 
MING: Bulwark-commandant of the State, 7th highest 
of 8 ranks of imperial nobility {chŭeh), conferred on 4th-
generation grandsons of Commandery Princes (chŭn-wang) 
other than heirs in direct line of succession. P64. 

2075 fŭ-kuó kŭng 輔國公 
CH'ING: Bulwark Duke, 6th highest of 12 ranks of im-
perial nobility (chŭeh), conferred on the eldest sons, i.e., 
the presumptive heirs’ of Defender Dukes (chen-kuo kung). 
BH: prince of the 6th degree. P64. 

2076 fŭ-kuó shàng chiāng-chŭn 輔國上將軍 
CHIN: Buiwark-generalissîmo of the State, a rank 3b 
prestige title (san-kuan) granted to military officers, espe-
cially used to rank members of the imperial clan. P64. 
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2077 fù-láng gll 郞 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Vice Director 
(yŭan-wai lang) óf a Bureau (ch'ing-li ssu) in a Ministry 
(pu). 

2078 fù-U 腹裏 
YŭAN: Metropolitan Area, a Province-size region sur-
rounding and directly administered from the dynastic cap-
ital at modem Peking, incorporating modern Hopei, Shansi, 
Shantung, and Inner Mongolia; most specifically, the area 
administered chiefly by the metropolitan Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng). 

2079 fù-U yìn-ū kuăn-kŏu 腹裏印曆管勾 
YŭAN: Calendar Clerk for the Metropolitan Area, one, 
rank 9b, in the Astrological Commission {t*ai-shih yiian). 
P35. 

2 0 8 0 / à - / î â i 2 g 副兩 
T'ANG: unofficial reference to the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu). 

2081 fŭ-ŭng 傅令 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： Steward in the household of a Princess 
(kung-chu). P69. 

2082 fù-mă 副馬 
Variant form of the fu-ma in fu-ma tu-wei. 

2083 /ŭ-mátó-H^•駙馬都尉 
Lit., commander of the reserve horses accompanying a 
chariot or carriage: Commandant-escort. (1) HAN: from 
the time of Emperor Wu (r. 141-87 B.C.), an honor com-
monly conferred on imperial in-laws and the sons and 
grandsons of Dukes (kung); in Later Han a regular appoint-
ment ranked at =2,000 bushels for a subordinate of the 
Chamberlain for Attendants {kuang-lu-hsūn)t with no du-
ties except when in active command of troops in campaign-
ing armies. HB: chief commandant of attendant cavalry. (2) 
N-S DIV-MING: title conferred on the consorts of Imperial 
Princesses {kung-chu) t in Ch’ing changed to o-ma. SP: of-
ficier-surveillanî; (fu-ma alone): gendre de I'empereur. (3) 
T'ANG: title of either a functioning or an honorary military 
officer, rank 5b2, in the imperial bodyguard forces called 
the Left and Right Guards (tso-, yu-wei). RR: ojficier des 
chevaux d'escorte. 

2084 fŭ-mà 府幕 
N-S DIV: Headquarters , quasi-offīcial or unofficial ref-
erence to the principal office or quarters of any agency des-
ignated an Office (fu); in later times may be encountered 
as a reference to the headquarters of a Prefecture or Su-
perior Prefecture (both/ií). 

2085 fŭ-mà 府牧 
See under mu. 

2 0 8 6 / ò - m t í ifc«ā/i 父母官 
Lit., Father-and-mother Officials, i.e., officials who take 
parental care of the people: throughout history a common 
generic reference to officials in charge of local units of ter-
ritorial administration, most particularly District Magis-
trates (hsien-ling, chih-hsien) but sometimes including even 
the heads of Prefectures (chou, fu). 

2087 fù-níng k，ù 富寧庫 
YUAN: Vault of Imperial Abundance, a unit of the Min-
istry of Revenue {hu-pu) established in 1290 to manage re-
ceipts and disbursements at the Inqjerial Money Vault {wan-
i pao-yŭan k'u); headed by a Supervisor (í'i-c/iû'), rank 5b. 
P7. 

2088 fù-nŭ 負弩 
CH'IN-HAN: lit.，crossbow-bearer; variant designation of 
a Neighborhood Head (t'ing-chang). 

2089 fŭ-p'àn 府判 
Administrative Assistant. (1) CHIN: one, rank 5b, gen-
eral staff assistant to the Governor (yin) of the Superior 
Prefecture (fu) in which the dynastic capital was located; 
specially responsible for maintaining discipline in the res-
idential population. (2) YUAN: number and rank not clear, 
found in the Commands (tsung-kuan fu) and Chief Com-
mands (tu tsung-kuan fu) of Routes (lu). Also see p'an-kuan. 
P32. 

2090 fù-páng 副榜 
Supplementary List. MING: a rare bulletin published 
alongside the list of men who had passed a Provincial Ex-
amination (hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment ex-
amination sequence and were pronounced Provincial Grad-
uates (chtì-jen), announcing the extraordinary conferring of 
a Metropolitan Graduate (chin-shih) degree on an outstand-
ing passer. (2) CH'ING: an announcement alongside the list 
of passers at a Provincial Examination» specially listing men 
who had not done well enough to become Provincial Grad-
uates but were honored with the distinction of being Hon-
orable Failures (fu-ch'e). 

2091 符寶郞 
T’ANG-SUNG: lit., court gentleman for tallies and seals: 
Seals Secretary in the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng), rank 
6b 1 in T'ang; 2，7b, in Sung; in T'ang replaced/m-Aíī lang, 
q.v., from 694 to 705 and again after 713. RR+SP: se-
crétaire chargé des insignes en deux parties et de sceaux. 

2092 fŭ-pĕn k'ŭ 副本庫 
CH'ING: lit. ’ storehouse for copies of documents: Archive 
of the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko), where the official copies 
of imperial documents were stored; apparently managed by 
4 Manchu and 2 Chinese Grand Secretariat Archivists (nei-
ko tien-chí). BH: archives office. P2. 

2093 fŭ-pīng 府兵 
N-S DIV (N. Dyn.KTANG: Garrison Militia, a system 
of militaiy organization originating with N. Wei settle-
ments of non-Chinese troops, then gradually becoming a 
general military service in which men were career-long sol-
diers from the age of 21 to 60，stationed in Garrisons ifu) 
scattered throughout the country and being rotated in and 
out of training or tactical units at the dynastic capital and 
the frontiers. In late Sui and after the earliest T'ang dec-
ades, the system had to be supplemented with paid recruits, 
and it faded away in the 700s. See fu. Cf. wei-so. 

2094 fŭ-pù shih 服不氏 
CHOU: lit.，one who subjugates those that will not submit 
(?): Animal Tamer , a hereditary post carrying rank as Or-
dinary Serviceman (hsia-shih) with status in the Ministry 
of War (hsia-kuan); responsible for providing wild animals 
for sacrificial use and furs to be used as royal gifts. CL: 
dompteur d'animaux féròces, 

2095 fù'Shēng 附生 
Supplementary Student. (1) MING-CH'ING: abbrevia-
tion of fu hsūeh-sheng. (2) CH'ING: sometimes used as a 
general reference to all candidates for Provincial Exami-
nations (hsiang-shih) who had been certified in preliminary 
examinations by Provincial Education Commissioners (t'i-
tu hsûeh-cheng), or to the better qualified of 2 categories 
of such candidates, distinguished from Added Students 
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(tseng-sheng); see hsiu-ts'ai, kung-sheng. BH: licentiates of 
the 1st class. 

2096 fŭ-shìh 付事 
CHIN: Clerk found in various offices of the central gov-
ernment, probably unranked. P5, etc. 

2097 fŭ-shíh 府史 
SUI—SUNG: Office Scribe, a minor official or suboffieial 
functionary found in many agencies such as the Nine Courts 
{chiu ssu) and the Five Directorates (wu chien). SP: scribe. 
P5, etc. 

2098 fù-skîk 父師 
Lit., father-mentor: Grand Master , a term of direct ad-
dress for aged degree-holders or retired officials of some 
repute; more prestigious than shao-shih, q.v. 

2099 fú-shìh 覆試 
CH'ING: Confirmation Test, a certification examination 
given to all Provincial Graduates {chŭ-jen) who appeared 
at the capital as candidates for the Metropolitan Examina-
tion (hui-shìh) in the civil service recruitment examination 
sequence. BH: test examination. 

2100 fù-shìh àn 副使案 
SUNG: Section for Vice Commissioners, a unit in the 
Military Appointments Process (yu-hsuan) in the Ministry 
of Personnel {lì-pu), headed by a Director {lang-chung), 
rank 6a. SP: service de commissaire-adjoint. 

2101 /ù-shík chèng 副使正 
SUNG: lit. sense and relevance not clear: Assistant Music 
Master, 2, probably unranked professional specialists, in 
the Imperial Music Service {t'ai-yŭeh chŭ). SP: assistant de 
musique. P10. 

2102 fû-shíh mū 覆實司 
CHIN-YûAN: Verification Office for checking the mea-
surements of materials acquired for construction: a unit in 
the Ministry of Works (kung-pu); in Chin headed by a Clerk 
(kuart-kou); Yuan staffing not clear but probably similar. 
P15. 

2103 fŭ-t'ái 撫臺 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a hsŭn-fu (Grand 
Coordinator in Ming, Provincial Governor in Ch’ing)‘ 

2104 fŭ-taò ch'éng 複道丞 
HAN: Aide for the Palace Walkways, a eunuch subor-
dinate in the Later Han Administrative Office of the Em-
press {chung-kung shu); in some fashion supervised (use 
of?) the enclosed, elevated passageways that connected pal-
ace buildings in the establishment of the Empress. HB: as-
sistant for the covered elevated passageways. 

2105 fù-ts'âo 賦曹 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.): Tax Collector, one serving with a Ford 
Guardian (chin-chu) at each approach to Nanking, the dy-
nastic cap:tal. P62. 
2106 fù-tū 副都 
(1) SUNG-MING: common abbreviated reference to a fu 
tu chih-hui shih (Vice Commander-in-chief, Military Vice 
Commissioner, Regional Vice Commissioner); see chih-
hui shih. (2) CHIN: also apparently stood alone as a title, 
Assistant Commander ; see ping-ma. 

2107 /àtó-í，ií/^ 副都統 
CH'ING: Vice Commander-in-chief of a Banner (ch'i) 
military organization, rank 2a; sometimes supervisor of all 
Banner garrisons in a Province (sheng) in lieu of a Manchu 
general (chiang-chŭn). BH: deputy lieutenant-general. 

2 1 0 8 / ŭ 饭 j á - í / r í / i 副 都 御 史 
MING-CH'ING: Vice Censor-in-chief, one each Left and 
Right comprising the 2nd echelon of executive officials of 
the Censorate {tu ch'a-yuan), rank 3a; in Ch'ing one was 
Manchu, one Chinese. BH: vice-president of the censorate. 
P18. 

2109 fù-tuăn 副端 
T'ANG: lit” Vice Rectifier: quasi-official reference to a 
Palace Censor (tien-chung shih yŭ-shih) who was perform-
ing the supervisory functions of an Attendant Censor (shih 
yŭ-shih) in the Headquarters Bureau {t'ai-yŭan) of the Cen-
sorate (yii-shih t'ai), or to the Attendant Censor assigned to 
review judicial decisions reported from the western half of 
the empire. RR: sous-chef. P18. 

2110 fŭ-tuăn 府端 
N-S DIV; Headquarters, quasi-official or unofficial ref-
erence to the principal office or quarters of any agency des-
ignated an Office (fu); in later times may be encountered 
as a reference to the headquarters of a Prefecture or Su-
perior Prefecture (both fu). 

2111 fù-t'ūng ch'ién-chiēn 阜通錢監 
CHIN: lit., directorate of circulation-in-abundance coins (?): 
Directorate of Motley Circulation, created in 1180 with 
a Director (chien), rank 5a’ by renaming the 2-year-old Tai-
chou Directorate of Coinage {tai-chou ch'ien-chien) in 
modern Shansi’ possibly because in addition to producing 
coins it began printing and circulating paper money (?); su-
pervised from 1182 by a Controller of Coinage (t'i-k'ung 
chu-ch'ien chien) detached on special duty assignment from 
his regular post as Participant in Determining Governmen-
tal Matters (ĭs'an-chìh cheng-shih) in the Department of State 
Affairs {shang-shu sheng) at the core of the central gov-
ernment, rank 2b, a virtual Grand Councilor {tsai-hsiang) 
of great influence and authority. The assignment of such a 
dignitary suggests that the Tai-chou monetary establish-
ment required very special attention. See li-yung ch'ien-chien. 
P16. 

2112 fŭ-tzŭ chŭn 父子軍 
T'ANG: lit., the father-to-son army: Hereditary Army，un-
official reference to the Imperial Army of Original Follow-
ers (yūan-ts'ung chìn-chŭn, q.v.). RR： armée héréditaire. 

2113 fù-wèi傅尉or府尉 
YUAN: Mentor-commandant, one of 3 dignitaries on the 
household staff of every Prince (wang), ranking below the 
Princely Mentor (wang-fu) and above the Commander (綱_ 
ma); the first form of the title was used only on the staffs 
of the 3 most esteemed Princes. P69. 

2114 敷文閣 
SUNG: Hall for the Diffusion of Li terature , an addition 
to the Hanlin Academy {han~lin hsŭeh-shih yuan) in 1140, 
staffed with Academicians {hsŭeh-shih), rank 3a; Auxiliary 
Academicians {chih hsŭeh-shih), rank 3b; and Academi-
cians-in-waiting (tai-chih), rank 4b. SP: pavilion Fou-wen. 

2115 fà-yéh 副爺 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Squad Com-
mander (pa-ísung). 
2116 fŭ^yĭn 府尹 
See under yin. 

2117 fŭ-yà chān-mă 撫諭軍馬 
SUNG: Military Commissioner, one of many comparable 
titles for central government officials delegated to bring or-
der to troubled areas, particularly in this case to restore or 
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improve discipline and morale among troops; usually pre-
fixed with a geographic name, e.g., liang-huai fu-yū chŭn-
ma (Military Commissioner for Huai-tung and Huai-hsi), 
SP: commissaire chargé de consoler ou de réconforter les 
armées. 

2118 fŭ-yŭ shih 撫諭使 
SUNG: Pacifícation Commissioner, a central government 
official delegated to bring order to a troubled area; usually 
prefixed with a geographic name defining his territorial ju-
risdiction. SP: commissaire chargé de consoler et de 
réconforter le peuple. 

2119 / t í ^ á s s M 撫諭司 
SUNG: Pacification Offîce subordinate to a Prefecture 
(chou), staffed with or headed by regular prefectural offi-
cials with special assignments as Pacification Officials {fu-
yŭ kuan), responsible for maintaining social order and dis-
cipline. SP: bureau chargé de consoler le peuple. 

2120 fŭ-yuán 府元 
CHIN: Graduate with Highest Honors, designation 
awarded the highest-ranking passer of a civil service re-
cruitment examination at the Route (lu) level; comparable 
to chieh-yŭan of other periods. 

2121 fŭ-yŭàn 撫院 
MING-CH*ING: unofficial reference to a Ming Grand Co-
ordinator or a Ch'ing Provincial Governor (both hsŭn-
fu)t combining t he /« of hsŭn-fu with the yŭan of tu ch'a-
yūan (Censorate), in which such provincial dignitaries com-
monly held nominal regular or concurrent appointments. 

2122 fŭ-yŭàn fă-chíh kuān 府院法直官 
See under fa-chih kuan. 

2123 fù-yŭán k'ù 賦源庫 
YŭAN: see wan-i fu-yŭan k'u (Imperial Silk Vault). 

2124 fŭ-yuèh ssū 斧鉞司 
CH'ING: Halberd Offîce, one of 2 units constituting the 
Forward Subsection (ch'ien-so) of the Imperial Procession 
Guard (luan-i wei), headed by a Director (chang-yin yun-
hui shih), rank 4a. BH: halberd section. 

2125 hă-lă-lŭ wàn-hùfŭ 哈嫩魯萬戶府 
YŭAN: Karluk (Qarluk) Brigade, a unit of the Palace 
Guards (su-wei) under the control of the Chief Militaiy 
Command (ta tu-tu f u � , headed by an Overseer (ta-lu-hua-
ch'ih) and a Brigade Commander (wan-hu). 

2126 hăi-fáng tad 海防道 
MING-CH'ING: Coastal Defense Circuit, the equivalent 
in coastal areas of Military Defense Circuits (ping-pei tao)\ 
supervisory jurisdictions of Vice Commissioners (fu-shih) 
and Assistant Commissioners (ch'ien-shih) detached from 
Provincial Surveillance Commissions (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih 
ssu) and commonly called Circuit Inténdants (tao-t'ai); place-
name prefixes suggest the geographical extent of each Cir-
cuit. In 1753 all Circuit Inténdants, while remaining inter-
mediaries between provincial and prefectural (fu) admin-
istrations, were dissociated from their original Commissions 
and transformed into autonomous regular appointments, rank 
4a. 

2127 hăi-jén 醢人 
CHOU: Spìceman, a eunuch chef attached to the Ministry 
of State (t'ien-kuan) for the preparation of relishes, minced 
meats, and other condiments for the royal table and for im-
portant state sacrifices. CL: employé aux hachis ou auxpâtes. 

2136 han-chun t，ang 
2128 hăi-tào hsun-fáng ch9iēn-hù sð 
.. 海道巡防千戶所 

YUAN: Sea Transport Defense Battalion, 5 based along 
China's southeast coast to protect government grain being 
shipped northward by sea, from piracy; each headed by an 
Overseer (ta-lu~hua-ch'ih) and a Battalion Commander 
(ch'ien-hu), both rank 5a; subordinate to the Sea Transport 
Brigade {hai~îao liang-yiin wan-hu fu). P60. 

2129 hăi-tào hsun-fáng kuăn 海道巡防官 
YùAN: Coastal Defense Commander, 2 appointed in 1345 
under the Chief Grain Transport Commission for the Met-
ropolitan Area (ching-chi tu ts'ao-yŭrt ssu) to organize troops 
and sailors to protect government shipping on the Grand 
Canal from banditry; assisted by 2 Vice Commanders 
(hsiang-fu kuan). P60. 

2130 hái-tào liáng-yŭn wàn-hù fŭ 

.海道糧運萬戶府 
YUAN: Sea Transport Brigade, from 1283 responsible 
for transporting tax grain by sea from the Yangtze delta and 
the southeast coast to the area of modern Peking，the dy-
nastic capital; directed by an Overseer {ta-lu-hua-ckHh) and 
a Brigade Commander (wan-hu)t both rank 3a; supervised 
5 Sea Transport Battalions (hai-tao liang-yŭn ch'ien~hu so). 
P60. 

2131 hăi-tzŭ 海子 
CH'ING: lit., little sea: unofficial reference to the South-
ern Park (nan-yuan) maintained by the Imperial House-
hold Department (nei-wu fu). 

2132 han 漢 
From Han times on, used to refer to China or Chinese; un-
der alien dynasties，used as a prefix to titles reserved for 
Chinese appointees. N.B.: in Yiian times, the term han-jen 
(normally meaning a Chinese or the Chinese people) offi-
cially designated those residents of North China including 
Jurchen and Khitan as well as Chinese who prior to the 
Mongol conquest had been subjects of the Jurchen Chin 
dynasty, whereas nan-jen (Southerner) officially designated 
the wholly Chinese population of South China that had been 
governed by the S. Sung state. 

2133 hàn-chăng 翰長 
Common unofficial abbreviated reference to any executive 
head of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yuan), usually Aca-
demician Recipient of Edicts (hsŭeh-shih ch'eng-chih) or 
simply Academician {hsŭeh-shih). 

2134 hàn-chān 漢軍 
(1) YUAN: Chinese Army, a collective reference to those 
members of the military organization who prior to the Mon-
gol conquest had been residents of North China, governed 
by the Chin dynasty. (2) CH'ING: Chinese Banners, an 
abbreviation of the term han-chun pa ch'i. 

2135 hàn-chŭn pā ch'i 漢軍八旗 
CH'ING: lit., the Chinese army of 8 banners: Eight Chinese 
Banners, one of 3 groups in the Banner system of military 
organization (see ch'i, pa ch'i). Cf. man-chou pa ch'i, meng-
ku pa ch'i. 
2136 ftán-cAáw广如容漢軍堂 
CH'ING: Chinese S^d ie r s Office, a unit in the Court of 
Judicial Review (ta-li ssu) for dealing with cases involving 
Chinese soldiers; staffed with one Judge (p'ing-shih), rank 
7a; abolished in 1699. P22. 
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2137 kàn èrk-pān 漢二班 
CH'ING: Second Chinese Duty Group, one of 4 groups 
of Secretaries in the Council of State (chŭn-chi chang-chìng). 
Also see han t'ou-pan, man t'ou-pan, man erh-pan. 

2138 hán-jén 寒人 or hán-kuān 寒官 
N-S DIV: lit., a cold or impoverished man or official; 
Humble Man, Humble Official. The term was used in 
connection with the Nine Ranks (chiu p'in) system of cat-
egorizing potential appointees to government office on the 
basis of their genealogical distinction or lack of it; it refers 
to men considered suitable only to serve as subofficial func-
tionaries or in very low-ranking posts, to officials {kuan) 
of such status, and to the offices (also kuan) allocated to 
them. Humble ma; have been used as a synonym of Impure 
(cho), but it appears probably to have denoted a category 
below Impure. Whether or not this han was used dispar-
agingly in lieu of the homophonous name of the Han dy-
nasty is not clear. See under chung-cheng. 

2139 hàn-jén ssŭ 漢人司 
CHIN: Chinese Assistant, 3，rank not clear, serving as ad-
ministrative aides to the Vice Directors (yiian-wai lang) of 
Sections (ts'ao) in the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). P6. 

2140 hán-kŭng 函工 
N-S DIV (Chou): Armorer in the Ministry of Works (tung-
kuan)y number not specified, with rank as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen {chung-shih; =7a). P14. 

2141 hàn-lín 翰林 
Lit., a grove or forest of brush-points, suggesting a group 
of litterateurs: from the 700s on, occurs as a prefix to nu-
merous titles of literaiy and editorial workers and even other 
specialists such as physicians, most commonly but not solely 
members of the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yŭan)\ normally 
rendered simply Hanlin. Also see pei-men. P23. 

2142 hàn-lín hstiéh-shìh 翰林學士 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Hanlin Academician, a member of the 
T’ang~Sung Institute of Academicians {hsŭeh-shih yŭan) 
and head of the Ming-ChMng Hanlin Academy {han-lin 
yŭan). The title originated in the reign of T'ang Hsuan-
tsung (r. 712-756) as a duty assignment (drafting, editing, 
compiling, etc.) for officials holding substantive posts else-
where in the central government. In Sung became a sub-
stantive post, rank 3a; 3a in Chin; 3a then 2b, after 1318 
2a in Yuan; 3a then 3b, but generally 5a in Ming; 2a in 
Ch'ing; in Ch'ing one each Chinese and Manchu appointee. 
Also see shih-chiang hsŭeh-shih, shih-tu hsŭeh-shih. RR+SP: 
lettré. P23. 

2143 hàn-lín hsŭéh-shìh ch'éng-chĭh 
翰林學士承旨 

TANG-YUAN: Hanlin Academician Recipient of Edicts, 
from the 800s normally one or more senior members of the 
group of Hanlin Academicians (han-lin hsŭeh-shih) in the 
T'ang-Sung Institute of Academicians (hsiieh-shih yŭan) 
and the Yuan Hanlin and Historiography Academy (han-lin 
kuo-shih yuan), who apparently organized and supervised 
the work of the group. Also see ch'eng-chih. P23. 

2144 hàn4ín hsŭéh-shìh yŭàn 翰林學士院 
T,ANG~CH’ING: Hanlin Academy, a common variant 
designation of the Institute of Academicians (hsiieh-shih 
yuan) in T'ang and Sung, and of the Hanlin Academy (han-
lin yuan) in Yuan, Ming, and Ch'ing. P23. 

2145 hàn-lín ī-kuăn yŭàn 翰林醫官院 
5 DYN-CHIN: Medical Institute, staffed with profes-

sional physicians with greatly varying titles, in Sung headed 
by a Commissioner (shih); provided medical service for the 
imperial household. Comparable to the earlier Imperial 
Medical Office (t'ai-i yuan); apparently unrelated to the 
Hanlin Academy {han-lin yŭan) or the Imperial Medical 
Service {t'ai-i chŭ), a unit in the Court of Imperial Sacri-
fices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu), but may have merged with the latter 
by the end of Sung. $P: cour de médecine. P36. 

2146 hàn4ín kŭng-fèng 翰林供奉 
T'ANG: Academician in Attendance, literary and editorial 
aides to the Emperor; initiated c. 712 jointly with Acade-
micians Awaiting Orders (han-lin tai-chao) as new titles 
replacing Academicians of the North Gate (pei-men hsiieh-
shih); c. 738 both new titles consolidated into the single 
title Hanlin Academician (han-lin hstìeh-shih)\ appointees 
assigned to the Institute of Academicians {hsŭeh-shih yŭan) 
but apparently worked in a separate office unofficially called 
the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). Not a substantive post, 
but a duty assignment (ch'ai-ch'ien) for officials holding 
substantive posts elsewhere in the central government. Also 
see kung-feng hsŭeh-shih, kung-feng kuan. RR: académicien 
à la disposition de I'empereur. P23. 

2147 hàn-lín kuō-shĭh yŭàn 翰林國史院 
YUAN: Hanlin and Historiography Academy, abbrevi-
ation of han-lin hsŭeh-shih yuan chien (concurrently) kuo-
shih yŭan: designation for what in other periods was simply 
called the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yiian). Sometimes found 
in the further variant han-lin kuo-shih chi-hsien yiian (Han-
lin, Historiography, and Scholarly Worthies Academy; see 
chi-hsien yŭan). P23. 

2148 hàn-lín shìh-shŭ 書 
SUNG: Court Calligrapher, a professional specialist (?) 
in the Court of Imperial Calligraphy (han-lin yŭ-shu yiian)', 
no apparent relationship with the Hanlin Academy (han-lin 
yŭan). SP: lettré-calligraphe. 

2149 hàn-lín ssŭ 翰轨司 
SUNG: Office of Fruits and Tea, a unit under the Court 
of Imperial Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu); no relationship 
with the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). 

2150 hàn-lín tài-ckào 翰林待詔 
T'ANG-MING: Academician Awaiting Orders , a duty 
assignment in the T'ang Institute of Academicians (hsiieh-
shih yiian) for officials of literary talent holding substantive 
posts elsewhere in the central government (see han-lin kung-
feng)4, from Sung on, a substantive post in the Institute of 
Academicians，i.e., the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yiian); 
rank 9b in Ming. See tai-chao. RR: académicien attendant 
les ordres de I'empereur. P23. 

2151 翰林待制 
CHIN-MING: Academician Awaiting Instructions, lit-
erary and editorial aides to the Emperor, members of the 
Hanlin Academy (han-lin yiian), rank 5a or 5b; discontin-
ued in 1381. P23. 

2152 hàn-lín t9ú-huà yŭàn 翰林圖畫院 
SUNG: Imperial Painting Academy, apparently an alter-
nate reference to the Painter Service (î'u-hua chu) in the 
Artisans Institute (han-lin yŭan) of the Palace Domestic 

^ Service (nei-shih sheng), but suggesting the inclusion of 
regular officials on special duty assignments as well as 
professional specialists. See under hua-yŭan. 

2153 hàn-lín yŭ-shū yŭàn 翰林御書院 
SUNG: Imperial Academy of Calligraphy, organizational 
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status, staff, and functions not clear, but apparently not 
connected with the Imperial Library (yu-shu ch'u) or the 
Institute of Academicians (hsueh-shih yiian); likely a vari-
ant reference to the Calligrapher Service (shu-i chu) in the 
Artisans Institute (han-lin yiian) of the Palace Domestic 
Service (nei-shih sheng). 

2154 hàn-lín yŭàn 翰林院 
(1) T'ANG-CH^ING: Hanlin Academy, a loosely orga-
nized group of litterateurs who did drafting and editing work 
in the preparation of the more ceremonious imperial pro-
nouncements and the compilation of imperially sponsored 
historical and other works, principally designated Hanlin 
Academicians (han-lin hsŭeh-shih). Originated c. 738 as 
the office of Academicians Awaiting Orders (han-lin tax-
chao、，who were soon retitled Hanlin Academicians and in 
the 800s gained governmental importance as palace coun-
selors of Emperors, under leadership of a Hanlin Acade-
mician Recipient of Edicts (han-lin hsŭeh-shih ch'eng-chih). 
In its early history, its staff held substantive posts else-
where in the central government, and the Academy had no 
substantive status. In Yuan it had status as a regular central 
government agency titled the Hanlin and Historiography 
Academy {han-lin kuo-shihyiian), headed by 6 Hanlin Aca-
demicians Recipients of Edicts, rank lb. In Ming headed 
by a Chancellor (hsŭeh-shih), 3a then 3b, but generally 5a; 
was especially important as the career ladder by which men 
gained entry into the Grand Secretariat (nei-kó). In Ch’ing 
headed by 2 Academicians in Charge (han-lin chang-yŭan 
hsŭeh-shih), one Chinese and one Manchu, both 2b. RR: 
académie. BH: national academy. P23. (2) TANG-SUNG: 
common variant reference to tiie Institute of Academi-
cians (hsueh-shih yuan). SP: bureau de la forêt des pin-
ceaux. (3) SUNG: Artisans Institute, a unit in the Palace 
Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng), staffed with astrolo-
gers, cdligraphers, painters, and physicians who were mostly 
professional specialists，not members of the regular offi-
cialdom. 

2155 hàn luán-í shĭh 漢鑾輿使 
CH’ING: Chinese Commissioner of the Imperial Proces-
sion Guard，one, rank 2a; paired with a Manchu Com-
missioner (luan-i shih) as 2nd in command under a Grand 
Minister in Charge of the Guard (chang wei-shih ta-ch'en). 
See luan-i wei. 

2156 Mn-pĕnfáng 镆本房 
CH'ING: Chinese Documents Section in the Grand Sec-
retariat {nei-kó), in charge of translating Manchu docu-
ments into Chinese. Cf. man-pen fangt meng-ku pen-fang. 
BH: Chinese copying office. P2. 

2157 hàn-p9iào ch9iēn-chyù 漢票簽處 
CH'ING: Chinese Document Registry in the Grand Sec-
retarìat (nei-kó), in charge of recording all Chinese docu-
ments handled. Cf. man-p'iao ch'ien-ch'u. BH: Chinese 
registry. P2. 

2158 hán-shih 函使 
Correspondence Clerk, one of many kinds of subofficial 
functionaries found in many periods of history. 

2159 hàn shìh-wèi 漢侍衛 
CH'ING: Chinese Imperial Guardsman, one of several 
categories of Imperial Guardsmen (shih-wei), who served 
as the Emperor's bodyguard. BH: Chinese corps of the im-
perial bodyguards. 

2160 hàn-tàngfáng 漢檔房 
CH’ING: Chinese Archive in the Court of Colonial Affairs 

(li-fan yiian), a translation and archival agency. See man-
tang fang. BH: translation office. 

2161 hàn fóu-pàn 漢頭班 
CH'ING: First Chinese Duty Group, one of 4 groups of 
Secretaries in the Council of State (chŭn-chi chang-chìng). 
Also see han erh-pan, man t'ou-pan, man erh-pan. 

2162 hàn-yŭàn 翰苑 
T'ANG-CH'ING: lit., garden of writing brushes: unofficial 
reference to the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yuan), compa-
rable agencies such as the Sung dynasty Institute of Aca-
demicians (hsŭeh-shih yuan) and the Yiian dynasty Hanlin 
and Historiography Academy (han-lin kuo-shih yuan), or 
their personnel. P23. 

2163 háng-shóu 行首 
SUNG: Column Leader , subofficial functionaries serving 
as ushers in the Visitors Bureau {k'o-sheng) of the Secre-
tariat {chung-shu sheng)’ or as heads of small squads in 
various military units. SP: chef de troupe. 

2164 háō'chài 壕寨 
CHIN-Yŭ AN: Construction Foreman, unranked, one in 
the Chin Southern Capital Construction Supervisorate (nan-
ching fi-chŭ ching-ch'eng .so); 16 in the Yuan Directorate 
of Waterways (tu-shui chien), others in the Ta-tu (i.e., Pe-
king) Regency {liu-shou ssu). P15, 49. 

2165 héng 衡 
See ch'uart-heng, lin-heng, yŭ-heng. 

2166 héng-háng sMh 横行使 
SUNG: Commissioner of the Crosswise Ranks, honorific 
designation of the man in charge of the highest-ranking mil-
itary officers in court audience, assisted by a Vice Com-
missioner ifu-shìh) in charge of the lowest-ranking officers. 

2167 héng-kuăn 衡官 
HAN: Weighmaster, apparently several on duty in the Im-
perial Forest Park {shang lin yuan) outside the capital city, 
presumably responsible for checking on hunting catches; 
headed by a Direotor {chang) subordinate to the Comman-
dant of the Imperial Gardens {shui-heng tu~wei). HB {chang): 
chief of the office of the forest. 

2 1 6 8 héng-tsăi 衡宰 
HAN: lit., steward of the scales: unofficial reference to the 
Counselor-in-chief (ch 'eng-hsiang). 

2169 hó-chì chu 和劑局 
SUNG: Pharmacy Service, a unit in the Court of the Im-
perial Treasury {t'ai-fu ssu). SP: bureau pharmaceutique. 

2170 hō-chih 呵止 
Lit. ’ to call to a halt: Shouter of Warnings, in Sung and 
no doubt other periods as well, one of many types of men 
authorized to form the retinue of an official in travel status; 
see under tao-ts'ung. 

2171 hó-ch'â shŭ 河渠署 
SUI-SUNG: Office of Rivers and Canals, a unit under the 
Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui chien), headed by a Di-
rector (ling), rank 8a. Temporarily in early Sung called Rivers 
and Canals Section (ho-ch'ŭ art), with a Manager (kou-tang 
kung-shih), subordinate to the State Finance Commission 
(san ssu). RR+SP: office (bureau) des rivìères et des ca-
naux. P14, 15. 

2172 hó-chŭàn 禾絹 
Meaning and derivation not clear, but from the era of N-S 
Division on, an unofficial reference to the Emperor . 
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2 1 7 3 kó-fàng skìk 合方氏 
CHOU: Region Unifîer, 8 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shik), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) 
in charge of maintaining roads, monitoring trade, and over-
seeing visitors from afar. CL: agents d'union des regions. 

2174 hó-fáng t'í-châ ssŭ 河防提擧司 
YŭAN: Supervisorate of River Defense, each headed by 
a Supervisor (t't-chii), rank 5b, established in 1351 under 
each Branch Directorate of Waterways (hsing tu-shui chien), 
to maintain security supervision along the Grand Canal and 
other important waterways. P59. 

2175 hójèng'ssū 合奉祀 
MING: Joint Sacrifice!*，S constituting a Sacrificial Office 
(tz'u-chi shu), several of which were subordinate to the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t*ai-ch,ang ssu) at Nanking. P49. 

2 1 7 6 kó-ksīfáng 河西房 
SUNG: Northwestern Defense Section in the Bureau of 
Military Affairs {shu-mi yuan): one of 12 Sections created 
in the reign of Shen-tsung (1067-1085) to manage admin-
istrative affairs of military garrisons throughout the coun-
try, in geographic clusters, or to supervise specified mili-
tary functions on a countiy-wide scale. This Section 
supervised the northwestern frontier, the core of which was 
Shan-hsì Circuit {lu), modern Shensi. Headed by 3 to 5 
Vice Recipients of Edicts (fu ch'eng~chih)t rank 8b. Ap-
parently discontinued early in S. Sung. See shih-erh fang 
(Twelve Sections). SP: chambre de défense de la frontière 
Occident ale. 

2 1 7 7 hó-jà 合入 
SUNG: Expectant, a prefix indicating that one is qualified 
and certified to take up duty in the post named. 

2178 hó-k'ŏu chih-chiàng 合 口脂匠 
T'ANG: lit., maker of lard suitable for eating or, possibly, 
maker of lip ointments: Medication Maker , 2, probably 
professional specialists, on the staff of the Medicines Ser-
vice (feng-i chu) of the Palace Administration {tien-chung 
sheng). RR: ouvrier fabricant de graisse pour les lèvres. 
P38. 

2179 Arf-ArMtòo 河庫道 
CH'ING: Grand Canal Storehouse Circuit, in charge of 
paying laborers on the southern section of the Grand Canal, 
under the Director-general of the Grand Canal (ho-tao tsung-
tu) based in Kìangsu; also an abbreviated reference to the 
Circuit Intendant (tao-í'ai) in charge. P59. 

2180 hò-ū 貉隸 
See mo-lì (Northeastern War Prisoners). 

2181 hó-piāo 河標 
CH'ING: lit., the river flag: Waterways Command , a 
general reference to the administrative structure and per-
sonnel subordinate to a Director-general of the Grand Canal 
{ho-tao tsung-tu); often occurs as prefix to a title, e.g., ho-
piao chung-chŭn fu-chiang (Vice General serving as Ad-
jutant of the Waterways Command; see chung-chŭn); also 
occurs as an indirect reference to a Director-general of the 
Grand Canal. See piao. 

2 1 8 2 A r f - p Y r ó 河泊所 
MING-CH'ING: Fishing Tax Office, headed by one or 2 
Commissioners-in-chief (ta-shih) t unranked; established in 
1382 in all localities where fishing was of commercial im-
portance, to collect taxes on the catch; in early Ming num-
bered more than 250’ but in Ch,ing lost importance except 
in Kwangtung Province. BH: river police inspector. P54. 

2183 hó-shĕng shŭ 和聲署 
CH’ING: Music Office, headed by 2 Directors {cheng), one 
each Chinese and Manchu; one of 2 agencies constituting 
the Music Ministry iyŭeh-pu)\ established in 1729 to re-
place the traditional chiao-fang ssu, q.v. Also see shen-
ytieh shu. P10, 

2184 hó-shíh ch9în-wáng 和碩親王 
CH'ING: full designation of Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang)-, 
ho-shih is the transliteration of a Manchu word meaning 
fief or appanage, hence suggesting a Prince with territorial 
claims. BH: prince of the blood of the first degree. 

2185 hó-shíh kó-kó 和碩格格 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Commandery Princess 
(chŭn-chu). 

2186 hó-shíh kūng-chŭ 和碩公主 
CH’ING: Imperial Princess, specifying one borne by a 
secondary wife or concubine ratfier than by the Empress. 

2187 hó-shíh ó-fù 和碩額駙 
CH'ING: Consort of the Imperial Princess (i.e., of a ho-
shih kung-chu), 2nd-ranking male consort in the nobility 
(chŭeh). BH: husband of an imperial princess. 

2 1 8 8 hó-shíh pèi-ld 和碩貝勅 
CH'ING: lit., fief-holding imperial kinsman: EnfeofTed 
Beile, a title of nobility {chŭeh) awarded by the founder of 
the Manchu imperial line, Nurhachi, to his brothers, sons, 
and nephews, 8 of whom constituted the top-echelon ad-
visory group serving Nurhachi until his death in 1626; soon 
thereafter transformed into a more formal Deliberative 
Council {i-cheng ch'u). See pei-lo. P64. 

2189 Ad-Aíî河臺or河台 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Director-general of the 
Grand Canal {ho-tao tsung-tu). 

2190 hŏ'tăo 呵導 
Shouting Guide: in Sung and no doubt other periods as 
well, one of many types of men authorized to form the ret-
inue of an official in travel status; see under tao-ts'ung. 

2191 hó-tào 河道 
MING~CH’ING: (1) Waterways Circuit, a branch office 
of a Provincial Administration Commission (ch'eng-hsŭan 
pu-cheng shih ssu) or Provincial Surveillance Commission 
(t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu) in charge of river maintenance, 
irrigation, etc.; commonly also an abbreviated reference to 
the Circuit Intendant {tao-t'ai) in charge; normally prefixed 
with a geographic name suggesting the jurisdiction of the 
Circuit. BH: river tao-tai. P59. (2) Unofficial reference to 
a Director-general of the Grand Canal (ho-tao tsung-tu) 
or his establishment. 

2192 hó-tào fí-châ ssŭ 河道提擧司 
YUAN: Waterways Supervisorate, variable number, es-
tablished with place-name prefixes in appropriate areas to 
direct the maintenance of waterways, irrigation systems, etc., 
under supervision of the Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui 
chien) or one of its branches; each headed by a Supervisor 
(t'i-chu), rank 5b. Sometimes known as ho-fang t'i-chŭ ssu 
(Supervisorate of River Defense). PI5，59. 

2193 kó-tàotsăng-tŭ 河道總督 
Director-general of the Grand Canal. (1) MING: variant 
reference to the ts'ao-yŭn tsung-tu (Director-general of Grain 
Transport). (2) CH'ING: number variable but commonly 
3 o n e stationed at Huai-an and called Chiang-nan ho-tao 
tsung-tu or nan-ho, one stationed at Chi-ning and called 
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Shantung and Honan ho-tao tsung-tu or tung-ho, and one 
stationed at Ku-an and called Chihli ho-tao tsung-tu or pei-
ho. Separate from the grain transport hierarchy (see ts'ao-
yŭn tsung-tu), they controlled maintenance and operation 
of the Grand Canal and shipping on relevant sections óf the 
Yellow River. They usually held nominal posts as Ministers 
of Works and concurrent Censors-in-chief {kung-pu shang-
shu chien tu yu-shih). BH: director-general of the conser-
vation of the Yellow River and the Grand Canal. P59. 

2194 hó-té 和德 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Harmonious Virtue, desig-
nation of one of 27 Hereditary Consorts (shih-fu), rank =3b. 

2195 Aá-tfcA，á/^ 和糴場 
SUNG: lit.’ place for harmonious purchases: Gra in Req-
uisition Depot, a local agency that purchased grain from 
the populace at a fixed low price to fulfill state needs, pri-
marily military; subordinate to the Court of the Imperial 
Granaries (ssu-nung ssu). SP: aire d'achaî à I'amiable. 

2196 kó-tî sMk河慑使 or kó-tîyèk-ché 謁者 
HAN-SUNG; River Conservancy Commissioner, super-
visor of dike repairs, fishing practices, etc. Established in 
Former Han (shih) to coordinate and supervise various water-
control (tu-shui) officiais, in Later Han (yeh-che) superseded 
others; throughout Han, a duty assignment rather than a 
substantive post. See hu tu-shui shih. From the era of N-S 
Division through T'ang (primarily yeh-che, but both shih 
and yeh-che in T'ang), a substantive post in the Directorate 
of Waterways (tu-shui t'ai, tu-shui chien)y rank 8a2 in T'ang; 
numbered as many as 60 in Sui. In Sung (shih or p'an-kuan) 
an added responsibility of senior functionaries in Prefec-
tures (chou) around the dynastic capital, Kaifeng. RR (shih): 
commissaire chargé des digues des fleuves; (yeh-che): vis-
iteur des digues des fleuves. SP: commissaire des chaussées; 
(p'an-kuan): assistant des chaussées. P14, 59. 

2197 hó-t'ing 河廳 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Fishing Tax Of-
fice (ho-p'o so). 

2198 hó-t'ĭng 鶴廳 
Lit., crane pavilion: from T’ang on, an unofficial reference 
to the Bureau of Evaluations (k'ao-kung ssu) in the Min-
istry of Personnel (lì-pu), apparently because in T'ang times 
the office wall of the Bureau had a crane painted on it by 
a well-known artist. 

2199 hó-tŭ 河督 
MING-CH'ING: abbreviation of ho-tao tsung-tu (Direc-
tor-general of the Grand Canal). 

2200 kó-t’ŭng 合同 
Lit., to match: one of several terms used for registered 
document, a form of paper used by officials for corre-
spondence with the issuing agency, where the authenticity 
of the correspondence could be verified by matching the 
paper with a retained stub-book sheet, at the overlaid mar-
gins of which a seal had been impressed before the paper 
was issued. Sometimes called a tally. See k'art-ho. 

2201 kó-t，úng p，íng-yú ssū 合同憑由司 
SUNG: Certificate Validation Office, a unit in the Palace 
Eunuch Service (Ju-nei nei-shih sheng) that prepared cer-
tificates needed by the appropriate authorities to issue com-
modities for palace use. SP: bureau de délivrance des cer-
tificats des choses demandées par le palais. 

2202 Arf-H^tòo 河務道 
CH'ING: River Maintenance Circuit , also a reference to 

the Circuit Intendant (tao-t'ai) in charge, rank 4a; used with 
place-name prefixes. See tao, tao-t'ai. 

2 2 0 3 A ó - j í / ^ & ā / i - c A t ò w g 河 營 參 將 
CH'ING: Assistant Brigade Commander , highest-ranking 
military subordinate to a Director-general of the Grand Canal 
(ho-tao tsung-tu). See ís'an-chiang. 

2204 hó-yŭng chién 和用監 
YIIAN: occasional variant reference, probably through scribal 
error, to the Directorate for Leather and F u r Manufac-
tures (li-yung chien). P38. 

2205 hóu 侯 
(1) CHOU: Marquis, a title of nobility {chŭeh) used by 
some regional lords and commonly granted to sons of Kings 
(wang). See chu-hou (Feudal Lords). (2) HAN-CH^ING: 
Marquis, a title of nobility, usually next in prestige only 
after Prince (wang) and Duke (kung), sometimes heredi-
tary, sometimes conferred for special merit; usually pre-
fíxed with a geographic name designating the noble's real 
or hypothetical fief. Occurs with a variety of qualifying 
prefixes: e.g., k'ai-kuo hou, hsien-hou, hsiang-hou, t'ing-
hou, lieh-hou, qq.v. P64, 65. (3) HAN: Commandan t , a 
military title with many uses, commonly with rank of 600 
bushels; less prestigious than hsiao-wei (also Commandant) 
and ssu-ma (Commander) but more prestigious than ch'ien-
hu (Battalion Commander). HB: captain. 

2206 hòu 后 
(1) CHOU: Queen, principal wife of the King (wang). (2) 
CH’IN-CH，INô: Empress: throughout imperial history the 
most simple designation of an Emperor's principal wife, 
commonly prefixed with her maiden surname. See huang-
hou, huang t'ai-hou, t'ai-huang t'ai-hou. 

2207 hòU'Ch9ì 候氣 
HAN: Observer of Air Currents , a duty assignment for 
12 Expectant Officials (tai-chao) in the Imperial Observa-
tory (ling-t'ai). HB: watcher of the ethers. P35. 

2208 hòu chŭng-lu 候鐘律 
HAN: Observer of the Bell-like Pitchpipes, a duty as-
signment for 7 Expectant Officials {tai-chao) in the Impe-
rial Observatory {ling-t'ai). HB: watcher of the Chung pitch 
pipes. P35. 

2209 hòu-fēi ssù hsīng 后妃四星 
TANG; The Empress and the Four Chief Consorts, col-
lective reference to the ranking palace ladies, including the 
consorts kuei-fei, hui-fei, li-fei, and hua-fei, qq.v. 

2210 hòu-fĕng 候風 
HAN: Observer of Winds, a duty assignment for 3 Ex-
pectant Officials (tai-chao) in the Imperial Observatory (ling-
t'ai). HB: watcher of the wind. P35. 

2211 hòu-háng 後行 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Rear Echelon of Ministries (pu) in the 
Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), specifically 
designating the Ministries of Rites (lĭ-pu) and of Works 
(kung-pu), which were less prestigious than both the Front 
Echelon (ch'ien-hang) comprising the Ministries of Person-
nel (lì-pu) and of War (ping-pu) and the Middle Echelon 
(chung-hang) comprising the Ministries of Revenue (hu-pu) 
and of Justice (hsing-pu). P38. (2) SUNG: Junior Clerk 
(?)’ an uncommon title coupled with Senior Clerk (? ch'ien-
hang), apparently subofficial functionaries; found in the Court 
of Palace Attendants {hsŭan-hui yuan), the Accounting Of-
fice (shen-chi ssu) of the Court of the Imperial Treasury 
(t'ai-fu ssu), etc. SP: employé de rang arrière. 
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2212 hòu-hsîng 候星 
HAN: Observer of the Stars, a duty assignment for 14 
Expectant Officials (tai-chao) in the Imperial Observatory 
(ling't'ai). HB: watcher of the stars. P 3 5 . . 

2213 hòU'hsŭăn 候選 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Expectant Appointee, designation of a 
qualified man awaiting appointment or reappointment by 
the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu). BH: candidate. 

2214 hòu-hù tà-ch’én 後&大臣 
CH'ING: Grand Minister of the Rear Watch, duty as-
signment in rotation for Grand Ministers of the Imperial 
Household Department Concurrently Controlling the Im-
perial Guardsmen (ling shih-wei nei ta-ch'en) to serve on 
active bodyguard duty. BH: chamberlain of the rear-guard. 

2 2 1 5 hòU'jén 候人 
CHOU: lit.，a watcher, or one who waits for people: Scout, 
6 ranked as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih) and 6 as Junior 
Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of War 
{hsia-kuan) responsible for checking on road conditions and 
watching for travelers. CL: attendants, vedettes. 

2 2 1 6 hòU'jih 候日 
HAN: Observer of the Sun, a duty assignment for 2 Ex-
pectant Officials {tai-chao) in the Imperial Observatory (ling-
t'ai). HB: watcher of the sun. P35. 

2217 hòu kuĕi-yĭng 候晷影 
HAN: Observer of the Sundial，a duty assignment for 3 
Expectant Officials (tai-chao) in the Imperial Observatory 
(ling-t'ai). HB: watcher of the sun's shadow. P35. 

2218 hóu-kuó 侯國 
Marquisate: throughout history, the domain of a Marquis 
{hou) on whom a fief (real or nominal) had been conferred. 
HB: marquisate. 

2219 hdu-miào 后廟 
Temple of the . . . Empress, common designation through-
out history for buildings in which the spirits of Empresses 
were honored or worshipped by their descendants; each 
controlled by a civil service Temple Director (shih-chang)y 
with the aid of Court Gentlemen for Fasting {chai-lang), 
Temple Attendants (miao chih~kuan)t etc. The term is com-
monly prefixed with the posthumous designation of the Em-
press to whom the temple was dedicated. P28. 

2220 kdu-pŭ 候補 
CH'ING: Expectant Appointee, designation of qualified 
men for whom there were no vacant posts but who were 
assigned by the Ministry of Personnel {lì-pu) to appropriate 
central government or provincial agencies to occupy the first 
appropriate vacancy. See hou-hsŭan, 

2221 kòu-pŭ láng 候部郞 or hòu-pù li 吏 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei, Chin): Astronomical Observer , 
as many as 15 on the staff of the Grand Astrologer (t'ai-
shih ling). P35. 

2222 hdu-pŭ pan 候補班 
CH'ING: Corps af Expectant Appointees, collective ref-
erence to all Expectant Appointees (hou~pu) on duty in an 
agency, where they might be given miscellaneous tasks 
pending substantive appointments to posts as they became 
vacant. 

2223 hóu-shé 喉舌 
Lit. ’ throat and tongue, the speaking organs; hence Spokes-
man for the Ruler: from antiquity an unofficial reference 
to such dignitaries as the Chou dynasty Minister of State 

(chung-tsai), the Han dynasty Imperial Secretary (shang-
shu), the Ming dynasty Transmission Commissioner (t'ung-
cheng shih)’ etc. To be distinguished from the categorical 
designation Speaking Officials (yen-kuan), whose duty was 
to speak to the ruler, not for him. 

2224 hòu-shĕng 後省 
SUNG: Rear Section of the Palace Domestic Service (nei-
shih sheng), as distinguished from the Front Section (ch'ien-
sheng); division of functions not clear. SP: département 
postérieur du palais intérieur. P19. 

2225 hòu-sŏ 後所 
CH'ING: Rear Subsection, one of 5 top-echelon units in 
the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-i wei)y headed by a 
Director (chang-yin kuan-chun shih) ’ rank 3a; with 8 sub-
ordinate Offices (mostly 咖 ) . B H : fifth sub-department. 

2226 hòu-tsūng yŭàn 厚宗院 
SUNG: lit.，agency for generosity to clansmen: Hostel for 
Imperial Kinsmen, variant designation of tun-tsung yuan, 
q.v.; one each in the western and southern branches of the 
Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu). 

2227 hòu-wèi 候衞 
SUI-T'ANG: Reserve Guard , one each Left and Right, 
created c. 604 as units of the Twelve Guards {shih-erh wei) 
at the dynastic capital; nomenclature apparently persisted 
in T'ang through the 636 reorganization of the Twelve Guards 
into the Sixteen Guards {shih-liu wei)t but in 662 renamed 
Imperial Insignia Guards (chin-wu wei). RR: garde de sur-
veillance. P43. 

2228 kdu-yŭàn 後苑 
SUNG: Rear Garden , a reference to the inner quarters of 
the imperial palace, hence to eunuchs of the Palace Do-
mestic Service {nei-shih sheng); prefixed to many eunuch 
titles. SP: pare arrière. 

2229 hsî 奚 
CHOU: lit., servant, perhaps derived from the name of an 
alien tribe in the far northeast: aside from use in common 
compounds such as hsi-kuan (slave) and hsi-nu (servant, 
slave), one of many terms used to designate a eunuch (see 
huan-kuan). 

2230 hsī 西 
West: common prefix in agency names and official titles, 
ordinarily paired with East (tung) but found in other direc-
tional combinations as well; in addition to the following 
entries, look for entries formed by the characters that fol-
low hsi wherever encountered. 

2231 hsbcWăng 西廠 
MING: Western Depot, a eunuch secret-service agency es-
tablished in the 1470s on the pattern of the Eastern Depot 
(tung'chfang)y under the control of the eunuch Director of 
Ceremonial (ssu-li t'ai-chien); collaborated with the Impe-
rial Bodyguard (chin-i wei) in punishing those allegedly guilty 
of treason. 

2232 Arf-cYíwtí 喜起舞 
CH'ING: lit., dancers who celebrate the ruler's achieve-
ments, derived from a passage in the ancient Shu-ching 
(Classic of Writings): Palace Dancers, supervised by one 
of the Grand Ministers (ta-ch'en) of the Imperial Household 
Department (nei-wu fu). BH: court ballet. 

2233 hsbchiēn 西監 
(1) SUI-T'ANG: Directorate of the Western Parks , one 
of 4 Directorates in charge of maintaining the buildings and 
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grounds of imperial parks and gardens in the 4 quadrants 
of the dynastic capital, Ch'ang-an; in Sui under the Direc-
torate-general of the Imperial Parks (yŭan tsung-chien), in 
T'ang under the Court of the National Granaries (ssu-nung 
ssu); headed by a Supervisor (chien) in both periods, in 
T'ang rank 6b2. See ssu-mien chien, tung-chien, pei-chien, 
nart-chien. P40. (2) CHIN: abbreviated reference to the 
Western Directorate of Coinage (pao-feng ch'ien-chien). 

2234 hsbchlh 西織 
HAN: West Weaving Shop under the Chamberlain for the 
Palace Revenues {shao-fu), headed by a Director (ling); 
eventually combined with the East Weaving Shop (tung-
chih) into a single Weaving Shop {chih-shih). HB: western 
weaving house. P37. 

2235 hsī-ch'ŭăn 西銓 
T'ANG: Selector of the West, unofficial reference to one 
of the Vice Ministers {shih-lang) of the Ministry of Per-
sonnel (lì-pu), in contrast to the other Vice Minister’s un-
official designation as Selector of the East (tung-ch'ŭan); 
reference is to the Ministry's role in selecting appointees 
for office. See shang-shu ch'ŭan, chung-ch'ŭan. 

2236 hsl'fŭ 西府 
SUNG: West Administration，unofficial reference to the 
Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yùan) as contrasted to 
the East Administration (tung-fu), referring to the office of 
Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang, ch'eng-hsiang, etc.) or the 
Secretariat (chung-shu sheng). These top-echelon agencies 
of the military and civil establishments in the central gov-
ernment were known collectively as the Two Administra-
tions (erh-fu). 

2237 hsī'háng 西行 
T*ANG: West Echelon of Ministries (pu) in the Depart-
ment of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng) y consisting of the 
Ministries of War (ping-pu)t of Justice (hsing-pu), and of 
Works (kung-pu)，as distinguished from 3 others in an East 
Echelon (tung-hang); supervised by the Assistant Director 
of the Right (yu-ch'eng) in the Department. 

2238 hsî-hó 羲和 
HAN: Astrologer (?) on the staff of the Grand Astrologer 
{t'ai-shih ling) (?)• The term derives either from (a) a legend 
tíiat families named Hsi and Ho were put in hereditary charge 
of calendrical calculations in high antiquity, or from (b) 
pre-ChMn origins of the notion that a mythical being called 
Hsi Ho (or Hsi-ho) is charioteer of the sun. Han usage as 
a title is not clear. 

2239 hsí-hsīn ssŭ 惜薪司 
MING: Firewood Office, a minor agency of palace eu-
nuchs headed by a eunuch Director (cheng, t'ai-chien); see 
ssu ssu (Four Offices). 

2240 hsbhsûán 西選 
T'ANG: Appoînter of tìie West, unofficial reference to one 
of the Vice Ministers (shih-lang) of the Ministry of War 
{ping-pu)t as distinguished from the Appointer of the East 
(tung-hsiian); also see chung-hsŭan. The usage derives from 
the role played by the Vice Minister in selecting appointees 
for military offices. Cf. hsi-ch'tian. 

2241 hsí-hsŭéh kuăn 習學官 
SUNG: Apprentice, variant of hsì-hsŭeh kung-shih; 6 re-
portedly assigned to the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). 
SP: fonctionnaire-stagiaire. 

2242 hsí-hsŭéh kŭng-shíh 潛學公事 
SUNG: Apprentice in the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) or 

the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu); status not clear. SP: stagiaire des affaires publiques. 

2243 hsī4 西掖 
CH'ING: West Chamber , unofficial reference to the Cen-
tral Drafting Office (chung-shu k'o). 

2244 如â n習藝館 
T'ANG: Institute for Study of the Polite Arts , new name 
given the Palace Institute of Literatua. (neì wen-hsŭeh kuan) 
in 692, then quickly changed again to Palace School in the 
Grove (wan-lin neì chiao-fang); responsible for educating 
palace women. RR: collège où on apprend les arts. 

2245 hsî4 kuăn-kōu kuān 西驛管勾官 
SUNG: Clerk for Postal Relays in the West, 2 unranked 
personnel on ŏie staff of the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-
lu ssu); in charge of travel arrangements for envoys from 
tribal groups on China's western frontier. P l l . 

2 2 4 6 hsbjăn yiiàn 西染院 
SUNG: West Dyeing Office, a palace workshop headed by 
a (eunuch?) Commissioner (shih). SP: cour occidentale de 
teinturerie. 

2247 hsī-jén 腊人 
CHOU: Keeper of Dried Meats, 4 ranked as Senior Ser-
vicemen (shang-shih) t members of the Ministry of State 
(t'ien-kuan) responsible for gathering from hunting expe-
ditions and other sources various meats and other edibles 
to be preserved by drying, and for providing dried foods 
of all sorts needed for royal sacrifices, banquets，funeral 
rituals, etc. CL: officier des pièces sèches, dessécheur. 

2248 hsUjén 醯人 
CHOU: Vlnegarman, 2 eunuch members of the Ministry 
of State (t'ien-kuan), who prepared all foods preserved in 
vinegar for use in the royal palace, in sacrifices, in enter-
taining guests，etc. CL: vinaigrier. 

2249 ksī-júng sMh-ckĕ 西夜使者 
SUI: Commissioner for Western Tributaries, a member 
of the Court for Dependencies (hung-lu ssu) designated on 
an ad hoc basis to set up an office (shu) to supervise ar-
rangements for the treatment of envoys from tribes on China’s 
western frontier; c. 610 superseded the consolidated Hostel 
for Tributary Envoys (ssu-fang kuan). P l l . 

2250 hsî-kó chUchià 西閤祭酒 
SUI-TWNG: Master of Ceremonies in the West Hall, a 
receptionist, rank 7bl , in a Princely Establisliment (wang-
Ju); difference from tung-ko chi-chiu is not clear. RR: maître 
des cérémonies de la salíe de Vouest de la maison d'un prince. 
P69. 

2 2 5 1 hsī-k'ù 西庫 
SUNG: Western Storehouse, one of several storage facil-
ities constituting the Left Vault (tso-tsang), which stored 
general state revenues under the supervision of the Court 
of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu). See tso-tsang, yu-
tsang, nan-pei k,u. 

2252 hsî'kuān 西官 
SUNG: lit., official of the west: unofficial reference to the 
husband of an Imperial Princess {kung-chu). Secfu-ma tu-
wei. 

2253 hsī'kuân chu 奚官局 
SUI-T'ANG: Menials Service, a eunuch agency in the Pal-
ace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng) ’ headed by 2 Direc-
tors (ling), rank 8b; in charge of palace slaves and laborers; 
also assigned titles and ranks to members of the palace staff 
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and provided medical and funeral services for palace women. 
RR: service des esclaves du palais intérieur. 

2254 hsî-kūng 辟宮 
Western Palace: unofficial reference to the household, and 
indirectly the person, of the Empress, in contrast to the un-
official designation Eastern Palace {tung-kung), referring to 
the Heir Apparent. � 

2255 hsbláng 夕郞 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV: unofficial reference to a Gentleman 
Attendant at the Palace Gate (chi-shih huang-men; also 
see huang-men shih-lang). (2) T'ANG-CH'ING: archaic 
reference to a chi-shih-chung (Supervising Secretary or 
Supervising Censor). P19. 

2256 hsì'lín ssū 靝麇司 
YŭAN: Victualling Office of the combined Regency (liu-
shou ssu) and Chief Route Command {tu tsung-kuan fu) at 
the auxiliary capital in modern Chahar called Shang-tu (Su-
preme Capital); responsible for providing victuals for mem-
bers of the nobility and important visitors; headed by a 
Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 5a. P49. 

2257 ksī Ung-cMn (ssŭ)西綾鎳(司) 
SUNG: West Office of Embroidery, a palace workshop 
headed by a (eunuch?) Commissioner (shih), rank 7a or 
higher. SP: cour occidentale des brocarts, 

2258 hsĭ liù pù 奚六熟 
LIAO: Six Hsi Tribes, a group of (proto-Mongol?) tribes 
resident in modern Jehol, one of the Four Great Tribes (ssu 
ta-pu), each supervised from the dynastic capital by an Of-
fice of the Grand Prince (ta-wang fu), e.g., of the Six Hsi 
Tribes. P17. 

2259 Arf-mó 冼馬 
See under hsien-ma (Frontrider, Librarian). 

2260 hsUmă hsiăo-tt 習馬小底 
LIAO: Horse Trainer in the Palace Domestic Service 
{ch'eng-ying hsiao-ti chŭ). P39. 

2261 hsî-nán tū hsún-chiĕn (shíh) 
西南都巡檢(使） 

CHIN: Executive Police Chief for the Southwest, rank 
7a, in charge of suppressing banditry in the region of mod-
ern Pao-ting southwest of the Jurchen dynastic capital at 
modem Peking; based at Liang-hsiang District {hsien). P54. 

2262 hsUnèijăn-yŭàn 西內染院 
SUNG: West Palace Dyeing Office, probably a variant of 
hsi jan-yŭan (West Dyeing Office). SP: cour occidentale 
de teinturerie du palais. 

2263 hsUpài 夕拜 
Lit.，to do homage in the evening; derivation not clear: from 
Han on, an unofficial reference to a chi-shih-chung (Su-
pervising Secretary, Supervising Censor). 

2264 ksī-pù -部 
MING-CH'ING: lit” rhinoceros Ministry: unofficial ref-
erence to the Ministry of War (ping-pu). 

2265 ksī-pù 西部 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Ministry of Western Relations, an 
agency of the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) 
responsible for overseeing administration along the western 
frontier and for the conduct of military operations against 
alien western tribes; headed by one or more Ministers (shang-
shu)’ with a staff including Supervising Secretaries (chi-
shih-chung) delegated for concurrent service from the De-

partment of Scholarly Counselors (chì-shu sheng); had one 
to 6 subordinate Sections {ts'ao)\ abolished in 493. See man-
pu, pei-pu. 

2266 ksī-pù wèi 西部尉 
HAN: Commandant of the Metropolitan Police, West 
Sector, rank 400 bushels, a Later Han subordinate of the 
Metropolitan Commandant (ssu-li hsiao-wei) responsible for 
police supervision of the western quadrant of the dynastic 
capital, Loyang. See yu-pu (West Sector), ming-pu wei. P20. 

2267 hsī shàng kó-mén 西上閤門 
SUNG-CHIN: Palace Audience Gate of the West; see un-
der shang ko-men (Palace Audience Gates). SP: porte de 
pavilion supérieur de I'ouest, bureau des ceremonies de 
condoléance. P33. 

2268 秘犠牲所 
MING: Office of Animal Offerings, a unit in the Court of 
Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) that provided animal 
victims for state sacrificial ceremonies; headed by a Clerk 
{li-mu)y rank 9b. P27. 

2269 hsUshīh 戲師 
HAN: Players, 27 professional (perhaps hereditary) the-
atrical performers under the Director of Palace Entertain-
ments (ch'eng-hua ling), a subordinate of the Chamberlain 
for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu)., apparently only in Later 
Han. May be referred to as po-hsi shih, q.v. P10. 

2270 hsbshíh 西使 
(1) West Commissioner: may be encountered in any pe-
riod referring to an east-west or a north-south-east-west dif-
ferentiation among officials delegated from the central gov-
ernment to regional or local areas for special purposes, 
usually clarified by prefixes. (2) T'ANG: Commissioner 
for the Western Pasturages, an official of the Court of 
the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u ssu) delegated to establish new 
horse pasturages or to inspect existing Directorates of Horse 
Pasturages (mu-chien) in the western parts of North China. 
RR: commissaire impérial (aux élevages) de I'ouest. 

2271 hsī-ssā 西司 
CH'ING: Western Office, one of 8 units of the Rear Sub-
section (hou-so) in the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-i 
wei), headed by a Director (chang-yin yun~hui shih)t rank 
4a. BH: western section. 

2272 hsbt'ái 西臺 
Lit., western tower, terrace, or pavilion. (1) N-S D I V -
T，ANG: unofficial reference to the Secretariat {chung-shu 
sheng), (2) T'ANG: from 662 to 670 only, the official des-
ignation of the Secretariat. (3) TANG-MING: unofficial 
reference to the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu). (4) T’ANG_ 
CH'ING'. unofficial reference to the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai, 
tu ch'a-yŭan) or a Censor-in-chief {yŭ-shih ta-fu, tu yŭ-
shih). (5) SUNG: unofficial reference to the Branch Cen-
sorate (hsing yŭ-shih t'ai) in the Western Capital, Loyang. 
(6) CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Investigating Cen-
sor (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih). P16, 18, 49. 

2273 hsī-t'âi chūng-sàn 西臺中散 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Courtier of the Western Terrace, i.e., 
of the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng): one of several cate-
gories of duty assignments foi aristocratic Courtiers (chung-
san, q.v.). 

2274 hsī'tí 西邸 
HAN: West Residence, a station outside the Later Han dy-
nastic capital, Loyang, where from 178 on Emperors stored 
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for their personal use fees levied on all new appointees to 
office, ranging as high as 10,000,000 coins per person. HB: 
western quarters. 

2275 hsī-t'óu 西頭 
SUNG: unofficial reference to the Clerks Office {k'ung-mu 
yŭan) in the Institute of Academicians {hsŭeh-shih yuan). 
P23. 

2276 hsī-ts'aó 西曹 
(1) HAN: Western Section, one of a dozen or more Sec-
tions (ts'ao) subordinate to the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-wei) 
in the central government; headed by an Administrator (yŭan-
shih), rank =300 bushels; handled matters concerning per-
sonnel administration in the military service. Probably du-
plicated on the staff of the Counselor-in-chief {ch'eng-hsiang), 
but with different functions. HB: bureau of the west. (2) 
N-S DIV-SUI: Western Section, one of several units among 
which administrative work was divided in the headquarters 
of Regions (chou) and Commanderíes (chtìn), probably re-
sponsible for paperwork concerning judicial matters; nor-
mally staffed with one or more Administrative Clerks (shu-
tso). (3) CHIN: unofficial reference either to the Ministry 
of War (ping-pu) or to the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu). 
(4) MING: unofficial reference to the Ministry of Justice. 
P52. 

2277 Arì-todsfcó 細作署 
N:S DIV： Fineries Workshop for the production of un-
specifíed sorts of goods for palace use; headed by a Direc-
tor (ling); in the S. Dynasties subordinate to the Chamber-
lain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu), in the N. Dynasties 
to the Court of the Imperial Treasury (íVh"-/m SSU). P14，37. 

2278 hsī-Vŭi 西推 
T'ANG: West Surveillance Jurisdiction, one of 2 juris-
dictions defined for censorial surveillance; see under ssu-
t'ui yŭ-shih (Four Surveillance Censors). RR: examen ju-
diciare des affaires de I'ouest. 

2279 hsl'Wài tsŭng-chèng ssŭ 西外宗正司 
SUNG: Western Office of Imperial Clan Affairs, a branch 
of the Chief Office of Imperial Clan Affairs (ta tsung-cheng 
ssu) established at Loyang in 1104 to oversee imperial kins-
men resident in West China, headed by an Administrator 
(chih); incorporated a Hostel for Imperial Kinsmen (tun-
tsung yuan); apparently disappeared in the flight of the Sung 
court southward in the 1120s. See nan-wai tsung-cheng ssu, 
kuang-ch'in mu-ch'in chai. Cf. tsung-cheng ssu (Court of 
the Imperial Clan). SP: bureau extérieur des affaires de la 
famille impériale de la capital de I'ouest. P I . 

2280 hsī-wángfŭ 奚王府 
LIAO: Office of the Grand Prince of the Hsí Tribes, an 
agency at the dynastic capital charged with overseeing the 
Six Hsi Tribes (hsi liu pu); headed by 2 Generals (hsiang-
kun). P17. 

2281 hsi-yĕh 西冶 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.): Western Mint , one of several coin-
producing agencies, each with a Director (ling) or a Vice 
Director (ch'eng) in charge，subordinate to the Chamberlain 
for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); see yeh. P16. 

2282 hsí-yŭ 習馭 
T'ANG: Horse Trainer , apparently several subofficial 
functionaries assigned，beginning in the 660s, to the Livery 
Service (shang-sheng chŭ) of the Palace Administration (tien-
chung sheng). See i-yŭ. RR: dresseur de chevaux. 

2283 hsí-yū ì-yào ssŭ 西域醫藥司 
YUAN: Office of Western Medicine, an agency appar-
ently specializing in the medical and pharmaceutical lore of 
the Islamic world; organizational affiliation not clear. 

2284 hsbyu tū-hū 西域都護 
HAN: Protector-general of the Western Regions, estab-
lished in the reign of Hsiian-ti (r. 74-49 B.C.) as the duty 
assignment of a Commandant of Cavalry (chi tu-wei) and 
concurrent Grand Master of Remonstrance (chien ta-fu) to 
be China's proconsul in Inner Asia, supervising "tìie 36 
states of the western regions." Discontinued in A.D. 107. 
HB: protector-general of the western regions. 

2285 hsī-yûàn 西園 
HAN: West Garden, an area of the capital city in which, 
at the end of Han, a special defense force was organized 
for the capital and the palace under the control of a mixture 
of regular officers and eunuchs known collectively as the 
Eight Cotnmandants (pa hsiao-weí) of the West Garden. 

2286 hsī-yŭán 西垣 
SUNG: lit., the west wall: unofficial collective reference to 
Drafters <chung-shu she-jen) of the Secretariat (chung-shu 
sheng). 

2287 hsUyŭàn 西院 
SUNG: West Bureau, abbreviation of sfien-kuan hsi-yūan 
(West Bureau of Personnel Evaluation); see under shen-kuan 
yŭan. Also a term apparently used in early Sung on some 
seals authorized for the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi 
yŭan) in contrast to others marked East Bureau (tung-yŭan)t 
although the terms had no relevance to the organizational 
structure of the unified Bureau. 

2288 hsià 下 
Lit., down, below, to go down. (1) In hierarchical usage 
occurs, e.g., in such combinations as Senior Serviceman 
(shang-shih), Ordinary Serviceman (chung-shih) 9 and Ju-
nior Serviceman (hsia-shih)', and in distinctions between, 
e.g., rank 6, 2nd class’ grade 1 (6b 1: ts'ung-liu p'in shang-
teng) and rank 6, 2nd class，grade 2 (6b2: ts'ung-liu p'in 
hsia-teng). (2) To send down, often used as a verb refer-
ring to the transmission of a document from the throne to 
a particular agency for consideration, recommendation, or 
implementation. (3) To demote, sometimes used as a verb 
referring to the demotion of an official to an office of lower 
rank. 

2289 hsià-àn 下案 
SUNG: Second Section, one of 2 paired units (cf. shartg-
an) in such agencies as the Chancellery {men-hsia sheng) 
and the Secretariat {chung-shu j/ieng);圾e organization and 
specific functions of each are not ctóar，but it is possible 
the Second Section dealt with documents being “sent down” 
(hsia), i.e., transmitted to lesser administrative agencies. 
SP: service de la réception et de Vexpédition des dépêches 
qfficielles. 

2290 hsià-chièh 下界 
SUNG: Second Section, one of 2 subdivisions of the Crafts 
Institute (wen-ssu yiian); a workshop for the production of 
ornamental goods in copper, iron, bamboo, and wood. See 
shang-chieh. SP: bureau pour la fabrication des objets en 
cuivre, en fer, en bamboux et en bois. P37. 

2291 hsià-chiēn 下監 
SUNG: Second Veterinarian Directorate, abbreviated 
reference to mu-yang hsia-chien, one of 2 units in the Court 
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of the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u ssu) charged with treating sick 
horses. See shang-chien, SP: direction inférieure pour 
soigner les chevaux malades. 

2292 hsià-ck’īng 下卿 
CHOU: Junior Minister, lowest of 3 Minister ranks (see 
shang-ch'ing, chung-ch'ing), the highest categories of of-
ficials serving the King (wang) and Feudal Lords (chu-hou), 
ranking above Grand Masters (ia-fu) and Servicemen {shih). 

2293 hsià-ch'īng 夏卿 
Summer Chamberlain, an archaic reference deriving from 
Chou usage of the term hsia-kuan, q.v. (1) N-S DIV (Liang): 
generic or collective reference to 3 of the central govern-
ment officials called the Twelve Chamberlains {shih-erh 
ch'ing, q.v.). (2) SUI-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the 
Minister of War (ping-pu shang-shu). P37. 

2294 hsià'Chŭn 下軍 
HAN; Lower Army, one of 8 special capital-defense forces 
organized at the end of Han; see pa hsiao-wei (Eight Com-
mandants). (2) N-S DIV (S. Ch'i): Subordinate Ac^utant, 
one of Three Adjutants {san chŭn) assigned to a Princedom 
(wang-kuo); cf. shang-chun, chung-chŭn. P69. 

2295 hsià-hsièh ssā 下卸司 
SUNG: Unloading Office, an agency of the Court of the 
Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu) responsible for the re-
ception of grain taxes shipped to the dynastic capital along 
the Grand Canal; established in 988 in partial replacement 
of the former Supply Commissioner for the Capital {ching-
shih shui-lu fa-yŭn shih). Also see fa-yŭn shih, p'ai-an ssu. 
SP: bureau de la reception de convoi. P60. 

2296 hsià-kuăn 夏官 
Lit.，official or office for summer, traditionally considered 
the season for war. (1) CHOU-CH'ING: Ministry of War . 
In Chou, 4th of tìie 6 major agencies in the royal govern-
ment, responsible for aiding the ruler in all military mat-
ters, with 60 subordinate agencies; headed by a Minister of 
War {ssu-ma) ranked as a Minister {ch'ing). Revived by 
Chou of the era of N-S Division to replace what had been 
known as the chia-pu (Section for Communications and 
Horse-breeding); revived again from 684 to 705 in T'ang 
to replace the name ping-pu (Ministry of War). In all later 
eras may be encountered as an archaic reference to the ping-
PH. CL: ministère de I'été. P12. (2) T'ANG-CH'ING: Sum-
mer Office, one of 5 seasonal offices, including one for 
Mid-year (chung), of calendrical specialists in the T'ang 
Astrological Service (t'ai-shih chu) and later Bureau of As-
tronomy (ssu-t'ien t'ai), the Sung Astrological Service, the 
Sung-Ming Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien), and 
the Ming-Ch'ing Directorate of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien 
chien)\ heaHed by a Director (ling in early T'ang, otherwise 
cheng), rank 5a in T'ang, 8a in Sung, 6b in Ming and Ch'ing; 
in Ch'ing one each Manchu and Chinese appointee. RR+SP: 
administration d'été. BH (cheng): astronomer for the sum-
mer. P35. (3) MING: Summer Support, from 1380 to 1382 
one of 4 posts, each named after a season and open to more 
than one appointee, intended for the Emperor's closest and 
most trusted advisers; see ssufu-kuan (Four Supports). P4, 
67. 

2297 hsià-pīn 下嬪 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lesser Concubine, categorical refer-
ence to 6 palace women equal in rank to the Six Chief Min-
isters (liu ch'ing). See shang-pin, hsikin-hui, ning~huif hsuan-
ning, shun-hua, nìng-hua, kuang-hsiirt. 

2298 hsià-shìh 下士 
CHOU, N-S DIV (Chou): Jun ior Serviceman, the lowest 
of 9 (or 7) ranks into which all officials were classified, 
outranked by Ministers (ch'ing), Grand Masters (ta-fu), 
Senior Servicemen {shang-shih) t and Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih); the rank indicator is normally appended as a 
suffix to the functional title. In Chòu of the era of N-S 
Division, equivalent to rank 9a, CL: gradué de îroisième 
classe. 

2299 hsià tà-fū 下大夫 
Junior Grand Master . (1) CHOU, N-S DIV (Chou): 6th 
highest of 9 (or 4th of 7) ranks into which all officials were 
classified, following all Ministers (ch'ing) and both Senior 
Grand Masters (shang ta-fu) and Ordinary Grand Masters 
(chung ta-fu)\ the rank indicator is normally appended as a 
suffix to the functional title. In Chou of the era of N-S 
Division, equivalent to rank 6a. CL: préfet de troìsième 
classe. (2) HAN: 9th highest in a hierarchy of 10 status 
groups in the officialdom (see under shang-kung), includ-
ing all officials with annual salaries between 600 and 2,000 
bushels of grain. P68. 

2300 hsià-ts'ăi 夏采 
CHOU: lit., summer colors, deriving from an anecdote in 
the ancient Shu-ching (Classic of Writings)'. Master of 
Mourning，4 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), 
members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) whose prin-
cipal charge was to organize the funerals of members of the 
royal family and to try to summon back the soul of a newly 
dead King. CL: assoriisseur de couleurs. 

2301 hsià wŭ ch，í 下五旗 
CH'ING: Five Lesser Banners , Manchu military organi-
zations controlled by Imperial Princes (ch'in-wang), as dis-
tinguished from the Three Superior Banners (shang san ch'i) 
under the direct control of the Emperor; the Five Lesser 
Banners were the Bordered White, Plain Red, Bcrdered Red, 
Plain Blue, and Bordered Blue Banners. See ch'i, pa ch'i. 
BH: five lower banners. 

2302 hsìăng 廂 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Township (urban) in a large city; e .g. , 
the N. Sung capital, Kaifeng，was divided for local admin-
istration into 2 each Right and Left Townships, each headed 
by a Magistrate (ling). See ssu hsiang (Four Capital Town-
ships). SP: arrondissement. (2) T'ANG-SUNG: Wing, 
usually prefixed Left and Right: subsections of some agen-
cies, commonly military; e.g.，the Left and Right Wings 
of Inspired Strategy {shen-ts'e hsiang, q.v.). RR： bâtiment. 
SP: aile. (3) SUNG: occasional variant of chŭn (Military 
Prefecture). 

2303 hsiāng 相 
Ety., an eye beside (behind? peering from behind?) a tree; 
lit., to assist. (1) Minister: from high antiquity a title of 
distinction normally given only to senior officials in a rul-
er's central administration. (2) Grand Councilor: through-
out imperial history a quasi-official reference to such top-
echelon officials as Han Counselors-in-chief {ch'eng-hsiang), 
T'ang-Sung Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang), and Ming-
Ch'ing Grand Secretaries (ta hsŭeh-shih). (3) HAN-MING: 
Administrator: in Han and early post-Han times the senior 
official in a Princedom {wang-kuo), Marquisate (hou-kuo), 
or other semifeudal domain; thereafter revived occasion-
ally, as at the beginning of Ming for the senior official in 
a Princely Establishment (wang-fu), in 1380 changed to 
chang-shih. P69. (4) N-S DIV: occasional variant of Dis-
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trict Magistrate (hsien-ling, hsien-chang), perhaps signi-
fying that the District had been granted as a fief. P54. (5) 
T'ANG: from 662 to 671 and again from 742 to 758，the 
official redesignation of the Director (shih-chung) of the 
Chancellery (chung-shu sheng) and the Director (ling) of 
the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), differentiated by the 
prefixes Left and Right, respectively. P2. (6) T'ANG: from 
684 to 705 the official redesignation of the two Vice Di-
rectors ip'u-yeh) of the Department of State Affairs {shang-
shu sheng), prefixed Left and Right. P2. (7) SUNG: variant 
of hsiang (urban Township). 

2304 hsìáng 鄉 
(1) Most generally, a somewhat derogatory reference to the 
suburbs or hinterland from the point of view of a city, or 
to “the provinces” from the point of view of a dynastic 
capital. (2) CHOU: District, in theory the largest grouping 
of people in the royal domain or the environs of the seat 
of a Feudal Lord (chu-hou), comprising 12,500 people sub-
divided in 5 Townships (chou, hsien); headed by a popu-
larly elected Grand Master (ta-fu). CL: district intérieur. 
(3) CH'IN-CH'ING: Township, a sub-District (hsien) group 
of relatively self-governing families, subdivided in Villages 
(/i). (4) SUI: Ward , a sub-District group of 500 relatively 
self-governing families in an urban area, subdivided in 5 
Precincts (加). 

2305 hsìáng:chèng hsŭéh-shìh 詳正學士 
T'ANG: Academician Editor, one or more members of the 
Institute for tìie Advancement of Literature (hung~wen kuan) 
from the 670s to 823; aided in drafting and revising gov-
ernment documents. RR: lettré réviseur et correcteur. 

2306 hsiăng-chièn 鄉薦 
MING-CH'ING: lit., recommended by the Provinces: un-
official reference to a Provincial Graduate (chŭ-jen) in the 
civil service recruitment examination system. 

2307 hsiăng chìn-shìh 鄉進士 
MING-CH'ING: lit., a scholar presented by the Provinces, 
or a Province-level counterpart of a Metropolitan Graduate 
(chin-shih): unofficial reference to a Provincial Graduate 
(chŭ-jen) in the civil service recruitment examination sys-
tem. 

2308 hsiāng-chă 鄉擧 
SUNG: lit.，an offering from the countryside (to the dy-
nastic capital): unofficial reference to the Prefectural Ex-
amination (chieh-shih) in the sequence of civil service re-
cruitment examinations; perhaps also to a Prefectural 
Graduate (see under chŭ-jen, te-chieh). 

2309 hsiăng chăn 鄉君 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Township Mistress, an honorific title for 
women, commonly with a place-name prefix: in T'ang-Sung 
granted to wives and mothers of officials with merit titles 
(hsiin) of rank 4; in Ming to daughters of Supporter-gen-
erals of the State (feng~kuo chiang-chun); in Ch'ing to 
daughters of Defender Dukes (chen-kuo kung) and Bulwark 
Dukes (fu-kuo kung). 

2310 hsiăng-chŭn 鄕軍 
May be encountered as a variant of hsiang-ping (Local Mi-
litia). 

2311 hsiāng^fă 鄉法 
N-S DIV (Chou): Township Justice Bureau in the Min-
istry of Justice (ch'ìu-kuan); also the title of the Bureau's 
senior officials, the Director, ranked as a Senior Service-

man (shang-shih; 7a), and the Vice Director, ranked as an 
Ordinary Serviceman (chung-shih; 8a). P13. 

2312 hsiáng-fú àn 詳覆案 
SUNG: Capital Punishments Section, one of 13 Sections 
(an) directly subordinate to the executive officials of the S. 
Sung Ministry of Justice (hsing-puYi staffed with subofficial 
functionaries; reviewed capital punishment sentences sub-
mitted from Circuits (lu), SP: service de révision.' 

2313 Astón^/û Jfcwā/i 相副官 
YUAN: Assistant in various agencies, usually found 3rd 
in a hierarchy after a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih) and 
a Vice Commissioner ifu-shih). 

2314 hsiáng-fŭ kuăn 詳覆官 
SUNG: Review Evaluator, one of several categories of duty 
assignments in the Judicial Control Office (shen-hsing yuan) 
of early Sung; also found in the Bureau of Military Affairs 
(shu-mi yiian). SP: fonctionnaire de révision. P13. 

2315 hsiáng-hó shŭ 祥和署 
YūAN: Bureau of Sacrificial Music，one of 2 major units 
in the Music Office (chiao-fang ssu); headed by 2 Directors 
(ling), rank 6b. See hsing-ho shu (Bureau of Joyful Music). 
P10. 

2316 hsiăng-hóu 鄉侯 
HAN-TANG: Township Marquis , a title of nobility 
(chŭeh): in Han the lord of a Marquisate (hou-kuo) smaller 
that that of a District Marquis {hsien-hou)\ from the Three 
Kingdoms era on, the designation of the heii to a Prince-
dom (wang kuo); the usage was discontinued in T'ang. 

2317 hsìăng'hsién 鄕賢 
MING-CH'ING: Local Worthy, unofficial reference to 
members of the official class living at home on mourning 
leave or in retirement or awaiting reappointment; collec-
tively constituted a recognizable local elite from which 
leadership in various kinds of semiofficial activities such as 
public sacrìfìces could be expected. 

2318 hsiăng hsiēn-shēng 鄉先生 or hsiăng 
hsiēn-tá鄉先逹 

MING-CH'ING: variant forms of hsiang-hsien (Local 
Worthy). 

2319 haiáng-ksíng àn 詳刑案 
SUNG: Sentence Review Section, one of 5 Sections (an) 
constituting the Left Bureau (tso-t'ing) of the Court of Ju-
dicial Review (ta-li ssu); functions not clear. P22. 

2320 hsiáng-hsíng ssù 祥刑寺 or 詳刑寺 
T'ANG: lit.，court for reviewing punishments: from 662 to 
670, the official name of the ta-li ssu (Court of Judicial 
Review). P22. 

2321 hsiàng-hsă 象胥 
CHOU; Interpreter , one ranked as a Senior Serviceman 
(shan尸 shih), 2 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), and 
8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih)in all, 11 specialists 
in the languages or dialects of each of the 4 quadrants of 
the empire; subordinates of the Senior Messenger (ta hsing-
jen) in the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan), charged with 
interpreting in dealings with emissaries from frontier peo-
ples. According to the ancient Li-chi (Ritual Records) y 
hsìang-hsŭ was a collective term; there was a special title 
for Interpreters responsible for each quadrant. CL: in-
terprète. 
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2322 hsiāng-hsŭéh 鄉學 
CH'ING: Township School, a sometime District School 
(hsìen-hsŭeh) whose District administration had been elim-
inated but which remained in operation. P51. 

2323 hsiāng-huŏ nèi-shĭh 香火內使 
SUNG: Eunuch Sacrificer, one assigned to each Imperial 
Mausoleum (ling) to make sacrificial offerings. See nei-shih. 
SP: intendant de sacrifice. P29. 

2324 hsiáng4 A:wărt 詳議官 or hsiang-i 
(1) SUNG: Recommendation Evaluator, one of several 
categories of duty assignments in the Judicial Control Of-
fice (shen-hsing yuan) of early Sung. (2) SUNG: Consul-
tant, a duty-assignment category in the Ritual Service (i-li 
chŭ) and the Ritual Regulations Service {li-chìh chŭ) es-
tablished shortly after 1100 by the Department of State Af-
fairs (shang-shu sheng). SP: chargé de délibérer en âétail. 
(3) MING: Evaluator, 3, rank 7a, in the Punishment Re-
viewing Office {shen-hsing ssu) of early Ming. P22. 

2325 hsiáng-ì ssŭ 詳議司 
SUNG: Office of Recommendation Evaluators, collec-
tive reference to the Recommendation Evaluators (hsiang-
i kuan) in the Judicial Control Office (shen-hsing yuan) of 
early Sung. SP: bureau de la délibération en détail, bureau 
de la réforme législative. 

2326 hsiăng-kuân 廂官 
Township Officials or Capital Township Officials. (1) 
SUNG: generic reference to personnel, civil or military, as-
signed to police or judicial duty in the Four Capital Town-
ships (ssu hsiang) into which each of the successive capital 
cities，Kaifeng and Hangchow, was divided for local 
administration; e.g., chŭn-hsūn shih, chŭn-hsunp'an-kuan, 
kung-shih kan-tang shih. During Sung may itself have be-
come a quasi-offìcial title. SP： juge d'arrondissement de la 
capitale. P20. (2) CHIN: 2 each Left and Right, rank 8a’ 
in the Ministry of Works (kung-pu); supervised laborers en-
gaged in construction and maintenance of the dynastic cap-
ital. P15. 

2327 hsiăng-k'uéi 鄕魁 
MING-CH'ING: Provincial Graduate with Distinction， 
unofficial reference to those who ranked from 6th to 18th 
on the pass list of a Provincial Examination (hsiang-shih) 
in the civil service recruitment examination sequence. See 
chŭ-jen, chieh-yŭan, ching-k'uei. 

2328 hsiáng-kŭn 詳衮 
General. (1) LI AO: apparently a Khitan rendering of the 
Chinese chiang-chŭn, but explained by Chinese to mean an 
official who was in charge of affairs (li-shih kuan)\ ranked 
below Commissioners (shih) and Vice Commissioners (fu-
shih) in many agencies of the Northern Administration (pei-
mien). P38, 40. (2) CHIN: title granted chieftains of some 
subordinate tribes. P17. 

2329 hsiāng-kŭn 鄉衮 
MING-CH'ING: lit., a local (wearerof) official garb: vari-
ant of hsiang-hsien (Local Worthy). 

2330 hsiăng'kŭng 厢公 
N-S DIV: Duke of the Household, common unofficial ref-
erence to an imperial relative while on official duty. 

2331 hsiâng-kŭng 相公 
Minister Duke, throughout history an unofficial reference 
to a paramount executive official in the central government 
such as a Han Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang)’ a Tang— 
Sung Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang)，or a Ming-Ch'ing Grand 
Secretary (ta hsŭeh-shih). 

2332 hsiăng-kŭng 鄉公 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Township Duke, a title of no-
bility (chŭeh) initiated in 222 for the sons of Princes (wang) 
other than their heirs, who were called Township Marquises 
(hsiang-hou). 

2333 hsiāng-kŭng 鄉貢 
T'ANG: lit., local tribute: Prefectural Nominee, unofficial 
reference to a man nominated by a Prefect {tz'u-shih) to 
participate in the regular civil service recruitment exami-
nations. 

2334 hsiăng kūng-chŭ 鄉公主 
HAN: Township Princess, a title of nobility (chŭeh) awarded 
to daughters of some Princes (wang); the basis for the dis-
tinction between them and Neighborhood Princesses (t'ing 
kung-chu) is not clear. See kung-chu. P69. 

2335 hsiăng-kùng láng 鄕貢郞 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Provincial 
Graduate {chŭ-jen). 

2336 hsiăng-kùng shðu 鄕貢首 
MING-CHUNG: unofficial reference to a Provincial 
Graduate with Highest Honors (chieh-yiian), 

2337 hsiàng-kuó 相國 
(1) CH'IN-N-S DIV: Counselor-in-chief, a title alternat-
ing with ch'eng-hsiang, q.v. , but held in higher esteem; in 
Han made a Marquis (hou) if not already one, with rank of 
10,000 bushels, HB: chancellor of state. (2) MING: Grand 
Councilor, highest-ranking official of the central govern-
ment as head of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), one each 
Left and Right, rank la; existed only from 1364 to 1368， 
then changed to ch'eng-hsiang. (3) Minister of State: from 
T'ang on, an unofficial reference to the highest-ranking of-
ficials of the central government, e.g.，a T'ang-Sung Grand 
Councilor (tsai-hsiang) or a Ming-Ch*ing Grand Secretary 
(ta hsūeh-shih). P2, 4. 

2338 hsiăng'ĭăo 鄕老 
(1) CHOU: District Elder , 3 appointed among members 
of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan), each to supervise 2 
of the 6 Districts (hsiang) surrounding tìhe royal capital; each 
bore the nominal title Duke (kung) and was among the in-
timate advisers of the ruler; each cooperated with the Grand 
Masters (ta-fU) of the Districts in his jurisdiction to rec-
ommend at court men of merit and ability. See hsiang (Dis-
trict). CL: ancien de district inîérieur. (2) Local Elder, 
throughout history an unofficial reference to a man of age 
and distinction in his locality, with whom local officials 
were expected to consult. 

2339 hsiăng'ŭ 廂吏 
SUNG: Township Supervisor, 8 appointed in 1008 to pro-
vide police-like supervision of the 8 Townships (hsiang) 
outside the new city wall of the dynastic capital, Kaifeng> 
under the jurisdiction of the Kaifēng Superior Prefecture 
(fu); in 1021 the number was increased to 9. P20. 

2340 hsiăng-ŭ 鄕吏 
CH'IN-HAN: Township Guardian, a sub-District (hsien) 
dignitary sharing with the Elder (san-lao) supervision of a 
Township (hsiang, q.v.), principally responsible for police 
work; also known as yu-chiao, q.v. P20. 

2341 hsiăng-pīng 廂兵 
SUNG: Prefectural Army, garrisons of professional career 
soldiers stationed away from the capital，considered of poorer 
quality than troops in the Imperial Armies {chin-chŭn) sta-
tioned in and around the capital; headed by prefectural-level 
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Commanders-in-chief (tu chih-hui shih). SP: armée pro-
vinciate. 

2342 hsiâng-ping 鄉兵 
Local Militia: beginning in Sung if not earlier, a general 
term for civilian-soldiers recruited, trained, and assigned to 
patrol and other police duties in their home areas, at a sub-
District (hsìen) level of organization. See hsiang-chiin, 
hsiang-yung, min-ping, pao-chia, pao-wu. Cf. kuan-ping. 

2343 hsiăng-pīng àn 廂兵案 
SUNG: Prefectural Armies Section, a major unit in the 
Ministry of War (ping-pu) t through which affairs of the 
various Prefectural Armies (hsiang-ping) were dealt with. 
SP: service de I'armée provinciale. 

2344 hsiàng-pó 巷伯 
Lit., elder of the palace corridors. (1) May be encountered 
in any period as an archaic reference to a senior eunuch. 
(2) N-S DIV (Chou): Senior Palace Attendant, a eunuch 
title carrying rank as Ordinary Serviceman (chung-shih). 

2345 hsiăng'pó 鄕伯 
N-S DIV (Chou); District Earl, an ancient title resurrected, 
status and functions not clear; sometimes has the prefix hsiao 
(Junior), usually .has a rank-title suffix, e.g., Ordinary Grand 
Master (chung ta-fu)f Senior Serviceman (shang-shih). P32. 

2346 hsiāng'shĕn 鄉紳 
Lit., rural (wearers of) sashes, a collective reference to all 
those who had status as officials {kuan) but, while unas-
signed or retired, lived in their home areas, where they con-
stituted the most influential class in Chinese society: rural 
elite, commonly rendered alternatively as the rural gentry. 
Cf. shen-shih (the elite), shen-chin (the elite)，shih ta-fu 
(the official class). 

2347 hsiáng-shēng 庠生 
MING-CH'ING: archaic reference to a Government Stu-
dent (sheng-yiian) in a Confucian School (ju-hsŭeh) at the 
Prefecture (fu) or lower level. 

2348 hsiăng-shēng 餉生 
CH'ING: lit., student (who had donated) troop rations: Stu-
dent by Purchase in a government school; a variant of li-
sheng, q.v. Also see sheng-yŭan. 

2349 hsiāng-shìh 相室 
HAN: lit., minister^ office: unofficial reference to the of-
fice» hence indirectly the person, of a Counselor-in-chief 
(ch'eng-hsiang). 

2350 hsiāng^hìh 鄉士 
CHOU: District Judge, 8 with rank as Senior Servicemen 
(shang-shih), members of the Ministiy of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) 
with special responsibility for the administration of justice 
in the Districts (hsiang) in the immediate environs of the 
royal capital. CL: prévôt de justice des districts intérieurs. 

2351 hsiăng'shīh 鄉師 
CHOU District Preceptor, 4 with rank as Junior Grand 
Masters (hsia ta-fu) and 8 as Senior Servicemen (shang-
shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan), half 
appointed for each 3 of the 6 Districts (hsiang) in the im-
mediate environs of the royal capital; responsible for giving 
moral instruction, taking the census, requisitioning labor 
service, commanding militia, participating in local rituals, 
sharing in the settlement of litigations among the people, 
etc. See sui-shih. CL: chef de district, P6. 

2352 hsiāng-shìh 鄉試 
YŭAN-CH'ING: Provincial Examination in the civil ser-

vice recruitment examination sequence; in Yuan managed 
by provincial authorities, in Ming-Ch'ing by ad hoc ex-
aminers delegated from the central government; candidates 
who passed, designated Provincial Graduates (chii-jeh), were 
eligible for minor appointments or for participation in a 
subsequent Metropolitan Examination {hui-shih) at the dy-
nastic capital. The recruitment examination sequence was 
authorized in 1313, and beginning in 1314 Provincial Ex-
aminations were conducted every 3 years with minor in-
terruptions. 

2353 hsìăng tà-fū 鄕大夫 
CHOU: District Grand Master, one for each of the 6 Dis-
tricts (hsiang) in the immediate environs of the royal capital 
with rank as Minister (ch'ing), members of the Ministiy of 
Education (ti-kuan) who served as general administrative 
heads of their Districts, specially charged, in collaboration 
with District Elders (hsìang-lao), to seek out and bring to 
attention at court men of merit suitable for holding office. 
See sui ta-fu. CL: préfet de district intérieur. 

2354 hsiăng^tào ch，ù 嚮導處 
CH'ING: Escort Office, an ad hoc agency providing an 
entourage for each imperial outing, consisting of Banner-
men (see ch'i) chosen from the Vanguard Brigade (ch'ien-
feng ying) and the Guards Brigade {hu-chŭn ying)，com-
manded by an ad hoc Commander-general (tsung-t'ung) with 
regular status normally as Vice Commander-in-chief (tu-
t'ung) of one of the Eight Banners {pa ch'i) or as Com-
mander-general {t'ung-ling) of the Vanguard Brigade or the 
Guards Brigade. BH: the guides. 

2355 hsiáng'ûng 詳定 
SUNG: Editor in the Office for Compilation of Imperial 
Pronouncements (pien-hsiu ch'ih-ling so)t apparently affil-
iated with the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng). SP: chargé de 
codification. 

2356 hsiáng-tìng chàng-chí sð 詳定帳籍所 
SUNG: Records Editing Office, staffing and organiza-
tional affiliation not clear; possibly a variant reference to 
the Records Section (chang-chi an) of the Ministry of Jus-
tice (hsing-pu). SP: bureau de vérifìcation des registres. 

2357 hsiáng-tìng chfìh-ŭng sŏ 詳定勅令所 
SUNG: Office for the Editing of Imperial Pronounce-
ments, possibly a variant reference to the Office for the 
Compilation of Imperial Pronouncements (pien-hsiu ch'ih-
ling so). SP: bureau de la codification des décrets et des 
ordonnances. 

2358 hsiáng-tìng kuăn 詳定官 
SUNG: Editor, a duty assignment for variable numbers of 
officials in such agencies as the Law Code Office (ch'ih-
ling so) and the Office for the Compilation of Imperial 
Pronouncements {pien-hsiu ch'ih-ling so). SP: fonction-
naire chargé de codification. 

2359 hsiâng-tìng kuăn-chìh sð 詳定官制所 
SUNG; Office for the Editing of Regulations on the Of-
fîcialdom (?)，staffing and organizational affiliation not clear. 
SP: bureau de Vétablissement du regime des fonctionnaires. 

2360 hsiáng-tìng sð 詳定所 
SUNG: Editorial Office, organizational affiliation and 
principal function not clear; presumably staffed with Edi-
tors {hsiang-ting, hsiang-ting kuan). SP: bureau de codi-
fication. 
2361 hsiáng-tuàn àn 詳斷案 
SUNG: Sentence Evaluators Section, a special Section {art) 
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in addition to the 3 ordinary Sections (see mo-k'an an, hsūan-
huang an, fen-pu an) in the Left Bureau (tso tuan-hsing) 
of the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu), consisting of 8 
Subsections ifang) that routinely reviewed trial records sub-
mitted from all Circuits (lu); staffed with Sentence Evalu-
ators (hsiang-ting kuan, etc,). SP: service de révision. P22. 

2362 hsiáng-tuàn kuān 詳斷官 
SUNG: Sentence Evaluator. (1) One ot several categories 
of duty assignments in the Judicial Control Office (shen-
hsing yŭan) of early Sung. (2) A title found in the Grand 
Court of Revision (ta-li ssu) for members of the Sentence 
Evaluators Section (hsiang-tuan an). Originally a catch-all 
designation of outsiders detached from their regular central 
government posts for either long-term or short-term duty in 
the Court, the former officially designated Concurrent Su-
pervisor (chien-cheng)，the latter Concurrent Aide (chien-
ch'eng) in the Court; a total of 6 such duty assignments 
were originally authorized，later increased to 11. In 999 
hsiang-tuan kuan was itself made an official title，with 8 
authorized appointees who often thereafter filled vacancies 
among the executive officials of the Court, while princi-
pally overseeing the work of the 8 Subsections (fang) of 
the Sentence Evaluators Section, reviewing trial results re-
ported by Circuits (lu) throughout the country. SP: fonc-
tionnaire chargé de révision. PI 3，22. 

2363 hsiáng-tuàn ssū 詳斷司 
SUNG: Office of Sentence Evaluators, a collective ref-
erence to Sentence Evaluators (hsiang-tuan kuan) in the Ju-
dicial Control Office (shen-hsing yuan) of early Sung. SP: 
bureau de révision. PI3. 
2364 hsiāng-t'uán 鄉圑 
SUI; Township Company, an urban militia unit in the Gar-
rison Militia (fu-ping) system, headed by a Company Com-
mander (t'uan-chu); several such units in an area constituted 
a Garrison {fu). 

2365 hsiăng'Wáng 相王 
N-S DIV: Minister Prince, unofficial reference to a Prince 
(wang) when serving as Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang). 

2366 hsiăng-wèi 香尉 
HAN: unofficial reference to a District Defender (hsien-
wei). 

2367 hsiáng'Wén 詳穩 
LIAO: General, a tribal dignitary; one of several terms that 
seem to be Khitan renderings of the Chinese title chiang-
chŭn. Also see hsiang-kun. 

2 3 6 8 hsiāng wĕng-chŭ 鄕翁主 
HAN: Township Princess-ordinary, designation of the 
daughter of a Prince (wang) not of the imperial family; out-
ranked Neighborhood Princess-ordinary (t'ing weng-chu), 
but the basis for the distinction is not clear. 

2369 ksiāng-yào lc’ù 香藥庫 
SUNG: Musk Storehouse, one of the imperial storehouses 
maintained by the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu 
ssu). SP: magasin de muse. 

2370 hsiáng-yèn à/i 詳瓛案 
SUNG: Precedent Review Section (?)’ one of 5 Sections 
(an) constituting the Left Bureau (tso-fing) of the Court of 
Judicial Review {ta-li ssu); functions not clear. P22. 

2 3 7 1 hsiāng-yŭng 鄕勇 
CH'ING: lit., township braves: Company, a 50-man mi-
litia unit organized by a District Magistrate (chih-hsien). 
See min-chuang, t'uan-lien. 
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2372 hsiăng-yŭán 鄉元 
CHIN; Principal Graduate, the first man listed on the pass 
list for a Prefectural Examination (hsiang-shih) in the civil 
service recruitment examination sequence; equivalent to 
chieh-yŭan of other periods. 

2373 ksiăng-yŭĕk 鄕約 
SUNG-CHING: Community Compact, a kind of consti-
tution for local self-government initiated by N. Sung Neo-
Confucians with imperial approval, in early Ming imposed 
by the government on all officially recognized Communi-
ties (//) in the Community Self-monitoring System (li-chìa)\ 
basically a statement of principles for proper conduct, proper 
family and community relationships, proper community co-
operation on projects such as irrigation systems, etc., in-
corporating moral admonitions promulgated by Ming T'ai-
tsu (r. 1368-1398) and expanded by the Ch'ing K'ang-hsi 
Emperor (r. 1661-1722); known to many Westerners as the 
Sacred Edict. Members of the Community were expected 
to gather together for regular meetings at which the Com-
munity Compact was read aloud, something like a lay ser-
mon was delivered by a local dignitary, complaints were 
aired and discussed, etc. Eventually the term came to refer 
to the group as well as to the written document. See li-chia, 
pao-chia. 

2374 hsiăo 小 
Frequently occurs as a prefix to titles or agency names 
meaning small, lesser, junior, etc. In all instances, in ad-
dition to the following entries, see entries under the ter-
minology that follows hsiao or comparable entries prefixed 
with ta (large, grand, senior, etc.). Cf. shao, 

2375 hsiào 校 
(1) HAN-SUI: Construction Foreman on the staff of the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso ta-chiang�’ 
commonly prefixed Left, Right, Front, and Rear. HB: en-
closure. P14. (2) SUNG: Construction Office, a variant 
of hsiao-shu. SP: office des travaux. P14. (3) CH'ING: 
Lieutenant, a mid-rank militaiy officer found in many units 
comprised of Bannermen (see ch'i); the unit and function 
are sometimes specified in a prefix; rank commonly 6， 
sometimes 7 or 8. Status modified by prefixes as in shang-
hsiao (Senior Lieutenant), chung-hsiao (Ordinary Lieuten-
ant), shao-hsiao (Junior Lieutenant), fu-hsiao (Vice Lieu-
tenant). BH: lieutenant, sub-lieutenant, sergeant, colonel. 
P37. Also see under the common alternate romanization 
chiao. 

2376 hsiào-chăng 校長 
HAN: Guard Commander, rank 200 bushels; one sta-
tioned at each Imperial Mausoleum (ling) with a detach-
ment of troops to prevent looting and other abuses. HB: 
chief of a regiment. P29. 

2377 hsiăo-ch'én 小臣 
CHOU: Servant, 4 ranked as Senior Servicemen {shang-
shih), members of the Ministry of War {hsia-kuan) who 
valeted the King within his palace. See nei hsiao-ch'en. CL: 
petit serviteur. 

2378 hsiăO'Chì 驍騎 
Lit., a mounted soldier’ cavalryman, cavalier. (1) HAN-
N-S DIV: from the early years of Later Han, the official 
designation of the Imperial Guard . Cf. hsiao-chi ying, 
hsiao-wei, hsiao wei-fu, chin-chūn, ch'in-chŭn, ch'ien-niu, 
su-wei, shih-wei, chin-i wei, ch'ieh-hsieh, nei hu-chŭn ying, 
huan-wei. HB: resolute cavalry. (2) SUI—CHIN, CH'ING: 
Courageous Guard，designation of an ordinary soldier (ping) 
or imperial guardsman {chin-chŭn, ch'in-chŭn, etc.) in such 

2362-2378 
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units as the Sui-Chin Courageous Guards (hsiao-wei, hsiao 
wei-fu) and the Ch'ing Imperial Guardsmen Command (ch'in-
chŭn ying), but not limited to them. RR: cavalier coura-
geux. BH: private of ths 1st class. (3) Occurs as a prefix 
before military titles, e.g., hsiao-chi ts'an-ling (lit., com-
mander of regimental troops?: Regimental Commander), 
hsiao-chi hsiao (lieutenant of troops?: Lieutenant); some-
times with a prefix of its own, e.g., niao-ch'iang hsiao-chi 
ts'an-ling (Regimental Commander of Mounted Muske-
teers?) in the Firearms Brigade (huo-ch'i ying) of the Ch'ing 
dynasty Inner Banners (nei-ch'i). The literal sense of hsiao-
chi as a prefix in military titles is not clear; certainly by 
Ch’ing times the literal sense of cavalryman must have been 
lost, as was (or was beginning to be) the case described in 
� above. P43. 

2379 hsiăo-chìfŭ 驍騎府or hsiāo-chì wèi-fŭ 

驍騎衛府 
SUI-T，ANG: Courageous Guard, one Left and one Right, 
military units in the Sui and early T'ang Twelve Guards 
(shih-erh wei) serving at the dynastic capital. Created in 
607 as the hsiao-chi wei or hsiao-chi wei-fu; at the founding 
of T’ang retained with the same confusion of names, but 
in 622 formally named hsiao-wei. KR: garde courageuse. 
P43. 

2380 ksiăo cM-skík ksŭék-skéng 小給使學生 
T'ANG: Eunuch Apprentice, designation of young eu-
nuchs being trained for palace service in the Palace Do-
mestic Service (nei-shih sheng). RR: élève jeune eunuque 
serviteur du palais intérieur. 
2 3 8 1 hsìāO'chì wèi 驍騎尉 
Commandant of Courageous Guards. (1) SUI: 3rd high-
est of 8 Commandant titles conferred as prestige titles (san-
kuan) on rank 7a officials, beginning in 586; the practice 
was discontinued c. 604. (2) T'ANG-MING: mferit title 
(hsíln) conferred on officials of rank 6a through Chin, 
thereafter 5a; in Ming conferred only on military officers. 
RR+SP: directeur de la cavalerie courageuse. P65. 

2 3 8 2 hsiao-chi ying 驍騎營 
(1) N-S DIV: from Chin on, a common variant of hsiao-
chi (Imperial Guard), commanded by a General {chiang-
chŭn). (2) CH'ING: Cavalry Brigade’ collective reference 
to the Outer Banners (wai-ch'i) stationed in or near Peking; 
coordinated by a Commander-general (t'ung-ling) chosen in 
annual rotation (chik-niert) from among the Commanders-
in-chief (tu-t'ung) of all the Banners. Cf. nei hsiao-chi ying. 
BH: banner corps of the line. 

2383 hsiào-ch'í 小旗 
MING: Squad Commander, suboffieial leader of 10 sol-
diers; 5 such Squads constituted a Platoon under a Platoon 
Commander (tsung-ch'i) in a Guard (wei)t the standard Ming 
military garrison. 

2384 hsiâo-ch'í 驍騎 
See under the romanization hsiāo-chì. Cf. ch'i. 

2 3 8 5 hsiao ckià-pù 小駕部 
N-S DIV (Chou): title shared by 2nd-level executive offi-
cials in the Bureau of Equipment (chia-pu) in the Ministry 
of War (hsia-kt4an): Vice Dk^ctor, ranked as a Junior Grand 
Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), and Assistant Director, ranked as 
a Senior Serviceman (shang-shih; 7a). P12. 

2 3 8 6 hsiăo chiàng-shīh 小匠師 
N-S DIV (Chou): title shared by 2nd-level executive offi-
cials of the Office of Construction (chiang-shih ssu) in the 
Ministry of Works (tung-kuan): the Vice Director, ranked 

as a Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), and Assistant 
Director, ranked as a Senior Serviceman (shang-shih; 7a). 
P14. 

2387 hsiăo chiào-hsí 小敎習 
CH’ING: collective unofficial reference to Instructors (hsŭn-
k'o) in charge of training Hanlin Bachelors {shu-chi shih) 
in the Hanlin Academy {han-litf. yŭan). 

2388 hsiăo-chiēn 小監 
MING: Boy Eunuch, a generic reference rather than a title, 
apparently in contrast to the eunuch title t'ai-chien (Direc-
tor), which came to be a generic reference to palace eu-
nuchs of all sorts. 

2389 hsiăo-chièn 小諫 
Junior Remonstrator: from T’ang on, an unofficial ref-
erence to a Reminder (shih-í) or, after Sung, to any "speak-
ing offìcial” (yen-kuan) other than the most senior ones. 

2390 hsiào chíh-fāng 小職方 
N-S DIV (Chou): title shared by 2nd-level executive offi-
cials of the Bureau of Operations (chih-fang) in the Min-
istry of War (hsia-kuan): the Vice Director, ranked as a 
Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), and the Assistant Di-
rector, ranked as a Senior Serviceman (shang-shih; 7a). 
P12. 

2391 hsiào-chīng shīh 孝經師 
HAN-N-S DIV: lit., master of the Classic of Filial Piety: 
Instructor in a sub-District {hsien) school (hsiang, hsii); 
rank not clear, but quite low. HB: master of the classic of 
filial piety. P51. 

2392 hsiào chiă ch'ing 小九卿 
Nine Lesser Chief Ministers; cf. chiu ch'ing (Nine Chief 
Ministers). (1) MING: collective reference to the heads of 
the Courts of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu), of the 
Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu)t of Imperial Entertainments 
(kuang-lu ssu), and of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu), and 
the heads of the Household Administration of the Heir Ap-
parent (chan-shih fu)y the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan), 
the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien), the Pasturage 
Office (yŭan-ma ssu)，and the Seal Office (shang-pao ssu). 
(2) CH'ING: collective reference to the heads of the 4 Courts 
mentioned in (1) above, the Imperial Clan Office (tsung-
jen fu), the Household Administration of the Heir Appar-
ent, the Directorate of Education, the Left and Right Sec-
retariats of the Heir Apparent (tso, yu ch'un-fang), and the 
Governor (yin) of Shun-t’ien Prefecture (fu), site of the dy-
nastic capital, Peking. 

2393 hsiăo-chHū 小秋 
T’ANG"CH’ING: lit., junior autumn (officials), deriving 
from the Chou dynasty name ch'iu-kuan (Ministry of Jus-
tice): collective reference to the Vice Directors (yiian-wai 
lang) of Bureaus (ssu, ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry of Jus-
tice (hsing-pu). 

2394 hsìăo-chŭ 小祝 
CHOU: Junior Supplîcator, 8 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih) and 16 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) who 
prayed at minor sacrifices and assisted at major ones. CL: 
officier intérieur des prières ou sous-invocateur. 

2395 hsiáo-chù 小著 
SUNG: Junior Writer, counterpart in the earliest Sung years 
of the later Assistant Editorial Director (chu-tso tso-lang; 
see under chu-tso lang) in the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng); 
cf. ta-chu. P23. 



hsiao-ch'u ming-chi 
2396 hsiāo-eh 'ú míng-chí 削除名籍 
See under hsŭeh-ch'u ming-chi. 

2397 hsiăo-chfŭán 小銓 
T，ANG"CH’ING: unofficial reference to a Vice Minister 
of Personnel (lì-pu shih-lang). See ch'ŭan. 

2398 hsiáo chŭn-chī 小軍機 
CH'ING: Secretary, 60 unranked personnel in the service 
of the Council of State {chŭn-chi ch'u); divided into 4 Duty 
Groups (pan), each headed by a Duty Group Chief (ling-
pan), rank 3a. Also called chang-ching, q.v. 

2399 hsiăofān-pù 小蕃部 
N-S DIV (Chou): title shared by 2nd-level executive offi-
cials in the Section for Foreign Relations (fan-pu) of the 
Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan): the Vice Director, ranked 
as a Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), and the Assistant 
Director, ranked as a Senior Serviceman {shang-shih; 7a). 
P l l . 

2400 hsiŭo-fāng 小方 
HAN: occurs in the last century of Later Han as a title used 
in at least one rebel movement, apparently in the sense of 
being junior boss (hsiao) in a region (fang), or boss of a 
smaller region than one dominated by a ta-fang, q.v.: Vice 
General. 

2401 hsiăo hsíng-jén 小行人 
CHOU: Junior Messenger, 4 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) 
who handled rituals and communications in relations be-
tween the King and lesser Feudal Lords (chu-hou); see ta 
hsing-jen. CL: sous-voyageurs. 

2402 hsiăo hsíng-pù 小刑部 
N-S DIV (Chou): title shared by 2nd-ranking executive of-
ficials of the Bureau of Punishments (hsing-pu) in the Min-
istry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan): the Vice Director, ranked as 
a Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), and the Assistant 
Director, ranked as a Senior Serviceman {shang-shih; 7a). 
P13. 

2403 hsiăo-hsŭ 小胥 
CHOU: Junior Dancing Master, 8 ranked as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih)，members of the Ministry of Rites {ch'un-
kuan) who examined and punished the court's dancing stu-
dents and arranged the musical stones in accordance with 
the rank of the personage before whom dancing was per-
formed. See ta-hsŭ. CL: sous-aide. 

2404 hsiŭO'hsŭăn 小選 
T'ANG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Vice Minister 
of Personnel {lì-pu shih-lang); see hsŭan. 

2405 ksiăo-ksŭăn yŭàn 小 M 院 
SUNG: lit., office of the lesser selections (for appoint-
ments): Office of the Vice Minister of Personnel (lì-pu 
shih-lang) (?), probably referring to the fact that appoint-
ments of lesser-ranking personnel were handled by the Vice 
Minister, whereas appointments of higher-ranking person-
nel were handled by the Minister of Personnel (lì-pu shang-
shu), See hsŭan, shih-lang tso-hsŭan, shih-lang yu-hsŭan. 
SP: petite cour du choix des fonctionnaires. 

2406 hsiào-hsŭéh 小學 
Elementary School. (I) Throughout history the most com-
mon designation of schools for children up to about the age 
of 14. SP: école primaire. P34，69. (2) N-S DIV (N. Wei>-
SUNG: common variant designation of, or unofficial ref-
erence to, the School of the Four Gates (ssu-men hsŭeh). 
P34. 
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2 4 0 7 hsiáo kuáng-mén 小黃 H 
Palace Attendant: one of many terms designating eu-
nuchs. (1) HAN: 10 then 20 eunuchs, ranked at 400 then 
600 bushels, from c. A.D. 30 regularly appointed as gen-
eral-service flunkeys for the Emperor and Empress. HB: 
junior attendant at the palace gates. (2) SUNG: members 
of the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). SP: petite 
porte jaune, petit intendant du palais (eunuque). 

2408 hsiăo-í 小儀 
T'ANG: lit.，little ritualist: unofficial reference to a Sec-
retary (chu-shih) in the Headquarters Bureau (lí-pu) of the 
Ministry of Rites (also lĭ-pu). See chung-ì, shao-i. 

2409 hsiào-jén 校人 
CHOU: Commandant of the Royal Stud，2 ranked as Or-
dinary Grand Masters {chung ta-fu), members of the Min-
istry of War (hsia-kuan) who supervised the 12 Stables (chiu) 
that constituted the Royal Stud; a principal responsibility 
was classifying all the royal horses in 6 categories: for 
breeding, for war, for ceremonial display, for travel, for 
hunting, and the weak—the last category being used within 
the royal palace. CL: inspecteur ou directeur des haras, 

2410 hsiăo-kuān 小官 
CHOU: variant of shih (Serviceman). 

2 4 1 1 hsiào-kuān 校官 
Education Official: throughput history a collective desig-
nation of teachers in local schools. 

2412 hsiào-kuān chì-chiŭ 校官祭酒 
HAN: Director of Education, head of a state school at the 
Commandery (chun) or lower level; apparently inter-
changeable with wen-hsŭeh chi-chiu. 

2 4 1 3 hsiáo-n 小吏 
Suboflficial functionary, a somewhat deprecatory variant 
of li (subofficial functionary). 

2414 hsiao4i 校理 
See under chiao-li. 

2 4 1 5 hsiào-n fáng 小吏房 
SUNG: Appointments Section in the Bureau of Military 
Affairs {shu~mi yŭan); one of 12 Sections (fang) created in 
the reign of Shen-tsung (r. 1067-1085) to manage admin-
istrative affairs of military garrisons throughout the coun-
try, in geographic clusters, or to supervise specified mili-
tary functions on a country-wide scale. This Section, 
presumably in cooperation with both the Ministry of War 
(ping-pu) and the Ministry of Personnel {lì-pu)^ contributed 
to the evaluation for reassignment of officials with status 
as Minister Commissioner-in-chíef (ta-shih ch'en), i.e., rank 
8, and higher; and administered the promotions and trans-
fers of military officers with status as Commandant ihsiao-
wei), i.e., rank 9, and higher. Headed by a Vice Recipient 
of Edicts (fu ch'eng-chih), rank 8b. Apparently discontin-
ued early in S. Sung. See shih-erh fang (Twelve Sections). 
SP: chambre de contrôle. 

2416 小吏部 
N-S DIV (Chou): Vice Director of the Bureau of Ap-
pointments, ranked as a Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 
6a), in the Ministiy of War (hsia-kuan); see lì-pu. P5. 

2417 hsiăo liăng-shĕng kuān 小兩省官 
SUNG: Junior Officials of the Two Departments, col-
lective reference to the Imperial Diarists (ch'i-chŭ lang, ch'i-
chŭ she-jen) of the Chancellery {men-hsia sheng) and the 
Secretariat (chung-shu sheng). P24. 

2396-2417 
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2418 hsiào-lién 孝廉 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV: Filial and Incorrupt，a recommen-
dation category for men nominated by local officials to be 
considered at the capital for selection and appointment; usu-
ally the most prestigious such category. (2) SUNG-CH'ING; 
unofficial reference to graduates in Prefectural Examina-
tions (chieh-shih) or Provincial Examinations (hsiang-shih) 
in the civil service recruitment examination sequence; 
equivalent to the Yŭan-Ch'ing Provincial Graduate (chù-
jen). 

2419 hsiào-lién'fāng'Chèng 孝廉方正 
CH'ING: Filial, Incorrupt , Straightforward’ and Up-
right, a recommendation category instituted in 1722 for 
subofficìals and commoners of great promise, whom suc-
cessive Emperors irregularly ordered to be nominated by 
local units of territorial administration; being nominated in 
this way became a minor path of entry to official status and 
appointment to low-level posts, up to rank 6. BH: filial, 
disinterested, straightforward, and upright. 

2420 hsiào4ién láng 孝廉郞 
Y ŭ A N - C H W G : lit., a filial and incorrupt gentleman: un-
official reference to a Provincial Graduate (chŭ-jen) in the 
civil service recruitment examination sequence. 

2421 hsiào-lién tsð-wèi 孝廉左尉 and yù-wèi 
右尉 

HAN: Filial and Incorrupt Defender of the Left and of 
the Right, rank 400 bushels, Later Han police officers in 
the capital city, Loyang; see ssu wei (Four Defenders). HB: 
commandant of the left (of the right) of the filially pious 
and incorrupt. P20. 

2422 hsiào-ūng 校令 
HAN-SUNG: variant reference to the Director of a Con-
struction Office (hsiao-shu ling; see under hsiao-shu, hsiao). 
HB: prefect of the enclosure. 

2 4 2 3 hsiào mén-hsià 小門下 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): lit., junior Chancellery (official): vari-
ant designation of a Supervising Secretary (chi-shih-chúng) 
in the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng). 
2424 hsiào mù-chá 小木局 
YUAN; Carpentry Service, a unit in the Palace Mainte-
nance Office (hsiu~nei ssu) of the Peking Regency (liu-shou 
ssu), established in 1263 to work on carriages, boats, and 
furniture for palace use; headed by 2 Superintendents (t'i-
ling)y unranked; functions continued in Ming and Ch'ing 
by subsections of the Ministry of Works {kung-pu). P I5 . 

2425 feí&^/nfo 小保 
SUNG: Small Security Group, a unit in sub-District (hsien) 
organization of the populace; consisted of 10 families with 
a Head (chang), 5 such units constituting a Large Security 
Group {ia-paó). 

2426 Asîáopíw-pŭ 小賓部 
N-S DIV (Chou): title shared by 2nd-level executive offi-
cials of the Section for Tributary Relations {pin-pu) in the 
Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan): the Vice Director, ranked 
as a Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), and the Assistant 
Director, ranked as a Senior Serviceman (shang-shih; 7a). 
Cf. fan-pu. P17. 

2427 hsiăo pīng-pù 小兵部 
N-S DIV (Chou): title shared by 2nd-level executive offi-
cials of the Bureau of Military Personnel (ping-pu) in the 
Ministry of War (hsia-kuan): the Vice Director, ranked as 
a Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), and the Assistant 

Director, ranked as a Senior Serviceman {shang-shih; 7a). 
P12. 

2428 hsiăo săn-ssū 小三司 
T'ANG: Junior Three Judicial Offices, designation of a 
court tribunal consisting of the 2nd-level executive officials 
of the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu) ’ the Censorate {yŭ-shih 
t'ai), and the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). See san 
ssu, ta san-ssu. 

2429 hsiăo shàn-pù 小膳部 
N-S DIV (Chou): Catering Bureau in the Ministry of State 
(t'ien-kuan), headed by a Palace Provisioner (chu-shan) 
ranked as an Ordinary Grand Master (chung ta-fu; 5a); fur-
nished drinks and delicacies for imperial banquets, recep-
tions, sacrificial ceremonies, etc. See nei-shan. The coun-
terpart of Bureaus in the Court of Imperial Entertainments 
(kuang-lu ssu) of other periods. P30. 

2430 hsiáo'shih 小史 
Junior Scribe. (1) CHOU: 8 ranked as Ordinary Service-
men {chung-shih) and 16 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih) t 
members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) who assisted 
Grand Scribes (ta-shih) in maintaining genealogies of Princes 
and historical records of the feudal states. CL: annaliste 
inférieur ou sous-annaliste. (2) From the era of N-S Di-
vision on, occasionally used for a minor clerical function-
ary, normally unranked. See kan, SP: employé. P53, 54. 

2431 hsiăo-shîh 小師 
CHOU: Junior Preceptor, 4 ranked as Senior Servicemen 
(shang-shih)t members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) 
who assisted Grand Preceptors {ta-shih) in instructing court 
musicians and participating musically in sacrifices and other 
ceremonials. CL: sous-instructeur. 

2432 hsiăo shìh-kuān 小試官 
SUNG: Metropolitan Examiner, duty assignment for em-
inent officials of the central government to supervise the 
Metropolitan Examinations {sheng-shih) in the civil service 
recruitment examination sequence. 

2433 hsiăo shīh-shìh 小師氏 
N-S DIV (Chou): lit., junior preceptor: Vice Chancellor 
of the National University (t'ai-hsŭeh, lu-men hsŭeh), 
ranked as an Ordinary Grand Master {chung ta-fu; 6a). P34. 

2434 hsiào-shŭ 校署 
HAN-T'ANG: Construction Office headed by one or more 
Directors (ling), rank 600 bushels in Han, 8b2 in T'ang, 
subordinate to the Chamberlain for the Palace Buildings 
(chiang-tso ta-chiang, chiang-tso shao-fu) or the Director-
ate for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso chien); 5 in Han 
prefixed Left, Right, Center, Front, and Rear; thereafter 
commonly 3 prefixed Left, Right, and Center. At least in 
T’ang，the Construction Office of the Center provided boats, 
chariots, and various other military equipment; that of the 
Left did woodworking of all sorts; and that of the Right 
built walls of tamped earth. Also see hsiao. HB: enclosure. 
RR十SP: office des travaux. P14. 

2435 hsiăo ssū-chīh 小司織 
N-S DIV (Chou): Vice Director of the Bureau of Textiles 
(ssu-chih) in the Ministry of Works (tung-kuan), ranked as 
a Senior Serviceman (shang-shih; 7a). P14. 

2436 hsiăo ssŭ-chīn 小司金 
N-S DIV (Chou): title shared by 2nd-IeveI executive offi-
cials of the Bureau of Metalwork (ssu-chin) in the Ministry 
of Works (tung-kuan): the Vice Director, ranked as a Jun-
ior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), and the Assistant Dî-
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rector, ranked as a Senior Serviceman {shang-shih; 7a). 
P14. 

2437 hsiăo ssû-hùi 小司卉 
N-S DIV (Chou): title shared by 2nd-level executive offi-
cials of the Bureau of Gardens (ssu-hui) in the Minisiry of 
Works (tung-kuan): the Vice Director, ranked as a Junior 
Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), and the Assistant Director, 
ranked as a Senior Serviceman {shang-shih; 7a). P14. 

2438 hsiăo ssŭ-k，òu 小司寇 
(1) CHOU; Vice Minister of Justice, 2 ranked as Ordinary 
Grand Masters {chung ta-ju) in the Ministry of Justice {ch'iu-
kuan); administered justice for lesser personnel of the cen-
tral government and for the general population of the royal 
domain. CL: sous-préposé aux brigands. (2) N-S DIV 
(Chou): Vice Minister of Justice in the Ministry of Justice 
(ch'iu-kuan), ranked as a Senior Grand Master (shang ta-
fu; 4a). P13. 

2439 hsiăo ssū-k'ūng 小司空 
(1) N-S DIV (Chou): Vice Minister of Works in the Min-
istry of Works (tung-kuan), ranked as a Senior Grand Mas-
ter (shang ta-fu; 4a).. P14. (2) T'ANG-CH'ING: may be 
encountered as an archaic reference to a Vice Minister of 
Works (kung-pu shih-lang). 

2440 hsiăo ssū-ŭ 小司隸 
N-S DIV (Chou): title shared by 2nd-level executive offi-
cials in the Bureau of Convict Labor (ssu-li) of the Ministry 
of Justice (ch'iu-kuan): the Vice Director, ranked as a Jun-
ior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), and the Assistant Di-
rector, ranked as a Senior Serviceman {shang-shih; 7a). 
P13. 

2441 hsiăo ssŭ-mă 小司馬 
Vice Minister of War . (1) CHOU: 2nd highest post in the 
Ministry of War {hsia-kuan), 2 appointees ranked as Or-
dinary Grand Masters (chung ta-fu). CL: sous-commandant 
des chevaux. (2) N-S DIV (Chou): same as in (1) above, 
but with rank of Senior Grand Master (shang ta-fu; 4a). 
PI 2. (3) T'ANG-CH'ING: may be encountered as an ar-
chaic reference to a Vice Minister of War (ping-pu shih-
tang). 

2442 hsiăo ssū-mù 小司木 
N-S DIV (Chou): title shared by 2nd-level executive offi-
cials in the Bureau of Carpentry (ssu-mu) of the Ministry 
of Works (tung-kuan): the Vice Director, ranked as a Jun-
ior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a)’ and the Assistant Di-
rector, ranked as a Senior Serviceman (shang-shih; 7a). 
P14. 

2443 hsiăo ssū-nèi 小司內 
N-S DIV (Chou): Junior Palace Attendant, a eunuch title 
with rank of Ordinary Serviceman {chung-shih; 8a). 

2444 hsiăo ssū-p'í 小司皮 
N-S DIV (Chou): Vice Director of the Bureau of Leath-
erwork (ssu-p,í) in the Ministry of Works (tung-kuan), 
ranked as a Senior Servicerran (shang-shih; 7a). P14. 

2445 hsiăo ssā-sè 小司色 
N-S DIV (Chou): Vice Director of the Bureau of Paints 
(í^w-je) in the Ministry of Works (tung-kuan), ranked as a 
Senior Serviceman (shang-shih; 7a). P14. 

2446 hsiao ssŭ-shìh 小司市 
N-S DIV (Chou): Vice Director of the Markets Office 
(ssu-shih) in the dynastic capital administration, ranked as 
a Senior Serviceman {shang-shih; 7a); specific functions and 
organizational affiliation not clear. P32. 

2447 hsiăo ssū-shŭi 小司水 
N-S DIV (Chou): title shared by 2nd-level executive offi-
cials in the Bureau of Waterways (ssu-shui) of the Ministry 
of Works (tung-kuan): the Vice Director, ranked as a Jun-
ior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), and the Assistant Di-
rector, ranked as a Senior Serviceman (shang-shih; 7a). 
P14. 

2448 hsiăo ssŭ-t'ŭ 小司土 
N-S DIV (Chou): title shared by 2nd-Ievel executive offi-
cials of the Bureau of Excavation (jím-z'w) (?) in the Min-
istry of Works {tung-kuan): the Vice Director, ranked as 
a Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), and the Assistant 
Director, ranked as a Senior Serviceman (shang-shih; 7a). 
P14. 

2449 hsiăo ssū-t'ú 小司徒 
CHOU: Vice Minister of Education, 2 ranked as Ordinary 
Grand Masters (chung ta-fu) t 2nd-level executive officials 
of the Ministry of Education (tì-kuan); primarily in charge 
of censuses, land registers, and requisitioned service as-
signments; also supervised education in the feudal states. 
See suì-jen. CL: sous-directeur des multitudes. P6. 

2450 hsiăo ssū-yu 小司玉 
N-S DIV (Chou): Vice Director of the Bureau of Jade 
Work (íjw-ytí) in the Ministry of Works (tung-kuan)，ranked 
as a Senior Serviceman {shang-shih; 7a). P14. 

2451 Asfáossûja劝小司樂 
N-S DIV (Chou): Junior Music Director, number un-
specified in the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan), ranked as 
Ordinary Grand Master (chung ta-fu; 5a) and Senior Ser-
viceman {shang-shih; 7a). Cf. ssu-yŭeh, ta ssu-yŭeh. P10, 

2452 hsiáo'tí 小底 
LI AO-CHIN: Retainer, servant of low status comparable 
to a bondservant, found in the households of most nobles 
and in the Palace Domestic Service (ch'eng-ying hsiao-ti 
chu)\ commonly prefixed with descriptive terms, e.g., hsi-
ma hsiao-tì (Retainer for Training Horses), wai-chang hsiao-
ti (Retainer of the Outer Chamber). P38. 

2453 ksiào-tì li-t’ién 孝弟力田 
HAN: lit., filial, brotherly, and industrious farmer: Social 
Exemplar, designation of a category of men whom local 
officials were called on to recommend as potential official 
appointees, beginning c. 190 B.C.; by the reign of Wen-ti 
(r. 180-157 B.C.) had become regular appointees in the 
sub-District (hsien) system of local administration, spe-
cially charged with educational functions; cooperated with 
other local dignitaries called Elders (sart-lao). 

2454 hsiăo tsăi-hsiàng 小宰相 
N-S DIV (N. Dyn.): Junior Grand Councilor, unofficial 
reference to Palace Attendants {shih-chung) and eunuch Im-
perial Gatekeepers (huang-men) because of their great in-
fluence on Emperors, potential or actual. See tsai-hsiang. 
P2. 

2455 hsiáo-tsàng shŭ 餚藏署 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i)"SUI: Office of Delicacies, a unit in the 
Court of Imperial Entertainments {kuang-lu ssu) that pre-
pared special meat and fish dishes for court banquets; headed 
by a Director (ling). In T'ang retitled chen-hsiu shu. P30. 

2456 hsiào-wèi 校尉 
Commandant，normally prefixed with functionally de-
scriptive or laudatory terms. (1) HAN-SUNG: title of func-
tioning military officers in a wide range of ranks; see under 
prefix. (2) TANG—MING: prestige title (san-kuan) or merit 
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title (hsurt) for military officers, commonly in ranks 6 or 
7; see under prefix. 

2457 hsiāo wèi-fŭ 驗衛府or hsiao-wei 
SUI-CHIN: Courageous Guard, one of many terms used 
from Sui on to designate an imperial palace or bodyguard 
unit, normally paired with prefixes Left and Right; included 
among the Twelve Guards (shih-erh wei) in Sui and early 
T'ang and among the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) from 
636 to the end of T'ang and in Sung. Created c. 604 by 
renaming pei-shen fu (Imperial Guard). Till 662 the names 
hsiao-wei fu and hsiao-chi wei were almost interchangeable 
with hsiao-wei, which then was made the single official 
name. In 685 renamed wu-weì wei (Militant and Awesome 
Guard); from 705 again called hsiao-wei. RR+SP; garde 
courageuse. P43. 

2458 hsiăo wŭ-tsàng 小武藏 
N-S DIV (Chou): Vice Director of the Bureau of Provi-
sions (wu-ĭsang) in the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan), ranked 
as a Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a). P12. 
2459 ŭsiáoyá-pŭ 小虞部 
N-S DIV (Chou): Vice Director of the Bureau of Forestry 
(yŭ-pu) in the Ministry of Works (tung-kuan), partly affil-
iated with the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) •’ ranked as a 
Senior Serviceman (shang-shih; 7a). P14. 
2460 hsiéh 協 
Common prefix, or part of a prefix, to titles suggesting "to 
assist with"; hence Vice, Associate, or Assistant. 
2461 hsiéh-chèn 協錤 
CH’ING: unofficial reference to a Vice General ifu-chiang). 

2462 ksiék-ckèng skŭ-yín 協正庶尹 
MING: Governor Companion in Rectitude, a merit title 
(hsŭn) for civil officials of rank 5b. P65. 
2463 hsiéh-chūng láng 協忠郞 and hsiéh-

chŭng tà-fŭ 大夫 
SUNG: Gentleman (Grand Master) Companion in Loy-
alty, merit titles (hsŭn) for civil officials of ranks 7b and 
5a, respectively, beginning in 1116. 
2464 hsiéh-hsiū 協脩 
CH’ING: Assistant Proofreader, 10 unranked personnel 
in the Imperial Printing Office (hsiu-shu ch'u) in the Hall 
of Military Glory (wu-ying tien), 
2465 hsiéh'jŭng 協戎 
CH’ING: unofficial reference to a Vice General (Ju-chiang). 
2466 hsiéh-k9uĕi 協揆 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Grand Secretary (ta 
hsŭeh-shih). 

2467 hsiéh Icuó-sMk k，ăi-shŭ 寫風史稭書 
T'ANG: Standard Script Calligrapher for the Dynastic 
History, 18 unranked personnel in the Academy of Schol-
arly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan). RR: fonctionnaire 
à I'écriture régulière chargé d'écrire I'histoire de I'éîat. 
2468 hsiéh4i 協理 
MING-CH'ING: Assistant Manager or Vice Director, a 
common prefix to a title, normally suggesting that an of-
ficial holding a position elsewhere in the government had 
been delegated temporarily to help oversee the affairs in-
dicated in the terminology that follows. 

2469 hsiéh-B ch’īn-t，i£n chiēn fién-wén-suàn 
hsŭéh s/iì/i-wà協理欽天監天文算學事務 

CH'ING: Vice Director of the Astronomical College in 

the Directorate of Astronomy, a post- normally held con-
currently by the Director (chien-cheng) of the Directorate, 
rank 5a. BH: assistant superintendent. 

2470 hsiéh4ĭkuān-fángshìh-wù 協理關防事務 
CH'ING: Vice Director, 2 in the Overseers Office (chang 
kuan-fang ch'u) in the Imperial Household Department (nei-
wu fu). BH: assistant chancellor. P37. 
2471 hsiéh4ĭ shìh-wù láng-chŭng 

協理事務郞史 
CH'ING: abbreviation of hsieh-li yūan-ming yŭan shih-wu 
lang-chmg, Vice Director in a Bureau of the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu fu) serving as Assistant 
Director of the Summer Palace; under the jurisdiction of 
the Imperial Household Department. P40. 

2472 協理事務大臣 
CH'ING: abbreviation of hsieh-li hsien-an kung kuan-hsŭeh 
shih-wu ta-ch'en, Grand Minister of the Imperial House-
hold Department (nei-wufu) serving as Assistant Director 
of the Official School in the Palace of Complete Con-
tentment; subordinate to a Grand Minister Manager (kuan-
li shih-wu ía-ch'en); under the jurisdiction of the Imperial 
Household Department. P37. 

2473 hsiéh-U shìh-wù yûn-hŭi shĭh 
協理事務雲麾使 

CH'ING: abbreviation of hsieh-li luan-i wei shih-wu yŭn-
hui shih, Flag Assistant Serving as Assistant Director of 
the Imperial Procession Guard, 2, rank 4a; subordinate 
to 2 Directors (tsung-li shih-wu kuan-chŭn shih), in turn 
subordinate to 3 Imperial Procession Commissioners (luan-
i shih), and ultimately to a Grand Minister in Command of 
the Guard (chang wei-shih ta-ch'en). BH: assistant chief 
marshal. 

2474 hsiéh-líng 協領 
CH'ING: Assistant Commandant in the hierarchy of Pro-
vincial Bannermen (chu-fang)t normal rank 3b; subordinate 
to a Vice Commander-in-chief (fu tu-t'ung) in charge of 
provincial forces, superior to Garrison Commandants (cft'eng-
shou weí)^ Company Commanders (tsò-ling)，etc. BH: 
colonel of a regiment. 

2475 hsiéh-lu 協律 
YUAN: Assistant for Pitchpipes, professional musicians 
attached to the Office of Western Music {t'ìen-yūeh shu) 
and the Office of Contented Music (an-ho shu). PlO. 

2476 ksiék-là hsiào-wèi 協律校尉 
N-S DIV (Chin-Liang): Director of imperial Music, a 
subordinate of the Chamberlain for Ceremonials (fai-ch'ang); 
provided classical music for important state rituals. Suc-
cessor to the hsieh-lŭ tu-wei of Han times and predecessor 
of the hsieh-lŭ lang of later times. PlO. 

2477 hsiéh4ŭ láng 協律郎 
N-S DIV (N. Wei)~CH’ING: Chief Musician, normally 
hereditary professionals attached to the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); successors of earlier hsieh-lŭ 
hsiao-wei. Number variable, rank 5b 1 in N. Wei, 8a in 
T'ang, 8b in Chin, 8a in Ming and Ch，ing, In N. Wei sub-
ordinate to a Palace Chief Musician (hsieh-lŭ chung-lang), 
rank 4b2. In Ch'ing members of both the Music Office (ho-
sheng shu) and the Imperial Music Office (shen-yueh so, 
shen-yŭeh shu), both in the Music Ministry (yŭeh-pu). 
RR+SP: préposé à I'harmonie des tuyaux sonores. BH: chief 
musician. PlO. 
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2478 AstóA-tò tó-wèi•協律都尉 
HAN-N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Director of Imperial Mu-
sic, rank 2,000 bushels, head of the Music Office iyŭeh-
fu) established in 121 B.C.; apparently outlived the aboli-
tion of the Music Office under Emperor Ai (r. 7-1 B.C.)， 
continued as a subordinate of the Chamberlain for the Pal-
ace Revenues (shao-fu). HB: chief commandant of har-
mony. P10. 

2479 ksiék-pàn tà ksŭéh-shìk 協辦大學 土 
CH'ING: Assistant Grand Secretary in the Grand Sec-
retariat {nei-kó)^ one each Manchu and Chinese, rank lb; 
established in the 1730s to increase the Grand Secretariat's 
executive staff; normally retained principal status and rank 
as, e.g., Minister (shang-shu)t and concurrently served as 
members of the Council of State {chŭn-chi ch'u); regularly 
filled vacancies among the Grand Secretaries (ta hsŭeh-shih). 
P2. 

2480 hsiéh-pàn yūàn-shìh 協辦院事 
CH'ING: Assistant Administrator of the Hanlin Acad-
emy, 2 appointed after 1729 to assist newly established Ad-
ministrators of the Hanlin Academy (pan yŭan-shih); a duty 
assignment rather than a regular post，assignees reportedly 
chosen from among the 4 Chancellors of the Hanlin Acad-
emy (chang-yŭan hsŭeh-shih) although the Chancellors 
ranked higher than their colleagues serving as Administra-
tors and were often appointed to concurrent service in the 
Academy while principally serving as Grand Secretaries (ta 
hsueh-shih) or Ministers (shang-shu) or Vice Ministers (shih-
lang) of Ministries (pu). P23. 

2481 hsiéh-pH chŭ 斜皮局 
YUAN: Striped Hides Service, a manufacturing unit under 
the Directorate of Leather and Fur Manufactures (li-yung 
chien); staffing not clear; produced finished goods from the 
hides of wild horses. P38. 

2482 hsiéh-piăo 協標 
CH'ING: Command of a Regional Vice Commander or 
Command of an Assistant Regional Commander (fu-
chiang or ts'an-chiang�’ a military jurisdiction incorporat-
ing several Brigades (ying) in the Green Standards (lu-ying) 
military establishment. See piao. BH: territorial regiment. 

2483 hsiéh shêng-là kuăn 協聲律官 
SUNG: Assistant for the Resonant Pitchpipes, unspeci-
fied number of professional musicians in the Imperial Mu-
sic Bureau (ta-shengfu). SP: fonctionnaire chargé de I'har-
monie des tuyaux sonores. 

2484 hsiéh-t9ái 協台 
CH'ING: lit., assistant dignitary: unofficial reference to a 
Regional Vice Commander {fu-chiang) in the Green Stan-
dards (lu-ying) military establishment. 

2485 hsìéh'Vûng kuăn 協同官 
CH'ING: Assistant, 15 then 10 professional musicians of 
low status attached to the Music Office (chiao-fang ssu) of 
early Ch'ing, subordinate to the Ministry of Rites {lĭ-pu). 
P10. 

2486 hsiéh-t'úng shŏu-pèi 協同守備 
MING: Vice Commandant, usually the duty assignment 
of a Marquis (hou) or an Earl (pó), from the 1420s one of 
3 men who constituted a military regency council in control 
of the auxiliary capital, Nanking. See shou-pei (Grand 
Commandant), ts'an-tsan chi-wu (Grand Adjutant). 

2487 hsiéh-tf
ŭng tú-yun ts'ān-chiăng 

協同督運參將 
MING: Assistant Grain Transport Commander, one au-
thorized in 1457 to help the Grain Transport Commander 
(ts'ao-yŭn tsung-ping kuan) supervise the Tax Transport 
Leaders ipa-tsung) of various areas in organizing and di-
recting the fleets of boats that brought tax grain from the 
Yangtze delta up the Grand Canal to provision the dynastic 
capital, Peking. See ts'an-chiang. P60. 

2488 hsiéh-yin 協音 
YŭAN: Assistant for Tones, professional musicians at-
tached to the Office of Contented Music (an-ho shu) and 
the Office of Western Music (t'ien-yŭeh shu). Cf. hsieh-lŭ. 
P10. 

2489 hsiéh-yin láng 諧音郞 
CHIN: Musician, variable number, rank 9b, in the Music 
Office (chiao-fang). P10. 

2490 ksiĕh yà-sM jén 寫禆書尺 
T'ANG: Copyist of Imperial Books in the Academy of 
Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan), an assign-
ment for talented sons and grandsons of officials pending 
their being considered for official appointments. RR: écrivain 
des textes impériaux. 

2491 hsièn 憲 
Fundamental laws: throughout history, a vague reference 
to the uncodified teachings, rules, and precedents on which 
government was based; a common element in unofficial and 
sometimes official references to Censors iyŭ-shih), who were 
considered guardians of the fundamental laws, and some-
times other kinds of officials as well. See feng-hsien. 

2492 hsièn 縣 
(1) CHOU: Township, a local self-government unit under 
an elected Head (cheng) > comprising 5 Wards (pi) in the 
outer regions of the royal domain, corresponding to chou 
in the immediate environs of the royal capital; responsible 
for properly classifying people and lands，adjudicating dis-
putes, promoting agriculture and morality, and raising a lo-
cal militia when called on. CL: arrondissement extérieur. 
(2) District: throughout imperial history, the basic formal 
unit in the hierarchy of territorial administration, several 
neighboring Districts being clustered under the supervision 
of a Commandery (chtìn)t a Region (chou), or a ĭ^efecture 
(chou or fu); graded by size of the resident population or 
prestige of location，e.g., in Ch'in and Han in larger Dis-
tricts producing more than 10,000 bushels of tax grain and 
smaller Districts producing less; in T'ang in 7 grades in-
dicated by the prefixes ch'ih (Imperial), chi (Metropolitan), 
wang (Honored), chin (Important), shang (Large), chung 
(Middle), and hsia (Small). District heads were Magistrates 
(ling and chang in ChMn and Han, rank 1,000 to 600 bush-
els or 500 to 300 bushels, respectively; ling continuing into 
Sung, rank normally from 7a to 5a; chih-hsien from Sung 
through ChMng, rank normally 7a); they were consistently 
aided by Vice Magistrates {ch'eng, 7a to 9a) and had cler-
ical staffs divided by functions into Sections {îs'aó)\ they 
were all-around representatives of the Emperor and the cen-
tral government in their localities, commonly referred to as 
Father-and-moíher Officials ifu-mu kuan). A common vari-
ant rendering is County. HB: prefecture. RR+SP: sous-
préfecture. BH: district. P54. 

2493 hsién 銜 
A troublesome term, ofte»i loosely used; most commonly 
the equivalent of rank {p'in, chieh) or nominal office (i.e. ’ 
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an office not actually held); sometimes used specifically to 
indicate that an official's rank (on the basis of which he 
was paid) was not appropriate to, and normally was lower 
than, the office he actually occupied (kuan); sometimes used, 
e.g.，when an official had been promoted to a higher post 
but his promotion had not yet been confirmed by the ap-
propriate authorities. Often rendered "brevet rank." 

2494 hsién-ān kūng kuān-hsŭéh 咸安宮官學 
CH'ING: School at the Palace of Universal Peace, a school 
established within the imperial palace for educating the sons 
of senior officers of the Eight Banners (pa ch'i), headed by 
Grand Ministers (ta-ch'en) of the Imperial Household De-
partment (nei-wu fu) designated Managers of the School ... 
(kuan-li hsien-an kung kuan-hsŭeh shih-wu). 

2495 hsìén-cWà 賢察 
Customs Collector: common reference to any official as-
signed to collect fees at a customs barrier or market. 

2496 hsièn-chăng 憲長 or hsièn-ch'én 臣 
From Sung or earlier, an unofficial reference to the senior 
executive official of the Censorate (yii-shih t'ai, tu ch'a-
yiian), normally the Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fut tu yŭ-
shih). See hsien (fundamental laws). 

2497 hsién-chăng 閑長 
N-S DIV (Chou): Stable Keeper, rank 9a，a member of 
the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan). P35. 

2498 hsién<híh 閑職 
Lit” assignment in an enclosure: from T'ang on, an un-
official reference to Educational Officials (hsiao-kuan). 
Also see leng-kuan (lit.，cold officials). 

2499 hsién-chià shíh 閑廄使 
T'ANG: Commissioner for the Palace Corrals and Sta-
bles, created c. 700 to replace the Livéry Service (shang-
sheng chŭ) of the Palace Administration {tien-chung sheng) 
as supervisor of all corrals and stables within the palace 
grounds, specifically the Six Palace Corrals (chang-nei liu 
hsien), Six Stables (liu chiu), and Five Cages (wu fang). 
Normally had nominal status as Director (chien), rank 3a2, 
or Assistant Director (ch'eng), 5bl , of the Palace Admin-
istration. RR: commissaire impériàl chargé des pares à 
chevaux et des écuries. P38. 

2500 hsièn-chŭ 縣主 
(1) District Princess, a title of nobility {chūeh). In Han 
granted to daughters of Emperors who were enfeoffed with 
Districts (hsien); from the era of N-S Division through Yiian, 
regularly granted to daughters of all Princes (wang); in Ming 
and Ch'ing granted to daughters of Commandery Princes 
(chŭn-wang). (2) Occasionally encountered as an unofficial 
reference to a District Magistrate (hsien-ling, chih-hsien). 

2501 hsién-chŭ chiĕn 閑駒監長 
HAN： Directorate of Horse Corrals under the Chamber-
lain for the Palace Stud (î'ai-p'u), headed by a Director 
(chang), rank and specific functions not clear but possibly 
in charge of training colts for palace use. HB: chief in-
spector of the pens for training colts. P31. 

2502 hsièn-chăn 縣君 
District Mistress, a title of nobility {chŭeh) or honor granted 
to women: in Han to wives of some officials (category not 
clear); in T'ang to mothers and wives of officials of ranks 
3, 4, and 5; in Sung to wives of Chief Secretaries (shu-tzu) 
in the household of the Heir Apparent; in Ming to daughters 
of Defender-generals of the State {chen-kuo chiang-chŭn)\ 

in Ch'ing to daughters of Beile Princes (pei-tzu). RR: dame 
de sous-préfecture, 

2503 ksièn-fă 縣法 
N-S DIV (Chou): District Justice Bureau in the Ministry 
of Justice (ch'iu-kuan), functions not clearly specified; also 
a title shared by the Bureau's executive officials—the Di-
rector, ranked as a Senior Serviceman (shang-shih; 7a), 
and the Vice Director, ranked as an Ordinary Serviceman 
(chung-shih; 8a). P13. 

2504 hsién-fēi 賢妃 
SUI-MING: Worthy Consort , one of several secondary 
imperial wives; in T'ang and Sung seems to have ranked 
4th among the major consorts, behind Honored Consort (kuei-
fei), Pure Consort (shu-fei), and Virtuous Consort (te-fei); 
rank = l a . RR: concubine sage. 

2505 hsièn-fŭ 憲府 
Common unofficial reference to the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai, 
tu ch'a-yûan). See hsien (fundamental laws). 

2506 hsièn-hóu 縣侯 
HAN-N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): District Marquis , title of 
nobility (chŭeh) for someone enfeoffed with a District (hsien). 
P64. 

2507 hsién-í 賢儀 
T*ANG: Lady of Worthy Deportment, designation of an 
imperial concubine, rank 2a; one of the category called the 
Six Ladies of Deportment (liu i). RR: correction sage. 

2508 hsièn-kăng 憲綱 
MING; Fundamental Laws and Regulatory Principles, 
title of a code governing the collaboration of Censors (yū-
shih) and members of Provincial Surveillance Commissions 
(t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu) in maintaining disciplinary sur-
veillance over local officials; first issued in 1371 and re-
peatedly revised. Sometimes used as an indirect generic 
reference to surveillance officials (chfa-kuan). See feng-hsien, 
kang-chi. 

2509 hsiĕn-kuăn 憲官 
Lit. ’ official responsible for the fundamental laws (see hsien): 
Censorial Official, a common generic or collective refer-
ence to Censors (yŭ-shih); in Sung may be encountered as 
an honorific concurrent title awarded to favored officials. 
SP: fonctionnaire de justice. 

2510 hsièn-kuăn 縣官 
District Official: generic reference to officials of Districts 
(hsien); in Han, for reasons not clear, sometimes an indirect 
reference to the Emperor. 

2511 hsién-kuān 閒官 
T'ANG-SUNG: Official at Leisure, an unofficial refer-
ence to subordinate officials in Prefectures (chou) and Dis-
tricts (hsien), whose duties were commonly considered not 
burdensome. 

2512 hsièn-kūng 縣公 
N-S DIV (Chin)-SUI, SUNG; District Duke, title of no-
bility (chuehy, in Sui and Sung, 5th highest of 9 noble ranks; 
in Sui abolished c. 604 when the array of noble titles was 
reduced to Prince (wang), Duke (kung), and Marquis (hou), 
all without prefixed qualifications; in Sung may be found 
only as an abbreviation of k'ai-kuo hsien-kung (Dynasty-
founding District Duke). Also see k'ai-kuo kung, k'ai-kuo 
chūn-kung, kuo-kung, chun-kung, kung. SP： due du sous-
préfecture. P65. 
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2513 hsièn kŭng-chŭ 縣公主 
HAN: Imperial Princess of . . . District, title of nobility 
(chŭeh) awarded to daughters of Emperors, prefixed with 
the names of Districts {hsien) whose tax receipts were al-
located as stipends for the women~i.e. ’ Districts with which 
they were “enfeoffed.” Cf. kung-chu, hsien-chu. 

2514 hsiēn-láng 仙郞 
T'ANG: lit., reclusive gentleman: unofficial reference to a 
Supernumerary Director (see yŭan-wai) of a Bureau (íím) 
in a Ministry (pu). Cf. yŭan-wai lang, 

2515 hsién-liáng 賢良 
HAN: Worthy and Excellent, a recommendation category 
for men nominated by local officials to be considered at the 
capital for selection and appointment to government posts. 
HB; capable and good. 

2516 hsién-lìáng fŭng:chèng 賢良方正 
Worthy and Excellent, Straightforward and Upright, a 
recommendation category. (1) HAN: one of several cate-
gories for men nominated by local officials to be considered 
at the capital for selection and appointment to government 
posts. (2) SUNG: the most common term used for men within 
and without the civil service who were promoted or ap-
pointed on the basis of guaranteed recoimnendations (pao-
chŭ) from eminent officials and success in subsequent spe-
cial examinations (chih-k'o) presided over by the Emperor. 

2517 hsién4iáng wén-hsŭéh 賢良文學 
HAN: Worthy, Excellent, and Learned, a recommenda-
tion category for men nominated by local officials to be 
considered at the capital for selection and appointment to 
government posts. 

2518 hsièn-ŭng 縣令 
CH*IN-CHIN: District Magistrate, standard designation 
of the head of a District. See under hsien and ling. 

2519 Asfért-/wá 先馬 or 洗馬 
(1) CHOU—N-S DIV: Frontrider, an attendant and mentor 
in the entourage of an Heir Apparent and also of a Marquis 
(hou) in Han and probably the early part of the era of N-
S Division; in part responsible for riding before his master 
on any outing to clear the way or, less likely, for leading 
afoot his master's horse on an outing; in Han rank 600 
bushels. In Han the 2nd form above (then no doubt hom-
ophonous) displaced the fìrst，original form, for reasons that 
are not clear，but possibly to avoid some taboo or some 
ambiguity of the time. HB: forerunner. (2) N-S DIV-LIAO, 
MING-CH'ING (2nd form): Librarian in the Editorial 
Service (ssu-ching chŭ) of the Heir Apparent, such respon-
sibilities growing out of the tutorial duties of the Frontrider 
described above and becoming the dominant responsibili-
ties as early as the 4th century; rank 5b in N. Wei, 5b2 in 
T,ang，8a in Sung, 5b in Ming and Ch'ing. In Chin and 
Yiian his functions were no doubt borne generally by the 
staffs of the Secretariats of the Heir Apparent (ch'un-fang). 
RR+SP: bibliothécaire. BH: librarian. P26. 

2520 hsiĕn-mă 縣馬 
HAN-MING: unofficial reference to a Commandant Es-
cort ifu-ma tu-wei), the husband of an Imperial Princess 
(hsien-chu, kung-chu), originating with the Han practice of 
enfeoffing Imperial Princesses with Districts (hsien). 

2521 hsién-méi shih 銜枚氏 
CHOU: Silencer, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), 
members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) responsible 
for applying gags to soldiers sent on secret missions and 

for shouting for silence at state ceremonials. CL: préposé 
au bâillon. 

2522 hsiēn-mín 先民 
Lit., one who goes before (leads, sets an example for) the 
people: from antiquity, an indircct reference to a King (wang) 
or Emperor. 

2523 hsiĕn-nà shih 獻納使 
Lit., one who makes a presentation (to the throne). (1) 
T'ANG: Petition Box Commissioner, from 742 to 756 the 
official redesignation of li-kuei shih, to avoid using a hom-
ophone of the kuei character meaning demon or ghost. See 
chih-kuei shih. RR: commissaire impérial pour la réception 
et la présentation (des requêtes). P21. (2) MING-CH'ING: 
unofficial reference to a Transmission Commissioner (t'ung-
cheng shih), 

2524 hsièn-nán 縣男 
CHIN-yŭAN: District Baron, title of nobility (chŭeh), rank 
5b; in Chin the lowest of 7 noble grades, in Yŭan the lowest 
of 10. See nan, k'ai-kuo nan, k'ai-kuo hsien-nan. P65. 

2525 hsiēn-pèi 先輩 
MING-CH'ING: lit” senior colleague: a respectful form of 
direct address to or between Metropolitan Graduates (chin-
shih); may also be encountered as a form of direct address 
in other circumstances. 

2526 hsièn-pó 縣伯 
N-S DIV-CHIN: District Earl , 4th highest of 6 ranks of 
nobility (chŭeh) normally awarded men unrelated to the im-
perial family; ranked below Marquis (hou) and above Dis-
trict Viscount (hsien-tzu). See k'ai-kuo hsien-po. 

2527 hsièn-pù 縣簿 
SUNG: abbreviated rcfsrence to an Assistant District 
Magistrate (see chu-pu). 
2528 hsièn-pà 憲部 
Lit” ministry of fundamental laws. (1) SUI-TANG, MING: 
Bureau of Punishments, a major unit of the Ministry of 
Justice (hsing-pu)t changed from hsing-pu c. 604, changed 
back to hsing-pu in 620; in Ming changed from tsung-pu 
(Bureau of Supervision) in 1389, then abolished in 1390. 
(2) T'ANG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Ministry 
of Justice. Cf. hsien-kuan, hsien-ssut hsien-t'ai. (3) TANG: 
from 752 to 757 the official redesignation of the Ministry 
of Justice. RR: bureau de la justice. P13, 

2529 hsién-sàn 閑散 
CH'ING: translation of a Manchu word: Unassigned Ban-
nerman, a hereditary soldier in the Banner system (see ch'i, 
pa ch'i) without position or pay. How a man came to this 
status is not clear. BH: bannerman at large. 

2530 hsiēn-sháo yŭàn 仙韶院 
T'ANG: Bureau of Taoist Music, before 838 calìedfa-ch'ŭ 

so-ch'u yiian; a unit of the Imperial Music Office (t'ai-yŭeh 
shu) in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). 
RR: cour où on exécutait les airs taoistes. 

2531 hsièn-shén ch，ù 現審處 
CH'ING: Judicial Office, established in 1748 in the Min-
istry of Revenue (hu-pu), independent of its Bureaus (ch'ing-
li ssu), to settle litigations among officers and troops of the 
Banner establishment (see ch'i, pa ch'i), in coordination with 
the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu), P6. 

2532 hsièn-shĕn ssū 現審司 
CH'ING: Interrogation Office, one each Left and Right 
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in the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu), independent of its 
Bureaus (ch'ing-li ssu); established in 1723 to coordinate 
interrogations of prisoners awaiting sentencing; in 1737 the 
Right Interrogation Office was transformed into a Metro-
politan Area Bureau (chih-li ch'ing-li ssu) to supervise ju-
dicial matters of the Province-size region surrounding Pe-
king; in 1742 the Left Interrogation Office was transformed 
into a Fengtien Bureau to supervise judicial matters of 
Fengtien Province in modern Manchuria. Always, like Bu-
reaus, the Offices were headed by Directors (lang-chung) t 
one each Chinese and Manchu, rank 5a. P13. 

2533 hsièn-shìk 縣士 
CHOU: Township Justiciar, 32 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih), under supervision of the Ministry of 
Justice {ch'iu-kuan) responsible for judicial and penal mat-
ters in regions distant from the royal capital that were called 
Townships (hsien). CL: prévôt de justice d'une dépenáance. 

2534 hsièn-shīk 縣師 
CHOU: Township Preceptor, 2 ranked as Senior Service-
men (shang-shih) and 4 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-

,under supervision of the Ministry of Education {ti-
)responsible for general administrative, fiscal, and 

military controls in those regions distant from the royal cap-
ital that were called Townships (hsien). CL: préposé à 
dépenáance. 

2535 ksièn-shíkfèng-lŭ 現食俸祿 
CH'ING: lit.，currently receiving a salary: On active duty, 
used in reference to officials in regular service with sub-
stantive appointments. 

2536 hsién-shā 賢書 
CH'ING: lit., worthy writer: unofficial reference to a Pro-
vincial Graduate (chŭ-jen) in the civil service recruitment 
examination sequence, 

2537 hsiĕn-ssū 憲司 
(1) SUNG: Judicial Commission, common reference to the 
office of a Judicial Commissioner (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih, 
fi-tien hsing-yiì kung-shih) of a Circuit (lu)t responsible for 
the supervision of judicial and penal affairs in his jurisdic-
tion. (2) YUAN: unofficial reference to a Surveillance 
Commission (t'i-hsing an-ch'a ssu, su-cheng lien-fang ssu) 
in a Circuit (tao). (3) MINQ^GH'ING; unofficial reference 
to a Provincial Surveillance Commission (t'i-hsing an-ch'a 
shih ssu). 

2538 hsièn-ssā mŭ 憲司幕 or hsièn-ssū tuăn 
憲司端 

N-S DIV: occasional quasi-official or unofficial reference 
to the Censorate (ytì-shih t'ai). 

2539 hsièn tà-fŭ 縣大夫 
SUNG: unofficial reference to a District Magistrate {chih-
hsien). 

2540 hsièn-t9ái 憲臺 
Li t , pavilion of the fundamental laws. (1) Throughout im-
perial history, an unofficial reference to the Censorate (yŭ-
shih t*ai, tu ch'a-yŭan) or any sort of Censor iyŭshih), con-
sidered a guardian of the fundamental laws (see hsien, feng-
hsien; cf. hsien-kuan). (2) TANG: from 662 to 671, the 
official name of the Censorate, then headed by a Censorate 
Director (hsien-t'ai chang), rank 4a2. PI8. 

2541 hsièn t'àUchŭn 縣太君 
SUNG: District Grand Mistress, title of honor granted to 

mothers of Worthy Ladies {kuei-jen), lesser imperial wives 
with rank =5a. 

2542 hsièn-tsăi 縣宰 
Throughout history, an occasional archaic reference to a 
District Magistrate (hsien-ling, chih-hsien). See tsai, tsai-
hsiang, chung-tsai, 

2543 hsiĕn-ts'áo 仙曹 
T'ANG: unofficial reference to the Director (lang-chung) 
of a Bureau (íím) in a Ministry (pu). 

2544 hsièn-tsd 縣佐 
Throughout history, an unofficial reference to a principal 
secondary official in a District (hsien), such as a Vice Mag-
istrate (ch'eng) or an Assistant Magistrate (chu-pu); or a 
generic reference to all such officials： District Assistants. 

2545 hsièn-tsŭn 縣尊 
Throughout history, an unofficial reference to a District 
Magistrate (hsien-ling, chih-hsien). 

2546 hsièn-tzŭ 縣子 
CHIN-YUAN: District Viscount, title of nobility (chŭeh); 
6th highest of 7 noble grades in Chin, 9th highest of 10 in 
Yíian; rank 5a in both periods. See tzu (Viscount), k'ai-kuo 
tzu, k'ai-kuo hsien-tzu. P65. 

2547 hsièn-wăng 憲網 
Callign^hic variant of hsien-kang (Fundamental Laws and 
Regulatory Principles). 

2548 hsièn-wáng 縣王 
N-S DIV: District Prince, title of nobility (chiieh) created 
by Wei in 224 with rank of 3,000 bushels for imperial sons 
in recognition of the constriction of the realm as compared 
to Han, when imperial sons were known as unqualified 
Princes (wang); the term was used intermittently through 
the rest of the era of N-S Division. P65. 

2549 hsièn-wèi 縣尉 
CH'IN-YUAN: District Defender, status comparable to 
the Vice Magistrate (ch'eng), with special responsibility for 
police activities in the District. From T'ang on, duties be-
came more varied. In lieu of a Defender, Ming entrusted 
police responsibilities to local Police Offices (hsŭn-chien 
ssu) and miscellaneous administrative work to Clerks (tien-
shih). Sec wei. RR: commandant. SP: directeur militaire, 
chef de police, commandant. P49. 

2550 hsièn-wén kó 縣文閣 
SUNG: Hall for Making Literature Illustrious, one sec-
tion of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan)f staffed with 
Academicians (hsŭeh-shih). 

2551 hsièn-yĭn 縣尹 
District Governor, throughout history an unofficial (in 
T'ang, quasi-official) reference to a District Magistrate {hsien-
ling, chih-hsien). See yin. P54. 

2552 hsìn 信 
Lit., someone who is trusted (?): occasionally encountered 
as a variant of shih (Commissioner)，especially in refer-
ence to an envoy. 

2553 hsīn-fù chăn 新附軍 
YŭAN: Newly Submitted Army, the component of Yiian 
military forces comprising officers and soldiers of the for-
mer S. Sung state who surrendered to the Mongols; distin-
guished from the Chinese Army (han-chun) comprising sur-
rendered members of the Chin dynasty forces in North China, 
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and the Allied Army (t'an-ma-ch'ih chŭn) of Khitan, Jurchen, 
and some Chinese who joined the Mongol cause early in 
the assault on the Chin empire. 

2554 hsln-l kfà 新衣庫 
SUNG: Storehouse of New Clothes in the Palace Admin-
istration {tien-chung sheng). SP: nouveau magasin de 
vêtements, 

2555 hsìn-pyào tsŭng-kuàn 信礙總管 
CH'ING: Commander-in-chief of the Alarm Guns, rank 
4a，in charge of security at the various gates of the dynastic 
capital. See chien-shou hsin-p'ao kuan (Commander of the 
Alarm Gun). BH: controller of the alarm-signal guns. 

2556 hsìn-shíh 信使 
HAN-T’ANG: lit., a trusted commissioner: used occasion-
ally as the designation of an Envoy, e.g., to a foreign ruler. 

2557 hsīn-tzŭ hsŭéh-shìh 新字學士 
YUAN: New Script Academician, one or more appointed 
in 1271 in the Historiography Institute (kuo-shih yuan), ap-
parently specialists in writing Mongolian in the new alpha-
betic script devised by the Tibetan lama Thags-pa; in 1275 
expanded into a complete and autonomous Mongolian Han-
lin Academy {meng-ku han-lin yŭan). P23. 

2558 hsĭn yŭèh-fŭ 新樂府 
T'ANG: New Music Office, status and functions not clear. 
See huang-t'ou lang. 

2559 hsīn yun-liáng VUchŭ wū新運糧提擧司 
YUAN: New Grain Transpor t Supervisorate, established 
in 1284 under the Chief Grain Transport Commission (tu 
ts'ao-yŭn shih ssu) for the Metropolitan Region (ching-chí)’ 
to supervise the use of 250 land transport wagons based at 
postal relay stations (chart) in north central China; headed 
by a Supervisor (t'i-chŭ), rank 5a, 2 Associate Supervisors 
(t'ung t'i-chŭ), and one Vice Supervisor (fu t'i-chu). P8, 60. 

2560 hsing 幸 
Abbreviated variant of hsŭn-hsing (Imperial Progress). 

2561 hsing fx or hsing ... shih 行…事 
(1) (either form, the 2nd enclosing an agency name or of-
ficial title) HAN-YUAN: lit” to carry out the duties o f . . . , 
to act as ...，in an office where there was a temporary va-
cancy: Acting, usually but not always used when the ap-
pointee was of lower rank than was appropriate for the of-
fice. SP: chargé en outre. (2) (first form only, prefix to an 
agency name) Lit., moving: Branch, throughout history 
nonnally denoting a temporary, to some extent movable de-
tachment or representative of the main agency indicated. 
Cf. fen, hsing-tsai. 

2562 hsíng-àn 刑案 
Justice Section: a unit attached to both the Census Bureau 
(hu-pu ssu; cf. hu-pu) and the Tax Bureau (tu-chih ssu) in 
the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; ap-
parently created in 1005 by a merging of the Military Sec-
tion (ping-an) of the Salt and Iron Monopoly Bureau (yert-
t'ieh ssu) with a Tax Section {tu-chih an; cf. tu-chih ssu), 
prior affiliation not clear. Subsequent history also not clear 
except that in the 1080s, with the discontinuance of the 
State Finance Commission, merged into or was transformed 
into the Tax Bureau (also tu-chih ssu) of the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu). The name also occurs as a variant or un-
official reference to a Justice Section (hsing-ts'aó) on the 
staff of a territorial unit of administration; see liu ts'ao (Six 
Sections). SP: service de justice. 

2563 hsíng-ch'ièh ssā-yào chŭ 行篋司藥局 
YUAN: Medication Transport Service, headed by a 
Commissioner (shih), rank 5b; provided medications for the 
imperial entourage (while traveling?); hierarchical relation-
ships not clear. Abolished in 1323-1324. 

2564 hsīng-chìh 星置 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: lit. meaning not clear: unofficial ref-
erence to a Secretary (chu-shih). 

2565 hsing chūng-shă shĕng 行中書省 
YŭAN-MING: Branch Secretariat, a replica of, and re-
sponsible to, the metropolitan Secretariat {chung-shu sheng) 
in the dynastic capital; the paramount administrative agency 
in a provincial area; in Yuan headed by a Grand Councilor 
(ch'eng-hsiang), rank lb (compared to la for his metro-
politan counterpart); in Ming headed by a Chief Adminis-
trator (p'ing-chang cheng-shih), lb; in 1376 abolished, pro-
vincial military direction being assigned to Regional Military 
Commissions (tu chih-hui shih ssu) and provincial civil di-
rection being assigned to Provincial Administration Com-
missions (ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu). Also see hsing-
sheng, hsing shu-mi yŭan. P50，52. 

2566 hsíng-ch&n chăng-shih 行軍長史 
T'ANG: Army Aide, a duty assignment, normally for a 
civil official, to accompany an army on campaign as a sen-
ior administrative aide to the campaign commander (chiang-
chun, yŭan-shuai, etc.). RR; administrateur en chef de 
I'armée en campagne. 

2567 hsíng-chŭn ssŭ-mă 行軍司 H or hsing-
chŭn 

HAN-SUNG: Adjutant in the headquarters of an army on 
campaign or in the headquarters of a Military Commis-
sioner {chieh-tu shih); originally had relatively unimportant 
status as an administrative aide to a commander (chiang-
chŭn, etc.), but in T'ang was commonly a man of military 
abilities, who often succeeded tō command; in Sung，again 
primarily an administrative subordinate to a military com-
mander, rank 8b. See ssu-ma, chŭn ssu-ma, chŭn-ssu. RR: 
administrateur supérieur de I'armée en campagne. SP: ad-
ministrateur de I'armée d'expédition. 

2568 hsíng-chăn ts'ān-móu 行軍參謀 
T'ANG: Army Counselor, one of several titles for senior 
but 2nd-level officers in armies on campaign. RR: grand 
conseiller de I'armée en campagne. 

2569 hsíng-fáng 刑房 
(1) SUNG: Office of Justice in the combined Secretariat-
Chancellery (chung-shu men-hsia sheng). See liu fang (Six 
Offices). (2) SUNG: Justice Section in the Proclamations 
Office {chih-ch'ih yuan) of the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng). 
See wu fang (Five Sections). SP: chambre de justice. (3) 
From T'ang on, may be encountered as an unofficial ref-
erence to the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu). 

2570 hsíng-fāng shih 形方氏 
CHOU: Supervisor of Territories, 4 ranked as Ordinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of War 
(hsia-kuan) who dealt with foreign envoys, determined the 
extent of dependent territories, and sought to harmonize 
foreign groups. CL: préposé à la configuration des régions. 

2571 hsíng-fû 行夫 
CHOU: Courier, 38 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) who 
carried messages to foreign leaders and welcomed and aided 
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important visitors at the royal court; subordinate to the Se-
nior Messenger (ta hsing-jen). CL: aide-voyageur. 

2572 hsīng-hó shŭ 興和署 
YUAN: Bureau of Joyful Music, one of 2 major units con-
stituting the Music Office (chiao-fang ssu); headed by 2 
Directors (ling)’ rank 6b. See hsiang-ho shu (Bureau of 
Sacrificial Music). P10. 

2573 hsīng-hsí 刑席 
CH'ING: variant of hsìng-ming (Legal Secretary). 

2574 hsíng-jén 行人 
Messenger. (1) HAN: designation of couriers subordinate 
to the Chambeiiain for Dependencies (ta-hsing till 104 B.C., 
then ta hung-lu), headed by a Director (ling); together with 
a counterpart group of Interpreters {i-kuan), maintained 
communication with enfeoffed Princes (wang) and Mar-
quises {hou) and with foreign tributary chiefs. In Former 
Han also found on the staffs of Marquisates {hou-kuó). HB: 
usher. P17, 69. (2) MING: see under hsing-jen ssu. Also 
see ta hsing-jen (Senior Messenger). 

2575 hsíng-jén ssū 行人司 
MING: Messenger Office, a central government agency at-
tached to the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu)’ headed by a Director 
(cheng)y rank 7a, and staffed with Messengers (hsing-jen), 
8a; its principal function was to deliver formal, non-routine 
documents to important dignitaries such as Princes (wang) 
and foreign chiefs. The Office was commonly staffed with 
new Metropolitan Graduates (chin-shih) who, despite its low 
rank, considered it a good stepping-stone to more promi-
nent appointments. The Office was not perpetuated in Ch'ing, 
which used ad hoc duty assignments to fulfill its functions. 
Cf. ta hsing-jen (Senior Messenger). 

2576 húngACō 刑科 
MING-CH'ING: Office of Scrutiny for Justice, one of 
the Six Offices of Scrutiny (liu k'o); staffed with Supervis-
ing Secretaries (chi-shih-chung) who principally monitored 
the functioning of the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu). P18. 

2577 hsíng-kuăn 刑官 
CHOU: variant reference to the Minister of Justice {ssu-
k'ou; also see ch'iu-kuan). 

2578 hsĭng-kuân 星官 
Astronomical Official: throughout history a generic ref-
erence to officials responsible for astronomical observa-
tions and calculations. P35. 

2579 hsíng-kuān fi 餳官吏 or hsíng-kuăn 
N-S DIV (Chin): Provisîoner of Sweets, 2 subordinate to 
the Director of Banquets (ta-kuan ling) under the Cham-
berlain for Attendants {kuang-lu-hstín). P30. 

2580 hsíng-kūng 行宮 
Lit., mobile palace, i.e.，a temporary residence of the ruler 
in travel status; from antiquity: Auxiliary Palace. During 
Sung's withdrawal from North China in the 1120s, used as 
a prefix for various central government agencies, especially 
close-support agencies for the imperial palace. In Liao used 
as a prefix for agencies in the dynasty's various branch cap-
itals. In Ch’ing referred to the court's summer resort at 
Ch’eng-te, modern Jehol; also called li-kung (Detached Pal-
ace). See hsing, hsing-tsai. P37. 

2581 hsíng-kūng pù 刑工部 
(1) May be encountered in any period as an abbreviated 
reference to the Ministries of Justice (hsing-pu) and of 
Works (kung-pu). (2) SUNG: Ministry of Justice and 

Works, a combined agency in the last S. Sung century, 
displacing the two separate Ministries of other times. 

2582 hsíng-kŭng nMk 行官使 
SUNG: Commissioner of the Auxiliary Palace, a central 
government dignitary during and perhaps after the transi-
tion from N. Sung to S. Sung in the 1100s; status and func-
tions not clear, but likely a persQnage specially assigned to 
aiTange quarters and provisions for the Emperor and his en-
tourage in travel status. Cf. tu tsung-kuan, tu pu-shu. SP: 
commissaire de palais mobile. 

2583 hsīng-láng 星郞 
T'ANG-CHWG: unofficial reference to the Director (lang-
chung) of a Bureau (ssu, ch'ing-li ssu) in a Ministry (pu). 

2584 hsíng4Ifáng 刑禮房 
T'ANG: Justice and Rites Office, a clerical unit in the 
combined Secretariat-ChanceUeiy (chung-shu men-hsia) from 
the early 700s; maintained liaison with the Ministries of 
Justice and of Rites (hsing-pu, lĭ-pu) in the Department of 
State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), and to some extent per-
formed the functions these Ministries performed earlier. 

2585 hsîng'li shĕng 星曆生 
YŭAN: Astrological Apprentice, 44 authorized for the 
Astrological Commission {t'ai-shih yuan). P35. 

2586 hsíng-míng 刑名 
CH’ING: Legal Secretary, one of several private secre-
taries (mu-yu) normally found on the staffs of Department 
and District Magistrates (chih-chou, chih-hsien); a non-of-
ficial specialist adviser on judicial matters. 

2587 hsíng-mù 刑幕 
CH'ING: variant of hsing-ming (Legal Secretary). 

2588 hsíng-nèi 行內 
HAN: lit., the palace (nei, ta-nei) where the ruler currently 
resided (hsing-tsai): a variant of Imperial Palace (kung, 
chiti-chung). 

2589 hsíng-ó 經娥 
HAN: Lady of Graceful Beauty, designation of an im-
perial consort, rank =2,000 bushels. HB: graceful lady. 

2590 hsíng-pù 刑部 
(1) N-S DIV: Bureau of Punishments, one of several ma-
jor units in the Section for Justice (tu-kuan) that was evolv-
ing under the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng); 
normally headed by a Director {lang). (2) SUI-CH'ING; 
Ministry of Justice, one of the Six Ministries (liu pu) that 
were the administrative core of the central government’ from 
T'ang through Chin a unit in the Department of State Af-
fairs, in Yuan and early Ming a unit in the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng)’ then from 1380 relatively autonomous. Headed 
by one or more Ministers (shang-shu) f rank 3a in T*ang, 
2b in Sung, 3a in Chin and Yŭan, 2a in Ming, lb in Ch'ing 
after 1720; in Ch，ing one Manchu and one Chinese ap-
pointee. In general, the Ministry supervised the adminis-
tration of justice and the management of prisons and con-
victs throughout the empire, often collaborating with the 
Censorate (yu-shih t'ai, tu ch'a-yŭan) and the Court of Ju-
dicial Review (ta-li ssu); these 3 agencies were known col-
lectively as the Three Judicial Offices (sanfa-ssu). Late in 
S. Sung the Ministry was combined with the Ministry of 
Works (kung-pu) into a single Ministry of Justice and Works 
(hsing-kung pu). In early Yuan there were many organi-
zational changes: in 1260 there was established a combined 
Ministry of War, Justice, and Works (ping-hsing-kung pu), 
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also called the Right Ministry (yu-pu); in 1264 the Ministry 
of Works was made independent, leaving a combined Min-
istry of War and Justice (ping-hsing pu); in 1266 the 3-unit 
Right Ministry was re-established; in 1270 the Ministry of 
Justice was made independent; in 1271 it was reincorpo-
rated into a 3-unit Right Ministry; and finally in 1276 it 
was stably established as one of 6 separate Ministries co-
ordinated by the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng). The Min-
istry was subdivided into Bureaus (ssu) in Sui, T'ang, and 
Sung, with minor variations: e.g., in T'ang a Bureau of 
Judicial Administration (hsing-pu, hsing-pu ssu), a Crimi-
nal Administration Bureau (tu-kuan, tu-kuan pu, tu-kuan 
ssu)t a Bureau of Review {pi-pu, pi-pu ssu), and a Bureau 
of Frontier Control (ssu-men, ssu-men ssu)t each headed by 
a Director (lang, lang-chung) ’ rank 5b. The Ministry had 
no subordinate Bureaus in Liao, Chin, and Yuan, although 
Directors often remained on the staff，simply as Directors 
in the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu lang-chung). The T'ang-
Sung organizational pattern was restored at the beginning 
of Ming, but from 1390 through Ch'ing Bureaus had ter-
ritorial jurisdictions and names, one per Province (sheng), 
each with a Director (lang-chung) f 5a, through which the 
Ministry supervised judicial and penal affairs in the various 
Ming-ChMng Provinces. RR+SP: ministère de la justice. 
BH: ministry (board) of justice or of punishments. (3) 
T'ANG-SUNG: Bureau of Judicial Administration，one 
of 4 Bureaus in the Ministry of Justice; responsible for pre-
paring and revising laws and various judicial regulations 
and for confirming the propriety of sentences in judicial 
cases presented to the Emperor for final decisions; headed 
by a Director (lang-chung), rank 5b or 6b. RR: bureau de 
la justice. PI 3. 

2591 hsing sháng-shū shĕng 行尙書省 
N-S DIV: Branch Department of State Affairs, a kind of 
proto-provincial administrative unit commonly established 
temporarily to administer a territory being newly incorpo-
rated into the domain of a dynastic regime of this era. See 
shang-shu ta hsing-t'ai, hsing-t'ai. 

2592 hsíng-shĕng 行省 
YŪAN-MING: abbreviation of hsing chung-shu sheng 
(Branch Secretariat); may also be encountered in refer-
ence to a senior provincial-level official, especially a Yuan 
dynasty Overseer {ta-lu-hua-ch'ih). 

2593 hsìng-shlh 星使 
Lit.，a star-like delegate，apparently suggesting that the ruler 
was comparable to the sun and his representatives to the 
stars: throughout history a common unofficial reference to 
a Commissioner or Envoy sent from the court on a special 
mission，and sometimes used in directly addressing such an 
official. See shih, shih-hsing. 

2594 hsíng-shðu 行首 
See hang-shou. 

2595 hsing shŭ-mì yŭàn 行樞密院 
YŭAN: Branch Bureau of Military Affairs, a transitory 
regional military headquarters representing the metropolitan 
Bureau of Military Affairs {shu-mi yuan) at the dynastic 
capital，normally headed by a central government dignitary 
on temporary duty assignment as Manager (chih-yŭan); es-
tablished to administer an area newly subjugated by the 
Mongols, eventually yielded authority to a more stable 
Branch Secretariat (hsing chung-shu sheng). Also estab-
lished in various regions to coordinate military activities 
against domestic rebels in the 1350s and 1360s. 

2596 hsing shū4sò 行書佐 
SUI-TANG: Field Investigator (?)’ apparently an Admin-
istrative Clerk (shu-tso) in the Law Section ifa-îs'aó) of a 
Princely Establishment {wang-fu) dispatched on a tour of 
investigation in the jurisdiction; from 618 to 626 entitled 
ts'an-chŭn-shih. RR: administrateur ambulant. 

2597 hsing ssū-mă 行司馬 
Cavalry Commander on Campaign. (1) CHOU: 16 ranked 
as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih) reportedly on the reg-
ular staff of the Minister of War (ta ssu-ma). CL: com-
mandant de chevaux de mar che. (2) HAN: occasionally en-
countered as a designation; hierarchical status not clear. 

2598 hsíng-t'ái 行臺 
(1) N-S DIV: abbreviation of shang-shu ta hsing-t'ai (Branch 
Department of State Affairs); also see hsing shang-shu 
sheng. (2) T'ANG: Branch Department of State AfTaîrs, 
a regional replica of the Department of State Affairs at the 
dynastic capital, established temporarily at the beginning of 
the dynasty to administer each newly subjugated area, headed 
by a Director (ling), rank 2a; reappeared after the 780s des-
ignating the headquarters of various Military Commission-
ers {chieh-tu shih). Also see ta hsing-t'ai. P50, 52. (3) 
YUAN: abbreviation of hsing yŭ-shih t'ai (Branch Cen-
sorate). 

2599 hsíng-t'ái shàng-shū shĕng 行臺尙書省 
CHIN: Branch Department of State Affairs, established 
in 1140 at Kaifeng to govern the newly subjugated North 
China portion of the Sung empire, replacing the Bureau of 
Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan) stationed at modern Peking 
during tìie military conquest; discontinued in the 1150s when 
a new central government became effective at Peking, cho-
sen dynastic capital in 1153. 

2600 hsing fâUshĕng 行臺省 
SUI: Branch Department of Slate Affairs, several created 
transitorily early in the dynasty, each under a Director (ling)， 
to administer newly subjugated regions as branches of tìie 
Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng) at the dy-
nastic capital. Each normally supervised only 2 Ministries, 
a Ministry of War {ping-pu) and a Ministry of Revenue (tu-
chih), and a few locally appropriate Directorates (chien). 
See hsing shang-shu sheng, t'ai-shertg. P50. 

2601 hsíng-tsài 行在 
Lit., located or resident a t . . . . while traveling. (1) Imperial 
Encampment, from antiquity a common designation of lo-
cations where the ruler and his entourage made temporary 
stops while touring the country; see hsŭn-hsing. (2) Im-
perial Palace, from Han times an infrequent designation 
deriving from the doctrine that "the Son of Heaven con-
siders all within the four seas as his household (chia), and 
wherever he resides is called hsing-tsai” (i.e., a temporary 
abode). (3) imperial Capital, an extended meaning of (2) 
above in S. Sung times, when the Sung court resettled at 
modern Hangchow after abandoning North China; hsing-
tsai suggested the hope that the southern relocation would 
be temporary, and is reflected in the European rendering 
Quinsai. (4) Auxiliary, a prefix attached to the names of 
various central government agencies and to official titles 
when found in places other than the legitimate，principal 
dynastic capital {ching, ching-shih, tu). E.g., applied to 
various S. Sung central government agencies and posts，from 
which the usage described in (3) above derived. In Ming, 
applied to agencies and posts at modern Peking (then Pei-
p'ing) through 1420, while modern Nanking was the off卜 
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cial dynastic capital, and applied again to Peking agencies 
and posts from 1425 to 1441 even though Peking had be-
come the official dynastic capital in 1421，because of a lin-
gering feeling that Nanking, the founding Emperor's cap-
ital, should again in time be made the official capital. E.g., 
during these years the Ministry of Rites at Peking, the real 
seat of government, was confusingly designated the Aux-
iliary Ministry of Rites (hsing-tsai lĭ-pu) t whereas the skel-
etal replica left at Nanking, now merely an auxiliary cap-
ital, was officially designated Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu) without 
any qualifying prefix. After 1441 the prefix hsing-tsai was 
at last dropped ftom the names of Peking agencies and posts, 
whereas all agencies and posts at Nanking were clearly so 
identified, e.g., as the Naiûcìng Ministry of Rites {nan-ching 
lĭ-pu). Good usage might well be to ignore the 1425-1441 
aberration and from 1421 on to refer, e.g., to the Ministry 
of Rites without qualification (or, if greater precision is re-
quired by the context, the Ministry of Rites at Peking) and 
to the Nanking Ministry of Rites. 
2602 ksíng4s’áo 刑曹 
Justice Section. (1) SUI-CH'ING: may be encountered as 
an archaic reference to the Ministry of Justice (hsing~pu) 
or possibly to the Ministry's Bureau of Judicial Admin-
istration (hsing-pu, hsing-pu ssu). (2) MING-CH'ING; a 
clerical agency in each unit of territorial administration from 
Prefectures (/«) down to Districts (hsien) y staffed entirely 
with suboffícial functionaries who handled paperwork con-
cerning judicial matters. Successor of the fa-ts'ao (Law 
Section) of earlier times. Also see liu ts'ao. 

2603 hsíng-tsðu 行走 
CH'ING: a suffix appended to the names of agencies or to 
titles suggesting "serving in …，” “concurrently assigned to 
...，” etc.: Concurrently Serving. Most commonly, but not 
exclusively, used for members of the Hanlin Academy (han-
lin yŭan) assigned to duty in the Council of State (chun-
chi ch'u). E.g., Hanlin Academy Examining Editor Con-
currently Serving in the Southern Study {han-lin chien-t'ao 
nan shu-fang hsing-tsou), Vice Minister of Personnel Con-
currently Serving in the Council of State (lì-pu shih-lang 
chŭn-chi ch'u hsing-tsou), Secretary of the Council of State 
Concurrently Serving As Duty Group Chief {ling-pan chang-
ching shang hsing-tsou, an honorary status sometimes 
awarded favored Secretaries). 

2604 hsîng-wén shŭ 興文署 
YUAN: Supply and Printing Offîce in the Mongolian Di-
rectorate of Education (meng-ku kuo-tzu chien) ̂  responsible 
for provisioning all students in units of the Directorate and 
for printing government-sponsored publications; headed by 
a Director (ling、，rank 6b, and an Assistant Director (ch'eng), 
posts normally occupied concurrently by a Senior Compiler 
(hsiu-chuan), 6b, and a Provisioner (ying-feng), 7b, both 
members of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). P23. 

2605 ksíng-yíng 行營 
T’ANG: lit., mcAile encampment: Mobile Brigade, a mil-
itary unit detached from the Armies of Inspired Strategy 
(shen-ts'e chtìn; also see shen-îs'e hsiang). See ying. P43. 

2606 ksíng-yíng ssù hŭ-chŭn 行營四護軍 
SUNG: lit. ’ 4 defense armies in mobile encampments: Four 
Field Defense Armies, a military organization created in 
1131 encompassing all of the Sung imperial armies re-
maining after Sung’s withdrawal from North China; espe-
cially included a Central Defense Army {chung hu-chŭn) 
based near the S. Sung capital, Hangchow; all steadily de-
clined in importance as Sung relied more heavily on scat-

tered Palace Armies (ytì-ch'ien chŭn) directed by the Bu-
reau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian). Also see yii-ying 
ssu. 

2607 / m ' i i g - 3 ^如 - c A， á s A沩刑獄按察使 
LIAO: Penal Commissioner, a court official on an ad hoc 
duty assignment supervising the management of prisons and 
judicial processes in units of territorial administration. See 
an-ch'a shih, t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih. 

2608 hsíng yu-shíh t'ái 行御史臺 
YUAN: Branch Censorate, 2 established to assist the met-
ropolitan Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai) at Peking in providing 
censorial surveillance over provincial-level Branch Secre-
tariats (hsing chung-shu sheng), dividing China in effect 
into 3 large surveillance spheres. One established in Shensi 
in 1279 after an intermittent, somewhat migratory existence 
in the Northwest from 1264; one established at Yangchow 
in 1277 and moved to Hangchow in 1284 to monitor the 
South (Chiang-nan), disappearing amid rebel uprisings in 
1365. Each organized like die metropolitan Censorate, headed 
by a Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu), rank la，but respon-
sible to the metropolitan Censorate. Also see hsìng-t'ai. P18. 

2609 hsíngryŭàn 行院 
YUAN: abbreviation of hsing shu-mi yŭan (Branch Bu-
reau of Military Affairs). 

2610 ksiŭ-ckèng ckâ 修政局 
SUNG: Governmental Reform Service, a short-lived au-
tonomous agency created in 1132 during the confusion of 
the dynastic government's withdrawal to South China, to 
facilitate reorganization and stabilization, but abolished after 
only 3 months; headed by the notorious Grand Councilor 
(tsai-hsiang) Ch’in Kuei as Supervisor (t'i-chŭ). SP: bureau 
politique, bureau de la réforme politique. 

2611 hsiū-chíh láng 修職郎 
SUNG, MING: Gentleman for Good Service, prestige ti-
tle (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 9a in Sung, 8a in 
Ming; c. 1117 superseded teng-shih lang (Court Gentleman 
for Promoted Service); in Ming an appointee could be ad-
vanced to ti-kung lang (Gentleman for Meritorious Achieve-
ment) without a change of rank； P68. 

2612 ksiíi ck，ìft-lìng ssŭ 修敕令司 
SUNG: Decree Drafting Office, staffing and organiza-
tional affiliation not clear; presided over by State Counci-
lors (tsai-hsiang) serving as Supervisors (t'i-chii). SP: bu-
reau de la rédaction des décreîs et des ordonnances. 

2613 hsiā'Chù 修注 
SUNG: variant of lang she-jen (Imperial Diarist). 

2614 hsiū-chàan kuăn 修撰官 or hsiu-chuan 
Senior Compiler. (1) T’ANG—SUNG (either form): des-
ignation for litterateurs, ranks not clear, appointed to the 
Academy in the Hall of Elegance and Rectitude (li-cheng 
tien hsiu-shu yŭan) in T'ang from 720, to the Historiog-
raphy Institute (kuo-shih yŭan) in Sung; responsible for the 
drafting of official compilations, especially the dynastic 
histoiy. RR: rédacteur compilateur. SP: fonctionnaire chargé 
de rédaction. (2) YUAN-CH'ING (2nd form): 3 or more 
appointed in the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yuan), rank 6b; 
a common appointment for top-ranking new Metropolitan 
Graduates (chin-shih); responsible for historical compila-
tions. BH: compiler of the 1st class. P23. 

2615 hsiū-chàn huáng-hó ssā 修濬黃河司 
SUNG: lit.’ office for repairing (dikes) and dredging the 
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Yellow River: Yellow River Conservation Office, estab-
lished in 1073 to keep the river open for transport in the 
area of its mouth; headed by a Supervisor-in-chief (tu-ta t'i-
chu); apparently subordinate to the Directorate of Water-
ways (tu-shui chien). Also see t'i-chŭ ho-ch'ŭ ssu. P59. 

2 6 1 6 f t s t ó - A d s站修河司 
SUNG: abbreviation of hsiu-chūn huang-ho ssu (Yellow 
River Conservation Office). 

2617 Asíū-AóMâ•少如wū修合司藥司 
YLIAN: Imperial Pharmacy, responsible for the prepara-
tion of medications for the court; headed by a Commis-
sioner (shih), rank 5b; hierarchical relationships not clear. 
Discontinued in 1323—1324. Cf. hsìng-ch'ieh ssu-yao chŭ. 
2618 ksiŭ-ksàn 修 m 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Cultivatecí Instruction, des-
ignation of one of 27 imperial wives called Hereditary Con-
sorts (shih-fu); rank =3b. 

2619 hsiū-huá 修華 
N-S DIV-SUI: Lady of Cultivated Loveliness, designa-
tion of one of the Nine Concubines (chiu pin); rank 2a in 
Sui. 

2620 hsiŭ-í 修儀 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Lady of Cultivated Deportoient, through 
T'ang the designation of one of the Nine Concubines (chiu 
pin), in Sung one of a group of minor concubines; rank 2a 
in T*ang and Sung. RR; femme d'une correction raffînée. 
SP: femme titrée intérieure de 2e rang. 

2621 hsià'í chíh-chîh 繡衣直指 or hsiù-ĭ shih 
繡衣使 

HAN: variant reference to a hsiu-i yŭ-shih (Bandit-sup-
pressing Censor); also (2nd form) Bandit-suppressing 
Commissioner, a duty assignment for an official other than 
a Censor to suppress banditry in an area normally specified 
in a prefix. HB: special commissioner clad in embroidered 
garments. P18, 52. 
2622 hsiù-īyŭ-shih 繍衣御史 
HAN: lit., embroidered-uniform Censor: Bandit-suppress-
ing Censor, a special imperially ordered duty assignment 
for a Censor (yŭ-shih) to supervise the suppression of ban-
ditry in an area normally specified in a prefix. HB: secre-
tary clad in embroidered garments. P18. 

2623 ksiŭjìh-lisð 修 H 暦所 
SUNG: Calendar Preparation Office, a unit in the Palace 
Library (pi-shu sheng), headed by a Supervisor (fi-chŭ), 
SP: bureau de la rédaction du calendrier. 

2624 ksiŭ-júng •容 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Lady of Cultivated Countenance, des-
ignation of one of the Nine Concubines (chiu pin) through 
T'ang, of one of a group of minor concubines in Sung; rank 
2a in T'ang and Sung. RR: femme d'une dignité raffînée. 
SP: femme titrée intérieure de 2e rang. 

2625 hsiŭ kūng-té shîh 脩功德使 
T'ANG: Commissioner for the Cultivation of Merit and 
Virtue, from about the 780s one of several titles granted 
to eminent Buddhist monks who, under supervision of the 
Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu), were charged with 
regulating the issuance of ordination certificates and the state 
obligations of Buddhist monks throughout the country. These 
were 卿arently antecedents of the Buddhist Registries (seng-
lu ssu) of later dynasties. Also see ta kung-te shih, kung-
te shih. RR: commissaire chargé de pratiquer les mérites 
et la vertu. P17. 

2626 沩修國史 
SUNG, LIAO, CHIN: State Historiographer, a senior lit-
terateur in the Historiography Institute (kuo-shih yuan), ap-
parently without formal official status; in Chin was admin-
istrator of the Institute. SP: rédacteur de I'histoire d'état. 
P23. 

2627 hsiŭ lèi-p，ŭ kuăn 修镇譜官 
SUNG: Imperial Genealogist, number and rank not clear, 
in the Imperial Genealogy Office iytì-t'ieh so) in the Court 
of the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu). SP: fonctionnaire 
chargé de rédiger la généalogie. 

2628 hsiū lŭ shih 脩閭氏 
CHOU: Commandant of the City Gates that separated areas 
within the royal capital; 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) who 
supervised the guarding of these internal barriers in any 
emergency. CL: surveillant des portes de quartiers. 

2629 hsiŭ-nèi ssti 修內司 
SUNG, CHIN, YUAN: Palace Maintenance Office re-
sponsible for the construction and repair of palace build-
ings, subordinate to the Directorate for the Palace Buildings 
(chiang-tso chien) in Sung，the Ministry of Works (kung-
pu) in Chin, and the Regency (liu-shou ssu) at Peking in 
Yiian; thereafter its functions were carried out by an en-
larged Ministry of Works. Headed by 2 Directors {chien-
kuân), one a court official and one a palace eunuch, in Sung; 
by a Commissioner (shih), rank 5b, in Chin; by a Super-
intendent (t'i-tien�’ rank 5b, in Yuan. Normally supervised 
2 Repair Offices (pa-tso ssu) prefixed East and West. SP: 
bureau de reparation du palais et du temple des ancêtres 
de I'emperew. P15, 38. 

2630 hsiŭ-shŭ chyà 修書處 
CH'ING: Imperial Printing Office located in the Hall of 
Military Glory (wu-ying tien) within the palace grounds at 
Peking; printed and kept printing blocks of imperially spon-
sored compilations of many sorts; headed by a Manager 
(kuan-li... shih-wu) who was normally a Prince (wang) or 
Grand Minister (ta-ch'en) under the authority of the Im-
perial Household Department (nei-wu fu). BH: printing of-
fice and bookbindery at the throne hall. 

2631 hsiă-shā hsŭéh-shìh 修書學士 
T'ANG: Compiler Academician, unspecified number es-
tablished in 723 in the Academy in the Hall of Elegance 
and Rectitude (li-cheng hsiu-shu yuan). RR: lettré rédacteur 
de textes. 

2632 hsiū-tào t9áng 修道堂 
MING-CH'ING: College for Cultivating the Way, one of 
the Six Colleges (liu t'ang) among which all students of the 
Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) were distributed. 
P34. 

2633 hsiù-ts'ái 秀才 
Cultivated Talent. (1) From antiquity a categorical rubric 
under which talented men were nominated to be considered 
for official appointments. (2) TANG: originally one of sev-
eral degrees awarded to men nominated for office by local 
authorities who passed qualifying examinations given by 
the Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng); discon-
tinued by 650，thereafter becoming a common unofficial 
reference to a Presented Scholar (chin-shih). (3) SUNG: 
unofficial designation of all candidates in a Metropolitan 
Examination (sheng-shih) in the civil service recruitment 
examination sequence. (4) MING-CH'ING; unofficial ref-
erence to all men qualified to participate in Provincial Ex-
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ami nations {hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment ex-
amination sequence, having real or nominal status as 
Government Students (sheng-yuan) in Confucian Schools 
(Ju-hsŭeh) at the prefectural (fu) or lower level. BH: licen-
tiate. 

2634 hsiŭ-ts，ān琴 sŏ 修倉所 
Abbreviation of t'i-hsia hsiu-ts'ang so (Office of Granary 
Repairs). 

2635 hsiū-tsào àw 修造案 or hsiŭ-tsào ssū 司 
(1) SUNG (an): Palace Construction Section, one of 5 
Sections in the Census Bureau (hu-pu ssu; cf. hu-pu)y one 
of 3 agencies constituting the State Finance Commission 
(san ssu) in early Sung; normally headed by an Adminis-
trative Assistant (p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan); managed palace 
construction projects, the construction of bridges and weirs, 
and storehouses for various pottery and wood products used 
in the palace; c. 1080, when the Commission was discon-
tinued, was absorbed or transformed into the Directorate for 
the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso chien). (2) SUNG (咖): 
Palace Construction Office, established in S. Sung as a 
unit of Lin-an Prefecture (fu), site of the new dynastic cap-
ital, modern Hangchow; staffing not clear. SP: bureau (ser-
vice) de réparation et de construction dans la capitale. P15. 

2636 hsiŭ-tsuăn 修纂 
SUNG: Compiler, number and rank not clear, in the Cal-
endar Preparation Office (hsiu jih4i so) of the Palace Li-
brary (pi-shu sheng)-, also in the Imperial Genealogy Office 
(yŭ-t'ieh 50) of the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng 
ssu). SP: rédacîeur. 

2637 hsiŭ-wén kuăn 修文館 
T'ANG: Institute for the Cultivation of Literature, from 
621 to 626 and again from 706 to 710 the official variant 
name of the hung-wen kuan (Institute for the Advancement 
of Literature). RR: collège pour le perfectionnement de la 
littérature. 

2638 hsiū-wŭ àn 修武案 
SUNG: Section for the Cultivation of Militancy, an ad 
hoc unit of the Ministry of Personnel {lì-pu) that partici-
pated in the Military Appointments Process iyu-hsŭan). 

2639 /w/ūyáWi^i fcwăii 修玉牒官 
T'ANG-SUNG: Compiler of the Imperial Genealogy, 
number and rank not clear in T'ang, one or 2 but rank not 
clear in Sung; subordinates of the Court of the Imperial 
Clan (tsung-cheng ssu). RR: fonctionnaire chargé de la 
généalogie impériale. SP: fonctionnaire chargé d'établir la 
généalogie impériale. 

2640 hsiŭ-yŭàn 修媛 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i)-SUNG: Lady of Cultivated Beauty, 
designation of an imperial wife; in T'ang one of the group 
called the Nine Concubines (chin pin); rank 2a in both T'ang 
and Sung. RR: femme d'une beauté rajfinée. SP: femme titrée 
intérieure de 2e rang. 

2641 hsu 胥 
(1) Assistant: throughout history, one of several terms used 
in reference to subofficial functionaries in government ser-
vice, especially found in such combinations as hsŭ-li, q.v. 
(2) CHOU: Seventh Class Administrative Official, 7th 
highest of 8 categories in which officials were classified in 
a hierarchy separate from the formal rank system called the 
Nine Honors (chiu ming)\ below those designated cheng 
(Principal, etc.), shih (Mentor, etc.), ssu (to be in charge; 
office), lu (Functionary),,/w (Storekeeper), and shih (Scribe); 

above only t'u (Attendant). CL: le septième degré de ìa sub-
ordination administrative; aide. 

2642 hsŭ'Chăng 胥長 
SUNG: Chief of Assistants, unranked leader of subofficial 
functionaries in the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng 
ssu), the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu), etc. SP: scribe 
en chef. 

2643 hsu-chíh 敍職 
SUI: Protocol Official, one subordinate to each Commis-
sioner (shih-che), e.g., Commissioner for Western Tribu-
taries (hsi-jung shih-che), in the Court for Dependencies 
{hung-lu ssu); in charge of placing foreign envoys in correct 
order of rank for imperial audiences, etc, P l l . 

2644 hsā-hsíng 恤刑 
MING-CH'ING: lit., to pity (those enduring) punishments: 
Prison-inspecting, a prefix to titles of members of the 
Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu) delegated at 5-year intervals 
or oftener to inspect and report on conditions in the em-
pire's prisons; e.g., Prison-inspecting Bureau Director (hsŭ-
hsing lang-chung)\ the practice was discontinued in 1666. 
P13. 

2645 hsà-í 敍儀 
SUI: Ritual Official, one subordinate to each Commis-
sioner {shih-che), e.g., Commissioner for Western Tribu-
taries (hsi-jung shih-che), in the Court for Dependencies 
(hung-lu ssu); in charge of monitoring the deportment of 
foreign envoys at imperial audiences and other functions. 
P l l . 

2646 hsà-k，d 序客 
HAN: lit” (one who) places guests in proper order: unof-
ficial reference to the Chamberlain for Dependencies (ta 
hung~lu). May be encountered in later times in reference to 
the personnel of the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu 
ssu). 

2647 hsŭ-kyuéi 胥魁 
One of many terms used in general reference to a Subof-
ficial Functionary. See //, hsŭ-li. 

2648 hsŭ-ŭ 胥吏 
Throughout history, one of the most general generic des-
ignations for SubofHcial Functionary, a class of personnel 
who performed the more menial tasks in all governmental 
units and had no ranked civil service status，though at times 
they could be promoted into official status for meritorious 
service. See li. 

2649 hsu-pān 序班 
N-S DIV (Ch’i)，MING-CH'ING: Usher on the staff of the 
early Chamberlain for Dependencies (hung-lu) and in the 
later Court of State Ceremonial {hung-lu ssu), in charge of 
greeting officials and guests and positioning them at court 
audiences and other important ceremonies; in Ming and 
Ch'ing, rank 9b; in Ming commonly numbered almost 100 
plus 9 at the auxiliary capital, Nanking; in Ch'ing gradually 
reduced from 22 to only 4, filled by Chinese appointees, 
aided by from 8 to 12 Apprentice Ushers (hsŭeh-hsì hsū-
pan). BH: ceremonial usher. P33. 

2650 hsà-shĭh 胥史 
Variant of hsti-li (Subofficial Functionary), either a scrib-
al error or a specific indicator of clerical functions. 

2651 hsŭ-shîh 胥師 
CHQU: Chief of Assistants, one for every 20 clusters of 
merchant shops in the capital marketplace, representing the 
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Director of Markets (ssu-shih) in monitoring sales, prices, 
disputes, etc.; subordinate to the Ministry of Education (îi-
kuan); each helped by 2 Scribes (shih). CL: prévôt des aides. 
P6. 

2652 hsŭ-tsò 胥佐 
One of many terms used as general designations of Sub-
official Functionaries (see li, hsŭ-li). 

2653 hsŭăn 選 
(1) T'ANG-CH'ING: Selection, used principally in refer-
ence to the Ministry of Personnel's (lì-pu) evaluation and 
selection of inactive officials for reappointment. See ch'ŭan 
(evaluation). (2) SUNG: Appointments Process, a formal 
designation for the process by which the Ministry of Per-
sonnel chose men for appointment or reappointment, qual-
ified in several ways: Civil Appointments Process (tso-hsiian) 
and Military Appointments Process (yu-hsŭan), also Senior 
Appointments Process {shang-shu sheng) and Junior Ap-
pointments Process {shih-lang hsiian). See separate entries. 
P5. 

2654 hsŭān-chèng yŭàn 宣政院 
YŭAN: Commission for Buddhist and Tibetan AfTairs, 
originally named tsung-chih yŭan (Supreme Control Com-
mission) but renamed in 1288; a large agency with 26 
branches throughout China to supervise the Buddhist clergy 
and in Tibet, where 18 of the branches were located, to 
provide general civil administration; headed by 2 Commis-
sioners (shih) till 1329, when the number increased to 11; 
rank lb; assisted by 2 Vice Administrators {t'ung-chih yŭan-
shih), 2a, P17. 

2655 hsŭān-chiào láng 宣敎郞 
SUNCî: Court Gentleman for Instruction, prestige title 
(san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 8b in S. Sung. 

2656 hsŭān-ch，ìng shift 宣慶使 
SUNG: Congratulatory Commissioner, a eunuch post, rank 
6a’ in the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng); spe-
cific functions not clear, but presumably delivered imperial 
messages of congratulations to imperial kinsmen and per-
haps other personages on suitable occasions such as birth-
days. Also known as chung-liang ta-fu (Grand Master of 
Forthrîghtness). 

2657 hsŭăn-făn 宣藩 
MING-CH'ING: may be encountered as an unofficial ref-
erence to a Provincial Administration Commissioner 
{ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih). 

2658 hsŭăn-fĕng láng 宣奉郞 
SUNG: Court Gentleman for Service, until 1080 a pres-
tige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 7b. 

2659 hsŭan-fèng tà-fŭ 宣奉大夫 
SUNG: Grand Master for Court Service, after 1080 a 
prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 3a. 

2660 hsMn-fùS/义 
TANG: All-encompassing Father , from 627 a title be-
stowed on Confucius; probably derived from hsùan-ni kung 
(Duke of Supreme Sageliness)’ q.v. 

2661 hsŭān-fŭ jAíA宣撫使 or hsùān-fŭ ssū 司 
Pacification Commissioner or Pacification Commission. 
(1) T'ANG (shih): originated as the designation of imperial 
delegates responsible for military or diplomatic action to 
restore order in areas disrupted by banditry, or among dis-
ruptive alien tribes outside China Proper; time not clear. 
(2) SUNG (shih): common designation of officers leading 
units of the Imperial Armies (chin-chūn) on campaign. SP: 

commissaire-inspecteur chargé de propagen la majesté. (3) 
YUAN-CH'ING: title conferred on some tribal chiefs (and 
their tribal organizations) among the unassimilated aborig-
inal peoples of southwestern China, in the system of Ab-
original Offices (t'u-ssu). Also see an-fu shih, chao-t'ao shih. 
P50，72. 

2662 hsŭăn-huáng àn 宣黃案 
SUNG: Sentence Promulgating Section, one of 5 Sections 
(an) in the Left Bureau {tso-t'ing) of the Court of Judicial 
Review (ta-li ssu). SP: service chargé des directives sur les 
foncîionnaires titrés. P22. 

2663 hsŭân-hūi 宣徽 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Manifest Excellence, des-
ignation of one of 6 Lesser Concubines (hsia pin). 

2664 hsŭăn-hūi yŭàn 宣徽院 
(1) T ANG-SUNG: Court of Palace Attendants, headed 
by one or more Commissioners (shih), one of 2 organiza-
tional bases (see shu-mi yiian) from which palace eunuchs 
gained dictatorial power in the late T’ang decades; whereas 
the shu-mi yŭan was transformed into a non-eunuch Bureau 
of Military Affairs in the Five Dynasties era, the Court of 
Palace Attendants retained its status as an agency super-
vising palace eunuchs and existed intermittently through Sung 
in competition with the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih 
sheng); from the beginning divided into a Northern Court 
(pei-yŭan) and a Southern Court (nan-yŭan)’ functional dis-
tinction not clear, each with at least one Commissioner. SP: 
cour chargée des registres des intendants militaires du pa-
lais. (2) LIAO-CHIN: Court Ceremonial Institute, still 
divided into Northern and Southern Courts, each with one 
or more Commissioners, rank 3a in Chin; with broadened 
responsibilities for supervising court activities, combining 
the functions that in other eras were supervised by the Court 
of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu) and the Court of Imperial 
Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu). (3) YlīAN-CH'ING: Pal-
ace Provisions Commission, a very large agency in Yŭan, 
headed by 6 Commissioners, rank 3a, supervising both the 
Court of Imperial Entertainments and the Palace Ceremoni-
al Office (shih-i ssu)-t in 1375 terminated, yielding its func-
tions to the more traditional Court of Imperial Entertain-
ments and Court of State Ceremonial. In 1660 revived to 
replace the early Ch'ing Directorate of Palace Eunuchs (nei-
kuan chien), then in 1677 transformed into the Office of 
Palace Accounts, (k'uai-chi ssu) in the Imperial Household 
Department {nei-wu fu). P15，17，30，37，38. 

2665 hsûān-í 宣儀 
T'ANG: Lady of Manifest Rectitude, designation of rank 
2a imperial concubines. RR: femme qui manifeste la cor-
rection. 

2666 hsŭăn-ì láng宣義郞or宣議郞 
T ANG-CH ING: Court Gentleman for Manifesting 
Rightness (the 2nd form seems very likely a corruption of 
the first), prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 
7b2 in T'ang; for Assistant Ministers or Assistant Directors 
(both ch'eng) of the Court of Imperial Entertainments (kuang-
lu ssu), the Directorate for the Palace Buildings (chiang-
tso chien), and the Court of the Imperial Regalia (weì-wei 
ssu) in Sung; and for civil officials of rank 7a who entered 
the service from status as suboffieial functionaries (li) in 
Ming and Ch'ing. 

2667 hsŭăn-jén 選人 
Selectman. (1) T'ANG: general designation of unassigned 
officials—men who, having been selected for appointment 
or reappointment, were awaiting appropriate vacancies. (2) 
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SUNG: categorical reference to low-ranking members of 
the civil service, as distinguished from Court Officials (ch'ao-
kuan) and Capital Officials (ching-kuan). SP: fonctionnaire 
exécutif. 

2668 hsŭán-kŏ chŭn 玄戈軍 
TANG: Army of the Celestial Black Lance, named after 
a star called hsŭan-ko; one of 12 regional supervisory head* 
quarters for militia Garrisons {fu) called the Twelve Armies 
(shih-erh chŭn); existed only 620-623, 625-636. RR: armée 
de (I'étoile) de la lance noire. P44. 

2669 hsŭân-k'd ssū 宣課司 or hsŭān-k,d chu 
e±* Sffl B. 
且课局 

YUAN-CH'ING: Commercial Tax Office, one estab-
lished at the dynastic capital and each significant market 
city or town to collect mercantile transaction taxes under 
the general direction of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu); 
each headed by a Supervisor {t'i-chŭ) or Superintendent (í7-
ling), rank 5b, in Yiian; by a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-
shih) f 9b, in Ming and Ch’ing. Often called shui-k'o ssu, 
shui k'o chŭ. BH: examiner of taxes. P53, 62. 
2670 hsŭðn-kùng 選貢 
MING: Selected Student, designation of students admitted 
to the Directorate of Education {kuo-tzu chien) from the late 
1400s on the basis of special recruitment examinations con-
ducted throughout the empire every 3 or 5 years by Edu-
cation Intendants (t'i-tu hsueh tao-t'ai), in addition to those 
regularly admitted by nomination of local schools, etc. Cf. 
kung-sheng (Tribute Student). 

2671 hsŭān-ŭng shè-jén 宣令舍人 
SUI: Transmission Secretary, a member of the staff of the 
Heir Apparent; title changed from t'ung-shih she-jen c. 604. 
P26. 

2672 hsŭăn-mîng 宣明 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Manifest Intelligence, des-
ignation of one of 6 imperial wives called Lesser Concu-
bines (hsia-pin). 

2673 hsŭăn-ní kŭng 宣尼公 
HAN: Duke of Supreme Sageliness, abbreviation of the 
title of nobility {chŭeh) conferred on Confucius in 48 B.C. 
See pao-ch'eng hsiian-ni kung. 

2674 hsŭăn-pfàn 宣判 
SUNG: abbreviated reference to an Administrative As-
sistant (p'an-kuan) to a Pacification Commissioner (hsŭan-
fu shih). 

2675 hsŭŭn-pŭ ts，áo 壤豫售ox hsŭan-pu 
(1) HAN-SUI, MING: Appointments Section, an agency 
responsible for managing the appointments and reappoint-
ments of officials, principally civil officials; one of a vari-
able number of units in the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) 
that gradually evolved between Han and Sui times; some-
times replacing, sometimes co-existing with a Personnel 
Section (lì-pu ts'ao, li~pu). In Sui c. 604 replaced the Per-
sonnel Section (lì-pu), but after Sui not used except for the 
interval 1389-1396 in early Ming. Normally headed by a 
Director {lang, shih-lang, lang-chung, or yūan-wai lang). 
After Sui the Section was succeeded by a Bureau of Ap-
pointments (wen-hsŭan ssu, wen-hsŭan ch'ing-li ssu) headed 
by a Director (lang-chung), one of 4 Bureaus (ssu, ch'ing-
li ssu) in the Ministry of Personnel. (2) From the era of N-
S Division on, a common unofficial reference to the Min-
istry of Personnel itself. P5. 

2676 hsŭān-shèng 宣聖 
All-encompassing Sage: from Ming if not earlier, a com-
mon reference to Confticius. 

2677 hsMn-shlh 宣使 
YUAN: Courier, designation of unranked subofficìals found 
in large numbers in m&iìy agencies, especially in the central 
government. 

2678 hsûăn-shìh 宣室 
Lit., promulgation room or office, i.e., the office from which 
imperial pronouncements of all sorts were issued: from an-
tiquity, one of many unofficial references to the Imperial 
Palace. See kung. 

2679 hsŭăn-shìh 選侍 
MING: Chosen Attendant, a title granted to otherwise un-
titled palace women, especially in the early 1600s, when 
the Wan-li Emperor (r. 1572-1620) had a group of healthy 
and attractive palace women assigned to attend his mature 
but childless Heir Apparent. 

2 6 8 0 A f â â n - t é A íng 宣德郞 
Court Gentleman of Manifest Virtue. (1) SUI-SUNG: 
prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 7a. (2) 
MING-CH'ING: prestige title for civil officials of rank 6b 
who had entered service from status as subofficial func-
tionaries (li). P68. 

2681 hsŭān-tsàn shè-jén 宣贊舍人 
SUNG: Audience Attendant, 10, rank 7b, on the staff of 
the Commissioner for Audience Ceremonies (ko-men shih); 
introduced visitors. Also called t'ung-shih she-jen. SP: in-
troducteur des visiteurs et des affaires aux audiences. P33. 

2682 hsŭăn-wèi ssŭ 宣慰司 
(1) YUAN: Pacification Commission, headed by 2 Com-
missioners (shih), rank 2b; one or an equivalent agency (see 
yŭan-shuai fu, tu yiian-shuai fu) established in each Circuit 
{tao) as an intermediary for general administration between 
Prefectures {fu) and Brigades (wan-hufu) at the local level 
and proto-provinciaì Branch Secretariats (hsing chung-shu 
sheng); essentially a unit of military occupation throughout 
China. P52. (2) YUAN-CH'ING: Pacification Office, 
headed by a nominal Commissioner (shih)t rank 3b; one of 
the most prestigious titles granted aboriginal tribes in south-
western China and their natural, mostly hereditary chiefs. 
See t'u-ssu. P72. 

2683 hsŭăn-wēi tŭ chlh-hŭi shĭh 
宣威都指揮使 

SUNG: Majestic Commander-in-chief, head of the Im-
Armies (chin-chŭn) in the Palace Command (tien-
ssu)t which was chiefly responsible for defending the 

dynastic capital and the imperial palace; relationship with 
the Militant Commander-in-chief (hsuan-wu tu chih-hui shih) 
not clear. SP: commissaire général au commandement, 
commandant en chef. 

2684 A她如卞细怂宣文閣 
YUAN: Hall for the Diffusion of Li tera ture , reorganized 
in 1340 from the Hall of Literature (k'ueì-chang ko), staffed 
only with Attendant Classicists (ching-lang) and Literary 
Erudites (chien-shu po-shih)i all litterateurs who counseled 
the Emperor about classical precepts and historical prece-
dents, especially as participants in the Classics Colloquium 
(ching-yen). P23，24. 

2685 hsŭăĭt'Wŭ tŭ chíh-hūi shĭh 
宣武都指揮使 

SUNG: Militant Commander-in-chief, head of the Im-
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perial Armies (chin-chûn) in the Palace Command (tien-
ch'ien ssu), which was chiefly responsible for defending the 
dynastic capital and the imperial palace; relationship with 
the Majestic Commander-in-chief (hsŭan-wei tu chih-hui 
shih) not clear. SP: commandant en chef. 

2686 hsŭăn-yèh 宣業 
T'ANG: lit., (one who) emanates a sense of professional 
(scholarly) commitment: from 662 to 671 the official vari-
ant of the title Erudite (po-shih) in the central govern-
ment's Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) while it was 
called ssu-ch'eng kuan. Also called ssu-ch'eng hsuan-yeh. 
P34. 

2687 hsŭăn-yù shĭh 宣•使 or hsŭān-yà kuān 
宣諭官 

SUNG: Pacification Commissioner or Pacification Offi-
cial, an ad hoc delegate from the central government to 
help maintain or restore order in an area troubled by famine 
or banditry, lit., by promulgating imperial pronounce-
ments. SP: commìssaire chargé de proclamer la bienfais-
ance impériale (ou la faveur impériale). 

2688 hsŭăn-yŭàn 選院 
TANG: unofficial reference to the Ministry of Personnel 
{lì-pu), to its subordinate Bureau of Appointments (wen-
hsŭati ssu)y or in a general way to the process of evaluating 
and selecting unassigned officials for appointment or reap-
pointment. See hsŭan, hsŭan-pu ts'ao. P5. 

2689 hsùéh-chăng 學長 
SUNG: Monitor, 2，rank not clear, in the Elementary School 
(hsiao-hsueh) maintained by the Directorate of Education 
{kuo-tzu chìen)\ responsible for maintaining the order of 
precedence among students according to age. SP: surveil-
lant. P34. 

2690 hsŭeh-chèng 學政 
(1) MING: unofficial reference to a provincial-level Edu-
cation īntendant (fi-tu hsŭeh-tao). (2) CH'ING: unofficial 
reference to a Provincial Education Commissioner {t'i-
hsŭeh tao, t'i-tu hsŭeh-yŭan, t'i-tu hsŭeh-cheng)^ BH: pro-
vincial director of education, literary chancellor. 

2691 hsŭéh'Chèng 學正 
(1) CHOU: Instructor in the Ministry of Education {ti-kuan)\ 
number and rank not clear. (2) SUNG-CH'ING: Instruc-
tor Second-class, in various units of the Directorate of Ed-
ucation (kuo-tzu chien) ’ especially in charge of enforcing 
school regulations; 6，rank 9a, in Sung; 2, rank not clear, 
and another 2 then 4 in the Mongol (meng-ku) Directorate 
of Education, in Yuan; i0 at Peking and 5 at Nanking, 9a, 
in Ming; 4，9a then 8a，in Ch'ing. Cf. chu-chiao, hsūeh-
lu, SP: chargé d'exécuter les règlements de I'école. BH: 
director of studies. P34. (3) YUAN-CH'ING: Instructor 
in a Confucian School (ju-hsueh) at the chou level (Yŭan 
Prefecture, Ming Subprefecture, Ch'ing Department), rank 
9b in Yiian, 9a in Ming, 8a in Ch'ing. BH: departmental 
director of schools. P51. 

2692 hsŭéh'chèng kuăn-î tfí4íng 
學正官醫提領 

MING: Superintendent of Medical Education, rank 9b, 
only in the predynastic Supervisorate of Medicine {i-yao fi-
chu ssu)t which after several reorganizations was trans-
formed in 1364 into the Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-
i yŭàn). P36. 

2693 hsŭéh-chiù 學究 
T'ANG: Single Classic Specialist, designation of one of 4 

examinations offered to candidates seeking the recruitment 
status of Classicist (ming-ching), and a reference to can-
didates taking this examination. Soon became a general ref-
erence to all students, and in later dynasties became a com-
mon, somewhat derisive reference to elderly scholars and 
teachers of only local reputation. 

2694 hsùèh-ch'ú míng-chí 削除名籍 
Throughout history, a term meaning to erase the name from 
the register (of certified officials), i.e., to dismiss from the 
service. Abbreviated as ch'u-chi and ch'u-ming. Also see 
ch'u. 

2695 hsŭéh-hsí 學習 
CH'ING: Apprentice, prefixed to various lowly titles such 
as Clerk ipi-t'ieh-shìh), denoting someone studying to be-
come a Clerk, and sometimes authorized to wear some em-
blem of rank, normally rank 9. See hsi-hsueh kung-shih, 
hsi-hsŭeh kuan. 

2696 hsŭéh'kuăn 學官 
(1) Educational Official, a generic reference to all officials 
engaged in school instruction, especially in Confucian 
Schools (ju-hsūeh) in local governmental units. See hsiao-
kuan (Education Official). (2) HAN: variant reference to 
an Erudite (po-shih). P34. 

2697 hsŭéh-kuăn chăng 學官長 
SUI-T'ANG: Chief of Instruction in a Princedom (wang-
kuo), rank 9a2, responsible for supervising the tutoring of 
women in a Prince's establishment. RR: chef des fonction-
naires de I'enseignement. P69. 

2698 hsūéh-kuān chì-chiŭ 學官祭酒 
HAN: Director of Education in a local school in Later 
Han; apparently a general term referring both to wen-hsueh 
chi-chiu and to hsiao-kuan chi-chiu, or used interchange-
ably with them. P51. 

2699 hsŭeh-kuān ŭng 學官令 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.): Chief of Instruction in a Princedom 
(wang-kuo); apparently antecedent of the Sui-T'ang title 
hsŭeh-kuan chang. P69. 

2700 hsŭéh-lù 學錄 
(1) SUNG: Provost, from 2 to 5 in the Directorate of Ed-
ucation {kuo-tzu chien), responsible for the enforcement of 
scholastic regulations. SP: chargé d'appliquer les règlements 
de I'école. (2) SUNG-CH'ING: Instructor, Third Class, 
from 2 to 7 in the Directorate of Education, in Yuan also 
in many local schools; rank 9b in Ming, 9b then 8a in Ch’ing. 
BH: sub-registrar. P34. 

2701 hsuéh-pó 學博 
(1) Polite generic reference to all Educational Officials. 
(2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Instructor {chiao-
shou) in the Confucian School {ju-hsŭeh) of a Prefecture 
(fu). See po-shih. 

2702 hsŭéh-shēng 學生 
Throughout history, the most common generic term for 
Student, especially denoting students with state stipends in 
local government schools. 

2703 hsûéh-shìh 學事 
HAN: Apprentice, generic designation of very lowly ap-
pointees found in many offices. HB: apprentice. 

2704 hsūéh-shìh 學士 
(1) HAN; Graduate of a school; a descriptive term，not a 
title. (2) HAN-T'ANG: Scholar, a descriptive term for men 
of learning, often sought out by the government to give 
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counsel，engage in compilation projects, etc., but not a reg-
ular title. (3) N-S DIV (San kuo): instructor in a Mar-
quisate (hou-kuo) and possibly other agencies. (4) T'ANG-
CH'ING: Academician, from c. 707 a duty assignment for 
an official called on to give special counsel, assist in draft-
ing imperial pronouncements, participate in official com-
pilation projects, etc.; usually assigned to a non-adminis-
trative agency such as the Institute of Academicians (hsŭeh-
shih yŭan) or the Hanlin Academy (han-lìn yuan)y with 
concurrent status as Academician while holding a substan-
tive post elsewhere in the central government until Sung 
times, when Academician became a regular substantive post 
itself. Normally has a descriptive prefix. RR+SP: lettré. 
(5) MING-CH'ING: Chancellor of the Hanlin Academy, 
rank falling from 3a to 3b to 5a in Ming; 2, one each Chinese 
and Manchu, in Ch'ing, rank 5a but rising with concurrent 
appointments to 2a; the senior appointee in the Academy 
and supervisor of all its activities. In Ch*ing the title was 
normally rendered chang-yuart hsŭeh-shih (lit., Academi-
cian in Charge of the Academy). Also see ta hsŭeh-shih, 
han-lin, shih-tu hsŭeh-shih, shih-chiang hsŭeh-shih, BH: 
chancellor. P23, 25, 26. 

2705 hsŭéh-skīh 學師 
Schoolmaster, a common unofficial reference to the head 
or senior instructor in a government school. 

2706 hsŭèh-shìh 穴氏 
CHOU: Supervisor of Hunting, one ranked as a Junior 
Serviceman (chung-shih), a member of the Ministry of Jus-
tice (chHu-kuan) who established and enforced rules for the 
hunting of animals that made their lairs in caves. CL: préposé 
aux tanières. 

2707 hsûéh-shìh cWéng-chih 學士承旨 
TANG-YUAN: Academician Recipient of Edicts, abbre-
viated form of han-lin hsŭeh-shih ch'eng-chih (Hanlin Aca-
demician Recipient of Edicts); also see ch'eng-chih (Recip-
ient of Edicts). RR: lettré recevant les décisions de 
I'empereur. 

2708 hsŭék-sMi yûàn 學±焼 
T'ANG-SUNG: Institute of Academicians, established in 
738 as the home agency of various officials holding con-
current appointments as Academicians (hsŭeh-shih), who 
assisted in the drafting and revising of imperial pronounce-
ments and imperially sponsored compilations, in collabo-
ration with the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yŭan) and the 
Academy of Scholarly Worthies {chi-hsien yŭan). In Sung, 
especially, housed many Academicians with the prefix 
Hanlin, but had no organizational affiliation with the Han-
lin Academy and especially none with the han-lin yuan (Ar-
tisans Institute) subordinate to the Palace Domestic Service 
{nei-shih sheng). Often, however, used confusingly in ref-
erence to the Hanlin Academy, and sometimes confusingly 
referred to as han-lin hsŭeh-shih yuan. After Sung, a vari-
ant reference to the Hanlin Academy. RR: cour de lettrés. 
SP: cour des académiciens. P23. 

2709 hsŭéh'fái 學臺 or hsŭéh-tào 道 or hsŭéh-
yŭàn 院 

CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Provincial Education 
Commissioner (t'i-tu hsŭeh-cheng). 
2710 hsŭéh-yu 學諭 
SUNG: Instructor, about 30，rank 9a, in various schools 
administered by the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien); 
one non-official specialist in tìie Painting School (hua-hsueh) 
maintained by the Calligraphy Service (shu-i chŭ) of the 
Artisans Institute {han-lin yŭari)t subordinate to the Palace 

Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). SP: professeur-assis-
tanî, instructeur, P34. 

2711 hsŭn 勳 
SUI-MING: Merit Title, a category of honors awarded to 
both civil officials and military officers, nominally for mer-
itorious service but usually earned simply by seniority; graded 
in accordance with recipients* regular ranks，but ordinarily 
extending only through the top 5 or 7 ranks; including such 
titles as Supreme Pillar of State (shang chu-kuo)y variously 
prefixed Commandants (wei) for military officers, and 
Governors (yin) for civil officials. Cf. san-kuan (prestige 
title). RR: litres honorifiques. SP: dignité. 

2712 hsŭn 巡 
T'ANG: lit., to tour; hence, an area that was toured, also 
an official who toured the area: Patrol or Patrolling In-
spector; both prefixed Left and Right. (1) The 2 parts into 
which the main north-south avenue divided the dynastic 
capital, Ch*ang-an; patrolled and supervised on a monthly 
rotation by Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a yu-shih) or 
Palace Censors (tien-chung shih yu-shih), who were ex-
pected to memorialize about all illegalities and irregularities 
observed; antecedents of the Ward-inspecting Censors (hsŭn-
ch'eng yū-shih) of Ming-Ch'ing times. (2) The capital city 
proper (tso) and its environs (yu)t through which Investi-
gating Censors and other members of the Censorate (yŭ-
shih t'ai) annually made tours inspecting government pris-
ons and in spring and winter made tours inspecting imperial 
hunting preserves. Also see hsun-shih (Inspector). RR: in-
specteur, P20. 

2713 hsun-àn yŭ-shih 巡按御史 or hsŭn-an 
(1) TANG: Touring Censorial Inspector, designation of 
Investigating Censors {chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) when dispatched 
from the dynastic capital on routine inspection tours of gov-
ernment agencies in specified areas of the empire. (2) MING-
CH,ING: Regional Inspector, the most important duty as-
signment or commission {ch'ai-ch'ien) in the censorial sys-
tem, an activity of Investigating Censors; one per Province 
(sheng) and Defense Command (chen)t more for the Peking 
and Nanking regions; each on a one-year assignment to tour 
all localities in his defined jurisdiction, observing all gov-
ernmental activities, checking files, auditing accounts, in-
terrogating officials，accepting complaints from the people, 
especially inspecting all prisons and trial records, regularly 
participating in policy deliberations of provincial-level au-
thorities; submitted memorials directly to the Emperor de-
nouncing unfit officials, criticizing inappropriate policies, 
or proposing new policies. In early Ch’ing officials of Min-
istries (pu) shared these assignments with Censors, bearing 
concurrent censorial titles. In both Ming and early Ch'ing 
times, supplemented with other kinds of censorial com-
missions, especially for more specialized purposes. In 1661’ 
on the accession of the K'ang-hsi Emperor, Regional In-
spectors were terminated “forever”； the Emperor preferred 
relying on his own bondservants for reports on conditions 
in the Provinces. His successor in 1725 restored the cen-
sorial funct;on (see hsŭn-ch'a k'o-taó), but for intermittent 
and narrower assignments. PI8. 

2714 hsun-ch9á ky
ŏ-tào 巡察科道 or hsŭn<hya 

CH'ING: Regional Inspector, from 1725 intermittently a 
duty assignment for Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ-
shih), Supervising Censors (chi-shih-chung)，and other cen-
tral government officials with concurrent censorial titles to 
tour the Metropolitan Area (chih-li) and multi-provincial re-
gions (e.g., Shantung and Honan) with the special charge 
of assisting in the suppression of banditry; a partial resto-
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ration of the Ming dynasty Regional Inspector (hstìn-an yu-
shih) tradition. See k'o-tao, hsŭn-ch'a yu-shih. P18. 

2715 hsun ch'á-mă yŭ-shíh 巡茶馬御史 
MING: Horse Trade Censor, regular duty assignment for 
an Investigating Censor (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) to tour and check 
on the activities of Horse Trading Offices (ch'a-ma ssu) in 
the northwest, which traded Chinese tea to friendly Mongol 
tribes for horses needed by the Chinese military establish-
ment. 

2716 ksán-ckY aMk 巡察使 
T'ANG: Touring Surveillance Commissioner, from 627 
a central government official, often a member of the Cen-
sorate (yu-shih t'ai), delegated to tour a multi-prefectural 
(chou) region, investigating and reporting on conditions 
among the people, the conduct of officials, etc.; one of sev-
eral such duty assignments (see an-fu shih, ts'un-fu shih). 
In 706’ 20 men of rank 5 or higher in various central gov-
ernment and prefectural agencies, recommended for their 
integrity，chosen to tour 10 newly defined multi-prefectural 
Circuits (tao) with the same designation, each for a 2-year 
term; in 711 replaced by an-cWa shih (Surveillance Com-
missioners). PR: commissaire impériale chargé de visiter 
et d'inspecter une région. P50, 52. 

2717 Asá/i-c/îWj^s/í沩巡察御史or巡查御史 
(1) CHIN (first form): Touring Censor, from 1217 a duty 
assignment for Investigating Censors {chien-ch'a yu-shih) 
twice a year to tour and inspect governmental operations in 
regions not clear, to provide data for consideration in the 
promotion and demotion of local officials. (2) CH'ING (2nd 
form): Regional Investigator for the Metropolitan Area 
(chih-li), from 1726 a duty assignment for 6 censorial of-
ficials, counterparts of hsŭn-ch'a k'o-tao elsewhere. P18, 

2718 hsŭn-ch'én 勳臣 
Meritorious Ministers: from T'ang on, a collective ref-
erence to civil officials and military officers awarded merit 
titles (hsun). Also occurs in a narrower sense, referring col-
lectively to the most distinguished personages at court with 
a flavor equivalent to "peers of the realm"; e.g., in Ming 
times the hereditary military nobles descended from gen-
erals of the early reigns. Cf. hsŭn-kuan. 

2719 ksân-ckèng t’ing 碰廳、 
CH'ING: a polite, unofficial reference to a Police Chief 
(hsŭn-chien). 
2720 Adw-cA， îgA:，ó-tò0 巡城科道 
CH'ING; quasiofficial collective reference to Ward-in-
spectîng Censors (hsŭn-ch'eng yŭ-shih), reflecting the par-
ticipation of Supervising Censors {chi-shih-chung) as well 
as Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a yu-shih) in this type of 
assignment; see k'o-tao. 
2721 hsun-ch'éng yu-sMh 巡城御史 
MING-CH'ING: Ward-inspecting Censor, a one-year duty 
assignment for one Investigating Censor {chien-ch'a yu-shih) 
in each of the 5 Wards (ch'eng) into which Peking and (in 
Ming only) Nanking were divided for police surveillance; 
in Ch'ing one each Chinese and Manchu assigned per Ward; 
closely supervised and directed the Wardens' Offices {ping-
ma ssu) that policed the Wards. Also called wu-ch'eng hsūn-
shih yŭ-shih. BH: censors of the 5 districts. P20. 

2722 hsăn-ch'ì 勳戚 
Distinguished Imperial Relative, a common generic term 
for men related to Emperors by marriage, often granted ti-
tles of nobility (chūeh) or merit titles (hsiin). 

2723 hsun-chiăng yŭ-shĭh 巡江御史 
MING-CH'ING: River-patrol Censor, a duty assignment 
for Investigating Censors {chien-ch'a yu-shih); in Ming based 
at the auxiliary Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan) at Nanking, to 
maintain surveillance over the shipping and storage of tax 
grains along the lower Yangtze River; one stationed at An-
ch'ing west of Nanking, one at Chen-chiang to the east at 
the juncture of the Yangtze and the Grand Canal; continued 
in Ch'ing, but terminated c. 1662. P18. 

2724 hsŭn-chiên ssā 巡檢司 
(1) 5 DYN-SUNG: Military Inspectorate, headed by a 
delegate from the dynastic capital called Military Inspector 
{hsiin-chien, hsŭn-chien shih), or in very important areas 
Chief Military Inspector (tu hsiin-chien); primarily located 
in frontier areas but eventually in most units of territorial 
administration; responsible for local militia training, 
suppression of banditry, etc.; subordinate to thz regular 
military hierarchy. Modified by geographic or function-
specific prefixes and suffixes, e.g., ping-ma hsŭn-chien, 
q.v. SP: bureau d'inspection, d'entraînement militaire, et 
d'arrestaîion de bandit; (shih:) commissaire-inspecteur. (2) 
CHIN-CH'ING: Police Office for a small area distant from 
a District (hsien) town, extending the police and sometimes 
more general authority of the District Magistrate {chih-hsien) 
down to the lowest level; headed by a Police Chief (hsun-
chien), normally rank 9b, sometimes staffed entirely by 
subofficial functionaries ( I f ) . BH: sub-district magistrate. 
P54. 

2725 hsun-chō 巡捉 
SUNG; Arresting Agent with a suffix such as “for tea 
smugglers” {ssu-ch'a), “for salt smugglers” (ssu-yen)y or 
"for bandits" (tsei-tao); an ad hoc duty assignment for a 
staff member of a District (hsien) or a Military Inspectorate 
{hsurt-chien ssu), SP: inspecteur chargé d'arrêter .... 

2726 hsŭn erh-fu 勳二府 
T'ANG: Second Distinguished Garrison, one of the Five 
Garrisons (wu fu) at the dynastic capital in which militia-
men assigned to the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) were ap-
parently quartered. See hsiin i-fu, sanfu, san wei. Cf. hsiin-
^ (Distinguished Garrison). RR: deuxième milice méritante. 
P43. 

2727 似 巡 防 官 
See under hai-tao hsun-fang kuan. 

2728 ksàn-fāngskìk W\ 方氏 
CHOU: Mentor of All Regions, 4 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-
kuan) responsible for moral instruction of the people and 
informing the ruler of conditions and morale among the 
people and local officials. CL: préposé à Vinstruction des 
regions. 

.2729 hsān-fēng k'ō 勳封科 
YUAN: Section for Honors and Enfeofftnents，a unit in 
the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu), headed by a Clerk (ling-
shih), rank not clear; apparently combined the functions of 
the later Bureau of Honors (yen-feng ch'ing-li ssu) and Bu-
reau of Records (chi-hsŭn ch'ing-li íjm) in handling paper-
work concerning the awarding or inheriting of honorific and 
noble titles. P5. 
2730 hsŭn-fŭ 勳府 
T'ANG: Distinguished Garrison, one of the Three Garri-
sons (sanfu) in the service of the Heir Apparent. Cf. hsŭn 
i-fu, hsŭn erh~fu, san wei. RR: milice méritante. P26. 
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2731 hsán-fŭ 巡撫 
MING-CH'ING: lit., touring pacifier: Grand Coordina-
tor in Ming, (Provincial) Governor in Ch'ing. From 1430 
sent out as delegates from the central government to co-
ordinate and supervise provincial-level agencies, the term 
being used as a prefix followed by the name of the Province 
or other region that defined the jurisdiction, e.g., hsŭn-fu 
Shantung. In Ming always a duty assignment for a court 
dignitary normally with the substantive title Vice Minister 
(shih-lang) of a Ministry ipu), and from 1453 normally given 
the nominal concurrent title Vice Censor-in-chief ifu tu yŭ-
shih) or Assistant Censor-in-chief ich'ien tu yŭ-shih) to in-
crease the esteem and influence of the appointee by giving 
him impeachment powers and direct access to the throne. 
Appointees had no formal supporting staff of officials but 
in the latter half of Ming developed Private Secretariats (mu-
fii) of non-official specialists. Early in Ch’ing，hsŭn-fu was 
transformed into a substantive post itself, rank 2b, still with 
nominal concurrent status as Vice Minister of War (ping-
pu shih-lang) and Vice Censor-in-chief for prestige pur-
poses; still had no official staff, as if appointees were still 
Ming-style special commissioners; the title now appears as 
a suffix, e.g., Shantung hsŭn-fu. In both Ming and Ch'ing, 
hsŭn-fu who had more than regular coordinating authority 
over general civil administration were identified with spec-
ifying suffixes, e.g.，hsŭn-fu Shantung (or Shantung hsŭn-
fu in Ch'ing) chien tsan-li chŭn-wu (Grand Coordinator [or 
Governor] and Concurrent Associate in Military Affairs). 
After mid-Ming and through Ch'ing, each hsŭn-fu com-
monly became militarily subordinate to a multi-Province 
tsung-tu (Supreme Commander in Ming, Governor-general 
in Ch'ing). P50. 

2732 hsán-fŭ shih 巡撫使 or hsân-fŭ tà-shĭh 
巡撫大使 

SUNG: Pacifícation Commissioner (-in-chief), a delegate 
from the central government to direct stabilization measures 
in a region that had experienced war, domestic uprisings, 
or natural disasters. SP: (grand) commissairê-inspecteur 
chargé de s'informer de la souffrance du peuple. 

2 7 3 3 A s á / i - / t í j ò í， à 勳府右闥 
T’ANG-SUNG: lit., right-hand door of the merits office: 
unofficial reference to the Bureau of Records (ssu-hsŭn) 
in the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) y or to its Director {lang-
chung). 

2734 /wán-Aá/tòo 巡海道 
MING: Coastal Patrol Circuit, one or more established in 
Fukien Province, apparently from the 1420s’ to assist in 
subjugating coastal piracy; normally, concurrently in charge 
of storing tax grains for sea transport to the north; the Cir-
cuit Intendant (tao-í'ai) in charge was normally an Admin-
istration Vice Commissioner (pu-cheng ts'an-cheng), rank 
3b, or a Surveillance Vice Commissioner {an-ch'a fu-shih), 
4a. 

2735 hsŭri'hô kuān 巡河官 or hsŭn-ho 
SUNG-CHIN: River Patroller, a subordinate of a Sung 
Militaiy Inspectorate (hsŭn-chien ssu) or a Chin Chief River 
Patroller {tu hsŭti-ho kuan) under the Directorate of Water-
ways (tu-shui chien); in both cases，in charge of maintain-
ing dikes, supervising river traffic, and when necessary or-
ganizing river defenses. SP: inspecteur de la rivière. P59. 

2736 Asáw-ZidW-sWft 巡河御史 
MING: Transport-control Censor, duty assignment for 2 
Investigating Censors {chien-ch'a yū-shih) to maintain sur-

veillance over functioning of the Grand Canal grain trans-
port system, one in the canal's northern sector, one in its 
southern sector; from the 1420s (?) to 1472，when their 
functions were absorbed by Salt-control Censors (hsūn-yen 
yŭ-shih) in the area. Their function was separately estab-
lished again later in the form of Transport-control Censors 
(hsŭn-ts'ao yŭ-shih) and Transport-control Supervising Sec-
retaries (hsŭn-îs'ao chi-shih-chung). 

2737 hsân-hsiámăp’ŭ 巡轄馬鋪 or/wán-Astó 
/fifl-tì p，ŭ巡轄馬遞鋪 

SUNG: Supervisor of Postal Relay Stations, duty assign-
ment for a member of a District (hsien) staff. See hsŭn ma-
ti p’u. SP: inspecteur des relais de poste. 
2738 ftíá/i-Zwtò/^ró 馴象所 
CH'ING: Elephant-training Office, one each prefixed East 
and West in the Rear Subsection (hou-so) of the Imperial 
Procession Guard (luan-i wei), each headed by a Director 
{chang-yin kuan-chŭn shih), rank 4a. BH: elephant-training 
section. P42. 

2739 hsán-hsíng 循行 
HAN-N-S DIV (Chin): Escort (?)’ menials in large num-
bers attached to units of regional and local administration; 
functions not clear. HB: patrolman. P32, 53. 

2740 hsun-hsìng 巡幸 
Lit” to tour bringing blessings, good fortune, prosperity, 
etc.: Imperial (Royal for the Chou era) Progress, a term 
used from antiquity for a ruler's journeying away from his 
capital for almost any purpose. Sometimes abbreviated to 
hsing. Cf. hsŭn-shou. 

2741 hsŭn ī-fŭ 勳一府 
TANG: First Distinguished Garrison, one of the Five 
Garrisons (wu fu) at the dynastic capital in which militia-
men assigned to the Sixteen Guards {shih-liu wei) were ap-
parently quartered. See hsŭn erh-fu, san fu, san wei. Cf. 
hsiin-fu (Distinguished Garrison). RR: première milice 
mérìtante. P43. 

2742 hsàn-k’ŏ 訓科 
CH'ING: Principal 忒 a District Medical School (i-hsŭeh)， 
certified by the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu) and supervised by 
the Provincial Administration Commission (ch'eng-hsuan 
pu-cheng shih ssu). BH: district physician. 

2743 hsàn-k，ò 訓課 
OPTING: Instructor of Hanlin Bachelors (shu-chi shih) in 
the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yiian); duty assignments of 
Grand Ministers (ta-ch'en) entitled Academician Expositor-
ìn-waiting (shih-chiang hsŭeh-shih) or Academician Reader-
in-waiting (shih-tu hsŭeh-shih). 

2744 hsán-k'ù 巡庫 
MING: Storehouse-inspecting •"，prefixed to Censors (yū-
shih) or Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung) with duty 
assignments to check on receipts and disbursements at the 
imperial treasuiy in the palace; by the 1620s a monopoly 
of Supervising Secretaries. 

2745 hsān-kuân iô 官 
SUI-T'ANG: Honorary Official, a commoner or suboffi-
cial functionary awarded a merit title (hsŭn) for outstanding 
service, usually in battle; did not convey status as a regular 
official (kuan). Cf, hsŭn, hsŭn-ch'en. 

2746 hsun-kuăn 巡官 
T'ANG-SUNG: Inspector, a lowly official, functions not 
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clear, found on the staffs of the T'ang Ministry of Revenue 
(hu-pu)y Military Commissioner (chieh-tu shih), etc., and 
the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung. 
RR+SP: inspecteur. 

2747 hsun4ièn chHén-hsiá 訓練鈴綰 
SUNG: Director of Military Training in a Circuit (lu); 
apparently a duty assignment rather than a substantive of-
fice. SP: éducateur militaire. 

2 7 4 8 A s á / i - m ó s s ū 馴馬司 
CH'ING: Horse-training Office, one of 2 units in the Left 
Subsection (tso-so) of the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-
i wei), headed by a Director (chang-yin yŭn-hui shih), rank 
4a. BH: equestrian section. 

2749 hsun mă-â p，ŭ 巡馬遞鋪 
SUNG: Supervisor of Postal Relay Stations, a duty as-
signment for a subordinate in a Military Inspectorate (hsiin-
chien ssu). See hsŭn-hsia ma p'u. SP: inspecteur des relais 
de poste. 

2750 hsán-nŭng yŭ-shĭh 巡農御史 
CH'ING: Agricultural Inspector, a Censor iyŭ-shih) on 
special assignment touring the Metropolitan Area (chih-li) 
around Peking; initiated in 1729 but quickly discontinued. 
PI 8. 

2751 ksàn-skìh 訓士 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Admonishing Serviceman (?)’ estab-
lished in 400 as a prestige title (san-kuan) for tribal chiefs, 
rank 5a or 4b; comparable to the later title Grand Master 
of Remonstrance (chien-i ta-fu). 

2752 hsân-shih 巡使 or 巡史 
(1) TANG: Patrolling Inspector: see under hsŭn. (2) SUNG: 
Capital Inspector, duty assignments for Censors (yŭ-shih), 
one to maintain disciplinary surveillance over civil officials 
in the capital, prefixed Right; one to maintain disciplinary 
surveillance over military officials in the capital, prefixed 
Left. SP:commissaire-inspecteur. (3)MING-CH'ING: un-
official reference to a Ward-inspectíng Censor (hsŭn-ch'eng 
yū-shih). P20. 

2753 hsun-shìh 巡視 
MING-CH'ING: lit., to tour and observe: a prefix used pri-
marily for Censors (yu-shih) on traveling duty assignments: 
Censor Inspecting ... or ...-inspecting Censor, e.g., hsŭn-
shih shan-tung ho-hu kung-wu yŭ-shih (Censor Inspecting 
River and Lake Conservancy Work in Shantung). Also see 
hsŭn (Patrol, Patrolling Inspector). 

2754 hsŭn-shìh huáng-ch'éng yà-shíh 
巡視皇城御史 

MING-CH'ING: Ward-inspecting Censors of the Im-
perial Capital Wards, collective designation of Ward-in-
specting Censors ihsŭn-ch'eng yŭ-shih) in the dynastic cap-
ital. P20. 

2755 hsán-shìh ... ts'áo wà 巡視…漕務 
MING-CH'ING: Canal Transport-inspecting …：prefix 
to Censor (yŭ-shih) or Supervising Secretary (chi-shih-
chung), the place-name insert indicating each inspector's 
headquarters town. See hsŭn-ts'ao ytì-shih (Transport-con-
trol Censor). 

2756 hsán-shìh yéti'Chèng yu-shíh 
巡視鹽政御史 

Variant of hsŭn-yen yŭ-shih (Salt-control Censor). 

2 7 5 7 hsûn-shìh ... yŭ-shíh 巡視…御史 
MING-CH'ING: Ward-inspecting Censor for the (Cen-

tral, Eastern, Western, Southern, Northern) Ward , sec-
tor specified by insert of chung-, tung-, hsi-, nan-, or pei-
ch'eng. See hsŭn-ch'eng yŭ-shih. P20. 

2758 hsân-shŏu 巡守 or 巡狩 
Lit., to tour places that are guarded, held, cared for，etc.; 
interpreted to mean a ruler's making the rounds of feuda-
tories or other territorial administrators to see how they have 
fulfilled their responsibilities as his regional representa-
tives: Imperial (Royal for the Chou era) Tour of Inspec-
tion, from antiquity used in reference to a ruler's journey-
ing away from his capital for almost any purpose; sometimes 
abbreviated to shou. Cf. hsŭn-hsing. 

2759 切áu-sAô 訓術 
CH'ING: Principal of a District Geomancy School iyin-
yang hsŭeh)’ a non-official certified by the Ministiy of Rites 
(lt~pu) and supervised by the Provincial Administration 
Commission {ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu); had some 
control over local fortune-tellers, entertainers, women den-
tists, etc. , at the District (hsien) level. BH: district inspec-
tor of petty professions. 

2760 hsûn-ssŭ 巡司 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a local Police Chief (hsŭn-
chien), head of a sub-District (hsien) Police Office (hsŭn-
chien ssu). 

2761 hsun-tâo 訓導 
(1) YúAN: Teacher in a local Confucian School (ju-hsŭeh)', 
hierarchical status not clear. (2) MING-CH'ING: Assistant 
Instructor, from one to 4，in Confucian Schools in Dis-
tricts (hsien), Subprefectures or Departments (chou), and 
Prefectures (fu); apparently unranked in Ming, ranked as 
high as 7a in Ch'ing. BH: sub-director of schools. P51. 

2762 hsân-tào 巡道 
MING-CH'ING: especially after 1753，a variant of fen-hsŭn 
tao (General Surveillance Circuit). Also see tao. 

2763 ksân-ts，ŭng k，ō-tào 
CH'ING: Granary-inspecting Censor, one-year duty as-
signment for 14 Investigating Censors {chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) 
and Supervising Censors {chi-shih-chung) to watch over re-
ceipts and disbursements at the government granaries at Pe-
king and nearby T’ung-chou，the northern terminus of the 
Grand Canal; apparently an 18th-century change from the 
title ch'a-ts'ang yŭ-shih. Also see k'o-tao. P18. 

2764 hsun-ts'āng yŭ-shîh 巡倉御史 
MING: Granary-inspecting Censor, duty assignment for 
2 Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih), one to super-
vise receipts and disbursements at state granaries in Peking, 
one to do the same at nearby T’ung-chou, the northern ter-
minus of the Grand Canal; the latter also to oversee oper-
ation of the whole northern sector of the Grand Canal trans-
port system from 1529 to 1626, when the assignment was 
superseded by the establishment of Transport-control Cen-
sors (hsŭn-ho yŭ-shih). Antecedent of the Ch'ing hsŭn-ts'ang 
k'o-tao. 

2765 hsŭn-ts9áoyŭ-shĭh 巡漕御史or hsun-ts'áo 
k，ō-tòo巡漕科道 

MING~CH’ING: Transport-control Censor, duty assign-
ment for Censors (yŭ-shih) and in Ch'ing also for Super-
vising Secretaries or Supervising Censors (chi-shih-chung) 
to maintain surveillance over the handling of state tax grain 
shipments along the Grand Canal; established by the 1620s 
in lieu of part-time surveillance by Salt-control Censors (hsūn-
yen yŭ-shih); 4，one each at Huai-an in Kiangsu, Chi-ning 
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in Shantung，Tientsin in modern Hopei, and T'ung-chou 
outside Peking. Abolished by Ch'ing in 1650，such duties 
being turned over to Circuit Intendants (tao-t'ai) of appro-
priate Provincial Administration Commissions (ch'eng-hsuan 
pu-cheng shih ssu); in 1729 re-established at Huai-an and 
T^ung-chou, 2 each; in 1737 all 4 original posts were re-
established, but later the Huai-an post was moved to Kua-
i and the Tientsin post to Yang-ts'un. See k'à-tao. P18, 60, 

2766 hsán-yén cAíA-c励巡憩直指 or hsŭn-yen 
Variant forms of hsŭn-yen yii-shih (Salt-control Censor). 
Also see chih-chih. 

2767 hsŭn-yén yà.shíh 巡鹽御史 
MING-CH'ING: Salt-control Censor, from 1416 a duty 
assignment for Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih); 
4，one assigned in annual rotation to supervise salt pro-
duction in each major producing a r e a t h e Chekiang coast, 
the Nanking area, tìie Peking area, and the dry salt-bed sec-
tions of Shansi. They were expected to ensure that salt was 
issued only to licensed salt merchants and that the salt rev-
enues were promptly remitted to the dynastic capital. Soon, 
as salt production and distribution were further developed, 
such Censors were assigned to every Province except Fu-
kien and Shantung, where the function of preventing the 
distribution of contraband salt was entrusted to delegates 
from Provincial Surveillance Commissions (t'i-hsing an-ch'a 
shih ssu). In early Ch’ing the title was changed to yen-cheng, 
q.v. BH: salt censor. P61. 

2768 Asáwj^í/ríA 巡御史 
T'ANG: variant of hsŭn (Patrolling Inspector). 

2769 hsun-yŭàn 巡院 
T'ANG: Touring Brokerage, 13 established after 758 as 
touring collection agencies to control salt distribution in large 
areas not supervised by permanent Brokerages (yŭan); in 
effect, a mobile branch of the Salt Monopoly Commission 
(chŭeh yen-t'ieh ssu) based at Yangchow on the Yangtze 
River. P52, 61. 

2770 hù-chíp9àn-kuăn 戶籍判官 
CHIN: Tax Assistant, one or 2，rank 6b，on the staff of 
each Fiscal Commissioner (chuan-yŭn shih)y in charge of 
tax collections. P60. 
2771 hù-chiàng 戶將 
HAN: Gate Commander, supervisor of Gate Gentlemen-
attendants (men shih-lang) of Left and Right in the house-
hold of the Heir Apparent; in A.D. 25 superseded by Grand 
Masters of the Gates (men ta-fu). HB: general of the doors. 
P26. 

2772 M-ch’iăng yíng 虎槍營 
CH’ING: Tiger-hunting Brigade, an elite group of Ban-
nermen (see ch'i, pa ch'i) organized to attend the Emperor 
on hunts; headed by a Commander-general (tsung-t'ung); 
included 21 Chief Tiger Hunters (hu-ch'iang chang), 260 
Associate Tiger Hunters {hu-ch'iang fu-chang), and 600 or-
dinary Tiger Hunters {hu-ch'iang). BH: marksman for tiger 
hunts. 

2773 hà chíh-láng 戶直部 
HAN: lit., court gentleman on duty at the gate: Gate 
Gentleman-attendant in the household of the Heir Ap-
parent, supervised by one or more Gate Commanders (hu-
chiang). P26, 

2774 hú-chó shih 壺涿氏 
CHOU: Water Sprinkler, one ranked as a Junior Service-
man (hsia-shih), a member of the Ministry of Justice {ch'iu-

kuan); traditionally- understood to be a man who beat on an 
earthen jug to frighten away insects and worms. CL: frap-
peur de tambour en terre cuite. 

2775 hŭ-chûn 護軍 
(1) HAN: Military Protector, briefly from A.D. 1, an oí-
ficial on the staff of the Defender-in-chief {ta ssu-ma), one 
of the eminent Three Dukes (san kung); rank apparently 
2,000 bushels, but functions not clear; not continued in Later 
Han. Abbreviated from the Ch'in-early Han title hu-chŭn 
tu-wei (Protector Commander-in-chief), which was changed 
to the archaic ssu-k'ou (Minister of Justice) in 8 B.C. before 
becoming hu-chŭn. HB: commissioner over the army. (2) 
N-S DIV: Capital Protector: from San-kuo Wei on, in-
termittently, an eminent officer who shared with a Capital 
Commandant iling-churì) command of the Imperial Guards-
men (chin-ping) who were depended on for defense of the 
capital city, the palace, and the ruler. Equivalent to chung 
hu-chŭn; also see chung ling-chŭn. (3) SUI: variant of fu 
lang-chiang (Vice Commandant), 2nd in command of each 
Soaring Hawks Garrison (ying-yang fu), from 607 to 618 
the basic unit in the Garrison Militia system (see fu-ping, 
fu). (4) T'ANG-MING: Military Protector, a merit title 
(hsun) for military officers of rank 3b from T'ang to Chin, 
2b in Yuan and Ming; replacing the earlier merit title Gen-
eral-in-chief (ta chiang-chŭn). RR+SP: protecteur d'armée. 
P65. (5) T’ANG，MING: Military Protector, commander 
of the Defense Brigade (hu-chiin fu) assigned to each Princely 
Establishment (wang-fu); discontinued in 1376. P69. (6) 
CH'ING: Guardsman, designation of common soldiers in 
the Guards Brigade (hu-chŭn ying) and the Summer Palace 
Guard Brigade (yOan-ming yuan hu-chŭn ying). Also see 
shang hu-chŭn, chung hu-chŭn. P37. 

2776 hù-chān chiăng-chŭn 護軍將軍 
N-S DIV: Protector-general, from San-kuo Wei on, in-
termittently, the designation of a military dignitary who is 
reported to have controlled all military appointments in some 
periods and in others to have commanded military units be-
yond the environs of the dynastic capital; also in some uses 
seems to have been honorific. 

2777 hù-chŭn ckŭng-wèi 護軍中尉 
(1) HAN: Protector Commandant of the Center, a title 
sometimes conferred on leaders or assistants to leaders of 
armies on campaign. HB: commissioner over the army and 
commandant of the capital. (2) T'ANG: Palace Comman-
dant-protector, a high eunuch post in the Armies of In-
spired Strategy (shen-ts'e chŭn) from the late 700s, one of 
the organizational bases from which palace eunuchs gained 
dictatorial control over the imperial armies, the court, and 
the throne in the 9th centuiy. RR: chef et protecteur d'armée. 

2778 hù-chănfŭ 護軍府 
Defense Brigade. (1) T'ANG: one of 3 types of military 
units authorized for Princely Establishments (wang-fu) f one 
each Left and Right led by a Military Protector (hu-chiin). 
RR: garde des protecteurs d'armées. (2) MING: authorized 
for Princely Establishments, staffing not clear; in 1376 
superseded by Escort Guards (hu-wei). P69. 

2779 hù-chŭn tā-wèi 護軍都尉 
(1) CH'IN-HAN: Chief Commandant-protector, status 
and functions not clear, but from 119 B.C. apparently a 
subordinate of the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-weî), one of the 
eminent Three Dukes (san kung). BH: commissioner over 
the army and chief commandant. (2) T'ANG: Chief Palace 
Commandant-protector, one of the very highest eunuch 
posts in the Armies of Inspired Strategy (shen-ts'e chŭn) 
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from the late 700s, one of the posts from which palace eu-
nuchs gained dictatorial control over the imperial armies, 
the court, and the throne in the 9th century. RR: chef pro-
tecteur d'armée. P43. 

2780 kù-ckŭn yíng 護軍營 
CH'ING: Guards Brigade，a unit of elite Bannermen drawn 
from aìī Banners (ch'i) to provide guard duty for the im-
perial palace under a Commander-general (fung-ling). Each 
section of the Brigade was normally prefixed with the des-
ignation of one of the Eight Banners (pa ch'i). Also see nei 
hu-chŭn ying. BH: guards division. 

2781 hù-fâng 戶房 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Revenue Office, one of 5 (in Sung 6) 
Offices (see liu fang) in the combined Secretariat-Chan-
cellery {chung-shu men-hsia) that developed in the early 
700s as a counterpart of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) 
in the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng). (2) 
SUNG: Revenue Section, one of 5 Sections (see wu fang) 
in the Proclamations Office (chih-ch'ih yŭan) of the Sec-
retariat (chung-shu sheng); also one of 4 Sections (see ssu 
fang) in the Bureau of MUitaiy Affairs (shu-miyuan), headed 
by a Vice Recipient of Edicts (fu ch'eng-chih)，rank 8b; the 
channel through which, in collaboration with the Revenue 
Office mentioned in (1) above and the Ministry of Reve-
nue, the Bureau managed fiscal administration for the mil-

establishment; dissolved c. 1074 in a reorganization 
e Bureau into 10 and later 12 Sections (see shih-erh 

fang). SP: chambre des finances. (3) From Sung on, may 
be encountered as an unofficial reference to the Ministry 
of Revenue {hu-pu). 

2782 hù-fāng 鵂坊 
T'ANG: Hawk Cage, one of the Five Cages {wu fang) of 
animals used in imperial hunts，supervised by the Com-
missioner for the Imperial Stables {hsien-chiu shih) in the 
Palace Administration {tien-chung sheng). RR: le quartier 
des vautours. P38. 

2783 hà-fáng 鵂房 
CH'ING: Imperial Hawk Aviary, one of 3 subsections of 
the Office of the Imperial Hunt (tu-yu ssu) in the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wufu). 

2784 hà-k'ô 戶科 
MING-CH'ING: Office of Scrutiny for Revenue, staffed 
with Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung) charged with 
keeping censorial watch over activities of the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu); headed by a Chief Supervising Secretary 
(tu chi-shùt-chung) in Ming, by one Manchu and one Chinese 
Seal-holding Supervising Secretaiy (chang-yin chi-shih-
chung) in Ch'ing. One of the Six Offices of Scrutiny (liu 
k'ó)y independent until absorbed into the Censorate (tu ch*a-
yūan) in 1723. P18, 19. 

2785 hù-k'ŏu àn 戶口案 
SUNG: Census Section，one of 3 subsections in the Left 
Section (tso-ts'ao) of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) from 
c. 1080, when the Ministry was fully activated following 
discontinuance of the State Finance Commission (san ssu) 
of early Sung; staged with subofficial functionaries who 
monitored records pertaining to population and state labor 
requisitions. SP: service de population. P6. 

2786 hù-láng 戶郞 
HAN: Court Gentleman at the Doors, status and func-
tions not wholly clear. BH: gentleman of the doors. 

2787 hŭ-pĕn 虎賁 
Brave as Tigers: throughout history occurs as a prefix to 

military titles associated with guarding the ruler, especially 
such Han-T'ang titles as chung-lcmg chiang (Leader of Court 
Gentlemen) and hsiao-wei (Commandant)；' the Yuan dy-
nasty had a hu-pen ch*in-chŭn (Brave as Tigers Imperial 
Army). 

2788 hŭ-pēn láng 虎賁郞 
HAN: Gentleman Brave as Tigers, designation of as many 
as 1,000 Court Gentlemen (lang) led by a Leader of Palace 
Gentlemen (lang-chung liang) ranked at 2,000 bushels; in 
A.D. 1 replaced the title Gate Guardsman (ch'i-men lang); 
may have been members of the ordinary soldiery of the 
Southern Army (nan-chtìn). HB: gentlemen rapid as tigers. 

2789 hà-pà 戶部 
(1) CHOU: variant reference to the Ministry of Education 
(ti-kuan). CL: minisĭère de la population. (2) T’ANG-
CH'ING: Ministry of Revenue, one of the Six Ministries 
(liu pu) that were the general-administration core of the 
central government, subordinate to the T'ang—Sung De-
partment of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng) and the Yuan-
early Ming Secretariat {chung-shu sheng), but relatively au-
tonomous after 1380, though from the mid-1400s coordi-
nated by the Grand Secretariat (nei-kó). Successor of the 
tu-chih (Ministry of Revenue) of the era of N-S Division 
and of the Sui-early T’ang min-pu, retitled c. 650 to avoid 
the personal name of T'ang T'ai-tsung (Li Shih-min); T'ang 
writers extended this taboo back to Sui, erroneously refer-
ring to Sui's min-pu as a hu-pu. The Ministry was in gen-
eral charge of population and land censuses, assessment and 
collection of taxes, and storage and distribution of govern-
ment revenues. Usually divided into specialized Bureaus 
(ssu, ch'ing-li ssu; also see ts'ao): a Census Bureau {hu-pu, 
ssu-yŭan, ti-kuan)y a General Accounts Bureau {tu-chih, ssu-
tu)y a Treasury Bureau (chin-pu, ssu-chen, ssu-chin), and 
a Granaries Bureau {ts'ang-pu, ssu-yŭ, ssu-ch'u). Chin and 
Yuan had no Bureaus, but in Yuan tíie Ministry had 6 much 
diminished Sections (k'o): a Treasury Section {chin-k'ó), a 
Granaries Section (ts'ang-k'o), a Special Accounts Section 
(nei-tu k'ó), a General Accounts Section (wai-tu k,o)，a Fod-
der Section (liang-ts'ao k'ó), and a Budget Section (shen-
chi k'ó). In Ming and Ch'ing, Bureaus were named on the 
basis of territorial jurisdictions, one per Province (sheng、， 
each Bureau directing and monitoring fiscal administration 
in the Province for which it was named. In Ming each such 
Bureau had 4 subsidiary Sections {k'ó) with functional spe-
cializations: a Statistics Section {min-k'o)t a General Ac-
counts Section (tu~chik k'o)y a Special Accounts Section 
(chin-k'o), and a Granaries Section (ts'ang-k'o). The Min-
istry was always headed by a Minister (shang-shu) t rank 
3a to lb; Bureaus were headed by Directors (lang-chung)t 
6b to 5a; Sections were normally headed by Clerks (ling-
shih)y unranked. For the early Ming transitional organiza-
tion of the Ministry, see under hu-pu wu k'o (Five Sections 
of the Ministry of Revenue). RR+SP: minìstère des fi-
nances. BH: ministry (board) of finance or revenue. P6. 
(3) T'ANG-SUNG: common abbreviation of hu-pu ssu 
(Census Bureau). Also see ssu-t'u, ssu-nung, tso-ts'ao, yu-
ts'ao. 

2790 hù-pù chá 戶鄧局 
CH’ING: abbreviated, unofficial reference to the Metro-
politan Coinage Service (pao-chfiian chŭ), a unit in the 
Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). 

2791 hù-pù shíh-ssā 戶部使司 
LIAO: Tax Commission, a regional fiscal agency located 
at the dynasty's Eastern Capital (tung-ching). P7. 
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2792 hù-pù ssŭ 戶部司 
Census Bureau. (1) T'ANG-SUNG: one of 4 main sub-
sections of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu); headed by a 
Director (lang-chung), rank 5b in T'ang, 6a or 6b in Sung; 
collected and maintained all registers of population, land, 
etc.; kept records concerning special taxes, remittances, and 
exemptions. In Sung existed only nominally. RR+SP: bu-
reau des finances. (2) SUNG: one of the 3 agencies that 
constituted the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early 
Sung, with functions essentially the same as those of the 
Ministry of Revenue at other times; headed by a Vice Com-
missioner (fu-shih) or, when the 3 agencies functioned sep-
arately, by a Commissioner (shih). Supervised 5 subordi-
nate Sections (an): Summer Tax Section (hu-shui 
Prefectural Remittances Section (shang-kung an), Palace 
Construction Section (hsiu-tsao an), Yeast Section (ch'u-
an), Clothing and Rations Section {i-liang an). Discontin-
ued c. 1080，its functions thereafter being divided among 
the Ministry of Revenue and other agencies. SP; bureau des 
finances. P6. 

2793 hŭ-pù wŭ k’ō 戶部五科 
MING: Five Sections of the Ministry of Revenue, a ref-
erence to the organization of the early Ming Ministry from 
1368 to 1380, during which period, instead of traditional 
Bureaus (ssu), it supervised 5 subsidiary Sections (k'o): First 
Section (i-h'o), Second Section {erh-k'ó), Third Section (san-
k'o), Fourth Section (ssu-kpo)t and General Section (tsung-
k*ó)�each headed by a Director (lang-chung). In 1373, be-
cause of an increase in its activity, the Ministry was re-
staffed with a Minister (shang-shu) and a Vice Minister (shih-
lang) for each of these subsidiary Sections. In a general 
reorganization of the central government in 1380, the Min-
istry's 5 Sections were transformed into 4 Bureaus (ssu) 
differentiated by functions; and finally in 1390 a Bureau 
(ch'ing-li ssu) was established for and named after each 
Province (sheng). See under hu-pu. P6. 

2794 hŭ-shìh 虎士 
CHOU: Royal Guardsman, 800 constituting the personal 
bodyguard of the King, commanded by officers of the Min-
istry of War (hsia-kuan) normally prefixed Brave as Tigers 
(hu-pen). CL: guerriers ĭigres. 

2795 hù-shìh chién 互市監 
SUI-T’ANG: Directorate (also Director) of Tributary 
Trade, in Sui one in each Hostel for Tributary Envoys (ssu-
fang kuan), in T'ang subordinate to the Directorate for Im-
perial Manufactories {shao-fu chien); supervised trade car-
ried on by tributary delegations. RR: direction des marchés 
d'échange avec les pays étrangers. P l l . 

2 7 % kù-shài àn 戶稅案 
SUNG: lit., Section for levies on households: Summer Tax 
Section, one of 5 Sections in the Census Bureau (hu-pu 
ssu; cf. hu-pu) in the State Finance Commission (san ssu) 
of early Sung, normally headed by an Administrative As-
sistant (p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan); monitored the distribution 
among government agencies of revenues from summer tax 
collections. Discontinued in the 1080s, its functions ab-
sorbed by the Semiannual Taxes Subsection (erh-shui k'o) 
of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). SP: service de la taxe 
d'été. 

2797 ŭà-tóMá/i 斛斗案 
SUNG: lit., Section for bushels and pecks: State Grain 
Section, one of 8 Sections in the Tax Bureau (tu-chih ssu), 
one of the 3 agencies constituting the State Finance Com-
mission (san ssu) of early Sung, normally headed by an 

Administrative Assistant (p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan); responsible 
for keeping accounts concerning the amounts of grain in 
the capital granaries and for monitoring the payment of sal-
ary grain to officials. Discontinued c. 1080，its functions 
taken over by the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) and the Court 
of the National Granaries (ssu-nung ssu). SP: service des 
greniers. 

2798 hù-ts'áo 戶曹 
(1) HAN: Civil Affairs Section, one in the Imperial Sec-
retariat {shang-shu t'ai), one on the staff of the Defender-
in-chief (t'ai-wei), and probably one on the staff of the 
Counselor-in-chief {ch'eng-hsiang), all apparently headed 
by Administrators (yiian-shih), rank =300 bushels; con-
cerned with census records, petitions from commoners, etc., 
but precise functions not clear; may be a calligraphic change 
from min-ts'ao (Census Section) traceable to T'ang writers 
(see under hu-pu). HB: bureau of households. (2) HAN-
C H W G : Revenue Section, a staff agency in each unit of 
territorial administration down to the District (hsien) level, 
responsible for overseeing regional or local fiscal manage-
ment, after Han under the supervision of and in correspon-
dence with the Ministry of Revenue (hu~pu) in the central 
government. May have been known as min-ts'ao until early 
T'ang. See liu ts'ao (Six Sections). HB: bureau of house-
holds. RR: bureau des finances. SP: service des finances. 
(3) N-S DIV: Revenue Section, alternating with hu-pu 
(Ministry of Revenue) as the name of a major agency of 
fiscal administration in the central government, subordinate 
to the evolving Department of State Affairs {shang-shu 
sheng). May have been known as min-ts'ao; see under (1) 
and (2) above. (4) SUI-CH'ING: may be encountered as 
an archaic, unofficial reference to the Ministry of Revenue 
{hu-pu) or to the Ministry's Headquarters Bureau (also 
hu-pu). P6. 

2799 Aŭ-tó，áíWū-wèi•護漕都尉 
HAN: Commandant-protector of Transport , in charge of 
guarding tax grains shipped by water to the dynastic capital; 
abolished A.D. 31. HB: chief commandant protecting grain 
transport by water. P60. 

2800 hù tŭ-shŭi shih 護都水使 
HAN: River Conservancy Commissioner, variant refer-
ence to ho-ti yeh-che; see under ho-ti shih. P59. 

2801 hū't9ú-k'ò-fŭ 呼圖克圖 
CH'ING: Living Buddha, designation of several heads of 
the Mongolian branch of Lamaism, distinguished by pre-
fixes. BH: pontiff. 

2802 hù-wèi 護衛 
(1) LIAO: Imperial Bodyguard, established in both the 
Northern Establishment ipei-yuan) and the Southern Estab-
lishment (nan-yuan) of the Northern Administration {pei-
mien) at the dynastic capital in modern Jehol; often called 
hu-weifu (Imperial Bodyguard Office). (2) MING: Escort 
Guard, one assigned for the protection of each Princely 
Establishment (wang-fu), headed by a Guard Commander 
(chih-hui shih), rank 3a. (3) CH'ING: Commandant in 3 
grades (teng), rank 3b to 5b, in charge of the troops in a 
Princely Establishment. P69. 

2803 huà-chíh 畫直 
T'ANG: Auxiliary Illustrator, 6 professional specialists in 
the Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan); 
in 731 retitled Auxiliary (chih-yuan). RR; dessinateur au-
xiliaire. 
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2804 huá-chHū yŭàn 華秋苑 
N-S DIV (Chin): Autumn Park, one of several imperial 
parks and gardens under the supervision of the Chamberlain 
for Attendants (kuang-lu-hsŭn); managed by a Director (ling). 

2805 huà-chú 畫局 
CH'ING. Painting Service, an artisan workshop under the 
Supervisorate-in-chief of Metal Workers and Jewelers (chin-
yŭ jen-chiang tsung-kuan fu); established 1278. 

2806 huá-fāng 華坊 
Lit., flower shop: apparently beginning in the era of N-S 
Division, an unofficial reference to the Household Admin-
istration of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih fu). 

2807 kuá-fĕi 華妃 
T*ANG: Splendid Consort, from the time of Hsuan-tsung 
(r. 712-756) one of the high-ranking palace women known 
collectively as the Three Consorts (sanfei). See hui-fei, li-
fei. RR: concubine jolie. 

2808 huà-hsŭéh 畫學 
SUNG: Painting School, a training unit in the Hanlin 
Painting Service (han-lin t'u-hua chu) or the Hanlin Callig-
raphy Service {han-lin shu-i chu), or possibly both; headed 
by a Director {cheng). SP: école de peinture. 

2809 huà-kŭng 畫工 
Artisan Painter, in Sang and perhaps later times a generic 
designation of craftsmen (possibly hereditary) who assisted 
Court Painters (hua-shìh) of the Painting Academy {hua-
yŭan) or were given less prestigious, more menial artistic 
tasks. Normally associated in some fashion with the Hanlin 
Academy {han-lin yŭan) or, in Sung, with the Artisans In-
stitate (also han-lin yiian). 

2810 huăAiû mó 驊騮牧 
SUI: Pasturage for Fine Steeds, a unit under the Office 
of Fine Steeds (hua-liu shu) in the Court of the Imperial 
Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu); kept separate from 24 Pasturages for 
Military Mounts {chŭn-ma mu); headed by a Director (/-
ssu). P31, 39. 

2811 huā-liu shŭ 驊騮署 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i>~SUI: Offîce of Fine Steeds, in charge 
of some imperial horse corrals under supervision of the Court 
of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu); headed by a Director (ling), 
assisted by Chief Stewards (feng-yŭ). P31, 36，39. 

2 8 1 2 huă-mù chá 花木局 
CHIN: Botanical Service, a unit under the Superinten-
dency of Imperial Parks {shang-lin shu t'i-tien); headed by 
a Director-in-chief (tu-chien). 

2813 huà-shĕng 畫省 
From Han times, an uncommon official designation of the 
Imperial Secretariat {shang-shu t'ai) or of the post-Han 
Department of State AfTairs (shang-shu sheng), 

2814 huà-shìh 畫士 
SUNG-CH'ING: Court Painter, the most common ge-
neric reference to notable painters, especially those in gov-
ernment service assigned to the Sung or Ch'ing Painting 
Academy (hua-yŭan) or in other periods to the Hanlin 
Academy (han lin yŭan). Cf. hua-kung (Artisan Painter). 

2815 huà'shìh shŭ 畫室署 
HAN: Portrai ture Offîce in the imperial palace, appar-
ently responsible for painting portraits of palace women and 
perhaps Emperors themselves; headed by a eunuch Director 
{chang). Cf. yŭ-t'ang shu (Office of Imperial Portraiture?). 
HB: office of the house of painting. 

2816 huà-yŭàn 畫院 
SUNG, CH'ING: Painting Academy, common unofficial 
reference to the Sung Painter Service (í'u-hua chŭ; also see 
han-lin t'u-hua yiian) or to such Ch'ing agencies as the 
Southern Study (nan shu-fang) and the later Institute of In-
dulgences (ju-i kuan); the group consisted in part of regular 
civil service officials with artistic talents who were de-
tached from their regular administrative posts to serve as 
court painters within the palace, and in part of talented non-
official professional specialists brought into such service. 
The Painting Academy always had close ties with the Han-
lin Academy (han-lin yuan); in Yŭan and Ming times court 
painters were commonly placed in the Hanlin Academy or, 
in Ming, in the Imperial Bodyguard (chin-i wei). The most 
common generic term for court painters was hua-shih; the 
term hua-kung (Artisan Painter) normally referred to less 
distinguished artisans or technicians who assisted the hua-
shih. Court painters A^éfè commonly considered to belong 
to the category of Palace Attendants (kung-feng nei-t'ing, 
nei-t'ing kung-feng, chih-hou nei-t'ing, nei-t'ing chih-hou). 

2817 huái-făng shih 懷方氏 
CHOU: Cherisher of Those Afar , 8 ranked as Oniinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of War 
(hsia-kuan) responsible for keeping the peace with distant 
peoples and causing them to send representatives to the royal 
court. CL: agent de venue des régions. 

2818 huái-huà chiāng-chŭn 懷化將軍 
T'ANG-SUNG: Civilizing General, in T'ang an honorific 
title conferred on military officers of rank 3b, in Sung a 
title conferred on submitted alien chieftains. RR: général 
qui aime la civilisation. P72. 

2819 huâUflng 槐廳 
SUNG: lit., locust tree pavilion: unofficial reference to the 
Institute of Academicians {hsueh-shih yuan). 

2820 huái-yŭăn ì 懷遠驛 
SUNG: Relay Station for Cherishing Those Afar , several 
maintained at appropriate points by the Court of State Cer-
emonial {hung-lu ssu) for showing hospitality to envoys from 
non-Chinese peoples of the South and West; each admin-
istered by 2 Directors (chien-kuan). SP: relai de poste pour 
la contribution des pays suivants . . . . PI 1. 

2821 huàn 宦 
Ety., an underling under a roof, hence a menial household 
servant (？). (1) Eunuch: throughout history one of the most 
common terms for castrated males in palace service. See 
under nei-shih sheng, tien-chung sheng, tien-nei sheng, tien‘ 
nei chu, ch'ang-ch'iu chien, hsŭan-hui yŭan. P3V, 38. (2) 
Official: an uncommon but not rare reference t ' � a non-
eunuch appointee in government; comparable to ch'en 
(Minister). 

2822 huàn-ché 宦者 
Common generic term for Eunuch. 

2823 kuàn-cké ling 宦者令 
HAN: Director of Eunuchs under the Chamberlain for the 
Palace Revenues {shao-fu). HB: prefect of the eunuchs. P37. 

2824 huán-hún hsìù-ts9ái 還魂秀才 
MING-CH'ING: lit., a man of talent returned from status 
as a ghost: Consolation Graduate , a term used unofficially 
for a scholar who, having failed in the Provincial Exami-
nation (hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment exam-
ination sequence, succeeded on his second effort. 
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2825 huăn-ī chŭ 浣衣局 
MING: Palace Laundry Service, a minor agency of palace 
eunuchs, headed by a eunuch Commissioner-in-chief (ta-
shih) or Director {fai-chien)\ directed overaged or expelled 
palace women (see kung-jen) who did the palace laundry; 
located outside the imperial palace. See pa chŭ (Eight Ser-
vices). 

2826 huán-jén 環人 
CHOU: Surveillance Agent，6 ranked as Junior Service-
men {hsia-shih) in the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) and 4 
as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih) in the Ministry of 
Justice (ch'iu'kuan)y the former charged with circulating 
among the royal troops for purposes of disciplinary sur-
veillance, the latter with surrounding and guarding foreign 
visitors at court, including surrendered chiefs. CL: circu-
lant, entoureur. 

2827 huàn-jén or huàn-kuăn 宦官 
Common variants throughout history of huan (Eunuch). 

2828 huàn-nâ 宦女 
(1) Palace Woman, from antiquity one of several generic 
terms used for the secondary wives, consorts, and concu-
bines of rulers. See kung-nŭ, nŭ-kuan. (2) Eunuchs and 
Palace Women, an occasional usage combining terms for 
Eunuchs (huan, huan-kuan, etc.) and for Palace Women 
{kung-nŭ, nŭ-kuan) in abbreviated form. 

2829 huàn-ssŭ 宦寺 
Unofficial reference to a Eunuch (see huan, huan-kuan). 

2830 huân^wèi 環衛 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit” a surrounding or encircling guard: Im-
perial Guards , a quasiofficial reference to the Sixteen 
Guards {shih-liu wei), in T'ang constituting the Southern 
Command (nan-ya) at the dynastic capital; especially after 
749 and on into Sung were largely decorative, providing 
posts (huan-wei kuan) to which members of the imperìaí 
family and perhaps other favorites could be appointed, as 
Generals {chiang-chŭn), Generals-in-chief {ta chiang-chŭn), 
etc. Cf. chin-chun, ch'in-chun, chin-wei, wu fu (Five Gar-
risons). 

2831 huán-wèi kuăn 環衛官 
TWNG-SUNG: Officers of the Imperial Guards (see huan-
wei); in Sung the term encompassed a range of titles from 
Generalissimo {shang chiang-chŭn) down to Commandant 
(lang-chiang). 

2832 huáng chăng-sūn 皇長孫 
Imperial Heir Once Removed: common reference to the 
eldest son of the Heir Apparent. 

2833 huáng-ch'éng ssū 皇城司 
5 DYN-SUNG: Capital Security Office, a kind of secret 
service agency entrusted with maintaining peace and order 
in the dynastic capital, headed by a military officer or a 
eunuch having the Emperor's personal trust, variably en-
titled Capital Security Commissioner (huang-ch'eng shih), 
Administrator {kan-tang kuan)., Commander (chih-hui), Su-
pervisor (t'i-chŭ), Superintendent (t'i-tien), etc. See wu chih-
hui (Five Commanders). At the beginning of S. Sung named 
the Mobile Imperial Guard (hsing-ying chin-wei so), but 
soon retitled Auxiliary Capital Security Office (hsing-tsai 
huang-ch'eng ssu). SP: bureau de la ville impériale. 

2834 huáng-ch'ú 皇儲 
Variant reference to the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu). 

2835 huáng-fēi 黃扉 
N-S DIV-CH'ING (?): lit., (those having access to) the 
yellow (i.e., imperial) door: unofficial combined reference 
to Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung) and (Secre-
tariat) Drafters (chung-shu she-jen). 

2836 huáng-hòu 皇后 
Empress, throughout imperial history the standard official 
title of the Emperor's principal wife; mostly used posthu-
mously, with many flattering descriptive prefixes. 

2837 huáng-k'ăo 黃考 
Deceased Imperial Father, throughout imperial history the 
normal reference to the deceased father of a reigning Em-
peror, whether or not he himself had reigned. 

2838 huáng-kó 黃猫 
HAN—CH'ING: lit., the yellow (i.e., imperial) hall, indi-
cating any hall or room in which the Emperor met with his 
senior officials, or indirectly referring to such officials: Im-
perial Council, Imperial Councilor. 

2 8 3 9 huáng-kó ís'áo 黃閣曹 
HAN: Archives Section, one of a dozen or more Sections 
(ts'ao) subordinate to the Defender-in-chief (í'ai-wei), and 
probably also to the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang); 
headed by an Administrator (yūan-shih), rank =400 bush-
els. HB: bureau of the yellow door. 

2840 huáng kuèi-fĕi 皇貴妃 
MíNG-CH’ING: Imperial Honored Consort , designation 
of the most esteemed secondary wife of the Emperor, out-
ranked only by the Empress; introduced by Ming Hsien-
tsung (r. 1464-1487). BH: imperial concubine of the first 
rank. 

2841 huáng-mén 黃門 
Lit., the yellow (i.e., imperial) gate，hence someone serv-
ing at the palace gate. (1) HAN-N-S DIV: Imperial Gate-
keeper, 8 at each Imperial Mausoleum (ling), others sub-
ordinate to the Director of Imperial Gatekeepers {huang-
men ling), who in turn was subordinate to the Chamberlain 
for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu). (2) SUNG: Palace 
Gateman, 6th highest of 12 rank titles (chieh) granted to 
eunuchs from 1112; see nei-shih chieh. SP: intendant de la 
porte jauné. (3) CH'ING: unofficial reference to chi-shih-
chung (Supervising Secretaries, Supervising Censors) in 
the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan). P21, 68. 

2842 huáng-mén kŭ-ch'ūi 黃門鼓吹 
HAN: Palace Bandsman, 135 headed by the Director of 
Palace Entertainments (ch'eng-hua ling), subordinate to the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu). HB: drum-
mers and pipers of the yellow gates. P10. 

2843 huáng-mén láng 黃門郞 
Gentleman of the Palace Gate. (1) HAN: a supplementary 
honorific title (chia-kuan) awarded to officials deemed wor-
thy of attending closely upon the Emperor. HB: gentleman 
of the yellow gates. (2) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): a minor 
official assisting the Transmission Gentleman (t'ung-shih 
lang), who supervised the issuance and receipt of state doc-
uments at the palace; a member of the developing Secre-
tariat (chung-shu sheng). P2. 

2844 huáng-mén ling 黃門令 
HAN: Director of Eunuch Attendants, a eunuch with rank 
of 600 bushels under the Chamberlain for the Palace Rev-
enues (shao-fu); directed eunuchs in close attendance upon 
the Emperor, largely organized in Offices (shu), some merely 
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numbered serially in the stem-and-branch sequence of 
"stems" {chia-shu, i-shu, ping-shu, etc.)- HB: prefect of 
the yellow gates ‘ 

2845 huáng-mén péi-ssà 黃門：！匕寺 
HAN: lit., north office of the imperial gatekeepers: Palace 
Prison maintained by eunuchs under the Chamberlain for 
the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); specific uses not clear. Also 
see chao-yu (Imperial Prison), jo-lu yŭ (Central Prison). HB: 
northern office of the yellow gates. P37. 

2846 huáng-mén shĕng 黃門省 
N-S DIV-T'ANG: alternate official designation of the 
Chancellery (men-hsia sheng), e.g., in T'ang from 713 to 
717; headed by a Director (huang-men shih-lang in Sui, 
huang-men chien in T'ang). RR: département de la porte 
jaune. P3. 

2847 huáng-mén shìh-láng 黃門侍郞 
(1) HAN-SUI: Gentleman Attendant at the Palace Gate， 
originally a supplementary honorific title {chia-kuan) that 
gradually evolved into the title of the Director of the 
Chancellery {huang-men sheng, men-hsia sheng); 4 ap-
pointees in Sui. HB: gentleman-in-attendance of the yellow 
gates. (2) N-S DIV: late in the era, an archaic reference to 
a Supervising Secretary (chì-shih-chung). (3) T'ANG: Vice 
Director of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng, huang-men 
sheng), 2 appointees; alternating with the form men-hsia 
shih-lang, used before 662, from 671 to 685，from 705 to 
742, and from 758 to 767. RR: vice-président de la porte 
jaune. P3. 

2848 huáng mù-ch，ăng 皇木廠 
CH'ING: Imperial Lumber Depot, one each at T'ung-chou 
and Chang-chia-wan near Peking, managed by Clerks (pi-
t'ieh-shih) detached from the Ministry of Works (kung-pu) 
till 1687, when the T'ung-cīiou Depot was put under con-
trol of the Chihli Director-general of the Grand Canal {ho-
tao tsung-tu), later to be transferred to the jurisdiction of 
the Circuit Intendant (tao-t'ai) of the Waterways Circuit (ho-
tao) for T'ung-yang, and the Chang-chia-wan Depot was 
put under control of a Superintendent (chien-tu)f one Man-
chu official detached from the Ministry of Works. In both 
cases, whenever a lumber shipment arrived, members of 
the Ministry of Works were dispatched to check on the 
amount and quality of the shipment and，if they approved 
it, to authorize its acceptance and eventual delivery to the 
Central Lumberyard {mu-ts'ang) at Peking, for use in the 
construction, repair, and general maintenance of palace and 
central government buildings. P14. 

2849 huáng-nâ 皇女 
Imperial Princess: throughout history an unofficial refer-
ence to the daughters of Emperors. 

2850 huáng păo-î 皇包衣 
CH'ING: Imperial Bondservant assigned to one of the 
Three Superior Banners {shang san ch'i); see pao-i. BH: 
imperial household bondservant. 

2851 kuáng-pó 皇伯 
Imperial Uncle: throughout history an unofficial reference 
to an elder brother of a reigning Emperor's father. 

2852 huáng-shàng 皇上 
Common indirect reference to the Emperor: His Majesty. 

2853 huáng-shú 皇叔 
Imperial Uncle: throughout history an unofficial reference 
to a younger brother of a reigning Emperor's father. 

2854 huáng-sūn 皇孫 
Imperial Heir Once Removed: a common unofficial ref-
erence to the eldest son of the Heir Apparent; less explicit 
than huang chang-sun, but identical in meaning. 

2855 huáng'Sŭn fŭ 皇孫府 
T'ANG: Offîce of the Imperial Descendants, an agency 
established in the palace in 691 to care for the families of 
Imperial Princes (ch'in-wang) resident in the capital. Cf. 
tsung-cheng ssu. RR: maison des descendants de I'empe-
reur. 

2856 huáng-t'à 黃闥 
Lit., the yellow (i.e., imperial) apartments, throughout his-
tory a common indirect reference to the Emperor: His Maj -
esty. 

2857 huáng tài-tzŭ 黃帶子 
CH'ING: lit.，(wearers of) yellow girdles: Imperial Clans-
men, the official designation of all male descendants of the 
founding Emperor. 

2858 Auówgí，àiV« 皇太妃 
SUNG: Imperial Mother: occasional variant of the des-
ignation Empress Dowager {huang t'ai-hou). 

2859 huáng t9àifū-jén 皇太夫人 
N-S DIV: Imperial Mother: occasional variant of the des-
ignation Empress Dowager (huang t'ai-hou). 

2860 huáng t'ài-hòu 皇太后 
Empress Dowager: from Ch'in on, the standard official 
designation of the mother of a reigning Emperor. 

2861 huáng t，ài-kòu lín-ck，áo 皇太后廄锁 
Lit., Empress Dowager participating in court audience 
(during her reigning son's minority): Empress Dowager 
Regent. 

2862 huáng t'ài-sūn 皇太孫 
Imperial Grandson-heir: normally the official designation 
of the eldest son of an Heir Apparent whose father had died 
and who had been named heir to the throne in his place; 
may be encountered as a variant of Imperial Heir Once Re-
moved (huang-sun, huang chang-sun). 

2863 huáng t'ài-tzŭ 皇太子 
Common variant of Heir Apparent (t，ai-tz“)’ normally the 
eldest son of a reigning Emperor. 
2864 huáng-tàng fáng 黃檔房 
CH’ING: lit., office of the yellow (i.e., imperial) archive: 
Imperial Genealogy Section in the Court of the Imperial 
Clan {tsung-jen fu). BH: genealogical record office. 

2865 huáng-t'áng 黃堂 
(1) HAN-SUĭ: unofficial reference to a Commandery 
Governor {chŭn-shou, t'ai-shou). (2) T'ANG-CH'ING: 
unofficial reference to a Prefect (tz'u-shih, chih-chou, chih-
fu). 

2866 huâng-tì 皇帝 
Lit., a combination of terms designating legendary sage kings 
of highest antiquity: Emperor , from Ch'in on the standard 
official designation of a dynastic ruler; instituted by the First 
Emperor of Ch'in to supersede the earlier term King (wang). 

2867 huáng:tì lí-yūán tì-tzŭ 皇帝柒園弟子 
T'ANG: lit., disciples in the Emperor's pear garden: Mem-
bers of the Palace Theater . See li-yuan. 
2868 huáng tí-sūn 皇嘀孫 
SUNG: lit.，imperial grandson in the line of principal wives: 
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variant reference to the Heir Apparent Once Removed (t'ai-
sun), the eldest son of the Heir Apparent. 

2869 huáng-t'óu láng 黃頭郞 
Yellow-helmeted Gentleman. (1) HAN: one of many des-
ignations of members of the Palace Guard (yŭ-lin). (2) 
T'ANG: member of the New Music Office (hsin yueh-fu), 
status and function not clear. 

2870 huáng-tsàng shŭ 黃藏署 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i)-SUI: Office of the Imperial Store-
house, one of 3 storehouse offices under the Court of the 
Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu); headed by a Director (ling 
till c. 604, then chien), rank 8a. See tso-tsang, yu-tsang. 
P7. 

2871 huáng-tsŭ 皇祖 
Deceased Imperial Grandfather: throughout imperial his-
tory the standard ceremonial reference to the dead paternal 
grandfather of a reigning Emperor. 

2872 huáng-tzŭ 皇子 
Quasiofficial variant of ch'in-wang (Imperial Prince), or 
a reference to sons of Emperors before their formal instal-
lation as Imperial Princes. 

2873 huáng yŭán-sūn M x ^ 
Heir Apparent Twice Removed: common reference to the 
eldest son of an Heir Apparent Once Removed (huang chang-
sun)t who was eldest son of the Heir Apparent. 
2874 kùi-ck，ăng àn 會場案 
SUNG: Collections Section in the Granaries Bureau (ts'ang-
pu) of the Ministry of Revenue {hu-pu) y presumably su-
pervising collection points for shipments of tax grains to 
the capital granaries. SP: service des places de collecte. 

2875 hŭi-chèng yŭàn 徽政院 
YUAN: Household Administration of the Empress Dow-
ager, established on an ad hoc basis, normally whenever 
an Emperor took the throne while his mother was alive; 
established 1294, abolished 1324, re-established 1334. P26. 

2876 AŬI-C/iìí^Ī 會計司 
See k'uai-chi ssu (Office of Accounts). 

2877 hūi-fàn 暉範 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Brilliant Models, designation 
of one of 27 imperial wives called Hereditary Consorts (shih-
/m); rank =3b. 

2878 hùi-fĕi 觀 
TWNG-MING: Gracious Consort, title of a high-ranking 
imperial wife; in Tang, beginning in the reign of Hsuan-
tsung (712-756), one of the esteemed group called the Three 
Consorts (san fei). Also see hua-fei, li-fei. RR: concubine 
bienveillante. 

2879 hŭi-hŭi 回回 
Moslem, Muslim: prefix to many titles indicating that they 
were reserved for Moslem appointees or specialized in 
Moslem affairs; especially prevalent in Yuan times. Ap-
parently derived from references to early Uighurs. 

2880 hûUMi Rng-shih 回回令史 
YŭAN: Moslem Clerk, found in many agencies, e.g., var-
ious Ministries (pu), the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-
p'u ssu)y the Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui chien); may 
be encountered in later dynasties as well. 

2881 hŭi-hŭi ssŭ-fiĕn chiĕn 回回司天監 
YŭAN: Directorate of Moslem Astronomy, a central 

government agency principally charged with preparing an 
annual calendar in the Islamic mode. 

2882 hŭi-húi yào-wù yŭàn 回回藥物院 
YUAN: Moslem Pharmacy, for the preparation of medi-
cations in the Islamic tradition; established in 1292-1293 
in both Mongol capitals Ta-tu (Peking) and Shang-tu (Cha-
har); in 1322-1323 was appended to the Moslem Medical 
Office (kuang-hui ssu); headed by an Overseer {ta-lu-hua-
ch'ih) and a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 5b. 

2883 kùi-ì 會議 
Court Conference: throughout imperial history, a gather-
ing of court officials under imperial orders to consider a 
proposal about policy, a criticism of policy, or an important 
judicial action，with the expectation of achieving a consen-
sus about what imperial reaction to recommend. 

2884 hùi-k，uéi 會魁 
MING-CH ING: Metropolitan Graduate with Distinc-
tion, unofficial reference to a candidate in the Metropolitan 
Examination (hui-shih) of the civil service recruitment ex-
amination sequence who ranked from 6th to 18th place on 
the pass list. See sheng-k'ueì, hui-yūan, pang-yuan, chuang-
yuan, chin-shih. 

2885 hŭi-mín yào-chu 惠民藥局 or 
hui-min chŭ 

SUNG-MING: lit., pharmacy for the benefit of the people: 
Public Pharmacy, established both in the central govern-
ment and in units of territorial administration for the sale 
or sometimes free distribution of medicines to the poor; 
commonly headed by Commissioners-in-chief (ta-shih); un-
der the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu) in Sung, 
the Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i ytìan) in Yiian 
and Ming. SP: bureau des medicaments au profit du peu-
pie. P36. 

2886 hùi-pàn 會辦 
CH'ING: Manager or Commander, a prefix used in late 
Ch'ing; e.g., hui-pan ch'ang-chiang fang-shou shih-i 
(Commander of Yangtze River Defense). 

2887 hŭi-pì 廻避 
Avoidance: from Han on, a principle relating to personnel 
assignments in the civil service, principally forbidding rel-
atives to serve in the same government agency (the junior 
must withdraw in deference to the senior) or to accept ap-
pointments in units of territorial administration where they 
were themselves registered natives. The intent in both cases 
was to minimize collusion among relatives to the disad-
vantage of the state. The principle varied from dynasty to 
dynasty in its details and in the rigidity of its enforcement. 
See san-hu fa (Law of Triple Avoidances). 

2888 hùi-shìh 會試 
YúAN-CH ING: Metropolitan Examination in the civil 
service recruitment examination sequence, given at the cap-
ital to candidates for the degree of Metropolitan Graduate 
(chin-shih) t normally already Provincial Graduates (chŭ-jen); 
normally followed by a confirmatory Palace Examination 
{t'ing-shih, tien-shih) presided over by the Emperor or his 
surrogate; successor of the Sung dynasty sheng-shih. 

2889 AôiVó/^ A:m<Í/I _ 同館 
Interpreters Institute. (1) YUAN: the principal agency for 
receiving tributary envoys; established in 1276，discontin-
ued in 1288, re-established in 1292; in 1295 put under su-
pervision of the Minister of Rites {ìĭ-pu shang-shu)-, headed 
by 2 Commissioners-in-chief {ta-shih) y rank 4a. (2) MING— 
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CH'ING: the principal state hostelry for foreign envoys, 
headed by a Commissioner-in-chief, 9a; in 1492 placed un-
der the concurrent control of a Secretary (chu-shih), 6a, of 
the Bureau of Receptions (chu-k'o ssu) in the Ministry of 
Rites; in 1657 put under an Administrator (t'ung-shih) with 
nominal status as Vice Director (yŭan-wai lang), 5b, of a 
Bureau (ch'ing-li ssu) in a Ministry (pu); in 1748 combined 
with the Translators Institute (ssu-i kuan) into a single In-
terpreters and Translators Institute (hui-t'ung ssu-i kuan) under 
the Ministry of Rites. Cf. ssu-fang kuan. P l l . 

2890 hùi-t'ŭng ssù-ì kuăn 會同四譯館 
CH'ING: Interpreters and Transla tors Institute, primar-
ily a hostel for foreign tributary envoys; headed by a Com-
missioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 9a，supervised by a Su-
perintendent (t'i~tu) delegated from the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-
pu)', created in 1748 by combining the previously separate 
Interpreters Institute (hui-t'ung kuan) and Translators Insti-
tute (ssu-i kuan). Also cf. ssu-fang kuan. BH: residence for 
envoys of the four tributary states. P l l . 

2891 hŭUt'ŭng yŭàn 會通苑 
SUI: Imperial Capital Pa rk , designation of the imperial 
park at the Eastern Capital (tung-tu), Loyang; late in the 
dynasty renamed shang-lin yuan. Also see shen-tu yuan. 
P40. 

2892 MUsé 暉則 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Brilliant Patterns, designa-
tion of one of 27 imperial wives called Hereditary Consorts 
(shih-fu); rank =3b. 

2893 hùi-tzŭ chiēn 會子監 or hài-tză wù 務 
SUNG: Paper Money Office; see under chìao-tzu wu. 

2894 hùi-wèn àn 會問案 
SUNG: Section for M^jor Trials, one of 13 Sections (an) 
directly subordinate to the executive officials of the S. Sung 
Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu); staffed with subofficial func-
tionaries who handled documents concerning assemblages 
of judicial dignitaries for major trials and the rectification 
of criminal penalties not in accord with law. SP: service 
des interrogatoires. 

2895 hùi-yào sŏ 會要所 
SUNG: Office of Collected Regulations, a subsection of 
the Palace Library {pi-shu sheng) apparently responsible for 
maintaining and compiling documents setting forth major 
policies of the sort preserved in works known, e.g.，as Tang 
hui-yao; headed by a Supervisor (t'i-chŭ). SP: office de la 
compilation des documents importants. 

2896 hài-yûán 會元 
MING-CH'ING: Principal Gradua te , designation of the 
man whose name stood first on the pass list issued after a 
Metropolitan Examination (hui-shih) in the civil service re-
cruitment examination sequence. Cf. chuang-yiian, 

2897 kŭn-í ckiĕn 渾簇監 
T'ANG: Directorate of the Armillary Sphere, from 700 
to 710 the official name of the Directorate of Astrology 
(most commonly t'ai-shih chien), headed by a Director 
(chien); changed from hun-t'ien chien, changed to t'ai-shih 
chŭ. P35. 

2898 渾儀台 
SUNG: Armillary Sphere Office, a subsection of the As-
trological Service (t'ai-shih chŭ); staffing not clear. P35. 

2899 hŭn-jén 閽人 
(1) CHOU: Doorkeeper, 4 unranked personnel of the Min-
istry of State (t'ien-kuan) stationed at each door to the royal 

palace, each entrance to a royal park or garden, etc. CL: 
concierge. (2) Throughout imperial history, one of many 
terms occasionally used to refer to a eunuch. 

2900 hùn^áng ssū 混堂司 
MING: Bathing Office, a minor agency of palace eunuchs, 
headed by a Director (cheng, t'ai-chien); prepared and as-
sisted with the Emperor's baths; see ssu ssu (Four Offices). 

2901 hún-t'iēn chiēn 渾天監 
T'ANG: Directorate of the Armillary Sphere, official 
variant of the name Directorate of Astrology (most com-
monly t'ai-shih chien), possibly used as early as 684 but 
probably used for only a month in 700; changed from t'ai-
shih chŭ; changed to hun-i chien. P35. 

2902 húng-chfén 鴻臣 
HAN: lit., minister for loud announcements: abbreviated 
reference to the Chamberlain for Dependencies (ta hung-
lu), who introduced tributary envoys at court audiences. May 
be encountered in later times as an abbreviated reference 
to the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu) or members 
of its staff. 

2903 Mng-fù 宏父 
CHOU: lit., great father: variant reference to the Minister 
of Works (ssu-k'ung). 

2904 hŭng-hūi 宏徽 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Vast Excellence, designation 
of one of 27 imperial wives called Hereditary Consorts (shih-
fu); rank =3b. 

2905 hŭng4ú ch'ing 鴻臚卿 
Lit” chief minister for making loud announcements. (1) N-
S DIV (S. Dyn ): Chief Minister for Dependencies, in 
charge of the reception at court of tributary envoys; retitled 
from the earlier Chamberlain for Dependencies {ta hung-
lu). P33. (2) SUI: Chief Ceremonial Minister, occasional 
honorary designation granted to a southwestern aboriginal 
chief. P72. (3) SUI-CH'ING: Chief Minister of the Cour t 
for Dependencies (Sui) or of the Cour t of State Cere-
monial (T’ANG~CH，ING); see hung-lu ssu. P33. 

2906 kúng-lŭ ssù 鴻臌寺 
(1) N-S DIV (N. Ch’i)~SUI: Court for Dependencies, a 
central government agency responsible for managing the re-
ception at court of tributary envoys, continuing the tradition 
of the Han era Chamberlain for Dependencies (ta hung-lu); 
headed by a Chief Minister (ch'ing). (2) T'ANG-SUNG, 
MING~CH’ING: Court of State Ceremonial , in charge of 
court receptions of foreign dignitaries, state funerals, and 
other important court rituals, generally under supervision 
of the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu) ; headed by a Chief Minister 
(ch'ing), rank 3b in T’ang，4b in Sung，4a in Ming and 
Ch'ing. For Yuan, see shih-i ssu, RR+SP: cour du 
cérémonial envers les étrangers, (SP also:) cour de la 
réception diplomatique. BH: court of state ceremonial. P33. 

2907 húng tài-tzŭ 紅帶子 
CH'ING: lit. , (wearers of) red girdles: formal designation 
of men descended in the collateral line from the founding 
emperor: Imperial In-Iaw. Imperial Clansmen (huang tai-
tzu) could be degraded to this status for misconduct. See 
chŭeh-lo kung. 

2908 hûng-té 宏德 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): Lady of Vast Virtue, designation of 
one of 3 imperial wives called Three Consorts (sanfu-jen). 

2909 hŭng-tŭ mén hsŭéh 鴻都門學 
HAN: School at the Gate of the Great Capital, estab-
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lished by aii imperial summons of A.D. 178 for students 
of literary and calligraphic talents; later considered by some 
the origin of the term Academician (hsŭeh-shih), but no 
clear evidence of this seems to exist. HB: school at the gate 
of the vast capital. P23. 

2 9 1 0 húng-tz'ú 宏詞 
T'ANG-CH'ING: common abbreviated reference t.o po-hsūeh 
hung-tz'u (Erudite Literatus). 

2911 hŭng-wén kuăn 弘文館 
T'ANG: Institute for the Advancement of Literature, es-
tablished in 626 as a replacement for the Institute for the 
Cultivation of Literature (hsiu-wen kuan)y in 705 renamed 
Institute for the Glorification of Literature (chao-wen kuan), 
in 719 renamed hung-wen kuan again; subordinate to the 
Chancellery (men-hsia sheng); managed literary and other 
compilation projects under imperial sponsorship and tu-
tored talented sons of capital officials of rank 5 and above; 
staffed with various Academicians {hsŭeh-shih) under ad-
ministrative leadership of a Supervising Secretary {chi-shih 
chung) of the Chancellery assigned as Supervisor of the In-
stitute (p'an kuan-shih). RR: collège pour le développement 
de la littérature. P25. 

2912 hŭng-wén yŭàn 宏文院 
CHIN: Office for the Advancement of Literature, re-
sponsible for translating，proofreading, and reproducing 
Chinese classical and historical works; staffed with Subed-
itors (chiao-li), rank 8a, under a Director {chih-yŭan), 5b, 
and an Associate Administrator (t'ung ... chih-shih), 6b; 
apparently subordinate to the Directorate of the Palace Ar-
chives (pi-shu chien). P25. 

2913 kúng-yú 宏猷 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Vast Counsel, designation of 
one of 27 imperial wives called Hereditary Consorts (shih-
fu)\ rank =3b. 

2914 huó 火 
T,ANG: lit., fire，campfire: Squad, the smallest unit in the 
dynastic military organization, comprising 10 soldiers; five 
Squads constituted a Company (t'ui, t'uan).’ 

2 9 1 5 huŏ-ch’ì ying MM 營 
CH'ING: Firearms Brigade, a unit of the Inner Banners 
(nei-ch'i) comprising Guardsmen (hu-chiin) selected from 
various Banners and aimed with muskets (niao-ch'iang) and 
artillery (see p'ao hsiao-chi), divided into an inner group 
stationed in Peking and an outer group stationed near the 
summer palace; commanded by 6 Commanders-general 
(tsung-t'trng), often Imperial Princes. See shen-chi ying. BH: 
artillery and musketry division. 

2916 huŏ-chiă 火甲 
MING: Fire Captain, head of a local fire defense orga-
nization in an utban Precinct (fang). 
2917 huò-ch，Mn chu 貨泉局 
MING: Coinage Service, established in 1364 in immediate 
predynastic times in Kiangsi Province; at the beginning of 
the dynasty in 1368 superseded by Coinage Services {pao-
ch'ŭan chu) established in all Provinces. P16. 

2918 huŏ.p，ō 火坡 
T'ANG: lit. sense and derivation not clear: unofficial ref-
erence to a Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu). 

2919 huò-yaò ssū 火藥司 
MING: Gunpowder Office, a unit under the palace eunuch 
agency called the Palace Armory (ping-chang chŭ). 

2920 ì 役 
Requisitioned Service; see ch'ai-i. 

2921 r 擬 
See under the romanization nì, 

2922 ì 易 
HAN: Exchange Manager, established in the reign of Wang 
Mang (9-23) as a controller of price stabilization,in the 
official markets of the dynastic capital and 5 other major 
cities, subordinate to Market Masters (shih-shih); see under 
wu chŭn-ssu shih-shih (Five Market Managers). 

2923 ì 翼 
Wing. (1) Common designation of flanking groups in mil-

arrays, normally with a particularizing prefix, e.g., 
Wing (tso-i), Right Wing (yu-i). (2) CITING: a unit 

of Imperial Guardsmen (ch'in-chŭn shih-wei), 2 of which 
constituted a Duty Group {pan), 6 of which in rotation un-
dertook guard duty in the imperial palace. 

2924 ì 譯 
Interpreter, used almost entirely with modifying prefixes 
or suffixes. E.g.，see i-kuan ling. 

2925 i 邑 
(1) Fief: from antiquity a small territory granted to a fa-
vored personage for his maintenance. HB: estate (of a prin-
cess). (2) Occasional unofficial reference to a District 
(hsien). 

2926 i驛 
Postal Relay Station: see under chan, i-chan, i-ch'uan tao. 

2927 bchàn 驛站 
CH'ING: Postal Relay Station, units scattered along main 
communications routes throughout the empire under gen-
eral supervision of the Ministry of War (ping-pu)', main-
tained by local units of territorial administration such as 
Districts (hsien), staffed with runners and mounted couriers 
drawn from the local population, each unit managed by a 
Station Master (i-ch'eng, chan-kuan); principally in charge 
of dispatching state documents between the central govern-
ment and provincial and lower units of territorial admin-
istration; could sometitttès be used for transporting officials 
on state business. See than, p'u-ssu. BH: military post sta-
tion. P72. 

2928 Uckăng 翼長 
Wing Commander, a common military designation. E.g., 
in Ch'ing there were Wing Commanders in both the Scout-
ing Brigade (chien-jui ying) and the Firearms Brigade (huo-
ch'i ying) y rank 3a，and in tne horse pasturage establishment 
operated by the Court of the Imperial Stud (fai-p'u ssu), 
5a. BH: brigadier. 

2929 ì-ckŭng 譯長 
HAN; Chief of Interpreters , a eunuch responsible for 
greeting and assisting foreign envoys in court audiences; 
apparently associated either with the Director of Imperial 
Gatekeepers (huang-men ling) or the Chamberlain for De-
pendencies (ta hung-lu), HB: chief interpreter. P l l . 

2930 bchăng 邑長 
HAN: lit., head of a fief: Chieftain, honorific title some-
times granted to tribal leaders of southern and southwestern 
aborigines. P72. 

2931 I chàng-fū 一丈夫 
Throughout history an unofficial reference to the ruler: the 
solitary fellow. 
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SUNG: Bearers of the Imperial Insignia in processions; 
see kou-tang, SP: chargé des emblèmes et des armes d'ap-
parat. 

2933 í-ckàng shík 籐仗使 
SUNG: Imperial Regalia Commissioner for ceremonies 
at the imperial mausoleums south of the dynastic capital, 
Kaifeng; assisted by a Chief Administrator (tu pu-shu) and 
a Vice Administrator (fu pu-shu); all duty assignments for 
capital officials under supervision of the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). See liu chūn i-chang ssu. SP: 
commissaire des emblèmes et des armes d'apparat. 

2934 í-chàng ssŭ 簇忟司 
MING: Insignia Office in a Princely Establishment (wang-
Ju), only during the reign of Hui-ti (r. 1398-1402); staffed 
by a single Clerk (li-mu). See liu chūn i-chang ssu. P69. 

2935 ī-chēn pó-shìh 醫針博士 
SUNG: Acupuncture Master, organizational affiliation not 
clear but probably a member of the Imperial Medical Ser-
vice (t'ai-i chu)\ one or more unranked professional spe-
cialists. SP: docteur acuponcteur. 

2936 ŭchèng 醫正 
SUI-T^ANG, YUAN: Principal Practitioner in the Sui— 
T,ang Imperial Medical Office (t'ai-i shu) and the Yiian Im-
perial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yuan)', in T'ang 8，rank 
9b2. P36. 

2937 ì-chèng ch'ù 議政處 
CH'ING: Deliberative Council, an informal policy-advis-
ing group of Princes and Grand Ministers (wang ta-ch'en), 
the most influential shaper of policy in early Ch’ing; c. 1730 
transformed into an official Council of State (chŭn-chi ch'u). 
Also see i-cheng wu ta-ch'en, pei-lo. 

2938 í-cAè/^tó/iÿ 醫正郎 
YUAN: Court Gentleman for Medical Practice, prestige 
title (san-kuan) for rank 7b members of the Imperial Acad-
emy of Medicine (t'ai-i yiian). 

2939 ì-chèng wáng 議政王 
CH'ING: Prince of the Deliberative Council, a reference 
to a Prince who participated in the early Ch'ing Delibera-
tive Council (i-cheng ch'u). Also occurs as a designation of 
the famous Prince Kung, personal name I-hsin, who was 
regent during the 1860s. BH: prince regent. 

2940 ì-chèng wă tà-ch9én 議政五大臣 
CH'ING: Five Grand Ministers of the Deliberative 
Council, a predynastic group of Manchu nobles who coun-
seled the Manchu ruler on policy matters; after 1635 trans-
formed into the informal Deliberative Council (i-cheng ch'u) 
with less rigidly limited membership. 

2941 ì-chèng yŭàn 益政院 
CHIN: Institute for Improving Governance, a practice 
rather than an agency, initiated in 1226; a daily meeting of 
the ruler with an eminent official, normally the Minister of 
Rites (lĭ-pu shang-shu), serving as Lecturer (shuo-shu kuan) 
on the classics, the lessons of history, governmental prec-
edents, etc. Equivalent to the Classics Colloquium (ching-
yen) in earlier and later periods. P24. 

2942 ī-ck’í skìk 伊耆氏 
CHOU: Attendant for Elders, one ranked as a Junior Ser-
viceman (hsia-shih) in the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan); 
provided canes for old officials participating in ceremonies, 
removed the canes at times out of respect for the spirits. 
CL: officier de I'illustre viellard. 

2943 Uchiă 一甲 
MING-CH'ING: First Category of Palace Examination 
(tien-shih) graduates in the sequence of civil service re-
cruitment examinations, referring to the top 3 men on the 
final pass list，all of whom received the degree Metropol-
itan Graduate with Honors (chin-shih chi-ti): the Principal 
Graduate (chuang-yŭan), the Second Graduate (pang-yen), 
and the Third Graduate (t'an-hua). See chia. BH: 1st class. 
2944 î-chiēn 醫監 
SUI-T'ANG: Medical Supervisor in the Imperial Medical 
Office (fai-i shu); 5 in Sui; 4, rank 8b2, in T'ang. RR: 
dìrecteur en chef de la médecine. P36. 

2945 í-ckìkck’īng-lìssŭ 饞锹淸吏司 or i~chih 
ssu 

MING-CH'ING: Bureau of Ceremonies, the most pres-
tigious of 4 Bureaus (ch'ing-li ssu, in the Ministry of 
Rites {lĭ-pu), headed by a Director (lang-chung)’ rank' 5a; 
in charge of major court ceremonies and civil service re-
cruitment via schools and examinations. BH: department of 
ceremonies. P9. 

2946 í-ch'íng chàng-chîng 夷情章京 
CH'ING; Secretary for Native Affairs, unspecified num-
ber, apparently unranked specialists, on the staffs of the 2 
Grand Minister Residents of Tibet (chu-tsang ta-ch'en). See 
chang-ching. 

2947 Uchŭ 儀注 
MING; Principal Expounder at the Classics Colloquium 
(ching-yen); a duty assignment for a meritorious minister 
(hsŭn-ch'en) to serve as the leader in such meetings of of-
ficials with the Emperor to discuss classical precepts and 
historical precedents. P24. 

2948 hch9uán tào 驛傳道 
MING: Postal Service Circuit monitoring the maintenance 
and functioning of Postal Relay Stations (i_, chan); one Cir-
cuit per Province with few variations，supervised by Inten-
dants (tao-tfai) delegated from Provincial Surveillance 
Commissions (fi-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu) with substantive 
status as Surveillance Vice Commissioner (an-ch'a fu-shih) 
or Assistant Surveillance Commissioner {an-ch'a ch'ien-shih)^ 
ranks 4a and 5b. 

2949 ī-ch，Mn láng 醫痊郞 
YUAN: Court Gentleman for Medical Healing, prestige 
title (san-kuan) for rank 8b officials of the Imperial Acad-
emy of Medicine (t'ai-i yūan). 

2950 ì-chăn 邑君 
HAN: lit., lord of the fief: Chieftain, honorific title some-
times granted to tribal leaders of southern and southwestern 
aborigines. P72. 

2951 Uchăn hsiào-wèi 翊軍校尉 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn ): Commandant of Standby Troops, 
i.e., of a force presumably in combat readiness, on the stafif 
of the Heir Apparent; at least in Sung, 7 appointees were 
authorized; in Ch’en they were of rank 6, with salary of 
1,000 bushels. One of the group collectively known as the 
Three Commandants (san hsiao-wei). P26. 

2952 ìèrA-/tí 翊二府 
T'ANG: Second Standby Garrison, one of the Five Gar-
risons (wu fu) at the dynastic capital in which militiamen 
assigned to the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) were appar-
ently quartered. See i i-fut san fu, san wei, fu-ping. Cf. i-
fu (Standby Garrison). RR: deuxième milice des ailes. P43. 
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YUAN: Bureau of Musical Ritual, originally named yŭ-
ch'en yuan (Office for the Imperial Quarters); originally 
subordinate to the Palace Provisions Commission (hsuan-
hui yuan), then to the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu); headed by 
5 Commissioners-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 3b. Supervised a 
group of agencies that provided music for state ceremonies: 
Office of Ancient Music (yŭn-ho shu)t Office of Contented 
Music (an-ho shu)t Office of Moslem Music (ch'ang-ho shu), 
Office of Western Music {chao-ho shu), and Music Office 
(chiao-fang ssu) with 2 subordinate units of its own, a Bu-
reau of Joyful Music (hsing-ho shu) and a Bureau of Sac-
rificial Music {hsiang-ho shu). PlO. 

2954 ì-fŭ 翊府 
TANG: Standby Garrison, one of the Three Garrisons (san 
fit) in the service of the Heir Apparent. Cf. i i-fut i erh-fu, 
san wei. RR: milìce des ailes. P26. 

2955 ì-hó 義和 
Lord Astrologer, a title ascribed to the reign of the leg-
endary sage Yao in highest antiquity; occasionally encoun-
tered in polite, archaic reference to any astrological or as-
tronomical official. 

2956 Uhóu láng 醫侯郞 
YûAN: Court Gentleman for Medical Attendance, a 
prestige title {san kuan) for rank 8a officials of the Imperial 
Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yŭan). 

2957 ī'hsiào láng 醫效郞 
YUAN: Court Gentleman for Medical Service, prestige 
title (san-kuan) for rank 8a officials of the Imperial Acad-
emy of Medicine (t'ai-i yŭan). 
2958 Uhsŭéh 醫學 
(1) SUNG-CHWG: Medical School under local units of 
territorial administration, supervised by the regular civil au-
thorities but manned by unranked professional physicians; 
in Sung headed by a Director (cheng), in Yuan by a Su-
pervisor (t'i'chūyy normally staffed principally by Instruc-
tors (chiao-shou), but in Sung also had Erudites (po-shih). 
Medical students (i hsūeh-skeng) were normally not sub-
sidized by the state. Medical Schools in all localities were 
apparently under the authority of the Imperial Medical Ser-
vice (t'ai-i chŭ) or the Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-
iyiian). Also see han-lin i-kuan yiian. (2) SUNG; conunon 
abbreviation of i hsūeh-sheng (Medical Student). 

2959 ī-ksŭék t，í-ckú ssŭ 醫學提舉司 
YŭAN: Supervìsorate of Medical Schools, a unit in the 
Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yuan) headed by a 
Supervisor (t'ì-chŭ)y apparently responsible for overseeing 
all Medical Schools (i-hsUeh) in units of territorial admin-
istration; also examined the qualifications of prospective 
Medical Instructors in the Imperial Academy (t'ai-i chiao-
kuan). 

2960 iiVB 翊一府 
T'ANG: First Standby Garrison, one of the Five Garri-
sons {wu fu) at the dynastic capital in which militiamen 
assigned to the Sixteen Guards (shih~liu wei) were appar-
ently quartered. See i erh-fu, san fit, san wei, fu-ping. Cf. 
i-ju (Standby Garrison). RR: première milice des ailes. P43. 

2961 í-jén 宜人 
SUNG-CH'ING: Lady of Suitability: honorific title granted 
wives of certain officials; normally follows the surname. In 
Ytian, granted to wives of rank 7 officials; in Ming and 
Ch'ing, to wives of rank 5 officials. 

i-lang 
2962 í-jén 遺人 
CHOU: Almoner, 2 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih) y members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) re-
sponsible for distributing royal aid to the aged, orphans, 
victims of natural calamities, visitors from afar, etc. CL: 
officiers des gratifications et secours publics. 

2963 î-k，ù 衣庫 
Clothing Storehouse in the imperial palace. (1) SUNG: 
organizational affiliation not clear, but probably a unit in 
the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). SP: magasin 
de vêtements. (2) CH'ING: one of 6 storehouses constitut-
ing the Storage Office (kuang-ch'u ssu) of the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu fu). BH: imperial ward-
robe. 

2964 î-kuăn 醫官 
Medical Official, normally a professional, often hereditary 
specialist rather tìian a member of the civil service; a ge-
neric reference to members of such agencies as the Imperial 
Medical Service (t'ai-i chŭ) or the Imperial Academy of 
Medicine (t'ai-i yiian). From Sung on, awarded prestige ti-
tles (san-kuan) giving them honorific status comparable to 
the various ranks of civil officials. 

2965 ī-kuăn chá 騖笮局 
SUNG: Physician Service, one of 4 assemblages of profes-
sional specialists in the Artisans Institute (han-lin yŭan) of 
the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng); headed by a 
Manager (kou~tang kuan). Relationship with the Imperial 
Medical Service {t'ai-i chu) not clear. SP; bureau des 
médecins. 

2966 ì-Jfciiān/ìng 譯官令 
HAN: Director of Interpreters, a subordinate of the 
Chamberlain for Dependencies (ta hung-lu); participated m 
the reception of foreign visitors at court. Apparently not 
perpetuated in Later Han. Cf. i-chang (Chief of Interpret-
ers). HB: prefect of the office of interpreters. P l l . 

2967 ī-kuān shă 衣冠署 
T'ANG: Valeting Office in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices 
(t'ai-ch'ang ssu), headed by a Director (ling), rank 8a; dis-
continued in 627. RR: office des vêtements et des coiffures. 

2968 Ukvûn yŭàn W^U 
SUNG: abbreviation of han-lin i-kuan yuan (Medical In-
stitute). 
2969 í'kūng 遺公 
T'ANG: unofficial reference to a Reminder (shih-i). 

2970 î-kŭng 醫工 
T'ANG-SUNG: Medical Apprentice in the Imperial Med-
ical Office (t'ai-i shu) of T'ang and the Imperial Medical 
Service (t'ai-i chŭ) of Sung, sometimes numbering as many 
as 100. In Sung, by showing merit, one could be promoted 
to the status of Medical Student (i-hsŭeh). RR: médecin. 
P36. 
2971 ī-kŭng chăng 醫工長 
HAN: Chief of Physicians on the staff of a Princedom 
(wang-kuo) and possibly on that of the Imperial Physician 
(t'ai-i ling); rank - 4 0 0 bushels. HB; chief of the physi-
cians. P36, 69. 

2972 ì-láng 議郞 
HAN-N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Court Gentleman for 
Consultation, one of many duty assignments for officials 
without regular administrative appointments, to serve at court 
under guidance of the Chamberlain for Attendants (lang-

2953-2972 
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chung ling, kuang-lu-hsŭn); in Former Han 12, rank - 6 0 0 
bushels; in Later Han as many as 50, rank =400 bushels, 
then again - 6 0 0 bushels. HB: gentleman consultant. 

2973 i-Zì 夷隸 
CHOU: Eastern War Prisoner, 120 apparently authorized 
for service guarding the palace and tending state herds un-
der supervision of the Directors of Convict Labor (ssu-li) 
in the Ministry of Justice {ch'iu-kuan) and also the Com-
mandants of the Royai Stud (hsiao-jen) in the Ministry of 
War (hsia-kuan); these easterners were thought able to talk 
with binds. See tsui-li. CL: condamné de Vest. 

2974 í-l“cMn 夷碰 
LIAO: Chinese rendering of a Khitan word meaning Chief 
of a tribe ipu-tsu) or subtribe (shih-lieh); in the period 925-
947 changed to the more Chinese-like title ta-wang (Grand 
Prince); always among the most eminent Khitan nobles. 

2975 UUchū儀禮局 
SUNG: Ritual Service, created in 1107 in the Department 
of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) to supervise court ritu-
als; headed concurrently by high-ranking Executive Offi-
cials (chih-cheng kuan) of the Administration Chamber 
(cheng-shih t'ang). SP: bureau des rites. 

2976 ì4l châ MMM 
SUNG: Ritual Revision Service, an agency of the De-
partment of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng)’ possibly an ad 
hoc agency of the Wang An-shih era that led to the estab-
lishment in 1107 of the Ritual Service (i-li chu). SP: bureau 
de délibérations sur le rétablissement des anciens rites. 

2977 í-lí-pì 夷离畢 
Chinese rendering of a Khitan word meaning Tribal Judge; 
one of the most important aides to the Chief (i-li-chin) of 
a Khitan tribe (pu-tsu); at some date not clear (c. 940?) all 
gathered into a Tribal Judiciary {i-li-pi yŭah)t with various 
modified designations such as Tribal Judge of the Left; part 
of the Northern Administration (pei-mien)，which governed 
nomadic tribes in the Liao empire. 

2978 i-liáng àn 衣糧案 
SUNG: Clothing and Rations Section, one of 5 Sections 
(an) in the Census Bureau (hu-pu ssu; cf. hu-pu), one of 3 
agencies constituting the State Finance Commission (san 
ssu) of early Sung; normally headed by an Administrative 
Assistant (p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan); responsible for monitoring 
the provisioning of officials with salary grain and seasonal 
clothing issues. Discontinued in the 1080s, its functions ab-
sorbed by the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). SP: service de 
vêtement et de nourriture des fonctionnaires. 

2979 Uíng 翼锒 
CH'ING: Wing Commander, a military title equivalent to 
i-chang, q.v., especially common among officers assigned 
to command garrisons at imperial mausoleums. 

2980 ì-ŭng 邑令 
SUNG: Administrator of the household of an Imperial 
Princess (kung-chu). See kung-chu i-ssu, chia-ling. P69. 

2981 ì ŭng-sMk 講妹 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Interpreter-clerk, a minor member of 
the staffs of many agencies of the central government. 

2982 ī'lò'hsī'pā yŭàn 伊勒希巴院 
LIAO: Chinese rendering of a Khitan word equivalent to 
Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu); many posts in the Ministry 
had Khitan titles beginning with i-lo. P13. 

2983 í4tíán wū 儀鸞司 or í-luán cAá 儀鷥局 
Lit” office of the presented phoenix (?)，deríVed from the 
name of a T'ang palace hall, the i-luan tien: Imperial Re-
galia Office (Service), presumably responsible for assem-
bling, maintaining, and providing gear used in important 
state ceremonies. (1) 5 DYN—SUNG: a unit of the Court 
of the Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu)f headed by a Com-
missioner (shih). SP: bureau du phénix. (2) YUAN: at-
tached to the Regency {liu-shou ssu) at the principal dy-
nastic capital, Ta-tu (Peking), and to various Route 
Commands (tsung-kuan fu)\ each headed by 2 Commis-
sioners-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 5a. (3) MING: attached to 
the Imperial Guardsmen Command (ch'in-chun tu-wei fu) 
in the earliest years but promptly (date not clear) absorbed 
into the Imperial Bodyguard (chin-i wei), Cf. luan-i wei. 

2984 Upăng 乙榜 
Lit., list no. 2: in Ch'ing and perhaps earlier times a ref-
erence to the pass list issued after each Provincial Exami-
nation {hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment exam-
ination sequence and, indirectly, anyone who was named 
on the list and thus became a Provincial Graduate {chŭ-
jen). Cf. chia-pang. 

2985 í-pīn 儀賓 
MING: Ceremonial Companion, a title of nobility {chŭeh) 
bestowed on husbands of those women of the imperial clan 
who were designated Commandery Princess {chŭn-chu)y 
District Princess (hsien-chu), Commandery Mistress (chŭn-
chŭn), District Mistress {hsien-chŭn)y and Township Mis-
tress (hsiang-chun), i.e., women from the 2nd to 6th gen-
erations of descent from an Emperor. 

2986 í-ping 夷兵 
MING: Alien Soldier, generic designation of friendly 
Mongol, Uighur, and other Inner Asian cavalrymen who 
were recruited from their settlements along the northern and 
northwestern borders for temporary service in Chinese ar-
mies. Cf. i-ping (Patriotic Soldier). 

2987 ì-pīng 役兵 
Conscripted Troops: throughout history a designation of 
citizen-soldiers conscripted for active militaiy duty. In Sung, 
differentiated on one hand from both Imperial Troops (chin-
ping) and Prefectural Troops (hsiang-ping)t who were 
professional career soldiers, and on the other hand from 
Local Militiamen (hsiang-ping, min-ping), who were part-
time home-guard forces. Conscripted Troops in Sung ap-
parently served for relatively long periods of time, contin-
uously, amidst Imperial and Prefectural Troops; but whether 
they were self-supporting or state-supported is not clear. 

2988 hpîng 義兵 
Patriotic Soldier: from Han on a flexible, generic term for 
armed forces outside the regular military establishment (see 
kuan-ping), rallied by local leaders to suppress banditry, to 
support a tottering dynasty, or to challenge the dynastic es-
tablishment in the name of “righteousness”； may be en-
countered in reference to local militia forces. Cf. i-ping (Alien 
Soldier). 
2989 īpó-shìh 醫博士 
SUI-T'ANG: Erudite for General Medicine, one or more, 
rank 8a; instructional members of the Imperial Medical Ser-
vice (t'ai-i chu) maintained by the Court of Imperial Sac-
rifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). RR: maître au vaste savoir de la 
médecine. P36. 

2990 í-pù 儀部 
(1) MING: Bureau of Ceremonies in the Ministry of Rites 
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(lĭ-pu)t from 1389 to 1396 only; previously called General 
Bureau (tsung-pu), later called Bureau of Ceremonies (í-
chih ch'ing-li ssu). (2) MING-CH'ING: unofficial refer-
ence to the Ministry of Rites. 

2991 ì-shàn 翊善 
SUNG: Moral Mentor , one, rank 7b, in each Princely Es-
tablishment (wang-fu) and in the household of the Heir Ap-
parent, the Eastern Palace (tung-kung), to provide tutoring 
and remonstrances about moral principles. SP: lecteur. P69. 

2992 ì-s/^/ig 佾生 
CH'ING: Ritualist at a local temple dedicated to Confu-
cius; normally assigned by the Provincial Education Com-
missioner (hsūeh-cheng) from among aspirants who had not 
been admitted to local Confucian Schools (ju-hsŭeh). 

2993 ī'Shĕng 醫生 
SUI-CH'ING: Student of General Medicine, 40 pre-
scribed for the Imperial Medical Office (t'ai-i shu) in T'ang, 
as many as 300 in the Imperial Medical Service (t'ai-i chŭ) 
of Sung, numbers not prescribed for the Imperial Academy 
of Medicine (t'ai-i yŭan) in Ming and Ch'ing. BH: medical 
assistant. P36. 

2994 ì-sheng 議生 
N-S DIV (Chin): Adviser (?), one of many subofficial 
functionaries on the staffs of Commanderies (chŭn) and 
Districts (hsien); functions not clear. P53, 54. 

2995 ì-shēng 譯生 
CH'ING: Foreign Language Student, variable numbers 
attached for training to the Interpreters Institute (hui-t'ung 
kuan), the Translators Institute (ssu-i kuan), and, from 1748， 
the combined Interpreters and Translators Institute (hui-t'ung 
ssu-i kuan). P l l . 

2996 ì-shīh 易筮 
HAN: Diviner by the Classic of Changes, 3 unranked spe-
cialists (?) on the staff of the Grand Astrologer (t'ai-shih 
ling) in Later Han; interpreted events according to the clas-
sic of Changes (1-ching). HB; diviner by the book of changes. 

2997 Ushìh 醫士 
CH'ING: Physician, from 10 to 30 with nominal 9b rank 
but without civil service status’ serving in the Imperial 
Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yiian). P36. 

2998 l-shih 醫師 
Master Physician. (1) CHOU: 2 ranked as Senior Ser-
vicemen (shang-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), 
members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) responsible 
for treating illnesses among members of the royal court and 
annually evaluating all medical officials in the kingdom, 
recommending that they be promoted or demoted. CL: 
supérieur de médecins. (2) SUI-SUNG: in Sui, 40 author-
ized for the Palace Medical Service (shang-yao chu), 200 
for the Imperial Medical Office (fai-i shu)\ in T'ang num-
ber not clear but authorized for the Imperial Medical Ser-
vice {t'aì-i chŭ); in Sung number not clear but attached to 
the Palace Medical Service, and specialists with the same 
title assigned as headmasters in state medical schools. Ranks 
never clear; no doubt were largely hereditary specialists un-
related to the civil service. RR+SP: maître médecin. P36, 
38. 

2999 ì-shĭh 譯史 
Translator , a minor functionary serving in many govern-
ment agencies in N. Wei (N-S DIV), Chin, and Yiian and 
in the Court of State Ceremonial {hung-lu íím) in T'ang. 

3000 i-sMk ckăng 翳锶長 
CH'ING: Veterinarian，3 unranked specialists in treating 
horses and camels on the staff of the Palace Stud (shang-
ssu yŭan) in the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu 
fu). BH: veterinary surgeon. 

3001 Ushìh pHng-chāng 議事平章 
YŭAN: lit., to deliberate abou^ affairs and manage them: 
variant of p'ing-chang cheng-shih (Manager of Govern-
mental Affairs), 4 established in 1270 to assist Grand 
Councilors {ch'eng-hsiang) in top-echelon policy delibera-
tions. P4. 

3002 ī-skík pà 伊實部 
LIAO: I-shîh Tribes, a group of (Uighur?) allied tribes in 
the Khitan confederation, in the aggregate considered one 
of the Four Great Tribes (ssu ta-pu); represented at the dy-
nastic capital by an Office of the Grand Prince of the I-shih 
Tribes (i-shih ta-wang fu). P17. 

3003 Ussŭ 儀司 
SUI: lit. meaning and derivation not clear: Director of the 
Pasturage for Fine Steeds (hua-liu mu) under supervision 
of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). P31，39. 

3004 Ussŭ 議司 
CH'ING: lit., office for proposals (counsel, discussion, etc.)： 
unofficial reference to an Assistant Minister (ch'eng) in 
the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). 

3005 ì-ssŭ 邑司 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit.，the fief office: Household of an Im-
perial Princess (kung-chu), managed by an Administrator 
(ling), rank 7b. See kung-chu i-ssu, i-ling, chia-ling, kung-
chu fu. P69. 

3006 ī tòi-ckào 醫待詔 
HAN: Expectant Physician, one or more men officially 
chosen but not yet formally appointed to serve as Attending 
Physicians (shih-i) on the staff of the Imperial Physician 
{t'ai-i ling). See tai~chao. HB: physician expectant ap-
pointee. P36. 

3007 Ut'ái 儀臺 
MING-CH'ING: lit., pavilion of decorum: unofficial ref-
erence to the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu). 

3008 í-tì Atíu-fttí — 第溷子 
T’ANG~CH’ING: lit. sense not clear: unofficial reference 
to someone who did well in civil service recruitment ex-
aminations, especially Sung-Ch'ing Metropoli tan Grad-
uates (chin-shih). 
3009 btiĕn-ch'īng 一熙靑 
SUNG: lit. sense not clear: unofficial reference to an Im-
perial Diarist (ch,i-chŭ lang, ch'i-chŭ she-jen), P24. 

3010 bfíng 掖庭 
Lit., the side apartments (in the palace). (1) From antiquity 
a general reference to Palace Women (kung-nŭ)t especially 
those of relatively high status. (2) HAN-N-S DIV: Palace 
Discipline Service, name changed from yung-hsiang in 104 
B.C.; a eunuch agency with a Director (ling) and several 
Aides {ch'eng) subordinate to the Chamberlain for the Pal-
ace Revenues (shao-fu), responsible for administering and 
monitoring the activities of the staff of palace women. In 
Later Han the Director was ranked at 600 bushels, and one 
of his Aides managed a Palace Isolation Building (pu-shih), 
where palace women who fell ill were cared for and where 
those who committed crimes were detained. During the S. 
Dynasties the Director was titled chien at times; at other 
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times all that remained of the agency was the Palace Iso-
lation Building under a Director (ling), and it was some-
times superseded by, or its functions were shared with, the 
Chamberlain for Attendants (kuang-lu-hsun). At the begin-
ning of Sui it was made an Office of Female Services (i-
t'ing chŭ) in the Palace Domestic Service {nei-shih sheng). 
Cf. i-t'ing pi-yŭ, jo-lu yu. HB: the lateral courts. P37. 

3011 UHng chāo-yu 掖庭詔獄 
HAN: Prison for Palace Women, a variant reference to 
the i-t'ing pì-yŭ. 
3012 UHng cká 掖庭局 
SUI-T'ANG: Office of Female Services, a unit of the Pal-
ace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng)r headed by a eunuch 
Director (ling), rank 7b2; kept registers of palace women, 
directed their work, provided all supplies required by the 
palace, specially supervised the nurturing of mulberry trees 
and silkworms within the palace. RR: service des 
dépendances du palais intérieur. P37. 

3013 UHng líng'Chìàng 掖庭綾匠 
T'ANG: Palace Serículturist, designation of 150 women 
(?) workers, unranked, who produced brocades and other 
fine silk goods for palace use under supervision of the Di-
rectorate for Imperial Manufactories {shao-fu chien). RR: 
artisans pour les soieries des dépendances du palais intérieur. 
P38. 

3014 UHng pUyŭ掖庭秘獄 
HAN: Prison for Palace Women, maintained by the 
Chamberlain for Palace Revenues (shao-fu) with a eunuch 
Director (ling); also known as i-t'ing chao-yū or simply î-
t'ing yŭ. See i-t'ing. HB: imperial prison of the lateral courts. 
3015 ì-toái•邑宰 
MING-CH'ING: lit., fief steward: unofficial reference to 
a District Magistrate (chih-hsien). 
3016 ì-ts，āng 義倉 
SUI-CH'ING: Charity Granary, from 583 ordered estab-
lished in all Districts (hsiert) for storage of grain surpluses 
in anticipation of future bad harvests; in Sui and T'ang 
overseen by the Granaries Section (ts'ang-pu) of the Min-
istry of Revenue (min-pu, hu-pu); in T'ang each District 
had 3 Supervisors (tu)t unranked, to encourage the estab-
lishment of such granaries, to establish prices，to account 
for receipts and disbursements at each granary, etc. In later 
times such granaries remained under the general supervi-
sion of the Ministry of Revenue, but at the local level su-
pervision became one of the many obligations of the Dis-
trict Magistrate� (chih-hsien) staff. RR: grenier de 
prévoyance. 

3017 í-ts,áo 髓 
(1) N-S DIV-T’ANG: alternated with, and to some extent 
was interchangeable with, the term lĭ-pu as the designation 
of the Section for (Bureau of) Ministry Affairs in the de-
veloping Ministry of Rites (also U-pu, sometimes tz'u-pu); 
headed by a Director (lang, lang-chung); c. 604 i-ts'ao 
(Section) was settled upon, but in 620 that agency name 
was terminated and superseded by lĭ-pu (Bureau). RR: bu-
reau des rites. P9. (2) N-S DIV (Ch’i): Ritualist (?)，2 on 
the staff of the National University (kuo-tzu hsŭeh). P34. 
(3) N-S DIV (N. Wei): Ministry of Rites in the evolving 
Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) t temporarily 
displacing the term It-pu; headed by a Minister (shang-shu); 
supervised several sections or bureaus including a Section 
for Ministry Affairs (i-ts'ao) as described in (1) above. P9. 
(4) T'ANG-CH'ING: occasional unofficial reference to the 
Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu). (5) SUNG-CH'ING: a variant of 

lĭ-ts'ao (Section for Rites), one of 6 clerical subsections in 
local units of territorial administration; dealt With ceremon-
ial matters in correspondence with superior agencies at the 
regional or provincial level and in the central government, 
especially the Ministry of Rites (li-pu). SP: bureau des rites. 

3018 ì-ts'áo 議曹 
HAN: Consultation Section, one of a dozen or more Sec-
tions (ts'ao) subordinate to the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-wei) 
in the central government, and probably duplicated on the 
staff of the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang); headed by 
an Administrator (yŭan-shih)，rank =400 bushels; functions 
not clear. Also found among the clerical units of some 
Commanderíes (chiin) in Later Han. HB: bureau of con-
sultation. 

3019 i W ó o 醫曹 
HAN: Medical Section, a unit on the staffs of some Com-
manderies (chŭn) in Later Han. HB: bureau of medicine. 

3020 ī-tsò yŭán 醫佐員 or i-tso 
SUI-SUNG: Medical Assistant, number not clear, rank 8b2 
in T，ang, in the Palace Medical Service {shang-yao chîi), 
an agency of the Palace Administration (tìen-nei sheng, tien-
chung sheng). RR: aide médecin de I'empereur. SP: aide-
médecin du palais. 

3021 ì-tsŭn 邑尊 
MING-CH'ING: lit., the most venerable one in the fief: 
unofficial reference to a District Magistrate (chih-hsien). 

3022 Uyû 異途 
MING-CH*ING: Irregular Paths of entry into the offi-
cialdom, e.g., by purchase of a title or raiùc, as compared 
to Regular Paths (cheng-t'u) such as passing the sequence 
of civil service recruitment examinations. Entering the ser-
vice by an Irregular Path meant that, even if a man sub-
sequently “regularized’’ his entry by passing the recruit-
ment examinations’ he was forever barred from 叩pointment 
to such sensitive agencies as the Hanlin Academy (han-lin 
yŭan) and the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan). 

3023 í-íWrtg 儀同 
SUI: variant form (or calligraphic error) for i-ssu (Director 
of a pasturage), q.v. 

3024 í-t'ŭng sān-ssŭ 儀同三司 
SUI, CHIN-YŬAN: lit., with prestige equal to that of the 
3 offices, but reference not clear: Unequaled in Honor, 
merit title (hsŭn) in Sui, prestige title (san-kuan) in Chin-
Yiian; 7th highest of 11 merit titles in Sui; awarded to civil 
service officials of rank lb in Chin, la in Yiian. See shang 
i-t'ung san-ssu, k'ai-fu i-t'ung san-ssu, shang k'ai-fu i~fung 
san-ssu. P65, 68. 

3025 i-feŭs/^叩譯字生 
MING: Apprentice Translator in the Translators Institute 
(ssu-î kuan), subordinate to the Court of Imperial Sacrifices 
(t'ai-ch'ang ssu); could be promoted into the Court of State 
Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu). P l l . 

3026 btzŭ wáng 一字王 
YŭAN: lit., a Prince prefixed with only a single character, 
e.g., ch'in-wang (Prince of Ch’in)’ as distinguished from 
the less prestigious Princes whose titles bore 2-character 
prefixes, e.g., lo-yang wang (Prince of Loyang): First-class 
Prince. See liang-tzu wang (Second-class Prince). P64. 

3027 Utz9ù 曳刺 
T'ANG (?)-MING: lit., one who grabs and stabs: Sentry 
at the office of a District Magistrate (hsien-ling, chih-hsien). 
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3028 í-wèi 儀衛 
MING: Ceremonial Guard, a military unit assigned to each 
Princely Establishment (wang-fu) y headed by a Director 
(cheng), rank 5a, equal to that of a Battalion Commander 
(ch'ien-hu) rather than to that of an ordinary Guard Com-
mander (chih-hui shih); seems to have had ceremonial du-
ties only, leaving an active military role to the Escort Guard 
(hu-wei) assigned to each Prince. P69. 

3029 ì-wèi 翊衛 
SUI-SUNG: Standby Guard : common name for a military 
unit at the dynastic capital. See shih-erh wei (Twelve 
Guards), po chi (Hundred Cavaliers), san wei (Three 
Guards). RR+SP: garde des ailes. 

3030 ì-wèi 邑尉 
CH'ING: Defender of the Fief, an archaic, unofficial ref-
erence to a suboffieial functionary serving as District Jailor 
(tien-shih). 

3031 Uwén chien 藝文監 
YûAN: Directorate of Literature, established in 1329 pri-
marily to translate Chinese classics into Mongolian; staffing 
not clear, but presumably had several Academicians (hsŭeh-
shih); subordinate to the Hanlin and Historiography Acad-
emy (han-lin hsUeh-yŭan chien kuo-shxh yŭan); in 1340 re-
named Directorate for the Reverence of Literature (ch'ung-
wen chien). P23. 

3032 Uwén kuăn 譯文官 
YUAN: Translator for the Classics Colloquium (ching-yen). 
P24. 

3033 ì-yàng chă 異樣局 
YŭAN: Service of Rare Textiles, headed by a Superin-
tendent (t'i-tien) from 1261 to 1269, thereafter hy a Su-
pervisor-in-chief (tsung^kuan), rank 3a; one of many man-
ufacturing agencies under the Supervisorate-in-chief of Metal 
Workers and Jewelers {chin-yŭ jen-chiang tsung-kuan fu); 
in turn supervised 4 workshops: Service of Rare Embroi-
deries (i-yang wen-hsiu chŭ), Brocade Weaving and Dyeing 
Service (ling-chin chih-jan chŭ), Gauze Service (sha-b chŭ), 
and Chief Storehouse of Gauze, Gold, and Dyestuffs (sha-
chin yen-liao tsung-k'u). 

3034 idàng n^n-As/à cAu 異樣紋綉局 
YŭAN: Service tíS Rare Embroideries, established in 1261, 
then in 1287 reorganized as a Supervisorate of Rare Em-
broideries (i-yang wen-hsiu t'i-chu ssu) with a Supervisor 
(t，i-chii)’ rank 5b; one of many manufacturing agencies un-
der the Supervisorate-in-chief of Metal Workers and Jew-
elers (chin-yŭ jen-chiang tsung-kuan fu). 

3035 ī-yào t'Uchu ssŭ 醫藥提擧司 
MING: Supervisorate of Medicines in immediate predy-
nastic times, but before 1367 reorganized into a Directorate 
of Imperial Medicine (t'ai-i chien), which in 1367 became 
the Imperial Academy of Medicine {t'ai-i yuan); originally 
headed by a Supervisor (t'i-chu) t rank 5b. P36. 

3036 ī-yào tiling sŏ 醫藥提領所 
YUAN: Superintendency of Medicine, apparently a pro-
vincial-level agency; headed by a Superintendent (t'i-ling), 
rank 5a. 

3037 ī-yào yŭàn 翳藥院 
YŭAN: Academy of Moslem Medicine，staffed with 
professional, probably hereditary Islamic physicians from 
Central Asia; headed by several Supervisors (t'i-chu), status 
and rank not clear; in 1293 reorganized into a Moslem 
Medical Office (kuang-hui ssu), still with Supervisors, rank 
lowered from 3a to 5a in 1320-1321, raised to 3a again in 

3049 jen-pu 
1322-1323; under general authority of the Imperial Acad-
emy of Medicine (t'ai-i yiian). 

3038 ì-yén tào 驛鹽道 
CH'ING: Transport and Salt Control Circuit, the juris-
diction of a Circuit Intendant (tao-t'ai) nominally based in 
a provincial-level agency in Chekiang beginning in the K’ang-
hsi (1662-1722) era; in areas other than Chekiang, the same 
dual functions of monitoring the state transport servifce and 
overseeing the production and distribution of state-monop-
olized salt were entrusted to Salt Control Circuits (yen-fa 
tao). See tao. P61. 

3039 Uyu 翼馭 
T’ANG: Groom, 10 suboffieial functionaries in the Stables 
Office (chiu-mu ssu) in the household of the Heir Apparent; 
responsible for training horses and guiding them on any ex-
cursion of the Heir Apparent. RR: dresseur de chevaux. 

3040 ī-yà láng 醫愈郎 
YUAN: Court Gentleman for Medical Healing, prestige 
title (san-kuan) for rank 8b officials of the Imperial Acad-
emy of Medicine (t'ai-i yŭan). 

3041 byă t'úng-shìh 譯語通事 
SUNG: Interpreter-clerk, number not clear, probably sub-
official functionaries; members of the Office for Foreign 
Tribute Envoys (ssu-i kung-feng shih ssu). SP: interprète-
traducteur. 

3042 uyuán 醫員 
CH'ING; Apprentice Physician, 30 Chinese; non-official 
specialists authorized for the Imperial Academy of Medi-
cine (t'ai-i ytían) from 1729; salaried (see the variant shih-
liang i-yŭan). BH: assistant physician, P36. 

3043 jăn.jén 染人 
CHOU: Dyer, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), 
members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) in charge of 
the dyeing of silk and other textiles. CL: teinturier. 

3044 jăn-shŭ 染署 
N-S DIV (Sung): Dyeing Office, new name of the earlier 
Bureau of Standards (p'ing-chun); headed by a Director (ling) 
under the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); 
supervised the dyeing of textiles and the buying and selling 
(of textiles only?) to stabilize prices in the marketplaces. 
P40. 

3045 jŭn-yŭàn 染院 
SUNG: Dyeing Service’ one of the workshops under the 
Directorate for Imperial Manufactories (shao-fu chien). SP: 
teinturerie. 

3046 jŭo-tièn léi 繞殿雷 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit" thunder in the winding hall: unoffi-
cial reference to those named on the pass-list of Metropol-
itan Graduates (chin-shih) posted after the Palace Exami-
nation (tien-shih、，which terminated each cycle of civil 
service recruitment examinations: Palace Examination 
Graduate. 

3047 jèn 任 
HAN: Imperial Princess, a designation used only in the 
reign of Wang Mang (A.D. 9-23). 

3048 jén-chŭ 人主 
Lit., master of men: throughout history an indirect refer-
ence to a ruler: King in Chou, thereafter Emperor. 

3049 jén-pù 人部 
(1) SUI: Census Bureau, one óf 5 principal units in the 
Ministry of Revenue {min-pu, hu-pu); created c. 605 by 
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renaming the previous Census Bureau (also min-pu, hu-pu); 
in charge of all census matters; headed by a Director (lang). 
P6‘ (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu), 

3050 jén-shòu kŭng-chiĕu 仁窵莒監 
SUI-T'ANG: Directorate of the Palace of Benevolence 
and Longevity, in charge of the maintenance and man-
agement of the imperial summer resort in modern Shensi, 
not far from the dynastic capital, Ch’ang-an; headed by a 
Director-general (tsung-chien), rank 5b2. In 631 renamed 
chiu-ch'eng kung-chien (Directorate-general of the Palace 
of the Perfect Cycle). RR: palais de la bonté et de la 
longévité. P40. 

3051 jén-shùyŭàn 仁恕掾 
HAN: lit., a functionary who is human-hearted and mer-
ciful: Jailor in charge of the prison (yŭ) maintained by some 
Commanderies (chiin) in Later Han. HB: merciful official. 
P32. 

3052 jén-tsfáo 人曹 
T'ANG: Census Section, variant of hu-pu (Census Bu-
reau), q.v.; subsequently an unofficial reference to the 
Ministry of Revenue (also hu-pu). 

3053 jín-ts，ŭng k'àn-hsiáng àn 人從看詳案 
SUNG: Personnel Verification Section, one of 10 Sec-
tions (art) established in 1129 as top-echelon agencies in 
the Ministry of War (ping-pu); headed by a Director (lang-
chung), rank 6b; apparently supervised personnel admin-
istration in the military service. SP: service d'examination. 
P12. 

3054 jèn-tzŭ 任子 
Employment of Sons: throughout history, one of the im-
portant paths (t'u; see cheng-t'u, i-t'u) by which men entered 
government service; also known as Protection of Sons (yin-
tzu). Practices varied, but the general principle was that on 
completing a probationary period in a middle- or higher-
level office, an official earned the privilege of “protecting” 
one or more sons，i.e., opportunities for sons to enter ser-
vice at ranks determined by the fathers* status, without hav-
ing to earn eligibility, e.g. , by passing recruitment exam-
inations. This was an important aspect of recruitment through 
T'ang and only slightly less so in Sung, but after early Ming 
"employment of sons" became so low in prestige and ca-
reer potentiality that men with the privilege often chose in-
stead to compete for the more prestigious status offered by 
the recruitment examination system. 

3055 jìh-ché 日者 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Astrologer on the staff of the Cham-
berlain for Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang), rank 7b2; functions 
not clear, but probably related to weather forecasting. P27. 

3056 jìh-chiăng ch'Uchŭ chù kuăn 
日講起居注館 

CH'ING: Imperial Diary Office, part of the Hanlin Acad-
emy (han-lin yiian); resulted from combining the functions 
of Lecturers (chiang-kuan) in the Classics Colloquium (ching-
yen) with those of Imperial Diarists (see ch'i-chŭ chu, ch'i-
chŭ chu kuan) in the early 1700s; staffed with officials tem-
porarily detached from their regular posts in the Hanlin 
Academy and the Household Administration of the Heir 
Apparent (chan-shih fu�’ normally 8 Manchus and 12 
Chinese; responsible for recording all that occurred in the 
Emperor's public life to provide source materials for later 
official historians. BH: office for keeping a diary of the 
emperor's movements. P24. 

3 0 5 7 jìh'kuăn 曰官 

Astrologer on the staffs of rulers in antiquity; throughout 
imperial history an unofficial, archaic reference to astrol-
ogical or astronomical officials such as the Grand Astrol-
oger {t'ai-shih ling) of Han and the Director {chien) of the 
Ming-Ch'ing Directorate of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien). 

3058 jîA-firó 日曆所 
SUNG: Court Calendar Office, normally headed by from 
one to 4 Editorial Directors (chu-tso lang), rank 7b, of the 
Palace Library (pi-shu sheng); responsible for taking re-
ports from Imperial Diarists {ch'i-chŭ chu) and editing them 
into daily accounts of events at court that could subse-
quently be made into a True Record (shih-lu) of each reign 
and could also be used in the periodic preparation of his-
tories of the dynasty (kuo-shih). See kuo-shih shih-lu yuan, 
shih-kuan, pien-hsiu kuan. SP: office du calendrier. P23. 

3059 jìh-shìh 日時 
HAN: Sun Time Specialist, a duty assignment for 3 Ex-
pectant Officials (tai~chaó) on the staff of the Grand As-
trologer (t'ai-shih ling). HB: expert in the phases of the sun. 

3060 jò-k,ù 箬庫 
N-S DIV (Liang-Ch'en): Bamboo-leaf Storehouse for the 
storage of broad bamboo leaves used in making mats， 
screens, fans, etc.; supervised by an Aide (ch'eng) to the 
Chamberlain for the National Treasury (ssu-nung). P8. 

3061 yd-tóyá 若盧獄 
HAN: lit. meaning not clear: Central Prison, one of sev-
eral Later Han Imperial Prisons (chao-yu), with a eunuch 
Director (ling) under the Chamberlain for the Palace Rev-
enues (shao-JUy, reportedly used for the imprisonment and 
interrogation of imperial relatives by marriage and other 
dignitaries，also as a storehouse of military weapons and 
gear. Reported successor of the Ch'in dynasty ling-wu and 
antecedent of the San-kuo Wei ssu-k'ung, qq.v. HB: hunt-
ing dog prison. P13，37. 

3062 jó以-yíUín ssŭ 柔遠巧 
CH'ING: lit. ’ office for being gracious to those afar: Oute r 
Mongolian Reception Bureau, one of 6 Bureaus in the 
Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yiian), headed by a Man-
chu Director (lang-chung); handled the reception of Outer 
Mongolian chieftains, collected their tribute goods, and is-
sued gifts for presentation to them at court. In the K’ang-
hsi era (1622-1722) divided into a Front Office (jou-yŭan 
ch'ien-ssu) and a Rear Office (jou-yŭan hou-ssu); in 1757 
the Front Office was restored as the Outer Mongolian Bu-
reau and the Rear Office was split away to become a sep-
arate Inner Mongolian Bureau (ch'i-chi ssu). BH: depart-
ment for receiving princes of Outer Mongolia. P17. 

3063 jŭ 儒 
(1) CHOU: Moral Instructor, one of 9 Unifying Agents 
(liang; also see ou) who oversaw clusters of feudal states 
under supervision of the Ministry of State (fien-kuan); studied 
and taught the people the moral and ritual Way (tao), thereby 
consolidating the power of the King over all the people in 
the feudal states. CL: lettrée, (2) CHOU-CH1NG: Con-
fucian in both nounaĭ and adjectival uses, referring to 
scholars (and scholar-officials) of a moralistic and ritualis-
tic bent who considered themselves followers of Confucius. 

3064 jŭ-chên 女眞 
CHIN: Jurchen, the most common Chinese transliteration 
of the tribal name of the northern aliens who established 
the Chin dynasty; sometimes used as a prefix to a title or 
agency name. See nŭ-chen, nū-chih. 
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3065 jŭ-chíh 女直 
Common alternate romanization of nŭ-chih (Jurchen). 

3066 jù ch，ĭn-tièn hsiáo-tí 入寢殿小氏 
CHIN: Retainer in the Bedchamber, 16 on the staff of 
the Palace Inspectorate-general (tien-ch'ien tu tien-chien ssu)\ 
in 1172 retitled Chief Steward (feng-yu). See hsiao-ti. Cf. 
pu ju ch'in-tien hsiao-ti. P38. 

3067 jú-ksŭéh •學 
YŭAN-CH'ING: Confucian School for the preliminary 
training of young men, principally those hoping to become 
officials. In Yuan such schools were ordered established in 
all units of territorial administration down to the District 
(hsien) level, but in practice the educational establishment 
probably did not extend below the Prefecture (chou) level. 
In Ming and Ch'ing such schools were established at all 
levels down to the District and also in units of the military 
hierarchy down to the Guard (wei) level, alongside Military 
Schools (wu-hsūeh). Through these 3 dynastic periods, stu-
dents in Confucian Schools were largely subsidized by the 
state. Each school was headed by an Instructor {chiao-shou). 
P49’ 51. 

3068 jŭ-hsŭék t，í-ckă 輸學提舉 
YUAN-MING: Supervisor of Confucian Schools, rank 
5a, established in each Province-level Branch Secretariat 
(hsing chung-shu sheng) but terminated during early Ming 
governmental reorganizations, not later than 1380; respon-
sible for overseeing，encouraging, and checking the 
achievements of all local schools. P51. 

3069 jú-ì kuăn 如意、tŭ 
CH'ING: lit., the as-one-pleases establishment: Institute of 
Indulgences, established in the Ch'ien-lung era (1736-1796) 
as a center within the palace where Court Painters (see hua-
shih) and other kinds of artisans worked. Superseded the 
earlier Southern Study (nan shu-fang). Often referred to un-
officially as the Painting Academy (hua-yuan). 

30^0 jŭ-jén 孺人 
SUNG, CH'ING: Child Nurturess, title of honor awarded 
to the mothers and wives of both civil officials and military 
officérs; in Ch'ing, 7th highest of 9 such titles, followed 
by pa-p'in ju-jen (Rank 8 Child Nurturess) and chiu-p'in ju-
jen (Rank 9 Child Nurturess). 

3071 jŭ-kuăn 儒官 
Confucian Official, collective term for officials of es-
teemed scholarly attainments or moral qualities; also’ in Han, 
an unofficial reference to Erudites (po-shih). P34. 

3072 jŭ-liĕn chîh-yìng 入輦泜應、 
SUNG: Carriage Attendant, a eunuch post in the Palace 
Domestic Service {nei-shih sheng). SP: palefrenier des voi-
tures impériales. 

3073 jŭ-lín chì-chiŭ 懦林祭酒 
N-S DIV (Chin, S. Dyn.)： Chancellor of Conftician Ed-
ucation, in charge of schools in a Chin dynasty Comman-
dery (chŭn) or a Ch'i dynasty Region (chou). See chi-chiu. 
P51. 

3074 jú-lín láng 懷林SP 
SUI-CH'ING: Gentleman-Confucian, prestige title (san-
kuan) for civil officials of rank 9a 1 from Sui through Sung, 
7b2 in Chin, 6b from Yuan through Ch'ing. P68. 

3075 jŭ4ín ts'ăn-chān 儒林參軍 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.): Administrator of a School (hsŭeh, 
wen-hsiieh) in a unit of territorial administration; apparently 

of higher status than, e.g., a Chancellor (chi-chiu) in the 
educational hierarchy. P51. 

3 0 7 6 乳 酪 院 
SUNG; Milk Products Office, a unit in the Court of Im-
perial Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu). SP: cour de lait et de 
crème. 

3077拜 -nè i入內 
SUNG: lit., (one who) entered the inner apartments (of the 
palace): Eunuch, commonly used as a prefix to identify a 
eunuch agency or post until 1160; see ju-nei nei-shih sheng. 

3078 jà-nèi huáng-mén pan yŭàn 
入內黃門班院 

SUNG: variant designation of the Palace Eunuch Service 
(ju-nei nei-shih sheng). See huang-men. 

3079 jà-nèi nèi-păn yŭàn 入内內班院 
SUNG: variant designation of the Palace Eunuch Service 
(ju-nei nei-shih sheng). 

3080 jù-nèinèi-skìhsĭiéng X內內侍笮 or 
ju-nei sheng 

SUNG: Palace Eunuch Service, until 1160 a eunuch-staffed 
subsection of the generally non-eunuch Palace Domestic 
Service (nei-shih sheng) in which most palace eunuchs were 
organized, with titles such as ju-nei kao-pan (Palace Eu-
nuch of Rank Five), ju-nei kao-p'in (Palace Eunuch of Rank 
Four), ju-nei nei-p'in (Palace Eunuch of Rank Seven), and 
ju-nei hsiao huang-men (Junior Palace Eunuch). Early in 
the dynasty (date of change not clear) the eunuch agency 
was named nei-chung kao-p'in pan yiiant and in 1160 the 
ju-nei nomenclature was abolished and the nei-shih sheng 
itself, as in pre-Sung times, became primarily a eunuch-
staffed agency. SP; département de Vintendance du palais 
intérieur. P38. 

3 0 8 1 jù-p'în 入品 or jŭ-tĕng 入等 
T'ANG-SUNG: prefixed to a title when a post normally 
held by a subofficial functionary (li) was held by a regular 
ranked official (kuan); e.g., Rank-cíassìfîed Master of Pro-
tocol (ju-p'in chih-pan). See chìh-pan. 

3082 jŭ-t,ŭng 儒童 
MING-CH*ING: Confucian Apprentice, a young man who 
had some education but had not yet been autìiorized to enter 
a government school. See t'ung-sheng, wen-t'ung. 

3083 jŭ-tzŭ 獯子 
HAN: Child-beaHng Concubine, one of several titles 
granted secondary wives of the Heir Apparent. HB: young 
lady. 

3084 juăn-p’í cká 歜良局 
YUAN: Soft Leather Service, a manufacturing unit under 
the Directorate for Leather and Fur Manufactures (li-yung 
chien); worked with silver squirrel and other wild animal 
pelts of particularly fine coloring; staffed with non-official 
artisans. P38. 

3085 jŭi-chín Vō 瑞錦窠 
SUNG-CH’ING: lit., someone in a nest of finery (?): un-
official reference to a Vice Director (yiiart-wai lang) of a 
Bureau {ssu, ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu). 

3086 jùn-wén kuān 潤文官 
SUNG: Reviser, title held concurrently by a Hanlin Aca-
demician (han-lin hsūeh-shih) assigned to give a literary 
gloss to government documents. SP: fonctionnaire chargé 
d'embellir le style de traduction. 
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3087 ytíng-cAè/ig í，íng 戎政廳 or jŭng-chèng 
fŭ府 

MING: Military Headquarters for the Capital Training 
Divisions (ching-ying) at Peking; established in 1550 as a 
coordinating agency for the several Training Divisions; 
headed by a Superintendent (t'i-tu) or a Supreme Com-
mander (tsung-tu). 
3088 júng-ckfīng 容卿 
T'ANG-CH'ffíG: lit., chief minister of elegance: unofficial 
reference to a Minister of Rites {lĭ-pu shang-shu). See jung-
t'ai. 

3089 jáng-huá 容華 
HAN-N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Lady of Lovely Counte-
nance, one of several designations for imperial consorts; in 
Han rank =2,000 bushels. 

3090 jŭng-lù tà-fŭ 魏大关 
CHIN-CH*ING: Grand Master for Glorious Happiness, 
prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 2b2 in 
Chin, lb thereafter. P68. 
3091 júng-p’ú 戎僕 
CHOU: Royal Charioteer, 2 ranked as Ordinary Grand 
Masters (chung ta-fu) t members of the Ministry of War (hsia-
kuan) specially assigned to drive the King's war chariot. 
CL: conducteur du char de guerre. 

3092 jŭngs-ā 戎司 
SUNG: Military Office of a Prefecture (chou), apparently 
responsible for organizing and training militiamen. SP: bu-
reau militaire. 

3093 júng-fái 容蕃 
Lit., pavilion of elegance: from Han on, an unofficial ref-
erence to the Chamberlain for Ceremonials {t'ai-ch'ang) 
or the Court of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu) or the 
Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu). See jung-ch'ing. 

3094 jŭng-ts,úng %從 
HAN-N-S DIV: Supernumerary Follower, a term at-
tached to a normal title，either as prefix or suffix, granted 
to a member of the imperial family or the son of an eminent 
noble so as to legitimate his being part of the imperial en-
tourage. HB: extra retinue. P19. 

3095 jŭng.ts’ŭngp，ú-yèk 亢從僕射 
HAN-N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： Supervisor of the Entourage, 
a title awarded distinguished militaiy officers; in Han ranked 
600 bushels’ leader of Supernumeraiy Followers (jung-ts'ung) 
who served as imperial bodyguards and escorts; in the S. 
Dynasties, referred to bodyguatxis of the Heir Apparent. Sec 
p'u-yek, t'ai-tzu p,u. HB: supervisor of the extra retinue. 
P26. 

3096 jŭng-wèi 戎衛 
TANG: Martial Guard, from 662 to 671 a pair of militaiy 
units, prefixed Left and Right, included among the Sixteen 
Guards (shih-liu wei) at the dynastic capital, temporarily 
superseding the Metropolitan Guards (ling-chŭn wei). P43. 

3097 júng-yù 戎右 
CHOU: Chariot Defenseman, 2 ranked as Ordinary Grand 
Masters (chung ta-fu) in the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan); 
responsible，one at a time，for riding at the right side of the 
ruler jn his chariot during battles or hunts, wielding a lance 
to protect the ruler (in the center position) and the driver 
(on the ruler*s left side); also transmitted the ruler's orders 
to the troops. CL: homme de droite du char de guerre. 

3098 k’ă-lŭn skìk-wèi 卡ŭ侍衛 
CH'ING; Frontier Guardsmen, designation of detach-
ments of Imperial Guardsmen {shih-wei) stationed at stra-
tegic places on the northwestern frontier, modern Sinkiang. 
3099 Fài-cAWâ/i 開拆案 
SUNG: Mail Distribution Section, found in many agen-
cies of the central government for receiving or issuing rou-
tine communications among agencies; sometimes named 
Offices (fang or ssu). See chu-shih fang, mo-k'an ssu. SP: 
service {chambre in the case of fang, bureau in the case of 
ssu) chargé d'ouvrir et d'expédier les dépêches. 

3100 k'ăUchŭng 開中 
MING: lit., to strike a balance’ attain a happy medium: 
Equitable Exchange of Grain for Salt, from 1370 a prac-
tice whereby the government increased and (at least from 
its own viewpoint) facilitated the delivery of grain to mil-
itary units posted on the northern frontier, where soil con-
ditions made the effective development of Army Farms 
(chŭn-t'un) difficult if not impossible. The state transferred 
tìie burden of acquiring and delivering grain to the frontier 
onto the merchant class’ by restricting trade in salt (a state 
monopoly) only to those merchants who made deliveries of 
grain at tíie frontier garrisons. For each unit of grain deliv-
ered, a merchant received a salt certificate worth a specified 
amount of s^t, payable principally at state Salt Depots iyen-
ts'ang) in the central coastal region of East China. Since 
salt distribution was highly profitable, and since transport-
ing grain from the rich Yangtze delta area to the northern 
frontier was no easier for private merchants than for the 
government, enterprising merchants soon lured fanners into 
tenancy on Merchant Farms (shang-t'un) close behind the 
frontier garrisons, which produced the grain needed to ob-
tain salt certificates. The system was an important element 
in Ming fiscal arrangements into the 1420s’ after which the 
development of a state transport system based on the newly 
reconstructed Grand Canal, togetìier with gradual resettle-
ment and economic development in the northern provinces, 
made the Equitable Exchange less important; but it re-
mained an element of the frontier supply system into the 
1600s. The Ming system was inspired by, though not di-
rectly copied from, the Sung dynasty Equitable Exchange 
of Rice for Salt (chung-yen; also see che-chung ts'ang) in-
stituted in the reign of Sung T'ai-tsung (976-997), involv-
ing state payments in salt for the delivery of rice to the 
capital. 

3101 k'āUSàn 開藩 
SUNG: lit., to open (a headquarters) in a frontier zone: Re-
gional Supervisor, a general term referring to Military 
Commissioners {chieh-tu shih), Pacification Commission-
ers (ch'eng-hsiian shih, hsuan-yŭ shih), etc. 

3102 開坊 
MING-CH'ING: lit., to break free of the Secretariat, re-
ferring to the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (ch'un-fang); 
officials promoted out of the Secretariat commonly moved 
steadily into high ministerial posts in the central govern-
ment, so that "breaking free of the Secretariat" was con-
sidered desirable. 

3103 k'āi-fŭ 開府 
Lit., to open an office, implying the creation of one's own 
staff. (1) HAN: Executive, an honorific title (chia) origi-
nally reserved for the Three Dukes (san kung), i.e., the 
£)efender-in-chìef (t'ai-weí)> the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-
hsiang), and the Cēnsor-in-chief (yii-shih ta-fu). At the end 
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of Han, when regional warlords became dominant, they also 
“opened offices” on the same basis as the Three Dukes, 
and gradually the honorific title was clarified by expansion 
into the term k'ai-fu i-t'ung san-ssu (Area Commander Une-
qualled in Honor; lit.，opening an office and being equal 
in prestige to the Three Dignitaries). (2) N-S DIV: Area 
Commander, a usage derived from Han, signifying a rel-
atively autonomous regional warlord. (3) N-S DIV -SUI: 
Commander, also deriving from Han usage but a more 
regular, specific title for a militaiy officer, often one in 
command of an Army (chūn). In the Garrison Militia {fu-
ping) system of the last N. Dynasties and Sui, normally 
indicated the commander of an army of 2,000 or so men 
drawn from several neighboring Garrisons (fu). (4) CITING; 
Area Commander, unofficial reference to a Governor-
general (tsung-tu) of several Provinces or a Provincial Gov-
ernor (hsŭn-fu). 

3104 lc，āi-fŭ chUchiŭ 開府祭酒 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Junior Administrator (?) on the staff 
of an Imperial Prince (huang-tzu)t rank 6b; functions not 
clearly indicated. Cf. k'ai-fu, chi-chiu. P69. 
3 1 0 5 Jfc，ăi-/tí í - í，ó i ^ t ì î n - w ŭ 開府儀同三司 
N-S DIV-Yŭan: Commander Unequalled in Hoimh*, first 
an honorific title (chia) for eminent generals’ then from Sui 
a prestige title (san-kuan) for both civil officials and mil-
itary officers of rank lb; la in Yŭan. This tradition was 
terminated at the beginning of Ming. See under k'ai-fu. 

3106 k'ăi-kuó 開國 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Dynasty-founding …，prefix to titles of 
nobility (chŭeh) signifying that the bearer (and，by exten-
sion, ìús heirs) were considered worthy and capable enough 
to found a dynasty of their own or, especially in Sung, that 
the original noble had played a major role in the founding 
of the reigning dynasty; e.g., k'ai-kuo chūn-kung (Dynasty-
founding Commandery Duke). P65. 
3107 it，由-ititó c/ráu-Wii 開國郡侯 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.): Dynasty-founding Commandery 
Marquis, 9th (?) highest of 15 normal titles of nobility 
(chŭeh), rank 3b. See k'ai-kuo, chŭn-hou, hou, k'ai-kuo hou. 
P65. 

3108 A:，âí-A;ud忒如-紉邓開國郡公 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Dynasty-founding Commandery Duke, 
title of non-imperial nobility (chŭeh); in T'ang, 4th highest 
of 9 noble ranks, 2a’ with income fúlocated fix>m the taxes 
on 2,000 households; in Sung’ 7th highest of 12 noble ranks, 
2a. See k'ai-kuo, chŭn-kung, kung, k'ai-kuo kung. RR: due 
de commanderie fondateur de principauté. SP: due de 
préfecture de la fondation d'état. P65. 

3109 A:，âi-&iró 吐 開 國 郡 伯 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.): Dynasty-founding Commandery Earl, 
12th (?) highest of 15 normal titles of nobility (chŭeh), rank 
4b. See k'ai-kuo, chŭn-po, pop k'ai-kuo po. P65. 

3110 Pôi-ib^ A如開國侯 
N-S DIV (Chou), SUNG: Dynasty-founding Marquis, ti-
tle of nobility (chŭeh); in Sung，9th highest of 12 noble 
ranks, 3b. See k'ai-kuo, hou, kuo-hou. SP: marquis de la 
fondation d'état. P65. 
3111 k'āi'kuó hsièn^hóu 開國縣侯 
N-S DIV, T’ANG: Dynasty-founding District Marquis, 
title of nobility (chŭeh); in T'ang, 6th highest of 9 noble 
ranks, 3b, awarded to dignitaries not of the imperial family, 
with income allocated from the taxes on 1,000 households. 

See k'ai-kuo, hsien-hou, hou, kuo-hou, k'ai-kuo hou. RR: 
marquis de sous-préfecture fondateur de principauté. P65. 

3112 k'āi-kuó hsièn-kūng 開國縣公 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Dynasty-founding District Duke, title 
of nobility (chŭeh)’ rank 2b; in T'ang, 5th highest of 9 no-
ble ranks, with income allocated from taxes on 1,500 
households; in Sung, 8th highest of 12 noble ranks. See 
k'ai-kuo, hsien-kung, kung, kuo-kung, k'ai-kuo kung. RR: 
due de sous-préfecture fondateur de principauté. SP: due 
de sous-préfecture de la fondation d'état. P65. 
3113 &，âi-ftud A^èn-míit 開國縣男 
N-S DIV (N. Dyn ), T'ANG-5 DYN: Dynasty-founding 
District Baron, title of nobility (chŭeh); in T'ang, the low-
est of 9 noble ranks, 5b 1’ with income allocated from the 
taxes on 300 households. See k'ai-kuo, hsien-rum, nan, k'ai-
kuo nan. RR: baron de sous-préfecture fondateur de prin-
cipauté. P65. 

3114 Pōî-JtiróAfíèii-/^ 開國縣伯 
N-S DIV, TANG-5 DYN: Dynasty-founding District Earl, 
title of nobility (chueh); in T'ang, 7th highest of 9 noble 
ranks, 4a 1，with income allocated from the taxes on 700 
households. See k'ai-kuo, hsien-po, po, k'ai-kuo po. RR: 
comte de sous-préfecture fondateur de principauté. P65. 

3115 Vði'kuó hsìèn-tzŭ 開國縣子 
N-S DIV, T’ANG~5 DYN: Dynasty-founding District 
Viscount, title of nobility (chŭeh); in T'ang, 8th highest of 
9 noble ranks, 5a 1’ with income allocated from the taxes 
on 500 households. See k'ai-kuo, hsien-tzu, tzu, k'ai-kuo 
tzu. RR: vicomte de sous-préfecture fondateur de princi-
pauté. P65. 

3116 k'ăi-kuó kūng 開國公 
N-S Diy (Chou), SUNG: Dynasty-founding Duke, title 
of nobility (chŭeh); in Sung, 6th highest of 12 noble ranks, 
lb. See k'ai-ìcuo, kung, kuo-kung. SP: due de la fondation 
ăétat. P65. 
3 1 1 7 k'āi'kuó m i n 開國男 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn., Chou), SUNG: Dynasty-founding 
Baron, title of nobility (chŭeh); in Sung, the lowest of 12 
noble ranks，5b. See k'ai-kuo, nan. SP: baron de la fon-
dation d'état. P65. 

3118 Vāi'kuó pó 開國伯 
N-S DIV (Chin, Chou), SUNG: Dynasty-founding Earl, 
title of nobility (chŭeh); in Sung, 10th highest of 12 noble 
tanks, 4a. See k'ai-kuo, po. SP: comte de la fondation détat. 
P65. 

3119 PâWfeiwífóií 開國子 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn., Chou), SUNG: Dynasty-founding Vis-
count, title of nobility (chŭeh); in Sung，11th highest of 12 
noble ranks, 5a. See k,ai-kuo, tzu. SP: vicomte de la fon-
dation d'état, P65. 
3120 開寶通禮 
SUNG: Metropolitan Graduate with Ritual Specializa-
tion, one of several degrees awarded in the early Sung civil 
service recruitment examination system, deriving from an 
imperial compilation with the same name (Comprehensive 
Rituals of the K'ai-pao Era, i.e., 968-976), in which can-
didates could choose to be examined rather than, e.g., in 
classics or history or literary composition. SP: docteur des 
rites de 973. 

3121 k'ăi'Shū 楷書 
SUNG: Clerkly Calligrapher, designation of subofficial 
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functionaries found in many agencies of the central gov-
ernment, e.g., the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu)t the Court 
of the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu)} and the Court of 
Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). SP: copiste en écriture régulière. 

3122 k'ăi-shū láng 楷 書 郞 
SUI: Clerkly Calligrapher, 20, rank 9b, in the Palace Li-
brary {pi-shu sheng). P25. 

3123 k9ăi-shŭ pó-shìh 楷書博士 
T ANG: Erudite of the Clerical Script, 2 of 18 Palace 
Erudites (nei-chiao po-shih) on the staff of the Palace In-
stitute of Literature (nei wen-hsŭeh kuan), where palace 
women were educated; from c. 741，a eunuch post. RR: 
maître de I'écriture régulière. 

3124 k’ăi-skŭ skðu 楷書手 
TANG: Clerkly Calligrapher, 80 subofficial functionaries 
in the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng) and 4 in the Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng) as clerical assistants to the Imperial 
Diarists {ch'i-chŭ she-jen). RR: copiste à I'écriture régulière. 
P24, 25. 

3125 k'ăi-shŭ yŭán 楷書員 
SUI: variant of k'ai-shu lang (Clerkly Calligrapher). P25. 

3126 k,ăi-ts，áo 翻 
T'ANG: Armor Section，responsible for insignia and 
weapons, one in each of the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) 
of the Southern Command (nan~yà) at the dynastic capital， 
also in each Princely Establishment (wang-fu); headed by 
an Administrator {ts'an-chun-shih)y rank 7b or 8a. Those in 
the Princely Establishments were abolished in the er^ 627-
649. Those in the Sixteen Guards were renamed Helmets 
Sections (chou-ts'ao) c. 701，Armor Sections again in 705， 
then Helmets Sections again in 712. RR: service des cas-
ques. P43, 69. 

3127 kàn 幹 
HAN-N-S DIV: variant of kan-shih (Administrative Clerk). 

3128 kān-ch'éng 甘丞 
HAN: Assistant for Sweets to the Provisîoner (t'ai-kuan 
ling) in the office of the Chamberlain for the Palace Rev-
enues (shao-fu). P37. 

3129 kān-ck，ŭán ckŭ-skìh 甘象居室 
HAN: Convict Barracks at Sweet Spring Mountain (kan-
ch'ŭan shan)t administered by a Director (ling) under the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); apparently 
a place of detention for imperial relatives and other dig-
nitaries, located in or near the detached summer retreat called 
the Sweet Spring Palace (kan-ch'uan kung) in modern Shensi. 
Name changed to k'un-t'ai (Pavilion of Kinsmen?) in 104 
B.C. See chŭshih. HB: convict barracks of the palace of 
sweet springs. P37. 

3130 kān-ch ,ŭán shàng-lín ch，éng 甘泉上林丞 
HAN: Assistant for the Sweet Spring Palace (kan-ch'ŭan 
kung) and the Imperial Forest Pa rk (shang-lin yūan)t ap-
parently a subordinate of the Chamberlain for the Palace 
Revenues (shao-fu). The Sweet Spring Palace was an im-
perial summer resort at Kan-ch'uan shan (mountain), mod-
ern Shensi. 

3131 kān-ch'ŭán ts'âng 甘泉倉 
HAN: Granary at the Sweet Spring Palace (kan-ch'ŭan 
kung), a detached summer retreat at Kan-ch*uan shan 
(mountain), modern Shensi; managed by a Director (chang) 
under the Chamberlain for the National Treasury (ta ssu-
nung). P8. 

3132 kān^ch，ŭán tŭ-shŭi chăng 甘泉者P 水長 
HAN: Director of Waterways at the Sweet Spring Palace 
(kan-ch'ŭan kung), a detached summer resort at Kan-ch'ŭan 
shan (mountain), modern Shensi; a subordinate of the Di-
rectorate of Waterways (tu-shui chang), responsible for col-
lecting taxes from fishermen at Kan-ch'uan. HB: chief di-
rector of waters at the palace of sweet springs. 

3133 kăn-ch，tián wèi-wèi 甘泉衛尉 
HAN: Garrison Commandant at the Sweet Spring Pal-
ace (kan-ch'ŭan kung), a detached summer resort at Kan-
ch'ŭan shan (mountain), modern Shensi; subordinate to the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Garrison (wei-wei). HB: com-
mandant of the guards of the palace of sweet springs. 

3134 kàn-kuān chăng 幹官長 
HAN-N-S DIV (Chin): Chief Administrative Clerk in units 
of territorial jurisdiction; kan-kuan was perhaps inter-
changeable with kan and kan-shih. HB: chief of the con-
trolling office. 

3135 kàn-pàn kuān 幹辦官 or kan-pan 
SUNG-YUAN: Office Manager, a subofficial functionary 
who served as a kind of chief clerk in the Armaments Of-
fice (chūn-ch'i so) of the Ministry of Works (kung-pu), the 
headquarters of Fiscal Commissioners (chuan-yŭn shih) and 
Judicial Commissioners (t'i-tien hsing-yii kung-shih), and 
many other agencies. Used only briefly in Chin, then changed 
to kou-tang kuan (Manager). SP: gérant, administrateur, 
régisseur. 

3 1 3 6 kàn-pàn kŭng-shìh 幹辦公事 
SUNG: Administrator, a subofficial functionary with po-
lice or judicial powers in the urban Townships (hsiang) into 
which the dynastic capital was divided for sub-District (hsien) 
administration; also found on the staffs of Military Com-
missioners (chih-chih shih), Pacification Commissioners 
{hsŭan-fu shih), and various military units; also in the Sta-
bilization Fund Bureau (ch'ang-p'ing ssu), part of the State 
Finance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung. SP: chargé 
des affaires, chargé des affaires publiques, chargé de gérer 
les affaires publiques. 

3137 kàn-pàn yà-tìéh sð tièn 幹辦玉牒所殿 
SUNG: Building Administrator for the Imperia l Ge-
nealogy Office (yŭ^tieh só)t 4 subofficial functionaries ap-
parently serving as building custodians. SP: administrateur 
de la salle du bureau de la généalogie impériale. 

3 1 3 8 kàn-shìk 斡事 
HAN-N-S DIV: Administrative Clerk, a minor suboffi-
cial functionary (likely a bondservant or slave) in a unit of 
territorial administration; sometimes, e.g., in charge of a 
Section (ts'ao) in a District (hsien) headquarters. Often 
lumped together with Junior Scribes (hsiao-shih) in general 
reference to lowly clerical functionaries. Commonly abbre-
viated to kan. Also see miao-kan. HB (kan-hsiao-shih): ca-
pable junior clerk. P32, 53, 54. 

3139 kàn-tāng kūng-shìh 幹當公事 or kan-
tang 

SUNG: Administrator, subofficial functionaries found in 
varying numbers in many agencies, e.g., the Capital Se-
curity Office (huang-ch'eng ssu), the headquarters of Pac-
ification Commissioners (an~fu shih) and Supply Commis-
sioners ifa-yŭn shih)，the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), and 
the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung. Also 
see kung-shih kan-tang kuan. SP: régisseur, administra-
teur, exécutif, régisseur-inspecteur. 
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3140 k'ān-chèng kuăn 刊正官 or k9an-cheng 
T'ANG: Copyreader, subofficial functionary; 4 in the 
Academy of Heaven (ch'ien-yuan yuan)’ established 717, 
renamed Academy in the Hall of Elegance and Rectitude 
(li-cheng tien hsiu-shu yŭan) in 718, renamed Academy of 
Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yūan) in 725. RR: 
correcteur rectificaîeur. 

3141 k'àn-hó 勘合 
Lit., to compare and match: one of several terms used for 
registered documents, i.e., sheets of paper bearing official 
communications between agencies. Before issuing a supply 
of such sheets to an agency with which it regularly com-
municated, the issuing agency laid each sheet across a page 
in a stub-book that it retained and imprinted its official seal 
along the overlap. Thus, on receipt of a document, the orig-
inal issuing agency could authenticate it by matching the 2 
parts of its seal, one on the document received and one on 
a stub-book page. Sometimes rendered as tally. See ho-
t'ung. 

3142 k'àn-păn 看班 
SUNG: Apprentice, one of several designations of on-the-
job trainees in various government agencies, e.g., ko~men 
k'an-pan chih-hou (Apprentice Audience Attendant). SP: 
stagiaire, 

3143 kăo-jén 橐人 
CHOU: Banquet Caterer, 8 eunuchs attached to the Min-
istry of Education (ti-kuan) who prepared banquets cele-
brating victorious military officers and foods offered in var-
ious state ceremonies. CL: officier des rations de récompense. 

3144 kāo-păn 高班 
See nei-shih kao-pan (Eunuch of the High Duty Group). 

3145 kāo-p'ín 高品 
See nei-shih kao-p'in (Eunuch of High Rank). 

3146 kào-shĕn 吿身 
T^ANG-SUNG: Appointment Certificate, appointment-
verification documents issued to new appointees or réap-
pointees by the Ministry of Personnel {lì-pu) and until c. 
1080 by the Ministry of War (ping-pu). See kuan-kao chŭ, 
SP: titre des nominations. 

3147 kăo-û 莨第 
Customs Collector: common reference to an official as-
signed to collect fees at a customs barrier or marketplace. 

3148 k，ăo 考 
Merit rating: from T'ang on and perhaps earlier, an eval-
uation of an official's performance written by his imme-
diate administrative superior and accumulated by the cen-
tral government's Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) pending 
triennial determinations about promoting, retaining in rank, 
or demoting officials; ratings were usually prepared an-
nually. In Ming and perhaps other times, k'ao was also used 
to refer to a 3-year term of appointment, so that when an 
official survived 3 triennial evaluations it was said that his 
merit ratings were completed or fulfilled (see k'ao-man), 
and his appointment terminated. See sui~chit wai-ch'a, ching-
ch'a, yŭeh-chi, chu-k'ao. 

3149 k'ăo-ch'á 考察 
MING: Evaluation of officials on duty in provincial and 
lower units of territorial administration, irregularly pre-
pared by touring Censors iyŭ-shih), especially by Regional 
Inspectors (hsiin-an yŭ-shih) delegated to each Province from 
the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan) on annual tours. These cen-

sorial evaluations supplemented the annual merit ratings Q^ad) 
prepared for each official by his immediate superior, broad-
ening the range of opinion available when an official was 
being considered for promotion, demotion, etc. 

3150 lc，ăo-ksŭăn k，ō 考選科 
YUAN: Evaluations and Selections Section, one of 3 
functionally differentiated Sections (k'o) in the Ministry of 
Personnel (lì-pu), handling promotions, demotions, etc., of 
both civil offícials and military officers in both the central 
government and units of territorial administration; for rou-
tine administrative work headed by a Clerk {ling-shih), un-
ranked. Comparable to the Bureau of Personnel (lì-pu ssu), 
Bureau of Appointments (wen-hsŭan ssu), and Bureau of 
Evaluations (k'ao-kung ssu) of earlier and later times. P5. 

3151 k'ăo^k'ŏ chĭng-ch 9áo-kuăn yŭàn 
考課京朝官院 

SUNG: Office for the Evaluation of Capital and Court 
Officials, part of the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu); appar-
ently an ad hoc gathering of Ministry personnel, Censors 
{yŭ'shih)y and others to rate the performances in office of 
the highest-ranking officials and recommend their promo-
tion, retention in office, demotion, or dismissal from ser-
vice. SP: cour du contrôle des fonctionnaires de la capitale 
et de la cour. 

3152 it，如-*:，dwð 考諌司 
SUNG: Bureau of Evaluations, a unit of the Censorate 
(yii'Shih t'ai) that accumulated censorial evaluations of ac-
tive officials and collaborated with the Ministry of Person-
nel (lì-pu) at intervals in determining which officials should 
be promoted, which retained in rank, which demoted, etc. 
SP: bureau du contrôle des hauts fonctionnaires de pro-
vince. 

3153 ifcWo-fdjtì如亨課院 
SUNG: Bureau of Personnel Assignments, from c. 990 
to 1072 a rather autonomous agency staffed by central gov-
ernment dignitaries on ad hoc duty assignments, charged 
with evaluating and reassigning lower-ranking offícials on 
duty outside the capital; in 1072 this function was given to 
the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu). Cf. shen-kuan yŭan. SP: 
eour d'examen des mérites. P5. 

I l54 k'ăo-kuān 考官 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Examining Official，a generic reference 
to officials detached from their regular posts on duty as-
signments to supervise examinations in the civil service re-
cruitment examination sequence. 

3155 k'ăo-kŭng chiēn 孝功監 
MING: Directorate of Personnel Evaluation, from 1375 
to 1385 an autonomous agency of the central government 
reportedly established to assist in drafting imperial rescripts 
and edicts (?) but apparently to manage personnel admin-
istration, in an imperial effort to diminish the influence of 
the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) and Ministry of Personnel 
(lì-pu); headed by a Director (ling)，rank 6a then 7a. 

3156 k，ăo-kŭng ch，īng-ŭ asŭ 考功淸吏司 
MING-CH'ING: Bureau of Evaluations, a major unit in 
the Ministry of Personnel (li-pu), responsible for maintain-
ing personnel records for the whole civil service pending 
decisions on promotions, demotions, retentions in office, 
dismissals from service, etc. Headed by a Director (lang-
chung), rank 5a; in Ch'ing one Chinese and 3 Manchu ap-
pointees. Commonly abbreviated to k'ao-kung ssu. BH: de-
partment of scrutiny (in the ministry). P5. 
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3157 k，ŭo-kŭng skìk 敌 1室 or k'ao-kung 
HAN: Imperial Workshop headed by a Director (ling), in 
Former Han apparently produced equipment for palace use 
under supervision of tìie Chamberlain for the Palace Rev-
enues (shao-fu); in Later Han apparently produced weapons 
under supervision of the Chamberlain for the Imperial Stud 
(t'ai-p'u). HB: complete workman office, complete work-
shop. P37. 

3158 Văo-kŭng sð 考功所 
MING: Office of Personnel Evaluation, a unit in the pre-
dynastic Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), established in 1364 
to coordinate the rating of officials in preparation for pro-
moting, demoting, etc.; headed by a Director (lang), rank 
7a; terminated in 1368, soon replaced by the Bureau of 
Evaluations {k'ao-kung ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry of Per-
sonnel (lì-pu). P4. 

3159 k'áo'kūng ssū 考功司 or k9ao-kung 
(1) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei)-SUNG: Bureau of Evalua-
tions, through the era of N-S Division evolved from a Sec-
tion (ts'ao) of the developing Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng) into a Bureau (wm) in a fully organized 
Ministiy of Personnel (lì-pu); responsible for maintaining 
personnel records on all officials pending decisions on pro-
motions, demotions，retentions in office, dismissals from 
service, etc. Originally headed by a Court Gentleman for 
Evaluations (k'ao-kung lang), rank 4; in Sui by a Vice Min-
ister (shih-lang); thereafter by a Director (lang-chung), 5b 
in T'ang, 6b in Sung. In Ming renamed k'ao-kung ch'ing-
li ssu. RR+SP: bureau de Vexamen des mérites. P5. (2) 
MING-CH'ING: abbreviation of k^ao-kung ch'ing-li ssu (also 
Bureau of Evaluations). 

3160 k'ŭo-màn 考滿 
MING: lit.’ ratings fblfilled or completed, signifying that 
an offìcial had remained in a post through 3 triennial merit 
ratings (k'ao), i.e., for a total of 9 years, and that he was 
relieved of his duties and expected to report to the Ministry 
of Personnel (lì-pu) for possible reassignment. 

3161 k，ăo-shìk 考試 
T'ANG: Placement Examination given qualified men ap-
plying for appointment or reassignment, emphasizing their 
appearance, mannerisms, and professional capabilities; ad-
ministered by the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu). 

3162 ke 
See under the romanization ko. 

3163 k，e 
See under the romanization k'o. 

3164 kĕng-jén 更人 
SUNG: Night Watchman, a patroller who called out changes 
(keng) in the watch; provided in urban settings by members 
of sub-District (hsien) self-government organizations. 

3165 kéng-shù 更戍 
SUNG: Changing the Frontier Guards, a system relied 
on in early Sung to staff military garrisons in frontier zones， 
by dispatching both officers and soldiers in rotational shifts’ 
normsdly at 3-year intervals, from units of the Imperial 
Annies (chin-chŭn) stationed in or around the dynastic cap-
ital, Kaifeng，to active duty posts in Defense Commands 
(chen) in strategic areas. An advantage of the system from 
the central governments viewpoint was that it mingled of-
ficers and soldiers who had no prior or future personal af-
filiations that might lead to regional warlordism. It was 
claimed, however, that the result was low morale and poor 
leadership in the field. In 1074 the system was discontin-

ued. It was replaced with a network of permanent garri-
sons, ideally with about 3,000 soldiers each, established in 
all strategic places, each under the control of a permanently 
assigned Area General (chiang) who was responsible for 
training his professional career soldiers and, as necessary, 
leading them in battle. Such garrisons quickly totaled 92. 
The Area Generals were commonly called Circuit Generals 
(lu-chiang) and were apparently prefixed with the names of 
the Circuits (lu) in which their garrisons were located; but 
the number of such garrisons far exceeded that of the nor-
mal Sung administrative realms called Circuits, so that, e.g., 
the Ho-pei Circuit included the garrisons of 17 Area Gen-
erals. Ilie Area Generals were under the supervisory juris-
diction of the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian); their 
organizational relationship wiA various Circuit authorities 
(see chien-ssu) is not clear. The system of Area Generals 
naturally changed when Sung had to withdraw into the South’ 
but the principle remained dominant in S. Sung times. See 
yŭ-ch'ien chŭn (Palace Armies). Cf. fan, pan-chŭn. 

3166 kf
ĕng-yĕh ssū 坑冶司 

SUNG: Foundry, a local agency probably staffed with non-
official technicians, under direction of the Ministry of Works 
(kung-pu) and probably subject to the immediate supervi-
sion of Supervisors of Foundries (fi-chŭ k'eng-yeh ssu). SP: 
bureau de fonderie. 

3167 kô 閣 
Hall: throughout history, one of the terms used to designate 
buildings in the palace; often used for storage of books and 
other valuables，or as offices for litterateurs doing literary 
or editorial work for the ruler. Normally given auspicious 
prefixes, e.g., Hall of Profound Erudition (wen-yuan ko). 
See nei-ko. 

3168 kó-chăng 閣長 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Reader-in-waìting (shih-
tu) on the staff of the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko). 

3169 kō-chĭssū 戈戟司 
CITING: Spears Office，one of 8 units comprising the Rear 
Subsection (hou-so) of the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-
i wei); headed by a Director {chang-yin yūn-hui shih), rank 
4a. BH: spear section. 

3170 faí-cA沩閣職 
SUNG: Audience Steward, generic reference to Audience 
Attendants {hsŭan-tsan she-jen) and Audience Ushers (ko-
men chih-hou), 

3171 kó-hsŭéh 閣學 
MING-CH'ING: abbreviated reference to a Grand Sec-
retary {ta hsŭeh-shih) in Ming, an Academician of the 
Grand Secretariat {nei-ko hsŭeh-shih) in Ch’ing. P2. 

3172 Jtó•切格格 
CH'ING: Imperial Clanswoman, unofficial general ref-
erence to any daughter of a male noble descended from an 
Emperor through not more than 6 generations, including all 
women entitled Commandery Princess (chŭn-chu), District 
Princess (hsien-chu) t Commandery Mistress (chtìn-chŭn、， 
District Mistress (hsien-chŭn), and Township Mistress 
(hsiang'Chŭn). 

3173 Jtó-ifc树歌工 
CH'ING: Singer, 98 authorized for the Music Office (chiao-
fang ssu) of the Ministiy of Rites (lí-pu). P10. 

3174 kó-lăo 閣老 
Lit., oldster of the imperial hall. (1) T'ANG-SUNG: un-
official reference to Secretariat Drafters (chung-shu she-
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jen) and Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung) or even 
more senior members of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) 
and the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), used especially in 
direct address among themselves. RR: doyen dâge du bu-
reau. (2) MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Grand 
Secretary (ta hsŭeh-shih). 

3175 itó-m^i 閤門 
TANG; Memorial Reception Staff, various officials as-
signed on an ad hoc basis to position themselves at the east 
and west gates into the palace at audiences, and to collect 
all memorials submitted either from central government 
agencies or units of territorial administration; in late T'ang 
the function was taken over by palace eunuchs. See tung-
shang ko-men, hsi~shang ko-men. P21. 

3176 Jtó-ménc/H7i-/idM 閣門祗候 
SUNG: Audience Usher, rank 8b, member of the Office 
for Audience Ceremonies (ko-men ssu). SP: huissier au-
diencier des cérémonies d'audience. P33. 

3177 kó-mén hsŭān-tsàn shè-jén 
閣門宣贊舍人 

SUNG: Audience Attendant, 10, rank 7b，members of the 
Office for Audience Ceremonies (ko-men ssu); originally 
titled t'ung-shih she-jen, retitled in 1116; responsible for 
tutoring visitors in audience behavior, introducing them in 
audience, and proclaiming imperial edicts in audience. SP: 
introducteur des visiteurs et des affaires aux audiences. P33. 

3178 itó-mé/isW 閣門舍 
SUNG: Audience Guide, 10 subofficial functionaries at-
tached to the Office for Audience Ceremonies (ko-men ssu). 
SP: chargé des cérémonies du palais. P33. 

3179 kó-mén shè-jén 閤門舍人 
SUNG: abbreviation of ko-men hstían-tsan she-jen (Audi-
ence Attendant) or ko-men t'ung-shih she-jen (Secretarial 
Receptionist). SP: introducteur des visites. P33. 

3180 kó-mén ssū 閣門司 
SUNG, CHIN: Office for Audience Ceremonies’ headed 
by a central government dignitary on duty assignment as 
Commissioner (shih); in Sung under the Chancellery (men-
hsia sheng), in Chin under the Court Ceremonial Institute 
(hsuart-hui yuan); responsible for presenting at audience all 
foreign envoys, but to some extent retained the older func-
tion of collecting memorials being submitted. See ko-men. 
SP: bureau des affaires d'audience. P33. 

3181 kó-mén t'ŭng-shìh shè-jén 
閣門通事舍人 

SUNG: Secretarial Receptionist, 10, rank 7b, members 
of the Office for Audience Ceremonies (ko-men ssu); in 
1116 retitled ko-men hsŭan-tsan she-jen. Also see t'ung-
shih she-jen. SP: introducteur des visiteurs et des affaires 
aux audiences. P33. 

3182 kó-shth 閣師 
CH'ING: Secretariat Mentor, a reference to Grand Sec-
retaries (ta hsŭeh-shih) used in direct address, especially by 
junior members of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yuan). 

3183 Jtó-sW/i 閣試 
SUNG: Palace Examination, the first of 2 levels of ex-
aminations given nominees in the Special Recruitment pro-
cess (see chih-chŭ)’ the 2nd level being an Imperial Ex-
amination (yŭ-shih). 

3184 kō-shīh-hā 戈什哈 or ko-shih 
CH’ING: Chinese transcription of a Manchu word meaning 

Personal Guard , used in reference to soldiers or military 
officers assigned as intimate bodyguards of the Emperor 
and’ in addition, of Governors-general (tsung~tu)t Pro-
vincial Governors (hsun-fu)t Generals (chiang-chíin), Re-
gional Commanders (tsung-ping)^ and other such high of-
ficials. 

3185 kó-shuài 閤帥 
T'ANG: Chief Eunuch, 6 in the Domestic Service of the 
Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu nei-fang chŭ). RR: chef des eu-
nuques du palais intérieur de I'héritier du trône. 

3186 k，d 客 
CHOU: Visitor, designation of a member of the retinue of 
a Feudal Lord (chu-hou) or an alien tribal chief visiting at 
the royal court, or to a diplomatic representative of such a 
dignitary; differentiated from pin (Guest), a designation re-
served for visiting Feudal Lords or comparable dignitaries 
themselves. Also see chu-k'o. CL: officier d'un prince (en 
visite). 

3187 fc，ó 科 
(1) SUNG-CH'ING: Section or Subsection, common des-
ignation of subordinate units within an agency，normally at 
the 2nd or 3rd level in an organizational hierarchy; e.g., a 
Section subordinate to a Bureau (ssu) in a Ministry (pu). 
(2) MING-CH'ING: Office of Scrutiny, common desig-
nation of 6 groups in which chi-shih-chung (Supervising 
Secretaries, Supervising Censors) were organised, paral-
leling but not subordinate to the Six Ministries (/iw pu) of 
the central government; primarily charged with receiving 
imperial pronouncements, distributing them to appropriate 
Ministries for action’ and monitoring the resulting action. 
Also see liu k'o (Six Offices of Scrutiny), k'o-tao (Offices 
of Scrutiny and Circuits). (3) CH'ING: groups or categories 
to which passers of Provincial Examinations (hsiang-shih) 
in the civil service recruitment examination sequence were 
assigned on the basis of their excellence, hence an indirect 
general reference to all Provincial Graduates (chŭ-jen). 

3 1 8 8 kicking 科長 
CH’ING: Section Chief, common designation of heads of 
Sections (k'o) in various agencies. 

3189 k，ò-ckîyûàn 課縝院 
SUNG: abbreviation of chuan-yŭn shift-fit î'i-tien hsing-yŭ 

k'o-chiyŭan (Circuit Intendants Evaluation Bureau). SP: 
bureau de mérite. 

3190 k'ō-chiă 科甲 
CH,ING: Examination Graduates, a collective term re-
ferring to Provincial Graduates (chŭ-jen) and Metropolitan 
Graduates (chin-shih) in the civil service recruitment ex-
amination sequence; k'o was an indirect reference to Pro-
vincial Graduates, chia to Metropolitan Graduates. 

3191 科甲出身 
CH'ING: Official by Examination: descriptive term sig-
nifying that one had entered the civil service (ch'u-shen) 
with status as either a Provincial Graduate (chŭ-jen, k'o) or 
a Metropolitan Graduate (chin-shih, chia). 
3192 ìc，d-ch，īng 客 m 
T’ANG~CH’ING: Chief Minister for Visitors, unofficial 
reference to the Chief Minister (ch'ing) of the Court of State 
Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu). 

3 1 9 3 k'd'Châ 科擧 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Recruitment by Examination or Reg-
ular Recruitment via regularly scheduled civil service re-
cruitment examinations, as distinguished from Special Re-
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cruitment (chih-chŭ) via iiregular Special Examinations (chih-
k'o) conducted in response to special imperial decrees. 

3194 k’ò-kuān 職 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei, Ch'i): lit., a hostel for visitors: 
Visitors Bureau，a redesignation of the Han dynasty Mes-
senger Office (ta-hsing), subordinate to the Chamberlain 
for Dependencies (ta hung-lu); headed by a Director (ling); 
responsible for tending to the needs of envoys from foreign 
chiefs. This function was subsequently carried out by such 
agencies as the Bureau of Receptions (tien-k'o kuan), the 
Office of Receptions (tien-k'o shu), the Directorate of Re-
ceptions (tien-k'o chien), the Bureau of Receptions (chu-
k'o) t etc. 

3195 k9ò-kŭng láng-chŭng 課功郞中 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Court Gentleman for Personnel 
Evaluations, a member of the evolving Ministry of Per-
sonnel (lì-pu) in the Department of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng); examined nominations of potential officials 
submitted by regional and local authorities, then made his 
recommendations for appointment. His functions later be-
came more regularized in the Ministry of Personnel's Bu-
reau of Evaluations (k'ao-kung ssu). Also see under lang-
chung. 

3196 lc，ò-ŭ k9ō 課利科 
SUNG: Wine Tax Subsection, one of 3 Subsections in the 
Left Section (tso-ts'ao) of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) 
from c. 1080，when the Ministry was fully activated fol-
lowing discontinuance of the State Finance Commission (san 
ssu) of early Sung; staffed with subofficial functionaries (//)； 
monitored the taxing of state-monopolized wine and per-
haps some other kinds of trade commodities. SP: section 
des taxes de vin. P6. 

3197 Jfc，d-fiwû 課利司 
SUNG: Merchant Tax Office, an agency subordinate to 
the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; 
staffing and more specific otganizatìonal affiliation not clear, 
but likely a variant designation of the Merchant Tax Section 
{shang-shui an) in the Salt and Iron Monopoly Bureau (yen-
fieh ssu). SP: bureau de recette des taxes des temples et 
des boutiques dans la capitale. 

3198 k,d-lò-mù-ĕrh-ck,í 克聰爾齊 
YŭAN: transliteration of a Mongolian Word: Interpreter-
clerk, designation of subofficial functionaries found in all 
Ministries (pu), the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian)t 
the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai), and other agencies at the dy-
nastic capital. See t'ung-shih (Interpreter-clerk). 

3199 ArW-tóii 刻漏 
See entries beginning lou-k'o, for which this is a common 
variant. 

3200 k’d-skéng 客省 
T*ANG-CHIN: Visitors Bureau: from late T'ang, nor-
mally a unit subordinate to the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) t 
in charge of welcoming foreign envoys and arranging for 
them to have couit audiences, presumably collaborating with 
the Palace Visitors Bureau (nei k'o-sheng) of the Palace 
Eunuch Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng) and the Court of 
State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu); headed by one or 2 Com-
missioners (shih), rank 5b in Sung, 5a in Chin. Supervised 
the Hostel for Tributary Envoys (ssu-fang kuan). SP: bu-
reau des visiles, des audiences et des contributions des 
étrangers. P l l . 

3 2 0 1 ifc，d_tóo 科道 
MING-CH'IKG: Supervising Secretaries and Censors, 

an abbreviated collective reference to Supervising Secre-
taries (chi-shih-chung) ̂  who were organized in Offices of 
Scrutiny (k'o), and Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih), 
who were organized in Circui ts� taó) . Supervising Secre-
taries and Investigating Censors collaborated in many in-
vestigative activities. 

3202 k’d-ŭfá，áo 課第售 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Evaluations Section, one of sev-
eral Sections among which the personnel of the Censorate 
{yŭ-shih t'ai) were distributed; shared in the process of eval-
uating officials. P18. 

3203 k'ō-ts'ăn 科參 
MING-CH'ING: lit., intervention by an Office of Scrutiny 
(k'o): one of several terms referring to the normal require-
ment that Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung) of the 
Offices of Scrutiny monitor the flow of documents to and 
from the throne and "veto" any document, whatever its or-
igin, that they deemed improper either in style and form or 
in substance. See feng-po. 

3204 ìc’ò-ts’áo 客曹 
HAN: variant of chu-k'o ts'ao (Section for Receptions), a 
unit in the Imperial Secretariat (shangshu t'ai). Also see 
nan chu-k'o ts'ao, pei chu-k'o ts'ao. HB: bureau of guests. 

3205 kŏu-chiēn 狗監 
HAN: Directorate of the Palace Kennels, in charge of 
breeding and caring for imperial hunting dogs; headed by 
a Director (chien) under the Chamberlain for the Palace 
Revenues {shao-fu). HB: inspector of kennels. P37. 

3206 kðu'fāng 狗坊 
T'ANG: Dog Cage，one of the Five Cages (wu fang) where 
birds and animals used in imperial hunts were cared for 
under supervision of the Commissioner of the Imperial Sta-
bles (hsien-chiu shih) in the Palace Administration (tien-
chung sheng); headed by a Chief Steward (feng-yŭ). P38. 

3207 kðu-fáng 狗房 
CH'ING: Imperial Kennels, charged with breeding and 
caring for dogs used in imperial hunts; part of the Office 
of the Imperial Hunt (tu-yŭ ssu) in the Imperial Household 
Department {nei-wu fit). P37. 

3208 kōU'fà kuān 勾覆官 
SUNG: Investigator (?)，4 on the staff of the State Finance 
Commission (san ssu) of early Sung and one on the staff 
of each of its 3 constituent Bureaus (ssu). Functions and 
ranks not clear. SP: fonctionnaire chargé du contrôle des 
enquêtes. 

3209 kŏu-fù tt-ch，ièn pHng-yû àn 
勾覆理欠憑由案 

SUNG: Investigation Section for Certificates and Fees 
(?) in the Bureau of Review ipi-pu) of the Ministry of Jus-
tice (hsing-pu); functions and staffing not clear. SP: service • 
du contrôle des certificats de redevances, 

3210 itŏw-Aóí侦溝河司 
SUNG: Waterways Office, presumably responsible for su-
pervising dredging, etc.; staffing and organizational rela-
tionships not clear, but likely subordinate to either the Min-
istry of Works (kung-pu) or the Directorate of Waterways 
{tu-shui chien). SP: bureau chargé de draguer les égouts 
et les rivières. 

3211 kōU'hsiăo fáng 勾銷房 
SUNG: Cancellations Office in the Secretariat {chung-shu 
sheng); staffing and functions not clear. SP: chambre d'an-
nulation. 
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3 2 1 2 kōu-kuán 勾管 
SUNG: Manager, common title for relatively low-ranking 
officials who were normally in charge of minor govern-
mental agencies such as storehouses (k'u); perhaps inter-
changeable with kuan-kou, q.v.; sometimes might refer to 
subofficial functionaries. SP: régisseur. 

3213 kōu-pù ssū 勾簿司 
SUNG: Accounting Office in the State Finance Commis-
sion {san ssu) of early Sung; staffing and function not clear. 
SP: bureau du contrôle des cahiers de compte. 

3 2 1 4 kōu-tàng kuān or kou-tang 
SUI-CHDV; Manager, a term used in the sense “to take 
office as ."’” often signifying a quasi-regular appointment 
taken in addition to one's regular position; e.g., kou-tang 
yû-yao yŭan (Manager of the Imperial Dispensary), chu-mu 
wu kou-tang kuan (Manager of the Bamboo and Lumber 
Service). SP: administrateur, régisseur, contrôleur. 

3215 kóU'tàng kūng-shìh kuân 勾當公事官 
SUNG: Office Manager on the staff of the State Finance 
Commission (san ssu) of early Sung, the Court of the Im-
perial Granaries (ssu-rtung ssu), a Supply Commission (fa-
yŭn ssu)t etc. SP: vérificateur-contrôleur. 

3 2 1 6 kôu-tàng sān-păn yŭàn 勾當三班院 
SUNG: Manager of the Bureau of Lesser Military As-
signments (san-pan yŭan) in the Ministry of Personnel (lì-
pu). SP; administrateur du bureau des nominations mili-
taires. 

3217 kôu-tsò ssm 勾鑿司 
SUNG: Accounting Offîce subordinate to the State Finance 
Commission (san ssu) of early Sung. SP: bureau de la 
vérificatiort des comptes. 
3 2 1 8 kōU'tŭn shŭ 鈎盾署 or kou-tun 
HAN-CHIN: lit. meaning not clear: Offîce of Imperial 
Parks Products, responsible for providing the imperial 
household and the court with firewood, lumber, water birds, 
etc., from the imperial parks and gardens; in early history 
often staffed with eunuchs; headed by one or more Direc-
tors (chien, rank 600 bushels, in Han; ling, rank 8a，in 
T'ang); subordinate to the Chamberlain for the Palace Rev-
enues (shao-fu) in Han, the Court of the Imperial Granaries 
(ssu-nung ssu) in T'ang and Sung. In 1192 reorganized by 
Chin into a Provisions Office (tien-chi shu), with no direct 
concern for any imperial parks, under the Directorate of the 
Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu chien). HB (kou-shun): intendant 
of the imperial palace gardens. RR+SP: office des produits 
recueillis dans les marécages et dans les bois. P37, 38. 

3 2 1 9 kōu-yā kuăn 勾押官 
SUNG: Administrative Clerk, a category of subofficial 
functionaries found in many agencies, e.g., the Court of 
Palace Attendants (hsŭan-hui yuan), Herds Offices (ch'un-
mu ssu). SP: régisseur. 

3220 ifcōK-3̂ àii/?，àii-fciiâii 勾院判官 
SUNG: Comptroller, one in each of the 3 agencies that 
constituted the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early 
Sung. Also see p'an-kuan. SP: contrôleur des comptes. 

3 2 2 1 k，ŏu-péi tào 口 北道 
CH'ING: lit., circuit north of the passes: In tendant for 
Chahar , a representative of the Governor-general {tsung-
tu) of the Metropolitan Area (chih-lí) based at HsUan-hua 
Prefecture (Ju), with specific responsibility for dealing with 
the Mongols of Chahar. See tao, tao-fai. 

3222 kū 孤 
CHOU: Solitaries: collective reference to all Ministers 
(ch'ing) at the royal court and in the service of Feudal Lords 
{chu-hou). See san ku (Three Solitaries). CL: vice-con-
seiller, ministre. 

3223 kŭ 瞽 
CHOU: Blind Musician in the office of the Music Master 
(ta-shih) in the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan), divided into 
3 classes: Senior (shang), 40; Ordinary (chung)’ 100; Jun-
ior (hsia)’ 100. CL: aveugle. 

3224 kŭ 賈 
CHOU: Merchant, large numbers in quasiofficial status in 
a number of agencies; functions not clear. CL: marchand. 

3225 鼓旗軍 
T'ANG: Army of the Celestial Herdboy，named after a 
constellation of stars: one of 12 regional supervisory head-
quarters for militia Garrisons ifu) called the Twelve Armies 
(shih-erh chiin); existed only 620-623, 625-636. RR: armée 
(de la constellation) des étendards (près) du tambour. P44. 

3226 kū'cWlng 孤卿 
From Han on, a variant or unofficial reference to the Three 
Solitaries (san ku). P68. 

3227 kŭ-chŭ chá 鼓鑄局 
YUAN: Metropolitan Mint, a copper coin production 
agency in the central government, under the Supervisorate-
in-chief of Coinage (pao-ch'ŭan tu t'i-chŭ ssu); staffing not 
clear, but rank of the head was apparently 7a. P16. 

3228 kŭ chŭ'hôu 古諸侯 
Lit., Feudal Lord of old; see chu-hou. (1) N-S DIV: com-
mon unofficial reference to a Commandery Governor 
(chun-shou). (2) MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a 
provincial Grand Coordinator or Governor (hsìin-fu) or 
to a multi-Province Supreme Commander or Governor-
general (tsung-tu). 

3229 kŭ-chū kŭng-shŭ 鼓鑄公署 
MING: Coinage Office, during the Chia-ching reign (1522-
1566) imposed atop the pre-existing Metropolitan Coinage 
Service (pao-yŭan chŭ), whose Commissioner-in-chief (ta-
shih) now became subordinate to the Office; headed by a 
Superintendent {chien-tu) based in the Ministry of Works 
(kung-pu) as Vice Director iyŭan-wai lang�’ rank 5b，of the 
Ministry's Bureau of Forestry and Crafts (yŭ-heng ch'ing-
li ssu). P16. 

3230 kŭ'cWŭi chŭ 鼓吹局 or kŭ-cWŭi àn 案 
SUNG: Drum and Fife Service (Section) in the Imperial 
Music Bureau {ta-sheng fu) under the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang wm); headed by a Director (ling)4, in-
itiated in 1103; apparently equivalent to the Office of Drums 
and Fifes (ku-ch'ui shu) of other periods. SP: bureau des 
tambours et des wstrumenís à vent. P10. 

3231 M-cA，āis/«í 鼓吹署 
N-S DIV-CHIN: Office of Drums and Fifes, headed by a 
Director (ling), under a Director of Imperial Music {hsieh-
lŭ hsiao-wei) or one or more Chief Musicians (hsieh-lu lang), 
both in turn subordinate to the Court of Imperial Sacrifices 
(t'ai-ch'ang ssu); apparently not established in early Sung, 
but in 1103 Sung established a counterpart, the Drum and 
Fife Service or Section (ku-ch'ui chŭ, ku-ch'ui an). RR: of-
fice des tambours et des instruments à vent. P10. 

3232 kŭ-jén 鼓人 
CHOU: Royal Drummer, 6 ranked as Ordinary Service-
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men {chung-shih), members of the Ministry of Education 
(ti-kuan) responsible for teaching the public the meaning of 
various drum signals in battles, hunts, and sacrifices, and 
for giving the official drum signals in such situations. CL: 
officier de tambour. 

3233 kù4ún 固倫 
CH'ING: Chinese transliteration of the Manchu word gu-
run, meaning state or country: a prefix appended to some 
titles of nobility (chŭeh) to indicate that the noble was of 
high enough status to deserve having a state (kuo) as his 
fief. 

3234 kù-lún kūng-chŭ 固倫公主 
CH'ING: Imperial Princess of the First Degree, noble 
designation of iir perial daughters borne by the official Em-
press. P69. 

3 2 3 5 f c ŭ - t ó / i í ^ / ò 固倫額駙 
CH'ING: Consort of an Imperial Princess of the First De-
gree (ku-lun kung-chu); title conferred only after the birth 
of a son. See o-fu. P69. 

3236 瞽矇 
CHOU: variant of ku (Blind Musician). CL: aveugle mu-
sicien. 

3237 kŭ-skān 馳 
CH'ING: Chinese transliteration of a Manchu word appar-
ently meaning excellent, beautiful, etc.: (1) Manchu term 
for a Banner (ch'i in Chinese) in the Eight Banners (pa' 
ch'i) military organization, led by a Banner Commander (ku-
shan o-chen till 1723, thereafter ku~shan ang-pang), in 
Chinese called Commander-in-chief (tu-t'ung) or some-
times General Commander-in-chief (chìang-chŭrt tu-t'ung). 
Five Banners constituted a Regiment {chia-lá). P44. (2) 
Prefix appended to some titles of nobility {chŭeh), e.g.，ku~ 
shan pei-tzu (Beile Prince), ku-shan ko-ko (District Mis-
tress, daughter of a Beile Prince); less prestigious than the 
prefixes ku-lun, ho-shih, and to-lo, qq.v. 

3238 kù-shăn áng-pāng 固山昂邦 
CH'ING: Banner Commander in the Eight Banners (pa-
ch'i) military organization from 1723 on, superseding the 
earlier Manchu title ku-shan o-chen; commonly abbreviated 
as ang-pang. Officially translated into Chinese as tu-t'ung 
(Commander-in-chief)； sometimes called chiang-chŭn tu-
t'ung (General Commander-in-chief). P44. 

3239 kŭ-shān kó-kó 固山格格 
CH’ING: colloquial reference to a District Mistress {hsien-
chŭn)t daughter of a Beile Prince {ku-shan pei-tzu). See ku-
shan, ko-ko, ku-shan o-fu. 

3240 kà-shān ó-chēn 固山額眞 
CH'ING: Banner Commander in the Eight Banners {pa 
ch'i) military organization; Manchu title changed to ku-shan 
ang-pang in 1723. From 1660 on, officially translated into 
Chinese as tu-t'ung (Commander-in-chief)； sometimes known 
in Chinese as chiang-chŭn tu-t'ung (General Commander-
in-chief). BH: lieutenant-general. P44. 

3241 kù-shān ó-fŭ 固山額駙 
CH'ING: Consort of a District Mistress (hsien-chun), i.e., 
of the daughter of a Beile Prince (ku-shan pei-tzu). See ku-
shan, fu-ma. 

3242 kà'shân pèi-tzŭ 固山貝子 
CH'ING: the full formal title of nobility (chueh) normally 
used in the abbreviated form pei-tzu (Beile Prince). 

3243 kù-shân-tà 固山大 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Assistant Commander 

(hsieh-lìng) in the hierarchy of Provincial Bannermen (chu-
fang). 

3244 kŭ-shîh 賈師 
CHOU: Overseer Merchants, number and rank not clear, 
representatives of the Directors of Markets (ssu-shih) on the 
staff of the Ministry of Education {ti-kuan) who monitored 
quantities, quality, and prices in the capital marketplaces; 
one for each cluster of 20 shops. Relationship with the Chiefs 
of Assistants {hsŭ-shìh), one of whom was also appointed 
for each cluster of 20 shops，is not clear. Also cf. chen-jen 
(Market Shop Supervisor), ssu-pao (Market Shop Police-
man), and ssu-chi (Market Shop Examiner). CL: prévôt des 
marchands. 

3245 kŭ-ssā 鼓司 
SUNG: Complaint Drum Office, an agency at the dynastic 
capital in charge of a drum that could be sounded by anyone 
having a grievance about judicial or administrative matters 
or a suggestion about an important matter of state; staffed 
by various officials of the central government on duty as-
signments, detached temporarily from their normal posts. 
In 1007 superseded by a Public Petitioners Drum Office 
(teng-wen ku yiian). SP: cour des tambours pour annoncer 
pétitions et doléances. P21. 

3246 kŭ-ts’áng tŭ 榖倉督 
SUI: Supervisor of the Cereals Granary’ 2 members of 
the Imperial Granaries Office {t'ai-ts'ang shu). P8. 

3247 kŭ-yŭàn 鼓院 
SUNG: abbreviation of teng-wen ku yŭan (Public Petition-
ers Drum Office). 

3248 k9ù 庫 
Common designation throughout history for any kind of 
Storehouse; normally occurs with a particularizing prefix. 

3249 k'ŭ-pà wū 庫部司 or k'u-pu 
Bureau of Provisions. (1) N-S DIV: recurringly, a major 
subsection of several agencies evolving under the Depart-
ment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng)~~the Minis— of 
War (wu-ping ts'ao, ch'i-ping ts'ao), the Section for Justice 
(tu-kuan ts'ao), and the Ministry of Revenue (tu-chih ts'ao); 
headed by one or more Directors (lang, shih-lang, lang-
chung). (2) SUI-MING: a major unit of the Ministry of 
War (ping-pu)y headed by a Director (lang-chung), rank 5b 1 
in T'ang, 6b in Sung, 5a in Ming; in 1396 retitled wu-k'u 
ch'ing-li ssu (also Bureau of Provisions). RR+SP: bureau 
des magasins militaires. P12. 

3250 Jt，ô-pàtó，如庫部曹 ot 
N-S DIV: Storehouse Section, occasional major unit in the 
Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), headed by 
a Minister (shang-shu). 
3 2 5 1 k，ŭ-sMh 庫使 
Storehouse Commissioner, common title for an official in 
charge of a government storehouse at any level, usually a 
subofficial functionary. BH: treasury overseer，inspector. 

3252 k'ù-shŏu 庫守 
CH'ING: Storehouse Keeper, subofficial functionary in 
charge of a government storehouse at any level. 

3253 k’ŭ tò-shĭh 庫大使 
Storehouse Commissioner-ín-chief, common variant of k'u-
shih (Storehouse Commissioner), likely to be used when 
the appointee was a regular official (ranked from 8a to 9b) 
rather than a subofficial functionary. BH: treasury keeper. 

3254 k，ù-tìĕn 庫典 
SUNG: Storehouse Manager, designation of numerous 
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subofficial functionaries (and possibly some eunuchs) in the 
Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng). P38. 

3255 k'ù-t'īng 庫廳 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Storehouse Commis-
sioner-in-chief (k'u ta-shih) in a Provincial Administration 
Commission {ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu). 

3256 庫曹 
N-S DIV: variant of kfu-pu ts'ao (Storehouse Section). 

3257 k'ù-ts'áo yŭ-shíh 庫曹御史 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.): Market Tax Censor, duty assignment 
of one Attendant Censor (shih yŭ-shih), to supervise col-
lecting and storing state taxes on sales in the animal mar-
kets (of the capital?) under the Chamberlain for the Palace 
Revenues (shao-fu), P7, 62. 

3258 O-feiî 庫子 
SUNG, YUAN: Storehouseman, designation of numerous 
subofficial functionaries tending government storehouses 
under the Sung Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) 
and the Yuan Censorate (yu-shih t'ai), and in both eras in 
many local storehouses. SP: rmgasinier. 

3259 fc，《â-tó/i-tò 夸蘭大 
CH'ING: Chinese transliteration of a Manchu word, lit. 
meaning not clear but used as a military title: Comman-
dant (?)’ occurs in some units serving in the imperial pal-
ace, often rank 3a and coupled with a Regimental Com-
mander (ts'an-ling), also 3a. 

3260 k’uài-chì ssū 會 ti 司 
(1) SUNG: common abbreviation of san-ssu k'uai-chi ssu 
(State Finance Commission Accounting Office). (2) 
CH'ING: Office of Palace Accounts, one of 7 top-echelon 
agencies in the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu Ju), 
in charge of receipts and disbursements at the palace treas-
ury; headed by one or more Directors (lang-chung), rank 
5a; created in 1677 by renaming the earlier Palace Provi-
sions Commission (hsūan-hui yiian). BH; accounts depart-
ment. P37. 

3261 k’uài-ts，áo 會售 
SUNG: Accounts Section in the headquarters of a Prefec-
ture (chou, fu); in the case of the dynastic capital at Kai-
feng, headed by an Administrator (ts'an-chŭn)t elsewhere 
apparently staffed with subofficial functionaries. SP: bu-
reau des comptes. 

3262 kuăn 官 
(1) Throughout history the most common general term for 
Official, whether civil {wen-kuan) or military {wu-kuan)\ 
also used as a term for the regular Office (i.e., position; 
see pen-kuan) and sometimes even the residence of an of-
ficial; most commonly has a prefix describing or indirectly 
suggesting the function or status of an official, e.g., tsung-
ping kuan (Regional Commander). (2) N-S DIV (San-kuo 
Wei-Chin, S. Dyn.)： unofficial reference to the Emperor . 

3263 kuān 關 
Frontier pass or barrier, usually guarded by a military unit; 
often a domestic customs-house for the collection of taxes 
on goods in transit. 

3264 kuăn 館 
Lodging, Academy, or Office, as indicated by a particu-
larizing prefix. E.g., see san kuan, ssu-fang kuan, ssu-i 
kuan, hui-t'ung kuan, kuo-shih kuan, fang-lueh kuan. 

3265 kuān-ch'á 觀察 
(1) SUNG: Surveillance, a prefix to the term Prefecture 
{chou, fu, chŭn) indicating that the area was under the ju-

risdiction of a Surveillance Commissioner (an-ch'a shih). 
(2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to a General Adminis-
tration Circuit if en-shou tao) or a General Surveillance 
Circuit (fen-hsŭn tao). 

3266 kuăn-ch，á chīh-shlh 觀察支使 
SUNG: Surveillance Commissioner's Agent, the deputy 
of a Surveillance Commissioner {kuan-ch'a shih) at the 
headquarters of a Prefecture {chou, fu, chtìn); rank 8b. See 
chih-shih (Commissioner's Agent). SP: secrétaire de 
préfecture. 

3267 kuān-ck，á ch'à-chìh shĭh 觀察處置使 
T’ANG: Surveillance and Supervisory Commissioner, one 
of many delegates from the central government to province-
size Circuits (tao) from the early 700s; in 758 Investigation 
and Supervisory Commissioners (ts'aìrfang ch'u-chih shih) 
were given this title. During the An Lu-shan rebellion (755-
763) many holders of the title were transformed into Mil-
itary Commissioners {chieh-tu shih). Later Surveillance and 
Supervisory Commissioners came to be civil governors of 
their Circuits, alongside Military Commissioners serving as 
military governors. In late T'ang, as central authority de-
teriorated, autonomous Military Commissioners took this 
title concurrently, as well as various other prestigious titles. 
See ch'u-chih shih, kuan-ch'a shih. RR: commìssaire impérial 
à Vorganisation et à la surveillance (d'une région). P50, 
52. 

3268 lcuān-ch’á liú-hdu 觀察留後 
SUNG: Deputy Surveillance Commissioner: see chieh-tu 
kuan-ch'a liu-hou (Deputy Military and Surveillance Com-
missioner). SP: surveillant d'une région. 
3269 kuăn-cWâ shih 觀祭使 
TANG-LIAO: Surveillance Commissioner, originally one 
of many delegates from the central government to province-
size Circuits (tao)t from the late 700s sharing regional au-
thority as civil governors with Military Commissioners 
(chieh-tu shih) as military governors. In late T'ang superseded 
by the title kuan-ch,a ch'u-chih shih (Surveillance and Su-
pervisory Commissioner). In Sung, one of several types of 
Commissioners supervising Circuits (tao, lu), but steadily 
transformed into Military Commissioners (an-fu shih). In 
Liao, coordinating agents overseeing groups of Prefectures 
(chou, chun). RR+SP: commìssaire impérial à la surveil-
lance d'une région. P50, 52. 

3270 kuăn-ck，á t，ūi-kuăn 觀察推官 
SUNG: Surveillance Circuit Judge，one commonly on the 
staff of a Surveillance Commissioner (kuan-ch'a shih). SP: 
juge. P32. 
3271 kuătí'cWăi 關差 
Customs Collector: common reference to an official as-
signed to collect fees at a customs barrier or market. 

3272 kuān-chèng 觀政 
MING: Observer, designation of a new Metropolitan 
Graduate (chin-shih) assigned to a central government agency 
as a trainee, pending regular appointment to office. 

3273 kuān-clí’éng 
SUI-TANG: Assistant Director of the Pass, one or 2 at 
each frontier pass or domestic customs barrier (kuan), rank 
9b 1 or 9b2 in T'ang; assisted Directors of the Passes (kuan-
ling) in monitoring the comings and goings of people at 
strategic places. P62. 

3274 kuăn-chì shè-jén 管記舍人 
SUI: Secretary in the Right Secretariat of the Heir Appar-
ent {yu ch'un-fang), in T'ang retitled t'ai-tzu she-jen (Palace 
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Secretary of the Heir Apparent). RR: secrétaire du grand 
secrétariat de droite de I'héritier du trône. 

3275 kuān-chiā 官家 
From the era of N-S Division if not earlier, an unofficial 
reference to the Emperor . 

3276 kuăn-chiàng 管匠 
MING: Crafts Foreman, one, probably a suboffieial func-
tionary, on the staff of Shun-t'ien Prefecture (fu), i.e., 
modern Peking; apparently in general charge of construc-
tion workers controlled by the Prefecture. In 1581 abol-
ished; in 1583 revived with the title kuan chūn-chiang (Di-
rector of Troops and Craftsmen). P32. 

3277 kuăn-chiàng tū VUllng ró 管匠都提領所 
YŭAN: Superintendency-in-chief for Artisans, a wood-
working shop, one of several workshops under the Super-
visorate-in-chief of Metal Workers and Jewelers (chin-yŭ 

jen-chiang tsung-kuan fu) in thp dynastic capital at modern 
Peking; established 1276; headed by a Superintendent-ìn-
chief (tu t'i-ling), rank 7b. 

3278 kuăn ch'iēn-tīng 管千丁 
CH'ING: Labor Crew Foreman, members of the staffs 
that maintained imperial mausoleums (ling) and of some 
auxiliary Ministries (pu) in the auxiliary capital called Sheng-
ching, at Shenyang (Mukden) in modern Manchuria; rank 
4 or 6. P29, 49. 

3279 kuăn chĭh-jăn chu tà-ch'én 
管織染局大臣 

CH'ING: Grand Minister in Charge of the Weaving and 
Dyeing Service (chih-jan chŭ) under the Imperial House-
hold Administration (nei-wu fu)', sometimes the assignment 
of an Imperial Prince. BH: director of the weaving and dyeing 
office, 

3280 k u ă n � M ^ ± 
Manager, throughout history one of many terms used to 
designate the head of an agency; normally used only for 
concurrent (chien) appointments or special duty assign-
ments (ch'ai-ch'ien) rather than a regular office (see under 
pen-kuan). Also see chu-kuan. 

3281 kuăn-chŭ 館主 
(1) Manager of the Hostel: in T'ang and perhaps earlier 
times, designation of the ad hoc head of the Hostel for Trib-
utary Envoys (ssu-fang kuan)y which received memorials 
and gifts from foreign visitors and arranged for their au-
diences at court. (2) Director of the Academy or Institute: 
in T'ang, designation of the head of the Institute of Literary 
Attendants (wen-hsŭeh chih-kuan), a concurrent appoint-
ment for a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). Also an unoffi-
cial reference to the administrative head of the Institute for 
the Cultivation of Literature (hsiu-wen kuan) in T'ang, and 
after T'ang to the administrative head of the Hanlin Acad-
emy (han-lin yŭan). RR: chef du collège. 

3282 kuān-ckŭng hóu 關中侯 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei), T'ANG: Marquis of Kuan-chung 
(a regional name referring to the passes through which the 
Yellow River moves from the highland northwest out onto 
the North China Plain), 11th highest of 12 ranks of nobility 
(chueh). P65. 

3283 kuăn-ch'ŭán chŭ-shìh 管泉主事 
MING: Waterways Manager, apparently a duty assign-
ment (regular post and rank not clear), responsible for 
maintaining and operating the Grand Canal in southwestern 
Shantung，principally by collecting fees in lieu of labor from 
the local populace. P59. 

3284 kuàti"Chùn 
Lit., the top army or the top or head of an army. (1) CHOU-
HAN: Army Commander, one of many ad hoc titles 
awarded personages assigned to conduct an army on cam-
paign; found in such combinations as Array-commanding 
Marquis (kuan-chŭn hou)-, can be expected to have a prefix 
indicating the army's purpose or area of operations. The 
term is equivalent to General (chiang-chŭn). (2) T'ANG-
CH'ING: First Chosen, unofficial designation of the man 
heading the pass list after almost any kind or level of civil 
service recruitment examination, or of the first new grad-
uate to be chosen for an official appointment. The rationale 
for this usage of the term is not clear. 

3285 kuān-chăn 官軍 
Regular Troops: throughout history a standard reference 
to regular government soldiers, differentiated from many 
kinds of irregular troops. See kuan-ping. Cf. chia-ping, san-
pm-
3286 kuăn-chŭn 管軍 
YūAN: Commanding the Troops, a common prefix to 
regular military titles such as Brigade Commander (wan-
hu)，Battalion Commander (ch'ien-hu), and Company 
Commander {po~hu)\ perhaps indicating that the appoint-
ment was substantive rather than nominal, or that the ap-
pointee was engaged in campaigning rather than adminis-
tering a garrison. 

3287 kuàn-chùn chiāng-chŭn 冠軍將軍 
General Commanding the Troops.(丨）HAN-N-S DIV (S. 
Dyn.): a title regularly conferred on officers in charge of 
campaigns. (2) N-S DIV: one of many titles conferred on 
chieftains of friendly southwestern aboriginal tribes. P72. 

3288 kuăn chun-júng hsŭān-wèi ch'à-chìh 
砝沩,軍容宣尉處置使 

T'ANG: lit., commissioner to arrange and dispose of mat-
ters concerning conditions in the armies and manifestations 
of imperial conciliation: Inspector of the Armies, com-
monly abbreviated to kuan chŭn-jung shih; from the 760s 
the most influential military appointment, commonly granted 
to a palace eunuch; inspected all armies going on cam-
paigns and controlled the 2 Armies of Inspired Strategy (shen-
ts'e chun)t the base from which eunuchs gained dominance 
in the capital. RR: commissaire impérial chargé de sur-
veiller la tenue de I'armée et de répandre les consolations. 
P43. 

3289 kuàn-chăn shĭh 冠軍使 
CH'ING: Military Commissioner, a duty assignment for 
a noble or an eminent military officer, prefixed with func-
tionally descriptive terms, e.g., tsung-li shih-wu kuan-chŭn 
shih (Military Commissioner Director of the Imperial 
Procession Guard), q.v. 

3290 kuăn chăn-shîh 關軍使 
5 DYN (Liang): Guard Commander at the Customs 
House, with a place-name prefix. P62. 

3291 kuăn-chŭn tà chiăng-chŭn 冠軍大將軍 
T'ANG, SUNG, LIAO: General-in-chief Commanding the 
Troops, prestige title (san-kuan) for military officers of rank 
3a. Cf. kuan-chūn chiang-chŭn. RR: grand général de 
I'armée dominante. SP; grand général Kouan-kiun. P68. 

3292 kuân.fáng shìh-wù ch'ù 關防事務處 or 
kuan-fang ch'u 

CH'ING: common abbreviations of chang kuan-fang kuan-
li nei kuan-ling shih-wu ch'u (Overseers Office) in the Im-
perial Household Department (nei-wu fu); supervised use of 
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the imperial seals and controlled individual access to the 
Emperw; headed by an Overseer (nei kuan-ling chang kuan-
fang) who had status as a Grand Minister (ta-ch'en). Also 
see chang kuan-fang ch'u. BH: chancery of the imperial 
household. P37. 

3293 kuăn-Sàng tsū-k'à 官房租庫 
CH'ING: Government Property Rental Agency, a central 
government unit responsible for collecting rents on build-
ings in Peking and its environs that had been confiscated 
from the Ming dynasty rulers or private owners in the 1640s; 
originally directly subordinate to the Office of Palace Con-
stniction (ying-tsao ssu), which received the Rental Agen-
cy's revenues; in 1731 became directly subordinate to the 
Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu)t headed by the 
Department's Grand Ministers (ta-ch'en) in annual rotation. 
BH: office for collecting rent on confiscated property. P37. 

3294 Icuān-fŭ 棚 
Throughout history a very general reference to the gov-
ernment as a whole, or to those officials who collectively 
were considered to be the administration in power, or to 
particular government agencies. See cheng-fu. 

3295 kuăn-hó 管河 
MING-CH'ING: Controller of Waterways, a duty as-
signment of Vice Prefects (t'ung-chih), Assistant Prefects 
(t'ung-p'an), and other provincial and local officials dele-
gated to provide local assistance to the Director-general of 
the Grand Canal (ho-tao tsung-tu); the designation occurs 
as a prefix to the regular titles of the appointees, e.g., kuan-
ho t'ung-chih (Vice Prefect Controller of Waterways). P52, 
59. 

3296 管轄番役 
CH'ING: Supervisor of Police, head of the Police Bureau 
{fan-i ch'u) attached to the Office of Palace Justice (shen-
hsing ssu) in the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu 
fu); a rotational duty assignment for Directors (lang-chung) 
and Vice Directors (yiian-wai lang) of Bureaus (ch'ing-li 
ssu) in Ministries (pu), or for lesser officials at the capital. 
BH: controller of tíie police bureau. 

3297 kuăn-hsiá kuăn 管轄官 
SUNG: Supervisor, an uncommon title apparently indi-
cating an ad hoc assignment to a special duty; full impli-
cations not clear. E.g., see under ya-pan (Service Alloca-
tion Office). 
3298 kuān-hsŭéh 官學 
(1) Government School, a generic term for all kinds of 
state-established schools as distinct from Private Acade-
mies {shu-yŭan) and other schools not established by the 
state. (2) CH'ING: Palace Schools, collective reference to 
3 schools established by the Imperial Household Depart-
ment {nei-wu /«)—the School at the Palace of Universal 
Peace (hsien-an kung kuan-hsŭeh), the Mt. Prospect School 
{ching'Shàn kuan-hsūeh), and the Court Theatrical School 
(nan-fu kuan-hsŭeh). BH: schools of the imperial house-
hold. 

3299 kuăn hsŭéh-shĕng 官學生 
N-S DIV (Chin), MING-CH ING: Official Student in the 
National University {t'ai-hsŭeh, kuo-tzu hsūeh) or in one of 
the Ch,ing dynasty Palace Schools (kuan-hsŭeh); admitted 
without normal qualification certification, solely by entitle-
ment as the son or younger brother of a noble or high-rank-
ing official. P24, 37. 

3300 kuān-ī 官醫 
HAN: Government Physfcian, apparently non-official 

specialists; found on the staffs of various central govern-
ment agencies. HB: official physician. P22. 

3301 kuăn-ì hsân-kuăn 館驛巡官 
T'ANG: Inspector of Postal Relay Stations, 4 authorized 
on the staff of each Military Commissioner (chieh-tu shih) 
from the 750s, apparently focusing on the postal system 
more closely than was possible for the Censorate*s {yŭ-shih 
t'ai) Postal Inspectors (kuart-i shih). RR: inspecteur des re-
lais de poste. 

3302 kuăn i-jén t'óu-mù 管醫人頭目 
YUAN: Head of Physician Families, probably a descrip-
tive term rather than a title, indicating the chief and spokes-
men for all physician families (i-hu) in a locality; in co-
operation with local officials, resolved disputes between 
physician families and others. 

3303 kuănA shih 館驛使 
T'ANG: Postal Inspector, from 779 the duty assignment 
of an Investigating Censor (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) in the Cen-
sorate {yū-shih t'ai) located at each dynastic capital, Ch’ang-
an and Loyang, to oversee the operations of the postal relay 
system. Cf. kuán-i hsŭn-kuan. RR: commissaire impérial 
aux services de poste. PI8. 

3304 kuān4 VUchu ssâ 官醫提擧司 
YUAN; Supervisorate of Physicians, one in the dynastic 
capital, one in each Province (hsing-sheng), and one in each 
lower unit of territorial administration down to the District 
(hsien) level, headed by a Supervisor (t'i-chu), rank 5b at 
the capital, 6b elsewhere; normally attached to the Medical 
School (i'hsueh) at each administrative level. Primarily re-
sponsible for overseeing the affai.s of hereditary physician 
families (i-hu), arranging for their state service, settling dis-
putes among them, and nominating young men of talent 
who might be admitted to the Medical Schools. Cf. kuan-
i t'i-ling so. 

3305 fcMă/i-iUZíwgsd 官醫提領所 
YUAN: Superintendency of Physician Families, a central 
government agency (?) that shared responsibility, in some 
fashion not clear, with Supervisorates of Physicians {kuan-
i t'i-chu ssu; or only the Supervisorate in the capital?) for 
overseeing the affairs of hereditary physician families (ī-
hu) and the medical care provided imprisoned criminals; 
also assigned physicians to prison duty; headed by a Su-
perintendent (t'i-ling). 

3306 kuán-kàn 管幹 
SUNG: Administrative Clerk, title of numerous suboffi-
cial functionaries on the staffs of Ministries (pu) and many 
other agencies, e.g., kuan-kart chia-ko k'u kuan (Admin-
istrative Clerk of the Archives), kuan-kan wen-tzu (Admin-
istrative Clerk for Correspondence). SP: administrateur, 
gérant. 

3307 kuăn-kàn chiāo'miāo chì-ch’ì sð 
管幹郊廟祭器所 

SUNG: Office of Sacrificial Regalia for the Suburban 
Temple, a unit of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-
ch'ang ÍJM); headed by a Superintendent (t'i-tien). SP: bu-
reau des objets de sacrifice des temples de la banlieue. P27. 

3308 twă/i-jtóocAá官吿局or官誥局 
SUNG: Appointment Verification Service, an agency in 
charge of issuing appointment certificates (kao-shen) to newly 
appointed or reappointed officials; an ad hoc arrangement 
within the Ministries of Personnel (lì-pu) and of War (ping-
pu) until c. 1080，thereafter solely in the Ministry of Per-
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sonnel; headed by a Secretariat Drafter {chung-shu she-jen) 
serving as Supervisor (t'i-chu). SP: cour des titres des nom-
inations. P3. " 

3309 kuān-kào yŭàn官吿院or官誥院 
SUNG: Appointment Verification Office: variant of kuan-
kao chu. 

3310 kuăn-kó 館閣 
(1) T'ANG — SUNG: Academies and Institutes: common 
collective reference to the Institute of Academicians {hsŭeh-
shih yŭan) y Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien yuan), 
Institute for the Glorification of Literature (chao-wen kuan), 
Historiography Institute (shih-kuan), etc.; and especially to 
eminent officials who held nominal supernumerary appoint-
ments {t'ieh-chih) as Academicians {hsueh-shih), etc., in 
these agencies. SP: fonctionnaires des divers collèges 
littéraìres. P23. (2) MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference 
to the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yuan). P25. 

3311 c/rtò�A:，à/i 館閣校勘 
SUNG: Proofreader in the Academy or Institute, des-
ignation of subofficial functionaries found on the staffs of 
various agencies that had compiling and editorial functions, 
e.g., the Historiography Institute {shih-kuan). See chiao-
k'an. 

3312 kuăn-kôu 管句 or kuàn-kōu ... s 励事 
(1) SUNG: Concurrently Serving as . . . or Concurrently 
Managing used when an official's nominal post was 
of lower rank and status than the post held concurrently, in 
such forms as nominal post + kuan-kou + concurrent post: 
...kuan-kou t'aì-shih (Concurrently Managing the Censor-
ate, yu-shih t'ai), ... kuan-kou chien shih (Concurrently 
Managing the Directorate of Education, kuo-tzu chien). (2) 
SUNG-CHIN: Clerk, a title sometimes held by eunuchs of 
the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). SP: régisseur. 
(3) SUNG-CH'ING: Clerk, found in many agencies，rank 
from 7a to 9b, sometimes apparently subofficial function-
aries; e.g., kuo-shih yŭan ch'eng-fa chìa-ko k'u kuan-kou 
(Clerk Storekeeper in the Historiography Institute), one, rank 
9a. Especially common in Chin and Yŭan; little used after 
1380 in Ming. See kou-kuan, 

3313 kuăn-kðu ssū 管勾司 
YUAN: Clerks Office in the Bureau of Musical Ritual (i-
feng ssu); in 1312 changed into the Office of Moslem Mu-
sic (ch'ang-ho shu). PlO. 

3314 kuăn-kôu wăng-lái kuô-hsìn sŏ 

管勾往來國信所 
SUNG: Concurrent Manager of the Offîce of Diplomatic 
Correspondence, a unit of the Court of State Ceremonial 
(hung-lu ssu); a special assignment for the eunuch Office 
Manager (tu-chih) or Administrative Aide (ya-pan) of the 
Palace Eunuch Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng), rank 6a; took 
part in the management of early Sung diplomatic exchanges 
with the Khitan state of Liao. See wang-lai kuo-hsin so. 
Cf. kuo-hsin fang, SP: administrateur des missions diplo-
matiques (relations avec les KH-tan). 

3315 Aruá/i-íí 管理 
Manager. (1) MING: head of a Section (k'o) in a Bureau 
(ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) and per-
haps elsewhere; rank not clear, possibly unranked. See min-
k'o, tu-chih k'o, chin-k'o, ts'ang-k'o. P6. (2) CH'ING: duty 
assignment or concurrent appointment, most commonly of 
a Grand Minister (ta-ch'en) of the Imperial Household De-
partment (nei-wufu)', e.g., kuan-li chieh-tao t'ing (Manager 
of the Office of Capital Streets), a duty assignment for Cen-

sors (yŭ-shih), officials of the Ministry of Works (kung-pu), 
and officers representing the Commander-general of Met-
ropolitan Bannermen (pu-chŭn t'ung-ling); or kuan-lì WM-
yìng tien hsiu-shu ch'u shih-wu (Manager [lit., of the af-
fairs] of the Imperial Printing Office in the Hall of Military 
Glory), 

3316 kuăn-liáng 管糧 
(1) MING: Tax Manager , one, rank not clear, on the staff 
of Shun-t'ien Prefecture {fu), modern Peking. P32. (2) 
CH’ING: Manager of Tax Transport , a duty assignment 
for Vice Prefects (t'ung-chih) and Assistant Prefects (t'ung-
p'an) along the route of the Grand Canal from 1667. P32. 

3317 kuān-ŭng 關令 
SUI-T'ANG: Director of the Pass, one at each significant 
border, pass, ford, etc.; responsible for collecting mercan-
tile taxes on goods in transit, watching for contraband goods, 
and verifying the credentials of all travelers. Ranked in 3 
categories: Senior (shang), Ordinary (chung), and Junior 
(hsia), from 8b2 to 9b2. P54，62. 

3318 kuăn4ĭng^Mor kuăn-ling ... kuăn 官 
(1) YŭAN: Supervisor, Supervising overseer of the 
staff in various agencies, especially in the households of 
Empresses and Princes, e.g., kuan-ling chu-tzu min-chiang 
kuan (Supervisor of Pearl Fishing) under the Supervisorate-
in-chief of Metal Workers and Jewelers {chin-yu jen-chiang 
tsung-kuan fu), kuan-ling sui-lu jen-chiang tu t'i-ling so 
(Supervisor of the Supervisory Directorate of Artisans in 
the Various Routes) under the Supervisorate-in-chief of All 
Classes of Artisans (chu-se jen-chiang tsung-kuan fu). (2) 
CH'ING: Chief Clerk in the establishments of Imperial 
Princes (ch'in-wang) and Commandery Princes (chun-wang)y 
4 and 3 respectively, rank 6a; in charge of correspondence 
and personnel matters. Also see nei kuan-ling. P69. 

3319 kuān-mă fāng 官馬坊 
T'ANG: Palace Grazing Grounds, apparently a reference 
to areas in the imperial parks and gardens reserved for graz-
ing by the thousands of horses reportedly kept within the 
imperial palace; see chang-nei liu hsien (Six Palace Cor-
rals), liu chiu (Six Stables). RR: quartierspour les chevaux 
du gouvernement. 

3320 itwá/i-míiitóií/̂ -ifcwă/i/tí 管民總管府 
YUAN: Civil Administration Command for Pien-liang 
(Kaifeng) and other Routes (/«)，a unit of the Household 
Service for the Heir Apparent (ch'u-cheng yuan); staffing 
and functions not clear. 

3321 kuán-nèi Adw 關內侯 
CH'IN-N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Marquis of Kuan-nei (a 
regional designation: lit., within the passes，referring to the 
northern part of modern Shensi Province), the 19th of 20 
(i.e., 2nd highest) titles of nobility (chueh) awarded to ex-
ceptionally meritorious personages. P65. 

3322 kuăn p’ào hsiāo-ckí ksiào 管礮驍騎枚 
CH'ING: Artillery Lieutenant, 10, rank 6a, from 1764 (?) 
junior officers in the Firearms Brigade {huo-ch'i ying), in 
command of Artillerymen (p'ao hsiao-chi). Also see hsiao-
chi, hsiao. BH: lieutenant of artillery. 

3323 kuăn-pīng 'ā ' f t 
Regular Troops: throughout history a reference to regular 
government soldiers as distinguished from many kinds of 
irregular troops. See kuan-chŭn. Cf. chìa-ping, san-ping. 

3324 kuān-shĕng 官生 
MING-CH'ING: Official Student under the Directorate of 
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Education (kuo-tzu chien), admitted without normal certi-
fication of qualifications but solely by entitlement as the 
son of a noble or official who had been awarded the pro-
tection privilege (yin-tzu) that guaranteed one or more of 
his sons direct admission into student status or direct ap-
pointment to office. The category of Official Students in-
cluded those admitted "by grace’’ (see en-sheng), as sons 
of officials who had rendered extraordinary state service, 
especially those who had lost their lives in battle. In Ch'ing 
the status was often awarded in celebration of various aus* 
picious events. Sons of foreign rulers who studied in the 
Directorate of Education were also considered Official Stu-
dents. Also see en-ch'ŭ chien-sheng, en-tz'u chien-sheng, 
en-yin chien-sheng, nan-yin chien-sheng. 

3325 管…事 
In charge of the affairs of a term commonly found 
enclosing an agency name or official title, indicating that 
the named official was in active charge of the designated 
agency or post, which may or may not have been his nom-
inal status; used to differentiate such an official from one 
bearing a title but not actively performing its functions. 

3326 kuān-shĭh 關使 
CHIN: Gate Commissioner, many, rank 7a and 7b, in 
charge of opening and closing city gates, monitoring trav-
elers, and collecting taxes on goods in transit. P62. 

3327 Aiwíii JWA-WŬ tò-cAY/i 管事務大臣 
CH ING: Grand Minister Supervisor of the Palace Stud 
(shang-ssu yuan) under the Imperial Household Department 
(nei-wu fu). Also see ta-ch'en. P39. 

3328 kuăn-shùi chiên-tŭ 關稅監督 
CH'ING: Superintendent of Domestic Customs Bar-
riers, normally a concurrent duty assignment for a Pro-
vincial Governor (hsūn-fu)y a representative of the Court of 
Colonial Affairs (li-fan yiian), or another central govern-
ment official of rank 4 or 5; arranged for and supervised 
the collection of mercantile taxes on goods in transit 
throughout the empire. P62. 

3329 kuăn-sð chiĕn-tŭ 館所監督 
CH ING: Superintendent of Postal Relay Stations (i-chan), 
one Manchu appointed from 1651, one Chinese from 1753; 
apparently special duty assignments for members of the 
Ministry of War (ping-pu). P12. 

3330 kuăn tà-fū 官大夫 
CH'IN-HAN: lit” official grand master: Grandee of the 
Sixth Order , 6th lowest of 20 ranks of honorary nobility 
(chŭeh) awarded to meritorious personages. P65. 

3331 kuăn-tài 糊 
CH'ING: variant reference to a Brigade Commander (̂ M-
chi) in the Green Standards (lu-ying) military organization. 
BH: battalion commander. 

3332 ifc«â/i々 ，tó/i 官田 
State Land: throughout history a common designation of 
arable lands belonging to the government, howsoever ac-
quired—by state-sponsored reclamation, by confiscation, 
by takeover of the preceding dynasty's holdings, etc. The 
term normally encompasses imperial gardens, etc., in the 
vicinity of the dynastic capital and, on a much larger scale, 
lands rented to tenant farmers whose rent payments were 
used to help maintain nearby government offices and gar-
risons, lands sometimes given to favored religious estab-
lishments or favored families (e.g., the most direct de-
scendants of Confucius) as endowments, and lands sometimes 
given to groups of landless peasants in State Farms (t'un-

located in regions where the government was trying 
to encourage agricultural development, usually in frontier 
zones or areas that had been devastated by wars. See chih-
t'ien, min-t'un, chŭn-t'un. 

3333 kuān tū-wèi 關者 15 尉 
CH IN—HAN: Commandant-in-chief of the Customs 
Barrier, assignments to supervise customs collections at 
major strategic places in the empire, commonly awarded to 
nobles, sons of eminent officials, and other favorites. HB: 
chief commandant of a pass. P62. 

3334 Aáu 關外侯 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei, S, Dyn.)： Marquis of Kuan-wai 
(regional designation: beyond the passes, reference not spe-
cific), 5th lowest of 20 titles of nobility (chŭeh) conferred 
on meritorious personages. P65. 

3335 kuàn yèh-ché láng-chŭng 灌謁者郞中 
HAN: Gentleman of the Interior Serving as Reception-
ist, about a dozen junior members of the staff of the Later 
Han Chamberlain for Attendants (kuang-lu-hsun), rank =300 
bushels; after a year of satisfactory service could be pro-
moted to Receptionist in Attendance (chi-shih yeh-che), rank 
400 bushels. See lang-chung‘ HB: gentleman-of-the-palace 
serving as probationary internuncio. 

3336 kuàn-yà chu 遒玉局 
YŭAN: Jade Service, one of many artisan workshops un-
der the Supervisorate-in-chief of Metal Workers and Jew-
elers {chin-yŭ jen-chiang tsung-kuan fu). 

3337 kuāng-chèng 光正 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i>: Lady of Bright Rectitude, one of 27 
imperial wives collectively called Hereditary Consorts (shih-
fu); rank =3b. 

3338 kuàng-chì fUchŭ ssâ 廣濟提擧司 
YUAN: Supervisorate of Medical Relief, a public health 
agency established in each Capital and Province, headed by 
a Supervisor {t'i-chŭ)y rank 7b; organizational affiliation and 
specific functions not clear. 

3339 kuăng-ch'īn mù-ch'īn chái 廣親睦親宅 
SUNG: lit.，residence for the expansive and friendly treat-
ment of relatives: Hostel for Imperial Clansmen main-
tained by the Chief Office of Imperial Clan Affairs (ta tsung-
cheng ssu) from c. 1000 as a residence and school for the 
male descendants of the founding Emperors, T*ai-tsu and 
T'ai-tsung. Possibly located at the dynastic capital, Kai-
feng; but there was apparently one such Hostel in each 
Princely Establishment (wang-fu) f some of whose officials, 
in addition to their normal administrative duties, concur-
rently served as Instructors {chiao-shou) in the Hostel. 
Commonly found in the variant forms mu~ch'in kuang-chHn 
ssu, mu-ch'in ssu; also called the Southern Palace (nan-
kung). Cf. tun-tsung yuan (Hostel for Imperial Kinsmen), 
one each at Loyang and at Yangchow from 1104 into the 
1120s. SP: maison de la propagation de Vharmonie de la 

famille impériale. 

3340 kuăng-ck，ú ssā 廣儲司 
CH’ING: Storage Office, one of 7 major units in the Im-
perial Household Department (nei-wu fu), an aggregation 
of Six Storehouses (liu k'u): the Silver Vault iyin-k'u) and 
the Hides (p'i-k'u), Porcelain (tz'u-k'u)t Silks (tuan-k'u), 
Clothing (i-k'u), and Tea (ch'a-kfu) Storehouses; headed by 
2 Directors (lang-chung) of the Storage Office, also called 
Supervisors-in-chief of the Six Storehouses (tsung-kuan liu-
k'u shih-wu). BH: department of the privy purse. P37. 
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3341 kuăng-hsī fáng 廣西房 
SUNG: Southwestern Defense Section in the Bureau of 
Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan); one of 12 Sections created 
in the reign of Shen-tsung (r. 1067-1085) to manage ad-
ministrative affairs of military garrisons throughout the 
country, in geographic clusters，or to supervise specified 
military functions on a country-wide scale. This Section su-
pervised the raising of troops to suppress banditry in the 
frontier zone of Kuang-nan-hsi Circuit (lu) and the distrib-
uting of consequent rewards and punishments; generally su-
pervised garrisons of Liang-Che Circuit, and established 
quotas for the rotation of personnel into the Imperial Ar-
mies (chin-chiìn) at the dynastic capital. Headed by 3 to 5 
Vice Recipients of Edicts ifu ch'eng-chih)’ rank 8b. Ap-
parently abolished early in S. Sung. See shih-erh fang 
(Twelve Sections). SP: chambre de recrutement et de la 
défense de Kouang-nan Ouest. 

3342 kuăng-hsàn 光飘 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i): Lady of Bright Instruction, desig-
nation of one of 6 imperial wives called Lesser Concubines 
(hsia-pin). 

3343 kuăng-hsun 廣訓 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): Lady of Broad Instruction, desig-
nation of one of 27 imperial wives collectively called He-
reditary Consorts (shih-fu)', rank =3b. 

3344 kuăng-hùi k’ù 廣惠庫 
MING: common abbreviation of pao-ch'ao kuang-hui k'u 
(Treasury for the Benevolent Issuance of Paper Money). 
3345 kuáng-hùi ssū 廣惠司 
YUAN: lit., broadening benevolence office: Moslem Med-
ical Office, a unit of the Imperial Academy of Medicine 
(t'ai-i yuan) staffed with Moslem physicians who provided 
treatment for the Emperor, military officers, and the needy 
in the dynastic capital; headed by a Supervisor (t'i-chŭ), 
rank 3a to 1319, then 5a, then back to 3a in 1322-1323. 

3346 kuăng-hùi ts'ăng 廣惠倉 
SUNG: lit.，broadening benevolence granary: Public Wel-
fare Granary, in 1057 ordered established in all Prefec-
tures {chou) and Districts (hsien) to store grains for issu-
ance to widows, widowers, and others who could not provide 
for themselves. Cf. pao-ch'ao kuang-hui k'u (Treasury for 
the Benevolent Issuance of Paper Money). 

3347 kuāng-lŭ-hsŭn 光祿勳 
Lit. meaning not wholly clear: (one who) enhances (the rul-
er's) happiness and meritorious achievements? (1) HAN-
N-S DIV: Chamberlain for Attendants, c. 104 B.C. 
superseded the title lang-chung ling', in Han one of the ma-
jor officials of the central government, ranked at 2,000 
bushels; was in overall charge of all Court Gentlemen (lang), 
whom he examined annually, and of the Emperor's per-
sonal counselors and bodyguards; gradually became a purely 
honorary post in the era of N-S Division. HB: superin-
tendent of the imperial household. P37. (2) N-S DIV-
CH'ING: occasional unofficial reference to the Chief Min-
ister (ch'ing) of the Court of Imperial Entertainments 
{kuang-lu ssu). 

3348 lcuàng-lù ssù 光綠寺 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i>"CH’ING: Court of Imperial Enter-
tainments, in charge of catering for the imperial house-
hold, court officials, and imperial banquets honoring for-
eign envoys and other dignitaries; normally had 4 subordinate 
Offices (shu) specializing in various kinds of foodstuffs; 
headed by a Chief Minister (ch'ing), rank 3b in T'ang, 4b 
in Sung, 3a in Yuan, 3b in Ming and Ch'ing; always had 

a huge staff of cooks, servingmen, etc. Normally under 
general supervision of the Ministiy of Rites (lt-pu); in Sung 
from 1127 absorbed into the Ministry. In Liao from the era 
927-947 retitled ch'ung-lu ssu to avoid a name taboo. In 
Chin and Yŭan subordinate to the hsŭan-hui yŭan (Court 
Ceremonial Institute in Chin, Palace Provisions Commis-
sion in Yuan). Ming followed the Yŭan pattern till 1375， 
when the Court was re-established with relative autonomy, 
loosely supervised by the Ministry of Rites. RR+SP: cour 
des banquets impériaux. BH: banqueting court, P37. 

3349 kuāng-lù tà-fū 光祿大夫 
Grand Master for Splendid Happiness. (1) HAN-N-S 
DIV: an intimate imperial aide and adviser, resident in the 
palace; under supervision of the Chamberlain for Atten-
dants (kuang-lu-hsŭn); rank =2,000 bushels in Han. HB; 
imperial household grandee. (2) SUI-CH'ING: prestige ti-
tle (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank la then lb in Sui； 
2b in T'ang, Sung, and Chin; lb in Yuan and Ming, la in 
Ch'ing. Sometimes occurs with prefixes Left and Right. 
See chin-tzu kuang-lu ta-fut yin-ch'ing kuang-lu ta-fu. P68. 

3350 kuăng-pù wèi 廣部尉 
HAN: Commandant of the Metropolitan Police, £ast and 
South: 2 ranked at 400 bushels, responsible for police su-
pervision over the eastern and southern quadrants of the 
Former Han dynastic capital, Ch'ang-an, a jurisdiction known 
in the aggregate as the Left Sector (tso-pu); from 91 B.C. 
subordinate to the Metropolitan Commandant (ssu-li hsiao-
wei); in Later Han made separate offices entitled Com-
mandant of the Metropolitan Police, East Sector itung-pu 
wei) and Commandant of the Metropolitan Police, South 
Sector (nan-pu wei). P20. 

3351 kuàng-wén 廣文 
T ANG-CH'ING: Litterateur’ an unofficial reference to 
scholarly men and especially to educational officials (hsiieh-
kuatì) such as Instructors (chiao-shou) in regional and local 
schools. 

3352 kuăng-wén kuân 廣文館 
T'ANG-SUNG: Institute for the Extension of Literary 
Arts, one of the advanced schools maintained by the Di-
rectorate of Education {kuo-tzu chien), responsible (at least 
in T'ang) for the training of students in the School for the 
Sons of the State {kuo-tzu hsŭeh) to take the civil service 
recruitment examinations that led to the degree of Presented 
Scholar (chin-shih); staffed with 4 Erudites (po-shih) and 2 
Instructors (chu-chiao). Established in 750 to handle 60 stu-
dents annually; in Sung grew to have 2,400 students. RR: 
collège pour la propagation de la littérature. SP: collège 
de la littérature. P34. 

3353 kuăng-yèh fáng 廣業堂 
MING-CH'ING: College for Broadening Academic Scope, 
one of the Six Colleges (liu t'ang) among which students 
of the Directorate of Education {kuo-tzu chien) were dis-
tributed. P34. 

3354 kuâng-yá 光默 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Bright Counsel, designation 
of one of 3 Superior Concubines (shang-pin). 

3355 kuăng-yáan k'ù 廣源庫 
YUAN: abbreviation of wan-i kuang-yUan k'u (Imperial 
Treasures Vault). 

3356 kuăng-yàek k，ù 廣樂庫 
YUAN: Office of Musical Supplies, one directly subor-
dinate to the Bureau of Musical Ritual (i-feng ssu) and one 
subordinate to the Music Office (chiao-fang ssu), a con-
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stituent unit of the Bureau; each headed by a Commis-
sioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 9b; apparently responsible for 
storing and repairing court musical instruments. P10. 

3357 k9uāng-chèng 匡政 
T'ANG: Rectifier of Governance, from 662 to 671 the of-
ficial variant of the title Vice Director (p'u-yeh) of the De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng); 2 prefixed Left 
and Right, both rank 2b. 

3358 Vuáng-fŭ 狂夫 
CHOU: lit., madman: Eccentric, 4 non-official appointees 
associated with the Shamans (fang-hsiang shih) in the Min-
istry of War (hsia-kuan)^ responsible for various ceremo-
nies; it has been speculated that they were court jesters. CL: 
insensés. 

3359 k，uāng-jén 匡 X 
CHOU: Rectifier, 4 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) respon-
sible for monitoring conduct of the Feudal Lords (chu-hou). 
CL: rectificaîeur. 

3360 kuèi 貴 
(1) Throughout history incoiporated into titles as a descrip-
tive prefix denoting high social or moral status; e.g., ho-
nored, worthy. (2) CHOU: Regional Mentor, one of 9 
Unifying Agents (ou) appointed in the Nine Regions (chiu 
chou) into which the kingdom was divided, as agents of the 
Minister of State (chung-tsai) overseeing geographic clus-
ters of feudal states, to monitor the dignity (?) of regional 
and local lords and other leaders. CL: instructeur. 

3361 kŭĕi-ăn hóu 歸安侯 
N-S DIV (Ch’in): lit., Marquis who has reverted to peace: 
Allied Marquis, an honorary title apparently conferred on 
unrelated tribal chiefs who accepted tributary status. 

3362 kuèi-chiĕh 黃賭 
T'ANG: Honored Ranks, collective reference to civil ser-
vice ranks 1 through 5. 

33í3 kuèi-chièh kūng-tzŭ 貴介公子 
Noble Sdon, common generic reference to sons of the no-
bility (chŭeh). 

3364 kuèi-chŭ 黃主 
Elegant variant of kung-chu (Imperial Princess). 

3365 kuèi-făng 桂坊 
T'ANG: lit., cassia area: from 662 to 670 the official vari-
ant of ssu-ching chŭ (Editorial Service) in the household 
of the Heir Apparent; during its short life, its head, rank 
5b2, was called kuei-fang ta-fu (Grand Master of the Edi-
torial Service) and it had strongly censorial functions (see 
yŭ-shih) not characteristic of the agency in other periods. 
See kuei-hsia shih. RR: secrétariat des censeurs de la mai-
son de I'héritier du trône. P26. 

3366 kuèi-féi 貴& 
N-S DIV (Ch’i)~CH，ING: Honored Consort, generally the 
most esteemed palace woman after the Empress until the 
era 1464-1487, when Imperial Honored Consort (huang kuei-
fei) was introduced as a still more prestigious title. In Sui, 
first of the Three Consorts (san fu-jen); in T'ang, first of 
the Four Principal Consorts (íím fei); rank la till the late 
1400s, thereafter not clear. RR+SP: concubine précieuse. 
BH: imperial concubine of the 2nd rank. 

3367 歸附 
MING: Adherents, one of several categories of troops that 
constituted the early Ming armies and the hereditary mili-
tary establishment called wei-so, q.v.; specifically refers to 

soldiers who originally served the Yiian dynasty or regional 
warlords of late Yiian times but surrendered and joined the 
Ming challenge to Yuan; also refers to villagers of areas 
newly subjugated by Ming armies who, given a choice to 
be registered as hereditary civilian or militaiy families (min-
hu, chun-hu), chose to become soldiers. Cf. ts'ung-cheng 
(Old Campaigners), che-fa (Sentenced Soldiers), and to-chi 
(Conscripts). 

3368 kuèi-hsiàskíh 桂下史 
Lit., scribe under the cassia tree, a description of the Taoist 
sage Lao-tzu. (1) CHOU: Royal Archivist’ in charge of 
the royal library. (2) In later times an unofficial reference 
to Censors (yŭ-shìh) or to members of the Hanlin Acad-
emy {han-lin yŭan). 
3369 贵儀 
SUNG: Lady of Noble Deportment, from 1033 the des-
ignation of an imperial consort, rank lb or 2a. 

3370 kuĕi'ì hóu 歸義侯 
HAN: lit.，Marquis who has reverted to righteousness or 
duty: Allied Marquis, an honorary title conferred on chiefs 
of some aboriginal tribes. P72. 

3371 kuèi-jén 責人 
Worthy Lady. (1) HAN: in Later Han, a collective des-
ignation of one group of imperial wives ranking just below 
the Empress. HB: honourable lady. (2) SUNG-CH'ING: 
generic reference to rank 5 palace women, less prestigious 
than consorts (fei) and concubines (pin). BH: imperial con-
cubine of the fifth rank 

3372 Icuéi-jén 龜入 
CHOU: Tortoise Keeper, 2 ranked as Ordinary Service-
men (chung-shih) t members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-
kuan) who provided tortoises for divination ceremonies. CL; 
préposé aux tortues. 

3373 kuĕi-míng 篛 m 
Lit., (one who) returns to the light，i.e., turns as if home-
ward to Chinese civilization: Alien Defector or Surren-
dered Forces. E.g., seepo-hai ch*x-tan kuei-ming (Surren-
dered Po-hai and Khitan Forces) in Sung times. Cf. kuei-

3374 kuèi'pīn 贵嬪 
N-S DIV: Honored Concubine, in Ch'i one of the Three 
Consorts (sanfu-jen)t the 3 ranking secondary wives of the 
Emperor; also occurs in Liang and Sung. 

3375 kuĕi'pŭ H 卜 
HAN: Tortoiseshell Diviner, duty assignment for 3 Ex-
pectant Officials {tai-chao) on the staff of the Grand As-
trologer {t'ai-shih ling). HB: diviner by tortoise shell. 

3376 沩匦使 
CH'ING: lit., commissioner of the petition box: unofficial 
reference to the Transmission Commissioner (t'ung-cheng 
shih), head of the Office of Transmission (t'ung-cheng shih 
ssu), which received memorials bound for the throne. See 
kuei-yŭan. 

3377 kuèi-yŭ izŭ-tì 貴遊子弟 
Noble Scion, common general reference to sons and younger 
brothers of members of the nobility (chiieh). 
3378如石吵肋12匦院 
SUNG: Petition Box Office maintained by the Chancellery 
(men-hsia sheng) to receive complaints by commoners about 
official misconduct or about government policies; in 984 
superseded by the Public Petitioners Office (teng-wen yŭan). 
SP: cour du dépôt des pétitions. P21. 
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3379 kuēi-yûn ssŭ 規運司 
YUAN: Religious Support Office, an agency that trans-
mitted revenues from endowment lands to the monasteries 
and temples for which they were created; a unit of the Of-
fice for Religious Administration (ta-hsi tsung-yin yŭan). 

3380 k'uĕi 揆 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit.’ mastermind: unofficial reference to a 
Vice Director (p'u-yeh) of the Department of State Af-
fairs (shang-shu sheng). See tuan-k'uei, tso-k'uei, yu-k'uei. 

3381 k'uéi 魁 
(i) CH'IN: Head of a Village (/;) of about 100 households; 
part of the sub-District (hsien) organization of mutual-help 
and mutual-surveillance groups. (2) SUNG-CH'ING: Ex-
emplar: quasiofficial reference to a Principal Graduate 
(chuang-yŭan) in a Metropolitan Examination {sheng-shih, 
hui-shih) in the civil service recruitment examination se-
quence; also from Yiian on (?) a reference to the 6th through 
18th men on the pass list for a Provincial Examination 
(hsiang-shih). See ching-k'uei, hsiang-k'ueit hui-k'ueit k'uei-
chia, k'uei-chien, ta-k'uei. 

3382 k'uéUchăng Ad 奎章閣 
YUAN: Hall of Literature, created in 1329 as a group of 
Academicians (hsŭeh-shih) attending the Emperor; very 
quickly (132^-1332) redesignated the Academy in the Hall 
of Literature (k'uei-chang ko hsŭeh-shih yŭan�’ then in 1340 
renamed the Hall for the Diffusion of Literature (hsūan-wen 
ko). Staff included Grand Academicians {ta hsŭeh-shih), 
Academicians Recipients of Edicts (ch'eng-chih hsŭeh-shih), 
etc.; they organized and participated in the Classics Col-
loquium (ching-yen), at which the Emperor was tutored in 
the Confucian classics and Chinese history, and in general 
they served as a kind of literary reference service for the 
Emperor. P23, 24. 

3383 k'uéi-chià 魁甲 
MING-CH'ING: Chief on the List, popular reference to 
the candidate at the head of the pass list after a Metropolitan 
Examination (hui-shih) in the civil service recruitment cx-
amination sequence. See under k'uei‘ 

3384 k9uéi-chièn 魁薦 
MING-CH'ING: Chief Recommendee, popular reference 
to the candidate at the head of the pass list after a Provincial 
Examination (hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment 
examination sequence. See under k'uei. 

3 3 8 5 jfc，wtì-i^ii Jtó 奎文閣 
CH'ING: Library of the Confucian family estate at Ch^ŭ-
fu, Shantung; headed by a Librarian (tien-chi), rank 7a. 
P66. 

3386 k�ŭn-t，ái 踐 
HAN: Pavilion of Kinsmen (?)，place of detention for im-
perial relatives and other dignitaries at the Sweet Spring 
Palace (kan-ch'ŭan kung) in modern Shensi; name changed 
from ìam-cKUan chŭ-shìh (Convict Barracks at Sweet Spring 
Mountain) c. 146 B.C. Subordinate to the Chamberlain for 
the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); headed by a Director (ling). 
HB (ling): prefect of the K’un terrace. P37. 

3 3 8 7 i f c W l l l í j i t ò / I 罨昆蹄苑 
CH'IN-HAN: Prime Horse Pasturage, one of many scat-
tered horse pasturages supervised by the Chamberlain for 
the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u); headed by a Director (ling); 
special function not clear, though the name ("hooves so 
hard they can clamber over high mountains") suggests fine 
quality horses. HB (ling): prefect of flinty-hoofed horses. 
P31. 

3388 kŭng 公 
(1) Duke, from high antiquity the highest title of nobility 
(chŭeh) after wang (King in Chou, thereaftfer Prince), nor-
mally reserved for members of the ruling family; commonly 
but not always inheritable by the eldest son. Into T'ang, 
denoted a member of a "real" feudal-like nobility with land 
grants for support, but in native dynasties from Sung on 
was an honorary status normally conferred on distinguished 
military officers. Commonly prefixed with territorial names, 
but see chen-kuo kung, chŭn-kung, fu-kuo kung, hsiang-
kung, hsien-kung, k'ai-kuo chŭn-kung, k'ai-kuo hsien-kung, 
k'ai-kuo kung, kuo-kung, pi-kung, san kung, shang-kung. 
From Sung on, also, commonly conferred posthumously on 
eminent civil officials prefixed with laudatory terms, e.g., 
wen-chung kung (Cultured and Loyal Duke); not inherit-
able. P65. (2) The Honorable or His Honor, polite term 
of indirect address applied to someone considered deserv-
ing of respect, used either alone or as a suffix appended to 
the surname, e.g., Li-kung (the Honorable Li; His Honor, 
Li). 

3389 kŭng 宮 
Palace. (1) Throughout history the most common desig-
nation for the residence of the supreme ruler, his wives, 
and other members of the ruling family; usually used with 
a directional, laudatory, or auspicious prefix as the name 
of a building or cluster of buildings in the ruler’s residence. 
See hsi-kung, hsing-kung, tung-kung, rtŭ-kung, wu kung. 
(2) Sometimes used unofficially in reference to an impor-
tant government agency, e.g., nan-kung (Southern Palace), 
a common reference to the Han-TTang Department of State 
Affairs (shang-shu sheng) or the Sung Ministry of Rites (lĭ-
pu). (3) Occasionally encountered as the designation of the 
tomb of a ruler. Cf. ling. (4) LIAO-YŭAN: Chinese trans-
lation of the Khitan-Mongolian word ordo (see wo-lu-to), 
designation of the camp of a tribal chief including all his 
entourage, which moved wherever the chief moved and after 
his death endured as a living and fighting unit. 

3390 itórtg-à/i 工案 
SUNG-CHWG: Works Section, a subsection in a unit of 
territorial administration that processed local documents 
pertaining to the sphere of authority of the central govern-
ment's Ministry of Works (kung-pu); staffed with suboffi-
cial functionaries. 

3391 kŭng-chān 宮詹 
T'ANG-CHWG: unofficial reference to the Supervisor of 
the Household of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih). 

3392 Icŭng-cWē 公車 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV*. abbreviation oí kung-ch'e ssu-ma men 
(Gate Traffic Control Office). (2) CH'ING: unofficial ref-
erence to Provincial Graduates (chŭ-jen) in the civil ser-
vice recruitment examination sequence, especially when they 
appeared at the gates of the dynastic capital to participate 
in the Metropolitan Examination (hui-shih). 

3393 Jtówg-cAYs/uí 公車署 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): Grievance Office, in charge of re-
ceiving public complaints about injustice and memorializ-
ing accordingly; headed by a Director (ling)t but organi-
zational affiliations not clear. Traditionally considered an 
antecedent or variant of the Public Petitioners Office (teng-
wen yŭan) of later dynasties，and quite different from the 
Gate Traffic Control Offices {kung-ch'e ssu-ma men) of Han 
times. P21. 

3394 kūng-ch'ê ssā-mă m如公車司馬門 
HAN-N-S DIV: lit., the Commander's (ssu-ma) gates for 
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government vehicles (kung-ch'e): Gate Traffic Control 
Office, one at each of the 4 gates of the imperial palace, 
responsible for accepting certain kinds of memorials and 
tribute articles intended for the Emperor and for maintain-
ing vehicles in readiness to fetch personages summoned to 
court; each headed by 2 Directors (k'ung-ch'e ssu-ma ling, 
kung-ch'e ling), rank 600 bushels in Han; subordinate to the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Garrison (wei-yvei, wei-wei 
ch'ing) in Han, thereafter to Palace Attendants or Directors 
(both shih-chung) of the developing Chancellery (men-hsia 
sheng), in Ch’i to the Bureau of Public Instruction (ch'i-
pu). Traditionally considered the antecedent of later dy-
nasties' Offices of Transmission (t'ung-cheng shih ssu). HB 
(ling): prefect of the majors in charge of official carriages. 
P21. 

3395 kŭng-ch，én 功臣 
T ANG, SUNG, MING: Meritorious Minister, a generic 
designation of eminent civil offìcials and military officers; 
in Sung, especially those who were awarded laudatory ep-
ithets in 2-character combinations, e.g., ching-pang (Man-
ager of the State). 

3396 lcung-ch，én pīn-lc，d 官臣賓客 
YUAN: Palace Companion, 2 in the Household Admin-
istration of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih yuan); rank and 
precise function not clear. P26. 
3397 kŭng-chèng 官 ī 
(1) CHOU: Palace Steward, 2 ranked as Senior Service-
men (shang-shih), 4 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), 
and 8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the 
Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) in charge of maintaining se-
curity, discipline, and decorum in the palace during great 
state ceremonials and whenever the royal capital might come 
under military attack. CL: commandant du palais. (2) N-S 
DIV: variant designation of, or unofficial reference to, the 
senior official of the Censorate {yŭ-shih t'ai), especially the 
Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu). (3) TANG-MING: Chief 
of Palace Surveillance, title of the palace woman who 
headed the Office of Palace Surveillance (kung-cheng ssu), 
in charge of keeping watch over and disciplining the whole 
staff of palace women; in T'ang and Sung rank 5a. RR: 
chef de la surveillance du harem. SP: directeur de palais. 
(4) CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Supervisor of the 
Household of th^ Heir Apparent (chan-shih). 

3398 kŭng-chèng 工正 
TANG, MING: Construction Foreman in a Princely Es-
tablishment (wang-fu); rank 8a in Ming. Cf. ssu-chiang. 
P69. 

3399 kŭng-ch'éng 公乘 
CH’IN-HAN: see kung-sheng (Grandee of the Eighth Or-
der). 

3400 kŭng-chí chién 莒籍監 
CHIN: Directorate of Palace Accounts, a unit under the 
Palace Inspectorate-general (tien-ch'ien tu tien-chiert ssu); 
headed by a Superintendent (t'i-tien), rank 5a. P38. 
3401 kŭng-chiào pó-shìh 宮敎博士 
T’ANG: Erudite for Palace Instruction, 2 in the Office 
of Female Services (i-t'ing chŭ) of the Palace Domestic Ser-
vice (nei-shih sheng), rank 9b2; in charge of the training 
and education of palace women. RR: maître au vaste savoir 
pour Vinstruc ion des femmes du palais. 
3402 kùng-chiĕn 貢監 
MING: variant of kung-sheng (Tribute Student). 

3403 kŭng-ckièn chih 弓箭直 
SUNG: Archer on Duty, a soldier in the Palace Command 
(tien-ch'ìen ssU)^ apparently when on active guard assign-
ment. SP: garde, porteur d'arcs et de flèches. 

3404 kūng-chièn k，ù 弓箭庫 
SUNG: Archery Storehouse: staffing and organizational 
affiliation not clear, but probably an armory under the Pal-
ace Command (tien-ch'ien ssu). See nei kung-chien k'u. SP: 
magasin d'arcs et de flèches, 

3405 kŭng-chíh 宮直 
CH'ING: On Palace Duty, added as prefix or suffix to 
titles of members of the Imperial Academy of Medicine 
(t'ai-i yŭan) assigned to clinical service inside the palace, 
as distinguished from those assigned tc provide medical 
services to members of the Outer Court (wai-t'ing), i.e., 
the body of civil officials and military officers serving in 
the capital. P36. 

3406 fcû/ig-cWupí 供進筆 
T'ANG: Provisioner of Writing Brushes, suboffieial func-
tionaries on the staff of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng). 
RR: serviteur chargé d'apporter les pinceaux. 

3407 kāng-ck’īng 宮卿 
Palace Minister. (1) CHOU: 2 ranked as Senior Service-
men (shang-shih), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-
kuan); functions not clear. CL: commandant du palais. (2) 
HAN: unofficial reference to a eunuch Director (ta ch'ang-
ch*iu) of the Palace Domestic Service {ch'ang-ch'îu chien), 
specially responsible for administering the household of the 
Empress. (3) From Han on, a common unofficial reference 
to the Mentor of the Heir Apparent (fai-tzu shu-tzu). 

3408 kŭng-chŭ 公主 
Princess or Imperial Princess: throughout history the stan-
dard designation of daughters of Emperors; modified with 
various prefixes, e.g., chang kung-chu, hsien kung-chu, ku-
lun kung-chu, ho-shih kung-chu, qq.v. P69. 

3409 kūng-chŭ chiā-ĭìng 公主家令 
CH IN-N-S DIV: Household Provisioner for the Prin-
cess, normally with a particularizing prefix; see under chia-
ling. 
3410 kūng-chŭfŭ 公主府 
Princess' Establishment. (1) TANG: established briefly 
in the early 700s with a staff conqjarable to that of a Princely 
Establishment (wang-fu), headed by an Administrator {chang-
shih), rank 4bl. RR: maison d'une princesse. (2) CH'ING: 
regularly established, with an Administrator, rank 3a or 4’ 
as head. BH: commandant. P69. 

3411 kŭng-chŭ ì-ssŭ 公主邑司 or kung-chu i 
T'ANG-SUNG: Administration of the Princess' Estate, 
in T'ang headed by a Director {ling), rank 7b2; Sung staff-
ing not clear. RR: administration du dōmaine d'une prin-
cesse. P69. 

3412 kŭng-chùng 官衆 
CHOU: Palace Army, an ad hoc assemblage of elite troops 
and the sons of officials in a time of emergency, e.g., when 
the royal capital was attacked. CL: troupes du palais. 

3413 kŭng-chāng kuăn 宮中官 
Variant of kung-kuan (Palace Eunuch, Palace Personnel). 

3414 kung-chŭ 公車 
See under kung-ch'e. 
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3415 kùng-chu àn 貢擧案 
SUNG: Recruitment Section, one of 5 top-echelon Sec-
tions (an) established in 1129 in the Ministry of Rites (It-
pu)-, headed by a Director {lang-chung), rank 6b; princi-
pally responsible for organizing and administering civil ser-
vice recruitment examinations. SP: service des examens de 
doctor at. P9. 

3416 kūng-făng 宮坊 
MING: a combination of abbreviations suggesting Heir 
Apparent (t'ai-tzu) and his staff; derived from terms re-
lating to the Heir Apparent such as Eastern Palace (tung-
kung), Green Palace (ch'ing-kung), and Secretariat of the 
Heir Apparent (ch'un-fang). P4. 

3417 kŭng-fáng 工房 
(1) SUNG: Office of Works, one of Six Offices (liu fang), 
comparable in their spheres of responsibility to the Six 
Ministries (liu pu) in the central government, that served 
as staff agencies in the combined Secretariat-Chancellery 
{chung-shu men-hsia sheng)', the 6 Offices were adminis-
tered by 4 Supervising Secretaries {chi-shih-chung). SP: 
chambre des travaux publics. (2) SUNG-CH'ING: may be 
encountered as a variant or unofficial reference to the Min-
istry of Works {kung-pu). 

3418 kŭng-fèng 供奉 or kŭng-fèng kuān 官 
Lit., (those who) provide for, wait upon, serve. (1) T'ANG: 
Lady for Service, from 662 to 670 the designation of a 
palace woman of rank 7a. RR: femme à la disposition de 
I'empereur. (2) T'ANG (kung-feng only): Auxiliary (?)’ from 
the early 700s an appendix to titles apparently signifying 
that the officials were fully qualified for the posts indicated 
but were supernumerary, awaiting vacancies that they might 
fill. (3) T'ANG-CH'ING (?) {kung-feng only): For Court 
Service, an appendix to titles signifying that the officials 
had been chosen on a rotational basis to be on duty as close 
attendants of the Emperor; e.g., kung-feng hsŭeh-shih 
(Academician for Court Service). RR: fonctionnaire à la 
disposition de I'empereur. (4) SUNG: Palace Servitor, 
highest of 12 rank titles {chieh) granted to eunuchs from 
1112; see nei-shih chieh. Also see nei kung-feng. 

3419 kŭng-fèng hsŭéh-strìk 供奉學士 
YùAiN: Academician for Court Service, designation of 
members of the Hall of Literature (k'uei-chang ko) assigned 
to participate in the Classics Colloquium (ching-yen), at 
which Emperors were tutored about the Confucian classics 
and Chinese history. P23. 

3420 kŭng-fèng kŭng-chièn pèi-shên 
供奉弓箭備身 

SUI: Personal Archer Guard , 20 included among the Per-
sonal Guards (pei-shen) in the establishment of the Heir 
Apparent; apparently superseded in T'ang by Guards in Per-
sonal Attendance (pei-shen tso-yu). P26. 

3421 kang-fèng kŭng-yùng 供奉供用 
CH'ING: Administrative Aide (?): indefinite numbers au-
thorized for the Music Office (ho-sheng shu), concurrent 
duty assignments for officials of the Court of Imperial Sac-
rifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu), the Court of State Ceremonial {hung-
lu ssu), and the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu 
fu); functions not clear. PlO. 

3422 kūng-fèng nèi-t’íng 供奉內廷 
SUNG-CH'ING: Palace Attendant, from Sung on (per-
haps not continuously) a collective reference to various kinds 
of eunuchs, palace women, officials, and specially talented 
outsiders in painting，etc.; in Sung subordinate to the Pal-

ace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). In Ch'ing the status 
was considered somewhat more prestigious than chih-hou 
nei-t'ing (also Palace Attendant). Special functions of the 
post are not clearly defined, but in general such personnel 
offered social companionship and entertainment for the 
Emperor in his private quarters. Sometimes the elements of 
the term are reversed, making nei-t'ing kung-feng. 

3423 kŭng-fèng shè-shĕng kuăn 供奉射生官 
T'ANG: variant of ya-ch'ien she-sheng ping (Bowmen 
Shooters at Moving Targets). 

3424 kùng-fèng shĭh 貢奉使 
Tributary Envoy, a descriptive reference to a representa-
tive of a foreign ruler，not an official title. 

3425 kūng-fèng shìh-wèi 供奉侍衛 
T'ANG: Imperial Bodyguard, duty assignment for various 
members of Palace Guard (su-wei) units, serving in a ro-
tational pattern. RR: garde à la disposition de I'empereur. 

3426 kūng-fă 公府 
(1) From Han on, an unofficial collective reference to the 
Three Dukes (san kung). (2) N-S DIV-CH'ING: Ducal 
Establishment, the household establishment of a dignitary 
ennobled as a Duke (kung). See kung-kuo. P65. 

3427 kūng-fù 宮傅 
SUNG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Junior Men-
tor of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu shao-fu)\ also see kung-
hsien. 

3428 kung-fu 宮輔 
See ta kung-fu. 

3429 kūng-fù 工副 
MING: Assistant Construction Foreman, one, rank 8b, 
in each Princely Establishment {wang-fu), aide to the Con-
struction Foreman (kung-cheng),, discontinued in 1565. P69. 

3430 kūng-fŭ wŭ 宮府寺 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant of chia-ling 
ssu (Household Provisioner's Court) in the establishment 
of the Heir Apparent; headed by a Grand Master Provi-
sioner (kung-fu ta-fu) father than the traditional Household 
Provisioner (chia-ling). 

3431 kûng-hó 共和 
HAN: Lady of Reverent Gentleness, designation of palace 
women with rank =100 bushels. HB: tender maid. 

3432 kūng-hsiàng 公相 
Counselor Duke. (1) HAN-T'ANG: abbreviated reference 
to a Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang) concurrently bear-
ing the honorific designation Grand Preceptor (t'ai-shih), 
one of the Three Dukes (san kung). (2) SUNG: a title es-
pecially revived for the controversial minister Ts'ai Ching 
when he was Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang) and concur-
rently honorific Grand Guardian (t'ai-pao), also one of the 
Three Dukes. SP: duc-ministre, directeur des 3 départements. 

3433 kŭng-hsiàn琴官粗 
T'ANG: lit., palace minister: unofficial reference to the 
Mentor of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu shu-tzu). 

3434 kŭng^hsién 宮銜 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit.’ ranks in the (eastern) palace: Coun-
selors of the Heir Apparent , unofficial collective refer-
ence to the 6 eminent semi-honorary posts called the Three 
Preceptors of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu san-shih) and the 
Three Junior Counselors of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu san-
shao)\ i.e., the Grand Preceptor of the Heir Apparent {t'ai-
tzu t'aì-shih), etc. 
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3435 kūng-hsìng 公姓 
From antiquity, a polite reference to the surname of the 
reigning family, hence indirectly to a member^ of the im-
perial family: Surname of State. See kuo-hsing. 

3436 kūng-hsŭéh 宮學 
SUNG: Palace School, the primary school section of the 
School for the Imperial Family (tsung-hsiieh). SP; école 
supérìeure et primaire du palais royale. 

3437 kŭng-jén 宮人 
(1) CHOU: Palace Servant, 4 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of State 
(t'ien-kuan) who provided water for the King's ablutions 
and torches and braziers for his personal quarters; not eu-
nuchs. CL: homme du palais, attaché aux appartements de 
I'empereur. (2) Throughout history a general reference to 
Palace AVomen, but sometimes used only for servant-status 
women, not including the Empress, Consorts (fei), or Con-
cubines (pin). See kung-kuan, kung-nŭ, nti-kuan. HB: pal-
ace maid. 

3438 kŭng-Jén 卄入 
CHOU: Mining Superintendent, 2 ranked as Ordinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih) t members of the Ministry of Ed-
ucation (ti-kuan) responsible for the care and exploitation 
of all mineral deposits of value. CL: officier des métawc. 

3439 kŭng-jén 歩 á � 
Respectful Lady, honorific title awarded to wives of no-
bles and officials. (1) SUNG: awarded to wives of officials 
of rank 5 and above. (2) YUAN: awarded to wives of rank 
6 officials. (3) MING: awarded to wives of rank 4 officials. 
(4) CH'ING: awarded to wives of rank 4 officials and of 
low-ranking nobles entitled General-by-grace (feng-en 
chiang-chŭn). 
3440 ifcū/ig•作工科 
MING-CH'ING: Office of Scrutiny for Works, one of the 
Six Offices of Scrutiny (liu k'o) staffed with chi-shih-chung 
(Supervising Secretaries, Supervising Censors). P18, 19. 

3441 kŭng-kuān 供官 
SUNG: Provisioner, 12 subofficial functionaries in the 
Sacrifices Service (tz'u-chi chŭ) or Sacrifices Section (tz'u-
chi an), 10 in the Office of Sacrificial Utensils (chi-ch'i 
ssu), all subordinate to the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-
ch'ang ssu). P27. 

3442 kŭng-kuān 宮官 
(1) Throughout history a common reference to Palace Eu-
nuchs (see huan-kuan, nei-shih). (2) May occasionally be 
found referring collectively to Palace Eunuchs and Palace 
Women, as Palace Personnel. (3) T’ANG-MING: Palace 
Woman, large numbers divided among various Services 
{chŭ) and Offices (íím); in T'ang and Sung organized under 
tiie Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). The basic 
organization consisted of 6 Services: General Palace Ser-
vice (shang-kung chŭ)t Ceremonial Service (shang-i chu), 
Wardrobe Service (shang-fu chu), Food Service (shang-shih 
chit), Housekeeping Service (shang-ck'in chŭ), and Work-
shop Service (shang-kung chii); each Service was normally 
subdivided into more specialized units, and each was headed 
by one or more Matrons (shang ...)> rank 5a; e.g., Matron 
of General Palace Service (shang-kung), Matron of the 
Wardrobe (shang-fu). See kung-nŭ, nŭ-kuan. RR: chargé 
du harem. 

3443 kūng-kuăn 工官 
HAN: State Laborer, categorical deisignation of personnel 
on the staffs of Commanderíes (chun) and Princedoms (wang-

kung-men chu 
kuo)t headed either by a Chief (chang), rank 300 to 400 
bushels, or a Director (ling), rank 600 to 1,000 bushels. 
BH: office of workmen. 

3444 kŭng-kuān shĭh 宮觀使 
SUNG: Palace and Temple Custodian, a sinecure to which 
eminent officials entering retirement were sometimes ap-
pointed, or a concurrent assignment for an active official; 
tended detached imperial villas^or favored Taoist temples. 
See tz'u-lu. SP: commìssaire des^palais et des temples tao-
istes. 

3445 kūng-kuân tŭ-chiēn 宮觀者艮監 
SUNG: Director4n-chief of Palaces and Temples, a con-
current appointment or duty assignment for an eminent of-
ficial’ normally in retirement; apparently oversaw individ-
ual custodians of detached imperial villas and Taoist temples 
(see kung-kuan shih); organizational affiliation not clear, 
but probably under the Ministry of Rites (It-pu). See tz'u-
lu. SP: surveillant général des palais et des temples tao-
istes. 

3446 kàng-kŭng 共工 
HAN: Director of Works, an archaic title equivalent to 
ssu-k'mg (Minister of Works); Han status and functions not 
clear, but probably bore water-control responsibilities. 

3447 kāng-kùng 功貢 
CH’ING: Tribute Student for Merit, collective designa-
tion of those Tribute Students {kung-sheng) who were ad-
mitted to the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) for 
advanced education as members of military families (chŭn-
hu) who were credited with extraordinary achievements. 

3448 kūng-kuó 公國 
Dukedom: throughout history, the domain of a Duke (kung) 
on whom a fief (real or nominal) was conferred. Cf. wang-
kuo (Princedom), hou-kuo (Marquisate). See kung-fu (Du-
cal Establishment). HB: duchy. P65. 

3449 kūng4ŭn láng 功論郞 
N-S DIV (Sung): Court Gentleman for Evaluations, in-
itiated in 441 (426?) as a subordinate of the Ministry of 
General Administration (tu-kuan) in lieu of the traditional 
k'ao-kung lang, q.v.; apparently terminated with the dy-
nasty in 479, when development resumed toward the Sui-
Ch’ing Directors {lang-chung) of the Bureau of Evaluations 
(k'ao-kung ssu) in the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu); in charge 
of annual merit ratings (k'ao) for officials of Regions (chou) 
and Commanderíes (chŭn). See under k'ao-kung. P5. 

3450 kŭng-mén chiàng-fŭ 宮門將府 
SUI-T'ANG; Palace Gates Guard Command, prefixed Left 
and Right, military units assigned to the establishment of 
the Heir Apparent; each headed by a Commander (chiang). 
Superseded units called chien-men shuai-fu (Gate Guard 
Commands) c. '605; in 622 reverted to the former name. 
P26. 

3451 kŭng-mén chu 宮門局 
SUI-LIAO; Gatekeepers Service, a unit of the (Left) Sec-
retarìat of the Heir Apparent (men-hsia fang, tso ch'un-fang), 
staffed with eunuchs. In Sui headed by one Commandant 
(shuai), c. 604 renamed General (chiang)y and 2 Grand 
Masters (ta-fu)y c. 604 renamed Directors (chien); in T'ang 
by 2 Directors till 662’ then by 2 Directors (lang), rank 6b2; 
thereafter ranks not clear, but the title Director of Gate-
keepers (kung-men lang) endured. Generally responsible for 
gatekeeping duty in the household of the Heii Apparent. 
Cf. kung-wei chŭ. RR+SP: service des portes du palais de 
I'héritier du trône. P26. • 
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kung-men p'u 
3452紉rt^w细pW宮門僕 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Palace Gatekeeper, indefinite number, 
rank 6b; members of the Palace Administration (tien-chung 
chien); probably eunuchs. P37. 
3453 kŭng-mén ssū 宮門司 
(1) SUI-YŭAN: possible variant reference to kung-men chŭ 

(Gatekeepers Service). (2) CHIN: Palace Gates Office, 
in 1210 renamed Palace Gates Service (kung-wei chŭ). 

3454 kŭng-nŭ shŭ 弓弩署 
T'ANG: Bows Office in the Directorate of the Palace Build-
ings (chiang-tso chien); in 632 renamed nu-fang shu. 
3455 kŭng-nŭ tsào-chièn yŭàn 弓弩造箭院 

or kung-nu yuan 
SUNG: Bow and Arrow Workshop, staffing and organi-
zational affiliation not clear, but probably subordinate, at 
least indirectly, to the Directorate for Armaments (chûn-
ch'i chien) and the Ministry of Works (kung-pu). SP: cour 
de la fabrication d'arcs et de flèches. 

3456 kŭng-nŭ 宮女 
Throughout history a general reference to female residents 
of the palace: Palace Women. See kung-jen, kung-kuan, 
nŭ-kuan. 

3457 kŭng-fái 功稱 
CH'ING: Medal for Merit, awarded to military officers 
and soldiers for excellence in reviews and inspections; could 
be awarded by Governors-general {tsung-tu), Provincial 
Governors (hsŭn-fu), and Regional Commanders {tsung-ping 
kuan), BH: soldier's medal. 

3458 kŭng-păo 宮保 
SUNG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Junior 
Guardian of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu shao-pao); also 
see kung-hsien. 

3459 kŭng-pèi k，ù 供備庫 
SUNG: Imperial Larder , a unit of the Imperial Kitchen 
(yû-ch'u) operated by the Court of Imperial Entertainments 
(kuang-lu ssu); headed by a Commissioner (shih), rank 7a. 
In c. 1080 (?) renamed nei-wu liao-k'u. SP: magasin de 
provisions pour la cuisine impériale. 

3460 kūng-pīn 宮樓 
Uncommon generic reference to secondary imperial wives, 
i.e., Consorts (fei) and Concubines (pin). 

3461 宮伯 
CHOU: Master of the Palace Militia, rank not clear; 
member of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) in charge of 
training and evaluating selected Servicemen (shih) and Ca-
dets (shu-tzu) on guard duty in the royal palace. Junior to 
the Palace Steward (kung-cheng); shared with him super-
vision of the palace militia. CL: préfet du palais. 

3462 kūng-pù 工部 
(1) N-S DIV (Chou)~CH’ING: Ministry of Works, one of 
the top-echelon agencies (from Sui on collectively called 
the Six Ministries, liu pu) under the Department of State 
Affairs {shang-shu sheng) through Sung and Chin, then un-
der the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng) in Yuan and early 
Ming, and after 1380 directly subordinate to the Emperor, 
though from the early 1400s under the supervisory coor-
dination of the Grand Secretariat {nei-kó). Headed in Chou 
of the N. Dynasties by a (Grand) Minister of Works (jím-
k'ung, ta ssu-k'ung) ranked as an Ordinary Grand Master 
{chung ta-fu), thereafter by one or more Ministers of Works 
{kung-pu shang-shu): in T'ang one, rank 3b; in Sung one, 
2b; in Chin one, 3a; in Yuan 3, 3a; in Ming one till the 
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mid-1500s then 2, 3a till 1380 then 2a; in Ch'ing one each 
Manchu and Chinese, lb. In general charge of government 
construction projects, the conscription of artisans and la-
borers for periodic state service, the manufacture of gov-
ernment equipment of all sorts, the maintenance of water-
ways and roads, the standardization of weights and measures, 
the production of coins and other forms of money, the ex-
ploitation of mountains, lakes, marshes, etc. Originated as 
a coordinating superstructure for the Bureau of Public Con-
struction (ch'i-pu), the Chamberlain for the Palace Build-
ings (chiang-tso ta-chiang), and the Directorate of Water-
ways (tu-shui chien); from Sui through Yuan had to share 
its functions with other agencies, e.g., the strengthened Di-
rectorates for the Paiace Buildings {chiang-tso chien, chiang-
tso shao-fu chien) and of Waterways (tu-shui chien); then 
lost some of its functions to powerful eunuchs in Ming ard 
to Provincial Governors (hsŭn-fu) and Governors-general 
{tsung-tu) in Ch'ing. Usually considered the weakest of the 
Ministries; was sometimes consolidated with the Ministry 
of Justice (hsing-pu) into a single agency. From Sui and 
T'ang on, normally had 4 major subordinate Bureaus (ssu, 
ch'ing-li ssu): in T'ang a Headquarters Bureau (kung-pu, 
kung-pu ssu)y a State Farms Bureau {t'un-t'ien ssu), a Bu-
reau of Forestry (yii-pu) ’ and a Bureau of Waterways (shui-
pu)\ in Ming a Bureau of Construction (ying-shan ssu)t a 
Bureau of Forestry and Crafts (yŭ-heng ssu)t a Bureau of 
Irrigation and Transportation (tu-shui ssu) f and a State Farms 
Bureau; etc. Each Bureau was headed by one or more Di-
rectors (lang-chung). In addition, the Ministry normally su-
pervised a large array of storehouses, supply agencies, 
manufactories, mints, etc., throughout the empire. RR+SP: 
ministère des travaux publics. BH: ministry (board) of works. 
P14, 15. (2) T'ANG-YUAN: Headquarters Bureau，one 
of 4 Bureaus in the Ministry of Works, in charge of the 
general administrative management of the Ministry's af-
fairs, primarily responsible for overseeing the construction 
of walls and buildings and making arrangements for pro-
viding needed labor in ail Ministry projects; headed by one 
or more Directors (lang-chung)y rank 5b in T'ang, 6b in 
Sung, 5b in Yiian. RR+SP: bureau des travaux publics. 
P15. 

3463 ftŭu&pŭ 貢部 
SUNG: Recruitment Bureau, an ad hoc group of officials 
on detached duty assignments from the Ministry of Rites 
(ll-pu) and other agencies to make arrangements for all civil 
service recruitment examinations. See chang kung-pu. SP: 
bureau d'examen. 

3464 kăng-shàn 供膳 
T'ANG: Meat Server, as many as 2,400 subofficial func-
tionaries so designated in the Banquets Office {t'oi-kuan shu) 
of the Court of Imperial Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu) and 
the Office of Foodstuffs {shih-kuan shu) in the household 
of the Heir Apparent. RR: serviteur chargé des mets. P30. 

3465 kūng-shéng 公乘 
CH'IN-HAN: lit., one in charge of government chariots: 
Grandee of the Eighth Order , 13 th highest of 20 titles of 
honorary nobility (chŭeh) awarded to exceptionally meri-
torious personages. P65. 

3466 kūng-shĕng 宮省 
Palace Establishment(s): unofficial and vague reference to 
any agency headquartered within the imperial palace, or to 
all such agencies, e.g., the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) 
and the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) of T'ang times. 

3467 kùng-shĕng 貢生 
MING-CH'ING; Tribute Student, designation of students 
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under the Directorate of Education {kuo-tzu chien) who had 
been admitted as nominees of local Confucian Schools (Ju-
hsŭeh), for advanced study and subsequent admission to the 
civil service; until the 1440s could expect good official ca-
reers; then the status of civil service recruitment exami-
nation graduates, especially that of Metropolitan Graduates 
(chin-shih), became so esteemed that Tribute Students could 
no longer expect good official careers as a matter of course 
and began trying to enhance their opportunities by com-
peting in the Metropolitan Examination (hui-shih) along with 
other candidates. The Tribute Student-status nevertheless 
remained one of those considered Regular Paths (cheng-t'u) 
into officialdom, as distinguished from Irregular Paths (i-
t'u) such as purchase of student status. See sui-kung, pa 
kung-sheng, fu kung-sheng, yu kung-sheng, en-tz'u kung-
sheng, en-pu kung-sheng, tin kung-sheng, íseng kung-sheng, 
li kung-sheng. BH: senior licentiate. 

3468 kŭng-skèng hóu 恭聖侯 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Marquis for Revering the Sage, title 
of nobility (chueh) granted from 550 to direct heirs de-
scended from Confucius; changed from Marquis for Ven-
erating the Sage (ch'ung-sheng hou); under N. Chou the 
title was changed to Duke of (the Dukedom) of Tsou (tsou-
kuo kung). P66. 

3469 kūng-shìh 供事 
CH'ING: Hired Employee, non-officials and non-func-
tionaries hired for relatively unimportant tasks in many 
governmental agencies; after experience could be promoted 
into the lowest ranks of the officialdom. BH: clerk. 

3470 kŭng-shìh 公事 or 宮使 
SUNG: Supervisor, usually of a quasi-public establish-
ment such as a Taoist temple or monastery, prefixed with 
the name of the establishment; normally a sinecure for an 
eminent official in semi-retirement. SP: chargé d'affaires. 

3471 ìcŭng-skíh 公使 
(1) SUNG: Envoy, duty assignment for a capital official 
chosen on an ad hoc basis; specific functions or area of 
responsibility suggested by prefix. (2) CHIN: Agent, sub-
official functionaries who served in large numbers on the 
staffs of Prefectures (chou, fu) and many other agencies, 
e.g., Fiscal Commissions (chuan-yiin shih ssu) in the var-
ious Routes (/m), Transport Offices (ts'ao-yŭn ssu) in var-
ious localities. P53, 60. 

3472 kŭng-shìh 公士 
Lit., state serviceman. (1) CH'IN-HAN: Grandee of the 
First Order , the lowest of 20 titles of honorary nobility 
{chŭeh) awarded to exceptionally meritorious personages. 
(2) SUNG: Public Worthy, honorific status awarded the 
very elderly and those who had fought successfully against 
bandits. P65. 

3473 沩宮師 
SUNG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Junior Pre-
ceptor of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu shao-shih); also see 
kung-hsien. 

3474 kùng-shìkR士 
(1) Nominee for Office: from antiquity a general reference 
to men of virtue and talent recommended to the ruler by 
regional or local authorities, as if in tribute (kung), to be 
considered for appointment as officials (shih); from Han 
on, specially referred to regional or local recommendees 
considered for admission to schools at the dynastic capital, 
equivalent to the Ming-Ch，ing term Tribute Student (kung-
sheng). (2) CH'ING: Passed Scholar, specific designation 
of a civil service examination candidate who had passed the 

Metropolitan Examination (hui-shih) administered by the 
Ministry of Rites {lĭ-pu) but had not yet taken the follow-
up, confirmatory Palace Examination (tien-shih, t'ing-shih). 

3475 kūng-shīh /á 宮師府 
CHIN-YUAN: Administration of the Heir Apparent , an 
agency comprising all of the dignitaries assigned to tutor, 
assist, and protect the Heir Apparent, e.g. , the Grand Pre-
ceptor of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu t'ai-shih) ’ the Junior 
Guardian of the Heir Apparent {t'ai-tzu shao-pao), the Su-
pervisor of the Household of the Heir Apparent {chan-shih) 
and his large service staff. P67. 

3476 kūng-shih kàn-tâng kuān 公事幹當官 
SUNG: Police Executive, normally prefixed Left and Right, 
one in each of the Four Capital Townships (ssu hsiang) into 
which the successive capital cities, Kaifeng and Hangchow, 
were divided for administration; responsible for keeping or-
der, investigating crimes, and punishing minor offenders. 
See wu ch'eng (Five Wards). SP: inspecteur de police. P20. 

3477 kāng-shĭh ísū 弓矢司 
CH'ING: Bow and Arrow Office, one of 2 units com-
prising the Right Subsection (yu-so) of the Imperial Proces-
sion Guard (luan-i wei); headed by a Director (chang-yin 
yŭn-hui shih), rank 4a. BH: bow and arrow section. 

3478 kŭng-shù 宮庶 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Mentor (shu-tzu) in one 
of the Secretariats of the Heir Apparent (ch'un-fang). 

3479 kŭng-ssŭ Rng 宮司令 
SUNG: Mistress of the Palace, one，rank 4a; from 1013 
designation of a palace woman who had overall responsi-
bility for the proper functioning of palace women agencies; 
created to honor a particular palace woman for her many 
years of service as Chief of Palace Surveillance (kung-cheng). 
See under liu shang (Six Matrons). 

3480 Icŭng tò-fŭ 公大夫 
CH'IN-HAN: lit., grand master of state: Grandee of the 
Seventh Order , 14th highest of 20 titles of honorary no-
bility (chūeh) awarded to exceptionally meritorious person-
ages. P65. 

3481 kŭng t，ài-fŭ 宮太捧 
SUNG~CH’ING: unofficial reference to the Grand Men-
tor of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu t'ai-fu); also see kung-
hsien. 

3482 kŭng t’ài-păo 宮太保 
SUNG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Grand Guard-
ian of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu t'ai-pao); also see kung-
hsien. 

3483 kŭng fài-shîh 宮太師 
SUNG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Grand Pre-
ceptor of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu t'ai-shih); also see 
kung-hsien. 

3484 kūng-t'áng 公堂 
MING-CH'IKG: variant of the informal designation Head-
quarters (t'ang, q.v.). 

3485 kūng-té shih 功德使 
T'ANG-YUAN: Commissioner of Merit and Virtue, 
sometimes with directional or other prefixes; first appointed 
in the period 788-807 to supervise the Buddhist establish-
ments in the 2 dynastic capitals, Ch’ang-an and Loyang; 
gradually evolved into a supervisory controller of adherents 
of other religions as well, e.g., Islam, Manichaeism. Com-
monly the duty assignment of an Imperial Prince in Sung. 
Loosely subordinated to the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-
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lu ssu) in T'ang and Sung, to the Commission for Buddhist 
and Tibetan Affairs (hsuan-cheng yiian) in Yuan, and in 
1329 absorbed into that Commission. See hsiu kung-te shih, 
ta kung-te shih. SP: commissaire des mérites. P17. 

3486 kŭng-tìèn chièn 宮殿監 
CH'ING: Directorate of Palace Domestic Service, a eu-
nuch agency loosely supervised by the Imperial Household 
Department (nei-wu fu) and more directly overseen by se-
nior eunuchs generically called Eunuch 3upervisors-in-chief 
(tsung-kuan t'ai-chien), a term prefixed to such specific ti-
tles as Supervising Attendant (tu-ling shih), rank 4a, the 
working head of the Directorate. P38. 

3487 kŭng-tièn fŭ hsíng kūng-pù 
,_. 宮殿府行工部 

YUAN: Palace Branch of the Ministry of Works , ap-
parently primarily occupied with the construction of the Yiian 
palace at the Grand Capital (ta-ĭu, i.e., modern Peking); in 
1282 was changed into the Grand Capital Regency {îa-tu 
liu-shou ssu), generally responsible for administering the 
capital city. See liu-shou ssu. P15. 

3488 kŭng-tsàn 宮贊 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Admonlsher (tsan-shan) 
in the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (ch'un-fang). 

3489 kūng-ts'áo 功曹 
Lit.，meritorious service section. (1) HAN-N-S DIV: La-
bor Section, designation of staff agencies in Regions (chou)y 
Commanderies (chŭn), and Districts (hsien) in charge of 
assembling and overseeing labor gangs as needed; in Later 
Han sometimes called chih-chung ts'ao, q.v. Headed by 
Administrative Clerks (shu-tso) in Regions, Scribes (shih) 
in Commanderies, and Administrators (yuan-shih) in Dis-
tricts. Monitoring the work of labor gangs gradually trans-
formed the unit into that described under (2) below. HB: 
bureau of merit. (2) N-S DIV—SUNG: Personnel Evalu-
ation Section, staff agencies in units of territorial admin-
istration down to the District; in the era of N-S Division 
also found in various central government agencies, e.g. , the 
Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu), the Court of 
State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu). Responsible for preparing 
and processing merit ratings (k'ao) of subordinate officials, 
also generally for monitoring all government activities in 
their jurisdictions. Commonly headed by Record Keepers 
(chi-shih) in the N. Dynasties and Sui, by Administrators 
(ts'an-chun-shih), rank 8b or below, in T'ang and Sung. 
Antecedents of the Ming-Ch*ing units called lì~ts'ao (Per-
sonnel Section). Also see liu ts'ao. RR: bureau des mérites. 
SP: service des mérites. (3) SUI: Palace Guard , a renam-
ing of ch'in-wei c. 605; changed back to that at the begin-
ning of T’ang. (4) SUI-CH'ING: may be encountered as 
an unofficial reference to the Ministry of Personnel (lì-
pu). P6, 26, 27，30，etc. 

3490 kūng-ts'áo 工曹 
Works Section. (1) SUI-CH'ING: may be encountered as 
an unofficial, archaic reference to the Ministry of Works 
(kung-pu) or to the Ministry's Headquarters Bureau (kung-
pu, kung-pu ssu). (2) MING-CH'ING: a clerical agency in 
each unit of territorial administration from the Prefecture 
(fu) down to the District (hsien), staffed entirely with sub-
official functionaries; managed all local matters that fell 
under the jurisdiction of the central government's Ministry 
of Works; successor of the earlier shih-ts'ao (Levied Ser-
vice Section). 

3491 kūng-tsò àn 工作案 
SUNG: Labor Section, one of 6 subsections in the Min-

istry of Works {kung-pu), apparently subordinate to one or 
ríiore of the Ministry's Bureaus (ssu) and responsible for 
overseeing the assembling of labor gangs to work on state 
projects; probably staffed with subofficial functionaries. SP: 
service des travaux. P15. 

3492 kûng-tsá 公祖 
CH'ING: Local Authority, unofficial general reference to 
civil officials serving in Departments (chou) and Districts 
(hsien); derived from the Ming term tsu-kung. 

3493 kŭng-tuàn 宮端 
T'ANG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Supervisor of 
the Household of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih). See ch'u-
tuan, tuan-yin. 

3494 Icŭng-tzŭ 公子 
CHOU-HAN: Noble Scion, an unofficial general reference 
to sons of members of the nobility (chŭeh). 

3495 kūng-wéi cAá 宮闈局 
SUl-SUNG, CHIN: Palace Gates Service, in Sui and T'ang 
one of 6 eunuch agencies in the Palace Domestic Service 
(nei-shih sheng), responsible primarily for keeping the keys 
for entrances into the inner quarters of the imperial palace 
and for opening and closing the gates at proper times; headed 
by a Director (ling), rank 7b2. In Sung apparently subor-
dinate to the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); 
whether staffed with eunuchs is not clear; headed by a Di-
rector, rank also not clear. In Chin, a eunuch agency under 
the Court Ceremonial Institute {hsŭan-hui yŭan)\ headed by 
a Superintendent (t'i-tien), rank 5a, a Commissioner (shih), 
5b, and a Vice Commissioner (fu-shih)t 6a. Cf. kung-men 
chii, kung-men ssu. RR: service des portes du palais 
intérieur. SP (kung-wei ling): chargé de maintenir la pro-
preté dans le palais intérieur. P38. 

3496 kŭng-ytn 宮尹 
Palace Governor for the Heir Apparent . (1) N-S DIV 
(Chou): chief administrator of the household establishment 
of the Heir Apparent, the counterpart of other dynasties’ 
Supervisor of the Household of the Heir Apparent {chan-
shih)', assisted by a Vicfe Governor (hsiao-yin). (2) T'ANG: 
from 684 to 705 the official variant of chan-shih (as above), 
whose office was known as the kung-yin fu (Household 
Administration of the Heir Apparent; see chan-shih fu). (3) 
SUNG-CH'ING: from late f ’ang, an unofficial reference 
to the Supervisor of the Household of the Heir Apparent 
{chan-shih). P26. 

3497 kùng-yŭàn 魏 
SUNG: Examination OfHce in the Ministry of Rites (lt~ 
pu)\ functions not clearly specified, but probably an ad hoc 
group of Ministry officials and others charged with organ-
izing and doing paperwork about civil service recruitment 
examinations as they occurred. See ling kung-yŭan. SP: bu-
reau des examens. 

3498 kŭng-yŭàn shih 宮苑使 
SUNG-CHIN: Commissioner of Palace Halls and Parks , 
apparently one stationed at each of several locations in or 
near the imperial palace that required continuing mainte-
nance; rank 7a in Sung, not clear in Chin; apparently sub-
ordinate to the Directorate-general of the Imperial Parks 
(kung-yiian tsung-chien) in the Court of the Imperial Gran-
aries (ssu-nung ssu). SP: commissaire du pare du palais. 

3499 kŭng-yŭàn tsŭng-chiēn 宮苑總監 
Directorate-general of the Imperial Parks. (1) SUI-CHIN: 
under supervision of the Court of the Imperial Granaries 
(ssu-nung ssu), managed all imperial buildings, parks, and 
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gardens outside the imperial palace proper, through sub-
ordinate Directorates (chien) in charge of particular instal-
lations; headed by a Director (chien), in T'ang rank 5b2. 
RR: direction générale des pares des palais impériaux. P40. 
(2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Imperial Parks (feng-
ch'en yiian) managed by the Imperial Household Depart-
ment (nei-wu fu). 

3500 kūng-yŭn 宮允 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Companion for the Heir 
Apparent (chung-yun) on the staff of the Household Admin-
istration of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih fu). 

3501 lc’ŭng-fáng 空房 
CH'ING: lit., the empty room: Imperial Clan Prison 
maintained by the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-jenfu). 
BH: prison of the imperial clan court. 

3502 lc，ùng-hó 控鶴 
Lit., (one who) reins in the cranes, i.e., controls the im-
perial mounts. (1) T'ANG: Groom, 20 prefixed Left and 
20 prefixed Right appointed in 699 in a Directorate of Im-
perial Mounts {k'ung-ho chien), in 700 renamed Office of 
Heavenly Mounts (t'ien-chi fu); whether the posts endured 
to the end of the dynasty is not clear. RR: fonctionnaire 
chargé de diriger les grues. (2) CHIN: Groom (?), 200 
authorized for the Court Ceremonial Institute (hsŭan-hui 
yuan). P38. (3) YùAN: Household Guard of the Heir Ap-
parent; 135 assigned in 1282，65 more authorized in 1293; 
under the Office of Household Guards (wei-hou ssu) of the 
Heir Apparent, a unit of the Household Provisioner's Office 
(chia-ling ssu) in the establishment of the Heir Apparent. 

3503 k'ŭng-mà kuān 孑L 目官 or k9ung-mu 
T’ANG~CH，ING: lit” something like "every hole and item," 
i.e., one whose work touches all aspects of an agency's 
responsibilities (?): Clerk in charge of files or a book col-
lection, a subofficial functionary except in very rare cases. 
In T'ang found in a few agencies, e.g., the Academy of 
Scholarly Worthies {chi-hsien tien shu-yiian)y the Armies 
of inspired Strategy (shen-ts'e chŭn). In Sung found in many 
kinds of agencies both in the central government and in 
units of territorial administration; in the Proclamations Of-
fice {chih-ch'ih yiian) in the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng) 
there was a whole Clerks Office {k'ung-mu yiian, k'ung-mu 
fang), headed by a Chief Clerk (tu k'ung-mu kuan). In Chin 
also widespread, but apparently not used in Yuan, and in 
Ming and Ch'ing found only in the Hanlin Academy (han-
lin yuan). RR: fonctionnaire mettant en ordre les livres. 
SP: fonctionnaire chargé de mettre en ordre les livres et 
les registres. BH: junior archivist. 

3504 kuó 國 
(1) CHOU: Region, designation of territories within the royal 
domain，whether fiefs awarded to members òf the royal 
family or teititories administered entirely by non-hereditary 
officials delegated from the royal court. Some early texts 
refer to the existence of 93 such Regions, divided into 3 
categories on the basis of size. See fang-shih, chia-shih, 
tu-shih. (2) State, from antiquity the most common des-
ignation of China as a whole or any area in or outside China 
that had a defined, reasonably autonomous political iden-
tity, even if it were only nominal; e.g., a Princedom (wang-
kuo), a Marquisate {hou-kuo). Often used in place of Dy-
nasty (ch'ao, ch'ao-tai) in reference to a currently reigning 
dynasty. 

3505 fcM0-cft，ró 國朝 
O u r Dynasty: throughout imperial history, a common ref-
erence to the currently reigning dynasty (ch'ao, ch'ao-tai) 

or sometimes to China as organized under the currently 
reigning dynasty. 

3506 kuð-ch，éng 杲丞 
HAN: Aide for Fruits, one subordinate to the Provisioner 
{t'ai-kuan ling), a member of the staff of the Chamberlain 
for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); another (a eunuch) a 
member of the Office of Imperial Parks Produce (kou-tun 
shu). HB: assistant for fruits. P37. 

3507 kuó-chì shih 鶸計使 
5 DYN (Liang): lit.’ commissioner for state accounts: State 
Fiscal Commissioner, in charge of taxation and the storing 
of state revenues; in 912 superseded the previous chien-
ch'ang yuan. P7. 

3508 kuó-ch，ì chāng-chĭng 國戚章京 
CH'ING: Imperially Related Secretary (civil official) or 
Imperially Related Adjutant (military officer), imperial 
in-laws assigned to the curatorial staff of an imperial mau-
soleum (ling)t in some cases numbering 65. See chang-
ching. P29. 

3509 kuó-chiù 蘭 
Dynastic Elder: unofficial reference to a maternal uncle of 
an Emperor. 

3510 ititó-cAáii 國君 
HAN: variant designation of a Counselor^delegate (kuo-
hsiang)y the central government's administrator in charge 
of a Princedom (wang-kuo^ or a Marquisate (hou-kuo). P69. 

3511 kuð-fáng 果 M 
CH'ING: Fruits Pantry, a subsection of the Office of Pal-
ace Ceremonial (chang-i ssu) in the Imperial Household 
Department (nei-wu fu); responsible for providing fruits 
needed in sacrificial ceremonies; headed by a Keeper of the 
Fruits (chang-kuo). BH: fruit office. 

3512 k u ó f ŭ - j é n ^ ^ k 
T'ANG-SUNG: Consort of State, title of nobility (chiieh) 
for women. In T'ang conferred on mothers and wives of 
the nobles entitled Duke of State (kuo-kung) and of rank 1 
officials; or, according to some sources, conferred on the 
mothers and principal wives of Princes {wang). In Sung 
conferred on the wives of Princes, the Three Dukes (san 
kung), Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang) f etc. RR: épouse de 
principauté. See fu-jen. 

3513 kuó-hóu S f ê 
YúAN: Marquis of State, 5th highest of 10 titles of no-
bility (chŭeh)t rank 3A. See hou, chu-hou. P65. 

3514 kuó-hsiàng S fS 
HAN-N-S DIV: Counselor-delegate, the central govern-
ment's representative in a Princedom (wang-kuo) or a Mar-
quisate (hou-kuo), equivalent to a Commandery Governor 
(chŭn t'ai-shou) and a District Magistrate (hsien-ling), re-
spectively; rank 2,000 and 1,000 bushels, respectively; in-
terchangeable with hsiang (Administrator). Apparently co-
existed with Administrators (nei-shih) from the 140s B.C. 
to 8 B.C., when the latter post was discontinued. There-
after the Counselor-delegate was the unchallenged manager 
of a Prince's or a Marquis's domain. Early in the era of N-
S Division superseded by Administrators (chang-shih) in 
Princely Establishments (wang-fu). Sometimes mistakenly 
written hsiang-kuo (Counselor-in-chief)，q.v. P53, 69. 

3515 fcMó-Zwirt/ó呢國信 S 
SUNG: Diplomacy Section, a unit in the Bureau of Mili-
tary Affairs (shu-mi yiian) that handled correspondence and 
diplomatic exchanges between the throne and foreign pco-
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pies including, most notably, the Khitan, the Jurchen, and 
the Mongols; headed by an executive official of the Bureau 
on duty assignment as Administrator {tu-hsia) of the Sec-
tion. l î ie Section was apparently discontinued c. 1074 when 
the support staff of the Bureau was reorganized into Twelve 
Sections (shih-erh fang). SP: bureau des lettres de créance. 

3516 kuó-hsìn shĭh 國信使 
SUNG; State Courier-envoy, apparently a representative 
of the throne in international dealings with such peoples as 
the Jurchen; no doubt an ad hoc duty assignment for a trusted 
central government official. SP: envoyé muni de lettres de 
créance (ambassadeur). 

3517 Aud-Asìn ssu 國信司 or kuó-hsìn sð Bj 
SUNG: Diplomacy Office, variant references to the Diplo-
macy Section (kuo-hsin fang) of the Bureau of Military Af-
fairs (shu-mi yuan). 

3518 kuô-hsìng 國姓 or kuó-hsìng-ā 阿 
Surname of State, throughout history a reference to the 
surname of the ruling dynasty, hence an indirect reference 
to a member of the ruling family or, as in the case of the 
famous 17th century pirate-loyalist Cheng Ch'eng-kung 
(Koxinga), to someone formally granted the imperial sur-
name for extraordinary merit. See kung-hsîng. 

3519 國壻 
SUNG: Imperial Son-in-law, unofficial reference to the 
husband of an Imperial Princess, formally ennobled as 
Commandant-escort ifu-ma tu-wei), 

3520 kuó-hsŭéhS 學 
N-S DIV: one of several designations of the National Uni-
versity (kuo-tzu hsŭeh, t'ai-hsŭeh) at the dynastic capital. 

3521 kuó-hŭn 風婚 
N-S DIV: Imperial Son-in-law, common unofficial ref-
erence to the husband of an Imperial Princess. 

3522 fcwrf-ì/ií 果毅府 
SUI: Courageous Garrison, one of 2 special types of mil-
itary units (see che-ch'ung fu, Assault-resisting Garrison) 
created outside the regular establishment of Garrison Mi-
litia units (see fu and fu-ping) in 613; headed by 2 Com-
mandants (tu-wei) prefixed Left and Right, rank 5b2, 6a 1， 
or 6a2. Reasons for the creation of these units are not clear, 
nor is their fate, except that they were apparently discon-
tinued by the end of Sui in 618. In 636，however, T'ang 
resurrected the title kuo-ì tu-wei for the 2 Vice Comman-
dants of each newly standardized Assault-resisting Garri-
son. RR: milice intrépide. 

3523 kuó-kuān mt 
N-S DIV (N. Wei, N. Ch’i>~T’ANG: Official of the Do-
main, a generic reference to official personnel of a Prince-
dom (wang-kuo), a Marquisate (hou-kuo), and other do-
mains of nobles, charged with administering the territory 
allocated to the nobles as their fiefs. Distinguished from 
Officials of the Establishment (fu-kuari) serving in the no-
ble's personal headquarters or household, e.g., a Princely 
Establishment (wang-fu). Thus the Director of the Prince-
dom (wang-kuo ling) was an Official of the Domain, whereas 
the Administrator {chang-shih) of a Princely Establishment 
was an Official of the Establishment. These usages seem 
to have faded away in T'ang. P69. 

3 5 2 4虹各如如果官 
N-S DIV (Chin): Fruit Provisioner, a subordinate of the 
Director of Banquets {ta-kuan ling) under the Chamberlain 
for Attendants (kuang-lu-hsūn). See kuo-ch'eng, chang-kuo, 
kuo-fang. P30, 37. 

3525 Zcuó-kŭngS 公 
SUI-YUAN: Duke of State, normally the 3rd highest of 9 
titles of nobility {chŭeh), following Prince (wang) and 
Commandery Prince {chŭn-wang), but 3rd of 3 in Liao, 2nd 
of 7 in Chin, and 3rd of 10 in Yuan; rank normally lb, but 
2a in Yuan; discontinued by Sui c. 604, when the nobility 
was restructured with only the 3 titles Prince, Duke (kung), 
and Marquis (hou); restored in T’ang. Normally conferred 
on the heirs (usually eldest sons) of Commandery Princes, 
but in Sung conferred only on selected descendants of the 
first 2 Sung Emperors. Seldom found without territorial 
prefixes indicating real or nominal ducal domains; e.g. ’ liang-
kuo kung (Duke of Liang, i.e., of the “state” of Liang; not 
Liang Duke of State). Also see k'ai-kuo kung, k'ai-kuo chŭn-
kung, k'ai-kuo hsien-kung, chŭn-kung, hsien-kung. RR+SP: 
due de principauté. P65. 

3526 Icuó-lăo 風老 
CHOU: Elders of the State, a reference to retired officials 
who had held rank as Minister (ch'ing) or Grand Master 
(ta-fu), distinguished from retired Servicemen (shìh)t who 
were called Elders of the People (shu-lao). CL: vieillards 
de Vétat. 

3527 ftlió-TOtí 國母 
CH'ING: Mother of the Slate, a respectful reference to 
the Empress. 

3528 kuó-shĕng 國甥 
Imperial Nephew, at least in the later dynasties if not ear-
lier, an unofficial reference to the son of an Empress' sister. 

3529 kuó-sMh 國史 
(1) History of the Dynasty, a common general reference 
to compilations of historical data prepared while a dynasty 
reigned, ideally organized after each Emperor's reign; not 
to be confused with what Westerners refer to as the dynastic 
histories, beginning with Shih-chi by Ssu-ma Ch'ien, which 
the Chinese call Standard Histories (cheng-shih). (2) N-S 
DIV (San-kuo Wu): State Historiographer, one each pre-
fixed Left and Right; status and organizational affiliation 
not clear. P23. 

3530 ibid-^f/r 國師 
(1) Preceptor of State, occasional unofficial reference to 
a Grand ĭ4eceptor (t'ai-shih) or to all of the court dignitaries 
known collectively as the Three Preceptors (san shih). (2) 
N-S DIV: unofficial reference to the Chancellor of the Na-
tional University {kuo-hsŭeh chi-chiu). (3) YIJAN: Pre-
ceptor of State, head of the Supreme Control Commission 
(tsung-chih yŭan) in general charge of the Buddhist priest-
hood, in 1288 retitled hsuan-cheng yiian (Commission for 
Buddhist and Tibetan Affairs). 

3531 kuô-shìh 蠘氏 
CHOU; Master of Crickets, ranked as a Junior Service-
man (hsia-shih), a member of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-
kuan) apparently responsible for dealing with harmful cricket 
swarms, but functions not clear. CL: préposé aux gre~ 
nouilles. 

3532 kuó-shíhàn 國史案 
SUNG: Section for the History of the Dynasty, an agency 
in the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng) responsible tor com-
piling dynastic historical mate'ials; headed by a Grand 
Compiler (ta-chu). Replaced <<*\kte not clear) the early Sung 
Bureau of Compilation (pien-hsiu yŭan) of the Chancellery 
{men-hsia sheng). SP: service de Vhistoire d'état. P23. 

3533 kuó-sMh jih-ŭ sd 國史日曆所 
SUNG: Office of History and the Calendar, part of the 
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Palace Library (pi-shu sheng); probably a variant reference 
to the Section for the History of the Dynasty (kuo-shih an). 
SP: bureau du calendrier (et?) de I'histoire d'etat. P23. 

3534虹各沾沩ftwárt國史館 
SUNG-CH'ING: Historiography Institute, responsible for 
preparing the reign-by-reign chronicles of important events 
called the True Records (shih-lu); in Sung headed by a Chief 
Compiler (chien-hsiu) whose principal post commonly was 
Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang); nominally under the Palace 
Library (pi-shu sheng), the Institute was housed in the In-
stitute for the Veneration of Literature (ch'ung-wen yŭan) 
and was one of the so-called Three Institutes (san kuan, 
q.v.). In Ch'ing the Institute was loosely attached to the 
Hanlin Academy {han-lin yŭan)y headed by a Grand Sec-
retary (ta hsŭeh-shih) or the Minister (shang-shu) of a Min-
istry (pu) on concurrent assignment as Director-general 
(tsurtg-ts'ai) of the Institute. BH: state historiographer's of-
fice. 

3535 kuó-shih shíh-lŭ j^ûrn 國史實錄院 
SUNG: Historiography and True Records Institute, an 
umbrella-like superstructure for 2 agencies, nominally sub-
ordinate to the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng) but more or 
less autonomous units in the central government: the His-
toriography Institute (kuo-shih kuan) headed by a Chief 
Compiler (chien-hsiu) y which was responsible for preparing 
contemporary histories reign by reign, and the True Rec-
ords Institute (shih-lu yŭan) headed by a Supervisor (t'i-
chŭ), which was responsible for preparing a day-by-day 
narrative of important events; both agencies were staffed 
largely by officials of the central government concurrently 
assigned as Senior Compilers (hsiu-chuan), Examining Ed-
itors (chien-t'ao kuan), Compilers (pien-hsiu kuan), Proof-
readers (chiao-k'an), Editors (chiao-cheng), Editorial Ex-
aminers (ckien-yiieh)，etc.; the Chief Compiler of the 
Historiography Institute was commonly the concurrent as-
signment of a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). How func-
tions were divided among the Historiography and True Rec-
ords Institute，the Section for the History of the Dynasty 
(kuo-shih an) of the Palace Library, the Court Calendar Of-
fice {jih-li so) of the Palace Library, the Dynastic History 
Office (kuo-shih yiian) of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) y 
and the Editorial Service (chu-tso chŭ) of the Palace Li-
brary, if all coexisted simultaneously, is not clear. All these 
agencies performed functions that, for the most part, were 
performed in prior times by the Editorial Service and in 
later times by the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). SP: cour 
de la rédaction de I'histoire d'état et des annales vérìdiques. 

3536 kuó-shih yŭàn 國史院 
SUNG-YUAN: Historiography Academy, generally re-
sponsible for preparing the reign-by-reign chronicles of im-
portant events called the True Records (shih-lu). In Sung 
subordinate to the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng); had a re-
current, unstable existence; probably abandoned most of its 
functions to the Historiography Institute (kuo-shih kuan) that 
was nominally subordinate to the Palace Library (pi-shu 
sheng). In Liao, Chin, and Yuan increasingly associated 
with the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan) until in Ytian the 
2 units were combined as the Hanlin and Historiography 
Academy (han-lin kuo-shih yŭan); after Yŭan its functions 
were absorbed into the Hanlin Academy alone. SP: cour de 
Vhistoire d'état. P23. 

3537 Jfcwd tò-/ū 國大夫 
HAN: Grand Master of State, a title of honorary nobility 
{chŭeh) awarded to meritorious subjects; perhaps equiva-
lent to kuan ta-fu (Grandee of the Sixth Order), q.v. P65. 

3538 kuó t'ài-fŭ jén 國太夫人 
SUNG: Master (Mistress) of State, a title of merit and 
honor awarded to mothers and maternal grandparents of 
Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang), the Three Dukes (san kung)y 
and some other dignitaries. 

3539 kuó-tzŭm 子 
CHOU, HAN: Scions of State,.a collective designation of 
the sons and younger brothers of Feudal Lords (chu-hou) f 
Ministers (ch'ing), and Grand Masters (ta-fu) in Chou and 
in Han those of officials corresponding to Chou Ministers 
and Grand Masters. CL: fils de I'état. 

3540 kuó-tzŭ chì-chiŭ 國子祭酒 
From Han on, designation of the Chancellor of the Na-
tional University (t'aì-hsŭeh, kuo-hsŭeh) or Chancellor of 
the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien). See chi-chiu. 
P34, 49, 

3541 kuó-tzŭ chiēn 國子監 
SUI-CH'ING: Directorate of Education, a central gov-
ernment agency headed by a Chancellor (chi-chiu} that 
oversaw several schools at the dynastic capital, chiefly the 
National University (t'ai-hsŭeh), the School for the Sons of 
the State (kuo-tzu hsŭeh)t and the School of the Four Gates 
(ssu-men hsŭeh)., at times the Directofate also provided loose 
supervision over regional and local schools. From Sung 
through Yiian there was a steady consolidation until in Ming 
and Ch'ing there was only one school under the Director-
ate, the kuo-tzu hsŭeh (now best rendered National Uni-
versity). Throughout, the instructional staff consisted pri-
marily of Erudites (po-shih)’ often bearing prefixes specifying 
the classical works in which they individually specialized, 
and Instructors (chu-chiao, hsŭeh-cheng, hsŭeh-lu). Stu-
dents, who regularly numbered in the thousands, were called 
National University Students {kuo-tzu chien sheng or sim-
ply chien-sheng). Prior to c. 605，the capital schools de-
veloped under such designations as t'ai-hsŭeh, kuo-hsŭeh, 
kuo-tzu hsueh, kuo-tzu ssu. In Ming from 1421 there was 
a Nanking Directorate of Education as well as the principal 
Directorate at Peking. From the outset，schools in the cap-
ital existed primarily to prepare qualified students for of-
ficial careers, but from Sung on this route into the offi-
cialdom lost esteem as the system of civil service recruitment 
examinations (see k'o-chŭ) leading to status as Metropolitan 
Graduates {chin-shih) matured and gained dominance in re-
cruitment. Also see ssu chien (Four Directorates) and wu 
chien (Five Directorates). RR+SP: I'université des fils de 
I'état. BH; national college, imperial academy of learning. 
P34. 

3542 kuó-tzŭ hsŭéh 國子學 
(1) HAN: occasional variant of t'ai-hsŭeh (National Uni-
versity). (2) N-S DIV: National University, from the 200s 
on alternated with t'ai-hsŭeh as the official designation; 
headed by a Chancellor (chi-chiu); normally supervised by 
the Chamberlain for Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang), but in N. 
Ch，i gained an autonomous status in the central government 
organized as a Court for Education (kuo-tzu ssu). (3) SUI-
CH'ING: School for the Sons of the State, one of several 
capital schools under the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu 
chien); in Sung and again from Ming on, consolidated into 
the sole school under the Directorate, its name becoming 
almost interchangeable with that of the Directorate as well 
as with the name National University {t'ai-hsŭeh). Headed 
collectively by Erudites (po-shih) until Yiian, then by the 
Chancellor (chi-chiu) of the Directorate through Ming, then 
in Ch'ing by a Grand Minister Managing the Directorate of 
Education (kuan-li kuo-tzu chien ta-ch'en). From Sui into 
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early Sung was specially charged with educating sons of 
the most eminent nobles and officials in the Confucian clas-
sics. Always closely affiliated with the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) and the Ministry of Rites (lí-pu), 
and in Yiian subordinated to the Academy of Scholarly 
Worthies (chi-hsien yiian). RR: section des fìls de I'état. 
P34. 

3543 kuó-izŭ /^-sAì/t 國子博士 
Erudite of the National University; see under po-shih 
(Erudite), 
3544 kuó-tzàshéng 鼢子生 
National University Student, variant of chien-sheng. 

3545 Jfcwd-feóíAîA 國子師 
T’ANG: unofficial reference to the Director of Studies (ssu-
yeh) in the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien). 

3546 kuó-tzŭ ssū 國子寺 
N-S DIV-T'ANG: Court for Education, a relatively au-
tonomous central government agency created during N. Ch'i 
to supersede the National University (kuo-tzu hsŭeh, t'ai-
hsŭeh); c. 605 changed to Directorate of Education (kuo-
tzu chien)\ revived at the beginning of T'ang but in 627 
again changed to kuo-tzu chien. P34. 

3547 kuð-tzŭ tū-chiēn 果子都監 
CHIN: Directorate-in-chief of Fruits, a unit of the Court 
Ceremonial Institute {hsŭan-hui yuan) responsible for keep-
ing the Emperor stocked with fresh fruits; headed by a Di-
rector-in-chief (tu-chìen), rank not clear. P30. 

3548 kuó-wáng 國王 
Prince of the State: from Han on, the equivalent of wang 
(Prince); used only as a collective or generic reference to 
Princes enfeoffed with real or nominal Princedoms (wang-
kuo) to distinguish them，e.g., from Commandery Princes 
{chŭn-wang). In the case of a particular Prince, kuo was 
normally omitted, e.g., Lu-wang (Prince of Lu) rather than 
Lu-kuo wang (Prince of the State of Lu). At times a per-
sonal name was inserted, e.g., Lu Hsing-wtw^ (Prince Hsing 
of Lu) as distinct from his father, Lu Ching-wang (Prince 
Ching of Lu). 

3 5 4 9 Jfcud-H^•國尉 
CH'IN: Defender-in-chief, variant of tu-wei, the Emper-
or's chief of military staff and one of the Three Dukes (san 
kung). 

3550 itu^yín 國姻 
Imperial In-laws: throughout history a collective reference 
to the ruler's relatives by marriage. 

3551 kuó-yùng ssŭ 國用司 
SUNG: Slate Finance Office, a late Sung agency respon-
sible directly to the Emperor for the state budget and all 
related fiscal matters; created not later than 1169; headed 
by a State Finance Commissioner (kuo-yung shih, chih kuo-
yung shih), nonnally a concurrent appointment for a Grand 
Councilor (tsai-hsiang). SP: bureau des finances d'état 
(budget). 

3552 kuó-yùng ts’ān-chì sŏ 國用參計所 
SUNG: Accounting Office, a constituent unit in the State 
Finance Office (kuo-yung ssu) of late Sung times; headed 
by an Accountant (ts'an~chi kuan), normally a concurrent 
appointment for a Vice Minister (shih-lang), presumably of 
the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). SP: bureau de compta-
bilité des finances d'état (budget). 

3553 k，ud-ckí 雜 
T'ANG: lit., cavalryman with a fully drawn bow: Perma-

nent Palace Guard, from c. 725 a corps of paid volunteer 
soldiers charged with controlling the gates of the private 
quarters of the palace; superseded the name ch'ang-ts'ung 
su-wei. RR: cavalier aux arcs tendus. 

3554 la-jen 腊人 
See hsi-jen (Keeper of Dried Meats). 

3 5 5 5 tó -móy ìw-wŭ cA，à 喇嘛印務處 
CH'ING: Lama Office in the Court of Colonial Affairs (//-
fan yiian) in charge of all court relations with priests of 
Tibetan Lamaism; staffing and organizational history not 
clear. BH: lama office. 

3556 lài-yûán chŭn來遠軍or徕遠軍 
CHIN: lit., Military Prefecture intended to win the alle-
giance of outsiders: Frontier-defense Military Prefec-
ture, a type of unit of territorial administration; staffing not 
clear. See chŭn (Military Prefecture). P53. 

3557 lài-yŭăn ssŭ 徠遠司 
CH'ING: lit., bureau for causing distant peoples to come, 
i.e., to submit: Eastern Turkestan Bureau in the Court 
of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yŭan); abbreviation of lai-yuan 
ch'ing-li ssu (see ch'ing-li ssu); headed by one Manchu Di-
rector (lang-chung). Not established until 1761，then charged 
with managing relations with the dependent peoples of Hami, 
Turf an, and nearby regions. BH: department of eastern 
Turkestan. P17. 

3558 lán-líng skìk-wèi 籃翎侍衛 
CH'ING: lit., guardsman wearing blue feathers: Junior 
Guardsman, 90，rank 6a: one category of members of the 
Imperial Bodyguard (ch'in-chŭn ying) consisting of low-
rai^cing officers granted the honor of wearing blue plumes. 
See shih-wei ch'in-chŭn. BH: junior body-guards. 

3559 lán-líng tsŭng-ck，éngmM總承 
CH'ING: Junior Guardsman-gamekeeper，2 delegated 
from the Imperial Bodyguard (ch'in-chŭn ying) to serve as 
principal gamekeepers in the Imperial Game Preserve (yu 
niao-ch'ing ch'u); supervised by a Manager {kuan-li ... shih-
wu) with status as a Grand Minister of the Imperial House-
hold Department (nei-wu fu ta-ch'en). BH; senior game-
keeper (subaltern of the guards). 

3560 tón-广贞蘭臺 
Orchid Pavilion. (1) HAN-CH'ING: originally a pal-
ace archive or library, headed until 8 B.C. by the Palace 
Aide to the Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng); hence 
throughout subsequent history a common unofficial refer-
ence to the yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng, q.v. , to the Censorate 
(yŭ-shih t'ai, tu ch'a-yŭan), to Censors (yŭ-shih) in general, 
and most particularly to Supervising Secretaries or Super-
vising Censors (chi-shih-chung). HB: orchid terrace. (2) 
HAN-N-S DIV: from late Han, a common official variant 
of yŭ-shih t'ai (Censorate). (3) TANG: from 662 to 670 the 
official variant of pi-shu sheng (Palace Library), headed by 
a Grand Scribe (t'ai-shih) and staffed with a Vice Director 
(shih-lang), a Grand Master {ta~fu)y and a Gentlpman-at-
tendant (lang). RR: terrace des orchidées. (4) CH'ING: un-
official reference to the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yuan), 
whereas the Censorate (tu ch'a-yiian) was unofficially called 
ian-t'ai ssu (Court of the Orchid Pavilion). (5) Because from 
8 B.C., when the yu-shih chung-ch'eng was shifted out of 
his palace office to become active head of the Censorate 
(yŭ-shih t'ai, yŭ-shih/«)，the lan-t'ai was headed by a Clerk 
(ling-shih) and because the noted Later Han historian Pan 
Ku at one time held this post, lan-t'ai was subsequently 
used as an unofficial reference to Historiographers (shih-
kuan). P5，18, 25. 
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3561 lán-t’ái ssà 蘭臺寺 
HAN-CH'ING: Court of the Orchid Pavilion, unofficial 
reference to the Censorate (yu-shìh t'ai, tu ch'a-yuan). 

3562 lán-tiènck，ŭng 籃鞔澈 
MING: Blue Dye Shop, a workshop in western Peking sub-
ordinate to the eunuch agency named the Palace Weaving 
and Dyeing Service (nei chih-jan chit). 

3563 láng 郞 
Court Gentleman，Gentleman-attendant, Gentleman. (1) 
CH'IN: generic term for court attendants, divided into 3 
categories: Inner Gentlemen (chung-lang)，Outer Gentle-
men (wai-lang), and Standby Gentlemen (san-lang). All were 
presumably officials awaiting appointment or reappoint-
ment; special functional differentiations are not clear. See 
san lang (Three Court Gentlemen). (2) HAN-N-S DIV: ge-
neric term for court attendants from various sources in-
cluding sons of eminent officials, men specially recom-
mended by regional and local authorities, experienced 
officials awaiting reappointment, and from 124 B.C. grad-
uates of the National University (t'ai-hsŭeh); all regular par-
ticipants in court audiences and used as door guards, ush-
ers, etc.，but principally constituted a pool of qualified men 
available for appointments when vacancies occurred or spe-
cial needs arose. Differentiated into 3 salary ranks: Inner 
Gentlemen (chung-lang), rank =600 bushels; Attendant 
Gentlemen (shih-lang), =400 bushels; and Gentlemen of 
the Interior (lang-chung), =300 bushels. Organized under 
Leaders (chiang) subordinate to the Chamberlain for At-
tendants {lang-chung ling until c. 104 B.C., thereafter kuang-
lu-hsŭn). In Later Han grouped into Three Corps (san shu). 
These Han practices continued into the post-Han era but 
gradually changed as indicated under (3) below. HB; 
gentleman. (3) N-S DIV-YUAN; used almost interchange-
ably with the title lang-chung, to designate regular official 
appointees in various agencies, especially in the era of N-
S Division in the developing Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng), its subordinate Ministries (pu), and their 
constituent Bureaus (ssu) or Sections (ts'ao), sometimes de-
noting Vice Minister of a Ministry, sometimes Director of 
a Ministry Bureau or Section. By Sui these usages yielded 
to shih-lang (Vice Minister) and lang-chung (Director of a 
Bureau); but the term lang was perpetuated in the usage 
just described continuously through Yiian times, e.g., in 
the case of pi-shu lang (Assistant in the Palace Library, pi-
shu sheng). (4) SUI~CH,ING: used extensively, with de-
scriptive or laudatory prefixes, as prestige titles (san-kuan) 
for civil officials，e.g., ch'eng-te lang (Gentleman for Fos-
tering Virtue), ch'ao-feng lang (Gentleman for Court Ser-
vice). In Sui, when one series of prestige titles was avail-
able for both civil and militaiy personnel, lang corresponded 
to the upper degree (shang-teng) of a rank-class (e.g., 6al， 
6bl) whereas wei corresponded to the lower degree (hsia-
teng) of a rank-class (e.g., 6a2, 6b2); but from T'ang on, 
wei occurred in prestige titles for military officers and lang 
was used for civil officials. RR： secrétaire. SP: secrétaire, 
sous-directeur, vice-commissaire. P68. 

3564 fóng-cAîâ/ig 郞將 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV: Leader of Court Gentlemen, equiv-
alent to chiang and chung-lang chiang, qq.v. (2) N-S DIV 
(N. Wei): Commandant of a Garrison (fu) in the early de-
velopment of the Garrison Militia (fu-ping) system. (3) SUI-
T'ANG: Commandant of a Soaring Hawks Garrison (ying-
yangfu), the basic local unit in the Garrison Militia system 
from 607 to 618. RR: colonel. (4) T'ANG: Vice Com-
mandant , 2 prefixed Left and Right, under the Comman-
dant (chung-lang chiang) in charge of each of the Five Gar-

risons (wu fu) that constituted the hereditary elite corps of 
troops at the dynastic capital. RR: lieutenant-colonel, (5) 
SUNG: Commandant, a title occasionally granted to ab-
original chiefs of the West and Southwest; also an officer 
in various Guards {wei) and other military units at the dy-
nastic capital; rank not clear, but apparently below chung-
lang chiang (also Commandant). SP: colonel. P26, 72, 

3565 tóng-cAūw容郞中 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV: Gentleman of the Interior, the lowest 
of 3 rank categories (=300 bushels) into which most ex-
pectant appointees serving as court attendants were divided; 
see under lang. HB: gentleman-of-the-palace. (2) N-S DIV— 
CH'ING: Director of a Section (ts'ao) or Bureau (pu, ssu, 
ch'ing-li ssu) in a Ministry (pu) or in some agency of com-
parable status’ e.g., in all Yuan Branch Secretariats (hsing-
sheng)y the Ch*ing Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yiian); 
rank 5b in T'ang, 6a or 6b in Sung, 5b in Chin and YQan, 
5a in Ming and Ch'ing; sometimes more than one ap-
pointee. In T'ang, this post and Vice Directors of Bureaus 
iyiian-wai lang), though of relatively low rank, weíe con-
sidered "pure and important” {ch'ing-yao), i.e., part of the 
hierarchic tracks through which extraordinarily influential 
or promising men were speeded into the status of Grand 
Councilor (tsai-hsiang); see ch'ing (pure). Cf. t'ung lang-
chung. RR+SP: secrétaire supérieur, directeur de bureau. 
BH: department director. 

3566 íáng-chūng ch'ē-chiàng 裏P中車將 
HAN: Gentleman of the Interior Serving as Chariot 
Commander, reportedly with rank = 1,000 bushels but ap-
parently a duty assignment, probably ad hoc, for a Gentle-
man of the Interior (lang-chung); specific functions not clear. 
Discontinued in Later Han. HB: general of the gentlemen-
of-the-palace of imperial equipages. 

3567 láng-chūng chí-chiàng 郞中騎將 
HAN; Gentleman of the Interior Serving as Cavalry 
Commander, reportedly with rank =1,000 bushels but 
presumably an ad hoc duty assignment for a Gentleman of 
the Interior (lang-chung); specific functions not clear. Dis-
continued in Later Han. BH: general of the gentlemen-of-
the-palace of the cavalry. 

3568 láng-chŭng chù-hsìà ling 郞中柱下令 
HAN: Gentleman of the Interior Serving as Director of 
Archivists, apparently an ad hoc duty assignment for a 
Gentleman of tìie Interior (lang-chung); specific functions 
not clear. P25. 

3569 láng-chŭng hŭ-chìàng 郞中戶將 
HAN: Gentleman of the Interior Serving as Gate Com-
mander, apparently an ad hoc duty assignment for a 
Gentleman of the Interior; specific functions not clear. Dis-
continued in Later Han. HB: general of the gentlemen-of-
the-palace of the doors. 

3570 lâng'Chŭng ūng 郞中令 
Chamberlain for Attendants. (1) CH IN-HAN: a major 
executive official of the central government, rank 2,000 
bushels; in charge of all Court Gentlemen (lang), in a large 
number of specialized groups including the Emperor's per-
sonal guard; responsible for monitoring activities in the public 
part of the palace and for protecting the Emperor when he 
went out of the palace; c. 104 B.C. retitled kuang-lu-hsŭn. 
HB: prefect of the gentlemen-of-the-palace. P37. (2) HAN-
N-S DIV; in charge of the bodyguards in Princedoms (wang-

Marquisates (hou-kuo), and other noble fiefs; rank 
bushels in late Han, then not clear except 5b, 7b, or 

8b in N. Wei. P69. 
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3571 láng-chûn 頁口 君 
(1) LIAO: Court Attendant, designation of lowly officials 
in most Services {chŭ) subordinate to the Northern Court 
Ceremonial Institute (hsūan-hui pei-yiian); provided com-
panionship for the Emperor and Heir Apparent; other func-
tions not clear, rank not clear. P38. (2) MING-CH'ING: 
unofficial reference to a new Metropolitan Graduate (chin-
shih). 

3572 láng-hsià 廊下食使 or láng-
hsià shìh 

T'ANG-SUNG: Supervisor of Post-audience Banquets, 
duty assignment of 2 Palace Censors {tien-chung shih yŭ-
shih) to attend and monitor the conduct of high officials at 
meals they took together with the Emperor in one of the 
side galleries (lang-hsìa) of the audience hall on the first 
and 15th days of each month. RR+SP: commissaire 
(impérial) chargé des repas sous la galerie. 

3573 láng-kuăn 郞官 
(1) CH'IN-HAN: variant of lang (Court Gentleman). (2) 
T'ANG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Director (lang-
chung) of a Bureau (ssu, ch'ìng-li ssu) or sometimes the 
Vice Minister (shih-lang) in a Ministry (pu). 

3 5 7 4 t ó « g p ’ á - 3 ^ A 郎僕射 
HAN: Supervisor of Court Gentlemen (?): status，func-
tions, and organizational affiliation not clear. See p'u-yeh. 

3575 láng shèjén 郞舍人 
SUNG: Imperial Diarist in the Chancellery (men-hsia 
sheng) y also in the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng); in early 
Sung (date not clear) retitled ch'i-chū lang and ch'i-chŭ she-
jen, qq,v.; thereafter possibly an unofficial reference to these 
2 groups of officials. Also called hsiu-chu, q.v. SP: se-
cretaire chargé de noter les faits et gestes de ì'empereur. 

3 5 7 6 láng shìh-chiăng 郞侍講 
HAN: variant of shih-chiang (£xpositor-in-waiting); also 
see chiang-lang (Court Gentleman for Lecturing). P23. 

3577 lăo-chiă 老家 
MING: Oldster, generic designation of soldiers in Training 
Divisions iying) who were deemed unfit for active military 
duties and were commonly assigned to construction gangs 
or other menial status. 

3578 láo-fèng 老歡 
SUNG: lit., old phoenix: unofficial reference to a Grand 
Councilor (tsai-hsiang). 

3579 lăo hsiù-ts’ái 老秀 t 
MING: lit., old man of cultivated talents: Honored Stu-
dent, collective designation of 37 National University Stu-
dents {chien-sheng) of outstanding erudition and intelli-
gence who were chosen in 1381 to lecture before the Emperor 
on matters of government policy. See hsiu-ts'aì. 

3580 lào-kŭng 老公 
CH'ING: a term somewhat like His Honor: deferential ref-
erence to a palace eunuch. 

3581 lăo-yéh 老爺 
CH'ING: Venerable Sir, unofficial reference to any offi-
cial dignitary» especially a District Magistrate (chih-hsien). 

3582 le 
See under the romanization lo, 

3583 léi-fĕng 雷動 
SUNG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a District Mag-
istrate (chih-hsien), derived from a poetic allusion by Po 
Chu-i of late T'ang. 

3584 lèi-kĕng fì/ig 率更令 
HAN-SUNG, LIAO: Director of the Watches or, from 
N. Ch’i on, Director of the Court of the Watches (lei-
keng ssu), an important member of the staff of the Super-
visor of the Household of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih); 
commonly prefixed with t'ai-tzu. From the beginning was 
apparently responsible for the functioning of the house-
hold's water clock(s) (lou-k'o), in accordance with which 
he directed the rotation of guard watches maintained by at-
tendants called Cadets (shu-tzu) and Housemen (she-jen), 
and his authority seems to have increased gradually to in-
clude the routine functioning of the household. In the era 
of N-S Division was clearly responsible for rewarding and 
punishing members of the household，and by Sui if not ear-
lier was also in charge of household entertainments. By T'ang 
was reportedly in charge of rites, music, punishments, etc., 
in the household of the Heir Apparent and in addition was 
charged with establishing the order of precedence among 
all imperial clansmen in state ceremonies, while including 
on his staff large numbers of water clock specialists. In Han 
and the S. Dynasties ranked 1,000 bushels; from N. Wei 
on, 4b. His title is not to be confused with various military 
titles that include the character lei with its more common 
pronunciation shuai, e.g., t'ai-tzu shuai-fu shuai (Com-
mandant of the Heir Apparent's Guard Command). HB: 
prefect stationer of the watches of the heir-apparent. RR: 
chef de la cour de la direction des veilles. SP: dìrecteur de 
la garde de I'héritier du trône. P26. 

3585 lĕi-kĕng ssù 率更寺 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i)-SUNG, LIAO: Court of the Watches, 
headed by a Director (ling), rank 4b，in the Household 
Administration of the Heir Apparent {chan-shih fu); re-
sponsible for maintaining water clocks and accordingly di-
recting changes in household guard watches，and more gen-
erally for supervising the routine activities of the household. 
Developing out of the Han dynasty Director of the Watches 
(lei-keng ling)’ by T’ang times the Court had a large staff 
including 6 Erudites of the Water Clock (lou-k'o po-shih), 
6 Keepers of the Water Clock (chang-lou�’ 60 Tenders of 
the Water Clock (lou-t'ung), and 24 Time Drummers (tien-
ku) in addition to an administrative staff; and its Director 
an-anged the order of precedence among all imperial clans-
men for state ceremonies in addition to supervising cere-
monial rites and maintaining discipline in the Heir Ap-
parent's household. In Sung the Court was established 
irregularly, as needed, and staffed largely with concurrent 
appointees from among central government dignitaries. At 
all times the name was commonly prefixed with t'ai-tzu (Heir 
Apparent). RR: cour de la direction des veilles. P26. 

3586 lì 吏 
Throughout history the most common generic term used for 
Suboffíciat Functionary, a category of state employees who 
performed the clerical and more menial tasks in all gov-
ernmental agencies at all levels and had no ranked civil 
service status, though at times they could be promoted into 
official status (kuan) for meritorious service. See hsŭ-li’ liu-
waì, liu-wai ch'u-shen. (2) CHOU: Local Agent，one of 9 
types of Unifying Agents (ou) who, as representatives of 
the Minister of State {chung-tsai)y supervised geographic 
clusters of feudal states while apparently living in and ad-
ministering villages or small towns. CL: officier secon-
daire. 

3587 li 里 
(1) Village: from antiquity the most common term desig-
nating a small rural settlement. (2) T'ANG-CH'ING: Com-
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munity, a mutual-responsibility, mutual-help grouping of 
neighboring families under state auspices. Also see fang, 
hsiang, chia, pao. 

3588 lí-ckăng 繳長 
SUNG: lit., director of rituals: unofficial reference to the 
Minister of Rites {lĭ-pu shang-shu) or to the Director of 
the Headquarters Bureau (lĭ-pu lang-chung) in the Min-
istry of Rites {lĭ-pu). 

3589 ff-cAáng 里長 
MING-CH'ING: Community Head, locally appointed ad-
ministrative, judicial, and to some extent fiscal chief of a 
group of neighboring households, responsible to his District 
Magistrate (chih-hsien) for maintaining peace and order and 
for providing state-service laborers from among the fami-
lies of his group. Used in earlier times as an unofficial or 
quasiofficial variant of li-cheng. Also see li-k'uei, li-chia, 
pao-chia. 

3590 fì chàng-mă 立仗馬 
T'ANG: variant reference to chang-ma (Military Cere-
monial Mounts). 

3591 lì-chèng 歷政 
MING: lit., to experience governance: Probationary Ser-
vice, normally required for up to one year in any office or 
rank before the appointee could be considered for a regular 
substantive appointment (shih-shou). S^e shih-chih (Acting 
Appointment). 

3592 lí-chèng 里正 
N-S DIV-YūAN: Village Head, locally appointed chief of 
a neighboring group of households, responsible to the Dis-
trict Magistrate (hsien-ling, chih-hsien) for fulfilling all state 
requirements imposed on the families of his group. See 
chang, li-k'uei, pao-chia 

3593 ŭ-ckèngtièn hsiŭ-shŭyŭàn 麗正殿修書院 
or li-cheng hsiu-shu yuan 

T'ANG: Academy in the Hall of Elegance and Rectitude, 
an agency of literary and scholastic support for the court, 
subordinate to the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng); headed by 
a Commissioner (shih), staffed with Academicians (hsueh-
shih) y various editorial officials (chien-chiao kuan)y Senior 
Compilers (hsiu-chuan kuan), Subeditors (chiao-li kuan), 
etc.; created in 718 by renaming the Academy of Heaven 
{ch'ien-yŭan yūan)\ in 725 renamed the Academy of Schol-
arly Worthies {chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan)\ often abbreviated 
to li-cheng yuan. RR: palais des embellissements et des 
rectifications. P25. 

3594 lì-ckí àn 吏籍案 
SUNG: Personnel Records Section, a subdivision of the 
Criminal Administration Bureau {tu-kuan) in the Ministry 
of Justice (hsirtg-pu); probably staffed with subofficial 
functionaries; functions not entirely clear. SP: service des 
registres des fonctionnaires. 

3595 ff-cŭtó 里甲 
MING-CH'ING: lit., Communities and Tithings: Com-
munity Self-monitoring System, one important type of sub-
District (hsien) local self-government organizations. Pre-
scribed by the government during the founding reign of Ming, 
the system in theory designated every 110 households a 
Community (//)，whose 10 most affluent households pro-
vided a Community Head {li-chang) in annual rotation while 
the remaining 100 households were divided into 10 clusters 
each with 10 neighboring households constituting a Tithing 
(chia), for which one of the households provided a Tithing 
Head (chia-shou). Both Community Heads and Tithing Heads 

were responsible to their District Magistrates (chih-hsien) 
for the proper conduct of their charges, for settling local 
disputes, and to some extent for the collection of local land 
taxes. In the last Ming years the system was largely 
superseded by the Community Self-defense System {pao-
chia). Ch'ing perpetuated the li-chia system for tax-collec-
tion purposes, but by the 1700s it was losing its effective-
ness and giving way to the use of tax collectors employed 
by the Districts. Also see liang-chang, hsiang-yūeh. 

3596 ŭ chiĕn-shēng 例監生 or li-chien 
MING-CH'ING: Student by Purchase in the Directorate 
of Education (kuo-tzu chien); originated in 1450 when, at 
a time of military and financial crisis, the Ming government 
offered student status in the Directorate to anyone who con-
tributed rice or horses in specified amounts, up to a limit 
of 1,000 men; during the late 1500s and especially in Ch'ing 
times the numbers swelled as governments exploited this 
practice as a regular source of revenue. In Ch'ing such stu-
dents provided a substantial number of active officials in 
low-ranking posts. From the beginning, however, it ap-
pears that men bought student status principally because of 
the social esteem and the exemption from state-requisi-
tioned labor service that it gave them. In Ch’ing，Students 
by Purchase came to have 4 major subcategories: First Class 
(lin chien-sheng), Second Class (tseng chien-sheng), Third 
Class (fu chien-sheng) y and Fourth Class (chien-sheng with 
no prefix), the latter also known as Civilian Students (min-
sheng). It should be kept in mind that chien-sheng without 
a prefix was also used as a common generic designation of 
all students under the Directorate. 

3597 lUchiĕn yŭàn 理檢院 
SUNG: Complaint Review Office, a central government 
agency that received and considered complaints by officials 
and commoners about official misconduct or major state 
policies, monitored by a Vice Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih chung-
ch'eng) serving as Complaint Review Commissioner (li-chien 
shih); one of 3 agencies that accepted public petitions and 
complaints; see teng-wen chien-yŭan (Public Petitioners 
Review Office), teng-wen ku-yŭan (Public Petitioners Drum 
Office). Established in 991，apparently abolished c. 995, 
re-established in 1029, apparently terminated during the 
hectic transition to S. Sung in the 1120s, then re-estab-
lished in 1176. SP: cour d'administration du dépôt des 
pétitions. P21. 

3598 lí-ck’ièn ssiû 理欠司 
SUNG: Deficits Monitoring Office, normally headed by 
an Administrative Assistant (p'an-kuan)t rank 8a or 8b. From 
985 to 987，one subordinate to each of the 3 agencies col-
lectively called the State Finance Commission (san ssu); in 
987 consolidated as a General Deficits Monitoring Office 
(tu li-ch'ìen ssu); responsible for expediting the remittance 
of tax arrearages from Prefectures (chou)\ discontinued c. 
1080. Also, probably from c. 1080，a subsection of the Bu-
reau of Review (pi-pu) in the Ministry of Justice (hsing-
pu); functions not clear, but likely continued the work of 
its predecessor. SP: bureau pour le règlement des dettes. 

3599 ftV/iìA c/rá 禮制局 
SUNG: Ritual Regulations Service, established in 1112 in 
the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng); prob-
ably an ad hoc group of officials on duty assignments de-
tached from their regular posts; functions not clear. SP: bu-
reau de règlement des rites. 

3600 lĭ-chíh kuān 禮直官 or li-chih 
Lit. ’ suggests a ritual specialist who was on rotational ser-
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vice or perhaps available to take up active service in court 
or elsewhere when summoned: Ritual Duty Official. (1) 
T'ANG; 5, rank and range of functions not clear, members 
of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); abol-
ished c. 758，restored c. 791 with the new designation li-i 
chih, q.v. (2) SUNG: found in various units subordinate to 
the Court of Imperial Sacrifices; normally 4 in a set, 2 Prin-
cipals (cheng) and 2 Assistants (/w); all subofficial func-
tionaries, perhaps hereditary specialists. SP: chargé des rites. 
P27. 

3601 lì ckù-ckiào _助敎 
SUI: Calendar Instructor, apparently existed only briefly, 
probably as a subordinate in the Astrological Section (t'ai-
shih ts'ao) of the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng). P35. 

3602 li-făn 理藩 
CH，ING: Frontier-regulating, one of many prefixes in-
dicating special functions of Subprefectural Magistrates 
(t'ung-chih); signifying responsibility for maintaining order 
among alien frontier tribes or aboriginal tribes. 

3603 lí-fān yŭàn 理藩院 
CH'ING: Court of Colonial Affairs, a top-echelon agency 
in the central government managing relations with the Mon-
gols, Tibet, Kokonor, and tribal chiefs of Eastern Turkes-
tan; organized like a Ministry (pu) and headed by a Minister 
(shang-shu). Originated in 1637 as the transformation of an 
earlier Mongol Office (meng-ku ya-men); from 1661 had 4 
subordinate Bureaus (ssu, ch'ing-li ssu): Honors Bureau (lu-
hsiin ssu)7 Receptions Bureau {pin-k'o ssu)t Outer Mon-
golian Reception Bureau (jou-yŭan ssu)^ and Judicial Bu-
reau (li-hsing ssu), each with several Manchu and Mongol 
Directors (bng-chung), rank 5a. In the early 1700s the Outer 
Mongolian Reception Bureau was split in 2: a Front Office 
(Jou-yŭan ch'ien-ssu) and a Rear Office (Jou-yūan hou-ssu). 
In 1757 the Honors Bureau became the Outer Mongolian 
Bureau (tien-shu ssu)t the Receptions Bureau became the 
Inner Mongolian Reception Bureau (wang-hui ssu), the Rear 
Office of the Outer Mongolian Reception Bureau became 
the Inner Mongolian Bureau (ch'i-chi ssu)t and the Front 
Office was redesignated the Outer Mongolian Reception 
Bureau (jou-yiian ssu). In 1761 the latter 2 agencies were 
consolidated into a single Mongolian Reception Bureau (ch'i-
chi jou-yiian ssu), and a new Eastern Turkestan Bureau (lai-
yŭan ssu) was established. The next year the consolidated 
Mongolian Reception Bureau was redivided into its 2 ear-
lier Burbaus, but in 1764 the Inner Mongolian Bureau and 
the Outer Mongolian Bureau exchanged names. After these 
changes, there were 6 continuing Bureaus: Inner Mongolian 
Bureau (ch'i-chi ssu), Inner Mongolian Reception Bureau 
(wang-hui ssu), Outer Mongolian Bureau (tien-shu ssu), 
Outer Mongolian Reception Bureau (jou-yiian ssu), Eastern 
Turkestan Bureau {lai-yūan ssu), and Judicial Bureau (li-
hsing ssu), each with one or more Manchu and Mongol 
Directors (lang-chung), rank 5a. In its early years the Court's 
executive posts were held as concurrent assignments by 
outside Ministers (shang-shu) and Vice Ministers (shih-lang), 
especially of the Ministry of Rites {lĭ-pu)^ but from the 1720s 
they were commonly concurrent assignments for Princes 
(wang), Dukes {kung), and Grand Secretaries (ta hsŭeh-shih), 
without fixed numbers. See separate entries. P17. 

3604 lì-fáng 吏房 
(OT'ANG-SUNG: Personnel Office, one of 5 Offices (fang) 
in the combined Secretariat-Chancellery (chung-shu men-
hsia sheng) in T'ang, one of 6 in Sung; counterpart of the 
Ministry of Personnel {lì-pu) in the Department of State Af-
fairs (shang-shu sheng). See liu fang. RR+SP: chambre 

des fonctionnaires. (2) SUNG: Personnel Section，one of 
5 Sections (see wu fang) in the Proclamations Office (chih-
ch'ìh yŭan) of the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng); also one 
of 4 Sections (see ssu fang) in the Bureau of Military Af-
fairs (shu-mi yŭan), headed by a Vice Recipient of Edicts 
(fu ch'eng-chih), rank 8b: the channel through which, in 
collaboration with the Personnel Office mentioned in (1) 
above and the Ministry of Personnel, the Bureau managed 
personnel administration for the military establishment till 
c. 1074，when the Bureau's administrative staff was reor-
ganized into 10 (later 12) Sections (see shih-erh fang). SP: 
chambre des fonctionnaires. (3) SUNG: Directors-in-chief 
Section，one of 12 Sections {shih-erh fang) created c. 1074 
in the Bureau of Military Affairs; supervised the assign-
ments of military officers to serve as Directors-in-chief (tu-
chien) of Prefectures (chou, fu), Militaiy Prefectures {chŭn), 
and subdivisions of Circuits (see lu-fen tu-chien); also su-
pervised the assignments of palace eunuchs to such duties. 
Headed by 3 to 5 Vice Recipients of Edicts (fu ch'eng-chih), 
rank 8b. Apparently terminated early in S. Sung. SP: 
chambre des fonctionnaires. (4) From Sung on，may be en-
countered as an unofficial reference to the Ministry of Per-
sonnel. 

3605 U-fáng 觀 
(1) SUNG: Rites Office, one of 6 administrative agencies 
(see liu fang) organized under the combined Secretariat-
Chancellery (chung-shu men-hsia sheng), counterpart of the 
Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu) in the Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng). (2) SUNG: Rites Section, one of 5 Sec-
tions (see wu fang) in the Proclamations Office (chih-ch'ih 
yuan) of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng); also in the Bu-
reau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yŭan) till c. 1074, when 
the Bureau's administrative staff was reorganized in 10 (later 
12) Sections (see shih-erh fang). SP: chambre des rites. (3) 
From Sung on may be encountered as an unofficial refer-
ence to the Ministry of Rites. 

3606 •麗妃 
T'ANG, MING: Elegant Consort , a high-ranking palace 
woman; in T'ang, beginning in the reign of Hsuan-tsung (r. 
712-756), one of the esteemed group called the Three Con-
sorts (san fei). See hua-fei, hui-fei. RR: concubine belle. 

3607 li-hsíng shih 裏行使 or U-hsing 
T'ANG—MING: Probationary, a suffix or prefix appended 
to some titles signifying that the official named was an act-
ing or probationary appointee rather than a regular sub-
stantive one {shih-shou)\ e.g. , the T'ang and Sung yii-shih 
li-hsing (Probationary Censor), the Ming li-hsing chih-hsien 
(Probationary District Magistrate). RR+SP: attaché. P18. 

3608 lĭ-hsíng ssā 理刑司 
CH'ING: Judicial Bureau, one of 6 major subdivisions in 
the Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yuan), responsible for 
supervising litigations arising among peripheral peoples 
overseen by the Court; headed by one Manchu and one 
Mongol Director (lang-chung), rank 5a. BH: judicial de-
partment. PI 7. 

3609 li-hsŭ 里胥 
SUNG-CH'ING: Village (Community) Functionaries, 
generic reference to commoners chosen or designated to bear 
responsibilities of leadership in sub-District (hsien) orga-
nizations. See li (Village, Community), hsii-li (Subofficial 
Functionaries). 

3610 fi-M-ffpô吏戶禮部 
(1) SUI-CH'ING: combining reference to the separate 
Ministries of Personnel (lì-pu)} of Revenue (hu-pu), and 
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of Rites {lí-pu). (2) YUAN: Personnel, Revenue, and Rites 
Ministry, from 1260 to 1264 and 1266 to 1268 a consol-
idation of the normally separate Ministries of Personnel, of 
Revenue, and of Rites into a single Ministry, known in the 
aggregate as the Three Ministries of the Left (tso san-pu)\ 
headed by 2 Ministers (shang-shu)’ rank 3a. Also see li-li 
pw. 

3611 炻 í àn禮儀案 
SUNG: Section for Ceremonial Propriety, reportedly a 
subdivision of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang 
ssu), but institutional affiliation, staffing, and functions not 
wholly clear; possibly one of the 5 Sections into which the 
early Sung t'ai-ch'ang li-ytian (also Court of Imperial Sac-
rifices) was divided when retitled t'ai-ch'ang ssu c. 1080; 
possibly a variant form of lì-i yuan (Court of Ceremonial 
Propriety), an agency that was originally independent of the 
Court of Imperial Sacrifices but c. 1030 was incorporated 
into it and thereafter known as the Ritual Academy (li-yŭan). 
SP: service des rites et des cérémonies. P27. 

3612 /í-ícWēw 禮儀監 
CH’ING: Directorate of Ceremonial Propriety, a major 
subdivision of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu 
fu)y headed by 2 or 3 Directors (lang-chung), rank 5a, and 
8 Vice Directors (yŭan-wai lang), 5b; responsible for ar-
ranging sacrifices，ritual feasts, ritual music and dancing, 
etc.; in 1660 retitled Court of Ceremonial Propriety (li-i 
yiian), then in 1677 further retitled Office of Palace Cer-
emonial (chang-i ssu). P37. 

3613 114 chíh 禮儀直 
T'ANG: Attending Ritualist, 2, rank not clear, in the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices {fai-ch'ang ssu); a renaming c. 791 
of U-chih kuan (Ritual Duty Official). P27. 

3614 lí-í sMh 禮儀使 
T'ANG-SUNG: Commissioner for Ceremonial Propri-
ety, from 750 apparently a special, ad hoc court delegate 
to be in charge of various rituals; relationship with the Min-
istry of Rites {lĭ-pu) and the Court of Imperial Sacrifices 
(t'ai-ch'ang ssu) not clear. SP: commissaire aux rites et aux 
cérémonies. P9. 

3615 ff-íj^áw 禮儀院 
Court of Ceremonial Propriety. (1) SUNG: originally in-
dependent of both the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu) and the Court 

声激 Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu), headed by a Grand 
Councilor (tsai-hsiang) with a concurrent duty assignment 
as Supervisor of the Court (p'an-yŭan), assisted by one of 
the officials collectively called the Two Regulators (liang 
chih, q.v.) with a concurrent duty assignment as Admin-
istrator of the Court (chih-yûan). About 1030 absorbed into 
the Court of Imperial Sacrifices. SP: cour des rites et des 
cérémonies. P27. (2) CHING: originated in 1660 as a re-
placement for the Directorate of Ceremonial Propriety (li-
i chien); a major subdivision of the Imperial Household 
Administration (nei-wu fu), headed by 2 or 3 Directors (lang-
chung), rank 5a, and 8 Vice Directors (yŭan-wai lang), 5b. 
In 1677 renamed Office of Palace Ceremonial (chang-i ssu). 
P37. 

3616 /ì-ifc，ō 吏科 
MING-CH'ING: Office of Scrutiny for Personnel, one of 
the Six Offices of Scrutiny (liu k'o, q.v.)- Also see chi-shih-
chung (Supervising Secretary, Supervising Censor). P18, 
19. 

3 6 1 7 U-lc’ŏ 禮科 
MING-CH'ING: Office of Scrutiny for Rites, one of the 
Six Offices of Scrutiny (liu k'o, q.v.). Also see chi-shih-

chung (Supervising Secretary, Supervising Censor). P18, 
19. 

3618 lí-kuān 理官 
Regulatory Official. (1) CHOU-HAN: common generic 
reference to officials charged with judicial functions. (2) 
HAN: more specifically, an unofficial reference to the 
Chamberlain for Law Enforcement (t'ing-wei, ta-li). P22. 

3619 lí-kuān 禮官 
(1) CHOU: variant reference to the Minister of Rites (ch'un-
kuan tsung-po). CL: supérieur des hommages respectueux 
ou des cérémonies sacrées. (2) HAN: variant reference to 
Erudites (po-shih) of the National University (t'ai-hsiieh). 
P34. 

3620 lí-kuéi sMk 理匦使 
T'ANG-SUNG: Petition Box Commissioner, one of sev-
eral posts responsible for maintaining a station where com-
moners and officials alike could submit complaints about 
official misconduct and major policy issues; originally a duty 
assignment for a Vice Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng) 
and a Grand Master of Remonstrance (chien-i ta-fu); from 
742 to 756 bore the alternate designation hsien-na shih, q.v.; 
in 762 the assignment was given to a Supervising Secretary 
(chi-shih-chung) and a Secretariat Drafter (chung-shu she-
jen) under supervision of an official specially selected for 
his integrity by the combined Secretariat-Chancellery (chung-
shu men-hsia sheng) to serve as chih-kuei shih (also Peti-
tion Box Commissioner); in 781 full responsibility was re-
stored to a Vice Censor-in-chief as li-kuei shih and a Grand 
Master of Remonstrance as chih-kuei shih. After the earliest 
Sung years, in 991 retitled Complaint Review Commis-
sioner (li-chien shih) in charge of a Complaint Review Of-
fice (li'Chien yuan). Also see teng-wen chien-yŭan, teng-
wen ku-yŭan, kueì-yŭan, teng-wen yuan. RR: commissaire 
impérial à la direction des urnes. P21. 

3 6 2 1 ír-fc，w 权 里 魁 
CH’IN_N-S DIV (S. Dyn ): Village Head, designated chief 
of 100 households in the sub-District (hsien) administrative 
organization of the people; in the S. Dynasties was grad-
ually replaced by li~cheng. HB: headman of a hamlet. 

3622 U-kŭng 儺宮 
CH'ING: Detached Palace, variant of hsing-kung (Auxil-
iary Palace), referring to the court's summer resort at Ch'eng-
te, Jehol. 

3623 lì kàng'Sheng 例貢生 
(1) MING: Tribute Student by Purchase in the Director-
ate of Education (kuo-tzu chien)，having purchased such status 
after becoming a regular Government Student (sheng-yŭan) 
in a Confucian School (ju-hsŭek)，as distinguished from 
Students by Purchase (li chien-sheng)，who bought status 
in the Directorate directly, without any previous qualifi-
cation. Also known as na-kung (Student by Contribution). 
� CH ING: Tribute Student by Purchase, Fourth Class, 
in the Directorate of Education, a status attainable by men 
already entitled Student by Purchase, Fourth Class (chien-
sheng), newly entitling them to compete in Provincial Ex-
aminations (hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment ex-
amination sequence. The status was lower than lin kung-
sheng, tseng kung-sheng, and/w kung-sheng, qq.v. 

3 6 2 4 权 里 老 
(1) Village Elder: throughout history an unofficial or quasi-
official reference to the heads of important families in a 
natural village, who provided leadership in organizing com-
munal defense against bandits, management of local irri-
gation systems, etc. (2) MING: Community Elder, from 
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the late 1300s designated by District Magistrates (chih-hsien) 
for each officially recognized Community (li), to be re-
sponsible for local legal and judicial proceedings alongside 
the already operational Community Self-monitoring System 
(lì-chia, q.v.). 

3625 吏禮部 
(1) Normally, from Sung on, an abbreviated reference to 
the separate Ministries of Personnel and of Rites (lì-pu, 
lĭ-pu). (2) YŭAN: Personnel and Rites Ministry, from 
1264 to 1266 and 1268 to 1270 a combination of the nor-
mally separate Ministries of Personnel and of Rites into a 
single consolidated Ministry, headed by 3 then 2 Ministers 
(shang-shu), rank 3a. See li-hu-li pu. 

3626 fî-mŭ 吏目 
(1) YtfAN-CH'ING: Clerk, rank variable at levels 7，8， 
and 9, but often subofficial functionaries; found in many 
agencies, both central and territorial; often prefixed with a 
particularizing term, e.g., kuan-ho lì-mu (Clerk Controller 
of Waterways) in territorial administrations. BH: secretary. 
(2) MING-CH'ING: Medical Secretary in the Imperial 
Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yūan)t from one to 10 in Ming, 
from 10 to 30 in Ch'ing, rank 9b in Ming, 8 or 9 in Ch'ing. 
P36. (3) MING-CH'ING: Chief of Police in various units 
of territorial administration, especially in Ming Subprefec-
tures and Ch’ing Departments (both chou), and one each 
in the 5 Wardens' Offices (ping-ma chih-hui ssu) that bore 
public security responsibilities in Peking. 

3627 It-pīnyŭàn 鼇貌 
SUNG: Foreign Relations Office, one of several subor-
dinate units in the Court of State Ceremonial {hung-lu ssu), 
specially in charge of the administrative management of 
diplomatic and trade relations with the Uighurs and other 
peoples of Eastern Turkestan; headed by 2 rank 8b military 
officers (?) serving as Audience Ushers {ko-men chih-hou) 
in the Office for Audience Ceremonies (ko-men ssu), on 
special duty assignments as Supervisory Officials {chien-
kuan)\ assisted by a Vice Commissioner (fu-shih). In other 
periods its functions were the responsibility of such agen-
cies as the Visitors Bureau (k'o-sheng), the Interpreters In-
stitute {hui-t'ung kuan), etc. SP: bureau des relations di~ 
plomatiques et commerciales, bureau du protocole. PI 1. 

3628 ŭpó-sMh 雇傳土 
SUI-T'ANG: Erudite of the Calendar, number not clear, 
probably non-official professional specialists; in the Sui-
T a n g Astrological Section {fai-shih ts'ao) and the T a n g 
Directorate of Astrology {t'ai-shih chien) till 704，then re-
placed by Directors of Calendrícal Calculations {pao-chang 
cheng). RR; maître au vaste savoir rédacteur du calen-
drier. P35. 

3629 例部 
Lit., ministry of rules or regulations: a common unofficial 
reference to the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu). 

3630 /ì-pà 吏部 
(1) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei)-CH’ING: Ministry of Per-
sonnel, one of several major agencies in the Department of 
State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) as it developed through the 
era of N-S Division; then one of the Department's Six Min-
istries (see liu pu), which with some variations were the 
administrative core of the central government through Chin; 
then under the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) in Yiian and 
early Ming; then from 1380 responsible directly to the throne 
though from the mid-1400s coordinated by the Grand Sec-
retariat (nei-ko). Prior to Sui often named Personnel Section 
(lì-pu ts'ao). For a time in the late 1200s, in Yŭan, when 

traditional Ministries were consolidated in new forms, was 
absorbed first into a Personnel and Rites Ministry (li-li pu) 
and then into a Ministry of Personnel, Revenue, and Rites 
(li-hu-li pu), also known in the aggregate as the Left Min-
istry (tso-pu; also see yu-pu); but by 1294 regained its sep-
arate identity, though tightly coordinated by the metropol-
itan Secretariat. In general charge of the appointments, merit 
ratings, promotions, demotions, titles, and honors of civil 
officials (wen-kuan) and subofficial functionaries ("); in early 
Sung also handled appointments, etc., of military officers 
(wu'kuan)t who in other times were the responsibility of 
the Ministry of War (ping-pu). From the outset headed by 
one or more Ministers (shang-shu)t rank 3a in T'ang, 2b 
in Sung, 3a in Chin and Ytian, 2a in Ming and Ch’ing till 
1730, thereafter lb; in Ch'ing one Manchu and one Chinese 
appointee; commonly took ceremonial precedence over all 
other Ministry heads. In the era of N-S Division the Min-
istry was subdivided into Bureaus (ssu) or Sections (ts'ao): 
e.g., in San-kuo Wei an Appointments Section (li-pu ts'ao, 
lirpu; see #2 below), a Discipline Section (shan-ting ts'ao), 
a Section for the Three Dukes (san-kung ts'ao; see san kung), 
and a Review Section (pi-pu ts'ao). Thereafter the subor-
dinate agencies varied greatly in number and designations, 
and when designated Bureaus they often had numerous Sec-
tions subordinate to them. From Sui on, however, the stan-
dard organization of the Ministry included 4 Bureaus (ssu, 
ch'ing-li ssu)\ Bureau of Appointments (li-pu ssu, wen-hsŭan 
ssu), Bureau of Honors (ssu-feng ssu, yen-feng ssu), Bu-
reau of Merit Titles (ssu-hsun ssu, chi~hsûn ssu), and Bu-
reau of Evaluations {k'ao-kung ssu). Each Sui-Ch'ing Bu-
reau was normally headed by a Director (lang-chung, lang), 
rank 6b to 5a. In Chin all Bureaus of the Ministry were 
consolidated into 2，a Bureau of Evaluations (tzu-k'o ssu) 
and a Bureau of Honors (feng-hsiin ssu). each a petty agency 
managed by a Secretary (chu-shih) f rank 7b，although a 
pretence was maintained that the traditional 4 Bureaus still 
existed. In Yŭan the Ministry's nominal Bureaus were in-
active, their traditional work being done by 3 Sections (k'o) 
of much lesser status: an Honors Section (feng-kao k'ó)’ a 
Section for Honors and Enfeoffments {hsŭn-feng k'o), and 
an Evaluations and Selections Section {k'ao-hsŭan k'o)f each 
managed by an unranked Clerk (ling-shih). Until 1380 in 
Ming, the Ministry was considered so dependent on the 
Secretariat that its head was commonly referred to as Min-
ister of Personnel in the Secretariat {chung-shu li-pu shang-
shu); after 1380 its relative autonomy was indicated by the 
simpler title Minister of Personnel (li-pu shangshu). Also 
see hsŭan-pu, wett-pu, t'ien-kuan, ch'ŭan, hsŭan, ts'ao, ssu 
(Bureau), ch'ing-li ssu. RR+SP; ministère des fonction-
naires, BH: ministry (board) of personnel. P5. (2) N-S DIV 
(li-pu, li-pu ts'ao): Appointments Section, one of a vari-
able number of functionally specialized agencies in the de-
veloping Ministry of Personnel or Personnel Section in the 
Department of State Affairs. P5. (3) SUI-YŭAN (li-pu, li-
pu ssu): Bureau of Appointments, one of a normal cohort 
of 4 Bureaus in the Ministry of Personnel, headed by a 
Director (lang-chung, lang), rank 5b to 6b. In charge of 
routine administrative matters in the Ministry and espe-
cially appointments, promotions, demotions, and ranks. After 
early Yiian the Bureau's functions were performed by the 
Evaluations and Selections Section described under (1) above. 
In Ming and Ch’irig the Bureau's functions were performed 
by the Bureau of Appointments (wen-hsŭan ch'ing-li ssu). 
RR: bureau des fonctionnaires. P5. 

3631 fí_pò 禮部 
(1) SUI-CH'ING: Ministry of Rites, one of the Six Min-
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istries (liu pu) that were the administrative core of the cen-
tral. government, subordinate to the Department of State Af-
fairs (shang-shu sheng) through Sung, then under the 
Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) in Yiian and early Ming, then 
from 1380 autonomous though coordinated from the mid-
1400s by the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko). For a time in the 
late 1200s, in Yiian, when Ministries were being consoli-
dated in new ways, was first absorbed into a Personnel and 
Rites Ministry (lì-lí pu) and later into a Ministry of Per-
sonnel, Revenue, and Rites (li-hu-li pu), also known in the 
aggregate as the Left Ministry (tso-pu; also see yu-pu); b\it 
in 1294 regained its separate identity, though tightly co-
ordinated by the Secretariat. The Ministry carried on func-
tions that since Han times had been performed by such other 
agencies as the Foreign Relations Section (k'o-ts'ao) and the 
Ministry of Sacrifices (tz'u-pu) in the developing Depart-
ment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), the Section of 
Ministry Affairs (i-ts'ao) in the Ministry of Sacrifices, and 
various subordinate agencies in the developing Court of Im-
perial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) and Court of State Cere-
monial (hung-lu ssu)t with both of which the Ministry con-
tinued to have a loosely supervisory relationship. The 
Ministry was generally responsible for overseeing all im-
perial and court rituals, for codifying rituals, for managing 
visits by foreign dignitaries, for supervising state-sponsored 
education, for monitoring Taoist and Buddhist communi-
ties» and from 736 for managing the civil service exami-
nation recruitment system {k'o-chŭ). Headed by one or more 
Ministers (shang-shu)t rank 3a in T'ang, 2b in Sung, 3a in 
Chin and Yuan, 2a in Ming and Ch'ing till 1730，thereaf-
ter lb; in Ch'ing one Manchu and one Chinese appointee. 
Normally had 4 constituent Bureaus (ssu, ch'ing-li ssu): e.g., 
in T'ang a Headquarters Bureau (also U-pu or lĭ-pu ssu), a 
Bureau of Sacrifices (tz'u-pu, tz'u-pu ssu), a Bureau of Re-
ceptions {chu-k'o, chu-k'o ssu), and a Bureau of Provisions 
(shan-pu, shan-pu ssu)t each with a Director (lang-chung) t 
rank 5b; in Ming a Bureau of Ceremonies (lí-pu ch'ing-li 
ssu), a Bureau of Sacrifices (tz'u-chì ch'ing-li ssu), a Bu-
reau of Receptions (chu-k'o ch'ing-li ssu), and a Bureau of 
Provisions (ching-shan ch'ing-li ssu), each with a Director 
(lang-chung), 5a. In Ming and Ch'ing there was ft close 
relationship between the Ministry and the Grand Secretar-
iat; some executive officials of the Ministry were concur-
rently made Grand Secretaries (ta hsueh-shih), and many 
Grand Secretaries bore nominal concurrent titles of Min-
isters and Vice Ministers {shih-lang) of Rites. Also see tsung-
po, k'o-ts'ao, ch'un-kuan. RR+SP: ministère. des rites. BH: 
ministry (board) of rites. P9. (2) N-S DIV (Chou)-YŭAN: 
Headquarters Bureau, one of a normal cohort of 4 Bu-
reaus (wm) in the Ministry of Rites; in Chou of the era of 
N-S Division the name alternated with ssu-tsungt q.v., 
headed by a Grand Master of Rites (lĭ-pu ta-fu; also see ta 
ssu-li); in later periods the head was entitled Director (lang, 
lang-chung)f rank 5a to 6b. The Bureau was particularly in 
charge of the Ministry's routine internal administrative work. 
It was perpetuated in the Ming-Ch'ing Bureau of Cere-
monies (i-chih ch'ing-li ssu), RR: bureau des rites. BH; 
department of ceremonies. P9. 

3632 lì-pùts，áo 吏部曹 
Personnel Section. HAN-N-S DIV (S. Dyn.): created by 
a renaming of the earlier Section for Attendants-in-ordinary 
(ch'ang-shih ts'aó) shortly after the establishment of Later 
Han in A.D. 25; one of 6 Sections (ts'ao) of Imperial Sec-
retaries (shang-shu) in the steadily more important Imperial 
Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai), the dominant executive agency 
in the central government; responsible for the selection and 

appointment of officials. After Han, became one of many 
top-level agencies under the developing Department of State 
Affairs (shang-shu sheng), evolving into the Sui-Ch'ing 
Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) headed by a Minister (shang-
shu). Also from the 400s on, the designation of a principal 
subdivision of the emerging Ministry of Personnel, staffed 
with Clerks (ling-shih) with many particularizing prefixes. 
Also see lì-pu, lì-pu ssu. Cf. hiŭan-pu ts'ao. P5. 

3633 «-/I，ií 隸僕 
CHOU: Domestic Servant, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih) t members of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan); 
assigned as orderlies to clean the inner quarters of the royal 
palace. CL: assistant-valet. 

3634 fi-s/ién纟例生 
CH’IKG: Local Student by Purchase in a Confucian School 
(JU'hsŭeh) in a unit of territorial administration; status and 
privileges awarded to men who responded to state appeals 
for emergency contributions of money or goods, but only 
for a short period in the K'ang-hsi reign (1662-1722). Cf. 
li-chien. 

3635 ŭ-shĕng 瘤生 
SUNG: Calendrical Apprentice, 4，unranked, authorized 
for the Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien). SP: elève-
intendant du calendrier. 

3636 lì-shéng 禮生 
(1) TANG: Ritual Apprentice, 35 authorized for the Rit-
ual Academy (íi-yuarì) under the Court of Imperial Sacri-
fices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); unranked. RR: étudiant des rites à 
la cour des sacrifices impériaux. P27. (2) SUNG: Cal-
endrical Apprentice in the Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-
t'ien chien); 4，unranked. A scribal error for li (calendar)-
sheng. SP: elève-intendant des rites. 

3637 n-skìfi 吏± 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Guardsmen assigned to various Com-
manders (see chu-ssu li-tsai) by Shih-tsu (r. 424-451) to 
help quell military disorders in various localities; exact sta-
tus not clear. P20. 

3638 Zì-îW/f 歷事 
MING: Novice, designation of National University Stu-
dents (chien-sheng) serving apprenticeships in government 
agencies，especially in the central government; such status 
might endure from 3 months to 3 years before one attained 
a substantive appointment (shih-shou) in the officialdom. 
See li-cheng, pan-shih, kuan-cheng. 

3639 /r ... shih 理…事 or ff ... shìh-wù 務 
CH'ING: Administering the Affairs of enclosing a 
functional or territorial designation, prefixed to many titles 
such as Assistant Prefect (t'ung-p'an) to particularize their 
duty assignments. 

3640 lĭ-shìh kuān 理事官 
CH'ING: Administrator, in predynastic times a common 
designation of 2nd-level officials in many central govern-
ment agencies, including the Six Ministries {liu pu); asso-
ciated with Assistant Administrators (fu li-shih kuan). After 
1644 these designations were replaced with the Ming titles 
lang-chung (Director) and yŭan-wai lang (Vice Director), 
except that the Court of the Imperial Clan {tsung-jen fu) 
maintained on its staff both Administrators, rank 5a, and 
Assistant Administrators, 5b, in subsections such as its 
Registry (ching-li ssu). 

3641 lĭ-shìk shih tò-ch，én 理事十大& 
CH'ING: Ten Grand Ministers Administering Affairs, 
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one of 3 groups of Manchu nobles that constituted the Man-
chu central government in predynastic times, alongside the 
Grand Ministers Commanding the Eight Banners {pa-ch'i 
tsung-kuan ta-ch'én) and the Five Grand Ministers of the 
Deliberative Council {i-cheng wu ta-ch'en); in 1635 all these 
groups were abolished when the Manchus began a transi-
tion to a more Ming-like governmental structure. See ta-
ch'en. 

3642 U-ssŭ kuān 皿司胃 
SUI: lit., official(s) of the Precinct office: Precinct Offi-
cial, in 607 replaced Company Commander (fang-chù) in 
all Precincts (formerly/ûm^, now li) in the dynastic capital; 
each responsible for maintaining order in his jurisdiction. 
P20. 

3643 íí-tó街里宰 
CHOU: Village Head, chief of 25 households outside the 
royal domain, ranked as a Junior Serviceman (hsia-shih); 
charged with promoting agriculture, collecting taxes, etc. 
Through a hierarchy of a Precinct (tsan), a Ward (pi)t and 
a Township (hsien), was responsible to a District Grand 
Master (sui ta-fu), who in turn was responsible to one of 2 
Supervisors of Exterior Districts (sui-jen) on the staff of the 
Ministry of Education (ti-kuan). CL: administrateur de ha-
meau. 

3644 fì-ts’áo 吏曹 
(1) HAN: Personnel Section, one of 6 Sections (ts'ao) of 
Imperial Secretaries (shang-shu) in the Imperial Secretariat 
(shang-shu t'ai); in charge of selections and appointments 
in the officialdom, also responsible for managing fasts and 
sacrifices; apparently had a supervisory role over the Sec-
tion for the Three Dukes (san-kung ts'ao). Also called lì-
pu ts'ao; also see liu ts'ao. HB: bureau of personnel. P9. 
(2) N-S DIV: alternated with lì-pu as the designation of the 
evolving Ministry of Personnel. (3) SUI-CH'ING: unof-
ficial, archaic reference to the Bureau of Appointments 
(lì-pu, wen-hsuan ssu) in the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu). 
(4) MING-CH'ING: Personnel Section, a clerical agency 
in each unit of territorial administration from Prefectures 
{fu) down to Districts (hsien), staffed entirely with subof-
fícial functionaries; managed clerical work within the pur-
view of the central government's Ministry of Personnel. 
Successor of the earlier Personnel Evaluation Section (kung-
ts'ao). Also see liu ts'ao. 

3645 lí-ts’áo 禮曹 
Rites Section. (1) SUI-CH’ING: unofficial, archaic ref-
erence to the Ministry of Rites {lĭ-pu) or possibly to the 
Ministry's Bureau of Ceremonies {i-chih ssu). (2) MING-
CH'ING: a clerical agency in each unit of territorial admin-
istration from Prefectures (fu) down to Districts (hsien), 
staffed entirely with subofficial functionaries; managed 
clerical work within the purview of the central govern-
ment's Ministry of Rites. See liu ts'ao. 

3646 li-ts’únglcuàn 吏從官 
HAN: Foreman, 6 subofficial functionaries assigned to the 
Palace Storehouse (chung huang-tsang), VI. 
3647 里尉 
N-S DIV: abbreviation of liu-pu li-wei, itself a variant of 
liu-pu wei (Commandant of the Capital Patrol). 

3648 ff-wàw 理問 
YŭAN-CH'ING: Judicial Secretary, 2 in YQan, rank not 
clear, on the staff of each Branch Secretariat (hsing chung-
shu sheng); one in Ming and Ch'ing, rank 6b, head of the 
Office of the Judicial Secretary {li-wen so) in a Provincial 
Administration Commission {ch'eng-hsuan pu-cheng shih 

ssu); responsible for monitoring and in some cases con-
ducting judicial proceedings and punishmertts. BH: law 
secretary. P49, 52. 

3649 lì-yùng chiēn 禾IJ 用監 
YIJAN: lit., Directorate for making advantageous use (of 
goods): Directorate for Leather an功 Fur Manufactures, 
an apparently autonomous agency of the central govern-
ment, but loosely supervised by the Directorate of the Im-
perial Treasury (t'ai-fu chien); headed by a Director (chien), 
rank 3a; supervised a number of subsidiary manufacturing 
Services (chŭ), e.g., the Striped Hides Service {hsieh-p'i 
chŭ). P38. 

3650 lì-yùng ch'ién-chiēn 利用錢監 
CHIN: lit., Directorate for (making) coins of advantageous 
usefulness: Directorate of Coinage, established c. 1158 in 
the principal dynastic capital near modern Peking to mint 
copper coins and supervise their circulation; headed by a 
Director of Coinage (chien-chu) on duty assignment from 
a regular substantive post in the Ministry of Works (kung-
pu). See tai-chou ch'ien-chien, fu-t'ung ch'ien-chien, pao-
yŭan ch'ien-chien, pao-feng ch'ien-chien. Cf. pao-yŭan chu. 
P16. 

3651 fì-yŭán 吏良 
(1) Throughout history a common generic term for subof-
ficial Clerk. See li (Subofficial Functionary). (2) CH'ING: 
Clerical Official, generic term for men who gained official 
status (ch'u-shen) on the basis of guaranteed recommen-
dations (pao~chŭ) by existing officials after serving as Ar-
chivists (shu-pan); became eligible for the prestige titles (san-
kuan) Court Gentleman of Manifest Virtue {hsŭan-îe lang、， 
rank 6b, and Court Gentleman for Manifesting Rightness 
(hsŭan-i lang), 7a. P68. 

3652 lí-yŭán 柒園 
T'ANG: lit., pear garden: Palace Theater, established by 
HsUan-tsung (r. 712-756) as a resident troupe of actors, 
singers，acrobats, etc., in the palace for his personal en-
tertainment; apparently did not survive him. Its personnel 
were chosen from among skilled professionals, reportedly 
300 in total, and also included large numbers of palace 
women; all participants were known as Members of the Pal-
ace Theater (huang-ti li-yŭan ti-tzu: lit., disciples in the 
Emperor's pear garden). It was the Emperor's personal in-
stitution, not considered an agency of the government. 

3653 lĭ-yŭàn 禮院 
T'ANG-SUNG: Ritual Academy, an autonomous agency 
of the central government till 1040, then subordinated to 
the Court of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang íím); staffed 
principally with 4 Erudites (po-shih), rank 7b in T'ang, 8a 
in Sung; in Sung overseen by a Supervisor (p'an-yuan) on 
detached duty assignment from a regular nominal office 
elsewhere in the central government. Responsible for com-
piling ritual regulations and training Ritual Apprentices (li-
sheng). Commonly called t'ai-ch'ang li-yŭan. Also see li-i 
yŭan. RR: service des rites. SP: bureau des rites. Pll. 

3654 ŭ-yŭán wm 栗園司 
LIAO: Office of the Chestnut Park in the Court Cere-
monial Institute (hsuan-hui yŭan) at the Southern Capital 
(nan-ching), modern Peking; staffing and functions not clear; 
possibly in charge of the Peking palace grounds. P49. 

3655 ff-jtìèA àii 禮樂案 
SUNG: Ritual and Music Section in the Ministry of Rites 
(lí-pu)\ staffing not clear. SP: service des rites et de la mu-
sique. 
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3656 lí-yŭèh chăng 禮樂長 
HAN: Director of Ceremonial Music, rank =400 bushels, 
in charge of musicians in each Princedom (wang-kuo). HB; 
chief of ritual music. P69. 

3657 /fáng 兩 
CHOU: (1) Unifying Agent, representative of the Minister 
of State (chung-tsai) supervising a geographical cluster of 
Feudal Lords (chu-hou); see under ou. (2) Platoon of 25 
militiamen under a Commander (ssu~ma)t comprising 5 
Squads (wu); 4 Platoons constituted a Company (tsu). Ap-
parently was the militia unit provided by a Village (lu in 
the royal domain, li elsewhere). CL: peloton. 

3658 liáng'Chăng 糧長 
MING: lit., one in charge of (collecting) tax grains: Tax 
Captain, from 1371 designated by District Magistrates (chih-
hsien), one for each area，whatever its size or population, 
on wWch an aggregate annual land tax of 10,000 bushels 
of grain was assessed; each chosen from among the more 
affluent residential families, responsible for collecting tax 
grains from all Community Heads (li-chang) in his area and 
for delivering his receivables, in early Ming to the dynastic 
capital at Nanking or elsewhere as directed, after 1420 to 
many designated agencies or depots, some to be forwarded 
to the new dynastic capital at Peking. In early Ming Tax 
Captains seem to have prospered by abusing those in their 
jurisdictions, but by the 16th century being a Tax Captain 
was a burden that bankrupted many families, and tax-col-
lecting responsibilities were gradually transferred to hired 
agents of District Magistrates. 

3659 liăng chàng-nèi 兩仗內 
T'ANG: Two Stables of the Palace, collective reference 
to 2 groups of stables in the imperial palace grounds: Sta-
bles of Trustworthy Mounts of the Left (tso chang-chîu; see 
chang-chiu), also called Stables of Meteoric Mounts ipen-
hsing chiu), and Stables of Trustworthy Mounts of the Right 
(yu chang-chiu) t also called Stables of the Palace Colts (nei-
chŭ chiu). 

3660 liăng chìh-kuān 兩制官 or Hang chih 
SUNG: Two Draft ing Groups on duty in the Administra-
tion Chamber (cheng-shih t'ang), where Grand Councilors 
(tsai-hsiang, etc.) presided over the central government; one 
group consisted of Hanlin Academicians (han-lin hsŭeh-shih) 
of the Institute of Academicians (hsŭeh-shih yŭan), collec-
tively called Inner Drafters (nei-chih); the other consisted 
of nominal members of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), 
collectively called Outer Drafters (wai-chih). The collective 
designation of both groups was Drafters {chih-chih-kao). 
SP: fonctionnaire chargé des édits, P21. 

3661 liăng'chīng chū-shìh shŭ 兩京諸市署 
T'ANG; Offices for Marketplaces in the Two Capitals in 
the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu)y one based 
at the dynastic capital, Ch'ang-an, and another at the aux-
iliary Eastern Capital，Loyang; each headed by a Director 
(/mg), rank 6b 1; charged with monitoring activities in the 
official marke中laces in the 2 cities; checked the accuracy 
of weights and measures, and every 10 days adjusted the 
officially authorized price ranges for various commodities. 
RR: offices des marchés des deux capitales. 

3662 liăng-chīng wŭ-k9ù shŭ 兩京武庫署 
T'ANG: Armories of the Two Capitals, one based at the 
dynastic capital，Ch'ang-an, and from 737 another at the 
auxiliary Eastern Capital, Loyang; each headed by 2 Di-
rectors (ling), rank 6b2, subordinate to the Court of the 
Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu). Each Armory was appar-

liang-liao an 
ently stocked with all the weapons, armor, and other gear 
needed by an army on campaign. RR: offices des magasins 
des armes des deux capitales. P12. 

3663 ŬÓÎ -C/I，ií tòo 糧儲道 
CH'ING: Grain Tax Circuit, headed by an executive of-
ficial of a Provincial Surveillance Commission (t'i-hsing an-
ch'a shih ssu) commonly called a Circuit Intendant {tao-
t'ai), but in 1735 made independent without any formal af-
filiation with the Commission, with rank 4a. Established 
wherever necessary to organize, facilitate, and generally 
supervise the shipment of grain tax revenues along the Grand 
Canal. Counterpart of the Tax Intendant Circuits (tu-liang 
tao) established by Provincial Administration Commissions 
{ch'eng-hsuan pu-cheng shih ssu)\ both commonly abbre-
viated to liang-tao. Prior to 1735，the Grain Tax Circuit 
Intendant was commonly concurrent head of a General Sur-
veillance Circuit (fen-hsiin tao). BH: grain intendant. 

3664 /f t í /^/ t í 兩府 
Lit., the 2 offices. (1) HAN: Two Administrators, a ref-
erence to the 2 top-level civil authorities in the central gov-
ernment, the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang) and the 
Censor-in-chief {yŭ-shih ta-fu). P18. (2) SUNG: Two 
Administrations, a reference to the 2 top-level execu-
tive agencies in the central government, the Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng) or the consolidated Secretgnriat-Chancel-
lery (chungshu men-hsia sheng) and the Bufeau of Military 
Affairs (shu-mi yŭan). See erh fu. 

3665 fíáng-ì 兩翼 
CH'ING: Two Pasturelands for the imperial horse herds, 
prefixed Left and Right, in Mongolia; each headed by a 
Supervisor-in-chief (tsung-kuan), rank 4a， and a Wing 
Commander (i-chang), 5a; subordinate to a Supervisor-in-
chief in Command of Pasturages in the Two Pasturelands 
(t'ung-hsia liang-i mu-ch'ang tsung-kuan)., a post normally 
held concurrently by the Vice Commander-general (fu tu-
t'ung, tso-lìng) of Chahar; ultimately responsible to the Court 
of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) in the central government 
at Peking. P31. 

3666 liáng-ísð 茛醫所 
MING: Medical Office in a Princely Establishment (wang-
fu), staffed with a Director (cheng), rank 8a, and a Vice 
Director (fu)t 8b. P69. 

3667 liáng-jén 良人 
HAN-N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： Virtuous Lady, designation of 
a group of imperial concubines, rank =800 bushels; abol-
ished in Later Han but revived in the era of N-S Division. 
HB: sweet lady. 

3668 liàng-jén 量人 
CHOU: Surveyor, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) in charge 
of outlining sites for capital walls and royal palaces, de-
termining locations and borders of newly created states, and 
land measuring in general. CL: mesureur. 

3669 /tówpítòo áii 糧料案 
SUNG: Supplies Section, one of 8 Sections (an) in the Tax 
Bureau (tu-chih ssu), one of 3 agencies that constituted the 
State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung times; 
normally headed by an Administrative Assistant (p'an-kuan, 
t'ui-kuan); monitored the issuance of uniforms, food ra-
tions, and paper money to military units in the area of the 
dynastic capital. Discontinued c. 1080, its functions being 
absorbed by the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) and the Court 
of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu). SP: service des vivres, 
du transport des grains et des bons de monnaie. P6. 

3656-3669 
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3670 沖á/i 糧料院 
SUNG: Bursary in the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-
fu ssu), an early Sung agency staffed by members of the 
State Finance Commission (san ssu) on special duty as-
signments; stocked grains and hay for issuance as official 
stipends and allowances and for the support of armies as 
needed; eventual fate not clear. SP: cour des grains et de 

foin pour la subvention aux fonctionnaires civils et mili-
taires et aux armées. 

3671 liáng-mù skŭ 艮牧署 
MING: Office of Husbandry, one of 4 Offices (shu) in the 
Directorate of Imperial Parks {shang-lin yŭan-chien)\ headed 
by a Manager (tien-shu), rank 7a; responsible for the breed-
ing and care of domestic animals in the imperial parks. P40. 

3672 /iártg/ióii 兩班 
T'ANG: Two Ranks, a reference to gatherings at court in 
which civil officials (wen-kuan) and military officers (wu-
kuan) took positions in separate groups. 

3673 tìăng păng 兩榜 
MING-CH'ING: lit., 2 lists: unofficial reference to a scholar 
who, having achieved success in the Provincial Examina-
tion (hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment exami-
nation sequence, subsequently passed the Metropolitan Ex-
amination (hui-shih) and won status as a Metropolitan 
Graduate (chin-shih); i.e., one whose name had appeared 
on both the provincial and the metropolitan pass lists (i-
pang, chia-pang). 

3674 liăng skéng 兩省 
T'ANG-SUNG: Two Departments, unofficial collective 
reference to the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) and the 
Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) or to the consolidated Sec-
retariat-Chancellery {chung-shu men-hsia sheng). SP; les 
deux départements. 

3 6 7 5 liăng'Shéng kuān 兩省官 
SUNG: Remonstrance Officials of the Two Depart-
ments, i.e., the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) and the 
Chancellery (men-hsia sheng�’ specifically designating Pol-
icy Advisers (san-chi ch'ang-shih) and Exhorters (cheng-
yen) of both agencies. SP: fonctionnaires des deux 
départements. 

3676 liăng shíh 職 
SUNG: Two Commissioners: might refer to any combi-
nation of 2 Commissioners (shih) depending on context, but 
likely refers most commonly to a Defense Commissioner 
(fang-yŭ shih) and a Military Training Commissioner (t'uan-
lien shih). 

3677 liăng shíh 兩史 
SUNG: Two Categories of Diarists, collective reference 
to ch'i-chŭ lang and ch'i-chū she-jen (both Imperial Dia-
rists) on the staff of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng). SP: 
deux annalistes. 

3678 liáng-shíh 良使 
HAN; Lady of Excellent Employment, designation of a 
lowly palace woman, rank =100 bushels. HB: sweet maid. 

3679 liăng ssā 兩司 
(1) Two Offices: may be encountered as a reference to any 
2 agencies called ssu that are mentioned in the preceding 
context, in any era. (2) SUNG: Two Commands, a com-
mon unofficial reference to the Cavaliy Command {ma-chūn 
ssu) and the Infantry Command (pu-chŭn ssu), the 2 sub-
sidiary headquarters controlled by the Metropolitan Com-
mand (shih-wei ssu). (3) CH'ING: Two Provincial Of-

fices, collective reference to the Provincial Administration 
Commission (ch'eng-hsuan pu-cheng shih ssui and the Pro-
vincial Surveillance Commission (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu). 
See fan-nieh liang ssu, erh ssu. P52. 

3680 liăng ssŭ-mă 兩司馬 
CHOU: Platoon Commander , ranked as an Ordinary Ser-
viceman {chung-shih). See liang, ssu-ma. CL: chef de pe-
loton, 

3681 ftá«gí，íí/兩臺 
T'ANG: Two Censorates, a reference to the Censorate (yū-
shih t'ai) from 684 to 713，when it was entitled su-cheng 
t'ai and was divided into 2 sections, one designated Left to 
maintain censorial surveillance over the court and capital 
and one designated Right to extend surveillance empire-wide 
to all units of territorial administration. P18. 

3682 liáng-t，ái 糧臺 or 糧台 
Paymaster. (1) SUNG: ad hoc designation of an officer 
who (obtained and?) issued rations, horse fodder, etc., to 
the personnel of an army on campaign; the usage probably 
persisted after Sung. Such pre-Sung agencies as the Bursary 
(liang-liao yiian) in the T'ang Court of the Imperial Treas-
ury (t'ai-fu ssu) no longer provided these services regularly. 
(2) CH'ING: from the 1750s, 3 posted in different parts of 
Tibet to pay Ch'ing soldiers stationed there; rank not clear; 
subordinate to, and general deputies for, the Grand Minister 
Resident of Tibet (chu-tsang ta-ch'en), a representative of 
the Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yŭan). BH: commis-
sary. 

3683 /tóng-tòo 糧道 
CH'ING: Tax Circuit, common abbreviation of both liang-
ch'u tao (Grain Tax Circuit) and tu-liang tao (Tax Intendant 
Circuit). ‘ 

3684 //áng-tí 良娣 
HAN—T'ANG: lit., excellent sister-in-law: Related Lady 
of Excellence, designation of a category of concubines of 
the Heir Apparent; in T'ang, the most esteemed of 5 such 
categories, 2 appointees, rank 3a, subordinate only to the 
principal wife, the Princess-consort (fei). HB: sweet little 
lady. RR: bonne soeur cadette de la femme principale. 

3685 如 ifc，d 糧草科 
YUAN: Fodder Section, one of 6 major subsections of the 
Ministry of Revenue (hu~pu); headed by one or more Clerks 
(ling-shih), rank not clear but low. Probably in charge of 
supplies that provided stipends and allowances for officials 
of tíie central government; comparable to the Sung dynasty 
Supplies Section {liang-liao an) or Bursary (liang-liao yiian). 
P6. 

3686 liăng-tû là-ytìn tH-châ ssŭ 

兩都陸運提擧司 
YlīAN: Supervisorate of Land Transpor t to the Two 
Capitals, in 1317 replaced the Supervisorate of Grain Tax 
Transport (yûn-liang t'i-chŭ ssu); headed by 2 Supervisors 
(tfi~chŭ)t rank 5b; under supervision of the Ministry of War 
(ping-pu), directed the transport of grain supplies to the Grand 
Capital (Ta-tu; modern Peking) and the Supreme Capital 
(Shang-tu; K'ai-p'ing in modern Chahar). P60. 

3687 liăng-tzù wáng 兩字王 
YùAN: lit., 2-character Prince: Second-class Prince, dif-
ferentiated from First-class Prince (i-tzu wang, q.v.). P64. 

3688 / ì á n g - H ^ t ò o 糧務道 
CH'ING; variant form of liang-tao (Grain Tax Circuit). 
Also see liang-ch'u tao. 
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3689 ító叩如-m^i兩衙門 
MING: Two Censorial Offices, unofficial collective ref-
erence to Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung) of the 
Six Offices of Scrutiny (liu-k'o) and Investigating Censors 
(chien-ch'a yu-shih)^ who constituted the Investigation Bu-
reau {ch'a-yŭan) of the Censorate (tu ch'a-yuan). 

3690 liáng yŭàn 兩院 
MING-CH'ING: Two Magnates, unofficial collective ref-
erence to tsung-tu (Supreme Commander in Ming, Gov-
ernor-general in Ch'ing) and hsŭn-fu (Grand Coordinator in 
Ming, Provincial Governor in Ch'ing), probably deriving 
from the practice of granting such provincial authorities 
concurrent nominal status in the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan). 

3691 如 / tÿdŭân 良媛 
TANG: Lady of Excellent Beauty, designation of 6 palace 
women in the household of the Heir Apparent; rank 4a, 
below Related Ladies of Excellence (liang-ti) and above 
Ladies of Inherited Excellence (ch'eng-hui), RR: femme 
bonne et belle. 

3692 liáng-yăn 良醞署 
SUI-CH'ING: Office of Fine Wines, one of 4 principal 
agencies in the Court of Imperial Entertainments (kuang-lu 
ssu), in Sung subordinated to the Court*s Imperial Kitchen 
(yŭ-ch'u). Headed in T'ang by 2 Directors (ling), rank 8b; 
in Sung by 2 Supervisory Officials {chien-kuan), rank not 
clear; in Yuan by a Superintendent (t'i-tien)，5b, and a 
Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih), 6a; in Ming by a Director 
(shu-cheng)f 6b; in Ch'ing by one Manchu and one Chinese 
Director (shu-cheng), 6b. In Yuan created in 1274 to re-
place the Wine Storehouse (yŭ-chiu k'u), then in 1279 re-
named the Wine Stewards Service (shang-yŭn chŭ; cf. shang-
yŭn shu). Counterpart agencies in Liao and Chin were the 
Imperial Brewery (ch'u-yŭan) in the Liao Court of Imperial 
Entertainments and the Chin Court Ceremonial Institute 
(hsŭan-hui yiian) and the Chin Wine Stewards Office (shang-
yŭn shu), also a unit in the Institute. In Sung the Office 
supervised 3 more specialized agencies: a Palace Winery 
(nei chiu-fang�’ a Winery (fa chiu-k'ú), and a Yeast Office 
(tu mien-yuan). The Office was always responsible for pro-
ducing, storing, and providing wine for palace and sacri-
ficial uses. RR-f SP: office des boissons fermentées excel-
lentes, bureau de vin. P30. 

3693 fíào-Jtóíd 料估所 
CH'ING: Office of Estimates in the Ministry of Works 
(kung-pu); a function more than a substantive agency，to 
estimate materials, labor, and other costs required for each 
construction project, and on completion to confirm actual 
costs; a duty assignment for 3 Manchus and 3 Chinese of-
ficials of the Ministry, to serve in rotation one year at a 
time. BH: department of estimates. P14. 

3694 liáo-shĕn tào 遼瀋道 
CH'ING: Liao-Shen Circuit, one of the Circuits (tao, q.v.) 
in the Censorate (tu ch'a-yūan) among which Investigating 
Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) were distributed, comparable 
to those named after Provinces (sheng); handled routine 
surveillance concerning the 3 Manchurían Provinces; name 
abbreviated from Liao-yang and Shen-yang, major cities of 
the aiea. 

3 6 9 5贴 &认砼僚屬 
Staff Officers: from the Three Kingdoms era a generic term 
for men serving in lower-level posts in units of territorial 
administration, e.g., chang-shih (Aide), ssu-ma (Com-
mander). P50. 

3696 ftòo 彳tìàw 料院 
SUNG: abbreviated reference to the liang-liao yuan (Bur-
sary) in the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu). 

3697 Ztó/i 歹IJ 
A prefix commonly meaning array of, group of, the var-
ious, e.g., lieh-pu (the various Ministries), lieh-ts'ao (the 
various Sections); also used to suggest separate, different, 
other in contrast to some group similarly named; e.g., lìeh-
hou (meaning "marquises other than those called chu-houn). 

3698 lièk-kóu 赚 
HAN-N-S DIV (San-kuo): (1) Adjunct Marquis , a title of 
nobility (chŭeh) awarded for extraordinary merit in state 
service, distinguished from an Imperial Marquis (chu-hou), 
who inherited noble status as the son of a Prince (wang). 
See lieh. HB: full marquis. (2) Marquis-consort, a title 
granted to husbands of Imperial Princesses (kung-chu). (3) 
Grandee of the First Order , variant of ch'e-hou and t'ung-
hou, the 20th (i.e., the highest) of 20 titles of honorary 
nobility (also chŭeh) awarded to deserving subjects; in San-
kuo Wei the highest of 6 categories of Marquises. P64, 65. 

3699 lièh-kŭng 列宮 
Lit., other palaces (see lieh)’ i.e., palatial residences in ad-
dition to that occupied by the Empress: Imperial Women, 
an unofficial reference to all imperial wives excluding the 
Empress. 

3700 lièh tà-fū 列大夫 
HAN: Adjunct Grand Master , a title of honorary nobility 
(chŭeh) awarded to deserving subjects; perhaps equivalent 
to kung ta-fu (Grandee of the Fourteenth Order). P65. 

3701 ítórt 廉 
CH'ING: Incorruptible: a form of direct address, used in 
addressing a District Magistrate (chih-hsien). See hsiao-lien. 

3702 /!•如連 
Lit” to connect, join: Aggregation. (1) CHOU: according 
to one ancient source (Li-chi), 10 states {kuó) organized 
under a Leader (shuai; see lien-shuai); according to another 
ancient source (Kuo-ytí), 4 Villages (li) constituted an Ag-
gregation and 200 of its fighting men constituted a Com-
pany (tsu) led by the Aggregation Head (lien-chang). Nei-
tìier report is corroborated by the Chou4i. (2) HAN: in Later 
Han a local self-defense force comprising 40 men (?) gath-
ered from 4 neighboring Villages (/*'), led by an Aggrega-
tion Commandant (chia-wu); 110 (?) Aggregations further 
constituted a District (í), whose combined forces were led 
by a District Commandant (chia-hou). The sources are not 
wholly clear. 

3703 fíéii-c/i，á 砝沩廉察使 orlien-ch，a 
T'ANG: Inspector of Governmental Integrity，from 684 
to 705 a designation of members of the Two Censorates 
(liang t'ai) dispatched every autumn to investigate the con-
duct of officials in units of territorial administration; usually 
8 assigned each year; counterparts of the censorial Inspec-
tors of Public Morality (feng-su shih) sent out every spring. 
RR: commissaire impérial enquêieur. 

3704 Uén-cWē 廉車 
T'ANG: lit., inspector's carriage (?): unofficial reference to 
a Surveillance Commissioner {an-ch'a shih). 

3705 lién-chèn 廉鎭 
T'ANG: lit., to inspect frontier areas: unofficial reference 
to a SurvelUance Commissioner (kuan-ch'a shih). 
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3706 lién-făng 廉訪 
CH'ING: lit., to conduct investigations: unofficial refer-
ence to a Provincial Surveillance Commissioner (an-ch'a 
shih). Also see su-cheng lien-fang shih. 

3707 lién-făng kuān 廉訪官 
SUNG: Investigatory Official, unofficial reference to an 
Investigation Commissioner {lien-fang shih). 

3708 Uén-făng shih 廉訪使 
(1) SUNG: Investigation Commissioner: from 1116 to the 
end of N. Sung, a duty assignment of a court official to 
maintain liaison between the dynastic capital and the north-
ern frontier. SP: commissaire chargé de la transmission des 
alertes à lafrontière. (2) YUAN: abbreviation of su-cheng 
lien-fang shih (Surveillance Commissioner). 

3709 lién-hsièn 廉鼇 
MING-CH'ING: lit., to investigate (implementation of) the 
fundamental laws: unofficial reference to a Provincial Sur-
veillance Commissioner (an-ch'a shih). Also see hsien, feng-
hsien. 

3710 lién-kuān 簾官 
YUAN-CH'ING: Examination Aides, collective reference 
to District Magistrates (chih-hsien) and other officials in 
units of territorial administration who were chosen to assist 
Provincial Examiners (chu-k'ao) in triennial Provincial Ex-
aminations (hsiang-shih) of candidates for civil service ca-
reers. One group, called Outer Aides (wai-lien: lit., those 
outside the screen) helped proctor the examinations; an-
other group, called Inner Aides (nei-lien: lit., those inside 
the screen) helped read and grade examination papers. See 
shih-kuan (Examination Officials). 

3711 lièn-láng 輦郞 
HAN: Court Gentleman Driver of the Imperial Hand-
drawn Carriage, reportedly an honor conferred on the sons 
of officials of distinction, at the age of 12. 

3712 Uén-mù 蓮幕 
From the era of N-S Division if not earlier, a reference to 
the personal retainers»i.e., the Private Secretariat (see mu-
fu), of an eminent official, especially a Regional Inspector 
(tz'u-shih; also see chou) or a later provincial-level coun-
terpart; lit. ’ a lotus-leaf tent，deriving from early comments 
that such retainers constituted a lotus-flower pool (conno-
tations not clear). 

3713 lién-pó ck’ăng 簾箔場 
SUNG: Lattice and Trellis Factory, one of the workshops 
under the Directorate for the Palace Buildings {chiang-tso 
chien); headed by 2 Supervisory Officials (chien-kuan)t un-
ranked. SP; aire de treillis. P15. 

3714 /iV/t-pá 廉捕 
CH'ING: lit., (one who) investigates and arrests: unofficial 
reference to a District Jailor (tien-shih), unranked member 
of a District (hsien) staff. 

3715 lién-shĭh 廉使 
T'ANG: Investigation Commissioner，unofficial reference 
to a Surveillance Commissioner (kuan-ch'a shih, an-ch'a 
shih). 

3716 lién-shuài 連率 or 連帥 
(1) CHOU: Aggregation Leader; see under lien. (2) HAN 
(first form): unofficial reference to a Commandery Gov-
ernor (chŭn t'ai-shou), (3) MING-CHING (2nd form): un-
official reference to a Provincial Surveillance Commis-
sioner (an-ch'a shih). 

3717 /í/i 鄰 
Neighborhood, a unit in officially recognized sub-District 
(hsien) organizations of local populations. (1) CHOU: a group 
of 5 households outside the royal domain (cf. pi, a com-
parable unit within the royal domain) with a Head (chang); 
5 such units constituted an official Village (//). CL: voi-
sinage. (2) N-S DIV (N. Wei): part of a 3-tier sub-District 
organization called the Three Elders (san chang) system; 
5 households with a Neighborhood Elder (lin~chang)i 5 
of which constituted a Village, 5 of which in turn consti-
tuted a Ward (tang), all units headed by Elders (chang). 
(3) T'ANG: a unit of 5 households with a Head (chang), 5 
of which constituted a Security Group (pao). (4) YUAN: a 
unit of only 4 families with a Head (chang), 5 of which 
constituted a Security Group. 

3718 lín-ck，áo 龍 
Lit.，(one who) oversees the court, participating in or di-
recting court audiences, normally suggesting a period when 
the ruler was absent or otherwise unable to participate: Re* 
gent, more a descriptive term than a formal title, used par-
ticularly in reference to a widowed Empress who presided 
in court during the minority of the reigning Emperor; i.e., 
Empress Dowager Regent {huang t'ai-hou lin-ch'aó). 

3719 lín ckién-skéng 凜監生 
CH'ING: Student by Purchase, First Class, under the Di-
rectorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) y a status attainable 
by men already entitled Stipend Students (lin-sheng)，i.e., 
Government Students {sheng-yūan) considered best quali-
fied for Provincial Examinations (hsiang-shih) in the civil 
service recruitment examination sequence. Also see chien-
sheng, lin kung-sheng. 

3720 lín-chlh tìèn 麟趾殿 
N-S DIV (Chou): lit.’ unicorn hooves hail，deriving from 
a passage in the ancient Classic of Songs {Shih-ching), sig-
nifying a wish for many worthy sons and grandsons: In-
stitute of Litterateurs, charged with writing and compiling 
efforts for the court, staffed with as many as 80 personnel 
including Academicians (hsŭeh-shih). P23. 
3721 lín-hàn chien 臨漢監 
T'ANG: lit. relevance (“Directorate overlooking the Han 
River” ？) not clear: Directorate of Herds, in charge of horse 
breeding; staffing and organizational affiliation not clear, 
but likely attached to the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-
p'u ssu). 

3722 ttn-héng 林衡 
CHOU: lit., forest measurer (?): Supervisor of Public 
Lands, large numbers ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) del-
egated to enforce royal prohibitions concerning catching and 
killing wildlife caught or killed in mountains, forests, 
streams, or marshes~areas traditionally considered public 
(i.e., royal) l a n d s a n d to collect taxes from hunters, trap-
pers, and fishers in such areas. See ch'uan-heng, yŭ-heng, 
shan-yū, tse-yŭ. CL: inspecteur forestier. 

3723 lín-héngshŭ 林鞔署 
MING: Offîce of Fruits and Flowers, one of 4 Offices 
(shu) under the Directorate of Imperial Parks {shang-lin yiian-
chien); headed by a Manager (tien-shu), rank 7a. P40. 
3724 麋彳義 
HAN, T’ANG~SUNG: Section (Office) of Sacrificial 
Grains and Animals, in Han (Section) headed by a Di-
rector (ling) subordinate to the Left Chamberlain for the 
Capital (tso nei-shih) till 104 B.C., thereafter to the Guard-
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ian of the Left (tso p'ing-iy, in T'ang (lin-hsi shu: Office) 
headed by a Director (ling), rank 8b2，in Sung (lin-hsi an: 
Section) staffing not clear; in both T'ang and Sung under 
the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). Always 
responsible for providing materials to be sacrificed in im-
portant state ceremonies, including live animals. HB: office 
of sacrificial oblations and victims. RR十SP: office des ap-
provisionnements et des victimes pour les sacrifices. Pll. 

3725 lin-jén 默 
CHOU: Granary Master, 2 ranked as Junior Grand Mas-
ters (hsia ta-fu), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-
kuan) who monitored the amount and condition of grain in 
state granaries and administered its distribution through 
subordinate Granary Managers (ts'ang-jen), CL: officiers 
des greniers ‘ 

3726 Un kŭng-shéng 麋貢生 
CH'ING: Tribute Student by Purchase, First Class, un-
der the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien), a status 
attainable by men already entitled Stipend Student (lin-
sheng), i.e., Government Students (sheng-yŭan) considered 
best qualified candidates for Provincial Examinations (hsiang-
shih) in the civil service recruitment examination sequence. 
Also see kung-sheng, lin chien-sheng. 

3727 Un-shàn sheng 廩瞎生 
MING-CH'ING: variant of lin-sheng (Stipend Student). 

3728 /ín-s/tēng 廩生 
MING-CH'ING: Stipend Student, designation of students 
in government schools (sheng-yŭan) who were paid sti-
pends; certified as best qualified to participate in Provincial 
Examinations (hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment 
examination sequence by the Ming Education Intendant (t'i-
tu hsueh tao-t'ai) or the Ch'ing Provincial Education Com-
missioner (t'i-tu hsŭeh'Cheng). BH: stipendiaries. 

3729 lín-skík chèng-fŭ 觀時政府 
Provisional Government: throughout history (?) a refer-
ence to an ad hoc central government trying to govern the 
country during an interregnum or in some other time of 
irregularities or emergency; normally headed by someone 
designated Executive Official (chih-cheng). 

3730 íí/i-í，ói•麟臺 
Lit. , the unicorn pavilion. (1) T'ANG: from 685 to 712, the 
official redesignation of the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng). 
(2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Hanlin Academy 
(han-lin yuan). 

3731 Un-wŭ 鄰伍 
CHOU: Local Units of Organization, a combination of the 
terms lin (Neighborhood) and wu (Squad), in an abbrevi-
ated reference to the sub-District (hsien) organization of the 
population. Cf. pao-chia, li-chia. 

3732 lín-yá林牙or林衙 
LIAO: Secretary, Chinese rendering of a Khitan word sim-
ilar to han-lin (Hanlin); occurs throughout the Liao gov-
ernment with a variety of particularizing prefixes and suf-
fixes, e.g., peì-mien lin-ya ch'eng-chih (Secretary Recipient 
of Edicts in the Northern Administration), han-lin tu lin-ya 
(Supreme Secretary of the Hanlin Academy). P5, 12, 23. 

3733 ling 令 
Lit., to order, (one who) gives orders: Director: throughout 
history one of the commonest titles given to administrative 
or executive heads of agencies large or small, ranging from 
District Magistrate (hsien-ling) up to Secretariat Director 
(chung-shu ling) and Director of the Department of State 

Affairs (shang-shu ling). Normally prefixed with an agency 
name; often part of a binome incorporating the generic term 
designating tihe agency, e.g., hsien-ling, chen-kmn shu shu-
ling (Director of the Pottery Office), yen-ch'ang ssu ssu-
ling (Director of a Saltern Office). In Ming and Ch'ing, 
ling by itself was an archaic unofficial reference to a Dis-
trict Magistrate (then chih-hsìen). Sometimes best rendered 
Manager, e.g., of an imperial mausoleum (ling) or Mag-
istrate, as in hsien-ling. HB: prefect. 

3734 ling 後 
Throughout history the most common general term for Im-
perial Mausoleum or Imperial Tomb, normally prefixed 
with a laudatory expression, e.g., i-ling (Righteousness 
Tomb), hsiao-ling (Filial Piety Tomb), yung-ling (Eternity 
Tomb), See ling-ch'in, lìng-yŭan, ling-shu, ling-t'ai. Cf. miao 
(Temple). P29. 

3735 ling 領 or Ung ... shih 領…事 
Lit., to lead, control, control the a f f a i r s , o f C o n c u r r e n t 
or Concurrent Controller: throughout history, especially 
from Han through Sung, the designation of an official who, 
in addition to performing the duties of his principal regular 
post，was assigned to serve concurrently in charge of an-
other agency or in another post, often signifying that his 
regular titular post was of lesser status and rank than the 
post he was newly assigned to; e.g., ling i-chou mu (Con-
current Governor of I-chou), ling chung-shu chien (Con-
current Secretariat Supervisor), ling hui-î'ung kuan shih 
(Concurrent Controller of the Interpreters Institute), ling shu-
mi yŭan shih (Concurrent Controller of the Bureau of Mil-
itary Affairs). Cf. other terms with similar functions: chien, 
lu, p'ing, tax. Also see yao-ling (Remote Controller). 

3736 ling chăi-lúng 領齋郎 
N-S DIV (Sung): Concurrent Court Gentleman for Fast-
ing, 24 ad hoc appointees having substantive posts else-
where in government, subordinate to the Dii^èctor (ling) of 
the Imperial Ancestral Temple (t'ai-miao). iSee chai-lang. 
P28. , 

3737 ling-chăng 令長 
District Magistrate: throughout history a common com-
bined reference to ling and chang; from ÿung on, an un-
official generic reference. 

3738 líng-cMng 陵長 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Director of Tombs, one, rank not clear, 
in each Princedom (wang-kuo), charged with the building 
and maintenance of all tombs of Princes and their relatives. 
P69. 

3739 ūng-ch'éng 令丞 
Administrators: throughout history an unofficial generic, 
combined reference to the Directors (ling) and Vice Direc-
tors (ch'eng) of many kinds of agencies and most particu-
larly to District Magistrates (ling, chang, chih-hsien) and 
Vice Magistrates (ch'eng). 

3740 mig-ck’éng àn 令丞案 
SUNG: Section for Administrators, an agency of the Bu-
reau of Evaluations (k'ao-kung) in the Ministry of Personnel 
(lì-pu); staffing not clear, likely unranked. See ling, ch'eng, 
ling-ch'eng. SP: service des directeurs et des assistants. 

3741 fíng-ír/iién 陵監 
N-S DIV: variant of ling-ling (Director of the …Imper i a l 
Mausoleum). 

3742 líng'chiĕn kuăn 碩監官 
YUAN: lit., official (serving as) concurrent controller of 
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the Directorate; variant of ling (Concurrent, Concurrent 
Controller); specifically, but perhaps not exclusively, Con-
current Controller of (he Directorate of Medication 
(chang-i chien), rank 5a. 

3743 líng-chìh yŭán-chiĕn 靈芝園監 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Director of the Magnificent Iris 
Garden, rank 7，probably subordinate to the Chamberlain 
for the National Treasury (ssu-nung). P40. 

3744 ling-chin chih-jăn châ 綾綿織染局 or 
líng-chĭn chìh-jăn t'Uchu ssw 提擧司 

YUAN: Brocade Weaving and Dyeing Service (chu), in 
1287 renamed Supervisorate (t'i-chŭ ssu) of Brocade 
Weaving and Dyeing; one of 4 subsection workshops in 
the Service of Rare Textiles (i-yang chŭ); headed by a Su-
pervisor (t'i-chŭ), rank 5b. 

3745 líng'chĭn / â u g 緩錦坊 or líng^chîn 
yŭàn 院 

T ANG, SUNG: Silk Brocade Workshop (fang in T ang) 
or Office (yŭan in Sung), a subsection of the Directorate 
for Imperial Manufactories {shao-fu chien); in T’ang re-
portedly employed as many as 365 palace artisans, in Sung 
headed by a Commissioner (shih), rank 7a. RR: atelier des 
brocarts et des soieries. SP: cour des . . . . P38. 

3746 陵寢 
Common variant of ling (Imperial Mausoleum, Imperial 
Tomb). 
3747 ttng-ck，ín ckù-fáng 後寢駐防 
CH'ING: Garrison of the . . . Imperial Mausoleum, nor-
mally with a particularizing prefix; one at each of the Ch'ing 
Imperial Mausolea, commanded by 2 Wing Commanders 
(i-chang, i-lìng), rank 4a, and 16 or more Platoon Com-
manders ifang-yŭ)y 5a. See chu-fang. P29. 

3748 Ung-chyìn kuŭn4ĭ shāo-tsào chuân-wă 
陵寢管理燒造磚瓦官 

CH'ING: Director of Brick and Tile Making for the Im-
perial Mausolea in the Peking area, rank Sa; probably only 
one establishment serving both of the Imperial Mausolea 
Administrations (see ling-ch'in tsung-kuan). BH: overseers 
of brick and tile making for the imperial mausolea. 

3 7 4 9 Ung'cWin ssū kăng-chiàng 陵寢司工匠 
CH'ING: Maintenance Director at t h e . . . Imperial Mau-
sdeum, rank 4a; normally with a paitìcularìzing prefix. BH: 
overseer of works at . . . . 

3750 líng-ch'ĭn tsŭng-kuăn 陵寢總管 
CH'ING: Supervîsor-in-chief of the Imperial Mausolea 
Administration, one’ rank 3a’ in charge of each group of 
Ch'ing imperial tombs in the Peking area. See ch'eng-pan 
shih-wu ya-men, shou-hu ling-ch'in ta-ch'en. BH: control-
ler-general of the banner garrison at.… 

3751 ttng chŭ-shìh 領主事 
N-S DIV (Ch'en): Chief Clerk, 10’ rank not clear but low, 
in the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng); apparently assisted 5 
Secretariat Drafters (chung-shu she-jen) in supervising 200 
Clerics (shu4í) and an unspecified number of Assistant Clerks 
(chu-shu) divided among 21 Services (chŭ). P2. 

3752 lìng-chân 令君 
Throughout histozy, an occasional unofficial reference to a 
District Magistrate (hsien-ling, chih-hsien). 

3753 líng-chân 領軍 
HAN-N-S DIV: Commandant, number and rank not clear, 

occasionally found on the staff of the Director of Banquets 
(ta-kuan ling), a subordinate of the Chief Minister for De-
pendencies (hung-lu ch'ing), also on the staff of Gate Traffic 
Control Offices {kung-ch'e ssu-ma men); functions not clear, 
but perhaps a patrol or police security officer. Also (San-
kuo Shu) a title conferred on chieftains of southwestern ab-
original tribes. Also see chung ling-chŭn (Capital Com-
mandant). HB: intendant of the army. P21, 30, 43, 72. 

3754 ling-chŭn chiáng-chŭn 領軍將軍 
N-S DIV: lit., general commanding the army: General of 
the Palace Guard’ at times a sinecure for a court favorite, 
at times actively in charge of the palace guard. P43. 

3755 lĭng-ch&n tò tā-tŭ 镊軍大都售 
T'ANG: Commander-in-chief of the Armies, 2 prefixed 
Left and Right, commanders of the 6 armies, 3 prefixed 
Left and 3 prefixed Right，with which the founding Em-
peror, as General-in-chief (ta chiang-chŭn) y established the 
dynasty; posts held by his sons Li Oiien-ch*eng and Li Shih-
min. This organizational system faded away when the dy-
nasty was securely established. RR: grand gouverneur 
général de gauche et de droite dirigent les armées. 

3756 líng-ch&n wèi 領軍衛 
T'ANG: Metropolitan Guard , 2 prefixed Left and Right, 
included among the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei, q.v.) at 
the dynastic capital; created in 622 as successors of the Left 
and Right Protective Guards (yu-wei) inherited from the Sui 
dynasty's Twelve Guards (shih-erh wei, q.v.) system; in 
662 retitled the Martial Guards (jung-wei)y in 671 resumed 
the name Metropolitan Guards, in 684 retitled Guards of 
the Jade Strategy (yŭ-ch'ien wei)^ in 705 again named Met-
ropolitan Guards. Members of the Metropolitan Guanls were 
commonly called Bowmen Shooters by Sound (she-sheng) 
and were sometimes referred to as the Fierce as Leopards 
Cavaliers ipao-chi). RR: garde guide des armées. P43. 

3757 ffwg-Zwtó 鈴轄 or 鈴下 
(1) T'ANG: unofficial reference to the Prefect (t'ai-shou, 
tzu-shih) of a Prefecture {chou). (2) SUNG: Circuit (Pre-
fectural) General, head of all regular army forces in his 
jurisdiction, a Circuit (lu) or a Prefecture (chou); often the 
concurrent duty assignment of a Prefect (tz'u-shih, chih-chou, 
chih-fu, chih-chŭn, chih-chien); the military headquarters 
of such an appointee was called the General^ Office (ling-
hsia ssu). <3) SUNG: Supervisor, common prefix to agency 
names, normally signifying an official put in chaise on some 
irregular basis, e.g., ling-hsia chu-tao tu chin-tsou yŭan 
(Supervisor of the Memorials Office for All The Circuits; 
see chin-tsou yŭan). 

3758 ttng-jén 後尺 
CHOU: Royal Iceman, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih) f members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) re-
sponsible for gathering, cutting, storing, and issuing ice for 
use by the King and the court, especially for the chilling 
of various foods and drinks for banquets, receptions for for-
eigners, and sacrifices; distributed ice to officials by royal 
command on particularly hot days; also packed royal corpses 
in ice for preservation. CL {ping-jeni)\ employé aux gla-
cières. 

3759 ling kó-skik 惙賜事 
CH'ING: lit., concurrent controller of the Hall (of Literary 
Profundity; see wen-yuan kó), but actually 2 Concurrent 
Assistant Directors of the Hall of Literary Profundity, sub-
ordinate to a Supervisor (t'i-chŭ ko-shih) who in turn was 
subordinate to the Grand Secretary (ta hsueh-shih) of the 
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Hall of Literal^ Profundity. The posts were assigned to 
nominal members of various court agencies. BH: assistant 
director. P23, 25. 

3 7 6 0 f l f w纟… J f c w â i i領…官 
Lit., official concurrently controlling ...: variant of ling 
(Concurrent, Concurrent Controller). 
3761 幼 íA伶官師or泠官師 
T'ANG: Master of Musical Entertainments, 2, rank not 
clear, reportedly members of the Court of the Watches (lei-
keng ssu) of the Heir Apparent. There is disagreement among 
the sources as to the existence and organizational affiliation 
of this post, and no explanation is provided for the seem-
ingly strange affiliation given above. RR: maître des mu-
siciens. P26. 

3762 ŭng kùng-yŭán 令貢院 
SUNG: Concurrent Controller of the Examination Of-
fice (kung-yŭan) in the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu). See ling. 
SP: chargé de diriger le bureau d'examen. 
3763 líng-ŭng 陵令 
N-S DIV: Director of the ... Imperial Mausoleum (ling, 
q.v.), normally with a particularizing prefix; supervised by 
the Chamberlain for Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang). May be en-
countered as an abbreviation of ling-shu ling，ling-t'ai ling, 
ting-yuan ling, qq.v. Also see ling-cfùen, miao-chang. 

3764 ūng-là 令錄 
SUNG: Local Administrators, apparently a generic ref-
erence to officials of significant autìiority and responsibility 
below Prefects (chih-chou) in the hierarchy of regional and 
local administration; specifically seems an abbreviated, 
combined reference to District Magistrates (hsien-ling) and 
Administrative Supervisors (lu-shih ts'an-chŭn) in Prefec-
tures (chou). Also see ling-chang, ling-ch'eng. 

3765 lĭng-păn 領班 
CH*ING: Duty Group Chief, one for each Duty Group 

of Secretaries (chang-ching) in the Council of State 
chi ch'u)t rank 3a. See man t'ou-pan, man erh-pan, 

han t'ou-pan, han erh-pan. BH: chief of section. 

3766 ttng-pān chăng-chíng shàng hsíng-tsðu 
領班章京上行走 

CH'ING: Secretary of the Council of State Concurrently 
Serving as Duty Group Chief, variant of Duty Group Chief 
(ling-pan), also commonly awarded as an honorary title to 
Secretaries of the Council of State (chun-chi chang-ching). 
Also see chang-ching, hsing-tsou. BH: chief of section. 

3767 lìng-shìh 令事 
Occasional variant of ling (Director) or ling (Concurrent, 
Concurrent Controller). 

3768 ūng-skík 令史 
(1) HAN-YUAN: Clerk, generally a very low-level offi-
cial or subofficial functionary, found in many agencies both 
in the central government and in units of territorial admin-
istration; in Han had official status one rank below Secre-
tarial Court Gentleman (shang-shu lang)，in Former Han 
could be promoted after satisfactory service to Secretarial 
Court Gentleman, in Later Han was promotable to Mag-
istrate (ling) of a small District (hsien); in Sung could have 
8b rank. Occurs with many particularizing prefixes: e.g., 
chih-shu ling-shih, chu-shih ling-shih, shang-shu ling-shih. 
Also see ch'i-chŭ ling-shih (Assistant Diarist). HB: foreman 
clerk. RR+SP; scribe de première classe, (2) Director, oc-
casionally an appropriate rendering, when a ling-shih (even 
with low or subofficial status) was in fact the senior ap-

pointee in a minor agency; e.g.，the T*ang dynasty chia-
k'u (Archives). 

3769 ling …shìk 锒專 
Lit., concurrent controller of the affairs of variant of 
ling (Concurrent, Concurrent Controller); e.g., ling san-
sheng shih (Concurrent Controller of the Three Depart-
ments; see san sheng) of Chin times. P4. 
3770 Ungshìk-wèifŭ 锒侍衛府 
CH'ING: Headquarters of the Imperial Bodyguard, a unit 
of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu). See ling 
shih-wei nei ta-ch'en. BH: office of the imperial bodyguard. 
3771 ttng shìh-wèi nèi tò-cAYit領侍衛內大臣 
CH'ING: Grand Minister of the Imperial Household 
Department Concurrently Controlling the Imperial 
Guardsmen, 6, rank la’ in charge of the Imperial Body-
guard (ch'in-chŭn ying); 2 always on rotational duty as ac-
tive leaders of the bodyguard, entitled Grand Ministers of 
the Rear Watch (hou-hu ta-ch'en). BH: chamberlain of the 
imperial bodyguard. P37. 

3772 tíng-skŭ 後辜 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i), SUI-T'ANG, CHIN-YUAN: Office of 
the ... Imperial Mausoleum, normally with a particular-
izing laudatory prefix such as ting (Determination), hsiao 
(Filial Piety); each managed by a Director (ling), rank 7b2 
to 5b 1 in T'ang, 6b in Chin; subordinate to a Superinten-
dent (t'i-tien)t 5a, in Chin and Yiian. Generally subordinate 
to the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch,ang ssu), but in 
T'ang subordinate to the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-
cheng ssu) from the 730s (?) to 753 and again from 757 to 
767. The agency name seems to have been interchangeable 
with Court of the ... Imperial Mausoleum (ling-t'ai), which 
seems to have predominated after the 750s till ling-shu was 
revived by Chin, also managed by a Director (ling). RR: 
office du tombeau impérial. P29. 

3773 l īng- t，á iM 
T'ANG-SUNG: Court of the …Imperial Mausoleum, 
normally with a particularizing laudatory prefix (see under 
ling, ling-shu); each managed by a Director (ling) in T'ang, 
rank 7b2 to 5bl, in Sung by a Director, 6b, or a Commis-
sioner (shih)t rank deriving from the appointee's regular, 
nominal post elsewhere. The agency name alternated with 
Office of the ... Imperial Mausoleum (ling-shu) in T’āng 
until about the 750s; thereafter ling-t'ai seems to have been 
standard through the remainder of T’ang and in Sung. In 
T'ang normally under the supervision of the Court of Im-
perial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu)y but under the Court of 
the Imperial Clan {tsung-cheng ssu) from the 730s (?) to 
753 and again from 757 to 767; in Sung supervised by the 
Court of the Imperial Clan. RR+SP: administration du 
tombeau impérial. P29. 

3774 líng-t�áil 数 
Lit., spiritual or inspirational terrace or pavilion, i.e., a lo-
cation suffused with spiritual, extraterrestrial force: Im-
perial Observatory: from Han on, with minor lapses (in 
the sources, but not likely in reality) in the N. Dynasties 
and in Chin, generally responsible for maintaining steady 
astronomical observation, keeping records of stellar activ-
ity, predicting weather, and participating in the preparation 
and occasional revision of the state-authorized calendar. A 
major unit in the central government's Directorate of As-
trology (see t'ai-shih ling, ssu-fien t'ai, t'ai-shih chŭ, ssu-
t'ien chien) through Sung and Liao, in the Yŭan Astrol-
ogical Commission (t'ai-shih yŭan), in the Ming-Ch'ing 
Directorate of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien). Headed by 
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unranked Expectant Officials (tai-chao) in Former Han; by 
a Director (ch'eng, “aide”： note the rare use of ch'eng for 
an agency head rather than for the principal assistant to a 
ling, Director) from Later Han through the era of N-S Di-
vision, rank 200 bushels in Later Han; by a Director (lang) 
thereafter: rank 7b in T'ang, 7a (in ssu-t'ien chien) or 8b 
(in t'ai-shih chien) in Sung, 7a in Yiian and Ming, 7b in 
Ch'ing; one Director common till T'ang, then one for each 
of the Five Offices (wu kuan, q.v.) in the agency; 8 then 
4 distributed among the Five Offices again in Ming; 8 in 
Ch'ing. HB: spiritual terrace. RR + SP; la terrasse des es-
prits. BH: the observatory. P35. 

3775 ling tsŏ-yà fŭ 領左右府 
SUI: lit., office for the supervision of attendants (? tso-yu): 
Palace Military Headquaiters, a unit of the Left and Right 
Guard (tso-yu wei) that rotated troops of the Garrison Mi-
litia system (see fu, fu-ping) in and out of the various mil-
itary units at the dynastic capital, and also rotated select 
members of these units in and out of duty assignments in 
the personal guard of the Emperor. Headed by an Aide 
(chang-shih) to the General-in-chief of the Left and Right 
Guard. In c. 604 transformed into 2 units, the Left and 
Right Imperial Bodyguards {pei-shen fu), in the new Twelve 
Guards (shih-erh wei) military organization at the capital. 
P43. 

3776 líng-wŭ 囹圄 
(1) CH'IN: Central Prison, organizational affiliation and 
staffing not clear; reportedly the antecedent of the Han prison 
called jo-lu yu, q.v. (2) From Han on, a common generic 
term for Prison, Jail. 

3777 líng^yŭ 凌玉 
T'ANG: lit.，ice-clear jade: unofficial reference to a Hanlin 
Academician (han-lin hsŭeh-shih). P23. 

3778 /íwgjáii 領運 
CH'ING: Transport Station Commandant, head of a small 
Transport Station (so, with place-name prefix) that manned 
tax-grain transport boats along the Grand Canal; a military 
officer of low rank on special duty assignment in the tax-
grain transport establishment. See under ts'ao-yŭn tsung-tu 
(Director-general of Grain Transport). BH: lieutenant charged 
with the conduct of grain squadrons. P60. 

3779 liù ck,á 六察 
SUNG: Six Investigators, a collective reference to the 6 
Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a yū-shih) authorized for the 
Investigation Bureau (ch'a-yŭan) of the Censorate (yŭ-shìh 
t'ai). SP: six censeurs de la cour des enquêtes en dehors. 
P18. 

3780 liù-ckáisMk 六宅使 
SUNG: Commissioner of the Six Residences (?)，an early 
Sung antecedent of the prestige title (san-kuan) Grand Mas-
ter for Military Tallies {wu-chieh ta-fu), awarded to rank 
7a military officers. P68. 

3781 lià'chīng chì-chiŭ 六經祭酒 
HAN: lit., chancellor (libationer) of the 6 classics: Exalter 
of the Six Classics，one for each classical work, teachers 
in the National University (t'ai-hsŭeh), ranked as a Senior 
Minister (shang-ch'ing) in the Chou dynasty system of ranks; 
also called po-shih liu-chìng chi~chiu (Erudite Exalter of the 
Six Classics) or in a particular case specifying the particular 
classic intended, as in po-shih chiang-shu chi-chiu (Erudite 
Exalter of the Classic of Writings, Shu-ching; chiang mean-
ing to expound upon). This nomenclature was used only 
during the reign of Wang Mang (r. A.D. 9一23), replacing 

the standard Han term Erudite of the Five Classics (wu-
ching po-shih). P34. 

3782 lià ch’īng 六卿 
CHOU: variant of liu kuan (Six Ministers). 

3783 liù chiŭ 六廄 
Six Stables. (1) HAN: collective reference to various horse 
herds maintained in the Imperial Forest Park (shang-lin yiian) 
by a Director (ling), rank 600 bushels, and his Aide (ch'eng) 
under the Commandant of the Imperial Gardens (shui-heng 
tu-wei). Abolished in 31 B.C. HB: the six stables. (2) 
T'ANG: collective reference after 739 to 6 horse stables 
inside the palace grounds; the Left and Right Stables of 
Flying Mounts {fei~chiu)t the Left and Right Stables of 
Myriad Mounts (wan-chiu), the Inner Stable of the South-
east (tung-nan neì~chìu), and the Inner Stable of the South-
west (hsi-nan nei-chiu), all under a Commissioner for the 
Palace Stables {hsien-chìu shih), nominally a member of 
the Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng)，who also su-
pervised the Six Palace Corrals {chang-nei liu hsien) and 
the Five Cages (wu fang)，which provided animals used in 
imperial hunts. In the mid-700s the Six Stables and the Six 
Palace Corrals reportedly cared for as many as 10,000 horses 
and additionally camels, cattle, and elephants. Administra-
tive relations among these various units and with many other 
pasturages, especially those controlled by the Court of the 
Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu), are not clear. See nei-chiu, chien-
mu, mu-chien, mu-ch'ang, mu-yuan, yŭan-ma ssu. RR: les 
six écuries. (3) T'ANG: prior to 739, a variant reference to 
the Six Palace Corrals {chang-nei liu hsien). 

3784 liù cká 六局 
(1) N-S DIV-SUNG: Six Services, collective reference to 
agencies of the central government that served the personal 
needs of the Emperor and the impérial household, deriving 
from the collective term Six Chief Stewards (liu shang, q.v.); 
in the era of N-S Division, with varying patterns of no-
menclature, subordinate to the Chamberlain for the Palace 
Revenues (shao-fu); in Sui subordinated to the Directorate 
of Palace Administration (tien-nei chien), thereafter to the 
T'ang-Sung Palace Administration (tien-nei sheng, tien-
chung sheng). From Sui through Sung the heads of the 
agencies were titled feng-yŭ (Chief Steward), and the stan-
dard Services in the group were the Clothing Service {shang-
i chŭ), Food Service {shang-shih chŭ), Palace Medical Ser-
vice {shang-yao chŭ), Accommodations Service (shang~she 
chu), Sedan-chair Service (shang-lien chu), and Livery Ser-
vice (shang-ch'eng chŭ), the latter replaced in Sung by a 
Wine Stewards Service (shang-yŭn chŭ). After Sung the 
functions of these Services were scattered among several 
central government agencies, especially the Yŭan dynasty 
Palace Provisions Commission (hsŭan-hui yŭan), the Ming 
dynasty Ministry of Works (kung-pu) and Court of Imperial 
Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu), and the Ch，ing dynasty Im-
perial Household Department (nei-wufu). RR: six services. 
SP: six services de Vempereur. P37, 38. (2) T'ANG-MING: 
Six Palace Services, collective reference to the chief agen-
cies in which palace women were organized; see under liu 
shang (#2: Six Matrons). 

3785 liù chŭn 六軍 
Six Imperial Armies. (1) Throughout history, beginning 
with the Chou-li assertion that only the King was allowed 
6 armies，a general term for the major fighting forces of a 
domain or a dynasty; usually garrisoned in the vicinity of 
the dynastic capital and in some degree under the ruler's 
personal control; synonymous with such terms as Imperial 
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Armies (chin-chŭn). (2) T'ANG: from 757 till 807, a spe-
cific reference to the Forest of Plumes Armies (ytì-lin chŭn), 
the Militant as Dragons Armies (lurtg-wu chŭn), and the 
Armies of Inspired Militancy (shen-wu chŭn), all in Left 
and Right pairs; from 807 on, a specific reference to the 
Forest of Plumes Armies, the Militant as Dragons Armies, 
and the Armies of Inspired Strategy (shen-ts'e chŭn); the 
term Six Annies was almost synonymous with the term 
Northern Command (pei-ya). Also see wm chŭn (Four Im-
perial Armies), shih chŭn (Ten Imperial Armies). (3) SUNG: 
perpetuated the T'ang pre-807 nomenclature, but appar-
ently only for honorific uses; the real equivalent of the Six 
Imperial Armies was the aggregation of troops in the Three 
Capital Guards (san wei). RR+SP: six armées. P43. 

3786 liù ckān í-ckàng ssŭ 六軍镞仗司 
SUNG: Bureau of Ceremonial Insignia and Arms for the 
Six Imperial Armies, staffing not clear; a supply unit un-
der the Court of the Imperial Insignia (wei-wei ssu). See i-
chang ssu, i-chang shih. SP: bureau des emblêmes et des 
armes d'apparat pour les six armées. 

3787 fíŭc/i，áii 六群 
T'ANG: Six Herds, collective designation of one of the 6 
units that in turn were collectively called the Six Palace 
Corrals (chang-nei liu hsien) t attached to the Palace 
Administration (tien-chung sheng). Also see liu chiu. RR: 
le pare de chevaux des six troupeaux. 

3788 liùfáng 六房 
SUNG: Six Offices, collective designation of administra-
tive support agencies serving the combined Secretariat-
Chancellery (chung-shu men-hsia sheng), counterparts of 
the Six Ministries {liu pu) in the Department of State Af-
fairs (shang-shu sheng); administered collectively (?) by 4 
Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung) under supervision 
of 2 Examiners (chien-cheng). The Six Offices were the 
Personnel Office (H-fang)，Revenue Office (fnt-fang)，Rites 
Office {It-fang)t War Office (ping-fang), Justice Office 
{hsing-fang), and Works Office (kung-fang). SP; six 
chambres. P3. 

3789 Uù fŭ 六府 
CHOU: Six Tax Supervisors, according to one source (Lí-
chi), 6 agencies subordinate to the Ministry of Education 
(ti-kuan) that oversaw tax collections of separate categories: 
Land Tax Supervisor (ssu-t'u), Forest Tax Supervisor (ssu-
mu)t River Tax Supervisor (ssu-shifi), Grain Tax Supervi-
sor (ssu-ts'ao), Crafts Tax Supervisor (ssu-ch'i), Market (?) 
Tax Supervisor (ssu-huo). 

3790 liŭ'hdu shĭh 留後使 or lìu-hou 
Lit” an agent left behind, a deputy. (1) T'ANG-SUNG: 
Capital Liaison Representative, an agent in the dynastic 
capital charged with maintaining communication between 
the central government and his superior in a territorial base, 
such as a Prince or Military Commissioner (chieh-tu shih). 
(2) SUNG: Deputy Commander, an agent of a Military 
Commissioner (chieh-tu shih) in a region not personally su-
pervised by the Commissioner. The title was also some-
times conferred on chieftains of southwestern aboriginal 
tribes. SP: délégué-commandant. 

3791 liùhdénr�m 
T'ANG: abbreviation of chang-nei liu hsien (Six Palace 
Corrals). 

3792 fíòí 六儀 
T’ANG: Six Ladies of Deportment, a collective reference 

to 6 imperial concubines of rank 2a; shu-i, te-i, hsien-i, 
shun-i, wan-i, fang-i, qq.v. 

3793 fíŭA:，ō 六科 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG; Six Categories of examinations given 
in the civil service recruitment examination process, a stan-
dard term that seems never to have been a very accurate 
description of the number of examination fields actually 
permitted. In T'ang, although there were variations, the most 
important examinations seem always to have been those 
leading to the degrees Classicist (ming-ching) and Pre-
sented Scholar {chin-shih); the degree of Cultivated Talent 
(hsiu-ts'ai) was also awarded, and examinations were given 
in law, calligraphy, and mathematics. In Sung fields of spe-
cialization were much more numerous; the Presented Scholar 
degree predominated, the term “other examinationsN (chu-
k'o) supplementing it to permit subspeciaīizations in the 
general fields of law, history, rituals, and classics; and the 
Presented Scholar examination became so predominant from 
the 1070s that Metropolitan Graduate seems a more suitable 
rendering for the term chin-shih thereafter. (2) MING~ 
CH'ING: Six Offices of Scrutiny, a cluster of major cen-
tral government agencies staffed with Supervising Secre-
taries or Supervising Censors (both chi-shih-chung, q.v.) 
who were responsible for maintaining censorial surveil-
lance over the Six Ministries (liu pu), especially for mon-
itoring the flow of documents between the throne and the 
Ministries; generally independent agencies until 1723, then 
made constituent units in the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan), after 
which Supervising Censor seems a more appropriate ren-
dering than Supervising Secretary. Named after the Min-
istries for which they were separately responsible: Office 
of Scrutiny for Personnel (lí-k'o), for Revenue (hu-k'o), for 
Rites (l(-k'o)t for War (ping-k'o)t for Justice {hsing'k'ó)^ for 
Works (kung-k'o). Created in 1373 as the agencies among 
which Supervising Secretaries were distributed, stabilized 
at 12 (10 from 1376), rank 7a. In 1377 made subordinate 
to the Directorate of Proclamations (ch'eng-ch'ih chien), in 
1379 transferred to the Office of Transmission (t'ung-cheng 
ssu). In 1393 each Office of Scrutiny was reorganized with 
one Chief Supervising Secretary (tu chi-shih-chung), 8a’ 
and one each Left and Right Supervising Secretary, 8b, 
providing administrative supervision over a total of 40 Su-
pervising Secretaries, 9a. From 1399 till 1402 ranks were 
raised for Chief Supervising Secretaries and Supervising 
Secretaries to 7a and 7b, respectively, and Left and Right 
Supervising Secretaries were discontinued; c. 1402 Left and 
Right Supervising Secretaries were re-established, with rank 
7b. Thereafter each Office was staffed with one Chief Su-
pervising Secretary, 7a, one each Left and Right Supervis-
ing Secretary, 7b, and from 4 to 10 Supervising Secre-
taries, 7b (dwindling to from 4 to 7 in the late Ming decades). 
Ch'ing perpetuated the Ming system till 1660, when one 
each Manchu and Chinese Chief Supervising Secretary, one 
each Manchu and Chinese Left and Right Supervising Sec-
retaries, and two Chinese Supervising Secretaries were pre-
scribed in each Office. In 1665 all these posts were abol-
ished except for one each Manchu and Chinese Supervising 
Secretary in each Office; but the next year one each Man-
chu and Chinese Seal-holding Supervising Secretary (chang-
yin chi-shih-chung) were authorized as the new administra-
tive leaders of each Office with rank at the 4 level. They 
were quickly dropped to the 7 level, then in 1667 restored 
to the 4 level, then in 1670 made 7a and in 1729 raised to 
5a. Left and Right Supervising Secretaries were no longer 
appointed. In 1729, after being absorbed into the Censor-
ate, Supervising Censors rose from 7b to 5a. Thus from 
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1729 each of the Offices of Scrutiny, integrated into the 
Censorate, had one each Manchu and Chinese Seal-holding 
Supervising Censors and one Supervising Censor in each 
Office. Also see shu-chi-shih. BH: senior (chang-yin) and 
junior metropolitan censors. PI 8，19. 

3794 liù k�六庫 
CH'ING: Six Storehouses, collective reference to the ware-
houses or vaults of valuables that constituted the Storage 
Office (kuang-ch'u ssu) of the Imperial Household Depart-
ment {nei-wu fu). Hie Six Storehouses were the Silver Vault 
(ytn-k'u)t Hides Storehouse (p'i-k'u), Porcelain Storehouse 
(tz'“-k'u)，Silks Storehouse (tuan-k'u), Clothing Storehouse 
(í-^'m), and Tea Storehouse (ch'a-k'u). P37. 

3795 liŭ kuān 六 t 
CHOU: Six Ministries, a collective reference to the 6 top-
echelon agencies in the royal government: Ministry of State 
(t'ien-kuan) y Ministry of Education (ti-kuan)^ Ministry of 
Rites (ch'un-kuan), Ministry of War (hsia-kuan)t Ministry 
of Justice (ch'iu-kuan)y and Ministry of Works (tung-kuan). 
Often also used as a collective reference to the Six Min-
isters (liu ch'ing) who headed the Ministries. 

3796 liŭ'kuăn 流官 
(1) SUI-CH'ING: lit” officials in the current (of ranked 
officials): equivalent of liu-neì (Of Official Status), q.v. (2) 
MING: Circulating Offices, a collective reference to all 
posts in the military hierarchy above Guard Commander 
(wei chih-hui shih), rank 3a. The higher-ranking and more 
prestigious offices at the provincial and central government 
levels were “circulating”（lit” in the current) in the sense 
that they were not inheritable but were filled by appoint-
ments made by the Ministiy of War (ping-pu) or directly 
by the Emperor from among Guard Commanders or offi-
cers of lesser rank，whose status was in general hereditary, 
or from the hereditary nobility. Both Circulating Offices 
and Hereditary Offices (shih-kuan) were regular, substan-
tive posts. When an officer was promoted from a Heredi-
tary Office to a Circulating Office，or even to a higher He-
reditary Office, he retained hereditary rights only to his 
origin4 Hereditary Office; but for exceptional merit he could 
be awarded expanded hereditary rights, so that his heir 
(normally the eldest son) might enter service at a higher-
level Hereditary Office than his f a t h e r � ’ or an additional 
Hereditary Office might be made available to á second son. 
No military heir outside the nobility, however, was able to 
enter service in a Circulating Office. 

3797 ító-ifcuó/i 留館 or 留官 
CH'ING: Retained in the Institute or (in the irregular 2nd 
form) Retained Official, terms referring to a change in sta-
tus from that of Hanlin Bachelor (shu-chi-shih). Hanlin 
Bachelors» selected from among promising new Metropol-
itan Graduates (chin-shih), were assigned to the Institute of 
Advanced Study (shu-ch'ang kuan) in the Hanlin Academy 
{han-lin yuan) for careful nurturing of their talents. After 
completing 3 years of intense literary studies，they were 
“released from the Institute” (san-kuan) to take a special 
imperial examination. Those who did well were "retained 
in the Institute" as Senior Compilers (hsìu-chuan) and Jun-
ior Compilers (pien-hsiu) of the Hanlin Academy, the term 
kuan (first form only) in this instance apparently used in 
archaic reference to a long nonexistent Historiography In-
stitute (shih-kuan, kuo-shih kuan); others were "released from 
the Institute” (same terminology) in another sense一to take 
up careers outside the Hanlin Academy in the regular ad-
ministrative hierarchy. Confusion may arise from the use 
of san-kuan in these different ways: a Hanlin Bachelor who 

was "released from the Institute" to take the special ex-
amination may actually have been "retained in the Insti-
tute" (i.e., the Hanlin Academy) in consequence. All Han-
lin-Bachelors were "released” but, confusingly, the best were 
“retained, Cf. liu-yŭan kuan. BH: retained at the acad-
emy. P23. 

3798 liù kūng 六宮 
CHOU: lit., the 6 palaces，but used to refer to the bed-
chambers of the King's six principal wives, hence to these 
wives personally, including the Queen: Six PrincfipaJ Wives 
of the King. 

3799 liú-lí ckâ 琉職 
YUAN: Porcelain Service, one of many workshops under 
the Peking Regency (Ta-tu liu-shou ssu); established in 1267; 
headed by a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih) t rank not clear. 
P15. 

3800 琉璃窖 
CH'ING: Porcelain Works, one of many workshops under 
the Ministry of Works (kung~pu); headed by 2 Superin-
tendents (chien-tu), one Manchu and one Chinese, on ro-
tational duty assignment for one year at a time，detached 
from regular staff posts in the Ministry; originally had only 
one Superintendent, a Chinese; reorganized in 1662. Pro-
duced tiles and other pottery required in imperial construe-
tíon projects. Cf. wa-kuan shu, yao-wu chien, t'ao-kuan. 
P14. 

3801 liú-mă yŭàn 流馬苑 
HAN: Roaming Horse Pasturage, established early in Later 
Han at Han-yang in modern Honan Province under the ju-
risdiction of the Chamberlain for the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u 
ch'ing), but soon transferred under the Supervisor of the 
Palace Guard (yii-lin lang-chien); more closely managed by 
a Director (chieh). Reportedly consolidated or superseded 
a number of previous pasturages. HB: pasture of roaming 
horses. P31. 

3802 liá-nèi 流內 
SUI-CHING: lit., within the current (of ranked officials), 
contrasted with subofficial functionaries and others who were 
“outside the current" (liu-waî)\ Of Official Status, a ref-
erence to all government personnel who had status with rank 
ip'in) in the officialdom. Also see shih ììu-nei. RR+SP: 
(fonctionnaires) dans le courant. P68. 

3803 liú-nèi chf
ŭān 慌內绘 

SUNG: variant designation of the Bureau of Personnel As-
signments (k'ao-k'o yiian) t independent of though nomi-
nally subordinate to óie Ministry of Personnel (li~pu); from 
c. 993 controlled evaluations and appointments for the low-
est but most numerous category of civil service officials, 
those called Selectmen (hsiian-jen). In 1080 the Bureau was 
abolished, and its functions reverted to the Ministry of Per-
sonnel, specifically to its Senior and Junior Civil and Mil-
itary Appointments Processes (see under hsŭan). Cf. shen-
kuan yuan. SP: bureau des nominations civiles, P5. 

3804 liù-p’ĭn àn 六热案 
SUNG: Section for the Sixth I tank, a subsection of the 
Ministry of Personnel's (lì-pu) Bureau of Evaluations (k'ao-
kung ssu); dealt with the cases of rank 6 officials in the 
Civil Appointments Process {tso-hsŭan; see under hstìan). 
SP: service du sixième grade. 

3805 Ziòpù 六部 
� SUI-CH'ING: Six Ministries comprising the admin-
istrative core of the central government: the Ministries of 
Personnel {lì-pu), of Revenue {tu-chih, in Sui changed to 
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min-pu, in T'ang changed to hu-pu), of Rites (lĭ-pu), of 
War ipîng-pu)y of Justice (tu-kuan, in Sui changed to hsing-
pu), and of Works (kung-pu); evolved gradually during the 
era of N-S Division, when the numbers varied greatly and 
the term pu (Ministry) only gradually predominated over 
ts'ao (Section). From the outset, the Ministries were con-
stituent units of the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu 
sheng); in Yuan the Department alternated with the Sec-
retariat (chung-shu sheng) as the supreme central govern-
ment agency housing the Ministries. Ming in 1380 abol-
ished the superstructure of the Secretariat inherited from 
Yiian, leaving the Six Ministries in the top echelon of the 
central government without coordination except by the Em-
peror; but in the 15th century the Ministries came to be 
subordinated in practice to a new coordinating institution, 
the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko); this situation was perpetu-
ated by Ch'ing. Each Ministry normally had an executive 
staff including one Minister (ch'ing; 3 in Yuan, one each 
Manchu and Chinese in Ch'ing), rank 3a in T'ang, 2b in 
Sung, 3a in Chin and Yuan, 2a in Ming, fluctuating be-
tween 1 and 2 in early Ch’ing，then 2 from 1670, lb from 
1730; and one or, most often, 2 Vice Ministers (shih-lang), 
4a2 in T*ang except that the Vice Minister of Personnel was 
4a 1，3b in Sung, 4a in Chin and Yiian, 3a in Ming, from 
3a to 2a in Ch’ing. The Minister of Personnel was consid-
ered the senior Minister, taking ritual precedence over his 
counterparts in other Ministries. Each Nùnistry normally had 
4 or more constituent Bureaus (ssu; in Ming and Ch'ing, 
ch'ing-li ssu but commonly abbreviated to ssu); the Bureaus 
normally had functional designations, e.g. k'ao-kung ssu 
(Bureau of Evaluations) in the Ministry of Personnel, chu-
k'o ssu (Bureau of Receptions) in the Ministry of Rites; but 
in Ming and Ch'ing times Bureaus of the Ministries of Rev-
enue and of Justice were increased in number and given 
territorial designations, generally one per Province (sheng), 
e.g. , a Shantung Bureau (shan-tung ch'ing-li ssu) in each 
of those 2 Ministries. Each Bureau was headed by a Di-
rector (lang-chung), occasionally more than one per Bu-
reau, 5b in T'ang, 6a or 6b in Sung, 6b in Chin and Yiian, 
5a in Ming and Ch'ing; each Bureau Director was assisted 
by one or more Vice Directors (yuan-waì lang)t 6bl in T'ang, 
7a in Sung，7b in Chin and Yuan, 6a in Ming and Ch'ing. 
The Ministries in Yuan times did not always have constit-
uent Bureaus but, rather, had Sections (k'o) of lesser status, 
designated according to functions; and the Ming Ministry 
of Revenue's constituent Bureaus, with territorial desig-
nations, each had 4 subsidiary Sections (k'o) with functional 
specializations (see hu-pu). Various Ministries in all eras 
also directly controlled or indirectly supervised other agen-
cies; e.g., the Ministry of War normally supervised the Court 
of the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u ssu). Each Ministry also had 
a headquarters staff for general administrative support, in-
cluding an Office Manager {tu-chih through Yuan, there-
after jím-wm). RR+SP: six ministères. BH: six ministries 
(boards). P5-16. (2) N-S DIV (S‘ Dyn.，N. Wei): Six 
Troops, a group of military units responsible for patrolling 
the streets of the capital city; antecedents of the T'ang hsūn 
(Patrols), the Sung ssu hsiang (Four Capital Townships), 
and the Ming-Ch'ing wu-ch'eng ping-ma ssu (Wardens' 
Offices of the Four Capital Wards). Also see liu-pu wei 
(Commandant of the Capital Patrol). P20. 

3806 fíù/tócAtò-Jkd 六部架閣 
SUNG: Archives of the Six Ministries, a consolidated rec-
ords office in the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu 
sheng) serving all of the Ministries, which in S. Sung were 
housed within the Department's office compound. SP: ar-
chives des six ministères. P5. 

liu shang 
3807 fíôpùc/iiért-in^i 六部監門 
SUNG: Gate Tender for the Six Ministries, established 
in 1132 by the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) 
to serve as a kind of receptionist for all of the Ministries, 
which in S. Sung were housed in the Department's office 
compound. SP; surveillant des portes des six ministères, 
fonctionnaire chargé de surveiller les portes des six min-
istères. P5, etc. 

3808 liù-pà lUwèi 六部里尉 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): variant of liu-pu wei (Commandant of 
the Capital Patrol). 

3809 liù-pà wèi 六部尉 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn., N. Wei): Commandant of the Capital 
Patrol, divided into 6 Troops (pu), charged with maintain-
ing peace and order in the streets of the dynastic capital. 
See under liu pu. Cf. ching-t'u wei, ch'i~pu wei. P20. 

3810 tiùshàng 六傲 
A common and uncommonly ambiguous term; possibilities 
of concision among the following usages should be noted 
with care. (1) CH'IN—SUNG: Six Chief Stewards, collec-
tive reference to 6 middle-level officials of the central gov-
ernment who were responsible for providing goods and ser-
vices required by the Emperor and other members of the 
imperial household. In Ch'in the group consisted of Chief 
Stewards for Headgear (shang-kuan), for the Wardrobe 
(shang-i), for Food (shang-shih)^ for the Bath (shang-mu)f 
for the Bedchamber (shang-hsi), and for Writing (shang-
shu), all under the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues 
(shao-fu). In Han there were only 5 such posts (see under 
wu shang); the shang-shu, q.v., developed separately into 
Imperial Secretaries. In the following era of N-S Division 
tìie Ch*ín nomenclature was revived intermittently with many 
variations; and by the end of the era the Chief Stewards 
had become heads of agencies called Services (chtì), e.g., 
the Food Service (shang-shih chŭ), collectively known as 
the Six Services (liu chu), still subordinate to the Cham-
berlain for the Palace Revenues. In Sui these agencies came 
under the Directorate of Palace Administration (tien-nei 
chien), later called the Palace Administration {tien-nei sheng, 
tien-chung sheng), and the titles of the Chief Stewards were 
changed from shang-... to feng-yu, q.v. However, through 
Sung the collective term liu shang continued in use as a 
quasiofficial reference to the Six Chief Stewards. RR: chefs 
des six services. SP: chefs des six services de I'empereur. 
P37. (2) T'ANG-MING: Six Matrons, heads of the Six 
Palace Services (liu chŭ) to which ordinary palace women 
were assigned: the General Palace Service (shang^kung chŭ), 
Workshops Service (shang-kung chŭ), Ceremonial Service 
(shang-i chŭ)，Wardrobe Service (shang-fu chŭ)t Food Ser-
vice (shang-shih chŭ)’ and Housekeeping Service (shang-
ch'in chŭ). The Matrons normally had 5a rank, and each 
(or each pair identically titled) supervised a staff including 
Directresses (jjm as a prefix), Managers (tien as a prefix), 
and Leaders (chang meaning to hold，as prefix) in subor-
dinate Offices normally 4 per Service; e.g., under 
the Matron(s) for Ceremonies (shang-i) were 4 Offices, one 
of which was the Music Office (ssu-yŭeh ssu), headed by 
one or 2 Directresses of Music (ssit-yiieh), assisted by one 
or more Managers of Music (tien-yūeh) and one or more 
Leaders of Music (chang-yūeh). In Ming, the Six Palace 
Services came to be dominated in the 15th century by pal-
ace eunuch organizations; there ultimately remained only 
the Wardrobe Service with its 4 subsidiary Offices: Seals 
Office (ssu-pao ssu), Clothing Office (ssu-i ssu)f Adorn-
ments Office (ssu-shih ssu), and Ceremonial Regalia Office 

3806-3810 
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(ssu-chang ssu), (3) Occasional variant reference to the Six 
Ministers (liu shang-shu) of the Six Ministries (liu pu). 

3811 liù shàng-chá 六尚局 
CH’IN-SUNG: Six Palace Services, collective reference 
to the principal agencies under the Chamberlain for the Pal-
ace Revenues {shao-fu) or the Directorate of Palace Admin-
istration {tien-nei chien, tien-nei sheng, tien-chung sheng). 
Also see liu shang (Six Chief Stewards). 

3812 liù shàng-ískŭ 六尙翥 
SUI-CH'ING: Six Ministers, collective reference to the 
Ministers (shang-shu) who headed the Six Ministries (liu 
pu): of Personnel (lì-pu), of Revenue (hu-pu), of Rites {lĭ-
pu) y of War (ping-pu), of Justice (hsing~pu)t and of Works 
(kung-pu) 

3813 liú^shðu ssā 留守司 
T'ANG-MING: lit., an office left on guard: Regency, an 
agency ordinarily found in each auxiliary capital and es-
tablished in the principal dynastic capital whenever the Em-
peror was not present，with a Regent (liu-shou) representing 
him in all matters. This was normally a duty assignment 
for a Prince, some other noble, or rarely an eminent offi-
cial. In Yŭan, perhaps because the Mongol rulers were so 
often away from the dynastic capital, Ta-tu (Peking), a Re-
gency was established there as a regular agency of the cen-
tral government with a corps of 5 Regents; it seems to have 
served as an imperial household administration, including 
such units as a Crafts Office {chih-yung ssu), an Imperial 
Regalia Service (i-luan chŭ), an Office of Imperial Parks 
{shang'lin shu), and military guards. RR+SP (lìu-shou): 

fonctionnaire chargé de garder la capitate pendant Vab~ 
settee de I'empereur. P49. 

3814 liù ssū 六司 
T*ANG-MING: Six Directresses, categorical reference to 
the palace women, generally rank 6a，who headed spe-
cialized Offices (ssu) under ŭie Six Services (liu chu) pre-
sided over by the Six Matrons (see under liu shang); as-
sisted by the Six Managers (liu tien). Since each Service 
normally incorporated 4 Offices, and since Offices com-
monly had from 2 to 6 Directresses, there were actually 
many more than 24 posts as Directress, all encompassed by 
the term liu ssu. E.g., the Food Service (shang-shih chŭ) 
staff included Directresses of Foods (ssu-shan)t of Wines 
(ssu-yŭn)t of Medicine {ssu-yao)t and of Cooking (ssu-ch'ih); 
the Offices were designated, e.g. , the Foods Office (細-
shan ssu: lit” the Office of the Directresses of Foods). 

3815 liû'ssū yu-shih í，企留司御史臺 
SUNG: Auxiliary Censorate, one skeletal replica of the 
metropolitan Censorate {yŭ-shih t'ai) based at each of N. 
Sung’s 3 auxiliary capitals: the Western, Northern, and 
Southern Capitals. 

3816 留臺 
T'ANG: Branch Censorate, a skeletal replica of the Cen-
sorate (yŭ-shih t’ai) at the dynastic capital, Ch’ang-an, es-
tablished at the Eastern Capital, Loyang; the staff normally 
consisted of one Vice Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng), 
one Attendant Censor (shih yŭ-shih)’ 2 Palace Censors (tien-
chung shih yŭ-shih), and 3 Investigating Censors (chien-
ch'a yŭ'Shih); but on occasion a Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-
fu) was also posted there. 

3817 liù t,áng 六堂 
MING-CH'ING: Six Colleges, study units into which all 
students (chien-sheng) of the Directorate of Education (kuo-
tzu chien) were divided: the Colleges for Guiding Human 

Nature (shuai-hsing t'ang), for Cultivating the Way (hsiu-
tao t'ang), for Making the Heart Sincere (ch'eng-hsin t'ang), 
for Moral Rectification (cheng-i t'ang), for Venerating De-
termination {ch'ung-chih t'ang), and for Broadening Aca-
demic Scope (kuang-yeh t'ang). Each College was headed 
by one Instructor (chu-chiao)，rank 8b to 7b, assisted by 
one Instructor Second-class (hsiieh-cheng)’ 9a to 8a’ or one 
Instructor Third-class {hsŭeh-lu), 9b to 8a，or one of both. 
P34. 

3818 liù tìén 六典 
T'ANG-MINO: Six Managers, categorical reference to 
palace women, generally rank 7a, who assisted the Six Di-
rectresses (liu ssu) who were in charge of the specialized 
Offices (jj«) under the Six Services (liu chit) presided over 
by the Six Matrons (see under li稱 sMí^, Since each Ser-
vice normally incorporated 4 Offices, má since Offices 
commonly had from 2 to 4 Managers, there were acti^|ly 
many more than 24 posts as Manager，all encompassed ì^f 
the term liu tien. E.g., the Managers of Seals (tien-pao) 
assisted the Directresses of Seals (ssu'pao) in the Seals Of-
fice (ssu-pao ssu) under the Matrons of tìie Wardrobe (shang-

fu), heads of the Wardrobe Service (shang-fu chŭ). 

3819 tiù-ts’ān kuān 六參它 or liu-tfan 
T^ANG-SUNG: Fifth Day Audience Officers, generic ref-
erence to military officers of ranks 4 and 5 on duty in the 
dynastic capital, who were required to attend audience every 
5th day, i.e., 6 (Uu) times a month. Cf. chiu-ts'an kuan, 
ch'ang-ts'an kuan. RR+SP: foncîionnaires assistant à 
�•audience six fois par mois. 

3820 liŭ ts’áo 六售 
Six Sections. (1) HAN: collective reference to the func-
tionally differentiated groups in which Imperial Secretaries 
(shang-shu) served under Che Chamberlain for the Palace 
Revenues {shao-fu); in Later Han emerged as top-echelon 
administrative agencies in the central government, unoffi-
cially designated the Imperial Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai�’ 
headed by a Director (ling) ranked at 600 bushels. Con-
sisted originally of 4，then 5, and fínally 6 Sections (ts'ao): 
Personnel Section (lì-pu ts'ao), Section for Commandery 
Governors (erh-ch’ien shih ts'ao) t Section for the People 
(mìn'ts'ao)t Section for Receptions (chu-k'o ts'aó) t Section 
for the Three Dukes (san-kung ts'ao), and Section for Jus-
tice (tu-kuan ts'ao). Each Section was headed by an Im-
perial Secretary, rank 600 bushels, eventually assisted by 
a Gentleman of the Interior (lang-chung), 300 bushels, or 
an Attendant Gentleman (shih-lang), -400 bushels, but ap-
parently not both. Some sources do not include the Section 
for Justice among the Six Sections but list both a Northern 
and a Southern Section for Receptions; this confusion no 
doubt reflects changes in the shape of the evolving Imperial 
Secretariat. HB: six bureaus. (2) N-S DIV: common col-
lective reference to units of the continuously evolving De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu t'ai, shang-shu sheng), 
the term ts'ao being used alternatively with pu (Ministry) 
and the units fluctuating in number to more than 30; a com-
mon grouping of Six Sections during this period included 
the Personnel Section, Census Section (tso-min ts'ao)f Sec-
tion for Receptions, Revenue Section (tu-chih ts'ao)t War 
Section (wu-ping ts'ao)t and Rites Section {tz'u-pu ts'ao), 
each headed by a shang-shu (evolving from Imperial Sec-
retaiy to Director to Minister, with much overlapping). Other 
occasionally prominent Sections of this era were the Palace 
Affairs Section {tien-chung ts'ao), Personnel Selection Sec-
tion (hsŭan-pu ts'ao, a variant of lì-pu ts'ao)t Rites Section 
(i-ts'ao)t Storehouse Section (k'u-pu ts'ao), and Music Sec-
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tion (yŭeh-pu ts'ao, yŭeh-ts'ao). As the Department of State 
Affairs became more regularized, the term Ministry (pu) 
predominated over the term Section, and the title shang-
shu is better rendered Minister than Director. However, it 
was not until c. 605 in Sui times that the organizational 
structure of the Department became durably fixed, with a 
cohort of Six Ministries (liu pu) headed by Ministers {shang-
shu). (3) SUI-CH'ING: collective reference to clerical staff 
agencies in units of territorial administration from Districts 
(hsien) up to Prefectures (chou, fu) or higher, through which 
territorial executive officials administered their jurisdic-
tions; functionally designated Personnel Evaluation Section 
(kung-ts'ao), Granaries Section (ts'ang-ts'ao), Revenue Sec-
tion (hu-ts'ao), War Section (ping-ts'ao), Law Section (fa-
ts'aó), and Levied Service Section (shih-ts'ao) through Sung; 
thereafter designated correspondingly with the Six Minis-
tries of the central government, as the Personnel Section 
(lì-ts'ao), Revenue Section (hu-ts'ao), Rites Section (lí-ts'ao), 
War Section {ping-ts'ao)，Justice Section (hsing-ts'ao), and 
Works Section (kung-ts'ao). Through Sung, the Sections were 
commonly headed by Administrators (ts'an-chŭn-shih) y rank 
7a or lower; thereafter they were normally staffed entirely 
with subofficial functionaries. (4) SUl-CH'ING: occa-
sional archaic reference to, or rare variant designation of, 
the Six Ministries (liu pu) of the central government. Also 
see under ts'ao. 

3821 liù Vŭng-chŭn 六統軍 
T'ANG-SUNG: Six Commander-generals, secondary-level 
officers in the Six Imperial Armies (see under liu chŭn) 
constituting, at least in theory, the main fighting force of 
the empire, normally encamped around the dynastic capital. 
In T'ang, the units that came to be called the Six Imperial 
Armies were created in Left and Right pairs in 662, 739, 
and 757 as the core of the professional troops called the 
Northern Command (pei-ya). Sung perpetuated the nomen-
clature, but how it related to Sung's Imperial Armies {chin-
chūn) or to the S. Sung Palace Command (tien-ch'ien ssu) 
is not clear. See fung-chŭn. RR+SP: six directeurs d'armées. 

3822 liŭ-wài 流外 
N-S DIV~CH’ING: lit., outside the current (of ranked of-
ficials): Not of Official Status, a categorical reference to 
all persons in government service other than officials (kuan) 
with ranks (p'in), most abundantly including subofficial 
functionaries (see li, hsŭ-li) but also including honorary of-
ficials (hsŭn-kuan), artisans, physicians, and various other 
persons who were employed by state agencies without being 
Of Official Status {liu-nei). Also see wei ju liu. 

3823 Uá-wài ch9ū-shēn 流外出身 
T’ANG~CH’ING: Promoted Functionary, someone who 
had attained status as a ranked official (kuan) for serving 
meritoriously as a subofficial functionary (see li, hsŭ-li)\ 
men with such backgrounds could seldom expect distin-
guished official careers. In Ming and Ch'ing times entry to 
the service in this fashion was not considered a Regular 
Path (cheng-t'u) into the officialdom. Also see liu-wai, liu-
nei, ch'u-shen. 

3824 Zûí-wài ír/i，ŭá/i 流外铨 
(1) N-S DIV: Selection of SubofHcíai Functionaries, ap-
parently a procedure for appointing, reappointing, and pro-
moting men who were "outside the current” (liu~waí) of the 
regular officialdom, including the promotion of such func-
tionaries {li, hsŭ-li) into regular official status (kuan). (2) 
T'ANG-SUNG: Bureau for Functionaries in the Ministry 
of Personnel (lì-pu), from 735 into or through Sung times; 
its staffing, its history, and its relationship to other con-

stituent units of the Ministry are not clear. See liu-nei ch'ŭan, 
hsŭan, k'ao-kung. SP: bureau chargé de choìsir les fonc-
tionnaires "en dehors du courant" ou bureau des clercs. 

3825 fíòyā 六押 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit., the 6 (keepers of) seals: unofficial ref-
erence to Secretariat Drafters (chung-shu she-jen). 

3826 liù yŭàn 六院 
(1) SUNG: Six Offices, an early Sung collective reference 
to the Bureau of Personnel Evaluation (shen-kuan yuan), 
the Appointment Verification Office (kuan-kao yŭan) of the 
Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu)^ the Memorials Office (chin-
tsou yŭan)t the Bursary, (liang-liao yŭan) in the Court of 
the Imperial Treasury (^ai-fu ssu), the Public Petitioners 
Review Office (teng-wen chien-yŭan), and the Public Pe-
titioners Drum Office (teng-wen ku-yŭan). It is not clear 
what these agencies ha4 in common other than the desig-
nation yiian, which they shared with many other agencies, 
e.g., the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). SP: les six cours. 
(2) LIAO: Six Groups, one of the categories into which 
the founding Emperor, A-pao-chi, divided his tribal follow-
ers; its civil affairs were administered by the Office of the 
Southern Grand Prince (nan ta-wang yuan)f its military af-
fairs by the Office of the Northern Grand Prince (pei ta-
wang yuan), both agencies of the Northern Administration 
(pei-mier^y through which the dynastic government man-
aged the affairs of the Khitan tribes and allied northern no-
mads. See wu yŭan (Five Groups). P17. 

3827 Uú-yŭàn kuăn 留院官 
T'ANG: lit., officials retained in the academy, i.e., in con-
trast to others who served in the academy only on short-
term duty assignments while holding regular substantive posts 
elsewhere: Permanent Academician in the Academy of 
Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien yuan); status apparently not 
prominent, but awarded only by special imperial decree. 
Cf. liu-kuan, RR: fonctionnaire permanent de la bib-
liothèque. P23, 25. 

3828 tó-sAìA 羅氏 
CHOU; Bird Netter, ranked as a Junior Serviceman (hsia-
shih), a member of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) re-
sponsible for catching (and probably destroying) birds that 
were harmful nuisances. CL: preneur d'oiseaux au filet. 

3829 lò-yáng núng-pŭ chién 洛陽農圃監 
T'ANG: Directorate of Agricultural Production for the 
Loyang Palace, in charge of imperial gardens at Loyang, 
the dynasty *s auxiliary Eastern Capital (tung-tu), under the 
Court of the Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu); headed by 
a Director (chien)f rank 6b2. In 657 retitled tung-tu yŭan 
tung-mien chien (Directorate of Parks in the Eastern Cap-
ital, Eastern Quadrant), q.v. P40. 

3830 tâ-yŭàn shĭh 洛苑使 
SUNG: Commissioner of the Loyang Gardens, an early 
Sung antecedent of the prestige title (san-kuan) Grand Mas-
ter for Military Strategy (wu-lŭeh ta-fu), awarded to rank 
7a military officers. P68. 
3831 lóu<h'uán kuān 樓船官 
HAN: Office of Towered Warships, a local agency in Lu-
chiang Commandery {chŭn)\ presumably built and main-
tained a fleet of river and coastal defense warships; staffing 
and relationship to central government agencies not clear. 
HB: office of towered warships. 

3832 lówfán chiàng 樓煩將 
HAN: Bowmen Leader, in early Han put in charge of an 
army of expert archers. The title was derived either from a 
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Hsiung-nu tribe in modern Shansi whose name, Lou-fan in 
Chinese transliteration, meant expert archer, or from the 
name of an early Han man who was renowned as a skilled 
archer. 

3833 lòu-k'd k，ŏ 漏刻科 
Water Clock Section, responsible for maintaining and 
teaching use of the palace water clocks and for proclaiming 
each of the watches (keng) in the night and the time by day. 
(1) CHIN: a unit in tìie Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien 

staffed with 25 officials; specific titles and ranks not 
clear. (2) YŭAN: a unit in the Directorate of Astronomy 
(ssu-t'ien-chien), headed by 2 Clerks (kuan-kou), rank 9b. 
(3) CH'ING: a unit in the Directorate of Astronomy (ch'in-
t'ien chien) with a staff of 6 Chinese Erudites (po-shih) y 
non-official specialists. BH: section of the clepsydra. P35. 

3834 ldu-k，ò pó-skìk 漏刻博士 
Erudite of the Water Clock, specialists in training dis-
ciples to maintain and use the palace water clocks. (1) SUI; 
4, probably non-official specialists, in the Office of As-
trological Observations {chien-hou fu) under the Astrolog-
ical Section (t'ai-shih ts'ao), later renamed Directorate of 
Astrology {fai-shih chien). (2) T'ANG: 6, rank 9b2, in the 
Directorate of Astrology (ssu-t'ien chien, t'ai-shih chien, etc.); 
and 2, apparently non-offícial specialists, in the Court of 
the Watches (lei-keng ssu) of the Heir Apparent. RR: maître 
au vaste savoir du service de la clepsydre. (3) LIAO: num-
ber and status not clear; in the Directorate of Astronomy 
{ssu-t'ien chien). (4) MING: 6 then 1, rank 9b, in the Di-
rectorate of Astronomy (ch'in-fien chien). Also see t'ai-shih, 

kuan, po-shih. P35. 

3835 lòu-k’d sŏ 漏刻所 
SUNG: Water Clock Office, staffing not clear, one unit 
each under the Bureau of Astronomy (t'iert-wen yiian) and 
the Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien), both sub-
ordinate to the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng); independent 
of the Astrological Service (t'ai-shih chŭ). P35. 

3836 /011-*:，0躲/1-从沩漏亥!1典事 
T'ANG: Manager of the Water Clock, 16, probably non-
official specialists, on the staff of the Supervisor of Water 
Clocks (ch'ieh-hu cheng) in the Directorate of Astrology 
{t'ai-shih chien). P35. 

3837 Idu-láng chiàng 漏郎將 or lou-lang 
N-S DIV (Sung): Keeper of the Water Clock, number and 
rank not clear, on the staff of the Grand Astrologer (t'ai-
shih), a subordinate of the Chamberlain for Ceremonials 
(t'ai-ch'ang). P35. 

3838 lòu-t,úng m 直 
T’ANG: Tender of the Water Clock, 60 youths, un-
ranked, authorized for the Court of the Waiches (lei-keng 
ssu) of the Heir Apparent (fai-tzu); apparently responsible 
for keeping watch over the water clocks and announcing 
changes in the night watches. RR: veilleurs de la clepsydre. 
P26. 

3839 /à 路 
(1) SUNG: Circuit, in 997 superseded tao as the generic 
name of the largest territorial administrative jurisdictions: 
a clustering of neighboring Prefectures (chou, fu, chŭn, 
chien), each Circuit headed by one or more Circuit Super-
visors (see chien-ssu, shuai-ssu, ts'ao-ssu, hsien-ssu, ts'ang-
ssu) and bearing an appropriate geographic prefix; the co-
ordinating link between Prefectures and the central govern-
ment. SP: province. (2) LIAO: Route, the territorial base 
or jurisdiction of a tribal army (pu-tsu chŭn). (3) CHIN: a 

proto-Province, 19 in all at dynastic maturity; one admin-
istered directly from the dynastic capital, 4 by Regents (liu-
shou) stationed at auxiliary capitals, and 14�by Area Com-
mands (tsung-kuan fu), all agencies coordinating clusters of 
different sorts of Prefecture-level units of territorial admin-
istration, e.g., Defense Commanderies (fang-yŭ chŭn), Su-
perior Prefectures (san-fu)t ordinaiy Prefectures (chou). The 
Routes were normally headed by Commissioners (shih) of 
various sorts, e.g., Fiscal Commissioners (chuan-yŭn shih), 
Judicial Commissioners (t'i-hsing shih). (4) YŭAN: a sta-
bly defined territory administered by a Route Command (lu 
tsung-kuan-fu, witìi place-name prefix); 185 at maturity, 
supervising c. 360 ftefectures (fu, chou, chŭn), subordi-
nate either to the metropolitan Secretariat {chung-shu sheng) 
or one of at most 11 Branch Secretariats {hsing chung-shu 
sheng); also under the militaiy control of Circuit (tao) Pac-
ification Commissions (hsŭan-weì ssu, etc., with place-name 
prefixes) and the surveillance jurisdiction of Circuit (also 
tao) Surveillance Commissions (t'i-hsing an-ch'a ssu, su-
cheng lien-fang ssu). Each Route Command was headed by 
an Overseer (ta-lu-hua-ch'ih) and a Commander (tsung-kuan). 
The Route was an all-purpose civil administration branch, 
in effect, of the central government. Routes were graded 
as Large (shang) or Small (hsia) on the basis of their res-
ident populations, 100,000 being the dividing line. 

3840 lù 錄 
See under lu ... shih. 

3841 lù-ch，én 綠臣 
HAN: variant of kuang-lu-hsŭn (Chamberlain for Atten-
dants). 
3842 lù-chì chiù 騄隳蔽 
HAN: lit. ’ a stable for (horses such as) Lu (name of a fa-
mous horse belonging to King Mu of Chou times) and (other) 
magnificent steeds (chi): Special Stable established in A.D. 
181 to collect in the dynastic capital horses for army use 
that were then being requisitioned from units of territorial 
administration throughout the empire; headed by an Aide 
(ch'eng), presumably to the Chamberlain for the Imperial 
Stud (t'ai-p'u). HB: stables for thoroughbreds. 

3843 lù<hiàng 職 
SUNG: Circuit General, common but misleading refer-
ence to Area General (see under chiang #6). 

3844 lù-ch'ién 路鈴 
SUNG: abbreviated, unofficial reference to lu-fen ch'ien-
hsia (Military Administrator). 

3845 lŭ-chfuán 驢傳 
SUNG-CH'ING: Palace Examination Graduate, variant 
of jao'tien lei. Also see ch'uan-lu (List Leader), which has 
a more restricted meaning. 

3846 lŭ-fĕn 路分 
SUNG: abbreviated reference to lu-fen tu-chien (Director-
in-chief of Circuit military forces). 

3847 lù-fên chHén-hsiá 路分鈴轄 
SUNG: Military Administrator of a part of the military 
forces available in a Circuit (/«), a post normally held con-
currently by an executive official at the Prefecture (chou) 
level. See lu, chou, ch'ien-hsia. SP: directeur militaire pro-
vincial. 
3848 lù-fén tŭ-chiên 絡分猕監 
SUNG: D!rector-in-chief of part of the military forces 
available in a Circuit (lu), a post normally held concur-
rently by a senior official of a Military Commission {shuai-
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ssu), presumably coordinating and supervising the Military 
Administrators {lu-fen ch'ien-hsia) in the Commission's ju-
risdiction. See lu, tu-chien, li-fang (Director-in-chief Sec-
tion). SP: surveillant général militaire provincial chargé de 
la défense et de Ventrainement Varmée impériale. 

3849 lù-ksân ssŭ 錄勳司 
CH'ING: Honors Bureau, established in 1661 as one of 4 
Bureaus (full designation lu-hsíin ch'ing-li ssu; see ch'ing-
li ssu) that constituted the principal administrative echelon 
in the Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yŭan)\ each headed 
by several Manchu and Mongol Directors (lang-chung)，rank 
5a; functions not entirely clear, but probably focused on 
maintaining records concerning the ceremonial status of 
tributary chiefs. In 1757 changed to tien-shu ssu (Outer 
Mongolian Bureau)，then one of 6 Bureaus, charged with 
handling relations with peoples on the outer periphery of 
the empire, in Outer Mongolia’ modern Sinkìang, and Ti-
bet. P17. 

3850 lŭ-jén 臚人 
N-S DIV: unofficial reference to the Chief Minister for 
Dependencies {hung-lu ch'ing). 

3851 lù-kŭng 錄公 
N-S DIV: variant of lu shang-shu shih (Overseer of the 
Department of State Affairs). 

3852 là-líng fing路蛉令or輅柃令 
HAN: Director of the Imperial Hunting Chariots, one of 
numerous subordinates of the Chamberlain for the Luperial 
Stud (t'ai-p'u), rank 600 bushels. HB: prefect of the coach-
houses for imperial chariots. P31. 

3853 lŭ-lù 陸路 
CH'ING: Land Forces of the Green Standards (lu-ying), 
the Chinese soldiery in provincial bases, as distinguished 
from the shui4u (Naval Forces); while in garrison, nor-
mally under the direction of a Provincial Military Com-
mander (t'i-tu). 

3854 lù-mén hsŭéh 露門學 or lù-mén kuăn 館 
N-S DIV (Chou): lit” school (institute) at the innermost 
gate: Palace School, established in 567 with an authorized 
student corps of 72; apparently for children of the imperial 
family including the Heir Apparent; not to be confused with 
the National University (t'ai-hsûeh); in 571 (first?) staffed 
with a Palace School Erudite (lu-mert po-shih) razeed as a 
Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu). The 2nd form is appar-
ently a variant. P34. 

3855 lă-pù shih 鹵簿使 or lu-pu 
Lit. meaning is a matter of controversy: Escort Carriage 
Rider’ from Ch’in on’ a dignitary who accompanied the 
Emperor in all public appearances; in T’ang the duty as-
signment of a Vice Minister of War (ping-pu shih-lang)’ in 
Sung of a Minister of War (ping-pu shang-shu). SP: com-
missaire de I'escorte d'honneur. 

3856 lù-shìh 縣 
N-S DIV-CH*ING: lit” (one who) manages affairs: Office 
Manager , one or more found in many agencies, both in 
the central government and in units of territorial adminis-
tration; sometimes ranked from 7a to 9b, sometimes un-
ranked. The title was most extensively used in T'ang-Sung 
times. RR+SP: greffier. 

3857 lù ... shih 錄事 or lù ... 
Lit., to record the activities of to keep recorcs of .... 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： Overseer, from Later Han 
a duty assignment rather than a regular post, mostly used 

in the case of a noble or eminent official assigned concur-
rently to be in charge of Han's Imperial Secretariat (shang-
shu t'ai) and later the evolving Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng); a powerful post even when the Depart-
ment was losing status to the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) 
and Chancellery (men-hsia sheng), since agencies of the 
Department of State Affairs remained the channel of routine 
administration between the central government and units of 
territorial administration. The normal full form is, e.g., lu 
shang-shu shih (Overseer of Imperial Secretariat Affairs in 
Han, thereafter Overseer of the Department of State Af-
fairs), displacing earlier titles such as ling ... shih, shih ... 
shih, p'ing ... shih. The most eminent dignitaries were 
sometimes designated Chief Overseers (tsung-lu) of the De-
partment of State Affairs. In Sung and perhaps other pe-
riods of the era of N-S Division, some Emperors tried to 
prevent consolidation of administrative authority in one 
man's hands by appointing more than one Overseer simul-
taneously; from the 330s 3 Overseers were regularly ap-
pointed, each responsible for a specified group (t'iao) of 
Sections (ts'ao) in the Department of State Affairs. Also see 
fen-fiao, lu-kung. P2. (2) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei-N. Dyn.)； 
Overseer, gradually became the title of the regular head of 
the Department of State Affairs rather than a concurrent 
duty assignment: e.g., lu (or tsung-lu) shang-shu sheng shih 
(Overseer, or Chief Overseer, of the Department of State 
Affairs), lu san-shih-liu ts'ao shih (Overseer of the Thirty-
six Sections [into which the Department was divided]). P2. 
(3) SUNG (lu alone): Office Manager , from 2 to 5’ rank 
9a, in the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien); also 

bably one unranked in the Court Calligraphy Service (han-
shu-i chŭ). Cf. lu-shih. 

3858 lù-sMh skík 銖事史 
Lit., scribe in charge of affairs: Secretary. (1) N-S DIV 
(Chin): one of many types of lowly or unranked personnel 
on the staffs of Commandery Governors (chŭn-shou) and 
District Magistrates (hsien-ling). P53’ 54. (2) T'ANG: one 
each attached to the Western Commissioner (hsi-shih) and 
the Southern Commissioner (nan-shih) of the various Di-
rectorates of Horse Pasturages (mu-chien) subordinate to the 
Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). RR: scribe gref-
fier. 

3859 lù-shìh ssū 錄事司 
YUAN: Administration Office, the equivalent of a District 
(hsien) in the headquarters city of a Route Command (lu 
tsung-kuan fit), except that in the dynastic capital, modern 
Pdcing’ its functions were divided among 3 Police Com-
missions (ching-hsŭn yiian) and 2 Wardens' Offices (ping-
ma ssu); normally headed by an Office Manager (lu-shih)t 
rank 8a, but after 1283 under an Overseer (ta-lu-hua-ch'ih). 
The former capital of S. Sung, modern Hangchow Prefec-
ture, was so populous that 4 Administration Offices were 
created there, later reduced to 2’ prefixed Left and Right. 
P53. 

3860 lù-shìh ts，ān-ckûn-shìk 錄事參軍事 or 
lu-shih ts，an-chŭn 

N-S DIV (Liang)-SUNG, LIAO: Administrative Super-
visor, one or more found most commonly on the staffs of 
Prefectures (chou, fu) and Princely Establishments (wang-
fu), but also in some military units, especially Guards (wei) 
in T’ang times; ranked from 5b down to 8a. See lu-shih, 
ts'an-chŭn. RR: administrateur greffier. SP: inspecteur 
exécutif, administrateur-greffier, chargé d'enregistrer des 
expéditions. P53, 69. 
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3861 lù-ts'ăn 錄參 
SUNG: unofficial abbreviation of lu-shìh ts'an-chûn-shih 
(Administrative Supervisor). 

3862 lù-yīng 綠營 
CH'ING: Green Standards, collective designation for he-
reditary Chinese military men outside the Banner (ch'i) sys-
tem, stationed throughout the country as a kind of pro-
vincial constabulary, the core being former Ming hereditary 
officers and soldiers who surrendered early to the Manchus 
during their conquest of China. Green Standards officers 
and soldiers were under the general control of the Ministry 
of War (ping-pu) and, unlike Bannermen» were under the 
jurisdiction of regular provincial authorities, the Gover-
nors-general (tsung-tu)t Governors (hsŭn-fu), and espe-
cially Provincial Military Commanders {t'ì-tu). Within each 
Province military control was subdivided among Regional 
Commanders (ísung-ping), Regional Vice Commanders (Ju-
chiang), and Assistant Regional Commanders (ts'an-chiang). 
Below them in the hierarchy were the basic Green Stan-
dards units, Brigades (ying), each with approximately 500 
men under a Brigade Commander iyu-chí), comprising 5 
Companies {shao), each subdivided further into 100-man 
Squads (p'eng). The Green Standards were not home-guard 
militia forces but were "regular" army forces; when called 
on, they campaigned alongside Bannermen. While on cam-
paign away from their garrisons or other regular stations, 
they were commanded by dignitaries delegated from the court 
as ad hoc Grand Minister Commanders (ching-lìieh ta-ch'en) 
with assistants called Grand Minister Consultants (ts'an-i 
ta-ch'en). See piao, t'un-t'ien, ta-ch'en. Cf. pao-chia, hsiang-
yung, min-chuang, t'uan-lien. BH: army of the green stan-
dard， Chinese army. 

3863 访陸運使 
T'ANG: abbreviation of shuì-lu chuan-yŭn shih (Water and 
Land Transport Commissioner). 

3864 fò-já/1作•cAáííŭ陸運提擧司 
YUAN: Supervisorate of Land Transport , responsible 
under the Ministry of War (ping-pu) for the land transport 
of tax grains and military rations in the area of the dynastic 
capital，Ta-tu (Peking); headed by 2 Supervisors (t'i-chŭ), 
rank 5b. P8, 60. 

3865 /uá / i - íH^ 鑾儀衛 
CH'ING: Imperial Procession Guard , a largely ceremo-
nious aggregation of Bannermen (see ch'i, pa ch'i), hered-
itary Chinese troops, and even civil officials who escorted 
the Emperor whenever he emerged from his palace; com-
manded by a Prince (wang) or Duke (kung) of the imperial 
family designated Grand Minister in Command of the Guard 
(chang wei-shih ta-ch'en), rank la, assisted by one Manchu 
and one Chinese Commissioner of the Imperial Procession 
Guard (luan-i shih), rank 2a, 2 Directors of the Imperial 
Procession Guard (tsung-li shih-wu kuan-chun shih), and 2 
Flag Assistants serving as Assistant Directors (hsieh-li shih-
wu yŭn-hui shih). The Directors and Assistant Directors were 
specially responsible for overseeing the various units into 
which the Guard was divided: Subsections (so) further di-
vided into Offices (ww), each Subsection headed by a Di-
rector {chang-yin kuan-chŭn shih)，rank 3a, and each Office 
by a Director (chang-yin yŭn-hui shih), rank 4a. The Sub-
sections were prefixed Left, Right, Center, Forward, and 
Rear. The Offices were the Carriage {luan-yū ssu) and Horse-
training (hsun-ma ssu) Offices under the Left Subsection, 
the Umbrella (ch'ing-kai ssu) and Bow and Arrow (kung-
shih ssu) Offices under the Right Subsection, the Emblem 
(ching-chieh íjm) and Flag (fan-t'ung ssu) Offices under the 

Center Subsection, the Fan Bearers (shan-shou ssu) and 
Halberd {fu-yŭeh ssu) Offices under the Forward Subsec-
tion, and the Spear (ko-chi ssu) and Sword (pan-chien ssu) 
Offices under the Rear Subsection. Separately, with slightly 
different patterns of organization, there were 2 Elephant-
training Offices (hsŭn-hsiang so) prefixed East and West 
and 2 Standard-bearer Guards {ch'i-shou wei) prefixed Left 
and Right; these 4 units were headed by Directors (chang-
yin kuan-chun shih). Still lesser units of many sorts were 
headed by Managers (kuan-li), e.g., of the Livery Stable 
(chia-k'u), of the Jade-adorned Carriage (yŭ-ló). In 1909, 
to avoid an imperial name taboo, the Imperial Procession 
Guard was renamed luan-yŭ wei. Cf. i-luan ssu. BH: im-
perial equipage department. P42. 

3866 luán-p，ō 鑾坡 
Lit.，the bell slope, an abbreviation of the slope (p'ó) down 
from the Hall of Golden Bells (chin-luan tien): from T'ang 
on，an unofficial reference to members of the Hanlin 
Academy {han-lin yŭan), which was once housed in the 
Hall of Golden Bells, within the imperial palace. 

3867 luán-t'ái 鑾臺 
T'ANG; lit., the phoenix (pheasant?) pavilion: from 685 to 
705 the official name of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng). 
RR: tribunal des phénix. P3. 

3868 luán-yu ssŭ 鑾輿司 
CH'ING: Carriage Office, one of 2 agencies under the Left 
Subsection (/ío-jo) of the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-
i wei), headed by a Director (chang-yin yŭn-hui shih), rank 
4a. BH: carriage section. P3. 

3869 luân-yu wèi 鑾輿衛 
CH'ING: from 1909, in a change to avoid an imperial name 
taboo, the new name of the luan-i wei (Imperial Proces-
sion Guard). 

3870 lui 
See under the romanization lei. 

3871 lún 輪 
In rotation: throughout history, one of the terms signifying 
that an official had taken a temporary duty assignment (e.g., 
for a year) that he shared on a rotational basis with other 
officials; normally occurs as a prefix to an official^ prin-
cipal substantive title; e.g., lun-ch'iert ch'eng (Assistant Di-
rector [of the Directorate of Waterways, tu-shui chien] del-
egated in rotation ...) in Sung, lun-kuan tso-ling (Company 
Commander in the Banner [ch'i] forces, not by hereditary 
right, but chosen on a rotational basis from among other 
types of officers, possibly subalterns in the same Company) 
in Ch'ing. 

3872 lún-kó 綸閣 
T'ANG: lit.，the hall of silk threads, i.e., the hall of im-
perial utterances: unofficial reference to the Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng), See ssu-lun ko. 

3873 lúng 龍 
Dragon. ( î) Throughout history a term equivalent to Royal 
(in Chou) or Imperial, e.g.，lung-wei (Dragon Throne), and 
having many other connotations of good fortune, extraor-
dinary strength, vigorous militancy, etc.; e.g., lung-ma chien 
(Directorate of the Dragon Horses) in Han, lung-wu chŭn 
(Militant as Dragons Army) in Sung，lung-hsiang chŭn 
(Soaring Dragon Army) in Chin. (2) SUNG: also an un-
official reference to Academicians {hsŭeh-shih) of the Dragon 
Diagram Hall (lung-t'u ko), differentiated by prefixes: chia 
(Acting? Probationary?), hsiao (Junior), ta (Senior), and 
lao (Venerable). 
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3874 lúng-chèn wèi ch'īn-chŭn tū chíh-hūi 

. . s s ū隆錤衛親軍都指琿司 
YUAN: Imperial Armies Tactical Defense Commission, 
one of the major military commands at the dynastic capital, 
responsible for policing the Peking area and guarding nearby 
passes through the Great Wall; headed by 3 Chief Military 
Commissioners (tu chih-hui shih) under supervision of the 
Bureau of Militaiy Affairs (shu-mi yiian), 

3875 lŭng-hŭi 隆徽 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Exalted Excellence, desig-
nation of one of 3 Superior Concubines (shang-pin) in the 
imperial harem. 

3876 lŭng-mă chiēn 龍馬監 
HAN: Directorate of the Dragon Horses under the Cham-
berlain for the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u), headed by a Director 
(chang), rank not clear; apparently in charge of the 1,000 
"blood-sweating" (Arabian?) horses brought to the Han 
capital from Ferghana in 101 B.C. HB: stables for tall hcM^es. 
P31. 

3877 lúng-shŏu 龍首 or ĭúng-fôu 龍頭 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit., chief of dragons，head of dragons: 
unofficial reference to the Principal Graduate {chuang-
yikm) in the Metropolitan Examination (sheng-shih, hui-shih) 
in the civil service recruitment examination sequence. 

3878 tóiig-í’óitó 龍圖閣 
SUNG: Dragon Diagram Hall, established between 1008 
and 1016 to house official documents from the 2nd reign 
(976-997); staffed with various ranks of Academicians 
(hsŭeh-shih); parallel with (subordinate to?) the Imperial 
Archives ipi-kó) in the archival-editorial complex called the 
Academy for the Veneration of Literature (ch'ung-wert ytían); 
in 1082 incorporated into the Palace Library {pi-shu sheng). 
The title Dragon Diagram derives from an ancient legend 
about a dragon emerging from a river with markings on its 
back that inspired the 8 trígrams that became the basis of 
the Classic of Changes (I-ching). SP; pavilion Long-t'ou. 
P25. 

3879 tóng-wèi龍位 
Dragon Throne, common unofficial reference to the im-
perial institution. 

3880 láng-wèi ssù hsiàng 龍衛四廂 
SUNG: Four Dragon Guard Wings, one of the major mil-
itary units of the Imperial Armies (chin-chiin) stationed at 
the dynastic capital, one of those known collectively as the 
Four Elite Armies (shang ssu chŭn); headed by a Com-
mander-in-chief (tu chih-hui shih); each of its Wings (hsiang) 
reportedly included 3 armies (chŭn). From the middle of 
the 11th century belonged to the Metropolitan Cavalry 
Command (ma-ckiin ssu). SP: garde de dragon. P47. 

3881 lúng-wŭ chŭn 龍武軍 
TANG-SUNG: Militant as Dragons Army, 2 prefixed Left 
and Right, units of the Imperial Armies (chin-chŭn) that 
constituted the Northern Command ipei-ya) at T’ang’s dy-
nastic capital. Created in only a quasiofficial status in 710 
with elite troops formerly known as the Myriad Cavaliers 
(wan chi; also see po chi), then in 738 placed on a regular 
basis alongside the Forest of Plumes Armies (yŭ-lin chiin). 
Until 757 shared with the Forest of Plumes Armies the col-
lective designation Four Imperial Armies (ssu chŭn); from 
757 considered 2 of the Six Imperial Armies (liu chŭri), a 
term almost synonymous with the Northern Command; later 
also units of the Ten Imperial Armies (shih chŭn). Through 
the 800s, like all other units of the Northern Command, 

fell under the dominance of the eunuch-led Armies of In-
spired Strategy (shen-ts'e chŭn). The nomenclature was per-
petuated in Sung, but apparently only for honorific uses. 
RR: armée guerrìère comme les dragons, SP: armée de la 
bravoure du dragon. P43. 

3882 lŭ 旅 
(1) Functionary: throughout history, one of several terms 
used for unranked subofficìals (see li, hsu-li) in government 
service. (2) Troops: throughout history, a veiy general ref-
erence to almost any military group. (3) CHOU: Fourth 
Class Administrative Official, 4th highest of 8 categories 
in which officials were classifíed in a hierarchy separate 
from the formal rank system called the Nine Honors (chiu 
ming)\ below those designated cheng (Principal, etc.)，shih 
(Mentor, etc.), and ssu (to be in charge; office); above fu 
(Storekeeper), (Scribe), hsŭ (Assistant), and t'u (At-
tendant). CL: le iqiiíátrièrne degré de la subordination ad-
ministrative, ojficier ordinaire. (4) CHOU, T’ANG: Bat-
talion, in Chou a military unit of 500 men constituting 5 
Companies (ísm), 5 Battalions making up a Regiment (shih); 
headed by a Battalion Commander (lii-shmi). In the T'ang 
Garrison Militia system (sec fu-ping, fu), a unit of 100 men 
comprising 2 Companies (t'ui)y 2 Battalions making up a 
200-man Regiment (t'uan); headed by a Battalion Com-
mander, rank 6b 1 or 7b2. The term may have persisted into 
Sung times. 

3883 lu 間 
(1) CHOU: Village, a unit in state-prescribed local orga-
nization of the population in the royal domain’ counterpart 
of li in other areas; consisting of 5 Neighborhoods (pi), 
each an artificial administrative group of 5 families; 4 Vil-
lages in turn constituted a Precinct (tsu). (2) SUI: Neigh-
borhood, a unit in sub-District (hsien) organization of the 

atìon in urban areas, comprising 5 Security Groups 
of 5 families each; 4 Neighborhoods constituted a 

Precinct. Cf. li (Village), a rural group of 10 families. 

3884 lá-hsŭ 閭胥 
CHOU: Village Assistant, one in each Village (lŭ) in the 
royal domain, ranked as as Ordinary Serviceman (chung-
shih) and considered a member of the Ministry of Educa-
tion (ti-kuan); the actual head of a Village (lŭ), responsible 
to one of 2 Supervisors of Villages (lŭ-shih) for such mat-
ters as census, taxes, state service assignments, and public 
morality. Cf. li-tsai. CL: assistant de section. 

3885 là'hstìéh 律學 
SUI-SUNG: Law School, one of several schools in the dy-
nastic capital, where sons of low-ranking officials and some 
commoners studied the dynastic law code in preparation for 
specialized careers in legal and judicial agencies; subordi-
nate to the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu) in Sui, there-
after to the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien); abol-
ished c. 626’ re-established in 632，abolished again in 658, 
re-established again in 662, attached again _ íhe Court of 
Judicial Review (now called hsiang-hsiarig ÒSU) in 663, 
reattached to the Directorate of Education by 739, probably 
in 671 or 705. In T'ang staffed with 3 Erudites ipo-shih), 
rank 8b2, and one Instructor (chu-chiao), 9b2. In Sung 
headed by a Director (cheng), 9a; included one or 2 Eru-
dites, 8b，and one Instructor, unranked. The student corps 
seems to have been limited to c. 20 in Sung. RR: section 
du droit. SP: école de droit. P34. 

3886 là-lì kuăn 律例館 
CH'ING: Codification Office under the Ministry of Justice 
(hsing-pu) from 1742, responsible for preparing and issuing 
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a revised law code at 5-year intervals; headed nominally by 
a Prince (wang) or Grand Minister (ta-ch'en), with a staff 
of officials chosen for their judicial experience and knowl-
edge. BH: commission of laws. PI3. 

3887 lu^ng pó-shìh 律令博士 
T'ANG: Erudite of Law, non-official specialist on the staff 
of the Palace Institute of Literature (nei wen-hsueh kuan), 
where palace women were educated; from c. 741 a eunuch 
post. RR: maître de droit. 

3888 lŭ'ŭng shîh 律令師 
HAN: Master of Laws, special duty assignment, on an an-
nual rotation, for Clerical Aides (chia-tso) on the staff of 
the Chamberlain f^r Law Enforcement (t'ing-wei), probably 
detached for service under the Metropolitan Commandant 
(ssu-li hsiao-wei) to monitor the fairness of judicial actions; 
others found (similarly detached?) on the staffs of Com-
manderìes {chŭn). HB: master of statutes and ordinances. 

3889 lŭ-pĕn 旅賁 
HAN-T'ANG: lit. meaning not clear, but derived from lu-
pen shih (Royal Foot Escort), a group of military men who 
jogged alongside the royal chariot in Chou times: Imperial 
Escort, a small group of privileged soldiers assigned to flank 
the imoeriaì carriage during all imperial outings, bearing 
arms and armor in military situations but not in sacrificial, 
funeral, and other ceiemonial situations. Led by a Director 
(ling) in Han, a Leader of Palace Gentlemen {chung-lang 
chiang) or simply a Court Gentleman (lang) thereafter. HB: 
emergency cohort. P26. 

3890 lŭ-pēn shih 旅賁氏 
CHOU: Royal Foot Escort, a small group of soldiers re-
sponsible for jogging alongside the roydl chariot on all royal 
outings, bearing arms and armor except in sacrificial, fu-
neral, and other ceremonial situations; consisted of 16 Jun-
ior Servicemen (hsia-shih) under the leadership of one Or-
dinary Serviceman (chung-shih), all members of the Ministry 
of War (hsîa-kuan). CL: coureurs en troupe. 

3891 tò/Mí-îAìA 律博士 
N-S DIV: Legal Erudite, one or more on the staff of the 
Chamberlain for Law Enforcement (t'ing-wei), presumably 
participating as law specialists in judicial cases; normally 
outranked by Judicial Supervisors (cheng chien-p'ing). P22. 
3892 lu-shlh 旅師 
CHOU: Superintendent of Grain Supplies, 4 ranked as 
Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih) and 8 as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Education 
(ti-kuan) who were responsible, through many subordi-
nates, for distributing to and disbursing from royal gran-
aries taxes collected in grain, presumably from areas within 
the royal domain. CL: préposé aux quantités. 

3893 lu-shīh 閭師 
CHOU: Supervisor of Villages, 2 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen {chung-shih) t members of the Ministry of Edu-
cation {ti-kuan) responsible for assigning people of the royal 
capital and the 6 Districts (hsiang) of the royal domain to 
state-requisitioned services (or determining appropriate kinds 
of vocations for them?), superv;sing the census, collecting 
taxes, etc. CL: préposé aux habitations. 

3894 lu-shuài 旅帥 
Battalion Commander. (1) CHOU: leader of a militia-like 
unit of 500 men in 5 Companies (ísu), ranked as a Junior 
Grand Master (hsia ta-fu). CL: chefde bataillon. (2) TANG: 
20, rank 6b 1, in each of the Five Garrisons (wu fu) that 
constituted the hereditary elite corps of the Twelve Armies 

(shih-erh chŭn) or, after 636，the Sixteen Guards {shih-liu 
wei) at the dynastic capital; also in the Personal Guard Gar-
rison {ch'in-shih fu) of each Princely Establishment (wang-
fu), number variable, rank 7b2; and in still other military 
units, including those of the Garrison Militia system (see 
fu-ping, fu). Ranked below Commandants {hsiao-wei) but 
above Company Commanders (tui-cheng). RR; capitaine. 
(3) SUNG: number, ranks, and hierarchical status not clear. 
SP: capitaine. 

3895 mă 馬 
See chang-ma, ssu-ma, tsou-ma, wu ma, etc. 

3896 mă'Chiĕn 馬監 
SUNG; Directorate of Horses, staffing and hierarchical re-
lationships not clear, but likely a subordinate unit of the 
Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) or the Bureau of 
Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan). SP: direction des chevaux. 
3897 mă-ch 9ién 馬前 
Variant of hsi-ma (Frontrider). 
3898 mă-chíh 馬質 
CHOU: Horse Appraiser, 2 ranked as Ordinary Service-
men (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-
kuan) responsible for buying horses for the central govern-
ment and through negotiation fíxing the prices of various 
types of horses. CL: esîimateur de chevaux. 

3899 mă<kân ssŭ 馬軍司 
SUNG: Metropolitan Cavalry Command, created in the 
middle of the 11th century by a division of the prior Met-
ropolitan Command (shih-wei ch'in-chŭn ma-pu ssu) into a 
Metropolitan Cavalry Command and a Metropolitan Infan-
try Command (pu-chŭri ssu); these 2 units and the pre-ex-
isting and unchanged Palace Command {tien-ch'ien shih-
wei ssu) controlled military forces at the dynastic capital 
and were known collectively as the Three Capital Guards 
(san wei); each was headed by a Commander-in-chief (tu 
chih-hui shih), rank 5a. SP: bureau de cavalerie. 

3900 mă-ch ,ân ssū 馬羣司 
LIAO: Horse Pasturage, local agencies responsible to the 
Court of the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u ssu) in the Southern 
Administration (nan-mien) at the dynastic capital; had geo-
graphic prefixes, e.g., mo-pei (north of the Gobi); headed 
by Commissioners (shih), apparently unranked, with the as-
sistance of Keepers of Horse Herds (fai-pao�’ et al. Cf. 
ch'ŭn-mu ssu (Herds Office), which coexisted in the same 
hierarchy, and mu-ch'ang. P31. 

3901 mă-hsiēn 馬先 
Variant of hsi-ma (Frontrider). 

3 9 0 2 m á ^ i t ó i ' 馬快 
CH’ING: Mounted Courier, one of many sorts of requi-
sitioned state-service personnel in all Prefectures (fu), De-
partments (chou)’ and Districts (hsien), Cf. pu~k'uaì (Run-
ner). 

3903 mă'kuân 馬館 
CH'ING: Horses Office under the Ministry of War iping-
pu), headed by an unranked Superintendent (chien~tu) with 
the assistance of 2 Office Managers (lu-shih); apparently 
had supervisory responsibilities over the state's postal cour-
ier system; relations with such agencies as the Court of the 
Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) are not clear. BH: depot of mil-
itary horses. 

3904 mă-mù shih 馬牧使 
TANG: Commissioner for Horse Pasturages, apparently 
a (regular?) duty assignment for officials of the Court of 
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the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu)y to inspect and implement 
policies relevant to Directorates of Horse Pasturages (mu-
chien) scattered throughout the empire. RR: commissaire 
impérial awe élevages de chevaux. 

3905 mă-năo chu 瑪瑙局 
YUAN: Agate Service, antecedent from 1272 to 1278 of 
the Supervisorate of Agate Workers (ma-nao t'i-chu ssu), 
one of several manufacturing agencies under the Supervi-
sorate-in-chief of Metal Workers and Jewelers (chin-ytì jen-
chiang tsung-kuan fu). 

3 9 0 6 mă'pŭ chŭn 馬步軍 
SUNG: lit., army of cavalry and infantry: Army, a general 
term for many kinds of military units, including both the 
Imperial Armies (chin-chŭn) garrisoned around the N. Sung 
dynastic capital, Kaifeng, and the Prefectural Armies (hsiang-
ping) scattered throughout the country; normally headed by 
a Commander-in-chief (tu chih-hui shih)y rank 5a, or a Cir-
cuit Commander-in-chief (.. . lu tu tsung-kuan), but often 
the concurrent post of a prefectural Administrator (chih ... 
fu shih) or, in an especially strategic area along the frontier, 
the concurrent post of a Circuit Military Commissioner (… 
lu an-fu shih). SP: la cavalerie et Vinfanterie. 

3907 má-pà tŭ yu-hòu 馬步都虞候 
5 DYN-SUNG: Inspector-general of the . . . Army or As-
sociate Commander of the . . . Army: originally an officer 
responsible for maintaining discipline in an army at the 
frontier, but not later than early Sung evolved into a second 
in command. See ma-pu chŭn, tu yŭ-hou. SP: surveillant 
général de 1'armée. 

3908 má-pà yŭàn 馬步院 
5 DYN: unofficial reference to the headquarters，hence in-
directly to the person, of an Inspector-general of the . . . 
Army (ma-pu tu yŭ-hou). Also see tu yŭ-hou. 

3909 麻普 
LIAO: lit. meaning not clear; probably a Chinese translit-
eration of a Khitan word: quasiofíîciai reference to a Dis-
trict Vice Magistrate (hsien-ch'eng). 

3910 w á W á o 馬曹 
N-S DIV (Chin): apparently an unofficial reference to the 
Cavalry Section Adjutant (chi-ping ts'an-chŭn) in the de-
veloping Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng). 
May be encountered in later eras as an unofficial reference 
to lesser officials of the Ministry of War iping-pu). 

3 9 1 1 mài-chŭán ck，ăng 麥 _ 場 
SUNG: Threshing Office under the Directorate for the Pal-
ace Buildings (chiang-tso chien), headed by a Director (chien-
kuan)t apparently unranked; received annual submissions 
of wheat-straw from areas near the dynastic capital, then 
threshed and mixed it with lime to produce mortar used in 
constructing and maintaining the palace buildings. SP: aire 
de la paille de blé. P15. 

3912 măn 滿 
CH'ING: common abbreviation of Manchu (man-chou), 
especially as a title prefix indicating that the office was nor-
mally held by a Manchu. 

3913 măn-chŏu pă chH 滿洲八旗 
CH'ING; Eight Manchu Banners, one of 3 groups in the 
Banner (ch'i) military organization. See under pa ch'i. Cf. 
han-chun pa ch'i, meng-ku pa ch'i. 

3914 măn èrh-pān 滿二班 
CH’ING: Second Manchu Duty Group, one of 4 groups 
of Secretaries in the Council of State {chūn-chi chang-ching). 

Also see man t'ou-pan, han t'ou-pan, han erh-pan, chang-
ching. 

3915 mán4 chăng-kuân ssŭ 蠻夷長官司 
MING: Aboriginal Chiefs' Offices, a general reference to 
the administrative units in which friendly aboriginal tribes 
of the Southwest were organized, absorbed at least nomi-
nally into the Chinese state hierarchy. See chang-kuan ssu, 
t'u-ssu. P68, 72. 

3916 /i«í/i-í*:iiân 蠻夷官 
YūAN-MING: Tribal Chief, one of many designations 
conferred on friendly southwestern aboriginal chieftains. P72. 

3917 wóii-fi 蠻隸 
CHOU: Southern War Prisoner, 120 apparently author-
ized for service as horse grooms, palace guards, or local 
police under supervision of the Manager of War Prisoners 
(ssu-li) in the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) and also the 
Inspectors of Horses (hsiao-jen) in the Ministry of War {hsia-
kuan). See tsui-li. CL: condamné du midi. 

3918 măn-pén fáng 滿本房 
CH'ING: Manchu Documents Section in the Grand Sec-
retariat (nei-ko), in charge of translating Chinese docu-
ments into Manchu. Cf. han-pen fang, meng-ku pen-fang. 
BH: Manchu copying office. P2. 

3919 măn-p9iào chHên-ch'ù 滿票簽處 
CH'ING: Manchu Document Registry in the Grand Sec-
retariat {nei-ko)y in charge of recording all Manchu docu-
ments handled, and in some instances making abstracts for 
the files. See han-p'iao ch'ien-ch'u. BH: Manchu registry. 
P2. 

3920 măn-tàng fáng 滿檔房 
CH'ING: Manchu Archive, one each in the Court of Colo-
nial Affairs (li-fan yiian) t the Ministry of War iping-pu), 
the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu)t and perhaps other agencies; a 
translation agency as well as an archive. See han-tangfang. 
BH: record and registry office. 

3921 măn t，óu-pān 滿頭班 
CH'ING: First Manchu Duty Group, one of 4 groups of 
Secretaries in the Council of State {chūn-chi chang-ching). 
Also see man erh-pan, han t'ou-pan, han erh-pan, chang-
ching. 

3922 mân-tzŭ 蠻子 
The Chinese name for a large group of non-Han aboriginal 
tríbespeople in South China，and occasionally used as an 
abbreviated general reference to all non-Han aborigines in 
the South and Southwest. In Yuan times, used by the Mon-
gols as an unofficial and quite humiliating reference to 
Southern Chinese (officially nan-jen), former subjects of S. 
Sung. Rendered Manzi by Marco Polo and others. See han. 

3923 máo-jén 旄人 
CHOU: lit., man with a wild ox tail, i.e., a dancer carrying 
an oxtail with which to signal changes or emphases in the 
accompanying music: Master of Foreign Dances, 4 ranked 
as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry 
of Rites (ch'un-kuan) who learned the dances performed at 
the courts of alien rulers of Hast China and taught them to 
a corps of special court dancers; such dances were per-
formed at the Chou court at receptions for chiefs of eastern 
tribes and also at various sacrifices and funerals. Cf. mei-
shih. CL: porteur d'étendard à queue de boeuf. 

3924 máo-kuāng 茂光 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): Lady of Elegant Brightness, desig-
nation of one of 27 imperial wives called Hereditary Con-
sorts (shih-fu); rank =3b. 
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3925 māo-skík 敏 
Lit., cat food: in late Ming if not other times, a derisive 
categorical reference to a dependent of a palace eunuch. 

3926 máo-t，óu láng 旄頭郞 or máo-t'óu chi 騎 
CH IN-HAN: Oxtail-haired Court Gentleman (lang) or 
Cavalryman (chi)’ a court attendant assigned on an ad hoc 
basis to ride horseback at the head of an imperial procession 
with disheveled hair hanging down his back resembling an 
oxtail, to invoke the spirit of a legendaiy ox that awed horses. 
HB (mao-t'ou); standard bearer. 

3927 máo-ts’ái 茂才 
In Han an official variant of, and in later times an unofficial 
reference to, a Cultivated Talent {hsiu-ts'ai, q.v.)- HB: 
abundant talent. 

3928 máo-ts，ái Uténg 筏林異等 
SUNG: Extraordinary Talent, one of several designations 
given to examinations and the degrees earned in them; the 
examinations were given rarely, as Special Examinations 
{chih-k'ó) scheduled only by imperial edict; more com-
monly examinations of and degrees awarded to men already 
in service for purposes of promotion than recruitment ex-
aminations and degrees. 

3929 me 
See under the romanization mo. 

3930 mĕi-jén 美人 
HAN-SUNG: Beauty, common designation of secondary 
imperial wives or consorts (15 in Sui, 4 in T'ang, otherwise 
number not clear), rank =2,000 bushels in Han, thereafter 
normally 4a but 3a from the early 700s to the end of T'ang. 
In Sui considered members of the group called Hereditary 
Consorts (shih-fu). In T’ang specifically charged with mak-
ing preparations for sacrificial ceremonies, receptions, etc. 
HB: beautiful lady. RR: belle personne, SP; femme titré 
intérieure. 

3931 méi-ld ó-ckén 梅勒額眞 
CH'ING: Banner Vice Commander, one each prefixed Left 
and Right in each Banner (ch'i) in the Eight Banner (pa 
ch'i) military organization, ranking below only Banner 
Commanders-in-chief (ku-shan o-chen, ku-shan ang-pang, 
tu-t'ung); originated in 1615，in 1634 changed to ku-shan 
chang-ching; from 1660 equated with the Chinese title fu 
(Vice) tu-t'ung. Also see o-chen. P44. 

3932 méi-shìh 媒氏 
CHOU: Marriage Monitor, 2 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of Edu-
cation (ti-kuan) responsible for keeping records concerning 
marriages within the royal domain, regularly assembling 
unmarried young people and punishing those considered 
guilty of improper liaisons, and encouraging marriage not 
later than the age of 30 for men, 20 for women. Described 
in a section of the Chou-li considered by some to be a late 
addition to the text in the time of the mid-Han usurper Wang 
Mang. CL: officier des manages. 

3933 m射-砝沩妹師 
CHOU: Master of Foreign Music, 2 ranked as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-
kuan) who presumably learned and taught musicians to play 
alien music that accompanied performances of court dan-
cers under the Masters of Foreign Dancers (mao-jen). CL: 
maître de la musique orientate. 

3934 w^i-fetò 門下 
HAN-N-S DIV: lit., at the gate, denoting service at the 
palace; used as a prefix to various titles indicating a rela-

tionship with the imperial palace; e.g., men-hsia shu-tso 
(Palace Clerk) in the establishment of the Heir Apparent. 
May also be encountered as an abbreviation of men-hsia 
shĕng (Chancellery; lit., the agency at the [palace] gate); 
or in non-governmental use referring to one's disciples, e.g., 
men-hsia shĕng, lit., students at one's gate. 

3935 mén-hsià chŭng-shū shĭh-láng 
門下中書使郞 

SUNG: Vice Director of the Secretariat-Chancellery, 2, 
nominally rank 3b but in fact the most senior executive of-
ficials in the combined Secretariat-Chancellery (most often 
occurs as chung-shu men-hsia sheng), with status equiva-
lent to rank la, almost always serving as Grand Councilors 
(tsai-hsiang, ch'eng-hsiang, etc.) and thus the dominant civil 
service officials in the central government; filled the void 
created by the Sung practice of not appointing traditional 
Secretariat Directors (chung-shu ling), la, and Chancellery 
Directors (men-hsia shih-chung), la. Often had such spe-
cific designations as Vice Director of the Secretariat-Chan-
cellery Participating in Determining Governmental Matters 
(... ts'an-chih cheng-shih)，signaling status as a Grand 
Councilor or Vice Grand Councilor (fu-hsiang, shao-tsai). 
Also see chung-shu sheng, men-hsia sheng. SP: vice-
président de la chancellerie et du secretariat impériaux. 
P2, 3，4. 

3936 mén-hsiàfāng 門下坊 
N-S DIV (N. Ch iKTANG: Secretariat of the Heir Ap-
parent, a constituent unit of the Household Administration 
of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih fu) with general adminis-
trative control over the household; headed by 4 then 2 Men-
tors (shu-tzu), rank 4a in T'ang; in 662 renamed tso ch'un-
fang, q.v.; from 670 to 711 again known as men-hsia fang, 
thereafter again as tso ch'un-fang. Oversaw the functioning 
of 6 subordinate Services (chŭ) in the Heir Apparent's 
household: see ssu-ching chŭ, tien-shan chu, yao-tsang chu, 
nei-chih chu, tien-she chu, kung-men chu. Also see chung-
yŭn, ssu-i lang. RR: grand secrétariat de gaUche de I'héritier 
du trône. P26. 

3937 mén-hsià fēng-pó 骷《 門下封馼司 
SUNG: Chancellery Ofíice of Scrutiny; see under feng-
po. 

3938 mén-hsià hòu-shĕng 門下後省 
SUNG: Chancellery Rear Section，staged with a Left (tso) 
Policy Adviser (san-ch'i chang-shih), a Left Grand Master 
of Remonstrance (chien-i ta-fu), a Left Remonstrator (ssu-
chien)y a Left Exhorter (cheng-yen)’ and an indefinite num-
ber of Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung); established 
c. 1080 together with a Secretariat Rear Section (chung-
shu hou-sheng, q.v.), apparently to keep alive remonstrance 
and “veto" (see feng-po) traditions at a time when the 
Chancellery (men-hsia sheng), the Secretariat (chung-shu 
sheng), and the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu 
sheng) had become a single conglomerate central admin-
istration whose executive officials were in fact Grand 
Councilors (tsai-hsiang, ch'eng-hsiang) and Vice Grand 
Councilors (fu-hsiang, shao-tsai). Within the Chancellery 
Rear Section were 6 functionally specialized Sections (an) 
named in the pattern of the Six Ministries (liu pu) under 
the Department of State Affairs. After Sung's retreat to the 
South, the Chancellery Rear Section was re-established in 
1129 with 4 Supervising Secretaries as its executive offi-
cials, overseeing 4 functionally differentiated Sections. The 
organizational structure, the purpose, and the specific func-
tions of this agency are not wholly clear. SP: arrière-chan-
cellerie impériale. PI9. 
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3939 mén-hsià shĕng 門下省 
N-S DIV (Chin)-CHIN: Chancellery, an executive agency 
in the central government's top echelon, commonly re-
sponsible for advising rulers about proposals submitted 
through the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), remonstrating 
with rulers about the practicality and morality of policy de-
cisions, and serving as the channel through which imperial 
pronouncements were put in final form and transmitted to 
the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) for im-
plementation. Deriving from a late Han practice of gath-
ering trusted advisers into a Court of Palace Attendants (shih-
chung ssu) with titles that formerly were entirely honorary, 
such as Palace Steward or Supervising Secretary (both chi-
shih-chung) and Gentleman Attendant at the Palace Gate 
{huang-men shih-lang), the Chancellery developed in the 
4th and 5th centuries to contend with the evolving Secre-
tariat for influence over imperial decision making; by Sui 
it had become one of the Five Departments (wu sheng) that 
dominated the central government, and in T'ang it became, 
with the Secretariat and the Department of State Affairs, 
the Three Departments (ían sheng) that handled the general 
administration of government in the patterns described above. 
In early Sung, executive officials of the Chancellery and 
the Secretariat normally served as Grand Councilors (tsai-
hsiang, ch'eng-hsiang) or Vice Grand Councilors {fu-hsiang, 
shao-tsai); other posts in the two agencies were collapsed 
into an almost functionless, combined Secretariat-Chancel-
lery (chung-shu men-hsia sheng), and remonstrance func-
tions were perpetuated by the creation of an autonomous 
Chancellery Rear Section (men-hsia hou-sheng) and a sep-
arate Remonstrance Bureau (chien-yŭan). In Liao's South-
ern Administration {nan-mien) the T'ang-style Three De-
partments were retained, but in Chin both the Chancellery 
and the Secretariat faded in importance and were formally 
abolished in 1156, the Chancellery never to be re-estab-
lished despite occasional proposals in Ytìan times that all 
of T’ang’s Three Departments be restored. In its early his-
tory, in the N. Dynasties and Sui, the Chancellery was a 
large organization including 6 subordinate Sections (chu): 
see ch'eng-men chu, shang-shih chŭ, shang-yao chtí, fu-hsi 
chŭ, yŭ-Ju chŭ, and tien-neì chŭ. In late Sui this large agency 
was reorganized into 2 units, an Office of Palace Atten-
dants (men-hsia ssu) and an Office of the Imperial Coach-
man (? t'ai-p'u ssu). In T'ang the reunited Chancellery was 
given new names several times, from 662 to 670 being called 
the Eastern Pavilion (tung-í'm), from 685 to 705 the Phoe-
nix Pavilion (luan-t'ai), and from 713 to 717 Pavilion of 
Imperial Gatekeepers (huang-men t'ai), which had been an 
intermittent variant of men-hsia sheng in earlier times. The 
Chancellery originally was headed by an Adviser (na-yen; 
lit.» [one who] submits statements) and staffed with Palace 
Attendants (shih-chung), Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-
chung), Imperial Gatekeepers (huang-men), Attendant 
Gentlemen (shih-lang)，etc. In mid-Sui the post of Adviser 
was terminated; thereafter the Chancellery was headed by 
2 shih-chung, now appropriately rendered Directors; the name 
of the post was occasionally changed in the late 7th and 
during the 8th centuries. The Directors' rank was raised 
from 3a to 2a in 767 and was la in Sung. There was nor-
mally one Vice Director (shih-lang), rank 3a in T'ang, 3b 
in Sung; lesser officials in T'ang included counterparts of 
those in the Secretariat, but prefixed Left rather than Right 
as in the Secretariat: 2 Policy Advisers (san-chi ch'ang-shih), 
3b till 764, then 3a through Sung; 4 Grand Masters of Re-
monstrance (chien-i ta-fu)y 5a then 4b; 4 Supervising Sec-
retaries {chi-shih-chung without any prefix; Secretariat 
counterparts were Secretariat Drafters, chung-shu she-jen), 
5a in T'ang, 4a in Sung; 4 Imperial Diarists {ch'i-chŭ king)’ 

6bl; 4 Gentlemen of the Palace Gates (ch'eng-men lang), 
6b 1; 6 Rectifiers of Omissions (pu-ch'ueh), 7bl ; 6 Re-
minders (shih-i), 8bl; Supervisors of Rites (tien-i), 9b2; etc. 
The Chancellery normally had general supervisory author-
ity over various lesser agencies but did not have significant 
constituent units after Sui. RR+SP: département de la 
chancellerie impériale. P2, 3, 4. 

3940 mén-hsià shíh 門下史 
N-S DIV (Chin): Headquarters Clerk on the staff of the 
Governor (t'ai-shou) of a Commandery (chŭn). P53. 
3941 mén-hsià shìh-chŭng 門下侍中 
Director of the Chancellery; see under men-hsia sheng, 
shih-chung. RR+SP: président (du département) de la 
chancellerie impériale. 

3942 門下侍郞 
Vice Director of the Chancellery; see under men-hsia 
sheng, shih-lang. RR+SP: vìce-présìdent (du département) 
de la chancellerie impériale. 

3943 mén-hsià shū-tsò 門下書佐 
N-S DIV (Chin): Palace Clerk, one of low rank on the staff 
of the Supervisor of the Household of the Heir Apparent 
{chan-shih). Also see shu-tso. P26. 

3944 mén-hsià ssŭ 門下司 
SUI: Office of Palace Attendants, one of 2 agencies cre-
ated c. 605 out of the previous Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) t 
assigned supervisory responsibility over 6 Services (chŭ) 
formerly under the Palace Administration (tien-nei sheng) 
and staffed with palace eunuchs. The other new agency was 
the t'ai-p'u ssu (Office of the Imperial Coachman?); staff-
ing, functions> and organizational relationships not clear. 
Cf. men-hsia fang, t'ai-p'u ssu (Court of the Imperial Stud). 
P37, 

3945 mén-hsià fíng-châng 門下亭長 
N-S DIV (Chin); Managing Clerk in the Palace, one of 
low rank in each Section (ts'ao) under the Supervisor of the 
Household of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih). See t'ing-chang. 
P26. 

3946 門下督 
(1) N-S DIV (San kuo); Palace Supervisor, designation 
commonly awarded to or assumed by dominant military 
commanders. P32. (2) N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Headquarters 
Supervisor, a clerical post in establishments of Regional 
Inspectors (tz'u-shih) and perhaps elsewhere in government. 
Also see chang-hsia tu. P52. 

3947 méw-Astò 門下外省 
SUNG: Outer Chancellery, a branch of the central gov-
ernment's Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) f probably created 
during the Sung court's retreat from North China in the 
1120s, but its location, duration, and functions are not clear. 
SP: département extérieur de la chancellerie impériale, 

3948 m^i-fcstò 門下晚生 
CH'ING: lit., a tardy disciple at the gate: Your Disciple, 
a polite, deprecatory reference to oneself when addressing 
a civil service recruitment Examiner (tso-chu) under whom 
one's own Examiner had graduated, or the father of one's 
own Examiner. 

3949 mén-p，ú 門僕 
SUI-T'ANG: Gatekeeper on the staff of the Office for the 
National Altars (chiao-she shu) in the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu)- unranked, number in T'ang re-
portedly varying from 8 to 32. Also see chaì-lang (Court 
Gentleman for Fasting). RR: portìer. P28. 
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3950 mén-shēng 門生 
Lit” student at the gate: Disciple, a traditional term sig-
nifying that one's relationship to another was, even meta-
phorically, that of student to teacher; in the civil service, 
all who had passed a recruitment examination under any 
official serving as examiner were expected to consider 
themselves his disciples and to support him in any partisan 
struggles or controversies. Cf. ĭ'ien-tzu men-tzu (Disciples 
of the Son of Heaven). 

3951 mén tò-fā 門大夫 
HAN-N-S DIV: Grand Master of the Gates, an official 
commonly serving in the household of the Heir Apparent, 
in Former Han also in Marquisates (hou-kuo); as many as 
5，rank 600 bushels in Han and the S. Dynasties; one or 2， 
rank 6b, in the N. Dynasties. More than an ordinary gate-
keeper; likened to Leader of the Palace Gentlemen (lang-
chiang) and Receptionist (yeh-ché). HB: grandee at the gate. 
P26, 67’ 69. 

3952 mén t'íng-chăng 門亭長 
HAN-N-S DIV (Chin): Managing Clerk at the Gate, ap-
parently one or more at each gate of a Commandery (chiin) 
headquarters city or town, serving as administrators of civil 
matters dealt with in the vicinity of the gate; of low official 
status. See t'ing-chang. HB: chief of the check point at the 
gate. P52. 

3953 w^i-tótí 門卒 
HAN: Gateman，numerous unranked suboffícials on the 
staff of the Counselor-in-chief {ch'eng-hsiang), headed by 
one or more r"rectors (ling). No doubt found in other of-
fices and in other eras. Hfì: conscripts at the gates. 

3954 mén-wèi 門尉 
HAN: Commandant of the Gates in the household of an 
Imperial Princess (kung-chu)’ responsible to the Chamber-
lain for the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng) in the central gov-
ernment. HB: commandant of the gates. 

3955 méng 盟 
Throughout history refers to a covenant or sworn agree-
ment, nonnally made by potentially hostile political enti-
ties, or by several political entities threatened by a common 
enemy; hence, a League with a chosen or designated Head 
(chang)，a form of tribal organization used by Mongols of 
Outer Mongolia in Ch’ing times. See ai~ma (Tribe). BH: 
league. 

3956 méng-ān 猛安 
CHIN: Battalion, also Battalion Commander; Chinese 
transliteration of a Jurchen title that the Chinese equated 
with their traditional title ch'ien-fu or ch'ien-hu, qq.v.; the 
hereditary, aristocratic leader of a tribal military unit of 1,000 
or more households, many of which settled in North China 
after the Jurchen conquest as military garrisons independent 
of the normal administrative hierarchy. In theory comprised 
10 Companies (po-hu�the Chinese translation of the Jurchen 
word transliterated as mou-k'o, q.v.). In Ch'ing times meng-
an was newly transliterated as ming-an. Also see po-chin, 
po-chi-lieh. 

3957 méng-kŭ 蒙古 
YUAN, CH'ING: Mongol, Mongolian: common prefix in-
dicating that the agency or official so designated had a realm 
of responsibility relating principally if not entirely to Mon-
gols or that the agency staff or title holder was Mongolian, 
or both. 

3958 méng-kŭ chāng-chīng 蒙古章京 
CH'ING: Mongolian Secretary, from 1650 a minor offi-

cial in the Bureau of Ceremonies (i-chih ch'ing-li ssu) of 
the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu) t which managed ceremonial 
aspects of relations between the Manchu court and those 
Mongols with whom the court had relations; 4 till 1670， 
then reduced to 2, the 3rd being transformed into a Mongol 
Director (lang-chung: Co-director?) of the Bureau and the 
4th being made Mongol Vice Director (yuart-wai lang) of 
the Bureau; ranks not clear. See chang-ching. P9. 

3959 méng-kŭ ch'éng-chèng 蒙古承政 
CH'ING: Mongolian Executive, till 1644 shared with a 
Chinese Executive (han ch'eng-cheng) the active direction 
of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), then abolished in favor 
of one Manchu and one Chinese Minister (shang-shu), the 
traditional Chinese title. See ch'eng-cheng. P6. 

3960 méng-kŭ chŭn 蒙古軍 
YŭAN: Mongol Army, generic reference to all Mongol 
military units controlled by the central government's Bu-
reau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yŭan), distinguishing them 
from other military units in 3 main generic categories~the 
Allied Army {t'an-ma~ch'ih chŭn), the Chinese Army (han-
chiin), and the Newly Submitted Army {hsin-fu chŭn). Per-
sonnel of the Mongol Army dominated the Imperial Armies 
(ch'in-chŭn) stationed in and around the dynastic capital, 
especially the Imperial Bodyguard {kesig: ch'ieh-hsieh) and 
the Palace Guards (su-wei). The Mongol Army's officers 
and soldiers were organized in nominal 10,000-man Bri-
gades (wan-hu fu) administered overall by a Chief Brigade 
(tu wan-hu fu) headquartered at the capital. At times some 
were organized into other Brigades, e.g., the Mongol Army 
Chief Brigade for Ho-nan and Huai-pei (ho-nan huai-pei 
meng-ku chŭn tu wan-hu fu) headquartered at Loyang. 

3961 méng-kŭfān-ìfáng 蒙古繙譯房 
CH'ING: Mongolian Translation Office, a small unit in 
the Court of Colonial Affairs {li-fan yuan) responsible for 
translating into Manchu official documents submitted to the 
throne in Mongolian; staffed principally by a nominal Vice 
Director (yŭan-wai lang: of a Bureau in a Ministry), rank 
apparently 5b, and a nominal Secretary (chu-shih: of a Bu-
reau in a Ministry), rank apparently 6a. See meng-ku fang. 
P17. 

3962 méng-kŭfáng 锾古房 
CH'ING: (1) Abbreviation of meng-ku fan-i fang (Mon-
golian Translation Office). (2) Abbreviation of meng-ku 
pen-fang (Mongolian Documents Section) serving the Grand 
Secretariat (nei-ko). See man-pen fang, han-pen fang, P2. 

3963 méng-kŭ hàn-lín yŭàn 蒙古翰林院 
YŭAN: Mongolian Hanlin Academy, an autonomous 
central government agency that drafted all imperial pro-
nouncements in Mongolian and translated state documents 
from Mongolian into the various languages represented in 
the Mongol empire, and vice versa. Originated in 1275 as 
an enlargement of the post of the New Script Academician 
(hsin-tzu hsŭeh-shih) in the Historiography Institute {kuo-
shih yŭan)\ by the early 1300s had a prescribed staff of 28 
offícials and 24 subofficial functionaries; headed at first by 
one Auxiliary Academician (chih hsŭeh-shih), then from 
1281 by 3 Academicians (hsŭeh-shih), rank 2b, then from 
1301 rank 2a, finally from c. 1320 rank lb. The staff in-
cluded Readers-in-waiting {shih-tu hsŭeh-shih) y Edict At-
tendants (tai-chih)，Senior Compilers (hsiu-chuan), etc., with 
ranks the same as counterparts in the Hanlin and Histo-
riography Academy {han-lin kuo-shih yŭan). P23. 

3964 méng-kŭ î-shēng t，óu-mù 蒙古醫生頭目 
CH'ING: Mongolian Head Veterinarian, 3，rank 6, at-
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tached to the Palace Stud (shang-ssu yŭan), a unit of the 
Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu). P39. 

3965 méng-kŭ Icuó-tzŭ ckiĕn 箓古•子監 
YUAN: Mongolian Directorate of Education, under su-
pervision of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan) directed 
the Mongolian School for the Sons of the State (meng-ku 
kuo-tzu hsueh); established in 1267 with a Director of Stud-
ies (ssu-yeh) as head; in 1292 reorganized with a Chancel-
lor (chi-chiu), rank 3b, as head and a staff including 2 Di-
rectors of Studies, 5a. A similarly organized Directorate of 
Education (kuo-tzu chien) coexisted under supervision of 
the Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien yuan); it di-
rected a School for the Sons of the State (kuo-tzu hsŭeh). 
P34. 

3966 méng-kŭ kuó-tzŭ hsŭéh 蒙古國子學 
YŭAN: Mongolian School for the Sons of the State, one 
of several units subordinate to the Mongolian Directorate 
of Education (meng-ku kuo-tzu chien); established in 1287; 
taught sons of Mongol nobles and officials, in the 1300s 
preparing them for participation in the civil service recruit-
ment examinations; headed by 2 Erudites (po-shih), rank 
7a. This was a smaller school than the School for the Sons 
of the State (kuo-tzu hsŭeh without prefix) under the Di-
rectorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien without prefix); its 
student body included only a very small quota of non-Mon-
gols. P34. 

3967 méng-hŭ pā ch'i 蒙古八旗 
CH'ING: Eight Mongol Banners, one of 3 groups in the 
Banner (ch'i) system of military organization. Also see pa 
ch'i. Cf. han-chūn pa ch'i, man-chou pa ch'i. 

3968 méng-kŭ pĕn-fáng 蒙古本房 
CH'ING: Mongolian Documents Section in the Grand 
Secretariat (nei-ko), in charge of translating Manchu doc-
uments into Mongolian. See han-pen fang, man-pen fang, 
meng-ku fang. BH: Mongolian copying office. P2. 

3969 m细y-tó pí-cA，tòfc_c/r，í 蒙古筆且齊 
YŭAN: Mongolian Clerk, unranked functionary found in 
many agencies of the central government, apparently to 
translate government documents from Mongolian into 
Chinese and vice versa. See pi-chHeh-ch'i, pi-ch'e-ch'ih. 

3970 méng-kŭ shū-hsiéh 蒙古書寫 
YUAN: Mongolian Scribe, unranked functionary found in 
agencies of the central government; seemingly not as nu-
merous or as widespread as Mongolian Clerks (meng-ku pi-
ch'ieh-ch'i); the distinction between these two titles is not 
clear. 

3971 méng-kŭ tH-chu hsŭéh-hsiào kuān 
._ 蒙古提擧學校官 

YùAN: Supervisor of Mongolian Schools, delegated from 
Branch Secretariats (hsing chung-shu sheng) in the Chiang-
Che, Hu-Kuang, and Kiangsi Provinces, presumably to su-
pervise the activities of Mongolian Schools in their Prov-
inces; supplementary to each Province's Supervisorate for 
Confucian Schools (ju-hsiieh t'i-chu ssu). 

3972 méng-kŭ yá-mén 蒙古衙門 
CH'ING: Mongol Agency, an important unit of the pre-
dynastic central government, responsible for relations with 
Mongol allies; superseded by the Court of Colonial Affairs 
(li-fan yŭan). 

3973 méng-yăng 蒙養 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Tutor of the Young，established in 
400 as a prestige title (san-kuan) for tribal chiefs; compa-

rable to the later title Grand Master for Splendid Happiness 
(kuang-lu ta-fu), rank lb. 

3974 mí•祕 or 秘 
See under the romanization pi. 

3975 mì_c/i« 覓擧 
N-S DIV-T'ANG: lit., to search out and nominate: unof-
ficial reference to a Recommendee (chŭ-jen), i.e., some-
one nominated by local or regional officials for consider-
ation as a potential appointee in the civil service. 

3976 mí-fēng kuăn 彌封官 
YŭAN: Examination Sealer; counterpart of the Sung dy-
nasty feng-mi kuan, q.v. 

3977 mì-jén 冪人 
CHOU: Provisioner of Sacrificial Wine Covers, a eunuch 
charged with preparing and providing various kinds of cloth 
covers or spreads used atop wine goblets in sacrificial cer-
emonies; attached to the Ministry of State (tHen-kuan); as-
sisted by 10 palace women and 20 criminals who had been 
sentenced to be palace slaves. CL: employé aux toiles pour 
couvrir. 

3978 mUìn tū 米稟督 
SUI: Supervisor of the Rice Granary , 2 subordinates in 
the Imperial Granaries Office (í'ai-ts'ang shu). P8. 

3979 mì-yŭàn 密院 
SUNG: common abbreviation of shu-mi yiian (Bureau of 
Military Affairs). 

3980 miào 廟 
Temple, common generic reference to a building where an-
cestral spirits were honored or wOi*shipped. See tsung-miao, 
t'ai-miao, hou-miao, chiu miao. Cf. ling and ling-ch'in (Im-
perial Mausoleum). 

3981 miào-chăng 廟長 
HAN-N-S DIV: Director of the . . . Temple, normally pre-
fixed with the name of a particular ancestral temple; most 
commonly established in each Princely Establishment (wang-
fu). Also see chang, miao-ling. Cf. Iing4ing. 

3982 mtòo 廟直官 
SUNG: Temple Attendant, one on duty at each ancestral 
temple of members of the imperial lineage (see tsung-miao, 
t'ai-miao); in early Sung a eunuch of the Palace Domestic 
Service (nei-shih sheng)y but from c. 1080 a regular civil 
service official, rank 9a. SP: assistant du temple des ancêtres 
de I'empereur. 

3983 miào-hsŭéh 廟學 
SUNG: Temple School established near the Confucian 
temple at Ch'u-fu, Shantung, in the era 1008-1016 by im-
perial order, to educate descendants of Confucius and, later, 
those of the Confucian disciple Yen Hui and of Mencius; 
in the era 1086-1093 supplemented with separate schools 
for the descendants of Yen Hui and Mencius. Headed by 
one or more Instructors (chiao-shou), rank 8a, chosen from 
among Metropolitan Graduates (chin-shih) or staff mem-
bers of a Circuit Supervisor (chien-ssu) having local juris-
diction. The staff apparently included members of the Con-
fucian clan serving as Instructors Second-class (hsŭeh-cheng) 
and Instructors Third-class (hsŭeh-lu). The name Temple 
School was no doubt used for many other schools attached 
to temples, differentiated with place-name or family-name 
prefixes. See san-shih hsŭeh, ssu-shih hsŭeh. P66. 

3984 miàō'kàn 廟幹 
T'ANG: Temple Clerk, normally in pairs, unranked, found 
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on the curatorial staffs of most temples established by Em-
perors and other members of the imperial family, chiefly 
to honor their ancestors, but also found at the principal tem-
ple in the School for the Sons of the State (kuo-tzu hsueh), 
in the Office for Sacrifices at the Fen River (fen-tz'u shu), 
etc. Principal function was to do menial custodial work, 
especially "sprinkling and sweeping." See kan. RR: ser-
vìteur attaché au temple. P28. 

3985 miào-lìng 廟令 
Tempte Director, from Han on the common designation 
of officials in charge of temples in which the spirits of de-
ceased Emperors were honored or worshipped, each nor-
mally assisted by a Vice Director (ch'eng) and others. Cf. 
t'ai-miao, ling-t'ai (Court of the ... Imperial Mausoleum). 
Also see miao-chang. HB: prefect of the ancestral temple. 
SP: chef de temple. 

3986 miáo-mín kuăn 苗民官 
MING: Chief of the Miao Tribes, one of many types of 
leaders of southern and southwestern aboriginal tribes con-
sidered more or less as wards of the Ming state; commonly 
a staff member in an Aboriginal Chiefs Office {man-i chang-
kuan ssu)‘ See t'u-kuan, t'u-ssu, chang-kuan ssu, man-i kuan. 
P72. 

3987 miào-pù 廟澇 
SUNG: Temple Registrar, apparently an account keeper 
for any temple sponsored by the state: e.g., temples cele-
brating famous mountains, great rivers, and the Eastern and 
Southern Oceans; post normally held as an added function 
by a lesser official of an appropriate District (hsien). SP: 
préposé aux registres d'un temple. 

3988 miào-ssù ling 廟祀令 
Director of Temple Sacrifices, from Han on the desig-
nation of an official on the staff of (any?) temple sponsored 
by the state. HB: prefect ancestral temple invocator. 

3989 miên-chiĕh jén 篼解尺 
SUNG: lit., someone excused from being forwarded: Al-
ready Certified Candidate for the Metropolitan Exami-
nation (sheng-shih) in the civil service recruitment exami-
nation sequence, i.e., someone already submitted {chieh) 
with approval by prefectural {chou, fu) authorities, who re-
mained eligible to take the Metropolitan Examination even 
though he had missed or failed it one or more times since 
being so certified. See te-chieh. 

3990 i w i ^ i � à «免役案 
SUNG: Section for Labor Exemptions, one of 6 Sections 
(an) under the Right Section iyu-ts'ao) of the Ministry of 
Revenue {hu-pu); in S. Sung, also a unit of Lin-an Prefec-
ture (fu), modern Hangchow, site of the new dynastic cap-
ital; apparently responsible for considering appeals from 
people called into state service as runners, general flun-
keys, etc. SP: service de�'exemption des corvées. 

3991 mín-chiàng tsŭng-kuănfŭ 民匠總管府 
YUAN: Supervisorate-in-chief of Civilian Artisans, an 
agency of the central government supervising numerous 
workshops that wove cloth and did tailoring for the imperial 
wardrobe; headed by a Supervisor-in-chief {tsung-kuan), rank 
3b. Relationship with presumably similar agencies such as 
the Supervisorate-in-chief of Metal Workers and Jewelers 
{chin-yŭ jen-chiang tsung-kuan fu) not wholly clear, but all 
were probably subordinate to the Imperial Manufactories 
Commission {chiang-tso yŭan). 

3992 mín-chuàng 民壯 
CH'ING: Militia Company, a 50-man militia unit orga-

nized by a District Magistrate (chih-hsien). May also be 
encountered as a general term for Militiamen! See hsiang-
yung, t'uan-lien. Cf. min-ping, kuan-ping. 

3993 民戶 
YŭAN-CH'ING: Civilian Family, one of several cate-
gories among which all residents of China were distributed 
in accordance with the kinds of social roles the state ex-
pected them to play; it was the role of Civilian Families to 
pay land taxes and provide occasional state labŏr service 
when called on. Cf. chiang-hu, chŭn-hu. 

3994 mín-k，ŏ 民科 
MING: Statistics Section, one of 4 functionally designated 
Sections created in 1390 as constituent units of each Bureau 
(wm, ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu); headed 
by a Manager (kuan-li). See tu-chih k'o, chin-k'o, ts'ang-
ko. P6. 

3995 mín-kŭng 民公 
CH'ING: Commoner Duke, a title of nobility (chŭeh) with 
inheritance rights granted, albeit rarely, to non-official 
Chinese for extraordinary service to the state; sometimes 
conferred posthumously. 

3996 niín-fi 閩隸 
CHOU: Southeastern War Prisoner, 120 authorized for 
service in the establishment of the Heir Apparent, charged 
with breeding various kinds of birds for use in sacrificial 
ceremonies and as delicacies for the Heir Apparent's table; 
supervised by the Manager of War Prisoners (ssu-li) in the 
Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan). The name Min specifies 
the region of modern Fukien Province, whose residents were 
anciently thought able to converse with birds, as were some 
aboriginal tribesmen of the East (the I) and the North (the 
Ti). See ísui-li. CL: condamné de Sud-Est. 

3997 mín-pīng 民兵 
SUNG, MING; Militiaman, designation of part-time home-
guard soldiers organized for local defense by officials of 
Districts (hsien), supplementing Regular Troops (kuan-ping) 
of the Sung Imperial Armies (chin-chŭn�and Prefectural 
Armies (hsiang-ping) and of the Ming dynasty Guards (wei; 
see wei-so). May be encountered as a general term for mi-
litiamen in any era. Also see ping, chŭn, pao-chia, hsiang-
ping (Local Militia), hsiang-yung, min-chuang, t'uan，Hen. 
SP; milice. 

3998 mín-pīng fáng 民兵房 
SUNG: Militia Section in the Bureau of Military Affairs 
(shu-mi yuan); originally one of 4 Sections {fang), then in 
the reign of Shen-tsung (r. 1067-1085) reorganized as one 
of 12 Sections in the Bureau that managed administrative 
affairs of military garrisons throughout the country, in geo-
graphic clusters, or supervised specified military functions 
on an empire-wide scale. The Militia Section supervised 
matters relating to archers serving in the Palace Command 
{tien-ch'ien ssu) at the dynastic capital on rotational as-
signment from locally organized militia units (?) called pao-
chia, q.v., of the Three Circuits (san lu), i.e., those sur-
rounding the capital, Kaifeng: Ching-chi, Ching-tung, Ching-
hsi. Headed by 3 to 5 Vice Recipients of Edicts (fu ch'eng-
chih)’ rank 8b. Apparently discontinued early in S. Sung. 
See shih-erh fang (Twelve Sections). SP: chambre de mil-
ice. 

3999 mín-pīng wèi-àn 民兵衛案 
SUNG: Militia Guard Section, one ùî numerous constit-
uent units in the Ministry of War (ping-pu), responsible for 
overseeing the operation of locally organized militia forces, 
presumably in collaboration with the Militia Section (min-
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ping fang) of the Bureau of Military Affairs (sku-mi yŭan); 
headed by a Director (lang-chung), rank 6a or 6b, with the 
aid of a Vice Director (yŭan-wai lang)y 7a. See hsiang-
ping. SP: service des gardes de milice. 

4000 mín-pŭ 民部 
(1) N-S DIV-T'ANG: Ministry of Revenue, one of a vari-
able number of top-echelon units in the developing De-
partment of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng), alternating from 
period to period with such names as tu-chih, min-ts'ao, tso-
mìn, qq.v. Normally headed by a Minister (shang-shu). In 
c. 583 Sui changed the inherited name tu-chih to min-pu; 
then in c. 650 T'ang changed min-pu to hu-pu to avoid use 
of the personal name of T'ang T’ai-tsung (Li Shih-min). 
Thereafter hu-pu remained the standard name of the Min-
istry, and T'ang writers often substituted hu-pu for the un-
acceptable min-pu even in writing of Sui or earlier times. 
RR: ministère des finances. P6. (2) MING: revived in 1389 
to replace tsung-pu (General Bureau) as one of 4 func-
tionally differentiated Bureaus in the Ministry of Revenue 
(hu-pu), then in 1390 discontinued when the Ministry was 
reorganized into more numerous Bureaus (ssut ch'ing-li ssu), 
one per Province (sheng). P6. (3) CH'ING: unofficial, ar-
chaic reference to the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). 

4001 mífM/iĕng 民生 
MING-CH'ING: Civilian Student, designation of "ele-
gant scholars" (chŭn-hsiu, q.v.) in the general population 
who’ without passing any examination in the civil service 
recruitment examination sequence, were admitted to the 
National University (t'ai-hstíeh) maintained by the Direc-
torate of Education {kuo-tzu chien) in the status of Student 
by Purchase Fourth Class (chien-sheng without prefix). Also 
see li-chien, kung-sheng, kuan-sheng, en-sheng. 

4002 mín-tfáo 民售 
HAN-N-S DIV: Section for the People, one of 4 then 5 
then 6 top-echelon units headed by Imperial Secretaries 
(shang-shu) f in the aggregate called the Imperial Secretariat 
(shang-shu t'ai); originally established in the time of Em-
peror Wu (r. 141-87 B.C.) to handle governmental com-
munications from low-ranking officials and commoners; in 
Later Han concurrently assigned to provision the palace with 
fine foodstuffs as well as to supervise palace construction 
woric, salterns, parks, and gardens. Imperial Secretaries were 
commonly assisted by officials with such designations as 
lang (Court Gentleman), shih-lang (Attendant Gentleman), 
and lang-chung (Gentleman of the Interior). After Han the 
name min-ts'ao was used sporadically, alternating with tu-
chihy min-pu, and other names, for a unit of the gradually 
developing Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng) 
that can be considered the antecedent of the Sui-Ch'ing 
Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu, q.v.)； headed by a shang-shu 
who was gradually evolving from an Imperial Secretary to 
a Director to a Minister. Also see tso-min, yu-min, ssu ts'ao, 
wu ts'ao, liu ts'ao. HB: bureau of the common people. P6. 

4003 mín-í’ún 民屯 
Civilian State Farm, from Han or soon thereafter the des-
ignation of a settlement of civilian farmers on state-owned 
land，to populate and bring under cultivation a wilderness 
or in frontier areas to help provide food supplies for frontier 
military units; sometimes created to transfer landless fam-
ilies from overpopulated areas to relatively underpopulated 
and underdeveloped areas. See t'un-fien, chŭn-t'un. 

4004 mìng 命 
CHOU: Honor, any of the Nine Honors (chiu ming, q.v.) 
by which the Chou aristocracy including Feudal Lords (chu-

hou) was ranked, ranging from the 9th Honor at the top to 
the first Honor at the bottom of the governmental hierarchy. 

4005 míng-ān 明安 
CH'ING: new transliteration of a Jurchen-Manchu title used 
by the Chinese in Chin times in the sense Battalion or Bat-
talion Commander {meng-art, q.v.). P17. 

4006 mírt容-cWa/i 名籍案 
SUNG: Nominations Section, one each serving the Min-
istry of Personnel's (lì-pu) Civil Appointments Process (wo-
hsŭan) and Military Appointments Process (yu-hsŭany, 
staffing and precise functions not clear. Also see hsŭan. 
SP: service des registres nominatifs. 

4007 míng-ckīng 明經 
Classicist. (1) HAN, MING: one of several categories in 
which local authorities were called on to submit nominees 
to be considered for official appointments; in Ming an ar-
chaic revival used only in the founder's reign. (2) T'ANG-
SUNG: one of several degrees awarded to men nominated 
by local authorities to participate in the regular civil service 
recruitment examination system (see k'o-chū), who passed 
an examination with the same name; in T'ang a highly pop-
ular, very competitive examination, 2nd among the regular 
examinations after only the Presented Scholar {chin-shih) 
examination in prestige; after early Sung lost esteem and 
became one of many “other examinations" (chu-k'o) con-
ferring status far less prestigious than the chin-shih degree, 
now better rendered Metropolitan Graduate, which after Sung 
was the only significant examination degree awarded. In 
Sung ming'Ching was in a group of Classics degrees of gen-
erally equal status, such as the chiu ching (Graduate in the 
Nine Classics) and tìie wu ching (Graduate in the Five Clas-
sics); all emphasized rote memorization, whereas the chin-
shih examination after the 1060s was much broader, em-
phasizing more mental and literary creativity, after having 
originated as an examination in literary composition in T'ang 
times. (3) CH'ING: an unofficial, archaic reference to one 
group of students in the National University (t'ai-hstíeh)， 
who had formal status as Tribute Students (kung-sheng). 

4008 mìng-ch'īng 命卿 
HAN: District Minister, generic reference to principal of-
ficials on the staffs of District Magistrates (hsien-ling, hsien-
chăng), specifically those titled Aide (ch'eng) and Defender 
(wi) ; literal meaning and derivation not clear, but probably 
related to the Chou rank system called the Nine Honors 
(chiu ming) and the rank category ch'ing (Minister). 

4009 míng-fă 明法 
T'ANG-SUNG: Law Examination or Law Graduate, 
designation of one type of civil service recruitment exam-
ination and of those who passed it to gain entry to the of-
ficialdom; in T'ang one of 5 examinations given regularly; 
in early Sung lost esteem and became one of many “other 
examinations" (chu-k'o) of far less prestige than the chin-
shih (Presented Scholar, Metropolitan Graduate) examina-
tion and degree. The examination was narrowly focused on 
the dynastic law code and normally did not attract many 
good candidates. It faded out of use after the 1060s, when 
the chin-shih examination and degree became the standard 
gateway to a successful official career. 

4010 míng-fâ yŭàn 明法掾 
N-S DIV: Law Clerk, a specialist in judicial matters serv-
ing as a professional, non-official aide to an official with 
heavy judicial responsibilities, such as the Chamberlain for 
Law Enforcement (t'ing-wei); in N. Ch'i an official in the 
Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). P22. 
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4011 明範 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Bright Models, designation 
of one of 27 imperial wives collectively called Hereditary 
Consorts (shih-fu);. rank ~3b. 

4012 míng-fān 名藩 
T'ANG: lit.，famous frontier region; from c. 750 an unof-
ficial reference to a MOitary Commissioner (chieh-tu shih). 

4013 mìng-fŭ 命夫 or 命婦 
(1) CHOU: titles of nobility (chŭeh); see under nei ming-
fu, wai mìng-fu. (2) SUNG (2nd form only): Court Lady, 
uncommon reference to a palace woman or a category of 
paiace women; status and functions not clear. SP: femme 
titrée. 
4014 míng-fŭ 明府 
Lit” enlightened office, an unofficial form of direct ad-
dress. (1) HAN: used in reference to a Commandery Gov-
ernor (chŭn t'ai-shou). (2) T'ANG, MING-CH'ING: used 
in reference to a District Magistrate (hsien-ling, chih-hsien). 
See ming-t'ing, shao-fu. 

4015 míng-hào hòu 名號侯 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): lit., a neuned Marquis (hou), i.e., 
one with a laudatory or other prefix appended to his title: 
Grandee of the Third Order , the 18th (3rd highest) of 20 
titles of honorary nobility (chŭeh) awarded to subjects for 
extraordinary military achievements. Cf. lieh-hou, kuan-nei 
hou. P65. 

4016 míng-hsìn 明信 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Bright Trustworthiness, des-
ignation of one of 27 imperial wives collectively called He-
reditary Consorts (shih-fu); rank =3b. 

4017 míng-piăo láng 名表郞 
SUNG: Director of the Rosters Bureau (?) in the Ministry 
of Rites (lí-pu); established c. 1080, with lang the equiv-
alent of lang-churíg, q.v.; probably supervised preparations 
for civil service recruitment examinations and posted ros-
ters of examination passers. 

4018 míng-pù wèi 明部尉 
HAN: Commandant of the Metropolitan Police, West and 
North, 2, rank 400 bushels, responsible for police super-
vision over the western and northern quadrants of the For-
mer Han dynastic capital，Ch’ang-an，a jurisdiction known 
in the aggregate as the Right Sector (yu-pu); from 91 B.C. 
subordinate to the Metropolitan Commandant (ssu-li hsiao-
wei)\ in Later Han separately retitled Commandant of the 
Metropolitan Police，West Sector (hsi-pu wei) and Com-
mandant of the Metropolitan Police, North Sector {pei-pu 
wei). P20. 

4019 mtng-kìk 冥氏 
CHOU; Nighttime Trapper , 2 ranked as Junior Service-
men (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-
kuan) responsible for setting nets and snares in which to 
catch night-prowling wild animals. CL: ojficier de I'ob-
scurité. 

4020 míng-shŭ 明淑 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Clear Purity, designation of 
one of 27 imperial wives collectively called Hereditary 
Consorts (shih-fu); rank =3b. 

4021 míng-t9áng 明堂 
Hall of Enlightened Rule: from high antiquity a special 
building in or near the ruler's palace, serving as a symbol 
of dynastic legitimacy and sovereignty; its prescribed di-
mensions and uses are variably described in ancient texts. 
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In Chou times reportedly used as an audience hall for the 
reception of Feudal Lords {chu-hou) and for other ritual 
purposes. Later an archaic reference to the Imperial An-
cestral Temple (t'ai-miao), sometimes even to the National 
University (t'ai-hsŭeh). Sometimes rituals that according to 
legend were appropriate for the Hall of Enlightened Rule, 
long after such a structure had actually existed, were car-
ried out on a concurrent-duty basis by officials of the Office 
of the National Altars (chiao-she chŭ, chiao-she shu) or the 
Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). In Han and 
the S. Dynasties there was ā special staff for the Hall, headed 
by a Director (ling) and an Aide (ch'eng) or sometimes by 
a ch'eng alone as Director, rank 200 bushels. In Han the 
Hall and its staff were under the jurisdiction of the Grand 
Astrologer (t'ai-shih ling). HB: bright hall. P35. 

4022 míng-té kŭng-chiĕn 明德宮監 
T'ANG: Directorate of the Palace of Bright Virtue, in 
charge of maintaining the buildings and grounds of one of 
several auxiliary palaces in the Eastern Capital (tung-tu)t 
modern Loyang, under supervision of the Court of the Im-
perial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu); headed by a Director (chien), 
rank 6b2. In 657 retitled Directorate of Parks in the Eastern 
Capital, Southern Quadrant (tung-tu yuan nan-mien chien). 
See ssu-mìen chien. RR: direction du palais de la vertu 
éclatante. P40. 

4023 mOig•八/ig 明廷 
Lit., enlightenment pavilion: from Han on, a common un-
official reference to a District Magistrate (hsien-ling, hsien-
chang, chih-hsien) t especially used as a form of direct ad-
dress; may be encountered in some eras in reference to a 
Commandery Governor (chŭn t'ai-shou) or a Prefect (chih-
fu). See ming-fu. 

4024 míng-tsàn 鳴贊 
MING-CH'ING'. Herald, otíi^ial responsible for making 
announcements at ceremonial functions; in Ming, 4 each in 
the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu) and in the 
Nanking Court of State Ceremonial, rank 9b, also 2 in the 
early Ming Palace Ceremonial Office (tien-t'ing i-li ssu), 
9a; in Ch'ing, 16 then 14 Manchu appointees, 8 then 2 
Chinese appointees, all 9b, in the Court of State Ceremoni-
al. P33，49. ^ 

4025 míng'fŭng păng 明 M 榜 
CH'ING: Roster of Lesser Scholastics, a supplementary 
list (wai-pang) posted after Metropolitan Examinations (hui-
shih) in tiie civil service recruitment examination sequence, 
naming men who, though not having passed the examina-
tion, were considered well educated; they were commonly 
assigned to their home Provinces as Instructors or Instruc-
tors Second-class (see chiao-yu, hsŭeh-cheng) in local Con-
fucian Schools (ju-hsŭeh); the practice began in 1737 and 
eventually was extended so that Provinces could nominate 
Provincial Graduates {chŭ-jen) for such employment, with 
quotas based on the size and population density of the Prov-
inces, from 40 down to 20 Lesser Scholastics (ming-t'ung). 

4026 míng-tzū chiàng 明資匠 
T’ANG: Specially Gifted Artisan, 260 permanently au-
thorized for the Directorate of the Palace Buildings (chiang-
tso chien); apparently non-official personnel requisitioned 
for state service from the civilian population. RR: artisan 
d'un talent remarquable. 

4027 mo 
Also see under mai. 

4028 mo 幕 
See under the romanization mu. 

4011-4028 
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4029 md̂ /a 莫府 
Variant of mu-fu (Private Secretariat). 

4030 mó-k'àn 磨勘 
Lit., to grind up and examine, hence to examine thor-
oughly. (1) SUNG: evaluation for reassignment, the des-
ignation of a procedure whereby, normally at 3-year inter-
vals, the Bureau of Personnel Evaluation (shen-kuan yiian) 
or, after the 1070s，the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) to-
gether with Censors (yŭ-shih) and other specially assigned 
officials reviewed the service records of active civil offi-
cials on duty outside the capital and recommended pro-
motions, terminations, reappointments, etc.; officials were 
entitled to request such evaluations of themselves at any 
time. (2) SUNG: judicial review, a procedure whereby the 
Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu) and the Court of Judicial Re-
view (ta-li ssu) regularly screened reports of judicial cases 
from units of territorial administration so that inappropriate 
sentences might be reconsidered and others forwarded to 
the throne for ultimate confirmation. (3) SUNG: reconflr-
matíon, a procedure whereby examination papers gener-
ated at regional and metropolitan examinations in the civil 
service recruitment examination sequence were sent to the 
Hanlin Academy (han-lin yuan) for review and verification. 
See tu mo-k'an ssu. P5, 22. 

4031 mó-k，àn àn 磨勘案 
SUNG: Records Reviewing Section: one in the Criminal 
Administration Bureau (tu-kuan) of the Ministry of Justice 
(hsing-pu), staffed with subofficial functionaries whose 
precise functions are not clear; another under the Left Bu-
reau (tso-t'ìng) of the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu)t 
also staffed with unranked subofficials, charged with mon-
itoring personnel changes made by the Ministry of Person-
nel (lì-pu). SP: service de révision. P5, 22, 

4032 mó-k'àn ch'âUch'iĕn yŭàn 磨勘差遣院 
SUNG: Bureau of Minor Commissions, created in 991 or 
992 by merging the Bureau of Commissions (ch'ai-ch'ien 
yŭan) and the Bureau of Capital and Court Officials (mo-
Wan ching-ch'ao kuan yŭan); in 993 retitled Bureau of Per-
sonnel Evaluation (shen-kuan yŭan). Originally an agency 
with considerable autonomy, staffed with officials of the 
regular central administration on ad hoc duty assignments 
to consider relatively low-ranking officials for commissions 
or duty assignments {cWai-ch'ien) outside the capital and to 
evaluate and reassign such personnel on completion of their 
commissions. Sometimes used as a variant reference to the 
k'ao-k'o yuan (Bureau of Personnel Assignments), SP: cour 
d'examen des mérites. P5. 

4033 mó-k，àn chīng-chyáo kuān yŭan 
磨勘京朝官院 

SUNG: Bureau of Capital and Cour t Officials, from 991 
or 992 a relatively autonomous agency staffed with officials 
of the central administration on ad hoc duty assignments to 
evaluate merit ratings of all but the very highest officials 
and recommend that they bt retained in rank, promoted, 
demoted, or dismissed from service. Promptly merged with 
the Bureau of Commissions (ch'ai-ch'ien yuan) into a united 
agency called Bureau of Minor Commissions (mo-k'an ch'ai-
ch'ien yuan), which in 993 was retitled Bureau of Personnel 
Evaluation (shen-kuan yŭan). Also see ching-kuan (Capital 
Official) and ch'ao-kuan (Court Official). SP: cour de révision 
ou de contrôle des fonctionnaires de la cour et de la ca-
pitale. P5. 

4034 mó-k'àn chŭ-lŭ VUtiĕn hsíng-yu ssŭ 

磨勘諸路提黠刑獄司 
SUNG; Bureau for Judicial Commissioners, a relatively 

autonomous agency under the jurisdiction of the combined 
Secretariat-Chancellery (chung-shu men-hsia sheng) estab-
lished in 1036 to evaluate the performances of Judicial 
Commissioners (t'i-tien hsing-yŭ kung-shih) and recom-
mend their retention in office, promotion, demotion, or dis-
missal from the service; staffed by officials of the central 
administration on ad hoc duty assignments; in 1049 au-
thorized in addition to evaluate Fiscal Commissioners (qhuan-
yŭn shih) and Fiscal Vice Commissioners (chuan-yŭn fu-
shih), and renamed Circuit Intendants Evaluation Bureau 
(chuan-yŭn shih-fu t'i-tien hsing-yŭ k'o-chi yiian); in the 1080s 
this disappeared, its functions being taken over by the Min-
istry of Personnel {lì-pu). SP: bureau de la révision des 
imendants judìciaires. 

4035 md-ifc，àii mŭ 磨勘司 
(1) SUNG: Mail and Prison Office，in S. Sung a lowly 
unit in Lin-an Prefecture (modern Hangchow), the dynastic 
capital’ possibly also found in some other units of territorial 
administration; apparently oversaw the receipt and issuance 
of government mail and in addition oversaw the prefectural 
prison; headed by a Chief Prison Custodian (chu ya-kuan)y 
a Principal Mail Handler (cheng k'ai-ch'ai kuan), and an 
Associate Mail Handler ifu k'ai-ch'ai kuan), all unranked 
subofficials who supervised small numbers of Mail Han-
dlers (k'ai-ch'ai kuan) and Prison Custodians (ya-kuan, ya-
ssu kuan). See k'ai-ch'ai an. SP: bureau de révision ou de 
contrôle, P32. (2) MING: Office of Judicial Review, in 
1370 superseded the traditional Court of Judicial Review 
(ta-li ssu) in the central administration as a reviewing agency 
for judicial cases arising throughout the empire; headed by 
a Director (ling)t 2 from 1374，rank not clear; supervised 
4 constituent Sections (k'o), presumably differentiated by 
functions; abolished in 1377，re-established in 1381, again 
abolished in 1387，its functions carried on by an already 
(1381) re-established Court of Judicial Review. P22. 

4036 md-fì 貉隸 
CHOU: Northeastern W a r Prisoner, 120 apparently au-
thorized for service as patrol guards, palace guards, and 
handlers of captured wild animals, with which the Mo 
tribesmen were thought able to converse; under the control 
of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) but normally as-
signed to the supervision of the Animal Tamer ifu-pu shih) 
in the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan). See tsui-li. CL: con-
damné de Nord-Est. 

4037 mò-păn 末班 
Rear Ranks: from early post-Han times if not earlier, a 
collective reference to officials of unspecified but very low 
rank, who in court audience formed the unprestigious rear 
ranks of officials in attendance. 

4038 md-ts9áo 墨曹 
T'ANG-CH'ING: lit., the tattooing section: unofficial ref-
erence to the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu), deriving from 
the traditional practice of tattooing criminals. 

4039 móu-k'ò 謀克 
CHIN: Company, also Company Commander , a Chinese 
transliteration of a Jurchen title that the Chinese equated 
with their traditional title po-hu, q.v.: the hereditary, aris-
tocratic leader of a tribal military unit of 100 or more 
households, many of which settled in North China after the 
Jurchen conquest as military garrisons independent of the 
normal administrative hierarchy. In theory, 10 such Com-
panies constituted a Battalion (ch'ien-hu, from Jurchen meng-
an). Also see po-chin, po-chi-lieh. 

4040 mà 幕 
N-S DIV: lit., tent, living quarters: Headquar ters , quasi-
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official or unofficial designation of the principal office or 
quarters of certain agencies or officials; e.g., see chieh-tu 
mu (Supply Commission), hsien-ssu mu (Censorate), chou-
mu (Regional Headquarters). 

4041 mŭ 牧 
Lit., shepherd, pastor. (1) CHOU; Regional Representa-
tive, one of 9 Unifying Agents (ou or liang) appointed in 
the Nine Regions (chiu chou) into which the kingdom was 
divided, as agents of the Minister of State (chung-tsai) 
overseeing geographical clusters of feudal states; special 
overseer of land assignments (?). CL: pasteur• (2) HAN-
N-S DIV: Regional Governor of one of the natural areas 
called Regions {chou) as a coordinator and supervisor rep-
resenting the central government; originated in 7 B.C. with 
rank status of 2,000 bushels, superseding less prestigious 
Regional Inspectors (tz'u-shih); thereafter the two titles al-
ternated irregularly. In Later Han Regional Governors 
eventually became almost autonomous regional warlords. 
By the end of the era of N-S Division the title was displaced 
by tz'u-shih. HB: shepherd. P50, 52，53. (3) SUI-SUNG: 
Metropolitan Governor of a Region (chou) in Sui or, later, 
a Superior Prefecture (fu), in all cases the site of a dynastic 
capital, principal or auxiliary; rank 2b’ but often a sinecure 
for a member of the imperial family, in which case an Ad-
ministrator (ym), nominally his assistant, actually bore his 
responsibilities. See tsung-kuan. RR+SP: gouverneur. P32’ 
49. (4) SUNG: Prefectural Governor, used in early Sung 
for court dignitaries delegated to administer ordinary Pre-
fectures (chou)\ after the early Sung decades displaced by 
the term Prefect (tz'u-shih, then chih-chou). SP: préfet. (5) 
SUNG-CH'ING: commonly encountered as an archaic, un-
official reference to a Prefect (chih-fu) or a comparable 
regional administrator. (6) CH'ING: Department Magis-
trate of an Independent Department {chih-li chou), rank 5a. 
P53. 

4042 mù-ckăng 牧長 
N-S DIV-T'ANG, CHTOG: Pasturage Director, in charge 
of a horse or cattle herd under supervision of the Cham-
berlain for the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u ch'ing) or, from Sui 
on, the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu); through 
T'ang, found principally .on the staffs of Princes with es-
tablishments separated from the dynastic capital; in Ch'ing 
5 in the Palace Stud (shang-ssu yuan)y 4 in the establish-
ment of each Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang), 3 in the estab-
lishment of each Commandery Prince (chŭn-wang), and 
others in provincial-level agencies subordinate to the Palace 
Stud. Raiâc 9b2 in T'ang, 8b in Ch'ing. See mu-chien, chiu-
chang. RR: chef d'élevage. BH: inspector of droves. P31, 
39, 69. 

4043 mŭ-cW&ng 木場 
YùAN: Lumberyard, established in 1263 as one of many 
service agencies in the dynastic capital under the Grand 
Capital Regency (Ta-tu liu-shou ssu), headed by a Super-
intendent {t'i-ling) and a Commissioner-in-chíef (ta-shih), 
ranks not clear. In 1267 separate agencies with identical 
names were established for the South (nan mu-ch'ang) and 
for the East {tung mu-ch'ang); they were consolidated into 
a single Lumberyard for the South and East (nan-ĭung mu-
ch'ang) in 1280; the locations of these supplementary agen-
cies are not clear, but all the various Lumberyards were 
responsible for providing lumber required for the building 
and maintenance of the imperial palace. P15. 

4044 mŭ-cA，á/^ 牧場 
Pasturage, a descriptive term used throughout history in 
reference to areas set aside for the rearing of state horse 

and cattle herds. In Ch'ing concentrated primarily in Mon-
golia, each headed by a Supervisor-in-chief (tsung-kuan), 
under the ultimate authority of the Court of the Imperial 
Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). See liang i (Two Pasturelands). P3 î . 

4045 mŭ-chèng 牧正 
MING: Pasturage Director, one, rank 8a, on the staff of 
each Princely Establishment (wang-Ju). See mu~chang. P69. 

4046 mù'Chiĕn 牧監 
SUI-SUNG，MING: Directorate of Horse Pasturages, also 
the title of its head，the Pasturage Director: regional agen-
cies scattered across North China to supervise local horse 
pasturages under jurisdiction of the Court of the Imperial 
Stud {t'ai-p'u ssu)t sometimes through its constituent Office 
of Herds (tiert-mu shu), or in Ming under the direct control 
of Pasturage Offices (yiian-ma ssu) responsible to the Min-
istry of War (pìng~pu)\ normally prefixed with place-names. 
In T'ang the Directorates were classified into 3 grades: Large 
(shang) with 5,000 or more horses, Ordinary (chung) with 
from 3,000 to 5,000 horses, and Small (hsià) with fewer 
than 3,000 horses; the Directors varied in rank accordingly: 
5b2, 6a2，6b2. In Ming the Directors had rank 9a. RR+SP: 
direction des élevages. P31. 

4047 mŭ'Chíh kuăn 幕職官 
SUNG: lit.’ one functioning behind a screen, i.e., behind 
the scenes: Ancillary, categorical reference to a group of 
officials within the major category called Selectmen {hsŭan-
jen) found in the central government serving, e.g., as Case 
Reviewers (p'ing-shih) in the Court of Judicial Review (ta-
li ssu) and Editors (chiao-shu lang) in such agencies as the 
Palace Library (pi-shu sheng), both posts rank 8b; and in 
2nd-echelon posts in Prefectures (chou), e.g., Judges (t'ui-
kuan) and Administrative Assistants (p'an-kuan), also nor-
mally 8b; sometimes appointed District Magistrates (chih-
hsien). SP: fonctionnaire-assistant. P52. 

4048 mŭ'cWln chái 睦親宅 
SUNG: abbreviation of kuang-ch'in mu-ch'in chai (Hostel 
for Imperial Clansmen); also see ta tsung-cheng ssu (Of-
fice of Imperial Clan Affairs). SP: maison de I'harmonie de 
la famille royale. 

4049 mù-ch9în kuăng-ch'īn chái 睦親廣親宅 
SUNG: variant of kuang-ch'in mu-ch'in chai (Hostel for 
Imperial Clansmen); also see ta tsung-cheng ssu (Office 
of Imperial Clan Affairs). SP: maison de Vharmonie et de 
la propagation de la famille royale. 

4050 mù'Chu 木局 
N-S DIV (Liang): Woodworking Service, one of 2 Craft 
Workshops (tso-t'ang) under the Chamberlain for the Palace 
Revenues (shao-fu); authorized a Director (ling) but ac-
tually headed by a nominal Assistant Director (ch'eng), rank 
3. P14. 

4051 mù-ch，án 牧羣 
YUAN: Horse Herd under at least nominal jurisdiction of 
the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) in the centra! 
government; organized in military fashion, headed by a 
Battalion Commander (ch'ien-hu) or a Company Com-
mander (po-hu)y rank 5a or 5b. P31. 

4052 幕府 
Lit.’ tent office, i .e. , field office, originally denoting the 
headquarters of a military leader on campaign: Private Sec-
retariat , frcm the Three Kingdoms era on，unofficial des-
ignation of subordinate officials attached to a military com-
mander, a Regional Inspector (chou tz'u-shih), or a T'ang 
Military Commissioner (chieh-tu shih); in Sung became a 
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common generic designation of the official subordinates of 
a Prefect (chih-chou). In late Ming and Ch'ing, designated 
the staff of any regional or local dignitary from provincial-
level Grand Coordinators or Governors (both hsŭn-fu) and 
multi-Province Supreme Commanders or Governors-gen-
eral (both tsung-tu) on down, especially in Ch'ing, to the 
District (hsien) level. Such staff members had no official 
status but were hired professional specialists who served as 
advisers or other kinds of helpers recruited and paid by the 
regional or local dignitaries personally. Known collectively 
as Private Secretaries (mu-yu), they commonly included such 
specialists as Legal Secretaries (hsing-ming), Fiscal Sec-
retaries (cheng-pi), and personal servants (ch'ang-sui). Also 
see k'ai-fu, lien-mu, pin-liao. P50. 

4053 mŭ-hòu 母后 
From Han on, an unofficial reference to the principal wife 
of an Emperor: Empress (huang-hou). 

4054 mù'jén 幕人 
CHOU: Director of Draperies, 2 ranked as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih) y members of the Ministry of State (.t'ien-
kuan) responsible for maintaining and handling the silk cur-
tains that secluded the ruler when he went out of his palace, 
when he received foreign dignitaries and Feudal Lords (chu-
hou), and when he participated in important funerals and 
other ceremonies. Cf. chang-tz'u (Tent Handler). CL: préposé 
au ciel de tente. 

4055 mù-jén 敉尺 
CHOU: Breeder of Sacrificial Animals，6 ranked as Jun-
ior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Ed-
ucation (ti-kuan) responsible for maintaining a supply of 
animals suitable for the many ceremonial offerings made 
by the King and his court, in some cases delivering them 
to Fatteners of Sacrificial Animals {ch'ung-jen). Cf. niu-jen 
(Breeder of Sacrificial Cattle). CL: pâtre. 

4056 mŭ'kuăn îū-wèi 牧官都尉 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Commandant of Horse Pastur-
ages, number and rank not clear; apparently one in charge 
of all breeding and care of imperial horses in a defined ter-
ritory under loose direction of the central government's 
Chamberlain for the Imperial Stud {í'ai-p'u). Apparent an-
tecedents of mu-chang and mu-chien. P31. 

4057 mù-k'ūn 穆昆 
CHIN: Chinese trEUisliteration of a Jurchen word meaning 
both Tribe and Tribal Chief, comparable to mou-ìCo 
(Company, Company Commander); a force of 300 house-
holds united in peace and war. 

4058 mù-kŭng 木工 
HAN: Woodworker, post created in 104 B.C. through re-
titling of Woodsmen of the Eastern Park (tung-ytìan chu-
c/iang); headed by a Director (ling) under the Chamberlain 
for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso ta-chiang), in turn un-
der the Chamberlain for Attendants {kuang-lu-hsūn)\ spe-
cially responsible for making coffins for members of the 
imperial family and perhaps other dignitaries. HB: work-
men in timber. P14. 

4059 mù'lán 木蘭 
CH'ING: Chinese transliteration of the Manchu word muran, 
an unofficial reference to the Imperial Summer Resort {wei-
ch'ang) at Jehol city (modern Ch'eng-te) north of the Great 
Wall, where Emperors hunted and received distinguished 
visitors from China's peripheral areas, from Mongolia to 
Tibet. 

mu ta-fu 
4060 mù-líng 牧領 
N-S DIV (Yen); variant of mu (Regional Governor). 

4061 mù-mă chiēn 牧馬監 
SUNG: variant of mu-chien (Directorate of Horse Pas-
turages). 

4062 mà-măfáng 牧馬房 
SUNG: Horse Pasturage Section under the Bureau of Mil-
itary Affairs (shu-mi yŭan), presumably responsible for 
maintaining appropriate liaison between the Bureau and the 
Directorates of Horse Pasturages (mu-chien) directed by the 
Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). Apparently in c. 
1074 disappeared in the creation of the Bureau's Twelve 
Sections (shih-erh fang, q.v.)- Staffing not clear. Cf. chih-
ma fang (Horse Management Section). 

4063 mù-pīng 募兵 
Mercenary Recruit: from Sui on a general reference to 
irregular soldiers recruited and paid as auxiliaries to assist 
Regular Troops (kuan-ping) in times of military crises, See 
chao-mu. 

4064 mŭ-pó 牧伯 
Combined abbreviation of chou-mu (Regional Governor) 
and fang-po (Regional Earl), titles attributed to high antiq-
uity: Regional Dignitary, used as an unofficial reference 
to such officials as the Han—Sui Regional Inspector (tz'u-
shih), the T'ang-Sung Prefect (also tz'u-shìh), and the Ming— 
Ch'ing Provincial Administration Commissioner (pu-cheng 
shih). P50. 

4065 mù-shìh 幕士 
T'ANG-SUNG: Tapestry Weaver, unranked, many prob-
ably hereditary professional artisans, employed in the Ac-
commodations Service (shang-she chŭ) of the Palace 
Administration (tien-chung sheng) and the Tents Office 
(shou-kung shu) of the T'ang Court of the Imperial Regalia 
{wei-wei ssu); manufactured tapestries for use in the palace 
and ornamented cloth for various ceremonial uses. RR+SP; 
tapissier. P38. 

4066 mà'Shih 牧師 
CHOU: Horse Trainer, 4 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih) t members of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) respon-
sible for overseeing horse training in the royal pasturages. 
CL: chef de pacage. 

4067 mà-shīh yŭàn 牧師苑 
HAN: Imperial Horse Pasturage, 36 locations along the 
northern frontier, each with a Director (ling) and 3 Assis-
tant Directors (ch'eng); presumably subordinate to the 
Chamberlain for the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u). Early sources 
indicate a total horse count in the Pasturages of 300,000. 
HB: master herdsman's pasture. 

4068 mù-sù yŭàn 苢糖 
HAN: Clover Pasturage, generic reference to horse pas-
turages under the Director of the Inner Compound Stable 
{wei'yang chiu), on the staff of the Chamberlain for the 
Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u). HB; clover pasture. P31. 

4069 mŭ tò_/ū 幕大夫 
CHOU: Grand Master of Cemeteries, 2 ranked as Junior 
Grand Masters (hsia ta-fu)，members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan) responsible for establishing and managing 
cemeteries serving commoners, including determining the 
proper positions and proportions of graves; oversaw agents 
stationed in all such cemeteries. Cf. chung-jen (Grave 
Maker), chih-sang (Funeral Director). CL: préfet des tombes. 

4053-4069 
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4070 mù-tHĕn 木天 
Lit., a heaven made of wood. (1) SUNG: unofficial ref-
erence to the Imperial Archives (pi-ko), a building with a 
very high ceiling supported by great arched beams. (2) 
SUNG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Hanlin Acad-
emy (han-lin yŭan). 

4071 mù-t'ó 牧蕖 
HAN: Camel Herd, a pasturage agency headed by a Di-
rector (ling) on the staff of at least one Imperial Horse Pas-
turage (mu-shih yŭan); location not clear. HB: camel herds-
men. 

4072 mù4s'ăng 木倉 
(1) Lumberyard, general descriptive reference to storage 
buildings or areas where wood supplies were kept. (2) 
CH'ING: Central Lumberyard, a wood storage area near 
the imperial palace in Peking，to which provincial author-
ities annually delivered, through intermediary Imperial 
Lumber Depots (Huang mu-ch'ang) at T^ung-chou and Chang-
chia-wan on the Grand Canal, wood to be used in the con-
struction, repair, and maintenance of the palace and central 
government buildings，and possibly as firewood for the pal-
ace and for officials on duty in Peking; headed by one 
Chinese and one Manchu Superintendent (chien-tu), mem-
bers of the Ministry of Works (kung-pu) on special 2-year 
duty assignments. BH: fire-wood store. P14. 

4073 mà-wèi 牧尉 
T'ANG: Assistant Director of the Cattle Pasturage; see 
under mu-chang. RR: chef des employés d'élevage. P31. 

4074 mù-yŭng chiēn 牧養監 
SUNG: Veterinarian Directorate, 2 units under the Court 
of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) called First and Second 
Directorates (shang-chien, hsia-chien); staffing and ranks 
not clear, but mu-yang chien may have served as desig-
nation of the head (Director of Veterinarians) as well as 
of the agency; responsible for treating sick horses in the 
imperial herds. SP: direction pour soìgner les chevaux ma-
lades. 

4075 m à j t í 幕友 
MING-CH'ING: Private Secretary, generic reference to 
non-official specialists hired to serve in the Private Secre-
tariats (mu-fu) of provincial-level Grand Coordinators or 
Governors (both hsŭn-fu), multi-Province Supreme Com-
manders or Governors-general (both tsung-tu) ̂  and espe-
cially in Ch'ing on down the hierarchy of térrìtorìal ad-
ministrators to District Magistrates {chih-hsien). The most 
common and influential Private Secretaries were Legal Sec-
retaries (hsing-ming) and Fiscal Secretaries (cheng-pi). 

4076 mù-yŭ 牧圉 
T'ANG: unofficial reference to a Commissioner of Herds 
(ch'ŭn-mu shih). 

4077 nà-Jfcùiiÿ 衲貢 
MING: Student by Contribution, categorical designation 
of students admitted to the National University (t'ai-hsŭeh) 
because of their monetary contributions to the government; 
essentially identical to Student by Purchase (li-chien) but 
with somewhat greater esteem. Reasons for the differentia-
tion of these 2 statuses are not clear. Also see chûan-kung. 

4078 nà-pō 捺鉢 
LIAO: Chinese transliteration of a Khitan word meaning 
seasonal camp; refers to various sites to which the Em-
peror and his entourage moved in a regular, seasonal ro-
tation. 

4079 nà-yén 納言 
Lit” to make statements (to the ruler): Adviser. (1) HAN: 
designation of one of many types of attendants collectively 
known as Court Gentlemen (lang), perhaps one through 
whom memorials from the officialdom were submitted to 
the throne. (2) N-S DIV-T'ANG: head of the evolving 
Chancellery (men-hsia sheng), but in 620 terminated and 
replaced by the title shih-chung (Director); revived from 
684 to 705. RR: celui quì expose son opinion. P2, 3. (3) 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the head of the Office of 
Transmission (t'ung-cheng ssu), entitled Transmission 
Commissioner (t'ung-cheng shih). Also see ta na-yen. 

4080 nà-yén fìng 納言令 
N-S DIV (Yen); Adviser-Director, apparently a variant of 
na-yen (Adviser). 

4081 / t如南 
On any encounter, see entry under the following charac-
ter(s). 

4082 nán 男 
Baron, a title of nobility (chŭeh). (1) CHOU: nominally 
the lowest of 5 titles of hereditary nobility conferred by the 
King on Feudal Lords (chu-hou), in declining order of pres-
tige: Duke (kung)t Marquis (hou), Earl ipó), Viscount (tzu), 
and Baron. Cf, nei-ming nan, wai-ming nan. (2) N-S DIV-
SUNG: one of a varying number of noble titles, always low 
in the hierarchy; most commonly with prefixes such as k'ai-
kuo nan (Dynasty-founding Baron) or k'ai-kuo hsien-nan 
(Dynasty-founding District Baron). (3) CHIN-YŭAN: oc-
curs only in the form District Baron (hsien-nan, q.v.). (4) 
MING: conferred only in the founding reign, after which 
both Viscount and Baron were discontinued. (5) CH'ING: 
5th highest of 9 grades of nobility, subdivided into 3 de-
grees (teng): Baron First Class (i-teng nan), Baron Second 
Class (erh-teng nan), Baron Third Class (san-teng nan)f 
inheritable for 8 to 11 generations. P65. 

4083 nárt 難 
CH'ING: difficult, a category used in defining the impor-
tance of units of territorial administration. See ch'ung-fan-
p'i-nan. 

4084 nán-ăn k'ù 南鞍庫 
CH'ING: Southern Storehouse, a unit of the Court of Im-
perial Armaments (wu-pei yuan) responsible for maintain-
ing fur trappings required by the Emperor and his entou-
rage. Cf. pei-an k'u. 

4085 zuín-c/uí/南宅 
SUNG; Southern Residence Hall, one of 2 units into which 
the School for the Imperial Family (tsung-hsueh) was di-
vided. See nan~pei chai. 

4086 nán-chăi 南齋 
CH'ING: variant designation of the Emperor^s Southern 
Study {nan shu-fang). 

4087 nán-ck’éng 南丞 
SUNG: abbreviated reference to the Assistant Director of 
Southern Outer Waterways (nan-waì tu-shui ch'eng) in 
the Directorate of Waterways {tu-shui chien); stationed at 
Shang-ch'iu, modern Honan, to supervise waterways main-
tenance in the South. 

4088 rtóii-írA/âocW-cAIPŭ 南郊祭器庫 
SUNG: Utensil Storehouse for the Southern Suburban 
Sacrifices that were conducted annually at the Altar of 
Heaven (t'ien-í'an) south of the dynastic capital; subordi-
nate to the Directorate for Imperial Manufactories (shao-fu 
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Men). Unless this was a manufacturing workshop, the dif-
ference between it and the Utensil Storehouse for the 
Southern Suburban and the Imperial Ancestral Temple Sac-
rifices (nan-ckiao t'ai-miao chi-ch'i k'u) is not clear. Cf. 
chiao-she chu. SP: magasin des objets de sacrifice de la 
banlieue du sud. 

4089 ná/i-c/iiāosW/Mvòfc’ŭ 南郊什物庫 
SUNG: Miscellaneous Storehouse for the Southern Sub-
urban Sacrifices that were conducted annually at the Altar 
of Heaven (t'ien-fan) south of the dynastic capital; subor-
dinate to the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). 
SP; magasin des objets divers de la banlieue du sud. 

4090 nán-chiāo t'ài-miào chì~ch，ì k，ŭ 

南郊太廟祭器庫 
SUNG; Utensil Storehouse for the Southern Suburban 
and the Imperial Ancestral Temple Sacrifices, subordi-
nate to the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu), 
perhaps through the intermediary Office of the National Al-
tars (chiao-she chŭ). See nan-chiao chi-ch'i k'u, t'ai-miao 
chi-ch'i fa^wu k'u, fai-miao ling. SP: magasin des vases de 
sacrifice aux temples des ancêtres impériaux dans la ban-
lieue du sud. 

4091 nán-chiĕn 南監 
(1) SUI: Directorate of the Southern Park , one of 4 Di-
rectorates (chien) in charge of maintaining the buildings and 
grounds of imperial parks and gardens in the 4 quadrants 
of the dynastic capital under supervision of the Directorate-
general of the Imperial Parks (yiian tsung-chien); headed 
by a Director (chien). See hsi-chien, tung-chien, pei-chien. 
P40. (2) CH'ING: variant reference to the South Prison 
(nan-so) maintained by the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu). 
Also see pei-chien. P13. 

4092 nán ckŭ-kfd ts’áo 南主客售 
HAN-N-S DIV: Section for Southern Relations, created 
early in Later Han when the Section for Receptions (chu-
k'o ts'ao, q.v.) was divided into northern and southern 
agencies; part of the evolution of the Department of State 
Affairs (sfumg-shu t'ai, shang-shu sheng); sometimes a top-
echelon agency in the evolving Department, sometimes a 
2nd-level agency subordinate to an intermediate Ministry 
(pu)y e.g., the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu). In collabora-
tion with the Chamberlain for Dependencies {ta hung-lu) t 
responsible for the reception Of foreign envoys from beyond 
the southern frontier. Sometimes headed by a Minister 
(shang-shu)t but most commonly by a Director (lang). Also 
see pei chu-k'o ts'ao, tso chu-k'o, yu chu-k'o, nan-pu, pei-
pu. HB: southern bureau in charge of guests. P9. 

4093 nán-ch'uáng 南牀 
Lit., the southern couch: Senior Censor: from T'ang on, 
because of a customary seating arrangement at meals, an 
unofficial reference to the Censor-in-chief (yii-shih ta-fu, tu 
yii-shih) or other senior personnel in the Censorate (yŭ-shih 
t'ai, tu ch'a-yŭan). 

4094 nán-chŭn 南軍 
HAN: Southern Army, a collective reference to units of 
military conscripts encamped in the capital cities of Com-
manderies (chŭn) and Marquisates (hou-kuo), from which 
they were detached on rotational duty in the dynastic cap-
ital, where they were primarily responsible for defense of 
the imperial palace; one contingent, made up of regular 
conscripts, was under the command of the Chamberlain for 
the Palace Garrison (wei-wei)\ a 2nd contingent, made up 
of Court Gentlemen {lang) and commanded by the Cham-
berlain for Attendants (lang-chung ling, kuang-lu-hsiin), 

served as a kind of elite personal bodyguard for the Em-
peror. In contrast to the Southern Army, there was a North-
ern Army (pei-chun) of career professional soldiers en-
camped outside the capital city under the command of the 
Chamberlain for the Imperial Insignia (chung-wei’ chih chin-
wm), which patrolled the city streets and was responsible 
for defense of the city. The Southern Army nomenclature 
and organization seems to have disappeared in the transition 
from Forpier to Later Han. Also see nan-ya, pei-ya, chin-
wei, ch'in-wei. HB: southern army. 

4095 nán-fŭ 南府 
CH'ING: variant reference to the sheng-p'ing shu (Court 
Theatrical Office), a eunuch agency responsible for pro-
viding theatrical entertainments for the imperial family and 
for supervising the Court Theatrical School {nan-fu kuan-
hstiek), where young eunuchs were trained as performers; 
subordinate to the Office of Palace Ceremonial (chang-i wm) 
of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu). BH: court 
theatrical bureau. 

4096 nán-fcá 南河 
CH'ING; unofficial reference to the Director-general of 
the Grand Canal {ho-tao tsung-tu) who, from a base at 
Huai-an, modern Kìangsu Province, supervised the main-
tenance and functioning of the southern segments of the 
Grand Canal; cf. tung-ho, ts'ao-yŭn tsung-tu. P59. 

4097 nán-hsiâng 南商 
SUNG: South Township, one of 2 Townships (hsiang) into 
which the S. Sung capital city, modern Hangchow, was 
divided for sub-District (hsien) local administration; prob-
ably headed by a Magistrate (ling). Also see pei-hsiang. 
SP: région du sud. 

4098 náfi'hsuăn ts'áo 南選曹 
T'ANG: lit.，southern selections section: unofficial refer-
ence to the Bureau of Military Appointments (ping-pu, 
ping-pu ssu), one of 4 top-echelon Bureaus (ssu) in the 
Ministry of War (ping-pu); also a reference to a Director 
{lang-chung; 2，rank 5b) of the Bureau. 

4099 nán-jén 南人 
Southerner, an identifying label rather than an official title 
throughout most of Chinese history, with varying impli-
cations. In Yiian times it was an official category of the 
population, designating all subjects who before the Mongol 
conquest had been subjects of S. Sung; the least privileged 
of the 4 major population groups in Yiian China (see meng-
ku, se-mu jen, han). Often called man-tzu (Manzi by Marco 
Polo and others), the traditional Chinese general designa-
tion of all aboriginal tribespeople in South and Southwest 
China. 

4100 nán k'd-kuán 南客館 
N-S DIV (Sung): South Visitors Bureau, created c. 420 
by division of the office of the Chamberlain for Depen-
dencies (ta hung-lu) into 2 Visitors Bureaus，one for the 
South and one for the North (pei k'o-kuan); headed by a 
Director (ling)\ responsible for the reception of chiefs or 
envoys of the aboriginal tribes of South China and from 
Southeast Asian states. See k'o-kuan, P l l . 

4101 míw- fc�南庫 
SUNG: Southern Storehouse; see under nan-pei k'u 
(Southern and Northern Storehouses). 

4102 nán-kūng 南宮 
Southern Palace. (1) HAN-T'ANG: quasiofficial refer-
ence to the developing Department of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng) and its senior officials. (2) T'ANG: unofficial 
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reference to the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu), especially those 
of its staff who were delegated to serve as editorial aides 
to the senior officials of the Department; see nan-kung she-
jen, nan-sheng. (3) SUNG: unofficial reference to the Min-
istry of Rites, because of the tradition described under (2) 
above. (4) SUNG: unofficial reference to the Hostel for Im-
perial Clansmen (kuang-ch'in mu-ch'in chai) maintained by 
the Office of Imperial Clan Affairs (ta tsung-cheng ssu). 

4103 nán-kŭng shè-jén 南宮舍人 
Drafters in the Southern Palace: from late Han on, an 
unofficial reference to officials of the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-
pu) delegated to be editorial aides to senior officials of the 
Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng). Cf. chung-
shu she-jen (Secretariat Drafter), nan-sheng she-jen. 

4104 nán-kūng tì-ī jén 南宮第一人 
SUNG: lit., number one man in the Southern Palace: Prin-
cipal Graduate of the Metropolitan Examination (huirshih) 
in the civil service recruitment examination sequence, i.e., 
the man whose name topped the pass list posted after the 
examination; apparently so referred to because the exami-
nation was managed by the Ministry of Rites (lí-pu), com-
monly called the Southern Palace. See hui-yiian, chuang-
yŭan. 

4105 nán-mán hsiào-wèi 南蠻校尉 
N-S DIV (Chin): Commandant of Southern Aborigines, 
the name of one group of aboriginal tribes in the South, the 
Man, being extended into a general designation of all ab-
original tribes in the South; actually in charge of Ching Re-
gion (chou), approximately modern Hunan and Hupei; rank 
and status in the military hierarchy not clear. 

4106 /MÍ/I-»«í/ISAÍA-C 秘南蠻使者 
SUI: Commissioner for Southern Tributaries, a member 
of the Court for Dependencies (hung-lu ssu) designated on 
an ad hoc basis to set up an office (shu) to supervise ar-
rangements for the reception of chiefs or envoys of friendly 
aboriginal tribes of the South; c. 610 superseded the con-
solidated Hostel for Tributary Envoys (ssu-fang kuan), P l l . 

4107 nán-mièn 南面 
LIAO: Southern Administration, designation of that part 
of the central government that administered the sedentary 
peoples of the Liao empire, notably the subjugated Chinese 
of northern Hopei and Shansi Provinces, in contrast to the 
Northern Administration (pei-mien), which administered the 
affairs of the Khitan tribes and their nomadic allies; orga-
nized generally in the T'ang fashion, with an upper echelon 
consisting of a Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), Chancellery 
(rnen-hsia sheng), Department of State Affairs ishang-shu 
sheng) f Bureau of Military Affairs {shu-mi yŭan), and Cen-
sorate (yŭ-shih t'ai). Cf. nan-yuan (Southern Establish-
ment). P4. 

4108 náĭì'păn kuān 南班官 
SUNG: Offíciál of the South Rank, generic reference to 
educational officials serving the imperial family, perhaps 
especially those of the School for the Imperial Family (tsung-
hsūeh); reference is to the positions they took for court au-
diences. Cf. pei-pan nei-p'in. SP: fonctionnaire de la classe 
du sudt fonctionnaire de la maison d'éducation de lafamille 
rcry ale. 

4109 nán-pĕi chái 南北宅 
SUNG: Southern and Northern Residence Halls, the 2 
units into which the School for the Imperial Family (tsung-
hsŭeh) was divided, each staffed with Instructors (chiao-
shou). Details of their organization and their functional dif-
ferences are not clear. SP: maisons du sud et celles du nord. 

4110 乂南北庫 
SUNG: Southern and Northern Storehouses^ variant des-
ignations of the Western and Eastern Storehouses (hsi-k'u, 
tung-k'u), respectively, of the Left Vault (tso-îsang, q.v.; 
cf. yu-tsang), which stored general state revenues under su-
pervision of the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu). 
SP: magasin du sud et celui du nord. P7. 

4111 nán-pĕi shéng-ts'ăng 南北省倉 
SUNG; Southern and Northern Granaries of the De-
partment of State Affairs (?)’ administered by the Court 
of the Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu). SP: greniers de 
la capitale du nord et celle du sud. 

4112 nân-péi wài tŭ-shŭi ch'éng ssū 
南北外都水丞司 

SUNG: Offices of Assistant Directors for Southern and 
Northern Outer Waterways, subordinate to 2 Commis-
sioners of Outer Waterways (wai tu-shui shih-chè) in the 
Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui chien)y who were As-
sistant Directors (ch'eng) of the Directorate on special duty 
assignments to supervise maintenance of waterways south 
and north, respectively, of the dynastic capital (?). SP: bu-
reau des assistants de la direction extérieure du contrôle 
des eaux de la capitale du sud and celle du nord. 

4113 nán^pĕi yŭàn 南北院 
SUNG: Southern and Northern Bureaus in the Princely 
Establishments (wang-fu) of Imperial Princes (ch'in-wang); 
functions and staffing not clear. SP: cour du sud et celle 
du nord. 
4114 nán-pù 南部 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Ministry of Southern Relations, an 
important agency in the Department of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng), headed by one or more Ministers (shang-shu); 
established in c. 400, abolished in 493; had 4 to 6 constit-
uent Sections (ts'ao). Responsible for overseeing adminis-
tration along the southern frontier and for the conduct of 
any military operations against the S. Dynasties. The staff 
included Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung) dele-
gated for concurrent service from the Department of Schol-
arly Counselors (chi-shu sheng). See hsi-pu, pei-pu. 

4115 nán-pù wé/南部尉 
HAN; Commandant of the Metropolitan Police, South 
Sector, one, rank 400 bushels，a Later Han subordinate of 
the Metropolitan Commandant (ssu-li hsiao-wei) responsi-
ble for police supervision of the southern quadrant of the 
dynastic capital, Loyang. See tso-pu (Left Sector), kuang-
pu wei. P20. 

4116 nán-shĕng 南省 
Lit” the southern department. (1) N-S DIV-T'ANG: un-
official reference to, or rarely the official designation of, 
the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu), whose personnel were often 
assigned as editorial aides to senior officials of the De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng; see #2 below) 
and consequently were called Drafters in the Southern De-
partment (nan-sheng she-jen). (2) N-S DIV-SUNG: unof-
ficial reference to the Department of State Affairs {shang-
shu sheng) and its senior officials, because it was the dom-
inant agency in the southern part of the imperial palace 
grounds. Cf. nan-kung, nan-kung she-jen. 

4117 nán-shéng shè-jén 南省舍人 
N-S DIV-T ANG: Drafters in the Southern Department, 
unofficial reference to officials of the Ministry of Rites (li-
pu) delegated to be editorial aides to senior officials in the 
Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng), which was 
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known unofficially as the Southern Department (nan-sheng). 
Cf, nan-kung, nan-kung she-jen, chung-shu she-jen. 

4118 nán-sW/î 南使 
(1) South Commissioner: may be found in any period re-
ferring to a north-south or a north-south-east-west differ-
entiation among officials delegated from the dynastic cap-
ital with jurisdictions denoted by such prefixes and possibly 
functions by others. (2) T'ANG: Commissioner for the 
Southern Pasturages, an official of the Court of the Im-
perial Stud {t'ai-p'u ssu) delegated to establish new horse 
pasturages or to inspect existing Directorates of Horse Pas-
turages (mu-chien) in the southern parts of North China. 
RR; commissaire impérial (aux élevages) du sud. 

4119 nárt shŭ-fáng 南書房 
CH’ING: Southern Study, originally the personal study of 
the K'ang-hsi Emperor; from 1659 members of the Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yuan) served there as writers, calligra-
phers，copyists, etc., for a time enjoying great influence as 
the group àirough which imperial pronouncements were is-
sued; lost such influence after establishment of the Council 
of State (chŭn-chi ch'u) in 1730. Often called nan-chai. Also 
see hsing-tsou; cf. chung shu-fang, wen shu-fang. 

4120 nán shū-mì yŭàn 南樞密院 
LIAO: Bureau of Military Affairs in the Southern Es-
tablishment (nan-yíian), a top-echelon agency in the 
Northern Administration (pei-mien) of the central govern-
ment, responsible for appointments, taxes, etc.，of the Khi-
tan tribesmen; commonly compared to the Ministry of Per-
sonnel (lì~pu) in the Southern Administration (nan-mien), 
which dealt with Chinese subjects of Liao; headed by one 
or more Commissioners of Military Affairs (shu-mi shih). 
Confusion may arise from the fact that this Bureau was 
commonly abbreviated in the form nan-yuan (Southern Bu-
reau), the same term that designated the whole Southern 
Establishment in the Northern Administration; and any use 
of the term Southern (nan) naturally suggests the Southern 
Administration. See shu-mi yuan. P5. 

4121 nán-sŏ 南所 
CH'ING: South Prison, one of 2 prisons maintained in the 
capital by the Prison Office (t'i-lao t'ing) of the Ministry 
of Justice (hsing-pu); staffed with Warders (ssu-yŭ), 2 Man-
chu and 2 Chinese, rank 9b; a facility for holding persons 
accused of serious crimes presented by units of territorial 
administration throughout the empire for sentence reviews, 
pending resolution of their cases. Also known as chien-yŭ. 
Also see pei-so, ssu-yu ssu. P13. 

4122 nán-ssū 南司 
(1) N-S DIV: unofficial reference to the Censorate (yu-shih 
t'ai), to its actual head during this period, nominally the 
Palace Aide to the Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng)， 
or to the nominal Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu) when, 
rarely, such an appointee was actual head of the Censorate. 
Also see nan-í'ai. (2) T'ANG: Southern Offices, unofficial 
reference to those top-echelon agencies of the central gov-
ernment that had headquarters in the southern part of the 
imperial palace grounds, most notably the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng), Chancellery (men-hsia sheng), Department of 
State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), Censorate (yii-shih t'ai), 
and various Courts (ssu) and Directorates (chien), in con-
trast to the Palace Domestic Service {nei-shih sheng) y staffed 
largely with eunuchs, which was housed in the northern 
part of the palace grounds and was consequently called the 
Northern Office (pei-ssu). 

4123 zión-wŭ 南寺 
CH'ING: lit., the southern Court: unofficial reference to the 
Censorate (tu ch'a-yuan). See nan-t'ai. 

4124 nán tà-wáng yŭàn 南大王院 
LIAO: Southern Office of the Grand Princes, a top-ech-
elon agency in the Southern Establishment (nan-yuan) of 
the Northern Administration ipei^mien), responsible for Givil 
administration of the Five Groups (wu ytìan) and the Six 
Groups (liu yiian) in the ordo (kung) of the dynastic foun-
der, A-pao-chi； the counterpart pei ta-wang yuan (Northern 
Office of the Grand Princes), responsible for military 
administration of these tribesmen, was part of the Northern 
Establishment (pei-yŭan) of the Northern Administration. 
Headed by an Administrator (chih yŭan-shih). P17. 

4125 nán-fà 南榻 
Lit., the southern couch: Senior Censor: from T'ang on, 
an unofficial reference to a Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu, 
tu yŭ'Shih)', comparable to nan-ch'uang, q.v. 

4126 wá/iiái•南臺 
N-S DIV (Sung)-CH'ING: lit., southern pavilion or ter-
race: unofficial reference to the Censorate (yu-shih t'ai, tu 
ch'a-yŭan) or occasionally to a Censor-in-chief (yii-shih ta-
fu, tu yŭ-shih). See nart-ssu, hsi-t'ai. P18. 

4127 nán-ts'áo 南曹 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit” the southern Section: unofficial ref-
erence to the Bureau of Appointments (hsŭan-ssu, hsŭan-
pu, wen-hsuan ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry of Personnel 
(lì-pu); in T'ang used quasiofficially when a Vice Director 
(yiian-wai lang) was in charge of the Bureau pending ap-
pointment of a Director (lang-chung). Cf. nan-hsŭan ts'ao. 
SP: service du sud, service du choix des fonctionnaires. 

4128 nán-wài tsūng-chèng ssŭ 南外宗正司 
SUNG: Southern Offîce of Imperial Clan Affairs, a branch 
of the Chief Office of Imperial Clan Affairs (ta tsung-cheng 
ssu) established at Yangchow in 1104 to oversee imperial 
kinsmen resident in South China，headed by an Adminis-
trator (chih).，incorporated a Hostel for Imperial Kinsmen 
(tun-tsung yuan); apparently disappeared in the flight of the 
Sung court southwid in the 1120s. See hsi-wai tsung-cheng 
ssu, kuang-ch'in mu-ch'in chai. Cf. tsung-cheng ssu (Court 
of the Imperial Clan). SP: bureau extérieur des affaires de 
la famille impériale de la capitate du sud, PI. 

4129 nán-wài tū-shŭi ch9éng-ssū 
南外都水丞司 

SUNG: Office of the Assistant Director of Southern Outer 
Waterways, subordinate to 2 Commissioners of Outer 
Waterways (wai tu-shui shih~ché) in the Directorate of 
Waterways (tu-shui chien); organizational relationships and 
ranks not wholly clear. Located at Ying-t'ien Prefecture 
(modern Shang-ch'iu District, Honan); apparently oversaw 
the maintenance of waterways in the southern approaches 
to the dynastic capital, Kaifeng. See nan-pei wai tu-shui 
ch'eng-ssu, nan-ch'eng. SP: assistant du contrôle des eaux 
de la capital du sud. 

4130 nán-wú 南巫 
CHOU: Sorcerer, unprescribed number of non-official 
specialists led by 4 Ordinary Servicemen {chung-shih) un-
der jurisdiction of the Director of Sorcery (ssu-wu) in the 
Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan); together with Sorceresses 
(nŭ-wu)t at appropriate times summoned spirits to be hon-
ored or reprimanded, preceded the King on his visits of 
condolence, prayed for rain and for cessation of epidemics, 
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and participated in many royal sacrificial and other cere-
monies. CL: sorcìer. 

4131 11011_摊南衙 
(1) T'ANG: Southèrn Command, collective designation of 
íhe Twelve Annies (shih-erh chŭn) and after 636 the Six-
teen Gqards (shih-liu wei) stationed at the dynastic capital 
for security of the capital city and the palace; personnel 
drawn principally from Garrison Militia units (see fu-ping, 
fu) on roiaìiohíil duty tiH 712, then staffed with paid vol-
unteers organized into a Permanent Palace Guard (ch'ang-
rs'ung su-weí)- TTic Southern Command soldiers were, dis-
tributed among 5 base areas in the capital and thus were 
also known as the Five Garrisons (wu Ju). Cf. pei-ya 
(Northern Comn^and)’ a group of largely hereditary soldiers 
who were the i 'ain striking force of the early T'ang military 
system. Also su ch'tn-chiin, chin-chŭn, chin-wei, wei. (2) 
T'ANG: Southern Offices, unofficial reference to the main 
agencies of the central government, which were headquar-
tered in the southern sector of the imperial palace grounds; 
a variant of nan~ssu. 

4132 nán-yáng tà-chfén 南洋大臣 
CH'ING; Grand Minister for the Southern Seas, quasi-
official designation of the Governor-general (tsung-tu) of 
Kwantung and Kwangsi Provinces, headquartered at Can-
ton. P50. 

4133 nán-yék 南冶 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wu, S. Dyn.): Southern Mint , one of 
several coin-producing agencies，each with a Director (ling) 
or Assistant Director (ch'eng) in charge, under supervision 
of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); see 
yeh. P16. 

4134 nán-yìn chiēn-shĕng 難蔭監生 
CH'ING: National University Student Heredi tary by 
Heroism, status awarded sons ctf officials who had lost their 
lives in state service, principally in battle (lit., because of 
difficulty, hardship’ suffering, etc.); comparable to en-yin 
chien-sheng (National University Student Hereditary by 
Grace), a status awarded sons of eminent officials in cel-
ebration of some auspicious event. See yin (protection priv-
ilege), sheng, chien-sheng, kuan-sheng. 

4135 /tówjûàn 南苑 
CH'ING: Southern Park , one of several parks and gardens 
in or near the dynastic capital, collectively known as the 
Imperial Parks ýeng-ch'en yiian); administered by an Aide 
(ch'eng), rank 6 or 7, of the Manager of the Imperial Parks 
(kuan-li feng-ch'en yŭan shih-wu) in the Imperial House-
hold Department (nei-wu fu); tended and protected by a 
Guards Brigade (hu-wei ying) drawn from the Three Su-
perior Banners (shang san ch'i) under a Supervisor-in-chief 
(tsung-kuan), rank 4a, The Southern Park was also called 
hai-tzu (lit.’ little sea). P40. 

4136 nân^yŭàn 南院 
Lit.，southern agency or office. (1) T'ANG: variant of nan-
ts'ao (Evaluation Section), established in 734 in the Bu-
reau of Appointments (li-pu) of the Ministry of Personnel 
(also lì-pu); responsible for determining seniority and rep-
utation as elements considered in the reappointment or dis-
missal of an official; headed by a Vice Director (yŭan-wai 
lang) of the Bureau, rank 6b 1; traditionally considered the 
antecedent of the later Bureau of Appointments (wen-hsŭan 
ssu) in the Ministry. May also be encountered in unofficial 
reference to the Evaluation Section (also nan-ts'aó) in the 
Bureau of Military Appointments {ping-pu) of the Ministry 
of War (also ping-pu). (2) T'ANG-CHIN: Southern Court , 

together with a Northern Court (pei-yŭan) constituting the 
hsŭan-hui yuan (Court of Palace Attendants in T'ang and 
Sung, Court Ceremonial Institute in Liao and Chin), each 
headed by one or more Commissioners (shih); division of 
responsibilities not clear. (3) SUNG: Southern Cour t , a 
unit in each Princely Establishment (wang~Ju)t paired with 
a Northern Court (pei-yŭan); the significance of this divi-
sion is not clear. SP: cour du sud, P69. (4) LIAO: South-
em Establishment，one of 2 major segments of thp North-
ern Administration ipei-mien) of the central government, 
dominated by a Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yŭan). 
(5) LIAO: abbreviation of nan shu-mi yŭan (Bureau of 
Military Affairs in the Southern Establishment) in the 
Northern Administration (pei-mien). P5, 16. 

4137 nèi 內 
Inner, contrasted with wai (Outer); comparable to chung 
(palace), but more consistently and unmistakably equated 
with to-rtW�(imperial residence). Most commonly used as a 
prefix, e.g., nei-kuan (palace official, i .e. , eunuch), nei-
t'ing (inner court). 

4138 nèi-chàng 內仗 
T'ANG: Palace Guard , common designation of members 
of the Left and Right Forest of Plumes Aimìes (yŭ-lin chŭn), 
especially those elite mounted archers of the Armies who 
escorted the Emperor on hunts and other outings. See po 
chi (Hundred Cavaliers), a term that perhaps displaced nei-
chang in normal use after 689. RR: garde d'honneur 
intérieure. 

4139 nèi chăng-shàn 內掌扇 
T'ANG: Eunuch Fan-bearer , principally assigned to the 
Empress; members of the Gates Service (kung-wei chu) of 
the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). RR: chargé 
des éventails du palais intérieur. 
4140 nèi chăng-skìk 內掌侍 
T'ANG: variant of, or possibly scribal error for, neich'ang-
shih (Palace Eunuch Attendant-in-ordinary.) RR： sous-
chef de rìrttendance du palais intérieur. 

4141 nèi ch，áng-skìk 內常侍 
T'ANG-SUNG: Palace Eunuch Attendant-in-ordinary, 
title created in 621 to replace nei ch'eng-feng, q.v.; in 743 
retitled Vice Director (shao-chien) but promptly changed 
back; although always nominally outranked by a Director 
(chien), rank 3a2, reportedly was the actual head of the 
Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih chien, nei-shih sheng); 
rank 4b 1 in T’ang，8a in Sung; commonly abbreviated to 
nei-shih. RR+SP: sous-chef de Vintendance du palais 
intérieur. P38. 

4 1 4 2 nèi-cVáo 內朝 
夏nner Court , throughout imperial history a collective ref-
erence to residents of the imperial palace (imperial family, 
palace women, eunuchs) and a few eminent persons or in-
stitutions having close relations with the Emperôr as ad-
ministrators of the imperial household，intimate counselors, 
etc.; in contrast to Outer Court (wai-ch'ao), the established 
hierarchy of administrative, military, censorial’ and other 
agencies that managed the empire for the ruler. Tensions, 
and sometimes open power struggles, between the Inner and 
Outer Courts (neither clearly defined except in the eyes of 
the other) arose from the Inner Court's fears that dominant 
Outer Court personages might try to overthrow the dynasty, 
and from the Outer Court’s fears that Inner Court person-
ages (especially empresses, their relatives, and eunuchs) 
might win such favor with or influence over the Emperor 
that they might overthrow him in a palace coup, or might 
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block the Outer Court's normal communication with the 
Emperor, might usurp the Emperor's authority in such a 
way as to interfere with normal established governmental 
activities, or might in other ways disrupt the normal prac-
tices of the officialdom for their own selfish advantage. The 
early Han relationship between unaggressive Emperors and 
their Counselors-in-chief {ch'eng-hsiang), who were ac-
knowledged leaders of and spokesmen for the officialdom 
and especially the Outer Court, was later praised as an ap-
propriately balanced ruler-minister relationship. See chung-
ch'ao, nei-t'ing, wai-ch'ao, wai-t'ing, P38. 

4143 nèi-cké 內者 
HAN: Palace Servant, 20 eunuchs principally in charge of 
caring for the clothing of the imperial family; headed by a 
(eunuch?) Director (ling), rank 600 bushels，under the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu), HB: valet. 
P37. 

4144 nèi-ck，én 內& 
(1) F'jinuch, a common general designation throughout his-
tory, comparable to huan-kuan and nei-shih. (2) CH'ING: 
abbreviation of nei ta-ch'en, itself an abbreviation of nei-
wufu ta-ch'en (Grand Minister of the Imperial House-
hold Department)-

4145 nèi-chèng ssŭ 內正司 
MING-CH'ING: Eunuch Rectification Office, an agency 
of palace eunuchs responsible for punishing offending 
members of the eunuch staff. In Ch'ing existed only from 
1656 to 1661. 

4146 nèi ch'éng-chíh 內承直 
SUI-T’ANG: Palace Attendant, title of a eunuch with sec-
retarial duties (?); 8 in Sui from c. 604，when the title was 
changed from chung chi-shih-chung; T'ang in 621 changed 
it to nei chi-shih, q.v.; members of the Palace Domestic 
Service (nei-shih sheng). RR: secrétaire de I'intendance du 
palais intérieur. P38. 

4147 nèi ch9éng-fĕng 內承奉 
T*ANG: Palace Provisioner, eunuch member of the Palace 
Domestic Service {ch'ang-ch'iu chien) until the Service was 
renamed nei-shih sheng in 621, when nei ch'eng-feng was 
chíinged to the title nei ch'ang-shih (Palace Eunuch Atten-
dant-in-ordinai^). RR: sous-chef de Vintendance du palais 
intérieur. P38, 

4148 nèi ch,éng-fèng pan yā-păn 
內承奉班押班 

CHIN: Eunuch Chief of Palacŏ Attendants in the Office 
for Audience Ceremonies (ko-men) t rank 7a; led members 
of his group (pan) in their work. P33. 

4149 nèi cM，shìk 內給事 
TANG; Eunuch Ceremonial Secretary, 8 to 10，rank 5b2, 
in the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih chien, nei-shih 
sheng); created in 621 by retitling nei ch'eng-chih (Palace 
Attendant); principally responsible for accepting and deliv-
ering communications for the Empress, e.g. , on her birth-
day or on New Year's Day; also kept account of the cloth-
ing and other expenditures for lesser palace women and 
assisted the Director (chien) in administering the Palace 
Domestic Service. Cf. nei-shih, chung chi-shih-chung. RR: 
secrétaire de I'intendance du palais intérieur. P38. 

4150 nèi cM-skĭk 內給使 
SUI-T’ANG: Eunuch Gate Monitor , number indefinite, 
attached to the Gates Service (kung-wei chŭ) of the Palace 
Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng), responsible for opening 
the entrances to the imperial residence in the morning and 

locking them at night, and for checking on the legitimacy 
of all comings and goings through the gates. RR: eunuque 
servìteur du palais intérieur. P37. 

4151 nèi-ck’í 內旗 
CH'ING: Inner Banners, one of 2 large groups of military 
units stationed in the dynastic capital, the other being the 
Outer Banners (wai-ch'i)’ both groups made up of Banner-
men drawn from all Eight Manchu Banners (man pa-ch'i); 
generally responsible for guarding the imperial palace. Some 
Bannermen of the Inner Banners, called Imperial Guards-
men (shih-wei ch'in-chūn, san-ch'i shih-wei) ’ constituted 
the Imperial Bodyguard (ch'tn-chiin ying), commanded by 
6 Grand Ministers of the Palace Commanding the Imperial 
Bodyguard (ling shih-wei nei ta-ch'en). Others were orga-
nized into a Guards Brigade (hu-chŭn ying)y a Vanguard 
Brigade (ch'ien-feng ying)t a Firearms Brigade {huo-chH 
ying), a Scouting Brigade {chien-jui ying)f etc., each unit 
under a Commander-general (t'ung-ling, tsung-t'ung), often 
an Imperial Prince. Cf. chu-fang pa ch'i, shang san ch'i, 
hsia wu ch'i, ching-ch'i, chin-tsu pa ch'i. BH: household 
or inner banners. 

4152 nèi-ckiàng 內匠 
N-S DIV (Chou): Palace Artisan, one or more ranked as 
Senior Servicemen (shang-shih; 7a) and others as Ordinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a); members of the Ministry of 
Works {tung-kuarī) apparently responsible for construction 
and maintenance within the palace. See wai-chiang. P14. 

4153 nèi-chiào făng 內敎坊 
T'ANG: Palace Music School, created in the 620s to train 
musicians for the Emperor's private entertainment; from 692 
to 714 called yŭn-shao fu, q.v.; loosely supervised by the 
Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). Cfriginally staffed 
with professional, non-official Erudites (po-shih), but in 692 
these were replaced with eunuchs. See chiao-fang, li-yūan, 
yin-sheng po-shih, t'ai-yŭeh shu, nei wen-hstìeh kuan. RR: 
école pour Venseignement (de la musique) de Vintérieur du 
palais. 

4154 nèi-chiào pó-shìĭi 內敎博土 
(1) T'ANG: Erudite of the Palace Music School, unspec-
ified number of unranked specialists who taught Novice Ca-
reer Musicians {ti-tzu ch'ang-chiao-che) in the Palace Mu-
sic School (nei-chiao fang) for service in one of the palace 
orchestras or to become Instructors {chu-chiao) in the School. 
They and their students were allowed to live in the palace; 
but from 692 eunuchs served as teachers, and whetìier the 
students were still allowed to live in the palace is not clear. 
RR: maître au vaste savoir chargé de dormer Vinstruction 
à Vintérieur du palais. (2) T'ANG: Palace Erudi te , 18 un-
ranked specialists in the Palace Institute of Literature (nei 
wen-hsŭeh kuan), where palace women were educated; had 
various particularizing prefixes, e.g.，ching-hsŭehpo-shih, 
k'ai-shu po-shih; from c. 741，a eunuch post. RR: maître 
au vaste savoir chargé de Venseignement à Vintérieur du 
palais ‘ 

4155 nèi-chiên 內監 
(1) T'ANG-CH'ING: Eunuch, a general reference appar-
ently deriving from the name of the T'ang Palace Domestic 
Service (nei-shih chien). P28. (2) CH'ING: Inner Prison, 
one of 2 sections into which Prisons (chien-yŭ) were com-
monly divided: an Inner Prison for the detention of serious 
criminals and an Outer Prison (wai-chien) for the detention 
of persons accused of lesser crimes. 

4156 nèi-chiĕn kuănAî 內監管理 
CH'ING: Eunuch Manager, e.g., of the Southern Park 
(nan~yŭan), one of the Imperial Parks ifeng~ch*en yuan). 
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4157 nèi ck，ién-fĕngying 內前鋒營 
CH'ING: Palace Vanguard Brigade, an elite force chosen 
only from members of the Three Superior Banners (shang 
san ch'i) in the Vanguard Brigade {ch'ien-feng ying) for ser-
vice as Imperial Guardsmen (shih-wei ch-in-chìin); com-
manded by one or more Grand Ministers of the Palace 
Commanding the Imperial Bodyguard (ling shih-wei nei ta-
ch'en). Also see nei-ch'i, nei hu-chŭn ying, nei hsiao-chi 
ying. BH: household vanguard. P37. 

4158 nè“ckìk 內制 
SUNG: Inner Drafters, unofficial collective reference to 
Hanlin Academicians (han-lin hsŭeh-shih) of the Institute 
of Academicians {hsŭeh-shih yŭan) who were detached to 
do writing and other staff work in the Administration 
Chamber (cheng-shih t'ang)^ where Grand Councilors {tsai-
hsiang, etc.) presided over the central government; in con-
trast to Outer Drafters {wai-chih), a comparable duty as-
signment for members of the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng). 
The unofficial collective reference to both groups combined 
was Drafters (chih-chih-kao). Also see liang chih-kuan (Two 
Drafting Groups). SP: chargé de la rédaction des édits 
intérieurs. 

4159 nèi-chíh 随 
Lit., to take a tour (turn, shift) of active service in the pal-
ace. (1) N-S DIV (N. Ch'i)-CHIN: Palace Attendant，large 
numbers of unranked personnel (apparently not eunuchs) 
attached to the Palace Attendance Service (tien-nei chŭ, nei-
chih chŭ) in the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (men-hsia 
fàng, tso ch'un-fang); in the Jurchen Chin era attached to 
the Court Ceremonial Institute (hsiian-hui yiian). (2) SUNG: 
Palace Attendance Service, abbreviated reference to the 
agency (nei-chih chŭ) rather than to its personnel. RR+SP: 
service des fournitures intérieures du palais de I'héritier du 
trône. P26, 38. 

4 1 6 0 nèi-chíh 內職 
SUNG: Inner Posts, collective reference to 3 powerful 
agencies in the early Sung central government: the Bureau 
of Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian), Court of Palace Atten-
dants (hsŭan-hui yùan)f and State Finance Commission (san 
ssu). Cf. nei-kuari, nei-shih. P38. 

4161 nèi-chík ckiĕn 內直監 
N-S DIV (N. Ch iKTANG: Director of Palace Atten-
dants, 2, rank 6b2 in T'ang, heads of the Palace Attendance 
Service (tien-nei chŭ, nei-chih chŭ) under the Secretariat of 
the Heir Apparent (men-hsia fang); in 662 the title Director 
was changed to nei-chih lang and tíie name Secretariat of 
the Heir Apparent was changed to tso ch'un-fang. RR: chef 
du service des fournitures intérieures du palais de I'héritier 
du trône. P26. 

4 1 6 2 nèi-ckík ckâ 內直局 
SUI-SUNG: Palace Attendance Service, a non-eunuch unit 
in the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (men-hsia fang, tso 
ch'un-fang) responsible for maintaining the tallies, seals, in-
signia, clothing，accessories, and furnishings in the house-
hold of the Heir Apparent; name changed from tien-nei chŭ 
(N. Ch’i); headed by 2 Directors of Palace Attendants (nei-
shih chien till 662, then nei-shih lang), rank 6b2 in T’ang. 
RR: service des fournitures intérieures du palais de I'héritier 
du trône. P26. 

4 1 6 3 nèi ckīk-jăn chá 內驗局 
MING: Palace Weaving and Dyeing Service, a minor 
agency of palace eunuchs, headed by a eunuch Commis-
sioner-in-chief (ta-shih) or Director (t'ai-chien); prepared 

textiles for palace use; supervised a Blue Dye Shop (lan-
tien ch'ang); also see pa chu (Eight Services). 

4164 nèi-chíh láng 內直郞 
T'ANG-SUNG: Director of Palace Attendants, in 662 re-
placed nei-chih chien as title of the head of the Palace At-
tendance Service (nei-chih chŭ, nei-chih), part of the Sec-
retariat of the Heir Apparent (tso ch'un-fang). RR+SP: chef 
du service des fournitures intérieures du palais de I'héritier 
du trône. P26. 

4165 nèi-chîng pó-shìh 內經博士 
SUNG: Erudite of the Yellow Emperor ' s Classic of 
Medicine, a professional teacher of Taoist medicine; num-
ber and organizational affiliation not clear. 

4 1 6 6 nèi-ch,īn终內卿 
HAN: lit., palace minister: variant reference to the Cham-
berlain for Attendants {kuang-lu-hsun). 

4167 nèi-chiŭ 內廄 
Inner Stables. (1) SUI-T'ANG: in charge of vehicles in 
the establishment of the Heir Apparent; in Sui subordinate 
to the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (men-hsia fang)，in 
T'ang to the Domestic Service of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-
tzu nei-fang chŭ); headed by 2 Commandants {wei). RR: 
écuries du palais intérieur. P26. (2) T'ANG: one prefixed 
Southeast (tung-nan) and one prefixed Southwest (hsi-nan) 
among the palace stable units collectively called the Six 
Stables (liu chiu). RR: écurie du ... dans I'intérieur du pa-
lais. (3) CH'ING: stables maintained in the dynastic capital 
by the Palace Stud (shang-ssu yuan), part of the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu /«)，in contrast to Outer 
Stables (wai-chiu) scattered in the Provinces. BH: stables 
at the capital. Also see chiu-chang, chiu-ling, chiu-mu. 

4168 nèi chiŭ-fâng 內酒坊 
SUNG: Palace Winery under the Office of Fine Wines 
(liang-yun shu) in the Court of Imperial Entertainments 
(kuang-lu ssu), in close relationship with the Court's Im-
perial Kitchen (yū-ch'uy, headed by a Commissioner (shih), 
unranked. SP: distillerie de virt fermenté. 

4169 nèi chū-ssū shĭh 內諸司使 
5 DYN: The Various Palace Commissioners, collective 
reference to numerous personal agents of Emperors who 
assisted in gradual efforts to bring under imperial control 
the corps of palace eunuchs, the military establishment, and 
fiscal administration，all of which had been allowed to get 
out of imperial control in the late Tang years; including a 
Commissioner of Palace Attendants (hsŭan-hui yiian shih), 
a Commissioner Participating in Control of Military Affairs 
(ts'an-chang shu-mi shih), a Controller of the Armies and 
Guards (p'an liu-chŭn chu-wei shih), a Commissioner for 
State Revenue (tsu-yung shih), and a State Finance Com-
missioner (san-ssu shih). 

4170 nèi-chŭng kâo-p，ĭn-pān yŭàn 
內中高品班院 

SUNG: lit., court of high rank palace (workers): Palace 
Eunuch Service, counterpart of the Directorate of Palace 
Domestic Service (ch'ang-ch'iu chien), the Directorate of 
Palace Attendants (nei-shih chien)y etc., of other periods; 
in early Sung renamed ju-nei nei-shih sheng (Palace Eu-
nuch Service). See under ju-nei. SP: cour de I'intendance 
du palais intérieur. 

4171 nèi-chŭ chiù 內駒厩 
T'ANG: Stables of the Palace Colts, collective reference 
to the Stables of Trustworthy Mounts on the Right (yu chang-
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chiu; see chang-chiu) maintained by the Palace Adminis-
tration (tien-chung sheng). RR: écuries des chevaux rapides 
du palais. 

4172 內繙書房 
CH'ING: Sino-Manchu Translation Office attached to the 
Grand Secretariat (nei-ko) to translate state documents from 
Chinese into Manchu; staffing not clear. BH: Manchu-
Chinese translation office. 

4173 nèUfăng 內坊 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i)-SUNG: Inner Quarters , one of many 
units of the Household Administration of the Heir Apparent 
{chan-shih fu) till 739，then assigned to the Palace Do-
mestic Service (nei-shih sheng) though still responsible for 
serving the Heir Apparent; headed by a Director (ling) in 
N. Ch'i, a Palace Manager (tien-nei) in Sui and T'ang till 
739，thereafter a Director again, rank 5b2. The title Palace 
Manager was restored during Sung, rank not clear. The 
agency was probably staffed with eunuchs and probably 
provided personal servant-like service for the Heir Appar-
ent. In T'ang after 739 it was named nei-fang chit (Inner 
Quarters Service), and a common alternate name was t'ai-
tzu nei-fang chū (Domestic Service of the Heir Apparent). 
RR+SP: service du palais intérieur de la maison de i'héritier 
du trône. P26. 

4174 nèifēi-lúng shih 內飛龍使 
T*ANG: Eunuch Commissioner of the Flying Dragon 
Corral , one of the Six Palace Corrals (chang-nei liu hsien); 
also see liu hsien, fei-lung chiu. KR: commissaire impérial 
chargé des dragons volants de I’intérieur du palais. 

4175 uèí-ya 內府 
Palace Treasury, sometimes an official designation but more 
often an unofficial reference to various storehouses and vaults 
where rulers kept their personal fortunes in money and goods 
in the palace or, if elsewhere, under direct palace control. 
(1) CHOU: an agency in the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) y 
also the title of its 2 Directors, ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih). CL: magasin intérieur. (2) CH' IN-
N-S DIV: refers to the Chamberlain of the Palace Revenues 
(shao-fu, shao-fu chien, shao-fu ch'ing), late in the period 
alternating with t'ai-fu, t'aì-fu ssu. (3) SUI-T'ANG: refers 
to the Palace Treasury Service (nei-fu chu) under the Palace 
Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). RR: service du trésor 
du palais intérieur. (4) SUNG: refers to the Palace Store-
houses (nei tsang-k'u) supervised by the Court of the Im-
perial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu). SP: magasin du trésor du pa-
lais. (5) YŬAN： refers to the Directorate of the Imperial 
Treasury (t'ai-fu chien) under the Palace Provisions Com-
mission (hsŭan-hui yŭan). (6) MING: refers to storehouses 
controlled by palace eunuchs. (7) CH'ING: refers to the 
Office of the Palace Treasury (kuang-ch'u ssu) under the 
Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu). P37, 38. 

4176 nèi-fŭckiēn 內府監 
TANG: from 662 to 685, the official variant of shao-fu 
chien (Directorate for Inlperial Manufactories). P38. 

4 1 7 7 nèi fá-păo láng 內符寶郞 
SUNG; Eunuch Seals Secretary, rank 7b; established in 
1107 to be responsible for keeping the imperial seals (pao) 
and tallies ifu) and possibly responsible for issuing appro-
priate seals and insignia to civil officials and military of-
ficers; organizational affiliation not clear. Apparently a 
eunuch counterpart of the Seals Secretary (fu-pao lang) in 
the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) y 2，also rank 7b. Seems 
to correspond to ssu-pao (Seal-keeper) or ssu-pao ssu (Seals 
Office) in the eunuch-staffed Wardrobe Service {shang-fu 

chu), or to the civil service Seals Office (shang-pao ssu), 
of other eras. SP: secrétaire du palais chargé des insignes 
en deux parties et des sceaux. 

4178 nèi-hàn 內翰 
Lit” inner (i.e., palace) writing brush (wielders): Palace 
Writers. (1) SUNG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to mem-
bers of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yuan). (2) CH'ING: 
in addition, an unofficial reference to secretarial staff mem-
bers of the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko). 

4179 nèi hsî-t'óu kŭng-fèng kuān 
內西頭供奉官 

(1) SUNG: Cour t Service Official on the West, a title for 
some palace eunuchs, rank 6 or 7，members of the Palace 
Eunuch Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng). (2) SUNG: variant 
reference to tso shih-chin (Lef t Palace Attendant), 2nd 
highest of 12 rank titles granted to eunuchs from 1112; see 
nei-shih chieh. Cf, nei tung-t'ou kung-feng kuan. SP: in-
tendant à la disposition de I'empereur à I'ouest du palais 
intérieur. 

4180 nèi-hsiāng 內滿 
SUNG; Inner Capital Townships; see ssu hsiang (Four 
Capital Townships). 

4181 nèi-hsiàng 內相 
Grand Councilor in the Palace. (1) T'ANG: common un-
official reference to Academicians {hsŭeh-shih) in the In-
stitute of Academicians (hsŭeh-shih yŭan). (2) T'ANG: un-
official collective reference to those Hanlin Academicians 
(han-lin hsŭeh-shih) and members of the Institute of Aca-
demicians and the Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien 
tien shu-yŭan) who were called into detached service as 
Participants in the Drafting of Proclamations {chih-chìh-kaó) 
under Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang), some of whom ul-
timately became Grand Councilors themselves. RR: grand 
minìstre de I’intérieur. (3) CH'ING: unofficial reference to 
the Academician in Charge of the Hanlin Academy (chang-
yŭan hsŭeh-shih). P23. 

4 1 8 2 nèi hsiăo-ch'én 內小臣 
CHOU: Palace Attendant, dèsignation of palace eunuchs 
awarded nominal ráiik as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih) 
and attached to the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) to attend 
and escort the Queen (hou) in her public appearances. See 
hsiào-ch'en. CL: petit officier de Vintérieure. 

4183 nèi hsiăo-chì ying 內驍騎營 
CH'ING: Palace Cavalry Brigade, an elite force chosen 
only from members of the Three Superior Banners (shang 
san ch'i) in the Cavalry Brigade (hsiao-chi ying) for service 
as Imperial Guardsmen (shih-wei ch'in'chŭn)\ commanded 
by one or more Grand Ministers of the Palace Commanding 
the Imperial Bodyguard (ling shih-wei nei ta-ch'en). Also 
see wai-ch% nei ch'ien-feng ying, nei hu-chŭn ying. BH: 
household brigade of the line. P37. 

4184 nèi-hsíng ch'ăng 內行廠 
MING: lit. meaning not clear; repository concerning palace 
conduct (?): Palace Depot, a eunuch agency existing only 
during the era 1505-1521, apparently created to dominate 
the notorious eunuch secret police agencies, the Eastern and 
Western Depots (tung-ch'ang, hsi-ch'ang). 

4 1 8 5 nèi hŭ-ch&n ying 內護軍營 
CH’ING: Palace Guards Brigade, an elite force selected 
only from members of the Three Superior Banners (shang 
san ch'i) in the Guards Brigade (hu-chŭn ying) for service 
as Imperial Guardsmen (shih-wei ch'in-chŭn); commanded 
by one or more Grand Ministers of the Palace Commanding 
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the Imperial Bodyguard (ling shih-wei nei ta-ch'en). Also 
see mi-ch'i, nei ch'ien-feng yìng, nei hsiao-chi ying. BH: 
imperial guards. P37. 

4186 nèi-hùi tsŭng-k'ŏ chŭ-shìh 
內會總科 í事 

MING: Internal Accòunts Secretary in the Headquar-
ters Section of the Mînistity of Revenue {hu-pu)t 6, rank 
6a; created in 3/173, discontinued in 1380; supplemented 
Secretaries (chu-shih) in the Section. Also see tsung-k'o, 
wai ch'ien-chao k m 

4187 « 打 办 內 閽 官 
N-S DIV: Palace Doormàn, common title for palace eu-
nuchs. 

4188 iièiWī/i•油访內閽史 
T'ANG: Palace Doorman, unspecified number of eunuchs 
in the Palace Gates Service (kung-wei chu) of the Palace 
Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). RR: portìer du palais 
intérieur. 

4189 nèi hŭng-wén yŭàn 內弘文院 
CH'ING: Palace Academy for the Advancement of Lit-
erature, one of the Three Palace Academies (nei san yuan), 
each supervised by a Grand Secretary (ta hsueh-shih); spe-
cially charged with translating China*s classical and his-
torical writings into Manchu and tutoring the Emperor and 
Heir Apparent in the Chinese cultural tradition. Established 
in 1635; in 1658 regrouped into Ming-style agencies, the 
Hanlin Academy (han-lin yuan) and Grand Secretariat (nei-
ko). Also see hung-wen kuan, nei kuo-shih yŭan, nei pi-
shu yŭan. P2. 

4190 nèi hŭo-yào jfc，ò 內火藥庫 
CH'ING: Palace Gunpowder Depot, headed by 2 Direc-
tors (chang), unranked (eunuchs?); one of several units un-
der the Imperial Game Preserve (niao-ch'iang ch'u) main-
tained by the Imperial Household Department (nei-wufu). 
BH: ammunition-store. 

4191 nèi i-wù ĭc’à 內衣物庫 
SUNG: Special Gifts Storehouse, established in 977，from 
1008 under both the Palace Administration {tien-chung sheng) 
and íhe Palace Domestic Service {nei-shih sheng), headed 
jointly by one civil service and one eunuch Supervisor {chien-
kuan)\ received fine silks, brocades, and other materials, 
principally to be used as gifts for members of the imperìaí 
family, imperial in-laws, civil and military officials, and 
foreign envoys at suitable times, e.g. , the Emperor's birth-
day. See shang-fu chŭ, shang-i chŭ, shang-i k'u. SP: ma-
gasin de vêtements et d'objets du palais intérieur. P38. 

4192 nèi-jén 內人 
CHOU: Palace Woman, members of one of the Nine Con-
cubine Groups (chiu yŭ) resident in the royal palace in the 
service of the ruler and his principal wives. Also see nŭ~ 
yŭ. CL: femme de I'intérieur. 

4193 內閣 
Lit. ’ the palace halls and, by extension, those who served 
in them: Grand Secretariat. (1) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): 
unofficial reference to the Palace Library (pi-shu; see pi-
shu chien), in contrast to the Orchid Pavilion (lan-í'ai), called 
wai-í'ai (Outer Pavilion). P18. (2) SUNG: unofficial ref-
erence to the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). (3) MING-
CH’DíG: from the 1420s to 1730，the most distinguished 
and influential body in the central government, like a col-
lective prime ministership; staffed with Grand Secretaries 
(ta hsŭeh-shih) of the Hanlin Academy detached to estab-
lish offices within the imperial palace to handle the Em-

peror's paperwork, recommend decisions in response to 
memorials received from the officialdom, and draft and is-
sue imperial pronouncements. Created as a�small，loosely 
organized body of secretarial consultants after the Ming 
founder's abolition in 1380 of the Secretariates {chung-shu 
sheng) executive posts, which made himself sole coordi-
nator of the Six Ministries (liu pu) that were the adminis-
trative core of the central government. The secretarial es-
tablishment gradually grew in importance until in the 1420s 
it attained durable form and status. The members remained 
loosely organized, each designated by the Hall to which he 
was assigned, e.g., Grand Secretary of the Hall of Literary 
Profundity (wen-yuan ko ta hsŭeh-shih); but coīlegial pro-
cedures were evolved among them, and'leadership of the 
Grand Secretaries, commonly numbering from 2 to 6’ fell 
to a so-called Senior Grand Secretary {shou-fu). Since the 
ranks associated with their Hanlin titles were low (5a), it 
became standard practice for each Grand Secretary to be 
given concurrent nominal status as Minister (shang-shu) t 
2a, or Vice Minister (shih-lang), 3a, in one of the Six Min-
istries, especially the Ministry of Rites (lí-pu); and partic-
ularly esteemed Grand Secretaries eventually were awarded 
status among the Three Dukes (san kung)y honorific posts 
carrying rank la. As the Grand Secretaries grew in impor-
tance, the former Secretariat's Drafters {chung-shu she-jen) 
were attached to them as a staff agency, the Central Draft-
ing Office {chung-shu kpo)\ and by 1600 the Grand Secre-
tariat had been acknowledged in state documents as a reg-
ular, formal agency of the central government. Because, 
beginning in the 1400s, top-ranking Metropolitan Gradu-
ates {chin-shih) were regularly assigned to the Hanlin Acad-
emy on track ultimately to become Grand Secretaries, and 
because Grand Secretaries with few exceptions never had 
experience in the line administrative agencies of govern-
ment, the officialdom at large (see under wai-ch'ao, Outer 
Court) naturally considered the Grand Secretaries with a 
certain hostility as members of the Inner Court {nei-ch'ao, 
nei-t'ing); and this feeling grew as Grand Secretaries found 
it necessary, especially in the reigns of the more reclusive 
Ming Emperors, to collaborate with powerful palace eu-
nuchs to maintain contact and influence with the ruler. Hos-
tility between the officialdom in general and the Grand Sec-
retariat became seriously disruptive after the tenure of Chang 
Chŭ-cheng (1525-1582) as Senior Grand Secretary and in-
terfered with the operation of the central government to the 
end of the Ming dynasty. Some subsequent historians have 
argued that the abolition of the early Ming Secretariat and 
the consequent rise of the Grand Secretariat were the most 
important institutional changes in late imperial history and 
foredoomed the dynasty to collapse in undisciplined parti-
san feuding. The Manchus originally structured the central 
government of their Ch'ing dynasty with Three Palace Aca-
demies (nei san yuan), the traditional Six Ministries, and 
the traditional Censorate (tu ch'a-yuan) in its top echelon, 
but in 1658 the Three Palace Academies were organized 
into a Hanlin Academy and a Grand Secretariat of the Ming 
sorts. The Ch’ing Grand Secretariat was headed by 2 Man-
chu and 2 Chinese Grand Secretaries (tà hsŭeh-shih), com-
monly Princes or other nobles; and the agency was formally 
established at the top of the official hierarchy, as unchal-
lengeable head of the Outer Court. But the Grand Secre-
tariat gradually lost prestige and influence, because the de-
termining of policy was entrusted to an unofficial organization 
of the Manchu ruling group, called the Deliberative Council 
(i-cheng ch'u)t staffed with Princes and Grand Ministers {ta-
ch'en) of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wufu). 
When in 1730 tìiis Deliberative Council was reorganized 
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and formalized as an official top-echelon Council of State 
(chŭn-chi ch'u), although some Grand Secretaries as indi-
viduals became members of the Council, the Grand Sec-
retariat as an institution slipped into the secondary role of 
processing paperwork concerning routine administrative 
business under guidelines established by the Council. P2. 

4194 nèi-kó chūng-shū 內閣中書 
MING-CH'ING: Secretaries in the Grand Secretariat, 
originally in Ming a group of writers organized in a Central 
Drafting Office (chung-shu k'o) attached to the Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng); after central government reorganiza-
tions in the 1380s，this became relatively autonomous, and 
it soon came to be attached loosely to the evolving Grand 
Secretariat (nei-ko); number not prescribed, rank 7b. In 
Ch'ing still organized in a Central Drafting Office, still 7b, 
but number grew remarkably to include 70 Manchus, 8 
Chinese Bannermen (han-chun), and 30 Chinese civil of-
ficials. Selected triennially from among the most promising 
new Metropolitan Graduates (chin-shih), after those chosen 
to enter the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan) as Hanlin 
Bachelors (shu-chi~shih)\ after a fixed term of years (3?) 
had to transfer out to be staff members of Departments (chou) 
or, in the 18th century, to be Secretaries in the Council of 
State (chŭn-chi chang-ching). During tours of the South made 
by the K'ang-hsi and Ch*ien-lung Emperors, men with sta-
tus as Provincial Graduates (chŭ-jen) and Government Stu-
dents (sheng-ytìan) who presented meritorious petitions were 
commonly appointed Secretaries in the Grand Secretariat. 
In Ch*ing the Central Drafting Office was headed by an 
Academician of the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko hsueh-shih), 
2b, with the duty-assignment designation Grand Minister 
Inspector of the Central Drafting Office (chi-ch'a chung-shu 
k'o shih-wu ta-ch'en). P2. 

4195 nèi-kó hsŭéh-shìh 內閣學士 
CH'ING: Academician Of the Grand Secretariat, 6 Man-
chus and 4 Chinese with nominal status as Vice Ministers 
(shih-lang) of one of the Six Ministries (liu pu), most often 
the Ministry of Rites {li-pu)\ rank 2b. Subordinate to the 
Grand Secretaries (ta hsueh-shih) in the Grand Secretariat. 
BH: sub-chancellor of the grand secretariat. P2. 

4196 nèi-kó shìh-tû 內閣侍諫 
CH'ING: Grand Secretariat Reader-ih-waiting, transfor-
mation of a traditional title for academicians (see shih-tu) 
to designate an undistinguished corps of copyreaders who 
examined all documents issued from the palace; 10-14 
Manchus, 2 each Mongols’ Chinese Bannemien (han-chŭn), 
and Chinese civil officials; rank 4 then 6a. BH: assistant 
readers of the grand secretariat. P2. 

4197 nèi-kó shìh-tû hsŭéh-shìh 
內閣侍讓學士 

CH'ING: Grand Secretariat Academician Reader-in-
waiting, transformation of a traditional title for academi-
cians (see hsūeh-shih, shih-tu) to designate an undistin-
guished group of editors and translators of documents is-
sued from the palace; 4-6 Manchus, 2 Chinese, originally 
also 2 Mongols (later discontinued); rank 3 then 5 then 4b. 
On the Grand Secretariat staff of regular officials, these 
ranked above only Grand Secretariat Readers-in-waiting (nei-
ko shih-tu), rank 4 then 6a, Certification Clerks (tien^chi), 
7a，and Secretaries (chung-shu), 7b; but early held con-
current nominal appointments as Chief Ministers (ch'ing), 
3a, in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); date 
of discontinuance not clear. BH: readers of the grand sec-
retariat. P2. 

4 1 9 8 n è i - i t ó ^ i M à í 內閣帥 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Palace Guide in the Purification Ser-

vice (chai-shuai chu) in the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent 
(men-hsia fang; antecedent of tso ch'un-fang)', 2，rank not 
clear; paired with 2 Purification Guides (chai-shuai); func-
tions not wholly clear, though clearly related to supervision 
of fasting, other abstinences, and other types of preparation 
by the Heir Apparent for participation in important religious 
rituals. P26. 

4199 nèi-kó tà hsŭéh-shìh 內閣大學士 
MING-CH'ING: Grand Secretary of the Grand Secre-
tariat, from 2 to 6 in Ming, in Ch'ing 2 Manchus and 2 
Chinese; in Ming a special duty assignment，in Ch'ing a 
regular official post, rank la. See nei-ko, ta hsŭeh-shih, 
hsŭeh-shih. 

4200 nèi-kó tién-cM 內闖典籍 
CH'ING: Certification Clerk in the Grand Secretariat, 
4 Manchus and 2 Chinese, rank 7a; apparently supervised 
the Archive (fu-pen k'u) of the Grand Secretariat (nei-kò); 
also kept the only seals that could be used on behalf of the 
Grand Secretariat, hence were called on to certify and au-
thorize all incoming and outbound documents. See tien chi. 
P2. 

4201 nèi-k，ò shéng 內客雀 
SUNG: Palace Visitors Bureau under the Palace Eunuch 
Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng), headed by a eunuch Com-
missioner (shih), rank 5b; in charge of palace receptions 
for foreign dignitaries, collaborating with the Visitors Bu-
reau (k'o-sheng) of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) and 
probably also the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu). 
SP: commissaire du palais chargé des relations diploma-
tiques (visites, audiences, et contributions des étrangers) 
(eunuque). 

4202 nè/-fc，ŭ 內庫 
Palace Storehouses: from the era of N-S Division if not 
earlier, a common collective reference to all storehouses or 
vaults under the direct control of the imperial palace and 
at the disposition of the ruler only, i.e., those buildings that 
constituted what was called the Palace Treasury (nei-fu). 

4203 nèi-kuān 內官 
(1) From antiquity, one of many terms for eunuch; see huan-
kuan, nei-shiht t'ai-chien. (2) From antiquity» a variant of 
nū-kuan (Palace Woman). (3) Throughout history may be 
encountered in reference to personnel in palace service as 
opposed to central government personnel, or to personnel 
serving in the dynastic capital as opposed to those in units 
of territorial administration. Cf. nei-ch'ao, wai-ch'ao, nei-
t'ing, wai-t'ing. (4) HAN: Palace Manager, 2 appointed 
from 144 B.C. under the Chamberlain for the Palace Rev-
enues (shao-fu); possibly chief eunuchs. HB: inner palace 
office. P37. (5) HAN: Inner Officials, collective reference 
to all personnel in the Imperial Guards (shih-wei), others 
being referred to as Outer Officials (wai-kuan). (6) SUI: 
Inner Officials, collective reference to all personnel in the 
Imperial Guards and all others on acāve service in the im-
perial palace, others being referred to as Outer Officials. 

4204 nèi-kuăn 內館 
CH'ING: Inner Hostel, one of 2 capital residences main-
tained by the Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yu. • � t o house 
visiting Mongol dignitaries; the other was the Outer i :�s te l 
(wai-kuan). Differences in functions between the 2 Hostels 
not clear; each under the surveillance of a Supervisory In-
spector (chi-ch'a nei-kuan [wai-kuan] chien-tu) chosen from 
the ranks of Censors (yŭ-shih), Supervising Censors (chi-
shih-chung), or junior officials of Ministries ipu). BH: in-
ner inn. P17. 
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4205 nèi-kuăn chiēn 內官監 
MING-CH'ING: Directorate of Palace Eunuchs, one of 
12 eunuch Directorates {chien) in the imperial palace, each 
headed by a eunuch Director-in-chief (t'ai-chien); appar-
ently supervised the care and use of all imperial seals and 
controlled access to the Emperor. From 1395 to 1398 may 
have been given authority over the 11 other eunuch Direc-
torates, but in the 1400s the Directorate of Ceremonial (ssu-
li chien) gained primacy among the eunuch agencies. Ch'ing 
originally did not establish eunuch Directorates; all palace 
affairs came under the control of the Imperial Household 
Department (nei-wufu). From 1656 to 1661 the Department 
was superseded by Ming-style Directorates, but then they 
were discontinued and the Imperial Household Department 
was re-established. Previously, in 1660, the Directorate of 
Palace Eunuchs had been transformed into a non-eunuch 
Palace Provisions Commission (hsuan-hui yiian), which in 
1677 became the Office of Palace Accounts (k'uai-chi ssu) 
under the Imperial Household Department. See under shih-
erh chien. P37，38. 

4206 nèi kuăn-Ung 內管領 
CH'ING: Overseer, designation of many mid-level offi-
cials (ranks 5a to 6a) in the Imperial Household Department 
(nei-wufu), normally supervising menial custodial work in 
the various Halls (kot tien, kung) of the palace, at Imperial 
Mausolea (ling, ling-ch'in), in the Imperial Dispensary (yii-
yao fang�’ etc. Those serving in the imperial palace were 
organized into an Overseers Office (nei kuan-ling ch'u). ？29, 
37，49. 

4207 nèi kuăn-lĭng ch，ù 內管領處 
Overseers Office in the Imperial Household Department 
(nei-wu fu) with an authorized staff of 30 Overseers (nei 
kuan-ling), 30 Assistant Overseers (fu nei kuan-ling)t and 
8 Clerks (pi-fieh-shih) under leadership of a Director (chang 
kuan-fang) and 2 Vice Directors (hsieh-li kuan-fang shih-
wu) chosen for these duty assignments from among the Di-
rectors (lang-chung) and Vice Directors (yŭan-wai lang) of 
Bureaus (ssu, ch'ing-li ssu) in the Six Ministries (liu pu). 
Responsible for menial custodial services in the palace, 
maintaining and providing wines, foodstuffs, and dining 
utensils, etc. BH: chancery of the imperial household. P37. 

4208 nèi-kūng 內宮 
CHOU: variant reference to the Six Principal Wives (liu 
bmg) of the King. 

4209 nèi kŭng-chièn ft，â 內弓箭庫 
SUNG: Palace Archery Storehouse, a unit of the Court 
of the Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu), headed by a Super-
intendent (i'i'tien). Cf. kung-chien k'u. SP: magasin des arcs 
et des flèches du palais. 

4210 nèi kūng-fèng 內供奉 
T'ANG: lit., to provide service or be on duty within (the 
palace); relevance not clear: Auxiliary, from the early 700s 
a term appended as a suffix to various titles, especially those 
of censorial officials (ch'a-kuan, chien-kuart), signifying that 
the title-holders were fully qualified for the posts indicated 
but were supernumeraries awaiting regular appointments 
when vacancies occurred; performed most of the functions 
of the posts indicated but did not enjoy all their perquisites. 
E.g. , Auxiliary Attendant Censor (shih yŭ-shih nei kung-
feng) ̂  Auxiliary Palace Censor (tien-chung yu-shih nei kung-
feng) , a n d such Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) and Chan-
cellery {men-hsia sheng) posts as Auxiliary Rectifier of 
Omissions {pu-ch'tìeh nei kung-feng) and Auxiliary Re-
minder {shih-i nei kung-feng). The difference in T'ang usage 
between nei kung-feng and the term kung-feng, q.v,, is not 

clear. RR: fonctionnaire devant rester à la disposition de 
I'empereur à I’intérieur du palais. P18. 

4211 nèi kūng-pù 內工部 
CH'ING: Palace Ministry of Works, from 1661 to 1677 
a specialized agency concerned with construction and main-
tenance of the imperial palace，then superseded by the Of-
fice of Palace Construction (ying-tsao ssu) of the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wufu). 

4212 nèi kuó-shih yŭàn 內國史院 
CH'ING: Palace Historiographic Academy, from 1635 to 
1658 one of the Three Palace Academies (nei san yŭan) in 
the top echelon of the early Ch'ing central government, 
providing counsel and editorial assistance in ways similar 
to those of the Ming Hanlin Academy (han-lin yiian) and 
Grand Secretariat (nei-ko); each headed by a Grand Aca-
demician (ta hsŭeh'shih). Kept records, edited imperial 
pronouncements, produced historical documents, etc. In 1658 
split into a Hanlin Academy and a Grand Secretariat. Cf. 
kuo-shih kuan, kuo-shih yŭan. P2. 

4213 nèi-lién kuān 內簾官 or nei-lien 
YUAN-CH'ING: lit., within (i.e., behind) the screen: In-
ner Examiners, unofficial collective reference to Pro-
vincial Examiners (chu-k'ao) and Assistant Provincial Ex-
aminers (t'ung-k'ao, fu chu-k'ao) in the civil service 
recruitment examination sequence, who were sequestered 
"within the screen" in private quarters of the examination 
hall and participated primarily in reading and grading ex-
amination papers; also Inner Aides，officials of units of 
territorial administration who were detached to help grade 
papers in the Provincial Examination (hsiang-shìh). See lien-
kuan, wai'lien kuan. 

4214 nèi mìng-fŭ 內命夫 
Variant of nei ming-nan (Inner Nobleman). 

4215 nèi mìng-fù 內命橼 
Inner Noblewoman. (1) CHOU: categorical designation of 
a large group of palace women considered secondary wives 
of the ruler, including those known collectively as chiu pin, 
shih-fu, and nìi-yŭ, qq.v., in contrast to the wives of royal 
officials, called Outer Noblewomen (wai ming-fu). CL: 
femme îitrée de I'intérieur du palais. (2) T'ANG: categor-
ical designation of palace women of the first 3 ranks, not 
including the Empress. RR: femme tiîrée de Vintérieur du 
palais. 

4216 nèi mìng-nán 內命男 
CHOU: Inner Nobleman，categorical reference to officials 
serving in the royal capital with ranks of Minister (ch'ing), 
Grand Master (ta-fu), and Serviceman (shih); cf. wai ming-
nan. CL: homme titré de I'intérieur. 
4217 nèi mìng-nu 內命女 
CHOU: variant of nei ming-fu (Inner Noblewoman). 

4218 nèi-nà 內女 
CHOU: Royal Clanswoman, categorical reference to all 
females of the reigning family, presumably only those bear-
ing the ruler's surname. Cf. nei-tsung. CL; femme de 
I'intérieur. 
4219 nèi pā-fŭ tsăi-hsiàng 內八府宰相 
YUAN: Grand Councilors of the Eight Palace Offices, 
8, rank =2; an informal, irregular assembly of imperial in-
laws and sons and younger brothers of the nobility, gath-
ered on an ad hoc basis to constitute a distinguished en-
tourage when the Emperor received Princes in audience; 
had no role in normal governance. P4. 
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4220 nèipàn-shìh ch，ăng 內辦事廠 
MING: variant of nei-hsing ch'ang (Palace Repository). 

4221 nèi-pān yŭàn 內班院 
SUNG: Palace Personnel Office, an early Sung agency of 
palace eunuchs, quickly superseded by the Palace Domestic 
Service (nei-shih sheng). SP: cour de Vinîendance du palais 
intérieur. 

4222 nèi păo-ī niŭ-lù chāng-chīng 
內包衣牛彔章京 

CH'ING: Palace (Department of) Bondservants, Ban-
nermen, and Secretaries, an unofficial reference to the 
Imperial Household Department (nei-wufu); also see pao-
i, niu-lu, chang-ching. 

4223 內祕書省 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Inner Palace Library, sometimes with 
the prefix chung (central»inner) rather than nei, sometimes 
called a chien (Directorate) or a ssu (Court) rather than a 
sheng (Department); resulted from a division of the tradi-
tional Palace Library (pi-shu sheng) into Inner and Outer 
(wai) units. The Inner unit was responsible for handling the 
flow of documents into and out of the imperial palace. Its 
head was sometimes an eminent official with principal duty 
elsewhere in the central government serving as Concurrent 
Controller (see under ling, ling ... shih) of the Inner Palace 
Library; sometimes it was a palace eunuch entitled Director 
(ling). The staff consisted principally of aristocrats desig-
nated Courtiers (chung-san), including Courtier-attendants 
(shih-yŭ chung-san), Courtiers for Memorials (îsou-shih 
chung-san)^ and Courtier-secretaries (chu-wert chung-san). 
Cf. pi-shu nei-sheng (Inner Branch of the Palace Library). 
P19. 

4224 nèipì-skŭ yŭàn 內祕書院 
CH'ING: Palace Secretariat Academy, one of the Three 
Palace Academies (nei san yiian) that from 1635 to 1658 
constituted the top echelon of the early Ch'ing central gov-
ernment, providing counsel and editorial assistance in ways 
similar to those of the Ming Hanlin Academy (han-lin yiian) 
and Grand Secretariat {nei-kó)\ each headed by a Grand 
Academician {ta hsŭeh-shih). The Palace Secretariat Acad-
emy specialized in writing or editing imperial pronounce-
ments, especially those requiring literary elegance such as 
diplomatic conespondence and funerary testimonials. In 1658 
the Three Palace Academies were transformed into a Han-
lin Academy and Grand Secretariat. Cí. pi-shu chien, pi-
shu sheng. P2. 

4225 nèi-p，m 內品 
SUNG: lit., palace rank: Palace Eunuch. One of several 
designations of eunuchs used in the Palace Eunuch Service 
(ju-nei nei-shih sheng), often with prefixes specifying func-
tional assignments，e.g., hsi-ching nei-p'in (Palace Eunuch 
of the Western Capital); also 10th highest of 12 rank titles 
granted eunuchs from 1112; see nei-shih chieh. Also see 
chih-hou nei-p'in, t'ieh chih-hou nei-p'in, nei-pan nei-p'in. 
P68. 

4226 nèi pù-ptng tó，áo 內步兵曹 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Inner Section, designation of infantry, 
apparently in battle formation; distinguished from the Outer 
Section (wai chi-ping ts'ao) of cavalrymen, which might be 
expected to enwrap the infantry in battle formation. 

4227 nĕi-p’ú c/d 內僕局 
SUI-T'ANG: Livery Service for the Empress in the eu-
nuch-staffed Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng), re-
sponsible for maintaining horses and carriages used by the 

Empress; headed by 2 Directors (ling), rank 8b, and 2 As-
sistant Directors (ch'eng)y 9b. The staff included 140 au-
thorized Coachmen (chia-shih). The Director and Assistant 
Directors escorted the Empress's carriage on any outing. 
RR: service des équipages du palais intérieur. 

4228 nèi sān ch，í 內三旗 
CH'ING: Three Inner Banners, collective reference to those 
military units called Banners (ch'i) that were directly under 
the Emperor's control: the Bordered Yellow Qisiang-huang), 
Plain Yellow (cheng-huang), and Plain White (cheng-po) 
Banners. The Three Inner Banners provided the Imperial 
Bodyguard (ch'in-chŭn ying) and also the following units: 
Palace Guards Brigade (nei hu-chŭn ying), Palace Van-
guard Brigade (nei chHen-feng ying), Palace Cavalry Bri-
gade (nei hsiao-chi ying), Summer Palace Guards Brigade 
iyŭan-ming yuan nei ch'i hu-chŭn ying), and the Southern 
Park Guards Brigade (nan-yuan hu-wei ying). The Three 
Inner Banners were also called the Three Superior Banners 
(shang san ch'i); they were administered under the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu fu). Also see pa ch'i. Cf. 
hsia wu ch'i. BH: three imperial banners. P37. 

4229 nèisâwjtóáw 內三院 
CH'ING: Three Palace Academies, collective reference to 
the Palace Historiographic Academy (nei kuo-shih yŭan)y 
the Paiace Secretariat Academy (nei pi-shu yiian), and the 
Palace Academy for the Advancement of Literature (nei 
hung-wen yiian), each headed by a Grand Academician (m 
hsŭeh-shih). From 1635 to 1658 the Three Palace Acade-
mies, which generally provided counsel and editorial as-
sistance to the Emperor, were in the top echelon of the early 
Ch’ing central government, along with the Six Ministries 
(liu pu) and the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan); but in 1658 they 
were reorganized into a Grand Secretariat {nei-kó) and Han-
lin Academy (han-lin yuan) in the Ming pattern. P2, 23. 

4230 nèUshàn 內膳 
N-S DIV (Chou): Palace Vice Provisioner, number not 
specified, ranked as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih; 7a); 
and Assistant Palace Provisioner, number not specified, 
ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a); aides of 
the Palace Provisioner (chu-shan) in the Ministry of State 
(t'ien-kuan), who furnished drinks and delicacies for im-
perial banquets，receptions, sacrificial ceremonies, etc. The 
counterpart of junior executive officials in the Court of Im-
perial Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu) in other periods. See 
hsiao shan-pu (Catering Bureau). P30. 

4231 nèi shàng-fāng shŭ 內尙方署 
HAN-SUI: variant of shang-fang shu (Central Service Of-
fice) under the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-
fu), presumably so named when the agency was staffed 
principally by eunuchs. At the beginning of T'ang renamed 
chung shang-fahg shu. Also see shang-fang, shang-fang ling, 
chung-shang shu. P38. 

4232 nèî-s/iè 內舍 
(1) SUI-T'ANG: abbreviation of nei she-jen (Secretary). 
(2) SUNG: Inner College, 2nd highest of 3 Colleges (she) 
in the National University (t'ai-hsŭeh) from c. 1070; se-
lected about 20% of students in the Outer College (wai-she) 
for further training, then promoted about half of its students 
into the Superior College (shang-she) for final training. SP: 
college intérieur. 

4233 nèi skè-jén 內舍人 
(1) SUI: Secretary, 4，rank not clear; 2nd-level executive 
officials in the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (men-hsia 
fang)\ at the beginning of T'ang retitled chung she-jen. (2) 
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T'ANG: from 652 to 662 the official variant of chung she-
jen (Secretary) in the Archive of the Heir Apparent (tien-
shufang). P26. 

4234 nèi-shĕng 內省 
(1) SUNG: abbreviation of nei-shih sheng (Palace Domes-
tic Service). P38. (2) LIAO: Palace Domestic Service, 
considered part of the Southern Administration's (nan-mien) 
corps of court officials (ch'ao-kuan); staffed by eunuchs, 
including a Commissioner (shih), a Vice Commissioner (fu-
shih)，etc. Possibly also an abbreviated reference to the Pal-
ace Service Office (nei-sheng ssu) at Liao,s Eastern Capital 
near modern Liaoyang, Manchuria. P49. 

4235 nèi-shĕ :g ssā 內省司 
LIAO: Palace Service Office，a eunuch agency at the East-
ern Capital neai modern Liaoyang, Manchuria; provided 
domestic service that was provided elsewhere by palace 
women, who were not posted in the Eastern Capital palace; 
headed by a Vice Commissioner {fu-shih) and an Admin-
istrative Assistant (p'an-kuan). P49. 

4236 nèi-shĭh 內史 
Lit., palace scribe. (1) CHOU: Royal Secretary, one ranked 
as an Ordinary Grand Master (chung ta-fu) ̂  a member of 
the Ministry of Rites {ch'un-kuan) who prepared all royal 
documents with the help of a large staff of subordinates; 
the work reportedly became so important and the post so 
influential that the original Royal Secretary was retitled Di-
rector of Royal Secretaries {nei-shih ling) and became 
something like a chief of the royal staff. CL: annaliste de 
I'intérieur. (2) CH'IN-SUI: Chamberlain for the Capital, 
the administrative executive for local government in the 
metropolitan area in which the dynastic capital was located, 
rank =2,000 bushels in Han; c. 140 B.C. divided into 2 
posts prefixed Left and Right; later the Right Chamberlain 
was redesignated Metropolitan Governor {ching-chao yin)’ 
the Left Chamberlain was redesignated Guardian of the Left 
(tso p'ing-i)’ and the post Guardian of the Right (yu fu-feng) 
was added to create a triumvirate in charge of the metro-
politan area, known collectively as the Three Guardians (san 
fu); all ranked at 2,000 bushels. During the era of N-S Di-
vision the term nei-shih alternated with yin (Metropolitan 
Governor) and by Sui yielded to yin. HB: clerk of the cap-
ital. P53, 54. (3) HAN-SUI, LIAO, YùAN: Administra-
tor delegated from the central government to serve as chief 
executive official of a Princedom (wang-kuo) or Marquisate 
(hou-kuo); in 8 B.C. superseded by hsiang (Administrator) 
and kuo-hsiang (Counselor-delegate), but revived in post-
Han times to alternate with the titles hsiang and chang-shih 
(Administrator); in T'ang chang-shih became the standard， 
though nei-shih was revived again by Liao and Yuan. In 
its early history, nei-shih was the counterpart in a quasi-
official fief of a Commandery Governor (chŭn t'ai-shou). 
P32, 69. (4) SUI: Director of the Secretariat {nei-shih 
sheng), changed from chung-shu ling in early Sui to avoid 
a personal-name taboo, then in 616 changed to nei-shu ling 
(see nei-shu sheng). In T'ang from 618 to 620 and again 
from 684 to 705，nei-shih and nei-shih sheng were revived 
to replace chung-shu ling (Secretariat Director) and chung-
shu sheng (Secretariat). P3. (5) MING-CH'ING: unofficial 
reference to the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yuan). (6) 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Secretary in the Grand 
Secretariat (nei-ko chung-shu). P3. (7) In any era may be 
encountered as the equivalent of nèì-shìh (Palace Atten-
dant), specifically meaning a eunuch. 

4237 nèi-shìh 內恃 
Lit., to serve (be in attendance) in the palace: Palace At-

tendant. � N-S DIV: common designation for civil of-
ficials with duty stations inside the imperial palace, espe-
cially those organized into the Palace Administration (tien-
chung chien, tien-chung chŭ) or under supervision of the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu). (2) T'ANG-
CH'ING: common quasiofficial designation of eunuchs. 
(3) T'ANG-SUNG: officia1 title of some eunuchs in the 
Palace Administration (tien-chung chien, tien-chung sheng). 
RR: chef de I'intendance du palais intérieur. SP: intendant 
du palais intérieur. P37, 38. (4) CH'ING: prestige title (san-
kuan) for eunuchs of rank 9. 

4238 nĕi-shìh chăng 內侍長 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Director of Palace Attendants, 4，rank 
and organizational affiliation not clear; responsible for giv-
ing counsel to the Emperor, reminding him of things omit-
ted, responding to his questions, etc. P37. 

4239 nèi-shìh chieh 內侍階 
SUNG: Eunuch rank titles, corresponding to prestige ti-
tles (rart-kuan) awarded to civil and military appointees; a 
scale of 12 titles was created in 1112，prior to which eu-
nuchs shared the prestige titles used for civil officials. The 
12 eunuch rank titles, in descending order of prestige, were 
kung-feng kuan, tso shih-chìn, yu shih-chin, tso-pan tien-
chih, yu-pan tien-chih, huang-men, chih-hou shih-chin, chih-
hou tien-chih, chih-hou huang-men, nei-p'in, chih-hou nei-
p'in, and t'ieh chih-hou nei-p'in, qq.v. P68. 

4240 nèi-shìh chiēn 內侍監 
(ī) T'ANG: Palace Domestic Service, the agency in which 
palace eunuchs were organized; created in 621 by renaming 
the ch'ang-ch'iu chien inherited from Sui, then in 662 more 
durably named nei-shih sheng. In 743 renamed nei-shih chien 
again, but only very briefly. RR: département de I'inten-
dance du palais intérieur. P38. (2) T'ANG-SUNG: Direc-
tor of the Palace Domestic Service (in Sung the Service 
was called nei-shih sheng or ju-nei nei-shih sheng), nor-
mally 2, rank 3b or 3a. RR+SP: directeur de Vintendance 
du palais intérieur. P38. 

4241 nèi-shìh chiēn 內史監 
MING: Directorate of Palace Attendants, the organiza-
tion of palace eunuchs in the founding reign (1368-1398); 
in the early 1400s disappeared as eunuch numbers grew, 
yielding to the emergence of 12 Directorates (see shih-erh 
chien), 4 Offices (ssu), and 8 Services (chŭ) staffed by eu-
nuchs. See t'ai-chien. 

4242 nèi-sMhfŭ 內史府 
YUAN: Princely Administration, one created to manage 
the establishment of each Prince, headed by an Adminis-
trator {nei-shih), rank 2a; also used in reference to the ad-
ministrative unit that managed the 4 ordos that originated 
as the personal entourage of Chingis Khan. Cf. ssu (Court). 
P69. 

4243 nèi-shíh " í t ò / ^ 內史相 
N-S DIV: Administrative Counselor, delegated from the 
central government to administer a Princedom {wang-kuo) 
or a Marquisate (hou-kuo); alternating with the titles hsiang 
(Administrator) and kuo-hsiang (Counselor-delegate). P53. 

4244 nèi-shìh kāo-pān 內侍高班 
SUNG: Eunuch the High Duty Group (?)，variant of 
yu-pan tien-chih (Eunuch of the Right Duty Group), 5th 
highest of 12 rank titles granted eunuchs from 1112; see 
nei-shih chieh. P68. 

4245 nèi-shìh kăo-p'ín 內侍高品 
SUNG: Eunuch of High Rank, variant of tso-pan tien-chih 
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(Eunuch of the Left Duty Group), 4th highest of 12 rank 
titles granted eunuchs from 1112; see nei-shih chieh. P68. 

4246 nèi-skìk kuān 內侍官 
Palace Attendant. (1) N-S DIV: common designation of 
civil officials with duty stations inside the imperial palace, 
especially those organized into the Palace Administration 
(tien-chung chien, tien-chung chŭ) or under supervision of 
the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu). (2) 
T'ANG-CH'ING: common quasiofficial generic reference 
to palace eunuchs. Gf. nei-shih. 

4247 nèi-shìh pān 內侍班 
SUNG: Eunuch Duty Group, categorical reference to eu-
nuchs in active attendance on the Emperor, in the sense of 
a day shift and a night shift, or a morning shift and an 
evening shift; some particularizing prefix should be ex-
pected; may refer only to eunuchs bearing the highest 6 of 
12 eunuch rank titles {nei-shih chieh). Also see pan. SP: 
classe des intendants du palais. 

4248 nèi-shìh pó 內侍伯 
T'ANG: variant of the eunuch title nei-ssu po (Senior Stew-
ard). 
4249 nèi.sMk shéng 內使雀 
SUI-SUNG: Palace Domestic Service, agency of palace 
eunuchs (from this era commonly called nei-shih; also called 
nei-ch'en, huan-kuan, t'ai-chien) and to a lesser extent pal-
ace women (kung-nŭ, nu-kuan), who in general were the 
only persons outside the Emperor's immediate family who 
were allowed in the innermost living quarters of the palace, 
where they .provided intimate personal service for the Em-
peror, his Empress, and his various lesser wives. Created 
at the beginning of Sui by combining 2 units formerly sub-
ordinate to the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-
fu, t'ai-fu), the Palace Treasury Service {nei-fu chu) and the 
Palace Discipline Service (ì-t'ing chŭ); became one of the 
top-echelon agencies in the central government called the 
Five Departments (wu sheng), but in 607 demoted to Di-
rectorate (chien) status as Directorate of Palace Domestic 
Service (ch'ang-ch'iu chien). In its early years the T'ang 
dynasty, in an apparent shift from Sui policy, rigidly con-
fined eunuchs to this agency, requiring a special imperial 
warrant for any eunuch to take up a post outside the palace; 
and it gave eunuchs no rank higher than 4. In 621 the name 
ch'ang-ch'iu chien was changed to nei-shih chien, and from 
662 the standard name was nei-shih sheng. Official variant 
names existed briefly: ssu-kung t'ai from 685 to 705 and 
nei-shih chien again very briefly in 754, or perhaps for a 
year longer. From the 750s the early T'ang restrictions on 
eunuch activities loosened，and through the 800s eunuchs 
gained almost paramount power in the central government 
by their dominance of such agencies as the Palace Secre-
tariat {shu-mi yŭan) and the Armies of Inspired Strategy 
{shen-ts'e chiin), and in outlying territories with status as 
Military Commissioners (chieh-tu shih). In late T’ang a 
eunuch-dominated Court of Palace Attendants (hsŭan-hui 
yiian) overshadowed the Palace Domestic Service in the 
routine administration of the palace. This trend continued 
during the Five Dynasties era and into Sung times, when 
the Palace Domestic Service became a non-eunuch, civil 
service agency that substantially encroached on the author-
ity of the non-eunuch Palace Administration (tien-chung 
sheng) inherited from T'ang, in which some eunuchs were 
assigned to collaborate with civil officials. The non-eunuch 
Palace Domestic Service included among its constituent 
agencies a Palace Eunuch Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng) 
in which eunuchs were organized, coexisting alongside the 

Court of Palace Attendants. In 1160 the Palace Eunuch Ser-
vice was absorbed into the Palace Domestic Service, and 
this again was made a wholly eunuch organization; but it 
came to be overshadowed by the Court of Palace Atten-
dants, and after Sung the name nei-shih sheng was not of-
ficially restored. Throughout its history, the Palace Do-
mestic Service was normally headed by one or more Directors 
(chien), rank 3b 1 in T'ang, 3a in Sung, with the aid of Vice 
Directors (shao-chien); and in Sui—TTang times its eunuch 
members were distributed among 6 Services (chu). In Sui 
this battery included a Palace Food Service (nei shang-shih 
chŭ), an Office of Female Services (i-t'ing chŭ), a Palace 
Gates Service (kung-wei chū), a Menials Service {hsi-kuan 
chū), a Livery Service for the Empress (nei-p'u chŭ)’ and a 
Palace Treasury Service (nei-fu chŭ). The T'ang battery dif-
fered only slightly, not including a Palace Food Service but 
including an Inner Quarters Service {nei-fang till 739，then 
nei-fang chŭ). Such Services were normally headed by one 
or 2 Directors (ling), but the Inner Quarters Service did not 
get a Director until 739, after having been headed by a Pal-
ace Manager (tien-nei). The Directors of these Services were 
normally in pairs and ranked either 7b2 or 8a2, but the Di-
rector of the Inner Quarters Service ranked 5b2. In Sung 
the Palace Domestic Service did not have such constituent 
Services but did supervise an Imperial Dispensary iyti-yao 
yuan) operated jointly with the Palace Administration, a 
Monitors Office at the East Palace Gate (nei tung-men ssu), 
a Certificate Validation Office {ho-t'ung p'ing-yu ssu), a 
Manufactory (tsao-tso so)t etc. Another of its subordinate 
agencies was an Artisans Institute {han-lìn yŭan) staffed with 
astrologers, calligraphers, painters, and physicians, not to 
be confused with the Hanlin Academy (also han-lin yŭan) 
staffed with Academicians Qisŭeh-shih). RR: département 
de I'intendance du palais intérieur. SP: cour de I'inten-
dance du palais intérieur. P37, 38. 

4250 nèi-shih shĕng 內史省 
SUI-T'ANG: possible variant of chung-shu sheng (Secre-
tariat); also see nei-shu sheng. 
4251 nèUshìh tìèn-t'óu 內侍殿頭 
SUNG: variant of yu shih-chin (Chief Eunuch of the Right), 
3rd highest of 12 rank titles granted eunuchs from 1112. 
P68. 

.4252 nèi-shìh tŭ-chīh 內侍都知 
SUNG: Office Manager (eunuch) in the Palace Domestic 
Service {nei-shih sheng); also attached to some other agen-
cies, e.g., the Office of Musical Instruction (ch'ien-hsia 
chiao-fang so). SP: intendant ou administrateur général. 
P59. 

4253 nèi-shìh yā-păn 內侍押班 
SUNG: Administrative Aide, variant designation of the 
eunuch Notary of the Palace Domestic Service (ch'ien-shu 
sheng-shih), rank 4 or 5; the variant was apparently used 
primarily when such a eunuch was delegated for special 
duty outside the palace or even the capital, e.g., to the Di-
rectorate of Waterways {tu-shui chien) for service in one of 
its Branch Directorates (wai tu-shui chien)’ or in S. Sung 
to the military headquarters called the Palace Command (tien-
ch'ien ssu) for service in its subordinate units，e.g., as Tar-
gets and Arrows Section Chief (chao-chien ya-pan; see chao-
chien pan). Also see nei-shih, ya-pan. SP: signataire pour 
les affaires du département du palais intérieur, adminis-
trateur. 

4254 uèi-íAò 內豎 
CHOU: Junior Eunuch, designation of castrated boys who 
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had not yet reached maturity, number indefinite; served in 
the royal palace as messengers, etc., under the Ministry of 
State (t'ien-kuan). CL: jeunes de I'intérieur. 

4255 沩內樞密使 
T'ANG: variant of the eunuch title shu-mi shih (Palace Sec-
retary). 

4256 /lèi-íAâsM/ig 內書省 
T'ANG: only from 618 to 620，the official designation of 
the top-echelon central government agency known at other 
times as chung-shu sheng (Secretariat). There is some 
confusion about this in the sources. It is possible that in 
early Sui the chung-shu sheng was renamed nei-shih sheng 
(Secretariat) and that in 616 this was renamed nei-shu sheng, 
a name perpetuated by T'ang till 620. Some sources con-
tend that in the late Sui years the traditional Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng) was headed by Directors called both nei-
shih ling and nei-shu ling, or that in 618 the T'ang founder 
chose the designations nei-shih sheng and nei-shih ling and 
then in 620 changed them to chung-shu sheng and chung-
shu ling. RR: département du grande secrétariat impérial. 
P3. 

4257 n è i í A ŭ i ó / i g 內書堂 
MING: Eunuch School established in the palace in 1429 
to train young eunuchs to be literate. This violated the 
founding Emperor�pr inc ip le that eunuchs should be kept 
illiterate to minimize their influence on governmental af-
fairs and has been denounced by later historians as the seed 
from which eunuch dominance over the court grew noto-
riously in subsequent years. 

4258 內率府 
SUI—SUNG: Inner Guard Command, 2 prefixed Left and 
Right; military units assigned to the establishment of the 
Heir Apparent, each headed by a Commandant (shuaí), rank 
4a in T'ang, 7b in Sung. From 662 to 670 redesignated the 
Good Fortune Guards (feng-yū wei). P26. 

4259 nèi-ssū 內司 
Inner Offices. (1) May be encountered in any era as a ref-
erence to eunuch offices or palace women offices, but should 
be interpreted with careful attention to context. (2) SUNG: 
collective reference to 3 powerful agencies in the early Sung 
central government: the Bureau of Military Affairs {shu-mi 
yiian), Court of Palace Attendants {hsŭan-hui yiian)t and 
State Finance Commission (san ssu). Cf. nei-kuan, nei-shih. 
P38. 

4260 nèi ssŭ-fú 內芍服 
CHOU: Eunuch Master of the Wardrobe under the Min-
istry of State (t'ien-kuan) y in charge of the palace women 
who prepared and maintained the formal gowns of the Queen 
(hou) and of secondary royal wives as well. Antecedent of 
later agencies such as the shang-fu chŭ (Wardrobe Service) 
in T'ang and Ming times. Cf. ssu-fu. CL: directeur des ha-
billements à I'intérieur. 

4261 nèi-ssùpó 內寺ítì 
T'ANG: Senior Steward, a rank 7b eunuch post in the Pal-
ace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng); 2 till 788，then 6; 
maintained police-like scrutiny over residents in the palace, 
mainly palace women. RR: chargé du police du palais 
intérieur. 

4262 nèi tà<h，én 內大& 
(1) CH ING: Grand Minister of the Imperial Household 
Department, abbreviated from nei-wu fu ta-ch'en, a gen-
eral reference to members of the imperial family, nobles, 
and other eminent personages who staffed the Imperial 

Household Department (nei-wu fu). (2) CH'ING: G r a n d 
Minister Assistant Commander of the Imperial Guards-
men, 6，rank lb; a command echelon 2nd Only to 6 Grand 
Ministers of the Imperial Household Department Concur-
rently Controlling the Imperial Guardsmen. (ling shih-wei 
nei ìa^'en), la; also see ch'in-chun wei (Imperial Body-
guard). BH: senior assistant chamberlain of the imperial 
bodyguard. P37. 

4263 n è í W i內臺 
(1) N-S DIV (Sung, N. Wei): lit.，inner pavilion: one of 
many variant designations of the evolving Depar tment of 
State Affairs (see shang-shu sheng); inner because located 
at the dynastic capital, in contrast to Branch Departments 
of State Affairs (hsing-t'ai, shang-shu ta hsing-t'ai) set up 
to administer newly absorbed territory. Also see shang-shu 
t'ai, shang-shu ssu, tu-sheng, pei-sheng, chung-t'ai. P50. 
(2) YŭAN: variant reference to the metropolitan Censorate 
(yŭ-shih t'ai) located at the dynastic capital，in contrast to 
Branch Censorates (hsing yŭ-shih t'ai) generically called 
Outer Censorates {wai-t'ai), a term sometimes denoting all 
surveillance agencies outside the capital, including Sur-
veillance Commissions {t'i-hsing an-ch'a ssu). P18. 

4264 nèi-tìèn ch'éng-chìh 內殿承制 
SUNG: Palace Courier, rank and organizational affiliation 
not clear; likely a member of the eunuch-staffed Palace Do-
mestic Service (nei-shih sheng). SP: courrier impérial de 
la salle intérieure. 

4265 nèi-tìèn cMh 內殿直 
SUNG: Palace Duty Group , reference to personnel of the 
Palace Command (tien-ch'ien ssu) on rotational active duty 
within the palace; apparently used most commonly as a suf-
fix (or possibly a prefix) attached to a regular military title. 
SP; service ou garde du palais intérieur. 

4266 內典引 
T’ANG: Palace Presenter, eunuch member(s) of the Palace 
Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng) who announced the in-
troduction of anyone into the imperial presence; number not 
clear. RR: intendant chargé d'introduire les visiteurs au pa-
lais intérieur. 

4267 nèi-t,íng 內廷 
Common variant throughout history of nei-ch'ao ( Inner 
Court). 

4268 nèi-t'íng chlh-hòu 內廷敏候 
SUNG, CH'ING: variant of the generic term chih-hou nei-
t'ing (Palace Attendant). 

4269 nèi-t’íng Icāng-fèng 內廷供奉 
(1) SUNG: common variant of the generic term kung-feng 
nei-t'ing (Palace Attendant). (2) CH'ING: Palace Provi-
sîoner, from 1726 a rank 7 eunuch member of the Direc-
torate of Palace Domestic Service {kung-tien chien); con-
sidered a Staff Supervisor (shou-ling kuan). 

4270 nèi-t’íng kŭng-yùng 內廷供用 
CH'ING: Palace Supplier, from 1726 a rank 8 eunuch 
member of the Directorate of Palace Domestic Service {kung-
tien chien); considered a Staff Supervisor (shou-ling kuan). 

4271 nèUHng shih 內廷侍 
CH'ING: Chief of Domestic Service, from 1726 a rank 5b 
eunuch member of the Directorate of Palace Domestic Ser-
vice (kung-tien chien); considered a Staff Supervisor (shou-
ling kuan), but not the head of the Directorate, which had 
both a Supervisory Commissioner {tu-ling shih)t 4a, and a 
Commissioner (shih, cheng-shih), 4b. 
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4272 nèi-fíng tài-chào 內廷待詔 
CH'ING: Palace Editorial Assistant, from 1726 a rank 6 
eunuch member of the Directorate of Palace Domestic Ser-
vice {kung-tien chien); considered a Staff Supervisor (shoa-
ling kuan). 

4273 nèi-tsăi 內宰 
CHOU: Palace Administrator , 2 ranked as Junior Grand 
Masters (hsia ta-fu), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-
kuan) responsible for managing the affairs of all palace 
women including the Queen (hou), monitoring the produc-
tivity of those palace women with assigned craft duties, and 
supervising those palace eunuchs assigned to the women's 
quarters. Controlled a number of subsidiary agencies and 
personnel, e.g. , Palace Attendants (nei hsiao-ch'en; at-
tended the Queen), Doorkeepers (hun-jen), Junior Eunuchs 
(nei-shu) y Royal Tailors (feng-jen). The title may be en-
countered in òie following imperial age as an archaic ref-
erence to the head of any agency responsible for manage-
ment of the palace, e.g.，the Sui-T'ang Palace Administration 
(tien-nei sheng, tien-chung sheng), the Sui—Sung Palace 
Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng), the Ch'ing Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu fu). Also see kung-cheng 
(Palace Steward), kung-po (Master of the Palace Militia). 
CL: administrateur de l,intérieur. P37, 38. 

4274 nèi tsăi-ksiàng 內宰相 
Grand Councilor în the Palace: from T'ang on an occa-
sional unofficial and no doubt sardonic reference to any high 
official who won unusual favor with the ruler. 

4275 nèUtsM ssū 內宰司 
YÚAN： Commissary, a provisioning agency established 
whenever there was a Household Service for the Heir Ap-
parent (ch'u-cheng yŭan) or a Household Administration of 
the Empress Dowager (hui-cheng yŭan)y to supply its needs; 
staffing not regularly prescribed. P26. 

4276 nèi tsàng-k，ŭ 內藏庫 or nei-tsang 
Palace Storehouse, a storage vault for goods considered 
the Emperor's personal property. (1) SUNG: one of 3 trea-
suries or vaults supervised by the Court of the Imperial 
Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu), headed by a Commissioner (shih), 
rank 7a; received state surplus goods at the end of each 
year, to be held for times of emergency needs. Cf. feng-
chen k'u (Jewelry Storehouse), chih-hou k'u (Storehouse for 
Gifts), tso tsang-k'u (Left Storehouse), yu tsang-k'u (Right 
Storehouse). SP: magasin du trésor du palais pour les 
dépenses extraordinaires. (2) LIAO; maintained by the Pal-
ace Domestic Service (nei-sheng) in the Southern Admin-
istration (nan-mien) but apparently functioned as part of the 
Northern Administration (pei-mien), probably much the same 
as the Sung counterpart; headed by a eunuch Superinten-
dent (t'i-tien). P38. (3) CHIN: a unit of the Court Cere-
monial Institute (hsŭan-hui yŭan) headed by a Commis-
sioner, 5b; in 1162 divided into 4 storehouses, differentiating 
names not clear. P38. (4) YtJAN: a unit of the Directorate 
of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu chien), headed by a 
Superintendent, 5b. P38. 

4277 nèi-ts'âng 內倉 
CH'ING: Palace Grana ry , 8 in the Peking area for sup-
plying the imperial household with grain and horse fodder; 
originally managed by eunuchs but in 1653 transferred to 
the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu); each managed by 2 Su-
perintendents (chien-tu) detached for such duty from reg-
ular posts in the Ministry's Kwangsi Bureau (kuang-hsi 
ch'ing-li ssu), both Manchu and Chinese; in 1693 Super-
intendents were ordered chosen from among the Manchu, 
Mongol, and Chinese Bannermen members of (all?) the 

Ministry's Bureau(s) who had earned eligibility for minor 
commissions {hsiao-ch'ai; see ch'ai-ch'ien) and the Bu-
reaus' (Bureau's?) elderly officials, one per Granary; in 1763 
it was fixed that each Granary should have 2 Superinten-
dents, both Manchu, chosen for 2-year duty assignments 
from the personnel of the Ministry's Bureau(s). Cf. ts'ang-
ch'ang (Capital Granary). BH: court granary. P6. 

4278 nèi-ts，áo 內售 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): abbreviation of nei pu-ping ts'ao (In-
ner Section of infantry). 

4279 nèi-tsd ch，iăo-érh 內作巧兒 
T'ANG: Palace Artisan, 42 non-official craftsmen author-
ized for the Directorate of Imperial Manufactories (shao-fu 
chien, neì-fu chien, shang-fang chien). See ling-chin fang. 
RR: gargon habile pour les fabrications de Vintérieur du 
palais. P38. 

4280 nèi tsð-k’ù 內左庫 
N-S DIV: Inner Storehouse of the Lieft, one of 2 store-
houses established in Chin times by splitting up the earlier 
Storehouse Section (k'u-ts'ao) established in the Yangtze delta 
region and staffed with Censors (yŭ-shih), the 2nd known 
as the Outer Storehouse of the Left (wai tso-k'u); specific 
functions not clear. In Sung the 2nd unit was abolished in 
the era 424-451 and the nei tso-k'u was renamed Left Store-
house (tso-k'u), then in c. 460 both units were re-estab-
ìished only to be abolished finally in c. 465. P7. 

4281 nèi-todsWA 內作使 
T'ANG: Palace Construction Commissioner, irregularly 
assigned from the staff of the Directorate for the Palace 
Buildings {chiang-tso chien) as the on-site director of a ma-
jor construction project in the imperial palace. Sources are 
confusing about this title, linking it only with nei-tso shih 
ling-chiang (Palace Silk Worker) of the Directorate for Im-
perial Manufactories {shao-fu chien) and suggesting that it 
had no independent existence. P38. 

4282 nèi-tsd shih líng-ckiàng 內作使綾E: 
T'ANG: Palace Silk Worker , 83 non-offîcial craftsmen au-
thorized for the Directorate for Imperial Manufactories (shao-
fu chien, nei-fu chien, shang-fang chien) to produce silk 
goods for palace use. Sources are confusing about this title, 
which appears to suggest literally that the silk workers had 
a special relationship with Palace Construction Commis-
sioners (? nei-tso shih). RR: artisan chargé des soieries des 
fabrications de Vintérieur du palais. P38. 

4283 uèf-tóâ/ig 內宗 
CHOU: Royal Kinswoman, general reference to women 
of the royal family who bore the royal surname, all of whom 
were awarded titles of nobility (chŭeh); supervised by the 
Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan). Cf. wai-tsung. CL: ho-
norable de Vintérieur. 

4284 nèi tū-chīh ssŭ 內都知司 
SUNG: Headquarters Bur份u，one of several Bureaus (ssu) 
in the Palace Eunuch Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng), part 
of the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng); apparently 
the Service's internal administration unit, with a eunuch 
Office Manager (m-cW/í), rank 6a, in charge. SP: bureau 
de I'administration générale du palais intérieur. 

4285 «èi_-tòfc，ō 內度科 
YUAN: Special Accounts Section, one of 6 Sections (k'o) 
through which the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) carried out 
its principal functions of gathering and expending the gov-
emment’s tax income; presumably handled receipts that were 
considered due to the Emperor, in contrast to a General 
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Accounts Section (wai-tu k'o), which presumably dealt with 
more general revenues and expenditures. Headed by a Clerk 
(ling-shih), unranked. Comparable to the chin-k'o, q.v. , of 
earlier and later times; also see tu-chih k'o. P6. 

4286 nèi tŭng-mén ch，ŭ-sð ssŭ 內東門取索司 
or nei tung-men ssu 

SUNG: Monitors Office at the East Palace Gate, staffed 
by the Palace Eunuch Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng) t part 
of the Palace Domestic Service {nei-shih sheng); accepted 
memorials and petitions while carefully scrutinizing those 
who submitted them. SP: bureau de la porte de Vest du 
palais intérieur chargé de recevoir les dépêches secrètes. 
4287 nèi tūng-mén tā-chîh ssū 內東門都知司 
SUNG; Headquarters Bureau at the East Palace Gate, 
staffed by the Palace Eunuch Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng) t 
part of the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng); pre-
sumably headed by an Office Manager (tu-chih) ̂  rank 6a. 
Apparently superior to the Monitors Office at the East Pal-
ace Gate {nei tung-mer ch'ŭ-so ssu)y but the division of 
responsibilities between the 2 agencies is not clear. Also 
see nei tu-chih ssu (Headquarters Bureau of the Palace Eu-
nuch Service), which might easily, but no doubt erro-
neously» be considered an abbreviation of nei tung-mert tu-
chih ssu. SP: bureau de Vadministration générale de la porte 
de Vest du palais intérieur. 

4288 nèi tŭng-t'óu kūng-fèng kuān 
內東頭供奉官 

SUNG: Court Service Official on the East, a title for some 
rank 5 or 6 palace eunuchs, members of the Palace Eunuch 
Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng); also a variant of kung-feng 
kuan (Palace Servitor), highest of 12 rank titles granted to 
eunuchs from 1112; see nei-shih chieh. Cf. nei hsi-t'ou kung-
feng kuan. SP: intendant à la disposition de I'empereur. 

4289 nèi-ìvén àn 內文案 
CH'ING: Personal Staff, common unofficial reference to 
those members of the Private Secretariats (mu-fu) of pro-
vincial Governors (hsiin-fu) and multi-Province Governors-
general (tsung-tu) in whom these dignitaries had most con-
fidence, and who consequently enjoyed very close rela-
tionships with their superiors. Often abbreviated to wen-an. 

4290 nèi wén-hsûéh kuăn 內文學館 
T’ANG: Palace Institute of Literature, an agency charged 
with the Confucian education of palace women under su-
pervision of the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng); in c. 692 
renamed hsi-i kuan (Institute for Study of the Polite Arts), 
shortly again renamed wan-lin nei chiao-fang (Palace School 
in the Grove), then quickly restored to its original name but 
terminated in c. 740. Headed by 2 Erudites for Palace In-
struction (kung-chiao po-shih) t rank 9b2’ with a large staff 
including 12 Erudites of General Instruction in the Palace 
(nei-chiao po-shih) and professional specialists in the reg-
ular educational core of classical, historical, philosophical， 
and literary works and, in addition, in both standard and 
fancy calligraphy, in law，in mathematics，and in the game 
called Chinese chess (ch'i). After the 740s the education of 
palace women was entrusted to eunuchs of the Office of 
Female Services (i-t'ing chŭ) in the Palace Domestic Ser-
vice (nei-shih sheng). RR: collège des études littéraires du 
palais intérieur. 

4291 nèi-wùfŭ 內務府 
CH'ING: Imperial Household Department, a multi-agency 
administrative organization responsible for serving the per-
sonal needs of the Emperor, his immediate family, and his 
intimate attendants in the private residential quarters of the 

imperial palace; had no functions relating to the general na-
tional administration, but was the supreme Inner Court (nei-
ch'ao, nei-t'ing) organ corresponding to such Outer Court 
{wai-ch'ao, wai-t'ing) organs as the Grand Secretariat {nei-
ko) and, from 1730，the Council of State (chŭn-chi ch'u), 
which supervised the national administration. Created in 1661 
to absorb and supersede eunuch agencies inherited from 
Ming, e.g., the Directorate of Ceremonial {ssu-li chien), 
the Department was the Ch'ing counterpart of such earlier 
agencies as the staff of the Han dynasty Chamberlain for 
the Palace Revenues {shao-fu) t the T'ang-Sung Palace 
Administration (tien-chung sheng) and Palace Domestic 
Service (nei-shih sheng)，but greatly expanded. The De-
partment was staffed almost entirely by Imperial Bondser-
vants (huang pao-i)y overwhelmingly Manchus; it was headed 
by an unprescribed but lai^e number of Supervisors-in-chief 
(tsung-kuan) selected from among the Imperial Princes (ch'in-
wang), other members of the nobility, and various presti-
gious personages; all were known generically as Grand 
Ministers {ta-ch'en) or, more fully, Grand Ministers Su-
pervisors-in-chief of the Imperial Household Department 
{tsung-kuan nei-wu fu ta-ch'en)y commonly abbreviated to 
Grand Ministers Supervisors-in-chief (tsung-kuan ta-ch'en) 
or Grand Ministers of the Imperial Household Department 
(nei-wu fu ta-ch'en, nei ta-ch'en). These dignitaries were 
often detached from the Department's headquarters (t'ang) 
to be in charge of some of the agencies directly subordinate 
to the Department and some unrelated to it, even agencies 
of the Outer Court: e.g., as Manager of the Court of Im-
perial Armaments {kuan-li wu-pei yuan), Manager of the 
Palace Larder {kuan-li yŭ ch'a-shan fang shih-wu), Grand 
Minister in Command of the Imperial Procession Guard 
{chang luan-i wei shih ta-ch'en) f Imperial Household De-
partment Supervisor-in-chief of the ... Imperial Mausoleum 
(-.. ling-ch'in nei-wufu tsung-kuan). Top-echelon agencies 
directly subordinate to the Department were the following 
7 Offices (ssu): Storage Office (kuang-ch'u ssu)y Office of 
Palace Accounts (k'uai-chi ssu)t Office of Palace Cere-
monial {chang-i ssu), Office of the Imperial Hunt {tu-yŭ 

ssu), Office of Palace Justice (shen-hsing ssu)t Office of 
Palace Construction (ying-tsao ssu), and Office of Imperial 
Pasturages {chHng-feng ssu; from 1723), each headed by 
from one to 4 Directors {lang-chung) and from one to 12 
Vice Directors (yŭan-wai long), except that the Office of 
Imperial Pasturages was under a Grand Minister on Annual 
Duty (chih-nien ta-ch'en; see chih-men). Major agencies that 
were subordinate to the Department, but less directly con-
trolled by it, included the Palace Stud {shang-ssu yuan), 
the Court of Imperial Armaments (wu-pei yuan), and the 
Imperial Paries Administration (feng-ch'en yŭan). Most of 
the larger, top-echelon agencies in the Department had their 
own subordinate agencies. The staff of the Department 
headquarters included one Headquarters Director (t'ang lang-
chung), 2 Headquarters Secretaries (t'ang chu-shih), and 
many Headquarters Clerks (t'ang pi-t'ieh-shih). BH: im-
perial household. P37, 38, 39. 

4292 nèi-wà liào-k，ù 內物料庫 
SUNG: Imperial Larder , a renaming of the kung-pei k'u; 
date not clear. SP: magasin des provisions du palais intérieur. 
4293 nèi yăng-kðu ch，ù 內養狗處 
CH'ING: Palace Kennel maintained at the Auxiliary Pal-
ace (hsing-kung) in Jehol by the Imperial Household De-
partment (nei~wu fu) to provide hunting dogs for the court 
on its visits; with 2 Heads (t'ou-mu), one with rank as Im-
perial Guardsman Third Class (san~teng shih-wei) and one 
as Junior Guardsman (lan-ling shih-wei). The difference 
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between this kennel and the Outer Kennel (wai yang-kou 
ch'u) is not clear. P37. 

4294 nèíMA-cM 內謁者 
SUI-T'ANG: Palace Receptionist, 12 palace eunuchs, rank 
8b2, subordinate to 6 eunuch Directors (chien), rank 6a2, 
in the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng); specially 
responsible for attending the Empress, but to some extent 
apparently received memorials submitted to the palace and 
delivered imperial pronouncements to the central govern-
ment. See yeh-che. RR: introducteur des visiteurs du palais 
intérieur; (nei yeh-che chien:) directeur de la réception des 
visites du palais intérieur. P38. 

4295 n ^ d ŭ / ^ 內饔 
CHOU: Grand Chef of the Palace, 4 ranked as Ordinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih) and 8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) re-
sponsible for preparing food for the royal meals, sacrifices, 
and receptions of dignitaries. Cf. wai-yung (Grand Chef for 
External Ceremonies). CL: cuisinier de I’intérieur. 

4296 nèi-yŭán 內園 
SUNG: Palace Garden, supervised by a Commissioner 
(shih), rank not clear; organizational relationships also not 
clear. Sec nei-yiian (Palace Park). SP: jardins du palais 
intérieur. 

4297 nèi-yŭàn 內掾 
YŭAN: Clerk, found in central government agencies; 
counterpart of yŭan-shih (Clerk). 

4298 nèi-yŭàn 內苑 
T'ANG-SUNG: Palace Park, combined designation of a 
group of small parks within or adjacent to the imperial pal-
ace. In T'ang these were divided into 2 sections, West and 
East, each apparently having a Director {chien)^ rank 6b2; 
under the Directorate-general of the Imperial Parks (kung-
yiian ĭsung-chien)y which in turn was subordinate to tìie Court 
of the Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu). In Sung the Pal-
ace Park was managed by a Commissioner (shih), rank 7a, 
but its organizational affiliations are not clear. In particular, 
the relationships between kung-yuan (Imperial Park, Palace 
Park) and nei-yŭm, and between this neì-yūan (Palace Park) 
and nei-yŭan (Palace Garden), are not clear. RR: pare à 
I'intérieur du palais. SP: pare du palais intérieur. 

4299 nèi-yăn 內允 
T'ANG: lit., palace confidant: Companion for the Heir Ap-
parent, 2nd ranking post in the Left Secretariat of the Heir 
Apparent (men-hsia fang, tso ch'un-fang), below only the 
Mentor (shu-tzu); tank 5a2. Alternated with the title chung-
yŭn; nei-yŭn was used from 618 to 620 and again from 652 
to 656; in other periods chung-yŭn was used. Also see nei 
she-jen. RR: vice-président du grand secrétariat de gauche 
de I'héritier du trône. P26. 

4300 niáng-niáng 娘娘 or 孃孃 
(1) Throughout history a common unofficial reference to 
an Empress, usually with qualifying prefixes, e.g., î'ai-hou 
niang-niang (Empress Dowager). (2) Consort, a less com-
mon unoffícial usage, also with qualifying prefixes, e.g. , 
hsiao (little) niang-niang for a fei (Consort). 

4301 niàng-shíh tìĕn-chŭn 睛食典軍 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Commandant-steward, 2’ rank and 
organizational affiliation not clear, but apparently found on 
the staffs of Ducal Establishments (kung-fu) in charge of 
providing fine wines and delicacies for banquets. See tien-
chŭn. P30. 

4302 niăo-ch，iāng chăng 鳥槍長 
CH'ING: Director of the Gun Room, 5 unranked person-
nel (eunuchs?), i;i charge of the muskets used in imperial 
hunting in the Imperial Game Preserve {niao-ch'iang ch'u, 
yu niao-ch'iang ch'u). Cf. nei huo-yao k'u (Palace Gun-
powder Depot). BH: keeper of the gunroom. 

4303 niăo-ch，iāng ch'ù 鳥槍處 
CH'ING: Imperial Game Preserve, an autonomous agency 
closely related to the Imperial Household Department (nei-
wu fu), supervised by a Prince or a Grand Minister (ta-
ch'en) serving as Manager (kuan-li... shih~wu). Aláo called 
yŭ (Imperial) niao-ch'iang ch'u. 

4304 niáo-ck，iăng hsiâo-chí 鳥槍驍騎 
CH'ING: Musketeer of the Firearms Brigade (huo-ch'i ying) 
of the Inner Banners {nei-ch'i); headed by a Regimental 
Commander (ts'an-ling), rank 3a. Cf. niao-ch'iang hu-chun, 
p'ao hsìao-chi. See hsiao-c'tti. 

4305 niăo-ch'iāng hù-chŭn 槍護軍 
CH’ING: Musketeer Guardsman of the Firearms Brigade 
(huo-ch'i ying), from 1764 a unit of the Inner Banners (nei-
ch'i); headed by a Regimental Commander (ts'an-ling), rank 
3a. Cf. niao-ch'iang hsiao-chi, hu-chun. BH: imperial reg-
iment of the artillery and musketry division, 

4306 臬府 or nièk-ssŭ 司 oī nièk-t,ái 臺 
Law Office, unofficial generic reference to Circuit (tao) or 
Province-level (sheng) agencies with judicial responsibili-
ties. (1) YUAN (fu or ssu): reference to a (Circuit) Sur-
veillance Commission (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu, an-ch'a 
ssu, su-cheng lien-fang shih ssu). (2) MING-CH'ING (ssu 
or t'ai): reference to a Provincial Surveillance Commission 
(t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu, an-ch'a ssu). Also see fan-fu, 
fan-ssu, fan-t'ai. 

4307 nien 輦 
See under the romanization lien. 

4308 nièn-chū ts9āo 念珠曹 
T'ANG: lit., rosary section; an unofficial reference to the 
Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), reportedly because that Min-
istry's officials received a daily cash allowance of 108 cop-
per coins，the number corresponding to the number of beads 
in a Buddhist rosary. 

4309 nién-n 年例 
MING: Annual Military Subsidy, an aggregation of pay-
ments from central government reserves to sustain military 
organizations, usually paid in silver ingots; an- unbudgeted 
expense, since the early Ming rulers theorized that the he-
reditary soldiers of the wei-so system (see wei-so) could 
support themselves by part-time farming on state-allocated 
lands (see chtìn-t'un, t'un-fien). Probably from the first Ming 
reign, and certainly not later than the 1450s, the wei-so 
units could neither maintain an adequate national defense 
nor maintain themselves in their garrisons. Central govern-
ment subsidies were gradually institutionalized to revive the 
deteriorating wei-so units and increasingly in the 1500s and 
1600s to supplement them with paid recruits (mu-ping). 
Through the 1500s the annual subsidy averaged more than 
2 million taels and then more than 3 million taels; and from 
1618 through 1627 Ming attempts to repel the Manchus cost 
the centtârgovernment a cumulative total of some 60 mil-
lion taels in unbudgeted subsidies. 

4310 níng-fĕi 寧妃 
MING; Restful Consort, one of the titles granted second-
ary wives of the Emperor; see fei. 
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4311 ning-huă 凝華 
N-S Drv (N. Ch'i): Lady of Perfect Loveliness, title granted 
one of 6 Lesser Concubines (hsia-pin) of the Emperor. 

4312 níng-hŭi 凝暉 
N-S DIV (N‘ Ch'i): Lady of Perfect Radiance, title granted 
one of 6 Lesser Concubines (hsia-pin) of the Emperor. 

4313 niú-jén 牛人 
CHOU: Cowherd, 3 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of 
the Ministry of Education {ti-kuan) responsible for over-
seeing the royal oxen herds and providing oxen for sacri-
ficial ceremonies, etc. CL: bouvier. 

4314 niŭ'lù 牛錄 
CH'ING: Company (military), Chinese transliteration of 
the Manchu word riiru, which served also as the abbrevi-
ated title of the Company Commander (tso-ling in Chinese 
translation); regularized in 1601 as the basic tribal living-
fighting group consisting of 300 people controlled by a 
Company Commander called niu-lu o-chen in Chinese 
transliteration, earlier the designation of the leader of a 10-
man hunting or fighting group. When the Banner system 
(sec ch'i, pa ch'i) was established in 1615, each Banner 
incorporated from 2 to 5 Regiments (chalan in Manchu, 
chia-la in Chinese transliteration, ts*an-ling in Chinese 
translation), each of which was a consolidation of 5 Com-
panies, each large enough in theory to provide 300 active 
fighting men. In 1634 the designation niu-lu o-chen was 
changed to niu-lu chang-ching (tso-ling in Chinese). At about 
the same time, Companies were reorganized to be able to 
provide only 70 to 100 fighting men. P44. 

4315 niŭ-yáng kûng-yìng sð 牛羊供應所 
SUNG: lit., office for the provisioning of cattle and sheep: 
apparently a variant of niu-yang ssu (Cattle and Sheep Of-
fice). SP: bureau chargé de fournir les boeufs et les mou-
tons. 

4316 niŭ-yáng shŭ 牛羊署 
SUI: Cattle and Sheep Office, one of several Offices (shu) 
directly subordinate to the Court of the Imperial Stud (í'ai-
p'u ssu)f headed by a Director (ling); responsible for main-
taining cattle, oxen, and sheep in the imperial herds. Cf. 
tien-mu shu, ssu-yang shu. 

4317 niŭ-yáng ssū 牛羊司 
T ANG-SUNG: Cattle and Sheep Office, in Tang appar-
ently existed only in the dynasty's final century or even its 
final decades, apparently one each at the 2 capitals, Ch'ang-
an and Loyang; organizational affiliation not clear; proba-
bly headed by a Commissioner (shih); responsible for pro-
viding sheep and calves for the imperial table. In Sung 
probably had similar functions, under the Court of Imperial 
Entertainments {kuang-lu ssu)\ staffing not clear. SP: bu-
reau des boeufs et des moutons. P38. 

4318 nŭ-fàng skŭ 弩坊荖 
T'ANG: Bows Office, one of 2 subordinate units in the Di-
rectorate for Armaments (chŭn-ch'i chien); headed by a Di-
rector (ling), rank 8a2. Until 632 called kung-nu shu; from 
723 to 728 the Office or its function was shifted under the 
Directorate for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso chien). Re-
sponsible for the manufacture of bows, crossbows, arrows, 
various kinds of lances, etc. See chia-fang shu. RR: office 
de Vatelier des arbalètes. 

4319 nŭ-skðupān 穹手班 
SUNG: Company of Crossbowmen, a category of military 
units controlled by the Palace Command (tien-ch'ien shih-

wei ssu) into the 1140s, then in a general reorganization 
subordinated to the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian); 
special function not clear. SP: compagnie d'arbalétriers. 

4320 nû'ts'áì 奴才 
CH'ING: Slave, a term with which the Manchus referred 
to themselves (“your slave," “this slave") when addressing 
the Emperor; comparable to the traditional Chinese usage 
of ch'en (Minister, uyour humble servant”）. 

4321 nuănUng 煖卿 
SUNG-CH'ING: Intimate Minister, unofficial reference 
to certain officials in close attendance on the Emperor such 
as the Sung dynasty's Chief Minister {ch'ing) of the Court 
of the Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu) or the Ch'ing dynas-
ty's Grand Minister in Command of the Imperial Procession 
Guard {chang luan-i wei shih ta-ch'en). 

4322 nŭng-fù 農父 
From high antiquity, a title used for someone of importance 
with responsibility for improving agriculture through pop-
ular education: Agriculture Master . May be encountered 
in any era as an unofficial, archaic reference to such offi-
cials as the Minister of Revenue (hu-pu shang-shu) in the 
later dynasties. Often equated with ssu-t'u (Minister of Ed-
ucation). 

4323 núng-kuân 農官 
HAN: Office of Agriculture, staffing and organizational 
affiliations not clear; possibly under the Chamberlain for 
the National Treasury (ta ssu-nung) f possibly the office of 
a Commandant of Agriculture (nung tu-wei)', functions ap-
parently related to the collection of agricultural revenues. 

4324 nŭng-pŭ chiên 農圃監 
T'ANG: Director of Food Production, one on the staff of 
each Area Command (tsung-kuan fu till 624, then tu-íufu), 
responsible for monitoring the use of cultivated fields and 
ganiens, maintaining appropriate granaries and stores of 
firewood, charcoal, and hay, and supervising overland and 
river transport of such materials. RR: directeur de I'agri-
culture et des potagers. 

4325 nŭng-pù ts，áo 農部曹 or nung-pu 
(1) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Agriculture Section, one of 
several units with specialized functions in the Ministry of 
Revenue (see tu-chih, min-pu, hu-pu) in the evolving De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng); headed by a 
Director {lang-chung, lang). P6. (2) T'ANG-CH'ING: 
common unofficial, archaic reference to the Ministry of 
Revenue {hu-pu). 

4326 nŭng-fUn ân 農田案 
SUNG: Agriculture Section, one of 3 Sections (an) in the 
Left Section (tso-ts'ao) of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) 

•from c. 1080，when the Ministry was fully activated fol-
lowing discontinuance of the State Finance Commission (san 
ssu) of early Sung; staffed with unranked subofficìals; mon-
itored the management of state-owned agricultural lands. 
SP: service des champs agricoles. P6. 

4327 nŭng-ts'āng 農倉 
HAN: Granary, designation of state grain depots under the 
Commandant of the Imperial Gardens {shui-heng tu-wei) 
or, in Later Han, under the Director (ling) of the Imperial 
Forest Park (shang-lin yiian), a favorite imperial resort ad-
joining the dynastic capital. Each Granary was in the charge 
of a Director (chang) and his Aide(s) (ch'eng). HB: agri-
cultural granary. P8. 

4328 wiíi^tó-wèí 農都尉 
HAN: Commandant of Agriculture, rank not clear, one 
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appointed to supervise State Farms (t'un-t'ien) in each fron-
tier Commandery (chŭn). HB: chief commandant of agri-
culture. 

4329 nu-chĕn 女眞 
See the more common romanization ju-chen (Jurchen); also 
see nŭ-chih. 

4330 nu-chfì 女饍 
CHOU: Female Cook, 8 employed under 2 eunuch Cereals 
Chefs (ch'i-jen) of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) to 
prepare cereals for the royal table and otherwise as re-
quired. CL: femme pour cuire. 

4331 nâ'Chiāng ^ciS 
CHOU: Female Liquor Maker , 15 women of the general 
populace chosen for employment under 5 Eunuch Liquor 
Makers (chiang-jeh) of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan), 
to produce all liquors required by the ruler and his guests 
and for formal ceremonies. Cf. nii-chiu. CL: femme aux 
liquors. 

4332 nu-chíh 女直 
CHIN: variant of the more common tribal name ju-chen 
(Jurchen), used as a prefix in some titles，e.g., ntì-chih 
ling-shih (Jurchen Clerk). Also see ju-chih. 

4333 nă-chiŭ 女酒 
CHOU: Female Wine Maker , 30 chosen from the general 
populace to serve under 10 Eunuch Wine Makers (chiu-jen) 
of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) in the preparation of 
various wines for the royal table and for ceremonial oc-
casions. Each reportedly supervised 12 convicts, who did 
the most strenuous work. Cf. nŭ-chiang (Female Liquor 
Maker). CL: femme aux vìns. 

4334 nâ'Chà 女祝 
CHOU: Female Supplicant, 4 women subordinates in the 
Ministry of State (fien-kuan), attendants on the Queen (hou) 
especially responsible for praying on her behalf when ap-
propriate and for arranging sacrificial ceremonies in which 
she participated. Apparently under general supervision of 
the Palace Administrators (nei-tsaî). CL: femme chargée des 
prìères. 

4335 nu ch'ŭng^wăi 女舂沈 
CHOU: lit.’ woman thresher and grinder: Female Huller, 
2 women who assisted 2 Eunuch Hullers (ch'ung-jen) of the 
Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) and directed 5 convicts in 
preparing rice required for sacrificial ceremonies. CL: femme 
pour battre et vider le mortier. P6. 

4336 nă-fŭ 女府 
CHOU: Female Storekeeper, 2 in the service of each of 
the six Principal Wives {liu kung) of the ruler, in each in-
stance under the supervision of 2 eunuch Ministers of He-
reditary Consorts (shih-fu ch'ing), attached to the Ministry 
of Rites (ch'un-kuan); responsible for provisioning the Queen 
or one of the 5 other Principal Wives. CL: femme garde-
magasin. 

4337 nŭ-hăi 女醢 
CHOU: Spicewoinaii, 20 subordinate to the eunuch Spice-
man (hai-jen) of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan), assisting 
in the preparation of relishes, minced meats, and similar 
condiments for the royal table and for ceremonial occa-
sions. CL: hacheuse, femme aux hachis. 

4338 nâ-hsī 女醯 
CHOU: Vinegar Woman, 20 subordinate to 2 eunuch Vin-
egarmen (hsi-jen) of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) y as-
sisting in the preparation of all food preserved in vinegar 

for the royal table or ceremonial occasions. CL: vinai-
grière, femme au vinaigre. 

4339 nŭ-kâo 女稾 
CHOU: Female Banquet Caterer , 2 assistants to each of 
8 eunuch Banquet Caterers (kao-jen) of the Ministry of Ed-
ucation (ti-kuan) t responsible for preparing banquets cele-
brating victorious military officers and foods offered in 
various official ceremonies. CL: femme des rations de 
récompense. 

4340 nă-kuān 女官 
Palace Woman: throughout history one of the most com-
mon general references to imperial consorts, concubines, 
and some others, though not itself a title. 

4341 itá-fctìi^ 女宮 
CHOU; Female Palace Attendant, large numbers chosen 
from the general populace, not to be consorts and concu-
bines, but to be working women subordinate to the eunuchs 
(ssu-jen) who oversaw the activities of the royal consorts 
and concubines. Some traditional Chinese understood that 
these were female criminals sentenced to service as slaves 
in the palace. CL: femme atîachée au service du palais 
réservé. 

4342 nâ-mì 女冪 
CHOU: Female Provisioner of Sacrificial Wine Covers, 
10 subordinate to the eunuch Provisioner of Sacrificial Wine 
Covers (mi-jen) in the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan). CL: 
femme aux toiles pour couvrir. 

4343 nâ'piēn 女籩 
CHOU: Female Basket Handler, 10 subordinate to the 
eunuch Basket Handler (pien-jen) of the Ministry of State 
(t'ien-kuan), responsible for providing baskets for various 
foods required for the royal table or for important cere-
monies. CL: femme aux panìers. 

4344 nŭ shàng-shū 女尙書 
T'ANG: variant reference to any of the Six Matrons (liu 
shang, q.v.). 

4345 nă-shĭh 女史 
Female Scribe, a formal title rather than a general descrip-
tive term like kung-nŭ (Palace Woman). (1) CHOU: nu-
merous lowly female attendants in the ruler's palace; par-
ticularly handled paperwork in the establishments of the 
ruler*s wives, consorts, and concubines. Cf. shih (Scribe). 
CL: femme chargée des écrítures, femme annaliste. (2) 
T'ANG—MING: regularly found on the staffs of the Six Ma-
trons (liu shang, q.v.); also a common title of honor added 
to the principal duty designation of a palace woman. RR: 
femme secrétaire. 

4346 nŭ shìh-chŭng 女侍中 
Lady in Palace Attendance. (1) N-S DIV (N. Wei): des-
ignation of one category of palace women of high rank (=2) 
but not a consort or concubine; apparently served as a pal-
ace hostess, a mistress of ceremonies in the inner quarters 
of the palace，or even a chaperone for the Emperor's var-
ious wives; at times such a post was held by the mother of 
a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). (2) CH'ING: title of honor 
conferred on wives of favored eminent officials, especially 
those chosen to be ladies in waiting on the Empress. See 
shih-chung. 

4347 n& shìh-shlh 女侍史 
HAN: Female Attendant, 2 palace women so designated 
when they accompanied the Emperor on a visit to the Im-
perial Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai)y keeping his costume in 
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proper adjustment and carrying incense-burners. HB: fe-
male clerk-in-attendance. 

4348 nU't'iăo 女祧 
CHOU: Chambermaid, 2 assigned to each of the 8 palace 
chambers that were dedicated to important (female?) ances-
tors of the royal family, each such chamber being super-
vised by a eunuch Caretaker (shou-t'iao) of the Ministry of 
Rites {ch'un-kuarù. CL: femme attachée au service du dépôt. 

4349 nâ-wă 女巫 
Sorceress, unspecified number, together with male Sor-
cerers (nan-wu) led by 4 Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih) 
under jurisdiction of the Director of Sorcery (ssu-wu) in the 
Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan); at appropriate times sum-
moned spirits to be honored or reprimanded, preceded the 
King on his visits of condolence, prayed for rain and for 
cessation of epidemics, and participated in many royal sac-
rifices and other ceremonies. CL: sôrcière. 

4359 nà-yén 女鹽 
CHOU: Salt Maid, 20 palace women subordinate to 2 eu-
nuch Salt Stewards (yen-jen) of the Ministry of State (t'ien-
kuan); prepared and provided salt for use by members of 
the royal family and in appropriate ceremonies. CL: femme 
au sel. 

4351 nâ-yà 女御 
Secondary Concubine. (1) CHOU: 81 authorized in this 
category of palace women, considered affiliated with the 
Ministry of State {t'ien-kuan) ̂  apparently known collec-
tively as the Hereditary Consorts (shih-fu, q.v.); ranked be-
low the Nine Concubines (chiu pin) and above the Lesser 
Wives (yŭ-ch'i), though sometimes equated with the Lesser 
Wives category. Also called nei-jen, yŭ-nû, chiu yŭ. CL: 
concubine impériale. (2) SUI-T'ANG; rank 7a then 6a in 
Sui, 7a 1 in T'ang; number fluctuated in Sui from 38 to 81 
to 24, in T'ang stabilized at 27. In T'ang not only ranked 
below the Empress, 4 Consorts (fei, fu-jen), and the Nine 
Concubines, byt also ranked below 4 other categories of 
concubines with ranks from 3al down to 6a ĭ . RR: femme 
du service de Vempereur. 

4352 ó-chĕn 額眞 
CH'ING: Commander , Chinese transliteration of a Man-
chu word of importance in the early development of the 
Banner military establishment (see pa ch'i, ch'i): originally 
the informal designation of the leader of a 10-man hunting-
fighting unit, in 1611 became the name of newly created 
Companies {niru, Chinese transliteration niu-lu) differen-
tiated by the colors of their flags into 4 Banners (ch'i); in 
1615，when the Eight Banner system was instituted，be-
came the title of leaders at all organizational levels, pre-
fixed with the unit designation一niu-lu o-chen (Company 
Commander), 5 under a Regimental Commander (chia-la 
o-chen), 5 in turn under a Banner Commander (ku-shan o-
chen)\ in 1634 all except Banner Commander changed to 
chang-ching~chia-la chang-ching, niu-lu chang-ching. In 
1660 Banner Commanders (still ku-shan o-chen) were given 
the officially authorized Chinese title tu-t'ung (Commander-
in-chief), and in 1723 their Manchu title was changed to 
ku-shan ang-pang. See chang-ching, ang-pang. P44. 

4353 ó-ĕrk-ck，í-mù 額爾奇木 
CHIN; Chinese transliteration of a Jurchen word equated 
with the Chinese titles tsung-kuan (Area Commander-in-
chief) and chieh-tu shih (Military Commissioner), refer-
ring to chiefs given control over all Jurchen tribes (pu-tsu) 
in areas called Routes (lu) other than the Routes controlled 
directly from the dynastic capital. PI7. 

4354 ó-fù 額駙 
CH'ING: Consort (i.e., husband) of a noblewoman of im-
perial descent, equivalent of the titles fu-ma and fu-ma tu-
wei (Commandant-escort) used in earlier times; in 9 grades, 
from Consort of the ... Imperial Princess of the First De-
gree (Princess: ku-lun kung-chu, Consort: ku-lun o-fu) down 
to Consort of the ... Township Mistress (noblewoman: 
hsiang-chūn, Consort: hsìang-chun o~fu). Also see ho-shih 
o-fu, to-lo o-fu, ku-shan o-fu, chūn-chu o-fu, hsien-chu o-
fu, chŭn-chŭn o-fu, hsien-chŭn o-fu. BH: husband of an 
imperial princess. P69. 

4355 ô'Wài 額外 
CH'ING: lit” beyond the quota: Supernumerary, prefix 
attached to titles whenever appointees exceeded the au-
thorized quota (o), whether in the central government or in 
units of territorial administration; e.g., o-wai ching-li (Su-
pernumerary Registrar) in a Registiy {ching-li t'ing), o-wai 
shih-lang (Supernumerary Vice Minister) of the Court of 
Colonial Affairs {li-fan yŭan). BH: supernumerary. 

4356 dM 耦 or 偶 
CHOU: Unifÿing Agent, categorical reference to 9 types 
of personages appointed by the Minister of State (chung-
tsai) as intermediaries or liaison officials between the cen-
tral government and the Feudal Lords (chu-hou); apparently 
lived in and administered villages or small towns in their 
jurisdictions. The 9 types were Regional Representative (m«), 
Regional Administrator (chang), Regional Mentor (shih), 
Moral Instructor (ju), Family Unifier (tsung), Economic 
Overseer (chu), Exemplar of Virtue (shih)’ Local Agent (//)， 
Friend (yw), and Manager of Cultivated Marshes (sou). Also 
known categorically as Hang, q.v. CL: couple ou lien d'as-
sociation. 

4357 pá 霸 
Hegemon. (1) CHOU: leader of Feudal Lords {chu-hou} of 
the Yellow River drainage area in league or alliance against 
military threats posed by non-Chinese tribes of the North 
and East ^nd especially by the great Yangtze River Valley 
state, Ch'u; first chosen in 678 B.C. by a gathering of lords 
dedicated to preserving peace and the honor of the Chou 
King. Under successive Hegemons, the league was active 
almost to 400 B.C., giving way then to unrestrained war-
fare among the regional lords that eventually annihilated the 
Chou dynasty and its feudal organization of China. (2) From 
late Chou on throughout imperial history, an unofficial term 
of disparagement applied to those who seized power and 
ruled by force, in contrast to "true Kings" (wang) who were 
considered legitimate in the eyes of the people and of Heaven 
because of their personal commitments to peace and be-
nevolent rule. 

^4358 pà ch，í 八瓶 
CH'ING: Eight Banners, collective reference to the sys-
tem of social-political-military organization of the Manchu 
people, gradually extended to include 8 Mongol and 8 
Chinese Banners，making a total of 24 tribe-like Banners 
of hereditary troops garrisoned along the frontiers and at 
strategic places throughout the country. See ch'i. 

4359 pā-chfí tcuŭn-hsŭéh 八瓶官學 
CH'ING: Bannermen's School, one of several types of 
schools operated by the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu 
chien); for sons of officers in the Manchu and Mongol Ban-
ners; staffed by 16 Manchu and 8 Mongol Instructors (chu-
chiao) ,rank 7b. BH: government schools for bannermen. 
P34. 
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4360 pă-chH kŭng 八旗公 
CH'ING: Duke of the Eight Banners, a title of nobility 
(chŭeh) awarded to military heroes, subject to perpetual in-
heritance. Cf. tsung-shih kung, chŭeh-lo kung. 

4361 pă-ch'í tsŭng-kuăn tà-ch，en 
八旗總管大臣 

CH’ING: Grand Ministers Commanding the Eight Ban-
ners, from predynastic times till 1635’ when the dynastic 
name Ch'ing was adopted and a somewhat more Chinese-
like central government was established, a group of military 
leaders who participated in deliberations and policy for-
mulation at the Manchu court together with 2 other groups, 
the Five Grand Ministers of the Deliberative Council (/-
cheng wu ta-ch'en) and the Ten Grand Ministers Admin-
istering Affairs (li-shih shih ta-ch'en) ‘ In 1635 these groups 
of Manchu noblemen were superseded by another triad, 
which constituted the top echelon of Ch'ing government 
until the establishment of a Ming-style Grand Secretariat 
(nei-ko) in 1658. This triad included Three Palace Acade-
mies (nei san yŭan)t Six Ministries (liu pu), and a Cen-
sorate (tu ch'a-yuan). 

4362 pá-chiĕh 後解 
T'ANG: lit.，to pluck up and release, i.e., send to the cap-
ital: i rregular Candidate, categorical reference to candi-
dates at civil service recruitment examinations given in the 
dynastic capital who had not taken qualifying tests in their 
home Prefectures (chou). Sources suggest that such can-
didates were not discriminated against. 

4363 幼 Astì妫-sWA 八節學士 
T'ANG； Academician of the Eight Solar Seasons, 8 ap-
pointed from 708 to 710 in the Institute for the Advance-
ment of Literature (hung-wen kuan) of the Chancellery (men-
hsia sheng); the Eight Solar Seasons refers to the principal 
points in the solar year, i.e., equinoxes, solstices, etc. RR: 
lettré à Vìmage des huit divisions de Vannée. 
4364 pā chŭ 八局 
MING: Eight Services, collective reference to 8 minor 
agencies of palace eunuchs, each headed by a eunuch Com-
missioner-in-chief (ta-shih) or Director (t'ai-chien): the Pal-
ace Armory (ping-chang chŭ), Jewelry Service (yin-tso chu)t 
Palace Laundry Service (huan-i chŭ), Caps and Kerchiefs 
Service (chin-mao chŭ), Sewing Service (chen-kung chu), 
Palace Weaving and Dyeing Service (nei chih-jan chŭ), 
Condiments Service (ckiu-ts'u-mien chŭ)t and Garden Ser-
vice (ssu-yŭan chtì). 

4365 pă fáng 八房 
SUNG: Eight Review Sections in the Court of Judicial Re-
view (ta-li ssu); status arid staffing not clear. SP: huit 
chambr.es chargées de juger les rapports sur les causes cri-
minelles de province. 

4366 păfēn 八分 
CH'ING: Eight Privileges, collective term for rights awarded 
to the upper echelon of the imperial nobility (chŭeh)t in-
cluding the ranks of Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang), Com-
mandery Prince (chŭn-wang), Beile {pei-lo), Beile Prince 
(pei-tzu)y Defender Duke (chen-kuo kung), and Bulwark 
Duke ^fu-kuo kung). The special privileges referred to the 
use of purple buttons, 3-éyed peacock feathers, and dragon 
squares on costumes; red-painted spears at entrances of res-
idences; breast-tassels and purple reins on horses; a special 
type of teapot; and sitting on yellow or red rugs (BH, p. 
6). Lesser me-yibers of the imperial nobility were desig-
nated “not to encroach on the 8 privileges" (pu ju pa-fen); 
e.g. , Lesser Defender Duke (pu ju pa-fen chen-kuo kung). 

4367 八付宰相 
Variant of nei pa-fu tsai-hsiang (Grand Councilors of the 
Eight Palace Offices). 

4368 pā hsiào-wèi 八校尉 
HAN: Eight Commandants, collective reference to 8 mil-

leaders including both regular officers and eunuchs 
at the end of Han were entrusted with defense of the 

dynastic capital city and the palace. Their separate' forces 
were called the Upper Army {shang-chŭri), Middle (chung) 
Army, Lower (hsia) Army, Control (tien) Army, Support 
(chu) Army, Secondary (tso) Army, Left (tóo) Army, and 
Right (yu) Army. 

4369 把戎 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a military officer 
entitled pa-tsung (Squad Leader), q.v. 

4370 pă'kă wén 八股文 
MING-CH'ING: Eight-legged Essay, from the 1500s a 
prescribed form in which papers were required to be written 
in civil service recruitment examinations，hence taught in 
all schools that prepared men for the examinations; came 
to be a rigid control over the sequence of rhetorical steps 
in organizing a paper and over the total number of words 
as well. Commonly considered a rhetorical straitjacket that 
led to overly disciplined, too uncreative writing and think-
ing among all educated Chinese. 

4371 pā kŭng 八公 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Eight Dukes, from 414 a collective 
reference to an ever-enlarged group of eminent personages 
considered the topmost echelon of the officialdom, each with 
a large staff though without any prescribed function except 
to give counsel when called on; derived from the earlier 
term Three Dukes (san kung, q.v.), instituted in acknowl-
edgment that the number 3 was no longer adequate. The 
group commonly included several kinds of Counselors-in-
chief (ch'eng-hsiang, tso ch'eng-hsiang, yu ch'eng-hsiang, 
hsiang-kuó) and such titles as Minister of Education (ssu-
t'u\ Minister of Works (ssu-k'ung), Censor-in-chief (yu-shih 
ta-fu), Commander-in-chief (ta ssu-ma), Defender-in-chief 
(t'ai-wei), General-in-chief (ta chiang-chūn), Pillar of State 
(chu-kuo)’ and Bulwark of Government ifu-cheng). Some-
times interpreted as the equivalent of pa kuo (Eight States-
men), pa pu ta-fu (Eight Grand Masters of the Ministries), 
and even pa pu ta-jen (Eight Tribal Overseers), though no 
such equivalences seem likely. P2. 

4372 pă kùng-shĕng 拔貢生 or pa-kung 
CH'ING: lit” a student plucked up and offered as tribute: 
Graduate for Preeminence, designation of students sent 
from Confucian Schools (ju-hsŭeh) throughout the empire 
every 12th year for admission to the National University 
(t'ai'hsueh) maintained at the dynastic capital by the Di-
rectorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien), as distinguished su-
pernumeraries beyond the more regular presentation of 
Tribute Students (kung-sheng); the Directorate on such oc-
casions prescribed a supplementary quota of one or 2 stu-
dents from each Confucian School. BH: senior licentiate of 
the first class. 

4373 pā kuó 八國 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): lit., 8 states, traditionally explained as 
referring to the 4 sides (fang) of the capital city plus the 4 
cardinal points (wei) of the compass: Eight Statesmen, tra-
ditionally interpreted as a variant of pa pu ta-ju (Eight Grand 
Masters of the Ministries) and even pa kung (Eight Dukes), 
but more likely a variant of pa pu ta-jen or pa ta-jen kuan 
(both Eight Tribal Overseers). Also probably unrelated to 
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pa tso (Eight Executives). Also see ta jen (Tribal Over-
seer). 

4374 p&mén 把門 
SUNG: Palace Doorman in the innermost quarters of the 
imperial residence; eunuchs (nei-p'in)t number indefinite, 
rank 8, members of the Palace Eunuch Service (ju-nei nei-
shih sheng). 

4375 pŭ-p，ĭn àn /\品案 
SUNG: Section for Eighth Rank Personnel, a unit in the 
Ministry of Personnel's {lì-pu) Junior Appointments Pro-
cess (shih-lang hsŭan; see hsŭan)’ subordinate to the Di-
rector (lang-chung) of the Bureau of Evaluations (k'ao-kung 
ssu). SP: service des fonctionnaires de 8ème rang. P5. 

4376 pā pù tà-fū 八部大夫 
N-S DIV: Eight Grand Masters of the Ministries, oc-
casional variant of pa tso (Eight Executives). Cf. pa kung, 
pa kuo, pa pu ta-jen. 

4377 pāpŭtà-jért 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Eight Tribal Overseers, fullest de-
velopment of the institution of Tribal Overseers (ta-jen), 
originally 2，then 4, then 8. The terminology is confusing 
because pu is commonly used in the sense of Tribe ipu-lo, 
pu~tsu) and also for the agencies translated here as Minis-
tries, consolidated into a Department of State Affairs {shang-
shu sheng), from which derive the terms pa tso (Eight Ex-
ecutives), pa pu ta-fu (Eight Grand Masters of the Minis-
tries), and perhaps pa kuo (Eight Statesmen). It is possible 
that pa kuo was in fact a variant of the tribal term pa pu 
ta-jen rather than of the term pa pu ta-fu. 

4378 pā tà-chiā 八大家 
CH'ING: Eight Great Families, unofficial collective ref-
erence to a group of Imperial Princes (ch'in-wang) and 
Commandery Princes (chŭn-wang) descended directly from 
men considered founders of the Manchu nation and dy-
nasty, formally known collectively as the Iron-helmet Princes 
(t'ieh mao-tzu wang); their status was guaranteed perpetual 
inheritance. These included the Imperial Princes prefixed 
Li, Jui, Su, Cheng, Chuang’ and Yu and the Commandery 
Princes prefixed Shun-ch'eng and K’o-ch’in. BH; 8 great 
or princely houses. 

4379 pă tà-jén kuăn 八大人官 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Eight Tribal Overseers, deriving from 
the early title ta-jen (Tribal Overseer); probably a variant 
of pa pu ta-jen (Eight Tribal Overseers). Some traditional 
interpretations link the term pa ta-jeh kuan into the devel-
opment of the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) 
and its Ministries (pu), suggesting it was a variant of pa pu 
ta-fu (Eight Grand Masters of the Ministries); but it is likely 
that pa ta-jen kuan was actually a variant of pa kuo (Eight 
Statesmen). 

4380 pā tìăo 八貂 
TANG: Eight Sabled Dignitaries, collective reference to 
the incumbents in 8 central government posts that most 
consistently provided Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang): the 2 
Directors (ling) and 2 Policy Advisers {san-chi ch'ang-shih) 
of the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng) and the 2 Directors 
{shih-chung) and 2 Policy Advisers of the Chancellery {men-
hsia sheng)\ from 658 the incumbents in these posts were 
authorized to wear sable adornments on their caps. The 
Chancellery members of the group attended on the Emper-
or 's left side, wore their sable ornaments over their left eyes 
(i.e., away from the Emperor), and were consequently called 
the Left Sabled Dignitaries (tso-tiao); those who were 

members of the Secretariat were called Right Sabled Dig-
nitaries (yu~tiaó) for similar reasons. RR： huit zibelines. 

4381 pā tsò 八座 
Lit.，8 thrones, daises, or seats of honor or authority, hence 
those who occupied such seats: Eight Executives, from Han 
to Ch'ing times an unofficial reference to 8 important posts 
in the central g o v e r n m e n t . � HAN-T'ANG: from Later 
Han, except during the Chin, Liang, and Ch'en dynasties 
in the era of N-S Division, normally referred to the Director 
{ling), the one or 2 Vice Directors (p'u-yeh), and the 5，6， 
or more Ministers (shang-shu) of Ministries (pu) in the De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu t'ai, shang-shu sheng), 
which between Han and T'ang became the administrative 
core of the central government. (2) T'ANCî-CH'ING: col-
lective reference to the Ministers (shang-shu) of the Six 
Ministries (liu pu), P2，3. 

4382 pā'tsð ssŭ 八作司 or pā-tsð yŭàn 院 
Lit.’ office of the 8 crafts, i.e., plastering (ni)t painting (? 
ch'ih-po: red and white), varnishing (t'ung-yu: tung oil), 
stonework (shih), tiīework (wa), bamboo work (chu), ma-
sonry (? chuan), and well work (ching). (1) SUNG, YùAN: 
Repair Office, one each Left and Right; in Sung each beaded 
by 3 Managers (kou-tang kuan), in Yuan by an Overseer 
(ta-lu-hua-ch'ih)y a Superintendent (t'i-ling), and a Com-
missioner-in-chief (ta-shih) t with identical offices at the 2 
capitals Shang-tu and Ta-tu (Peking). SP: bureau de con-
struction et de réparation. (2) CHIN (pa~tso yuan): Ar-
mory, a storehouse for military gear including weapons; 
one each Left and Right, staffing not clear; under the Min-
istry of Works (kung-pu). P15, 49. 

4383 pá-ts'ùi 拔萃 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: lit” plucked from the thicket’ i .e. , the 
crowd: Preeminent Talent, one of many high-prestige ex-
amination degrees, awarded for success in a civil service 
recruitment examination known by the same name; the ex-
amination was a Special Examination (chih-k'o) given ir-
regularly by imperial decree and administetód by the Min-
istiy of Personnel (lì-pu) rather than a regularly scheduled 
recruitment examination administered by the Ministry of Rites 
{lĭ-pu); it was especially difficult, concentrating on candi-
dates' judgment as well as literary skill. It was first au-
thorized in 673 and from 701 gave its graduates the right 
to immediate appointment to office; terminated by Sung in 
1034. Also known as shu-p'an pa-ts'ui. Also see chih-chŭ, 
k'o-chŭ, po-hsŭeh hung-tz'u, shen-yen-shu p'an. (2) CH'ING: 
occasional variant reference to pa kung-sheng (Graduate 
for Preeminence). 

4384 /w^tóiîi^ 把總 
Lit., to take hold of and manage (？). (1) MING-CH'ING: 
Squad Leader, military commandant of a minor place such 
as a fort ipaó) with a small party of soldiers often referred 
to as a ssu (lit., his office, charge, or responsibility: a Squad); 
cf. the more important title shou-pei (Defender) and the less 
important title t'i-t'iao kuan (Officer in Charge). In Ming, 
a duty assignment in the tactical hierarchy headed by a Re-
gional Commander (tsung-ping kuan)f the appointee having 
rank status in a nearby Guard (wei) in the administrative 
hierarchy headed by a provincial-level Regional Military 
Commissioner (tu chih-hui shih) in what was called the wei-
so system (see wei-so). In Ch’ing，the title was transformed 
into a regular appointment, rank 7a, in the Green Standards 
(lu-ying); in command of 10 men called a Squad (p'eng). 
Such Squad Leaders were reportedly very nwnerous, e .g. , 
137 in Shansi, 283 in Fukien, 309 in Chekiang; as in Ming, 
they were scattered in charge of forts, etc., throughout the 
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Provinces. BH: sub-lieutenant. P58. (2) MING: Tax 
Transport Leader, from 1457 the lowest-ranking officer 
in the military organization that transported tax revenues to 
the dynastic capital via the Grand Canal (see tsung-tu ts'ao-
yun, ts'ao-yun tsung-tu) t but nevertheless had significant 
authority and responsibility. There were 8 large regions that 
fed tax receipts into the Grand Canal transport system, and 
for tax transport purposes all military units in each region 
were supervised and directed by the one or 2 Tax Transport 
Leaders assigned to each, totaling 12. As in (1) above, they 
were on doty assignments away from their nominal posts 
in the wei-so establishment. In Ch'ing, tax transport duties 
were regularly handled by Brigades (ying) of the Green 
Standards (lu-ying)t organized into a Waterways Command 
(ho-piaó) and a Transport Command (ts'ao-piao). P59, 60. 

4385 pā tzŭ A 子 
CH'IN-HAN: lit., 8 children (?)； relevance not clear: Con-
sort, normally prefixed by the surname, a title granted to 
one or more secondary wives of the Emperor, rank =1,000 
bushels in Han; equated with the male title of honorary no-
bility (chŭeh) Grandee of the Eighth Order (chung-keng). 
HB: eighth rank lady. 

4386 pà-wáng 霸王 
Hegemokis and Kings: from late Chou on throughout his-
tory, especially among moralistic philosopher-statesmen of 
the Confucian tradition, a combination of contrasting terms 
referring on one hand to tyrants who ruled by force (He-
gemons) and on the other hand to "true Kings” who ruled 
benevolently and manifested personal virtue. May be en-
countered at times in the sense of a Hegemon-King, i.e.， 
a ruler who was not a “true King" as defined above and 
whose rule was harsh. See pa, wang. 

4387 pai 
Also see under the romanization po. 
4388 pài 拜 
Ety., 2 arms upraised in salute, hence to honor: from Hán 
on, a common term meaning to appoint. In Han and through 
most of the era of N-S Division, differed from ch'u (also; 
to appoint) in that pai was used when an appointment was 
made by an Emperor whereas ch'u was used when an ap-
pointment was made by some dignitary on his own au-
thority to a post on his staff. Before the end of the era of 
N-S Division, however, pai and ch'u were being used in-
terchangeably. In T*ang both terms meant an imperial ap-
pointment, but pai was used only for an initial appointment 
to office and ch,u was used only for subsequent appoint-
ments. In Sung pai continued to denote appointment by the 
Emperor whereas ch'u had a broader, more flexible mean-
ing, including appointments made by the Dqpartment of Slate 
Affairs (shang-shu sheng) without involvement of the Em-
peror. In Chin and Yiian the terms continued in use gen-
erally in the Sung pattern. Thereafter the two terms were 
used more or less interchangeably, but the term shou, with 
many qualifying prefixes, took their place as the most còm-
mon term in use meaning to appoint. 

4389 pai-kuan 百官 
See under the romanization po-kuan (All Officials, the Of-
ficialdom). 

4390 pài-kuăn 稗官 
Petty Ofticial: not a title, but a descriptive term for offi-
cials of low rank. 

4391 p’ái 牌 
(1) YUAN: Squad, the basic unit of Mongol military or-

ganization, consisting nonnally of 10 soldiers under a Squad 
Commander (p'ai-chang); 10 Squads constituted a Com-
pany ipo-hu so). Also called chia, q.v. (2) MING-CH'ING: 
a unit in sub-District (hsien) organization of the population: 
in Ming a Subprecinct of urban organization, subordinate 
to a Precinct (fang); in Ch’ing a Registration Unit, the 
smallest unit in the local security system called pao-chia 
(lit., Security Groups and Tithings), consisting ideally of 
10 neighboring households with a designated Head (p'ai-
t'ou), 10 such units constituting a Tithing (chia) of 100 
households. 

4392 p'ái-àn ssŭ 排岸司 
SUNG: River Transport Bureau, apparently 4 created in 
988, each headed by a River Transport Director (p'ai-an), 
to replace Supply Commissioners {fa-yŭn shih) in super-
vising the transport of tax grain revenues to the dynastic 
capital, Kaifeng, in cooperation with an Unloading Office 
(hsia-hsieh ssu) and under supervision of the Court of the 
Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu); in 1008 Supply Com-
missioners were re-established in several Circuits (lu) to 
manage the transport system, and the River Transport Bu-
reaus might then have been abolished. SP: bureau de trans-
port fluvial P60. 

4393 p'áUhăng 俳長 
MING-CH'ING: File Leader, number not limited but 20 
or so unranked hereditary professionals; members of the 
Music Office (chiao-fang ssu), presumably responsible for 
keeping marching musicians in straight ranks and files while 
the 17 or so Appearance Monitors (? se-chang) checked on 
their dress and overall visual impression; in 1723 all he-
reditary musicians were liberated from their service obli-
gations, and court musicians were chosen from among gifted 
amateurs. Whether or not the title p'ai-chang survived the 
1729 division of the Music Office into a Music Office {ho-
sheng shu) and an Imperial Music Office (shen-yūeh shu) 
is not clear. P10. 

4394 p’ái-chèn shĭh 排陣使 
SUNG: Formation Monitor, one or more (per army?) low-
ranking or unranked military personnel responsible for or-
ganizing and keeping under scrutiny a militaiy array on pa-
rade, on campaign, and in battle. SP: commìssaire chargé 
d'aligner les troupes pendant I'expédition. 

4395 p'ái-mă 排馬 
T'ANG: lit., (one who) deploys horses, but more likely: 
Horse Trainer, one or more attached to each Directorate 
of Horse Pasturages {mu-chien)\ apparently an unranked 
professional specialist. P31. 

4396 p'ái-mén jén 排門人 
T’ANG: lit., men who open gates: Gate Watcher, a duty 
assignment for soldiers of the Garrison Militia system (see 
fu-ping) during tours of duty in the capital, responsible for 
opening the city gates each morning and through the day-
light hours keeping under surveillance all who entered or 
exited, ready to sound alarms if disturbances occurred. RR: 
gens chargés d'ouvrir les portes. 

4397 p，ài-pàn ch’ù 派辦處 
CH’ING: Office for Duty Assignments, a minor agency 
in the Ministry of War (ping-pu)', staffing and specific func-
tions not clear, but probably responsible for keeping rec-
ords of special duty assignments of military officers. BH: 
office for deputation of offícials for special duty. 

4398 p'ái-t'óu 牌頭 or fài-tzŭ t，óu 牌子頭 
(1) YUAN: Squad Commander, head of the basic unit of 
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Mongol military organization, a Squad (p'ai) of 10 men; 10 
such Squads constituted a Company ipo-hu só). (2) CH'ING: 
Registration Unit Head，leader of a group of 10 neigh-
boring households, a Registration Unit, the smallest group 
in the sub-District (hsien) local security system called pao-
chia (lit., Security Groups and Tithings); 10 Registration 
Units ideally constituted a Tithing (chia). See chiū-fou, chia-
chang. 

4399 pá/i 板 or 版 
N-S DIV (San-kuo)-TANG: lit., a boaixi’ plank, placard, 
etc.; hence, to have a placard designating official status: by 
Courtesy，a common suffix to titles of many sorts signi-
fying that the appointee was not ā regular functioning of-
ficial legitimated by an appropriate seal and sash, e.g., hsien-
ling pan (District Magistrate by Courtesy). Originally such 
titles, which entitled appointees to reduced ranks and sti-
pends but no authority, were awarded principally to leaders 
of unofficial military groups as rewards for disbanding their 
forces and submitting to the reigning dynasty, but they 
quickly came to be awarded to aged men among the general 
population in recognition of their merits or to other men of 
merit who were unqualified for regular status as officials. 
By Sui and T'ang times such appointments were purely 
honorific and were awarded sparingly to aged men of good 
repute. 

4400 pan 班 
Lit., a kìnd> class’ row, rank (and file), group of people 
with similarities, etc. (1) May be encountered in any period 
in a straightforward descriptive sense, e.g., a group of of-
fìcials who took positions in the same row in court audi-
ences, or the Sung term Company of Crossbowmen (nu-
shou pan); often with directional prefixes such as Front, 
Rear, Left，Right, East, West, etc. (2) N-S DIV (Liang, 
Ch'en): Class, from 1 (lowest) to 20 (highest)» granted to 
officials as indicators of status, particularly reflecting the 
relative purity or impurity (see ch'ing, cho) of their social 
pedigrees; coexisted with the system of Nine Ranks (chiu 
p'in) that arose 人n the Three Kingdoms era, which endured 
through the rest of imperial history. The difference between 
the 2 systems in Liang and Ch'en is not clear. Cf. p'in 
(Rank), chieh (Class, Rank), teng (Grade, Class, Degree). 
(3) CH'ING: Duty Cfroup’ 6 groups into which Imperial 
Guardsmen (ch'in-chŭn) were divided, each group respon-
sible for taking up active guard service in its rotational turn 
under an Imperial Guard Duty Group Commander (shih-wei 
pan-ling). Each Duty Group was divided into 2 Wings (í). 
BH: relief. 

4401 pàn-chiăng 伴講 
MING: Lecturer-companion, a minor official on the staff 
of each Princely Establishment {wang-fu), in the Chien-wen 
era (1399^1402) only. P69. 

4402 pðn-ckiàng àn 頒降案 
SUNG: Section for Promulgations, one of 13 Sections (an) 
directly subordinate to the executive officials of the S. Sung 
Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu); staffed with suboffieial func-
tionaries; handled the distribution of imperial pronounce-
ments concerning new or changed laws and imperial am-
nesties. SP: service de promulgation des lois. 

4403 păn-chièn ssū 班劍司 
CH'ING: lit” office of the arrayed swords: Swords Office, 
one of 8 Offices in the Rear Subsection (hou-so) of the 
Imperial Procession Guard {luan-i wei); headed by a Di-
rector (chang-yin yŭn-hui shih), rank 4a. BH: sword sec-
tion. 

4404 pān<hăn 班軍 
MING: Rotational Troops, referring to the practice of dis-
patching soldiers from their regular assignments in garri-
sons throughout the country (see under weì-so) in rotational 
patterns to serve in Training Divisions (ying) at the dynastic 
capital, or from garrisons near the Great Wall to active de-
fense posts along the Wall. Cf. fan, keng-shu. 

4405 păn-hù 版戶 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: lit., (office that) registered households 
(?): unofficial reference to the Ministry of Revenue (hu-

4406 pàn-kd fád-líng 半箇佐領 
CH'ING: Half Company Commander, also Half Com-
pany in reference to the unit in the Banner military orga-
nization (see ch'i, pa-ch'ì)\ occasionally used when the total 
strength of a Company Commander's (tso-ling) Company 
(also tso-ling) was less than 100 men-

4407 pàn-U èrh-ssū shìh-wù 辦理二 司事務 
CH，ING: Operational Agents of the Two Offices (ssu, 
one each Left and Right) through which the Palace Stud 
{shang-ssu yŭan) managed its affairs; 2 for each Office es-
tablished in 1694, 7 more added soon, and in 1736 another 
6 added, making a total authorization of 17 positions. Pre-
sumably responsible for administrative supervision of the 
steadily increasing horse pasturages» corrals, and stables that 
were under the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu). 
P39. 

4 4 0 8 /Tâit-Zín纟班領 
CH'ING: abbreviated reference to the Officer în Charge 
(ling) of a Duty Group (pan) in rotational active service 
as imperial bodyguards; i.e., either or both � an Imperial 
Guard Duty Group Commander {shih-wei pan-ling, q.v.) 
or (2) an Imperial Guard Duty Group Acting (? see under 
shu) Assistant Duty Group Commander (shu pan-ling, q.v.). 
Also see pan, shih-wei, ling, shih-wei ch'in-chūn, san-ch'i 
shih-wei. BH: commander of a relief of the body-guards, 
second in command of a relief .... 

4409 păn-pù 版部 
Lit., ministry of registers (census, tax registers, etc.): from 
Sui on if not earlier, an unofficial reference to the Ministry 
of Revenue {min-pu, hu-pu). 

4410 p ō i i f ô / á /极班簿房 
SUNG: Section for Personnel Registers, a unit of the Sec-
retariat {chung-shu sheng); staffing, ranks, and specific 
functions not clear. SP: chambre des registres nominatifs 
des fonctionnaires. 

4411 păn'Shíh 版使 
Lit., commissioner of registers (census, tax registers, etc.): 
from Sui on if not earlier, an unofficial reference to a senior 
post in the Ministry of Revenue (min-pu, hu-pu), either the 
Minister of Revenue (min-pu or hu-pu shang-shu) or a Su-
pervisor (p'an, q.v.), the latter usually having a nominal 
appointment elsewhere in the government but detached for 
temporary duty in charge of the Ministry, or at times having 
rank status too low for a regular appointment as Minister. 

4412 pàn-shìh 辦事 
MING: Apprentice, designation of a National Universit> 
Student {chien-sheng) who, prior to completing his studies, 
was detached to gain experience in actual government as 
staff member of an agency, especially in the central gov-
ernment; such status might endure from 3 months to 3 years 
before one attained a substantive appointment (shih-shou) 
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in the officialdom. See li-shih, li-cheng, kuan-cheng. Cf. 
pan~shih ssu-yŭan. 

4413 pàn-shìh ssŭ'yŭán 辦事司員 
CH'ING: Judicial Administrator, several appointed to 
various jurisdictions in Outer Mongolia under a Manchu 
General (chiang-chŭn) in the 1800s, specially responsible 
for supervising Manchu and Chinese traders and visitors in 
their jurisdictions, resolving disputes among them, and re-
solving disputes between the Mongol residents and such 
visitors. Commonly abbreviated to ssu-yŭan; also called ssu-
kuan, pu-yŭan, t'ung-p'an. BH: judicial commissioner for 
Chinese affairs. 

4 4 1 4 pàn-skìh tà-ch'én 辦 事 大 臣 
CH'ING: variant reference to the Grand Minister Super-
intendent of Ch'îng-hai (tsung-li ch'ing-hai shih-wu ta-
ch'ert). 

4415 pŭn-skòu 版授 or 板授 
N-S DIV (San-kuo)-T'ANG: Appointment by Courtesy; 
see pan (by Courtesy). 

4416 pàn-shā 伴書 
MING: Secretary-companion, a minor official on the staff 
of each Princely Establishment (wang-fu), in the Chien-wen 
era (1399-1402) only. P69. 

4417 pŭn tièn-ckík 碰直 
SUNG: Palace Duty Officer, prefixed Left and Right; 4th 
and 5th highest rank titles for eunuchs; see nei-shih chieh. 
P68. 

4418 păn-ts9áo 版曹 
From Sui or T'ang on, an unofficial (in Sung perhaps quasi-
official) reference to the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu); see 
pan-hu, pan-pu. 

4419 pàn-tú 伴讀 
(0 SUNG, LIAO, MING: Reader-companion, a minor 
official in each Princely Establishment (wang-fu). In Sung 
number not fixed, rank not clear; first appointed in 1020, 
how long persisted is not clear; prefixed South or North to 
denote affiliation with the Princely Establishment's South-
ern or Northern Court {nan-yuan, pei-yŭan). In Ming 4, 
rank 9a, first appointed in 1376, apparently abolished in 
1380, revived in the Chien-wen era (1399-1402) but ap-
parently survived no longer. SP: compagnon d'études. P69. 
(2) YŬAN： Fellow in the School for the Sons of the State 
{kuo-tzu hsueh); 20 posts authorized for specially talented 
sons of non-official families. 

4420 p à w t e � 半剌 
Lit., half a Prefect {tz'u-shih, q.v.)? From Sui or T'ang on, 
apparently an unofficial reference to any official from the 
Prefecture (chou, fu) down to the District (hsien) level, or 
a collective reference to all such officials. In Ch’ing usage, 
seems to designate such territorial officials who had not been 
appointed in normal evaluation and appointment procedures 
in the central government, but instead were appointed on 
the basis of recommendations from active officials, who at 
the end of each year were authorized to nominate for ap-
pointment men who had not been dealt with in regular pro-
ceedings. 

4421 广ŭi-ssū 般押推司 
SUNG: Interrogator, 4’ status not clear but probably un-
ranked, attached to the Right Prison (yu chih-yŭ) of the Court 
of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu); assisted by 4 Writers (t'ieh-
shu). SP: greffier. 

4422 pàn-yèn shŭ-kuà chíh-chăng 
.. 辦驗書畫直長 

YUAN: Foreman Cura to r of Calligraphy and Painting, 
rank 8a, in the Directorate of the Palace Archives (pi-shu 
chien). P25. 

4423 /tó/ijtìàn-sAìA 辦院事 
CH’ING: Administrator of the,Hanlin Academy (han-lin 
yuan), from 1729 2 Manchus and 2 Chinese chosen from 
among talented and conscientious Junior Compilers (pien-
hsiu) and Examining Editors (chien-t'ao) on the Academy 
staff to provide administrative leadership under supervision 
of Chancellors of the Hanlin Academy (chang-yŭan hsŭeh-
shih), this innovation intended to counter a growing belief 
that the Academy was corrupt and useless. The title Ad-
ministrator was a duty assignment, not a substantive post, 
and carried no rank. See hsieh-pan yūan-shih (Assistant 
Administrator ...). P23. 

4424 p，àn 判 
See under p'an ... shih (Supervisor). 

4425 p'àn-kuăn 判官 
Lit” a decision-making official, from antiquity inheriting 
the connotation of judging. (1) T'ANG-YUAN: Adminis-
trative Assistant, from the 700s the manager of official 
paperwork on the staff of a Military Commissioner {chieh-
tu shih) or comparable regional dignitary, a duty under-
taken by military officers as well as civil officials, appar-
ently regardless of rank. From Sung through Yiian, a very 
common title at all levels of government with status seldom 
higher than rank 6，normally prefixed with the appropriate 
agency name and sometimes with a functional responsibil-
ity also indicated; e .g. , chŭn-hsūn p'an-kuan (Administra-
tive Assistant in a metropolitan Police Office; see chiin-
hsŭn yŭan)y hsŭan-fu p'an-kuan (Administrative Assistant 
to a Pacification Commissioner; see hsŭan-fu shîh). Very 
seldom found designating the head of an agency; almost 
always a 2nd-level or more commonly a 3rd-Ievel post, e.g., 
below a Commissioner (shih) and a Vice Commissioner {fu-
shih). RR: fonctionnaire chargé des affaires .... (2) SUNG-
MING: Assistant, a suffix serving as a standard designa-
tion of a 3rd-level executive official in a unit of territorial 
administration; meaning essentially the same as in (1) above, 
but better rendered, e.g., as Assistant Prefect (fu p'an-kuan), 
Assistant District Magistrate (hsien p'an-kuan). Normally 
prefixed with the name of the territorial unit, sometimes 
also with the designation of a special function; e.g., 
chou ho-ti p'an-kuan (Assistant Prefect for Water Conser-
vancy in ... Prefecture). Status normally rank 6 or below. 
In Ming used almost exclusively as Assistant Prefect, be-
low Prefect (chih-fu) and Vice defec t ifu t'ung-chih)\ num-
ber not fixed, rank 7b. In Ch'ing changed to t'ung-p'an, 
q.v. Also see chou p'an. SP: fonctionnaire chargé des af-
faires courantes, assistant. 

4 4 2 6 , à / t 沩 ì A 判館事 
T'ANG: abbreviation of p'an hung-wen kuan shih (Super-
visor of the Institute for the Advancement of Litera-
ture); see hung-wen kuan. Sometimes appears as p'an yŭan-
shìh. 

4427 夕，如-Jtiiă/i 判官司 
SUNG: Office of the Administrative Assistant to the 
Commissioners of the State Finance Commission {san-ssu 
shih); probably had specialized functions, but not clear. SP: 
bureau de fonctionnaire chargé des affaires courantes. 

4428 p'àn-kŭng 泮宮 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit‘，a palace or hall with an adjacent cres-
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cent-shaped bathing pool, reportedly in ancient Chou times 
an exercise yard or field established in the capital of each 
Feudal Lord (chu-hou): an archaic reference to any local 
school or any local school teacher (p'an-kung hsien-sheng). 
In Ming and Ch'ing, when candidates in the civil service 
examination sequence became eligible to participate as Cul-
tivated Talents (hsiu-ts'ai) in Provincial Examinations 
(hsiang-shih)t it was said they had entered (ju) the p'an-
kung. 

4429 p，àn liù-chŭn chū-wèi shih 
判六軍諸衛事 

5 DYN: Controller of the Armies and Guards , desig-
nation of a favored general made chief of a ruler*s military 
staff. 

4430 p，àn liú-nèi ch'ŭān shih 判流內銓事 
SUNG; Supervisor of the Bureau of Personnel Assign-
ments; see liu-nei ch'ŭan. SP: chargé de juger les fonc-
tionnaires "dans le courant: 

4431 p’àn mén-hsià shĕng shih 判門下省事 
SUNG: Supervisor of the Chancellery, an ad hoc duty 
assignment for a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang), either in 
the absence of a regular Director of the Chancellery (men-
hsia shih-chung) or as an overseer with greater authority 
than an incumbent Director. SP: chargé de décider les af-
faires du département de la chancellerie impériale. 

4432 p'àn nân-yá 判南衙 
SUNG: lit., supervisor of the Southern Command (see nan-
ya)\ an anachronistic reference in S. Sung to the Governor 

of Lin-an Prefecture (modern Hangchow). 

4433 p，àn pù 判部 or p9àn pù-shìh 事 
SUNG: Supervisor of the Ministry, designation of a court 
official who, regardless of his principal appointment, was 
delegated to oversee one of the Six Ministries (liu pu) in 
the absence of a regular Minister (shang-shu) or, probably 
less commonly, with authority over an incumbent Minister. 
SP: chargé de décider les affaires du ministère. 

4434 /i，d«sāw-仰à 判三司 
T^ANG-SUNG: Supervisor of the Three Fiscal Agencies 
(T’ang，Five Dynasties), Supervisor of the State Finance 
Commission (early Sung): a specific or collective reference 
to eminent officials of the central governmentí^So, as con-
current 叩pointments added to their regular posts, Were placed 
in charge of the 3 vital fiscal organs of the central govern-
ment, which eventually came to be considered a separate， 
consolidated agency (see san ssu). The pattern emerged in 
the latter half of T'ang, not later than 818，and persisted 
through the first Sung centuiy to c. 1080，when responsi-
bility for fiscal affairs was restored to more traditional 
agencies, principally the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). The 
3 offices referred to were the Census Bureau {hu-pu ssu) 
and the Tax Bureau {tu-chih ÍÍM), both normally subordi-
nate to the Ministry of Revenue, and the Salt (and Iron) 
Monopoly Bureau (yen-t'ieh ssu). Also see kuo-chi, tsu-yung 
shih, tsung-chi shih, chi (Account). P7. 

4435 p9àn shĕng-shìh 判省事 
N-S DIV—SUNG: abbreviation of Supervisor (of the Af-
fairs) the Department, e.g. , of the Department of State 
Affairs {shang-shu sheng). In Sung seems to have been used 
soJely in the case of the Palace Administration (tien-chung 
sheng), and only in the earliest decades of the dynasty. SP: 
chargé de diríger les affaires du département. P38. 

4436 p，àn …shìk 判…事 orp，an 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: Supervisor (of the affairs o f . . . agency), 

signifying that an official holding a regular post was as-
signed on a temporary or otherwise irregular'basis to take 
charge of an agency, sometimes his own^ as a special duty 
assignment; e.g., hu-pu shih-lang p'an pen-pu (Vice Min-
ister of Revenue serving as Supervisor of His Ministiy), 
kung-pu , ..-ssu yŭan-wai lang p'an tu-shui chien shih (Vice 
Director of the Bureau o f . . . in the Ministry of Works serv-
ing as Supervisor of the Directorate of Waterways), tu-shui 
shao-chierip'an chien shih (Vice Director of the Directorate 
of Waterways serving as Supervisor of the Directorate, i.e., 
a Vice Director in charge of his own Directorate). Normally 
the term indicates that the official was serving (in an emer-
gency, temporarily, or provisionally) in a higher-ranking 
post than he was qualified for. Much less commonly it in-
dicates the reverse, as when a T’ang or Sung Grand Coun-
cilor (tsai-hsiang) was delegated in an emergency situation 
to take charge of a Prefecture {chou, fu). See tien (Man-
ager). The term was also used to identify who was actually 
in charge of an agency with 2 or more nominal heads with 
identical titles and ranks; e.g., t'ai-ts'ang shu ling p'an shu 
shih (Director of the Office of Imperial Granaries serving 
as Supervisor of the Office, which normally had 3 Direc-
tors). RR: (fonctionnaire) dirìgeant (une charge). SP: chargé 
des affaires de .... 

4437 />，0/1-姑《判司or判寺 
T'ANG-SUNG: Supervisor of the Bureau (or Office or 
Court)，abbreviation of such titles as Supervisor of the Bu-
reau of Operations (p'an chih-fang ssu) in the Ministry of 
War {ping-pu) and Supervisor of the Court of State Cere-
monial (p'an hung-lu ssu). See p'an ... shih. 

4438 p'àn-ssū kuān 判司官 
SUNG: common variant of p'an-kuan (Administrative As-
sistant, Assistant). 

4439 p'àn-fâi 判台 
SUNG: abbreviation of Supervisor of the Censorate (yu-
shih t'ai), an eminent court official delegated to take charge 
of the Censorate in the absence of its regular executives, 
or perhaps to oversee the performance of the regular ex-
ecutives. Cf. kuan-kou. SP: administrateur des affaires du 
censorat. 

4440 íyă/2 yùàn-shìh 判院事沉 p，an-yŭan 
T'ANG-SUNG: Supervisor (of the Affairs) of the …；see 
p'an ... shih. In T’ang may be found referring to the In-
stitute for the Advancement of Literature (hung-wen kuan; 
also see p'an kuan-shih), but most commonly refers to the 
Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan). 
In Sung most commonly refers to the Appointment Veri-
fication Office {kuan-kao yŭan) of the Ministry of Person-
nel {lì-pu) y the Court of Ceremonial Propriety (li-i yŭan) or 
the Ritual Academy (li-yŭan), and the Public Petitioners 
Drum Office (teng-wen ku-yŭan) or Public Petitioners Re-
view Office (teng-wen chien-yuan). RR: fonctionnaire chargé 
de décider des affaires de la bibliothèque. SP: chargé de 
décider des affaires de la cour. P5, 21, 25，27. 

4441 pāng lĭng-pān 帮領班 
CH'ING: Assistant Duty Group Chief, rank 4a, one each 
in 4 Duty Groups (pan) among which Secretaries {chang-
ching) of the Council of State (chŭn-chi ch'u) were distrib-
uted for rotational service. See ling-pan. BH: assistant chief 
of section. 

4442 păng ling-păn chăng-chīng shàng hsing-
tsŏu帮領班章京上行走 

CH'ING: Secretary of the Council of State Concurrently 
Serving as Assistant Duty Group Chief, variant desig-
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nation of Assistant Duty Group Chief (pang ling-pan), also 
commonly awarded as an honorary title to Secretaries of 
the Council of State (chŭn-chi chang-ching). See chang-
ching, hsing-tsou. BH: assistant chief of section. 

4443 pàng-pàn tà-ch，én 榦辦大臣 
CH'ING: lit., grand minister assisting in management: 
Grand Minister Assistant Administrator of Tibet, estab-
lished in 1727 to assist the Grand Minister Resident of Ti-
bet (chu-tsang ta-ch'en) t in 1792 joined the Grand Minister 
Resident and the Dalai Lama in a triumvirate charged with 
governing Tibet. BH: assistant resident (of Tibet). 

4444 pāng-pó 邦伯 
Earl of Subordinate States: title of nobility (chueh) at-
tributed to high antiquity; throughout imperial history an 
archaic, unofficial reference to territorial administrators 
whose jurisdictions were large enough to include several 
states (pang�’ i.e., Princedoms (wang-kuo)t Marquisates 
(hou-kuó), or comparable units of civil administration; e.g. , 
Regional Governors (chou mu), Prefects {tz'u-shih, chih-
chou, chih-fu, yin). See fang-po, kuo-po, chiin-po, hsien-
po. 

4445 păng-shìh 榜式 
CH'ING: lit. relevance not clear; possibly a Chinese trans-
literation of a Manchu word: (1) Clerk, a term early 
superseded by pi-t'ieh-shih, q.v. (2) Grand Academician 
(?)，possibly a variant of ta hsueh-shih, the title of heads 
of the Three Academies (nei san yŭan) in early Ch'ing. 

4446 păng-shðu 榜首 
Lit., at the head of the placard, i.e., the topmost name on 
the pass list posted after a civil service recruitment exam-
ination. (1) SUNG: equivalent of chuang-yūan (Principal 
Graduate in a Palace Examination, t'ing-shih). (2) MING: 
equivalent of chieh-yuan (Provincial Graduate with Highest 
Honors). 

4447 pāng-tsò 邦佐 
Lit., helper in a subordinate state: in Han and the era of N-
S Division, an unofficial reference to a Commandery Aide 
(chŭn-ch'eng); in later times an archaic, unofficial reference 
to a Vice Prefect (t'ung-chìh), 

4448 păng-yĕn 榜眼 
Lit. sense not clear: at the eye of the placard? Cf. pang-
shou. (1) SUNG: unofficial reference to both the Second 
and Third Graduates in the highest-level civil service re-
cruitment examination, following immediately after the 
Principal Graduate (chuang-yŭart) on posted pass lists. (2) 
MING-CHWG: unofficial designation of the Second 
Graduate in a Palace Examination (tien-shih) in the civil 
service recruitment examination sequence, following the 
Principal Graduate (chuang-yuan) and preceding the Third 
Graduate (t'art-hua), these 3 constituting the topmost cat-
egory of passers (i-chia), collectively called Metropolitan 
Graduates with Honors (chin-shih chi-ti)- Normally ap-
pointed promptly to posts as Junior Compilers (pien-hsiu�’ 
rank 7a, in the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). 

4449 păng-yuán 榜兀 
YŭAN: Principal Graduate, designation sometimes used 
for the man in first place on tíie pass-list placard following 
the Metropolitan Examination (hui-shih) in the civil service 
recruitment examination sequence. Cf. chuang-yŭan. 

4450 păo 保 
Lit.，to protect. (1) Guardian, from antiquity a title of high 
honor awarded to specially meritorious or favored digni-
taries, prefixed in various forms. E.g., see t'ai-pao, shao-

pao-chang cheng 
pao, t'ai-tzu t'ai-pao, t'ai-tzu shao-pao. (2) SUNG-CH'ING: 
Security Group, a unit in sub-District (hsien) organization 
of the population. See pao-chia, pao-wu. Cf. li-chia. (3) 
SUNG-CH'ING: Guaranteed Recommendation, a nom-
ination by a relatively higher-rank official of a relatively 
lower-rank official, often given in response to an imperial 
order and sometimes a fixed requirement of various offi-
cials at specified intervals; used as one kind of data taken 
into account in considering officials for promotion. The 
sponsor was held accountable for the duty performance and 
the whole conduct of his nominees and could be made to 
suffer if any of his nominees proved inadequate. The sys-
tem of Guaranteed Recommendations was relied on most 
heavily in the first Sung century. See pao-chŭ. Cf. k'ao 
(merit rating). 

4 4 5 1 păo-chăng 保長 
SUNG, MING-CH'ING: Security Group Head, leader of 
a unit in the sub-District (hsien) local self-government or-
ganization known as pao-chia, q.v. In Sung, the title of a 
leader of a Small Security Group (hsiao-pao) and of a Large 
Security Group (ta-pao), which ideally encompassed 5 Small 
Security Groups of 10 families each, whereas the leader of 
a Superior Security Group (íu-pao) encompassing 10 Large 
Security Groups was entitled tu-pao cheng or pao-cheng 
(Superior Security Group Head). In Ming and Ch'ing the 
designations pao-ckang and pao-cheng were equivalent 
variants, a Security Group ipaó) being at the top of a hi-
erarchy in which 10 households constituted a Registration 
Unit (p'aí), 10 Registration Units constituted a Tithing (chia), 
and 10 Tithings ideally included 1,000 households consti-
tuting a Security Group. 

4 4 5 2 păO'Chāng chèng 保章正 
T'ANG-CH'ING: lit., possibly to be understood as director 
(cheng) of guarding (pao, i.e., keeping the state-issued an-
nual calendar in accord with) the 19-year lunar cycle (chang); 
but, taking into account the Chou dynasty title Royal As-
trologer (pao-cheng shih), seems more likely to have the 
less specific meaning of director (cheng) of guarding {pao, 
i.e., keeping close watch on) celestial manifestations (chang) 
of many sorts, even though in later times the term pao-
chang was importantly related to the preparation of the cal-
endar: Director of Calendrical Calculations, associate 
members of the astrological group called the Five Offices 
(wu kuan�’ specifically charged with keeping records of 
movements of the sun, moon, planets, stars, etc., so as to 
contribute to the preparation of the state-issued annual cal-
endar; also charged with noting and reporting any celestial 
irregularities that might be considered omens. In T'ang 2, 
rank 7bl; created in 702 (704?) to replace Erudites of the 
Calendar (li po-shih) on the staff of the Supervisor of Water 
Clocks (ch,ieh-hu cheng) in the Astrological Service (t'ai-
shih chŭ, ssu-t'ien t'ai), which was sometimes subordinated 
to the Palace Library (pi-shu cheng, lin-t'aí) and sometimes 
an autonomous agency of the central government. In Sung 
one, 7b, associated with the Five Offices of the Astrolog* 
ical Service (t'ai-shih chŭ); one, 8b, also authorized for the 
Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien). In Liao an un-
specified number, rank not clear, in the Directorate of As-
tronomy. Apparently not appointed in Chin. In Yuan 5, 7a, 
and in addition 5 Assistant Directors (pao-changfu), 8a, in 
the Astrological Commission (t'ai-shih yuan). In Ming 2 
then one, 8a, in the Directorate of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien 
chien). In Ch'ing 2 appointed in the Directorate's Astron-
omy Section (t'ien-wen k'o) till 1675, then discontinued. 
Commonly called wu kuan pao-chang cheng (Directors of 
Calendrical Calculations in the Five Offices). RR: maître 
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au vaste savoir rédacteur du calendrier. SP: rédacteur du 
calendrier. P35. 

4453 păo-chāng shih 保章氏 
CHOU: lit., apparently to be understood as a hereditary of-
ficial {shih) responsible for guarding (pao, i.e., keeping close 
watch on) celestial manifestations (chang); not likely to have 
any relation to the sense of chang referring to the 19-year 
lunar cycle that had to be accounted for in Chinese calen-
dars: Royal Astrologer, 2 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih) on the staff of the Ministiy of Rites (ch'un-
kuan), hereditary specialists responsible for observing and 
interpreting celestial phenomena，e.g., correlating celestial 
changes in any of the 12 spheres into which the Chinese 
divided the sky with events in the 12 regions into which 
the earth was considered to be divided, at equinoxes and 
solstices reporting that celestial conditions, the colors of 
clouds, and the qualities of winds foretold good or bad tMngs 
to come. CL: astrologue impérial; officier chargé de pré-
server et d'éclaircir. 

4454 pâo-ch'ăo 寶鈔 or 寶抄 
YUAN-MING: lit., precious currency: a common desig-
nation of paper money, which had originated in T'ang with 
the designation “flying coins" (fei-ch'ien) and had greatly 
proliferated in Sung with such designations as chiao-tzu (see 
under chiao-tzu wu)t hui-tzu (see under hui-tzu wu), and 
many others. The terms pao-ch'ao and chiao-ch'ao became 
relatively standard in Yuan and remained in use tíirough 
Ming, though t'ung-pao (circulating valuable) was the term 
printed on the actual paper currency. In Ch'ing the pro-
duction and circulation of paper money was banned. P16. 

4455 păo�k’āo kuăng-kŭi ckān 賓鈔廣息軍 
MING: common scribal error for pao-ch'ao kuang-hui k'u 
(Treasury for the Benevolent Issuance of Paper Money). 

4456 păo-ck’āo kuăng-kùi k’à 寶鈔廣惠庫 
MING: Treasury for the Benevolent Issuance of Paper 
Money, nominally subordinate to the Ministry of Revenue 
(hu-pu) but located inside the imperial palace and used for 
relatively small receipts in copper coins as well as paper 
money, which were commonly disbursed as gifts to offi-
cials and military officers on occasions for celebration such 
as the Emperor's birthday; headed by a Commissioner-in-
chief (ta-shih)7 rank not clear but low, possibly a eunuch. 
Discontinued in the Chia-ching era (1522-1566). A coun-
terpart was subordinate to the Nanking Ministry of Revenue 
and presumably survived to the end of the dynasty. P16. 

4457 păo-chyāo ssū 寶鈔司 
MING: Paper Office, a minor agency of palace eunuchs 
headed by a eunuch Director {cheng, t'ai-chien); prepared 
paper for palace use. See ssu ssu (Four Offices). 

4458 pd to_cA，āo í ^cA«í í«Sf鈔提擧司 
Supervisorate of Paper Money. (I) YUAN; a central gov-
ernment agency headed by an Overseer {ta-lu-hua<h'ih) and 
a Supervisor-in-chief (tu t'i-chu), rank not clear; appar-
ently relatively autonomous though at least nominally sub-
ordinate through the weak Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) to 
the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng). In Yuan regional vari-
eties of paper money abounded, but there was also an em-
pire-wide form called t'ung-hsing (universal circulation); and 
paper money was the dominant form of money in circula-
tion. About 1308 the central government ordered the cir-
culation of coins (to supplement paper money?) but soon 
abandoned it because of its lack of acceptance in domestic 
trade. In the 1350s and 1360s, when Yuan was steadily 
losing ground to rebel movements, another attempt to cir-

culate coins failed. Nevertheless, the Supervisorate of Pa-
per Money was apparently overshadowed afteí 1350 by the 
Supervisorate-in-chief of Coinage {pao-ch'ŭan t'i-chu ssu)y 
which oversaw a much larger establishment including 
branches throughout the country. Both agencies, despite the 
specificity of their names, seem to have been authorized to 
handle both paper money and coins. The Supervisorate of 
Paper Money probably oversaw other agencies in the dy-
nastic capital, the Chief Paper Money Depository (pao-ch'ao 
tsung-k'u), the Paper Money Printshop (yin-tsao pao-ch'ao 
k'u)f and 2 Paper Money Incinerators {shao-ch'ao k'u) pre-
fixed Eastern and Western, all with Overseers and Com-
missioners-in-chief {ta-shih) in charge. (2) MING: estab-
lished in 1374 under the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu); headed 
originally by a Supervisor (t'i-chu) but later (from 1380?) 
by a Commissióner-in^chief; probably had some authority 
over the Currency Supply Service (ch'ao-chìh chŭ) and the 
Plate Engraving Service (yin-ch'ao chŭ). The chief agent of 
the central government�ear ly efforts to circulate paper 
money successfully, but no doubt declined in importance 
as these efforts failed and particularly after the mid-1500s, 
when taels of silver became the unchallenged standard me-
dium of account, of taxes, and of trade. Cf. pao-ch'ŭan t'i-
chu ssu, pao-yiian chtì, ch'ien-chien. P16, 49. 

4459 păo'ch'āo tsŭng-k'à 寶鈔總庫 
YUAN: Chief Paper Money Depository, managed by an 
Overseer (ta-lu-hua-chlh) and a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-
shih) y ranks not clear; presumably the central government's 
treasury of paper money, subordinate to the Supervisorate 
of Paper Money {pao-ch'ao t'i-chu ssu) and the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu). Also see yin-tsao pao-ch'ao k'u, shao-
ch'ao k'u. P16. 

4460 păo-chèng 保正 
(1) SUNG: abbreviation of the designation tu pao-cheng 
(Superior Security Group Head). (2) MING-CH'ING: 
Security Group Head , leader of a group in the sub-District 
(hsien) self-government organization called pao-chia, q.v.; 
the Security Group ideally encompassed 10 Tithings {chia), 
which in turn encompassed 10 Registration Units (p'ai)y each 
consisting of 10 households. A common variant was pao-
chang. 

4461 păo^ch9éng chăn kuān-nèi hóu 
襃成君關内侯 

HAN: lit.，the lord favored for completion (of his tutorship, 
now ennobled as) Marquis of the area within the pass, Kuan-
nei being a proper area name: Lord Praised for FulfUI-
ment，Marquis of Kuan-nei, title of nobility (chŭeh) 
awarded to a direct descendant of Confucius in 48 B.C. by 
Emperor Yuan (r. 49-33 B.C.) in gratitude for his work as 
a tutor prior to the Emperor's enthronement; charged with 
perpetuating sacrificial rites at the tomb of Confucius in 
modern Shantung Province. Traditional scholars did not 
consider this ennoblement the origin of the noble status borne 
throughout later history by each generation's most direct 
descendant of Confucius, which they assigned to the year 
A.D. 1; see under pao-ch'eng hou. Also see kuan-nei hou. 
P65, 66. 

4462 păo-ch'éng hóu 襃成侯 
HAN: lit., Marquis favored for completion (see under pre-
ceding entry), appropriate under the circumstances of 48 
B.C., but later likely to have been understood as Marquis 
charged with honoring the perfection of Confucius in sac-
rificial rites at Confucius's grave: Praising Perfection 
Marquis, a special title of nobility (chŭeh) awarded in A.D. 
1 by Emperor P'ing (r, 1 B.C.—A.D. 5) to the contempo-
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rary generation's most direct descendant of Confucius, with 
perpetual inheritance rights, for the purpose of offering sac-
rifices at the tomb of Confucius in modern Shantung Prov-
ince. Although descendants of Confucius had been digni-
fied in earlier Han times with such titles as Lord Sacrificer 
(feng-ssu chŭn) and Lord Praised for Fulfillment, Marquis 
of Kuan-nei (pao-ch'eng chŭn kuan-nei hou), traditional 
scholars have assigned to the ennoblement of A.D. 1 the 
true origin of the noble status borne throughout later history 
by successive most direct male descendants of Confucius. 
Some sources report that the title was changed in A.D. 29 
to Duke for the Abundant Perpetuation of Excellence (? see 
yin-shao~chia kung)f then in 37 to Duke of Sung (sung-
kung; Sung the name of a specific area), then in 38 back 
to Praising Perfection Marquis，and finally in 92 to Marquis 
for Worshipping at the Temple (pao-t'ing hou). But in stele 
of Han date the title Praising Perfection Marquis was used 
until very late in the dynasty; it was perhaps not changed 
until 220, when Han collapsed and the regional state of Wei 
changed the title to Marquis for Honoring the Sage (tsung-
sheng hou). Also see yen-sheng kung. P66. 

4 4 6 3 păo-ch'éng hsŭăn-ní kŭng 襃成宣尼公 
Lit. sense not entirely clear and seemingly inappropriate; 
Duke who promulgates (the teachings of Chung)-ni, (en-
nobled on the occasion of) praising for the completion (of 
tutorship) (?); see under pao-ch'eng chŭn kuan-nei hou: Duke 
of Supreme Sageliness (rendered without relation to pos-
sible literal meanings), a posthumous title awarded to Con-
fucius in 48 B.C. by Emperor Yiian of the Han dynasty on 
taking the throne, when he ennobled the current most direct 
male descendant of Confucius as Marquis of Kuan-nei (kuan-
nei hou) in recompense for the completion (pao-chfeng) of 
his tutorial work with Emperor Yuan when he was Heir 
Apparent. The word ni undoubtedly derives from Confu-
cius's appelation Chung-ni, alluding to a hill called Ni-ch’iu 
near his birthplace, as does his formal name (K'ung) ChMu. 
P66. 

4464 pào-chì 豹騎 
SUI-T'ANG: Fierce as Leopards Cavaliers, a common 
name for members of the Courageous Guards (hsiao-wei, 
hsiao-wei fu)r prefixed Left and Right, units in the Sui-
early T'ang Twelve Guards (shih-erh wei) and the T'ang 
Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) stationed at the dynastic cap-
ital. RR: cavalier aux peaux de léopard, P43. 

4465 păo-chiă 保甲 
SUNG, MING-CH'ING: lit., Security Groups and Tith-
ings: Community Self-defense System, one important 
type of sub-District (hsien) self-government organizations, 
originated by Wang An-shih in N. Sung, revived with mod-
ifications in the early 1500s by Wang Yang-ming and oth-
ers, revived again in early Ch'ing. In Sung, from 10 to 30 
neighboring households were grouped administratively as a 
Tithing (chia) with a Tithing Chief (chia-t'ou) who had heavy 
responsibilities concerning the collection of local taxes; 
concurrently, neighboring households were also organized 
into 3 levels of Security Groups ipao) to provide local self-
defense forces. In Ch'ing, this system coexisted with the 
Ming-style li-chia (Community Self-monitoring System), 
being specially responsible for local police and militia work. 
Ten households constituted a Registration Unit (p'ai), 10 
such units constituted a Tithing, and 10 Tithings constituted 
a Security Group, in theory encompassing 1,000 house-
holds residing, ideally, in a cohesive, natural geographic 
area. See ta-pao, hsiao-pao, tu-pao, chang (Head), chia 
(Tithing), li (Village, Community). Cf. kuan-ping, pao~wu, 
t'uan-lien. 

1472 pao-ch，uan chu 
4466 păo-chiéh 保節 
SUNG: Aeserver of Temperance，laudatory epithet added 
to titles awarded to the parents of Emperors and of the fa-
vored officials who were known as Meritorious Ministers 
(kung-ch'en). 

4467 pào-ch’ing 飽卿 
Lit., chief minister for feeding to the full: from T'ang on, 
an unofficial reference to a senior official of the Court of 
Imperial Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu), especially its head, 
the Chief Minister of Imperial Entertainments (kuang-
lu ch'ing). 

4468 pŭo-chă 保擧 
Guaranteed Recommendation, variant of pao (Guardian， 
etc.; see under #3): from Sung if not earlier, refers to nom-
inations of deserving subordinates by their official supe-
riors, to be considered for promotion; the patrons were nor-
mally held accountable for any misconduct by their nominees. 
In Ming and Ch'ing, guaranteed recommendations were re-
lied on heavily to assure that officials in the lowest ranks, 
8 and 9, would not be overlooked in normal evaluation and 
promotion deliberations. By mid-Ming times, officials gen-
erally had little hope of good careers without accumulating 
such recommendations in their dossiers maintained by the 
Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu); but the system was abused 
by both clique-building patrons and sycophantic clients; thus 
from 1530 the recommendation system fell into disfavor 
an4 gradually lost its importance in personnel administra-
tion. In Ch'ing, recommendations were restored to their 
earlier prominence in general; in addition, they were used 
to bring men into the officialdom from status as National 
University Students (chien-sheng) or as unraríked suboffí-
cials. 

4469 păo…chá賓…局 
CH'ING; with place-name insert, Coinage Service, the 
place-name ordinarily being abbreviated or suggested by an 
archaic equivalent, e.g. pao-Chin chŭ (Shansi Coinage Ser-
vice), pao-Che chŭ (Chekiang Coinage Service). The ge-
neric name for all Provincial Coinage Services was ch'ien-
chu, q.v. P16. 

4470 păO'CWŭân 寶泉 
Lit., source or spring of wealth or precious things: from 
Ytìan if not earlier, a common reference to coins. See pao-
yŭan, ch'ŭan~fu, ch'ŭan-pu. Cf. pao-ch'ao. P16. 

4471 păo-ch'ŭán ch'ăng 寶泉厫 
CH'ING: Coinage Depot, 4 established in 1726 as im-
mediately subordinate units of the Ministry of Revenue^ 
(hu-pu) Metropolitan Coinage Service (pao-ch'uan chŭ). BH: 
mint. PI6. 

4472 păo-ch'ŭán chu 寶泉局 
(1) MING: Provincial Coinage Service, from 1368 estab-
lished in each Province, superseding the sole predynastic 
Kiangsi Coinage Service (huo~ch'ŭan chu); headed by 
Commissioners-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 9b, sometimes su-
pervised by 2nd-level executive officials of Provincial 
Administration Commissions (ch'eng-hsuan pu-cheng shih 
ssu). Produced copper coins on order of the central gov-
ernment and according to designs issued by the Ministry of 
Works (kung-pu), which maintained a counterpart Metro-
politan Coinage Service ipao-yŭan chŭ) at the dynastic cap-
ital; from 1380 coinage was specifically made the respon-
sibility of the Ministry of Works, whereas the production 
and circulation of paper money was assigned to the Min-
istry of Revenue {hu-pu)\ see pao-ch'ao t'i-chŭ ssu (Super-
visorate of Paper Money). The early history of the Ming 
coinage organizations was confused even in contemporary 



pao-ch'iìan t'i-chu ssu 
sources; the terms pao-yŭan and pao-ch'tìan were often used 
interchangeably, and agencies were often referred to 
vaguely as the Service (chŭ without any prefix) or by de-
scriptive terms such as Coinage Services (ch'ien-chŭ) and 
Minting Directorates (chu-chien). In both the dynastic cap-
ital and the Provinces, the Services seem to have had ad 
hoc existences, being activated when they were needed but 
otherwise lapsing. It is clear that there was a continuing 
shortage of coins through the 1400s, and in the 1500s coun-
terfeiting became a serious problem. The people and even-
tually the state moved to the use of unminted silver as the 
principal monetary standard，in units of taels (Chinese 
ounces). Coins were always needed, however, and in 1576 
all Provincial Administration Commissions were ordered to 
reactivate their Coinage Services. Coins were minted at the 
capital and in the Provinces to the end of the dynasty, though 
such production was overshadowed from 1625 by that un-
dertaken by the Ministry of Revenue (see #2 following). 
(2) MING: Coinage Service of the Ministry of Revenue, 
established at Peking in 1625 to increase the money supply 
needed for the costly Ming defense efforts against the Man-
chus, and probably also for the personal advantage of the 
notorious eunuch dictator Wei Chung-hsien and his hench-
men. Headed by a special, supernumerary Right Vice Min-
ister of Revenue {hu-pu yu shih-lang), rank 3a, with the 
duty designation Vice Minister Supervisory Manager of 
Coinage (tu-li ch'ien-fa shih-lang), whose post was com-
monly called the Coinage Office (ch'ien-fa t'ang); he sub-
stantially increased the number of mints in the capital and 
vigorously sought raw materials throughout the country. (3) 
CH'ING: Metropolitan Coinage Service in the pattern of 
(2) preceding; an agency of the Ministry of Revenue which, 
in cooperation with the Metropolitan Coinage Service (pao-
yuan chu) maintained by the Ministry of Works, was ex-
pected to oversee the production and circulation of copper 
coins throughout the country. Each of the 2 Ministries for 
this purpose set up a Coinage Office {ch'ien-fa t'ang). (For 
the Ministry of Works agency, see under both ch'ien-fa 
t'ang and pao-yŭan chŭ.) The Ministry of Revenue^ Ser-
vice was headed originally by one Chinese and one Manchu 
Superintendent {chien-tu), assisted by one Chinese techni-
cian called Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih). Posts as Su-
perintendents were filled in 2-year rotations by offícials on 
special duty assignments from substantive posts in Bureaus 
(ch'ing-li ssu) of any of the Six Ministries (liu pu)y but the 
Commissioners-in-chief were always chosen from among 
the unranked Clerks ipi-t'ieh-shih) of the Ministry of Rev-
enue itself to serve 5-year terms on rotational schedules 
monitored by the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu); a successful 
term might lead to promotion into the civil service offi-
cialdom. In 1726 the Service created 4 immediately sub-
ordinate Coinage Depots (pao-ch'ŭan ch'ang), each staffed 
with one Chinese Commissioner-in-chief. From 1729 on, 
however, only Manchus were approved for service as Com-
missioners-in-chief in the Service. The Metropolitan Coin-
age Services of both Ministries of Revenue and Works seem 
to have cooperated in giving some leadership if not specific 
direction to Provincial Coinage Services (generic name 
ch'ien-chŭ). However, these were more closely associated 
with the various Provincial Administration Commissions 
(ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu) and were staffed with 2nd-
level executive officials of appropriate Prefectures (fu). 
Province-level identification of coins was the practice, but 
the general designs were established by the Ministry of 
Revenue. P6, 16. 

4473 păo-ch'ŭán t'í-chŭ ssū 寶泉提擧司 
YUAN: Supervisorate of Coinage, from 1351 established 
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in several provincial areas to produce and circulate copper 
coins as the central government tried to restrain the circu-
lation of paper money (see under pao-ch'ao t'i-chu ssu, Su-
pervisorate of Paper Money); each staffed with a Super-
intendent (t'i-ling]’ rank 8a，and a Commissioner-in-chief 
(ta-shìh), 8b. Subordinate to the Supervisorate-in-chief of 
Coinage (pao-ch'uan tu t'i-chŭ ssu) established at the dy-
nastic capital in 1350. See pao-ch'uan chii. Cf. pao-yŭan 
ch'ien-chien, pao-yŭan chii. P16. 

4474 păo-ck，ŭán tŭ t，í-ckă ssû 餐象都提擧司 
YUAN: Supervîsorate-in-chîef of Coinage，established in 
1350 in the central government to have empire-wide control 
over the pxíduction and circulation of money, paper money 
as well as coins despite the specificity of its name; staffing 
not clear, but probably headed by a Supervisor-in-chief (tu 
t'i'chu). In 1351 began establishing subordinate Supervi-
sorates of Coinage (pao-ch'tìan t'i-chŭ ssu) in various pro-
vincial areas; in 1352 opened Copper Smelters (t'ung-yeh 
ch'ang) in 3 localities. Directly supervised a Metropolitan 
Mint {kū'Chu chŭ) and a Paper Money Treasury (yung-li 
k'u) at the dynastic capital. Also see pao-ch'ŭan chŭ, pao-
yŭan chii, pao-yŭan ch'ien-chien. P16. 

4475 păo-ch’úng tò-fŭ or tòi-fû 保冲大夫 
YUAN: lit., grand master for protecting the weak, i.e., the 
ruler; Grand Master Preserver of the Emperor*s Health, 
prestige title (san-kuan) for rank 4a officials of the Imperial 
Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yŭan). See ch'ung-jen (This 
Weakling). 

4476 păo-féng ch，ién-chién 賓豐鍈監 
CHIN: Western Directorate of Coinage, one of 2 agen-
cies (see pao-yūan ch'ien-chien) established in 1158 at 
Chung-tu (the Central Capital) in Manchuria to supervise 
the production and distribution of copper coins in that re-
gion; staffed on (part-time?) duty assignments by officials 
of the regular governmental establishment at Chung-tu. Also 
known simply as the Western Directorate (hsi-chien). The 
counterpart at the principal dynastic capital in the area of 
modern Peking was the li-yung ch'ien-chien (Directorate of 
Coinage); another important production agency was at Tai-
chou in modern Shansi (tai-chou ch'ien-chien). See ch'ien-
chien, pao-ch'uan chŭ, pao-yŭan chŭ, chu-ch'ien chien. P16. 

4477 /wito/à 保傅 
Throughout histoiy, an occasional combined reference to 
the honorary titles t'ai-pao and t'ai-fu (Grand Guardian 
and Grand Mentor)，normally members of the group of 
dignitaries collectively called the Three Dukes (san kung). 

4478 păo-hó tìèn 保和殿 
SUNG: Hall for the Preservation of Harmony, a unit in 
the Institute of Academicians (hsueh-shih yuan), staffed with 
Grand Academicians (ta hsūeh-shih) and Academicians 
(hsŭeh-shih), both rank 3a, Edict Attendants (tai-chih), 4b, 
etc. SP: pavilion Pao-ho. 

4479 păo-hsiàng 保栢 
N-S DIV (Chin): variant of î'ai-tzu t'ai-fu (Grand Mentor 
of the Heir Apparent). 

4480 păo-hsŭăn 保選 
Guaranteed Selection (for appointment): from Yiian if not 
earlier，the designation of an appointment made by a su-
pervisory official accepting the same responsibility for the 
conduct of his appointee that was taken by those giving 
Guaranteed Recommendations (see pao-chŭ, pad). 

4481 păo'hsŭéh'ī 保學醫 
N-S DIV (S. Ch'i): lit. sense not clear; texts possibly gar-
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bled: Medical Instructor (?)’ 2，rank not clear, in the Na-
tional University (kuo-hsŭeh, kuo-tzu hsŭeh). P34. 

4 4 8 2 pāO'ī 包衣 
CH’ING: Chinese rendering of a Manchu word meaning 
enslaved prisoner of war or simply slave; Bondservant or 
Imperial Bondservant, members of Manchu families 
(eventually others including Chinese) that were attached as 
hereditary personal servants to the Emperor and Imperial 
Princes (ch'in-wang); together with eunuchs and palace 
women, did many menial tasks. Administered by the Im-
perial Household Administration (nei-wu fu) and staffed most 
of its posts; Supervisors-in-chief {tsung-kuan) of the 
Administration were commonly called Commandant of 
Bondservants {pao-i ang-pang). Also largely comprised the 
Inner Banners (nei-ch'i) and Outer Banners (wai-ch'i) of the 
military establishment stationed in the capital, the former 
attached to the Emperor and the latter to Imperial Princes. 
Beginning not later than the K'ang-hsi era (1662-1722), 
Imperial Bondservants were commonly appointed to sen-
s;iive posts throughout the empire as personal reporting agents 
of the Emperor, somewhat in the fashion some Emperors 
of earlier dynasties, e.g., Ming, had utilized trusted palace 
eunuchs. See under huang pao-i and wang pao-i, 

4483 pāo-ī áng-pāng 包衣昂邦 
CH'ING: Commandant of Bondservants, unofficial ref-
erence to a Supervisor-in-chief of the Imperial Household 
Department (nei-wu fu tsung-kuan). Also see pao-i, ang-
pang. P19. 

4484 pāo-ī ts，ān-líng 包衣參領 
CH'ING: Regimental Commander of Bondservants, a rank 
3b officer on the staff of a Princely Establishment (wang-
fu) commanding Bondservants (pao-i) of the Outer Banners 
{wai-ch'ì) who were hereditarily attached to the agency. Also 
see ts'an-ling. BH: chief controller of bondservants. 

4485 păo-ī tsò-Ung 包衣佐領 
CH'ING: Company Commander of Bondservants, a rank 
4b officer on the staff of a Princely Establishment (wang-
fu) commanding Bondservants (pao-i) of the Outer Banners 
(wai-ch'i) who were hereditarily attached to the agency. Also 
see tso-ling. BH: department controller of bondservants. 

4486 páo-jèn 保任 
SUNG: Sponsored Appointment, designation of an ap-
pointment made on the basis of Guaranteed Recommen-
dations {pao-chŭ, pao) submitted by official sponsors, who 
were punishable for any misconduct by their nominees. Also 
see pao-hsŭan. SP: nomination des fonctionnaires par re-
commandation. 

4487 păo-kāng 保宮 
HAN: lit., building or hall for guarding or protecting: Pal-
ace Prison, renamed in 104 B.C. from chŭ-shih (Palace 
Prison); headed by a Director (ling) under the Chamberlain 
for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); specific uses not clear. 
HB: protective enclosure. P37. 

4488 păo4ín 保林 
HAN: Lady Who Could Comfort a Multitude, title of a 
palace woman, rank =100 bushels. HB: soothing maid. 

4489 păoAín 寶林 
SUI—T'ANG: Lady of the Precious Bevy, 20 in Sui, rank 
5a; 17 in T'ang, 6a; in Sui one of the groups of palace 
women considered Secondary Concubines (nū-yii), in T'ang 
ranked below those called the Nine Concubines (chiu pin); 
part of the palace harem from c. 604 to 662 and again from 
670 probably to the 740s, RR: forêt des joyaux. 

1500 pao-t'ing hou 
4490 pào4ó shĭh 報羅使 
Lit., one sent to find recompense in the great canopy of 
Heaven: Examination Casualty, from T'ang on a common 
term applied to any civil service recruitment candidate who 
died promptly after issuance of the highest examination pass 
list. 

4491 păo-mă 保馬 
SUNG: Security Group Horses, reference to one of the 
reforms of the 11th century Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang) 
Wang An-shih, which required each local self-government 
Security Group (see under pao-chìa) to accept, care for, 
and breed government horses to be ready for military use 
when needed. 

4492 păo-mò kó 寶謨閣 
SUNG: Hall for Treasuring the Heritage, from 1202 one 
of the palace buildings served by members of the Institute 
of Academicians {hsŭeh-shih yuan). 

4493 páo-sAèrtg Wm 襃聖侯 
T'ANG: Marquis for Praising the Sage, title of nobility 
(chŭeh) awarded to the most direct descendant of Confucius 
in each generation, charged with maintaining the Confucian 
grave, temple, and estate at Ch*u-fu, Shantung; changed 
from Marquis for Perpetuating the Sage (shoo-sheng hou) 
in 626，in 739 changed to Duke for the Propagation of Cul-
ture (wen-hsūan kung). P66, 

4494 păo-shìh 保氏 
CHOU; Palace Protector, ranked as a Junior Grand Master 
(hsia ta-fu)ì a member of the Ministry of Education (ti-
kuan); together with the Palace Mentor (shih-shih) guarded 
the ruler and his sons against wrong-doing, keeping watch 
over all royal audiences and accompanying the King on all 
his outings; tutored the royal princes in ritual’ music, ar-
chery, charioteering, writing, mathematics, and deport-
mem. CL: protecteur. 

4495 pao-shih 暴室 
HAN: see p'u-shih (Palace Isolation Building). 

4496 păo-shùn láng-chiàng 保順郞將 
SUNG: Maintaining Submission Commandant , lauda-
tory title conferred on friendly alien militaiy chiefs. Pao~ 
shun was a laudatory epithet commonly prefixed to titles 
of nobility (chiieh), etc. See lang-chiang. SP: colonel Pao-
chouen. 

4497 pào49āō wèi 豹韜衛 
T'ANG: Guard of the Leopard Strategy, from 684 to 705 
the name of 2 military units, prefixed Left and Right, tem-
porarily replacing the name Awesome Guards (wei-wei), 
units in the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) at the dynastic 
capital. P43. 

4498 pâo-té hóu 襃德侯 
T’ANG: Marquis for Praising Virtue, briefly from 705 a 
variant of Marquis for Praising the Sage (pao-sheng hou�’ 
the title awarded the current most direct descendant of Con-
fucius; discontinued before 739. P66. 

4499 pâo-ūng 保丁 
SUNG: Security Guard , principal serviceman in the local 
self-defense system called pao-chia, q.v, Cf. ting, ytì-ting, 
chuang-ting. 

4500 păo-Víng hóu 襃亭侯 
HAN: Marquis for Worshipping at the Temple (to Con-
fucius), reported in some sources to be awarded from A.D. 
92 to the most direct descendant of Confucius; but see pao-
ch'eng hou (Praising Perfection Marquis). P66. 



pao-tun 
4501 pào-tùn 鉋盾 
HAN-CHIN: variant of kou-tun (Office of Imperial Parks 
Products). P38, 40. 

4502 /míímì^/I 紛寶文閣 
SUNG: Hall for Treasuring Culture, from 1067 a palace 
building served by members of the Institute of Academi-
cians {hsūeh-shih yŭan). 

4503 páo-wŭ 保伍 
SUNG: Local Militia Squad, throughout the dynasty re-
ferred to a self-defense unit organized under direction and 
supervision of District (hsien) authorities, most commonly 
structured in a hierarchy of units called Security Groups 
ipao)\ commonly referred to in the aggregate as hsiang-
ping (Local Militia). Coexisted with, and often confused 
with, militiamen of the pao-chia system (see pao-chia) in-
stituted by Wang An-shih in the 1070s. 

4504 păo-yŭán 寶源 
Lit” as in the case of pao-ch'ŭan, q.v., a source or spring 
of wealth or precious things: from Chin times if not earlier, 
a common reference to copper coins. Cf. pao-ch'ao. P16. 

4505 păo-yŭán ch'ién-chiĕn 寶源錢監 
CHIN: Eastern Directorate of Coinage, one of 2 agencies 
(see pao-feng ch'ien-chien) established in 1158 at Chung-
tu (Central Capital) in Manchuria to supervise the produc-
tion and distribution of copper coins in that region; staffed 
on (part-time?) duty assignments by officials of the regular 
governmental establishment there. Also known simply as 
the Eastern Directorate (tung-chien). The counterpart at the 
principal dynastic capital in the area of modern Peking was 
the li-yung ch'ien-chien (Directorate of Coinage); another 
important production agency was at Tai-chou in modern 
Shansi (see tai-chou ch'ien-chien). Also see ch'ien-chien, 
pao'ch'ŭan chŭ, pao-yŭan chŭ, chu-ch'ien chien. P16. 

4506 păo-ytìán chá 餐 WM 
MING-CH'ING: Metropolitan Coinage Service，estab-
lished in 1361 even before the new national dynasty was 
created; from 1380 directly subordinate to the Ministry of 
Works (htng-pu�’ which until 1625 (see below) was the 
central government's principal agency for the minting and 
circulation of copper coins, whereas the Ministry of Rev-
enue {hu-pu) was responsible for the printing and circula-
tion of paper money; see pao-ch'ao t'i-chu ssu (Supervi-
sorate of Paper Money). Counteipart provincial-level 
agencies that were established as early as 1364 and were 
standardized as Provincial Coinage Services {pao-ch'ŭan chŭ) 
beginning in 1368 were subordinate to the Provincial 
Administration Commissions (ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih 
ssu) rather than the Metropolitan Coinage Service; but they 
normally minted copper coins only on order from the cen-
tral government and followed designs provided by the Min-
istry of Works, presumably through its Metropolitan Coin-
age Service. The early Ming history of all the pao-yŭan and 
pao-ch'ŭan Services was confused even in contemporary 
sources; the two terms were often used interchangeably, and 
the agencies were often referred to vaguely as the Services 
(chŭ without any prefix) or by descriptive terms such as 
Coinage Services (ch'ìen-chiì) and Minting Directorates (chu-
chien). In both the capital and the Provinces, the Services 
seem to have had ad hoc existences, being activated only 
when they were needed but otherwise lapsing (see under 
pao-ch'ŭan chu). When actively minting, they were man-
aged by Commissioners-in-chief {ta-shih), rank 9b, usually 
under the general supervision of officials on special duty 
assignments from regular posts in the Provincial Admin-
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istration Commissions or, in the case of the Metropolitan 
Service, from the Ministry of Works. In the Chia-ching era 
(1522-1566) the Ministry of Works established a new sub-
ordinate agency, the Coinage Office (ku-chu kung-shu), 
which was imposed atop the Metropolitan Coinage Service 
with a Superintendent (chien-tu) on duty assignment from 
a regular post in the Ministry, rank 5b. Thereafter the Met-
ropolitan Coinage Service declined in importance, but it re-
mained operational on its normal irregular basis throughout 
the rest of the dynasty. Despite government recognition of 
unminted silver as the monetary standard in the mid-1500s, 
the need for coins remained, and severe shortages of coins 
were regularly reported. In 1576 all Coinage Services, Met-
ropolitan and Provincial, were ordered into active opera-
tion. After 1625，however, the Ministry of Works' primacy 
in coinage matters was undermined by the Ministry of Rev-
enue^ establishment of its own Coinage Service (pao-ch'iian 
chŭ) with a special, supernumerary Vice Minister of Rev-
enue {hu-pu shih-lang), 3a，serving as Supervisory Man-
ager of Coinage (tu~li ch'ien-fa). From 1421 to the end of 
Ming, there was another Metropolitan Coinage Service {pao-
yŭan chŭ) at Nanking under the Nanking Ministry of Works, 
intended to serve the coinage needs of the Province-size 
region around Nanking. In Ch'ing, the late Ming situation 
was perpetuated; the Ministry of Revenue's Metropolitan 
Coinage Service (pao-ch'tìan chii) was established in 1644, 
the Ministry of Works* counterpart {pao-yŭan chŭ) soon 
thereafter. Each of these Ministries maintained a Coinage 
Office (ch'ien-fa t'ang) to which the 2 Metropolitan Coin-
age Services were subordinate. The Ministry of Works' Of-
fice was headed by a Right Vice Minister Supervisory Man-
ager (tu-li ch'ien-fa t'ang yu shih-lang), originally a Chinese 
but from 1679 on supplemented by a Manchu equal. The 
2 Metropolitan Coinage Offices gave loose leadership to 
Provincial Coinage Services (generic name ch'ien-chu) 
throughout the country. P6, 16. 

4507 păo-yŭán kfù 寶源庫 
YUAN: abbreviation of wan-i pao-yiian k'u (Imperial Money 
Vault). 

4508 p'áo-chèng 庖正 
Kitchen Director, a title used in antiquity and occasionally 
found in unofficial, archaic reference to the Han and post-
Han Chamberlain for Attendants (kuang-lu-hsŭn) or the later 
Chief Minister (ch'ing) of the Court of Imperial Entertain-
ments {kuang-lu ssu). 

4509 p’ào hsiăo-chí 礮驍騎 
CH'ING: Artilleryman of the Firearms Brigade {huo-ch'i 
ying) of the Inner Banners (nei-ch'i); headed by 10 Artillery 
Lieutenants (kuan p'ao hsiao-chi hsiao) t rank 6a; appar-
ently not numerous enough to constitute a Regiment (chìa-
la) with a Regimental Commander {ts'an-ling). Cf. niao-
ch'iang hsiao-chi. See hsiao-chi. 

4510 p'áo-jén 庖人 
CHOU: Palace Cook, 4 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih) and 8 as Junior Servicemen- (hsia-shih), mem-
bers of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) charged with the 
preparation of meals for the King, Queen, and Heir Ap-
parent and specialty foods for sacrifices, funerals, recep-
tions for visitors, etc. CL: officier de la tuerìe. 

4511 p'ăo-jén 胞人 
HAN: Palace Butcher or Palace Butchery, headed by a 
Director (chang) under the Chamberlain for the Palace Rev-
enues {shao-fu). Clearly derived from the Chou p'ao-jen 
(Palace Cook), but the existence of other palace food agen-
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cies such as the t'ai-kuan (Provisioned)，the t'ang-kuan (Of-
fice of Drinks and Delicacies), and the tao-kuan (Rice Hull-
ing Office) suggests that Han's replacement of the Chou 
“shelter” radical with the “meat” radical was a deliberate 
denotation of butchering, and early commentators so under-
stood the term. HB: chef^ chief of the chefs. P37. 

4512 pĕi 北 
North: on any encounter, see entry under the following ter-
minology. 

4513 北鞍庫 
CH'ING: Northern Storehouse, a unit of the Court of Im-
perial Armaments {wu-peì yiian) responsible for maintain-
ing saddlery, sunshades, and various carriage drapes re-
quired by the Emperor and his entourage. Cf. nan-an k'u. 

4514 pèi-ch,á t，án-miào tò-ch’ért 
備查壇廟大臣 

CH'ING: Grand Minister Preparer of the Altars and 
Temples, an ad hoc duty assignment of a senior member 
of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu) prior to 
the undertaking of any sacrificial ceremonies at the Altar 
to Earth (t'u-t'an) or the Temple of Heaven (t'ien-miaó) in 
the dynastic capital; assisted a Grand Minister Inspector of 
the Altars and Temples (chi-ch'a t'an-miao ta-ch'en). BH: 
assistant superintendent of altars and temples. 

4515 pĕi-chái 北宅 
SUNG: Northern Residence Hall, one of 2 units into which 
the School for the Imperial Family (tsung-hsiieh) was di-
vided. See nart-pei chai. SP: maison du nord. 

4516 pèi-chāng tsŭng-yŭàn 備章總院 
YUAN: Chief Office for the Imperial Costume, a tailor-
ing agency staffed with artisans requisitioned from the gen-
eral populace, headed by a Commissioner (shih) or Com-
missioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 6a. Created in 1276 by 
aggregating 8 earlier workshops (see yang ìin chŭ); sub-
ordinate to the Supervisorate-in-chief of Civilian Artisans 
(mìn-chiang tsung-kuan fu)t but division of labor with sim-
ilar agencies under the Supervisorate-in-chief is not wholly 
clear. See shang-i chŭ, yŭ-i chŭ. 

4517 pĕi-ch’éng 北丞 
SUNG: abbreviation of pei wai tu-shui ch'eng (Assistant 
Director of Northern Outer Waterways); see nan-pei wai 
tu-shui ch'eng ssu. 

4518 pĕi-chiĕn 北監 
T'ANG: Directorate of the Northern Parks , one of 4 Di-
rectorates (chien) in charge of maintaining the buildings and 
grounds of imperial parks and gardens in the 4 quadrants 
of the dynastic capital, Ch’ang-an, under supervision of the 
Directorate-general of the Imperial Parks (yiian tsung-chien); 
headed by a Director (chien). See hsi-chien, tung-chien, 
nan-chien. P40. 

4519 pĕi chíh-ŭ 絲魏 
MING: Northern Metropolitan Area, variant of pei-ching, 
designation of the Province-size territory surrounding and 
governed from the post-1420 dynastic capital，modern Pe-
king. See chih-li. 

4520 pĕi chŭ-k，ò ta，áo t主客售 
HAN-N-S DIV: Section for Northern Relations in the 
Imperial Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai) of Later Han or the 
Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) that evolved 
in the era of N-S Division; created early in Later Han when 
the Section for Receptions (chu-k'o ts'ao) was divided into 
northern and southern agencies. Sometimes headed by a 
Minister (shang-shu), but most commonly by a Director 

(lang). In collaboration with the Chamberlain for Depen-
dencies (ta hung-lu) ’ responsible for the reception of for-
eign envoys from beyond the northern frontier. See nan chu-
k'o ts'ao for more detail. HB: northern bureau in charge of 
guests. P9. 

4521 pĕUchŭn 北軍 
(1) HAN: Northern Army, an elite force charged with po-
licing and defending the dynastic capital city, outside which 
it was garrisoned; headed by the Chamberlain for the Im-
perial Insignia (chung-wei, chih chin-wu) assisted by sev-
eral Commandants (wei). (2) T'ANG: unofficial variant of 
pei-ya (Northern Command). Cf. nan-chŭn, chin-chŭn, 
chin-wei, ch'in-wei. P43. 

4522 pĕi-hsiăng 北厢 
SUNG: North Township, one of 2 Townships into which 
the Southern Sung capital，Lin-an (modern Hsmgchow), was 
divided for local administration; probably headed by a 
Magistrate (ling). See hsiang (Township), nan-hsiang (South 
Township). SP: région du nord. 

4523 péiPò-kuăn t客館 
N-S DIV (Sung): North Visitors Bureau , created in c. 420 
by division of the office of the Chamberlain for Depen-
dencies (ta hung-lu) into 2 Visitors Bureaus, one for the 
North and one for the South (nan k'o-kuan); headed by a 
Director (ling); responsible for the reception of chiefs or 
envoys of alien tribes north of the dynastic frontier. See 
k'o-kuan. P l l . 

4524 péi-k'ù 北庫 
SUNG: Northern Storehouse; see under nan-pei k'u. 

4525 pĕi-kūng 北宮 
HAN: North Palace, designation of the imperial palace 
complex at Ch'ang-an in Former Han, built by Kao-tsu (r. 
202-195 B.C.) and expanded by Wu-ti (r. 141-87 B.C.); 
also that at Loyang in Later Han, built by Ming-ti (r. A. D. 
57—75). The palace at Ch’ang，an was destroyed by rebels 
who in A.D. 23 assassinated the usurper Wang Mang; that 
at Loyang was destroyed by rebels as Han approached its 
extinction in A.D. 220. 

4526 pèi-lò 貝勒 
Beíle. (1) CHIN: Manchu “correction” of the proto-Man-
chu Jurchen title po-chi-lieh, q.v. (2) CH'ING: title of im-
perial nobility (chŭeh)t originally a descriptive term for a 
tribal chief but awarded by the founder of the imperial line, 
Nurhachi’ to his own brothers, sons, and nephews. Until 
Nurhachi's death 8 such Deiles prefixed ho-shih (meaning 
fíef-holding or appanage-holding ； see various entries be-
ginning with this prefix) served as an intimate advisory group. 
Subsequently this group was semi-institutionalized as a De-
liberative Council (i-cheng ch'u) staffed by 5 Grand Min-
isters (ta-ch'en) including Princes, and after the Ch'ing dy-

was formally proclaimed in 1635 a schedule of noble 
was established, in which Beile became the 3rd high-

est of 12 titles of imperial nobility, formally prefixed to-
lo, q.v., awarded only to Manchus and Mongols in direct 
imperial descent as sons other than heirs of Commandery 
Princes {chŭn-wang). The wife of a Beile was entitled Dame-
consort iju-jen), the heir inherited the lesser title Beile Prince 
(pei-tzu), other sons by the Dame-consort inherited the title 
Defender-general of the State (chen-kuo chiang-chìin)，2nd 
grade (teng), sons by lesser wives inherited the title Bul-
wark-general of the State ifu-kuo chiang-chŭn), first grade， 
and adopted sons inherited the title General by Grace (feng-
en chiang-chŭn); daughters of a Beile inherited noble status 
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as Commandery Mistresses {chun-chun). BH: prince of the 
blood of the third degree. (3) CH'ING: honorary title some-
times conferred on foreign dignitaries such as dependent 
Moslem tribal chiefs of Central Asia. P64. 

4527 pĕi-mén 北門 
North Gate. (1) T'ANG: from 666-667 the collective des-
ignation of a group of litterateurs entitled Academicians of 
the North Gate (pei-men hsueh-shih), who were charged 
with drafting imperial pronouncements and composing lit-
erary works on imperial order; in c. 713 the designation 
was changed to han-lin tai-chao (Academician Awaiting 
Orders; also see han-lin kung-feng), apparently the first step 
in official nomenclature toward the famous Hanlin Acad-
emy {han-lin yŭan). RR: porte du nord, lettré de la porte 
du nord. (2) T'ANG-CH'ING: continued in use as an un-
official, archaic reference to the Hanlin Academy, appar-
ently because the Hanlin Academy of T'ang times was lo-
cated north of a Silver Pavilion (yin-t'ai) in the palace 
grounds, where imperial pronouncements were customarily 
issued; but later dynasties had other explanations for the 
term. See hsueh-shih, han-lin, yin-t'ai ssu. P23. 

4528 pĕi-mén ssù chŭn 北門四軍 
T ANG: Four Imperial Armies of the North Gates, from 
713 to 742 a collective reference to the units that consti-
tuted the Northern Command (pei-ya)the 2 Forest of 
Plumes Armies (yŭ-lin chŭn) and the 2 Militant as Dragons 
Annies {lung-wu chŭn). Also see ssu chūn. 

4529 péi-mièn 北面 
LIAO: Northern Administration, that part of the central 
government that administered the affairs of the Khitan tribes 
and their nomadic allies, in contrast to the Southern Admin-
istration (nan-mien), which governed the sedentary peoples 
of the Liao empire, notably the subjugated Chinese of mod-
ern Shansi and northern Hopei. The Northern Administra-
tion was a confusing mixture of Chinese-like and non-Chinese 
agencies, further confused by a secondary dualism of 
Nortìiern and Southern Establishments (yŭan) within the 
Northern Administration itself. Why these 2 Establishments 
existed and how functions were divided between them can-
not adequately be explained. The principal agencies of the 
Northern Administration were 2 Bureaus of Military Affairs 
(shu-mi yiian), a Northern Bureau with military responsi-
bilities and a Southern Bureau with civil responsibilities. 
Many lesser offices were also in Northern and Southern 
pairs: 2 Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang)t 2 Grand Princes 
(ta-wang), 2 Court Ceremonial Commissioners {hsŭan-hui 
shih)，etc. Also see ta t'i-yin, i-li-chin, i-li-pi, ti-lieh-ma-
tu. P4. 

4530 péi-mièn fáng 北面房 
SUNG: Northern Defense Section in the Bureau of Mil-
itary Affairs {shu-mi yuan); one of 12 Sections (see shih-
erh fang) created in the reign of Shen-tsung (r. 1067-1085) 
to manage administrative affairs of military garrisons 
throughout the country, in geographic clusters, or to su-
pervise specified militaiy functions on a country-wide scale. 
This Section generally supervised 2 Circuits (lu), Ho-pei 
and Ho-tung. Headed by 3 to 5 Vice Recipients of Edicts 
(fu ch'eng-chih) ̂  rank 8b. Apparently discontinued early in 
S. Sung. SP: chambre chargée de la défense de frontière 
du nord. 

4531 pfí-páu 北班內品 
SUNG: Palace Eunuch of the North Rank, the designa-
tion apparently reflecting the position taken by eunuchs in 
court audiences; a rank title {chieh) awarded to eunuchs, 

dates not clear; equivalent both to the 8th highest (chih-hou 
tien-chih) and to the lowest (t'ieh chih-hou nfei-p'in) of 12 
such rank titles awarded beginning in 1112; see nei-shih 
chieh. Possibly a general quasiofficial reference to the whole 
eunuch staff of the Palace Eunuch Service (ju-nei nei-shih 
sheng). Also see nei-p'in, pan (kind, class, rank, etc.; see 
under #1), nan-pan kuan. SP: intendant du palais intérieur 
de 12 e ou 8e rang (eunuque). P68. 

4532 pèi-păng 備榜 
YŭAN: List of Adequates (?)，lit. sense not entirely clear, 
but refers either to candidates in Provincial Examinations 
(hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment examination 
sequence who stood low on the pass list or, more likely, 
those who were named on a list supplementary to the pass 
list indicating adequate albeit unsuccessful performance; 
candidates named on this list were commonly assigned im-
mediately to teaching posts in schools maintained by units 
of territorial administration. Cf. fu-pang, fu-ch'e, chŭ-jen. 

4533 pèi-pèi 輩輩 
CH'ING: colloquial term for the perpetual inheritance 
(shih-hsi wang-t'i) of noble status (chueh). 
4534 pèi-piēn kf

ŭ 備邊庫 
T'ANG: Frontier Defense Vault, a special storehouse for 
coins and other valuables in the dynastic capital to provide 
for emergency military expenditures on the frontier, super-
vised by a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang) designated as 
Commissioner (shih) of the Vault. Originated c. 845; by 
860 renamed yen-tzu k'u (Special Reserves Vault). P7. 

4535 pêi'pù 北部 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Ministry of Northern Relations in the 
Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng)\ established 
c. 400 as one of 6 (4?) Ministries (pu) in the top echelon 
of the Department's agencies, responsible for overseeing 
tíie Regions {chou) and Commanderies {chtin) along the 
northern frontier and for defending against tribal groups be-
yond it; discontinued in governmental reorganizations of 493. 
Headed by One or more Directors {chang) or Ministers 
(shang-shu); supervised 4 to 6 Sections (ts'ao) headed by 
Directors (lang-chung) and staffed by Clerks (ling-shih). 
The staff also included Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-
chung) delegated for concurrent service from the Depart-
ment of Scholarly Counselors {chi-shu sheng). The name 
pei-pu has sometimes been written pi-pu by clerical error; 
it is not to be confused with the agencies properly named 
pi-pu (Bureau of Revision) and pi-pu ts'ao (Review Sec-
tion). Also see nan-pu, hsi-pu. 

4536 péi-pù wèi 北部尉 
HAN: Commandant of the Metropolitan Police, North 
Sector, rank 400 bushels, a Later Han subordinate of the 
Metropolitan Commandant {ssu-li hsiao-wei), responsible 
for police supervision of the northern quadrant of the dy-
nastic capital, Loyang. See yu-pu (Right Sector), ming-pu 
wei. P20. 

4537 pèi-shēn 備身 
(1) N-S DIV (N. Wei, N. Ch'i)-SUI: Personal Guard in 
the establishment of the Heir Apparent, with .many differ-
entiating prefixes: ch'ien-niupei-shen (Swordsman Guard), 
chih ch'ien-niu tao pei-shen (Saber-armed Guard), chi-kuart 
pei-shen (Mounted Guard), nei-chih pei-shen (Palace Sta-
tion Guard), wu-chih pei-shen (Guard of the Five Posts?), 
etc.; headed by Commanders-in-chief (tu-tu as prefix, e.g., 
tu-tu chi-kuanpei-shen)y Marshals (shuai)’ Generals (chiang), 
Commandants (lang-chiang)’ etc. (2) T'ANG-SUNG: Im-
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perîal Bodyguard, with varying prefixes (e.g., ch'ien-niu 
as above) and suffixes (e.g., pei-shen tso-yu, q.v.), mem-
bers of the Left and Right Personal Guards (ch'ien-niu weì), 
2 of the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) that constituted the 
Southern Command (nan-ya) at the T'ang dynastic capital. 
Perpetuated at least nominally in Sung times, but later 
superseded by such terms as shih-weì, ch'in-chūn. RR: garde 
personnel. P26, 43. 

4538 pèi-shēnfŭ 備身府 
Lit., garrison or office of personal guards. (1) SUI: Im-
perial Bodyguard, one of 2 units constituting the Palace 
Guards (ch'in-wei), elite troops drawn from the Twelve 
Guards (shih-erh wei) stationed in and around the dynastic 
capital，which in turn were staffed on a rotational basis by 
Garrison Militia units (see fu-ping) throughout the country; 
headed by a Commandant (lang-chiang) and a Vice Com-
mandant (chiang). The 2nd Palace Guards unit was the Pal-
ace Gate Guard (chien-men Ju). (2) T'ANG: Personal Guard, 
prefixed Left and Right, 2 of the original Twelve Guards 
stationed at the dynastic capital; in 622 renamed the Left 
and Right Guards {tso-fu, yu-fu, qq.v.). Also see ch'ien-niu 
pei-shen. RR: garde personnel. 

4539 pèi-skĕn tso-yù 備身左右 
SUI-T'ANG: Guard in Personal Attendance, normally an 
archer (cf. ch'ien-niu pei-shen, Swordsman Guard), prin-
cipally in the Palace Guard (chin-nei shih-wei) of the Heir 
Apparent in Sui and in the Personal Guards {ch'ien-niu wei") 
at the imperial palace in T'ang. RR: garde personnel de 
gauche et de droite. P26, 43. 

4540 péi-skéng 北省 
N-S DIV (Liang, N. Ch’i)~SUNG: Northern Department , 
unofficial reference to the Department of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng), apparently because in ewly times it was located 
in the northern portion of the outer palace grounds. 

4541 pĕi-shĭh 北使 
(1) North Commissioner: may be found in any period re-
ferring to a north-south or a north-south-east-west differ-
entiation among officials delegated from the dynastic cap-
ital with functions possibly clarified by prefixes. (2) T'ANG: 
Commissioner for the Northern Pasturages, an official 
of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) delegated to 
establish new horse pasturages or to inspect existing Di-
rectorates of Horse Pasturages (mu-chien) in the northern-
most parts of North China. RR: commissaire impérial (aux 
élevages) du nord. 

4542 péi-sð 北所 
CH'ING: North Prison, one of 2 prisons maintained in the 
dynastic capital by the Prison Office (t'i-lao t'ing) of the 
Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu); see nan-so (South Prison). 
Staffing presumably similar; functions presumably similar, 
shared on some basis not clear. 

4543 pĕi-ssŭ 北司 
T'ANG: Northern Office, unofficial reference to the Pal-
ace Domestic Service {nei-shih sheng), located in the north-
em section of the central government quarters in the palace 
grounds. 

4544 pĕi tà-wáng yŭàn 北大王院 
LIAO: Northern Office of the Grand Princes in the 
Northern Establishment (pei-yŭan) of the central govern-
ment's Northern Administration (pei-mien) t headed by an 
Administrator (chih yŭan-shih)\ see under nan ta-wang yiian 
(Southern Office of the Grand Princes). P17. 

4545 pĕi-tí shih-ché 北狄使者 
SUI: Commissioner for Northern Tributaries, a member 
of the Court for Dependencies {hung-lu ssu) designated on 
an ad hoc basis to set up an Office (shu) to supervise ar-
rangements for the treatment of envoys from tribes on China's 
northern frontier; in c. 610 superseded the consolidated Hostel 
for Tributary Envoys (ssu-fang kuan). P l l . 

4546 pèi-tzŭ 貝子 
CH'ING: Beile Prince, 4th highest of 12 titles of imperial 
nobility {chŭeh)y formally prefixed ku-shan, q.v.; awarded 
to the heirs of Beiles ipei-lo) whereas lesser sons inherited 
the 8th highest title, Lesser Bulwark Duke (pu~ju pa-fen fu-
kuo kung)’ 2nd grade (teng). The principal wife of a Beile 
Prince was entitled Dame-consort ifu-jen), his heir became 
a Defender Duke (chen-kuo kung), other sons by the Dame-
consort became Lesser Defender Dukes (pu-ju pa-fen chen-
kuo kung), 2nd grade, sons by lesser wives became Lesser 
Bulwark Dukes (pu-ju pa-fen fu-kuo kung), 2nd grade, and 
adopted sons inherited the title General by Grace ifeng-en 
chìang-chŭn); daughters of a Beile Prince inherited noble 
status as District Mistresses (hsìen-chūn). BH: prince of the 
blood of the 4th degree. P64. 

4547 pĕi-wài tŭ-shŭi ch'éng ssù 
北外都水丞司 

SUNG: Office of the Assistant Director for Northern 
Outer Waterways, subordinate to 2 Commissioners of Outer 
Waterways (wai tu-shui shih-che); see nan-pei wai tu-shui 
ch'eng ssu. SP: assistant du contrôle des eaux du nord. 

4548 péi-yá 北衙 
(1) T'ANG: Northern Command, collective designation of 
a group of Imperial Armies (chin-chūn) based at the dy-
nastic capital，the principal striking force of the T'ang state, 
primarily composed of specially chosen soldiers descended 
from those who helped found the dynasty or could other-
wise be counted on to be loyal; created as a counterweight 
to the militiamen who served in rotation in the Sixteen Guards 
(shih-liu wei) collectively called the Southern Command 
(nan-yá)t but ultimately determined the fate of Emperors 
under the command of palace eunuchs. Originally a per-
sonal bodyguard (su-wei) of the founding Emperor called 
the Imperial Army of Original Followers (yŭan-ts'ung chin-
chŭn) or, more informally, the Hereditary army (fu-tzu chŭn), 
the Northern Command was created in 627 with the title 
Seven Encampments of the Northern Command (pei-ya ch'i 
ying). These 7 groups undertook one month of active guard 
duty at a time, in rotation, apparently serving alongside 
various units of the Southern Command. In 638, renamed 
the Left and Right Encampments (t'un-ying), they were re-
staffed with men chosen from elite families who could pass 
rigorous tests in archery, horsemanship, weight lifting, etc., 
and were called the Flying Cavalrymen (fei-chi), led by 
Generals (chiang-chŭn) of the Sixteen Guards organization. 
Then in 662 a new reorganization transformed the En-
campments into the Left and Right Forest of Plumes Ar-
mies (yŭ-lin chŭn), reviving an ancient name derived from 
a celestial constellation; these were staffed with expert ar-
chers chosen at least in part from among the militiamen 
of the Southern Command. In 710 Left and Right Militant 
as Dragons Armies (lung~wu chŭn) were established, and in 
738-739 they were placed on par with the Forest of Plumes 
Armies, the Northern Command aggregation now being given 
the collective designation Four Imperial Armies (ssu chŭn). 
In 757，during the An Lu-shan rebellion of 755-763, Left 
and Right Armies of Inspired Militancy (shen-wu chŭn) were 
added, making a total of Six Imperial Armies (liu chŭn), a 
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designation that became almost synonymous with Northern 
Command. These 6 units, all but destroyed during the re-
bellion, were soon restored at the capital as T'ang regained 
strength, and they, remained the core of the capital's mili-
tary establishment, commonly under the overall control of 
one or more Army Commissioners of the Northern Com-
mand (pei-ya chŭn-shih). In c. 763 Left and Right Armies 
of Inspired Strategy (shen-ts'e chŭn) were initiated as gar-
risons in the imperial palace grounds under the unified con-
trol of a palace eunuch entitled Palace Commissioner (chung-
shih); these quickly became the special military forces of a 
series of influential eunuchs who, through the 800s, dom-
inated the court and deposed Emperors as they pleased. 
Meantime, during the great rebellion, many transitory units 
were added to the Northern Command, notably including 
the Left and Right Awesome and Militant Armies {wei-wu 
chŭn) and the Left and Right Long Flourishing Annies 
{ch'ang-hsing chŭn); and in 787 were established the Left 
and Right Armies of Inspired Awesomeness (shen-wei chŭn). 
Before 800 the Northern Command was said to consist of 
Ten Imperial Armies (shih chŭn), counting the earlier Six 
Imperial Armies and the newer Armies of Inspired Strategy 
and Armies of Inspired Awesomeness. In 807 the Armies 
of Inspired Militancy were disbanded. Thereafter the term 
Six Imperial Armies was commonly understood to refer 
collectively to the 2 Forest of Plumes Armies, the 2 Mili-
tant as Dragons Armies, and the 2 Armies of Inspired Strat-
egy, the latter pair remaining paramount under eunuch con-
trol almost without interruption until the end of the dynasty, 
despite occasional efforts to put all defense forces in the 
capital under the control of members of the imperial family. 
In both T'ang and later times, various Imperial Armies were 
confusingly referred to as Guards (wei)1 but they are to be 
differentiated from the Sixteen Guards of the Southern 
Command. In general, each of the Imperial Armies was 
headed by one General-in-chief (ta chiang-chŭn) t rank 3a 1 
till 784 (787?), then 2a2，assisted by 2 Generals (chiang-
chŭn; normally 3 after the mid-700s), 3a2. From 784 (787?) 
each was additionally assigned a Commander-general (t'ung-
chŭn), 3a 1，as principal aide to the General-in-chief. The 
eunuchs who controllôl the Armies of Inspired Strategy from 
the later 700s had themselves awarded a variety of differ-
ent, impressive, sometimes archaic titles; see under shen-
ts'e chŭn. Cf, the Han dynasty term pei-chan (Northern 
Army), also shih-erh chŭn (Twelve Armies). RR: casernes 
du nord. (2) LIAO: variant or unofficial reference to the 
Northern Bureau of Military Affairs (see under pei-mien, 
shu-mi yiian). 

4549 pĕi-yĕh 北冶 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)' Northern Mint , one of several coin-
production agencies, each with a Director (ling) or a Vice 
Director {ch'eng) in charge, subordinate to the Chamberlain 
for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); see yeh. PI6. 

4550 pêi-yŭàn 北院 
Lit” northern bureau or office. (1) T'ANG-CHIN: North-
ern Court , together with a Southern Court (nan-yuan) con-
stituting the hsŭan-hui yuan (Court of Palace Attendants in 
T'ang and Sung, Court Ceremonial Institute in Liao and 
Chin), each headed by one or more Commissioners (shih); 
division of responsibilities not clear. (2) SUNG: Northern 
Court , part of each Princely Establishment (wang-fu)y to-
gether with a Southern Court; the significance of this divi-
sion is not clear. P69. (3) LIAO; Northern Establishment，, 
one of 2 major aggregations of agencies (cf. nan-yuan) in 
the Northern Administration (pei-mien) of the Khitan cen-
tral government, dominated by a Bureau of Military Affairs 
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(shu-mi yŭan). P5, 15. (4) LIAO: abbreviation of pei shu-
mi yŭan (Bureau of Military Affairs in the Nor thern Es-
tablishment), part of the Northern Administration (pei-mien). 

4551 p'éi-chīng 陪京 
Auxiliary Capital: equivalent of p'ei-tu, q.v. SP: capitale 
annexe. 

4552 p:éi-ch，íng 陪卿 
HAN: Adjunct Chamberlains, 6th highest in a hierarchy 
of 10 status groups in the officialdom (see under shang-
kung), including the following: Chamberlain for the Im-
perial Insignia {chih chin-wu), Grand Mentor of the Heir 
Apparent (t'ai-tzu t'ai-fu) t Chamberlain for the Palace 
Buildings (chiang-tso shao-fu)^ Supervisor of the House-
hold of the Empress Dowager (chan-shih ta ch'ang-ch'iu), 
Commandant of the Imperial Gardens {shui-heng tu-wei), 
and both Guardian of the Left (p'ing-i) and Guardian of the 
Right ifu-feng) of the Metropolitan Area {ching-chaó). Also 
see shang-ch'ing (Superior Chamberlains), cheng-ch'ing 
(Regular Chamberlains), hsia-ch'ing (Junior Minister). Cf. 
chiu ch'ing (Nine Chamberlains). P68. 

4553 p'éi-jŭngfù-wèi 陪戎副尉 
T ANG, SUNG, LIAO: Vice Commandant Tending the 
Western Frontier (?)，prestige title {san-kuan) for military 
officers of the 9th rank. RR: vice-commandant qui soutient 
ses soldats. SP: commandant-adjoint P'ei-jong. P68. 

4554 p9éi-jŭng hsiào-wèi 陪戎校尉 
T'ANG, SUNG, LIAO: Commandant Tending the West-
ern Frontier (?)，prestige title (san-kuan) for military of-
ficers of the 9th rank. RR: commandant quì soutient ses 
soldats. SP: commandant P'ei-jong. P68. 

4555 p，èi-ŭ àn 配隸案 
SUNG: Criminal Residency Section, one of 4 (in S. Sung 
5) units staffed with clerical subofficials in the Criminal 
Administration Bureau (tu-kuan) of the Ministry of Justice 
(hsing-pu); arranged for and monitored the residency and 
work assignments of criminals sentenced to banishment or 
exile. SP: service chargé d'assigner la résidence des con-
damnés. P22. 

4556 p'éi-shìh 晤侍 
Lit., to accompany and attend upon: Companion, through-
out history a generic reference to those officials whom the 
ruler regularly associated with for purposes of relaxation 
rather than business; not a disparaging term. 

4557 p,éi-ssà kuàn-chŭn shíh 陪祀冠軍使 
CH'ING: Military Commissioner for Part icipat ing in 
Sacrifíces, 2 important Grand Ministers (ta-ch'en) of the 
Imperial Household Department (nei-wu f u � , directly re-
sponsible to the Directors of the Department (tsung-li shih-
wu kuan-chiin shih). BH: sacrificial marshals. 

4558 p，éi-t，áng shéng 陪堂í 
YUAN: Adjunct Student in the School for the Sons of the 
State {kuo-tzu hsŭeh) under the Directorate of Education 
(kuo-tzo chien), 20 authorized in addition to a quota of 300 
regular students {kuo-tzu sheng, chien-iheng). 

4559 pféi-tū 陪都 
Auxiliary Capital, from antiquity a reference to one or more 
cities recognized as secondary seats of dynastic authority, 
sometimes having at least a skeletal replica of the central 
government, sometimes presided over by a Regent (liu-shou), 
sometimes a place of refuge for a ruler when the principal 
dynastic capital was threatened or occupied by invaders or 
rebels, sometimes a place to which the court moved for 

4549-4559 
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special seasonal activities such as hunting or to be closer 
to available food supplies in times of shortages. An equiv-
alent term is p'ei-ching. 

4560 pĕn 本 
Lit., basic, original, one's own: when encountered as a pre-
fix to agency names such as Offices, Bureaus, Ministries, 
Courts, Armies, etc., means "the same," "the one men-
tioned above,” etc.; almost never used as the beginning of 
an agency name or official title such as "the Basic Office. ” 
Cf. chen, cheng. 

4561 pĕn-fáng 本房 
CH'ING: see man-pen fang (Manchu Documents Section), 
han-pen fang (Chinese Documents Section), meng-ku pen-

fang (Mongolian Documents Section). 

4562 pēn-hsĭng chiù 奔星廄 
T'ANG: Stables of Meteoric Mounts, variant of tso chang-
chiu (Stables of Trustworthy Mounts of the Left; see chang-
chiu) maintained by the Palace Administration (tien-chung 
sheng). RR: écuríes des étoiles rapides. 

4563 pĕn-kuān 本官 
Titular Office, throughout history the designation of one's 
regular post in the officialdom, civil or military, by which 
one's rank was determined or signified. This sense was car-
ried by the term kuan alone, but pen-kuan was used to dif-
ferentiate most specifically between regular posts or titles 
and, on the other hand, assignments，commissions, prestige 
titles, merit titles, honorific assignments, acting or proba-
tionary or temporary or concurrent appointments, etc. E.g., 
a Vice Minister of Justice {pen-kuan) might (in the absence 
of his normal superior) be Acting Minister of Justice, Con-
current Minister of Works, temporarily commissioned as 
Chief Examiner in a Provincial Examination, holder of the 
prestige title {san-kuan) Grand Master for Thorough Coun-
sel, etc. 

4564 pĕn-pă 本把 
CHIN-YUAN: Stock Clerk, apparently suboffícials in 
clerical service; found in various kinds of storehouses, 
granaries, etc. 

4565 pēng 怦 
Messenger: sometimes found in the sense of ambassador 
or envoy, or equivalent to shih (Commissioner). 

4566 p，éng 棚 
CH'ING: lit., a tent, hence those who shared a tent: Squad 
of 10 men under a Squad Commander (pa-tsung), the smallest 
command unit in Brigades (ying) of the army of hereditary 
Chinese soldiers called the Green Standards (lu-ying); 10 
Squads nonnally constituted a Company (shao). 

4567 p'ēng-jén 烹人 
CHOU: Stove Attendant, 4 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih)，members of the Ministry of State {t'ien-kuan) 
in charge of cooking under direction of the Grand Chefs of 
the Palace (nei-yung) and the Grand Chefs for External Cer-
emonies (wai-yung). CL: cuiseur. 

4568 p'ĕng-jìh ssù hsiāng 捧日四廂 
SUNG: Four Sun-sustaining Wings, one of the major mil-
itary aggregations of Imperial Armies {chin-chŭn) in the 
Palace Command (tien-ch'ien ssu) at the dynastic capital, 
one of those known collectively as the Four Elite Armies 
(shang ssu chun); headed by a Commander-in-chief (tu chih-
hui shih); each of its Wings (hsiang) reportedly included 3 
Armies (chiin). P47. 

4569 pì 弼 
Lit., supporter; see yu-pi (Supporter on the Right), yu-pi 
tu-wei (Commandant Supporter on the Right). 

4570 pi 比 
(1) CHOU: Neighborhood, a basic 5-famiIy unit in which 
residents of the royal domain were organized for local sac-
rificial, fiscal, and security purposes, equivalent to units 
called lin outside the royal domain; with a leader called 
Head (chang)’ ranked as a Junior Serviceman (hsia-shih), 
responsible to the Ministry of Education {ti-kuan). Five such 
units comprised an official Village (lŭ, equivalent to li). 
CL: groupe. (2) Adjunct , throughout history an occasional 
prefix to a title indicating somewhat lesser status than the 
main title alone (i.e., used like p'ei in p'ei-ch'ing), or in-
dicating equivalent status without substantive duties or 
emoluments, as in the cases of some honored palace ladies 
and palace eunuchs (used like shih in shih liu-nei). (3) 
Equivalent to: when prefixed to rank indicators, normally 
refers to cases in which-, like those of women and eunuchs 
mentioned in (2)，equivalent ranks had been awarded to sig-
nify ceremonial status; when prefixed to salaries, or to sal-
aries representing ranks as in Han times, normally signifies 
a salary somewhat less than stated. In Han times, e.g., every 
salary level expressed in bushels of grain (shih; probably 
never paid wholly in grain; partly converted to coins in ra-
tios established by the government) actually had 3 grades: 
the level as stated (if necessary for clarification, prefixed 
with chen, True), a variably higher level (prefixed with 
chung: middle, center; here meaning heaped up, Full), and 
a variably lower level (prefixed with pi, Equivalent to). In 
this dictionary such uses of pi are normally indicated with 
the equivalence symbol (=): e.g., rank =4b，rank —2,000 
bushels. 

4571 pi 鄙 
(1) CHOU: Ward, a unit of local organization outside the 
royal domain, counterpart of tang in the royal domain; the-
oretically comprised 500 families distributed among 5 Pre-
cincts {tsan)\ 5 Wards constituted a Township {hsien). 
Headed by a Preceptor (shih) responsible to the Ministry of 
Education {ti-kuan)y ranked as a Senior Serviceman (shang-
shih). CL: canton extérieur. (2) In later times used as an 
archaic reference to various sub-District (hsien) units in which 
local populations were organized, e.g. , the Ming dynasty 
Precinct {fang). 

4572 pUchăng 陛長 
HAN: Chief of the Throne Steps，in Later Han one each 
prefixed Left and Right, rank =600 bushels, in charge of 
those Court Gentlemen (lang) who served as imperial body-
guards and took up positions at the center of the throne hall 
during audiences. HB: chief of the throne steps. 

4573 pĭ-chèng 筆政 
CH'ING: unofficial variant of pi-t'ieh-shih (Clerk) ‘ 

4574 pi-chiàng 筆匠 
T'ANG; Writing-brush Maker , 3 unranked artisans in the 
Institute for the Advancement of Literature (hung-wen kuan) 
under the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng). RR: ouvrier fab-
ricant de pinceaux. P25. 

4575 pì-chiào 祕校 
SUNG-CH'ING: Palace Library Editor , originally an ab-
breviation of the title chìao-shu lang (Editor in the Palace 
Library, pi-shu sheng), became (time not clear) an unof-
ficial reference to new Metropolitan Graduates (chin-shih) 
who expected or received first appointments to editorial posts 
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in the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan) as Senior Compilers 
(hsiu-chuan) or Junior Compilers (pien-hsiu). 

4576 pUch9iĕh-ch9í 筆且齊 
YUAN: Mongolian Clerk, Chinese transcription of a Mon-
golian title also called meng-ku pi-ch'ieh-ch'i and pi-she-
ch'ih. 

4577 pUhsià 陛下 
Your Majesty, throughout history the standard form of di-
rect address when an official spoke to the ruler; lit.，(those 
of you) at the bottom of the steps, traditionally explained 
as the only polite way to address the ruler, by seeming to 
speak to the attendants at the foot of his throne or dais. 

4578 pì-kó 秘閣 
Imperial Archives. (1) SUNG: established in 988 as the 
archive or library commonly serving the Three Institutes 
(san kuan), i.e., the Institute for the Glorification of Lit-
erature (chao-wen kuan), the Academy of Scholarly Wor-
thies (chi-hsien yiian), and the Historiography Institute (shìh-
kuan)y which in the aggregate were called the Academy for 
the Veneration of Literature (ch'ung-wen yiian). Stafíed with 
eminent litterateur-officials chosen in special examinations 
and granted such titles as Auxiliary in the Imperial Ar-
chives (chih pi-ko)y Subeditor (chìao-li), etc. It became the 
practice that after the death of e^ch Emperor all offícial 
documents of his reign were deposited in a newly estab-
lished Hall {kó)y presumably a section of the Imperial Ar-
chives; e.g., the Dragon Diagram Hall {lung-t'u kó) estab-
lished to store and use documents of the 2nd Sung reign 
(976-997), staffed with Academicians {hsŭeh-shih) t Aux-
iliary Academicians {chih hsŭeh-shih)’ etc.; and the pres-
tige of all archival appointments rose so that distinguished 
officials were given nominal archival status. In 1082 the 
imperial editorial and archival services were reorganized. 
The Institute for the Glorification of Literature and the 
Academy of Scholarly Worthies were discontinued; the 
Historiography Institute was subordinated to the Editorial 
Service (chu-tso chŭ); and the Imperial Archives, which in 
time included 10 Halls，were incorporated into the Palace 
Library (pi-shu sheng). SP: bìbliothèque ou archives 
impériales, P25. (2) MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference 
to the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). 

4579 pì-itdcAu 秘閣局 
T'ANG: Astrological Service, headed by a Director (lang-
chung); from 662 (661?) to 670 the official name of the 
eventual Directorate of Astrology (t'ai-shih chien, q.v.) in 
the dynastic capital; name changed from and then back to 
t'ai-shih chŭ, q.v. Sources are confused about this name; 
some report pi-shu ko chŭ instead. Both names suggest Im-
perial Archives (pi-ko) or Palace Library (pi-shu sheng); at 
times the Astrological Service was indeed subordinate to 
the Palace Library. P35. 

4580 秘閣令 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Director of the Palace Library, an 
official variant of pi-shu chien. 

4581 pUkŭng 比公 
HAN: Adjunct Dukes, 3rd highest in a hierarchy of 10 
status groups in the officialdom (see under shang-kung), 
including the following: General-in-chief (ta chiang-chŭn)^ 
Cavalry General (p'iao-chi chiang-chtìn)’ and Chariot and 
Horse General (ch'e-chi chiang-chtín). P68. 

4582 pĭ-pù ssū 比部司 or pi-pu 
Bureau of Review. (1) N-S DIV-SUI: a subsection of the 
Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) or the Section for Justice (tu-

kuan ts'ao) in the evolving Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng), normally headed by a Director (lang); 
responsible for conducting audits of state accounts and dis-
ciplinary investigations of officials, but not empowered to 
try, sentence, or punish. (2) SUKTANG’ SUNG, MING: 
from 583, when Sui transformed the traditional tu-kuan ts'ao 
into the hsing-pu (Ministry of Justice), the pi-pu ssu be-
came a subsection of it, one of 4 Bureaus in Sui and T'ang, 
one of 3 in Sung, and again one of 4 in early Ming. The 
Bureau was consistently headed by a Director (lang-chung) y 
rank 5b in T’ang, 6b in Sung; with a Vice Director (yŭan-
wai lang), 6b in T'ang, 7a in Sung. At times there were 2 
appointees at each level, prefixed Left and Right. The Bu-
reau continued to have the broad range of responsibilities 
suggested in (1) above. It disappeared in 1390, when Ming 
reorganized the Ministry of Justice to have 13 constituent 
Bureaus (now ch'ing-li ssu), one for each Province, which 
supervised all aspects of judicial administration in the Prov-
ince for which it was named. The term pi-pu may occa-
sionally be encountered in later years，however, as an ar-
chaic reference to the Ministry of Justice. RR+SP: bureau 
du contrôle judiciaire. SP also: bureau de verification des 
comptes. P13. 

4583 比部曹 
N-S DIV: Review Section, occasional official variant of pi-
pu ssu or pi-pu (Bureau of Review); e.g., in Sung of the 
S. Dynasties, a subsection of the Ministry of Personnel (lì-
pu) t in N. Wei a subsection of the Section for Justice (tu-
kuan ts'ao). P5, 13. 

4584 pì-shé'Ch'ìh 必闍赤 
YŭAN: Mongolian Clerk, Chinese transcription of a Mon-
golian title of some importance in predynastic times, but 
later abounded in many agencies of government, equated 
with unranked Chinese functionaries called ling-shih (Clerk). 
Sometimes prefixed meng-ku (Mongolian). Variant of pi-
ch'ieh-ch'i. Also see meng-ku pi-ch'ieh-ch'i. 

4585 pĭ-shīh 鄙師 
CHOU: Ward Preceptor, ranked as a Senior Serviceman 
{shang-shih) in the Ministry of Education {ti-kuan), re-
sponsible for maintaining peace’ propriety, and law among 
the 500 families constituting his jurisdiction，a Ward (pi) 
ouíside the royal domain. CL: chef de canton extérìeur. 

4586 pì-shŭ秘書or秘書 
Lit., secret writings. (1) Abbreviated reference to the Pal-
ace Library {pi-shu chien, pi-shu sheng), or prefix to the 
title of officials in such agencies. (2) MING-CH'ING: ar-
chaic reference to the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). 

4587 pì-shū ch'éng 秘書丞 
Lit.，aide to (the director of) the Palace Library (pi-shu chien, 
pi-shu sheng). (1) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei)-SUI: Vice Di-
rector of the Palace Library, principal executive aide to 
the Director (chien) ftom the 220s to c. 604. (2) SUI-YŭAN: 
Assistant Director of the Palace Library, 3rd ranking ex-
ecutive official in the agency from c. 604, outranked both 
by the Director (chien) and by one or 2 Vice Directors {shao-
chien); rank 5a in Sui, 5b 1 in T,ang，7b in Sung, 6a in 
Chin. In Yuan 2 eunuch posts, rank 5b，outranked by 4 
Chief Ministers (ch'ing), 2 Directors (t'ai-chien), and 2 Vice 
Directors (shao-chien). RR: assistant du département de la 
bibliothèque de I'empereur. SP: assistant-executif de la bìb-
liothèque impériale. P25. 

4588 pì-shŭ chiēn 秘書監 
(1) HAN-MING; Director of the Palace Library: origì-
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nated in Later Han as a subordinate of the Chamberlain for 
Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang), rank 600 bushels; maintained all 
imperial documents and books. In the Three Kingdoms pe-
riod, Wei had an eminent official entitled pi-shu ling (also 
Director ...) who managed general administrative affairs and 
at the same time maintained the imperial archives, but by 
227 this post was split into 2, one a chung-shu ling (Sec-
retariat Director) to assist in administration, the other a pi-
shu chien to maintain the archives under supervision of the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu). The first 
Chin ruler, Wu-ti (r. 265-290), gave control of the archives 
to the developing Secretariat, but his successor, Hui-ti (r. 
290-306), appointed a pi-shu chien to oversee archival ma-
terials in 3 Halls (ko) in the outer palace grounds; it was 
traditionally considered that this marked the beginning of a 
governmental rather than a personal imperial institution. The 
Director soon was in charge of a substantial agency called 
Court of the Palace Library (pi-shu ssu)f normally having 
a Vice Director {ch'eng: aide) and 4 specially esteemed As-
sistants (lang or lang-chung), each in charge of a Hall (ko) 
or Bureau (pu) with a subordinate staff of Clerks (lings/tih) 
and Proofreaders (cheng-shu). Although from time to time 
both the names and the functions of the Palace Library and 
the Secretariat seem to have been interchangeable, the Pal-
ace Library was increasingly devoted to archival-editorial 
work. Under the S. Dynasty Sung，which in 464-465 
changed the agency's name to pi-shu sheng (Department of 
...) and apparently turned it again into a personal imperial 
institution, the staff began regularly producing bibliogra-
phies called ssu pu mu-lu (Catalogs of the Four Bureaus) 
and inaugurated the enduring bibliographic division of 
Chinese books into the categories commonly called the Four 
Classifications or Four Treasuries {ssu pu). By the end of 
tìie S. Dynasties in the 580s the Palace Library was regu-
larly considered one of the major, top-echelon agencies at 
the dynastic capital called the Five Departments (wu sheng). 
Meantime N. Wei had adopted the institution (pi-shu sheng) 
and had given its Director (chien) the high rank of 2 and a 
large staff still including 4 Assistants (lang); but the title 
Director seems to have changed back and forth among the 
terms pi-shu chien, pi-shu ling, and pi-ko ling. Sui’s Di-
rector (chien) was initially rank 3a; but in c. 607 the post 
was reduced to rank 3b and shortly thereafter was renamed 
ling. T*ang re-established the title chien and fixed the agency 
name as pi-shu sheng. Except for the intervals from 662 to 
670, when the Palace Library was called Orchid Pavilion 
{lan-t'ai) and its Director was known as Grand Scribe {t'ai-
shih), and from 684 to 712, when the agency name was 
Unicorn Pavilion {lin-t'ai), the title pi-shu chien prevailed 
till 1380; then the first Ming Emperor reduced the Palace 
Library institution to the single post of Librarian (tien~chi) 
in the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). The Director's rank 
was 3b in T’ang，4a in Sung, 3b in Chin, and 6a in early 
Ming. In Yiian, executive posts in the Palace Library were 
held by palace eunuchs with the titles Chief Minister (ch'ing), 
4’ rank 3a; Director (t'ai-chien), 2, 3b; Vice Director (shao-
chien), 2, 4b; and Assistant Director (ch'eng or chien-ch'eng)’ 
2’ 5b. From mid-T，ang on, the Directorship generally de-
clined in importance, at times becoming little more than a 
sinecure; for the compiling and editing work on which it 
had flourished was taken over increasingly by a variety of 
new Institutes and Academies, of which the Hanlin Acad-
emy (han-lin yŭan) is best known; also see, e.g. , chi-hsien 
yiian, ch'ung-wen yŭan, hsŭeh-shih yŭan. Cf. pi-ko. HB: 
inspector of the imperial library. RR: directeur (du 
département) de la bibliothèque de I'empereur. SP: direc-
teur de la bibliothèque impériale. P 2 5 . � N-S DIV, U A O -

4595 pi-shu nei-sheng 
YUAN: Palace Library or (if differentiation from pi-shu 
sheng is desired), Directorate of the Palace Library: un-
officially a reference to the agency or staff represented by 
the Director of the Palace Library (pi-shu chien) for the 
brief period in the mid-200s before the agency names pi-
shu ssu and pi-shu sheng were established; the official name 
in Liao, Chin, and Yŭan, headed by a Director (chien) in 
Liao and Chin, rank 3b in Chin; by 4 eunuch Chief Min-
isters (ch'ing), 3a, in Yuan. P25. (3) N-S DIV: especially 
when headed by a ling (Director), a common official vari-
ant of chung-shu sheng (Secretariat). Also see chung-shu 
fu, hsi-t'ai. 

4589 pì-shū chŭng-săn 秘書中散 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Courtier in the Palace Library, one 
category of aristocratic Courtiers (chung-san, q.v.). P25. 

4590 pì-shū kó 秘書閣 
Possible reference to pi-ko, pi-ko chŭ, pi-shu sheng, or (?) 
one of the Halls (ko) that constituted the Sung dynasty Im-
perial Archives (pi-ko)� 

4591 pì-shā kó chù 祕書閣局 
T'ANG: variant or confused reference to pi-ko chŭ (As-
trological Service). 

4592 /rì-砝ŭtówg祕書郞 
N-S DIV-YUAN: Assistant in the Palace Library (see pi-
shu chien, pi-shu sheng), nonnally 4，rank 7a then 5b in 
Sui, 6bl (9bl?) in T'ang, 8a in Sung, 7a in Chin and Yŭan; 
generally responsible for the Halls (ko) or Bureaus ipu) 
among which the Palace Library�mater ia ls were divided, 
and for cataloging such materials. In the S. Dynasties an 
especially esteemed post, to which scions of important fam-
ilies were appointed for short tenure before being moved 
up in the governmental hierarchy. Sometimes, officially or 
unofficially, called lang-chung. RR+SP: secrétaire de la 
bibliothèque de I'empereur, P25. 

4593 pì-shū fifi^ 秘書令 
N-S DIV-SUI: Director of the Palace Library: in Wei of 
the Three Kingdoms era established in predynastic times as 
principal administrative aide to the Emperor, dealing both 
with general administration and with archival record keep-
ing; by 227 divided into 2 posts，one chung-shu ling (Sec-
retariat Director) and one pi-shu chien (Director of the Pal-
ace Library, but possibly originally chung-shu chien) for 
archival-editorial service. In N. Wei the term seems to have 
alternated with pi-shu chien and pi-ko chien. In Sui res-
urrected in c. 607 to replace pi-shu chien, but from T’ang 
on pi-shu chien was the standard title. Cf. pi-shu ling-shih. 
？25. 

4594 pì-shū ŭng-skĭk 秘書令史 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Shu Han): apparently a variant of pi-
shu ling (Director of the Palace Library) under Wei of 
the Three Kingdoms era. See ling-shih. P25. 

4595 phskū nèi-skĕng 祕書內省 
SUI—T’ANG: Inner Branch of the Palace Library (see pi-
shu sheng, pi-shu chien), established in 593, reason not clear; 
apparently discontinued at the end of Sui. Revived in 629 
for the specific purpose of compiling histories of the 5 im-
mediately preceding dynasties (Liang, Ch'en, Ch'i, Chou, 
Sui), apparently terminated when that task was completed 
in 636. Located inside the imperial palace as a unit of the 
Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) t whereas the Palace Library 
proper was located outside the imperial palace alongside 
other agencies of, the central government. Staffing not clear, 
probably litterateurs with only quasiofficial status, Cf. nei 
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pi-shu sheng (Inner Palace Library). RR; département 
intérieur de la bibliothèque de Vempereur. 

4596 pbshū shào-chiēn 秘書少監 
Vice Director of the Palace Library . (1) SUI-CHIN: nor-
mally one (2 in T'ang), 2nd ranking member of the Palace 
Library {pi-shu sheng) staff; rank 4b in Sui, 4b 1 in T'ang, 
5b in Sung, 5a in Chin; principal aide to the Director {chien). 
RR+SP: sous-directeur. (2) YUAN: 2 eunuchs, rank 4b, 
3rd ranking post in the Palace Library, after 4 Chief Min-
isters (ch'ing) and 2 Directors {t'ai-chien). See pi-shu shao-
ling, pi-shu ch'eng. P25. 

4597 pì-skŭ shào-lìng 祕書少令 
SUI: Vice Director of the Palace Library , changed in c. 
607 from pi-shu shao-chien. Also see pi-shu ling. P25. 

4598 pì-shŭ shĕng 祕書省 
N-S DIV-SUNG, MING: Palace Library or (if differen-
tiation from pi-shu chien, q.v., is desired) Department of 
the Palace Library. Originated in 464—465 as a new name 
for the pi-shu chien, a relatively autonomous agency of the 
central government generally in charge of maintaining the 
collection of the Emperor's official documents and at times 
compiling and editing historical records based on its ar-
chives. N. Wei split it into 2 agencies to separate its func-
tions, an Inner Palace Library (nei pi-shu sheng) and an 
Outer Palace Library (wai pi-shu sheng). The former had 
an at least quasiadministratìve role in that it handled doc-
uments flowing into and out of the imperial palace, reflect-
ing the fact that the Palace Library and the Secretariat {chung-
shu sheng) were virtually interchangeable or alternating 
agencies at times during tìie era of N-S Division; the latter 
was charged with archival and editorial responsibilities. Be-
fore the end of the era of N-S Division the Palace Library 
was officially considered among the top-echelon agencies 
of the central government called the Five Departments (wu 
sheng)t as was the separate Secretariat. In Sui and early 
T'ang, for different purposes than in N. Wei (certainly in 
T'ang, possibly not in Sui), the Palace Library spawned an 
Inner Branch (pi-shu nei-sheng). In T'ang, this was housed 
in and subordinate to the Secretariat in ðie inner precincts 
of the palace, whereas the Palace Library proper was lo-
cated among other general-administration agencies in the 
outer precincts; and the sole purpose of the Inner Branch 
was to compile some historical records, upon the comple-
tion of which in 636 it was apparently terminated. After 
mid-T’ang the functions of the Palace Library were grad-
ually taken over by other agencies. As early as 630 the 
Editorial Service (chu-tso chŭ), long a constituent unit of 
the Palace Library, was assigned to the preparation of the 
official state calendar and became relatively autonomous, 
while Palace Library members called Historiographers {shih-
kuan) were transferred out to constitute a separate Histo-
riography Institute {shih-kuan). Before long the archival 
functions of the Palace Library were taken over by various 
Academies and Institutes such as the Academy of Scholarly 
Worthies {chi-hsien yuan), the Hanlin Academy (han-lin 
yiian), etc. From the early 700s through the Sung era, con-
sequently, the Paîace Library ceased functioning; but em-
inent members of the central government continued to be 
given Palace Libraiy sinecure appointments for prestige 
purposes, including Supervisor (t'i-chŭ). Liao, Chin, and 
Yŭan restored the old agency name pi-shu chien, Ming re-
vived the pi-shu sheng as a functioning institution but in 
1380 reduced it to the single post of Librarian (tien-chi) in 
the Hanlin Academy. Official variant names of the pi-shu 
sheng included Orchid Pavilion (lan-t'ai) from 662 to 670 
and Unicorn Pavilion (lin-t'ai) from 684 to 712. The head 

of the agency was regularly entitled Director {chien, pi-shu 
chien), rank 3b in Sui and T'ang, 4a in Sung, 6b in early 
Ming. There was normally a Vice Directoír (shao-chien)y 
4b in Sui and T'ang, 5b in Sung; an Assistant Director 
(ch'eng), 5a in Sui, 5bl in T'ang, 7b in Sung; and 4 As-
sistants (lang)’ 5b in Sui, 6b 1 in T'ang, 8a in Sung. The 
Assistants in the Palace Library were responsible (at least 
nominally) for managing the Halls (ko) or Bureaus (pu) 
among which the agency's materials were divided for stor-
age and maintenance. Also see pi-ko, pi-shu ssu. RR: 
département de la bibliothèque de Vempereur. SP: 
département de la bibliothèque impériale. P25. 

4599 pì-shū ssù 跳書寺 
N-S DIV (Chin, Sung): lit., Court of the Palace Library: 
official name of the Palace Library (see pi-shu chien, pi-
shu sheng) from c. 300 to 464-465, then changed to the 
long-enduring name pi-shu sheng. P25. 

4600 pUté-chĕn 比德眞 
N-S DIV (N. Dyn.): lit. meaning not clear; perhaps a tran-
scription of a Hsien-pi or other non-Chinese word: Clerk, 
equated with shu-li, an unranked súbofílcial. 

4601 pUtnēh-shìh 筆帖式 
CH'ING: Chinese transcription of a Manchu word: Clerk, 
found in large, usually unspecified numbers in virtually all 
agencies of the central government, rank from 7 to 9 levels; 
available to Manchus, Mongols, and Chinese, but only to 
members of the Banner (ch'i) organization; in the Imperial 
Clan Office {tsung-jen fu) available only to Manchus，and 
after 1755 only to members of the imperial clan. 

4602 pUfiēh'Shìh shă 筆帖式署 
CH’ING: Clerks Office, the aggregation of pi-t'ieh-shih 
(Clerks) in the Seals Service (chu-yin chŭ) and perhaps in 
many other agencies of the central government; headed by 
a Manchu chosen from among the staff Clerks, tentatively 
called Secretary of the Clerks Office (chu-shih, shu chu-
shih, or pi-t'ieh-shih shu chu-shih)y who after 2 years of 
satisfactory service could formally become Secretary {chu-
shih) of the Seals Service itself (?). P9. 

4603 pì-yŭ 祕獄 
HAN: lit. ’ secret prison: abbreviation of i-t'ing pi-yŭ (Prison 

' f o r Palace Women). 

4604 pì-yūng 辟雍 
Lit., to withdraw and be at peace. (1) CHOU: Royal 
Learning Retreat, a general reference to any place where 
the ruler commonly studied or was tutored. (2) Throughout 
imperial history an archaic reference to the National Uni-
versity (t'ai-hsŭeh, etc.), where men were prepared to be-
come officials. (3) SUNG: Preparatory Branch of the 
National University, established in 1102 just outside the 
capital city to house and train new Nominees for Office 
{kung-shih) and other students in the lowest-level unit, the 
Outer College (wai-she)t of the National University; had its 
own staff of Erudites (po-shih), etc.; supervised by the cen-
tral government's Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien). 
Apparently not continued in S. Sung. SP: université. 

4605 p — ŭ i ^ s 秘 辟 雍 省 
From Sung times or earlier, an archaic reference to the Di-
rectorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien). See pi-yung. 

4606 p’í 疲 
CH'ING: lit., exhausting: one of the categories used in de-
fining the importance of units of territorial administration; 
see ch'ung-fan-p'i-nan. BH: wearisome. 
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4607 p'Uchiàng 裨將 
Assistant General: from Han on’ used occasionally as the 
title of a military officer on temporary campaign assign-
ment or as an unofficial reference to any officer in the com-
mand echelon subordinate to a General ichiang-chūn). 
Equivalent to fu~chìang, q.v. 

4608 p’í-ckiăo ck，ăng 皮角場 
SUNG: Leather and Horns Warehouse, a unit of the Di-
rectorate for Armaments (chŭn-ch'i chien) in the Ministry 
of Works (kung-pu). SP: bureau de la réception des cuirs 
et des cornes. 

4609 p'Ujèn 辟任 
HAN: lit., one excused from (or summoned to) public ser-
vice (?): Imperial Princess, official designation of daugh-
ters of the Emperor, only during the reign of Wang Mang 
(A.D. 9-23). See kung-chu. 

4610 p，í-k,ù 皮庫 
CH'ING: Hides Storehouse, one of 6 warehouses or vaults 
of valuables in the Storage Office (kuang-ch'u ssu) of the 
Imperial Household Department (nei-wufu), BH: fur store. 
P37. 

4611 p，ī-pén ch，u 批本處 
CHUNG: Endorsement-copying Office, a minor unit un-
der the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko); staffed with clerical 
workers, details not clear. BH: office for copying the em-
peror's endorsements of documents. 

4612 p，í-pâ sð 皮剝所 
SUNG: Horse-skinning Office, 2 minor agencies, one un-
der the Court of the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u ssu), the other 
under the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian)-, pos-
sibly a consolidated agency serving both the Court and the 
Bureau; staffing not clear, but probably manned by un-
ranked, possibly hereditary specialists. SP: bureau chargé 
d'enlever les peaux des chevaux. 

4613 /^-tóôcAá 皮作局 
MING: Leatherwork Service, a craft workshop in the 
Ministry of Works (kung-pu) t headed by a Commissioner-
in-chief {ta-shih), rank 9a. Antecedent of the Ch'ing dy-
nasty chih-tsao k'u, q.v. P15. 

4614 /?，í-j îisd 批驗所 
YUAN-CHWG; lit” investigating and verifying post: Tea 
and Salt Control Station, full name chien-chiao p'i-yen so 
in Yiian, could be specified as Tea Control Station (ch'a-
yin p'i-yen so, ch'a-yin so) or Salt Control Station (yen-yin 
p'i-yen so, yen-yin so) in Ming; came to have no respon-
sibility for tea in Ch'ing. A checkpoint maintained on a 
principal road or waterway for the verification of certifi-
cates (yin) that were required to accompany all authorized 
commercial shipments of state-controlled salt (and tea to a 
lesser extent) in transit. Responsible to a regional or pro-
vincial-level Salt Distribution Commissioner (tu chuan-yŭn 
yen shih) or Salt Distribution Supervisor (yen-k'o t'i-chu) 
and also, in Ming and Ch'ing, to a Salt Control Censor 
{hsŭn-yen yŭ-shih). In Yuan headed by a Superintendent 
(t'i-ling), rank 7a; in Ming and Ch'ing by a Commissioner-
in-chief (ta-shih), unranked in Ming, 8a in Ch’ing. BH (ta-
shih): salt examiner. P53, 61. 

4615 piāo 標 
Lit., flag, banner, standard: throughout history used in ref-
erence to identification banners; in Ch'ing, more specifi-
cally, Command, the designation of any military unit in 
the Chinese armies called the Green Standards (lu-ying), 
prefixed with an abbreviated reference to the commander, 

e.g.，the Command of a Provincial Militaiy Commander 
(t'i-piao, i.e., the piao of a fi-tu). BH: regiment. 

4616 piáo-tsòu-ì ssŭ 表奏議司 
SUNG: Decision Expediting Offîce, one of several units 
in the Left Bureau (tso-t'ing) of the Court of Judicial Re-
view (ta-li ssu)\ staffed with subofficial functionaries who 
monitored action by the 8 Subsections (fang) of the Sen-
tence Evaluators Section {hsiang-tuan an) and the submis-
sion of resulting memorials to the throne. SP; bureau chargé 
de presser le jugement et de présenter les adresses au trône. 
P22. 

4617 piăo-tsòu kuān 表奏官 
T'ANG-SUNG： Memorial Presenter , both a generic and 
a specific designation, apparently denoting a member of an 
agency staff responsible for the proper submission of his 
agency's communications to the throne; in T'ang seems to 
occur only in the eunuch-dominated Armies of Inspired 
StiaXcgy (shen-ts'e chŭh)\ in Sung occurs with such variants 
as piao-tsou ssu (Office of the Memorial Presenter) and piao-
tsou-i ssu (Decision Expediting Office) in such varied agen-
cies as the Palace Library {pi-shu sheng) y the Regalia Of-
fice {ssu-chang ssu) of the Imperial Insignia Guards {chin-
wu weì), the Three Institutes (san kuan), and the Court of 
Judicial Review (ta-li ssu)\ apparently of low rank or un-
ranked. Cf. ch'eng-chih (Recipient of Edicts). RR+SP: 
(fonctionnaire, bureau) chargé de présenter les adresses au 
trône. 

4618 p'iŭo-chì chiāng-chŭn 驃騎將軍 
Cavalry General. (1) HAN: until 87 B.C., one of many 
duty-assignment titles conferred on military officers on ac-
tive campaign; thereafter awarded to favored courtiers, often 
in combinations such as General-in-chief and Cavalry Gen-
eral (ta chiang-chŭn p'iao-chi chiang-chŭn), and had no 
military significance. HB: general of agile cavalry. (2) N-
S DIV (San-kuo Wei): one of 3 Generals who shared com-
mand of the Imperial Guard (chìn-lŭ); see ch'e-chi chiang-
chūn, wu-wei chiang-chŭn. (3) SUI-T'ANG: before 607, 
the designation of the head of each Garrison (fu) in the Gar-
rison Militia system (see fu-ping), assisted by a Chariot and 
Horse General (ch'e-chi chiang-chŭn�; by 607 the Garrisons 
had split into 2 types, a Cavalry Garrison (p'iao-chi fu) 
commanded by a Cavalry General and a Chariot and Horse 
Garrison (ch'e-chi Ju) commanded by a Chariot and Horse 
General. In 607 the Garrisons were reorganized into a sin-
gle type called the Soaring Hawk Garrison (ying-yang fu) 
headed by a Commandant (lang-chiang). In 618 the names 
Cavalry Garrison, Cavalry General, Chariot and Horse Gar-
rison, and Chariot and Horse General were all revived for 
the T'ang Garrison Militia system, but very soon thereafter 
(619? 623?) they were all discontinued in favor of the stan-
dard designations Assault-resisting Garrison (che-ch'ung fu) 
and their Commandants (tu-wei). RR: général de la ca-
valerie hardie. P43, 44. 

4619 p'iāo-chìfŭ 驃騎府 
SUI-T'ANG: Cavalry Garrison in the Garrison Militia 
system (see fu and fu-ping)t deriving from the title of its 
head, Cavalry General {p'iao-chi chiang-chun); the usage 
was established by the early 600s. In 607 all Garrisons ifu) 
in the system, including Chariot and Horse Garrisons {ch'e-
chi fu) as well as Cavalry Garrisons, were given the stan-
dard name Soaring Hawk Garrison (ying-yang fu). At the 
beginning of T'ang in 618 the former names were revived, 
only to be changed in 619 (623?) into one standard name, 
Assault-resisting Garrison (che-ch'ung fu) and then in 624 
to Commander-general's Garrison {t'ung-chŭn fu). Finally, 
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in 636, the nomenclature was stabilized with a change back 
to Assault-resisting Garrison. RR: milice de la cavalerie 
hardìe. P43. 

4620 pHāo-chì tà chiàng-chŭn 驃騎大將軍 
T'ANG-SUNG: Cavalry General-in-chief, prestige title 
(san-kuan) for military officers of rank lb. RR+SP: grand 
général de la cavalerie hardie. P68. 

4621 p，iào-ck，iĕn ck’ù 噪簽龜 
CH'ING: Registry, one each Manchu (man) and Chinese 
(han) unit under the Gr .nd Secretariat {nei-ko)y responsible 
for recording digests of all official documents handled. 

4622 p'iào-k'ò 票客 
HAN: common scribal error for su-k'o, a variant of chih-
su tu-wei (Commandant-in-chief of the Granaries). P8. 

4623 piéh-chià 别駕 
Lit., to ride apart, an outrider. (1) HAN-N-S DIV: Mounted 
Escort，an official who accompanied Regional Inspectors 
(tz'u-shih) on tours of their Regions (chou); specific func-
tions not clear. HB: aide-de-camp attendant. (2) N-S DIV-
SUNG: Administrative Aide to the heads of Regions (chou) 
and Commanderies (chiin)’ then in T'ang and Sung in Pre-
fectures (chou); evolved from the status noted in (1) above, 
from Sui on alternated with such titles as chang-shih, tsan-
chìh, t'ung-p'an; rank 4b in Sui, 4b2, 5a2, 5bl in-T'ang, 
9a in Sung. RR: fonctionnaire adjoint. SP: assistant ou 
fonctionnaire-associé de préfecture ou administrateur des 
affaires courantes, (3) CH'ING: unofficial reference to a 
Department Vice Magistrate {chou t'ung-chih, chou-t'ung), 
6b，or an Assistant Department Magistrate (chou p'an-
kuan, chou-p'an), 7b. P32, 49, 50，53，54. 

4624 piéh-chiàng 别將 
T^ANG-SUNG; Adjunct Commandant , from 624 to 636 
the designation of the 2nd in command, under a Com-
mander-general (t'ung-chŭn), in each Garrison of the Gar-
rison Militia organization (see fu and fu-ping、，then called 
Commander-generals' Garrisons {fung-chŭnfu); from 636, 
the 3rd ranking post in Garrisons, then called Assault-re-
sisting Garrisons (che-ch'ung fu); rank 7a2, 7bl , or 7b2 ac-
cording to the number of troops in the Garrisons; subor-
dinate each to one Commandant (tu-wei), 4a 1, 4b2, or 5a2, 
and 2 Vice Commandants (kuo-i tu-wei), 5b2, 6al , 6a2. 
The title seems to have been retained into early Sung, but 
its post-T'ang usage is not clear. RR+SP: adjoint au chef 
de milice. 

4625 piéh-chiào yŭàn 别敎院 
TANG: Court of Special Instruction, a unit of the Im-
perial Music Office (fat-yueh shu)\ staffing and functions 
not clear, but possibly a section of the Office in which tem-
porary instructors with specialized skills were housed，sup-
plementing the regular, permanent staff. RR: cour des pro-
fesseurs spéciaux. 

4626 /tó/r-Auí ŭ/ig 别火令 
HAN: lit. meaning not clear, and supporting evidence in-
adequate: Director of Fire Renewal, probably a transmit-
ter of new ritual fire from the imperial palace to regional 
or foreign dignitaries at seasonal changings of the fires (kai-
huó). Traditionally understood, however, to have been a 
kind of jailor-adjudicator in the court's relations with pe-
ripheral dependencies and tributary groups, possibly deal-
ing with tribal groups split into separate campfires, i.e., 
camps (?). Established in 104 B.C. as one of 3 major sub-
ordinates of the Chamberlain for Dependencies (ta hung-
lu)； see hsing-jen (Messenger) and i-kuan ling (Director of 

Interpreters). Seconded by an Aide (ch'eng). HB: prefect 
of the fresh fire. 

4627 piēh-jén 鼈人 
CHOU: Turtle Catcher, 4 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih)’ members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) 
responsible for collecting and keeping turtles, spearfish, 
oysters, etc., and providing them to the Ministry's Spice-
man (hai-jen) for use in sacrifices. CL: preneur de tortues. 

4628 piéh-pîng ts，áo 别兵售 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei, Chin, S. Dyn.)： Allied Troops 
Section, one of 5 or more units under the Minister of War 
{wu ping shang-shu) in the developing Department of State 
Affairs {shang-shu sheng); dealt with subjugated or surren-
dered alien or aboriginal soldiers; headed by a Director (lang). 
P12. 

4629 piéh-shīk-pā-líchá 别失八里局 
YŭAN: Bishbalik Service, 2 agencies of this name under 
the elaborate Bureau of Works (kung-pu) having something 
to do with the Central Asian city, Bishbalik, which served 
as capital of the Chagatai Khanate; possibly construction 
workers from Bishbalik skilled in Islamic architectural styles 
or construction methods. 

4630 piéh-t'óu 别頭 
SUNG: lit., another head, another director: Avoidance Ex-
amination, a special examination, administered separately 
from regular civil service recruitment examinations，given 
to candidates who were related to any of the regularly ap-
pointed examiners, to avoid possible favoritism; probably 
limited to the earliest Sung decades. 

4631 pien 邊 
Frontier, occasionally used as a variant of chert (Defense 
Command); also see chiu pien (Nine Frontiers). 

4632 piĕn-chiào kuān 編校官 or pien-chiao 
SUNG: Editorial Assistant, one of several designations for 
unranked subofficials employed in the Historiography In-
stitute {kuo-shih kuan) and the True Records Institute (shih-
lu yŭan). Cf. pien-hsiu, hsiu-chuan, chien-t'ao, hsiu-cheng, 
chiao'k'an, chiao-cheng, chien-yŭeh. SP: rédacteur-correc-
teur. P23. 

4633 piĕn-hsiŭ ch'ìh-ttng sð 編修勅令所 
SUNG: Office for the Compilation of Imperial Pro-
nouncements, apparently an agency of the Chancellery (men-
hsia sheng) but not a regular, continuing one; staffing and 
specific functions not clear, Cf. ch'ih-ling so. SP: bureau 
de la compilation des décrets et des ordres impéríaux. 

4634 plĕn-hsiŭ chŭng-shŭ fiáo'R sð 
編修中書條例所 

,SUNG: Office for the Compilation of Secretariat Reg-
ulations, affiliation and status not clear; likely an ad hoc 
group of central government dignitaries given the task of 
regularizing administrative procedures in the Secretariat 
{chung-shu sheng)，date(s) not clear. SF： bureau de la com-
pilation des règlements du grand secrétariat impérial. 

4635 pien-hsiu kuăn 編修官 or pien-hsiu 
SUNG-CH'ING: Junior Compiler in the Historiography 
Institute (kuo-shih yŭan), the True Records Institute {shih-
lu yŭan)f the Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien 
yiian), and even the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian) 
in Sung, number variable, rank 8a; thereafter members of 
the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭaný-in Chin 4 Jurchen and 
4 Chinese, 8a; in Yuan 3 to 10, 8a then 6b; in Ming 4 to 
6，7a; in Ch'ing unlimited, 7a. Participants in historio-
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graphic and other compilations under imperial sponsorship, 
in association with Senior Cwnpílers (hsiu-chuan) and oth-
ers. In Ming and Ch’ing times, the 2nd and 3rd ranking 
new Metropolitan Graduates (chin-shih) were normally ap-
pointed to this post in the expectation they would rapidly 
move into higher Hanlin positions and finally into the Gtand 
Secretariat (nei-ko). SP: compilateur, comp'úatewr rédacteur. 
BH: compiler of the second class. P23, 

4636 piĕn-hsiā shíh-chèng chi fáng 
編修時政記房 

SUNG: Office for Maintaining a Record of Current Pol-
icies, a unit of the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian); 
staffing and specific functions not clear. SP: chambre de 
la rédaction des notes sur les évènements politiques. 

4637 piĕn^hsiŭ wén-tzŭ 編修文字 
SUNG: lit.’ compiler of writings: Clerk, unranked or of 
very low rank, found in many central government agencies; 
eventually (date not clear) superseded by the title shou-tang 
kuan. 

4638 piēn-hsiŭ yŭàn 編修院 
SUNG: Bureau of Compilation, established as a unit of 
the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) to prepare successive, pe-
riodically updated histories of the dynasty, True Records 
(shih-lu) of each reign, and a daily calendar (jih-li) of events 
at court. Apparently discontinued very early, the Chancel-
lery retaining a Dynastic History Office (kuo-shih yuan) but 
most compilation functions being taken over by relatively 
autonomous agencies nominally constituting the Palace Li-
brary (pi-shu sheng)Historiography and True Records In-
stitute (kuo-shih shih-lu yiian), Court Calendar Office (jih-
li so), Editorial Service (chu-tso chŭ)and the Historiog-
raphy Institute (shih-kuan) in the Institute for the Venera-
tion of Literature (ch'ung-wen yŭan). Duplication and over-
lapping were apparently avoided because none of these was 
more than a titular agency, brought into functioning exis-
tence only when court officials were assigned，commonly 
as concurrent Academicians {hsŭeh-shih) t to specific com-
pilation tasks. SP: cour de la compilation de I'histoire d'état, 
des annales vérìdiques et du calendrier. P23. 

4639 piĕn-jēn 籩人 
CHOU: Basket Handler, a eunuch assigned to the Ministry 
of State (t'ien-kuan) to supervise 10 Female Basket Han-
dlers (nŭ-pien) assisted by 20 convicts in preparing baskets 
of food for the ruler, his wives, and his heir, for various 
sacrifices and receptions, etc. CL; employé aux partiers. 

4640 pìēn-kŭ chŭ 編估局 
SUNG： Classifications and Estimates Section under the 
Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu); staffing and 
specific functions not clear, but presumably handled, re-
corded, and distributed all commodities of value submitted 
to the palace. SP: bureau de classement et d'estimation. 

4641 pién-lèi shèng-chèng sŏ 編類聖政所 
SUNG: Office for the Compilation by Category of Im-
perial Policy Pronouncements, a unit of the Historiogra-
phy Institute (kuo-shih yuan) that apparently drafted trea-
tises on topics concerning governmental regulations in all 
realms; staffing not clear. SP: bureau de la compilation des 
édits impériaux. 

4642 ptó/i-tói'já-písrf 編類御筆所 
SUNG: Office for the Compilation by Categories of Im-
perial Pronouncements, organizational affiliation not clear, 
but likely related to one of the many Institutes and Acad-
emies at the dynastic capital; probably active only inter-

mittently when court officials undertook, probably as con-
current Academicians (hsiieh-shih) y to prepare a specific 
imperial publication. SP: bureau de la compilation des écrits 
impériaux. 

4643 piēn4ù kuān 編錄官 
T*ANG: Recorder, from 786 members of the Academy of 
Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien yuan); number, rank, and 
specific functions not clear. RR: fonctionnaire chargé de 
classer et d'inscrire. P25. 

4644 piè/f-íAíA 弁師 
CHOU: Master of the Royal Headgear，2 ranked as Ju-
nior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of 
War (hsia-kuan) who maintained and as was appropriate 
provided the 5 kinds of headgear worn by the King. CL: 
maître du bonnet. 

4645 piĕn-tìng shū-chí kuān 編定書籍官 
SUNG: Compilation Clerk, 2 in the Paiace Library (pi-
shu sheng), apparently unranked suboffícials. SP: fonction-
naire chargé de réviser les ouvrages. 

4646 pièn-t'ŭng ŭng 辨銅令 or 辯銅令 
HAN: Director of Grading and Sorting Raw Copper to 
be used in the production of copper coins, a subordinate 
originally of the Chamberlain for die Palace Revenues {shao-
fu), then from 115 B.C. of the Commandant of the Imperial 
Gardens {shui-heng tu-wei)\ in Later Han subordinate to the 
Chamberlain for the National Treasury (ta ssu-nung)t in some 
degree also to the Metropolitan Governor (ching-chao yin). 
Considered one of the Three Money Managers of the Court 
of the Imperial Gardens (shui-heng san kuan), also referred 
to generìcally as Coins Officials (ch'ien-kuan, chu-ch'ien 
kuan). Beginning under Emperor Wu (r. 141-87 B.C.)’ there 
were repeated efforts to suppress the minting of coins in 
regions such as Princedoms (wang-kuo) and Commanderies 
(chŭn) and to consolidate money supply controls in these 
central government agencies. HB: prefect of the office for 
assorting copper. P16. 

4647 fìĕn 偏 
CHOU: lit., to be on a side, a one-side part of something: 
Squadron of 25 chariots. 

4648 p'ién chiăng-chŭnM 將軍or pHen-chiang 
Lit., a general on one side, a general leading part of a mil-

force. (1) HAN (first form): Deputy General, nor-
y subordinate to a General (chìang-chiin) and perhaps 

also a General-in-chief {ta chiang-chŭn) in a Campaigning 
Army (ying), all on ad hoc duty assignments, detached from 
their regular posts. This title was not common and may 
have been used only in the wars preceding the establish-
menl of Later Han. HB: lieutenant general. (2) SUI (2nd 
form): Division Commander, from 612 the designation of 
the leader of a Division (t'uan) of 4,000 cavalrymen; 4 Di-
visions constituted an Army (ckŭn). 

4649 pīn 姨 
Lit” female guest: Concubine, throughout history a cate-
gorical designation of palace women ranking below the 
Queen or Empress and thé secondary wives of rulers called 
Consorts {fei). Most commonly found in the form chiu pin 
(Nine Concubines), q.v. Also see san pin, shang-pin, hsia-
pin, kuei-pin, kung-nŭ. BH: imperial concubine of the 4th 
rank. 

4650 pīn 賓 
CHOU: Guest, designation of a Feudal Lord (see chu-hou) 
or an alien tribal chief while visiting the royal court, in 
contrast to Visitor (k'o), designation used for diplomatic 
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representatives or members of the retinue of such a digni-
tary. CL: prince en visite. 

4651 pīn-fù 嬪婦 
Supplementary Secondary Wives, from Chou times on a 
collective designation of all ranked palace women, a com-
bined abbreviation of the terms chiu pin (Nine Concubines) 
and shih-fu (Hereditary Consorts). 

4652 pīn-fŭ 賓輔 
MING: Companion, 2 appointed in the service of the Heir 
Apparent in the era 1398-140/, but not perpetuated. P69. 

4653 pīn-k'ò 賓客 
See t'ai-tzu pin-k'o (Adviser to the Heir Apparent); also 
see ta pin-k'o and separate entries pin and k'o. 

4654 pīn-k'ò ssū 寳客司 
CH'ING: Receptions Bureau, one of the original 4 Bu-
reaus {ch'ing-li ssu) in the Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan 
yŭan), headed by a variable number of Directors (lang-
chung), some Manchu, some Mongolian, normally on con-
current duty assignments from regular posts elsewhere; es-
tablished in 1661, in 1757 renamed wang-hui ssu (Inner 
Mongolian Reception Bureau). PI7. 

4655 賓僚 
MING-CH'ING: variant of mu-yu (Private Secretaries), 
q.v., collective reference to members of a Private Secre-
tariat (mu-fu). 

4656 pīn-mù 賓幕 
SUNG: Private Secretary, early counterpart of the term 
mu-yu, q.v. SP: assistant. 
4657 pīn-pù 賓部 
N-S DIV (Chou): Section for Tributary Relations, a unit 
in the Ministry of Justice {ch'iu-kuan) in charge of com-
munications with foreign peoples; also the title of its Di-
rector, ranked as an Ordinary Grand Master {chung ta-fu; 
5a). See hsiao pin-pu. Cf. fan-pu. P17. 

4658 pîn-p，ú 寳僕 
T’ANG: Receptionist, 18 unranked subofficials in the Of-
fice of State Visitors (tien-k'o shu)’ a unit of the Court of 
State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu). P l l . 

4659 pīn-yŭ 賓友 
MING: Companion, 2 on the staff of each Commandery 
Prince (chŭn-wang)t only in the era 1398-1402. P69. 

4660 p'in 品 
N-S DIV (San-kuo)-CH'ING: Rank, the status categories 
among which officials and the posts they occupied were 
distributed; see chiu p'in (Nine Ranks), chi (Class), chieh 
(Class, Rank), teng (Degree, Grade, Class). 

4661 p，ín-ck，áng kuān 品,t 
Lit., an official who tastes ail kinds, i.e., all kinds of foods 
before presenting them to the ruler, deriving from a practice 
attributed to the Food Steward {shan-fu) by the ancient text 
Chou-li: Food Taster, unofficial reference to any official 
charged with serving the ruler's meals, e.g., a member of 
the Provisioner's Office (t'ai-kuan shu) or the Court of Im-
perial Entertainments {kuang-lu ssu). 

4662 p'ĭn-láng 品郞 
Lit., gentleman who classifies things (?): Customs Collec-
tor, common reference to an official assigned to collect 
fees at a customs barrier or marketplace. 

4663 p’ín-ts’ùi 貧淬 
SUNG: lit., an impoverished secondary official in a Pre-

fecture (fu) or District (hsien), now retired; from a poem 
by Lu Yu: Retired Helper, a literary reference to such an 
official, probably used only by himself in a self-deprecating 
fashion. See ts'ui, chūn-ts'ui. 

4664 p'ĭn-tzŭ 品子 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Kinsmen of Officials, unofficial collec-
tive reference to younger brothers and sons of ranked (see 
p'in) officials. 

4665 pīng 兵 
Throughout history, one of the most common terms for Sol-
dier, contrasting with chiin (Army) although they were 
sometimes used almost interchangeably； used both as a pre-
fix (e.g.,ping-pu, ping-ma ...) and as a suffix (e.g., kuan-
ping, fu-ping). 

4666 pīng-àn 兵案 
SUNG: Military Section, designation of units found in 
several central government agencies; e.g., one of 4 Sec-
tions in the Court of Palace Attendants (hsŭan-hui yuan), 
one of 7 in the Salt and Iron Monopoly Bureau (yen-t'ieh 
ssu; see tu-chih an); normally headed by an Administrative 
Assistant {p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan), such Sections seem to have 
been relatively routine account-keeping agencies monitor-
ing a range of governmental fìscal affairs broader than the 
name suggests, but among other things concerning the pro-
visioning of the military establishment with accouterments 
and funds, the handling of militaiy personnel matters, etc. 
In addition, a variant or unofficial reference to one type of 
Sections (ts'ao) into which the clerical staffs of units of ter-
ritorial administration were divided, which handled paper-
work under the purview of the central government's Min-
istry of War (ping-pu). SP: service de Varmée. 

4667 pīng'Chàng chu 兵仗局 
MING: Palace Armory, a minor agency of palace eu-
nuchs, headed by a eunuch Commissioner-in-chief {ta-shih) 
or Director (t'ai-chien); manufactured weapons and super-
vised a subsidiaiy Gunpowder Office (huo-yao ssu). See pa 
chŭ (Eight Services). 

4668 pîng-chífáng 兵籍房 
SUNG: Officer Assignments Section in the Bureau of Mil-
itary Affairs {shu-mi yŭan); one of 12 Sections created un-
der Shen-tsung (r. 1067-1085) to monitor the administra-
tive affairs of military garrisons throughout the country, in 
geographic clusters, or to manage specified military func-
tions on an empire-wide scale; this Section handled the ro-
tational assignments of military officers from Circuits (lu) 
to service in the military establishment at the dynastic cap-
ital. Headed by from 3 to 5 Vice Recipients of Edicts (fu 
ch'eng-chih), rank 8b. Apparently not perpetuated in S. Sung. 
See shih-erh fang (Twelve Sections). SP: chambre des re-

* gistres militaires. 

4669 pîng-chìàng à/t 兵匠案 
SUNG: Military Artisans Section, one of numerous Sec-
tions under the Ministry of Works (kung-pu�’ probably in 
the Ministry's Bureau of State Farms {t'un-t'ien 湖 )； s u -
pervised the government's use of military personnel in con-
struction, water control work, etc.; staffed with subofficial 
functioaaries. SP: service des artisans militaires. P15. 

4670 pīng'chiào 冰窖 
CH'ING: Icehouse maintained by the Bureau of Water-
ways (tu-shui ssu) of the Ministry of Works {kung-pu) to 
provide ice for court use; also called chiao-ch'ang, q.v.; 
headed by a Supervisor (chien-tu), apparently an unranked 
subofficial. 
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4671 ping-cMng wù 冰井務 
SUNG: Service for the Capital Approaches (?) under the 
Capital Security Office (huang-ch'eng ssu); apparently in 
charge of the glacis, the sloping approaches to the city wall 
at the dynastic capital. SP: agence des glacières. 

4672 pīng-fáng 兵房 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: War Office，in T'ang one of 5 Offices 
in the combined Secretariat-Chancellery (chung-shu men-
hsia sheng) that developed from the early 700s; equivalent 
to the Ministry of War (ping-pu) in the Department of State 
Affairs (shang-shu sheng); in Sung one of 6 Offices in the 
combined Secretariat-Chancellery. See liu fang, chung-shu 
men-hsia sheng chien-cheng chu-fang kung-shih (Examiner 
of the Offices of the Secretariat-Chancellery). RR: chambre 
de I'armée. SP: chambre militaire. (2) SUNG: W a r Sec-
tion, one of 4 Sections in the Bureau of Military Affairs 
(shu-mi yuan); headed by a Vice Recipient of Edicts {fu 
ch'eng-chih), ratik 8b; the channel through which, in col-
laboration with the War Office mentioned in (1) above and 
the Ministry of War, the Bureau directed training and tac-
tical operations of military units throughout the empire. 
Dissolved in c. 1074 in a reorganization of the Bureau into 
10 and later 12 Sections (see shih-erh fang). SP: chambre 
de guerre. (3) SUNG-CH'ING: occasional unofficial ref-
erence to the Ministry of W a r (ping-pu). 

4673 pîng-hsíng'kŭngpù 兵刑工部 
(1) Normally, from Sui on, an unofficial or quasiofficial 
abbreviated reference to the Ministries of War , of Justice, 
and of Works {ping-pu, hsing-pu, kung-pu). (2) YUAN: 
War , Justice, and Works Ministry, from 1260 to 1264 
and again from 1266 to 1268 a consolidation of the nor-
mally separate Ministries of War, of Justice, and of Works 
into a single Ministry, known in the aggregate as the Three 
Ministries of the Right (yu san-pu); headed by 2 Ministers 
(shang-shu), rank 3a. See ping-hsing pu, tso san-pu. 

4674 píng-Arí/ig^ŭ 兵刑部 
(1) Normally, from Sui on, an unofficial or quasioffìcial 
abbreviated reference to the Ministries of W a r and of Jus-
tice (ping-pu, hsing-pu). (2) YUAN: W a r and Justice 
Ministry, from 1264 to 1266, 1268 to 1270, and 1271 to 
1276，a consolidation of the normally separate Ministries 
of War and of Justice into a single Ministry, headed by 3 
Ministers (shang-shu)t rank 3a. See ping-hsing-kung pu, yu 
san-pu. 

4675 ptng'hsán tào 兵巡道 
MING: Military Defense and General Surveillance Cir-
cuit, a branch office (fen-ssu) of a Provincial Surveillance 
Commission (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu) combining the 
functions of normally separate branch offices called a Mil-
itary Defense Circuit (ping-pei tao) and a General Surveil-
lance Circuit (fen-hsŭn tao); apparently existed only in 
Kwangsi Province, where there were 3 headquartered at Kuei-
lin，Nan-ning, and Pin-chou. 

4676 pīng-k，ō 兵科 
MING-CH'ING: Office of Scrutiny for W a r , one of the 
Six Offices of Scrutiny (liu k'o, q.v.)； also see chi-shih-
chung. P18，19. 

4677 pīng-ttfáng 兵禮房 
SUNG: Office for W a r and Rites, a combined adminis-
trative agency through which the Secretariat (chung-shu 
sheng), when separated from the Chancellery {men-hsia 
sheng; see under chung-shu men-hsia sheng, Secretariat-
Chancellery), provided coordinating supervision over the 
Ministries of War (ping-pu) and of Rites {lĭ-pu) in the De-

1685 ping-ma ssu 
partment of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng); probably staffed 
by Secretariat Drafters (chung-shu she-jen). SP: chambre 
de I'armée et celle de rites. 

4678 pīng-liáng tào 兵糧道 
MING: Military Defense and Tax Intendant Circuit , a 
combination of a Military Defense Circuit (ping-pei tao) of 
a Provincial Surveillance Commission (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih 
ssu) and a Tax Intendant Circuit (tu-liang tao) of a Pro-
vincial Administration Commission (ch'eng-hsuan pu-cheng 
shih ssu); one established in the Ning-hsia region, dates and 
staffing not clear. Also see tao, tao-t'ai. 

4679 pīng-mă 兵馬 
See under ping-ma shih. 

4680 pîng-mă chìĕn-yā 兵馬監押 
SUNG: variant of chien-ya (Supervisor of Militia). SP: 
directeur des soldats et des chevaux pour arrêter des ban-
dits. 

4681 pīng-mŭ ch'ién-hsiá 兵馬鈐轄 
SUNG: Military Administrator of Infant ry and Cavalry; 
see under ch'ien-hsia. SP: directeur des soldats et des che-
vaux. 

4682 pīng-mă cMh-hŭi ssā 兵馬指揮司 
YUAN-CH'ING: Warden ' s Offîce in charge of z Ward 
(ch'eng) of a capital "ity; commonly abbreviated lu ping-
ma ssu, q.v. 

4683 pīng-mă hsán-chiĕn 兵馬巡檢 
SUNG: Military Inspector, designation of a concurrent duty 
assignment for some Prefects (chih-fu). Cf. hsŭn-chien ssu. 
SP: contrôleur-inspecteur des soldats et des chevaux. 

4684 pīng-mă shíh 兵馬使 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Commander , common designation for 
military officers on duty assignments in troubled frontier 
zones or in armies on campaign, with varying prefixes and 
other forms. E.g., T'ang regularly used such directional 
prefixes as ch'ien-chŭn (Vanguard), hou-chŭn (Rearguard), 
and chung-chŭn (Center Army), and such variants as ping-
ma ta-shih (Commander-in-chief) and tu-chih ping-ma shih 
(Supreme Commander), although all forms of ping-ma shih 
seem to have been less prestigious than the term chiang-
chŭn (General) in its various forms. In Sung ping-ma shih 
was used in units of the Palace Command (tien-ch'ien ssu) 
with laudatory prefixes, e.g., ch'in-jung fu ping-ma shih 
(Barbarian-capturing Vice Commander). RR: commissaire 
impérial des soldats et des chevaux. SP: commissaire des 
soldats et des chevaux. (2) CHIN: Military Commandan t , 
from 1179 each (total unspecified) in command of 60 troops 
charged with defending and policing the capital city; rank 
4a, promoted from the low (bat unclear) status of ping-ma; 
further promoted to Commander-in-chief (tu chih-hui shih)y 
3b; in each case seconded by one or more Assistant Com-
mandants or Assistant Commanders (ju-tu, q.v.). (3) MING: 
Military Commandant , originally several in charge of 
military guards at each of the gates of the capital city, no 
rank indicated, subordinate to the Wardens' Offices {ping-
ma chih-hui ssu) that provided police protection for the Five 
Wards (wu ch'eng) into which the city was divided for local 
administration. Then from 1398 to 1402 replaced the title 
Commander (chih-hui, chih-hui shih) for the head of each 
Warden*s Office, seconded by a Vice Commander (fu ping-
ma); apparently discontinued after 1402. P20. 

4685 pīng-mă ssŭ 兵馬司 
Warden 's Offîce, a military unit responsible for police pa-
trols, fire watchers, and general peace and order in a Ward 
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(ch'eng) of a capital city; full name commonly ping-ma chih-
hui ssu. (1) YUAN {ping-ma chih-hui ssu, ping-ma tu chih-
hui ssu): one established at the dynastic capital, Ta-tu 
(modern Peking), in 1272, replacing a Battalion {ch'ien-hu 
so) that had previously borne capital police responsibilities; 
headed by a Commander (chih-hui shih�’ rank 4a l ; sub-
ordinate both îo the metropolitan area administration called 
the Ta-tu Route Chief Command (see lu, tu tsung-kuan fu) 
and, for judicial purposes, to the High Court of Justice (ta 
tsung-cheng fu). In 1292 reorganized into 2 more elaborate 
agencies, one each for the North and South Wards, each 
with 2 Mongol nobles serving as Commanders-in-chief (tu 
chih-hui shih), assisted by 5 Vice Commanders (fu chih-
hui shih), an Administrative Clerk (chih-shih), a Record 
Keeper (t'i-k'ung an-tu)y etc. Each also supervised a Prison 
{ssu-yŭ ssu) headed by a Warder (ssu-yŭ); a 3rd capital prison 
was maintained directly under the Ta-tu Route Chief Com-
mand. In some fashion not wholly clear, the Wardens' Of-
fices shared polipe responsib:lities in the capital with 3 Po-
lice Commissions {ching-hsŭn yŭan). In 1292 a single 
Warden's Office was established at the auxiliary capital 
Shang-tu in modern Chahar, under the Shang-tu Regency 
{liu-shou ssu), headed by 3 Commanders {chih-hui shih). 
(2) MING (ping-ma chih-hui shih ssu): 5 established at 
Nanking at the founding of the dynasty, another 5 estab-
lished at Peking in 1403, both capitals being divided into 
5 Wards (see under wu ch'eng). Each Office headed by a 
Commander {chih-hui shih), rank 6a, having various aides, 
but dominated by a Ward-inspecting Censor {hsŭn-ch'eng 
yŭ-shih) delegated from the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan) on a 
one-year rotational assignment. For administrative pur-
poses, the Offices were subordinate to the Ministry of War 
(ping-pu). (3) CH'ING (ping-ma ssu): peipetuated the Ming 
pattern but only at Peking and with each Office supervised 
by 2 Ward-inspecting Censors, one each Manchu and 
Chinese. BH: (office of the?) police magistrate. P20. 

4686 pīng-mà ts'áo 兵馬曹 
HAN: Cavalry Section, one of many Sections (ts'aó) con-
stituting the staff of the Governor \t'ai~shou) of a Com-
mandery (chun); sometimes coexistent with a more com-
mon Military Section (ping-ts'ao). HB: bureau of arms and 
horses. PI2. 

4687 pīng-mă tŭ-chiēn 兵馬都監 
SUNG: Military Director-in-chief, a duty assignment, or 
a nominally concurrent {chien) appointment, for officials of 
units of territorial administration from District Magistrates 
(hsien-ling, chih-hsien) up to Circuit Supervisors (Men-
ssu)t giving them authority over military forces in their ju-
risdictions for the suppression of banditry or other pacifi-
cation activities; also for various officials in the central 
government occasionally assigned to oversee police activ-
ities of the 4 urban Townships (hsiang) into which the dy-
nastic capital, Kaifeng, was divided for local administra-
tion. Commonly abbreviated as tu-chien. Cf. ping-ma ssu. 
SP: surveillant général des soldats et des chevaux pour 
arrêter des bandits. 

4688 pīng-mă tŭ ch'ién-hsiá 兵馬都妗轄 
SUNG: Chief Military Administrator of Infantry and 
Cavalry; see under ch'ien-hsia. SP: directeur général des 
soldats et des chevaux. 

4689 pīng-mă yŭán-shuài 兵馬元帥 
SUNG: Marshal , probably the most prestigious category 
of ad hoc military duty assignments, sometimes reserved 
for members of the imperial family; used for leaders of armies 
on campaign, with such varying prefixes as ta (Grand Mar-

shal) and fu (Vice Marshal). Also see t'ien-hsia ping-ma ta 
(or tu) yŭan-shuai and yŭan-shuai. SP: maréchal des sol-
dats et des chevaux. 

4690 pīng-pèi tào 兵備道 
MING-CH'ING: Military Defense Circuit , a multi-Pre-
fecture (fu) jurisdiction, from one to 12 per Province (sheng) 
in Ming times, numbers generally comparable in Ch'ing; 
under the special military supervision of an official com-
monly called Circuit Intendant (tao-t'ai) who until 1753 was 
a Vice Commissioner (fu-shih) t rank 4a, or an Assistant 
Commissioner (ch'ien-shih), 5a, of a Provincial Surveil-
lance Commission (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu); in 1753 the 
special duty assignment was made a regular post, 4a，for-
mally independent of the Provincial Surveillance Commis-
sion. See tao. BH: military taotai. P52. 

4691 pīng-pù 兵部 
(1) N-S DIV (Chou): Bureau of Military Personnel, one 
of 4 Bureaus in the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan); also the 
title of the Bureau Director, ranked as an Ordinary Grand 
Master (chung ĭa-fu; 5a). (2) SUI-YUAN (ordinarily with 
suffix ssu, Office，etc.)： Bureau of Military Appoint-
ments, one of a normal battery of 4 Bureaus in the Ministry 
of War (also ping-pu; see #3 below). Alternately named 
ping-ts'ao from c. 604 to 620，wu-pu from 752 to 756; per-
manently changed at the beginning of Ming to wu-hsiian 
ch'ing-li ssu. Existed only nominally in Sung and omitted 
in Liao. Responsible for all aspects of military personnel 
administration. Headed by a Director (shih-lang to c. 604, 
lang to 620, then lang-chung), generally rank 5b; seconded 
by a Vice Director (yŭan-wai lang), generally 6b. RR: bu-
reau de I'armée. (3) SUI~CH’ING: Ministry of War，part 
of the core administrative complex in the central govern-
ment called the Six Ministries (liu pu); through Chin sub-
ordinate to the Department of State Affairs {shang-shu 
sheng) t then to the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng) in Yŭan 
and early Ming; from 1380 directly responsible to the throne 
though from the early 1400s coordinated ever more tightly 
by the developing Grand Secretariat (nei-ko). In T'ang, 
closely affiliated with the Ministries of Justice (hsing-pu) 
and of Works {kung), these 3 being known as the West 
Echelon (hsi-hang) of Ministries in the Department of State 
Affairs; for prestige purposes also considered to join the 
Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) in a Front Echelon (ch'ien-
hang) of Ministries. īn Yuan, intermittently, combined with 
other Ministries into a War and Justice Ministry (ping-hsìng 
pu) and even a War, Justice, and Works Ministry (ping-
hsing-kung pu)y known in the aggregate as the Three Min-
istries of the Right (yu san-pu). Following in the tradition 
of such prior agencies or officials as the t'ai-wei, ssu-ma 
or ta ssu-ma, wu ping or ch'i ping, chia-pu, etc., the Min-
istry in all eras from Sui on was at least nominally in charge 
of all personnel management, troop dispositions，strategic 
planning, installations, weapons, and supplies for the whole 
regular military establishment (see kuan-ping) y and for the 
operation of a postal relay system for handling government 
communications. It usually supervised，directly or indi-
rectly, other agencies that served essential military needs, 
e.g., the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) and its 
pasturages, from which the Ministry requisitioned the horses 
needed by the military. From the mid-700s the Ministry lost 
its prominence in military matters to Imperial Armies (chin-
chŭn) based at the dynastic capital and to regional Military 
Commissioners {chieh-tu shih). Then in Sung the Ministry 
became little more than an administrative support agency 
for the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan), which 
directed all military operations; in Ming it generally super-
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vised the major operational agencies, the 5 Chief Military 
Commissions (tu-tu fit; also see wu fu); in Ch'ing it over-
saw the Chinese forces called the Green Standards (lu-ying) 
but had no control over the Banner (see ch'i, pa ch'i) mil-
itary establishment. From the 1400s Provice-level Grand 
Coordinators or Provincial Governors (hsŭn-fu) and multi-
Province Supreme Commanders or Governors-general (tsung-
tu) were commonly granted concurrent status as executive 
officials of the Ministry for prestige purposes. From Sui on, 
the Ministry's executive echelon consisted of a Minister 
(shang-shu)f rank 3a from T'ang through Yuan, then 2a, 
in Ch'ing one each Manchu and Chinese; and normally 2 
Vice Ministers (shih-lang), 4a through Yuan, then 3a, in 
Ch'ing one each Manchu and Chinese. In Ming and Ch'ing 
these executives were served by a General Services Office 
(ÍÍM-WM t'ing) headed by an Office Manager (ssu-wu), 9b 
then 8a. The normal business of the Ministry was carried 
on through 4 subsidiary Bureaus (ssu, ch'ing-li ssu), each 
headed by a Director (lang-chung), 5b in T'ang, 6a or 6b 
in Sung, 5b in Chin and Yiian, 5a in Ming and Ch’ing, 
seconded by a Vice Director (yŭan-wai lang), normally 6b. 
The T'ang-Sung battery of Bureaus included the Bureau of 
Military Appointments iping-pu ssu; see #2 above), Bu-
reau of Operations {chih-fang ssu), Bureau of Equipment 
(chia-pu ssu), and Bureau of Provisions (k'u-pu ssu). The 
Ming-Ch'ing battery included the Bureau of Military Ap-
pointments (wu-hsŭan ch'ing-li ssu), Bureau of Operations 
(chih-fang ch'ing-li ssu), Bureau of Equipment and Com-
munications or (Ch'ing) Bureau of Communications (ch’e-
chia ch'ing-li ssu), and Bureau of Provisions (wu-kít ch'ing-
li ssu). RR: .ministère de I'armée. SP: ministère de I'armée 
ou de guerre, BH: ministry (or board) of war. P12. 

4692 pīng-pŭ ssū 兵部司 
SUI-YUAN: Bureau of Military Appointments in the 
Ministry of War (ping-pu): see (2) under ping-pu. 

4693 pìng-shĕng 幷省 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): lit” Department (of State Affairs, shang-
shu sheng) in Ping (Region, chou): Auxiliary Department 
of State Affairs established at Ping-chou (modern T'ai-yiian, 
Shansi)，the base from which the dynastic founder arose 
and which was considered a ceremonial second capital; had 
a skeletal staff including a Director {ling), an Overseer {lu 
... shih)，and various subordinate Ministries (pu). P49. 

4694 pīng-shŭ 兵署 
Lit., military office: from T'ang on an uncommon unoffi-
cial reference to the Ministry of War (ping-pu). 

4695 pîng-t'lng 冰廳 
Lit., office of icy (resolve), i.e., of determined austerity: 
from T'ang on an unofficial reference to the Bureau of 
Sacrifices {tz'u-pu ssu, tz'u-chi ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry 
of Rites {lĭ-pu). P9. 

4696 pīng-ts'áo 兵曹 
(1) HAN: Military Section, one of at least 13 Sections {ts'ao) 
among which the headquarters staff of the Defender-in-chief 
(t'ai-wei) and possibly also of the Counselor-in-chief {ch'eng-
hsiang) ̂  both members of the eminent Three Dukes {san 
kung、，was divided; headed by an Administrator (yûan-shih), 
rank 300 bushels; íunctions not clear, but presumably the 
administrative channel through which the central govern-
ment executives dealt with military matters. HB: bureau of 
arms. P12. (2) HAN-CH’ING: War Section, one of sev-
eral Sections constituting the headquarters administrative 
staff of a territorial dignitary such as a Han Commandery 
Governor (chiin-shou), the Administrator (chang-shih) of a 
Princely Establishment (wang-fu) from Sui on or earlier, a 

Prefect (chih-chou, chih-fu) from Sung on or earlier, and 
eventually any territorial administrator down to the District 
{hsien) level. From Sui on, one of 6 standard Sections cor-
responding In names and functional specializations to the 
Six Ministries (liu pu) in the central government. From Sui 
through Sung, the Section was normally headed by an Ad-
ministrator {ts'an-chŭn-shih, ts'an-chŭn), rank 7a or lower; 
thereafter by unranked subofficials. See ping-ma ts'ao, liu 
ts'ao. HB: bureau of arms. RR: service des troupes. SP: 
service de I'armée. P69. (3) SUI-T'ANG: from c. 604 to 
620, the official variant of ping-pu ssu (Bureau of Military 
Appointments). (4) T'ANG: Military Service Section, one 
in each of the major units of militiamen stationed at the 
dynastic capital: the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei)y the Five 
Garrisons (wu fu)，and the Ten Guard Commands of the 
Heir Apparent (shih shuai-fu); in each case the Section was 
apparently in charge of personnel matters including the ro-
tation of Garrison Militia troops (see/w and fu-ping) in and 
out of capital service and in and out of specific duty as-
signments; each Section was headed by an Administrator 
(ts'an-chŭn-shih)y rank 8a2，9al, or 8b2, respectively. RR: 
service des troupes. P26’ 43. (5) T'ANG-CH'ING: occa-
sional unofficial, archaic reference to the Ministry of War 
(ping-pu) or to its executive personnel. 

4697 pîng-yù 兵右 
CHOU: Chariot Lancer, 2 ranked as Ordinary Grand Mas-
ters (chung ta-fu) and 2 as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih) y 
members of the Ministry of War {hsìa-kuan) responsible, 
on some basis of selection not now clear, for serving as 3rd 
man in the ruler's chariot on campaigns or hunts，wielding 
a lance from the right side of the chariot. CL: homme de 
droite du char de guerre. 

4698 pHng 平 or 評 
Lit.，to equalize, settle, decide, make decisions for or about 
.... HAN-N-S DIV: Arbiter: in the first form, a duty as-
signment rather than a regular post, designating an official 
who, regularly appointed to one office, was concurrently 
put in charge of another; used principally for concurrent 
Arbiters of the Imperial Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai), com-
monly found in the form p'ing shang-shu shih (lit. ’ Arbiter 
of the Affairs of the Imperial Secretariat). Perhaps origi-
nated in Ch’in times; comparable to, and eventually 
superseded by, the designation Overseer (lu, lu ... shih), 
In both forms, from 66 B.C. used for one to 4 members of 
the staff of the Chamberlain for Law Enforcement (t'ing-
wei)y sometimes called í'ing-wei p'ing; rank 600 bushels in 
Han, rank 6 then 5 in N. Wei. Dispatched from the capital 
to review judicial case records in units of territorial admin-
istration; also in charge of the Imperial Prison (chao-yū) 
maintained by the Chamberlain for Law Enforcement. HB: 
referee. P22. 

4699 p，íng-ckàng 平章 
Lit., to deliberate and decide, ( i ) T'ANG-MING; common 
abbreviated reference to the most eminent officials of the 
central government, those who served as Grand Council-
ors (tsai-hsiang, ch'eng-hsiang) overseeing all governmen-
tal activities in collaboration with the Emperor, who com-
monly bore titles for which p'ing-chang was a prefix (p'ing-
chang shih, p*ing-chang cheng-shih, etc.); all such usages 
terminated in 1380. (2) YŭAN-MING: Administrator, a 
more specific usage designating an apparent mid-level ex-
ecutive of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) and of each 
Branch (hsing) Secretariat; terminated in 1380. P2, 3，4. 

4700 pHng'Chăng chèng-shìh 平章政事 
Manager of Governmental Affairs. (1) SUNG: one of 
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several common designations of central government dig-
nitaries chosen to serve as Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang); 
technically, an abbreviation of the title t'ung chung-shu men-
hsia p'ing-chang cheng-shih (Jointly Manager of Govern-
mental Affairs with the Secretariat-Chancellery), also ab-
breviated as t'ung p'ing-chang shih; a duty-assignment suf-
fix to a regular title {pen-kuan)y e.g., as in Vice Director 
of the Department of State Affairs and Jointly Manager of 
Governmental Affairs with the Secretariat-Chancellery 
{shang-shu p'u-yeh t'ung chung-shu men-hsia p'ing-chang 
cheng-shih). (2) LIAO: designation of one or more eminent 
central government officials on the executive staff of the 
Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang) t at each auxiliary capital as 
well as at the principal dynastic capital. (3) CHIN: nominal 
title of 2 heads of the Department of State Affairs, who 
served as Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang). (4) YŭAN: 4 or 
more, rank lb; the 2nd ranking regular post in the Secre-
tariat (chung-shu sheng), after 2 or more Grand Councilors 
(ch'eng-hsiang). (5) MING: 2, rank lb, subordinate to 2 
Grand Councilors (ch'eng-hsiang) in the Secretariat until 
1380’ when the entire executive echelon of the Secretariat 
was discontinued; one also the senior official of each Prov-
ince-level Branch (hsing) Secretariat until 1376, when all 
Branch Secretariats were reorganized as Provincial Admin-
istration Commissions (ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu). 
P3, 4. 

4701 pHng-chăng chŭn-kuó chàng-shìh 
平章軍國重事 

Manager of Important National Security Matters . (1) 
T’ANG~SUNG: the most prestigious title awarded those 
serving as Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang), appended as a 
suffix to their regular titles (pen-kuan) in the fashion of 
p'ing-chang cheng-shih or p'ing-chang shih, qq.v. SP: min-
istre des affaires d'état importantes. (2) YUAN: from 1295 
to 1309 only, the official variant title of a mid-level ex-
ecutive official in the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), earlier 
called shang-i sheng-shih (Discussant of Secretariat Af-
fairs), later changed to p'ing-chang (Administrator). P3, 4. 

4702 pHng-chāng chŭn-kuó shih 平章軍國事 
SUNG: Manager of National Security Matters , a S. Sung 
variant of p'ing-chang chŭn-kuo chung-shih (Manager of 
Important National Security Matters); reportedly instituted 
by a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang) who wanted his au-
thority not to be limited to important matters only, but ex-
tended to all matters. SP: ministre des affaires d'état. P3. 

4703 p，íng-cMng shih 平章事 
Manager of AfTairs. (1) T'ANG-5UNG: from the mid-600s 
through Sung a common general designation of central gov-
ernment dignitaries chosen to serve as Grand Councilors 
(tsai-hsiang); technically, an abbreviation of the title t'ung 
chung-shu men-hsia p'ing-chang shih (Jointly Manager of 
Affairs with the Secretariat and the Chancellery; after the 
early 700s, with the Secretariat-Chancellery), also abbre-
viated as t'ung p'ing-chang shih; a duty-assignment suffix 
to a regular title {pen-kuan), e.g., Vice Director of the De-
partment of State Affairs and Jointly Manager of Affairs 
with the Secretariat-Chancelleiy {shang-shu p'u-yeh t'ung 
chung-shu men-hsia p'ing-chang shih). RR: fonctionnaire 
chargé d'examiner et régler les affaires. SP: premier min-
istre chargé d'examiner et de régler les affaires, (2) CHIN-
MING; a regular post (pen-kuan) of middling status in the 
executive echelon of the Depaitment of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng) in Chin, of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) in 
Yuan and early Ming till 1380, when the entire executive 
echelon of the Secretariat was discontinued. P3. 
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4704 p’íng-ch,áng 平常 
MING: Ordinary, one of 3 evaluation categories to which 
officials were assigned in evaluations given ordinarily every 
3 years; not as good as Adequate (ch'eng-chih) and deserv-
ing of promotion, but better than Inadequate (pu ch'eng-
chih) and in danger of demotion. 

4705 p，íng-chŭn 平準 
CH'IN-N-S DIV: Bureau of Standards, responsible for 
the ftmctioning of a system whereby the state bought grain 
(and at times other commodities as well) when and where 
there was a surplus, to be sold when and where there was 
a short supply，to maintain stable prices and supplies. In 
Ch'in and early Han to c. 110 B.C. probably had narrower 
responsibilities，possibly involved with the dyeing of silks 
as traditionally reported. Headed by a Director (ling), rank 
600 bushels in Han; originally under the Chamberlain for 
the Palace Revenues (shao-fu)y from 110 B.C. under the 
Chamberlain for the National Treasury (ta-nung ling, from 
104 B.C. ta ssu-nung); after Han, again under the Cham-
berlain for the Palace Revenues into the S. Dynasties. HB: 
bureau of equalization and standards. P37, 40. 

4706 p’íng-ckŭn àn 平隼案 
SUNG: Price Stabilization Section, one of 6 Sections (an) 
in the Right Section (yu-ts’ao) of the Ministry of Revenue 
(hu-pu) from the 1080s, apparently continuing functions 
previously carried out by units of the State Finance Com-
mission (san ssu) of early Sung, i.e., monitoring state ef-
forts to regulate the prices of commodities other than grain 
(see ch'ang-p'ing an, ch'ang-p'ing ts'ang); staffing not clear. 
Also a unit in the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu 
ssu)t staffing not clear; either cooperated with the work of 
the Ministry of Revenue just described or superseded the 
Ministry in this realm in S. Sung; relationship not clesu-. 
SP: service de Véquilibre des prix; bureau chargé de main”:_ 
tenir Véquilibre des prix. 

4707 p'íng-chŭn wŭ 平準務 
SUNG: Price Stabilization Agency, from 1100 the name 
of the Market Exchange Offices (shih-i ssu) instituted in 
1072 by the reform minister Wang An-shih. 

4708 p'ìng-chân 聘君 
Gentleman Summoned to Office: from early in the S. Dy-
nasties if not before, a common unofficial reference to a 
man nominated by territorial administrators and summoned 
to court for possible placement in the officialdom; equiv-
alent to cheng-chŭn. The term was applicable whether or 
not the nominee responded to his summons. 

4709 p'íng-hsiăng shih 馮相氏 
CHOU: lit., one who mounts (p'ing) to a topographic height 
and observes (hsiang) the sky: Astronomical Observer, 4 
ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih) and 4 as Ju-
nior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of 
Rites (ch'un-kuan) who reported celestial phenomena to the 
Grand Astrologer (ta-shih, t'ai-shih). CL: officier chargé de 
monîer et d'observer, 

4710 pHng-shìh 萍氏 
CHOU: lit., duckweed man: River Patroller, 2 ranked as 
Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih) t members of the Ministry of 
Justice (ch'iu-kuan) who supervised efforts to keep water-
ways of the royal domain free .of floating weeds and debris; 
also reportedly checked on the quality of wines available 
for river festivals and warned residents against overindul-
gence in wine, and tried to prevent damage from flooding. 
CL: préposé aux lentilles d'eau ou plantes floîtantes. 
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4711 p'íng-shìh 平事 
See under p'ing (Arbiter). 

4712 p'íng-shìh 評事 
(1) N-S DIV: occasional unofficial variant of p'ing (Ar-
biter). (2) SUI-SUNG, CHIN, MING-CH'ING: Case Re-
viewer, established in c. 607 in the Court of Judicial Re-
view (ta-li 48 in Sui, 8 in T'ang, 12 in Sung, 6 then 
3 in Chin, 2 in Ming and Ch'ing, one each Left and Right; 
rank 8b2 in T'ang, 8b in Sung, 8a in Chin, 7a in Ming and 
Ch’ing. In Sui and T'ang toured the empire inspecting ju-
dicial records and impeaching officials for mishandling ju-
dicial cases, but later in their capital office handled judicial 
paperwork received from units of territorial administration 
and recommended approval or disapproval of trial proce-
dures and sentences. In Ch'ing their jurisdiction came to 
be limited to cases involving the death penalty. RR+SP: 
enquêteur judiciaire. BH: assistant secretary of the court of 
judicature and revision. P22, 

4713 p，íng-skìfi sMh 評事史 
T'ANG: Case Reviewer's Clerk, 24 unranked subofficials 
attached to Case Reviewers (p'ing-shih) of the Court of Ju-
dicial Review (ta-li ssu). RR: scribe d'enquêteur judiciaire. 
P22. 

4714 fíng-tào ckûn 平道軍 
T'ANG: lit., army of the way of equality, possibly under-
stood commonly as army to pacify the Circuits (ĭao): Army 
of the Celestial Cornucopia, named after two stars in Virgo; 
one of 12 regional supervisory headquarters for militia Gar-
risons (fu) called the Twelve Armies (shih-erh chtin); ex-
isted only from 620 to 623 and again from 625 to 636. RR: 
armée (de la constellation) de la route de I'égalité. P44, 

4715 pHng-tuàn kuăn 評斷官 
SUNG: Sentence Evaluator, one of several categories of 
duty assignments in the Judicial Control Office (shen-hsing 
yŭan) of early Sung, established from 991 to 1080 to re-
view judicial cases processed by the Ministry of Justice 
(hsing-pu) and the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu); 
number variable, service limited to 3 years (?). Apparently 
also called hsiang-tuan kuan, q.v. SP: examinateur judi-
ciaire. 

4716 p'íng-yŭ ssū 憑由司 
SUNG: abbreviation of ho-t'ung p'ing-yu ssu (Certificate 
Validation Office). 

4717 po 
Also see under the romanization pai. 

4718 pó 伯 
Earl: a title of nobility (chueh)f normally awarded to men 
not members of the ruling family, normally inheritable by 
the eldest son. In Chou, 3rd most prestigious of the 5 noble 
titles held by Feudal Lords (chu-hou), following Duke (kung) 
and Marquis (hou) and preceding Viscount (tzu) and Baron 
(nan). Not used in Ch'in and Han. From the era of N-S 
Division through the remainder of imperial history the an-
cient Chou noble nomenclature generally prevailed, but Earl 
was seldom used without qualifying prefixes, e.g., chiin-
po (Commandery Earl), k'ai-kuo po (Dynasty-founding Earl). 
Cf. kung-po, tsung-po, fang-po. CL: prince feudataire du 
troisième rang. RR + SP: comte. BH: earl. P65. 

4719 pô-chăng 百長 
CH'ING: lit.，leader of 100 men: Assistant Commander , 
a petty military title used in western frontier regions such 
as Ch'ing-hai and Tibet, for aides to either Battalion Heads 
(ch'ien-hu chang) or Company Heads (po-hu chang). P72. 

1727 po-fu chang 
4720 pácW 百騎 
T'ANG: Hundred Cavaliers, an elite group of mounted 
archers selected from the Imperial Army of Original Fol-
lowers (yŭan-ts'ung chin-chiin) and, after 661, from the Forest 
of Plumes Armies (yŭ-lin chŭn), all of the Northern Com-
mand (pei-ya), to escort the Emperor on hunts and other 
outings. Also referred to as the Standby Guard (i-weì). In 
689 the Hundred Cavaliers were expanded somewhat and 
retitled the Thousand Cavaliers ich'ien chi)y and in 707 (710?) 
they were retitled the Myriad Cavaliers (wan-chi), although 
it is likely they never exceeded 1,000 at most. In 710 the 
unit was transformed into 2 new units of the Northern Com-
mand, the Left and Right Militant as Dragons Armies (lung-
wu chun). RR: cent cavaliers. 

4721 pó-chí4ièh 勃極烈 
CHIN: Chief, Chinese rendering of a Jurchen word used 
from predynastic times to designate hereditary leaders of 
Jurchen groups leagued under a Supreme Chief (tu po-chi-
lieh). As the Jurchen gradually developed a Chinese-style 
state organization, such nobles became heads of all impor-
tant state agencies, resembling Yŭan dynasty ta-lu'hua-ch'ih 
(Overseers), with a wide variety of qualifying prefixes. In 
Ch'ing times the term was said to be equivalent to the Man-
chu noble title Beile (pei-lo). The whole category of po-
chi-lieh was abolished in 1134, as Chin began adopting 
Chinese titles. 

4722 pó-chíh 白直 
T'ANG: lit. meaning not clear, probably a commoner (po) 
who undertook governmental duty on a requisitioned basis 
and in some rotational pattern (chih): Attendant, petty sub-
officials found in groups of 16, 13, 20, 24，etc., in Pre-
fectures (chou, fu); specific functions not clear. P49, 53. 

4723 pó^chín 勃蓳 
CHIN: Clan Leader, Chinese rendering of a Jurchen word; 
from predynactic times the basic leaders of Jurchen society, 
in war assigned as Company Commanders (mou-k'o; Chinese 
po-hu) or Battalion Commanders (meng-an; Chinese ch'ien-
hu). Abolished in the 1130s, melded into the continuing 
sociomilitary groups mou-k'o and meng-an (Companies, 
Battalions). Also see po-chi-lieh. 

4724 pō-fă cWuán-yŭn kuăn 撥發船運官 
SUNG: Cargo Dispatcher, designation of officials on duty 
assignments delegated from regular posts in local admin-
istrative units, probably on short-term ad hoc bases, to di-
rect the unloading and distributing of cargo from military 
cargo boats under a Director-general of Military Supplies 
(tsung-ling), possibly only in Szechwan during active mil-
itary campaigning. SP: fonctionnaire chargé de distribuer 
la cargaison des bateaux de transport. 

4725 pō-fā ts'ūi-kāng 撥發催綱 
SUNG: Dispatcher and Expediter, duty assignment of an 
official serving in the river transport system, probably del-
egated on an ad hoc basis from a local administrative unit. 
SP: chargé de distribuer les expeditions et d'activer les con-
vois. 

4726 p A / i í柏府o r栢府 
From Han on, an unofficial reference to the Censorate (yìi-
shih t'ai, tu ch'a-yŭan) y whose quarters in Han times were 
distinguished by a large cedar tree (po) frequented by large 
numbers of birds. See po-t'ai. 

4727 pð-fŭcMng 召夫長 
Lit., leader of 100 men, normally implying laborers: Fore-
man: throughout imperial history an occasional variant ref-
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erence to po-hu (Company Commander). Also cf. po-hu 
chang. 

4728 pó-hăi ch yì-tān kuēi-míng 
渤海契丹歸明 

SUNG: Surrendered Po-hai and Khitan Forces, a mili-
tary group of surrendered or defected soldiers from the Khi-
tan Liao state and its northeastern neighbor, Po-hai; incor-
porated into the Sung armies (period not clear) under the 
Palace Command {tien-ch'ien ssu). SP: armée de ... soumis. 

4729 /wWtó砝沩百戲師 
HAN: Player, 26 professional (perhaps hereditary) theat-
rical performers under the Director of Palace Entertain-
irents (ch'eng-hua ling), a subordinate of the Chamberlain 
A or the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); apparently only in Later 
Han. The name literally suggests “masters of 100 (i.e., a 
wide variety of) theatrics," implying variety show or 
vaudeville performers. May be encountered in the abbre-
viated form hsi-shih. P10, 

4730 pó-hsŭéft húng-jú 博學鴻儒 
CH'ING: Erudi te Scholasticus, name of an extraordinary 
Special Examination {chìh-k'ó) given only once, in 1679， 
to entice reclusive Chinese scholars into the officialdom, 
but also open to Chinese already serving the Manchus; also 
the designation of the degree awarded to passers. It was a 
very difficult general literary examination, and the 50 men 
who passed were promptly assigned to the Historiography 
Office (shih-kuan) of the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yuan) 
and set to work compiling the official history of the Ming 
dynasty. 

4731 pó-hsŭéh hŭng-ts，ái 博學宏材 
LIAO: Erudite of Promise, one of several Special Ex-
aminations (chih-k'o) offered irregularly to recruit Chinese 
scholars into the officialdom. 

4732 pó-hsūêh hŭng-tz9
ŭ 博學宏詞 or 鴻詞 

T'ANG, SUNG, CH'ING: Erudite Literatus, name of a 
Special Examination (chih-k'o) given to recruit men of ex-
traordinary literary talents, whether in or out of the offi-
cialdom, to serve in such compiling agencies as the Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yŭan). Initiated in 717, when only 2 can-
didates passed. In 731 given relatively regular status as a 
Special Examination. Revived in S. Sung and again in Ch'ing 
times. In examinations of 1733 and 1735 no candidate 
passed. Commonly abbreviated to hung-îz'u. Not to be con-
fused with po-hsŭeh hung-ju (Erudite Scholasticus). 

4733 pð-hù 百戶 
CHIN-CH ING: lit., 100 (military) households: Company 
Commander , a regular military officer, rank 6a, theoret-
ically in charge of 100 soldiers; in Yuan and Ming his com-
mand was called a po-hu so (Company). In Ch'ing the title 
was apparently used only for aboriginal tribal chieftains in 
the Southwest. Often rendered as Centurion. 

4734 pó-hù chăng 呑戶長 
Lit.，leader of 100 households: Company Commander , an 
occasional variant of po-hu; in Ch'ing times one of many 
titles awarded aboriginal tribal chieftains of the Southwest. 
Cf. po-fu chart 

4735 百戶所 
YUAN-MING: lit., locality, place, or base of 100 (mili-
tary) households: Company theoretically comprising 100 
soldiers quartered in one place or camp (ÍO); used princi-
pally in reference to troops in garrison, not as a unit of 
tactical organization. Normally occurs as a place-name fol-
lowed simply with so. In both dynasties the troops were 

hereditary and, with their families，constituted a residential 
unit, 10 of which made a Battalion (ch'ien-hu so). The 
Company Commander (po-hu) was assisted by Squad Com-
manders (chia-chang, p'ai-t'ou) in Yiian, by Platoon Com-
manders (tsung-ch'i) and Squad Commanders (hsiao-ch'i) 
in Ming. Also see wei-so. Cf. tsu, t'un, t'ui, t'uan, niu-lu, 
tso-ling, shao. 

4736 pó4 ch9īng'hsiàng 白衣卿相 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit., a high minister in plain clothes, i .e. , 
someone not yet in high office but having the qualifications 
and potentiality for attaining it: Potential Dignitary, an un-
official laudatory reference to a new Metropolitan Graduate 
(chin-shih) in the civil service recruitment examination se-
quence. 

4737 pó-ī lĭng-chíh 白衣領職 
N-S DIV: iit.，to hold a post in plain clothes, i.e., without 
wearing the costume prescribed by regulations: Appointee 
on Punitive Probation, one kind of punishment for offi-
cials, depriving them of formal status and rank but author-
izing them to remain in office, hence having an opportunity 
to redeem themselves by their future conduct. 

4738 pó-k’ò 伯克 
CH'ING: Chinese transcription of Beg or Bey, a generic 
term for chiefs of Moslem groups in Central Asia, espe-
cially tìiose in modern Sinkìang, with gradations in status 
indicated by prefixes also transcribed from foreign words. 
BH: Beg. P70. 

4739 pó-kuàn 召 t 
Lit.’ 100 officials: All Officials or the Officialdom， 
throughout history a common collective reference to all of-
ficials serving in the governmental hierarchy, from top to 
bottom, including both civil and military services. 

4740 pŏ-kuàn àn召唱案 
SUNG: Officials Section, one of 8 Sections (an) in the Tax 
Bureau (tu-chih ssu)t one of the 3 agencies that constituted 
the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; nor-
mally headed by an Administrative Assistant (p'an-kuan, 
t'ui-kuan); monitored the receipt and issuance of ftmds needed 
for officials’ salaries, various state ceremonies, mainte-
nance of the postal relay system, etc. SP: service des fonc-
tionnaires. 

4 7 4 1 pð-k，uéi 百揆 
Lit.，one who takes care of all (the 100) things: Chief Ex-
ecutive, from antiquity an unofficial reference to an ex-
traordinarily influential and powerful executive in the cen-
tral government such as a Counselor-in-chief {ch'eng-hsiang), 
a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang), a Senior Grand Secretary 
{shou-fu), etc. 

M742 pð-kŭng ckiĕn 百工監 
T'ANG: Directorate of General Production, one under each 
regional military Area Command {tu-tu / « ) , responsible for 
the production of boats and carriages and for various con-
struction projects; headed by a Director {chien), rank 8a2; 
one also under the Directorate for the Palace Buildings 
{chiang-tso chien) from 618 till terminated in the era 627-
649; located in modern Shansi Province, specialized in the 
production of boats and carriages; headed by a Director, 
probably 7a2. RR: directeur des cent travaux. 

4743 pð lí 百里 
Lit.，100 Chinese miles: from Han times, a self-deprecatory 
term used by District Magistrates (hsien-ling, chih-hsien), 
traditionally explained as reflecting the attitude "How can 
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100 miles be the road of a great worthy?” The implications 
are not wholly clear. 

4744 pó-p，áo-tzŭ 白袍子 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit., those in plain (white?) gowns, sig-
nifying a confusing abundance of people: an unofficial ref-
erence to Examination Candidates at a civil service re-
cruitment examination. 

4745 pó-shĕn 白身 or pd-sAìA 白士 
Commoner: throughout history, an ordinary person with 
no official status, but in the case of po-shih having social 
standing as a man of good repute. 

4746 pó-shìh 博士 
Erudi te v an official of special, broad skill and knowledge. 
(1) Throughout imperial history, a staff member of the 
Chamberlain for Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang) or，from N. Ch'i 
on, the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); a rit-
ual specialist, early held in considerable esteem, in Han 
ranked at 600 bushels，but thereafter gradually sank in es-
teem, to rank 7b in N. Wei; 6，7bl, in T'ang; 4，8a，in 
Sung; 2，7a, in Chin and Yiian; in Ming one, 7a，relegated 
to the Archives (tien-pu t'ing) of the Court of Imperial Sac-
rifices; in ChMng 3，7a. In Ch'in and Han reportedly guided 
the imperial carriage, participated in major court policy de-
liberations, particularly recommended appropriate posthu-
mous epithets for distinguished officials. In Sung the post 
was again highly esteemed if of low rank; Grand Council-
ors (tsai-hsiang) sometimes held such appointments con-
currently. Otherwise, the Erudites were not highly es-
teemed and were apparently limited to the handling of 
detailed preparations for state ritual ceremonies. In Ming 
their traditional responsibility for recommending posthu-
mous epithets was taken over by the Grand Secretariat (nei-
kó). In many eras the post was a sinecure. It is often found 
in the more specific form t'ai-ch'ang po-shih (Emdite of the 
Court of Imperial Sacrifices), which differentiates it from 
the title Erudite of the National University (kuo-tzu po-shih; 
see #2 below). P27. (2) From Han on throughout imperial 
history, the designation of a teacher in an organized state 
school, almost without exception a school located in the 
dynastic capital; especially, from 124 B.C., a principal 
teacher in the National University {t'ai-hsūeh), commonly 
specified by the title kuo-tzu po-shih (Erudite of the Na-
tional University). Through Han and much of the era of N-
S Division, few distinctions were made between these and 
the Erudites described under (1) above; it was not until N. 
Wei or perhaps Sui that a clear differentiation was made 
between the ritual Erudites of the Court of Imperial Sac-
rifices and the teaching Erudites, from Sui on principally 
in schools supervised by the Directorate of Education {kuo-
tzu chien). In T^ang, e.g., these schools were the National 
University (t'ai-hsŭeh), the School for the Sons of the State 
(kuo-tzu hstìeh)’ the School of the Four Gates (ssu-men 
hsŭeh), the Law School (lii-hsŭeh), the Calligraphy School 
(shu-hsŭeh), and the Mathematics School (suan-hsueh). Other 
teaching Erudites were on the staffs of the Sung dynasty 
Directorate of Education's Military School (wu-hsueh); the 
Medical School (i-hsìieh) maintained at the capital by the 
T'ang-Sung Imperial Medical Service (t'ai-i chŭ) including 
an Erudite for General Medicine (i po-shih), an Erudite for 
Acupuncture (chen po-shih), an Erudite for Massage (an-
mo po~shih)y and an Erudite for Exorcism (chou-chin po-
shih); various Sui-Ch'ing astrological and astronomical 
services (see t'ai-shih chu, t'ai-shih chien, ssu-t'ien t'ai, ssu-
fieri chien, ch'in-t'ien chien) including Erudites of the Water 
Clock {lou-k'o po-shih); and various institutes and acade-

*748 po-shih 
mies such as the Court of Imperial Calligraphy (han-lin yŭ-
shu yiian) maintained by the Sung dynasty Artisans Institute 
{han-lin yŭan). Usage of the title Erudite for teachers in 
schools outside the dynastic capital (and some auxiliary 
capitals such as Loyang in T'ang and Nanking in Ming) was 
a temporary aberration. Erudites served in some Prince-
doms (wang-kuo) during the first Han reigns，no doubt more 
ritual than teaching Erudites. N. Wei ordered the appoint-
ment of Erudites in schools at Region (chou) and Com-
mandery (chŭn) levels, and this practice reoccurred in very 
limited ways at the Prefecture (chou, fu) level in Sui, T'ang, 
and Liao. Emperor Yang of Sui even ordered that Erudites 
be appointed in District Schools (hsien-hsŭeh). By Ming 
and Ch'ing times the teaching title was restricted to the Di-
rectorate of Education and the Directorate of Astronomy 
(ch'in-t'ien chien) in the central government. Originally, in 
Han, teaching Erudites were more fully identified as Eru-
dites of the Five Classics (wu-ching po-shih)^ a title per-
petuated throughout history for Erudites in the National 
University; and other Erudites, such as the Erudites of the 
Water Clock mentioned above, were normally identified by 
specifying prefixes. Erudites of the Five Classics from the 
beginning were specialists in a single classic each and were 
sometimes even more specifìcally designated, e.g., as Eru-
dite of the Five Classics (Specializing in) the Mao (Version 
of the Classic of) Songs (wu-ching mao-shih po-shih). Eru-
dites of the Five Classics originally shared the relatively 
high 600-bushel rank of their ritual counterparts on the staff 
of the Chamberlain for Ceremonials, and occasionally in 
Han a post as teaching Erudite was filled by an official of 
the very high 2,000-bushel category. Erudites' status de-
clined after Han, although Ch’en of the S. Dynasties gave 
them regular rank at the 1,000-bushel level. From T'ang 
through Ch'ing they held low ranks from 7b to 9b. The 
original Han number was 14. As the National University 
grew from an enrollment of 50 to 1 ’000 to an astonishing 
30,000 (Later Han), the number of Erudites swelled to as 
many as 70. They probably never approached that number 
again after Han, even in the multiple schools maintained at 
the capital especially in T’ang and Sung times. By Ming, 
when the Directorate of Education in fact constituted a sin-
gle National University, it had an authorized staff of only 
5 Erudites; and Ch’ing reduced that number first to 3 and 
then to 2. Such Erudites were administratively subordinate 
throughout history to a Chancellor {chi-chiu) t originally a 
post filled by the Erudites in rotation, but from the era of 
N-S Division a regular post itself; in Ming the Erudites con-
stituted an Office of Erudites (po-shih t'ing) within the Na-
tional University. From the era of N-S Division the Eru-
dites were assisted by various categories of Instructors (chu-
chiao, hsŭeh-cheng, hsueh-lu). Also cf. hsŭeh-shih, po-hsŭeh 
.... HB: erudit. RR: maître au vaste savoir, SP:professeur. 
BH: doctor, (in the Directorate of Astronomy:) mathema-
tician. P34. 

4747 pð shíh 百石 
HAN-N-S DIV: Hundred Bushels, very low category of 
rank as measured in annual salary grain; sometimes used 
as if it were the title of a subofficial functionary of such 
salary status. P68. 

4748 pò-shīh 縛師 
CHOU: Master of Metal Bells, 2 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih) ’ members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan) who specialized in the use of a type of bell 
called po, the tone of which was used in tuning other metal 
instruments. Cf. chung-shih (Master of the Bells). CL: maître 
des cloches po. 
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4749 pó-shìh chì-chiŭ 博士祭酒 
HAN: Chancellor of the Erudites, administrative director 
of the National University (t'ai-hsŭeh), rank 600 bushels; 
revival in Later Han of the Former Han post called po-shih 
p'u-yeh. Also see chi-chiu. HB: libationer of the erudíts. 
P34. 

4750 pó'Shìhliù'Chlng chì-chiŭ 博士六經祭酒 
HAN: Erudite Exalter of the Six Classics, a variant of 
liu-ching chi-chiu, q.v. 

4751 /wí-sAìA/rií-jèA 博士僕射 
HAN: Chief Administrator of the Erudites in the Na-
tional University (t'ai-hsŭeh) in Former Han; in Later Han 
changed to Chancellor of the Erudites {po-shih chi-chiu); 
in both cases, normally filled on a concurrent basis by one 
of the Erudites (po-shih). Also see p'u-yeh. HB: supervisor 
of the erudits. P34. 

4752 pó-shìh shīh 博士師 
HAN: from A.D. 1 an official variant of po-shih (Erudite). 
P34. 

4753 pó-shìh ŭ-tzŭ 博士弟子 
HAN: lit., disciple of the Erudites (po-shih) t first appointed 
in 124 B.C.: National University Student, a promising 
man admitted to the National University {t'ai-hsŭeh) at the 
dynastic capital on the basis of a recommendation by a ter-
ritorial administrator; pursued studies of classical texts for 
one year; if successful in examinations given then, became 
a qualified member of the official class and might join the 
pool of expectant appointees to ofiice called Court Gentle-
men (lang) at the capital or might seek an appointment on 
the staff of a District Magistrate {hsien-ling) or a higher 
territorial administrator. Comparable to chien-sheng of the 
late imperial dynasties. Commonly abbreviated to ti-tzu. P34. 

4754 pó-skìk ă-tzŭ yiián 博士弟子賢 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Government Student 
(sheng-yŭan) in a state-established Confucian School (ju-
hsŭeh) from the District (hsien) up to the Prefecture (fu) 
level. 

4 7 5 5 /wí-sAìAí， í i^ 傅士廳 
MING: Office of Erudites in the Directorate of Education 
{kuo-tzu chien), i.e., the National University; merely the 
collective designation of the Erudites of the Five Classics 
{wu-ching po-shih)，rank 8b, who directed the teaching of 
National University Students (chien-sheng). P34. 

4756 pð-ssā shù-fŭ 百司庶、府 
Lit., the 100 offices and the multitude of agencies: from 
antiquity an unofficial general reference to the whole gov-
ernmental establishment. 
4757 pð-ssŭ wèn-shìh yèh-chĕ 百司問事謁者 
T'ANG: Receptionist for AU Inquiries, rank 7a2, in each 
Princely Establishment {wang-fu) until abolished between 
690 and 705; functions not clear, since wen-shih was a T'ang 
title for functionaries who interrogated offenders and beat 
them with the bamboo; possibly used less specifically here, 
designating the doorman of a Píince's private residence (?). 
RR: fonctionnaire chargé d'introduire les visiteurs et les 
(ýfaìres de tous les services (?). P69. 

4758 pó-t'ăi 柏臺 or 栢臺 
Lit., cedar-tree pavilion. (1) From Han on, an unofficial 
reference to the Censorate (yii-shih t'ai, tu ch'a-yŭan); see 
under po-fu. (2) CH'ING: also an unofficial reference to a 
ProvinciaJ Surveillance Commission (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih 
ssu). 

4759 pó-wàngyūàn-shìh 博望苑使 
HAN: Commissioner of the Park of Broad Vistas (?): 
sources are confusing, but apparently someone so desig-
nated was appointed to be a companion to the Heir Ap-
parent who became Emperor Wu (r. 141-87 B.C.); con-
sidered an antecedent of tìie later title t'ai-tzu pin-k'o (Adviser 
to the Heir Apparent). P67. 

4760 pó-yun 白雲 
Lit., white clouds: from high antiquity an unofficial ref-
erence to judicial agencies and officials, especially to the 
Sui-Ch'ing Minister of Justice (hsing-pu shang-shu). 

4761 pŭ 卜 
Lit., to divine, a diviner: from the Shang dynasty of high 
antiquity, the designation of a Diviner at the ruler's court. 
See ta-pu, t'aì-pu. 

4762 pŭ 簿 
LIAO, YUAN; occasional variant of chu-pu (Recorder or 
Assistant Magistrate), q.v. P27, 54. 

4763 pŭ 補 
Lit., to patch, to repair; hence, to fill a vacancy, one of the 
common terms meaning to appoint, normally used 
throughout history to indicate that the position in question 
had been unoccupied for some time, so that the new ap-
pointee could not go through the ritual and practical pro-
cedures of relieving a predecessor. The term normally did 
not suggest any special, temporary, or probationary con-
ditions of appointment. 

4764 pù 部 
Ety. not at all clear; combination of a graph meaning fief 
or a comparably important locality (right side: /) with an-
other (left side: pu) with the only recorded early meaning 
to spit out (?); likely a late-developing graph derived from 
an unidentifiable homophone, perhaps meaning to cut apart, 
to divide (?); the post-Chou text Chou-li used the graph for 
the central ting from which the arc-like ribs of a chariot 
canopy spread outward. Lit., principally suggests a part, 
section, or division of a whole, a sense that underlies all 
of the usages described below. (1) Throughout history, the 
designation of a Tribe of non-Chinese peoples, most com-
monly in such compounds as pu-tsu and pu-lo, qq.v. (2) 
HAN-N-S DIV: Division of a Campaigning Army (ying)’ 
variable in number but according to an old saying 5 under 
the command of a General-in-chief (ta chiang-chŭn), pre-
sumably fewer normally in an Army (chŭn) under a General 
(chiang-chŭn); each led by a Commandant (hsiao-wei) and 
subdivided into several Regiments (ch'u). This usage per-
sisted through the S. Dynasties and even into N. Wei, but 
with a less specific hierarchical sense, perfiaps best ren-
dered Troop; see liu-pu wei (Commandant of the Capital 

•Patrol). Also seepu~ch'ŭ. HB: regiment. (3) HAN: Region, 
generic designation of 13 province-size areas into which the 
empire was divided from 106 B.C. to c. 10 B.C. for ad-
ministrative supervision and coordination of Commanderíes 
(chtìn), Princedoms (wang-kuo), etc., by Regional Inspec-
tors (tz'u-shih, pu tz'u-shih, chou tz'u-shih), who were itin-
erant Censors (yŭ-shìh) delegated from the central govern-
ment and accountable to the Palace Aide to the Censor-in-
chief (yu-shìh chung-ch'eng); in c. 12 B.C. the name pu 
was changed to the very durable name chou, q.v. HB: re-
gional division, province (?). (4) From late Han on, Min-
istry, in mature Sui—Ch’ing government the generic term 
for the Six Ministries (liu pu) that were the core general 
administration units in the central government; apparently 
originated as part of the name Personnel Section (lì-pu ts'ao), 
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the designation of one of 6 units among which Imperial 
Secretaries (shang-shu) were divided in the steadily more 
important Imperial Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai) of Later Han, 
but did not itself gain currency until the Three Kingdoms 
period, when it began to compete interchangeably with the 
older term ts'ao (Section) as the generic name of major con-
stituent units in the developing Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng). RR+SP: ministère. BH: ministry, board. 
(5) CH'ING: League of Outer Mongolian Banners (ch'i); 
see under ai-ma-k'o. (6) CH'ING: Province, 4 established 
in Tibet under this generic name by the Manchus, no doubt 
related to the uses rendered above as Tribe and League. Cf. 
sheng (Province). 

4765 pù-chŭng 部長 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Minister {shang-
shu), the head of a Ministry (pu); see under liu pu (Six 
Ministries). 

4766 pŭ-ch'én 逋臣 
Lit., a fleeing minister or subject: Defector, traditional term 
for a man who had left one regime to serve another or who 
had repudiated his ruler and become a recluse; the usage 
normally had strong pejorative implications. Cf. pu-k'o. 

4767 pŭ-cWén 部臣 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: Ministry Officials，common collective 
reference to the official personnel, especially executive of-
ficials, of the Ministries (pu) of the central government (see 
under liu pu, Six Ministries) or of any single Ministry. 

4768 pă-chèng 卜正 
T'ANG-SUNG: Divination Director: in T’ang 2’ rank 9b2, 
in the Imperial Divination Office (t'ai-pu shu) of the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu)\ in Sung apparently 
non-official specialists attached to the Imperial Diviner (t'ai-
pu) in the same Court; number not clear. RR+SP: directeur 
de la divination. P27. 

4769 pă chèng-míng 補正名 
SUNG: lit.’ to fill a vacancy among the regular titles，i.e., 
Promoted to Official Status: a term used when someone 
"outside the current” (liu-wai), specifically a subofficial 
functionary (//), upon recommendation of his official su-
periors, took and passed an examination qualifying him to 
be a regular, ranked official (kuan); a device used to help 
fill the lower ranks of the officialdom, such appointees ap-
parently having little hope of more distinguished careers. 

4770 pù'Chèng ssū 布政司 and pà-chèng 
shih 使 

MING-CH'ING: common abbreviated references to a Pro-
vincial Administration Commission and its head, a Pro-
vincial Administration Commissioner (see under ch'eng-
hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu). 
4771 pù-ck,éng 部丞 
HAN: Regional Assistant to the Chamberlain for the Na-
tional Treasury (ta ssu-nung), 13 appointed under Emperor 
P'ing (r. A.D. 1-5)，each to (go out and?) stimulate agri-
culture and sericulture in one of Han's 13 province-size Re-
gions (pu, chou), the name of which was presumably pre-
fixed to his title. In Later Han the number shrank to one, 
and the function changed to being in charge of the Cham-
berlain^ treasury. Then the term pu cannot have had any 
meaning beyond the possible sense of dealing with reve-
nues submitted by the various Regions; it was perhaps re-
tained in the title principally to differentiate the pu-ch'eng 
from the single ordinary Aide (ch'eng, q.v.) to the Cham-
berlain, who was apparently of higher status. HB: divi-
sional assistant. 

pu-ch'ŭeh 
4772 pù ch'ĕng-chíh 不稱職 
MING: Inadequate, one of 3 evaluation categories to which 
officials were assigned in evaluations given generally every 
3 years, as distinguished from Ordinary ip'ìng-ch'ang) and 
Adequate (ch'eng-chih); to be rated Inadequate meant to be 
deserving of demotion, dismissal, or other punishment. 

4773 pù-chí 部集 
HAN: Divisional Gatherer (?)’ an officer in a military Di-
vision (pu), apparently responsible for keeping the com-
mander informed of conditions among the troops and units 
of the Division, but status and functions not at all clear. 
HB: regimental gatherer. 

4774 pù-chiàng 部將 
(1) HAN: Divisional Subaltern, unofficial reference to of-
ficers subordinate to the Commandant (hsiao-wei) of a Di-
vision (pu)t the principal subdivision of an Army (chŭn, 
ying). Cf. chiang-chŭn, chiang, (2) SUNG: Troop Com-
mander, one of several quasiofficial titles that emerged in 
the confused transition between N. Sung and S. Sung，de-
noting the leader of a relatively small loyalist military force. 
SP: général-assistant. 

4775 pă ckù-ckiào 卜助敎 
T'ANG: Divination Instructor, 2 unranked specialists in 
the Imperial Divination Office (î'ai-pu shu) of the Court of 
Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). See pu po-shih, pu-
shih. RR: professeur assistant de la divination. 

4776 pù-ch'ă 部曲 
(1) HAN: lit., Divisions and Regiments (seepu and ch'u), 
an unofficial, synecdochic reference to a campaigning Army 
(chiin, ying). Cf. pu-tui, pu-wu. (2) HAN-N-S DIV, MING: 
Private Army, a common borrowing of the normal Han 
usage of (1) above to refer to assemblages of irregular or 
quasiregular troops, often bondservants or otherwise in-
dentured retainers, under the control of regional warlords 
or local great ramìlies. See chia-ping, i-pìng. (3) HAN-
MING: Private Retainer，a reference to an individual 
member of such an assemblage as is described under (2) 
above or, apparently from late in the era of N-S Division 
until the usage faded out in early Sung, a reference to one 
category of indentured peasants close to the status of serfs 
or slaves working the agrarian lands of great families who 
formed the social elite. 

4777 pă-cWūèh 補闕 
Lit., to fill a vacancy or an omission. (1) Throughout his-
tory, one of many terms used with the meaning to appoint; 
see under pu (to appoint). (2) TANG-MING: Rectifier of 
Omissions, one of several titles used for officials known 
generically as Remonstrance Officials {chien-kuan, yen-
kuan), whose prescribed function was to remonstrate with 
rulers about their deviations from honored traditions or from 
laws and administrative regulations, whether in their public 
or private lives, in contrast to Censors (yŭ-shih) and other 
Surveillance Officials (ch'a-kuan), whose traditionallv pre-
scribed function was to keep watch over the officialdom 
and impeach officials for misconduct. Rectifiers of Omis-
sions were specifically responsible for checking drafts of 
proclamations and other documents flowing from the throne 
so as to return for reconsideration any that they considered 
inappropriate in form or substance, or to propose correc-
tions; this procedure is commonly referred to as exercise of 
a veto power (see under feng-po), although no Remon-
strance Official had any legal authority over his ruler or any 
legal immunity from punishment at the hands of an irate 
ruler. The position of Rectifier of Omissions was created 
in 685; thereafter there was an authorized staff of 12, rank 

4765-4777 
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7b 1，divided equally between the Chancellery (men-hsia 
sheng) and the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) in the top ech-
elon of the central government, prefixed Left and Right, 
respectively. In Sung, perhaps as early as 988 and probably 
not later than c. 1020，the title was changed to ssu-chien 
(Remonstrator) and the position was transferred from the 
then combined Secretariat-Chancellery (chung-shu men-hsia 
sheng) to an autonomous Remonstrance Bureau (chien-yuan). 
Some sources suggest that the title pu-ch'ŭeh was re-estab-
lished in the Chancellery and the Secretariat in 1183, but 
the circumstances are not clear. In Chin there was a Sung-
style Remonstrance Bureau with both Rectifiers of Omis-
sions and Remonstrators, numbers and ranks not clear. In 
1269 Yŭan established Left and Right Rectifiers of Omis-
sions, but only to assist Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-
chung) keep records of memorials submitted to the throne 
and compile the Imperial Diary {ch'i-chŭ chu); in 1278 the 
title was changed to the more appropriate Imperial Atten-
dant and Concurrent Compiler of the Imperial Diary (shih-
i feng-yŭ chien hsiu ch'i-chŭ chu). In Yuan remonstrance 
fūnctions were explicitly shifted to the Censorate (yti-shih 
t'ai). In early Ming a Remonstrance Bureau was revived 
briefly from 1380 to 1382, but without Rectifiers of Omis-
sion; this title reappeared once more, however, in the 1399-
1402 era, at least one each Left and Right, on the staff of 
the Transmission Commissioner (t'ung-cheng shih). But 
during Ming and Ch'ing, in general, the remonstrance func-
tion was carried on by Censors and Supervising Secretaries. 
Also see chien-i ta-fu, shih-i, cheng-yen, ch'i-chŭ chu pu-
ch'ŭeh, RR+SP: fonctionnaire chargé de reprendre les 
omissions de I'empereur. P19. 

4778 pŭ'Chùn ssū 步軍司 
SUNG: Metropolitan Infantry Command , created in the 
mid-1000s by a division of the original Metropolitan Com-
mand {shih-wei ch'in-chŭn ma-pu ssu) into a Metropolitan 
Infantry Command and a Metropolitan Cavalry Command 
(ma-chŭn ÍÍM); these 2 units together with the pre-existing 
and unchanged Palace Command (tien-ch'ien shih-wei ssu) 
were known collectively as the Three Capital Guards (san 
wei); each was headed by a Commander-in-chief (tu chih-
hui shih), rank 5a. SP: bureau de I'infanterie. 

4779 pŭ-hsièn 布憲 
CHOU: lit., disseminator of fundamental policies or laws: 
Promulgator of the Laws, 2 ranked as Ordinary Service-
men (chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), 
members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) who reg-
ularly disseminated announcements of punishments to the 
public, and information about new laws to both Feudal Lords 
(chu-hou) and local administrators in the royal domain. CL: 
publicateur général. 

4780 pù-ī 布衣 
Lit.，plain cotton clothes: throughout imperial history a ref-
erence to the common people; sometimes used by men of 
learning without official status in humble reference to them-
selves, or by officials in reference to their pre-official sta-
tus. 

4781 pòH 部醫 
YUAN: Ministry Physician, one or more professional, 
probably hereditary, physicians attached to the Ministry of 
Justice (hsing-pu) to provide necessary medical care for state 
prisoners. P13. 

4782 pù4 kuăn 部役官 or pu-i 
CHIN-YUAN: ！it” (official in charge of) laborers requi-
sitioned by the Ministry (of Works?): Labor Foreman, 4， 

rank 8a，in Chin; 7，rank not clear, in Yuan; in the Palace 
Maintenance Office (hsiu-nei ssu); directed gangs of con-
struction workers requisitioned from the general populace 
for work on the imperial palace. P15，38. 

4783 pŭ-jén 卜人 
CHOU: Diviner, 8 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen {chung-
shih) on the staff of the Grand Diviner (ta-pu) in the Min-
istry of Rites (ch'un-kuan); specialists in tortoiseshell div-
ination. Also see pu-shìh. CL: augures ordimires‘ 
4784 pùjùch，ín-tiĕnksiăo-tĭ 不 X 寢殿小& 
CHIN: lit.，retainer not allowed into the imperial bedcham-
ber: variant of wai-chang hsiao-ti (Retainer of the Outer 
Chamber), in 1172 re,ŭt\Qá feng-chih (Steward). Also see 
hsiao-ti, P38. 

4785 pùjùpā-fĕn 不X八分 
CH'ING: lit., not to encroach on the Eight Privileges (see 
pa fen): Lesser, a prefix to certain middle-echelon titles of 
imperial nobility {chŭeh). E.g. , the title rendered herein as 
Lesser Defender Duke {puju pa-feh chen-kuo kung) has the 
literal sense Defender Duke (see chen-kuo kung without 
prefix) ‘‘not to encroach on the Eight Privileges." 

4786 pŭ-kĕng 不更 
CH'IN-HAN: lit., one who does not take a tour or shift of 
active service, apparently signifying one exempted from la-
bor service requisitioned by the state: Grandee of the Fourth 
Order, the 4th lowest of 20 titles of honorary nobility (chŭeh) 
conferred on meritorious subjects. P65. 

4787 pū-k'd 逋客 
MING-CH'ING: lit., a fleeing guest: Evader , a term for 
a recluse trying to avoid political and social involvements; 
the usage does not seem to have pejorative implications. 
Cf. pu-ch'en. 

4788 pù-k'ù 布庫 
SUNG: Cloth Storehouse, one of 25 or more units under 
the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu) in N. Sung’ 
apparently not re-established in S. Sung; staffing not clear, 
probably unranked suboffícials; a storehouse for cloth of 
all sorts submitted as tax receipts from units of territorial 
administration, classified by type pending disposition by the 
court. SP: magasin de toile. 

4789 pù，k，uài 步快 
CH'ING: Runner , one of many kinds of menial posts on 
the staffs of magistrates up to the Prefecture (fu) level, pro-
vided by requisition from among the general populace. 

4790 pŭ'kŭn 補衮 
T'ANG: l i t , patched gown, derivation and relevance not 
clear: unoffícial reference to a Censor-in-chief {yŭ-shih ta-

4791 pŭ4ĭn 補廩 
MING-CH'ING: lit., supplementary stipend; variant of lin-
sheng (Stipend Student). 

4792 pŭ-lò 部落 
Tribe or Tribal Domain: throughout history a common 
reference to any non-Chinese group and the territory it oc-
cupied. Cf. pu-tsu. In the Yuan dynasty, one of several 
terms (see fen-tì, t'ou-hsia) for lands in China granted to 
chiefs of Mongol and some allied tribes as relatively au-
tonomous domains，commonly rendered land grants or ap-
panages. 

4793 pù-pàn 部辦 
MING-CH'ING: abbreviated collective or generic refer-
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ence to Clerical Suboffìcials (shu-pan) of the Six Minis-
tries (liu pu). 

4794 pŭ-pīng hsiào-wèi 步兵校尉 
Infantry Commandant . (1) May be encountered in almost 
any period as an unofficial or quasiofficial title of a military 
officer. (2) HAN-N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： under Emperor Wu 
of Han (r. 141-87 B.C.), one of 5 Commandants (hsiao-
weí) who shared command of the Northern Army (pei-chūn), 
the principal military force at the dynastic capital; had the 
high rank of 2,000 bushels and the responsibility of guard-
ing the entrances to the renowned Imperial Forest Park 
(shang-lin yuan). However, even before the end of Former 
Han the title seems to have become a sinecure to be awarded 
imperial favorites, and it continued in such use through Later 
Han and on to the end of the S. Dynasties, when the prefix 
t'ai-tzu was sometimes added for retainers of the Heir Ap-
parent. HB: colonel of foot soldiers. P23，40. 

4795 pŭ pó-shìh 卜博士 
T ANG-SUNG: Erudite of Divination, 2，rank 9b2，in 
T'ang; number and rank status not clear in Sung; in both 
dynasties under the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang 
ssu), in T'ang through the intermediary Imperial Divination 
Office (t'ai-pu shu), in Sung through the intermediary Im-
perial Diviner (t'ai-pu); ritual specialists in divination arts, 
probably at all times hereditary professionals without nor-
mal civil service qualifications. See po-shih. RR: maître au 
vaste savoir de la divination. SP: professeur de la divina-
tion. 

4796 pŭ-shīh 卜師 
Divination Master. (1) CHOU: 4 ranked as Senior Ser-
vicemen (shang-shih) on the staff of the Grand Diviner (to-
pu) in the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan); specialists in tor-
toiseshell divination. Also see pu-jen. CL: maître d'augu-
ration, (2) T'ANG: 20，apparently unranked hereditary 
professionals, in the Imperial Divination Office (t'ai-pu shu) 
of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). Also 
see pu po-shih, pu chu-chiao. RR: maître de la divination. 

4797 pù.shìh 暴室 
HAN-N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： lit., a house (enclosure) for drying 
in the sun: Palace Isolation Building，a place in the im-
perial palace where palace women were sent to be cured of 
illnesses or in punishment for misbehavior; a eunuch agency 
created in Later Han, headed by a eunuch Aide (ch'eng) to 
the eunuch Director (ling) of the Palace Discipline Service 
(i-t'ing) under the general supervision of the Chamberlain 
for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu). In the S. Dynasties this 
was at times the only remnant of the Palace Discipline Ser-
vice, and the eunuch in charge was titled Director (ling); it 
was then commonly under the joint supervision of the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues and the Chamberlain 
for Attendants (Jcuang-lu-hsun), or under the latter alone. 
HB: drying house. P37. 

4798 pŭ-shīh shēng 卜筮生 
T'ANG: Divination Student, 45 authorized for the Impe-
rial Divination Office (t'ai-pu shu) of the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu), to study divination with tor-
toiseshells and with milfoil stalks under the Office's Eru-
dites of Divination (pu po-shih), Divination Instructors {pu 
cku-chiao), Divination Masters (pu-shih)，etc. RR: élève de 
la divination par Vécaille de tortue et Vachillée. 

4799 pù-shìh yŭ 暴室獄 
HAN: variant of pu-shih (Palace Isolation Building), em-
phasizing its penal aspect. See yu, chao-ytì. HB: prison of 
the drying house. 

4800 pŭ-shdu 補授 
Lit., to appoint to fill a vacancy (see under pu, shou, and 
pu-ch'ŭeh): most commonly used in that literal verbal sense, 
but occasionally encountered in noun form as if for a title, 
meaning Supplementary Appointee, the post or agency 
being indicated by a prefix or by the preceding context. 

4801 pù-shă 部署 
(1) From Han on, may be encountered as a term meaning 
“to divide up and assign matters (to the appropriate of-
fices)." (2) Also from Han on, may be encountered as a 
term meaning “to establish offices or agencies (for the han-
dling of) divided-up and distributed (affairs or business 
matters).” (3) Ministries and Offices: from the era of N-
S Division may be encountered as a generic reference to 
all the agencies of the central government. (4) SUNG: Ad-
ministrator, in very early Sung used as a designation for 
the head of a Superior Prefecture (fu) and in some military 
units’ in the latter cases traditionally equated with the titles 
tsung-kuan (Area Commander-in-chieO and tu tsung-kuan 
(Supreme Area Commander). SP: commandant en chef. 

4802 pù-eáng 部堂 
MING-CTWG: lit., (one who occupies) the principal hall, 
room, or (judge's) bench in a Ministry (pu): Ministry Ex-
ecutive, unofficial reference to an executive official, pri-
marily the Minister (shang-shu) but not uncommonly th^ 
Vice Minister (shih-lang) as well, of any of the Six Min-
istries (liu pu) in the central government; or to a Ming dy-
nasty Supreme Commander or a Ch'ing dynasty Governor-
general (both tsung-tu) of 2 or more contiguous Provinces, 
who normally had nominal status as a Minister or Vice 
Minister. 

4803 捕盗案 
SUNG: Section for the Arrest of Bandits, one of 13 Sec-
tions (an) directly subordinate to the executive officials of 
the S. Sung Ministry of Justice (hsing~pu); staffed with sub-
official functionaries who handled documents relating to 
bandit-suppression activities in units of territorial admin-
istration tlûoughout the empire. SP: service de I'arrêtation 
des bandits. 

4804 pŭ-Hng 捕廳 
CH'ING: lit,’ pavilion or office of a catcher (of lawbreak-
ers): unofficial reference to a District Jailor {tien^hih). 
4805 pà-ts'áo 簿曹 
HAN: Records Section, one of several Sections that formed 
the staff of the Metropolitan Commandant (ssu-li hsiao-weí); 
also one commonly on the staff of each Regional Inspector 
itz'u-shih); in both cases, the Section was headed or manned 
alone by a Retainer Clerk (ts'ung-shih shih). HB; bureau of 
records. 

4806 pŭ-ts，áo 部曹 
MING-CH'ING: lit.，a combination of traditional names 
for important central government agencies，Ministries (pu) 
and Sections (ts'ao): a common, partly archaic general ref-
erence to the central government. 

4807 pŭ-tséi kuān 捕賊官 
Lit., thief-catching official. (1) Throughout history an un-
official reference to officials, subofficial functionaries, or 
hirelings charged with local police functions. (2) T'ANG: 
Metropolitan Police Official, a quasiofficial generic ref-
erence to the District Defenders (hsìen-wei; also see wei) 
of the 2 Districts (hsien) seated at the dynastic capital. P20. 

4808 pŭ-tsŭ 部族 
Tribe: throughout history, one of several common desig-
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nations of groups of non-Chinese peoples; does not seem 
to carry as clearly the additional sense of tribal domain that 
was associated with the term pu-lo, but seems to emphasize 
kinship ties within the group. Also see under pu. 

4809 pù ts'úng-shìh 部從事 
Regional Retainer; see under ts'ung-shih (Retainer) and pu 
(Region; equivalent to chou). 

4810 pù-tòi 部隊 
Divisions and Companies: from Han on, a shorthand, syn-
ecdochic reference to any large military force divisible into 
smaller units. From high antiquity, tui was a designation 
of a military unit of 100 or so men, and in Han a pu (Di-
vision) was the largest constituent unit in an Army (chŭn, 
ying). Cf. pu-wu. 

4811 pû te，û-sW/í 部刺史 
HAN-N-S DIV: Regional Inspector; see under tz'u-shih 
(Regional Inspector) and pu (Region). 

4812 pà-wŭ 部伍 
Divisions and Squads: from Han on, a synecdochic com-
bination of terms for the largest and smallest units in a mil-
itary force to refer generally to the whole Army (chiin, ying). 
See under pu and wu. Also see pu-tui. 

4813 pù-yMn 部員 
CH'ING: variant reference in treaties to Judicial Admin-
isti^itor ipan-shih ssu-yuah), a category of officials in Outer 
Mongolia. 

4814 pù-yŭàn 部院 
(i) MING-CH'ING: collective reference to the Ministries 
(pu; see liu pu) and the Censorate (tu ch'a-yuan), the top 
echelon of civil agencies in the central government. (2) 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Grand Coor-
dinator or Provincial Governor (both hsun-fu), who nor-
mally had nominal status both in one of the Six Ministries 
and in the Censorate of the central government, usually as 
a Vice Minister (shih-lang) and Vice Censor-in-chief ifu tu 
yŭ-shih) or Assistant Censor-in-chief (ch'ien tu yŭ-shih). Use 
of the term pu-yŭan to refer to any Vice Minister seems to 
be a very late Ch'ing practice, possibly originating as late 
as 1901. 

4815 p'ŭ 僕 
(1) Ety. not clear; in antiquity used principally in the senses 
charioteer, servant, slave; hence through later history a term 
of derogation，including a conventionally polite reference 
to oneself. (2) HAN-N-S DIV; Royal Coachman, impor-
tant retainer of a Princess (kung-chu), rank 600 bushels, 
and from 104 B.C. in a Princedom (wang-kuo)t rank from 
1,000 down to 600 bushels, in the latter case after demotion 
from the same 2,000-bushel stipend and the identical title 
of the central government counterpart, the Chamberlain for 
tlje Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u), in efforts to weaken the Prince-
doms by Emperor Wu (r. 141-87 B.C.). Responsible for 
the management of horses and carriages. The Han pattern 
was continued under Wei of the Three Kingdoms and pos-
sibly later. Also see t'ai-tzu p'u (Coachman of the Heir Ap-
parent) ,ch'e-p'u, ch'i-p'u, jung-p'u, li-p'u, ta-p'u, tao-p'u, 
t'ien-p'u, yū-p'u ssu, HB: coachman. P69. 

4816 p}ù 舖 
Lit., a building’ shed, mercantile shop. (1) MING-CH'ING: 
Post Station, a small, often isolated building housing horses 
and runners by which government dispatches were relayed 
between agencies. See i-chan. (2) MING~CH，ING: Neigh-
borhood, a unit of quasiofficial sub-District (hsien) or-
ganization of the population in an urban setting such as Pe-

king, subordinate to a Precinct (fang), sometimes through 
an intermediate Subprecinct (p'ai); led by a Head (t'ou) des-
ignated among the residents. The usage apparently died out 
in early Ch'ing. See pao-chia. Cf. li-chia. 

4817 p'ŭ-chăng 僕長 
Head of the Livery Service; see under t'ai-tzu p'u-ssu (Liv-
ery Service of the Heir Apparent). 

4818 fŭ-ch'én 僕臣 
SUI-CH'ING: unofficial reference to officials of the Court 
of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). 

4819 p'ŭ-chèng 僕正 
CHIN: abbreviated reference to t'ai-tzu p'u-cheng (Director 
of the Livery Service of the Heir Apparent); see under 
t'ai-tzu p'u-ssu. 

4820 p'ŭ-chì t'áng 普濟堂 or p'ŭ-chì yŭàn 院 
CH'ING: lit.，hall for aiding everyone: State Refuge for 
the care of the ill and the poor, by law established in each 
District (hsien), normally with the help of private contrib-
utors. 

4 8 2 1 f ú ' f ū 僕 夫 
CHOU: Aide in the Royal Stud, number and rank not clear, 
each in charge of from one to 12 royal stables (chiu); su-
pervised by 2 Commandants (hiao-jen) in the Ministry of 
War (hsia-kuan). CL: aide-conducteur. 

4822 /；乂：/彻认沩僕人師 
Lit., master of the grooms: throughout imperial history an 
unofficial, archaic reference to the Chamberlain for the 
imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u) or to any Executive Official of the 
Court of the Imperial Stud (see under t'ai-p'u ssu). 

4823 J}，u-sfw 僕射 
See under the romanization p'u-yeh. 

4824 p'ŭ-ssù 僕寺 
Abbreviation of t'ai-tzu p'u-ssu (Livery Service of the Heir 
Apparent). 

4825 p，ù-ssŭ 舖司 
YŬAN: Local Courier Station, established throughout 
the country under supervision of the Ministry of War (ping-
pu), staffed at least in part by Courier Soldiers {p'u-ping)\ 
also called Postal Relay Station (chan ór i, qq.v.)-

4826 p'ŭ-yèh 僕射 
Lit. charioteering archer (suggesting the pronunciation p'u-
shé)s one of the most interesting and important titles in 
Chinese government through the Sung dynasty; tradition-
ally believed to have originated in the early military-dom-
ìnated society's custom of letting the best archers take charge 
of things. (1) CH'IN-N-S DIV; Supervisor or Chief Ad-
ministrator, an ad hoc concuirent assignment to take charge 
of something, used commonly among all kinds of groups— 
civil, military, eunuch，etc., often designating one man in 
a group of equals to be the administrative coordinator, or 
designating someone to take active charge under a nominal 
but inactive head such as a Director (liríg). E.g., Chief Ad-
ministrator of the Erudites {poshih p'u-yeh), Supervisor of 
an Army Farm (chiin-t'un p'u-yeh)t 2 Chief Administrators 
of the Music Office (yŭeh-fu p'u-yeh) under a Director (ling), 
eunuch Chief Administrator of the Palace Discipline Service 
(yung-hsiang chit) under a Director (ling). This usage faded 
in Later Han with the rise to power of the Imperial Sec-
retariat, as noted below, but recurred intermittently through 
the era of N-S Division. (2) HAN-SUNG: Vice Director 
of the Later Han Imperial Secretariat (shang-shu t'oi), 
thereafter of the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu 
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sheng), in both cases under a Director (ling). During the 
era of N-S Division, the appointment of Left and Right Vice 
Directors became the normal practice. Rank 2b in T'ang, 
lb in Sung. The post was initiated in 32 B.C. The next 
most important date in its history is A.D. 626, when the 
Imperial Prince Li Shih-min, who had been serving in his 
father's government as Director of the Department of State 
Affairs, took the T'ang throne, to become the renowned 
ruler known posthumously as T'ang T'ai-tsung. In def-
erence to him，no one accepted the directorship during his 
reign, and thereafter through Sung times the Director was 
an inactive post and the Vice Directors were in fact joint 
heads of the Department. As such, they joined the Director 
of the Secretariat {chung-shu ling) and the Director of the 
Chancellery (men-hsia shih-chung) as senior Grand Coun-
cilors (tsai-hsiang)’ at least in theory attending daily con-
ferences with the Emperor to make decisions about state 
policies. In recognition of their importance, the Vice Di-
rectors were officially retitled Rectifiers of Governance 
(k'uang-cheng) from 662 to 671; from 684 to 705 Ministers 
(hsiang) of the Pavilion of Culture and Prosperity {wen-
ch'ang t'ai, wen-ch'ang tu-sheng)', from 713 to 741 Coun-
selors-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang); and they were commonly 
known by íhe supplementary title Manager of Affairs (p'ing-
chang shih). In Sung the Vice Director of the Left was 
commonly Concurrent Vice Director of the Chancellery 
(chien men-hsia shih-lang), and the Vice Director of the 
Right was commonly Concurrent Vice Director of the Sec-
retariat (chien chung-shu shih-lang); and the pair were nor-
mally de facto heads of the government under the Emperor. 
From the time of Hui-tsung (r. 1100-1125) the Vice Di-
rectors of the Left and Right bore the awesome archaic ti-
tles t'ai-tsai (Senior Grand Councilor) and shao-tsai (Junior 
Grand Councilor), respectively, and they were known by 
such cumbersome full designations as Senior Grand Coun-
cilor Vice Director of the Department of State Affairs Jointly 
Manager of Affairs with the Secretariat-Chancellery (t'ai-
tsai shang-shu p'u-yeh t'ung chung-shu men-hsia p'ing-chang 
shih). In the era 1162-1189 the title Counselor-in-chief 
(ch'eng-hsiang) was again revived. Throughout its history 
the title p'u-yeh was commonly rendered shang-shu p'u-yeh. 
After Sung it dropped from use. RR+SP: vice-président du 
département des affaires d'état. P2, 3. 

4827 sā-măn t，ài-t,ài 薩滿太太 
CH'ING: Shamaness, collective or generic reference to 12 
priestesses of Shamanism, one of the religions officially pa-
tronized by the court; members of the Shamanism Office 
(shen-fang) in the Office of Palace Ceremonial (chang-i ssu) 
of the Imperial Household Administration (nei-wufu); nor-
mally wives of Manchu Imperial Guardsmen (shih-wei) and 
officially entitled Petitioners (ssu-chu). Shared with palace 
eunuchs responsibility for conducting regular Shamanistic 
services in tìie palace of the Empress (the k'un-ming kung) 
and at the Shamanistic Temple (t'ang-tzu) in the dynastic 
capital. The designation is found in several variant, similar-
sounding Chinese transliterations. BH: shamanic priestess. 

4828 să-păo 薩寶 
N-S DIV (N. ChMV-T^ANG: one of several Chinese tran-
scriptions of a Persian word: Persian Priest, devotees of 
Manichaeism or Mazdaism established in temples at the dy-
nastic capital and at various headquarters towns of territo-
rial administration; treated as responsible heads of resident 
Persian communities. 

4829 sài-ts'áo 塞曹 
HAN: Border Section, one of a varying number of Sec-

tions (ts'ao) normally headed by Administrators (yŭan-shih) 
that constituted the staff of a Commandery Governor (chŭn-
shou); documented only for the northwestern frontier re-
gion; functions not specified but clearly related to local 
contacts, military or otherwise, between Chinese authori-
ties and adjoining non-Chinese groups. HB: bureau of the 
frontier. 

4830 sān 三 
CHOU: The Three, collective reference to the Three Min-
isters (san ch'ing). CL: trois grands ministres. 

4831 sàn 散 
Lit., separate, unattached, dispersed; hence inactive or ir-
regular. This is a troublesome term used as a prefix to titles. 
In one usage it has the sense of detached as in the case, 
e.g.，of a branch office of some agency (see san hsŭn-chien 
shih; cf. san-chi). From the early 500s if not earlier, it be-
gan to be used also in the sense of inactive prefixed to 
official titles and even such titles of nobility as Duke (kung) 
when they were awarded to men without official status or 
prescribed duties, or when added to a man's official title 
for honorific purposes only, in neither case providing a sti-
pend or increasing one's established stipend. At the same 
time san began to be appended to the titles of officials when 
tihey were not in active servicebetween appointments, when 
disabled or overaged, etc.—apparently in an effort to give 
some social status (and stipends?) to sometime officials in 
such conditions. In Sui this practice was transformed into 
grants of Prestige Titles (san-kuan, q.v.) for officials in ac-
tive service, to pinpoint their ranks and seniority within any 
rank, which regular titles (kuan, pen-kuan) did not do. The 
term san was not itself incorporated into such prestige ti-
tles, but it occasionally reappeared in the other usages de-
scribed above, often seeming to denote irregular, super-
numerary, but not merely honorific status, as in the case 
of several Sung dynasty titles, e.g., san chih-hui. Whether 
san chih-hui meant Supernumerary (active and salaried) 
Commander or Honorary (inactive and unsalarìed) Com-
mander can often be clarified only by reference to the par-
ticular context. 

4832 sān cháng 三長 
N-S DIV: Three Elders, collective reference to the Heads 
{chang) of Neighborhoods (/m), Villages (lí)t and Wards 
(tang) in one common quasiofficial hierarchy of units of 
sub-District (hsien) organization of the population; also a 
reference to that pattern of organization. 

4833 sàn-chì 散騎 
HAN: Cavalier Attendant, an honorific title (chia-kuan) 
conferred on favored officials entitling them, in addition to 
their normal functions and privileges, to ride alongside (lit.， 
detached from, apart from) the imperial carriage or chariot 
on outings, ceremonial and otherwise, and thus to be avail-
able as companions and advisers to the Emperor. Appar-
ently used only in Former Han. 

4834 sàn-chì chfáng-shìh 散騎常侍 
(1) N-S DIV: Cavalier Attendant-in-ordinary，an hon-
orific title (chia-kuan) conferred on favored officials giving 
them status as companions and advisers of the ruler, re-
portedly more prestigious than the honorific title chì-shih-
chung (Palace Steward, Supervising Secretary); common in 
the 300s, both in Chin and in the Sixteen Kingdoms of the 
Hsiung-nu tribes. P19. (2) N-S DIV: Senior Recorder, a 
regular official post no doubt growing out of that described 
in (1) above, having some responsibility (perhaps as early 
as Chin and certainly not later than 480 in S. Ch'i) for com-
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pilation of the Imperial Diary (ch'i-chŭ chu) and considered 
a member of the group called Historiographers (shih-kuan). 
P23. (3) SUI-SUNG, LIAO: Policy Adviser, normally 2 
to 4，rank 3a, those prefixed Left in the Chancellery (men-
hsia sheng) and those prefixed Right in the Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng); discontinued in 607 but re-established 
in 627; perhaps only one in Liao, a member of the Chan-
cellery. Responsible for attending the Emperor daily, for 
responding to questions, and principally for criticizing the 
Emperor's faults; among the eminent officials collectively 
called the Eight Sabled Dignitaries (pa tiao) in T'ang. RR; 
grand conseiller de I'empereur. SP: grand conseiller poli-
tique impérial ou censeur. P19. 

4835 sàn-chì láng 散騎郞 
CH'ING: Gentleman Cavalier Attendant, variable num-
bers of hereditary retainers on the staffs of some Princely 
Establishments (wang-fu). P69. 

4836 sàn-ckì skèng 散騎省 
N-S DIV: quasiofficial variant of chi~shu sheng (Depart-
ment of Sdiolarly Counselors). 

4837 sàn-chì shìh-láng 散騎侍郞 
N-S DIV: Gentleman Cavalier Attendant，then Senior 
Recorder: a title whose history paralleled that of san-chi 
ch'ang-shih (#1 and #2)，q.v. P24. 

4838 sān ch'i 三旗 
CH'ING: see nei san ch'i (Three Inner Banners) and shang 
san ch'i (Three Superior Banners). 

4839 sān-ch'í chuâng-fóu chyù 三旗莊頭處 
CH'ING： lit., office of the estate manager for the Three 
Banners; abbreviation of san-ch'i yin-liang chuang-t'ou ch'u 
(Rents Office for Lands of the Inner Banners). 

4840 săn-ch9í pāo-ī fŭng-Ung 三旗包衣統領 
CH'ING: Commander-general of the Bondservants of the 
Three Banners, rank 3a, a Grand Minister (ta-ch'en) of 
the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu) in charge 
of those units of the Three Superior Banners (shang san 
ch'i) that were staffed with imperial bondservants ipao-i). 

4841 sān-ch'í shìh-wèi 三旗侍衛 
CH'ING: Imperial Guardsmen of the Three (Superior) 
Banners, one of several designations of the elite military 
unit constituting the Imperial Bodyguard (ch'in-chŭn ying). 
See shang san ch'i. P37. 

4842 săn-ch'í tsŭng-shìh shìh-wèi 
三旗宗室侍衛 

CH’ING: Imperial Clansmen Guards of the Three (Su-
perior) Banners, a unit of Imperial Guardsmen (shih-wei) 
made up of members of the imperial family rather than the 
predominant imperial bondservants (pao-i). BH: clansmen 
corps of the imperial bodyguards. 

4843 săn-chH yín-liàng chuâng^óu ch'à 
三旗銀糧莊頭處 

CH'ING: lit” office of the (imperial) estate manager (re-
sponsible for collecting) silver and grain taxes (due from 
members of) the Three Banners (resident thereon): Rents 
Offîce for Lands of the Inner Banners, a unit of the Im-
perial Household Department (nei-wu fu)y headed by one 
or more of the Department's Grand Ministers (ta-ch'en). 
BH: office for collecting rents of imperial lands. 

4844 săn-chiă 三甲 
SUNG-CH'ING: Third Category, designation on the pass 
list posted after national civil service recruitment exami-

nations, identifying all those called Associate Metropolitan 
Graduates (t'ung chin-shih ch'u-shen). Also sèe chin-shih. 

4845 sān'ChHēn ying 三千營 
MING: Division of the Three Thousand，one of the Three 
Great Training Divisions (san ta-ying) at Peking, with 
counterparts at Nanking; originated in the founding reign 
as a unit of 3,000 surrendered aliens (mostly Mongols), but 
eventually seems to have become, like the Division of the 
Five Annies (wu-chŭrt ying)f a training unit for troops ro-
tated to one of the capitals from Guard (wei) garrisons 
throughout the country. 

4846 sàn-chìk tà-ch，én 散秩大运 
CH'ING: lit., grand minister without rank, or out of normal 
rank order (sense not clear): Grand Minister Assistant 
Commander of Imperial Guardsmen (shih-wei) f number 
unprescribed, rank 2b; aides to the Grand Minister Con-
trolling the Imperial Guardsmen (ling shih-wei nei ta-ch'en), 
in charge of the Imperial Bodyguard {ch'in-chŭn ying). The 
title was often held by hereditary privilege. BH: junior as-
sistant chamberlain of the imperial bodyguard. 

4847 sān ch'ing 三卿 
Three Ministers. (1) CHOU: collective reference to the 3 
eminent officials at the royal court entitled Minister of Ed-
ucation {ssu-fu), of War (ssu-ma), and of Works {ssu-k'ung), 
especially when they concurrently held the 3 other posts 
included among the top-level Six Ministers (liu ch'ing) at 
court: Minister of State (chung-tsai), of Rites {tsung-po), 
and of Justice (ssu-k'ou). Commonly abbreviated to san (The 
Three). CL: trois grands ministres. (2) CHOU: reference 
to the 3 officials with rank as Minister {ch'ing) who were 
authorized to assist the most eminent group of Feudal Lords 
(chu-hou); in the largest tributary states all 3 were report-
edly appointed by the King, whereas in the next largest 
states only 2 of the 3 were so appointed，the 3rd being ap-
pointed by the local lords. (3) N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： collec-
tive reference to 3 eminent officials in Princedoms (wang-
kuo): Chamberlain for Attendants (lang-chung ling). Com-
mandant-in-ordinary (chung-wei), and Minister of Agricul-
ture (ta-nung). P69. 

4848 sàn-chōu 散州 
CH'ING: lit., detached Department (territorial unit), i.e., 
one not directly under the supervision of a Circuit Intendant 
(tao-t'ai) but part of a Prefecture ifu) or even part of a Sub-
prefecture {t'ing)\ Ordinary Department as distinguished 
from an Independent Department (chih-li chou), which was 
not part of a Prefecture but was directly supervised by a 
Circuit Intendant. Also called shu-chou, q.v. 

4849 sān chŭn 三軍 
(1) Three Armies，from antiquity a common pattern of or-
ganizing troops for battle, into Left, Right，and Center 
Armies; by extension，a common general reference to a state's 
or a d y n a s t y t o t a l military establishment, suggesting the 
alternate rendering the armed forces. (2) CHOU: Three 
Armies，the reported authorized military force of the larg-
est tributary states, theoretically totaling 37,500 soldiers. 
(3) N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： Three Adjutants , common col-
lective reference to the 3 most eminent military officers in 
a Princedom (wang-kuo): the Senior (shang) t the Ordinary 
(chung), and the Junior (hsia) Adjutants (chŭn). P69. 

4850 sănfă-ssū 三法司 
MING-CH ING: Three Judicial Offices, collective ref-
erence to the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan), the Ministry of Jus-
tice (hsing-pu), and the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu)t 
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whose executive officials cooperated in conducting or su-
pervising major judicial actions. BH: three high courts of 
judicature. 

4851 sānfēi 三妃 
T'ANG: Three Consorts, after Hsuan-tsung (r. 712-756) 
a collective reference to the secondary imperial wives en-
titled Gracious Consort (hui-fei)’ Elegant Consort (li-fei), 
and Splendid Consort (hua-feì), the most esteemed such ti-
tles following the disgrace and execution of the previously 
most esteemed Honored Consort (kuei-fei)’ née Yang. Cf. 
ssu fei. 

4852 sānfŭ 三府 
Lit., the 3 offices. (1) Throughout imperial history, a com-
mon unofficial reference to the Three Dukes (san kung). 
(2) N-S DIV: Three Departments, an unofficial collective 
reference to the top-echelon agencies of the central gov-
ernment later called san sheng, q.v.; most commonly re-
ferred to the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), the Department 
of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), and the Chancellery (men-
hsia sheng). (3) T'ANG: Three Garrisons, collective ref-
erence to military units under the Left and Right Defense 
Guard Commands (wei shuai-fu) of the Heir Apparent: the 
Bodyguard Garrison {ch'in-fu), the Distinguished Garrison 
(hsūn-fu)t and the Standby Garrison (i-fu), each under a 
Commandant (chung-lang chiang) t rank 4b 1. Cf. san wei. 
P26. (4) CH’ING: polite unofficial reference to a Subpre-
fectural Magistrate (t'ung-p'an). 

4853 sàn-fŭ 散府 
CHIN-YŭAN: Superior Prefecture, one category of ad-
ministrative units directly subordinate to Routes (lu), or-
dinarily in locations of special strategic or other impor-
tance; in Chin each headed by some sort of Commissioner 
(shih), e.g., Militaiy Commissioner (chieh-tu shih); in Yiian 
each headed by a Prefect (yin)t often the designation given 
a southwestern aboriginal tribe. P72. 

4854 sānfŭ 三輔 
(1) HAN: Three Guardians，collective reference to the 3 
officials who from 104 B.C. administered the Metropolitan 
Area (ching-shih)t in which the dynastic capital was lo-
cated: the Metropolitan Governor {ching-chao yin, yu nei-
shih) f the Guardian of the Left (tso p'ing-i, tso nei-shih), 
and the Guardian of the Right (yu p'ing-i, yu fu-feng) f each 
with the high rank of 2,000 bushels. They superseded the 
early Han Chamberlain for the Capital (nei-shih) and in turn 
after 91 B.C. were overshadowed in importance and au-
thority by the Metropolitan Commandant (ssu-li hsiao-wei). 
HB: three adjuncts. P32. (2) HAN: unofficial reference to 
the jurisdiction of the Three Guardians identified above, 
i.e., the Metropolitan Area (ching-shih). 

4855 săn fŭ-jén 三夫人 
Three Consorts, from antiquity a generic designation of 
the most esteemed secondary wives of the ruler. (1) CHOU: 
number actually flexible, specific titles not identified, per-
haps not assigned; status higher than that of the Nine Con-
cubines (chiu pin). CL: trois épouses légitìmes. (2) N-S DIV: 
variably referred to the 3 titles Lady of Vast Virtue (hung-
tó), Lady of Proper Virtue (cheng-te)’ and Lady of Es-
teemed Virtue (ch'ung-te) or to Honored Concubine (kuei-
pin), Consort {fu-jen)t and Honored Consort (kuei-fei), (3) 
SUI: referred to Honored Consort {kuei-fei), Pure Consort 
(shu-fei)，and Virtuous Consort (te-fei). 

4856 săn fû-kuăn 三月艮官 or san fu 
HAN: Three Seasonal Tailoring Groups, apparently un-

ranked subofficial artisans, possibly slaves or eunuchs, each 
with a specific charge: one to mék& imperial headgear for 
spring use, one to make imperial gowns for winter, and one 
to make imperial gowns for summer, all presumably sub-
ordinates in the large establishment of the Chamberlain for 
the Palace Revenues {shao-fu). P37. 

4857 饭-wèi•三輔都尉 
HAN: Three Defenders of the Metropolitan Area，col-
lective reference to the leaders of units of the Northern Army 
(pei-chūn) that policed the dynastic capital and its environs; 
the Metropolitan Area (ching-shìh) was divided into 3 parts 
(see san fu), known by the titles of their separate military 
overseers: Defender of the Capital (ching-Ju tu-wei), Left 
(tso) Defender of the Capital, and Right (>M) Defender of 
the Capital, all under the coordination of the Chamberlain 
for the Imperial Insignia (chih chin-wu). These arrange-
ments evolved early in Later Han; relations between the 
Three Defenders and the powerful Metropolitan Comman-
dant (ssu-li hsiao-wei) are not clear. Also see tu-wei. 

4858 sān hsiàng 三相 
SUNG: Three Ministers, collective reference to 3 cate-
gories of academicians and litterateurs whose posts com-
monly led to, or were concurrently occupied by men with, 
status as Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang): Grand Academi-
cian (ta hsŭeh-shih) in the Institute for the Glorification of 
Literature (chao-wen kuan) and in the Academy of Schol-
arly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yiian) t and Chief Com-
piler of the Dynastic History (chien-hsiu kuo-shih). P3. 

4859 săn hsiàO'Wèi 三校尉 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.): Three Commandants , collective ref-
erence to military officers on the personal staff of the Heir 
Apparent: Commandant of Garrison Cavalry (t'un-chi hsiao-
wei) t Commandant of Infantry (pu-ping hsiao-wei), and 
Commandant of Standby Troops {i-chŭn hsiao-wei). At least 
in Sung, 7 appointees were authorized for each post; in Ch*en 
all were of rank 6’ salary 1,000 bushels. P26. 

4860 sàn-hsŭăn shìh-láng 三選侍郞 
SUNG: Vice Ministers of the Three Appointments Pro-
cesses, collective reference to Vice Ministers of Personnel 
(lì-pu shih-lang) who participated in any or all of 3 types 
of appointment processes (see under hsŭan): for Civil 入p-
pointments (tso-hsŭan), for Military Appointments {yu-
hsŭan), for Temporary Concurrent Appointments (chien-she). 

4861 sān hsân-chiên shih 散巡檢使 or san 
hsŭn-chien 

CHIN: Detached Police Chief, one, rank 9a, in each Pre-
fecture (chou)\ presumably in a branch office located in the 
part of the jurisdiction that was least accessible from the 
Prefectural headquarters town, since each Prefecture was 
also authorized an Executive Police Chief (tu hsŭn-chien 
shih) as well as an Assistant Executive Police Chief ifu tu 
hsŭn-chien shih), both of higher rank. The Detached Police 
Chief was also authorized to have an Assistant ifu san hsŭn-
chien shih). Both Detached posts were sometimes occupied 
by subofficial Clerks (kuan-kou). Detached Police Chiefs 
were commonly not policemen alone, but in some degree 
were representatives of the Prefect for all purposes; it ap-
pears that one of their principal charges was to keep dis-
ciplinary watch over District (hsien) authorities in their ju-
risdictions. P54. 

4862 sān-hàfă 三互法 
HAN: lit., triple mutual law: Law of Triple Avoidances, 
a rule established in the 2nd century A.D. expanding earlier 
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policies taking account of native places and marriage con-
nections in making appointments in units of territorial 
administration. From the 2nd century B.C. it had been the 
practice that imperial appointees, excepting those in the 
Metropolitan Area (ching-chao) including the dynastic cap-
ital, could not serve in territorial jurisdictions of which they 
were registered natives. Moreover, if an official native to 
area A were married to a woman of area B, he could not 
be appointed to an executive post in area B, and no native 
of area B could be made an executive of area A; or if an 
area A man were the executive official of area B, then no 
area B man could be appointed executive of area A. These 
were the first 2 wmutualM or “reciprocaT exclusionary rules. 
The 3rd, added in Later Han, provided that if an area A 
man were the executive official of area B and an area B 
man were the executive of area C，then no area C man 
could be appointed executive of either area B or area A; 
and further that if the executive official of area A were mar-
ried to a woman of area B，then no area A man could be 
appointed executive of area B. The purpose of these bans 
was to prevent collusion among relatives, even by mar-
riage, that might gain them personal advantage of any sort, 
and the rules were apparently enforced with increasing ri-
gidity during Later Han. They initiated so-called “rules of 
avoidance" (hui-pi) that were standard practices throughout 
later history. 

4863 sān huái 三槐 
Lit., 3 locust trees: from Chou on, an unofficial reference 
to the Three Dukes (san kung) or others of comparable 
eminence such as Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang); from a 
Chou-li notation that the Three Dukes* positions in audi-
ences outside the palace were opposite 3 locust trees in the 
courtyard. Cf. chiu chi (9 jujube trees). 

4864 sān kŭ 三孤 
Lit., 3 orphans, i.e., 3 who are alone, special, unique, etc.: 
Three Solitaries, irregularly used throughout history as an 
official collective designation for 3 posts in the topmost 
echelon of the central government, in the last dynasties 
ranking lb , secondary in rank and prestige only to a similar 
group of 3 known as the Three Dukes {san kung). As in 
the case of the Three Dukes, they were considered to be 
regular functional posts (chih-kuan) t each with grave re-
sponsibilities vis-a-vis the Emperor; and in fact they were 
not honorific titles (chia-kuan, etc.). But they were titles 
awarded only to the most eminent officials in the central 
government in recognition of their great achievements and 
merit. The 3 titles were Junior Preceptor (shao-shih), Junior 
Mentor {shao-fu), and Junior Guardian (shao-pao). The same 
titles prefixed with t'ai-tzu designated the Three Solitaries 
of the Heir Apparent, rank normally 2a. SP: trois 
précepteurs, P67. 

4865 sān-k'ù 三庫 
Three Storehouses. (1) SUI: collective reference to the Left 
Storehouse Office (tso tsang-shu), the Imperial {huang) 
Storehouse Office, and the Right Cyw) Storehouse Office, 
each with a Director (chien); the principal treasuries of the 
central government, units of the Ministry of Revenue (min-
pu). (2) CH'ING: collective reference to the Silver Vault 
(yin-k'u), Piece Goods Vault (tuan~hsu k'u), and Miscellany 
Vault (yen-liao k'u) supervised by the Ministry of Revenue 
(hu-pu), each under a Director (lang-chung), rank 5a，but 
collectively overseen by a Grand Minister (ta-ch'en) of the 
Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu). P7. 

4866 sān kuăn 三官 
(1) The Three ... Offìcials, a common collective desig-

nation prefixed with specifying terms; e.g., see shui-heng 
san kuan, t'ing-weì san kuan, chien-k'ang san kuan. (2) Oc-
casional variant of san kung (Three Dukes), 

4867 sân kuăn 三館 
SUNG: Three Institutes, collective reference to the His-
toriography Institute (shìh-kuan)y the Institute for the Glor-
ification of Literature (chao-wen kuan), and the Academy 
of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien yŭan), which in the ag-
gregate constituted what was called the Academy for the 
Veneration of Literature (ch'ung-wen yuan). SP: trois 
colièges. P25. 

4868 sàn-kuān 散官 
SUI-CH'ING: Prestige Title, a title in a hierarchy of up 
to several dozens having no literal relation to one's actual 
functional activity but awarded solely to fix one’s rank sta-
tus and indicate one's seniority within a particular rank cat-
egory such as 5b; used in the civil service, the military ser-
vice, the corps of palace eunuchs, groups of specialized 
professionals such as physicians and astrologers, etc. 
Growing out of the Ch’in-Han practice of awarding hon-
orific titles (see chia, chia-kuan) through usage in the era 
of N-S Division to give status to officials while not serving 
on active duty and to some other persons entirely outside 
the officialdom (see san, detached), thé term passed through 
a transition in Sui to become the names, so to speak, of 
official ranks, which were not always revealed by the titles 
of whatever posts one happened to occupy. Into the Sung 
period prestige titles continued to be used as indicators of 
rank status, regardless of either the nominal office (pen-
kuan) or the duty assignment (ch'ai-ch'ien), from late T'ang 
allowing great disparities among ranks，nominal posts, and 
actual functions. Reforms of 1080 greatly reduced the ex-
travagant use of prestige titles by redesignating them rank 
offices (chieh-kuan) and, apparently for the first time, mak-
ing them rather than nominal offices the basis on which 
official salaries were paid. In 1120 this change was made 
more emphatic with the adoption of a new set of titles under 
the generic designation salary offices {chi-lu kuan). From 
Chin through Ch’ing the early san-kuan practices were sta-
bilized; salaries were again determined by nominal offices, 
nominal offices increasingly reflected actual functions, and 
the terms san-kuan, chieh-kuan, and the combination san-
chieh were all used synonymously for standardized prestige 
titles that most specifically denoted rank and seniority within 
ranks. From the outset, prestige titles were generally var-
iably-prefixed Grand Masters (ta-fu) from ranks 1 through 
5 and variably-prefixed Gentlemen (lang) from ranks 6 
through 9 in the civil service, and their counterparts in the 
military service were normally Generals {chiang-chŭn) and 
Commandants (hsiao-wei). There were enough prestige ti-
tles so that an official could be promoted in the hierarchy 
of prestige titles without a change of actual rank (p'in) or 
nominal office. In Ming and Ch'ing an official was entitled 
to an appropriate prestige title after completing his initial 
3-year term of active duty, and he could request that the 
same title be conferred (posthumously if need be) on his 
father and grandfather. In formal documentation prestige 
titles took precedence over nominal offices; e.g.’ a Ming 
official might be designated Grand Master for Excellent 
Counsel (chia-i ta-fu, the first or lowest of 3 prestige titles 
awarded to officials of rank 3a), Vice Minister of War and 
Concurrent Vice Censor-in-chief (ping-pu shih-lang chien 
fu tu yŭ-shih, both nominal offices of rank 3 a); and so cum-
bersome a designation might in addition be preceded or fol-
lowed by reference to a detached duty assignment such as 
Grand Coordinator of Kiangsi Province (hsŭn-fu chiang-hsi). 
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RR: titre qui ne comporte pas de fonction. SP: titre de pres-
tige ou fonctionnaire ne comportant pas de fonction. P68. 

4869 sàn-kuăn 散館 or 散官 
CH'ING: Released f rom the Institute or Released into 
Officialdom (the 2nd form is aberrant and not to be con-
fused with san-kuan, Prestige Title), terms referring to a 
change in status from that of Hanlin Bachelor (shu-chi-shih). 
Selected from among promising new Metropolitan Gradu-
ates (chin-shih)，Hanlin Bachelors were assigned for careful 
nurturing of their talents to the Institute of Advanced Study 
(shu-ch'ang kuan) in the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yuan). 
After completing 3 years of intense literary studies, they 
were “released from the Institute” to take a special imperial 
literary examination. Those who did well were “retained in 
the Institute" (liu-kuan) as Senior Compilers (hsiu-chuan) 
and Junior Compilers (pien-hsiu) in the Hanlin Academy, 
the term kuan in this instance apparently used as an archaic 
reference to the long nonexistent Historiography Institute 
(shih-kuan, kuo-shih kuan). The others were "released from 
the Institute" (the same san-kuan, confusingly used in a 
2nd sense) to begin careers in the administrative hierarchy 
as appointees in Ministries (pu) and other agencies of the 
central government or, commonly, as District Magistrates 
(chih-hsien). Cf. san (separate, unattached, etc.). P23. 

4870 săn kuăn shū-yŭàn 三館書院 
SUNG: lit.，library of the 3 institutes; quasiofficial refer-
ence to the Academy for the Veneration of Literature 
(ch'ung-wen yŭan, q.v.). SP: bibliothèque des trois collèges. 

4871 sān kŭng 三公 
Three Dukes: from antiquity a collective reference to dig-
nitaries who were officially considered the 3 paramount aides 
to the ruler and held the highest possible ranks in the of-
ficialdom ， though from N. Wei to Yuan commonly 
superseded or overshadowed by the term Three Preceptors 
(san shih, q.v.). The posts were seldom conferred capri-
ciously and were considered regular substantive posts 
throughout history; until Sui each was provided with sub-
ordinate officials constituting an Office (Ju). However, from 
mid-Han on appointees as such had no functional respon-
sibilities except to attend audiences and provide counsel to 
rulers when called on. Nevertheless, appointees were al-
most always officials with additional functional appoint-
ments that gave them effective supervisory authority over 
the central government, e.g., as Grand Councilors (tsai-
hsiang) or Grand Secretaries (ta hsŭeh-shih). From Chou 
on, the individual titles of the Three Dukes were ordinarily 
Grand Preceptor (t'ai-shih), Grand Mentor (ĭ'ai-fii), and Grand 
Guardian (t'ai-pao). Notable exceptions included the Ch'in-
Former Han era, when the Three Dukes consisted of the 
Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang), the Censor-in-chief (yu-
shih ta-fu), and the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-wei) and their 
variants. In Later Han the old-style Three Dukes were re-
stored with the collective designation Superior Dukes (shang-
kung). After Han, in Chin and the S. Dynasties, Grand Pre-
ceptor was commonly replaced with Grand Steward (ta-tsai). 
From Sui till 1122 in Sung and Liao, while the designation 
Three Preceptors prevailed, the term Three Dukes also con-
tinued in use, referring to the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-wei), 
the Minister of Education (ssu-t'u), and the Minister of Works 
(ssu-k'ung)t of equal rank but slightly less prestige than the 
Three Preceptors. In Chou the Three Dukes ranked as Feu-
dal Lords (chu-hou); in Han their rank swelled to 10,000 
bushels; from the era of N-S Division they normally ranked 
la . A group of related titles of slightly less prestige was 
the Three Solitaries (san ku), e.g., Junior Preceptor (shao-

shih), likewise derived from ancient Chou usage and re-
vived in Sung; and complete sets of Three Dukes and Three 
Solitaries were also commonly assigned to the Heir Ap-
parent and prefixed accordingly, e.g., as Grand Preceptor 
of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu t'ai-shih). HB: three excel-
lencies. RR+SP; trois dues. P67. 

4872 săn-kŭng ts'áo 三公曹 
HAN-N-S DIV: Section for the Three Dukes, from 29 
B.C. one of 5 (later 6) Sections comprising the Imperial 
Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai), each headed by an Imperial 
Secretary (shang-shu); handled correspondence pertaining 
to judicial and other business between the Emperor and his 
chief ministers (see under san kung). In the post-Han de-
velopment of the eventual Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng), this Section was in effect a Ministry of 
Justice headed by a Minister (shang-shu) until the 280s, 
when the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) took over its func-
tions. It promptly reappeared and persisted through the S. 
Dynasties as a unit in tiie Ministry of Personnel, still con-
cerned principally with judicial matters, headed by a Di-
rector (lang); it was adopted by the N. Dynasties as a unit 
of the Ministry of Palace Affairs (see tien-chung ts'ao), 
headed by a Director (lang-chung), but it was not continued 
by Sui. HB: bureau of the three excellencies. PI3. 

4873 sān láng 三郞 
CH'IN: Three Court Gentlemen, collective reference to 
the 3 categories into which most expectant appointees and 
officials awaiting reappointment were assigned: Inner 
Gentlemen (chung-lang), Outer Gentlemen (waì-lang), and 
Standby Gentlemen (? san-lang). See under lang. 

4874 sàn-láng 散郞 
Standby Gentleman (?)• (1) CH'IN: a member of one of 
3 categories into which expectant appointees serving as 
courtiers were assigned, collectively called the Three Court 
Gentlemen (san lang). Also see lang. (2) HAN: occasional 
variant of wai-lang (Outer Gentleman). 

4875 sàn-láng wèi-shìh 三長P 衛士 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): lit., guardsmen of the Three Court 
Gentlemen: Imperial Bodyguard staffed by aristocratic 
Courtiers (chung-san), an intimate guard unit commanded 
by a Corps Leader (ch'uang-chiang) under the supervision 
of 4 Directors of Palace Attendants (nei-shih chang). Cf. 
san lang, san shu. 

4876 săn-láo 三老 
CH'IN-HAN: lit., the 3 stages of old age，presumably the 
50s, 60s, and 70s; hence someone in one of these age groups; 
Elder, one of 3 appointees from among the resident pop-
ulation in the quasiofficial sub-District (hsien) administra-
tion of a Township (hsiang); normally a man of good char-
acter more than 50 years old, responsible for providing moral 
leadership and discipline. From among the Township El-
ders, one was commonly designated District Elder (hsien 
san-lao); and at least in Later Han there were some Com-
mandery (chŭn) Elders, presumably chosen from among the 
District Elders. HB: thrice venerable. 

4877 săn-lì 三吏 
Lit., 3 functionaries: throughout history an occasional un-
official reference to the Three Dukes (san kung). 

4878 sàn-n 散吏 
N-S DIV (Chin): Irregular Functionary, designation of a 
commoner used (requisitioned from the resident popula-
tion?) on the headquarters staff of a District (hsien), dif-
ferentiated from regular subofficial functionaries (li, hsu~ 
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li)lit.’ "functioning subofficial functionaries" {chih-li; cf. 
chih-kuan, Functioning Official). Even though irregular, they 
were officially authorized on a quota basis: from 18 regu-
lars and 4 irregulars in the smallest Districts, with fewer 
than 300 households, to 88 regulars and 26 irregulars in the 
largest Districts, with 3,000 or more households. P54. 

4879 sàn-liáo 散僚 
T'ANG: Unoccupied Placeman，an unofficial derisive ref-
erence to an appointee of very low rank or to any official 
who did little if any actual work. Cf. san-pei. 

4880 sàn-ŭng 散令 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): apparently a variant of chung-san ling 
(Director of Courtiers). 

4 8 8 1 sān lù 三路 
SUNG: Three Circuits, collective reference to the proto-
provincial Circuits (lu) surrounding the N. Sung dynastic 
capital, Kaifeng: i.e., Ching-chi’ Ching-tung, Ching-hsi. 

4882 sān mèi 三昧 
SUNG: lit., the 3 mysteries, a Buddhist term; hence a mas-
ter of the 3 mysteries (?): Savant, unofficial reference to 
an Academician {hsŭeh-shih) of the Hanlin Academy {han-
lin yŭan). On leaving their duty stations, Academicians 
commonly exited from the imperial palace via the Silver 
Pavilion Gate (yin-t'ai men); those who left afoot were called 
the Junior (hsiao) Savants, whereas those who left on 
horseback were called the Senior (ta) Savants. 

4 8 8 3 sān pàn 三伴 
MING: Three Companions, collective reference to Reader-
companions (pan-tu), Lecturer-companions (pan-chiang), 
and Secretary-companions (pan-shu), lowly members of 
Princely Administrations {wang-fu) during the 1398-1402 
period only. P69. 

4884 sān pān 三班 
SUNG: Three Ranks, a reference to positions taken by 
participants in court audiences, specifically in order of em-
inence from high to low: the Left Rank (tso-pan)，the Right 
Rank (yu-pan), and the Crosswise Rank (heng-pan), all as 
seen from the Emperor's viewpoint. Most commonly used 
in reference to lowly military officers of ranks 8 and 9，and 
particularly to those of rank 9b，who bore prestige titles 
(san-kuan) as Attendant of the Three Ranks (san-pan feng-
chih) or Gentleman for Fostering Temperance (ch'eng-chieh 
lang). SP: trois classes d’intendance dans le palais. 

4885 săn-pān chièh-chíh 三班借職 
SUNG: Attendant of the Three Ranks, prestige title (san-
kuan) awarded to officials of rank 9b, mainly those in mil-
itary service; superseded by the title ch'eng-hsin lang 
(Gentleman of Trust), date not clear. SP: stagiaire de I'ìn-
tendant inférieur du palais. P68. 

4886 sān-pān fèng-chíh 三班奉職 
SUNG: Attendant of the Three Ranks, prestige title (san-
kuan) awarded to officials of rank 9b, mainly those in mil-
itary service; superseded by the title ch'eng-chieh lang 
(Gentleman for Fostering Temperance), date not clear. SP: 
intendant inférieur du palais. P68. 

4887 san-pan nèi-shìh 三班內侍 
SUNG: lit., inner attendants of the 3 (lowest?) ranks (in 
assemblies for court audiences): common general reference 
to Eunuchs under the Court of Palace Attendants (hsŭan-
hui yŭan)\ not to be confused with junior military officers 
commonly known by the prefix san-pan, or with agencies 
known as Inner Offices (nei-ssu). P38. 

4888 sān-pân shíh-ch9én 三班使臣 
SUNG: Commissioners of the Three Ranks, common 
designation of military officers of the low 8th and 9th ranks 
(see san pan) when on temporary duty assignments; e.g., 
often found among military personnel expediting water 
transport of grain to the dynastic capital. P60. 

4889 sān-pān yŭàn 三班院 
SUNG: Bureau of Lesser Military Assignments, an ele-
ment in the Ministry of Personnel (li-pu) appointments pro-
cess (see under hsŭan) t by which the selection of men for 
appointments or reappointments was delegated to different 
executive officials of the Ministry according to the ranks 
and the services (civil or military) of the appointees. This 
Bureau, presided over by the Vice Minister (shih-lang) of 
the Ministry, dealt with military appointees of ranks 8 and 
9. In 1080 the Bureau was abolished, but the process con-
tinued under the name Junior Military Appointments Pro-
cess {shih-lang yu-hsŭan). Also see yu-hsŭan (Military Ap-
pointments Process), shih-lang hsŭan (Junior Appointments 
Process). SP: bureau de nomination militaire. P5. 

4890 săn-pèi 三葷 
HAN: In unoccupied status, a term used, apparently not 
derisively, in reference to a vacant office or to a position 
requiring little activity. Cf. san-liao. 

4891 sān pin 三嬪 
SUI: Three Concubines, collective reference to 3 second-
ary or tertiary wives of the Emperor, rank =3a; of lesser 
standing than the traditional Nine Concubines (chiu pin), 
2a. Specific titles not clear. 

4892 sàn-pīng 散兵 
Irregular Troops: from Sui on if not earlier, a common 
reference to loyal military groups not part of the regular 
governmental military organization (see kuart-ping, kuan-
chiin) y though sometimes enjoying quasiofficial recogni-
tion. See i-ping, chia-ping. 

4893 sān pŭ 三部 
SUNG: lit., the 3 Ministries: variant of san ssu (State Fi-
nance Commission) in early Sung. 

4894 sān~pŭ kŏu-yŭàn HffîfeJ^ 
SUNG: Comptroller 's Office, one in each of the 3 agen-
cies constituting the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of 
early Sung, each headed by a mid-level central government 
official on special duty assignment as c ncurrent Comp-
troller (kou-yŭan p'an-kuan). SP: cour du contrôle des trois 
offices. 
4895 sân-sè jén 三色人 
SUNG: Men of the Three (Lesser) Categories, collective 
reference to candidates for official appointments who had 
only temporary status as officials, or who sought transfer 
or had been transferred from status as subofficial function-
aries (//)，or who were "qualified by contribution” (chien-
na ch'u-shen), i.e., who had made voluntary contributions 
of money or grain to the state in a time of emergency. Ex-
cept in the earliest years of the dynasty, candidates in these 
categories had no hope of successful careers in government. 

4896 sān shàng-fāng 三尙方 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei)-SUI: Three Service Officials, 
prefixed Central (chung), Left (wo), and Right (yw); a col-
lective reference to the heads of artisan units that produced 
handicraft goods of all sorts for the imperial household, 
succeeding Han's unified Directorate for Imperial Manu-
factories (shang-fang) and eventually superseded by the T'ang 
(possibly Sui) Directorate for Imperial Manufactories (shoo-
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fu chien). Normally subordinate to the Chamberlain for the 
Palace Revenues {shao-fu, at times t'ai-fu). Separation of 
responsibilities not always clear, but collectively produced 
silk goods, vehicles, fans, and some weapons, and made 
minor construction and building repairs. P37, 38. 

4897 sān shàng-shŭ 三尙署 
T'ÀNG: Three Service Offices, a collective reference to 
the Central, Left, and Right Service Offices (shang-shu) of 
the Directorate for Imperial Manufactories (shao-fu chien), 
each headed by a Director (ling), rank 7b2. RR; trois ate-
liers impériaux. P38. 

4898 săn shào 三少 
Three Juniors: from T'ang on if not earlier, a sometimes 
official, sometimes unofficial collective reference to the 
dignitaries otherwise known as the Three Solitaries (san ku) 
or，particularly if prefixed t'ai-tzu, the Three Solitaries of 
the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu san ku). RR: trois seconds 
(précepteurs). SP: trois précepîeurs, maître et gardien se-
conds (de I'héritier du trône). P67. 

4899 sān shè 三舍 
SUNG; Three Colleges, a reference to the 3 divisions of 
the National University (fai-hsueh) among which students 
were divided according to their ability from the 1070s; about 
20% of the graduates of the Outer College (wai-she) con-
tinued in the Inner College (nei-she)^ and less than half of 
its graduates continued in the Superior College (shang-she). 
SP: trois colleges. P34. 

4900 săn shĕng 三省 
N-S DIV-YŭAN : Three Departments，a quasiofficial 
collective reference to the Department of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng), the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng), and the Sec-
retariat (chung-shu sheng), traditionally the 3 topmost 
agencies of the central government. SP: trois départements. 

4901 săn shĕng shŭ-mì yŭàn 三省樞密院 
SUNG: The Three Depar tments and the Bureau of Mil-
itary Affairs, a combined reference to the top-echelon ad-
ministrative agencies of the central government collectively 
called the Three Departments (san sheng)y i .e., the De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), the Chancel-
lery (men-hsia sheng), and the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), 
and the central government^ paramount military agency, 
the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yŭan); in S. Sung 
all these were virtually a single conglomerate supervised by 
Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang), with some subordinate of-
ficials and agencies serving the conglomerate as a whole, 
e.g., Archivists of the Three Departments and the Bureau 
of Military Affairs (... chia-ko kuan), appointed from 1215. 

4902 sān shih 三事 
Lit., the 3 (in charge of) affairs: from antiquity an occa-
sional unofficial reference to the Three Dukes (san kung); 
occurs especially in poetry. Also see san-shih ta-fu. 

4903 săn shíh 三使 
SUNG; Three Commissioners, collective reference to the 
heads of the 3 early Sung agencies known in the aggregate 
as the State Finance Commission (san ssu); see yen-t'ieh 
ssu, tu-chih ssu, hu-pu ssu. Cf. sart-ssu shih. SP: trois com-
missaires. 

4904 săn shîh 三師 
Three Preceptors. (1) N-S DIV (N. Wei, N. Ch'i)-YŭAN; 
alternate collective reference to the eminent central gov-
ernment dignitaries known in other periods from antiquity 
as the Three Dukes (san kung): Grand Preceptor {t'ai-shih), 
Grand Mentor (t'ai-fu), and Grand Guardian (t'ai-pao). The 

term san-shih was used in Sui only to c. 604，in T'ang from 
632 or 637，in Sung and Liao to 1122. RR+SP: trois 
précepteurs de Vempereur. P67. (2) MING-CH'ING: oc-
casional unofficial reference to the Three Dukes. 

4905 sàn-shìh hsŭéh 三氏學 
SUNG-CH'ING: Schools of the Three Sage Clans, from 
the 1080s a collective reference to state schools established 
near the Confucian Temple (k'ung-miao, hsŭan-sheng' miao) 
in modern Shantung for educating descendants of Confu-
cius, his disciple Yen Hui, and his later admirer Mencius. 
In Ch'ing a temple to the Confucian disciple Tseng-tzu was 
added, making Schools of the Four Sage Clans {ssu-shih 
hsūeh). 

4 9 0 6 sān-shìh k9ō 三式禾斗 

YÙAN: Section for Astrological Interpretat ion, one of 5 
Sections (k'o) in the Directorate of Astronomy (ssu't'ien t'ai, 
ssu-t'ien chien), headed by 2 Clerks (kuan-kou)y rank 9b; 
probably under the intermediary supervision of the Direc-
torate's Superintendent of Training {t'i-hsŭeh), as a training 
unit. The term san-shih refers to 3 types of celestial phe-
nomena, but identifications differ. P35. 

4907 săn shîh shàng-kŭng 三師上公 
N-S DIV (N. Wei, N. Ch i): Three Superior Duke Pre-
ceptors, common variant of san shih (Three Preceptors) as 
a collective reference to the Grand Preceptor {t'ai-shih), 
Grand Mentor {t'ai-ju), and Grand Guardian {t'ai-pao). Also 
see san kŭng, shang-kung, t'ai-fu shang-kung. P67. 

4908 săn-shìh tà-fā 三事大夫 
Lit” the 3 grand masters of affairs: from antiquity an oc-
casional unofficial reference to the Three Dukes (san kung)', 
occurs especially in poetry; sometimes abbreviated to san 
shih, 

4909 săn shŭ 三署 
HAN: Three Corps, a reference, possibly not common un-
til Later Han, to the 3 categories in which expectant ap-
pointees called Court Gentlemen (lang) were differentiated 
by rank; comparable to the Ch’in dynasty term Three Court 
Gentlemen (san lang). The 3 groups were the Inner Gentle-
men (chung-lang), the Attendant Gentlemen (shih-lang), 
and the Gentlemen of the Interior (lang-chung)^ each loosely 
organized under a Leader of Court Gentlemen (chung-lang 
chiang) under overall supervision of the Chamberlain for 
Attendants (lang-chung ling, kuang-lu-hsŭn). HB: three 
corps. P5, 26. 

4910 sān-shŭ láng 三署郞 
HAN: Court Gentlemen of the Three Corps , collective 
reference to all expectant appointees known as Court 
Gentlemen (lang)\ also see san lang, san shu. P5. 

4911 săn shuài 三帥 
SUNG: Three Marshals, unofficial reference to the 3 se-
nior posts in the N. Sung Palace Command (tien-ch'ien ssu): 
Commander-in-chief (tu chih-hui shih)，Vice Commander-
in-chief (fu tu chih-hui shih), and Inspector-in-chief (tu yu-
hou). SP: trois généraux. 

4912 săn ssŭ 三司 
Lit., 3 Offices; it should be kept in mind that in any par-
ticular context the term might refer to 3 previously men-
tioned agencies of any sort. (1) HAN: Three Dignitaries, 
from A.D. 52 a collective reference to the Minister of Ed-
ucation (ssu-t'u), the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-wei)y and the 
Minister of Works (ssu-k'ung), more commonly known as 
the Three Dukes (san kung). (2) T'ANG: Three Monitor-
ing Offices, collective reference to Attendant Censors (shih 
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yŭ-shih) of the Censorate (yu-shih t'ai), Supervising Sec-
retaries {chi-shih-chung) of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng), 
and Secretariat Drafters ichung-shu she-jen�’ who on a ro-
tational basis attended all court audiences to note any breach 
of prescribed conduct among the participants, to accept 
complaints lodged against officials, and to accept for in-
vestigation any appeals from persons who believed they had 
been wronged by officials and had found no redress in the 
regular administrative hierarchy. (3) TANG—5 DYN: Three 
Judicial Agencies, collective reference to the Ministry of 
Justice (hsing-pu), the Censorate, and the Court of Judicial 
Review (ta-li ssu)f the executive officials of which were 
summoned irregularly into a tribunal that considered legal 
cases of great importance and made recommendations for 
imperial decision; comparable to the later term san fa-ssu, 
q.v. When the heads of the 3 agencies formed such a tri-
bunal, it was called the Senior Three Judicial Offices (ta 
san-ssu); when 2nd-level executive officials were con-
vened, the tribunal was called the Junior Three Judicial Of-
fices (hsiao san-ssu). (4) T'ANG-5 DYN: Three Fiscal 
Agencies: during the last T'ang century and into the Five 
Dynasties era，a collective reference to the office of the Salt 
Monopoly Commissioner (yen-t'ieh shih), the Tax Bureau 
(tu-chih ssu), and the Census Bureau (hu-pu ssu). In T'ang 
all were commonly headed by Grand Councilors (tsai-
hsiang)', in the Five Dynasties era, commonly coordinated 
by a State Fiscal Commissioner (san-ssu shih). (5) SUNG: 
State Finance Commission, the most important fiscal agency 
in the central government until the 1070s; then discontin-
ued, its functions being taken over primarily by the Min-
istry of Revenue (hu-pu) from c. 1080. Developing out of 
the T'ang-Five Dynasties institutions described under (4) 
above, this was an aggregation of the Salt and Iron Mo-
nopoly Bureau (yen-t'ieh ssu), the Tax Bureau (tu-chih ssu), 
and the Census Bureau (hu-pu ssu); sometimes a consoli-
dated agency under one Commissioner (shih)’ sometimes 
fragmented into 3 autonomous agencies each with a Com-
missioner. From 993 to 994 consolidated under a Supreme 
Commissioner of Accounts (tsung-chi shih) and divided into 
2 large regional jurisdictions called the Left and Right Ac-
counts (tso-chi, yu-chi), sharing supervision over 10 terri-
torial Circuits (tao); but in 994 the 3 separate commissions 
were reinstated. A late reorganization (date not clear) trans-
formed the Salt and Iron Monopoly Bureau into a Tax 
Transport Bureau {chuan-yŭn ÍÍM) and the Tax Bureau into 
a Stabilization Fund Bureau (ch'ang-p'ing ssu). Each of the 
constituent Bureaus had subsidiary Sections (an), and there 
were various minor offices that served the 3 Bureaus col-
lectively, normally each headed by an Administrative As-
sistant (p'an-kuan): General Accounting Office (tu mo-k'an 
ssu), General Money Circulating Office (tu chu-hsia chih-
shou ssu), Inventory Office (ch'ŭ-shou ssu), General Def-
icits Monitoring Office (tu li-ch'ien ssu)t General Wastage 
Monitoring Office (tu p'ing~yu ssu)y Mail Distribution Of-
fice (k'aì-ch'ai ssu)f Distribution Office (fa-fang ssu), Stor-
age Monitoring Office (ts'ui-ch'ŭ ssu), Receiving Office 
{shou-shih ssu)y and Service Allocation Office iya-ssu). Also 
see p'an san-ssu, chih-chih san-ssu t'iao-li ssu. SP: com-
mission des finances ou iri-commissariat. P7. (6) MING: 
Three Provincial Offices, collective generic reference to 
Provincial Administration Commissions {ch'eng-hsŭan pu-
cheng shih ssu), Provincial Surveillance Commissions (t'i-
hsing an-ch'a shih ssu), and Regional Military Commis-
sions (tu chih-hui shih ssu). (7) CH'ING: Three Provincial 
Offices, collective generic reference to Provincial Admin-
istration Commissions, Provincial Surveillance Commis-
sions, and Provincial Education Commissioners (t'i-tu hsŭeh-
cheng). 

4 9 1 3 sùji ssù 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i), SUI-T’ANG: Three Courts, collective 
reference to 3 service agencies under the Supervisor of the 
Household (chan-shih) of the Heir Apparent or, for part of 
Sui, the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (men-hsia fang): 
specifically, the Household Provisioner's Court (chia-ling 
ssu), the Court of the Watches {lei-keng ssu), and the Liv-
ery Service of the Heir Apparent (p'u-ssu). RR: trois cours. 
P26. 

4914 sān-ssū k'uài-chì ssū 三司會計司 
SUNG: State Finance Commission Accounting Office, 
designation of a consolidation of the 3 formerly rather au-
tonomous Bureaus (ÍJM) of the Commission (see san ssu) 
into a single agency in 1074，headed by one Grand Coun-
cilor (tsai-hsiang) as Supervisor (Í'/'-CAM); abolished in a 
general governmental reorganization in 1080, SP: bureau 
des comptes des finances. P7. 

4915 săn-ssū shih 三司使 
Lit., commissioners) of the 3 Offices; a reference to any 
of the officials noted in the san ssu (3 Offices) entry above 
and to some others as well, especially: (1) T'ANG: Three 
Monitoring Surrogates, a term used in lieu of Three Mon-
itoring Offices (see san ssu under #2) when the Heir Ap-
parent was serving as Regent (chien-kuo) in the absence of 
the Emperor from the capital, indicating 3 members of the 
Heir Apparent's household staff who undertook to receive 
and analyze memorials to the throne~the Supervisor of the 
Household (chan-shih) and the Mentors (shu-tzu) in charge 
of the Left and Right Secretariats of the Heir Apparent (tso, 
yu ch'un-fang). RR: commissaires des trois services. (2) 
T'ANG: Three Judicial Commissioners, collective refer-
ence to members of the Three Judicial Agencies (see san 
ssu under #3)，including a Senior (ià) and a Junior {hsiao) 
group. (3) 5 DYN, LIAO: State Fiscal Commissioner: in 
Later T*ang head of 3 Bureaus (ssu) as described in the san 
ssu entry (#4); in Liao an all-around manager of Khitan 
financial interests in North China from his base at modern 
Peking> which Liao called its Southern Capital, Nan-ching. 
P8. (4) SUNG: State Finance Commissioner, briefly in 
993 and then from 1003 to 1069 the single head of the State 
Finance Commission (see san ssu under #5) . SP: commis-
saire des finances. P7. 

4916 sān-ssŭ t'iáo-ū ssŭ 三司條例司 
SUNG: abbreviation of chih-chih san-ssu t'iao-li ssu (Fi-
nance Planning Commission), q.v. 

4917 sān tà 三大 
Three Greats: occasional unofficial reference to the Three 
Preceptors (san shih) or Three Dukes (san kung)\ less com-
mon than san t'ai (Three Supremes). P68. 

4918 sān tà-chèng 三大政 
CH'ING: Three Great Administrations, unofficial col-
lective reference to the Salt Administration (yen-cheng), the 
Grand Canal Administration (see under ho-tao tsung-tu), 
and the Grain Transport Administration (see under ts'ao-
yŭn tsung-tsu). 

4919 sān tà-hsièn 三大憲 
CH'ING: lit., 3 great (defenders of) the fundamental laws: 
Three Provincial Authorities, unofficial collective refer-
ence to the Provincial Governor (hsŭn-fu), Provincial Admin-
istration Commissioner (pu-cheng shih), and Provincial 
Surveillance Commissioner (an-ch'a shih); also see hsien, 
feng-hsien. 

4920 sān tà-yíng 三大營 
MING: Three Great Training Divisions, also called Cap-
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ital Training Divisions (ching-ying): military encampments 
established in 1424 at Peking with auxiliary counterparts at 
Nanking. Specifically named Division of the Five Armies 
(wu-chŭn ying), Division of the Three Thousand (san-ch'ien 
ying), and Firearms Division (shen-chi ying). Troops of 
Guard (wei) garrisons throughout the empire were rotated 
to these units for training and service as a kind of combat-
ready reserve, under a Superintendent (t'i-tu) or Supreme 
Commander (tsung-tu). From 1450 to 1550 these Divisions 
were overshadowed by a newer type of organization called 
Integrated Divisions (t'uan-ying)\ and by the late 1550s if 
not earlier all troops at the capital had been allowed to de-
generate into little more than construction gangs. Also see 
wei-so, pan-chŭn. 

4921 sān t9ài 三太 
Three Supremes; throughout history a common unofficial 
collective reference to the central government dignitaries 
known as the Three Dukes (san kung) or Three Preceptors 
(san-shih); also see san ta (Three Greats). 

4922 săn t'ái 三臺 
(1) HAN: Three Communicating Agencies, collective ref-
erence to 3 agencies that were intended to keep the Emperor 
in contact with the central administration, the officialdom 
at large, and foreign states: respectively, the Imperial Sec-
retariat (shang-shu t'ai; known unofficially as chung-t'ai, 
Central Pavilion), the Censorate {yŭ-shih t'ai; known un-
officially as hsien，t’ai, Pavilion of the Fundamental Laws), 
and the Tribunal of Receptions (yeh-che t'ai; known un-
officially as wai-t'aif Outer Pavilion). (2) SUI: Three Sur-
veillance Agencies, collective reference from c. 604 to the 
Censorate, the Tribunal of Receptions, and the Tribunal of 
Inspectors (ssu-li t'ai). P16. 

4923 sàn-t，īng 散廳 
CH'ING: lit.，detached Subprefecture, i.e., one not directly 
under the supervision of a Circuit Intendant (tao-t'ai) but 
part of a Prefecture (fu): Ordinary Subprefecture as dis-
tinguished from an Independent Subprefecture (chih-li t'ing), 
which was not part of a Prefecture but was directly super-
vised by a Circuit Intendant. Also called shu-t'ing, q.v. 

4924 săn-t'óu 三頭 
T'ANG: Triple First, unofficial reference to a man who 
stood at the head of pass lists in 3 civil service recruitment 
examinations: a prefectural-level examination at the dynas-
tic coital (ching-chao chieh-shih), a Presented Scholar (chin-
shih) examination, and a special Erudite Literatus (hung-
tz'u) examination for accelerated advancement. Comparable 
in prestige to the status of san-yŭan (Triple First) in later 
dynasties. 

4925 sàn ts'ŭng-kuān ®C 從官 
Detached as a Retinue Official: in Sung and no doubt other 
periods as well, referred to a staff member of a unit of 
territorial administration such as a Prefecture (chou, fu), 
usually not a regular member of the ranked officialdom, 
who was released from his ordinary duties and assigned 
temporarily to the retinue of a traveling official from a higher 
agency; considered in the general category of Guides and 
Followers (tao-ts'ung). SP: coureur pour les affaires pub-
liques. 

4926 sān tŭ-tŭ 三都督 
N-S DIV (N. Wei)-SUI: Three Area Commanders-in-
chief, collective reference to 3 military leaders among whom 
supervisory responsibility for the state's various Regions 
(chou) was divided: the Commanders-in-chief of Nan-Ytì; 
of Chi-chou, Ting-chou, and Hsiang-chou; and of Chi-ch'ing 

(all place-names)�N. Ch'i formally changed the title tu-tu 
to tsung-kuan, q.v., but the collective term san îu-tu\con-
tinued in use. In Sui the 3 titles were used as honorific or 
prestige titles (san-kuan) for eminent military officers till 
c. 604, then discontinued. P50. 

4927 săn tú-tsò 三獨坐 二 
HAN: lit.，3 who sit alone, i.e., separate from other 
ticipants assembled in court audience, at least in part so 掷 
to keep all under observation and to impeach or reprimand 
any who conducted themselves improperly: Three Ven-
erables，from about 8 B.C. through Later Han a collective 
reference to the Director of the Imperial Secretariat {shang-
shu ling), the de facto head of the Censorate (yii-shih t'ai) 
officially entitled Palace Aide to the Censor-in-chiéf (yŭ-
shih chung-ch'eng), and the Metropolitan Commandant (WM-
li hsiao-wei). Also see tu-tso. 

4928 sàn-tuān 散端 
T'ANG: lit., separate from the leader(s) (?): unofficial ref-
erence to those Attendant Censors {shih yū-shih) of the 
Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai) who were not authorized to exercise 
unrestricted censorial powers (?); sources not entirely clear. 
See tuan-kung, tsa-tuan. RR: chefs détachés (qui n'étaient 
pas chargés des affaires diverses). PI 8. 

4929 săn wèi 三衛 
Three Capital Guðrds. (1) T'ANG: collective reference to 
the categories of personnel who were garrisoned in the pal-
ace to provide close personal security for the Emperor, i.e.， 
members of the Bodyguard Garrison (ch'in-fu), the 2 Dis-
tinguished Garrisons (hsŭn-fu) t and the 2 Standby Garri-
sons (Í-/M), administered by the Left and Right Guards (tso-
wei, yu-wei) of the capital's Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei). 
Since the Garrisons themselves numbered 5，they were 
commonly referred to as the Five Garrisons (wufu), as in 
the expression "the Three Capital Guards of the Five Gar-
risons" (wu fu chih san wei). RR: trois espèces de gardes. 
P43. (2) T'ANG: a common but misleading reference to the 
Three Garrisons (san fut q.v.) in the establishment of the 
Heir Apparent. P26. (3) SUNG: collective reference to the 
Palace Command (tien-ch'ien shih-wei ssu), the Metropol-
itan Cavalry Command (shih-wei ma-chŭn ssu), and the 
Metropolitan Infantry Command (shih-wei pu-chūn ssu). 
These 3 were also commonly referred to as the Three Com-
mands (san ya). SP: trois espèces de gardes. P43. 

4930 sàn-wèi 散位 
SUI-CH'ING: Rank Status, variant of san-kuan (Prestige 
Title). 

4931 sān yá 三衙 
SUNG: Three Commands, collective reference to the Pal-
ace Command (tien-ch'ien shih-wei ssu)f the Metropolitan 
Cavalry Command (shih-wei ma-chŭn ssu), and the Met-
ropolitan Infantry Command (shih-weipu-chŭn ssu). These 
3 were also commonly referred to as the Three Capital Guards 
(san wei). Also see erh ssu (Two Commands). SP: trois 
bureaux militaires. P43. 

4932 sān yĭn 三尹 
CH'ING: lit.’ 3rd (in rank order) Governor (?): unofficial 
reference to the Assistant Magistrate (chu-pu) of a District 
(hsien), who ordinarily ranked below both a Magistrate (chih-
hsien) and a Vice Magistrate (ch'eng). 

4933 săn-yŭán 三元 
SUNG-CHWG: Triple First, quasiofficial reference to the 
extremely rare man who stood first on the pass lists of each 
of the 3 levels of civil service recruitment examinations: in 
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Sung and Chin, the Prefectural Examination (chieh-shih), 
the Metropolitan Examination (sheng-shih), and the Palace 
Examination (t'ing-shih); from Yiian to Ch*ing, the Pro-
vincial Examination (hsiang-shih)t the Metropolitan Ex-
amination (hui-shîh), and the Palace Examination {t'ing-shih 
or tien-shih). See san-t'ou, chieh-yūan, huì-yŭan, chuang-
yuan. 
4934 săn yŭàn 三院 
(1) T'ANG-YUAN: Three Bureaus of the Censorate (yŭ-
shih t'ai): Headquarters Bureau (fai-yíian), Palace Bureau 
(tien-yŭan), and Investigation Bureau (ch^a-yiian). RR+SP: 
trois cours. P18. (2) CH'ING: Three Special Agencks of 
the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu): the Palace 
Stud (shang-ssu yuan), Court of Imperial Armaments (wu-
pei yuan), and Imperial Parks Administration (feng-ch'en 
yuan). 

4935 sàn-yŭèh 散樂 
Lit., separate music, in íhe sense that it was folk or popular 
music rather than music in the formal, classical style; ap-
parently as early as Han referred to all sorts of vaudeville-
like court entertainments including but not restricted to mu-
sical ones, and throughout history designated, not only such 
entertainments, but also the Entertainers who performed 
in them. In T'ang 100 such Entertainers were authorized 
for the Imperial Music Office (t'ai-yŭeh shu) in the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) as permanent {ch'ang-
shang) staff specialists, and 1,000 more were authorized to 
be requisitioned on rotational service from Prefectures (chou) 
throughout the empire. RR: musicien de musique profane. 

4936 sàng-chù 喪祝 
CHOU: Funerary Chanter, 2 ranked as Senior Service-
men (shang-shih), members of the Ministry of Rites {ch'un-
kuan) y responsible primarily for escorting funeral carriages. 
See chih-sang. CL: officier des prières faites dans les 
cérémonies funèbres, invocateur des funérailles. 

4937 sáo-să yŭàn-tzŭ 掃洒院子 
SUNG; Palace Sweeper, unspecified number of eunuchs 
of the Palace Domestic Service {nei-shih sheng). SP: chargé 
de balayer la cour. 

4938 sè-cháng 色長 
Appearance Monitor, apparently in charge of checking on 
the costumes and the overall visual impression given by 
court musicians and dancers; cf. p'ai-chang (File Leader). 
(1) SUNG: 3 non-official, probably hereditary profession-
als in the Office of Musical Instruction (ch'ien-hsia chiao-
fang so) of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu). 
SP: chef de section (musique). (2) MING-CH'ING: 17 in 
the Music Office {chiao-fang ssu), at least by early Ch’ing. 
In 1723 all hereditary musicians were liberated from their 
service obligations, and thereafter court musicians were 
chosen from among gifted amateurs. Whether or not the 
title se-chang survived the 1729 division of the Music Of-
fice into a Music Office (ho-sheng sku) and an Imperial 
Music Office (shen-yŭeh shu) is not clear. P10. 

4939 sè-ch'én 穡臣 
Minister of Husbandry: from the era of N-S Division, an 
unofficial reference to any fiscal official of high status such 
as a Minister of Revenue (hu-pu shang-shu). 

4940 sè-fŭ 嗇夫 
Lit., a collector, keeper, miser; occurs from high antiquity 
in titles apparently relating to fiscal matters, but of low sta-
tus. (1) Throughout history a common unofficial reference, 
normally derisive, to very lowly members of the official-

dom: Functionary. (2) CH'IN—N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： Hus-
bander, one of a group of personages chosen1 to deal with 
affairs of their home Townships (hsiang) in the system of 
sub-District (hsien) organization of the population; princi-
pally responsible for tax collections, but also listened to 
people's complaints; sometimes described traditionally as 
having been a local police authority. (3) HAN: Bailiff, found 
in lowly status in agencies of all sorts, apparently respon-
sible principally for maintaining supplies. HB: bailiff. P37, 
40. 

4941 sè-mà jén 色目人 
YUAN: Special Category Men, 2nd highest of 4 social 
castes ordained by the Mongol government; an amalgam of 
non-Mongol, non-Chinese peoples from Central and West-
ern Asia and even Europe, whose social and political priv-
ileges were exceeded only by those of the Mongols them-
selves; below them in the hierarchy came all former subjects 
of the Jurchen Chin dynasty in North China~Chinese, 
Jurchen, and Khitan alike—all called han-jen (Chinese); and 
at the bottom were former subjects of S. Sung in South 
China, called nan-jen (Southerners). The term se-mu is a 
compound of words meaning kind, sort, category, etc.; what 
might seem to be its literal meaning, "colored eyes’” is of 
no relevance. 

4942 sĕng'Chèng 僧正 
Lit. head or rectifier (?) of Buddhists. (1) N-S DIV: Buddhist 
Chief, a state-designated monk responsible for the whole 
Buddhist clergy in Later Ch^in (384-417), under supervi-
sion of the Chamberlain for Dependencies (ta hung-lu), 
possibly continuing through the N. Dynasties till N. Wei 
(see seng-t'ung). (2) MING-CH'ING: Buddhist Superior 
in a Subprefecture or Department (both chou); see seng-
cheng ssu. Also see seng-kuan. 

4943 sēng-chèng ssŭ 憎正司 
MING~CH’ING: Subprefectural (in Ch'ing Departmen-
tal) Buddhist Registry, an agency in each Subprefecture 
or Department (both chou) responsible for monitoring the 
numbers, quálifícations, and conduct of all Buddhist monks 
in its jurisdiction; headed by a senior resident monk des-
ignated by the state as Buddhist Superior (seng-cheng) t 
without official rank. Supervised by a Prefectvral Buddhist 
Registry (seng-kang ssu), a Central Buddhist Registiy (seng-
lu ssu) in the dynastic capital, and ultimately the Ministry 
of Rites (lĭ-pu). 

4944 sēng'Chīh'pù ch'éng 僧祇部丞 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i): Aide for the Măhāsanghikðh Sect (of 
Buddhism), on the staff of the Supervisorate of Monasteries 
(tien-ssu shu) in the Court for Dependencies (hung-lu wm); 
seng-chih is the Chinese transcription of the Sanskrit term 
sănghikāh, meaning a monastic establishment. P17. 

4945 sēng-hŭi ssŭ 僧會司 
MING-CH'ING: District Buddhist Registry, an agency in 
each District (hsien) responsible for monitoring the num-
bers, qualifications, and conduct of all Buddhist monks in 
its jurisdiction; headed by a senior resident monk desig-
nated by the state as Buddhist Superior (seng-hui)t without 
official rank. Supervised by a Prefectural Buddhist Registry 
(seng-kang ssu), a Central Buddhist Registry {seng-lu ssu) 
in the dynastic capital, and ultimately the Ministry of Rites 
(l(-pu). 

4946 sêng-kāng ssù 僧綱司 
MING-CHWG: Prefectural Buddhist Registry, an agency 
in each Prefecture (fu) responsible for monitoring the num-
bers, qualifications，and conduct of all Buddhist monks in 
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its jurisdiction; headed by a senior resident monk desig-
nated by the state as Duddhist Superior {seng-kang)y with-
out official rank. Supervised by the Central Buddhist Reg-
istry {seng-lu ssu) at the dynastic capital，and ultimately by 
the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu). 

4947 sĕng'kuān 僧官 
Buddhist Authorities, collective reference to Duddhist 
monks recognized by the state as heads of all Buddhist 
monastic establishments within a specified jurisdiction’ 
whether a District (hsien) or the state as a whole; respon-
sible for monitoring the numbers, qualifications, and con-
duct of Buddhist monks and nuns. Specific titles originated 
in the era of N-S Division with seng-cheng (Duddhist Chief), 
seng-t'ung (Buddhist Controller), etc.; the practice culmi-
nated in the establishment of Buddhist Registries (see under 
seng-lu ssu) from late T'ang through Ch'ing times. 

4948 sĕng-lù ssŭ 僧錄司 
Central Buddhist Registry, a central government agency 
responsible for monitoring the numbers, qualifications, and 
conduct of Buddhist monks and nuns, normally staffed with 
senior monks of the capital monasteries recognized by the 
state as leaders of the empire-wide Duddhist clergy, some-
times given nominal official ranks. (1) T'ANG-SUNG: from 
807 an agency subordinate to the Court of State Ceremonial 
(hung-lu MM), a revival of institutions originated in the era 
of N-S Division, e.g., the N. Wei chien-fa ts'ao (Section 
for the Supervision of Buddhism). More fully known as the 
Buddhist Registry for the Avenues of the Capital (tso-yu 
chieh seng-lu ssu). SP: bureau d'enregìstrement des moines 
et des nonnes des grandes rues de droite et de gauche. (2) 
MING-CH'ING: under the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu), su-
pervised Buddhist Registries at Prefectural (fu), Subprefec-
tural or Departmental (both chou)y and District (hsien) lev-
els of territorial administration; see’ respectively, seng-kang 
ssu, seng-cheng ssu, seng-hui ssu. BH: superior of the 
Buddhist priesthood. 

4949 sēng-fŭng 偺統 
N-S DIV (N. Wei, N. Ch'i)： Buddhist Controller, col-
lective reference to the Controller-in-chief (ta-t'ung) and the 
Controller {t'ung) of the Office for the Clarification of 
Buddhist Profundities {chao-hsŭan ssu, q.v.). Also see seng-
kuan. 

4950 shā'Chīn yén-liào tsŭng-k'ù 
紗金顏料總庫 

YUAN: Chief Storehouse of Gauze, Gold, and Dye-
stuffs, a unit of the Service of Rare Textiles (i-yang chŭ). 
P38. 
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YUAN: Gauze Service, a unit of the Service of Rare Tex-
tiles {i-yang chŭ); after 1275 called Gauze Supervisorate 
(sha-b t'i-chu ssu); headed by a Supervisor (í'í-c/īm), rank 
5b. 

4952 shān-chăng 山 ft 
5 DYN-MING: lit., chief of the mountain (retreat): Dean, 
common designation of the head of an instructional Acad-
emy (shu-yŭan)t private or state-sponsored. P51, 66. 

4953 shàn-chān chiŭ-k'ù 贍軍酒庫 
SUNG: Army Wine Storehouse; local agency in some areas. 

4954 shàn-fŭ 膳夫 
CHOU: Food Steward, 2 ranked as Senior Servicemen 
(shang-shih), 4 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih)t and 
8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih)i members of the Min-
istry of State (t'ien-kuan) who supervised the preparation 

of, and personally tasted and served, all food and drink 
consumed by the King, the Queen, and the Heir Apparent. 
CL: intendant des mets. 

4955 shàri'hsiĕh 繕寫 
CH'ING: Copyist, 6 to 8 Bannermen Clerks ipì-fieh-shih) 
on duty assignment in each Bureau (ssu) of the Court of 
Colonial Affairs (li-fan yiian); ^commonly prefixed cheng 
(Principal) or fu (Assistant). BH: senior writer, junior writer. 

4956 shàn-jén 繕人 
CHOU: Marksmen, 2 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), mem-
bers of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) assigned to the King's 
personal service as expert archers. CL: excellents. 

4957 shàn-kŭng 瞎工 
SUNG: Provisioner, one category of personnel, apparently 
suboffieial functionaries, in the Food Service (shang-shih 
chŭ) of the Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng). SP: 
travailleur d'approvisionnement pour les sacrifices. P38. 

4958 shàn-kŭng chien 繕工監 
T'ANG: lit.，directorate of skilled workmen: from 662 to 
670 the official variant name of the Directorate for the 
Palace Buildings {chiang-tso chien). P15. 

4959 shàn-pù 膳部 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i，Chou)-SUNG: Catering Bureau in the 
N. Ch'i Section for Justice {tu-kuan)t in the Chou Ministry 
of State (t'ien-kuan)^ thereafter one of 4 Bureaus (•««) in 
the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu); headed in Chou by a Palace 
Provisioner {chu-shan) ranked as Ordinary Grand Master 
(chung ta-fu; 5a), at other times by a Director (lang-chung; 
in Sui temporarily shih-lang), rank 5b 1 in T’ang, 6b in Sung; 
shared with such agencies as the Court of State Ceremonial 
(hung-lu ssu) and the Food Service {shang-shih chŭ) of the 
Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng) responsibility for 
presenting foodstuffs for use in major state sacrificial cer-
emonies. RR+SP: bureau des approvisionnements pour les 
sacrifices. P9. 

4960 shàn-shìh 善世 
MING-CH'ING: Buddhist Patr iarch, 2 prefixed Left and 
Right, rank 6a but without stipends, principal members of 
the Central Duddhist Registry (seng-lu ssu) in the central 
government, under general supervision of the Ministry of 
Rites (lĭ-pu); recognized by the state, at least nominally, as 
heads of the empire-wide Duddhist clergy and held ac-
countable for the authenticity and proper conduct of all 
Buddhist monks and nuns. BH: preceptor. 

4961 shān-shîh 山師 
CHOU: Mountain Tax Master , 4 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) respon-
sible for the supervision of noted mountains and lakes ex-
cluded from fiefs granted to the Feudal Lords (chu-hou), 
and for the collection of royal taxes on timber, game, and 
fish taken from them. CL: maître des montagnes. 

4962 shàn-shðu ssŭ 扁手司 
CH'ING: Fan Bearers Office, one of 2 units in the For-
ward Subsection (ch'ien-só) of the Imperial Procession Guard 
{luan-i wei), headed by a Director (chang-yin yun-hui shih)’ 
rank 4a. BH: fan section. 

4963 shàn-ssŭ 瞎司 
YŭAN: abbreviation of ch'u shan-ssu (Office of Food Sup-
plies for the Heir Apparent) . 

4964 shān-ûng kuăn 刪定官 
SUNG: Reviser, no definite number, rank 8a officials of 
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various central government agencies on duty assignments 
in the Law Code ôffice (ch'ih-lîng so); also see chih-shih, 
chih-shih kuan. SP: reviseur. PI3. 

4965 shān-tìng shih 刪定使 
T'ANG: Disciplinary Commissioner, number, rank, and 
status not clear; apparently an ad hoc continuation of the 
earlier Disciplinary Section {shan-ting ts'ao) tradition; among 
other things, apparently reviewed the situations of civil of-
ficials who had completed sentences of banishment, etc. 
P13. 

4966 shān-tìng ts’áo 職定曹 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn>SUI : Discipline Section, a unit of the 
Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) concerned with the disciplin-
ing of civil officials, headed by a Director (lang). Its func-
tional relationship with such surveillance and judicial agen-
cies as the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai) and the Ministry of Justice 
(hsing-pu) is not clear; it was likely the administrative agency 
through which the Ministry of Personnel implemented and 
monitored the disciplining of civil officials. P5, PI3. 
4967 shàn-tsăi 膳宰 
CHOU; variant of shan-fu (Food Steward). 

4968 shán-yu 單于 
CH'IN-N-S DIV: Chinese transcription of a Hsiung-nu ti-
tle: Khan of the Hsiung-nu or other non-Chinese tribes to 
the north. 

4969 shān-yŭ 山虞 
Supervisor of Forestry and Hunting. (1) CHOU: 4 ranked 
as Ordinary Servicemen {chung-shih) and 8 as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Education 
(ti-kuan) responsible for supervising the felling of timber 
and all hunting and trapping activities at each major moun-
tain region in the royal domain; lesser numbers of lower 
ranks assigned to each such region considered ordinary, fewer 
still to those considered minor. CL: inspecteur des mon-
tagnes. (2) N-S DIV (Chou): one or more ranked as Or-
dinary Servicemen and one or more as Junior Servicemen, 
members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan), presum-
ably with responsibilities similar to those described under 
(1) above. P14. 

4970 shàng 上 
Lit., above, upper, superior, to go u p . � Throughout his-
tory used as a polite reference to the supreme ruler, i.e., 
the Chou dynasty King or a later Emperor; see such vari-
ants as huang-shang, chin-shang. In some contexts the ren-
dering Your Msgesty or His Majesty may be appropriate. 
(2) In hierarchical usage occurs, e.g., in Supreme Capital 
(Shang-tu) as distinct from auxiliary capitals, which wert 
normally directionally designated; in such combinations as 
Senior Serviceman (shang-shih), Ordinary Serviceman 
(chung-shih), and Junior Serviceman (hsia-shih); and in 
distinctions between, e.g., rank 6, 2nd class, grade 1 (6b 1: 
ts'ung-liu p'in shang-teng) and rank 6, 2nd class, grade 2 
(6b2: ts'ung-liu p'in hsia-teng). (3) To submit, often used 
as a verb referring to the presentation of memorials or other 
documents to the throne. (4) To promote, sometimes used 
as a verb referring to the formal advancement of an official 
to a higher post or rank. 

4971 shàng 尙 
(1) Chief Steward; see liu shang (Six Palace Stewards). 
(2) Matron, designation of one category of palace women; 
see liu shang (Six Matrons). (3) Common abbreviation of 
shang-shu (Minister, etc.). Also see tso-shang, yu-shang. 

4972 shàng-àn 上案 ， 
SUNG: First Section, one of 2 paired subordinate units (cf. 
hsia-an) in such agencies as the Chancellery {men-hsia sheng) 
and the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng); the organization and 
specific functions of each are not clear, but it is possible 
the First Section dealt with documents being forwarded to 
the throne. SP: service des rites‘ 
4973 shàng-ch'á 尙茶 
CH'ING: Tea Server, designation of Imperial Guardsmen 
{shih-wei) assigned to the Palace Larder (yŭ ch'a-shan fang) 
of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu), 3 called 
Principal (cheng as suffix) Tea Server, one Secondary (fu 
as suffix) Tea Server, and 6 ordinary (no prefix or suffix) 
Tea Servers; also found on the staff at each Imperial Mau-
soleum (ling). BH: cup-bearer, chief cup-bearer, assistant 
chief cup-bearer. P29, 37. 

4974 shàng-chàng 尙帳 
HAN: Chief Steward for Accommodations, one of the 
Five Chief Stewards (see wu shang) on the staff of the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu), presum-
ably responsible for providing and caring for the tents used 
by the Emperor while traveling and，possibly, for some of 
his ordinary bedding gear. Also see liu shang (Six Chief 
Stewards). Cf. shang-she chŭ (Accommodations Service). 
P30. 

4975 shàng-chēn shŭ 尙珍署 
YUAN: Office of Delicacies in the Court of Imperial En-
tertainments (kuang-lu ssu); established 1276, in 1288 re-
named chen-hsiu shu, q.v. P30. 

4976 shàng-ch'éng chŭ 尙乘局 
T'ANG-SUNG: Livery Service, one of many constituent 
units of the Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng) t headed 
by 2 Chief Stewards {feng-yŭ、，rank 5a or 5b; managed the 
use of horses by personnel of the imperial household, in-
cluding those maintained in the Six Stables {liu chiu) and 
Six Palace Corrals {liu hsien). RR: service des attelages de 
I'empereur. SP: écuyers impériaux. 

4977 shàng-ch'éng ssù 尙乘寺 
YUAN: Court of the Imperial Saddlery, an autonomous 
agency of the central government responsible for manufac-
turing and maintaining carriages, saddles，and other riding 
gear for the imperial household; established in 1287 inde-
pendent of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu)^ which 
retained control over the imperial horse herds. Headed by 
a Chief Minister (ch'ing), rank not clear. P39. 

4978 shăng-chĭàn 賞給案 
SUNG; Gifts and Presentations Section, one of 8 Sec-
tions (an) in the Tax Bureau (tu-chih ssu) of early Sung, 
normally headed by an Administrative Assistant (p'an-kuan, 
t'uì-kuan)\ made available to the Emperor gpofls to be given 
as rewards, etc.; also reportedly provided paper, inks，and 
medicines, and oversaw the collection of taxes on trade at 
public markets and on maritime trade. SP: service de 
récompense. 

4979 shàng-chì li 上計吏 
HAN: lit., functionary who submits an accounting (to the 
throne): variant of chi-li, chi-shih (both Accounts Clerk). 
Also see chi-chieh. HB: official who hands up accounts. 

4980 shàng chi tū-wèi 上騎都尉 
TANG-MING: Senior Commandant-ìn-chief of Cav-
alry, merit title (hsŭn) awarded to government personnel 
of rank 5a through Chin, 4a in Yuan; in Ming explicitly 
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restricted to rank 4a military officers. RR+SP: grand di-
recteur général de la cavalerìe. P65. 
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HAN: lit., official who submits an accounting (to the throne): 
variant of chi-yŭan (Accounts Assistant). Also see chi-chieh. 

4982 shàng chiăng-chān 上將軍 
Generalissimo. (1) TANG-SUNG: from 786, designation 
of the head of each of the major military units at the dy-
nastic capital collectively called the Sixteen Guards (shih-
liu wei, q.v.); rank 2b in T’ang，2b or 3a in Sung. RR: 
général supérieur. SP: général supérieur, grand général. 
(2) SUNG: also the head of any Guard (wei) not included 
in the Sixteen Guards; rank 3b. (3) CHIN: title of nobility 
(chūeh); see chen-kuc- shang chiang-chŭn, feng-kuo shang 
chiang-chŭn, fu-kuo shang chiang-chŭn. P64. 

4983 shàng-chiĕh 上界 
SUNG: First Section, one of 2 subdivisions of the Crafts 
Institute (wen-ssu yuan), originally part of the Directorate 
for Imperial Manufactories (shao-fu chien), later under the 
Ministry of Works {kung-pu); staffed with non-official he-
reditary specialists who did craft work with gold，silver, 
and pearls. See hsia-chieh. SP: bureau pour la fabrication 
des objets en or, argent et en perles. P37. 

4984 shàng-chiēn 上監 
SUNG: First Veterinarian Directorate, one of 2 units fully 
designated mu-yang chien, subordinate to the Court of the 
Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu); also see hsia-chien. SP: direc-
tion supérieure pour soigner les chevaux. 

4985 shàng-chíh wèi 上直衛 
MING; lit., guard unit that takes, up active duty: Imperial 
Guard，a categorical designation of 33 of the 74 major mil-
itary units called Capital Guards (ching-wei) stationed in 
the Peking area after 1420, also of 17 of the 49 Capital 
Guards stationed in the area of the auxiliary capital, Nan-
king; the most notable of the Imperial Guards at Peking was 
the Imperial Bodyguard (chin-i wei). The Imperial Guards 
at Peking were directly responsible to the Emperor; those 
at Nanking, like all other Guards (wei) throughout the em-
pire, were distributed for supervision among the Five Chief 
Military Commissions (wu-chŭn tu-tufu) in the central gov-
ernment. Also see wei-so. P43. 

4986 shàng-ch，ìn châ 尙寢局 
T’ANG-SUNG’ MING: Housekeeping Service, one of 6 
agencies among which palace women were distributed; 
headed by 2 Matrons {shang<h'in)y rank 5a，who super-
vised 4 subordinate Offices: Interior Maintenance Office (ssu-
she ssu), Transport Office {ssu-yŭ ssu)t Gardens Office (ssu-
yuan ssu)t and Lanterns Office {ssu-teng ssu); the Matrons 
also kept records concerning the Emperor's sexual relations 
with the females of his household. See liu shang (Six Ma-
trons). RR: service des appartements parîiculiers. 
4987 shàng-ch'īng 上卿 
(1) CHOU: Senior Minister, highest of 3 Minister ranks 
(see chung-ch'ing, hsia-ch'ing), the highest category of of-
ficials serving the King and Feudal Lords (chu-hou), rank-
ing above Grand Masters (ta-fu) and Servicemen (shih). (2) 
HAN: Superior Chamberlains, 4th highest in a hierarchy 
of 10 status groups in the officialdom (see under shang-
kung), including only the titles General of the Front (ch'ien 
chiang-chŭn), General of the Rear (hou), General of the 
Left (tsó)，and General of the Right (yw). Also see cheng-
ch'ing (Regular Chamberlains), p'ei-ch'ing (Adjunct Cham-
berlains), ch'ing. Cf. chiu ch'ing (Nine Chamberlains). P68. 

4988 s/tó/igdr，íwg-c/i，étó-ivéí•上輕車都尉 
T'ANG-SUNG: Senior Commandant of Light Chariots, 
the 5th highest merit title (hsun), awarded to rank 4a mil-
itary officers. See ch'ing-ch'e tu-wei. RR+SP: grand di-
recteur général des chars de guerre. P65. 

4989 shàng-chiù chu 尙廐局 
CHIN: Livery Service, in charge of horses and carriages 
used by the imperial household, a unit of the Palace In-
spectorate-general (tien-ch'ien tu tien-chien ssu); counter-
part of the T'ang-Sung shang-ch'eng chŭ, 

4990 shàng ckù-kuó i柱磁 
N-S DIV (Chou)-YŭAN: Supreme Pillar of State, hon-
orific designation of great prestige from high antiquity, re-
portedly derived from usage in the ancient southern state 
of Ch'u: the highest merit title (hstìn), awarded to officials 
of rank 2a; in Ming superseded by the titles Left and Right 
Pillars of State (tso, yu chu-kuo). RR+SP: grand pilier de 
I'étaî. P65. 

4991 shàng-chŭn 上軍 
(1) HAN: Upper Army, one of 8 special capital-defense 
forces organized at the end of Han; see pa hsiao-wei (Eight 
Commandants). (2) N-S DIV (S. Dyn.): Senior Adjutant , 
one of the eminent military officers called the Three Ad-
jutants (san chŭn) assigned to each Princedom (wang-kuo); 
see chung-chŭn, hsia-chŭn. P69. (3) SUNG: Elite Army; 
see shang ssu chŭn (Four Elite Armies). 

4992 shàng-fāng 尙方 
CH'IN-SUI: Directorate for Imperial Manufactories, a 
workshop normally under the Chamberlain for the Palace 
Revenues {shao-fu), headed by a Director {ling), rank 600 
bushels in Han, an office apparently filled by a eunuch in 
Later Han and perhaps then even overseen by a eunuch Su-
pervisor (chien); manufactured commodities of many sorts 
used in tlie imperial palace，in Han times reportedly in-
cluding weapons. At least as early as San-kuo Wei, and 
perhaps late in Later Han, divided into 3 units prefixed 
Central, Left, and Right, whose heads were collectively 
known as the Three Service Officials (san shang-fang). In 
T'ang (Sui?) the organization was renamed shao-fu chien, 
q:v. HB: prefect (ling), inspector (chien) of the masters of 
techniques. P37，38. 

4993 shàng-fāng chiĕn 尙方監 
(1) HAN: Supervisor of the Imperial Manufactories, ap-
parently a eunuch appointee in Later Han; oversaw the Di-
rectorate for Imperial Manufactories (shang-fang). HB: in-
spector of the masters of techniques. P38. (2) T'ANG: from 
685 to 705 the official redesignation of the shao-fu chien 
(Directorate for Imperial Manufactories), q.v. Also see 
nei-fu chien. P38. 

4994 shàng-fāng shŭ 尙方署 
CHIN: Gold and Silver Workshop, one of 6 artisan craft 
agencies under the Directorate for Imperial Manufactories 
(shao-fu chien)y headed by a Director (ling), rank 6b. P38. 

4995 shàng-fāng ssū 尙方司 or shàng-fāng 
yŭàn ú 

CH'ING: early names of the Office of Palace Justice (see 
shen-hsing ssu)\ shang-fang ssu to 1655，then yŭan till 1677. 
P37. 

4996 shàng-fú chu 尙服局 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Wardrobe Service, one of 6 ma-
jor agencies among which palace women were distributed; 
headed by 2 Matrons (shang-fu), rank 5a，who supervised 
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4 subordinate Offices; Seals Office (ssu-pao ssu), Clothing 
Office (ssu-i ssu), Adornments Office (ssu-shih ssu), and 
Ceremonial Regalia Office (ssu-chang ssu). Also see liu 
shang (Six Matrons). RR: service de I'habilement du ha-
rem. 
4997 shàng-hsí 尙席 
CH'IN-N-S DIV: Chief Steward for the Bedchamber un-
der the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu), re-
sponsible for furnishing and maintaining the Emperor's 
sleeping quarters; see under liu shang (Six Chief Stewards), 
wu shang (Five Chief Stewards). P30, 37. 

4998 shàng-hsiàng 上相 
SUNG; Supreme Councilor，a variant of tsai-hsiang (Grand 
Councilor), especially in the case of such an eminent dig-
nitary wher he bore the supplementary titles Grand Aca-
demician of the Institute for the Glorification of Literature 
{chao-wen kuan ta hsŭeh-shih) and Chief Compiler of the 
Dynastic History (chien-hsiu kuo-shih). 

4999 shàng hù-ckān ±護軍 
T'ANG-MING: Senior Military Protector, superseding the 
Sui-early T'ang merit title Senior General-in-chief (shang 
ta chiang-chŭn), 3rd highest merit title {hsŭn) awarded for 
extraordinary military service; rank 3a through Chin, 2a in 
Yŭan and Ming; in Ming reserved solely for rank 2a mil-
itary officers. See hu-chŭn. RR+SP: grand protecteur 
d'armée. P65. 

5000 shàng-ī 尙衣 
(1) CH'IN-N-S DIV: Chief Steward for the Wardrobe 
under the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues {shao-fu), 
responsible for providing and maintaining the Emperor’ s 
clothing; see under liu shang (Six Chief Stewards), wu shang 
(Five Chief Stewards), liu chŭ (Six Services). P30, 37. (2) 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Superintendent of Im-
perial Silk Manufacturing (chih-tsao chien-tu). 

5001 shàng-ī chién 尙衣監 
MING-CH*ING: Directorate for Imperial Apparel, one 
of 12 major Directorates (chien) in which palace eunuchs 
were organized, headed by a eunuch Director (t'ai-chien); 
responsible for the Emperor's personal headgear，gowns, 
shoes, boots, stockings，etc. In Ch'ing existed only from 
1656 to 1661; see under shih-erh chien (Twelve Director-
ates). 

5002 shàng-ī chiĕn 尙翳監 
YUAN: Imperial Directorate of Medicine, from 1283 to 
1285 the official redesignation of the Imperial Academy of 
Medicine (t'ai-i yuan), during which time its head was re-
titled Director (chien, t'ai-chien) and lowered in rank from 
3a to 4a. 

5003 shàng4 ehă 尙 MM 
T'ANQ-SUNG, MING: Ceremonial Service, one of 6 ma-
jor agencies among which palace women were distributed; 
headed by 2 Matrons {shang-i)t rank 5a, who supervised 4 
subordinate Offices: Library Office (ssu-chi ssu)t Music 
Office (ssu-yŭeh ssu), Visitors Office {ssu-pin ssu)t and Ritual 
Receptions Office (ssu-tsan ssu). See liu shang (Six Ma-
trons). RR: service de Vétiquette du harem. 

5004 shàng-ī eld 尙衣局 
Clothing Service. (1) T'ANG-YŭAN: one of 6 Services 
(chŭ) in the T'ang-Sung Palace Administration (tien-chung 
sheng) y headed by 2 Chief Stewards (feng-yu)y rank 5a or 
5b; in the Chin dynasty Court Ceremonial Institute (hsūan-
hui yuan), headed by a Superintendent (t'i-tien), 5a; and in 
the Yiian dynasty Supervisorate-in-chief of Civilian Arti-

sans (min~chiang tsung-kuan fu), headed by an Overseer 
(ta-lu-hua-ch'ih) and a Supervisor (t'i-chu), 5b. Generally 
responsible for providing and maintaining thè clothing and 
other items required by the Emperor for his public appear-
ances .This function, which must always have involved pal-
ace eunuchs to some extent, was apparently taken over 
completely by eunuchs in Ming times. Cf. shang-fu chŭ. 
RR+SP: service des vêtements de I'empereur. P37. (2) 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Imperial Silk Manufac-
tory (chih-tsao chŭ); see under chih-tsao chien-tu. 

5005 í A à / i p í f à 尙衣庫 
SUNG; Imperial Wardrobe, a personal valeting service 
for the Emperor headed by a eunuch Commissioner (shih), 
under supervision of the Palace Administration (tien-chung 
sheng). SP: magasin des vêtements de Vempereur. P38. 

5006 shăng-ì shĕng-shìh 商議省事 
YUAN: Discussant of Secretariat Affairs, from 1292 a 
middle-level executive post in the Secretariat (chung-shu 
sheng); in 1295 retitled Manager of Important National Se-
curity Affairs (p'ing-chang chŭn-kuo chung-shih, q.v.). P4. 
5007 shàng-kăng 上綱 
HAN: lit., the ruler's net (?): occasional unofficial refer-
ence to any official position, signifying in government ser-
vice. 

5008 shàng kó-mén 上閤門 
SUNG-CHIN: Palace Audience Gate, two prefixed East 
and West, through which officials and foreign envoys en-
tered the palace for audience; each staffed with ushers, her-
alds, etc., under 3 Commissioners of the Palace Audience 
Gate (shang ko-men shih)’ rank 6a; the staffs were appar-
ently subordinate to the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), in 
Sung possibly to the Court of State Ceremonial {hung-lu 
ssu). SP: portes du pavilion supérieur. P33, 

5009 shàng-kuàn 尙冠 
CH'IN-N-S DIV: Chief Steward for Headgear under the 
Chamberlain for Palace Revenues {shao-fu) ̂  responsible for 
providing and maintaining the variety of caps worn in pub-
lic by the Emperor; see under liu shang (Six Chief Stew-
ards), wu shang (Five Chief Stewards). P30，37. 

5010 shàng-kŭng 上公 
HAN: Superior Dukes, the highest in a hierarchy of 10 
status groups in the officialdom, limited to the Grand Pre-
ceptor (t'ai-shih), Grand Mentor (t'ai-fU), and Grand Guard-
ian (t'ai-pao). The lesser status groups were as follows: 2. 
Three Dukes (san kung), 3. Adjunct Dukes (pi-kung). 4. 
Superior Chamberlains (shang-ch'ing). 5. Regular Cham-
berlains icheng-ch'ing). 6. Adjunct Chamberlains (p'ei-
ch'ing). 7. Senior Grand Masters (shang ta-fu). 8. Ordinary 
Grand Masters (chung ta-fu). 9. Junior Grand Masters (hsia 
ta-fu). 10. Servicemen (shih). This Han system of cate-
gorization was in part carried on into the Three Kingdoms 
era. Part of the terminology was borrowed from ancient 
Chou usage. P68. 

5011 shàng-kŭng àn 案 
SUNG: Prefectural Remittances Section，one of 5 Sec-
tions (an) in the Census Bureau (hu-pu ssu; cf. hu-pu、，one 
of 3 agencies that constituted the State Finance Commission 
(san ssu) of early Sung; in c. 1080 shifted under the Gran-
aries Bureau (ts'ang-pu) of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-
pu)', monitored payments of various kinds made by Prefec-
tures (chou) throughout the empire to the central govern-
ment and the imperial palace; normally headed by an Ad-
ministrative Assistant (p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan). SP: service de 
contribution. 
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5012 shàng-kāng chu 尙功局 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Workshop Service, one of 6 ma-
jor agencies among which palace women were distributed; 
headed by 2 Matrons {shang kung), rank 5a, who super-
vised 4 subordinate Offices; Sewing Office (ssu-chih ssu), 
Rarities Office (ssu-chen ssu), Silks Office (ssu-ts'ai ssu), 
and Accounts Office (ssu-chi ssu). Also see liu shang (Six 
Matrons). RR: service des travaux du harem. 

5013 shàng-kūng chŭ 尙宮局 
TANG—SUNG, MING: General Palace Service, one of 6 
major agencies among which palace women were distrib-
uted; headed by 2 Matrons (shang-kung), rank 5a, who 
generally supervised the other 5 Services and directly con-
trolled 4 immediately subordinate Offices: Records Office 
(ssu-chi ssu)t Communications Office (ssu-yen ssu), Reg-
istration Office (ssu-pu ssu)} and Inner Gates Office (ssu-
wei ssu). Also see liu shang (Six Matrons). RR: service des 
affaires générales du harem. 
5014 shàng-lién 尙輦 
T'ANG: Sedan-chair Foreman, 2，rank 9b, on the staff of 
the Sedan-chair Service {shang-lien chŭ) in the Palace 
Administration {tien-chung sheng). RR; chef du personnel 
du service des voitures à bras. 

5015 shàng-lién chû 尙輦局 
TANG-SUNG: Sedan-chair Service, one of 6 Services 
(chŭ) in the Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng); headed 
by 2 Chief Stewards (feng-yŭ)t rank 5a or 5b. RR+SP: ser-
vice des voitures à bras de I'empereur. P37. 
5016 shàng-lín 上林 
Imperial Forest: the name given by the First Emperor of 
Ch'in to a park reserved for his recreational use west of his 
capital near modern Sian, greatly expanded by Emperor Wu 
of Han, the subject of a famous long poem (Shang-lin fu) 
by the Han poet Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju; subsequently through-
out history used in unofficial or quasiofficial reference to 
any comparable imperial park or garden, and prefixed to 
many titles of officials with responsibilities relating to such 
parks and gardens. HB: supreme forest. P40. 

5017 shàng-lín chào-yù 上林詔獄 
HAN: Imperial Prison in the Imperial Forest, one of the 
many prisons (see under chao-yŭ) in the capital area, prob-
ably for the imprisonment of anyone who violated the pro-
hibitions in force; headed by one or more Directors (chang) 
under the Commandant of the Imperial Gardens {shui-heng 
tu-wei); abolished in 32 B.C. HB: imperial prison of the, 
park of the supreme forest. P40. 

5018 shàng-lín chiēn 上林監 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to both the Chief Ministers 
of the Imperial Parks Administration (feng-ch'en ch'ing) 
and to the Imperial Parks Admìnistratimi (feng-ch'en yŭan) 
itself. 

5019 shàng-lín chŭng shíh-ch'íh chiên 
上林中十池監 

HAN: Supervisor of the Ten Ponds in the Imperial For-
est, a category of assistants to the Director of the Imperial 
Forest (shang-lin ling), but on the staff of the Chamberlain 
for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu) and apparently respon-
sible for the collection of taxes or fees from licensed fish-
ennen in the park. HB: inspector of the ten ponds in the 
park of the supreme forest. P37, 40. 

5020 shàng-lín láng 上林郎 
HAN: Court Gentleman of the Imperial Forest, assis-

tants to the Director of the Imperial Forest (shang-lin ling)-, 
specific functions not clear. See lang. ？31. 

5021 shàng4ín fî/^ 上林令 
HAN-N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Director of the Imperial 
Forest, in charge of the recreational area near the capital 
called the Imperial Forest (shang-lin) or the Imperial Forest 
Park (shang-lin yŭan)y under the Commandant of the Im-
perial Gardens (shui-heng tu-wei); assisted by 8 Aides 
{ch'eng), 12 Commandants (wei), and various others such 
as Court Gentlemen of the Imperial Forest (shang-lin lang), 
Supervisors of the Ten Ponds in the Imperial Forest (shang-
lin chung shih-ch'ih chien)’ and Bailiffs of the Imperial Forest 
(shang-lin se-fu). HB: prefect of the park of the supreme 
forest. P40. 

5022 shàng4ín sAtí 上林署 
TWNG-MING: Office of Imperial Parks under the Court 
of the Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu) till Chin, then un-
der the Ministry of Works (kung-pu); headed by 2 Directors 
(ling), rank 7bl , in T'ang, by a Superintendent (t'i-tien), 
5b, in Chin; in 1407 transformed into a Directorate of Im-
perial Parks (shang-lin yūan-chien); responsible for gath-
ering fruits, vegetables, winter ice, etc., from the various 
imperial parks and gardens for use in the imperial palace, 
in great state ceremonies, etc. RR+SP: office des bosquets 
impériaux. P40. 

5023 shàng4ín yiiàn 上林苑 
Imperial Forest Pa rk , intermittently throughout imperial 
history, the official or unofficial designation of one or more 
great parks or gardens in the vicinity of the dynastic capital; 
the tradition began with the creation of a hunting preserve 
and playground adjacent to the capital by the First Emperor 
of Ch'in, called tiie Imperial Forest (shang-lin); also see 
feng-ch'en yŭan, shen-tu yŭan. P40. 

5024 shàng-lín yŭàn-chién 林苑監 
MING: Directorate of Imperial Parks , in 1407 superseded 
the traditional Office of Imperial Parks {shang-lin shu) in 
charge of all imperial parks, gardens, menageries，etc., in 
the area of the dynastic capital; headed by 2 Directors 
{cheng), rank 5a; originally with more than 10 subsidiary 
Offices (shu), in 1435 fixed at 4: Office of Husbandry (liang-
mu shu), Office of Domestic Fowl (fan-yŭ shu), Office of 
Fruits and Flowers (lin-heng shu), and Office of Vegetables 
(chia-shu shu)t each with a Manager {tien-shu), rank 7a. 
Superseded in early Ch'ing by the Imperial Parks Admin-
istration (feng-ch'en yŭan). P40. 

5025 shàng-mà 尙沐 
CH'IN: Chief Steward for the Bath, one of Six Chief 
Stewards (liu shang, q.v.) who tended to the needs of the 
imperial household under supervision of the Chamberlain 
for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu). Perhaps revived inter-
mittently in the era of N-S Division. P37. 

5026 shàng-mù chiĕn 尙牧監 
YUAN: Directorate of Herds, changed from Herds Office 
(ch'un-mu so) in 1279, in 1282 renamed Court of the Im-
perial Stud (t'ai-p'u yuan, later t'ai-p'u ssu). P39. 

5027 shàng-pào chiĕn 尙寶監 
MING: Directorate of Palace Seals, a palace eunuch agency 
in charge of the numerous imperial seals, originally in co-
operation with the civil service Seals Office (shang-pao ssu), 
but after the founder's reign with almost complete control 
itself; established in 1367 with a eunuch head called Chief 
Steward of Seals (shang-pao), rank 6a then 6b then 7a; from 
1384 headed by a eunuch Director (ling; from 1395 t'ai-
chien); size of staff not fixed. 
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5028 shàng-păo chu 尙寶局 
MING: Seals Service, variant name of the palace women 
agency most commonly called ssu-pao ssu (Seals Office). 

5029 shàng-păo ssŭ 尙寶司 
MING: Seals Office, an autonomous agency of the central 
government headed by a Chief Minister (ch'ing), rank 5a， 
charged with the monitoring of a large number of seals, 
tallies, and stamps used by the Emperor, each having spe-
cial, specified uses; in the tradition of fu-pao lang, fu-hsi 
lang, etc., of prior times. After the founder's reign came 
to be overshadowed, dominated, and often humiliated by 
palace eunuchs of the Directorate of Palace Seals (shang-
pao chien). 

5030 shàng-pīn 上姨 
N-S DIV (N, Ch'i): Superior Concubines, collective ref-
erence to 3 imperial concubines individually entitled Lady 
of Bright Counsel (kuang-yu), Lady of Exalted Excellence 
(lung-hui), and Lady of Clear Instruction {chao-hsŭn). See 
hsia-pin. 

5031 shàng săn ch'i 上三旗 
CH'ING: Three Superior Banners, collective designation 
of those military units called Banners (ch'i) that were under 
the personal control of the Emperor; specifically, the Bor-
dered Yellow Banner (hsiang-huang ch'i), Plain Yellow 
Banner (cheng-huang ch'i), and Plain White Banner {cheng-
po ch'i); also called the TTiree Inner Banners (nei san ch'i). 
Cf. hsia wu ch'i (Five Lesser Banners). 

5032 shàng-shàn 尙膳 
CH’ING: Mea! Server, designation of Imperial Guardsmen 
(shih-wei) assigned to the Palace Larder (yŭ ch'a-shanfang) 
of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu/m), 3 called 
Principal (cheng as suffix) Meaī Server, one Secondary (fu 
as suffix) Meal Server, and 12 Ordinary (no prefix or suf-
fix) Meal Servers; also found on the staff of each Imperial 
Mausoleum (ling), BH: trencher-knight, serving-man, chief 
trencher-knight, assistant chief trencher-knight. P29, 37. 

5033 shàng-shàn chiĕn 尙膳監 
MING-CH'ING: Directorate for Palace Delicacies, one 
of 12 major Directorates {chien) in which palace eunuchs 
were organized; headed by a eunuch Director (t'ai-chien) 
in Ming, apparently staffed with Manchus in early Ch'ing; 
responsible for providing special foods from the palace gar-
dens; in Ch'ing existed only from 1656 to 1661. See under 
shih-erh chien. 

5034 shàng-shè 上舍 
(1) SUNG: Superior College, highest of 3 Colleges (she) 
in the National University (t'ai-hsŭeh) from c. 1070; some 
10% of students admitted to the University eventually ad-
vanced into the Superior College for advanced training be-
fore beginning official careers or undertaking civil service 
recruitment examinations. SP: collège supérieur. (2) 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a National University 
Student (chien-sheng). 

5035 shàng-shè chŭ 尙舍局 
T'ANG-SUNG: Accommodations Service, one of 6 Ser-
vices (chŭ) in the Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng); 
headed by 2 Chief Stewards (feng-yŭ), rank 5b; in charge 
of the Emperor's personal quarters in the imperial palace, 
his baths, special imperial accommodations for great cer-
emonial occasions, and tents and other accommodations re-
quired by the Emperor while traveling away from the cap-
ital. RR+SP: service des appartements de I'empereur. 

5036 shang-sheng chŭ 尙乘局 
See under shang-ch'eng chŭ (Livery Service). 

5037 shàng-shìh 上士 
CHOU, N-S DIV (Chou): Senior Serviceman, 5th highest 
of 7 (or 7th of 9) ranks into which all offícials were di-
vided, following Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu) and out-
ranking Ordinary Serviceman {chung-shih) and Junior Ser-
viceman (hsia-shih); the rank indicator is normally a suffix 
appended to the functional title. In Later Chou, equivalent 
to rank 7a. CL: gradué de première classe. 

5038 shàng-shíh 尙食 
(1) CH IN-N-S DIV: Chief Steward for Food under the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu) or, in N. 
Wei, in the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng); responsible for 
provisioning the imperial palace with food and drink; see 
under liu shang (Six Chief Stewards), wu shang (Five Chief 
Stewards), liu chŭ (Six Services). HB: master of food. P30, 
37. (2) T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Matron for Food, 2，rank 
5a, heads of the palace women agency called the Food Ser-
vice {shang-shih chŭ); also see under liu shang (Six Ma-
trons). 

5039 shàng-shíh chiēn 尙食監 
HAN: Director of Provisions on the staff of a Princedom 
(wang-kuó), apparently responsible for supervising the 
preparation and serving of food and drink for the Prince 
and his princely household. HB: inspector of the masters 
of food. P69. 

5040 shàng-shíh chŭ 尙食局 
Food Service. (1) SUI-YŭAN: one of Six Services (liu 
chu) through which such agencies as the T'ang-Sung Pal-
ace Administration {tien-chung sheng), the Chin Court Cer-
emonial Institute (hsiian-hui yuan), and the Yŭan Provi-
sions Commission (also hsiian-hui yiian) provided necessities 
for the imperial palace, often in collaboration with eunuchs 
and palace women and with such central government agen-
cies as the Court of Imperial Entertainments {kuang-lu ssu). 
Responsible, among other things, for preliminary tastings 
of foods served at the imperial table. In T'ang and Sung 
headed by 2 Chief Stewards (feng-yŭ)t rank 5a; in Chin and 
Yiian by a Superintendent (t'i-tien)t 5a or 5b. RR+SP: ser-
vice de la nowriture de I'empereur. P30. (2) T'ANG-SUNG, 
MING: one of 6 major agencies among which palace women 
were distributed; headed by 2 Matrons (shang-shih), rank 
5a, who supervised 4 subordinate Offices: Foods Office 
shan ssu), Wines Office (ssu-yŭn ssu)t Medicines Office 
(ssu-yao ssu), and Banquets Office {ssu-ch'i ssu). See liu 
shang (Six Matrons). RR: service de la nourriture du ha-
rem. 

5041 shàng-shōu sð 尙收所 
YŭAN: Collections Office (?)，a unit of the Palace Pro-
visions Commission (hsiian-hui yuan), apparently headed 
by a Commissioner (shih), rank 5b; specific functions not 
clear. P38. 

5042 shàng-shŭ 尙書 
Lit.，in charge of writing; one of the most important titles 
of imperial history, a key to the evolution of the central 
government. (1) CH'IN-HAN: Chief Steward for Writ-
ing, one of the Six Chief Stewards {liu shang) under the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues {shao-fu) y responsi-
ble for the Emperor’s personal secretarial work. Not later 
than the time of Emperor Wu of Han (r. 141—87 B.C.), 
normally 4 appointees，each in charge of a functionally dif-
ferentiated Section (ts'ao; see under ssu ts'ao); functionally 
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if not nominally, had become a more important category of 
officials, now appropriately rendered Imperial Secretaries 
(see under #2 following). P37. (2) HAN-N-S DIV: Im-
perial Secretary, rank 600 bushels, 4 from the time of Em-
peror Wu of Han, 5 from 29 B.C., 6 in Later Han, each 
in charge of a Section with functionally differentiated re-
sponsibilities, controlling all documents flowing in and out 
of the imperial palace. Appointees were required to pass a 
vocabulary test involving 9,000 characters and came to be 
assisted in each Section by an Aide (ch'eng) and a Secre-
tarial Court Gentleman (shang-shu lang). Late in Emperor 
Wu's reign the Imperial Secretaries were overshadowed if 
not superseded by palace eunuchs appointed as Palace Sec-
retaries (chung-shu), the great historian Ssu-ma Ch'ien being 
perhaps the first such appointee after his castration; but in 
29 B.C. the Palace Secretaries were withdrawn from formal 
administrative duties and probably abolished, whereupon 
the Imperial Secretaries resumed their earlier functions and 
were increased to 5 (see under wu ts'ao). In Later Han the 
number was further increased to 6 (see under liu ts'aó). From 
Former Han times the group was known unofficially by the 
collective designation Imperial Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai), 
which in its full Later Han maturity had an executive su-
perstructure consisting of a Director (ling), rank 1,000 
bushels, a Vice Director (p'u-yeh), 600 bushels, and one 
each Left and Right Aide (tso-ch'eng, yu-ch'eng), 400 bush-
els. This pattern of organization was perpetuated in the fol-
lowing era of N-S Division, gradually becoming a stable 
top-level organ commonly called shang-shu sheng (lit., De-
partment of Imperial Secretaries, but normally rendered 
Department of State Affairs); and the Imperial Secretaries 
were gradually transformed into formally recognized ex-
ecutives of the central government (see #3 following). HB: 
master of writing. P5. (3) N-S DIV-CH'ING: Minister, 
head of a top-level administrative agency in the central gov-
ernment's Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) 
till Yuan times, then in the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) 
till 1380 in early Ming, when the Secretariat was abolished; 
thereafter the Ministers were the most eminent members of 
the general administration hierarchy, directly responsible to 
the Emperor, although from the 1420s through Ch'ing times 
they came to be increasingly subordinate to a coordinating 
group of Grand Secretaries (ta hsŭeh-shih) collectively known 
as the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko) ’ stably institutionalized in 
Ch'ing. Throughout the era of N-S Division the units headed 
by Ministers were called either Sections (ts'ao) or Minis-
tries (pu); the term Ministry predominated late in the era 
and was the standard from Sui through Ch’ing. Their num-
ber fluctuated greatly at first; a cluster of 12 was common, 
and at times the number grew to more than 30; but from 
Sui through Ch'ing 6 was the standard (see under liu pu): 
Ministries of Personnel (lì-pu)，of Revenue (hu-pu), of Rites 
(lĭ-pu), of War (ping-pu), of Justice (hsing-pu), and of Works 
(kung-pu). The rank of Ministers was 3a in T'ang, 2b in 
Sung, 3a again in Chin, Ytìan, and early Ming, 2a from 
1380 till 1730 in Ch'ing, thereafter lb; though ranks were 
equal, the Minister of Personnel was always considered pre-
eminent in the group. There was normally only one Min-
ister for each Ministry through Sung and Chin; Yŭan ap-
pointed 3 in each Ministry; Ming reverted to a single ap-
pointee; Ch'ing commonly appointed one Manchu and one 
Chinese. In the mature organization of Ministries, the Min-
ister was assisted by one or more Vice Ministers (shih-lang) 
and supervised 4 or more subordinate Bureaus (ssu; ch'ing-
li ssu in Ming and Ch'ing) with function-specific or, in some 
Ming-Ch'ing Ministries, region-specific responsibilities. See 
chung shang-shu. RRyprésident de ministère. SP: président 

de ministère, ministre. BH: president of the ministry. P5， 
6, 9，12，13，14，15. (4) T'ANG: may be encountered as a 
variant of the palace women title Matron (see under liu 
shang, Six Matrons). 

5043 shang shu 尙署 
See under tso-shang shu and yu-shang shu, 

5044 shàng-shŭ ch'éng 尙書丞 
HAN; Aide to the Imperial Secretary, one assistant for 
each Imperial Secretary (shang-shu) in Former Han, rank 
not clear; in Later Han and thereafter, may be found as a 
reference to the Left or Right Assistant Director (tso-ch'eng, 
yu-ch'eng) of Han's Imperial Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai) or 
the later Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) 
HB: assistant. P37. 

5045 shàng-shŭ cWŭăn 尙書銓 
(1) T'ANG: Ministerial Selections, reference to the per-
sonnel evaluations supervised by the Minister of Personnel 
{lì-pu shang-shu), as distinguished from those supervised 
by the Vice Ministers of Personnel (lì-pu shih-lang), which 
were called chung-ch'uan. Also see tung-ch'tían, hsi-ch'ūan. 
Cf. chung-hsūan, tung-hstìan, hsi-hsŭan. (2) From T’ang 
on, a common unofficial reference to the Minister of Per-
sonnel, derived from the function described in (1) above. 

5046 shàng-shŭ hsuăn 尙書選 
SUNG: lit., selections by the Minister: Senior Appoint-
ments Process, a reference to the Ministry of Personnel's 
(lì-pu) appointments process (see under hsŭan), in which 
the selection of men for appointments and reappointments 
was allocated to different executive officials of the Ministry 
according to the ranks and services (civil or military) of the 
appointees. The Minister (shang-shu) presided over selec-
tions of both civil (see shang-shu tso-hsŭan) and military 
(see shang-shu yu-hsŭan) officials for appointments in the 
categories called Capital Officials (ching-kuan) and Court 
Officials (ch'ao-kuan). Cf. shih-lang hsŭan (Junior Ap-
pointments Process), shen-kuan yiian (Bureau of Personnel 
Evaluation), tso-hsiian, yu-hsŭan. 

5047 shàng-shŭ láng 尙書郞 
HAN-N-S DIV: Secretarial Court Gentlemen’ men of the 
court retinue generically called Court Gentlemen (lang) as-
signed for duty in the Imperial Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai; 
also see shang-shu), normally prefixed with a function in-
dicator beginning with chu (in charge of), e.g., in charge 
of correspondence with the Hsiung-nu chieftain, in charge 
of the transport of money and valuables. The general prac-
tice was for a new assignee to be made Probationary (shou) 
Secretarial Court Gentleman of the Interior (shang-shu lang-
chung) for one year with rank of 300 bushels; then after 3 
years of satisfactory service he was given the higher status 
of Attendant Gentleman (shih-lang) with rank of 400 bush-
els. ín Former Han some Clerks (ling-shih) with good ser-
vice records were also given such Probationary appoint-
ments. In San-kuo Wei and perhaps later in the era of N-
S Division, the appointees were designated as being at-
tached to one of the Sections (ts'ao) in the Imperial Sec-
retariat, e.g., as shang-shu hu-ts'ao lang (Secretarial Court 
Gentleman of the Revenue Section; see hu-ts'ao). During 
the era of N-S Division the title shang-shu lang was also 
a common collective reference to both shih-lang and lang-
chung, which became executive posts in the Department of 
State Affairs (shangshu sheng) as it evolved out of Han's 
Imperial Secretariat. HB: gentleman of the masters of writ-
ing. P5, 6’ 9’ 14’ 22. 
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5048 shàng-shŭ U-hsíng 尙書裏行 
SUNG: lit., Probationary Minister (see li-hsing): variant 
reference to the Chief Minister for Imperial Sacrifices 
(t'ai-ch'ang ch'ing)，i.e., Chief Minister {ch'ing) of the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). 

5049 shàng-shū ling 尙書令 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV: Director of the Imperial Secretariat 
(shang-shu t'ai; also see shang-shu), rank í,000 bushels in 
Later Han. HB: prefect of the masters of writing. (2) N-S 
DIV-CHIN: Director of the Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng), one of the most powerful posts in the 
central government; rank 2 in N. Wei, 2a in Sui and T'ang, 
la in Sung and Chin. In early T'ang held by Li Shih-min, 
the future T'ai-t? .ng, and subsequently not filled in def-
erence to him. in Sung withdrawn from use in 1172, re-
placed with the archaic title ch'eng-hsiang (Grand Coun-
cilor). RR+SP: présidertt de département des affaires d'état. 
P2, 3’ 4. 

5050 shàng-shā Ung-shíh 尙書令史 
HAN-SUI: Clerk in the Imperial Secretariat (Han: shang-
shu t'ai) or Clerk in the Department of State Affairs (post-
Han: shang-shu sheng); a relatively lowly official or un-
ranked subofficial; cf. ling-shih, shang-shu. P6, 9, 12，13, 
14. 

5051 shàng'shū pó-shìh 尙書博士 
SUNG: Erudite of the Classic of Writings (Shu-ching, also 
called Shang-shu), one category of Erudites (po-shih) in the 
Directorate of Education {kuo-tzu chien). Also see po-shih. 

5052 shàng-shŭ p'ŭ-yèh 尙書僕射 
HAN-CHIN: Vice Director of the Imperial Secretariat 
(Han: shang-shu t'ai) or Vice Director of the Department 
of State AfTairs (post-Han: shang-shu sheng), a common 
variant of p'u-yeh, q.v. 

5053 shèng'shū shĕng 尙書省 
N-S DIV-YŬAN: Department of State Affairs, an out-
growth of the Han dynasty's Imperial Secretariat (shang-
shu t'ai) and known throughout the era of N-S Division by 
a variety of names (including shang-shu ssu, tu-sheng, pei-
sheng, chung-fai, nei-t'ai); early became the agency through 
which the general administrative business of the central 
government was carried on, coordinating function-specific 
Sections (ts'ao) or Ministries {pu), varying in number to 
more than 30; from Sui on stood alongside the Chancellery 
(men-hsia sheng) and the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) in 
tìie central government's executive core, called the Three 
Departments (san sheng) t presiding over a standardized group 
of Six Ministries (liu pu, q.v.)； and its senior officials com-
monly served among the Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang) who 
joined the Emperor in formulating policies; in Chin from 
1156 served as a consolidated central administration, the 
Chancelleiy and Secretariat being abolished; in Yuan re-
placed in this role by the Secretariat but intermittently called 
into existence alongside the Secretariat until the early 1300s. 
Its head was normally a single Director (ling; see under 
shang-shu ling); other senior officials normally included Vice 
Directors (p'u-yeh) and Assistant Directors (ch'eng; see un-
der shang-shu ch'eng). RR+SP: département des affaires 
d'état. P2, 3, 4. 

5054 shàng-shū ssŭ 尙書寺 
N"-S DIV (Sung): variant of shang-shu sheng (Department 
of State Affairs). 

5055 shàng-shŭ ssū ts'áo 尙書四曹 
HAN: Four Sections of Imperial Secretaries; see under 
shang-shu and ssu ts'ao. 

5056 shàng'shū tà hsíng't'ái 尙書大行臺 
N-S DIV: Branch Department of State Affairs , common 
variant of hsing shang-shu t'ai or hsing-t'ai late in the N. 
Dynasties, when such proto-provincial regional administra-
tions, structured like the metropolitan Department of State 
Affairs (shang-shu sheng) at the dynastic capital, were be-
coming semi-autonomous governments capable of chal-
lenging the central government. P50. 

5057 shàng-shà fái 尙書臺 
HAN-N-S DIV: lit., pavilion of the chief stewards of writ-
ing (see shang-shu): Imperial Secretariat, from Former 
Han a quasiofficial designation of the aggregation of 4，then 
5，then 6 Sections (ts'ao) to which Imperial Secretaries 
(shang-shu) and various other officials were assigned to 
handle the Emperor's paperwork under supervision of a Di-
rector (ling; see shang-shu ling); in Later Han became the 
effective administrative core of the central government, 
continued so in the era of N-S Division with a varying num-
ber of constituent Sections, then often called Ministries (pu); 
gradually yielded to the designation shang-shu sheng (De-
partment of State Affairs), but occurred as late as S. Ch'i. 

5058 shàng-shū tsŏ-hsŭăn 尙書左選 
SUNG: Senior Civil Appointments Process, a reference 
to the Ministry of Personnel's (lì-pu) appointments process 
(see under hsŭan) ’ in which the selection of men for ap-
pointments and reappointments was allocated to different 
executive officials of the Ministry according to the ranks 
and services (civil or military) of the appointees. The Min-
ister (shang-shu) presided over selections of both civil and 
military officials in the categories called Capital Officials 
(ching-kuan) and Court Officials (ch'ao-kuan), the term Left 
denoting civil service appointees. This Process acquircíd its 
name in 1080，superseding the Left Bureau of Personnel 
Evaluation (see under shen-kuan yuan). 

5059 shàng-shŭ tū-shĕng 尙書都省 
T'ANG: from 684 to 703, an unofficial reference to wen-
ch'ang tu-sheng or tu-sheng, themselves official variants of 
shang-shu sheng (Department of State Affairs). P3. 

5060 shàng-shŭ yà-hsuân 尙書右選 
SUNG: Senior Military Appointments Process, a refer-
ence to the Ministry of Personnel's (lì-pu) appointments 
process (see under hsŭan), in which the selection of men 
for appointments and reappointments was allocated to dif-
ferent executive officials of the Ministry according to the 
ranks and services (civil or military) of the appointees. The 
Minister (shang-shu) presided over selections of both civil 
and military officials in the Categories called Capital Offi-
cials (ching-kuan) and Court Officials (ch'ao-kuan)t the term 

•Right denoting military appointees. This Process acquired 
its name in 1080，superseding the Right Bureau of Person-
nel Evaluation (see under shen-kuan yuan). SP: bureau des 
nominations militaires. 

5061 shāng-shùi àn 商稅案 or shāng-shŭi 
yŭàn 院 

SUNG: Merchant Tax Section, one of 8 constituent units 
of the Salt and Iron Monopoly Bureau (yen-t'ieh ssu) in 
early Sung; normally headed by an Administrative Assis-
tant {p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan); oversaw the collection and dis-
tribution of mercantile taxes. SP: service des taxes con* 
merdales. P62. 

5062 shāng-shŭi wŭ 商稅務 
SUNG: Commercial Tax Office in the Court of the Im-
perial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu), responsible for collecting taxes 
from merchants doing business in the dynastic capital. SP: 
bureau de recette des taxes commerciales dans la capitale. 
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5063 shàng ssù chŭn 上四軍 
SUNG: Four Elite Armies, collective reference to 4 major 
elements of the Imperial Annies (chìn-chŭn) stationed at 
the dynastic capital: the Four Sun-sustaining Wings (p'eng-
jih ssu hsiang) and Four Wings of Heaven-endowed Mili-
tancy (t'ien-wu ssu hsiang) of the Palace Command (tien-
ch'ien ssu)t the Four Dragon Guards Wings (lung-wei ssu 
hsiang) of the Metropolitan Cavalry Command (ma-chŭn 
ssu), and the Four Inspired Guard Wings (shen-wei ssu 
hsiang) of the Metropolitan Infantry Command (pu~chūn 
mm). P47. 

5064 shàng-ssù yŭàn 上駟院 
CH'ING: Palace Stud’ one of the Three Special Agencies 
(san yuan) of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu 
Ju); oversaw a large and steadily increasing number of horse 
pasturages, corrals, and stables throughout the empire in 
which the Emperor's horses were bred and cared for; orig-
inally patterned and named after the Ming dynasty Direc-， 
torate of the Imperial Horses (ytì-ma chien), in 1661 r e - / 
named a-tun ya-men, q.v., then in 1677 renamed shang-
ssu yiian. Headed by an indefinite number of Grand Min-
isters (ta-ch'en) of the Imperial Household Department as-
sisted by 2 Chief Ministers (ch'ing); supervised 2 subor-
dinate divisions, a Left Office and a Right Office (tso-ssu, 
>m-wm). Cf. t'ai-p'u ssu. P39. 

5065 shàng tà chiăng-chŭn 上大將軍 
SUI-T'ANG; Senior General-in-chief, 3rd highest mili-
tary merit title (hsŭn) awarded for extraordinary military 
service, rank 3a; superseded in early T,ang by Senior Mil-
itary Protector (shang hu-chŭn). P65. 

5066 shàng ta-fu 上大夫 
Senior Grand Master. (1) CHOU: highest of 3 grades of 
Grand Master {ta-fu) categories, the 2nd highest of 3 cat-
egories of officials in the service of the King and Feudal 
Lords (chu-hou); ranked above Ordinary Grand Masters 
(chung ta-fu) and Junior Grand Masters (hsia ta-fu), below 
all Minister (ch'ing) categories, and above all Serviceman 
(shih) categories. (2) HAN: 6tìi highest in a hierarchy of 
10 status groups in the officialdom (see under shang-kung), 
denoting all officials with annual salaries of 2,000 bushels 
of grain. P68. 

5067 shàng-tsào 上造 
CH'IN-HAN: lit” producer for the ruler (?): Grandee of 
the Second Order , next to lowest of 20 titles of honorary 
nobility (chŭeh) awarded to distinguished personages. P65. 

5068 shàng-tsð 尙左 
SUNG: common abbreviation of shang-shu tso-hsŭan (Se-
nior Civil Appointments Process). 

5069 shàng-tsò kuăn 上佐官 or shang-tso 
HAN-SUNG: Principal Territorial Aide, generic refer-
ence to 2nd- and 3rd-level assisting officials in major units 
of territorial administration such as Regions (chou) or Pre-
fectures (chou, /m), including those bearing titles such as 
pieh-chia, ssu-ma, chang-shih, qq.v. RR: grand fonction-
naire de la préfecture. SP: assistant-supérieur. 

5070 shàng-tsð láng-kuātt 尙左 îP 官 
SUNG: unofficial reference to the Vice Minister of the 
Left (tso shih-lang) of the Ministry of Personnel {íi-pu). 
See lang-chung. 
5071 shàng-tsūng 上宗 
Supervisor of the Imperial Clan，throughout imperial his-
tory an unofficial reference to the senior official who kept 
genealogical records on, and in general monitored the con-
duct of, members of the ruling family, such as the Han 

dynasty Chamberlain for the Imperial Clan (tsung-po) and 
later Chief Ministers (ch'ing) or Directors (ling) of the Court 
of the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu, tsung-jen ssu). 

5072 shàng tū-hùfŭ 上都護府 
T'ANG-SUNG: Superior Protectorate, 2nd most eminent 
military administration (cf. Grand Protectorate, ta tu-hufu) 
established to govern submitted non-Chinese peoples in 
Mongolia and Central Asia, headed by a Superior Protector 
(shang tu-hu), rank 3al; the title was perpetuated in Sung, 
but probably a non-functional post. RR: protectorat général 
de première classe. SP: protecteur supérieure. P50. 

5073 shāng-t'ûn 商屯 
MING: Merchant Farm, generic designation of agricul-
tural settlements sponsored by salt merchants in the vicinity 
of the northern frontier, from which the merchants pro-
duced grain for delivery to the s ta te� f ron t ie r military gar-
risons, in exchange for certificates entitling them to allo-
cations of state-monopolized salt for general distribution 
throughout the empire. See under k'ai-chung (Equitable Ex-
change of Grain for Salt); cf, t'un-t'ien (State Farm). 

5074 shăng-tz'ù àn 賞賜案 
SUNG: Gifts Section, one of 5 Sections in the Tax Bureau 
(tu-chih J5«) of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) t staffed 
with unranked subofficials who oversaw the collection, 
storage, and issuance of goods with which the Emperor re-
warded officials for special achievements or on special oc-
casions; established c. 1080, when the State Finance Com-
mission (ían ssu) of early Sung was discontinued. P6. 

5075 shàng-yào chien 尙藥監 or shang-yao 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV: Director of Palace Medications, in 
Later Han apparently replaced the title Palace Physician (t'ai-
i), thereafter a common concurrent title for Palace Physi-
cians; in N. Ch'i 4 appointees in the Palace Medical Service 
(shang-yao chŭ). P36. (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to 
the Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yiian). 

5076 shàng-yào chŭ 尙藥局 
N-S DIV (N. Wei>-YŭAN: Palace Medical Service，a unit 
of the Chancellery {men-hsia sheng) to c. 605，then under 
the Palace Administration (tien-nei sheng, tien-chung sheng), 
in Yuan apparently made an autonomous agency of the cen-
tral government; relations with institutions stemming from 
the Han dynasty Imperial Physician {t'ai-i ling) such as the 
t'ai-i shu, t'ai-i chŭ, and t'ai-i yuan are not clear, but the 
shang-yao chu never seems to have had the teaching func-
tions of these agencies; after Yiian its functions may have 
been absorbed by the Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-
i yiian) and the Imperial Dispensary (yŭ-yao chŭ, yu-yao 
fang). Normally headed by Chief Stewards (tien-yii, feng-
yŭ), rank 5a or 5b, in Yuan with an Overseer (ta-lu-hua-
ch'ih) and a Superintendent (fi-tien)，rank 5a, superim-
posed. RR+SP: service des remèdes de I'empereur. P36. 

5077 shàng-yĭn chŭ 尙飮局 
YûAN: Imperial Winery that produced wines for the Em-
peror's table; one unit in the Palace Provisions Commission 
(hsûan-hui yuan) headed by a Commissioner-in-chief {ta-
shih), rank 6b; another in the Court of Imperial Entertain-
ments (kuang-lu ssu) headed by a Superintendent (t'i-tien), 
5b. P30, 38. 
5078 shàng-yŭ 尙右 
SUNG: abbreviation of shang-shu ywhsūan (Senior Mili-
tary Appointments Process). 
5079 shāng-yà láng-kuān 尙右郞官 
SUNG: unofficial reference to the Vice Minister of the 
Right (yu shih-lang) of the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu). 
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5080 skàng-yu pèi-yùng ch，ù 上虞備用處 
CH'ING: Imperial Hunting Office, a military unit re-
sponsible for the organization and conduct of imperial hunts; 
staffing and organizational affiliation not clear. BH: im-
périal hunting department. 

5081 shàng-yān chŭ 尙醞局 
Wine Stewards Service. (1) SUNG: a unit of the Palace 
Administration {tien-chung sheng) headed by 2 Chief Stew-
ards (feng-yŭ), rank 5a or 5b. SP: service du yin de I'em-
pereur. (2) YUAN: a unit of the Palace Provisions Com-
mission (hsŭan-hui yuan) headed by a Commissioner-in-
chief (ta-shih), 6b. P38. 

5082 shàng-yŭn shŭ 尙醞署 
(1) CHIN: Wine Stewards Office, a unit of the Court Cer-
emonial Institute (hsuan-hui yŭan) responsible for prepar-
ing and serving the Emperor's wines; headed by a Director 
(ling), rank 6b. P30. ：2) YUAN: from 1283 to 1286 the 
official redesignation of the Court of Imperial Entertain-
ments {kuang-lu ssu). P30. 

5083 shào 哨 
CH'ING: Company, a military unit of approximately 100 
soldiers in the forces called the Green Standards (lu-ying), 
commanded by a Company Commander (ch'ien-tsung); 5 
such Companies normally constituted a Brigade (ying). 

5084 shào 少 
Lit.，small, lesser: a common prefix to titles throughout his-
tory. (1) Vice, e.g., in shao-ch'ing (Vice Minister); nor-
mally denoting a 2nd-tier executive official in an agency, 
e.g., ranking after a ch'ing (Chief Minister). (2) Junior , in 
contrast to the prefixes ta and especially t'ai, e.g., in shao-
pao (Junior Guardian) paired with Grand Guardian {t'ai-pao). 

5085 shào chān-shìh 少詹事 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Vice Supervisor of the Household of 
the Heir Apparent, 2nd highest post in the Supervisorate of 
the Household of the Heir Apparent (chan-shih fu, chan-
shih yiian), after the Supervisor of the Household (chan-
shih); often designated t'ai-tzu shao chan-shih. Rank 4a in 
T'ang, 6a in Sung; 2，4a, in Ming and Ch’ing; in Ch'ing 
one Manchu and one Chinese appointee; in Yuan retitled 
fu (Vice) chan-shih. RR: sous-intendant général de la mai-
son de I'héritier du trône. SP: ìntendant-adjoìnt de la mai-
son de I'héritier du trône, BH: supervisor of instruction. 
P26. 

5086 shào ch'áng-pó 少常伯 
T’ANG"CH’ING: Junior Executive Attendant, from 662 
to 671 the official designation of all Vice Ministers {shih-
lang) of Ministries (pu); after 671 a common unofficial ref-
erence to the Vice Minister of a Ministry, in Ch'ing es-
pecially a Left (tso) Vice Minister. 

5087 skāo<k，ào k，ù 燒鈔庫 
YûAN: Paper Money Incinerator, 2 prefixed East and 
West, each headed by an Overseer (ta-lu-hua-ch'ih) and a 
Comniíssioner-in-chief (ta-shih)y under the Supervisorate 
of Paper Money {pao-ch'ao fì-chŭ .sím); disposed of paper 
money in bad condition or otherwise withdrawn from use. 
P16. 

5088 shào-chiàng 少匠 
T'ANG-5 DYN: Vice Director, 2, rank 4b2, 2nd highest 
executive official in the Directorate for the Palace Buildings 
(chiang-tso ssu, chiang-tso chien); after 662, with some 
fluctuation, called shao-chien (Vice Director). RR: petit ar-
tisan. P14, 15. 

5097 414 
5089 shào-chiĕn 少監 
N-S DIV-MING: Vice Director, a common title for 2nd-
tier executive offícials of various agencies, especially those 
designated Directorates {chien) and headed by Supervisors 
or Directors (both also chien)y e.g., the Directorate of As-
tronomy (ssu-t'ien chien). Cf. t'ai-chien, hsiao-chien. 
RR+SP: sous-dìrecteur. 

5090 shào-chìh 少秩 
SUNG: lit., lesser (determiner of) precedence: unofficial 
reference to the Vice Minister (shao-ch'ing) of the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). 

5091 shào-ch'ĭng 少卿 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: Vice Minister, common title for 2nd-
tier executive officials of central government agencies headed 
by Chief Ministers {ch'ing), e.g., the various Courts (ssu) 
such as the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ordi-
narily with relatively high rank 4 or 5. RR+SP: vice-
président. BH: sub-director, vice president. 

5092 shào ch'īng-chiēn 少卿監 
SUNG: abbreviated, collective reference to Vice Ministers 
and Vice Directors (shao-ch'ing and shao-chien). 

5093 shāo-chŭ sŏ 燒朱所 
SUNG: Burnt Vermilion Office, an agency of palace eu-
nuchs commonly prefixed hou~yūan (rear garden), q.v.; 
functions not clear, possibly a workshop where vermilion 
was produced for use in imperial inks, paints, etc. SP: bu-
reau chargé de fabríquer du vermilion. 

5094 shào chūng tà-fŭ 少中大夫 
CHIN-YŭAN: Junior Grand Master of the Palace, pres-
tige title {san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 4b2 in Chin, 
3b in Ytìan; c. 1314 changed to Lesser Grand Master of 
the Palace (ya chung ta-fu). P68. 

5095 shāo-fă 稍法 
N-S DIV (Chou): Assessor of Lesser Penalties (?)，num-
ber unspecified，ranked as Senior Servicemen {shang-shih; 
7b) and Ordinary Servicemen {chung-shih; 8a), memlîers 
of the Ministry of Justice {ch'iu-kuan). P13. 

5096 shào-fŭ 少傅 
Junior Mentor: irregularly from Chou into Ch'ing times, 
a title of great prestige conferred on offícials of the central 
government, one of the 3 posts collectively called the Three 
Solitaries (san ku); in the mid-Han reign of Wang Mang, 
considered one of the Four Supports (ssu fu); in the later 
dynasties carried rank lb. SP: second maître. BH: junior 
tutor. P67. 

5097 shào-fŭ 少府 
Lit., lesser office or storehouse，contrasted with ta-fu or 

*fai-fu. (1) CH IN-N-S DIV: Chamberlain for the Palace 
Revenues, an important post in the central government, 
considered one of the prestigious Nine Chamberlains (chiu-
ch'ing), rank 2,000 bushels in Han, rank 3 during most of 
the following era of N-S Division; throughout its history, 
shared control over governmental revenues with the Cham-
berlain of the National Treasury (ta ssu-nung, ssu-nung), 
being charged with providing for the Emperor's personal 
needs, maintaining and provisioning the imperial palace, 
etc. His staff included many Aides (ch'eng) and other as-
sistants who managed imperial parks, artisan workshops, 
prisons, etc.; some eventually developed into such influ-
ential separate agencies as the Imperial Secretariat {shang-
shu t'ai) and the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng). He normally 
also had supervisory jurisdiction over both palace eunuchs 
and palace women. In N. Wei the post was absorbed into 
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the newly developing Court for the Palace Revenues {t'ai-
fu ssu) as Vice Minister (shao-ch'ing), but in Sui it regained 
its independence as Director (chien, then ling) of the Di-
rectorate of Palace Provisions (shao-fu chien). HB: privy 
treasurer. P37. (2) T'ANG-YUAN: unofficial reference to 
a District Defender (hsien~wei). (3) CH'ING: unofficial 
reference to a Grand Minister (ta-ch'en) of the Imperial 
Household Department {nei-wu fu). (4) CH'ING; unof-
ficial reference to a District Jailor (tien-shih). Cf. ch'ang-
hsin shao-fu, ch'ang-lo shao-fu. 

5098 shào-fŭ chiēn 少府監 
SUI-YŭAN: Directorate for Imperial Manufactories, a 
2nd-level agency of the central government supervising a 
variety of artisan workshops producing goods for palace use’ 
created c. 604 by being split off from the early Sui Court 
for the Palace Revenues {t'ai-fu ssu); normally headed by 
a Director (chien), rank 3b in T'ang, 4b in Sung. In T'ang 
incoiporated a Central Service Office (chung-shang shu), 
Left Service Office (tso-shang shu), Right Service Office 
(yu-shang shu)t Weaving and Dyeing Office (chih-jan shu), 
and Foundry Office (chang-yeh shu) and supervised various 
Foundry Directorates (yeh-chien), Directorates pf Coinage 
(chu-ch'ien chien), and Directorates of Tributary Trade {hu-
shih chien) in scattered localities. By Sung times the Di-
rectorate had been subordinated to the Ministry of Works 
(kung-pu), but it still directed such subsidiary agencies as 
a Crafts Institute (wen-ssu yuan), a Silk Brocade Office (ling-
chin yŭan)y an Embroidery Office (wen-hsiu yŭan)t an Or-
naments Office (ts'ai-tsao yiian)y and a Dyeing Service (jan-
yŭan) and supervised Directorates of Coinage based in var-
ious Prefectures (chou). The much broader responsibilities 
of the Han dynasty Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues 
(shao-fu), after whom the Directorate was named, had long 
been divided with other agencies such as the Palace Admin-
istration (tien-chung sheng) and the Palace Domestic Ser-
vice (nei-shih sheng); the Directorate had no authority over 
palace eunuchs or palace women. In Liao, Chin, and Yuan 
the Directorate existed only intermittently, finally in Yiian 
yielding all its functions to the Palace Provisions Commis-
sion (hsŭan-hui yŭan). It was apparently resurrected at the 
very beginning of Ming but was promptly abolished, its 
functions being absorbed by the Ministty of Works and the 
corps of palace eunuchs. RR+SP: direction des ateliers 
impériaux. P37, 38. 

5099 shào-fŭ ch'ing 少府卿 
N-S DIV: common variant of shao-fu (Chamberlain for 
the Palace Revenues). 

5100 skào-fŭ ssà 少府寺 
HAN-N-S DIV: Court for the Palace Revenues’ official 
or quasiofficial designation of the agency headed by the 
Chamberlain for the Paiace Revenues (shao-fu, shao-fu 
ch'ing). P37. 

5101 sfcào-fcào ssà 少皞司 
Lit., office of lesser brilliance, deriving from the title as-
sumed by a legendary ruler of highest antiquity: throughout 
history an unofficial reference to a Minister of Justice (ch'iu-
kuan, hsing-pu shang-shu, etc.)-

5102 shào-hsiĕn 少仙 
TWNG-YUAN: lit., junior immortal, deriving from a poem 
by Tu Fu involving a punning play on the word teen mean-
ing District: unofficial reference to a District Defender 
(hsien-wei), the 2nd ranking official of a District. 

5103 shào hsíng-jén 少行人 
CH'ING: lit” junior messenger: unofficial reference to the 

Vice Minister (shao-ch'ing) of the Court of State Cere-
monial (hung-lu ssu). 

5104 shào-í 少儀 
T'ANG; lit., lesser ritualist: unofficial reference to a Vice 
Director (yŭan-wai lang) of the Headquarters Bureau (If 
pu) in the Ministry of Rites (also lĭ-pu). See chung-i, hsiao-
i. 

5105 shāo-jén ffiA 
CHOU: Area Inspector, 4 with rank as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) 
who made inspection tours of small areas distant from the 
capital called shao, divisions of Townships (hsien), under 
the direction of the Ministry's Township Preceptors {hsien-
shih)\ also assisted in the conduct of great military oir fu-
neral assemblages. CL: officier des terres affectées aux of-
fices. 

5106 shào-kŭng 少公 
T'ANG-YUAN: lit., little Duke: unofficial reference to a 
District Defender (hsien-wei). 

5107 shào-ū 少吏 
HAN: Junior Subaltern, generic reference to government 
personnel with stipends below 100 bushels a year. Cf. cluing-
li (Senior Subaltern). P68. 

5108 shào-ŭng 少令 
Vice Director: occasionally occurs as the title of, or un-
official reference to, the 2nd ranking official of an agency 
headed by a Director (ling) in lieu of the much more com-
mon title Aide (ch'eng)y e.g., in the Palace Library (pi-shu 
sheng) of early T'ang. P37. 

5109 shào-nèi 少內 
HAN: unofficial reference to the Chamberlain for the Pal-
ace Revenues (shao-fu) (?); usage rare and not clear. P37. 

5110 shào-pào 少保 
Junior Guardian: irregularly from Chou into Ch'ing tiimes, 
a title of great prestige conferred on officials of the central 
government, one of the 3 posts collectively called the irhree 
Solitaries (san ku); in the later dynasties carried lb rank. 
SP; second gardien. BH: junior guardian. P67. 

5111 shào shàng-tsào 少上造 
CH'IN-HAN: lit., junior producer for the ruler (?): Gran-
dee of the Fifteenth Order , 6th highest of 20 titles of hon-
orary nobility (chŭeh) conferred on deserving subjects. P65. 

5112 skào-skèng kóu 紹聖侯 
SUI-T ANG: Marquis for Perpetuating the Sage, title of 
nobility (chueh) awarded to the most direct male descen-
dant of Confucius, in 608 changed from Duke of (the Duke-
dom of) Tsou (tsou-kuo kung), then in 626 changed to Mar-
quis for Praising the Sage (pao-sheng hou); responsible for 
maintaining the Confucian grave, temple, and estate at Ch'ŭ-
fu, Shantung. P66. 

5113 shào-shîh 少師 
(1) Junior Preceptor: irregularly from Chou into Ch'ing 
times, a title of great prestige conferred on officials of the 
central government, one of the 3 posts collectively called 
the Three Solitaries (san ku); in the later dynasties carried 
lb rank. SP: second précepteur. BH: junior preceptor. P67. 
(2) Junior Master, a term of direct address for aged de-
gree-holders or retired officials of some repute; less pres-
tigious than fu-shih (Grand Master). 

5114 shào'shĭh 少使 
(1) HAN: Junior Maid, categorical reference to palace 
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women with rank =400 bushels. HB: junior maid. (2) Vice 
Commissioner: may be encountered in any period as a quasi-
official or unofficial reference to a 2nd ranking official of 
an agency headed by a Commissioner (shih) or Commis-
sioner-in-chief (ta-shih), in lieu of the more common title 
fu-shih. 

5115 shào ssŭ-ch'éng 少司成 
T’ANG: lit., lesser official in charge of success or of ma-
turing: from 662 to 671 the official redesignation of the 
Director of Studies (ssu-yeh) in the Directorate of Edu-
cation {kuo-tzu chien). P34. 

5116 shào ssu-li 少司禮 
Lit., 2nd official in charge of rites: from T'ang on, unof-
ficial reference to a Vice Minister of Rites (lĭ-pu shih-lang). 

5117 shào ssū-mă 少司馬 
CHOU: variant of hsiao ssu-ma (Vice Minister of War). 

5118 shào ssŭ-nŭng 少司農 
CH'ING: archaic, unofficial reference to a Vice Minister 
of Revenue (hu-pu shih-lang), especially to one serving as 
Superintendent of the Capital Granaries (tsung-tu ts'ang-
ch'ang). 

5119 shào ssū-p'ú 少司僕 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Vice Minister {shao-
ch'ing) of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). 

5120 shào ssă-shàn 少司膳 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Vice Minister (shao-
ch'ing) of the Court of Imperial Entertainments (kuang-
lu ssu). 

5121 shào ssū-t'ú 少司徒 
CH’ING: archaic, unofficial reference to a Vice Minister 
of Revenue (hu-pu shih-lang) y especially to one serving as 
Superintendent of the Capital Granaries (tsung-tu ts'ang-
ch'ang). 

5122 shào-tsăi 少宰 
(1) T'ANG-CHING: Junior Steward, unofficial reference 
to a Vice Minister of Personnel {lì-pu shih-lang). (2) SUNG: 
in addition, briefly in the early 1100s, Vice Grand Coun-
cilor, the official redesignation of the Right Vice Director 
(yu p'u-yeh) of the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu 
sheng) y one of the Grand Councilors {tsai-hsiang) t and 
thereafter in S. Sung an unofficial reference to the same 
post, commonly known as fu-hsiang. Also see ta-tsai, t'ai-
tsai. SP: conseiller d'état en chef. P3. 

5123 shào-ts，ān 少參 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Assistant 
Administration Commissioner (ts'an-t) of a Provincial 
Administration Commission {ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih 
ssu). Cf. ía-ts'an (Administration Vice Commissioner). 

5124 shào-wèi 少尉 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a District Jailor (tien-shih). 

5125 sháo-wŭ 韶舞 
MING-CHWG: Ceremonial Dancer’ 2 prefixed Left and 
Right, rank 9b, in the Music Office (chiao-fang ssu); ter-
minated in 1729. P10. 

5126 shào-yĭn 少尹 
(1) TANG-CHIN: Vice Governor, 2nd ranking post in a 
Superior Prefecture {fu); one or 2, rank 4b2 in T'ang, 6b 
in Sung, 5a in Chin. RR+SP: vice-préfet. P32, 49，53. (2) 
TANG-CH'ING: from 662 to 670 and again from 684 to 
705 the official redesignation of the Vice Supervisor of the 
Household of the Heir Apparent (shao chan-shih; see un-

der chan-shih); thereafter irregularly an unofficial reference 
to the post. (3) CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Police 
Chief (hsŭn-chien; see hsŭn-chien ssu) or a District Jailor 
(tien-shih), both in a District {hsien). 

5127 she 攝 
Acting: throughout imperial history, a term used whenever 
someone without appropriate rank status was temporarily 
put in charge of a vacant office to which he might subse-
quently be regularly appointed, or when an official already 
on duty was given additional temporary responsibility for 
a vacant post of higher rank status. 

5128 shè 社 
YUAN-CH'ING: Ccmmunity: a unit in state-sponsored 
sub-District {hsien) organization of the population; appar-
ently originated in Yuan times as a cluster of 50 or so 
neighboring families designated as a unit to establish ele-
mentary schools and charity granaries, control irrigation， 
plant trees, bring vacant land under cultivation，promote 
morality, agriculture, sericulture, fishing, etc., existing 
alongside law-enforcement and tax-collecting units called li 
(rural Village，urban Community); after Yiian, inteirmit-
tently appeared in regional variations of the local admin-
istrative systems commonly called li-chia and pao-chia. 
Normally had a chosen or designated leader called Com-
munity Head (she-chang). 

5129 shè 舍 
SUNG: College, designation of a unit in the National Uni-
versity (t'ai-hsūeh) from c. 1070; see wai-she (Outer Col-
lege), nei-she (Inner College)，shang-she (Superior Col-
lege). 

5130 shè-àn 設案 
SUNG: Special Preparations Section, one of 7 Sections 
(an) in the Salt and Iron Monopoly Bureau (yen-t'ieh ssu) 
of early Sung, normally headed by an Administrative As-
sistant {p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan); oversaw provisioning of the 
imperial palace with seasonal fresh foods, foods used in 
periods of fasting, mutton, pork, firewood, and pottery. SP: 
service de préparaiion des frais de I'abstinence, mouton, 
pore, bois de chauffage, poterie. 

5131 shè-chèng 攝政 
Lit., to be in acting charge of government: Regent or Re-
gency, a term normally used when a child had succeeded 
to the throne and one or more persons had been designated 
to run the government during his minority. Cf. liu-shou, 
chien-kuo. 

5132 shè-chí shŭ 社稷署 
YUAN: Office for the Altar of the Soil and Grain, one 
of 3 special sacrificial agencies in the central government 
(see t'ai-miao, chiao-ssu shu)\ headed by 2 Directors (ling), 
rank 6b. Cf. chiao-she shu (Office of the National Altars). 
P28. 

5133 skè-ckU’ăn 社稷壇 
Altar of the SoH and Grain: throughout history, an altar 
symbolizing the land and its contributions to life, which 
served as one of the important national altars; Emperors 
normally offered sacrifices there in spring and autumn; 
commonly maintained by an Office for the Altar ... {she-
chi shu) or a Director of the Altar ... {she-chi ling). Also 
see chiao-she shu (Office of the National Altars), ti-t'an. 
P28. 

5134 shè-jén 射人 
CHOU: Expert Archer, 2 ranked as Junior Grand Masters 
(hsia ta-fu), 4 as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih), and 8 as 
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Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of 
War (hsia-kuan) who competed in archery contests on im-
portant royal ceremonial occasions including sacrifices. CL: 
officier du tir d'arc, grand archer. 

5135 shé-jén 舌人 
CHOU: lit.， tongue-man: variant of hsiang-hsŭ (Inter-
preter). 

5136 shè-jén 舍人 
Lit., man in or of the lodgings; hence a retainer. (1) House-
man: throughout history, a general reference to, or a quasi-
official title for, kinsmen and others who were squire-like 
dependents of dignitaries. In Chou times, the title of 4 Or-
dinary Servicemen (chung-shih) and 8 Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih) in the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) whose 
principal duty was to distribute grain to inhabitants of the 
royal palace. In Ming times, a salaried but unranked status 
for younger brothers, sons, cousins, and unrelated hangers-
on of hereditary military officers, from among whom va-
cancies in the officer corps were commonly filled. During 
the era of N-S Division, persons of such status who took 
on secretarial functions gradually established a category of 
officials as indicated in (2) below. CL: officier de loge-
ment. HB: member of the suite. (2) N-S DIV—TANG: Sec-
retary, officials of low rank or unranked subofficials at-
tached to the establishments of Heirs Apparent, Princes, 
Princesses, and some other dignitaries, generally acting as 
receptionists and document handlers. RR: secrétaire. P69. 
(3) N-S DIV-CH ING: Draf ter , also developing from the 
Houseman status described in (1) above; abbreviation of 
chung-shu she-jen or î'ung-shih she-jen. Also see ch'i-chŭ 

she-jen. 

5137 shè-jén shĕng 舍人省 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Department of Drafters under the de-
veloping Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), staffed with 10 
Secretariat Drafters {chung-shu she-jen) and 10 Scribes (chu-
shu); responsible for the issuance of imperial pronounce-
ments. P2. 

5138 shè-jén yŭàn ^ A K 
SUNG: Document Drafting Office, in early Sung an agency 
of the central government responsible for the preparation of 
all state documents; staffing and history not clear, but ap-
parently subordinated at least loosely to the combined Sec-
retariat-Chancellery (chung-shu men-hsia sheng) and prob-
ably staffed with Secretariat Drafters {chung-shu she-jen). 
SP: bureau des fonctionnaires-rédacîeurs, bureau des sec-
rétaire s. 

5139 shè-kuān 設官 
To establish officials: a term consistently used with the 
sense of authorizing such-and-such posts with so-and-so many 
appointees at such-and-such ranks. Occurs commonly in 
descriptions of government following the names of agen-
cies, introducing their authorized posts in order of ranks, 
suggesting the rendering with authorized posts (as fol-
lows:). 

5140 shè-niâo shih 射氏 
CHOU: Bird Killer，one with hereditary rank as a Junior 
Serviceman (hsia-shih) in the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) y 
primarily responsible for shooting and killing birds of ill 
omen that were sighted during royal sacrificial ceremonies; 
also in charge of retrieving arrows during royal archery 
tournaments. CL: tireur d'oiseaux. 

5141 shè-sheng 射生 
Lit., one who shoots the living (i.e., moving targets); see 

ya-ch'ien she-sheng ping, tien-ch'ien she-sheng shou, tien-
ch'ien she-sheng hsiang, tien-ch'ien she-sheng chŭn, kung-
feng she-sheng kuan. 

5142 shè-shēng 射聲 
Lit., one who shoots at or by sound: Bowmen Shooter by 
Sound，from Han on a common reference to an archer so 
skilled that he could stalk and shoot his prey in the dark of 
night, relying only on sounds to guide him. In T'ang, re-
ferred to members of the Left and Right Metropolitan Guards 
{ling-chūn wei). HB: archer who shoots by sound. RR: archer 
habile. P43. 

5143 shên-chì k'ō 審計科 
YŭAN: Budget Section in the Ministry of Revenue {hu-
pu), a minor office headed by a Clerk (ling-shih). 

5 1 4 4 shên-chì ssū 審言十司 

SUNG: Accounting Office, a minor agency found in the 
Court of the Imperial Treasury {t'ai-fu ssu), in military units, 
and in some units of territorial administration. SP: bureau 
de vériflcation des comptes. 

5145 shén-chī ying 神機營 
MING: Firearms Division, one of the Three Great Train-
ing Divisions (san îa-ying) at Peking, with counterparts at 
Nanking; reportedly originated in the early 1400s as a unit 
in which troops of the 2 other Divisions (wu-chun ying, 
san-ch'ien ying) were trained in the use of firearms of types 
acquired in the Ming annexation of Annam (modern North 
Vietnam). Also called Division of the Five Thousand (wu-
ch'ien ying). 

5146 shĕn-chì yŭàn 審 H十院 
SUNG: variant of shen-chi ssu (Accounting Office). 

5147 shēn-chH chŭn 參旗軍 
T'ANG: Army of the Celestial Lion's Pelt, named after a 
star in Orion called shen-ch'i; one of 12 regional supervi-
sory headquarters for militia Garrisons (fu; also sec fu-ping) 
called the Twelve Armies {shih-erh chŭn)\ existed only 620-
623, 625-636. RR: armée (de la constellation) des Eíert^rd 
Chen. P44. 

5148 shēn-chĭn 紳衿 
Lit., (wearers of) sashes and collars: the elite, a collective 
reference to all those who were, were entitled to become, 
or had been officials in government service and in conse-
quence constituted the most influential group in Chinese 
society; commonly used as the equivalent of hsiang-shen 
(rural elite). Whether or not Government Students (sheng-
yŭan) were included in such a class has been a matter of 
controversy. Also see shih ta-fu (the official class) and shen-
shih (the elite). Commonly rendered alternatively as the 
gentry or the ruling class. 

5149 shén-chìng chŭn 神勁軍 
SUNG: Army of Inspired Power, designation of a military 
force armed with explosive weapons. SP: artillerie deforce 
transcendante. 

5150 shén-ch’ú yŭàn 神廚院 
T'ANG: Office of Sacrificial Foods, one of 4 minor ser-
vice agencies in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang 
ssu); maintained grain and utensils for imperial sacrificial 
ceremonies; apparently staffed solely by state slaves. RR: 
service de la cuisine des esprits. 

5151 shén-fáng 神房 
CH'ING: Shamanism Office in the Office of Palace Cer-
emonial (chang-i ssu) of the Imperial Household Depart-
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ment (nei-wu/w); directed palace eunuchs and Shamanesses 
(sa-man t'ai-t'aî) in offering prayers for the deceased Man-
chu rulers. BH: office of shamanism. 

5152 shĕn-hsíng ì-kuān 審刑議官 
SUNG: Consultant in the Review of Sentences, a duty 
assignment in the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu)', status de-
tails not clear. SP: chargé de déliberation dans les inves-
tigations judiciaires. 

5153 shĕn-hsíng ssū 審刑司 
(1) MING: Punishment Reviewing Office, from 1381 to 
1386 only, an autonomous agency of the central govern-
ment that reviewed judgments recommended by the Court 
of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu); headed by 2 Punishment Re-
viewers {shen-hsing)t rank 6a, assisted by 3 Evaluators 
(hsiang-i), 7a. P22. (2) CITING: Office of Palace Justice, 
one of 7 major units of the Imperial Household Department 
(nei-wu fu), charged with the judicial disciplining of the 
Department's own personnel as well as Bannermen (see un-
der ch'i, Banner) and palace eunuchs under its supervision. 
Name changed from shang-fang yuan in 1677. BH: jud'cial 
department. P37. 

5154 shén-hsíng yŭàn 審刑院 
SUNG: Judicial Control Office, a special agency under 
the combined Secretariat-Chancellery (chung-shu men-hsia 
sheng) from 991 to 1080; scrutinized and evaluated rec-
ommendations about judicial cases submitted by the Min-
istry of Justice (hsing-pu) and the Court of Judicial Review 
(ta-li ssu); staffed with mature central government officials 
on duty assignments limited to 3 years, bearing such des-
ignations as Reconunendation Evaluator (hsiang-i kuan), 
Sentence Evaluator (hsiang-íuan kuan, pHng-tuan kuan), 
Review Evaluator {hsiang-fu kuan), etc.，under leadership 
of an Administrator of the Judicial Control Office {chih shen-
hsing ytìan shih). After 1080 the Office's functions gen-
erally reverted to the Ministry of Justice. SP: cour des in-
vestigations judiciaires chargée de réviser les cas impor-
tants. PI 3. 

5155 shĕn-kuān yŭàn 審官院 
Bureau of Personnel Evaluation. (1) SUNG: an early Sung 
agency that periodically evaluated and recommended for 
appointment or reappointment both civil and military offi-
cials of the categories called Capital Officials (ching-kuan) 
and Court Officials (ch'ao-kuan), i.e., those of middling 
and high rank; staffed by central government officials on 
special duty assignments, principally those having nominal 
status in the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu). Established in 
993 to replace 2 earlier agencies, the Bureau of Commis-
sions (ch'ai-ch'ien yŭan) and the Bureau of Capital and Court 
Officials (mo-k*an ching-ch'ao kuan yŭan)’ apparently in an 
imperial effort to weaken the great powers oí the State Fi-
nance Commission (san ssu). Technically, divided into an 
East Bureau of Personnel Evaluation (shen-kuan tung-yuan) 
for dealing with civil officials and a West Bureau of Per-
sonnel Evaluation {shen-kuan hsi-yŭan) for dealing with 
military officers. Abolished in the general governmental re-
organization of 1080，its functions reverting to the Ministry 
of Personnel, specifically to what were known as the Min-
istiy's Senior Civil Appointments Process {shang-shu tso-
hsiian) and Senior Military Appointments Process (shang-
shu yu~hsūan); also see hsŭan. SP: cour du personnel ad-
ministratif. P16. (2) CHIN: established in 1199 for the spe-
cific purpose of checking on the propriety of memorials 
submitted by officials, in the absence of a Chinese-style 
Chancelleiy (men-hsia sheng) t which traditionally per-
formed this function among others. Staffing and organi-
zational affiliations not clear. P19. 

5156 shén-kŭng chiēn 神宮監 
MING-CH'ING: Directorate for Imperial Temples，one 
of 12 major Directorates (chien) into which palace eunuchs 
were organized; headed by a eunuch Director (t'ai-chien); 
responsible for maintaining the imperial ancestral temple 
and other temples as ordered. In Ch'ing existed only from 
1656 to 1661. See under shih-erh chien (Twelve Director-
ates). 

5157 shĕn4ì só 審理所 
MING: Disciplinary Office, an agency in each Princely 
Establishment (wang-fu) charged with judicial control over 
the Princess staff; headed by a Director (c/icn^), rank 6a. 
5158 shēn4ièh shìh-păn 身列仕版 
CHWG: lit., personally on active service: reference to 
an official on normal duty in a regular substantive appoint-
ment, as distinguished from acting’ honorific, and other non-
substantive appointments. 

5159 shén-miàofŭ-jén 鶄觀戋K 
SUNG: Mistress of the Ancestral Temple, apparently a 
specialized duty assignment for some noblewoman; see un-
der fu-jen. SP: dame du temple. 
5160 shén-pà 神部 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): variant of tz'u-pu (Ministry of Sacri* 
flees). P27. 
5161 shén-shìh 神士 
CHOU: Religious Devotee, a general term for persons de-
voted to local or special cults who were recognized by the 
Ministry of Rites {ch'un-kuan) and granted official rank ac-
cording to the extent of their religious knowledge. CL: of-
ficier attache au service des esprits surnaturels. 
5162 shēn-shìh 紳士 
Lit.’ girdled servicemen, i.e., servicemen (wearing) sashes: 
the elite, a collective reference to all those who were，were 
entitled to be, or had been officials in government service 
and in consequence constituted the most influential group 
in Chinese society; commonly used as the equivalent of 
hsiang-shen (rural elite). Whether or not Government Stu-
dents {sheng-yŭan) were included in such a class has been 
a matter of controversy. Also see shih ta-fu (the offìcial 
class) and shen-chin (the elite). Commonly rendered alter-
natively as the gentry or the ruling class. 

5163 shén-ts'è chŭn 神策軍 
T'ANG: Army of Inspired Strategy, 2 designated Left and 
Right in the Imperial Armies (chin-chŭn) stationed at the 
dynastic capital and known in the aggregate as the Northern 
Command (pet-ya); from 807 on, considered units of the 
Six Imperial Annies (liu chŭn). Initiated c. 753 as a Wing 
of Inspired Strategy (shen-ts'e hsiang), renamed in 786. 
Stationed in the imperial parks at the capital, came under 
the influence of palace eunuchs; by the late 790s had a re-
ported strength of 150,000 troops at the capital and nu-
merous Mobile Brigades (hsing-ying’ shen-ts'e hsing-ying) 
stationed at strategic locations under eunuch Military Com-
missioners {chieh-tu shih). Leaders of the Armies oí In-

Strategy bore impressive titles not used in other Im-
Armies: kuan chŭn-jung shih (Inspector of the Annies), 

hu-chŭn chung-wei (Palace Commandant-protector), chung 
hu-chŭn (Palace Protector), chien kou-tang (Supervisory 
Manager), chih-hui shih (Commander), ma-ehūn chih-hui 
shih (Cavalry Commander), pu-chŭn chih-hui shih (Infan-
try Commander), etc., as well as more regular titles such 
as General-in-chief (ta chiang-chtín) and Commander-gen-
eral (t'ung-chŭn). Through the 800s eunuch leaders of the 
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Armies of Inspired Strategy dominated the capital city, the 
palace, and the Emperors, installing and deposing Emper-
ors as they pleased. In 885 the Armies of Inspired Strategy 
spawned 10 so-called Annies (chŭn; see shih chŭn), now 
constituting what was called the New Army of Inspired 
Strategy (shen-ts'e hsin-wei)t that were scattered through 
the domain controlled by T'ang in an effort to reassert court 
control throughout the empire. The effort failed, and in 898 
the Left and Right Armies of Inspired Strategy were re-
constituted, with a total force of some 6,000 men. They 
existed at least in name until the end of the dynasty in 907. 
Meantime, particularly during and after the great rebellion 
of 875-884 led by Huang Ch’ao，regional warlords bearing 
the title Military Commissioner (chieh-tu shih) or variants 
ruled autonomously in many parts of the empire. In 903 
one of them captured the capital city and slaughtered eu-
nuchs in the hundreds. RR: armée de la strategic tran-
scendante. P43. 

5164 shén-ts'è hsiāng 神策廂 
TANG: Wing of Inspired Strategy, created c. 753 as a 
unit of the Imperial Armies (chin-chŭri) in the far North-
west (modern Kansu) after T’ang’s retreat from Central Asia; 
in 760-761, because of the march of Islam across Central 
Asia and the problems created in China by the An Lu-shan 
rebellion (755-763), transferred to a base in modern Honan; 
c. 765 divided into Left and Right Wings stationed inside 
the imperial parks at the dynastic capital and began falling 
under the influence of palace eunuchs; quickly grew to a 
total force of perhaps 150,000 men, and in 783 began 
spawning Mobile Brigades (hsing-ying, shen-ts'e hsing-ying), 
each under a eunuch Military Commissioner (chieh-tu shih) 
or a variant, which increased greatly in the 790s. Mean-
time, in 786, the Left and Right Wings of Inspired Strategy 
were renamed the Left and Right Armies of Inspired Strat-
egy (see shen-ts'e chŭn). P43. 

5165 shén-ts9è ksíng-yíng 神策行營 
T'ANG: Mobile Brigade of the Wing of Inspired Strat-
egy (from 786’ Army of Inspired Strategy); see shen-ts'e 
hsiang, shen-ts'e chun. 
5166 shén-tū yŭàn 神都苑 
T'ANG: Imperial Capital Park, one each east of the dy-
nastic capital, Ch’ang-an’ and east of the auxiliary Eastern 
Capital, Tung-tu (modern Loyang); managed by a Super-
visor (chien) under the Court of the Imperial Granaries (ssu-
nung ssu); created c. 657 by renaming the fang-hua yuan, 
q.v. P40. 

5167 skén-wèi chŭn 神威軍 
T,ANG: Army of Inspired Awesomeness, 2 designated Left 
and Right in the Imperial Armies (chin-chŭn) of the North-
ern Command (pei-ya) at the dynastic capital; also known 
as the tien-ch'ien (palace) shen-wei chun because by 800 
they were under the control of palace eunuchs with such 

ose titles as Supervisory Commissioner (chien …shih) 
Left or Right Army of Inspired Awesomeness, Pal-

ace Protector (chung hu-chŭn) of the Left or Right Army 
of Inspired Awesomeness, etc. Initiated in 787 by a re-
naming of the Left and Right Armies of Bowmen Shooters 
at Moving Targets (tien-ch'ien she-sheng chŭn; see ya-ch'ien 
she-sheng ping); terminated in 813, when all their troops 
were absorbed into the increasingly dominant Armies of In-
spired Strategy (shen-ts'e chiin). RR: armée de la majesté 
transcendante. P43. 

5168 shén-wèi ssù hsiăng 神衛四廂 
SUNG: Four Inspired Guard Wings, one of the major 

military organizations in the Imperial Armies (chin-chtìn) 
stationed at the dynastic capital, one of those known col-
lectively as the Four Elite Armies (shang ssu chŭn); headed 
by a Commander-in-chief (tu chih-hui shih) ; each of its Wings 
(hsiang) reportedly included 3 Armies (chtín). From the mi(i-
1000s belonged to the Metropolitan Infantry Command (pu-
chūn ssu). SP: garde transcendante, armée de mer. P47. 

5169 shén-wŭ chŭn 神武軍 
Army of Inspired Militancy. (1) T'ANG: 2 military units, 
designated Left and Right, in the Northern Command (pei-
ya) of Imperial Armies {chin-chŭn) stationed at the dynastic 
capital; included in the groups called the Six In^erial Ar-
mies (liu chŭn) and later the Ten Imperial Armies (shih 
chŭn). Pertiaps created in 738 concurrently with the Mili-
tant as Dragons Armies (lung-wu chŭn), but if so promptly 
terminated; in 757 created or restored by splitting some troops 
off from the Forest of Plumes Armies (yŭ-lin chŭn), es-
pecially incorporating a force of skilled archers previously 
called the Left and Right Armies of Heroic Militancy iying-
wu chŭn). RR: armée de la guerre transcendante. (2) SUNG: 
generic reference to the Five Inspired Armies (shen-wu wu 
chŭn). 

5170 shén-wŭ t,iĕn-chì 神武天騎 
TANG: Heavenly Horsemen of Inspired Militancy, quaíìi-
official reference to personnel of the 2 Armies of Inspired 
Militancy (shen-wu chŭn). 
5171 shén-wŭ wŭ chŭn 神武五軍 
SUNG: Five Inspired Armies, from 1129 to 1131 the col-
lective designation of Sung's armies during the central gov-
ernment^ retreat to the South, supervised by an emergency 
ImperialDefense Command (yŭ-ying ssu); differentiated by 
the directional terms Left, Right, Center, Front, and Reīir; 
each commanded by a General (chiang-chiin). Superseded 
the Five Imperial Armies (yŭ-ch'ien wu chiin)’ superseded 
in turn by the Four Field Defense Armies (hsing-ying ssu 
hU'Chŭn). Cf. shen-wu chŭn. SP: cinq armées de la bra-
voure transcendante. P43. 

5172 shén-yŭèk kuān 神樂觀 
MING-CH'ING: Imperial Music Office under the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu)y staffed with hered-
itary musicians and dancers considered Taoists, led by a 
Superintendent (t'i-tiao); performed for sacrificial and otìier 
imperial ceremonies; in a reorganization of 1729 paired with 
the Music Office (chiao-fang ssu) under the Ministry of Rites 
(lĭ-pu) with the new name shen-yueh so. PlO. 

5173 shén-yŭèhsð 神樂所or shén-yăèhshŭ 署 
CH'ING: Imperial Music Office, official redesignation of 
the shen-yueh kuan in 1729, when it was paired with the 
Music Office (chiao-fang ssu, itself now renamed ho-sheng 
shu) under the Ministry of Rites {lĭ-pu). Headed by a Su-
perintendent (fi-tierì). In 1755 so was changed to shu; 
thereafter headed by a Director (cheng), rank 6a. BH: of-
fice of sacred music. PlO. 

5174 shēng 升 
To promote: a standard term throughout history, normally 
without any special qualifying implications. 
5175 shēng 生 
Student: throughout history a common generic term equiv-
alent to hsueh-sheng, q.v.; particular sense is normally de-
noted by a prefix. 
5176 shĕng 省 
Ety. very confusing, but lit. meaning "to inspect"; hence, 
to oversee, supervise (？). (1) Department: from Han on, 
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a generic term for some major agencies of the central gov-
ernment, a usage that developed most extensively in the era 
of N-S Division; e.g., see chung-shu sheng, men-hsia sheng, 
shang-shu sheng, pi-shu sheng, tien-chung sheng, nei-shih 
sheng. (2) YUAN-CH'ING: Province, generic designation 
of the largest units of territorial administration under the 
central government, growing out of the Yiian practice of 
establishing Branch Secretariats (hsing chung-shu sheng, 
commonly abbreviated to hsing-sheng) as territorial admin-
istrations, e.g., ho-nan hsing-sheng, lit., Branch Secretar-
iat for (the region) South of the Yellow River, by Ming 
times firmly entrenched as the name of the territory itself, 
Honan Province (sheng). 

5177 shĕng ch9áo-kuān 升朝官 
SUNG: variant of ch'ao-kuan (Court Of“cial)’ but appar-
ently of lesser status than those Court Officials who were 
called Consultants-in-ordinary (ch'ang-ts'an kuan); perhaps 
denotes those newly promoted (sheng) to Court Official sta-
tus, hence in the lower ranks of that category. SP: fonc-
tionnaire titulaire de la cour. 

5178 聖濟殿 
MING: lit., hall for sagely (i.e., imperial) relief from suf-
fering: from 1536，the official redesignation of the Impe-
rial Dispensary (yu-yao chŭ). P36. 

5179 shèng-chì yŭàn 聖濟院 
MING: lit” office for sagely (i.e., imperial) relief from suf-
fering: from the mid-1500s, an unofficial reference to the 
Imperial Academy of Medicine (fai-i yŭan). 

5180 shĕng-chiĕn ssū 省減司 
SUNG: Cost-reduction Office, from 1058 to c. 1080 a 
special agency apparently staffed by officials of regular 
central government organs on temporary duty assignments; 
cooperated with the State Finance Commission (san ssu) in 
eliminating unnecessary state expenditures. 

5181 shéng'ChHĕn t，īng 繩愆廳 
MING: lit., office for correcting faults: Disciplinary Office 
in the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) t responsible 
for enforcing rules of conduct and maintaining scholastic 
standards; headed by a Proctor (chìen-ch'eng), rank 8a. Al-
though Ch'ing perpetuated the post of Proctor, it did not 
continue the agency name. P34. 

5182 shèng-chŭ 聖主 
Lit.，sage master: a common reference to the Empero r . 

5183 shèng-ì 聖裔 
CH'ING: lit” descended from the Sage, i.e., Confucius: 
prefix to a title denoting that the post was hereditarily re-
served for a descendant of Confucius and normally filled 
by appointment of the most direct descendant, ennobled as 
the Duke for Fulfilling the Sage (yen-sheng kung); usually 
found in the Confucian family establishment at Ch'ii-fu, 
Shantung, but also in the Directorate of Education {kuo-tzu 
chien) at the dynastic capital. P66. 

5184 shĕng-k'uéi 省®I 
SUNG: Metropolitan Graduate with Distinction, unof-
ficial reference to the best passers of the Metropolitan Ex-
amination (sheng-shih) in the civil service recruitment ex-
amination sequence, but the precise group referred to is not 
clear. Cf. hui-k'uei. 

5185 shèng-miào 聖廟 
Lit., temple to the Sage: Confucian Temple, common ref-
erence to the state-recognized temple honoring Confucius 
at the Confucian family estate at Ch'ii-fu, Shantung. 

5186 ahêng-p’íng shŭ 昇平署 
CH'ING: lit,, office of tranquillity and peace: Court The-
atrical Office, a unit of the Office of Palace Ceremonial 
(ùhang-i ssu) in the Imperial Household Departmenit (nei-
wu fu); supervised entertainments provided by palace eu-
nuchs; headed by one of the Department's Grand Ministers 
(ta-ch'en) serving as Concurrent Manager (chien-li sheng-
p'ing shu shih-wu). BH: court theatrical bureau. 

5187 shĕng-shìh 省事 
N-S DIV: lit., (dealing with) business of the Department 
(sheng): Departmental Clerk, a minor post found in both 
the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) and the Department of 
State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), with status comparable to 
Clerk (ling-shih); neither the post nor appointees to it were 
considered in the "pure" category (see under ch'ing). P5, 
26. 

5188 shêng-shìh 省試 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit.，examination in the Department (sheng), 
i.e., under supervision of the Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng): Metropolitan Examination, 2nd-stage 
examination in the civil service recruitment examination se-
quence, following qualifying examinations {chìeh-shìh) in 
Prefectures (chou, fu); given at the dynastic capital by of-
ficials of the central government on ad hoc duty assign-
ments as Examination Administrators (chih kung-chŭ) until 
the 1080s, thereafter by the Ministry of Rites (fĭ-pu)•，con-
sisted of a variety of examinations, the most prestigious 
leading to the Presented Scholar (chin-shih) degree; from 
975 followed by a confirmatory Palace Examination (tien-
shih). Cf. hui-shih. 

5189 shĕng-shīh 笙師 
CHOU: Master of the Panpipe, 2 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen {chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) re-
sponsible for instructing players of an instrument resem-
bling a mouth organ and for conducting them in court cer-
emonial performances. CL: maître des orgues, jeux de 
tuyaux. 

5190 shĕng-yào k’ù 生藥庫 
MING: lit.’ storehouse of raw medicines: Herbs Reposi-
tory under the Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yŭan), 
headed by a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih), probably a 
non-official specialist. P36. 

5191 shĕng-yĕn 省眼 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit., the eye of the Department (sheng), i.e.， 
the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) (?): un-
official reference to a Vice Director {yŭan-wai lang) of the 
Bureau of Appointments (lì-pu) in the Ministry of Per-

r sonnel (also lì-pu). 

5192 shèng-yŭân 剩員 
Lit., surplus appointee: throughout history an unofficial ref-
erence to a sinecure or an appointee to a sinecure, a place-
holder. 

5193 shēng-yŭán 生員 
SUI-CH'ING: Government Student, generic designation 
of students entitled to state stipends; in early usage referred 
to students of many kinds, including Sui dynasty students 
of calendar-making, astrology, water clocks, etc.; but in 
Ming and Ch^ing normally referred to fully subsidized stu-
dents in Confucian schools (ju-hsŭeh) at prefectural (fu) and 
lower levels of territorial administration, hence a common 
variant of Cultivated Talent (hsiu-ts'ai), i.e.，anyone eli-
gible to participate in the Provincial Examinations (hsiang-
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shih), the first major stage in the civil service recruitment 
examination sequence. BH: licentiate. P35, 51. 

5194 shĕng-yŭán 省元 
SUNG: Principal Graduate in the Metropolitan Exami-
nation (sheng-shih) in the civil service recruitment exami-
nation sequence; cf. chuang-yíian. 

5195 shĕng-yŭàn 省掾 
YUAN: Secretariat Clerk, common designation of subof-
ficial functionaries assigned to do scribal work in the Sec-
retariat (chung-shu sheng); also see yŭan, yŭan-shih. 

5196 shih 什 
(1) File: throughout history a common designation for a 
unit of 10 soldiers. (2) CH'IN: Ten, designation of 10 
neighboring households in the sub-District (hsien) organi-
zation of the population for mutual surveillance and ac-
countability; each Ten was subdivided into 2 Fives (wm), 
and 10 Tens constituted an official Village (//). 

5197 shih 使 
Lit., sent as a representative: Commissioner, one of the 
most common Chinese titles, almost invariably found with 
a prefix suggesting his function or designating the agency 
he headed; his principal aide was most commonly a Vice 
Commissioner (fu-shih). In T'ang, Sung, and Liao times, 
the term was used almost solely for duty assignments (ch'ai-
ch'ien) of officials with regular status elsewhere in the of-
ficialdom; from Chin through Ch'ing, however, Commis-
sioners were normally substantive appointees. In any con-
texts, the use of shih in its normal verbal sense is a possibility 
to be kept in mind. In this dictionary, shih titles are to be 
found under their prefixes. 

5198 shih 侍 
Attendant or Attending, normally referring to palace ser-
vice: a term occurring only in compounds, e.g., nei-shih 
(Palace Attendant), ch'ang-shih (Attendant-in-ordinary), shih 
yŭ-shih (Attendant Censor). 

5199 shĭh 史 
(1) Scribe: throughout history occurs as a lowly or un-
ranked post identifiable only by a prefixed agency name, 
but most commonly incorporated into compounds such as 
yŭ-shih, t'ai-shih, chang-shih, nei-shih. CL: écrivain, (2) 
CHOU: Sixth Class Administrative Official，6th highest 
of 8 categories in which officials were classified in a hi-
erarchy separate from the formal rank system called the Nine 
Honors (chiu ming); below those designated cheng (Prin-
cipal, etc.), shih (Mentor, etc.). ssu (to be in charge; of-
fice), lŭ (Functionary), and fu (Storekeeper); above only 
hsŭ (Assistant) and t'u (Attendant). CL: sixìème degré de 
la subordination administrative. 

5200 shih 士 
(1) Elite: throughout history a broad generic reference to 
the group dominant in government, which also was the par-
amount group in society; originally a warrior caste, it was 
gradually transformed into a non-hereditary, ill-defined class 
of bureaucrats among whom litterateurs were most highly 
esteemed. From the era of N-S Division into T'ang times, 
status in the group was authenticated by the state and jeal-
ously guarded by powerful families. (2) CHOU, N-S DIV 
(Chou): Serviceman, lowest of 3 broad categories in which 
officials were ranked，below Minister (ch'ing) and Grand 
Master (ta-fu); subdivided into the grades of Senior (shang) t 
Ordinary (chung), and Junior (hsia) Servicemen. CL: gradué, 
(3) CHOU: Elite Soldier, generic reference to sons of mer-
itorious officials chosen for guard duty within the royal pal-

ace or to form the vanguard, under command of the Heir 
Apparent, in an emergency defense force or a campaigning 
army. CL: guerrier d'élite qui garde un poste. (4) HAN: 
Servicemen, lowest of 10 status groups for regular offi-
cials; see under shang-kung (Superior Dukes). P68. Also 
see hsŭeh-shih, chin-shih, shu-chi-shih, and other variously 
prefixed shih entries. 

5201 shih 實 
Substantive, prefix used with terms of appointment or pro-
motion meaning that the appointment was not, or was no 
longer, acting, probationary, temporary, or in any other way 
irregular. See chen. 

5202 shîh 師 
(1) CHOU: Regiment, a standard military unit, 5 of which 
constituted an Army (chun); consisted of 5 Bat talions (lŭ) 
theoretically totaling 2,500 soldiers; led by a Regimental 
Commander (shih-shuai) with rank as Ordinary Grand Mas-
ter (chung ta-fu). CL: régiment. (2) CHOU: Second Class 
Administrative Official, 2nd highest of 8 categories in which 
officials were classified in a hierarchy separate from the 
formal rank system called the Nine Honors (chiu ming); 
below only those designated cheng (Principal, etc.), and 
above ssu (to be in charge; office), lŭ (Functionary), fu 
(Storekeeper), shih (Scribe), hsŭ (Assistant), and t'u (At-
tendant). CL: deuxième degré de la .subordination admin-
istrative; directeur. (3) CHOU: Regional Mentor , one of 
9 types of liaison officials between the central government 
and the Feudal Lords (chu-hou); see under ou (Unifying 
Agent). CL: instructeur. (4) N-S DIV-T'ANG: Preceptor 
in a Princely Establishment (wang-fu), rank not clear, till 
the early 790s, then retitled Mentor ifu), P69. Also see un-
der t'ai-shih, shao-shih, san shih, and variously prefixed 
shih entries. 

5203 shih 視 
� Equivalent to: when prefixed to rank status or salaiy, 
normally indicates honorific or ceremonial but not subsitan-
tive status, or a salaty somewhat less in substance than in-
dicated; in this dictionary shih in this sense is indicated with 
the equivalence symbol (=): rank =4b, rank =1,000 bush-
els. Interchangeable with pi (equivalent to). (2) Acting: ir-
regularly prefixed to a title when the appointee was not of 
appropriate rank status. In Sung, used when an official’s 
assignment (chih) was of higher rank status than his titular 
office (kuan); in Ming, used when the head of an agency 
was additionally fulfilling the duties of the 2nd highest post 
in the same agency, in a construction concluding with the 
term shih (affairs), e.g., Minister of Revenue (hu-pu shang-
shu) and Acting Vice Minister (shih shih-lang shih). 

5204 shih 試 
(1) Probationary: irregularly throughout history prefixed 
to titles when an appointee, if fully qualified, was first ap-
pointed subject to reconsideration, commonly after a y e a r � 

service in his post; or when an appointee，if not qualified, 
was appointed on an emergency basis pending the appoint-
ment of a qualified official or his own transformation, upon 
evaluation, into a regular appointee. (2) SUNG: Actiing: 
prefixed to a title in S. Sung if the titular office (pen-kuan) 
was lower in rank than the appointee's salary office (chi-
lu kuan); cf. hsing and shou (both Acting). SP: stagiaire. 
(3) Examination: see under hsiang-shih, chieh-shiht sheng-
shih, tien-shih, hui-shih, t'ing-shih, ta-pi. 

5205 shìk輪chăng 室長 
T'ANG-SUNG: Temple Director, members of the Office 
of the National Altars (chiao-she chŭ, chiao-she shu) as-
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signed to care for different chambers (shih) of the temples 
in which ancestral spirits of the imperial clan, the spirits of 
deceased Empresses, etc., were honored or worshipped; 
number and rank not specified. P28. 

5206 shìh-chăng 市長 
Variant of shih-ling (Market Director), sometimes used 
for less important markets such as those in the headquarters 
towns of Districts (hsien). HB: chief of a market. 

5207 shīh'chăng 師長 
CHOU; Master , generic reference to the Palace Mentor 
(shih-shih), the Palace Protector (pao-shih), and various other 
officials with teaching responsibilities. CL: maître. 

5208 shĭh-chĕ 使者 
Lit.’ someone sent as a representative. (1) HAN: Envoy, 
occasional designation of a diplomatic representative from 
China to a foreign state or chief. HB: messenger. (2) T'ANG-
SUNG: Commissioner, head of the Directorate of Water-
ways (tu-shui chien); 2，rank 5a in T'ang. RR: commis-
saire. SP: commissaire chargé de la direction du contrôle 
des eaux. 

5209 sMh_ch’én 使臣 
Lit., minister sent as a representative. (1) Envoy: through-
out history a common designation of a diplomatic repre-
sentative from one state to another. (2) SUNG: Policeman, 
a soldier assigned to police duty at the imperial palace or 
in the capital. SP;policier chargéd'arrêter les bandits dans 
la ville. 

5210 shìh-chèng fŭ 侍正府 
YUAN: Palace Domestic Service, headed with 14 Atten-
dants-in-chief (shih-cheng); status and functions not clear, 
but probably not eunuchs. 

5211 shìh-ch'éng 市丞 
(1) HAN—TANG: Assistant Market Director, principal 
aide to a Market Director {shih-ling, shih-chang). RR: as-
sistant du service des marchés, P20, 52’ 62. (2) CH'ING: 
unofficial reference to a Vice Commander <fu chih-hui) of 
a Warden ' s Office (ping-ma ssu) in the dynastic capital 
city. 

5212 shìh-chí 侍極 
T'ANG: lit.，attending the supreme, i.e., the Emperor: from 
662 to 671 the official redesignation of Policy Advisers 
{san-chi ch'ang-shih) in the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng), 
specifically Policy Advisers of the Left. 

5213 shìh-chiă láng 勢家郞 
HAN: lit.，court gentleman from a powerful or important 
family: Cour t Gentleman by Influence，unofficial refer-
ence to those Court Gentlemen {lang) who won their po-
sitions merely as sons of influential personages. 

5214 shíh-chiàng 什將 
File Leader; throughout history a not uncommon desig-
nation for the commander of a military squad of 10 sol-
diers. SP: chef de troupe. 

5215 shìh-chiáng 侍講 
Expositor-in•waiting, an attendant skilled in explaining 
classical texts. (1) HAN-T'ANG: a prestigious title added 
to a regular title (see under chia-kuan) to signify that the 
appointee was worthy, and sometimes expected, to serve 
as companion and classical tutor of the Emperor; the title 
had no rank of its own and carried no salary. (2) SUNG-
CH'ING: regular members of the Hanlin Academy {han-
lin yiian); unspecified number, rank 7a，in Sung; 2 then 3, 
rank 6a’ in Ming; 3 Manchu and 3 Chinese in Ch'ing, rank 

6a till 1725, then 5b. SP: chargé de Vexplication. BH: sub-
expositor. (3) SUNG: one, rank 7a，assigned to the house-
hold of the Heir Apparent and to each Princely Establish-
ment (wang-fu). Cf. shih-îu (Reader-in-waiting). P23, 26’ 
69. 

5216 shíh-chiàng 豉匠 
T'ANG: Bean Sauce Maker , 12 non-official employees in 
the Spice Pantry (chang-hai shu) in the Court of Imperial 
Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu). RR: ouvrier pour la fabri-
cation de la sauce de farine de haricot. 

5217 shìh-ckiăng ksŭék-skìk 恃講學士 
Academician Expositor-in-waUing, a title of greater pres-
tige than Expositor-in-waiting alone. (1) T'ANG-SUNG: 
from the 700s, designation of non-official litterateurs in-
vited to attend upon the Emperor as tutorial conipanions, 
with nominal status in the Academy of Scholarly Worthies 
(chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan), later in the Sung Hanlin Acad-
emy (han-lin yuan). Often prefixed Hanlin, even in T'ang. 
RR: lettré chargé d'expliquer les textes à I'empereur. SP: 
lettré chargé d'expliquer les textes, académicien-conférencier. 
(2) CHIN-CH'ING: eminent regular members of the Han-
lin Academy; unspecified number, rank 3b, in Chin; 2, 2b, 
in Yuan； 2，5b，in Ming; 3 Manchus and 3 Chinese in Ch'ing, 
5b till 1725，then 4b. BH: expositor of the academy. P23. 

5218 skìh-chiào 侍敎 
SUNG: Attendant Tutor , one or more, rank not clear, as-
signed to each Princely Establishment {wang-fu) for in-
struction of the P r ince�ch i ld ren . SP: chargé d'enseigne-
ment. P69. 

5219 shlh-chiéh 使節 
Lit., sent as a representative with credentials (?): Envoy, 
traditional designation of a diplomatic representative from 
one state to another. 

5220 shìh-chiéh 侍櫛 
T'ANG: Coiffure Attendant, from 662 to 670 the official 
redesignation of the category of imperial wives otherwise 
called Ladies of Elegance (ts'ai-nŭ), rank 8a. RR: femme 
chargée de peigner les chevelures. 

5221 shìh-chiĕn 侍監 
CH'ING: Chief of Service, a rank 8 palace eunuch in the 
Directorate of Palace Domestic Service (kung-tien chien); 
considered to belong to the category of Staff Supervisors 
(shou-ling kuan). P38. 

5222 shíh'cMēn 食監 
HAN: Supervisor of Food, 2，rank not clear, on the staff 
of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues {shao-fu) ̂  one 
under the Provisioner (t'ai-kuan ling) and one tending to the 
palace of the Empress; in Later Hàn one also posted at each 
imperial mausoleum (ling), rank 600 bushels, to provide 
twice-monthly food offerings; also known as shih-kuan ling‘ 
HB: inspector of food, inspector of offerings. P29. 

5223 skĭk ck’ík-ckiéh 使持節 
HAN-T'ANG: lit.，sent holding a warrant: Commissioned 
with Extraordinary Powers, the most prestigious of 3 pre-
fixes appended, especially after Han, to the titles of such 
territorial magnates as Area Commandèrs-in-chief (tu-tu or 
îsung-kuan), in effect giving them viceregal authority over 
all governmental agencies in their jurisdictions. Early in the 
era of N-S Division, such commissioners had the authority 
to put to death any official up to the rank of 2,000 bushels, 
whereas those designated Commissioned with Special Pow-
ers (ch'ih-chieh) could put to death anyone not of official 
status, and those designated Commissioned with a Warrant 
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(chia-chieh) could put to death only commoners who clearly 
violated military law. Out of this tradition eventually grew 
the T'ang regional warlords called chieh-tu shih (Military 
Commissioner). RR: commissaire impérial tenant les em-
blèmes de commandement, P50. 

5224 shìh-chìn 仕進 
Lit., advanced for service: a common general reference to 
all officials. 

5225 shìh-chln 侍巾 
T'ANG: Towel Attendant, from 662 to 670 the designation 
of imperial wives of rank 9a; apparently had no counterpart 
in other eras. RR: femme chargée des serviettes. 

5226 shìh-chìn 侍禁 
SUNG: Palace Attendant，prefixed Left and Right, re-
spectively the 2nd and 3rd highest of 12 rank titles (chieh) 
granted to palace eunuchs from 1112; see under nei-shih 
chieh, SP: intendant du palais (eunuque). P68. 

5227 shíh-chīn 目氏锓 
CHOU: lit., observer of encroachments (of Yang and Yin 
forces upon one another): Reporter of III Omens, 2 with 
rank as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), members of the 
Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan). CL: observateur des 
phénomènes d'envahissement. 

5228 shìh-ch'īng 士卿 
Lit., chief minister for the elite (?): occasional variant ref-
erence to the Chief Minister of the Court of the Imperial 
Clan (tsung-cheng ch'ing; i.e., tsung-cheng ssu ch'ing). 

5229 shìh-chŭng 侍中 
Lit., serving in the palace. (1) HAN-N-S DIV: Palace At-
tendant, supplementary title (chia-kuan) awarded to offi-
cials of the central government chosen by the Emperor as 
his confidential advisers, led by one among them known as 
Supervisor of the Palace Attendants (shih-chung p'u-yeh); 
from Later Han on, regular officials ranked at 2,000 then 
=2,000 bushels, headed by one among them designated 
Chancellor of the Palace Attendants (shih-chung chi-chiu), 
all on the staff of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues 
{shao-fu). In the era of N-S Division sometimes served as 
officers of the Imperial Bodyguard (san-lang nei-shih) un-
der 4 Directors of Palace Attendants {nei-shih chang), but 
steadily gained status as 4，5，or 6 autonomous counselors 
at court associated with the emerging Chancellery (men-
hsia sheng) and known colloquially as Junior Grand Coun-
cilors (hsiao tsai-hsiang). HB: palace attendant. P2. (2) N-
S DIV (Ch'en): Princely Attendant, senior appointee in a 
Princely Estàblishment (wang-fu) • P69. (3) SUI-CHIN: Di-
rector of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng), 2, rank 2a, 
in T’ang; one, rank la, in Sung; one of the most powerful 
posts in the central government, always with concurrent status 
as Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). RR+SP: président du 
département de la chancellerie impériale, P3, 4. (4) LIAO: 
Attendant, one of the senior officials found in Herds Of-
fices (ch'ŭn-mu ssu) at the Route (lu) level. P31. 

5230 shìh-chŭng chì-chiŭ 侍中祭酒 
HAN-N-S DIV: Chancellor of the Palace Attendants; see 
under shih-chung and chi-chiu, also shih-chung p'u-yeh and 
chung-ts'ao (Palace Ministry)‘ HB: libationer of the palace 
attendants. 

5231 shìh-chūngp'ú-yèh 侍中僕射 
HAN: Supervisor of the Palace Attendants, designation 
of one Palace Attendant (shih-chung) chosen to be leader 
of and spokesman for the group in Former Han; superseded 
in Later Han by shih-chung chi-chiu (Chancellor of the Pal-

ace Attendants); see under shih-chung and p'u-yeh. HB: su-
pervisor of the palace attendants. 

5232 skìh-chŭngskìh-lăng 侍中侍郞 
HAN: Gentleman Attendant at the Palace Gate, official 
redesignation c. A.D. 200 of chi-shih huang-men shih-lang. 

5233 shìh-chŭng ssù 侍中寺 
HAN-N-S DIV： Court of Palace Attendants, quasipfficial 
designation of the group of Palace Attendants (shih-chung); 
antecedent of the men-hsia sheng (Chancellery). 

5234 shìh-chŭéh 世爵 
CH'ING: variant of chūeh-yin (Hereditary Nobility). 

5235 shíh-ch'ŭēh 實缺 
CH'ING: substantìvely appointed to fìU a vacancy: a term 
used for the initial substantive appointment of an Expectant 
Appointee (hou-pu). 

5236 sMAc/iá/i 十軍 
T'ANG: Ten Imperial Armies. (1) From 787 to 807’ when 
the 2 Armies of Inspired Militancy (shen-wu chŭn) were 
terminated, a collective designation of all the Imperial Armies 
(chin-chūn) constituting the Northern Command (peì-ya) at 
the dynastic capital: i.e.，the 2 Forest of Plumes Armies 
(yŭ-lin chŭn), the 2 Militant as Dragons Annies (lung-wu 
chun), the 2 Armies of Inspired Militancy (these 6 units 
being known till 807 as the Six Imperial Armies, liu chŭn), 
the 2 Armies of Inspired Awesomeness (shen-wei chiin), 
and the 2 Armies of Inspired Strategy (shen-ts'e chŭn), all 
in Left and Right pairs. (2) Established in 885，when the 
2 Armies of Inspired Strategy, then the only effective fight-
ing forces at the capital, were divided into 10 Armies, which 
were further subdivided into a total of 54 Area Commands 
(tu); the result of this reorganization was called the New 
Army of Inspired Strategy (shen-ts'e hsin-wei). The term 
Ten Imperial Armies was now of no significance, but out 
of the 54 new Area Commands emerged the regional war-
lords who soon tore the T'ang empire apart. RR: dix armées. 
P43. 

5237 shíh-èrh chiēn 十二監 
MING-CH'ING: Twelve Directorates, collective refer-
ence to major units in which palace eunuchs were orga-
nized, more important than other eunuch agencies such as 
the Four Offices (ssu ssu) and the Eight Services (pa chŭ); 
each headed by a eunuch Director (t'ai-chien). The 12 units 
were the Directorates of Palace Eunuchs (neì-kuan chien), 
for Palace Accouterments (yŭ-yung chien), for Imperial Re-
galia (ssu-she chien), of the Imperial Horses (yŭ-ma chien), 
for Imperial Temples (shen-kung chien), for Palace Deli-
cacies (shang-shan chien), of Palace Seals (shang-pao chien), 
for Credentials (yin-shou chien), for Palace Maintenance 
(chih-íien chien)f for Imperial Apparel (shang-i chien), for 
Intimate Attendance (tu-chih chien), and of Ceremonial (ssu-
li chien)\ the last became the paramount palace administra-
tive agency from the early 1400s. In Ch'ing the Director-
ates were reconstituted only from 1656 to 1661 and then 
were replaced by agencies of the Imperial Household De-
partment {nei-wu fu). 

5238 shíh-èrh ck，īng 十二卿 
N-S DIV (Liang): Twelve Chamberlains, from 508 a col-
lective reference to central government officials previously 
known as the Nine Chamberlains (chiu ch'ing), newly ex-
panded: the Chamberlains for Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang), for 
the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng), and for the National 
Treasury (ssu-nung) now collectively called the Spring 
Chamberlains (ch'un-ch'ing); the Chamberlains for the Pal-
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ace Bursary {ta-fu), for the Palace Revenues {shao-fu), and 
for the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u) now collectively called the 
Summer Chamberlains (hsia-ch'ing)., the Chamberlains for 
the Palace Garrison (wei-wei), for Law Enforcement (t'ing-
wei), and for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso ta-chiang) 
now collectively called the Autumn Chamberlains (ch'iu-
ch'ing); and the Chamberlains for Attendants (kuang-lu-hsŭn)t 
for Dependencies (hung-lu), and for Waterways (ta~chou) 
now collectively called the Winter Chamberlains (tung-
ch'ing). 

5239 shíh-èrh chŭn 十二軍 
Twelve Armies. (1) SUI: originally an apparent collective 
reference to groups of Garrisons (fu) in the Garrison Militia 
system (see fu-ping) y subject for personnel administration 
to the Palace Military Headquarters (ling tso-yu fu). Not to 
be confused with the Twelve Guards (shih-erh wei) created 
c. 604 at the capital, in and out of which militiamen were 
rotated for capital service. (2) T'ANG: created in 620 by 
transformation of the Tweīve Military Circuits (shih-erh tao) 
that had been established c. 618, each in charge of a cluster 
of Garrison Militia Garrisons; each Army headed by a Gen-
eral (chiang-chŭn). This structure of Armies was suspended 
from 623 to 625 and finally seems to have disappeared in 
a reorganization of the militia system (see especially under 
fu, Garrison) in 636. The Twelve Armies were not the same 
as units called Imperial Armies (chin-chìin), which consti-
tuted the Northern Command (pei-ya) at the capital. They 
were regional administrative headquarters supervising geo-
graphical clusters of units in the Garrison Militia system; 
sources repeatedly state that they supervised the agricultural 
work of their subordinate Garrisons as well as directed them 
in combat. They were commonly called chŭn-fu, a term 
that seems to suggest Armies and Gan sons (an Army and 
its Garrisons?) but perhaps was nearly equivalent to the Sung 
dynasty Military Prefecture (see chŭn). The Armies were 
named after zodiacal constellations, rendered as follows in 
only rough equivalence to traditional Western zodiacal terms: 
Army of the Celestial Lion's Pelt (shen-ch'i chŭn), Army 
of the Celestial Herdboy (ku-ch'ì chŭn). Army of the Ce-
lestial Black Lance (hsŭan-ko chŭn)y Army of the Celestial 
Twins {chìng-yŭeh chiin)，Army of the Celestial Water Bearer 
iyù-lin chŭn), Army of thé Celestial Wolf (chi-kuan chŭn、， 
Fear-proof Army (che-wei chŭn), Army of the Celestial 
Cornucopia (p'ing-tao chūn), Army of the Great Celestial 
Bear (chao-yao chŭn), Army of the Celestial Parks and 
Gardens (yŭan-yu chūn), Army of the Celestial Serpent (fien-
chi chŭn), and Army of the Celestial Bull (fien-chieh chŭn). 
P44. 

5240 shíh-èrhfáng 十二房 
SUNG: Twelve Sections, collective reference to 12 (orig-
inally 10) subdivisions created in the Bureau of Military 
Affairs (shu-mi yuan) under Shen-tsung (r. 1067-1085), each 
of which served as a channel through which the Bureau 
administered military units in a designated area of the coun-
try or supervised specified military functions on a country-
wide scale. The Twelve Sections replaced 4 prior Sections: 
War Section (ping-fang) y Personnel Section (lì-fang), Rev-
enue Section {hu-fang), and Rites Section (lĭ-fang). They 
apparently also superseded another 4 Sections with spe-
cialized, empire-wide functions: Diplomacy Section (kuo-
hsin fang), Militia.Section (min-ping fang), Horse Pastur-
age Section (mu-ma fang), and Transport Supervision Sec-
tion {tsung-ling fang). The new Twelve Sections were staffed 
with various clerical officials of rank 8b; their number in-
creased several times from an original authorization of 38 
in each Section, including from 3 to 5 Vice Recipients of 

Edicts (fu ch'eng-chih) who were apparently in charge, 5 
Secretaries (chu-shih)^ 2 Acting Secretaries {shou-ch'ŭeh chu-
shih), 13 or 14 Clerks (ling-shih), 15 to 19 Clerical Scribes 
(shu ling-shih), and 3 Acting (shou-ch'ŭeh) Clerical Scribes; 
there were also unranked Copyists (cheng-ming t'ieh-fang), 
increasing from 18 to 28. The Twelve Sections were titled 
as follows: Northern Defense Section (pei-mìen fang), 
Northwestern Defense Section (ho-hsi fang), Southwestern 
Defense Section (kuang-hsi fang), Palace Defense Section 
(tsai-ching fang), Troop Dispositions Section (chih-ch'ai 

fang), Training and Monitoring Section {chiao-yŭeh fang)t 
Officer Assignments Section (ping-chi fang), Militia Sec-
tion (min-ping fang) ’ Directors -in -chief Section (li-fang), 
Miscellany Section {chih-tsa fang�’ Horse Management 
Section (chih-ma fang), and Appointments Section {hsiao-
Ufang). 

5241 shíh-èrh tào 十二道 
T'ANG: Twelve Military Circuits, 12 regional military 
headquarters supervising local units of the Garrison Militia 
system (see fu and fii-ping); all established in 618 (619?) 
in the area of early T'ang territorial jurisdiction, called Kuan-
chung, and each identified by a place-name prefix, e.g., 
the Ch'ang-an Circuit, the T*ung-chou Circuit. In 620 the 
Twelve Military Circuits were transformed into Twelve 
Armies (shih-erh chŭn, q.v.). Not to be confused with 
T'ang's proto-provincial 10 then 15 Circuits (tao), the ju-
risdictions of many kinds of supervisory officials called 
Commissioners (shih), e.g., Military Commissioners {chieh-
tu shih). 

5242 shíh-èrh wèi-fŭ 十 二衛府 or shih-erh wei 
SUI-SUNG: Twelve Guards , collective reference to the 
military units at the dynastic capital in and out of which 
Sui and T'ang militiamen of the Garrison Militia system 
(see fu and fu-ping) were rotated for service guarding the 
capital and the imperial palace; each headed by a General 
(chiang-chŭn), rank normally 3a. The term continued in use 
even after 636，when the original array was reorganized 
into Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei, q.v.) and even into the 
Sung dynasty, although from mid-T'ang the Guards had only 
nominal existence, providing grandiose military titles for 
members of the imperial family and other favored digni-
taries. The Twelve Guards were created in 607 out of the 
early Sui Left and Right Guards (tso-weì, yu-wei) and 2 
Palace Military Headquarters (ling tso-yu fu). The late Sui— 
early T'ang units, with few changes, were 2 Standby Guards 
(i-wei), 2 Courageous Cavalry Guards (hsiao-chi wei), 2 
Militant Guards (wu-wei), 2 Encampment Guards (t'un-weí), 
2 Protective Guards (yŭ-wei), and 2 Reserve Guards (hou-
wei), all in Left and Right pairs. It should be noted that the 
term Twelve Guards may be found in several sources con-
fused with the term Twelve Armies (shih-erh chūn, q.v.). 
P43, 44. 

5243 shīh-fàn 師範 
CHIN: National Exemplar, honorific title of great pres-
tige, apparently on the same level as the Three Dukes (san 
kung); probably awarded to a religious leader, but circum-
stances not clear. P67. 

5244 shìh-fèng ts’áo 恃奉售 
HAN: Attendants Section, in Later Han found among the 
staff Sections of some Commandery Governors {chŭn-shou, 
t'ai-shou); personnel and functions not clear. HB: bureau of 
attendance. 

5245 shìh-fŭ 世婦 
CHOU, N-S DIV (N. Ch'i), SUI: Hereditary Consort , 
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categorical designation of 2nd or 3rd level imperial wives, 
ideally numbering 27, who were expected to counsel the 
Empress and participate in important ceremonies including 
receptions; rank =3b in N. Ch'i, 3a in Sui. Meaning of the 
title not clear, but traditionally explained as a mark of the 
ladies’ high esteem. CL: femmes de troisième rang. 

5246 shìh-fù ch'ing 世婦卿 
CHOU: Ministers of Hereditary Consorts, 2 eunuchs for 
each of the Six Principal Wives (liu kung) of the ruler, at-
tached to the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan); each 2 assisted 
by 5 eunuchs ranked as Junior Grand Masters (hsia ta-fu) 
and 8 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih). CL: attaché 
aux femmes impériales. 

5247 shìh-hsí 世襲 
CH'ING: Hereditary, prefixed to titles of hereditary no-
bility (chŭeh-yin) to indicate that the status was inheritable; 
the number of generations through which a title could be 
inherited was normally established at the time of the orig-
inal enfeoffment. 

5248 shìh-hsí wăng-tn 世襲罔替 
CH'ING: Perpetual Inheritance, a term referring to titles 
of nobility {chŭeh) that were awarded without any limit to 
the number of generations through which they could be in-
herited. 

5249 shíh-hsiàng 使相 
Commissioner-Councilor. (1) T'ANG: unofficial refer-
ence to a Military Commissioner (chieh-tu shih) who con-
currently held one of the central government posts included 
under the generic term Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). (2) 
SUNG: quasiofficial reference to an Imperial Prince (ch'in-
wang), a Commissioner of the Bureau of Military Affairs 
(shu-mi shih)’ a Military Commissioner (chieh-tu shih)’ etc., 
who concurrently was a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). (3) 
SUNG: unofficial reference to a Grand Councilor who, on 
leaving that office, had been given nominal status as Mil-
itary Commissioner. SP: commissaire-conseiller. P3. (4) 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Governor-general (tsung-
tu) with concurrent status as Grand Secretary (ta hsueh-shih). 

5250 shîh-hsiàng 師相 
SUNG: variant of the prestigious title Grand Preceptor 
(t'ai-shih), reportedly used to indicate the post's pre-em-
inence over Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). 

5251 shíh-hsièn it’ō 時憲科 
CH'ING: Calendar Section in the Directorate of Astron-
omy (ch'in-t'ien chieh), responsible for defining the 24 pe-
riods of the solar year and the 5 seasons (including chung, 
Mid-year) and for compiling the official state calendar; an 
aggregation of the calendrícal agencies known as the Five 
Offices (wu kuan), one named after each season, each headed 
by one Manchu and one Chinese Director (cheng), rank 6b. 
BH: calendar section. P35. 

5252 shĭk-ksíng 使星 
Lit，sent as a star: throughout history a common unofficial 
reference to a Commissioner or Envoy representing the 
ruler; sometimes used in directly addressing such an offi-
cial. See hsing-shih. 

5253 shíh-huò chiēn 食貨監 
T'ANG: Director of Commerce, staff member of an Area 
Command {tsung-kuan fu) responsible for provisioning the 
headquarters with mercantile goods. RR: directeur des vivres 
et du commerce. 
5254 shìh4 侍儀 
YUAN: from 1279, an official abbreviated reference to shih-
ì feng-yŭ (Imperial Attendant). 

5255 shìh-ī 侍醫 
Attending Physician, irregularly throughout history a des-
ignation for personal physicians of Emperors or Heirs Ap-
parent, alternating in use with the more common title yŭ-
i, q.v. P26, 36. 

5256 shíh4 拾遺 
T'ANG—MING: Reminder, a remonstrance official {chien-
kuan) responsible for catching and correcting errors of sub-
stance or style in state documents; one or more prefixed 
Left in the Chancellery {men-hsia sheng) t one or more pre-
fixed Right in the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng); both rank 
8b in T’ang. Initiated in 685; in 988 retitled cheng-yen (Ex-
horter); reinstituted in 1183. In Chin members of the Re-
monstrance Bureau (chien-yŭan). Existed in Ming only in 
the era 1399-1402, RR: chargé de reprendre les oublis. 
SP: chargé de reprendre les oublis de I'empereur. P19. 

5257 shíh-î 食醫 
Lit., (responsible for) food and medication: Dietician. (1) 
CHOU: 2 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), 
members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) who deter-
mined that food offered the ruler was appropriate to the 
season and to his state of health. CL: médecin pour les al-
iments. (2) SUI-SUNG: 4, rank 9a2 in T’ang，members of 
the Food Service (shang-shih chŭ) of the Palace Adminis-
tration (tien-chung sheng). RR+SP: médecin pour les ali-
ments de I'empereur. Also see shih-i shih-yū (Imperial At-
tendant Dietician). P37. 

5258 shíh-ì 食邑 
YUAN: lit., to feed off a fief: a general reference to land-
grant nobles, who had broad political, military, and fiscal 
control over tracts awarded them; see under fen-ti and t'ou-
hsia. 

5259 shìh-í fĕng-yu 侍儀奉御 
YUAN: Imperial Attendant. (1) From 1271 to 1320, one 
each Left and Right, rank 4a, headed the Palace Ceremo-
nial Office (shih-i ssu); from 1279 title abbreviated to shih-
i; in 1320 repláced by 4 Commissioners (shih), 3a. (2) From 
1278, one each Left and Right, rank not clean replaced 
Rectifiers of Omissions (pu-ch'ueh) as collaborators with 
Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung) in compiling the 
Imperial Diary (ch'i-chŭ chu). P24, 33. 

5260 shìh-ì hsià-chièh 市易下界 
SUNG: lit., 2nd realm or jurisdiction for commercial ex-
change: variant designation of the Monopoly Tax Com-
mission {chùeh-huo wu) in the Court of the Imperial Trcsa-
sury (t'ai-fu ssu). SP: deuxième section de I'agence des 
échanges commerciaux chargée des versements et des man-
dats. 

5261 shìh4 shàng-chièh 市易上界 
SUNG: lit., first realm or jurisdiction for commercial ex-
change: variant designation of the Market Exchange Of-
fice {shih-i wm) in the Court of the Imperial Treasury {t'ai-
fu ssu). SP: première section de I'agence des échanges com-
merciaux chargée d'achats pour equilibrer les prix. 

5262 skík-ī shìk-yà 食翳侍御 
SUNG: Imperial Attendant Dietician, rank not clear, 
members) of the Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng); 
see shih-i (Dietician). SP: chef de nourriîure et de médicine 
de I'empereur. 

5263 shìh4 ssŭ 侍儀司 
YūAN-MING: Palace Ceremonial Office’ from 1271 to 
1376 a central government agency loosely subordinated to 
the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu) and in Yuan also to the Court 
Ceremonial Institute (hstìan-huì yŭan), responsible for the 
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conduct of court audiences, especially those involving re-
ceptions of foreign dignitaries—functions at other times of 
the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu). Headed by 2 
Imperial Attendants (shih-i feng-ytì; from 1279 shih-i) t rank 
4a，till 1320，then by 4 Commissioners (shih), 3a. In early 
Ming there was apparently a solitary Commissioner, 5b till 
1371, then 7b. In 1376 the agency was renamed tien-fìng 
i-li ssu, and in 1397 it became the Court of State Cere-
monial. P33. 

5264 skìĭhì ssŭ 布易司 
SUNG: variant of shih-i wu (Market Exchange Office). 

5265 skìk-ì tìí-tòng k，à 市易抵當庫 
SUNG: Market Exchange Mortgage Storehouse, appar-
ently depositories of documents pertaining to state loans; 
established in some Huai River regions under Overseers-
general (tsung-ling); possibly depots from which annual 
tribute payments were made by S. Sung to the Jurchen Chin 
state (?). SP: magasin hypothécaire du troc étatique. 

5266 shìh-ì wù 布易務 
SUNG: Market Exchange Office, in 1072 established in 
the dynastic capital, in border areas, and in major cities and 
towns throughout the empire to implement the price control 
system for mercantile goods instituted by the reform min-
ister Wang An-shih; set market prices, bought and sold to 
stabilize markets, made loans to small merchants, etc.; each 
headed by a Supervisor (chien-kuan, t'i-chŭ); in 1100 
renamed p'ing-chun wu (Price Stabilization Agency). SP; 
agence des échanges commerciaux. 

5267 shìh-jén 笠人 
CHOU: Diviner with Stalks, 2 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
v ^ & ā ^ (chung-WîK), ~m "m5érs of the Ministiy of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan); specialists in divining by use of the stalks of 
plants. CL: officier de la plante divinatoire. 

5268 skík-ĭc，ŭ 石庫 
HAN: Stoneyard, a construction supply unit under the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso ta-chiang), 
headed by a Director (ling). HB: stoneyard. P14. 

5269 skík4c，ŭ ck’éng 石竄丞 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): Aide for Stone Quarries in the Pottery 
Office (chen-kuan shu) of the Court for the Palace Reve-
nues (t'ai-fu ssu). P14. 

5270 shìh-kuăn 世官 
Hereditary Office: throughout history, designated a post 
reserved for a particular family, to be occupied by its eldest 
sons generation after generation. In Ming, a special refer-
ence to military posts in the Guards (wei) and lesser units— 
garrison posts that were inheritable as distinguished from 
supervisory posts of higher rank that were not inheritable, 
called circulating offices (liu-kuan). 

5 2 7 1 shìh-kuān 史官 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: Historiographer, occasionally a tem-
porary duty assignment, but generally a generic reference 
to officials engaged in compilation of the Imperial Diary 
{ch'i-chtì chu), True Records {shih-lu), and similar histor-
ical records; originally referred to Editorial Directors {chu-
tso lang), then to personnel of the T'ang-Sung Historiog-
raphy Institute {shih-kuan), eventually to Senior Compilers 
{hsiu-chuan) and their associates in the Hanlin Academy 
{han-lin yŭan). P23. 

5272 shíh-kuăn 史館 
TANG-SUNG: Historiography Institute, from 630 a spe-
cial group of Senior Compilers (hsiu-chuan), Academicians 

(hsŭeh-shih), etc., on ad hoc duty assignments to compile 
or revise dynastic histories; in T'ang under the Chancellery 
(men-hsia sheng) and the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), in 
Sung one of the Three Institutes (san kuan) that constituted 
the Academy for the Veneration of Literature {ch'ung-wen 
yŭan). RR: collège des annalisies. SP: collège des annal-
istes, institut d'histoire. P23. 

5273 shih-kuan 試官 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Examination Official, generic reference 
to officials who participated as examiners, proctors, and 
readers in recruitment examinations for candidates for civil 
service careers, primarily in Prefectural or Provincial ex-
aminations (chìeh-shih, hsiang-shih) but also in Metropol-
itan Examinations (sheng-shih, hui-shih). See chu-k'ao, lien-
kuan, chien-shih. 

5274 shíh'kuăn 食官 
HAN-T'ANG: Food Provisioner, generic reference to of-
ficials responsible for providing foodstuffs for the Empress, 
the Heir Apparent, Princely Establishments (wang-fu), etc.; 
in Han also posted at each imperial mausoleum (ling). 
Commonly a lowly post under the Chamberlain for the Píal-
ace Revenues (shao-fu), the Chamberlain for Ceremonials 
(t'ai-ch'ang)f or their successor agencies. In the era of N-
S Division commonly constituted a Foodstuffs Service (shih-
kuan chŭ), in T'ang an Office of Foodstuffs (shih-kuan shu). 
At the capital or a mausoleum normally headed by a Di-
rector (ling), rank 600 bushels in Han, 8b2 in T*ang; in 
Princely Establishments commonly had Heads (chang), rank 
600 bushels in Han, 9b2 in T'ang. P26, 29, 30’ 69. 

5275 shíh-kuān chăng 食官長 
HAN- ĭ 'ANG: Head-of Food Provisloners in-ari^rincely 
Establishment (wang-fu), also in Han in the household of 
the Empress; rank 600 bushels in Han, 9b2 in T’ang. HB: 
chief of the office of offerings, chief of the office of food. 
RR*. chef des fonctionnaires chargés de la nourriture de la 
maison des princes. P69. 

5276 shih-kuan ŭng 食官令 
HAN-T'ANG: Director of Food Provisíoners in the 
household of the Heir Apparent or at an imperial mauso-
leum (ling), under the Chamberlain for the Palace Reve-
nues (shao-fu)，the Chamberlain for Ceremonials (t'ai-
ch*ang), or their successor agencies; rank 600 bushels in 
Han, 8b2 in T'ang. HB: prefect of the office of offerings, 
prefect of the office of food. P26, 29. 

5277 shíh'kuăn shŭ 食官署 
T'ANG: Office of Foodstuffs, a minor provisioning agency 
in the Household Provisioner*s Court {chia-ling ssu) in the 
establishment of the Heir Apparent; headed by a Director 
(ling), rank 8b2. RR; office des aliments de la maison de 
I'héritier du trône. P26. 

5278 shìh-láng 侍郎 
(1) HAN-T ANG: Attendant Gentleman, in Han the 2nd 
highest of 3 categories in which Court Gentlemen {lang) 
were divided, with status below Inner Gentlemen {chung-
lang) but above Gentlemen of the Interior (lang-chung); rank 
=400 bushels. In Later Han 36 Attendant Gentlemen were 
distributed equally among the Six Sections (liu ts'ao) of the 
Imperial Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai)’ as assistants to the Im-
perial Secretaries (shang-shu) who headed the Sections. 
During the era of N-S Division began to be used in the 
ways described under (2) and (3) following, but until T^ang 
continued in use as a relatively lowly secretarial post in 
Princely Establishments (wang-fu). HB: gentleman-in-at-
tendance. RR: secrétaire au service d'un prince. P5, 69. 
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(2) N-S DIV-SUNG: Vice Director, 2nd executive post in 
the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) and in the Chancellery 
(men-hsia sheng), in each case ranking after a Director (ling 
in the Secretariat, shih-chung in the Chancellery), in T’ang 
and Sung included among the officials serving as Grand 
Councilors (tsai-hsiang). In T'ang one each of Left and Right 
in each of the great departments, rank 3a; in Sung one in 
each, 3b. RR+SP: vice-président. P3. (3) N-S DIV-
CH'ING: Vice Minister, from late in the era of N-S Di-
vision, 2nd executive post in each of the Ministries (pu) 
that quickly became the administrative core of the central 
government, consolidated in a Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng); from Sui through Ch'ing 2nd executive 
post in each of the standard Six Ministries (liu pu) of the 
central government, assisting Ministers (shang-shu); nor-
mally 2 in each Ministry prefixed Left and Right, rank 4a 
in T'ang, 3b in Sung, 4a in Chin and Yŭan, 3a in Ming 
and early Ch'ing, then 2b in 1730, then 2a from 1749. In 
Ch'ing 2 each Left and Right, one Manchu and one Chinese. 
RR: vice-président. SP: vice-président, vice-ministre. BH: 
vice-president. P5，6’ 9，12，13, 14，15. 

5279 shìh-láng 土郞 
N-S DIV (Chin, N. Wei): Caterer (?), one each of Left 
and Right in the Chin Ministry of Sacrifices (tz'u-pu); in 
the N. Wei Ministry of General Administration (tu-kuan) t 
number and status not clear; functions also not clear, but 
traditionally believed to have been providers of foodstuffs. 
P9. 

5280 shìh4âng hsŭăn 侍郞選 
SUNG: lit., selections by the Vice Minister: Junior Ap-
pointments Process, a reference to the Ministry of Per-
sonnel's (li-pu) appointments process (see under hsŭan) t in 
which the selection of men for appointments or reappoint-
ments was delegated to different executive officials of the 
Ministry according to the ranks and services (civil or mil-

of the appointees. The 2 Vice Ministers (shih-lang) 
ed over appointments to the lower ranks, the Vice 

Minister of the Left handling the Junior Civil Appointments 
Process (shih-lang tso-hsŭan), prior to 1080 known as the 
Bureau of Personnel Assignments (k'ao-k'o yuan), and the 
Vice Minister of the Right handling the Junior Military Ap-
pointments Process (shih-lang yu-hsŭan), prior to 1080 
known as the Bureau of Lesser Military Assignments (san-
pan yŭan). 

5281 shìh-láng tsð-hsŭăn 侍郎左選 
SUNG: Junior Civil ^>pointments Process; see under shih-
lang hsūan. Also see hsŭan, liu-nei ch'ŭan. SP: bureau des 
nominations civiles. 

5282 sWA-tóugjô-Asŭán 侍郞右選 
SUNG: Junior Military Appointments Process; see under 
shih-lang hsŭan. Also see hsiUm. SP; bureau des nomi-
nations militaires. 

5283 shìh-lì hsiŭ-chà kuân 侍立修注官 
SUNG: lit., official who stands in attendance and makes 
notes: Court Diarist, duty assignment for a member of the 
Chancellery (men-hsia sheng); relationship to Imperial 
Diarists (ch'i-chìi she-jen) not clear. SP: fonctionnaire chargé 
d'inscription. P24. 

5284 shíh'lìáng î-yŭán 食糧醫員 
CH'ING: variant of i-yŭan (Salaried Apprentice Physi-
cian in the Imperial Academy of Medicine, t'ai-i yŭan). 
P36. 

5285 shíh4iáō 胝瞭 
CHOU: lit., those of clear sight: Guides for Blind Musi-

cians, 300 equipped with small hand-drums, one unranked 
functionary for each blind musician under control of the 
Music Master (ta-shih) in the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan). 
CL: clairvoyants, conducteurs d'aveugles. 

5286 shìk-lièk 石烈 
LIAO: Subtribe, Chinese transcription of a Khitan word 
for a social and military unit srpaller than a Tribe (pu-tsu) 
but, like a Tribe, led by a Grand Prince (í-li-chin, ta-wang), 

5287 shìh-lín kuăn 士林館 
N-S DIV (Liang): lit., institute of the elite or of service-
men: Elite Academy, created by Emperor Wu (r. 502-549), 
who reportedly appointed as Scholars (hsŭeh-shih) of the 
Elite Academy those who used, or were skilled in using， 
litchi nuts (?). P23. 

5288 shìh4ìng 市令 、 
(1) HAN-T'ANG: Marke t Director, one or more ap-
pointed to oversee commercial activities and collect com-
mercial taxes, originally in marketplaces in the dynastic 
capitals but by T'ang times on the staff of all Prefectures 
(chou); rank as high as 5b in N. Wei, but 9b at best in 
T'ang. Sometimes called shih-chang, q.v. Also see shih-
shu (Market Office). RR: directeur des marchés, P20, 57’ 
62. (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Commander {chih-
hui) of a Warden ' s Office {ping-ma ssu) in the dynastic 
capital. 

5289 shih tiú-nèi 視流內 
SUí-T'ANG: lit.，equivalent to being within the current, 
i.e., equivalent to official status: Adjunct , prefix added to 
titles of persons who were not regular officials (kuan) but 
were granted equivalent status for ceremonial purposes: e.g， 
honorably retired officials, palace women, palace eunuchs. 
In this dictionary such status is indicated by the equivalence 
symbol (=); thus shih 6a (rank) is rendered =6a. See shih, 
Pi-

5290 sMMiù wèUfŭ 十六衛府 or shih-liu wei 
T'ANG-SUNG: Sixteen Guards , collective reference to an 
important group of military units stationed at the dynastic 
capital. In 636 units previously called the Twelve Guards 
(shih-erh wei) were reorganized into the Sixteen Guards; at 
least in theory they were the principal defense force for the 
dynastic capital city, the palace, and the Emperor, in the 
aggregate called the Southern Command {nan~ya) in con-
trast to the Northern Command ipei-ya) of Annies (chŭn) 
that was the main striking force of the early T'ang rulers. 
The Guards consisted principally of militiamen called up 
from their local Garrisons (see fu) in rotational patterns, 
each Guard having an assigned geographic grouping of 
Garrisons under its jurisdiction, at least for the management 
of such troop rotations (see under/an, Term of Service; cf. 
pan-chŭn). Each Guard was commanded by a General-in-
chief (ta chiang-chiin), rank 3al , and 2 Generals {chiang-
chŭn), 3a2. From 786 an even more prestigious General-
issimo (shang chiang-chŭn), 2a2’ was normally the Guard 
leader. Each Guard had administrative and logistical sup-
port agencies largely headed by civil service officials: an 
Administrative Aide (chang-shih) y 6b 1; an Administrative 
Supervisor {lu-shih ts*an-chun-shih)i 8al; an Administrator 
for Granaries (ssu-ts'ang ts'an-chŭn-shih), 8a2; an Admin-
istrator for Arms (ssu-ping ts'an-chŭn-shih), 8a2; an Ad-
ministrator for Cavalry {chi-ping ts’an-chŭn-shih), 8a2; etc. 
In the early 700s these support services were reorganized 
into Sections (ts'ao): the Administrator for Granaries was 
replaced by 2 Administrators of a Granaries Section (ts'ang-
ts'ao ts'an-chŭn-shih), the Administrator for Arms by 2 Ad-
ministrators of an Arms Section (ping-ts'ao), the Admin-
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istrator for Cavalry by 2 Administrators of a Cavalry Sec-
tion (chi-ts'ao); and by 705 there was added an Armor Section 
(k'ai-ts'ao), in c. 712 renamed Helmets Section (chou-ts'ao), 
with 2 Administrators. Meantime, the Garrison Militia sys-
tem {fu-ping) and its troop rotations deteriorated signifi-
cantly, so that by 749 the Guards ceased calling up mili-
tiamen. Thereafter into Sung the Sixteen Guards were 
decorative, militarily unimportant units existing almost solely 
to provide grandiose titles and appropriate perquisites for 
members of the imperial family and occasionally other fa-
vored dignitaries; and active defense of the Emperor and 
his palace was managed with other forces such as the late 
T'ang Permanent Palace Guard (ch'ang-ts'ung su-wei, k'uo-
chi) and the Sung Palace Command {tien-ch'ien shih-wei 
ssu), counterpart of the early T'ang Southern Command. In 
Sung the general officers of the Sixteen Guards ranked 2b, 
3a，or 3b (Generalissimos), 3a or 4a (Generals-in-chief). 
and 3b or 4b (Generals); and such titles became prestige 
titles {san-kuan) conferred automatically on military offi-
cers according to the ranks of their substantive posts. In 
both T'ang and Sung, names of the individual Guards 
changed from time to time, but the most common names 
in T'ang were the Left and Right Guards (tso-wei, yu-wei)t 
2 Courageous Guards (hsiao-wei) prefixed Left and Right 
as in all following cases, 2 Militant Guards (wu-wei), 2 
Awesome Guards (wei-wei), 2 Metropolitan Guards (ling-
chŭn weì)t 2 Imperial Insignia Guards (chin-wu wei), 2 Pal-
ace Gate Guards (chien-men wei), and 2 Personal Guards 
(ch'ien-niu wei). The Sung array similarly included the Left 
and Right Guards, the Courageous Guards, the Militant 
Guards, the Imperial Insignia Guards, the Palace Gate 
Guards, and the Personal Guards, and in addition 2 En-
campment Guards (t'un~wei) and 2 Army Guards (chun-weî). 
In both T'ang and Sung times the Sixteen Guards were 
commonly referred to as the Imperial Guards (huan-wei), 
and some of their names，prefixed t'ai-tzu, appeared in the 
establishment of the Heir Apparent. Cf. chin-chŭn (Impe-
rial Armies), the Ming dynasty chin-i wei, the Ch'ing dy-
nasty luan-i wei. P43. 

5291 shíh4ù yŭàn 實錄院 
SUNG: True Records Institute, one of 2 largely autono-
mous agencies that were nominally subordinate to the Pal-
ace Library {pi-shu sheng); responsible for recording day-
by-day activities at court; headed by a Grand Councilor (tsai-
hsiang) serving as Supervisor (ĭ'i-chii). See under kuo-shih 
shih4u yŭan (Historiography and True Records Institute). 
SP: cour des annales veridiques. P23. 

5292 shìh-măi wŭ 市買司 
SUNG: lit.，office for purchases in the market*, official vari-
ant (dates not clear) for tsa-maì wu (Office of Miscella-
neous Purchases) in the Court of the Imperial Treasury 
(t'ai-fu ssu). 

5293 shìh-nèi 侍內 
SUI-T'ANG: from c. 604 to 618，the official variant of 
shih-chung (Director of the Chancellery). P3. 

5294 shih-nu 使女 
CH，ING: Palace Serving Women, a low class of palace 
women requisitioned annually from families of members of 
the Imperial Household Department (nei-wufu) to provide 
menial service in the imperial palace for a specified term 
of years. BH: serving women of the imperial family. 

5295 shìh-pd shĭh 市舶使 
T,ANG-SUNG: lit., commissioner for seagoing junks: 
Maritime Trade Commissioner, from 763 established at 

modern Canton to collect customs duties on overseas trade; 
in early Sung (date not clear) retitled Maritinie Trade Su-
pervisor (shih-po t'i-chŭ). P62. 

5296 shìh-pò fuchu ssŭ 市舶提擧司 
SUNG-MING: Maritime Trade Supervisorate, a cate-
gory of agencies subordinate to the Ministry of Revenue 
(hu-pu) established along the southeast and south seacoasts 
to regulate overseas commerce, collect customs duties, pre-
vent the smuggling of contraband goods, etc.; headed by a 
Supervisor (t'ì-chŭ) on special duty assignment in Sung; a 
regular post, rank 5b, in Ming. Original numerous agencies 
reduced to 3 in Ming: at modern Ningpo in Chekiang, 
Ch'iian-chou in Fukien, and Canton in Kwangtung; came 
to be dominated by palace eunuchs and centers of friction 
between Chinese and Japanese and early modern European 
traders. In 1522 all but the Canton agency were closed. 
After Ming, control over coastal trade reverted to provincial 
authorities. SP: bureau de douane. P62. 

5297 shíh-sān 十三司 
MING: Thirteen Bureaus, collective reference to the 13 
Bureaus (ch'ing-li ssu), each named after a Province (sheng), 
that were the major subordinate units in both the Ministry 
of Revenue (hu-pu) and the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu). 

5298 shíh^săn tào 十三道 
MING: Thirteen Circuits, collective reference to the 13 
units called Circuits (tao), each named after a Province 
(sheng), among which Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ-
shih) were distributed in the Censorate (tu ch'a-yuan). Each 
Circuit handled routine paperwork relating to judicial af-
fairs of the Province for which it was named but otherwise 
had no special relationship with the Province; e.g., Inves-
tigating Censors of any Circuit were freely assigned to tours 
of duty as Regional Inspectors {hstìn-an) of any Province. 
It was considered a badge of their independence in action 
that Investigating Censors were officially identified only as 
members of their Circuits, not as subordinates of the Cen-
sorate or its executive officials. P18. 

5299 shìh-shīh 士師 
CHOU: lit., master of the elite: Chief Judge, 3rd ranking 
executive post in the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan); 4 ap-
pointees ranked as Junior Grand Masters (hsia ta-fu), re-
sponsible for the enforcement of criminal laws. CL: grand 
prévôt criminel, prévôt de justice. 

5300 shih'shĭh 室史 
See under chu-chi shih-shih (Recording Secretary). 

5301 shìh-shīh 市師 
HAN: Market Master, in the reign of Wang Mang (r. A.D. 
9-23) replaced Former Han’s Market Directors (shih-ling) 
in the dynastic capital and 5 other major cities; see wu chŭn-
ssu shih-shih (Five Market Masters) and chŭn-ssu (Eco-
nomic Stabilization Office). 

5302 shîh-shìh 師氏 
Palace Master. (1) CHOU: one ranked as an Ordinary Grand 
Master {chung ta-fu) and 2 as Senior Servicemen (shang-
shih), members of the Ministry of Education {ti-kuan) re-
sponsible for accompanying the ruler in all public appear-
ances and rectifying his mistakes in conduct; collaborated 
with the Palace Protector (pao-shih) in tutoring the ruler's 
kinsmen and other nobles who did not yet have adminis-
trative appointments. CL: instructeur, professeur. (2) N-S 
DIV (Chou): one ranked as an Ordinary Grand Master in 
the Ministry of Education, believed to have directed both 
the Palace School {lu-men hsŭeh) and the National Uni-
versity {t'ai-hsŭeh). P34. 
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5303 shìh-shìh 筮仕 
New Official, throughout history an unofficial, literary ref-
erence to a man newly entering on an official career, from 
an ancient practice of divining (first shih) to determine good 
or bad auspices before undertaking an appointment. 

5304 shìh-shìh 蹇氏 
CHOU: Bird Catcher, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih) y members of the Ministry of Justice {ch'iu-kuan) re-
sponsible for destroying birds of prey that must be caught 
by the wings. CL: préposé aux aìles. 

5305 skíh-skòu 實後 
Substantive appointment, in contrast to any form of act-
ing, probationary, or otherwise irregular, temporary ap-
pointment. See chen (regular, true), cheng (regular), pen-
kuan (titular office). 

5306 shìh-shū 侍書 
SUNG, MING: Court Calligrapher, members of the Han-
lin Academy (han-lin yuan); status in Sung not clear; 2， 
rank 9a, in Ming. SP: lettré-calligraphe. P23. 

5307 shìh-shŭ 市署 
N-S DIV-T'ANG; Market Office, one established in each 
dynastic capital to supervise and control trade in the offi-
cially designated market(s); headed by a Director (ling), in 
T'ang rank 6bl; institutional affiliation not clear, possibly 
subordinate to the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu 
ssu). Not to be confused with shih-ling (Market Director). 
See liang-ching chu-shih shu. P62. 

5308 shìh-shŭ hsŭéh-shìh 侍書學db 
YUAN: Attendant Academician in the Hanlin Academy 
(han-lin yŭan)t number and rank not clear; charged with 
tutoring and evaluating the ruler in accordance with clas-
sical and historical texts; abolished in 1269. P23. 
5309 shih-shŭ ŭng-sktk 史書令史 
HAN; Calligraphy Clerk, unspecified numbers of spe-
cialists on the staff of the Palace Aide to the Censor-in-
chief (yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng); qualified for appointment by 
passing tests involving knowledge of 9,000 characters and 
all standard styles of calligraphy. HB: foreman clerk of 
clerkly writing. 

5310 shìh-shŭ shih yŭ-shih 侍書侍御史 
T'ANG: variant of chih-shu shih yu-shih (Secretarial Cen-
sor), used to avoid a name taboo. PI8. 
5311 shih-shuài 師帥 
CHOU: Regimental Commander, with rank as Ordinary 
Grand Master (chung ta-fu); leader of a standard military 
unit of 2,500 soldiers called a shih (Regiment). CL: chef 
de regiment. 

5312 skìk skuài-fŭ 侍率府 
SUI-T'ANG: Attendant Guard Command, one desig-
nated Left and one Right, from c. 605 to 622 the official 
redesignation of the military Units previously and later known 
as Defense Guard Commands (wei shuai-fu) in the estab-
lishment of the Heir Apparent. P26. 

5313 skíh shuài-fŭ 十率府 
SUI-SUNG: Ten Guard Commands, collective reference 
to military units organized similarly to Guards {wei) that 
were assigned to the establishment of the Heir Apparent, 
each normally headed by a Commandant (shuai)，rank 4a 
in T'ang, 7b in Sung. The units always appeared in Left 
and Right pairs and were prefixed with t'ai-tzu or tung-kung 
(Eastern Palace). The names of the individual units re-
peatedly changed; some of the more durable were Defense 
Guard Command (wei shuai-fu), Protective Guard Com-

mand (ssu-yŭ shuai-fu), Gate Guard Command {chien-men 
shuai-fu)t Police Patrol Guard Command (ch'ing-tao shuai-
fu), and Inner Guard Command (nei shuai-fu), RR+SP: dix 
gardes de I'héritier du trône. P26, 

5314 shìh-sūn 世孫 
MING: Grandson-heir, designation of the eldest son by 
the principal wife of a deceased Heir {shih-tzu), i.e., the 
eldest son of an Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang); prefixed with 
the place-name associated with the Princedom. P64. 

5315 shih tà-fŭ 士大夫 
Lit., Servicemen (shih) and Grand Masters (ta-fu): the of-
ficial class, throughout history a collective reference to all 
those who were, were entitled to be, or had been officials 
(kuan) in government service and in consequence consti-
tuted the elite group in Chinese society. Cf. shen-shift (the 
elite). 

5316 shík-t,àn ch'ăng 石炭場 
SUNG: Coalyard, a unit under the Court of the Imperial 
Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu). SP: aire de la réception et de la venîe 
de I'anthracite. 

5317 shih tào-ăn chu 史道安局 
YUAN: Service of Shih Tao-an, an agency providing 
clothing for the imperial family, from its establishment in 
1265 known by the name of the official authorized to make 
appointments in it. Subsequently regularized as an agency 
under the Supervisorate-in-chief of Civilian Artisans (min-
chiang tsung-kuan fu) and staffed with artisans in obliga-
tory service; headed by a Commissioner (shih) or Com-
missioner-in-chief (ta-shih)，rank 6b. Also called yŭ~i (im-
perial clothes) shih tao-an chu; but not to be confused with 
yū-i chŭ (Imperial Wardrobe Service). 

5318 shìh-tào hóu 式道侯 
HAN: Commandant of the Imperial Escort, 3 distin-
guished as Central, Left, and Right Commandants, each 
with rank of 600 bushels, under the Chamberlain of the 
Imperial Insignia (chih chin-wu); cleared the way for the 
Emperor on any outing from the palace, and on his return 
waved flags that called for the opening of the appropriate 
gate. HB: captain of the standard bearers. 

5319 shìh-ts'ái ch'àng 事材場 
SUNG: Materials Yard, a storage area for construction 
materials maintained by the Directorate for the Palace 
Buildings (chiang-tso chien), headed by 2 Supervisors {chien-
kuan), probably unranked. SP; aire de matériaux de con-
struction, 

5320 shìh-ts'áo 士曹 
Levied Service Section. (1) SUI-SUNG: a clerical agency 
found in such units of territorial administration as Princely 
Establishments (wang-fu) and Superior Prefectures (fu), 
normally headed by an Administrator (ts'an-chŭn-shih), rank 
7a or lower; managed local construction and maintenance 
projects in correspondence with the central government's 
Ministry of Works {kung-pu). Antecedent of the Ming-
Ch'ing kung-ts'ao (Works Section). Also see liu ts'ao (Six 
Sections). RR+SP: service des travawc. P49, 59’ 69. (2) 
SUI-CH'ING: may be encountered as an unofficial, archaic 
reference to the Ministry of Works. 

5321 shìh-ts'áo 市曹 
HAN: Market Section, a staff agency commonly found at 
the Commandery (chŭn) and District (hsien) levels of ter-
ritorial administration, headed by an Administrator (yuan-
shih); apparently supervised commercial activities and col-
lected mercantile taxes in official markets in its jurisdiction. 
HB: bureau of markets. 
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5322 shíh"ts9áo 時曹 
HAN; Seasons Section, apparently found as a staff agency 
in some Commanderies (chŭn), headed by an Administrator 
(yìian-shih); responsible for monitoring seasonal cosmolog-
ical activities. Htì: bureau of the seasons. 

5323 shìh-tsŏ 侍左 
SUNG: abbreviation of shih-lang tso-hsùan (Junior Civil 
Appointments Process). 

5324 shìh-ts'ŭng 侍從 
Attendant, throughout history a vague generic reference to 
officials who had personal contact with the Emperor; may 
be encountered as a prefix to a title. 

5325 shìh-tú 侍讀 
Reader-in-waiting, an attendant skilled in reciting classi-
cal texts. (1) N-S DIV-T'ANG, MING: a prestigious title 
added to a regular title (see under chia-kuan) when an of-
ficial was delegated to provide tutorial services in the es-
tablishment of the Heir Apparent or in another Princely Es-
tablishment (wang'Ju). RR: lecteur, ìecteur d'un prince. P23, 
26，69. (2) SUNG-CH'ING: regular members of the Hanlin 
Academy {han-lin yuan); status in Sung not clear; 2 then 
3，rank èa，in Ming and early Ch'ing, then 5b from 1725; 
in Ch'ing 3 each Manchu and Chinese appointees. SP: lec-
teur. BH; sub-reader. P23. (3) CH'ING: designation given 
lowly copyreaders of documents issued from the imperial 
palace, on the staff of the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko); see 
nei-ko shih-tu. P2. Cf. shih-chiang (Expositor-in-waiting). 

5326 shìh-tŭ hsŭéh-shìh 侍讀學士 
Academician Reader-în-waiting, a title of greater prestige 
than shih-tu alone. (1) T'ANG-SUNG; from 725, desig-
nation of non-official litterateurs invited to attend the Em-
peror as tutorial companions, with nominal status in the 
Academy of Scholarly Worthies {chi-hsien tien shu-yiian), 
later in the Sung Hanlin Academy (han-lin yuan). Often 
prefixed Hanlin, even in T'ang. (2) CHIN-CH'ING: emi-
nent regular members of the Hanlin Academy; unspecified 
number, rank 3b, in Chin; 2 then 3 then 2，2b, in Yuan; 
2, 5b, in Ming and early Ch'ing, then 4b from 1725; in 
Ch'ing 3 each Manchu and Chinese. BH: reader. P23. (3) 
CH'ING: designation given editors and translators of doc-
uments on the staff of the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko); see 
nei-ko shih-tu hsŭeh-shih. P2. Cf. shih-chiang hsŭeh-shih. 

5327 shìh-t'á 仕途 
Lit., (to have entered upon) the path of service: common 
general reference to officials. 

5328 shìh-tzŭ 世子 
Heir: from antiquity a common unofficial reference to the 
eldest son of anyone of noble status, sometimes including 
even the Heir Apparent; in Ming and Ch'ing times, the for-
mal designation of the eldest son by the principal wife of 
an Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang), with ceremonial rank be-
tween Imperial Princes and Commandery Princes {chŭn-
wang). P64. 

5329 shìh-tzŭ 士子 
CH'ING: Examination Candidate, general reference to 
candidates at Provincial Examinations (hsiang-shih). BH: 
scholar. 

5330 shìh-tzŭ 適子 
Son by the Principal Wife, a kinship term used throughout 
history, sometimes of significance in reference to the sons 
of rulers or members of the nobility, specifying the legal 
heir. 

5331 shih-tzŭ'Chí chùUwén pó-shìh 
史子集綴文博士

 1 

T'ANG: Erudite of History, the Masters , Belles Lettres， 
and Narrative, 3 of 18 Palace Erudites (nei-chiao po-shih) 
on the staff of the Palace Institute of Literature (nei wen-
hsŭeh kuan), where palace women were educated; from c. 
741, eunuch posts. RR: maître pour Venseignement des his-
toriens, des philosophes, des oeuvres littéraires et des com-
positions littéraires, 

5332 shìh-tz9
ŭ hóu 侍祠侯 

HAN: Marquis Attending at Sacrifices, in Later Han the 
least prestigious of 3 designations awarded (see under chia-
kuan) to Adjunct Marquises (lieh-hou) who were permitted 
to reside in the capital and were among those collectively 
called Audience Attendants (feng ch'ao-ching); the desig-
nation imposed a responsibility to participate in certain sac-
rificial ceremonies but not to participate in regular court 
audiences. Cf. t'e-chin (specially advanced), ch'ao^t'ing hou 
(Marquis for Audiences). HB: marquis attending at sacri-
fices. 

5333 shìh-wèi 侍衛 
Imperial Guard or Imperial Guardsman , throughout his-
tory a recurring general designation of those military units 
and personnel that were responsible for the security of the 
Emperor and the imperial palace; prefixes must be relied 
on to determine identities more precisely. 

5334 shìh-wèi ch9īn-chŭn 侍衛親軍 
Imperial Bodyguard, throughout history a coinmon des-
ignation of Imperial Guardsmen (shih-wei, ch'in-chŭn) en-
trusted with the personal protection of the Emperor. 

5335 shìh-wèi ch'īn'chŭn mă-pù ssŭ 

侍衛親軍馬步司 
SUNG: Metropolitan Command, one of 2 major head-
quarters units under which the Imperial Armies {chin-chŭn) 
of professional soldiers were organized, each headed by a 
Commander-in-chief (tu chih-hui shih); generally respon-
sible for overseeing the Prefectural Armies (hsiang-ping) 
garrisoned throughout the empire* whereas the counterpart 
Palace Command (tien-ch'ien shih-wei ssu) was responsible 
for defense of the dynastic capital and the imperial palace. 
In the mid-1000s divided into 2 headquarters units, a Met-
ropolitan Cavalry Command (ma-chŭn ssu) and a Metro-
politan Infantry Command (pu-chŭn ssu). Often abbrevi-
ated as shih-wei ssu. See erh ssu (Two Commands), sari 
wei (Three Capital Guards). 

5336 shìh-wèi ch’ù 恃衛處 
CH'ING: variant of ling shih-wei fu (Headquarters of the 
Imperial Bodyguard). 

5337 shìh-wèi mă-chŭn pù-chŭn ssŭ 
侍衛馬軍步軍司

 1 

SUNG: combined reference to the Metropoli tan Cavalry 
Command {ma-chŭn ssu) and the Metropoli tan Infant ry 
Command (pu-chŭn ssu)y into which the originally unified 
Metropolitan Command (shih-wei ch'in-chŭn ma-pu ssu) was 
divided in the mid-1000s. SP; bureau de la cavalerie et de 
i'infanterie de la garde de Vempereur. 

5338 侍衛班領 
CH'ING: Imperial Guard Duty Group Commander , 
leader of any of the 6 Duty Groups (pan) into which Im-
perial Guardsmen (ch'in-chŭn) were divided for active ser-
vice on a rotational basis. BH; commander of a relief of 
the bodyguards. 
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5339 shìh-wèi ssū 侍衛司 
SUNG: abbreviation of shih-wei ch'in-chun ma-pu ssu 
(Metropolitan Command). 

5340 shíh-wŭ tào 十五道 
CH'ING; Fifteen Circuits, collective reference to the 15 
units called Circuits (tao), each named after a Province 
(sheng), among which Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ-
shih) were distributed in the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan); see 
shih-san tao (Thirteen Circuits). P18. 

5341 shìh-yù 師友 
SUNG: abbreviation of shih-lang yu-hsŭan (Junior Mili-
tary Appointments Process). 

5342 skīh-yŭ 侍右 
N-S DIV (Chin, S. Dyn.)： Tutorial Companion, a dig-
nitary on the staffs of Princely Establishments (wang-fu). 
P69. 

5343 shìh-yù láng-kuān 侍右郞官 
SUNG: Bureau Executive in the Military Appointments 
Process, reference to a Director (lang-chung) or Vice Di-
rector (yūan-wai lang) of a Bureau (íím) in the Ministry of 
Personnel (li-pu) when assigned to participate in the selec-
tion of military personnel for appointments or reappoint-
ments (see under yu-hstìan), SP: secrétaire du bureau des 
nominations militaires. 

5344 shìh-yù íshìk-láng 侍右侍郞 
SUNG: Vice Minister in the Military Appointments Pro-
cess, reference to a Vice Minister (shih-lang) of the Min-
istry of Personnel (lì-pu) when assigned to participate in the 
selection of military personnel for appointments or reap-
pointments (see under yu-hsuan). SP: director du bureau 
des nominations militaires. 

5345 shìh-yùng 試用 
CH'ING: Probationer, designation appended to all new 
appointees in units of territorial administration below the 
level of Circuit Intendant (tao-t'ai) for periods of from one 
to 2 years until, after evaluation of service, their appoint-
ments were made substantive (shih, shih-shou). 

5346 shìh-yà 侍御 
Common abbreviation of shih yu-shih (Attendant Censor), 
but sometimes used in unofficial reference to any kind of 
Censor (yŭ-shih). 

5347 shìh-yà chūng-sàn 侍御中散， 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Courtier-at tendant, rank 5a; one of 
many special duty assignments for aristocratic Courtiers 
{chung-san, q.v.).' 

5348 shih yŭ-l 侍御醫 
SUI-SUNG: Imperial Physician-in-attendance, 4，rank 
6b, in the Palace Medical Service (shang-yao chŭ) of the 
Palace Administration {tien-neì sheng, tien-chung sheng), 
RR: médecin du service de Vempereur. P36, 37. 

5349 sWA-jáíM/ig-í 侍御尙醫 
TANG: Medical Attendant, 2，rank 6al , on the staff of 
the Commissioner for the Palace Corrals and Stables (hsien-
chiu shih). RR: médecin chef du service de Vempereur, P38. 

5350 shih yà-shĭh 恃御史 
CH'IN-MING: Attendant Censor, a prominent post in the 
central government until its abolition in 1376，beginning as 
the designation of the core staff of the Censorate (yu-shih 
t'ai) and finally becoming the Censorate，s 3rd ranking ex-
ecutive post. In general, maintained surveillance over the 
officialdom and impeached wayward officials. In Ch'in and 

Han times, dispatched on regional tours of inspection with 
the special designation Supervising Censors {chien-ch'a shih, 
chien yŭ-shìh). The Han staff reportedly totaled 45 men 
ranked at 600 bushels, 30 of them distributed among 5 
function-specific Sections (ts'ao) under the Censor-in-chief 
(yu-shih ta-fu) and 15 assigned to the staff of the Palace 
Aide to the Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng). Their 
number fluctuated in the era of N-S Division; the Sections 
in which they functioned grew to 13，but the authorized 
quota for Attendant Censors early stabilized at 8. By Sui 
times other categories of Censors had been established, Pal-
ace Censors {tien-nei shih yū-shih) and Investigating Cen-
sors (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih); and in T'ang the Censorate was 
formally organized in 3 units, one a Headquarters Bureau 
(t'ai-yuan) staffed with 4 then 6 Attendant Censors, rank 
6b2 then 6a, who had the most general surveillance and 
impeachment powers, regularly participated in court audi-
ences, and joined witíi members of the Ministry of Justice 
(hsing-pu) and the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu) in 
conducting major court trials. The T'ang form of Censorate 
organization persisted into early Níing, but the number of 
Attendant Censors was reduced to one in Sung and 2 there-
after; the rank was 6b in Sung, 5b in Chin, and 2b in Yuan 
and Ming till 1376，when the post was terminated. Also 
see chih-shu shih ytì-shih, tien-chung shih yŭ-shih. HB: at-
tending secretary. RR: certseur de la cour des affaires 
générales. SP: censeur général-assistant. P18. 

5351 shih yŭ-shih 侍御師 
N-S DIV (N, Ch’i): Imperial Physîcîan-in-attendance, 4 
members of the Palace Medical Service {shang-yao chu) 
under the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng). See shih yŭ-i. P36， 
37. 

5352 侍御史知雜事 
5 DYN-SUNG: lit., Attending Censor for miscellaneous 
affairs: General Purpose Censor, a member of the head-
quarters staff of the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai)y apparently the 
counterpart of Secretarial Censors (chih-shu shih yŭ-shìh) 
of other times; rank not clear; became acting head of the 
Censorate whenever the offices of Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shìh 
ta-fu) and Vice Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng) were 
vacant. SP: censeur-assistant des affaires diver ses. PI 8. 

5353 shĭh-yŭàn 使院 
SUNG: abbreviated reference to a Police Office {chûn-hsŭn 
yŭan) in the dynastic capital or to a Military Inspector 
(chŭn-hsūn shih) of such an agency. 

5354 shìh-yŭàn 史院 
CHING; unofficial reference to Junior Compilers (pien-
hsiu) in the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yiian). 

5355 shðu 守 
(1) HAN-SUNG: Probationary, prefix to a title during the 
appointee's first year in service, only after which he was 
normally entitled to substantive (shih, chen) status and full 
salary. (2) T'ANG-SUNG: Acting, in addition to the mean-
ing given under (1) above, sometimes prefixed to a title 
when the appointee's rank was lower than was appropriate 
for the post, or when there was already a nominal appointee 
for the post. (3) Common abbreviation of t'ai-shou (Gov-
ernor). (4) Common abbreviation of hsŭn-shou (Imperial 
Tour of Inspection). (5) CH'ING: unofficial reference to 
a Prefect (chih-fu). 

5356 shòu 授 
T'ANG-CH'ING: one of the most common terms meaning 
to appoint; often with a prefix indicating the type of state 
document used in making the appointment, varying with 
the rank of the post and the appointee. 
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5357 shòu 狩 
See under hsŭn-shou (Imperial Tour of Inspection). 

5358 shōu-chăng 收掌 
CH'ING: Archivist, unranked clerical functionaries, 4 as-
signed to the Military Archive (fang-lŭeh kuan) in the Grand 
Secretariat (nei-ko)y 4 to the Codification Office (lii-li kuan) 
in the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu). 

5359 shðu-chèng 守正 
SUNG: Guardian of Rectitude，a laudatory epithet be-
stowed on meritorious officials of the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng), the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian), 
etc. 

5360 shdu-chì 受給 or shdu-chĭ kuān 官 
SUNG-CHIN: lit., officials who receive and disburse: 
Monitor, one, rank not clear, in charge of the Sung Ar-
maments Office (chŭn-ch'i so); 2，rank 8a, in the Chin Pal-
ace Maintenance Office (hsiu-nei ssu), and 2, 8a, in the 
Chin Construction and Maintenance Office (tu-ch'eng so). 
SP: chargé des affaires. P15，38’ 49. 

5 3 6 1 shòu-cM ìc，ù 受給» 
YUAN*. Construction Storehouse, a unit of the Ministry 
of Works (kung-pu) that stored and issued various building 
materials for construction projects in the palace and the capital 
city; headed by a Superintendent (t'i-ling)’ rank 8a. P15. 
5362 shôu-chīh chŭ-wù k’ù 收支諸物庫 
YUAN: Storehouse of the Interpreters Institute {hui-t'ung 
kuan)y which apparently collected and appropriately dis-
bursed goods received in tribute; headed by a Commis-
sioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 9b. P l l . 

5363 sluu-ckīkk，ŭ 收友庫 
CHIN: Materiel Storehouse, a unit of the Palace Main-
tenance Office (hsiu-nei ssu) that stored and issued con-
struction materials needed for palace maintenance; headed 
by a Supervisor-in-chief (tu-chien), rank not clear. P38. 
5364 shŏu-chō 守捉 
T'ANG: lit., to guard and catch: Defense Detachment, an 
early T’ang generic term for military units along the north-
ern frontier too small to be considered Armies (chiin), each 
commanded by a Commissioner (shih). RR: détachement 
militaire (de milice locale). 

5365 shŏu-chō shih 守捉使 
T’ANG: Defense Commissioner, in early T'ang the head 
of a small frontier military unit called a Defense Detach-
ment (shou-cho); from the 750s one of the many types of 
central government delegates with supervisory authority over 
a cluster of Prefectures (chou) called a Circuit (tao)f nor-
mally subordinate to a Surveillance Commissioner (kuan-
ch'a shih) or the equivalent. P52. 

5366 skŏu-ckù yŭàn 守助掾 
HAN: Aid Provider, several lowly appointees found on the 
staffs of Commanderies (chiin) in Later Han, but functions 
not clear. HB: official in charge of aid. 

5367 shŏu-ch'ŭèh 守闕 
TANG-SUNG: Acting, prefix denoting a temporary ap-
pointment, especially when the appointee^ rank was lower 
than was appropriate for the post. 

5368 skòu-ĕn 受恩 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Recipient of Grace, from 400 a pres-
tige tìtĭe (san-kuan) for major tribal chiefs, comparable to 
the later titles Specially Promoted Grand Master for Splen-
did Happiness (ĭ'e-chin kuang-lu ta-fu) or Specially Pro-

moted Grand Master for Glorious Happiness (t'e-chin jung-
lu ta-fu), both rank la. 

5369 shōu-fā hung-pén ck，ù 收發紅本處 
CH'ING: lit., place for the receipt and issuance of docu-
ments with imperial notations: Imperial Documents Of-
fice, one of several clerical agencies attached to the Grand 
Secretariat (nei-ko). BH: receiving and forwarding office. 

5370 shðu-fŭ 守府 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Assistant Brigade 
Commander (shou-pei) in the Chinese military forces called 
the Green Standards (lu-ying). 

5371 shðu-fŭ 首府 
CH'ING: Principal Prefect, designation of the Prefect (chih-
Ju) of a Prefecture (fu) that was a provincial capital. 

5372 shŏu-fŭ 首輔 
MING: lit., principal bulwark or support (of the Emperor): 
Senior Grand Secretary, quasiofficial designation of the 
Grand Secretary (ta hsŭeh-shih) with longest tenure in the 
Grand Secretariat {nei-ko), who organized the work of the 
Grand Secretariat and did final editing of rescripts submit-
ted for imperial approval. 

5373 shŏu-hsiàng 首相 
SUNG: Principal Grand Councilor, designation of a se-
nior or a sole Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). SP: premier 
ministre. 

5374 shŏu-hsièn 首縣 
CH'ING: Principal Magistrate, designation of a District 
Magistrate (chih-hsien) whose District (hsien) was a pro-
vincial capital. 

5375 shŏu-hsun tào 守巡道 
MING-CH'ING: combined reference to General Admin-
istration Circuits (fen-shou tao) and General Surveil-
lance Circuits {fen-hsŭn tao). 

5376 shŏu-hù líng-ch ’ĭn tà-ch 'én 
守護陵寢大臣 

CH'ING: Grand Minister Protector of the Imperial 
Mausolea, an official of the Imperial Household Depart-
ment (nei-wu Ju) delegated as Supervisor-in-chief (tsung-
kuan) of the 2 Imperial Mausolea Administrations (ch'eng-
pan shih-wu ya-men) that supervised the imperial Ch'ing 
tombs in the Peking area. 

5377 skdu-ī 職 
Veterinarian. (1) CHOU: 4 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) 
who apparently tended domestic animals in the royal pal-
ace. CL; médecin pour les animate, vétérìnaire. (2) T'ANG: 
600 authorized for the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u 
ssu), 2 for each park controlled by the Directorate-general 
of the Imperial Parks (kung-yŭan tsung-chien), and others 
for the Livery Service (shang-ch'eng chŭ) in the Palace 
Administration {tien-chung sheng) t all apparently non-of-
fícial specialists. RR: vétérìnaire. P31； 39’ 40. 

5378 shòu-īpó-shìh 獸醫博士 
SUI—T’ANG: Erudite of Veterinary Medicine, non-offi-
cial specialists attached to the Court of the Imperial Stud 
(t'ai-p'u ssu); 120 reported for Sui, 4 for T'ang; in T'ang 
had 100 authorized students, not counting 600 Veterinari-
ans (shou-i) in active service. RR: maître vétérìnaire au 
vaste savoir. P31. 

5379 shòu-jén 獸人 
CHOU: Hunter , 4 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih) and 8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih) in the Ministry 
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of State (t'ien-kuan); supervised all hunting except for im-
perial hunts; during imperial hunts generally supervised the 
catching of game with nets; provided both live and dead 
animals for sacrifices. CL: preneurs d'animaux, chasseurs. 

5380 shŏu-kuān 守關 
SUNG: common variant of shou-ch'ūeh (Acting). 
5381 shdu'kuângshĕng 壽光省 oi:shòu-kuāng 

tièn 殿 
N-S DIV (Liang): Institute of Eternal Splendor, appar-
ently a palace organization to which favored litterateurs were 
appointed as Academicians (hsueh-shih). P23. 
5382 shðu-k'uĕi 首揆 
MING: lit., principal calculator or arranger: unofficial ref-
erence to a Senior Grand Secretary (shou-fu). 

5383 shðu-ĭcŭng lìn乡守官令 
HAN: Palace Stationer, in Later Han under the Cham-
berlain of the Palace Revenues (shao-fu), rank 600 bushels; 
provided paper, brushes, ink, and other writing materials 
for Imperial Secretaries (shang-shu); after A.D. 157，a pal-
ace eunuch post. HB: prefect of the palace stationery. P7. 
5384 shðU'kūng shŭ 守宮署 
T'ANG-SUNG: Canopies Office in the Court of the Im-
perial Regalia (wei-wei ssu), responsible for supplying the 
Emperor and other dignitaries with canopies, screens, and 
mats needed on ceremonial occasions; headed by a Director 
(ling), rank 8a2 in T’ang. RR+SP: office des tentures du 
palais. P29. 
5385 shóu-Rng 守令 
MING-CH'ING: a combined，archaic, generic reference to 
Prefects (chih-fu; see t'ai-shou) and District Magistrates 
(chih-hsien; see hsien-ling). 
5386 shðu-líng 守陵 
N-S DIV (Chou), MING: Mausoleum Manager, in chaise 
of an imperial mausoleum (ling); ranked as Senior Ser-
viceman (shang-shih) in Chou, rank in Ming not clear. P29. 

5387 shŏu líng-ch，ín tsăng,pīng kuān 
守陵寢總兵官 

CH'ING: Regional Commander for the Protection of 
Imperial Mausolea, one appointed at each of 2 locations 
in Manchuria where there were ancestral graves of the 
Manchu monarchs; special duty assignments for Grand 
Ministers (ta-ch'en) of the Imperial Household Department 
(nei-wufu). P29. 

5388 shðU'ling kuān 首領官 
Staff Supervisor. (1) CHIN-MING: generic reference to 
officials of various central government agencies who were 
considered responsible for the internal clerical functioning 
of the agencies; e.g., Registrars (ching-li) and Office Man-
agers (tu-shih, shih-wu). (2) CH'ING: categorical reference 
to various senior eunuchs of the Directorate of Palace Do-
mestic Service {kung-tìen chien). 

5389 shðu4íng t'ài-chiēn 守陵太監 
MING: Eunuch Protector of the Mausoleum, one posted 
at each imperial mausoleum (ling) to supervise the local 
Escort Guard (hu-wei). P29. 
5390 shŏu-lìng t'ài-chiên 首令太監 
CH'ING: Eunuch Director, prefix to the titles of 2nd-tier 
eunuch personnel of the EMrec torate of Palace Domestic 
Service (kung-tien chien), especially including the Palace 
Guardian {chìh-shou shih), rank 7. BH: chief of the office 
of eunuch affairs. P38. 

5391 shðu-líng Vlng 首領廳 
(1) CHIN-MING: may be encountered in the sense of Staff 
Supervisors Office; see under shou-ling kuan. (2) MING-
CH'ING: Administrative Office in the Imperial Academy 
of Medicine (t'ai-i yuan), headed by 2 Medical Secretaries 
(li-mu). BH: office of administration. 

5392 skðu-nà p，ī-tuàn k，ù 受納匹段庫 
SUNG: Storehouse of Silk Bolts under the Palace Admin-
istration (tien-chung sheng); staffing not clear, probably un-
ranked. SP: magasin de la réception d'étojfe de soie, 

5393 shðu-pèi 守備 
(1) MING-CH'ING: Commandant, common designation 
of the duty assignment of a military officer placed in charge 
of troops in a particular locality, especially an active de-
fense post or a military station along the Grand Canal; nor-
mally with a function-specific prefix. (2) MING: Grand 
Commandant, from the 1420s the senior of 3 dignitaries 
who constituted a military regency council in control of the 
auxiliary capital, Nanking; nominally a duty assignment for 
a Marquis (hou) or an Earl (po), but early became an as-
signment for favored eunuchs. (3) CH'ING: Assistant Bri-
gade Commander, rank 5b, in the Chinese military forces 
called the Green Standards (lu-ying); commonly the officer 
in active control of a Brigade (ying). BH: second captain. 

5394 shŏu-pèi t'ài'chiĕn 守備太監 
MING: (1) Eunuch Protector-general of the Mausolea, 
overseer of the Eunuch Protectors of the Mausolea (shou-
ling t'ai-chien) posted at the Ming imperial tombs west of 
Peking. P29. (2) Eunuch Grand Commandant, senior 
member of the triumvirate in military control of the aux-
iliary capital, Nanking; see under shou-pei. 

5395 shŏu pĕn'kuăn 守本官 
SUNG: serving in his titular office, a term encountered 
in early Sung in the relatively unusual case of an official 
who actually performed the duties associated with his title. 
See under ch*ai-ch'i€n, 

5396 shòu'p'íng 守屛 
Lit., to defend and protect: unofficial reference to a Re-
gional Governor or Metropolitan Governor (both chou 
mu; see under mu). 

5397 shòu-shìh ssŭ 受事司 
SUNG: Receiving Office, one of many agencies that served 
the 3 bureaus that constituted the State Finance Commis-
sion Cwi/i ssu) of early Sung; headed by an Administrative 
Assistant (p'an-kuan), rank 8a or 8b; received all kinds of 
registers and reports dispatched from units of territorial 
administration throughout the empire and distributed them 
within the Commission; terminated c. 1080. SP: bureau des 
registres divers. 

5398 shòu-shìh yu-shĭh 受事御史 
T'ANG: Receptionist Censor, from 726 the duty assign-
ment of a Censor iyii-shih) to accept accusations against 
officials submitted by non-Censors and to record the names 
of the accusers. RR: censeur chargé de la réception des 
affaires. 

5399 shðu-tāng kuăn 守當苢 
SUNG: lit., official who keeps records (?): Clerk, un-
ranked or of very low rank, found in many central govern-
ment agencies; superseded pien-hsiu wen-tzu, date not clear. 
SP: assistant aux affaires, scribe-assistant. P4, 9, 12，13， 
14. 
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5400 shŏu-tòo 守道 
MING-CH'ING: variant of fen-shou tao (General Admin-
istration Circuit). Also see tao. 

5401 shŏu-t9iào 守祧 
CHOU: Caretaker, 8 eunuchs attached to the Ministry of 
Rites (ch'un-kuan) y one for each of the 8 palace chambers 
that were dedicated to important (female?) ancestors of the 
royal family, each assisted by 2 Chambermaids (nŭ-t'ìaó). 
CL: garde des îablettes de la famille régnante. 

5402 shŏu-tsăi 守宰 
N-S DIV: lit.’ protector and steward; Territorial Admin-
istrator, generic reference to members of units of territorial 
administration. 

5403 shðu-ts'ān 首參 
SUNG: lit., chief participant (in state affairs): Senior Grand 
Councilor, unofficial reference to the senior or sole Grand 
Councilor (tsai-hsiang). ' 

5404 shðu-ts'ŭi 守悴 
SUNG: lit.’ governors and their deputies: unofficial collec-
tive reference to the personnel of Circuits (lu). See chien-
ssu. 
5405 skðuwéi.ch’ŭngpìng 守 S塲兵 
CH'ING: Guards of the Hunting Preserve, a special de-
tachment of some 900 officers and soldiers stationed in the 
Imperial Hunting Preserve (wei-ch'ang) at Jehol, modern 
Ch'eng-te; instituted by the K'ang-hsi Emperor (r. 1661-
1722); commanded by a Supervisor-in-chief (tsung-kuan), 

5406 shŏu-yŭ 守禦 
CH'ING: Commandant of a Transport Command (wei)t a 
military officer no .nally of rank 5b on special duty as-
signment with the tax-grain transport establishment; see un-
der ts'ao-yŭn tsung-tu (Director-general of Tax Transport). 
BH: first lieutenant on garrison duty. P60. 

5407 shðu-yu ch'iēn-hà sð 守禦千戶所 
MING: Independent Battalion, a military unit of approx-
imately 1,000 men organized like a normal Battalion {ch*ien-
hu so) under a Battalion Commander {ch'ien-hu), but di-
rectly subordinate to a Regional Military Commission (tu 
chih-hui ssu) rather than part of a Guard (wei); see wei-so. 

5408 shðu-yè c/t，ién-tsŭng 守禦千總 
CH’ING: Assistant Gate Commandant , 2 ranked as Com-
pany Commanders (ch'ien-tsung) stationed at each city gate 
of the dynastic capital’ Peking; subordinate to 2 Gate Com-
mandants (ch'eng-mert ling). BH: lieutenant of the gate. 

5409 shŭ 屬 
(1) Subordinate to, throughout history normally used in 
its verbal sense, indicating the affiliation of one agency with 
another. (2) HAN: Subsidiary Clerk, rank 100 or 200 
bushels，status between yuan-shih (Administrator) and ling-
shih (Clerk), found in many agencies of both central and 
territorial governments, especially in Later Han. HB: as-
sociate. (3) T'ANG: Clerical Supervisor, rank 6a, oversaw 
the various clerical Sections (ts'ao) in which the paperwork 
of a Princely Establishment (wang-fu) was done. RR: 
áeuxième administrateur des services de la maison d'un 
prince. 

5410 sAá 署 o r s M 署 
(1: 3rd tone): Office, throughout history a common suffix 
in an agency name, especially of an agency of middle or 
low status; comparable to ssu (Office). (2: 4th tone): N-S 
DIV-CH'ING: Acting or Acting Concurrent , irregularly 

used as prefix to a title awarded on a more or less tem-
porary basis to an official already on duty in another post; 
also, in Ch'ing times, Deputy, appended as prefix to a title 
in some cases, denoting a regular appointee junior to an 
appointee without the prefix. 

5411 shù 豎 
CHOU: Juniors, categorical reference to expectant offi-
cials who had not yet attained their majority. 

5412 shù-chăng 庶長 
(1) CH'IN-HAN: Militia General, a title of honorary no-
bility (chiieh) awarded to deserving subjects; see entries with 
prefixes ta, tso, yu, ssu-ch'e. (2) N-S DIV (N. Wei): Group 
Leader, a rank 5a2 official subordinate to the Palace Chief 
Musician (hsieh-lŭ chung-tang); functions not clear; may 
have been a prefix to the title hsieh~lŭ lang (Chief Musi-
cian). P10. 

5413 shŭ-cháng 署長 
Office Chief. (1) May be encountered in any era in ref-
erence to the head of any Office (shu). (2) HAN: used with 
the prefix chung-lang (Inner Gentleman), but whether it 
signifies a Chief of the Office of Inner Gentlemen, i .e. , 
some kind of administrator of Inner Gentlemen, or an Of-
fice Chief for Inner Gentlemen on the staff of some dig-
nitary is not clear; also used in Later Han as the title of 
numerous eunuchs on the staff of the eunuch Director of 
Imperial Gatekeepers (huang-men ling; see under huang-
men)', e.g., huang-men shu-chang (Chief of the Imperial 
Gatekeepers Office). HB: chief of the office of .... 

5414 shù-ch’áng 庶常 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Hanlin Bachelor (shu-
chi-shih) in the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). 
5415 shà-ch，áng kuăn 庶、撤 
CH'ING: Institute of Advanced Study in the Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yiian) t in which Hanlin Bachelors (shu-
chi-shih) improved their education under Grand Minister 
Insŭuctors (chiao-hsi ta-ch'en) and Junior Instructors (shao 
hsiao-hsi). See under lìu-kuan (retained in the Institute) and 
san-kuan (released from the Institute). BH: department of 
study of the national academy. P23. 

5416 shŭ'chèng 署正 
Office Director, common reference to the head of any Of-
fice (shu). 

5417 shŭ-chí àn 展籍案 
SUNG: Genealogy Section in the Court of the Imperial 
Clan (tsung-cheng ssu). SP: service des registres géné-
alogiques. 

5418 shŭ-chīfángWā房 
T'ANG: Central Control Office，from the early 700s one 
of 5 staff agencies in the combined Secretariat-Chancellery 
{chung-shu men-hsia sheng); specific responsibilities and 
staffing not clear. 

5419 shù-chí-shìh 庶吉士 
Lit., a host of fortunate scholars. (1) MING: Bachelor, till 
1404 a categoiy of new Metropolitan Graduates {chin-shih) 
in the civil service recruitment examination sequence who 
were assigned as unranked Observers {kuan-cheng) in the 
Six Offices of Scrutiny (liu k'ó)y the Hanlin Academy {han-
lin yuan) ̂  and other central government agencies as trainees 
pending substantive appointments. (2) MING-CH'ING: 
Hanlin Bachelor, from 1404 a category of new Metro-
politan Graduates with special literary promise who were 
assigned as unranked Observers to the Hanlin Academy for 
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advanced study, then after 3 years given special examina-
tions, on the basis of which they were retained for regular 
appointments in the Academy or released for appointments 
elsewhere. In Ch'ing the Hanlin establishment in which they 
pursued their studies was organized as an Institute of Ad-
vanced Study (shu-ch,ang kuan). Also see liu kuan (re-
tained in the Institute) and san-kuan (released from the In-
stitute). BH: bachelor. P23. 

5420 shŭ-chîh 書直 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit.，writer on duty: Auxiliary Scribe, un-
ranked copyist in the Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-
hsien tien shu-yuan); from 731 to the end of T'ang superseded 
by the title chih-yūan (Auxiliary). RR: écrivain auxiliaire. 
SP: copiste. P25. 

5421 shú-chĭh chiàng 熟紙匠 
T'ANG: Glossy Paper Maker , one non-official specialist 
on the staff of the Institute for the Veneration of Literature 
(ch'ung-wen kuan). RR: ouvrier chargé de la fabrication 
du papier lisse. 

5422 shŭ-chlh chuāng-huàng chiàng 
熟紙裝潢匠 

T'ANG: Glossy Paper Maker and Mounter of Scrolls, 8 
non-official specialists on the staff of the Institute for the 
Advancement of Literature (hung-wen kuan). RR: ouvrier 
chargé de la fabrication du papier lisse et des relieures. 
P25. 

5423 shū-chíh hsiĕh yŭ-shŭ shŏu 
書直寫御書手 

T'ANG: Copiers of Imperial Documents, 90 unranked 
clerks on the staff of the Academy of Scholarly Worthies 
(chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan). RR: écrivain auxiliaire et copiste 
chargé d'écrire les documents impériaux. P25. 

5424 shŭ-chōu 屬州 
CITING: unofficial reference to a Department Magistrate 
{chih-chou). 

5425 shù-chă 戌主 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Frontier Post Commander , common 
designation for petty military leaders on frontier duty; in 
T'ang categorized as Major (shang)t Ordinary (chung), and 
Minor {hsia), rank 8a2 down. RR+SP: chefde poste fron-
tière. 

5426 shŭ'Chŭn huáng-hó ssū 黃河司 
SUNG: Office for Dredging the Yellow River, probably 
a field agency of the Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui 
chien), possibly also subordinate to the Bureau of Water-
ways and Irrigation (shui-pu) in the Ministry of Works (kung-
pu). SP: bureau chargé de draguer le fleuve jaune. 

5427 shŭ'fei 淑妃 
N-S DIV-MING: Pure Consort , irregularly the designa-
tion of a high-ranking imperial concubine, normally 2nd 
only to Honored Consort (kuei-fei). RR: concubine pure. 
SP: concubine de I'empereur de premier rang. 

5428 shū'fù 樞副 
SUNG: unofficial reference to a Vice Commissioner (fu-
shih) of the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yŭan). 

5429 shū-fŭ 樞府 
SUNG: unofficial reference to the Bureau of Military Af-
fairs (shu-mi yŭan), 

5430 shū-fŭ 樞輔 
SUNG: unofficial reference to the Commissioner (shih) of 
the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan). 

5431 shū-hsiàng 樞相 
SUNG: unofficial reference to the Commissioner (shih) of 
the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan). 

5432 shū-hsiĕh 書寫 
CHIN-CH'ING: Copier, lowly or unranked staff member 
of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan) and many other 
agencies of both tìie central and territorial governments. P23, 
34, 66，etc. 

5433 shŭ-hsiĕh chU wén-tzù 書寫機宜文字 
SUNG: Confidential Copier, unranked personnel on the 
staffs of various military and regional dignitaries, perhaps 
private hirelings. SP: fonctionnaire chargé des écritures 
confidentielles. 

5434 shū-hsŭéh 書學 
SUI-SUNG: Calligraphy School, one of the schools at the 
capital maintained by the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu 
chien), staffed with Erudites (po-shih), Provosts (hsŭeh-lu), 
etc.; in Sung eventually downgraded to a unit of the Cal-
ligrapher Service (shu-i chŭ) of the Artisans Institute (han-
lin yŭan). RR: section de Vécriture. SP: école d'écriture. 

5435 shú4 淑儀 
Lady of Chaste Deportment, designation of a minor im-
perial wife. (1) N-S DIV (Chin, Sung): one of the palace 
women called the Nine Concubines (chiu pìrt). (2) T 'ANG-
SUNG: one of the Six Ladies of Deportment (liu i)t rank 
2a in T’ang，lb in Sung. RR: correction pure. SP: con-
cubine de I'empereur de second rang. 

5436 shū-ì chŭ 書藝局 
SUNG: Calligrapher Service, one of 4 assemblages of non-
official specialists in the Artisans Institute (han-lin yŭan) 
of the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng); headed by 
a Manager (kou-tang kuan). SP: office de calligraphie, ser-
vice de Van d'écriture. 

5437 shà-jén 庶人 
CHOU: lit.，commoner: Suboffieial Funct ionary, cate-
gorical reference to government employees below the status 
of Servicemen (shih); specifically, those designated/u, shih 
(scribe), hsŭ, and t'u, qq.v. CL: officier subalterne. 

5438 shŭ-jén 淑人 
(1) SUNG-CH'ING: Lady of Virtue, a title of honor 
sometimes conferred on the wives and mothers of officials. 
(2) CH'ING: Princess-consort, designation of the principal 
wife of a member of the imperial family ennobled as Sup-
porter-general of the State <feng-kuo chiang-chŭn). 

5439 shá-jŭng 淑容 
N-S DIV, SUNG: Lady of Chaste Countenance, desig-
nation of a minor imperial wife; in the era of N-S Division, 
one of those called the Nine Concubines (chiu-pin) ; in Sung 
rank lb. SP: femme titrée intérieure du 2ème rang. 

5440 shù-kŭ tíèn chih hsŭéh-shìh 
述古殿直學士 

SUNG: unofficial reference to an Auxiliary Academician 
of the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi chih hsŭeh-shih). 

5441 shŭ-k'ŭ 書庫 
SUNG: Publications Office, one each in the Directorate of 
Education (kuo-tzu chien), the Imperial Archives (pi-ko), 
and the True Records Institute (shih-lu yuan). 

5442 shŭ-kuó 屬國 
Dependent State, throughout history a categorical refer-
ence to non-Chinese states or peoples that accepted China's 
overlordship and submitted tribute to the Chinese ruler. 
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5443 shŭ-kuó tŭ-wèi 屬國都尉 
HAN: Defender of the Dependent State o f . . . (see prefix), 
designation of the principal Chinese dignitary representing 
the Emperor in a tributary state. HB: chief commandant of 
a dependent state. 

5444 shà^lăo 庶老 
CHOU: Elders of the People’ designation of retired offi-
cials who had held rank as Servicemen (shih), distinguish-
ing them from retired Ministers (ch'ing) and Grand Min-
isters {ta~fu), who were called Elders of the State {kuo-lao). 
CL: vieillards du peuple. 

5445 shū-ū 書吏 
N-S DIV-YUAN: Clerk，common designation of suboffi-
cial functionaries in many state agencies. 

5446 shŭ ŭng-shìh 書令史 
N-S DIV—SUNG: Clerical Scribe, common designation of 
subofficial functionaries found in many agencies and in great 
numbers; status generally lower than ling-shih (Clerk). 

5447 shŭ-mì 樞密 
Lit., of primary importance and confidential, i.e., great af-
fairs of state. (1) T'ANG-YUAN: prefix to titles of mem-
bers of the shu-mi yŭan (Palace Secretariat, Bureau of Mil-
itary Affairs). (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Grand 
Minister of State (chŭn-chi ta-ch'en). 

5448 shŭ-mì ch'éng-chĭh 樞密承旨 
SUNG: Recipient of Edicts in the Bureau of Military Af-
fairs, rank 6a; received and distributed imperial pronounce-
ments directed to the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi 
yŭan). SP: transmetteur des directives de la cour des af-
faires militaires. 

5449 shū-mì chíh hsŭéh-shìh 樞密直學士 
SUNG: Auxiliary Academician of the Bureau of Military 
Affairs, 6 litterateurs, rank 3a，general aides to the exec-
utive officials of the Bureau (shu-mi yuan); authorized to 
act in routine matters in the absence of the executive of-
ficials. SP: lettré auxiliaire de la cour des affaires mili-
taires. P23. 

5450 shū-mì shih 樞密使 
(1) T'ANG: Palace Secretary, a eunuch post created in 765 
to coordinate and supervise the Emperor’s paperwork; grad-
ually grew in importance until from the 870s eunuchs of 
the Palace Secretariat (shu-mi yŭan) dominated and manip-
ulated the palace and central government. (2) 5 DYN-CHIN: 
Military Affairs Commissioner, one of the senior exec-
utive c^ficials of the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yŭan), 
rank lb; transformed by those who terminated the Tang 
dynasty from the eunuch secretaryship described under (1) 
above into a regular official post with chief military re-
sponsibility. SP: commissaire aux affaires militaires. 

5451 shŭ-mì yŭàn 樞密院 
Lit., agency for the important and confidential, i.e., great 
affairs of state. (1) T'ANG: Palace Secretariat, from 765 
an agency in which eunuch Palace Secretaries (shu-mi shih) 
coordinated and supervised the Emperor's paperwork and 
from which by the 870s they gained dictatorial power over 
the palace and the central government. (2) 5 DYN-YUAN: 
Bureau of Military Affairs, reconstituted after the fall of 
T'ang as the paramount central government agency in con-
trol of the state's military forces, headed by one or more 
Military Affairs Commissioners (shu-mi shih)’ commonly 
rank lb, or by Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang) or similar 

dignitaries on special concurrent assignments as Bureau 
Managers (chih-yiian)，or in Sung sometimes by both kinds 
of appointees at one time. The agency was always large 
and its organization complex, and its division of respon-
sibilities with the Ministry of War (ping-pu) was seldom 
clear; but the Bureau generally directed military operations 
and the Ministry generally consulted on military policy and 
provided supportive administrative services. In Sung the 
Bureau's principal subordinate units grew from 4 to 10 and 
finally, in the 1080s, to 12 Sections (fang; see shih-erh 
fang, Twelve Sections), some of which disappeared in S. 
Sung. The Yuan Bureau had as many as 35 subordinate 
agencies, and there were 5 transitory Branch Bureaus of 
Military Affairs (hsing shu-mi yiian), like the metropolitan 
Bureau headed by Bureau Managers; each at a given time 
was responsible for Mongol military activities in a vaguely 
defined jurisdiction called a Region (ck'u)t which once sta-
bilized came under the control of one or more Branch Sec-
retariats (hsing chung-shu sheng) as the Branch Bureaus were 
deactivated. The Ming founder originally copied the Yuan 
Bureau but in 1361, still in predynastic times，transformed 
it into a Chief Military Commission (tu-tu fu, then ta tu-tu 
fu). SP: cour des affaires militaires. P21. 

5452 shŭ-pàn 書辦 
MING-CH'ING: Clerical Subofficial, generic reference to 
a category of workers in government offices at all levels 
without any officially recognized status, hence of lower sta-
tus than unranked subofficial functionaries (//); apparently 
did the bulk of government paperwork. Those in local units 
of territorial administration such as Districts (hsien) were 
normally requisitioned for service from among the general 
populace, without compensation. However, those in central 
government agencies such as the Six Ministries (liu pu) seem 
often to have been well qualified, specialized careerists en-
trenched in their posts because of their detailed technical 
knowledge of their agencies* workings; they must have had 
reasonable compensation, and it seems not to have been 
difficult for them to pass their posts on to their sons at re-
tirement. 

5453 shŭ-pH chá 熟皮局 
YUAN: Finished Leather Goods Service, a manufactur-
ing unit of the Directorate of Leather and Fur Manufactures 
(li-yung chien); headed by a Superintendent (t'i-tien), rank 
8b (?); worked on each year's harvest of wild animal hides. 
P38. 

5454 shū-piáo 書表 or shŭ-piào ssā 司 
SUNG-CHIN; Clerk, unranked subofficial found in the Sung 
Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) and the Office 
of Receptions (tien-k'o shu) of Chin's Court Ceremonial In-
stitute (hsŭan-hui yuan). SP: employé aux écritures. P l l , 
27. 

5455 skŭ-skĕng 樞省 
Lit., department for matters of primary importance; com-
mon unofficial reference to the Ministry of War (ping-pu). 

5456 shū-shìh 庶氏 
CHOU: Worm Specialist, one ranked as Junior Service-
man {hsia-shih) in the Ministry of Justice (chlu-kuan); tra-
ditionally understood to be responsible for studying worms 
and establishing mies for their preservation, but to what 
end is not clear. CL: préservateur des vers. 

5457 shŭ-shĭh 書史 
SUNG—YÚAN: Scribe, designation of some unranked sub-
officials. SP: scribe. 
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5458 shū-shĭh 樞使 
SUNG: common abbreviated reference to shu-mi shih (Mil-
itary Affairs Commissioner). 

5459 shū-shŏu 書手 
Copyist, common designation for some unranked suboffi-
cials. 

5460 shŭ tài-chào 書待詔 
SUNG: Editorial Assistant for Calligraphy, non-official 
specialist in the Imperial Academy of Calligraphy (han-lin 
yŭ-shu yuan). SP: attendant des décrets pour la calligra-
phie. 

5461 shŭ^îng 屬廳 
CH'ING: lit” subordinate Subprefecture, i.e., not directly 
under the supervision of a Circuit Intendant (îao~t'ai) but 
part of a Prefecture (fu): Ordinary Subprefecture as dis-
tinguished from an Independent Subprefecture (chih-li t'ing), 
which was not part of a Prefecture but was directly super-
vised by a Circuit Intendant. Also called san-t'ing. 

5462 shŭ-t'óufŭ'jén 梳頭夫人 
SUNG: Imperial Hairdresser, designation of a palace 
woman, unranked. 

5463 shū'fôu kuăn-lĭ 梳頭管理 
CH'ING: Manager of Combs, an officer of the Imperial 
Procession Guard {luan-i wei), BH: overseer of combs. 

5464 shŭ-taò 書佐 
HAN-TANG: Administrative Clerk, lowly or unranked 
aide in many Sections (ts'ao) of various government agen-
cies, especially units of territorial administration down to 
the District (hsien) level. HB: accessory clerk for docu-
ments. RR: administrateur, P26, 52, etc. 

5465 shū'tsdu 書奏 
SUNG: Memorial Scribe, 4 unranked subofficials in the 
Department of State Affairs (shang*shu sheng), shared by 
or divided between the Depar tment�Lef t and Right Offices 
(tso-ssu, yu-ssu). SP: scribe. 

5466 shù-tsŭ 戍卒 
HAN: Active Duty Conscript, designation of a militiaman 
serving a year of active duty in the Southern Army (nan-
chŭtt) at the dynastic capital’ in a Commandery {chŭn), or 
at a frontier post. HB: garrison conscript. 

5467 shù-tsāng 庶宗 
MING; Ordinary Imperial Clansman, apparently a gen-
eral designation of male descendants of Emperors with sta-
tus lower than Commandery Prince (chūn-wang)t or of those 
borne by women of lesser status than principal and sec-
ondary wives; in some instances may refer to all imperial 
clansmen regardless of their titled status. 

5468 shŭ-tzŭ 庶子 
(1) Son by a Secondary Wife, throughout history a com-
mon kinship term, especially as applied to members of the 
ruling family and members of the nobility; but also used 
with special meanings as indicated below. (2) Non-inher-
iting Son, in ancient Chou times a standard reference to all 
sons of Feudal Lords {chu-hou) other than Heirs {shih-tzu), 
and encountered subsequently in the same sense applied to 
sons of Emperors even by the principal wife. (3) CHOU-
N-S DIV: Cadet , young men sometimes in the hundreds 
assigned to be companions and tpáyguards of the Heir Ap-
parent; also found in Chou op rtiff assignments in the Min-
istry of Justice (ch'iu-kuc^ffm Han on the staffs of some 
Marquises (hou). In S l i e s t times such appointees were 

chosen from among the sons and younger brothers of court 
officials, and the tradition may have persisted through the 
era of N-S Division. In Chou studied under a Royal Tutor 
(chu-ĭzu); in Han under the control of the Director of the 
Watches (lei-keng ling), subsequently under various sub-
ordinates of the Supervisor of the Household of the Heir 
Apparent (chan-shih), and numbers gradually dwindled to 
4 or 5. CL+HB: cadet. (4) St ī l -CH'ING: Mentor , pre-
fixed Left and Right, heads of the 2 major subdivisions of 
the Supervisorate of the Household of the Heir Apparent 
(chan-shih fu)~~in Sui the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent 
(men-hsia fang) and the Archive of the Heir Apparent (tien-
shufang), thereafter the Left and Right Secretariats of the 
Heir Apparent (tso-yu ch'un-fang; see ch'un-fang); 2 each 
Left and Right, rank 4a, in T'ang; one each，5b, in Sung; 
one each, 5a, in Ming; one Manchu and one Chinese in 
each, 5a，in Ch'ing. Appointees were the major adminis-
trative officials of the Heir Apparent's residence, the East-
ern Palace (tung-kung), supervising numerous subordinate 
agencies. RR+SP: présidertt du grand secrétariat de I'héritier 
du trône. BH: deputy supervisor of instruction. See chung 
shu-tzu. P26. 

5469 sAt í - jào fà 贖葯庫 
SUNG: Storehouse for Drugs Acquired by Redemption, 
an agency under the Director-general of Military Supplies 
{tsung-ling) in the modern Szechwan area; apparently col-
lected medicinal herbs in lieu of punishments^ probably for 
forwarding to the Pharmacy (shu-yao so) of ŭie Court of 
the Imperial Treasury {t'ai-fu ssu). SP: magasin du rachat 
de médicaments. 

5470 shû-yào sð 熟葯所 
SUNG: lit., location for prepared medications: Pharmacy 
of the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu); staffing 
not clear. SP: bureau des remèdes préparés. 

5471 shŭ-yŭàn 書院 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Academy, generic designation of estab-
lishments where litterateurs gathered to study，assemble 
collections of books, confer on scholarly issues, and teach; 
commonly believed to have originated in 718 with T'ang 
Hsŭan-tsung's (r. 712-756) creation of an Academy in the 
Hall of Elegance and Rectitude (li-cheng tien hsiu-shu yuan); 
from Sung on, widely established by private scholars, often 
with some state support, becoming important centers for the 
development of Neo-Confucian thought; in Ch'ing gradu-
ally transformed into elements of a national system of state-
controlled education and preparation for civil service re-
cruitment examinations. For the Sung-Ch'ing era, com-
monly rendered Private Academy to contrast with such of-
ficial establishments as the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yuan) 
in the central government. 

5472 shŭ-yŭàn 淑媛 
N-S DIV: Lady of Chaste Beauty, in San-kuo Wei the 
designation of a high-ranking imperial consort, in Sung one 
of the Nine Concubines (chiu pin). 

5473 shuā'Chŭàn tào 刷卷道 
MING: Record Checking Circuit, from 2 to 7 per Prov-
ince (sheng), function-specific jurisdictions in regions iden-
tified by place-name prefixes, staffed by personnel of Pro-
vincial Surveillance Commissions (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu) 
who periodically checked the files in all government agen-
cies to determine if assigned responsibilities had been car-
ried out’ if deadlines had been met, etc., and to impeach 
responsible officials for malfeasance or inefficiency. 
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5474 shuâ-chŭàn yu-shih 刷卷御史 
MING: Record Checking Censor, one of the duty assign-
ments for Investigating Censors {chien-ch'a yŭ-shih): to check 
the files of central government and provincial-level agen-
cies periodically and to impeach offícials for malfeasance 
or inefficiency accordingly. P19. 

5475 shuài 帥 
Commander. (1) Throughout history a common designa-
tion of the head of a military unit or post, normally of rel-
atively low status. (2) CH’ING: common unofficial refer-
ence to both a Provincial Governor (hsŭn-fu) and a Gov-
ernor-general (îsung-tu). 

5476 shuài 率 
(1) Commandant, a common military title, especially in 
Sui-Sung times; see under prefixes. (2) Also see under the 
romanization lei, as in lei-keng ling (Director of the Watches). 

5477 shuài-ch'én 帥臣 
SUNG: Military Commissioner, one of many designations 
used for the heads of Military Commissions (shuai-ssu) in 
Circuits (lu). SP: directeur militaire de province. 

5478 shuài^fŭ 率府 
SUI-SUNG: lit., office of a Commandant {shuai): Guard 
Command, generic reference to military units organized 
like Guards (wei) that were assigned to the Eastern Palace 
(tung-kung), the establishment of the Heir Apparent. See 
shih shuai-fu (Ten Guard Commands). P26. 

5479 shuài-fŭ shuài 率府率 
SUI-SUNG: Commandant of the Guard Command, 
commonly abbreviated to shuai, q.v.; also see shuai-fu. 

5480 shuài-fŭ fŭng-p'àn 帥府通判 
SUNG: Vice Prefect for Militia, from 1135 appointed in 
many Prefectures (chou); see t'ung-p'an. P53. 
5481 shuài-hsìng fáng 率性堂 
MING-CH'ING: College for Guiding Human Nature, one 
of the Six Colleges (liu t'ang, q.v.) among which students 
of the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) were dis-
tributed. P34. 

5482 shuai-keng 率更 
See under the romanization lei-keng. 

5483 shuài-ssŭ 帥司 
SUNG: Military Commission, one of the protoprovincial 
agencies used to coordinate groups of Prefectures (chou) in 
jurisdictions called Circuits (lu), known collectively as the 
Four Circuit Supervisorates (ssu chien-ssu); headed by a 
Military Commissioner variably designated shuai-ch'en, an-
fu shih, etc. Usually the predominant regional authority; 
especially in frontier regions’ commonly coordinated all civil 
as well as military affairs; increasingly important in S. Sung, 
when Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang) were sometimes del-
egated as Military Commissioners. Also see tu tsung-kuan. 
SP: autorité militaire de province. 

5484 shuài-ts'áO'hsièn^āng 帥漕憲倉 
SUNG: abbreviated collective reference to the Four Cir-
cuit Supervisorates (ssu chien-ssu): Military Commission 
(shuai-ssu), Fiscal Commission (ts'ao-ssu)t Judicial Com-
mission (hsing-ssu)t and Supply Commission (ts'ang-ssu). 

5485 帥都督 
(1) N-S DIV (Chou): Area Commander-in-chief, one of 
several titles awarded Regional Governors (chou mu) of 
special power and influence; apparently more prestigious 
than tu-tu alone and less prestigious than ta tu-tu. Before 

the end of the dynasty, all such titles were apparently changed 
to tsung-kuan. P50. (2) SUI: Assistant Comhiander, sub-
ordinate officials found in Pasturages {mu-ch'ang) overseen 
by the Court of the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u ssu). P31, 39. 

5486 shuăng-chiū shih 爽鳩氏 
CHOU: lit., kingfisher man, gatherer (?): unofficial refer-
ence to the Minister of Justice (ta ssu-k'ou). 

5487 shuăng-hsièn chu 雙線局 
YUAN: Double Sewing Service, a manufacturing unit un-
der the Directorate for Leather and Fur Manufactures ("-
yung chien); headed by a Superintendent (t'i-tie”)，rank 8b; 
produced leather falcon hoods，etc., for imperial use. P38. 

5488 shuāng-t'ái 霜臺 
Lit., frosty terrace; derivation not clear: unofficial reference 
to the Censorate (yŭ-shìh t'ai) or to a Censor-in-chief (yŭ-
shih ta-fu). 

5489 shui 瑞 
See under the romanization jui. 

5490 shŭUchèng 水正 
CHOU; lit.’ rectifier of the waters (?): unofficial reference 
to the Ministry of Works (tung-kuan). 

5491 shùi-chnng 睡卿 
T’ANG: lit.’ minister (who provides visitors with) sleep (?): 
unofficial reference to the Chief Minister (ch'ing) of the 
Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu), which among 
other things provided accommodations for visiting foreign 
rulers and envoys. 

5492 shăi'Chān 水軍 
Throughout history a common designation of military units 
prepared to fight on water in riverine or coastal engage-
ments, i.e., a Navy. 

5493 shŭi-héng chiēn 水衡監 
T'ANG: lit.，directorate for (taxing things taken from) the 
water by weight (?): from 685 to 705，the official redesig-
nation of the Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui chien) f 
the head then being known by the ancient title shui-heng 
tu-wei (Commandant of the Imperial Gardens). 

5494 shŭi-héng Sng 水衡令 
N-S DIV: beginning with Sung of the S. Dynasties, a com-
mon official variant of tu-shui shih-che (Commissioner of 
Waterways), a usage terminated by Sui. P14. 

5495 shŭi-héng săn kuăn 水衡三官 
HAN: Three Money Managers of the Court of the Im-
perial Gardens, collective reference to 3 subordinates of 
the Commandant of the Imperial Gardens (shui-heng tu-wei) 
who were involved in the production and circulation of cop-
per coins: the Director of Tax Substitutes (chŭn-shu ling), 
the Director of Minters (chung-kuan ling), and the Director 
of Grading and Sorting Raw Copper (pien-t'ung ling)y each 
seconded by an Aide {ch'eng), P16. 

5496 shŭi-kéng tièn-yă 水衡典虞 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): apparently a variant of shui-heng 
tu-wei (Commandant of Waterways). P37. 
5497 ÍMi-A如g饭〜《水衡都尉 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV: Commandant of the Imperial Gar -
dens, from 115 B.C. a major official of the central gov-
ernment, in Han rank =2,000 bushels; in general super-
visory control of the Imperial Forest Park (shang-lin yuan) 
and many revenue-producing and manufacturing activities 
associated with it; his subordinate Directors (ling) con-
trolled such disparate things as coinage, granaries, stables, 
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and steel manufacturing. In Later Han the position was ir-
regularly-fílled, its functions often being absorbed by the 
Chancellor of the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); it was revived 
in the Three Kingdoms era, but after Han its functions 
steadily narrowed to those described under (2) below. HB: 
chief commandant of waters and parks. P37, 40. (2) N-S 
DIV: Commandant of Waterways, exercised state-wide 
control over the construction and maintenance of dikes, boats, 
etc., alternating or coexisting with a Commissioner of 
Waterways (tu-shui shih-che); variably under the Cham-
berlain for the Palace Revenues {shao-fu), the Chamberlain 
for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso ta-chiang), and the de-
veloping Ministry of Works (kung-pu); in N. Wei ranked 
5b2. From Sui on its functions were absorbed by the Min-
istry of Works and the Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui 
chien). P14, 37. (3) T’ANG: from 685 to 705，the official 
redesignation of the Commissioner (shih-che) of the Di-
rectorate of Waterways (then called shui-heng chien). P59. 

5498 shùi-k'ò ssŭ 稅課司 or shùi-k'd chá 局 
YUAN-CHWG: Commercial Tax Office，agencies of units 
of territorial administration down to the District (hsien) level, 
responsible for overseeing trade, issuing trading permits, 
and collecting various kinds of taxes imposed on mer-
chants; headed by a Supervisor (t'i-chŭ) in Ytìan, a Com-
missioner-in-chief (ta-shih) in Ming and Ch'ing; ranks ranged 
from 5b down to subofficial functionary, depending on the 
burden of responsibility of particular Offices. See hsŭan-
k'o ssut t'ung'k'o ssu. P53, 54, 62. 

5499 shŭi-k'ù ssŭ 稅庫司 
MING: occasional variant of, or scribal error for, shui-k'o 
ssu (Commercial Tax Office). 

5500 shŭi-ŭ tào 水利道 
MING-Oî'ING: Irrigation Circuit, also a reference to its 
Irrigation Intendant, rank 4a, found with place-name pre-
fixes, See tao, tao-t'ai. 
5501 shŭi4ŭ chuăn-yŭn shîh 水陸轉運使 
T'ANG: Water mid Land Transport Commissioner, des-
ignation of a court dignitaiy delegated from 712 to super-
vise the moving of state grain supplies through the difficult 
gorges tìf the Yellow River to the dynastic capital, Ch'ang-
an. P60. 

5502 shŭi'lùfâ'yàn shíh 水陸發運使 
(1) T'ANG: variant of shui-lu chuan-yŭn jAift (Water and 
Land Transport Commissioner). (2) SUNG: variant of 
fa-yŭn shih (Supply CommissioDer). SP: commissaire 
dexpédition par vote fluviale et terrestre, P60. 

5503 shŭi4ŭ shîh fHŭ 水陸師持督 
CH'ING: Provincial Military and Naval Commander, a 
variant of Provincial Military Commander (t'i-tu) found in 
Chekiang and Fŭkieiî Provinces. 

5504 shŭi-lŭ iū hsun-chìĕn shĭh 
水陸都巡檢使 

SUNG: Chief Military and Naval Inspector, a variant of 
Chief Military Inspector ifu hsŭn-chien; see hsŭn-chien ssu). 
SP: inspecteur général des votes fluviaíes et terrestres. 

5505 fAúiWŏWn-功访水陸運使 
T'ANG: variant oishui-lu chuan-yŭn shih (Water and Land 
Transport Commissioner). 
5506 shði-mó wŭ 水磨務 
SUNG: Wat^r Mill Office under the Court of the Imperial 
Granaries (ssu-nung ssu); staffing not clear. SP: bureau de 
moulins. 

5507 shŭi-pù 水部 
(1) N-S DIV-MING: abbreviated reference to shuì~pu ssu 
or shui-pu ts'ao (Bureau of Waterways and Irrigation). 
(2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Ministry of Works 
(kung-pu). 

5508 shŭUpŭ ssŭ 水部司 or shŭi-pŭ ts，áo 曹 
N-S DIV-MING: Bureau of Waterways and Irrigation, 
from N. Wei if not earlier a major unit in the developing 
Ministry of General Administration (tu-kuan) or Ministry 
of Works (kung-pu); headed by a Director (lang-chung), 
rank 6a in N. Wei, 5b in T'ang, 6a or 6b in Sung. Re-
sponsible for the construction and maintenance of fords, 
boats, bridges, dikes, dams, irrigation canals, grain mills, 
etc., and for supervision of state grain transportation by 
water. In 1396 renamed tu-shui ch'ing-li ssu. RR+SP: bu-
reau des eaux. P14, 15. 

5509 shŭi-shīh 水師 
CH'ING: Naval Forces of the Green Standards (lu-ying), 
organized by Provinces under Provincial Commanders (t'i-
tu); cf. lu-shih (Land Forces). BH: marine forces. 

5510 shŭi-shîh yíng 水師營 
CH'ING: Naval Brigade, designation of Banner (ch'i) units 

^•assigned to riverine or coastal patrol duties. BH: marine 
battalion. 

5511 shŭì ssū-k'āng chăng 水司空長 
HAN: Director of Hydraulic Works in the Imperial Forest 
Park {shang-lin yuan)', one of numerous subordinates of the 
Commandant of the Imperial Gardens (shui-heng tu~wei). 
HB: chief of the office of the director of water works. 

5512 shŭùts'áo 水曹 
Waterways Section. (1) HAN: one of numerous agencies 
found on the staffs of some Commanderíes (chiin) and Dis-
tricts (hsien)t headed by Administrators (yiian-shih); prob-
ably reappes^ed in later times where and when waterways 
and irrigation were particular problems. HB: bureau of 
waters. (2) TANG: until 649 or somewhat earlier, found 
on the staffs of Princely Establishments (wang-fu), headed 
by Administrators (ts'an-chun-shih); supervised the use of 
boats, físhing，and apparently some irrigation. RR: service 
des eaux. (3) Occasional abbreviation of shui-pu ts'ao (Bu-
reau of Waterways and Irrigation). 

5513 shăWù ts'āng^shŭ 水次倉署 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Riverside Granary Office, established 
at several locations under supervision of the Court for the 
National Treasury (ssu-nung ssu); each headed by a Direc-
tor (ling). P8. 

5514 shùi-wù ssŭ 稅務司 
YUAN: Commercial Tax Office under a Route Command 
{tsung-kuan fu), headed by a Superintendent (t'i-ling) with 
úit assistance of a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih); see shui-
k'o ssu, hsŭan-k'o ssu. P53. 

5515 shŭn-ch'áng 順常 
HAN: Lady of Complaisant Constancy, designation of a 
palace woman with rank =200 bushels. HB: constant maid. 

5516 shùn-ch'éng 順成 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Lady of Complete Complai-
sance, designation of a palace woman. 

5517 shùn-fēi 順妃 
MING: C o m p l i a n t Consort, designation of Í» " 
wife of the Emperor. 
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5518 shùn-huá 順華 
Lady of Complaisant Loveliness. (1) N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): 
designation of one of 6 Lesser Concubines (hsia-pin). (2) 
SUI: designation of one of the Nine Concubines (chiu pin), 
rank 2a. 

5519 shùn-í 順儀 
Lady of Complaisant Deportment. (1) SUI: designation 
of one of the Nine Concubines (chiu pin)t rank 2a. (2) 
T'ANG: designation of one of the Six Ladies of Deportment 
(liu /), 2a. RR: correction obéisante. (3) SUNG: designa-
tion of a rank lb secondary wife of the Emperor. SP: con-
cubine de second rang de I'empereur. 

5520 skùn-júng 脑 
Lady of Complaisant Countenance. (1) SUI: designation 
of one of the Nine Concubines (chiu pin), rank 2a. (2) SUNG; 
designation of a rank lb secondary wife of the Emperor. 
SP: concubine de second rang de I'empereur. 

5521 shuō-shŭ 說書 
SUNG-CHIN: lit., to speak about or explain writings: Lec-
turer, in Sung, low-nmking appointees found in Princely 
Establishments {wang-fu) as well as in such central gov-
ernment agencies as the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yuan), 
the School for the Heir Apparent {tzu-shan t'ang) t and the 
Hall for íhe Veneration of Governance (ch'ung-cheng tiert), 
in tíic last case rank 7b; those in the central government 
presumably participated in the Classics Colloquium (ching-
yen) with the Emperor. In Chin served comparable func-
tions, tu t a duty assignment for the Minister of Rites (It-
pu shang-shu). SP: lecteur. P24, 69. 

5522 shuō-shū kŭng Sì 書宮 or shuō-shŭ sŏ 所 
SĭJNG-CHIN: Lecture Hail, the location where Classics 
Coiloquia (ching-yen) were conducted; in Sung called so, 
in Chin kung. SP: lieu d'explication des textes. 
5523 sð 所 
Lit., place, location. (1) Office: throughout history used to 
designate the station of a specified official or the location 
of a specified official activity, on balance less common and 
less prestigious than many comparable terms such as ssu 
(Office, Bureau，etc.), pu (Ministry, Region，Division, etc.), 
ts'ao (Section), chien (Directorate). Sometimes prefixed with 
an official title, e.g., the Ming~Ch’ing chao-mo so (Rec-
ords Office) found in various agencies: lit., the office of 
the chao-mo (Record Keeper). Sometimes prefixed with a 
verbal construction suggesting the activity of the agency, 
e.g., the ta-pu so (Hunting Office) of the Ytian dynasty 
Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yíian), and ûitying-shan 
so (Construction Office) at Nanking under the Ming dy-
nasty Ministry of Works {kung-pu). The term so as des-
ignation of such an agency is rarely used by itself unless 
the full title is well established in the preceding context. 
(2) YŭAN-MING: abbreviation of ch'ien-hu so (Battalion) 
or po-hu so (Company) in the military establishment; 
sometimes a generic reference to both. (3) CH'ING: Sub-
section, 5 top-echelon units of the Imperial Procession Guard 
{luan-i wei), each headed by a Director (chang-yin kuan-
chŭn shih), rank 3a, each subdivided into from 2 to 8 Of-
fices (ssu). See tso-so, yu-so, chung-so, ch'ien-so, hou-so, 
BH: sub-department. (4) CH'ING: Transport Station, 

atìon of many small military units based along the 
Canal to man tax-grain transport boats, prefixed with 

place-names; each headed by a military officer on duty as-
signment as Transport Station Commandant (ling-yŭn). Cf. 
wei (Transport Command). BH: second class transport sta-
tion. P60. 

5524 ró 鎖 
SUNG: Inspection Station, 2 established i n N . Sung in the 
vicinity of the dynastic capital to monitor and collect fees 
on upstream and downstream boat traffic on the Pien River, 
differentiated by the prefixes shang (up) and hsia (down). 
Supervised by the Court of the Imperial Treasury {t'ai-fu 
ssu). SP: octroi. 

5525 sð-ssŭ 所司 
In addition to its perhaps more normal sense of “what ... 
is in charge of," a common expression in governmental 
documents with the sense of "those in charge”： the re-
sponsible authorities. Cf. yu-ssu (the authorities). 

5526 sŏ-tnng 瑣廳 
SUNG: lit., pavilion of anxieties or of fidgets: Expectant 
Examinee, unofficial reference to someone in office wait-
ing to achieve status as a Metropolitan Graduate (chin-shih) 
in the regular civil service recruitment examination se-
quence or to take a Special Examination ichih-k'ó) in the 
hope of extraordinaiý advancement. 

5527 sŏ-wéi 瑣闈 
Imperial Palace, an unofficial reference derived from the 
practice of inscribing paired phrases (so-wen) on palace gates 
(vv^O-

5528 sð-yŭ 所由 
T’ANG-CH’ING: lit., that through which or from which 
(governmental orders were promulgated): unofficial refer-
ence to a Prefect {chih-chou, chih-fu). 

5529 róu 藪 
CHOU: Manager of Cultivated Marshes, one of 9 cate-
gories of intermediaries between the central government and 
the Feudal Lords (chu-hou) called Unifying Agents (ou); 
members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan). CL: marais 
cultivé. 

5530 sōU'Chién huài-hsièh kuān 搜檢懷狹官 
YŭAN: lit., official who searched for concealed notes (at 
civil service recruitment examinations): Examination 
Monitor, one soldier assigned to each examinee for con-
stant surveillance during sessions of the Metropolitan Ex-
amination (hui-shih)，to prevent the examinee's consulting 
notes. The designation is also abbreviated to sou-chien kuan, 

5531 sōu-jén 廋人 
CHOU: Horse Trainer, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsiao-shih), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) 
who supervised the training of horses in the 12 royal parks 
and chose horses for various royal uses. CL: surveillant des 
troupes de chevaux. 

5532 jJM^Ò馆•wèi•駿栗都尉 
HAN: Commandant-in-chîef for Foraging, one of the 
principal aides to the Chamberlain for the National Trea-
sury (chih-su nei-shih, ta ssu-nung), apparently in charge 
of collections for the capital granaries. HB: chief comman-
dant who searches for grain. P8. 

5533 ssŭ 司 
Lit. ’ to be in charge of; office, bureau, etc.: one of the most 
common terms used in traditional official nomenclature; as 
indicated below, rarely used alone. (1) Veriî： to be In charge 
of, throughout history found in titles with suffixes speci-
fying the appointee's responsibility; e.g., ssu-ma (lit., in 
charge of horses), ssu-i (lit., in charge of medicines). May 
be found nominalized with the sense of “the person in 
charge，” as in (4) and (6) below, but very rarely. (2) Noun: 
Office or Bureau, throughout history a very common des-
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ignation for government agencies, normally less prestigious 
than such terms as sheng (Department), pu (Ministry, Di-
vision, etc.), and ssu (Court), but found at all levels of the 
governmental hierarchy with prefixes specifying the official 
whose office was designated or the responsibility of the of-
fice; e.g., pu-cheng ssu (lit., office for disseminating gov-
ernmental policies), yirtg'tsao ssu (lit., office for planning 
and building), shih-wei ssu (lit.，office of attendant guards), 
ching-li ssu (lit., office of a registrar of documents), liu-
shou ssu (lit., office of a regent). The term “the various 
officesw (chu-ssu) was a common collective reference to all 
governmental agencies, especially those located at the dy-
nastic capital. (3) CHOU: Third Class Administrative Of-
fìcial, 3rd highest of 8 categories in which officials were 
classified in a hierarchy separate from the formal rank sys-
tem called the Nine Honors (chiu ming): below those des-
ignated cheng (Principal, etc.) and shih (Mentor, etc.) byt 
above lŭ (Functionary)’/M (Storekeeper), shih (Scribe), hsŭ 
(Assistant), and t'u (Attendant); notably included the As-
sistant Ministers (tsai-Ju) of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) 
and District Preceptors (hsiang-shih). CL: troisième degré 
de la subordination administrative, préposés supérìeurs. (4) 
SUI-MING; Directresses, collective reference to 24 palace 
women individually known as Directress (also WM); rank 
4a in T'ang, 6a from Sung on. See erh-shih-ssu ssu, chu 
ssu-shih. (5) MING-CH'ING: Squad, a military unit headed 
by a Squad Leader (pa-tsung). (6) CH'ING: informal ref-
erence to a hsūn-chien (Police Chief); see under hsŭn-chien 
ssu. In all occurrences, prefixes and suffixes should be noted 
carefully, including numerical prefixes, e.g., san ssu, erh 
ssu, liang ssu. 

5534 ssù 寺 
Court: throughout history, one of several terms commonly 
designating government agencies, differentiated by pre-
fixes; e.g., the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). Es-
pecially associated with a group of agencies collectively 
called the Nine Courts (chiu WM). Normally less prestigious 
than the term sheng (Department), about equal in prestige 
to Ju (Court or Office), and more prestigious than such terms 
as ssu (Office), ts'ao (Section), and k'o (Section). See under 
the prefixed terms. 

5535 ssŭ 食 
Romanized shih throughout this dictionary. 

5536 ssŭ'ān chăng 司鞍長 
CH'ING: Director of Saddles, 3 members of the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu fu), likely imperial bond-
servants or Bannermen (see ch’i), assigned to the staff of 
the Department's Palace Stud (shang-ssu yŭan). Also see 
á-tun shih-wei. BH: saddlery inspector. P39. 

5537 ssŭ-chàng 司仗 
(1) SUI: Swordsman in Attendance, commonly suffixed 
with tso~yu (left and right: attendant); number and rank nŏt 
clear; part of the establishment of the Heir Apparent until 
c. 604, then retitled ch'ien-niu pei-shen (Swordsman Guard). 
P26. (2) T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Directress of Ceremoni-
al Regalia, head of the Ceremonial Regalia Office (Í̂ M-
chang ssu), an agency of palace women. RR: directeur des 
insignes. (3) MING: Swordsman, 6 with rank equivalent 
to Company Commander (po-hu) authorized in 1370 for each 
Princely Establishment (wang-Ju); in 1371 retitled tien-chang 
(Manager of Ceremonial Regalia). P69. 

5538 ssù-chăng 肆長 
Market Shop Inspector. (1) CHOU: one of several duty 
assignments for members of the staff of the Market Shop 

Supervisor (ch'an-jen) in the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan); 
one delegated to supervise each group (definition not spec-
ified) of market stalls or shops during business hours in the 
marketplace(s) of the capital city. CL: chef de boutiques. 
(2) SUI: 40’ rank not clear, on the staff of the, 2 Directors 
(ling) of the Market Office (shih-ssu) in the Court for the 
National Treasury (ssu-nung ssu); supervised activities in 
the 5 marketplaces of the dynastic capital and collected taxes 
on sales. Also see shìh-ling, shih se-fu. P32, 62. 

5539 ssū-chàng ssū 司仗司 
Ceremonial Regalia Office. (1) T ANG-SUNG, MING: 
one of 4 palace women agencies under the Wardrobe Ser-
vice (shang-fu chŭ); headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-chang), 
rank 6a; in charge of ceremonial flags，emblems, etc., used 
by palace women. (2) SUNG: a unit of the Imperial Insig-
nia Guards (chin-wu wei). P43. 

5540 ssŭ'Ch 'áng 司常 
CHOU: lit.，in charge of the flags, ch'ang in this usage 
denoting a flag reportedly decorated with the sun, the moon, 
and a dragon: Manager of the Royal Flags, 2 ranked as 
Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Ser-
vicemen {hsia-shih)t members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-
kuan) responsible for the maintenance and display of 9 types 
of flags or banners used by the King. CL: préposé à 
I'étendard. 

5541 ssū-ch'áng ssù 司常寺 
TANG: official variant from 684 to 705 of t'ai-ch'ang ssu 
(Court of Imperial Sacrifices). 

5542 ssù-ch9ē shù-chăng 駟車庶長 
CH'IN~HAN: lit., militia general (see shu-dumg) of 4-horse 
chariots: Grandee of the Seventeenth Order，4th highest 
of 20 titles of honorary nobility (chueh) awarded to de-
serving subjects. P65. 

5543 ssŭ'Chēn 司珍 
Lit” in charge of rarities. (1) T'ANG: variant from 662 to 
671 of chin-pu (Treasury Bureau in the Ministry of Rev-
enue, hu-pu). RR: administration des objets précieux. P6. 
(2) TANG-SUNG, MING: Directress of Rarities, 2 pal-
ace women, rank 6a, in charge of gems, pearls, and pre-
cious coins used by the Empress and other palace women; 
one of 4 major subordinate posts in the Workshop Service 
(shang-kung chŭ) of the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih 
sheng). RR: directeur des objets précieux du harem. 

5544 ssŭ-chĕn ssŭ 司珍司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Rarities Office, one of 4 palace 
women agencies subordinate to the Workshop Service 
(shang-kung chū)\ headed by 2 Directresses {ssu-ûhen)t rank 
6a; in charge of pearls’ gems, and coins used in the wom-
en’s quarters of the imperial palace. 

5545 ssŭ-chēn tà-fū 司珍大夫 
T'ANG: official variant from 662 to 671 (?) of the Director 
(lang-chung) of the Treasury Bureau (chin-pu, then called 
ssu-chen), one of 4 principal agencies in the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu). P6. 

5546 ssŭ-ck，én 司辰 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Timekeeper, normally 8’ rank normally 
9a; normally subordinate to Supervisors of Water Clocks 
(ch'ieh~hu cheng) in the T'ang Astrological Service (t'ai-
shih chŭ, ssu-t'ien t'ai), the Sung-Liao Directorate of As-
tronomy (ssu-t'ien chien)，the Yiian Astrological Commis-
sion (t'ai-shih yŭan), the early Ming Directorate of Astrol-
ogy (t'ai-shih chien), and the Ming-Ch'ing Directorate of 
Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien). Originated in 700’ when the 
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title was abbreviated from ssu-ch'en shih. From c. 758 
through Ch'ing, closely associated with the season-desig-
nated astronomical agencies known as the Five Offices (wu 
kuan). In Yiian the term Official (kuan) or Gentleman (long) 
was commonly added as a suffix. RR+SP: contrôleur des 
heures. BH: assistant keeper of the clepsydra. P35. 

5547 ssŭ-ch'én shíh 司辰師 
SUI-T'ANG: Timekeeper, 4 till c. 604, thereafter 8，rank 
9a; senior members <i astrological and calendar-making 
agencies known in Sui as t'ai-shih ts'ao (Astrological Of-
fice), t'ai-shih chŭ (Astrological Service), and fai-shìh chien 
(Directorate of Astrology) and in T'ang as t'ai-shih chu and 
pi-shu ko (both Astrological Service). Derived from pre-Sui 
titles such as hou chung-lŭ, chung-lû ìang, qq.v. In 700 
abbreviated to ssu-ch'en, q.v. RR: contrôleur des heures. 
P35. 

5548 ssū-chèng 司正 
(1) Director: throughout histoiy a common reference to the 
head (see under cheng) of any government agency whose 
name ended in ssu (Office). (2) "TANG-MING: Directress 
oi Palace Surveillance, 2 palace women, rank 6a，prin-
cipal assistants to the Chief of Palace Surveillance (kung-
cheng), who was responsible for maintaining discipline 
among all palace women. RR: directeur de la surveillance 
du harem. 

5549 ssŭ-ck,éng 司城 
T'ANG: lit., in charge of the walls: from 662 to 670 the 
official variant of chih-fang (Bureau of Operations) in the 
Ministry of War (ping-pu)，then officially named ssu-jung; 
the Director (lang-chung) of the Bureau during the same 
period was retitled ta-fu (Grand Master). RR: administra-
tion des remparts. P12. 

5550 ssŭ-ch9éng 司成 
Lit.，in charge of maturation: Rector. (1) T'ANG: from 662 
to 671，2 designated as heads of the central government's 
Directorate of Education {kuo-tzu chien) while it bore the 
variant name ssu-ch'eng kuan; i .e., official variant of the 
normal title Chancellor (chi-chiu); one appointee prefixed 
ta (Senior), the other shao (Junior). (2) SUNG: from 1102 
to the end of N. Sung (?)，title of the head of the Prepa-
ratoiy Branch of the National University (pi-yung). SP: di-
recteur de Vuniversité, recteur. P34. 

5551 ssŭ-ch'éng 司程 
MING: Monitor of Measurements, rank 7a, in the Bureau 
of Construction {chiang-tso ssu) in the early Ming Ministry 
of Works (kung-pu). P15. 

5552 ssà-ch'éng 祀丞 
CH'ING: Sacrificial Aide, one Chinese official, rank 8b, 
subordinate to the Sacrificer (feng-chi) in each Sacrificial 
Office (tz'u-chi shu), e.g., those responsible for ceremonies 
at the Altar of Heaven (t'ien-î'an) and the Altar of Earth 
(ti-t'an). P28. 

5553 ssŭ-ch'éng hsŭan-yèh 司成宣業 
T'ANG: from 662 to 671 the official variant of po-shih 
(Erudite) in the central government's Directorate of Edu-
cation {kuo-tzu chien) while it was called ssu-ch'eng kuan. 
Also see hsŭan-yeh. P34. 

5554 ssū-ch9éng kuăn 司成館 
T*ANG: lit., academy of the Rector (see ssu-ch'eng), or 
academy in charge of maturation: official variant from 662 
to 671 of kuo-tzu chien (Directorate of Education). P34. 

5555 ssū-ch'éng kuăn 司程官 
YLFAN: lit., offícial in charge of measurements: Assayer, 

4, rank not specified, on the staff of the Ministry of Works 
(kung-pu), presumably to inspect and approve materials used 
in construction projects at the dynastic capital. P15, 

5556 ssŭ-chí 司寂 
N-S DIV (Chou): lit.，in charge of quiet seclusion: Super-
visor of tíie Buddhist Clergy with rank as Senior Ser-
viceman (shang-shih), a member of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan). 

5557 ssŭ-chí 司戟 
T'ANG: lit., in charge of halberds: from 662 (?) to 670 the 
official variant of k'u-pu (Bureau of Provisions in the Min-
istiy of War, ping-pu). 

5558 ssŭ-chī 司稽 
CHOU: Market Shop Examiner, one of several duty as-
signments for members of the staff of the Market Shop Su-
pervisor (ck'an-jen) in the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan); 
one delegated to enforce marketing regulations and catch 
marketplace thieves in each cluster of 5 groups (definition 
not specified) of maiket stalls or shops during business hours 
in the marketplace(s) of the capital city; immediately sub-
ordinate to a Market Shop Policeman (ssu-pao) overseeing 
2 such Examiners. CL: inspecteur. P6. 

5559 ssŭ-chí 司籍 
(1) SUI: Bureau of Receptions in the developing Ministry 
of Rites {lt-pu)\ counterpart of the earlier Ministry of Re-
ceptions (chu-k'o pu) and the later Bureau of Receptions 
{chu-k'o ssu) in the Ministry of Rites; headed by a Director 
(lang). (2) T'ANG-SUNG: Directress of the Library, 2 
palace women, rank 6a; see ssu-chi ssu (Library Office). 
RR: directeur de la bibliothèque du harem. 

5560 ssŭ-chí 司績 
T'ANG: lit.，in charge of merit: from 662 to 670 the official 
variant of k'ao-kung (Bureau of Evaluations in the Min-
istry of Personnel, lì-pu), 

5561 ssŭ-chì 司計 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Directress of Accounts，2 palace 
women, rank 6a; see ssu-chi ssu (Accounts Offîce). RR: 
directeur des comptes. (2) T'ANG: from 662 to 670 and 
again from 752 to 758 the official variant of pi-pu (Bureau 
of Review) in the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu), which it-
self was known as ssu-hsing in the 660s and as ssu-hsien 
in the 750s. RR: administration des compíes-rendus. (3) 
YŭAN: Account Keeper, 4, rank not clear, minor mem-
bers of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu); also called ssu-
chi kuan (lit., official in charge of accounts). P6. 

5562 ssŭ-chì 司記 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING. Directress of Records, 2 palace 
women; see ssu-chi ssu (Records Office). RR: directeur de 
I'enregistrement des pièces. 

5563 ssŭ-chí sð 司籍所 
YŬAN； Office of Fines and Confiscations, a unit of the 
Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu) responsible for the collection 
of judicially imposed fines or the confiscation of posses-
sions in lieu of fines; headed by a Superintendent (t’i-ling)， 
rank not clear but low; established in 1283 to replace the 
Supeiintendency of Fines and Confiscations (tuan-mo fi-
ling so). Cf. tsang-fa k'u. P13. 

5564 ssū-chí ssū 司籍司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Library Offîce, one of 4 palace 
women agencies subordinate to the Ceremonial Service 
(shang-i chu)\ headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-chi) t rank 6a; 
in charge of the books available to the Empress and other 
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palace women, the education provided for such women, and 
the writing and study materials they used. 

5565 ssŭ'Chì ssŭ 司計司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Accounts Office, one of 4 palace 
women agencies subordinate to the Workshop Service 
(shang-kung chu); headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-chi), rank 
6a; kept records of clothing, foodstuffs, firewood, etc., is-
sued to women in palace service. 

5 5 6 6 ssŭ-chì ssŭ 司言己司 

T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Records Office，one of 4 palace 
women agencies in the General Palace Service (shang-kung 
ssu); headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-chi)’ rank 6a; provided 
secretarial services within the palace women*s quarters, 
handling the transmission of correspondence and other doc-
uments within the palace and keeping records about the re-
ceipt and distribution of such documents. 

5567 ssŭ-cMtò-fŭ 司戟大夫 
T'ANG: from 662 (?) to 670 the offìcial variant of k'u-pu 
lang-chung (Director of the Bureau of Provisions in the 
Ministry of War, ping-pu). 

5568 ssŭ-chī tà-fā 司績大夫 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant of k'ao-kung 
lang-chung (Director of the Bureau of Evaluations in the 
Ministry of Personnel, lì-pu). 

5569 ssŭ-ckì tà-fŭ 司計大夫 
T*ANG; from 662 to 670 and again from 752 to 758 the 
official variant of pi-pu lang-chung (Director of the Bu-
reau of Review in the Ministry of Justice, hsing-pu), P13. 
5570 ssā chî-yén 司几筵 
CHOU; Supervisor of Ceremonial Seating, 2 ranked as 
Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of 
Rites {ch'un-kuan) responsible for arranging benches and 
mats for ceremonial occasions and seating dignitaries in ap-
propriate positions according to their ranks. CL: préposé 
aux bancs d'appui et aux nattes pour s'asseoir. 

5571 ssŭ-chn 司器 
CHOU: Crafts Tax Supervisor, one of 6 agencies in the 
Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) responsible for various tax 
collections, according to the ancient ritual treatise Li-chi. 
See liufu (Six Tax Supervisors). 

5572 ssû_cft，i JJŭ 司餺司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Banquets Office, one of 4 palace 
women agencies subordinate to the Food Service (shang-
shih chŭ)\ headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-ch'i)t rank 6a; in 
charge of recording the receipt and distribution of food-
stuffs and fuels in the women's quarters of the imperial 
palace. RR (ssu-ch'i): directeur des repas. 

5573 ssŭ-chià 司甲 
CHOU; Armorer, 2 ranked as Junior Grand Masters (hsia 
ta-fu) and 8 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), mem-
bers of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) in charge of main-
taining the ruler* s body armor and dressing him in it when 
appropriate. CL: préposé aux cuirasses, P16. 

5574 ssŭ-chià 司稼 
CHOU: Seed Specialist, 8 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih)t members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) 
responsible for inspecting and classifying grain seeds, dis-
tributing information about seed varieties and their suita-
bility for various soils, and determining seasonal yields of 
grain for tax assessment purposes. CL: préposé aux se-
mences. 

5575 ssŭ-chià 司駕 
T'ANG: from 752 to 758 the official variant of chia-pu (Bu-
reau of Equipment in the Ministry of War, ping-pu). P12. 

5576 ssū-chià ssù 司稼寺 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant of ssu-nung 
ssu (Court of the Imperial Granaries). P8. 
5577 ssŭ-chiàng 司匠 
CH'ING: Supervisor of Craftsmen, a petty official rank-
ing 8a or below found in various storehouses, workshops, 
and similar agencies, in charge of workmen engaged in 
construction or manufacturing projects. BH: overseer of 
works, inspector of works, clerk of works. 

5578 ssŭ'Chìàù 司敎 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Instructor (chiao-yu)t 
the head of a local Confucian School iju-hsŭeh). 

5579 ssū'Chiāo 司郊 
N-S DIV (Chou): Supervisor of the Suburban Sacrifices, 
members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) ranked as 
Senior Servicemen (shang-shih; 7a), Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih; 8a), and Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih; 9a); 
assisted in important state sacrificial rituals at the dynastic 
capital; counterparts of earlier staff members of the Hall of 
Enlightened Rule (ming-t'ang) or later officials of the Of-
fice of the National Altars (chiao-she chŭ), etc. P28. 

5580 ssū-chiêh 司階 
T'ANG-SUNG: Guard of the Staircase, 2 military offi-
cers of 6a rank in each of the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei); 
also in T'ang if not Sung’ one in the Left Guard (tso-wei) 
and one in the Right Guard (yu-wei) in the establishment 
of the Heir Apparent. RR+SP: officier des escaliers. P26. 

5581 ssā chiĕn 四監 
SUI: Four Directorates, collective reference to a group of 
2nd-level agencies in the central government: Directorate 
of Waterways (tu-shui chien), Directorate for Imperial 
Manufactories (shao-fu chien) y Directorate for the Palace 
Buildings (chiang-tso chien、，and Directorate of Education 
(kuo-tzu chien). Cf. wu chien (Five Directorates). 

5582 ssū-chièn 司諫 
Remonstrator, one of the titles of officials generically called 
chien-kuan (Remonstrance Officials)’ q.v. (1) CHOU: 2 
ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih) t members of 
the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) responsible for fostering 
proper conduct among the people and rectifying improper 
conduct; played some role in evaluating the qualifications 
of men to be local chiefs and headmen. CL: chargé des 
remonstrances, censeur, (2) SUNG: one each Left and Right 
initiated in 988. by rctitling of Rectifiers of Omissions ipu-
ch'ìieh), both rank 7a; the former on the staff of the Chan-
cellery (men-hsia sheng), the latter on the staff of the Sec-
retariat (chung-shu sheng); from c. 1020 members of the 
Remonstrance Bureau (chien-yiian); responsible for in-
specting all imperial pronouncements and returning for re-
consideration those deemed improper (see under feng-po). 
SP: fonctionnaire chargé de remonstrance, censeur poli-
tique, (3) CHIN: number and ranks not clear; members of 
the Remonstrance Bureau. (4) MING: one each Left and 
Right’ both rank 7a, members of the Remonstrance Bureau 
with functions as in Sung, but only from 1380 to 1382, 
when the Bureau was abolished and its functions reassigned 
to the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan). Also one each Left and 
Right, both rank 9b, members of the 2 Secretariats of the 
Heir Apparent (see ch'un-fang). P19, 26. 
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5583 ssŭ-chiên 寺監 
SUNG; Courts and Directorates’ a common categorical 
reference to the Nine Courts (chiu ssu), the Palace Library 
(pi-shu chien, pi-shu sheng), and the Palace Administration 
(tien-chung chien, tien-chung sheng). P54. 

5584 ssà chiēn-ssū 四監司 
SUNG: Four Circuit Supervisors or Four Circuit Su-
pervisorates, collective reference to the 4 most common 
types of Circuit (lu) administrators (or their agencies): Mil-
itary Commissioners (see shuai-ssu), Fiscal Commissioners 
(see ts'ao-ssu), Judicial Commissioners (see hsien-ssu), and 
Supply Commissioners (see ts'ang-ssu). Often abbreviated 
to ssu ssu (lit., 4 offices). See under chien-ssu. P51, 62. 

5585 ssŭ-chíh 司直 
Rectifier. (1) HAN: from 118 B.C. to A.D. 35 the senior 
subordinate of the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang), to 
whom he was resporsible for reporting wayward officials; 
rank -2 ,000 bushels. HB: director of uprightness, (2) N-
S DIV-SUNG: 10 in N. Wei, 6 thereafter; rank 5 in N. 
Wei, 6b 1 in T'ang, 8a in Sung; on the staff of the N. Wei 
Chamberlain for Law Enforcement (t'ing-weì) and the Sui— 
Sung Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu); commonly used 
as agents to conduct investigations or trials of officials on 
service outside the dynastic capital, in response to impeach-
ments. RR+SP: inspecteur judiciaire. P22. (3) T'ANG, 
SUNG, LIAO: from 656，2 (later 1?)，rank 7a in T'ang but 
not clear thereafter, on the staff of the Heir Apparent, re-
sponsible for maintaining censorial surveillance over mem-
bers of his staff; perpetuated in Ming by the ssu-chih lang 
(Rectifier). RR+SP: inspecteur judiciaire. P26. (4) YLFAN: 
initiated in 1305 by retitling all tien-pu (Archivists), in 1312 
all further retitled ching-li (Registrars); found at all levels 
of government. P23. 

5586 ssū-chîh 司織 
N-S DIV (Chou): Director of Textile Production, ranked 
as a Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), a member of the 
Ministry of Works (tung-kuan). P14. 
5587 ssù chíh 四直 
SUNG: Four Duty Groups, collective reference to 4 units 
of Palace Guards itien-ch'ien shih-wei) that took up active 
duty in rotational shifts: Crossbowmen on Duty (nu-chih)’ 
Bowmen on Duty {kung-chien chih), Mace Bearers on Duty 
(ku-to-tzu chih), and Military Police on Duty (? yŭ-iung chih). 
See chih. Cf. fan (on rotational duty). SP: quatre compag-
nies. 
5588 ssŭ-cMk láng 司直郞 
MING: Rectifier, 2 each, rank 6b, in the Left and Right 
Secretariats of the Heir Apparent (see ch'un-fang); in the 
tradition of previous Rectifiers (see ssu-chih), maintained 
disciplinary surveillance over staff members of the house-
hold of the Heir Apparent. P26. 

5589 ssŭ-chíh shìh 司直史 
T'ANG: Rectification Clerk, 12 unranked subofficials 
serving as aides to the Rectifiers (ssu-chih) of the Court of 
Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). RR: scribe d'inspecteur judi-
ciaire. 

5590 ssŭ-ckìh ssù 司製司 
TANG-SUNG, MING: Sewing Office，one of 4 palace 
women agencies subordinate to the Workshop Service 
{shung-kung chu); headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-chih), rank 
6a; made and maintained clothing of the Empress and other 
palace women. RR: (ssu-chih): direcîeur de la confection 
des vêtements. 

5591 ssù-chíh tŭ yu-hdu 四直都虞候 
SUNG: Inspector-in-chief of the Four Duty Groups, duty 
assignment for a military officer to serve, at least nomi-
nally, as disciplinary supervisor of those members of the 
Palace Guards (tìen-ch'ien shih-wei) who performed active 
guard duty at the imperial palace in rotational shifts; nor-
mally 2nd in command under a Commander-in-chief (tu chih-
hui shih) of the Palace Guards See ssu chih (Four Duty 
Groups), yŭ-hou. SP: surveillant en chef des quatre com-
pagnies. 

5592 ssū-chīn 司金 
(1) N-S DIV: Master of Metals, principal court official in 
charge of metal-casting, perhaps including coinage; in San-
kuo Wei had the status of Commandant (tu-wei) t in San-
kuo Shu that of Leader of Court Gentlemen (chung-lang 
chiang), but institutional affiliation not clear; ìii Chou was 
a major member of the Ministry of Works (tung-kuan), 
ranked as an Ordinary Grand Master (chung ta-fu; 4a). P14, 
16. (2) TANG: from 752 to 758 the official variant oîchin-
pu (Treasury Bureau in the Ministiy of Revenue, hu-pu), 
its Director (lang-chung) then being called ta-fu (Grand 
Master). RR: administration de I'or. V6. 

5593 ssŭ-chln chiēn 司津監 
T'ANG; lit., Directorate in charge of fords: from 662 to 671 
the official variant of tu-shui chien (Directorate of Water-
ways), its head then being called chien (Director) rather 
than the normal shih-che (Commissioner). 

5594 ssū'chĭng 司經 
CHIN—YŭAN: Librarian, with the suffixes cheng (Prin-
cipal) and fu (Assistant), in the household of the Heir Ap-
parent; numbers and ranks not clear; counterparts of hsien-
ma (Librarian) of other periods; also see ssu-ching chŭ. P26. 
5595 ssū-chîng chû 司經局 
SUI-T’ANG, LIAO, MING-CH’ING: Editorial Service in 
the household of the Heir Apparent, a new name for the 
era of N-S Division's tìen-ching chŭ and tien-ching fang; 
responsible for maintaining the library and archive of the 
Heir Apparent, providing writing materials, and preparing 
compilations as desired; headed by one or more Librarians 
(hsien-ma), commonly rank 5b. Such Librarians existed in 
Sung without constituting a formally recognized Editorial 
Service; in Chin and Yuan there also were Librarians (ÍÍM-
ching), but there was no formalized Service. RR; service 
de la biblioîhèque de I'héritier du trône. P26. 

5596 ssū-chĭng tà-fū 司經大夫 
T'ANG: lit” grand master in charge of books: from 662 to 
663 the official variant of hsien-ma (Librarian) of the Ed-

• itorial Service (ssu-ching chŭ) in the household Of the Heir 
Apparent; rank 5b2. 

5597 ssŭ-chià 司救 
CHOU: Welfare Supervisor, 2 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of Edu-
cation {ti-kuan) responsible for monitoring the morality of 
the people and reprimanding transgressors, also for aiding 
people in times of natural disasters and epidemics. CL: 
chargé de secourir ou sauveur. 

5598 ssŭ-ch9iú 司裘 
CHOU: Manager of Furs, 4 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of State {t'ien-kuan) 
responsible for maintaining all furs and pelts used by the 
ruler for clothing, as gifts, etc. CL: chef des habits de four-
rure. 
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5599 ssā-chōu 司州 
HAN-N-S DIV: lit., in charge of the (capital) region: Met-
ropolitan Area, a common designation, and from Chin on 
the official designation, of the large territorial jurisdiction 
surrounding the dynastic capital, under the dominant su-
pervision of the Metropolitan Commandant (ssu-li hsiao-
wei in Han, then ssu-chou mu or ssu-chou tz'u-shih). Com-
parable to the later terms chih-li and ching-shih (both Met-
ropolitan Area). Also see chou (Region), mu (Governor), 
tz'u-shih (Regional Inspector). P32, 50，51，52. 

5600 ssŭ-chù 司祝 
CH'ING: Petitioner, 12 priestesses of Shamanism, one of 
the religions officially patronized by the court; members of 
the Shamanism Office (shen-fimg) in the Office of Palace 
Ceremonial (chang-i ssu) of the Imperial Household De-
partment (nei-wu fu); normally wives of Manchu Imperial 
Guardsmen (shih-wei). See under sa-man t'ai-î'ai. BH: sha-
manic priestess. 

5601 ssū-chá chăng 司竹長 
HAN: Director of Bamboo Crafts , rank and hierarchical 
affiliation not clear; probably a middle-level official on the 
staff of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu). 

5602 ssū-chŭ chiēn 司竹監 
SUI-T’ANG: Directorate of Bamboo Crafts , one of many 
agencies under the Court of the Imperial Granaries (ssu-
nung ssu); headed by a Director (chien), rank 6b2; respon-
sible for cultivating bamboo and rattan and for making 
bamboo and rattan curtains, baskets, etc., for use in the 
palace and agencies of the central government. RR: direc-
tion du service des bambous. 

5603 ssŭ-chŭ tŭ-wèi 司竹者尉 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Commandant of Bamboo Crafts, rank 
and hierarchical status not clear; probably a middle-level 
subordinate in the Ministry of Granaries (k'u-pu or t'ai-ts'ang) 
responsible for cultivation and manufacture of bamboo for 
palace and government use. 

5604 ssŭ-ch'ŭ 司儲 
T'ANG: from 752 to 758 the official variant of ts'ang-pu 
(Bureau of Granaries in the Ministry of Revenue, hwpu); 
during the same period its Director (lang-chung) was reti-
tled ta-fu (Grand Master). RR: administration des provi-
sions; bureau des greniers de Vempire. P6. 

5605 ssū-chuàn 司饌 
T'ANG: Directress of Foodstuffs, 2 palace women, prob-
ably with rank óa2’ in the household of the Heir Apparent; 
supervised the preparation of meals for the female members 
of the household. RR: directeur des mets du harem de 
I'héritier du trône. 

5606 ssū'Ch'uān 司川 
TANG: from 662 to 671 and again from 752 to 758 the 
official variant of shui-pu (Bureau of Waterways in the 
Ministry of Works, kung-pu)\ during the same period its 
Director (lang-chung) was retitled ia-fu (Grand Master). RR: 
administration des fleuves; bureau des earn. P15. 

5607 ssŭ-ch'ūi 司吮 
N-S DIV (Chou): Flutist, number not specified, some ranked 
as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a) and some as Ju-
nior Servicemen (hsia-shih; 9a), subordinates of the Mu-
sicians-in-chief (ta ssu-yiieh) in the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-
kuan). P10. 

5608 ssŭ-chŭn 司準 
N-S DIV (Chou): Weighmaster, number not specified, 

ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a)’ members 
of the Ministry of Works (tung-kuan). P14. 

5609 ssŭ-chŭng 司中 
N-S DIV: lit., in charge of the palace: only in the reign of 
Wang Mang (r. A.D. 8-23), the official variant of kuang-
lu-hsŭn (Chamberlain for Attendants). 

5610 ssŭ chūng-ch'ìng 司鐘磐 
N-S DIV (Chou); Ringer of Bells and Musical Stones, 
number not specified, some ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih; 8a) and some as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih; 
9a); subordinates of the Musicians-in-chief (ta ssu-yūeh) in 
the Ministry of Rites {ch'un-kuan). P10. 

5611 ssù chû 四局 
SUNG: Four Artisan Services, collective reference to the 
4 component units of the Artisans Institute (han-lin yŭan) 
in the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng), all staffed 
with non-official specialists, some hereditary: the Astrol-
oger Service (t'ien-wen chu), the Painter Service (t'u-hua 
chŭ), the Calligrapher Service (shu-i chŭ)’ and the Physi-
cian Service (i-kuan chŭ). SP: quatre bureaux. 

5612 ssŭ-ckă ts，ŭng-skìh 司舉從事 
TANG: lit.，assistants in charge of undertakings: Regional 
Investigator, a duty assignment comparable in functions 
and status to Attendant Censor (shih yŭ-shih, rank 6a2) in 
the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai); 2 appointed in 711 on the staff 
of each of 24 newly established Supervisors-in-chief (tu-
tu), among whom all of the empire's Prefectures (chou) 
were allocated for surveillance supervision. One source 
confusingly reports that Regional Investigators were cre-
ated by retitling Administrative Supervisors {lu-shih ts'an-
chŭti-shih). Regional Investigators who failed to perform 
their surveillance and disciplinary functions effectively were 
to be impeached by the Censorate. How long the posts ex-
isted is not clear. RR: enquêter adjoint. 

5613 ssū'Chăn 司軍 
CHIN: Commandant , one or more, rank 9b, on the staff 
of the Prefect (tz'u-shih) of each Prefecture (chou); specific 
functions and relations with the regular militaiy establish-
ment not clear. P53. 

5614 ssàc/íá/i 四軍 
T'ANG: Four Imperial Armies, from 738 or 739 a col-
lective reference to the forces of the Northern Command 
ipei-ya): the Left and Right Forest of Plumes Armies {yii-
lin chŭn) and the Left and Right Militant as Dragons Ar-
mies (lung-wu chiin). The term was superseded in 757 by 
the term Six Imperial Armies (liu chŭn) on establishment 
of the Left and Right Armies of Inspired Militancy (shen-
wu chŭn), but� i t occasionally reappeared as a specific ref-
erence to the Forest of Plumes Armies and the Militant as 
Dragons Armies. Also see shih chŭn (Ten Armies), pei-
men ssu chŭn. 

5615 ssŭ-fă 司法 
TANG: lit., in charge of the laws: a prefix commonly at-
tached to the titles of Administrators (ts'an-chùn-shih) and 
lesser personnel of Law Sections ifa-ts'ao) in units of ter-
ritorial administration. P53. 

5616 ssū'făn 司蕃 
SUI-T'ANG: Bureau of Receptions, one of 4 top-echelon 
units in the Ministry of Rites {lĭ-pu), in c. 607 replacing 
the name Ministry of Receptions (chu-k'o), in c. 620 re-
placed by chu-k'o meaning Bureau of Receptions, a usage 
that endured through Sung except during the period 661-
670，when ssu-fan was revived; headed by a Director (lang, 
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lang-chung, ta-fu), rank 5b, and a Vice Director {ch'eng-
wu lang, yiian-wai lang), 6b; in collaboration with the Court 
of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu), managed the reception 
of foreign rulers and envoys at court. RR: administration 
des princes tributaires. P9. 

5617 ssáfáng 四房 
SUNG: Four Sections, collective reference to 4 agencies 
of the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan) that were 
superseded c. 1080 by Twelve Sections (shih-erh fang); the 
4 original agencies were the War Section (ping-fang), the 
Personnel Section (lì~fang), the Revenue Section (hu-fang), 
and the Rites Section (lí-fang). The collective term may 
also be found referring to 4 other agencies in the same Bu-
reau, which apparently were also superseded by the Twelve 
Sections c. 1080: :ie Diplomacy Section (kuo-hsin fang)y 
the Militia Section (min-ping fang�’ the Horse Pasturage 
Section (mu-ma fang), and the Transport Supervision Sec-
tion (tsung-ling fang). Cf. wu fang (Five Sections). 

5618 ssà-fāng kuăn 四方館 
N-S DIV-CHIN: Hostel for Tributary Envoys, an agency 
responsible for the greeting of foreign rulers and envoys, 
their preparation for presentation at court audience, the han-
dling of their tributary gifts, etc. Originated possibly as early 
as Later Han, had intermittent existence during the era of 
N-S Division as a unit of the evolving Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng), staffed as circumstances warranted by Recep-
tionists (t'ung-shih she-jen) of the Secretariat under a court 
official designated Manager (kuan-chu); alternated or col-
laborated with various kinds of units subordinate to the Court 
for Dependencies (hung-lu ssu; also see ta hung-lu). In Sui 
attached to the Court for Dependencies, but from T’ang on 
was a unit of the Secretariat, staffed with Receptionists; in 
T'ang headed by a court official on duty assignment as Ad-
ministrator (chih ... shih) or Supervisor (p’an ... shih) of 
the Hostel, in Sung and Liao by one or 2 Commissioners 
(shih), rank 6a. Chin attached the agency to the Ministry 
of War (ping-pu) with a Commissioner, 5a, as head, and 
gave it the principal function of transmitting official doc-
uments between the central government and Route (lu) ter-
ritorial administrations, like a Bureau of Transmission (t'ung-
cheng yuan) or Office of Transmission (t'ung-cheng ssu) of 
later dynasties or even the Ming dynasty Messenger Office 
(hsing-jen ssu). In Yuan, Ming, and Ch'ing times the re-
ception of foreign dignitaries was managed by an Inter-
preters Institute (hui-t'ung kuan), first established in 1276. 
Also see k'o-kuan, chu-k'o ssu, li-fan yiian. RR+SP: collège 
des quatre directions. SP: centre d'accueil des étrangers. 
P l l , 21. 

5619 ssùfēi 四妃 
T'ANG-SUNG: Four Principal Consorts, collective des-
ignation of the Emperor's most esteemed secondary wives, 
rank = la: in the early T'ang order of precedence, the Hon-
ored Consort (kuei-fei), Pure Consort (shu-fei), Virtuous 
Consort (ĭe-feì), and Worthy Consort (hsien-fei). 

5620 ssŭ-fĕng ssū 司封司 
TANG-SUNG，MING: Bureau of Honors, one of 4 major 
units in the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu), originated in 661 
as the new name of the chu-chūeh, q.v.; in 1396 renamed 
yen-feng ch'ing-li ssu, q.v. Responsible for processing con-
ferrals of noble titles, confirming the inheritance of noble 
titles, etc.; by Sung if not earlier expanded to include pro-
cessing awards of posthumous titles to officials, claims for 
the inheritance of official status, etc. Headed by a Director 
{ta-fu till 684，thereafter lang-chung)^ rank 5b 1 in T'ang, 
6b in Sung; with a Vice Director (yŭan-wai lang) ’ 6b 1 in 

T'ang, 7a in Sung. A Yiian counterpart was designated feng-
kao k'o (Honors Section). RR+SP: bureau des titres no-
biliaires. P5. 

5621 ssŭ'fà司副or寺副 
Common variants of办 (Vice) , i.e., Vice Director of ... 
Office (first form) or Vice Minister of ... Court (2nd form). 

5622 ssŭ-fŭ 司服 
(1) CHOU: Master of the Wardrobe, 2 ranked as Ordi-
nary Servicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of 
Rites (ch'un-kuan) in charge of the production of gowns 
with which the ruler rewarded officials on their 2nd pro-
motions. Cf. nei ssu-fu, shang-fu, shih-fu. CL; préposé aux 
costumes. (2) CH*ING: unofficial’ archaic reference to a 
Superintendent of Imperial Silk Manufacturing (chih-
tsao chien-tu). 

5623 ssùfŭ 四輔 or ssùfŭ-kuân 官 
Four Supports. (1) HAN (first form): collective reference 
in the time of Wang Mang (r. A.D. 9-23) to the eminent 
dignitaries entitled Grand Preceptor (t'ai-shih), Grand Men-
tor (t'ai-fu)t Grand Guardian (t'ai-pao), and Junior Mentor 
(shao-fu). (2) MING (2nd form): from 1380 to 1382 only, 
duty assignments for Confucian literati who were concur-
rently Advisers to the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu pin-k'o) to as-
sist the Emperor in ceremonies at the Imperial Ancestral 
Temple (fai-miao) and generally to be his intimate advis-
ers; individually designated Spring Support (ch'un-kuan), 
Summer SuppcMt (hsia-kuan), Autumn Support {ch'iu-kuan) t 
and Winter Support (tung-kuan), each post being available 
to more than one appointee at a time, although the last 2 
posts were never filled. P4, 67. 

5624 ssŭ-fŭ 私府 
HAN: Private Storehouse^ an agency in the household of 
the Empress and of each Princess; each supervised by a 
Director (ling in Former Han, chang in Later Han), rank 
600 bushels, with an Aide (ch'eng). HB: private storehouse. 
P69. 

5625 ssā-fŭ ling 司府令 
SUI: from c. 605, the official variant of chia-ling (House-
hold Provisioner in the establishment of the Heir Appar-
ent). P26. 

5626 ssŭ-fŭ ssù 司府寺 
T'ANG: from 684 to 705 the official variant of t'ai-fu ssu 
(Court of the Imperial Treasury). P7. 

5627 ssū-hán 司函 
CHWG: Armorer, unspecified numbers of non-official 
specialists employed in the Court of Imperial Armaments 
(wu-pei yŭan), an agency of the Imperial Household De-
partment (nei~wu fu), BH: supervisor of armour-making. 

5628 ssŭ-hòu 司候 
CHIN-YUAN: Chief of Attendants, one in charge of un-
ranked subofficials in certain units of territorial administra-
tion, who were authorized in proportion to the number of 
households in the jurisdiction. In Chin rank 9a, commonly 
found in the headquarters of frontier Prefectures (chou); in 
Yiian rank not clear, authorized for Route Commands (tsung-
kuan fu) until 1283, then replaced with Overseers (ta-lu-
hua-ch'ih). P53. 

5629 ssù hsiá 四轄 
SUNG: Four Controllers, collective reference to officials 
charged with supervising the Chief Tea Markets (tu ch'a-
ch'ang) of the Monopoly Tax Commission {chueh-huo wu), 
the Market of Miscellanies (tsa-mai ch'ang) of the Office 
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of Miscellaneous Purchases (tsa-mai wu), and the Eastern 
and Western Storehouses (tung-k'u, hsi-k*u) of the Left Vault 
(tso-tsang), all fiscal agencies under the Court of the Im-
perial Treasury {t'ai-fu ssu); and the Crafts Institute (wen-
ssu yŭan) maintained by the Ministry of Works (kung-pu). 
SP: quatres régisseurs. P15. 

5630 ssŭ-hsiāng 司香 
CH'ING: Incense Handler, numerous subofficials of the 
Imperial Household Department (nei-wufu) attached to the 
Department's Office of Palace Ceremonial (chang-i ssu) and 
to each imperial mausoleum (ling). BH: acolyte. 

5631 ssù hsìāng 四廂 
SUNG: Four Capital Townships, the units of local police 
and judicial administration into which both Kaifeng and 
Hangchow, the successive capital cities, were subdivided. 
Township organizations coexisted with the regular Prefec-
ture ifu) and District (hsien) administrations, especially 
supplementing District Defenders (hsien-wei). In the case 
of Kaifeng 2 Capital Townships, one Left and one Right, 
supervised the area within the city walls as Inner Capital 
Townships (nei-hsiang), and 2 others, also differentiated as 
Left and Right, supervised the area immediately surround-
ing the walled city as Outer Capital Townships (wai-hsiang). 
The extramural population grew so rapidly tiiat 8 additional 
Outer Townships were established in 1008 (or the existing 
2 were increased to a total of 8?); and a 9th was added in 
1021. In the case of Hangchow, where Four Capital Town-
ships were established in the 1130s, there were similarly 2 
Inner Townships differentiated as Left and Right, but the 
2 Outer Townships were differentiated as South and North. 
In both capitals, all Capital Townships were supervised or 
directed by Censors (yŭ-shih) on rotational duty assign-
ments as Capital Inspectors (hsŭn-shih)t and the central 
government�Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan) oc-
casionally delegated senior officers as Military Directors-
in-chief (ping-ma tu-chien) to oversee the military aspects 
of Township operations. The regular Township establish-
ment was dominated by a Police Office (chun-hsun yuan) 
staffed by junior military officers serving as Military In-
spectors {chŭn-hsun shih) and Administrative Assistants 
(chun-hsun p'an-kuan)-, there were also civil officials serv-
ing as Police Executives {kung-shih kan-tang kuan) or Man-
agers (kou-kuan). Members of the Township staffs were ge-
nerically referred to as Capital Township Officials (hsiang-
kuan). Whether of the military or of the civil service, 
Township personnel had unusud powers to arrest and sen-
tence troublemakers. Originally they were apparently sub-
ordinate to the Kaifeng Superior Prefecture ifu), but through 
most of the dynasty they seem to have enjoyed great in-
dependence of action, though under the close scrutiny of 
the central government. The Townships were roughly com-
parable to the earlier Commandant of the Capital Patrol (liu-
pu wei) and the later (Ming-Ch*ing) Wardens' Offices of 
the Five Wards (wu-ch'eng ping-ma chih-hui ssu, wu-ch'eng 
ping-ma ssu). Also see hsiang and pu-tsei kuan (Metro-
politan Police Officials). Cf. the T'ang-Sung wei-wei ssu 
(Court of the Imperial Regalia). P20. 

5632 ssŭ'hsièn 司憲 
(1) Throughout history a common unofficial reference to 
the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai, tu ch'a-yuan); cf. feng-hsien 
kuan. (2) N-S DIV (Chou): formal name of the traditional 
yu-shih t'ai (Censorate); its personnel were differentiated 
by rank designationsone Ordinary Grand Master (chung 
ta-fu; 5a) comparable to a Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu) 

or Vice Censor-in-chief (yū-shih chung-ch'eng) of other 
times, 2 Senior Servicemen (shang-shih; 7a)，an unspeci-
fied number of Ordinaiy Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a), and 
18 Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih; 9a). P18. (3) T'ANG: from 
752 to 758 the official variant of hsing-pu (Ministry of 
Justice). RR: administration de la loi. 

5633 ssū'hsiên 司險 
(1) CHOU: Director of Defense Works, 2 ranked as Or-
dinary Servicemen (chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Service-
men (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-
kuan) responsible for planning and preparing ditches, lines 
of trees, etc., for purposes of military defense. CL; préposé 
aux travaux de défense. (2) SUNG; unofficial reference to 
a Director of the Bureau of Waterways and Irrigation 
(shui-pu lang-chung) in the Ministry of Works (kung-pu). 

5634 ssŭ-ksièn tà-fŭ 司氮大k 
T'ANG: from 662 to 671 the official variant of yŭ-shih chung-
ch'eng (Vice Censor-in-chief)，during the period when the 
Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai) was called hsi^n-t'ai. P18. 
5635 ssŭ-hsíng 司刑 
(1) CHOU: Director of Corporal Punishments, 2 ranked 
as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), members of the Min-
istry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan). CL: préposé awe supplices. (2) 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant of hsing-pu 
(both Ministry of Justice and the Ministry's Bureau of 
Judicial Administration); during this period the Minister 
(shang-shu) was retitled Grand Executive Attendant {t*ai 
ch'ang-po) and the Bureau Director (lang-chung) was re-
titled Grand Master (ta-fu). RR: administration de la jus-
tice. P13. 

5636 ssù hsing 四星 
T'ANG: lit., the 4 stars: Four Luminaries, under Hsuan-
tsung (r. 712-756) an unofficial collective reference to the 
Emperor and his secondary wives known as the Three Con-
sorts (san fei): Gracious Consort (hui-fei), Elegant Consort 
ili-fei), and Splendid Consort (hua-fei). Cf. ssu fei (Four 
Principal Consorts). 

5637 ssŭ-Arí/igssŭ 司刑寺 
T'ANG: from 684 to 704 the official variant of ta-li ssu 
(Court of Judicial Review). P22. 
5638 灯ŏ/utíân 四選 
SUNG: Four Appointments Processes, collective refer-
ence to the ways in which the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) 
organized its staff, and to the procedures it followed, for 
the evaluation and selection of inactive officials for reap-
pointment: Senior Civil Appointments Process (shang-shu 
tso-hsŭan)y Senior Military Appointments Process (shang-
shu yu-hsŭan) f Junior Civil Appointments Process (shih-
lang tso-hsūan), and Junior Military Appointments Process 
(shih-lang yu-hsŭan). Also used in reference to the early 
Sung agencies entitled East Bureau of Personnel Evaluation 
(shen-kuan tung-yiian), West Bureau of Personnel Evalu-
ation (shen-kuan hsi-yŭan)，Bureau of Personnel Assign-
ments (liu-nei ch'ŭan), and Bureau of Lesser Military As-
signments (san-pan ytían). Also see shen-kuan yŭan, hsuatt. 
SP: quatre bureaux de nomination. 

5639 ssŭ-hsŭăn shih 司烜氏 
CHOU: Light Tender, 6 ranked as Junior Servicemen (/wia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) re-
sponsible for igniting ceremonial torches by mirrored sun-
light or moonlight, providing torchlight for all important 
state occasions, and promulgating warnings and prohibi-
tions about the use of fire. CL: préposé à la lumiere dufeu. 
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5640 ssû-hsăn 司勳 
(1) CHOU, N-S DIV (Chou): Director of Merit Awards, 
2 ranked as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih) and 4 as Junior 
Servicemen (hsia-shih)，members of the Ministry of War 
(hsia-kuan) who processed grants of land and other awards 
to meritorious military personnel. CL: préposé aux actions 
d'éclat. P5, (2) SUI-SUNG: common 'alternate reference to 
the Bureau of Merit Titles (ssu-hsŭn ssu) in the Ministry 
of Personnel (lì-pu). 

5641 ssū-hsàn 司訓 
MING-CHWG: lit” in charge of admonishment: unoffi-
cial reference to an Assistant Instructor (hsŭn-tao) in a 
Confucian School (ju-hsŭeh). 

5642 ssâ-hsăn ssū 司勳司 
SUI-SUNG: Bureau of Merit Titles, one of 4 major agen-
cies in the Ministiy of Personnel (li-pu); headed by a Di-
rector (lang, lang-chung), rank 5b 1 in T'ang, 6b in Sung; 
processed the awards of merit titles {hsŭn) to both civil and 
military personnel on the basis of tfieir achievements com 
bined with seniority. In Ming and Ch’ing replaced by a 
Bureau of Records {chi-hsŭn ch'ing-li ssu). RR+SP: bu-
reau des litres honorìf.ques. P5. 

5643 ssū-hà 司戶 
T'ANG: lit. ’ in charge of revenue: Revenue Manager, a 
prefix commonly attached to the titles of Administrators 
{ts'an-chŭn-shih) and lesser personnel of Revenue Sections 
(hu-ts'aó) in units of territorial administration. P53. 

5644 wŭ /rà 四戶 
N-S DIV: Four Households, common collective reference 
to Secretariat Drafters {chung-shu she-jen) or to Secretarial 
Receptionists (t'ung-shih she-jen), all members of the 
evolving Secretariat (chung-shu sheng). Especially in S. Ch'i, 
the 4 posts as Secretarial Receptionists were very powerful. 

5645 ssù-hù ŭng 寺互令 
HAN: Director of the Ssu-hu，meaning and function not 
clear; on the staff of the Chamberlain for the Palace Rev-
enues {shao-fu), then of the Commandant of the Nobles {chu-
chiieh tu-wei), and ultimately (after 104 B.C.) of the Cham-
berlain for the Imperial Insignia (chih chirt-wu); assisted by 
one Aide (ch'eng). HB: prefect of the Ssu-hu. 

5646 ssŭ-huán 司圔 
CHOU: Jailor of the Central Prison, 6 ranked as Ordinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih) md 12 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan); su-
pervised the main prison in the royal capital. CL: préposé 
à la prison centrale. 

5647 ssū-hùi 司卉 
N-S DIV (Chou): Chief Gardener, ranked as Junior Grand 
Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), a member of the Ministry of Works 
(tung-kuan) who supervised the care of flowers and other 
plants in the imperial palace. P14. 

5648 ssu-hui 司會 
See under ssu-k'uai. 

5649 ssū'hūn 司閽 
T'ANG: Directress of the Inner Gates, apparently a vari-
ant reference to the palace women entitled ssu-wei, q.v. 
RR: directeur des portes du harem, 

5650 ssū'hud 司貨 
CHOU: MArket (?) Tax Supervisor, according to the an-
cient ritual record Li-chit one of 6 agents in the Ministry 
of Education (ti-kuan) responsible for various tax collec-
tions. See liu fu (Six Tax Supervisors). 

5651 ssū4 司儀 
Ceremonials Offîcial. (1) CHOU: 8 ranke^ as Senior Ser-
vicemen (shang-shih) and 16 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih) subordinate to the Senior Messengers (ta hsing-jen) 
of the Ministry of Justice {ch'ìu-kuan)\ assisted in recep-
tions for important court guests including foreign envoys. 
CL: chef āéûquette, (2) N-S DIV (Chou): number not clear, 
ranks (7a, 8a) and status as in ancient Chou times, but ap-
parently had broader responsibilities regarding court cere-
monies. P33. (3) N-S DIV (N, Ch'i)-MING: lowly mem-
bers of the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu)t 
counterparts of Ming-Ch'ing Ushers (hsŭ-pan); from N. Ch'i 
through T’ang belonged to the Court's Ceremonials Office 
(ssu-i shu), which principally conducted the funerals of of-
ficials. RR: directeur des rites funéraires. SP: chargé des 
rites. P33. 

5652 ssŭ-î 司衣 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Directress of Clothing, 2 palace 
women, rank 6a, heads of the Clothing Office (ssu-i ssu) 
in the Wardrobe Service (shang-fu chŭ). RR: directeur des 
vêtements du harem. 

5653 ssŭ4 司議 
YûAN: Counselor, 2, rank not clear, on the staff of the 
Household Service for the Heir Apparent (ch'u-cheng yuan); 
others in the Household Setvice for the Empress (chung-
cheng yŭan). Apparently redesignated chung-i, q.v., when 
the Household Service for the Heir Apparent was reorga-
nized as the Household Administration of the Heir Appar-
ent (chari-shìh yiian; date not clear). Counterpart of ssu-i 
lang (Remonstrance Secretary) in earlier periods. P26. 

5654 ssŭ-ī 司醫 
SUI-T’ANG: Palace Physician, 4, rank 8a, member of 
the Palace Medical Service (shang-yao chîi) in the Palace 
Administration (tien-nei sheng, tien-chung sheng); proba-
bly hereditary specialists. RR: médecin du palais. P36. 

5655 ssŭ4 chăng 司儀長 
CH'ING: Director of Ceremonials, rank 4a; one on the 
staff of each Princely Establishment (wang-fu). BH: major-
domo. P69. 

5656 ssù-ì kuăn四譯館or四夷館 
MING-CH WG (2nd form a common unofficial variant): 
Translators Institute, an agency that handled correspon-
dence between the court and foreign states; originally an 
integral part of the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yŭan)y but in 
1496 placed under a Vice Minister (shao-ch'ing) of the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu)’ rank 4a, assigned 
as Superintendent (t'i-tu) of the Institute; in 1748 merged 
with úic Interpreters Institute (hui-t'ung kuan) into a single 
Interpreters and Translators Institute (hui-fung ssu-i kuan) 
under a Superintendent with status as Director (lang-chung) 
of the Bureau of Receptions (chu-k'o ch'ing-li ssu) and con-
current Vice Minister (shao-ch'ing) of the Court of State 
Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu)y ranks 5a and 5b’ each Super-
intendent serving a 3-year term of duty. BH: residence for 
envoys of the four tributary states. P21. 

5657 Síŭ-îfcwâii 司議官 
CHIN: Remonstrator, number unlimited, rank 8a, mem-
bers of the Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien yŭan)\ 

c functions not clear, but likely the counteipart of 
Remonstrance Secretaries (ssu-i lang) and later 

Counselors (ssu-i), P25. 
5658 ssù-í kùng-fĕng ssā 四夷貢奉司 
SUNG: Office for Fore^n Tribute Envoys, headed by one 
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or more Commissioners (shih); apparently a subsidiary of 
the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu); probably a 
counterpart of the later Interpreters Institute (hui-t'ung kuan), 
but specific functions not clear. SP: bureau des commis-
saires des tribuis des barbares. 

5659 ssâ-ítórtg 司議郞 
T'ANG, SUNG, LIAO: Remonstrance Secretary, 4’ rank 
6a, in T'ang; number and rank not clear for Sung and Liao; 
members of the Left Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (tso 
ch'un-fang; see ch'un-fang); served as confidential advisers 
to the Heir Apparent and checked on the correctness of doc-
uments flowing to and from his palace. Cf. ssu-i (Coun-
selor), ssu-i kuan (Remonstrator). RR: secrétaire du grand 
secrétariat de gauche. SP: secrétaire du grand secrétariat 
de I'héritier du trône. P26. 

5660 ssū-í shŭ 司儀署 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i)~T’ANG: Ceremonials Office, a major 
subsection of the Court of State Ceremonial {hung-lu ssu); 
headed by one or 2 Directors (ling), rank 8a in T'ang; prin， 
cipally managed the funerals of officials. RR: office des 
rites funéraires. P33 .� 

5661 ssū'ī ssŭ 司衣司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Clothing Office, one of 4 palace 
women agencies in the Wardrobe Service (shang-fu chu); 
headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-i)f rank 6a, who were re-
sponsible for making and maintaining all items of clothing 
required by the Empress and other female members of the 
imperial household. 

5662 ssū-jăn shŭ 司染署 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Dyeing Office, a craft workshop headed 
by a Director (ling), rank not clear, in the Left Directorate 
for Imperial Manufactories (tso shang-fang) under the Court 
of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu); the Director super-
vised 3 branches called Services (chŭ) located at the dy-
nastic capital, at Ho-tung，and at Hsin-tu，each managed 
by an Aide (ch'eng). P37. 

5663 ssù-jén 寺人 
Lit., a variant of shih (Attendant). (1) Eunuch，one of sev-
eral terms used as a generic reference to palace eunuchs; 
cf, huan-kuan, yen-jen, nei-shih. (2) CHOU: Chief Stew-
ard , 5 eunuch attendants in the royal palace specially re-
sponsible for overseeing and protecting the Empress and 
other palace women. CL: assistant ou eunuque. (3) T'ANG: 
Eunuch Escort, 6, rank 7b2, members of the Palace Do-
mestic Service (nei-shih sheng) charged with guarding the 
entrance to the Empresses quarters and escorting her car-
riage on horseback whenever she left the palace. RR: eu-
nuque chargé d'escorter Vimpératrice. 

5664 ssŭ-jûng 司戎 
T'ANG: l i t , in charge of the military： from 662 to 670 the 
official variant of ping-pu (both Ministry of War and the 
Ministiy ’s Bureau of Military Appointments); during this 
period the Minister (shang-shu) was retitled Grand Exec-
utive Attendant (t'ai ch'ang-po) and the Director of the Bu-
reau was retitled Grand Master {ta-fu). RR: administration 
des armes. P12. 

5665 ssū-kān 司干 
CHOU: Director of Shields, 2 ranked as Junior Service-
men (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-
kuan) who directed a ceremonial shield-dance traced back 
to the Chou founder, King Wu, in which dancers beat on 
their shields. CL: préposé au bouclier. 

5666 ssŭ'kēng ssà 司更寺 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant of lei-keng ssu 
(Court of the Watches); during this period the Dxrectoi 
(ling) was retitled Grand Master (ta-fu). 

5667 ssū-kō 司戈 
T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Lances, a petty military of-
ficer, rank commonly 8a; 2 or more normally found in each 
Guard {wei) or comparable military unit at the dynastic cap-
ital. RR+SP: officier des petites lances. P26. 

5668 ssū-kō 司歌 
N-S DIV (Chou): Singer, number not specified, ranked as 
Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a) and Junior Service-
men (hsia-shih; 9a); members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-
kuan). PLO. 

5669 ssū-faí 司閤 
T'ANG: Gatekeeper, rank 9b, in a Princely Establishment 
(wang-fu). RR: directeur des palais (du prince). 

5670 ssŭ kō-tùn 司戈盾 
CHOU: Director of Lances and Shields, 2 ranked as Ju-
nior Servicemen {hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of 
War (hsia-kuan); provided lances and shields for men ranked 
as Grand Masters (ta-fu) and Servicemen (shih), a lesser 
responsibility than that of the Director of Arms (ssu-ping). 
Cf. ssu kung-shih. CL: préposé aux lances et aux boucliers. 

5671 ssŭ-k,du 司寇 
(1) CHOU: variant of tó ssu-k'ou (Minister of Justice), one 
of the 6 great Ministers (ch'ing) at the royal court, head of 
the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan). (2) HAN: from 1 B.C. 
to A.D. 1 only, the official variant of hu-chŭn tu-wei (Chief 
Commandant-protector), a subordinate of the eminent 
Defender-in-chief (t'ai-wei). HB: director against brigands. 
(3) MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Minister 
of Justice (hsing-pu shang-shu). 

5672 ssū-k'òu tsfān-chăn 司寇參軍 
SUNG: Administrator for Public Order , a petty official 
or subofficial found on the staffs of many Prefects (chih-
fu, chih'chou), responsible for supervising police activities 
at the prefectural seat. Also called ssu-li ts'an-chŭn. SP: 
inspecteur-policier. 

5673 ssŭ-kŭ 司鼓 
N-S DIV (Chou): Drummer , number not specified, ranked 
as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a) and Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih; 9a), members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan). PlO. 

5674 ssŭ-k'à 司庫 
(1) T'ANG: from 662 to 670 and again from 752 to 757 the 
official variant of k'u-pu (Bureau of Provisions in the Min-
istry of War, ping-pu); during these periods the Bureau Di-
rector (lang-chung) was retitled Grand Master {ta-fu). RR: 
administration des magasins. P12. (2) T'ANG, YUAN, 
CH'ING: Warehouseman: in T’ang one, rank 9a2, in the 
Livery Service (shang-ch'eng chu) of the Palace Adminis-
tration (tien-chung sheng). In Yuan petty officials or subof-
ficials associated with several storehouses in the dynastic 
capital. In Ch'ing number highly variable, rank from 6a 
down to suboffícial status, found in storehouses of many 
sorts, e.g., thon jointly supervised by the Ministry of Rev-
enue (hu-pu) à � ò the Imperial Household Department {nei-
wu fu) and collectively called the Three Storehouses (san 
k'u, q.v.), that maintained by the Court of Imperial Sacri-
fices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu)t those in Princely Establishments 
(wang-fu). RR: directeur des selleries. BH: treasurer, con-
troller, inspector. P7, 14, 17, 30，39, etc. 
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5675 wûifc，ù 四庫 
Four Treasuries: from the era of N-S Division，a quasi-
official name for the Palace Library (pi-shu chien, pi-shu 
sheng) y in which books were stored according to the tra-
ditional division into Four Categories (ssupu). In Sung times, 
each of the Four Treasuries was allocated 2 Librarians (shu-
kuan)f rank not clear. SP: quatre collections de la littérature, 
quatre magasins de livres. 

5676 ssû4cfuài 司會 
CHOU: Accountant, 2 ranked as Ordinary Grand Masters 
(chung ta-fu), 4 as Junior Grand Masters (hsia ta-fu), 8 as 
Senior Servicemen (shang-shih), and 16 as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih)t members of the Ministry of State 
(t'ien-kuan) who conducted monthly and annual audits of 
fiscal records in all government agencies, maintained land 
and population registers, and kept other important govern-
ment documents. CL: chef des comptes généraux. P6. 

5677 ssū-kuān 司官 
MING-CH'ING: lit., officials of Bureaus (ssu), but appli-
cation widened; hence, Administrative Associates. Orig-
inally a generic term for Directors (lang-chung) ’ Vice Di-
rectors (yŭart-wai iang), and Secretaries {chu-shih) of the 
various Bureaus {ch'ing-li ssu) in the Six Ministries (liu pu) 
of the central government~an echelon of officials differ-
entiated from higher ranking Senior Officials (t'ang-shang, 
t'ang-kuan) and lower ranking Staff Supervisors (shou-ling 
kuan) of Ministries. Later, especially in Ch'ing, usage ex-
panded to include, e.g., Commanders (chih-hui) of War-
dens* Offices (ping-ma ssu) in the capital, Judicial Admin-
istrators {pan-shih ssu-yŭan) in the administrative regions 
of Mongdia, and Secretaries (chang-ching) in the late ChMng 
Foreign Office (tsung-li ya-men). BH: officers. 

5678 ssā-kuàn 司燔 
CHOU: Fire Director, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) who 
promulgated regulations about the proper uses of fire, fire-
woods, etc.; in public ceremonies offered sacrifices to the 
discoverer of fire. CL: préposé au feu, préposé au feu al-
lumé. 

5679 ssū-kuān 司關 
(1) CHOU: Supervisor of Customs Duties, 2 ranked as 
Senior Servicemen (shang-shih) and 4 as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih) t members of the Ministry of Edu-
cation (ti-kuan) responsible for collecting mercantile transit 
fees and dealing with related matters throughout the royal 
domain; in addition, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih) assigned to each frontier entry and exit point. CL: 
préposé aux barrières. (2) T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the 
official variant of ssu-men (Transit Authorization Bureau 
in the Ministry of Justice，hsing-pu). RR: administration 
des barrières. 

5680 ssù-kuăn chāi-láng 祀官齋郞 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Court Gentleman for Sacrifices and 
Fasting, number unspecified，rank 9b; organizational af-
filiation not clear, but apparently not identical with Court 
Gentlemen for Fasting (chai-lang, q.v.) on the staff of the 
Chamberlain for Ceremonials {t'ai-ch'ang). P28. 

5681 ssŭ-kuēi 司閨 
TANG: Directress of the Inner Quarters, 2 palace women, 
rank 6a2, principal attendants on the consort (fei) of the 
Heir Apparent and supervisors of other female attendants 
in his pdace. RR: directeur du service de I'administration 
du harem de I'héritier du trône. 

5682 ssŭ-kŭng 司功 
T'ANG: Personnel Manager: a prefix comn^only found at-
tached to the titles of Administrators (īs'an-chŭn-shih) and 
lesser members of Personnel Evaluation Sections (ĭcung-ts'aó) 
in units of territorial administration. P53. 

5683 ssŭ-kŭng 司弓 
CH'ING: Bowmaker, unspecified number, apparently non-
official specialists employed in the Court of Imperial Ar-
maments (wu-pei yiian). BH: supervisor of bow-making. 

5684 ssŭ kùng-chí 司貢籍 
T'ANG: Chief Examiner in a civil service recruitment ex-
amination. 
5685 ssū kŭng'shĭh 司弓矢 
CHOU, N-S DIV (Chou): Manager of Bows and Arrows, 
in ancient Chou 2 ranked as Junior Grand Masters (hsia ta-
办）and 8 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih); in later Chou 
numbers not clear, ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (8a) and 
Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih; 9a); in both eras members of 
the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan). CL: préposé aux arcs et 
aux flèches. P12. 

5686 ssā-kūng t'ái 司宮臺 
T'ANG: lit., office in charge of the palace: from 685 to 705 
the official variant of the eunuch agency name nei-shih sheng 
(Palace Domestic Service). P38. 

5687 ssŭ-k'ŭng 司空 
Lit” in charge of digging, e.g., the digging of canals. (1) 
Minister of Works, a title of great prestige from high an-
tiquity. In Chou, as head of the Ministry of Works {tung-
kuan), one of the 6 great Ministers {ch'ing) in the royal 
government; supervised all governmental construction and 
provisioning through maay subordinate agencies and agents. 
In A.D. 51 in Han, revived in place of ta ssu-k'ung (Grand 
Minister of Works) as one of the Three Dukes (san kung) 
who were the paramount dignitaries of the central govern-
ment, rank 10,000 bushels; continued in such usage inter-
mittently till 1122 in Sung and Liao; thereafter through 
Ch'ing a common unofficial reference to the central gov-
ernment's Minister of Works (kung-pu shang-shu). CL: 
ministre des travaux, ministre de Vhiver. HB: minister of 
works. RR+SP: directeur des travaux publics. (2) HAN: 
Capital Construction Office, 2 prefixed Left and Right, 
each headed by a Director (ling); works agencies under the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu). P37. (3) 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Central Prison, organizational 
affiliation and staffing not clear; reportedly successor of the 
prison for dignitaries previously called ling-wu and jo-lu 
yŭt qq.v. 

5688 ssŭ-k'ūng kŭng 司空公 
HAN: common Later Han variant of ssu-k'ung (Minister 
of Works). 

5689 ssū-kfūng ŭng 司空令 
HAN: Director of Convict Labor , in Former Han one sub-
ordinate to the Chamberlain for the Imperial Clan (tsung-
cheng) and 2 to the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues 
(shao-fu) t the former prefixed tu (Chief) and the latter 2 
prefixed Left and Right, in reference to the eastern and 
western sectors, respectively, of the capital city; rank and 
specific functions not clear, but apparently supervised con-
victed criminals (members of the imperial clan in the first 
instance) who were assigned to labor projects in the capital. 
Reference is also found to such an official title prefixed 
chŭn (Army), suggesting Director of Militaiy Convict La-
bor. HB: prefect director of works. 
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5690 ssŭ-lì 司厲 
CHOU, N-S DIV (Chou): Manager of Criminal Gear, 2 
ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), members of 
the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) in both eras; kept weap-
ons and other instruments apparently confiscated from con-
victed thieves and robbers. CL: préposé aux malfaiteurs. 
5691 ssū-ŭ 司吏 
CHIN-YŭAN: Staff Foreman, rank very low or unranked, 
numbers highly variable; found in many agencies in which 
large numbers of unranked suboffîcials were employed. 
5692 ssŭ-ŭ 司曆 
SUI-YUAN: Manager of the Calendar, in charge of as-
tronomical-astrological calculations required for prepara-
tion of the state-issued calendar; in Sui 2, rank 9b, mem-
bers of the Astrological Office {t'ai-shih ts'aó) in the Palace 
Library (pi-shu sheng); in T'ang 5’ 8bl, members of the 
Astrological Service (t'ai-shih chŭ, ssu-t'ien tpai); from 758 
called ssu-li wu-kuan, q.v.; in Sung number not clear, 8al, 
members of the Astrological Service (t'ai-shih chŭ); in Liao 
number and rank not clear, members of the Directorate of 
Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien); in Yiian 12, 9a’ one per Prov-
ince, members of the Astrological Commission (t'ai-shih 
yuan). In Ming superseded by wu-kuan ssu-li. RR+SP: 
contrôleur du calendrier. P35. 

5693 ssŭ-lí 司理 
(1) Throughout history a common unofficial reference to 
the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu) or its senior per-
sonnel. (2) SUNG: common quasiofficial reference to an 
Administrator for Public Order (ssu-k'ou ts'an-chtín, ssu-
li ts'an-chūn) on the staff of a Prefecture (fu, chou). Also 
see ssu-li yŭan. SP: administrateur judiciaire. P53. 

5694 ssŭ4í 司禮 
TANG: from 662 to 684 the official variant of lí-pu (both 
Ministry of Rites and the Ministry's Headquarters Bu-
reau)； during this period the Minister (shang-shu) was ti-
tled Grand Executive Attendant (t'ai ch'ang-po) and the Bu-
reau Director was titled Grand Master (ta-fu). Cf. ssu-li 
ssu. P9. 

5695 ssŭ.ŭ 司隸 
Lit., in charge of slaves, i.e., war prisoners or criminals 
sentenced to hard state labor. (1) CHOU-N-S DIV: Direc-
tor of Convict Labor, in ancient Chou 2 ranked as Ordi-
nary Servicemen (chung-shih) and 12 as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih)t members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) 
who supervised the use of convict laborers on public works 
projects. In early Han one (?) supervised convict labor on 
roads and canals; in 89 B.C. superseded by the Metropol-
itan Commandant (ssu-li hsiao-wei); in 7 B.C. restored with 
original functions, rank =2,000 bushels, subordinate to the 
Minister of Works (ssu-k'ung). Apparently not continued in 
Later Han, but restored by later Chou in the ancient Chou 
pattern, number not clear, ranked as Junior Grand Masters 
(hsia ta-Ju; 5a). CL: préposé aux condamnés à des travaux 
ignominieux. HB: director of the retainers. P13. (2) HAN-
N-S DIV: common abbreviated reference to the Metro-
politan Commandant or by analogy to the area of his ju-
risdiction, the Metropolitan Area (both ssu-li hsiao-wei). 

5696 ssŭ-lí chiĕn 司禮監 
MING: Directorate of Ceremonial, one of 12 eunuch Di-
rectorates (chien) among which, together with 4 Offices (MM) 
and 8 Services (chu), all palace eunuchs were distributed; 
quickly became by far the most prestigious and powerful 
of these agencies, its Diiector (t'ai-chien) being the de facto 
chief of the imperial household staff, supervisor of secret 

police units called the Eastern and Western Depots (tung-
ch'ang, hsi-ch'ang), and chief collaborator with the Impe-
rial Bodyguard (chin-i wei) in recurrent terroristic purges 
of officials from the 1400s on. 
5697 ssŭ4ì ksiào-wèi 司隸校尉 
HAN-N-S DIV: Metropolitan Commandant, in 89 B.C. 
appointed to supersede the Director of Convict Labor (ssu-
li), with expanded powers of investigation and impeach-
ment over officials of the area around the dynastic capital 
(see under cking-shik, ssu-chou, sanfu); directed a kind of 
personal censorial service for the Emperor. Stripped of some 
powers in 45 B.C. and abolished in 9 B.C.; revived in Later 
Han with rank reduced from 2,000 to =2,000 bushels, and 
again wielded great supervisory control over the capital of-
ficialdom; shared with the Director of the Imperial Secre-
tariat (shang-shu ling) and the Palace Aide to the Censor-
in-chief (yŭ-shih chung-ch*eng) the awesome collective des-
ignation Three Venerables (san tu-tso). Had a large staff 
including a Recorder (chu-pu) and many Retainer Clerks 
(ts'ung-shih shih), who were in charge of functionally dif-
ferentiated Sections (ts'ao); e.g., see tu-kuan ts'ao (Capital 
Officials Section), kung-ts'ao (Labor Section). In the era of 
N-S Division perpetuated along with the variants Regional 
Governor (mu) or Regional Inspector (tz'u-shih) of the Met-
ropolitan Area (ssu-chou). The tradition was apparently re-
flected in Sui’s ssu-li î'aì ta-fu (Grand Master of the Tri-
bunal of Inspectors). HB: colonel director of the retainers. 
P20, 50, 52. 

5698 ssū-lĭ ssā 司禮寺 
(1) T'ANG: from 684 to 705 the official variant of t'ai-ch'ang 
ssu (Court of Imperial Sacrifices). P27. (2) CH'ING: un-
official reference to the Court of Imperial Sacrifices. Cf. 
ssu-li. 
5699 ssŭ-lì t’ái 司隸臺 
SUI: Tribunal of Inspectors, created c. 605 with a Grand 
Master (ta-fu) as head, rank not clear, to conduct discipli-
nary investigations of officials on duty in the Metropolitan 
Area (chi-nei) including the dynastic cápital and its envi-
rons; traditionally equated with Regional Inspectors (tz'u-
shih) of other large areas; shared with the Censorate (yŭ-
shih t'ai) and the Tribunal of Receptions (yeh-che fai) the 
collective designation Tliree Surveillance Agencies (san t'ai). 
P52. 

5700 ssŭ-ttts’ān-ckân 司理參軍 
SUNG: official variant of ssu-k'ou ts'an-chŭn (Administra-
tor for Public Order) in a Prefecture {fu, chou). SP: ad-
ministrateur du bureau judiciaire, officier de paix de 
préfecture, inspecteur de police. 
5701 ssū-ū wŭ-kuān 司曆五官 
T'ANG: Manager of the Calendar, 5，rank 8b, members 
of the Astrological Service (ssu-t'ien t'ai); title changed from 
ssu-li in 758. Cf, wu kuan (Five Offices), wu-kuan ssu-li. 

5702 ssū-llyŭàn 司理院 
SUNG: Office of Public Order, designation of the head-
quarters of the Administrator for Public Order (ssu-li ts'an-
chŭn) in the Prefecture (fu) in which the dynastic capital 
was located. SP: cour judiciaire. 

5703 ssŭ'liàng 司量 
N-S DIV (Chou): Grain Measurer, number not specified, 
ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a)’ members 
of the Ministry of Works (tung-kuan). P14. 

5704 ssŭ-tíèh 司列 
T'ANG: from 662 to 684 the official variant of lì-pu (both 
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Ministry of Personnel and the Ministry's Bureau of Ap-
pointments); during the same period the Minister {shang-
shu) was titled Grand Executive Attendant {t'ai ch'ang-po) 
and the Bureau Director (lang-chung) was titled Grand Master 
(ta-fu). P5. 

5705 ssŭ4U 司廩 
T'ANG-SUNG: Granary Manager , 2, rank 9a2, in the 
Livery Service (shang-ch'eng chii) of the Palace Adminis-
tration (tien-chung sheng) in T'ang; number, rank, and or-
ganizational affiliation not clear in Sung. RR: directeur des 
greriien. SP: administrateur de grenier. P39. 

5706 ssŭ-ŭng 司令 
Abbreviation of ... ssu ling (Director of the . . . Office); 
specific identification can be determined only by reference 
to prefix of ssu in preceding context. 

5707 ssŭ4à 司錄 
Record Keeper. (1) CHOU: 4 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih) and 8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Education {ti-kuan) who 
kept accounts concerning issuance of funds and supplies to 
various government agencies (?). CL: préposé aux ap-
pointements ou fourniīures qffectées aux dìfférertíes charges. 
(2) N-S DIV (Chou): normally ranked from 4a to 6b，found 
in units of territorial administration including Branch De-
partments of State Affairs (chung-waifu) and Regions (chou), 
rank depending on the size of the resident population; func-
tions not specified, but apparently responsible for handling 
unit correspondence and paperwork in general. P52. (3) 
SUNG: rank variable, commonly found in Prefectures {chou, 
fu), often as heads of the Six Sections (liu ts'ao) through 
which prefectural affairs were managed; equated with No-
tary of the Administrative Assistant (ch'ien-shu p*an-kuan 
t'ing kung-shih). SP: fonctionnaire chargé d'enregistrer les 
expéditions, exécutif général, signataire de préfecture. P32, 
49，53. 

5708 ssŭ lŭ-skìk 司錄事 
SUNG: Record Keeper, variant of ssu-lu ts'an-chŭn (Ad-
ministrator for Records) in the Capital Prefecture {ching-
Ju). SP: chargé d'enregistrer les expéditions. 

5709 ssŭ-lù ssŭ 司铢司 
SUNG: Records Office in the Capital Prefecture (ching-
fu), headed by an Administrator for Records (ssu-lu ts'an-
chŭn). SP: bureau chargé d'enregistrer les expéditions. 

5710 ssŭ4ù ts'ān-chăn-shìh 司錄參軍事 or 
ssu-lu ts'an-chŭn 

T’ANG-SUNG: Administrator for Records, 2 in T'ang 
and one in Sung, rank 7a，in charge of correspondence in 
Superior Prefectures ifu) and Capital Prefectures (ching-fit). • 
See ts'an-chŭn-shih. RR: administrateur inscrivant les 
expéditions. SP: administrateur chargé d'enregistrer les 
expéditions. P49. 

5711 ssā-lŭn kó 絲綸閣 
T'ANG: lit., silk-thread hall, i.e., hall of imperial utter-
ances: unofficial reference to the Secretariat {chung-shu 
sheng) • See lun-ko. 

5712 ssŭ-lù chŭng-láng chiàng 司律中郞將 
N-S DIV (Chin): Leader of Court Gentlemen in Charge 
of Music, variant reference to the Director of Imperial Mu-
sic (hsieh-lu hsiao-wei, hsieh-lu tu-wei). P10. 

5713 ssū-mă 司馬 
Lit., to be in charge of horses, i.e., of cavalry; a title de-
riving from high antiquity and used through most of im-
perial history; prefixes are especially to be noted with care, 

e.g., ta ssu-ma, shao ssu-ma. (1) CHOU: common abbre-
viated reference to the Minister of W a r (ta ssu-ma), head 
of the Ministry of War {hsia-kuan) and paramount military 
dignitary in the royal government. (2) CHOU: Com-
mander , common generic reference to all, or an abbrevi-
ated reference to one, of the military officers serving under 
the Minister of War with such titles as Vice Minister of 
War {shao ssu-ma), Cavalry Commander of the Army (chŭn 
ssu-ma), Commander of Chariots (yŭ ssu-ma)t and Cavalry 
Commander on Campaign (hsing ssu-ma). (3) HAN-N-S 
DIV: coinmon abbreviated reference to the Defender-in-
chief (t'ai-wei, ta ssu-ma), one of the eminent central gov-
enunent dignitaries collectively called the Three Dukes (san 
kung). (4) HAN-N-S DIV: Commander , title of a 2nd-
level military officer found in many agencies, e .g. , on the 
staff of the Chamberlain for the Imperial Insignia (chung-
wei, chih chin-wu), who commanded the Northern Army 
ipeì-chŭn) at the dynastic capital. HB: major. (5) N-S DIV— 
SUNG: erratically used as a title for 2nd- or 3rd-IeveI ex-
ecutive officials, i.e., Vice . . . or Assistant …，in territorial 
units of administration such as Regions (chou) ’ Area Com-
mands (tu-tufu), Princely Establishments (wang-fu) t Com-
manderies (chiin), Prefectures (chou, fu); normally rank 4b 
or lower; commonly alternating with the title chih-chung, 
q.v. RR: administrateur supérieur. SP: administrateur 
supérieur, sous-directeur du bureau, surìntendant-adjoint. 
(6) SUI-T'ANG; Adjutant , a 2nd- or 3rd-level executive 
officer found in most military Guards (wei) stationed at the 
dynastic capital. RR: administrateur supérieur. (7) CHIN— 
YŭAN: Adjutant , rank 6b in Chin, 4 of rank 4a in Yiian, 
on the staff of each Princely Establishment (wang-fu)f spe-
cifically in charge of police security. P69. (8) MING-
CH,ING: deriving from the usage described in (5) above, 
an unofficial reference to a Vice Prefect (t'ung-chih) in a 
Prefecture (fu) and, in Ch’ing, also to a Vice Magis t ra te 
(also t'ung-chih) in a Department {chou). (9) MING-
0H’ING: deriving from the usage described in (1) above, 
an unofficial reference to executive officials of the Ministry 
of War (ping-pu�’ with the prefix ta indicating a Minister 
of W a r (ping-pu shang-shu) t with the prefix sìi^o indicat-
ing a Vice Minister of W a r (ping-pu shih-lang) . 

5714 ssŭ'tnă chūng 司馬中 
HAN: lit., doors (under the control of) the Commander (湖-
ma): Inner Palace Doors, distinguished from the Outer 
Palace Gates (ssu-ma men); both under the military juris-
diction of the Chamberlain for the Palace Garrison (wei-
wei). P21. 

5715 ssw-iwá m彡w 司馬門 
HAN: lit., gates (un to the control of) the Commander (ssu-
ma)'. Outer Palace Gates, distinguished from the Inner 
Palace Doors (ssu-ma chung); under the direct military con-
trol of Gate Traffic Control Offices (kung-ch'e ssu-ma men), 
one at each of the 4 great palace entrances; supervised by 
íhe Chamberlain for the Palace Garrison {wei-wei). P21. 

5716 ssŭ-mă tà-fŭ 司馬大夫 
T'ANG: especially after 662, an occasional unofficial ref-
erence to the Director {lang-chung) of the Bureau of Mil-
itary Appointments (ping-pu) in the Ministry of War (also 
ping-pu). Cf. ssu-jung. 

5717 ssŭ-mă tū 司馬督 
Commander: see under tien-chung ssu-ma tu (Palace 
Commander) and yūan-wai ssu-ma tu (Auxiliary Com-
mander). 

5718 ssū-mén 司門 
(1) CHOU: Gatekeeper, 2 ranked as Junior Grand Masters 
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(hsia ta-fu)t 4 as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih), 8 as Or-
dinary Servicemen (chung-shih), and 16 as Junior Service-
men (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-
kuan) who had charge of the locks on the gates of the royal 
capital，controlled the exit and entry of people and goods 
at the gates, informed the royal court of important arrivals, 
and collected gate fees with which the court supported de-
pendents of those who had died in state service. CL: préposé 
aux portes. (2) SUI—MING: Transit Authorization Bu-
reau, one of the 4 Bureaus (ssu) through which the Min-
istry of Justice (tu-kuan in early Sui, thereafter hsing-pu) 
conducted its business, headed by a Director (lang, lang-
chung), rank 5b in T'ang, 6b in Sung; responsible for mon-
itoring traffic in and out of the gates of the dynastic capital 
and through all recognized gateways or ports of entiy into 
the empire. Terminated in 1390, when the Ministry of Jus-
tice was reorganized; see under hsing~pu, ch'ing-li ssu. 
RR+SP: bureau de la surveillance des barrìères. P13. 

5719 ssŭ-mĕn hsŭéh 四門學 
N-S DIV (N. Wei)-SUNG: School of the Four Gates, one 
of several schools located at the dynastic capital，from Sui 
on under the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien); open 
to sons of lesser nobles and officials and to some specially 
gifted sons of commoners, enrollment reaching a high point 
of about 300 in T'ang times; staffed primarily with Erudites 
(po-shih). First established in the late 400s, probably not 
folly operational until Sui; existed only nominally in Sung. 
The name derived from the tradition that in ancient Chou 
times schools were established in all of the 4 suburban areas 
around the royal capital; the school was commonly known 
as the Elementary School (hsiao-hsŭeh), in contrast to the 
National University {t'ai-hsUeh). RR: collège des quatre 
portes. SP: école de quatre sections. P34. 

5720 ssŭ-méng 司盟 
CHOU; Sanctifler of Covenants, 2 ranked as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih) t members of the Ministry of Justice 
(ch'iu-kuan) responsible for sanctifying agreements among 
Feudal Lords (chu-hou) by applying to them the blood of 
sacrificial animals, also for impeaching those who violated 
such agreements. CL: préposé awe serments solennels. 

5721 ssŭ-mín 司民 
CHOU: Population Registrar, 6 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih)，members of the Ministry of Justice 
(ch'iu-kuan) responsible for making an annual census of 
teething babies and more generally，in collaboration with 
the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) f maintaining various 
demographic records. CL: préposé au peuple. 

5722 ssŭ'tnièn chiēn 四面監 
T'ANG: Directorates of Parks of the Four Quadrants , 
collective reference to the 4 Directorates that supervised paiks 
and gardens in the dynastic capital and its environs; see 
ch'ang-lo chien, chin-chai chien, tung-chien, hsi-chien. P40. 

5723 ssŭ'tnlng 私名 
SUNG: Probationer (?)，35 or so lowly or unranked per-
sonnel in the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu); status and func-
tions not clear, but apparently differentiated from “regular” 
appointees; see under cheng-ming. SP: employé stagiaire. 

5724 ssŭ-míng tsàn-chĕ 私名贊者 
SUNG: Probationary Ceremonial Assistant (?)’ 7 au-
thorized in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu)\ 
status and functions not clear, but differentiated from cheng-
ming tsan-che (Ceremonial Assistant). SP: héraut-sta-
giaíre, P27. 

5725 ssū-mù 司木 
(1) CHOU: Forest Tax Supervisor, according to the an-
cient ritual text Li-chi, one of 6 agencies in the Ministry of 
Education (ti-kuan) responsible for various tax collections. 
See liufu (Six Tax Supervisors). (2) N-S DIV (Chou): Di-
rector of Woodcraft Production in the Ministry of Works 
(tung-kuan) y ranked as an Ordinary Grand Master (chung 
ta-fu; 5a). P14. 
5726 ssŭ-mà chu 司牧局 
MING: Horse Pasturage Service, a local agency for main-
tenance of the palace horse herds under supervision of the 
Directorate of the Imperial Horses (yii-ma chien)’ headed 
by a eunuch Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih) t rank 9a. P39. 

5727 ssŭ-nèi 司內 
N-S DIV (Chou): Palace Attendant, a eunuch title with 
rank of Senior Serviceman (shang-shih). Cf. hsiao ssu-nei 
(Junior Palace Attendant). 

5728 ssŭ-nièh 司臬 
Variant of nieh-ssu (Law Office); see under nieh-fŭ. 

5729 ssā-nŭng 司農 
Lit” in charge of agriculture. (1) Throughout history a 
common variant of ta ssu-nung (Chamberlain for the Na-
tional Treasury), q.v. (2) N-S DIV (Chou): Manager of 
Agriculture, one ranked as Senior Serviceman (shang-shih), 
a member of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan). P8. (3) 
N-S DIV-SUI: common abbreviation of ssu-nung ssu (Court 
for the National Treasury) or ssu-nung ch'ing (Cham-
berlain for the National Treasury). (4) T'ANG-SUNG: 
common abbreviation of ssu-nung ssu (Court of the Im-
perial Granaries) or ssu-nung ch'ing (Chief Minister of 
the Court of the Imperial Granaries). (5) CH'ING: un-
official, archaic reference to a Minister of Revenue (hu-
pu shang-shu). 

5730 ssŭ-nŭng ch'ing 司農卿 
(1) N-S DIV (Liang, Ch’en’ N. Ch ' i^SUI: Chamberlain 
for the National Treasury, from 508 gradually displacing 
the former title ta ssu-nung, q.v. ’ his establishment becom-
ing known as the Court for the National Treasury (ssu-nung 
ssu); responsible for fostering agriculture，collecting grain 
revenues in granaries at the dynastic capital, and through a 
subsidiary Market Office (shih-shu) collecting mercantile 
taxes in the capital marketplaces. After the Market Office 
was transferred to the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-
fu ssu) in 605, the Court for the National Treasury changed 
in character and had narrower responsibilities. P6, 8, 32’ 
40. (2) SUI-SUNG: common reference to the Chief Min-
ister (ch'ing) of the Court of the National Granaries (ssu-
nung ssu). 

5731 ssū-nŭng ssū 司農寺 
(1) N-S DIV (Liang, Ch'en, N. Ch’i)-SUI: Court for the 
National Treasury, from 508 a central government reve-
nue agency headed by the Chamberlain for the National 
Treasury (ssu-nung ch'ing). (2) SUI-SUNG: Court of the 
National Granaries, from 605 evolving out of the Court 
for the National Treasury (see #1 above), with supervisory 
responsibility over receipts and disbursements of the central 
government's grain revenues, especially through subsidi-
aries such as the Imperial Granaries Office (t’ai-ts,ang shu) 
and Directorates (chien) of various other granaries. Headed 
by a Chief Minister (ch'ing)t rank 3a in T’ang，4b in Sung, 
aided by 2 Vice Ministers (shao-ch'ing)f 4b l , in T'ang and 
one Vice Minister, 6a’ in Sung. Although in early Sung the 
management of state revenues was dominated by the State 
Finance Commission (see san ssu), the Court retained su-
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pervisory control over the Ever-normal Granary (ch'ang-p'ing 
ts'ang) system. RR+SP: cour de la direction de I'agricul-
ture. P8. 

5732 ssŭ-p’àn 司判 
CHIN: Disciplinarian of Attendants, one, rank 9b, com-
monly an aide to the Chief of Attendants (ssu-hou) in charge 
of unranked subofficials assigned to frontier Prefectures 
(chou). P53. 

5733 ssū-pào 司贼 
CHOU: Market Shop Policeman, one assigned to each 
cluster of 10 shops in the capital marketplace(s) to publicize 
and enforce commercial prohibitions; unranked subordi-
nates of the Market Shop Supervisors (ch'an-jen) of the 
Ministry of Education (ti-kuan). CL: préposé aux vio-
lences, P6. 

5734 ssŭ'păo ssū 司寶司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Seals Office, one of 4 palace women 
agencies in the Wardrobe Service (shang-fu chŭ); headed 
by 2 Directresses (ssu-pao), rank 6a’ who maintained and 
monitored the use of various precious seals and tallies used 
in the imperial palace and who recorded the departures and 
returnings of palace women. RR {ssu-pao)\ directeur des 
sceaux. 

5735 mŭ/I，如-如司袍襖 
N-S DIV (Chou): Manager of Outer Garments, numbers 
not clear, ranked as Ordinary Servicemen {chung-shih; 8a) 
and Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih; 9a), members of the 
Ministry of War (hsia-kŭan). P12. 

5736 ssŭ-p 'eng tà-fŭ 司烹大夫 
T'ANG: lit.’ grand master of cookery: unofficial reference 
to the Vice Director (yŭan-wai lang) of the Catering Bu-
reau {shan-pu) in the Ministry of Rites {lĭ-pu). 
5737 ssŭ-pH 司皮 
N-S DIV (Chou): Manager of Leatherwork, number not 
clear, ranked as Junior Grand Master {hsia ta-fu; 6a) in the 
Ministry of Works (tung-kuan). P14. 

5738 ssā-pīn ssŭ 司寅司 
T'ANG-SUNG: Visitors Office, one of 4 palace women 
agencies in the Ceremonial Service (shang-i chu); headed 
by 2 Directresses (ssu-pin), rank 6a, who supervised and 
monitored all receptions of visitors in the women's quarters 
of the imperial palace. RR: directeur des visites du harem. 

5739 ssŭ-pīn ssù 司赓寺 
(1) T'ANG: from 684 to 705 the official variant of hung-
lu ssu (Court of State Ceremonial). P33. (2) CH'ING: 
quasiofficial variant of li-fan yiian (Court of Colonial Af-
fairs). 

5740 wâ-pí / i tò /ū 司賓大夫 
Grand Master of Guests: may be encountered as an un-
official reference to the head of the Han dynasty Section 
for Receptions (k'o-ts'ao) in the Imperial Secretariat (shang-
shu t'ai) or the head of the T’ang—Sung Bureau of Recep-
tions (chu-k'o ssu) in the Ministry of Rites {lĭ-pu). 

5741 ssŭ'pīng 司兵 
(1) CHOU: Manager of Arms, 4 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen {chung-shih), nicnbers of the Ministry of War (hsia-
kuan) who maintained and issued weapons and shields. CL: 
préposé aux armes. (2) T'ANG-SUNG: Military: a prefix 
commonly attached to the titles of Administrators (ts'an-
chūn-shih) and lesser personnel of War Sections (ping-ts'aó) 
in units of territorial administration, or in T'ang dynasty 
Militaiy Service Sections (also ping-ts'ao) in military units 
at the dynastic capital. P26, 43, 53. 

5742 ssù ping 四兵 
SUNG: Four Categories of Troops, collective reference 
to the various kinds of military groups in the national mil-

establishment: Imperial Troops (chin-ping)，Prefec-
Troops (hsiang-ping), Conscripted Troops (i-ping), and 

Local Militiamen (hsiang-ping, min-ping), 

5743 ssŭ-pìng kuān 司病官 
YUAN: Military Coroner, a duty assignment from 1278 
for officials to investigate cases of death by illness in the 
military forces. 

5744 ssū-p'íng 司平 
T’ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant of kung-pu 
(both Ministry of Works and the Ministry's Headquarters 
Bureau); during this period the Minister (shang-shu) was 
titled Grand Executive Attendant (t'ai ch'ang-po) and the 
Bureau Director (lang-chung) was titled Grand Master (ta-
fu). RR: administration de I'aplanìssement. P15. 

5745 ssù pù 四部 
Four Bureaus, also Four Classifications: see under pi-shu 
chien (Director of the Palace Library). 

5746 ssù-pù 寺簿 
SUNG: Registrar of the Court …，one or more, rank 7a, 
in each of the central government agencies known collec-
tively as íhe Nine Courts (chiu ssu, q.v.); apparently re-
sponsible for keeping registers of correspondence received 
and dispatched. SP: préposé aux registres. 

5747 ssū-pù wū 司薄司 
T'ANG-SUNG: Registration Offîce, one of 4 palace women 
agencies in the General Palace Service (shang-kung chŭ); 
headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-pu), rank 6a, who kept reg-
isters of all palace women, their assigned duties, and their 
authorized remunerations. RR (ssu-pu): directeur des re-
gistres du harem. 

5748 ssā-p'ú 司僕 
T’ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant of tu-kuan (Bu-
reau of Prisons in the Ministry of Justice, hsing-pu); dur-
ing this period the Bureau Director (lang-chung) was titled 
Grand Master (ta-Ju). RR: administration des escìaves. P13. 

5749 ssū-p'ŭ ssù 司僕寺 
T’ANG~CH’ING: from 684 to 705 the official variant of 
t'ai-p'u ssu (Court of the Imperial Stud); thereafter a not 
uncommon unofficial reference to it. P31. 

5750 ssŭ-sè 司色 
N-S DIV (Chou): Manager of Coloring Processes, ranked 
as a Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a)，a member of the 
Ministry of Works (tung-kuan). P14. 

5751 ssù-sè kuān 四色官 
T'ANG: Officers of the Four Categories, collective ref-
erence to 4 types of military officers established in 691 
throughout the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) at the dynastic 
capital: Managers of Lances (ssu-ko), Halberdiers (chih-chí), 
Watch Officers (chung-hoU)’ and Guards of the Staircase 
(ssu-chieh). RR: officers des quatre genres. 
5752 ssū-shàn 四膳 
(1) T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant of shan-
pu (Catering Bureau in the Ministry of Rites, lĭ-pu). P9. 
(2) T'ANG-SUNG: Directress of Foods, 2 palace women, 
rank 6a’ heads of the Foods Offîce (ssu-shan ssu) in the 
Food Service (shang-shih chŭ). RR: directeur des mets ex-
quis. (3) YūAN: Cook’ unranked subofficials found in var-
ious agencies. 

5753 ssū-shàn ssū 司膳司 
T'ANG-SUNG: Foods Office, one of 4 palace women 
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agencies in the Food Service (shang-shih chŭ)\ headed by 
2 Directresses {ssu-shan), rank 6a, who were in charge of 
table service for imperial banquets and other ceremonies. 

5754 ssŭ-shàn ssù 司膳寺 
T'ANG: from 684 to 705 the official variant of kuang-lu 
ssu (Court of Imperial Entertainments). P30. 

5755 ssŭ-shàn tà-fū 司膳大夫 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official redesignation of the 
Director (lang-chung) of the Catering Bureau (shan-pu) 
in the Ministry of Rites {lĭ-pu). P9. 

5756 ssŭ-shè 司社 
N-S DIV (Chou): Supervisor of Sacrifices to the Soil, 
members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) ranked as 
Senior Servicemen {shang-shih; 7a), Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih; 8a)，and Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih; 9a); 
assisted in important state sacrifices at the dynastic capital; 
counterparts of earlier staff members of the Hall of En-
lightened Rule (ming-t'ang) and later officials of the Office 
of the National Altars (chiao-she shu), etc. P28. 

5757 ssŭshè chiēn 司設監 
MING-CH'ING: Directorate for Imperial Regalia, one 
of 12 major Directorates (chien) among which, together with 
4 Offices (ÍJM) and 8 Services (chŭ)t palace eunuchs were 
distributed; responsible for the Emperor* s personal insig-
nia, ceremonial weapons, tents, etc. In Ch'ing existed only 
from 1656 to 1661. See under shih-erh chien (Twelve Di-
rectorates). 

5758 ssū-shè ísû 司設司 
T'ANG-SUNG; Interior Maintenance Ofíke，one of 4 
palace women agencies in the Housekeeping Service (shang-
ch'in chŭ); headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-she)t rank 6a, who 
were responsible for providing beds, blankets, pillows, nets, 
mats, etc., and for cleaning the imperial bedchambers. RR 
(ssu-she): directeur de Varrangement intérieur du harem. 

5759 ssù skéng 四雀 
SUI: Four Departments, collective' reference to the De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), the Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng), the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng), and 
the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng). P5. 

5760 ssŭ-shēng chu 司牲局 or ssŭ-shĕng ssŭ 

MING-CH'ING: Service (chŭ) or Office (ssu) of Sacrifi-
cial Animals, a unit of the Court of Imperial Entertain-
ments (kuang-lu ssu), headed by a Commissioner-in-chief 
(tá-shih), rank 9b; the two agencies apparently coexisted 
until 1528，when the Service was discontinued; the Office 
was eventually also discontinued in 1658; differences in 
functions are not clear. P30. 

5761 ssū'shìh 司士 
(1) CHOU: Manager of Servicemen, 2 ranked as Junior 
Grand Masters (hsia ta-fu)t 6 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih) f and 12 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members 
of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) who maintained regis-
ters of all active military personnel classed as Servicemen 
(shih), processed reports on their conduct, positioned them 
appropriately at sacrificial and other ceremonies, etc. CL: 
chef des gradués ou ojficiers secondaires. P5. (2) T'ANG-
SUNG: Manager of Requisitioned Labor, prefix attached 
to the titles of Administrators (ts'an-chŭn-shih) and lesser 
personnel of Levied Service Sections (shih-ts'ao) in units 
of territorial administration. P53. 

5762 ssŭ-shìh 司市 
Director of Markets . (1) CHOU: 2 ranked as Junior Grand 

Masters (hsia ta-fu)t 4 as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih), 
8 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), and 16 as Junior 
Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Edu-
cation (ti-kuan) who supervised the marketplace and all 
mercantile transactions in the royal capital，establishing the 
physical layout of the marketplace, fixing rules governing 
transactions there, punishing violators of the rules, adju-
dicating disputes between merchants, fixing fair prices for 
commodities, issuing trading permits, even supervising 
coinage. CL: prévôt du marché. P6. (2) N-S DIV: estab-
lished irregularly to supervise marketplaces in dynastic cap-
itals, organizational relationships not clear; in later Chou 
ranked as Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu). P20, 32, 62. 

5763 ssū-shĭh 司矢 
CH'ING: Arrow Maker , unspecified number ōf non-of-
ficial specialists in the Court of Imperial Armaments (wu-
pei yŭan) of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu 
fit). BH: supervisor of arrow-making. 

5764 ssū-shìh 司筮 
MING: Augur, number not clear, rank 9a, in the short-
lived Religious Office (chi-i ssu) of early Ming. P35. 

5765 ssà-shìh 嗣適 
Lit.，succession through the principal wife: throughout his-
tory an unofficial reference to the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu�. 

5766 ssà^shīh 肆師 
CHOU: Master of the Sacrifices, 4 ranked as Junior Grand 
Masters (hsia ta-ju), members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-
kuan) who assisted or represented the executive officials of 
the Ministry in many ways, especially in supervising the 
establishment and conduct of appropriate sacrificial rituals 
in feudatory realms. CL: maître des sacrifices. 

5767 ssà-shìh hsŭéh 四氏學 
CH'ING: School of the Four Sage Clans, a state-spon-
sored school for educating pupils of families descended from 
the early thinkers considered founders of Confucianism: 
Confucius, Yen Hui, Tseng-tzu, and Mencius; located at 
the Confucian family estate at Ch'ii-fu, Shantung; staffed 
with one Instructor (chiao-shou), rank 7a, and one Instruc-
tor Third Class (hsŭeh-lu), 8a，both originally appointed by 
the current most direct male descendant of Confucius, who 
was ennobled as Duke for Fulfilling the Sage (yen-sheng 
kung), but eventually so appointed only with the approval 
of the Provincial Governor (hsŭn-fu) of Shantung. See san-
shih hsūeh. P66. 

5768 ssŭ-shìh ssū 司飾司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Adornments Office, one of 4 pal-
ace women agencies in the Wardrobe Service (shang-fu chu); 
headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-shih), rank 6a; managed per-
sonal adornments worn by palace women, also supervised 
the palace women's baths. RR (ssu-shih): directeur des pa-
rures du harem. 

5769 ssū'shū 司書 
(1) CHOU: Manager of Writings, 2 ranked as Senior Ser-
vicemen (shang-shih) and 2 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) who 
processed all major state documents, registers, and pro-
nouncements. CL: chef des écritures. (2) CH'ING: Com-
piler, one non-official specialist in the Calendar Section 
(shih-hsien k'o) of the Directorate of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien 
chien); editor of the official calendar issued by the central 
government. BH: compiler. 

5770 ssā-shŭ ssù 司屬寺 
T'ANG: lit., court in charge of dependents: from 684 to 705 
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the official variant of tsung-cheng ssu (Court of the Im-
perial Clan). 

5771 ssū-shŭi 司水 
(1) CHOU: River Tax Supervisor, according to the an-
cient ritual text Li-chì, one of 6 agencies in the Ministry of 
Education (ti-kuan) responsible for various tax collections. 
See liu fu (Six Tax Supervisors). (2) N-S DIV (Chou): 
Manager of Waterways, one or more ranked as Ordinary 
Grand Masters (chung ta-fu) t members of the Ministry of 
Works (tung-kuan) who supervised the maintenance of 
waterways and perhaps even the water transport of grain to 
the dynastic capital. P14, 59，60. (3) T'ANG: from 752 to 
c. 757 the offícial variant of shui-pu (Bureau of Water-
ways and Irrigation in the Ministty of Works, kung-pu); 
during this period the Bureau Director (lang-chung) was 
retitled Grand Master {ta-fu). P15. 

5772 ssŭ-shŭi 司稅 
CH'ING: Rent Collector, number and status unspecified, 
members of the Office of Palace Ceremonial {chang-i ssu) 
in the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu) who col-
lected rents from state lands controlled by the Office. BH: 
rent collector. 

5773 ssû shuò 司稍 
N-S DIV (Cnou): Manager of Long Lances, unspecified 
number ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a) 
and Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih; 9a), members of the 
Ministry of War (hsia-kuan). P12. 

5774 ssù ssŭ 四司 
Four Offices. (1) SUNG: abbreviation of ssu chien-ssu (Four 
Circuit Supervisors or Supervisorates). (2) SUNG: collec-
tive reference to the 4 Bureaus of the Ministry of War (ping-
pu)'. Bureau of Military Appointments (also ping-pu) t Bu-
reau of Equipment (chia-pu)t Bureau of Operations (chih-
fang), and Bureau of Provisions {k'u~pu)\ also to the 4 Bu-
reaus of the Ministry of Works {kung-pu): Headquarters 
Bureau (also kung-pu), State Farms Bureau (t'un-t'ien ssu), 
Bureau of Forestiy and Crafts (yŭ-pu), and Bureau of 
Waterways and Irrigation (shui-pu). SP: quatre bureaux. 
(3) MING: collective reference to 4 minor agencies of pal-
ace eunuchs，less important than those called Directorates 
(chien; see shih-erh chien) t each headed by a Director {cheng 
or fai-chien): Firewood Offîce (hsi-hsin ssu)t Bells and 
Drums Office (chung-ku ssu)t Paper Officé (pao-ch'ao ssu), 
and Bathing Office (hun-î'ang ssu). 

5775 ssŭ tà-pà 四大部 
LIAO: Four Great Tribes, collective reference to the 4 
most esteemed tribal groups in the Khitan confederation: 
the Five Groups (wu yiian、，the Six Groups (liu yŭan)^ the 
I-shih Tribes (i-shih pu), and the Six Hsi Tribes (hsi liu 
pu); also see ssu ta-wang fu. P17. 

5776 wàtò-wá/ig/ð 四大王府 
LIAO: Four Offices of the Grand Princes, collective ref-
erence to the court agencies in the Northern Establishment 
ipeì-yŭan) of the Northern Administration (pei-miert) rep-
resenting the interests of the 4 most esteemed tribal groups 
in the Khitan confederation (see under ssu ta-pu), each of 
which was represented in government by a headquarters unit 
called Office of the Grand Prince (ta-wang fu). Cf. wang-
fu (Princely Establishment). P17. 

5777 ssŭ tāo-tùn 司刀盾 
N-S DIV (Chou): Manager of Swords and Shields, num-
ber unspecified, ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih; 

8a) and Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih; 9a), members of the 
Ministry of War (hsia-kuan). PI2. 

5778 ssŭ-tĕng ssŭ 司燈司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING; Lanterns Offîce, one of 4 palace 
women agencies in the Housekeeping Service (shang-ch'in 
chŭ)\ headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-teng), rank 6a; in charge 
of lanterns, lamps, candles, kerosene supplies, etc., used 
in the women's quarters of the imperial palace. RR (ssu-
teng): directeur des lamps du harem. 

5779 ssŭ-tHén 司田 
T'ANG: from 662 to 671 the official variant of t'un-t'ien 
ssu (State Farms Bureau in the Ministiy of Works, kung-
pu); during this period the Bureau Director {lang-chung) 
was titled Grand Master {ta-fu). RR: administration des 
champs. 

5780 ssŭ-fiēn chiēn 司天監 
(1) T'ANG, CHIN-YŬAN: Director of Astronomy, in 
T'ang one, rank 3a, head of the Bureau of Astronomy (ssu-
t'ien t'ai); in Chin one (?)，5b, 2nd-level executive post in 
the Bureau of Astronomy under a Superintendent (t'i-tien), 
5a; in Ytìan 3, 4á’ 2nd-íevel executive posts in the Direc-
torate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien) under a Superintend-
ent, 4a or 3a. Commonly assisted by one or more Vice 
Directors of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien shao-chien). P35. (2) 5 
DYN-MING: Directorate of Astronomy, an autonomous 
agency in the central government concerned with making 
and recording astronomical observations, preparing the of-
ficial calendar issued annually by the state’ and training stu-
dents of astronomy; branched off from, and through Yŭan 
partly coexisted with, a tradition of astrologically-oríented 
institutions stemming from the Grand Astrologer (t'ai-shih, 
t'ai-shih ling) of high antiquity. This name apparently orig-
inated in the Later Chou state (950-959) as a replacement 
for the T'ang Bureau of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien t'ai)，which 
was headed by a Director (chien); in Later Chou the agency 
was headed by a Chief Minister of the Court of the Imperial 
Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu ch'ing) as concurrent Supervisor (p'an). 
Sung perpetuated the Later Chou institution and added a 
separate Bureau of Astronomy {t'iert-wen yŭan) in the 1060s 
(?), but after 1078 both seem to have fallen under the dom-
inance of a more traditional Astrological Service (t'ai-shih 
chŭ), which unlike the astronomical agencies indulged in 
weather forecasting and various astrological e$oterìca; all 3 
agencies were in some degree subordinated to the Palace 
Library (pi-shu sheng). Consolidation of these different 
agencies was achieved by Liao in a ssu-t'ien chien headed 
by a t'ai-shih ling, for which Chin revived the T'ang name 
ssu't'ien t'ai. In Yŭan an original Bureau of Astronomy (ssu-
t'ien t'ai) was renamed ssu-t'ien chien in the 1260s, and 
after 1271 there was at least one Branch Directorate of As-
tronomy (hsing ssu-t'ien chien), location not clear; the Di-
rectorate was headed by a Superintendent (t'i-tien) whose 
rank changed from 4a to 3a in 1314 and then back to 4a in 
1320; he was aided by 3 Directors (chien), also rank 4a, 
and 5 Vice Directors (shao-chien)t rank 5a. However, in 
1267 the Directorate was effectively subonlinated to a higher-
ranking Astrological Commission (t'ai-shih yuan), which 
thereafter was principally responsible for preparation of the 
calendar while the Directorate became primarily an insti-
tution for the training of astronomers for service in the 
Commission. The Directorate's executive posts became al-
most sinecures, and its principal active officials were 2 Su-
perintendents of Training (t'i-hsŭeh)t rank 9b, and 2 In-
structors {chiao-shou) of equal rank, who oversaw sub-
divisions called the Section for Astronomy (t'ien-wen k'o), 
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the Section for Calendrícal Calculations (suan-li k'o), the 
Section for Astrological Interpretation (san-shih k'o), the 
Section for Validations (ts'e-yen k'o), and the Water Clock 
Section (lou-k'o k'ó), each administered by 2 Clerks (kuan-
kou) of 9b rank. In early Ming, from 1368 to 1370, a ssu-
t'ien chien existed under the leadership of a Director (ling), 
rank 3a; but it was then permanently renamed ch'in-t'ien 
chien (Directorate of Astronomy), Also see hui-hui ssu-t'ien 
chien. SP: direction des observations astronomiques. P35. 
(3) CH'ING: common unofficial reference to the Director-
ate of Astronomy {ch'in-t'ien chien). 

5781 ssŭ-t’iĕn kuŭn 司天t 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Astronomical Officials, common ge-
neric reference to hereditary professional astronomical spe-
cialists utilized in such central government astronomical 
agencies as the ssu-t'ien t'ai, ssu-t'ien chien, t'ai-shih chŭ, 
ch'in-t'ien chien, qq.v. 

5782 ssū-tHēn lîng'Vâi láng 司天靈臺郞 
SUNG: Director of the Imperial Observatory (ling-t'ai), 
rank 8b or 7a2, a hereditary professional specialist known 
in other eras from T'ang through Ming as wu-kuan ling-t'ai 
lang; also see ling-t'ai. SP: maître astronomique de la di-
rection des observations astronomiques, P35. 

5783 ssū't9iĕn t9ái 司天臺 
(1) T'ANG, CHIN-YUAN: Bureau of Astronomy, a cen-
tral government agency generally responsible for astronom-
ical observations and preparation of the official calendar 
issued annually by the state; created in 758 by renaming 
the traditional Astrological Service {t'ai-shih chū)y superseded 
in Sung and Liao by a Directorate of Astronomy {ssu-t'ien 
chien) but restored in Chin and Yuan till the 1260s, then 
again named Directorate of Astronomy; normally subordi-
nated to the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng, pi-shu chien); 
staffed largely with hereditary professional specialists, prin-
cipally clustered in seasonally-designated agencies collec-
tively called the Five Offices (wu kuan). In T'ang headed 
by a Director (chien), rank 3a; in Chin and early Yiian by 
a Superintendent (fi-tien), 5a, assisted by a Director (chien), 
5b. RR: tribunal des observations astronomiques. P35. (2) 
CH'ING: common unofficial reference to the Directorate 
of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien), 

5784 ssŭ'tíng 司鼎 
T’ANG~CH，ING: lit., in charge of the tripod, i.e., of the 
symbol of sovereignty and state power: a common unoffi-
cial reference to the Chief Minister (ch'ing) of the Cour t 
of Imperial Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu). 

5785 ssă-to& ssŭ 司宰寺 
T'ANG-CH'ING: lit., court in charge of slaughtering (?): 
from 662 to 671 the official variant of kuang-lu ssu (Court 
of Imperial Entertainments); thereafter into Ch’ing an un-
official reference to that Court. P30. 

5786 ssū'ts'ăi ssū 司綵司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Silks Office, one of 4 palace women 
agencies in the Workshop Service (shang-kung chū); headed 
by 2 Directresses (ssu-ts'ai), rank 6a; in charge of all raw 
materials used in the making of clothing for palace women. 
RR (ssu~ts'ai): directeur des soieries. 

5787 ssū-tsàn ssŭ 司贊司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Ritual Receptions Office, one of 
4 palace women agencies in the Ceremonial Service {shang-
i chŭ); headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-tsan), rank 6a; di-
rected palace women in various imperial processions and 
in great palace receptions. RR (ssu-tsan): directeur des 
cérémonies du harem. 

5788 ssŭ'tsàng 司藏 or ssū-tsàng shŭ 署 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i)~T，ANG’ CHIN: Storehouse Office in 
the establishment of the Heir Apparent, headed by one or 
more Household Provisioners (chia-ling) through Sui, one 
or more Directors (ling), rank 8b2, in T'ang, and one or 
more Directors (cheng) in Chin; managed the receipt, stor-
age, and disbursement of the Heir Apparent*s non-grain 
wealth; in T’ang subordinate to the Household Provision-
er's Court (chia-ling ssu; see under chia-ling). RR: office 
des magasins de la maison de I'héritier du trône. P26. 

5789 ssŭ-ts'ăng 司倉 
Lit., in charge of granaries. (1) N-S DIV (Chou): Grana ry 
Master, ranked as a Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), 
a member of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) respon-
sible for maintaining adequate grain supplies in the dynastic 
capital. P8. (2) T’ANG: Director of Granar ies , a prefix 
commonly attached to the titles of Administrators (ts'an-
chŭn-shih) and lesser personnel of Granaries Sections (ts'ang-
ts'ao) in units of territorial administration. P53. (3) CHIN: 
Director of Granaries in the establishment of the Heir Ap-
parent; rank not clear. 

5790 ssŭ-ts，ăo 司草 
CHOU: Grain Tax Supervisor, according to the ancient 
ritual text Li-chi, one of 6 agencies in the Ministry of Ed-
ucation (ti-kuan) responsible for various tax collections. See 
liu fu (Six Tax Supervisors). 

5791 ssù ts,áo 四曹 
HAN: Four Sections, collective designation of the units, 
each headed by an Imperial Secretary (shang-shu), rank 600 
bushels»that constituted what was informally called the Im-
perial Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai) until 29 B.C. , when a 5th 
Section was added (see wu ts'ao). The original Four Sec-
tions were the Sections for Attendants-in-ordinary (ch'ang-
shih ts'ao), for Commandery Governors (erh-ch'ien shih 
ts'ao), for the People (min-ts'ao), and for Receptions (chu-
k'o ts'ao). Also see liu ts'ao. HB: four bureaus. P5. 

5792 ssā-tsé 司則 
T'ANG: Directress of Standards’ 2 palace women, rank 
8a2, in the establishment of the Heir Apparent; responsible 
for proper conduct in the harem and for the reception of 
visitors there. RR: directeur du service des règlements du 
harem de I'héritier du trône. 

5793 ssŭ-tsò kuān 司胙官 
CH’ING: Sacrificing Official, 4 or 5, rank 6a, members 
of the Office of Palace Ceremonial (chang-i ssu) in the Im-
perial Household Department (nei~wu fu); after the early 
Ch'ing years, retitled ssu-tsu kuan. BH: supervisor of sac-
rificial attributes. P37. 

5794 ssū-tsŭ kuăn 司俎官 
CH'ING: Sacrificing Official, 5，rank 6a’ members of the 
Office of Palace Ceremonial (chang-i ssu) in the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu fu); changed from ÍÍM-WO 
kuan after the early Ch，ing years. BH: supervisor of sac-
rificial attributes. P37. 

5795 ssŭ"ts9uàn 司爨 
CH'ING: Cook for Sacrifices, number not specified, prob-
ably unranked subofficials, members of the Office of Pal-
ace Ceremonial {chang-i JÍM) in the Imperial Household 
Department (nei-wu fu). BH: supervisor of preparation of 
eatables for sacrifices. 

5796 ssŭ tsŭn-í 司尊彝 
CHOU: Manager of the Wine Goblets, 2 ranked as Junior 
Servicemen (hsia-shih) t members of the Ministry of Rites 
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{ch'un-kuan) responsible for the preparation and handling 
of wine goblets of the forms called tsun and i in sacrificial 
and other ceremonial events. CL: préposé aux vases tsun 
et i. 

5797 ssū'tsūng 司宗 
(1) N-S DIV (Chou): Headquarters Bureau (the lĭ-pu of 
later eras) of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan; later also 
lì-pu)\ headed by a Grand Master {ta-fu) with rank as an 
Ordinary Grand Master (chung ta-fu; 5a). P9. (2) Through-
out imperial history an archaic reference to a Chamberlain 
for the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng) or the head of the 
Court of the Imperial Clan (see tsung-cheng ssu, tsung-
jen Ju). 

5798 ssū-tsŭng ssù 司宗寺 
TANG: írom 662 to 671 (684?) the official variant of tsung-
cheng ssu (Court of the Imperial Clan). 

5799 ssŭ-tù 司度 
(1) N-S DIV (Chou): Estimator, number not specified, 
ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a), members 
of the Ministry of Works (tung-kuan). P14. (2) T'ANG: 
from 662 to 671 the official variant of tu-chih (Tax Bureau 
in the Ministry of Revenue, hu-pu); during this period the 
Bureau Director (lang-chung) was titled Grand Master (ta-
fu). RR: administration des estimations. P6. 

5800 ssŭ-t'ŭ 司土 
(1) CHOU: Land Tax Supervisor, according to the ancient 
ritual text Li-chi, one of 6 agencies in the Ministry of Ed-
ucation (ti-kuan) responsible for various tax collections. See 
liu fu (Six Tax Supervisors). (2) N-S DIV (Chou): Man-
ager of Earthwork (?)，number not specified，ranked as 
Ordinary Grand Masters (chung ta-fu; 5a), members of the 
Ministry of Works (tung-kuan) -, may have supervised state 
digging enterprises and the provision of earth for walls, etc. 
P14. 

5801 ssŭ-t'ŭ 司徒 
Lit., to be in charge of disciples or followers: Minister of 
Education, a title of great prestige from high antiquity. (1) 
CHOU: head of the Ministry of Education (ti~kuan)t in gen-
eral charge of training in and enforcement of proper moral 
and political values among the people, with special re-
sponsibility for overseeing commercial activities, through 
a large staff of subordinates. CL: ministre de Venseignement 
officiel, directeur des multitudes. (2) HAN-LIAO: from A.D. 
1 on, intermittently the title of one of the eminent central 
government officials called the Three Dukes {san kung); 
until 1122 in Sung and Liao used almost interchangeably 
with ta ssu-í'u, ch'eng-hsiang, etc. HB: minister over the 
masses. RR+SP: directeur de I'instruction. P2. (3) YUAN: 
though not considered one of the Three Dukes, sometimes 
used for similar quasi-honorific appointments. P67. (4) 
CH'ING: common unofficial reference to the executive of-
ficials of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). 

5802 ssū-t'ú kūng 司徒公 
HAN: after A.D. 51 a common variant of ssu-i'u (Minister 
of Education). 

5803 ssŭ-tùi 司碓 
CH'ING: Bark Grinder, number unspecified, apparently 
non-official artisans employed in the Office of Palace Cer-
emonial (chang-i ssu) of the Imperial Household Depart-
ment {nei-wu fu)\ powdered bark used in the manufacture 
of incense. BH: supervisor of preparation of incense. 

5804 ssù-t'ŭiyu-shĭh 四推御史 
T'ANG: Four Surveillance Censors, collective reference 

to Censors {yŭ-shìh) who, on the basis of seniority, were 
delegated in 2 pairs to be responsible for an East Surveil-
lance Jurisdiction (tung-t'ui) and a West Surveillance Juris-
diction (hsi-t'ui); the nature of their responsibilities is not 
clear, except that the East Surveillance Jurisdiction in-
cluded receipts and disbursements from the Imperial Gran-
aries (t'ai-ts'ang) and that of the West included receipts and 
disbursements from the Left Vault (tso-tsang) in the Court 
of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu). RR: quatre censeurs 
qui examinent judiciairement les affaires. 

5805 ssŭ-tz，ù 司剌 
Executioner. (1) CHOU: 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Justice {ch'ìu~kuan)\ 
made arrests and conducted executions, also made inquiries 
among the people about their living conditions. CL: chef 
des exécutions capitales. (2) N-S DIV (Chou): number not 
clear, ranked as Senior Servicemen {shang-shih; 7a) and 
Ordinary Servicemen {chung-shih; 8a), members of the 
Ministry of Justice {ch'iu-kuan). PI3. 

5806 ssù-wáng 嗣王 
N-S DIV (Liang)-SUNG: Prince Presumptive, title of no-
bility {chŭeh) with rank la2 in T'ang, lb in Sung; normally 
granted to the eldest son of an Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang) 
by his principal wife, other sons being granted the less pres-
tigious title Commandery Prince (chiin-wang); counterpart 
of shih-tzu (Heir). RR+SP: prince successeur. 

5807 ssù wèi 四尉 
HAN-N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Four Defenders, collec-
tive reference to 4 military officers with rank of 400 bushels 
among whom were divided responsibilities for policing the 
capital cities, capturing burglars and thieves, and investi-
gating all sorts of wrongdoing; for purposes of police sur-
veillance, each capital city was divided into a Left and a 
Right Division ipu), each having 2 such Defenders. The 
Defenders were traditionally considered counterparts of the 
Wardens* Offices (ping-ma chih-hui ssu) of later dynasties. 
P20. 

5808 ssū-wèi ssù 司衛寺 
T'ANG: from 662 to 671 and again from 684 to 704，the 
offìcial variant of wei-wei ssu (Court of the Imperial Re-
galia). 

5809 ssŭ-wéi ssū 司闈司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Inner Gates Office, one of 4 pal-
ace women agencies in the General Palace Service {shang-
kung chii); headed by 2 Directresses rank 6a; su-
pervised the locks and keys at the entrances to the inner 
quarters of the imperial palace and monitored passage in 
and out. RR (ssu-wei): directeur des portes intérieures du 
harem. 

5810 ssū-wên chiēn 司文監 
MING: Directorate for Documents, from 1377 to 1378 
only, an autonomous agency of the central government re-
sponsible for assisting in drafting imperial rescripts and edicts; 
headed by a Director (ling), rank 6a then 7a. 

5811 ssŭ-wén chu 司文局 
T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant of chu-tso chŭ 
(Editorial Service in the Palace Library, pi-shu sheng). P23. 
5812 ssū-wò 司幄 
CH'ING: Tentmaker, unspecified number of hereditaiy non-
official artisans employed in the Court of Imperial Arma-
ments (wu-pei yiian). BH: supervisor of tent-making. 

5813 ssā-wù 司寤 
CHOU: lit., in charge of the awake: Night Patroller, 2 
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ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the 
Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) who with a corps of un-
derlings watched over all who were abroad at night in the 
royal capital，called out the time at night, and were ex-
pected to prevent nighttime thievery. CL: préposé aux 
éveillés. 

5814 ssā-wŭ 司巫 
CHOU: Director of Sorcery, 2 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan) responsible for all sorcery at court including 
appeals for rain in times of drought and various activities 
in response to other sorts of calamities; participated in all 
court ceremonies and funerals. See wu, nan-wu, nti-wu. CL: 
chef des sorciers. 

5815 ssŭ-wŭ 司舞 
N-S DIV (Chou): Dancer，number not specified, with rank 
as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a) and Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih; 9a), members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan). P10. 

5816 ssà-wù ssū 寺務司 
SUNG: Temple Maintenance Office, an agency of the 
capital prefecture at Kaifeng in N. Sung; staffing and func-
tions not specified. SP: bureau de I'entretien des temples 
dans la capitale. 

5817 ssŭ-wà t’īng 司務廳 
MING-CH'ING: lit., office in charge of business: General 
Services Office, an internal management office in the ex-
ecutive structure of each of the Six Ministries (liu pu)t the 
Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan), and the Court of Judicial Review 
(ta-li ssu) in the central government, also in the Ch'ing Court 
of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yuan) and the early Ch'ing Of-
fice of Transmission (t'ung-cheng ssu); headed in Ming by 
one Office Manager (JÍW-VVM), rank 9b, in Ch'ing by one 
Manchu and one Chinese appointee excepting one Manchu 
and one Mongol in the Court of Colonial Affairs; 9b till 
1760, then 8a. The post was among those considered in the 
category of Staff Supervisors (shou-ling kuan). BH: chan-
cery. P5, 6，etc. 

5818 ssŭ-yáng shŭ 司羊署 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Sheep Office in charge of the imperial 
herds of sheep，under the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-
p'u ssu); headed by a Director (ling); supervised a Rams 
Service (t'e-yang chŭ) and a Ewes Service (tzu-yang chŭ). 

5819 ssū-yào chăng 司鏞長 
CH'ING: Keeper of the Palace Keys, a Grand Minister 
(ta-ch'en) in the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu 
fu)t perhaps serving on rotational assignment. 
5820 ssā-yào ssū 司藥司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Medicines Office, one of 4 palace 
women agencies in the Food Service (shang-shih chŭ); 
headed by 2 Directresses (jíM-yûo), rank 6a; in charge of 
all medicines and medical treatments in the quarters of the 
palace women. RR (ssu-yao): directeur des remèdes. 

5821 ssŭ-yèh 司業 
Lit., in charge of the (scholastic) inheritance or profession: 
Director of Studies. (1) SUI-CH'ING: from c. 605，the 
2nd executive official of the central government's Direc-
torate of Education {kuo-tzu chien), subordinate only to its 
Chancellor (chi-chiu); generally supervised the Director-
ate's instructional programs. Normally one, rank 4b2 in 
T'ang, 6a in Sung，5a in Chin and Yŭan, 6a in Ming and 
Ch'ing; but 2 appointees common in T'ang and Yuan; in 
Ch’ing originally 2 Manchus but after early Ch'ing one each 

Manchu，Mongol, and Chinese. RR: vice-recteur. SP: sous-
directeur d'éducation. BH; tutor. P34. (2) CH'ING: also 
one non-official specialist in the Tibetan School (t'ang-ku-
t'e hstieh) maintained by the Court of Colonial Affairs (li-
fan yŭan). P17. 

5822 ssā-yén chiĕn 司鹽監 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei-Chin)：. Directorate of Salt Dis-
tribution, a central government agency apparently respon-
sible for supervising the distribution of salt under state mo-
nopoly; headed by a Commandant-in-chief (tu-wei) t rank 
6. P61. 

5823 ssū-yén ssū 司言司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Communications Office, one of 
4 palace women agencies in the General Palace Service 
(shang-kung chu); headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-yen), rank 
6a; received and distributed imperial orders affecting palace 
women. RR (ssu-yen): directeur de la transmission des 
ordres. 

5824 ssŭ-yīn 司禋 
T'ANG: lit.，in charge of sacrifices: from 662 to 670 the 
official variant of tz'u-pu (Bureau of Sacrifices in the Min-
istry of Rites, U-pu)\ during this period the Bureau Director 
(lang-chung) was titled Grand Master (ta-fu). P9. 

5825 ssū-yīn chien 司藏監 
YUAN: Directorate of Sacrifices, a relatively autonomous 
agency of the central government, apparently headed by a 
Director (chien) probably under an Overseer {ta-lu-hua-ch'ih), 
responsible for making appropriate offerings before images 
of die original 3 Grand Khans (Chingis, Ogŏdĕi, and Mangu) 
in the Stone Buddha Temple (shih-fo ssu) at the dynastic 
capital. P28. 

5826 ssŭ-yù 司右 
CHOU: Manager of the Royal Lancers, 2 ranked as Sen-
ior Servicemen {shang-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) 
who scheduled appropriate military officers with rank as 
Junior Grand Masters {hsia ta-fu) and Senior Servicemen 
for duty as bodyguards of the King in the royal chariot, 
where one at a time was positioned with lance and shield 
at the right side of the King. CL: chef de droite. 

5827 ssā-yu 司域 
TANG: lit., in charge of the frontier: from 662 to 670 (?) 
the official variant of chih-fang (Bureau of Operations in 
the Ministry of War, ping-pu); during this period the Bu-
reau Director (lang-chung) was titled Grand Master (tă~fu). 

5828 ssŭ-yă 司庾 
T'ANG: lit., in charge of grain stores: from 662 to 671 the 
official variant of ts'ang-pu (Granaries Bureau in the Min-
istry of Revenue, hu-pu); during this period the Bureau Di-
rector (lang-chung) was titled Grand Master (ta-fu). RR: 
administration des approvisionnements. P6. 

5829 ssū-yu 司獄 
CHIN-CH'ING: Warder , head of a Prison (ssu-yŭ ssu). 
BH: warder, jail warden. 

5830 ssŭ-yà 司玉 
N-S DIV (Chou): Jadeworker，probably one ranked as a 
Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a)’ a member of the Min-
istry of Works (tung-kuan) in charge of non-official spe-
cialist jade artisans. P14. 

5831 ssā-yà 司禦 
SUNG: Protector, head of a Protective Guard Command 
(ssu-yŭ shuai-fu); equivalent to shuai (Commandant); may 
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have been used in T'ang times. SP: chargé de la protection 
de I'héritier du trône. P26. 

5832 ssū-yu 珣顱 
TANG: from 662.io(pì and again from 752 to 758 the 
official variant of yū-iu (Bureau of Forestry and Craf ts 
in the Ministry of Woiks, kung-pu); during the first of these 
periods the Bureau Director (lang-chung) was titled Grand 
Master (ta-fu). RR: àdministration des forêts. P15. 

5833 ssŭ-yŭ 司輿 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Directress of Transpor t , head 
of the palace women agency called the Transport Office 
{ssu-yŭ WM), rank 6a. RR: directeur des chaises à porter 
du harem. (2) T'ANG: from 662 to 670 the official variant 
of chia-pu (Bureau of Equipment in the Ministry of War, 
ping-pu)\ during this period the Bureau Director (lang-chung) 
was titled Grand Master (ta-fu). RR: administration des 
chars. P12. 

5834 ssū-yŭ shuài-fŭ 司禦率府 
T'ANG-SUNG: Protective Guard Command, one each of 
Left and Right, military units assigned to the establishment 
of the Heir Apparent, each headed by a Protector (ssu-yŭ) 
or Commandant (shuai), rank 4a in T’ang，7b in Sung. 
Founded in 622 by renaming the Clan Defense Guard Com-
mand (tsung-wei shuai-fu); resumed the former name from 
705 to 711. P26. 

5835 ssū-yu ssŭ 司獄司 
CHIN-CHWG: Prison, headed by from one to 6 Warders 
(ssu-yŭ), rank commonly 9a; maintained by various central 
government agencies, particularly including the Ministry of 
Justice (hsing-pu) and, in Ming’ the Censorate (tu ch'a-yiian); 
provincial-level agencies such as the Yuan Route Com-
mands (tsung-kuan fu), the Ming-Ch'ing Provincial Sur-
veillance Commissions (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu)f and in 
Ming the Provincial Administration Commissions {ch'eng-
hsûan pu-cheng shih ssu) as well; and lesser units of ter-
ritorial units especially including Prefectures (chou, Ju) and 
in Ming some Districts (hsien), especially those at the dy-
nastic capital. P13, 18, 20, 49, 52, 53. 

5836 ssŭ-yá ssū 司輿司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Transport Office, one of 4 palace 
women agencies in the Housekeeping Service (shang-ch'in 
chŭ); headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-yii)，rank 6a; in charge 
of vehicles, umbrellas’ etc., used on outings by palace 
women. 

5837 ssŭ-yà ssŭ 司駄寺 
T'ANG: lit., court in charge of charioteering: from 662 to 
671 the official variant of t'ai-pfu ssu (Court of the Im-
perial Stud). P31. 

5838 ssā-yŭán 司元 
Lit” in charge of what is primaiy. (1) N-S DIV (Chou): 
Taoist Administrator, number unspecified, ranked as Or-
dinary Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a), members of the Min-
istry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) with apparent responsibility for 
regulating the Taoist clergy. P6. (2) T'ANG: from 662 to 
670 the official variant of hu-pu (both Ministry of Reve-
nue and the Ministry's Census Bureau); during this period 
the Minister (shang-shu) was titled Grand Executive As-
sistant (tfai ch'ang-po) and the Bureau Director (lang-chung) 
was titled Grand Master (ta-fu). 

5839 ssū-yŭán 司員 
C H W G : (1) abbreviation of pan-shih ssu-yûan (Judicial 
Administrator). (2) Secretary, a reference to Secretaries 
{chang-ching) of various central government agencies de-

tached to serve in the Western-style Foreign Office (tsung-
li ya-men) that was established in 1861. BH:1 secretary. 

5840 ssù-yŭán 四元 
T'ANG, CHIN: Quadruple First, quasiofficial reference to 
the extremely rare man who in T'ang stood first on the pass 
lists of civil service recruitment examinations at both the 
prefectural level and the level presided over by the Ministry 
of Rites (lĭ-pu) and, in addition, on 2 subsequent Special 
Examinations (chih~k'o); and in Chin stood first on the pass 
lists of 2 prefectural examinations, the Metropolitan Ex-
amination (sheng-shih), and the Palace Examination (t'ing-
shih). Cf. san-yŭan (Triple First). 

5841 ssū-yûàn 司苑局 
CH'ING: Garden Service, a minor agency of palace eu-
nuchs headed by a eunuch Commissioner-in-chief {ta-shih) 
or Director {t'ai-chien)\ provided vegetables, melons, and 
fruits for the imperial table; see pa chŭ (Eight Services). 

5842 ssū-yŭàn ssū 司苑司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Gardens Office, one of 4 palace 
women agencies in the Housekeeping Service {shang-ch'in 
chŭ)\ headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-yuan), rank 6a; in charge 
of parks and gardens in the women's quarters of the im-
perial palace. RR (ssu-yūan): directeur des jardins du ha-
rem. 

5843 ssŭ yŭán-yŭàn t'í-châ kuān 
四園苑提擧官 

SUNG: Supervisor of the Four Imperial Parks, the duty 
assignment of an eminent court official or a palace eunuch, 
to oversee 4 imperial parks in the N. Sung capital, modern 
Kaifeng; eventually (date not clear) the parks came directly 
under the control of the Court of the Imperial Granaries 
{ssu-nung ssu). The parks were named the Jade Ford (y«-
chin), Auspicious Sage (jui-sheng), Always Spring (i-ch'un), 
and Glorious Grove (ch'iung-lin). SP: intendant ou admin-
istrateur des quatre pares impériaux. P40. 

5844 ssŭ'Vŭèh 司樂 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Directress of Music, 2 palace 
women, rank 6a, heads of the Music Office {ssu-yŭeh ssu). 
RR: directeur de la musique du harem. (2) MING: Music 
Director, one prefixed Left and one Right’ rank 9b, mem-
bers of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu). 
P10. (3) MING-CHWG. Music Director, one prefixed 
Left and one Right, rank 9b，members of the Music Office 
(chiao-fang ssu) maintained by the Ministry of Rites (It-pu); 
retitled ssu-yŭeh lang and became more numerous in 1729 
when the Office was split into a Music Offîce (ho-sheng 
shu) and an Imperial Music Office (shen-yŭeh shu). BH: 
bandmaster. P10. (4) MING-CHWG; Music Director, also 
one, rank 7a, authorized for the Shantung establishment of 
the most direct male descendant of Confucius, ennobled as 
Duke for Fulfiīling the Sage (yen-sheng kung). P66. Cf. ta 
ssu-yŭeh, hsiao ssu-yŭeh. 

5845 ssū-yŭĕh 司約 
CHOTJ: Enforcer of Agreements, 2 ranked as Junior Ser-
vice .non (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Justice 
(ch'iu-kuan) charged with preventing violations of respon-
sibilities owed to the state or those undertaken between in-
dividuals. Cf. ssu-meng (Sanctifìer of Covenants). CL: 
préposé aux engagements. 

5846 ssŭ-yŭèh láng 司樂郞 
CH'ING: Music Director, number indefinite, rank 9b, from 
1729 in both the Music Office (ho-sheng shu) and the Im-
perial Music Office (shen-yŭeh shu) of the Ministry of Rites 
(lĭ-pu); previously titled ssu-yŭeh, q.v. BH: bandmaster. P10. 
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5847 ssŭ-yŭèh ssū 司樂司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Music Office, one of 4 palace 
women agencies in the Ceremonial Service (shang-i chŭ); 
headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-yŭeh) ’ rank 6a; supervised 
the musical instruments available to palace women. 

5848 ssŭ-yăn ssū 司 SS 司 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Wines Office, one of 4 palace 
women agencies in the Food Service (shang-shih chŭ); 
headed by 2 Directresses (ssu-yŭn), rank 6a; in charge of 
all wines and liquors in the quarters of the palace women. 
RR (ssu-yŭn): directeur des boissons fermentées. 

5849 sù-chèng lién-făng ssū 肅政廉訪司 
YŭAN: lit., office to conduct investigations to make gov-
ernment respectable: Surveillance Commission, normally 
22 but varying in number to a maximum of 24, each with 
a territorial jurisdiction called a Circuit (too) particularized 
by its place-name prefix. Responsible for making interro-
gations and audits relating to the functioning of government 
at all levels from Pacification Commissions (hsûan-wei ssu) 
and Route Commands (tsung-kuan fu) down to Districts 
(hsien), and for submitting reports and impeachments ac-
cordingly either to the metropolitan Censorate (yu-shih fai) 
at the dynastic capital or to one of the 2 Branch Censorates 
(hsing yŭ-shih t'ai) at Sian and Hangchow’ each Surveil-
lance Commission being directly subordinate to, and some-
thing like a regional representative of, one of these Cen-
sorates, according to its geographical location. Until 1291 
the Commissions were nEuned t'i-hsing an-ch'a ssu. Each 
Commission had a staff of censorial officials headed by 2 
Commissioners {shih, commonly called lien-fang shih), rank 
3a; members of the staff reportedly toured their jurisdic-
tions from the 2nd to 10th months each year. They were 
traditionally considered forerunners of the Ming dynasty's 
Regional Inspectors (hsun-an yŭ-shih), dispatched from the 
metropolitan Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan)f P52. 

5850 rà-cAèi^/油肅政臺 
T'ANG: lit.，pavilion for making government respectable: 
from 684 to 713 the official variant of yŭ-shih t'ai (Cen-
sorate), from 685 divided into 2 units called the Left and 
Right su-cheng t'ai, each headed by a Censor-in-chief called 
su-cheng fai ta-fu. P18. 

5851 sŭ'chī 肅機 
Lit., engine of rectification. (1) TANG: from 662 to 705 
(?) the official variant of shang-shu ch'eng (Assistant Di-
rector of the Department of State Affairs, shang-shu 
sheng). (2) T'ANG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Vice 
Minister (shih-lang) of any of the Six Ministries (liu pu). 

5852 sà-k'ò 粟客 
HAN: early Han variant of chìh-su tu-wei (Commandant-
in-chief of the Granaries) or chih-su nei-shih (Chamber-
lain for the National Treasury). 

5853 sū'lŭ 蘇拉 
CH'ING: Office Boy, a term for youths employed as gen-
eral servants in Inner Court (nei-t'ing) agencies such as the 
Council of State (chŭn-chi ch'u); apparent Chinese tran-
scription of a Manchu word. 

5854 sŭ-wèi 宿衛 
Lit., guard of the lodgings. (1) One of many terms used 
throughout history for military units serving as the Impe-
rial Bodyguard; cf. chin-wei, ch'in-wei, pei-shen. (2) 
YŬAN; Palace Guards, one segment of the Imperial Ar-
mies (ch'in-chun) stationed at the dynastic capital, respon-
sible for guarding the imperial palace in contrast to the Cap-

ital Guards (shih-wei) that were responsible for guarding 
the capital city; included the most elite military group, the 
Imperial Bodyguard (kesig: see ch'ieh-hsieh). 

5855 sù-wèi 肅衛 
SUNG: Msgestic Guardsman, 10th in a hierarchy of lau-
datory epithets conferred on meritorious members of the 
Imperial Armies {chin-chŭn). 

5856 suàn-hsŭéh 算學 
SUI-SUNG: Mathematics School, one of 5 schools or-
ganized by Sui's Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien), 
staffed with Erudites (po-shih) and Instructors (chu-chiao) 
and with an authorized quota of 80 enrolled students, cho-
sen on the basis of special mathematical aptitude from among 
the sons of petty officials and commoners, who after their 
training could take regular civil service recruitment exam-
inations in mathematics or move directly from the Mathe-
matics School into the officialdom. T’ang did not duplicate 
the Sui school until 657, when it was added to the then 
normal complement of 6 schools supervised by the Direc-
torate of Education; it had 2 Erudites, rank 9b2, and one 
Instructor, and its prescribed student enrollment was set at 
only 10. After only one year it was abolished. In 662 it was 
revived, only to be transferred the next year to the super-
visory jurisdiction of the Astrological Service (pi-ko chu; 
also see t'ai-shih chien), but in 671 (705? not later than 739) 
it was durably restored to the Directorate of Education. In 
early Sung the school seems to have had only a nominal 
existence, but in 1084 the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) won 
approval for a proposal that vacant posts as Erudites and 
Instructors (chiao-yŭ) of the Mathematics School be filled 
in current evaluations of officials for reappointment, on the 
basis of demonstrated mathematical skills. Such posts were 
abolished in 1086, revived in 1104, abolished again in 1106, 
but revived once more the same year. Until that time the 
school presumably remained under the Directorate of Ed-
ucation, but in the restoration of 1106 it was assigned to 
the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng) t and from 1110 on it was 
a unit in the Astrological Service (t'ai-shih chŭ) again, ap-
parently perpetuating the same staff titles and concentrating 
on calendrical calculations. After Sung such educational 
functions were performed by the Superintendent of Train-
ing (f i-hsŭeh) and his subordinates in the Yiian dynasty Di-
rectorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien) t and in the Ming-
Ch'ing Directorate of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien). Also 
see t'ien-wen suan-hsŭeh. RR+SP: section des mathé-
matiques. P35. 

5857 suàn-R k9ō 算曆科 
YŭAN: Section for Calendrical Calculations, one of 5 
Sections in the Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-fien t'ai, ssu-
t'ien chien), headed by 2 Clerks (kuan-kou)t rank 9b; prob-
ably under the intermediary supervision of the Directorate's 
Superintendent of Training (fì-hsūeh), as a teaching unit 
similar in functions to the Sui—Sung Mathematics School 
(suan-hsūeh). P35. 

5858 suàn pó-shìh 算博士 
T'ANG: Erudite of Mathematics, one of 18 Palace Eru-
dites (nei-chiao po-shih) on the staff of the Palace Institute 
of Literature (nei wen-hsŭeh kuan)^ where palace women 
were educated; from c. 741, a eunuch post. RR: maître de 
calcul. 

5859 sài 遂 
CHOU: District, the largest unit of local organization of 
the population outside the royal domain, comparable to a 
hsiang (District) within the royal domain, each theoretically 
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consisting of 12,500 families in 5 Townships (hsien or chou); 
headed, according to tradition, by a popularly elected Dis-
trict Grand Master (sui ta-fu). 

5860 釦 隨 朝 伴 官 
MING-CH'ING: Escort for Court Audiences on the staff 
of the Duke for Fulfilling the Sage (yen-sheng kung), i.e., 
the most direct male descendant of Confucius and head of 
the Confucian family estate in Shantung Province; made all 
arrangements for the Duke's visits to the dynastic capital; 
one to 6，rank 7a; normally members of the Confucian clan 
appointed upon recommendation of the Duke. P66. 

5861 sŭi-ch'áo t'ài-ī 隨朝太醫 
YŭAN; Court Physician, general reference to those mem-
bers of the Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yŭan) who 
were medical practitioners in personal attendance on the 
Emperor; hereditary professionals, subject to qualifying ex-
aminations on entering service and periodic examinations 
thereafter. 

5862 sùi-chĭ 歲計 
MING: Annual Personnel Evaluation, a consolidated merit 
rating of all officials , in his jurisdiction submitted by each 
Prefect {chih-fu) to his superior Provincial Administration 
Commission {ch'eng-hsiian pu-cheng shih ssu); based largely 
on monthly personnel evaluations (yŭeh-chi) submitted to 
the Prefect by District and Subprefectural Magistrates {chih-
hsien, chih-chou) in his jurisdiction; contributed to triennial 
Outer Evaluations (wai-ch'à) of officials on duty outside the 
dynastic capital, conducted by the Ministry of Personnel (//-
pu), as a result of which officials were reassigned, pro-
moted, demoted, dismissed, etc. Also see ta-chi. 

5863 sùi ekìifshìk 歲進士 
MING-CH*ING'. lit., annual presented scholar: unofficial 
general reference to Tribute Students (kung-sheng) pro-
moted annually from local Confucian Schools (ju-hsŭeh) 
throughout the empire into the National University (t'ai-
hsŭeh, kuo-tzu chien), Cf. chin-shih (Metropolitan Gradu-
ate). 

5864 sŭi-chăn 隨軍 
T'ANG: Attendant Officer, 4 military officers authorized 
for duty assignments on the staff of each Military Com-
missioner {chieh-tu shih), to carry out whatever special or-
ders they might be given. RR: officier adjoint. P57. 

5865 sŭUchŭn chuăn-yun shih 隨軍轉運使 
SUNG: Army Provisioning Comnyssíoner, responsible for 
ensuring logistical support for campaigning armies; appar-
ently a duty assignment for staff members of the Fiscal 
Commissions {chuan-yŭn ssu) of appropriate Circuits (lu), 
sometimes those of Bandit-suppression Commissions (chao-
fao ssu); cf. liang-t'ai (Paymaster). SP: commissaire au 
transport chargé d'accompagner I'armée. P60. 

5866 sŭi'Chûn kàn-pàn kuān 隨軍幹辦官 
SUNG: Manager for the Campaigning Army, duty as-
signment for an administrative clerk with status as an un-
ranked subofficial; see kan-pan kuan. SP: régisseur chargé 
d'accompagner I'armée. 

5867 sùi-fă 遂法 
N-S DIV (Chou): Law Compliance Official, number not 
clear, ranked as Senior and Ordinary Servicemen (shang-
shih, chung-shih; 7a and 8a), members of the Ministry of 
Justice (ch'iu-kuan); functions not clear, but traditionally 
understood to be equivalent to a Vice Director (yŭan-wai 
lang) of a Bureau (ssut ch'ing-li ssu) in the later Ministry 
of Justice (hsing-pu). PI3. 

5868 sùi-jén 遂人 
CHOU: Supervisor of Exterior Districts, 2 tanked as Or-
dinary Grand Masters (chung ta-fu) t members of the Min-
istry of Education (ti-kuan) who served as general admin-
istrative supervisors of Districts (sui) outside the royal 
domain, with authority comparable to that of the Minister 
of Education (ssu-t'u) within the royaī domain. CL: grand 
officier des districts extérieurs. 

5869 sùUkùng 歲貢 or sùi kùng-shêng 生 
MING~CH’ING: Tribute Student, one of several variant 
references to students annually promoted into the National 
University (t'ai-hsŭeh, kuo-tzu chien) at the dynastic capital 
from local Confucian Schools (ju-hsūeh) throughout the 
empire; most commonly called kung-sheng, q.v. BH: se-
nior licentiate of the second class. 

5870 sûi4à ià-pŭ yīng-fáng chā-sè mín-chiàng 
tsŭng-kuăn fŭ 

隨路打捕鷹房諸色民匠總管府 
YUAN: Supervisorate-in-chief of Migratory Hunters, 
Falconers, and All Classes of Artisans，organizational af-
filiation and functions not entirely clear, but apparently a 
central government agency headed by an Overseer (ta-lu-
hua-ch'ih) and a Supervisor-in-chief (tsung-kuan) respon-
sible for registering or otherwise keeping watch over per-
sons of migratory occupations who by their nature were 
outside normal place-specific jurisdictions. 

5871 sŭi'shen 隨身 
SUNG: Escort，prefix to the title of an official assigned to 
accompany a dignitary such as a Grand Councilor (tsai-
hsiang) or a Prefect {tz'u-shih) in travel status. SP: escorte. 

5872 sùi-shìh 遂士 
CHOU: District Judge, 12 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih), members of the Ministiy of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) 
with special responsibility for the administration of justice 
in the Districts (sui) beyond the immediate environs of the 
royal domain; cf. hsiang-shih (District Judge). CL: prévôts 
de justice des districts extérieures. 

5873 sùi-shīh 遂師 
CHOU: District Preceptor, 4 ranked as Junior Grand Mas-
ters (hsia ta-fu) and 8 as Senior Servicemen {shang-shih), 
members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuari)’ half ap-
pointed for each 3 of the 6 Districts (sui) beyond the im-
mediate environs of the royal domain; responsible for in-
struction, taking the census，assigning corvée duties，com-
manding militia, participating in various rituals, sharing in 
the settlement of litigations among the people; responsible 
to the Supervisors of Exterior Districts (sui-jen), supervised 
District Grand Masters (sui ta-fu). CL: chefs des districts 
extérieures. 

5874 sùi tà-fū 遂大夫 
CHOU: District Grand Master , one with rank as Ordinary 
Grand Master (chung ta-fu�’ member of the Ministry of Ed-
ucation (ti-kuan) serving as general administrative head for 
each of the 6 exterior Districts (sui) beyond the immediate 
environs of the royal domain; under the supervision of a 
designated District Preceptor (sui-shih)’ oversaw the moral 
and agrarian promotional efforts undertaken by the local 
heads of administrative units in his jurisdiction, from 
Townships (hsien) down to Neighboiiioods (tin). Cf. hsiang 
ta-fu. CL: préfet de district extérieur. 

5875 sùng-hsàn 誦訓 
CHOU: Travel Guide, 2 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), mem-
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bers of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) who accom-
panied the King on his travels and explained to him the 
history and mores of the areas through which he passed. 
CL: lecteur démonstrateur. 

5876 sàng-pàn shĭh 送伴使 
SUNG: Commissioner-escort for foreign visitors; organi-
zational affiliation not clear, no doubt an ad hoc duty as-
signment for an appropriate official. SP: commissaire chargé 
d'accompagner les visiteurs étrangers. 

5877 szu 
See under the romanization ssu. 

5878 tà 大 
Used as a prefix in titles to mean Grand ... or ...-in-chief, 
as in Grand Master (ta-fu) and Commissioner-in-chief (ta-
shih); normally not paired with a contrasting prefix such as 
hsiao (small, lesser) or shao (few, junior); rather, the dif-
ference most commonly is between a Commissioner-in-chief 
and an ordinary Commissioner (shih), or between a Gen-
eral-in-chief (ta chiang-chŭn) and an ordinary General 
(chiang-chun); not as prestigious as the prefix shang (up-
per, supreme). Also see under t'ai. 

5879 tà cWán-tmng 大禪宗 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Central Buddhist 
Registry (seng-lu ssu) in the central government. 

5880 tò chăng-hàn 大掌驗 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a clerical Secretary (chung-
shu) in the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko). 
5881 tà chăng-hóu 大長侯 
CH’ING: unofficial reference to a Company Commander 
{ch'ien-tsung) in the Chinese military establishment called 
the Green Standards (lu-ying), 
5882 tà-chăng kŭng-chŭ 大長公主 
Princess Supreme: throughout imperial history the stan-
dard designation of a paternal aunt of an Emperor. RR+SP: 
grande princesse impériale aînée. P69. 

5883 tà chŭng-lù 大掌籙 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Central Taoist Regis-
try (tao-lu ssu) in the central government. 

5884 tà chăng-shŭ 大拿戰 
T’ANG~CH，ING: unofficial reference to the Ministry of 
War (ping-pu) or to a Minister of War (ping-pu shang-
shu). 

5885 tà cháng'Shù 大掌術 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Principal of a Prefec-
tural Geomancy School (cheng-shu). 

5886 tà ch9áng-chHŭ 大長秋 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Director of the Palace 
Domestic Service (see ch'ang-ch'iu chien), a eunuch agency 
primarily responsible for administering the household of the 
Empress; in 144 B.C. superseded the title chìang-hsing 
(Empresses Usher), then in 18 B.C. superseded the title chan-
shih (Supervisor of the Household) as the ranking post on 
the Empress's staff; through Later Han had a substantial 
group of eunuch subordinates，including Directors (ling); 
rank 2,000 bushels. HB: grand prolonger of autumn. (2) 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a palace eunuch {t'ai-chien, 
huan-kuan). 

5887 tà ch9áng-pó 大常伯 
CH'ING: Executive Attendant-in-chief, unofficial refer-
ence to a Minister (shang-shu) of any of the Six Ministries 
(liu pu). Also see t'ai ch'ang-po (Grand Executive Atten-
dant). 

5888 tà-ch'én 大臣 
CH'ING: Grand Minister, common suffix to the duty as-
signments of Imperial Princes (ch'in-wang) and other no-
bles and dignitaries who served as senior officials of the 
Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu)y e.g., tsung-
kuan neùwu fu ta-ch'en (Grand Minister Supervisor of the 
Imperial Household Department); also ā common generic 
reference to such officials. 

5889 tà ch'éng-hsiàng 大丞相 
N-S DIV, YUAN: Grand Counselor-ill-chief, Grand 
Councilor-in爾chief: used irregularly, apparently to give 
special prestige to a favored Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-
hsiang) or Grand Councilor (ch'eng-hsiang, tsai-hsiang). 
P2，4. 

5890 tà-chí 大棘 
CH'ING: lit.，great jujube tree: unofficial reference to a 
Chief Minister (ch'ing) of the Court of Judicial Review 
(ta-li ssuyt see chi-shu. 

5891 tà-chì 大計 
Great Reckoning. (1) CHOU: an evaluation of officials 
reportedly conducted every 3rd year. (2) MING-CH'ING: 
a general evaluation of all officials, referring primarily to 
the Outer Evaluation (wai-ch'a) of officials on duty outside 
the capital，conducted regularly every 3rd year, but some-
times referring also to the Capital Evaluation (c>iV/î^-c/i'a) 
of officials serving in the capital，which was conducted less 
regularly in Ming’ more or less in a 6-year cycle，and reg-
ularly in a 3-year cycle in Ch'ing. These were evaluations 
in addition to merit ratings (k'ao) given individual officials 
in separate cycles. Every month each District Magistrate 
(chih-hsien) submitted a status report on officials in his ju-
risdiction to his Prefect (chih-fu); every year each Prefect 
submitted a consolidated status report to provincial author-
ities; and every 3rd year the Grand Coordinator or Pro-
vincial Governor (both hsŭn-fu), in Ming acting together 
witíi the Censorate^ Regionad Inspector (hsŭn-an yŭ-shìh) 
in his Province, submitted a consQlidated provincial per-
sonnel report. This was then supplemented with other in-
formation in the files of the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) 
and the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan), which joined in making 
recommendations concerning the promotion, demotion, 
reassignment, transfer, dismissal, etc., of provincial offi-
cials who had been summoned to the capital in tìiousands 
for the event. These evaluations focused on instances of 
malfeasance or shortcomings in 8 specific categories: av-
arice, cruelty, frivolity or instability, inadequacy, senility, 
ill health, weariness, and inattentiveness. Each offícial 
summoned to the capital for the triennial evaluations was 
required tō submit in advance a self-evaluation that was taken 
into account in deliberations by the Ministry and the Cen-
sorate. 

5892 tòcAí-c/riè« 大給諫 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a chi-shih-chung (Super-
vising Secretary, Supervising Censor). 
5893 tà chí-mù 大畿牧 
CH’ING: unofficial reference to the Governor (yin) of Shun-
t'ien Prefecture, site of the dynastic capital. 

5894 tà-chiă 大家 
Your Msýesty: from the era of N-S Division, one of the 
terms irregularly used for the Emperor in direct address. 

5895 tà-chiàng 大匠 
SUI-SUNG: Director of the Directorate for the Palace 
Buildings (chiang-tso chien), replaced intermittently in Sui 
and T’ang by ling and chien; rank 3a2 in T'ang. RR; grand 
artisan. SP: chef de la direction des travaux. 
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5896 tà-chìàng ch'îng 大匠卿 
N-S DIV (Liang, Ch'en): Chief Minister for the Palace 
Buildings, from 508 the official variant of chiang-tso ta-
chiang (Chamberlain for the Palace Buildings). P14. 

5897 tà chiàng'chŭn 大將軍 or ta-chiang 
General-in-chief: throughout history a designation of mil-

officers in command of armies; more prestigious than 
ral (chiang, chiang-chŭn) alone, less prestigious than 

Generalissimo (shang chiang-chŭn); location- or task-spe-
cific prefixes should be noted. HB: general-in-chief. RR+SP: 
grand général. 

5898 tà chiàng-chŭn fŭ 大將軍府 
Headquarters (or Command) of the General-in-chief, an 
ad hoc name used from Han on during military campaigns. 
Cf. chūn-fu. RR: administration du grand général. 

5899 tà-chiên 大監 
SUI-YUAN: occasional variant of chien (Director). Dis-
tinguish from the Ming-Ch'ing eunuch title t'ai-chien. 
RR+SP: grand directeur. 

5900 tà-chièn 大諫 
T'ANG-SUNG: unofficial reference to a Grand Master of 
Remonstrance (chien-i ta-fu). 

5901 tà chiĕn-pŭ 大監部 
SUI: Waterways Supervisor, an official responsible for 
constructing a transport canal connecting the dynastic cap-
ital near modern Sian with the Yellow River; apparently 
unrelated to the Directorate of Waterways {tu-shui chien). 

5902 tà ckí/fcMk 大直指 
MING-CH'ĭNG; unofficial reference to an Investigating 
Censor (chien-ch'a yii-shih), most particularly to one on 
duty assignment a_ Ward-inspecting Censor (hsŭn-ch'eng 
yŭ-shih) in the dynastic capital. See chih-chih, 
5903 tò ckìh-tsŭng 大秩宗 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Minister of Rites {li-pu 
shang-shu), See chih-tsung, 
5904 tà chīn-wú 大金吾 
MING: unofficial reference in late Ming to the Guard 
Commander (chih-hui shih) of the Imperial Bodyguard 
(chin-i wei). See chin-wu, chih chin-wu. 

5905 tà ckīng-ckào 大京兆 
MING-CH^lNG: unofficial reference to the Governor (yin) 
of Shun-t'ien Prefecture, site of the dynastic capital after 
1420. See ching-chao. 

5906 tò ckiŭ ck，īng 大九卿 
MING-CH ING: Nine Greater Chief Ministers, collec-
tive reference to the heads of the Six Ministries (liu pu)t 
the Censorate (tu ch'a-yūan), the Court of Judicial Review 
(ta-li ssu), and the Office of Transmission (t'ung-cheng ssu); 
Ch’ing usage not consistent. Cf. chiu ch'ing, hsiao chiu 
ch'ing. 

5907 tà-chiù ŭng 大藏令 
HAN: Director of the Palace Stable, one of numerous 
subordinates of the Chamberlain for the Palace Stud (t'ai-
p'u), rank 600 bushels. HB: prefect of the great stables. 
P31. 

5908 tà chHŭ'fâi 大秋臺 
T'ANG-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Ministry of 
Justice (hsing-pu). Cf. ch'iu-kuan, 

5909 tò chiŭng-pó 大賜tà 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Chief Minister (ch'ing) 
of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). 

5910 tà-chōu 大舟 or tà-chōu ch'ing 卿 
N-S DIV (Liang)-SUI: Chamberlain for Waterways, of-
ficial variant of tu-shui shih (Commissioner for Water-
ways). P14, 17, 59. 

5911 tòcAāwmò 大州牧 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Chief of Police (li-mu) 
in an Independent Department (chih-li chou). 

5912 tòchôu-mà 大 Hi 幕 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Department Magistrate 
(chih-chou) of an Independent Department (chih-li chou). 

5913 tà-chù 大祝 
CHOU: Senior Supplicator’ 4 ranked as Junior Grand 
Masters (hsia ta-fu) and 8 as Senior Servicemen {shang-
shih) ’ members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) who 
prayed for the ruler’s good fortune, invoked the spirits dur-
ing state sacrificial ceremonies, etc.; cf. hsiao-chu, t'ai-chu, 
CL: grand officier des prières, grand invocateur. 
5914 tà-chù 大著 
SUNG: Senior Writer，counteipart in the earliest Sung years 
of the later chu-tso lang (Editorial Director in the Palace 
Library, pi-shu sheng); cf. hsiao-shu. P23. 

5 9 1 5 tò ckiHăo 大主考 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Principal Examiner 
(cheng k'ao-kuan) in a Provincial Examination (hsiang-shih) 
in the civil service recruitment examination sequence. 

5916 tà chù-kuô 大柱國 
Grand Pillar of State: throughout history a common un-
official reference to paramount executive officials in the 
central government such as Counselors-in-chief (ch'eng-
hsiang) t Grand Councilors {tsai-hsiang) y and Grand Sec-
retaries (ta hsŭeh-shih); in Ming also referred to a pro-
vincial-level Grand Coordinator (hsūn-Ju); cf. chu-kuo, shang 
chu-kuo. 

5917 tà chù-shîh 大柱史 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Censor (yŭ-shih) 
on duty assignment as Regional Inspector (hsŭn-an yii-shih).. 

5918 tò ckŭ-shíh 大柱石 
CH'ING: lit.’ great pillar stone: unofficial reference to a 
Grand Secretary (ta hsŭehshih). 

5919 tà chŭ'tsò 大著作 
Imperial Editor. (1) N-S DIV: occasional variant of chu-
tso lang (Editorial Director in the Palace Library, pi-shu 
sheng). P23. (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Chan-
cellor (hsŭeh-shih) of the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yuan). 

5920 tà ckŭ-yin 大主藏 
CH'ING: lit., great master of sacrifices: unofficial refer-
ence to the tz'u-chi ssu (Bureau of Sacrifices in the Min-
istry of Rites, lĭ-pu). 

5921 tò ck，ŭ-tuān 大儲端 
CH'ING: lit., great exemplar for the Heir Apparent: un-
official reference to the chan-shih (Supervisor of the 
Household of the Heir Apparent). 
5922 tà cWuán-chlng 大傳經 
CH'ING: lit., great transmitter of the classics: unofficial 
reference to an Instructor (chiao-shou)，the head of a Con-
fucian School (ju-hsŭeh) at the Prefecture ifu) level. 

5923 tà chŭng-ch'éng 大中丞 
MING-CH'ING: lit., great palace aide (to the Censor-in-
chief)； see yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng: unofficial reference to a 
Censor-in-chief (tu yii-shih), particularly one serving as a 
provincial-level Grand Coordinator (hsŭn-fu). 
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5924 tà chŭng-hù 大中護 
CH'ING: lit., great protector of the palace: unofficial ref-
erence to a Mentor {shu-tzu) in the Household Adminis-
tration of the Heir Apparent {chan-shih fu). 

5925 tà chŭng-tsăi 大冢宰 
Grand Minister of State. (1) N-S DIV (Chou): from 556 
head of the Ministry of State {t'ien-kuan), considered the 
paramount executive official of the central government, 
comparable to a Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang) or Grand 
Councilor (tsai-hsiang) of other times. P2. (2) MING-
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Minister of Personnel (lì-
pu shang-shu). See chung-tsai. 

5926 tà ch'ŭăn-héng 大铨衡 
CH'ING: lit., great assayer and measurer: unofficial ref-
erence to the Minister of Personnel (lì-pu shang-shu). 

5927 tà'Chūĕh shoŭ 大角手 
T'ANG: Blower of the Great Horn , designation of 600 
soldiers in the Imperial Insignia Guard (chin-wu wei). RR: 
joueur de grande come. 

5928 tòdrárt-cW 大軍機 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Grand Minister of State 
(chŭn-chi ta-ch'en)y i .e., a member of the Council of State 
(chūn-chi ch'u). 

5929 tà chun-hóu 大郡侯 
Lit., great Commandery Marquis: unofficial reference 
throughout history to a Commandery Governor {chŭn-shou) 
or to a Prefect {chih-chou, chih-fu). 
5930 tà chŭn-pó 大郡伯 
Lit.，great Commandery Earl; unofficial reference through-
out history to a Commandery Governor (chŭn-shou) or to 
a Prefect {chih-chou, chih-fu). 

5931 tà èrh-hóu 大貳侯 
CH*ING: lit., great secondary Marquis; unofficial reference 
to a Vice Prefect (t'ung chih-fu, t'ung-chih). 

5932 tò/ā/i_/tí 大藩府 
SUNG: Great Border Prefecture, generic reference to a 
specific group of large and strategic Prefectures (chou): 
Ching-chao, Ch'eng-tu, T'ai-yŭan, Ching-nan, Chiang-ning, 
Yen-chou, T'ái-chou, Yangchow, Hángchow, T'aivchou, 
Kuang-chou，and the Prefectures in which N. Sung’s 3 aux-
iliary capitals were located. SP; grande préfecture. 

5933 tàfăn-hóu 大藩侯 
MING-CH'ING: lit” great border Marquis: unofficial ref-
erence to a Provincial Administration Commissioner (pu-
cheng shih). 

5934 tà-făng 大方 
HAN: appeared in thé last century of Later Han as a title 
used in at least one rebel movement, apparently in the sense 
of big boss {ta) of a region (fang), or perhaps boss of a 
large region; traditionally equated with General (chiang-
chŭn). See hsiao-fang. 

5935 tàfāng-pó 大方伯 
MING-CH'ING: lit., great regional Earl: unofficial refer-
ence to a Provincial Administration Commissioner (pu-
cheng shih). 

5936 tà fāng-yŭèh 大方岳 
CH'ING: lit.，great regional peak: unofficial reference to a 
Provincial Administration Commissioner (pu-cheng shih). 

5937 tò/ĕfi-Aw 大分麾 
CH'ING: lit., great detached flag: unofficial reference to 
an Assistant Regional Commander (ts'an-chiang) or to a 

Brigade Commander (yu-chi) in the Chinese military es-
tablishment called the Green Standards (lu-ying). 

5938 tà-fèng 大鳳 
SUNG: lit.，great phoenix: unofficial reference to a Hanlin 
Academician (han-lin hsŭeh-shih). 

5939 tà-fŭ 大夫 
(1) Grand Master: throughout history found as a suffix in 
many titles of relative importance, both functional such as 
Censor-in-chief (yu-shìh ta-fu) and honorific such as Spe-
cially Promoted Grand Master for Splendid Happiness (t'e-
chin kuang-lu ta-fu); see under prefixed terms. (2) CHOU: 
Grand Master, designation of the 2nd highest category of 
officials, below Minister (ch'ing) and above Serviceman 
(shih); subdivided into 3 grades: Senior Grand Master (shang 
ta-fu), Ordinary (chung) Grand Master, and Junior (hsia) 
Grand Master. CL: préfet. (3) CHIN-HAN: Grandee of 
the Fifth Order , the 16th highest of 20 titles of honorary 
nobility (chŭeh) conferred on meritorious subjects, HB: 
grandee. P65. (4) HAN-N-S DIV: Grand Master , found 
on the administrative staffs of Princely Establishments (wang-
fu), functions not clear; rank =600 bushels in Han. P69. 
(5) T'ANG: Grand Master, from 662 to 671 the official 
variant title of various mid-level posts in the central gov-
ernment, including Directors (lang-chung) of all Bureaus 
(wm) in the Six Ministries (liu pu), Vice Ministers (shao-
ch'ing) in the Nine Courts (chiu íjm), various Aides or As-
sistant Directors (ch'eng), and Chief Stewards (feng-yû) of 
the Services (chŭ) that constituted the Palace Administra-
tion (tien-chung sheng). (6) SUNG: Grand Master , briefly 
in the early 1100s the official variant of shih (Commis-
sioner) of the Palace Audience Gates (shang ko-men). P33. 

5940 tà-fŭ 大府 
(1) CHOU: Grand Treasurer’ 2 ranked as Junior Grand 
Masters (hsia ta-fu) and 8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), 
members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) who super-
vised the palace storehouses and accepted payments of taxes, 
tribute, and fees. Traditionally considered comparable to 
the Han dynasty Chamberlain for the National Treasury (ta 
ssu-nung). CL: grarui trésorier. (2) N-S DIV (Liang, Ch'en): 
Chamberlain for the Palace Bursary, responsible for su-
pervising maiicetplace transactions in the dynastic capital 
city, probably among other things not specified, such as 
collecting fees and taxes from merchants. P62. Cf. fai-fu. 

5941 tà-fŭ àn 大夫案 
SUNG: Section for Grand Masters, a subdivision of the 
Senior Military Appointments Process {shang-shu yu-hsūan) 
in the Ministry of Personnel {U-pu)\ specific functions not 
clear. SP: service des nominations des commissaires mili-
taires. 

5942 tà-fŭ ckiĕn 大矢監 
CHOU: Grand Master Inspector, a delegate of the King 
assigned to visit and inspect the domain of a Feudal Lord 
(chu-hou). 

5943 tàfŭ-fŭ 大黼黻 
CH'ING: lit., great (provider of) embroidered sacrificial 
gowns: unofficial reference to a Superintendent of Im-
perial Silk Manufacturing (chih-tsao chien-tu). 

5944 tà-hàn chiān乡•chŭn 大漢將軍 
MING: Elite Guard , designation of 1,500 members of the 
Imperial Bodyguard (chin-i wei) who attended the Emperor 
on all ceremonial occasions; chosen for their tallness. 

5945 tà kàmpó 大翰博 
CH'ING: lit., abbreviation of great Hanlin Academy (han-
lin ymn) Erudite (po-shih): unofficial reference to Erudite 
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of the Five Classics (wu-ching po-shih), a title awarded 
hereditarily to direct male descendants of noted Confucians 
or paragons of Confucian virtues. 

5946 tà hó-kĕng 大糖 
CH'ING: lit., great (provider of) mild broth: unoffícial ref-
erence to a Vice Minister {shao-ch'ing) of the Court of 
Imperial Entertainments {kuang-lu ssu). 

5947 tà hŭng-lŭ 大鴻臚 
HAN-N-S DIV: lit., great maintainer of orderliness: 
Chamberlain for Dependencies, rank 2,000 bushels in Han, 
rank 3 in N. Wei, one of the Nine Chamberlains {chiu ch'ing) 
in the central governftient; responsible for supervising the 
receptions of Princes (wang) and Marquises (hou) at the 
capital，keeping genealogical records of nobles not of the 
imperial lineage^ handling diplomatic relations with non-
Chinese leaders, and ordering the conduct of all officials 
and visitors in imperial audiences. Initiated in 104 B.C. to 
supersede the Director of the Messenger Office (ta-hsing 
ling); in Former Han included among his subordinates a 
Director of Interpreters (i-kuan ling)’ a Director of Fire Re-
newal (pieh-huo ling), and a reconstituted Director of the 
Messenger Office (as above); in addition, supervised all Li-
aison Hostels for Commanderies (chūn-ti) established in the 
capital. ĭn Later Han some of these subordinates were re-
distributed to other agencies or downgraded to minor posts, 
but the Chamberlain remained an important part of the cen-
tral government until reorganizations in Liang and N, Wei 
transformed the post into the Chief Minister (ch'ing) of the 
Court for Dependencies {hung-lu ssu). HB: grand herald. 
P l l , 17’ 33. 

5948 tà-hsí tsŭng-yîn yŭàn 大禧宗禋院 
YŭAN: Office for Religious Administration, a central 
government agency that supervised state-supported reli-
gious institutions such as temples and monasteries, moni-
torihg the uses of their lands, endowment funds，and de-
pendents; staffing not clear. 

5949 tò ksiàng-t，ái 大相臺 
MING-CH*ING: unoffícial reference to an Investigating 
Censor {chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) on duty assignment as a Re-
gional Inspector {hsŭn-an yŭ-shih). 

5950 tà-hsìŭo Mo-mŭ chŭ 六小彫木局 
YUAN: Large and Small Woodworking Service, one of 
numerous craft workshops under the Supervisorate-in-chief 
of Metal Workers and Jewelers {chin-yŭ jen-chiang tsung-
kuan fu); probably 2 Services, one Large and one Small. 

5951 tà hsièn-ch，iĕn 大憲叙 
MING-CH'ING: l i t , assistant to the great (enforcer of) 
fundamental laws: unofficial reference to a provincial-level 
Assistant Surveillance Commissioner {an-ch'a ch'ien-shih). 

5952 tò hsièn-fù 大憲副 
MING-CH*ING: lit., vice great (enforcer of) fundamental 
laws: unofficial reference to a provincial-level Surveillance 
Vice Commissioner (an~ch'a fu-shih). 

5953 tà hsièn-nà 大獻納 
Lit., great presenter-submitter. (1) T'ANG: unofficial ref-
erence to a Petition Box Commissioner (hsien-na shih). 
(2) MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Transmis-
sion Commissioner {t'ung-cheng shih). 

5954 tò hsièn-t，ái 大憲臺 
MING-CH'ING: lit., great pavilion of fundamental laws: 
unofficial reference to a nominal senior official of the Cen-
sorate (tu ch'a-yŭan) serving as a Ming Grand Coordi-

nator or a Ch'ing Provincial Governor (both hsŭn-fu) or 
to an Investigating Censor (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) serving as 
Regional Inspector (hsŭn-an yu-shih). 

5955 tà-hsíng 大行 
HAN-N-S DIV: Messenger Office, headed by a Director 
(ling) with rank of 600 bushels, at least one Aide (ch'eng), 
and a staff of Messengers (hsing-jen); maintained com-
munications with enfeoffed Princes (wang) and Marquises 
(hou) and with non-Chinese leaders. Superseded the tien-
k'o (Chamberlain for Dependencies) in 144 B.C., then in 
104 B.C. superseded by the ta hung-lu (also Chamberlain 
for Dependencies), became one of its subsidiary units; per-
haps did not endure beyond Chin times. HB: grand usher. 
P17. 

5956 tà-hsíng chìh-tt ch'éng 大行治禮丞 
HAN: Aide for Ceremonial in the Messenger Office; see 
ta-hsing. 

5957 tò hsíng-jén 大钌k 
(1) CHOU: Senior Messenger, 2 ranked as Ordinary Grand 
Masters {chung ta-fu)t members of the Ministry of Justice 
(ch'iu-kuan) who made arrangements for the visits and re-
ceptions of Feudal Lords (chu-hou) at the royal court; as-
sisted by Junior Messengers (hsiao hsing-jen). CL: grand 
voyageur. (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Chief 
Minister (ch'ing) oi the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-
lu ssu). Cf. hsing-jen, hsing-jen ssu. 

5958 tà hsîng-fái 大行臺 
N-S DIV: abbreviation of shang-shu ta hsing-t'ai (Branch 
Department of State Affairs). 
5959 tà-hsŭ 大胥 
CHOU: Senior Dancing Master , 4 ranked as Ordinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan) who taught the children of central government 
officials the art of court dancing and helped direct the music 
and dance aspects of state ceremonies; assisted by Junior 
Dancing Masters (hsiao-hsŭ). CL: grand aide. 

5960 tà'hsŭăn 大選 
CH'ING: Regular Selection, part of the personnel appoint-
ment process conducted by the Ministry of Personnel ("-
pu); principally referred to the consideration for appoint-
ments of new Metropolitan Graduates (chin-shih) and Pro-
vincial Graduates (chŭ-jen); normally conducted in even 
months, in contrast to Expedited Selection (chi-hsŭan) nor-
mally conducted in odd months. Also known as cheng-hsŭan. 

5961 tà-hsŭéh 大學 
Variant of fai-hsūeh (National University). 

5962 tò hsŭéh-sMh 大學± 
(1) T'ANG-YUAN: Grand Academician, prefixed with 
the name of some Hall (tien, kó) in the palace such as the 
Hall of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien tien)\ a designation 
awarded to Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang) suggesting a 
concurrent function, but actually given to enhance prestige 
without adding any functions. RR+SP: grand lettré. P3, 
25. (2) MING: Grand Academician, one, rank 5a, shared 
with Mentors (shu-tzu) seniority in each of the 2 Secretar-
iats of the Heir Apparent (ch'un-fang); a general counselor 
in charge of the Heir Apparent*s communications to the 
throne. P26. (3) MING-CH'ING: Grand Secretary, of-
ficials of great po^yer in the central government, compa-
rable to Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang) of earlier dynasties; 
originated in 1382 as a new category of posts in the Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yŭan)t rank 5a，with the specific duties 
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of tutoring the Heir Apparent and assisting the Emperor with 
his paperwork, which had greatly increased after reorga-
nizations of 1380 that included abolition of the Grand Coun-
cilorship. In the early 1400s their influence increased, and 
from 1424 they were regularly given concurrent nominal 
appointments as Vice Ministers (shih-lang) or Ministers 
(síumg-shu) in the Six Ministries (liu pu), which raised their 
ranks to the level of 3a or 2a; in addition, they came to be 
given even more prestigious status in the officialdom with 
top-echelon but non-functioning posts among the Three 
Dukes (san kung) or Three Solitaries (san ku), with la or 
lb rank. Each Grand Secretary was assigned to a Hall in 
the palace, e.g., Grand Secretary of the Hall of Military 
Glory (wu-ying tien ta hsŭeh-shih); their numbers varied, 
normally in the range from 3 to 6, and their working pro-
cedures gradually stabilized under a Senior Grand Secretary 
(shou-fu) as recognized leader and decision-maker in the 
group. Their principal function came to be recommending 
imperial action on memorials and preparing edicts after an 
imperial decision was reached; they utilized the services of 
thé Central Drafting Office (chung-shu k'o) but had no sup-
porting staffs of their own. After the earliest years, ap-
pointees as Grand Secretaries came almost exclusively 
through a special channel from status as Metropolitan Grad-
uates (chin-shih) in the civil service recruitment examina-
tion sequence into a series of positions in the Hanlin Acad-
emy, without ever having active service in regular ad-
ministrative agencies, either in central or territorial admin-
istrations. Consequently, despite their nominal status as 
Ministers or Vice Ministers, which was intended to provide 
a linkage for them with the administrative hierarchy, Grand 
Secretaries inevitably came to be looked oil as members of 
the Inner Court (nei-fing, nei-ch'aó) who were agents of 
the Emperor, not as leaders of the Outer Court (wai'fingf 
waì-ch'aó) comparable to Counselors-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang� 

of antiquity; and from early in the 16th century they became 
focal points of controversies between the Inner and Outer 
Courts, Few Senior Grand Secretaries had successful, happy 
tenures. From the beginning the Grand Secretaries were re-
fened to collectively as ihe nei-ko (lit” the inner or palace 
Halls), and by 1600 this term became at least a quasiofficial 
agency name, rendered as Grand Secretariat. In Ch'ing, after 
some institutional experimenting (see under nei san yuan, 
Three Palace Academies), the Grand Secretariat was for-
mally constituted in 1658 as the paramount coordinating 
agency in the central government with a large staff headed 
by 2 Manchu and 2 Chinese Grand Secretaries, rank la , 
each nominally assigned to a palace Hall as in Ming times. 
Although the Grand Secretariat as an institution gradually 
yielded in influence to informal deliberative groups and 
eventually was formally subordinated to a Council of State 
{chŭn-chi ch'u) in 1730, individual Grand Secretaries re-
mained prestigious and commonly served ex ófficio as 
members of the Council of State. P2. 

5963 大訓翰 
SUNG: lit., big counseling writing brush: unofficial ref-
erence to a member of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan)t 
hence Hanlin Academician. 

5964 tà hsun-hsŭān 大旬宣 
CH'ING: lit., great thorough promulgator (?); unofficial 
reference to a Provincial Administration Commissioner 
(pu-cheng shih). 

5965 tà4 大儀 
Lit., great ritualist. (1) T'ANG: unofficial reference to a 
Minister of Rites (U-pu shang-shu) or to the Director (lang-

chung) of the Headquar ters Bureau (lĭ-pu) in the Ministry 
of Rites (also lĭ-pu). Also see chung-i, hsiao-i, shao-i. (2) 
SUNG: Lady of Supreme Depor tment , from the late 990s 
a consort title, rank lb, regularly awarded to surviving wives 
of deceased Emperors other than Empresses. (3) CH'ING: 
unofficial reference to the Chief Minister (ch'ing) of the 
Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). 

5966 tò-ì 大議 
Great Court Conference: throughout imperial history an 
important assemblage of senior central government officials 
to consider a problem of policy and recommend a solution; 
distinguished from normal Court Conferences (hui-i, t'ing-
0 by being presided over by the Emperor in person, or per-
haps at times by an especially eminent surrogate. 

5967 tò-ì 大醫 
SUNG-CHWG: Grand Physician, unofficial reference to 
a physician in palace service, such as a member of the Im-
perial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yuan). 

5968 tòi-toái•大邑宰 
CH'ING: lit., great steward of the fief: unofficial reference 
to a District Magistrate (chih-hsien). 

5969 tà-jén 大人 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Tribal Overseer, originally 2 prefixed 
North and South, then 4，finally 8; responsible for super-
vising affairs of all tribes (pu~lo)t i .e., presumably all non-
Chinese groups within the domain. See pa pu ta-jen. 

5970 tà jŭng-pó 大戎伯 
CH'ING: lit., great military Earl: unofficial reference to a 
Company Commander (ch'ien-tsung) in the Chinese mil-
itary establishment called the Green Standards (lu-ying). 

5971 tà-kuăn 達官 
Lit., an official who had gained success. (1) Throughout 
history may be encountered in unofficial reference to an 
eminent official such as a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang), 
i.e., someone who had access to the ruler. (2) MING: 
Mongol Official, generic designation of Mongols who en-
tered Ming service; apparently abbreviated from a Chinese 
transliteration of Tatar or some similar Mongol term. 

5972 tà-kuăn ling 大官令 
Variant of fai-kuan ling (Provisioner). 

5973 tà-kuăn shŭ 大官署 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i)~SUNG，MING-CH'ING: Banquets 
Office, one of a normal complement of 4 major subordinate 
Offices in the Court of Imperial Entertainments {kuang-lu 
ssu); headed by a Director (ling through Sung，cheng in 
Ming and Ch'ing), rank 7b2 in T，ang，9a in Sung, 6b in 
Ming and Ch'ing; in Ch’ing one each Manchu and Chinese 
appointee. Responsible for preparing meals for the palace 
and the court, commonly supervising a huge staff of cooks, 
waiters, etc. In Sung subordinated to an intermediary su-
pervising agency called the Imperial Kitchen (yii-ch'u), but 
limited to the preparation of sacrificial foodstuffs; the feed-
ing of the palace and the court became the responsibility 
of the Food Service (shang-shih chŭ) of the Palace Admin-
istration (tien-chung sheng). No Banquets Office was es-
tablished in Liao, Chin, or Yuan. RR: office de la direction 
générale des banquets de I'empereur. SP: bureau d'ap-
provisionnement. P30. 

5974 tà-k'uéi 大魁 
T'ANG-CH'ING: lit., big chief: unofficial reference to a 
Principal Graduate (chuang-yuan) in the highest civil ser-
vice recruitment examination. 
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5975 tà kŭng-fŭ 大宮輔 
Lit., great palace bulwark: common unofficial reference to 
the Supervisor of the Household of the Heir Apparent 
{chan-shih). 

5976 tò kŭng-té shift 大功德使 
T'ANG: Grand Commissioner for Merit and Vir tue, one 
appointed to supervise Buddhist establishments in the east-
ern half of the capital city, another appointed for the west-
ern half; see kung-te shih. RR: grand commissaire pour la 
mérite et la vertu, PI7. 

5977 tà kūng-tsàn 大宮贊 
CH'ING: lit., great palace encourager: unofficial reference 
to an Admonisher {tsan-shan) in one of the 2 Secretariats 
of the Heir Apparent (ch'un-fang). 

5978 tà kŭng-ts'áú 大功曹 
CH'ING: lit.，great section for requisitioned labor: unof-
ficial reference to a Chief of Police (li-mu) in an Indepen-
dent Department {chih-li chou). See kung-ts'ao. 

5979 tà kŭng-tuān 大宮端 
CH*ING: lit., great palace exemplar: unofficial reference 
to a Supervisor of the Household of the Heir Apparent 
(chan-shih). 

5980 tà kŭng-yun 大宮允 
CH'ING: lit., great palace confidant: unofficial reference 
to a Companion (chung-yŭn) in one of the 2 Secretariats 
of the Heir Apparent {ch'un-fang). 

5981 tòifci«M 大國醫 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Principal of a Pre-
fectural Medical School (cheng-k'o). 

5982 tá'lá'huŏ'Chfìh 答剌火赤 
YUAN: variant of ta-lu-hua-ch'ih (Overseer). 

5983 tà lăo-yéh 大老爺 
CH'ING: lit.，great old gentleman: His Honor, Your Honor , 
polite reference to, or form of direct address for, a Prefect 
(chih-fu), a Departmental Magistrate (chih-chou), or a Dis-
trict Magistrate (chih-hsien). 

5984 tà4ĭ 大理 
HAN-N-S DIV: intermittent official variant of t'ing-wei 
(Chamberlain for Law Enforcement). HB: grand judge. 

5985 tà-lĭ sMk 大觼使 
SUNG: Commissioner for Grand Ceremonials, an ad hoc 
duty assignment for a court official; specific functions or 
occasions not clear. SP: commissaire des grands cérémonies 
de sacrifice. 

5986 íà-lĭssù 大理寺 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: Court of Judicial Review, an impor-
tant central government agency, considered one of the Nine 
Courts (chiu ssu) and one of the Three Judicial Offices (san 
fa-ssu). Emerged out of the ta-li (Chamberlain for Law En-
forcement) tradition, by N. Ch'i and Sui was a stable, large 
agency responsible for reviewing reports of judicial pro-
ceedings at all levels of territorial administration, recom-
mending to the Emperor what cases involving major pun-
ishments should be returned for retrial, submitted to a 
gathering of court dignitaries for deliberation, or decided 
by the Emperor himself, and participating in important ju-
dicial proceedings at court along with the Censorate (yŭ-
shih t'ai, tu ch'a-yŭan) and the Ministry of Justice {hsing-
pu). In general, the regular administrative hierarchy, under 
supervision of the Ministry, conducted trials and imple-
mented sentences; the Censorate maintained surveillance over 
such activities for the purpose of impeaching officials for 

misconduct; and the Court reviewed judicial proceedings 
from the point of view of law, justice, and equity. The Court 
was headed by a Chief Minister (ch'ing), rank 3b in T'ang, 
4b in Sung, 4a in Chin, 3a in Ming and Ch'ing; in Ch'ing 
one Manchu and one Chinese appointee. Vice Ministers 
{shao-ch'ing) and Assistant Ministers {ch'eng) commonly 
supervised 2 Bureaus (t'ing) or Courts of Review (_，p r e -
fixed Le,ft and Right, which had functional differences or 
divided the empire geograjáíically into 2 jurisdictions, staffed 
with such officials as Rectifiers (ssu-chih) and Case Re-
viewers (p'ing-shih). In Yuan the Court existed only from 
1283 to 1285, and then only as the redesignation of a Pro-
tectorate (tu-hufu) headed by 4 Grand Protectors (ta tu-hu) 
who heard legal complaints submitted by Uighur and other 
non-Mongol nomadic peoples in the empire. RR+SP: cour 
suprême de justice. BH: court of judicature and revision. 
P22. 

5987 tà Mng-hsiàng 大莨粗 
Lit., great minister of excellence. (1) MING: unofficial ref-
erence to a Commissioner (shih) of the Imperial Acad-
emy of Medicine (t'ai-i yŭan). (2) CH'ING: unofficial ref-
erence to a Principal of a Prefectural Medical School 
(cheng-k'o). 

5988 tà lìén-hsièn 大廉憲 
CITING: lit., great (monitor of) integrity and fundamental 
laws: unofficial reference to a Provincial Surveillance 
Commissioner (an-ch'a shih). 

5989 tàlín-yáyŭàn 大林牙院 
LIAO: Secretarial Academy, a unit of the Northern 
Administration (pei-mien) t apparently responsible for doc-
uments in the Khitan language or documents concerning 
Khitan affairs; staffing not clear. See lin-ya. P23. 

5990 tà-ŭng 大令 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a District Magistrate (chih-
hsien). 

5991 tó-ld-tá 逹勒達 
YUAN: variant of ta-ta (Postal Relay Station). 

5992 tà-lù chiù 大輅廏 
HAN: Stable for Ceremonial Chariots , one of numerous 
function-specific units under the Chamberlain for the Im-
perial Stud (t'ai-p'u). HB: coachhouses for great state char-
iots. 

5993 tâ4ŭ'huă-ch9ìh 達魯花赤 
YUAN; Overseer, Chinese transliteration of the Mongol 
word daruhachi, translated into Chinese as chang-yin kuan 
(Seal-holding Official); designation of Mongols who, with 
varying ranks, were appointed alongside the regular heads 
of many agencies in both central and territorial administra-
tions as mandatory co-signers of all official documents is-
suing from the agencies; commonly hereditary posts for 
Mongols with status in the Mongol military hierarchy. The 
term appears in many variant transliterations. 

5994 tò mù-chèng 大牧正 
MING: lit., great pasturage director: unofficial reference to 
the Supervisor (chien) of the Imperial Forest Park {shang-
lin yŭan). 

5995 tòmà-ch，ìnfû 大睦親府 
CHIN: lit., great office for the friendly treatment of rela-
tives: the official variant of ta tsung-cheng fu (Court of the 
Imperial Clan) from 1206, to avoid an imperial name ta-
boo; headed by a Supervisor (p'an ... shih)，no doubt of 
the imperial lineage. Cf. kuang-ch'in mu-ch'in chai. P I . 
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5996 tò mŭ-chă 大木局 
YŭAN: Carpentry Service, a unit of the Palace Mainte-
nance Office (hsiu-nei ssu); headed by 7 Superintendents 
(t'i-ling), apparently non-official specialists. P15. 

5997 tò nd-yén 大納言 
CH'ING: lit., great maker of statements (to the ruler): un-
official reference to the head of the Office of Transmission 
(t'ung-cheng ssu)t titled Transmission Commissioner (t'ung-
cheng shih). Cf. na-yen. 

5998 tò-nèi 大內 
(1) Great Within, from Han if not earlier a common quasi-
official reference to the imperial palace, especially its in-
nermost priyate quarters. (2) HAN: apparently a variant ref-
erence to the early Han Chamberktin for the National 
Treasury (chìh-su nei-shih), among whose subordinates were 
Palace Managers (nei-kuan) of Left and Right. HB: grand 
inner palace office. 

5999 tò nèi-sMk 大內史 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Secretary (chung-shu) 
on the staff of the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko). See nei-shih. 

6000 tà-nèi tŭ-pù shŭ 大內都部署 
SUNG, LIAO: Chief Administration Office of the Im-
perial Residence, hierarchical status in Sung not clear; in 
Liao established in some auxiliary capitals as equivalents 
of Palace Service Offices (nei-sheng ssu) elsewhere; prob-
ably staffed by eunuchs and headed by a Chief Adminis-
trator {tu'pu)ý since some agencies were referred to as fu-
pu shu (lit., vice administrators office). SP: directeur général 
du palais. P49. 

6001 tà-nŭng 大農 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Minister of Agriculture, chief fiscal ad-
ministrator in a Princely Establishment (wang-fu), rank 6 
in N. Wei, 8b2 in T'ang; in the era of N-S Division com-
monly appointed also in Marquisates (hou-kuo) and other 
neo-feudal fiefs. RR+SP: directeur des travaux agricoles 
du fief d'un prince. P69. 

6002 tò-nŭng ŭng 大農令 
HAN: Chamberlain for the National Treasury, changed 
from chih-su nei-shih in 144 B.C., changed to ta ssu-nung 
in 104 B.C. HB; grand prefect of agriculture. P15. 

6003 tà-pài 大拜 
Lit., great (recipient of) homage: His Eminence, Your 
Eminence: throughout history a common unofficial refer-
ence to the most prestigious officials, e.g., Counselors-in-
chief (ch'eng-hsiang), Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang)t and 
Grand Secretaries (ta hsueh-shih) in direct address as well 
as in indirect reference. 

6004 tà pāng-pó 大邦伯 
CH’ING: lit” great Earl of the domain: unofficial reference 
to the Governor (yin) of Shun-t'ien Prefecture, site of the 
dynastic capital. 

6005 tà pŭo4í 大保簠 
CH'ING: lit.’ abbreviation of Grand Guardian {t'ai-pao) of 
the Metropolitan Area (chih-li): unofficial reference to the 
Governor (yin) of Shun-t'ien Prefecture, site of the dy-
nastic capital. 

6006 tà-pî 大比 
Grand Competition. (1) CHOU: reportedly a search con-
ducted every 3rd year by District Grand Masters (hsiang 
ta-fu) in collaboration with District Elders (hsiang-lao) to 
find worthy and capable men suitable for appointment to 
office. (2) T'ANG-CH'ING: quasiofficial reference to each 

sequence of civil service recruitment examinations, espe-
cially the qualifying examinations held at the prefectural or 
provincial levels. 

6007 tò pīn-k'ò 大賡客 
CHOU: Grand Guest, reference to a Feudal Lord (chu-
hou) while visiting the royal court. CL: grand visiteur. 

6008 tà-pŭ 大卜 
CHOU: Grand Diviner, 2 ranked as Junior Grand Masters 
(hsia ta-fu), members of the Ministry of Rites {ch'un-kuan) 
assisted by 4 Senior Servicemen (shang-shih) called Divi-
nation Masters (pu-shih), 8 Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih) called Diviners (pu-jen), and 16 Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih); specialists in tortoiseshell divination but in su-
pervisory charge of other forms of divining, soothsaying, 
etc. Also called t'ai-pu. CL: grand augure. 

6009 tă-pŭ sŏ 打捕所 
YUAN: Hunting Office under the Bureau of Military Af-
fairs (shu-mi yuan); apparently several field agencies, com-
monly prefixed with place-names plus t'un-t'ien . (State 
F a r m ) i . e . , each in supervisory control of hunting on a 
specified domain of state lands; staffing not clear, probably 
ad hoc and transitory. 

6010 tă-pŭ tsŭng-kuăn fŭ 打捕總管府 
YUAN: Area Command for Hunting under the Bureau of 
Military Affairs (shu-mi yŭan)\ comparable to a Hunting 
Office {ta-pu so), but more prestigious; presumably headed 
by an Area Commander-in-chief (tsung-kuan). 

6 0 1 1 t à ' f û 大僕 
CHOU: Royal Groom, 2 ranked as Junior Grand Masters 
(hsia ta-fu), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) 
who were principally responsible for assisting the King with 
his costume and serving as mounted escorts in all his public 
appearances. Cf. p'u, t'ai-p'u. CL: assistant impérial. 

6012 tà sān-ssū 大三司 
T'ANG: Senior Three Judicial Offices, designation of a 
court tribunal consisting of the heads of the Ministry of 
Justice (hsing-pu) t the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'aO^ and the Court 
of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). See san ssu, hsiao san-ssu. 

6013 tà shàng-shū 大尙書 
N-S DIV (Chin): Grand Imperial Secretary, probably not 
an official title but an unofficial reference to any Imperial 
Secretary (shang-shu), or perhaps a reference to the Im-
perial Secretary of the Personnel Section (lì-pu ts'ao), who 
was usually tìie most esteemed of the group. 

6014 tà shàng-tsào 大上造 
CH'IN-HAN: lit.，senior producer for the ruler (?): Gran-
dee of the Sixteenth Order, the 5th highest of 20 titles of 
honorary nobility (chŭeh) conferred on meritorious sub-
jects. P65. 

6015 tà shào-fù 大少府 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a District Jailor (tien-shih). 

6016 tà-shèngfŭ 大晟府 
SUNG: Imperial Music Bureau, established from 1103 to 
1120 in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu) to 
provide court music for ceremonial occasions; apparently 
staffed entirely with non-official specialists, headed by a 
Musician-in-chief (ta ssu-yŭeh) with the assistance of a Grand 
Director of Music (t'ai-yŭeh ling) who at other times was 
head of the Imperial Music Service (t'ai-yŭeh chŭ). The Bu-
reau included 6 Sections (an)\ Headquarters Section (t'ai-
yŭeh an), Drum and Fife Section (ku-ch'ui an), Banquet 
Music Section (yen-an yŭeh an), Regalia Section (fa-wu art), 
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Miscellany Section (chih-tsa an)y and Law Section (chartg-
fa an). SP: bureau de musique impériale. P10. 

6017 tà-shĭh 大使 
YUAN-CH'ING: Commissioner-in-chief or simply Com-
missioner, common designation of the head of an agency, 
usually of low status; e.g.，the Ming-early Ch'ing Auditing 
Office (chien-shen k'u) in the Ministry of Works (kung-pu) t 
rank 9b; consistently seconded by a Vice Commissioner (fu-
shih). Most common, and most likely to have relatively high 
rank, in Yŭan; e.g., in the Music Office (chiao-fang ssu) 
of the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu), rank 4a. 

6018 tà-shĭh 大史 
CHOU: Grand Scribe, 2 ranked as Junior Grand Masters 
(hsia ta-fu) and 4 as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih) f semi-
autonomous advisers to the King attached to the Ministry 
of Rites (ch'un-kuan); responsible for informing Feudal Lords 
(chu-hou) and other territorial administrators of royal reg-
ulations and policies, monitoring the compliance of such 
dignitaries and reporting irregularities in their activities, 
maintaining duplicate copies of state documents sent to and 
received from them，preparing annaīistic records of impor-
tant state affairs, preparing the royal calendar, advising the 
King concerning astrological conditions for important sac-
rifices ,funerals, and similar events, etc. Later Censors (yŭ-
shih), Historiographers (shih-kuan)t and state astrologers 
(see under t'ai-shih ling) were all considered to have had 
their origins in this office. Commonly also read t'ai-shih. 
CL: grand annaliste. 

6019 tà-shìh 大士 
CHOU: Jailor, apparently a term in common use though 
it does not appear in the Chou-li. 

6020 tà-shlh 大師 
CHOU: Music Master , 2 ranked as Junior Grand Masters 
(hsia ta-fu)j members of the Ministry of Rites {ch'un-kuan) 
who took part in musical education at court and directed 
the musical aspects of state sacrifices, archery contests, troop 
reviews, funerals, etc. Cf. t'ai-shih (Grand Preceptor). CL; 
grand instructeur. 

6021 tò skìk-ckăng 大世長 
CH’IN—HAN: lit., senior member of his generation (?): 
Grandee of the Eighteenth Order , 3rd highest of 20 titles 
of honorary nobility (chŭeh) awarded to meritorious sub-
jects. P65. 

6022 tà-shĭh ch’én 大使臣 
SUNG: Minister Cotnmissîoner-in-chief, collective ref-
erence to military officers having prestige titles (san-kuan) 
of rank 8. SP: grands envoyés militaires. 

6023 tà shðu'hóu 大守侯 
CH'ING: lit., great guardian Marquis: unofficial reference 
to an Assistant Brigade Commander (shou-pei) in the 
Chinese military forces called the Green Standards (lu-ying). 

6024 tà shù-chăng 大庶長 
CH'IN-HAN: lit., great chief of a host, i.e., great militia 
leader: Grandee of the Third Order , the 18th highest of 
20 titles of honorary nobility {chūeh) awarded to merito-
rious subjects. 

6025 tò skŭ-t，ăi 大樞臺 
CHING: great pavilion of important matters: unofficial ref-
erence to a multi-Province Governor-general (tsung-îu). 

6026 tà-shŭài 大帥 
Lit., great leader; see under shuai. (1) Grand Marshal: 
throughout history found occasionally as the ad hoc des-

ignation of a major military commander. (2) CH'ING: un-
official reference to a Provincial Governor {hsŭn-fu) or a 
multi-Province Governor-general {tsung-tu). 

6027 tò-skuài ckié/Mù sklh 大率節葭使 
T'ANG: Grand Marshal Military Commissioner, from 
the 780s the designation of a Militaiy Commissioner {chieh-
tu shih) who was also an active Prefect (tz'u-shih). P50. 

6028 tà ssŭ-ch9éng 大司城 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Commander {chih-hui) 
of a Warden's Office (ping-ma chih-hui ssu), a police-like 
agency responsible for one of the 5 Wards (ch'eng) into 
which the capital city was divided. 

6029 tà ssŭ^ch'éng 大司成 
Lit., great fulfiller or maturer; see ssu-ch'eng, (1) CHOU; 
variant of shih-shih (Palace Master). (2) T'ANG-CH ING: 
from 662 to 670 the official variant of chi-chiu (Chancellor 
of the Directorate of Education, kuo-tzu chien); thereafter 
a common unofficial reference to a Chancellor. P34. (3) 
SUNG: Rector, from 1102 to c. 1111 head of the short-
lived Preparatory Branch of the National University (pi-
yung), considered to rank above Vice Ministers (shih-lang), 
rank 3b. SP: grand recteur, P34. 

6030 tà ssū'ch'ì 大司戚 
Lit., great supervisor of kinsmen: from Han on, a common 
unofficial reference to a Chàmberiain fo r the Imperial 
Clan (tsung-cheng) or his later counterpart, a Chief Min-
ister (ch'ing) of (he Court of the imperial Clan (tsung-
cheng ssu, tsung-jen fu). 

6031 tà ssŭ-ch'ŭ 大司儲 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Grand Storekeeper, a common unof-
ficial reference to an official of the Ministry of Revenue 
{hu-pu), especially its subordinate Granaries Bureau (ts'ang-
pu) in T'ang-Sung times. Cf. ssu-ch'u. 

6032 大司賦 
CH’ING: lit., great tax collector: unofficial reference to a 
Salt Controller (yen-yŭn shih). 

6033 tà ssŭ-hsièn 大司憲 
Lit., great keeper of the fundamental laws; c f . ssu-hsien. 
(1) T'ANG: from 662 to 671 the official variant of yii-shih 
ta~fu) (Censor-in-chief). (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference 
to a Censor-in-chief {tu yū~shih), also to an Investigating 
Censor (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) or a Supervising Censor (chi-
shih-chung). 

6034 tò 大司巡 
CH'ING: lit.，great patroller: unofficial reference to a local 
Police Chief (hsun-chien). 

«)35 tòwŭ-í大司儀 
CH'ING: lit. ’ great ritualist: unofficial reference to a Chief 
Minister (ch'ing) of the Court oi State Ceremonial (hung-
lu ssu). Cf. ssu-i (Ceremonials Official). 

6036 tò ssŭ-k，du 大司寇 
Lit” great manager of criminals: Minister of Justice. (1) 
CHOU: ranked as a Minister (ch'ing)’ head of the Ministry 
of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) in the royal government, responsible 
for publicizing and enforcing laws throughout the realm; 
principally aided by 2 Vice Ministers (hsiao ssu-k'ou) ranked 
as Ordinaiy Grand Masters {chung ta-fu) and 4 Chief Judges 
{shih-shih) ranked as Junior Grand Masters {hsia ta-fu); di-
rected many other subordinates. CL: grand préposé aux 
brigands, grand juge criminel. (2) N-S DIV (Chou): head 
of the Ministry of Justice (as above), ranked as a Minister 
(ch'ing; 3a). P13. (3) T'ANG-CH'ING: may be encoun-
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tered as an unofficial reference to a Minister of Justice (hsing-
pu shang-shu). 

6037 tò ssû-k，ŭng 大司空 
Grand Minister of Works. (1) CHOU: variant of ssu-k'ung 
(Minister of Works). (2) HAN: irregularly the title of one 
of the Three Dukes (san kung); superseded Censor-in-chief 
(yii-shih ta-fu) in 8 B.C., changed back to Censor-in-chief 
in 5 B.C., superseded Censor-in-chief again in 1 B.C., fi-
nally in A.D. 51 changed to Minister of Works (ssu-k'ung). 
HB: grand minister of works. P18. (3) N-S DIV (Chou): 
head of the Ministry of Works (tung-kuan), with rank as 
Minister (ch'ing; 3a). P14. (4) MING-CH'ING: unofficial 
reference to a Minister of Woiks (kung-pu shang-shu). 

6038 tò ssû-ll 大司贐 
N-S DIV (Chou): Minister of Rites, one of several titles 
used for the head of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan). Cf. 
ssu-íi ‘ 

6039 tà ssū'mă 大司馬 
Lit., great manager of mounts; cf. ssu-ma. (1) CHOU: 
Minister of W a r , ranked as a Minister (ch'ing), head of 
the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan), responsible for all military 
personnel and activities in the realm, including supervision 
of the 6 authorized royal Armies (chūn); assisted principdly 
by 2 Vice Ministers (hsiao ssu-ma) rank^l as Ordinary Grand 
Masters (chung ta-fu) and 4 Cavalry Commanders of the 
Armies (chìirí ssu-ma) ranked as Junior Grand Masters (hsia 
ta-fu). CL: grand commandant des chevaux. (2) HAN-N-
S DIV: Commander-in-chief, official variant of Defender-
in-chief (t'ai-wei), one of the Three Dukes (san kung)’ from 
119 B.C. to A.D. 51; from 87 B.C. was virtual regent. 
Perpetuated inteithangeably with t'ai-wei as one of the Three 
Dukes in the era of N-S Division. HB: commander-in-chief. 
(3) N-S DIV (Chou): Minister of W a r , ranked as a Min-
i&t&r (ch'ing; 3a), head of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan). 
P12. (4) CH'ING; unofficial reference to a Minister of War 
(ping-pu shang-shu). 

6040 tà ssŭ-mă ch,ĕ-ckì chiăng-chān 
大司馬車騎將軍 

HAN: Chariot and Horse General Serving as Com-
m«nder-in-chî«f, in Former Han a title used for a military 
officer who was virtual regent, dominating the central gov-
ernment. 

6041 tà ssŭ-má tà ckiâng，ckān大芎馬大將軍 
HAN: General-in-chief Serving as Commander-in-chief, 
in Former Han a title used for a military officer who was 
virtual regent, dominating the central government. 

6042 tà ssŭ-nŭng 大司農 
Lit., great supervisor of agriculture; cf. ssu-nung. (1) HAN-
N-S DIV: Chamberlain for the National Treasury, ini-
tiated in 104 B.C. in a change from ta-nung ling; one of 
the Nine Chamberlains (chiu ch'ing) in the central govern-
ment; had very broad responsibilities foi- the registration of 
agricultural lands, the collection of land taxes, the storage 
of stàte grain supplier, management of the state monopolies 
of suóh commodities as salt and iron, management of the 
state's price stabilization scheines including its Ever-nor-
mal Granaries (ck'ang-p'ing ís'ang)t etc.; rank 2,00Q bush-
els; assisted by an Aide (ch'eng) and numerous Directors 
(ling) of special-function agencies. In the era of N-S Di-
vision rank usually 3，sometimes 2; endured into N. Wei, 
but his responsibilities were steadily lost to other agencies, 
especially the emerging Miniséy of Revenue (min-pu, hu-
pu). HB: grand minister of agriculture. P6, 8. (2) T A N G -

CH’ING: unofficial reference to a Minister of Revenue (hu-
pu shang-shu). 

6043 tà ssŭ-nŭng ch'îng 大司農卿 
HAN-N-S DIV: common variant of ta ssu-nung (Cham-
berlain for the National Treasury). Cf. ssu-nung ch'ing. 

6044 tà ssū-nŭng ssū 大司農司 
YUAN: Grand Agricultural Administration, a central 
government agency headed by an Overseer {ta-lu-hm-ch'ih) 
and 2 Chief Ministers (ch'ing); responsible for promoting 
agriculture, sericulture, irrigation, famine relief, local ed-
ucation, etc., and for managing some State Farms (t'un-
t'ien). Continued by the Ming founder with one or more 
Chief Ministers, but quickly terminated; date not clear. Cf. 
ssu-nung ssu. 

6045 tò ssŭ-p，íng 大司平 
HAN: lit., great supervisor of peace: unofficial reference 
to a Chamberlain for Law Enforcement (t'ing-wei). Cf. 
ssu-p'ing. 

6046 tà ssā-p'ŭ 大司僕 
CH’ING: lit” great supervisor of coachmen: unofficial ref-
erence to a Chief Minister (ch'ing) of the Court of the 
Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). Cf. ssu-p'u. 

6047 tò ssŭ-shàn 大司購 
CH*ING: lit., great manager of delicacies: unofficial ref-
erence to a Chief Minister (ch'ing) of the Court of Im-
perial Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu). Cf. ssu-shan. 

6048 tà ssū-t'iēn 大司天 
CH’ENG: unofficial reference to a Director {chien-cheng) 
erf the Directorate of Astronomy {ch'in-t'ien chien). 
6049 tà ssŭ-ts'áo 大司漕 
CH'ING; lit.，great supervisor of canal transport: unofficial 
reference to a Dîrector-geneFal of Grain Transpor t {ts'ao-
yŭn tsung-tu). 

6050 tà ssŭ-tsŭ 大司族 
Lit. ’ great supervisor df the lineage: throughout history an 
unofficial reference to a Chamberlain for the Imperial 
Clan (tsung-cheng) or his later counterpart, a Chief Min-
ister (ch'ing) of the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-
cheng ssu, tsung-jert fu). 

6051 tà ssŭ-tsāng 大司宗 
CH'ING: lit.，great supervisor of the lineage: unofficial ref-
erence to an Associate Director (tsung-cheng) of the Court 
of the Imperial Clan (tsung-jen fu). Cf. ssu-tsung. 

6052 tà ssŭ'Vŭ 大司徒 
Lit., great supervisor of disciples or followers; Grand 
Minister of Education. (1) CHOU: variant oî ssu-t'u (Min-
ister of Education). CL: grand directeur des multitudes. (2) 
HAN-N-S DIV: irregularly the title of one of the Three 
Dukes (san kung); revived in a change from ch'eng-hsiang 
(Counselor-in-chief) in 1 B.C., in A.D. 51 changed to ssu-
fu (Minister of Education); in the Three Kingdoms period 
reappeared irregularly (see under ssu-t'u). HB: grand min-
ister of the masses. (3) YUAN: an occasional variant of 
ssu-t'u (Minister of Education). P2, 6. 

6053 tò ssŭ-yă 大司质 
Variant of ta ssu-ch'u (Grand Storekeeper). 

6054 tà ssŭ-yă 大司编 
MING; lit.’ great manager of hedges: unofficial reference 
to a Supervisor (chien) of the Imperial Forest Park (shang-
lin yuan). 
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6055 tà ssŭ-yûán 大司元 
Lit., great supervisor of what is primary; cf. ssu-yŭan. (1) 
CHOU: variant of ssu-k'uai (Accountant). (2) CH'ING: 
unofficial reference to a Minista- Of Revenue (hu-pu shang-
shu). 

6056 tà ssŭ-yŭèh 大司樂 
Musician-in-chief. (1) CHOU: 2 ranked as Ordinary Grand 
Masters {chung ta-fu) y members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan) who were in charge of all musical education 
and performances at court, supervising a corps of Music 
Masters (yueh-shih). CL: grand directeur de la musique. 
(2) N-S DIV (Chou): number not clear; otherwise as in (1) 
above. P10. (3) SUNG: head of the short-lived Imperial 
Music Bureau (ta-sheng fu) established in 1103 under the 
Court of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu)\ unranked, 
probably a non-official specialist. SP: chef du bureau mu-
sical. P10. Cf. ssu-yŭeh. 

6057 tà ssŭ-yăn 大司it 
HAN-N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： unofficial reference to an Ar-
biter (t'ing- vei p'ing) on the staff of the Chamberlain for 
Law Enforcement (t'ing~wei). 

6058 tá-tá 達達 
YUAN: Postal Relay Station, under supervision of the Of-
fice of Transmission {t'ung-cheng yŭan); Chinese translit-
eration of a Mongolian word. PI7. 
6059 tà t’ài-sMh 大太史 
CH'ING: Paramount Scribe: unofficial reference to a 
member of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yiian). See ta-shih, 
fai-shih. 

6060 tò_t，áng 大堂 
MING~CH’ING: Headquarters, a variant of t'ang, q.v. 
6061 tă-t'ào chu 打套局 
SUNG: Scents Service, a minor unit under the Court of the 
Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu). SP: bureau de sélection du 
muse etc, 

6062 tà fè-lUkŭn ssŭ 大特哩袞司 
LIAO: Court of the Imperial Clan, deriving from the 
Chinese transliteration t'e-li-kun of a Khitan word desig-
nating the head of the agency; counterpart of the T'ang-
Sung tsung-cheng ssu. PI . 

6063 tòí’ì-j^wū 大惕隱司 
UAO: Office of the Grand Clansman, headed by a Grand 
Clansman (t'i-yin: Chinese transliteration of a Khitan word) 
or by an Administrator {chih ... shih); relationship with the 
Court of the Imperial Clan (ta t'e-li-kun ssu) not clear，pos-
sibly had more of a tutorial tunction relating to the Emperor 
and his family than an administrative function relating to 
the imperial clan; apparently transcended the organization 
of central government agencies in Northern and Southern 
Administrations (pei-mien, nan-mien), but is sometimes in-
dicated to have been part of the Northern Administration. 

6064 tò/tów-ff 大典禮 
CH'ING: lit., great manager of rituals: unofficial reference 
to a Minister of Rites (lĭ-pu shang-shu) or a Chief Min-
ister (ch'ing) of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (fai-ch'ang 
ssu). 

6065 tà'tHĕn 大天 
T'ANG: unofficial reference to a Minister of Personnel (//-
pu shang-shu); the lit. meaning, Great Heaven, probably 
suggested that the Minister of Personnel, by his control of 
or influence on appointments, had Heaven-like power over 
the fates of officials in their careers. 

6066 tà tíng-hsiàng 大鼎相 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Chief Minister (ch'ing) 
of the Court of Imperial Entertainments Xkuang-lu ssu). 
6067 tà-t，îng 大廳 
CH'ING: iit., great office: unofficial reference to an As-
sistant Regional Commander (ts'an-chiang) in the Chinese 
military forces called the Green Standards (lu-ying) when 
he was serving as head of the Command ipìao) of a Pro-
vincial Governor (hsŭn-fu). 

6068 tà-tsăi 大宰 
Grand Steward. (1) CHOU: variant of chung-tsai (Min-
ister of State). (2) Throughout history may be encountered 
as an unofficial, archaic reference to a central government 
dignitary such as a Counselor-in-chief {ch'eng-hsiang) or a 
Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). 
6069 tà tsàn-chèng 大贊 Wi 
CH’ING: lit.，great participant in administration: unofficial 
reference to a District Jailor (tien-shih). 
6070 tà tsàn-chìh 大贊治 
CH'ING: lit., great participant in administration: unofficial 
reference to a Vice Prefect {t'ung-chih) or an Assistant 
Prefect (t'ung-p'an). Cf. tsan-chih. 

6071 tò _àn:fŭ 大贊府 
CH'ING: lit., great assistant in the office (?): unofficial ref-
erence to a Registrar (ching-li) in a Provincial Adminis-
tration Commission (ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu). Cf. 
tsan-fu. 

6072 tà tsàn-hóu 大贊侯 
CH’ING: lit., great assistant to the Marquis (?): unofficial 
reference to a District Vice Magistrate Qisien-ch'eng). 
6073 tà'ts*ăn 大參 
MING-CH*ING: unofficial reference to an Administra-
tion Vice Commissioner (ts'an-cheng) in a Provincial 
Administration Commission (ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih 
ssu). Cf. shao-ts'an (Assistant Administration Commis-
sioner). 
6074 tà ts'ân-jŭng 大參戎 
CH’ING: great participant in military affairs: unofficial ref-
erence to an Assistant Regional Commander (ts'an-chiang) 
in the Chinese military forces called the Green Standards 
(lu-ying). Cf. ts*an-jung. 

6075 t ò - t s 9 á o 大漕 
SUNG: lit. ’ great transporter by water; unofficial reference 
to a Supply Commissioner (fa-yŭn shih). Cf. ts'ao-ch'en, 
ts'ao-shuai, ts'ao-ssu. 
6076 tà tsò-fà 大佐賦 
CH'ING: lit.’ great assistant in taxation; unofficial refer-
ence to a Deputy Salt Controller (ytìn-t'ung), an Assistant 
Salt Controller or a Second Assistant Salt Con-
troller (yŭn-p'an). 
6077 tò ts’ó-hóu 大鹾侯 
CH'ING: lit., great salt Marquis (?): unofficial reference to 
a Salt Controller (yen-yŭn shih) or a Deputy Salt Con-
troller (yŭīt't'ung). Also see ts'o-erh. 

6078 tò ts，ó-hsièn 大鹾憲 
CH'ING: lit., great (enforcer) of salt laws: unofficial ref-
erence to a Salt Controller (yen-yŭn shih). Also see ts'o-
jen. 
6079 tà-tsŭ chăn-chŭ 大族軍主 
SUNG: Great Tribal Chief, honorific title conferred on 
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heads of some southern and southwestern aboriginal tribes 
comprising more than 100 households. P72. 

6080 tà'tsūn 大尊 
N-S DIV (N. Dyn.)： lit., greatly venerable; His Majesty, 
unofficial reference to the Emperor. 

6081 tá-tsŭng 大宗 
Grand Clansman. (1) CHOU: variant of tsung-po (Min-
ister of Rites). (2) Throughout history an occasional ref-
erence to the Emperor. (3) CH'ING: unofficial reference to 
the Minister of Rites (lĭ-pu shang-shu). 

6082 tà tsŭng-chèng fŭ 大宗正府 
(1) CHIN: Court of the Imperial Clan, counterpart of the 
tsung-cheng ssu and tsung-jen fu of other periods； main-
tained genealogical records of the imperial clan and gen-
erally administered the affairs of its members; headed by a 
Supervisor (p'an ... shih), no doubt an eminent clansman. 
In 1206 renamed ta mu-ch'in ju. PI. (2) YUAN: High Court 
of Justice, an autonomous agency of the central govern-
ment headed by from 8 to 46 Judges (cha-erh-hu-ch'i); ex-
ercised judicial powers over the whole empire until c. 1312, 
thereafter remained the agency that dealt with all Mongols 
and all residents of the 2 principal Mongol capitals，Ta-tu 
(modern Peking) and Shang-tu (in modern Chahar), but 
yielded its jurisdiction over non-Mongols elsewhere to the 
Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu) and regular units of territorial 
administration. PI. 

6083 tà tsung-cheng ssū 大宗正司 
SUNG: Chief Office of Imperial Clan AfTairs, established 
in 1036 separate from but complementary to the traditional 
Court of tìie Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu)\ headed by 
Imperial Princes (ch'in-wang) normally serving as Military 
Commissioners (chieh-tu shih) or in comparable posts, with 
the designations Administrator (chih) and Vice Adminis-
trator (t'ung-chih) prefixing the agency name. Whereas the 
Court routinely recorded genealogical data concerning the 
imperial clan, confirmed inheritances, etc” the Chief Of-
fice was specially charged with admonishing the clansmen 
about their responsibilities, hearing their grievances, ex-
posing their transgressions, impeaching them for their mis-
conduct, and in general recommending rewards and pun-
ishments for them; and it submitted annual reports to the 
Court accordingly. Civil officials served as Assistánt Min-
isters (ch'eng) of the Chief Office and in its lesser admin-
istrative posts. From 1104 until the flight of the Sung court 
southward in the 1120s, the Chief Office had branch offices 
at Loyang and Yangchow (see hsi-wai tsung-cheng ssu, nan-
wai tsung-cheng ssu). From c. 1000 it also maintained one 
and possibly more Hostels for Imperial Clansmen (kuang-
ch'in mu-ch'in chai). SP: grande cour des affaires de la 
famille impériale chargée d,instruction et de surveillance. 
PI . 

6084 tà tsŭng-chèng yŭàn 大宗正院 
YUAN-MING: quasiofficial variant of t'ai tsung-cheng yiian 
(Office of the Imperial Clan). Cf. tsung-cheng ssu, tsung-
jen fu, PI. 

6085 tà tsŭng-chìh 大總制 
CH'ING: lit” great chief regulator; unofficial reference to 
a Regional Commander (tsung-ping) in the Chinese mil-
itaiy forces called the Green Standards (lu-ying) or to a multi-
Province Governor-general (tsung-tu). Cf. tsung-chih. 

6086 tà tsŭng-hóu 大總侯 
CH'ING: lit., great chief Marquis: unofficial reference to 

a Regional Commander (tsung-ping) in the Chinese mil-
itary forces called the Green Standards (lu-ying). 

6087 tà tsŭng-kuăn fŭ 大總管府 
SUI-T'ANG: Superior Area Command, the headquarters 
of a Commander-in-chief (ta tsung-kuan) appointed in a 
frontier zone or some other strategic area, with a jurisdic-
tion commonly called a Circuit (too). In 624 the names were 
changed to ta tu-tu fu and ta tu-tu, but till 649 the earlier 
names continued to be used when military forces were on 
active campaign. See tsung-kuan fu. RR (ta tsung-kuan): 
grand commandant en chef. P50. 

6088 tà tsŭng-pó 大宗伯 
Lit.，grand clansman Earl, apparently a change from the 
more ancient title Grand Clansman (ta-tsung). (1) CHOU: 
Minister of Rites, ranked as a Minister (ch'ing)，head of 
the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan); counseled and assisted 
the King in all sacrificial and other major ritual matters, 
established and enforced ritual regulations for the Feudal 
Lords (chu-hou), and supervised numerous agencies con-
cerned with the preparation for and conduct of state rituals; 
principally assisted by 2 Vice Ministers (hsiao tsung-po, 
shao-tsung) ranked as Ordinary Grand Masters (chung ta-
fu); Senior Supplicators (ta-chu)t 4 ranked as Junior Grand 
Masters (hsia ta-fu) and 8 as Senior Servicemen (shang-
shih)-, and 2 Grand Diviners (ta-pu) ranked as Junior Grand 
Masters. CL: grand supérieur des cérémonies sacrées. (2) 
N-S DIV (Chou): revival of the ancient Chou post, rank 3. 
Cf. tsung-po. ？21. 

6089 tà tsûng-shīh 大宗師 
MING-CH'ING: lit. meaning not clear; see tsung-shih: un-
official reference to a t'i-hsūeh, i.e., a Ming-early Ch’ing 
Education Intendant (tu-hsŭeh tao-t'ai) or a later Ch'ing 
Provincial Education Commissioner (fi-tu hsŭeh-cheng). 
6090 tà tsŭng-ts'ái 大總裁 
CH'ENG: lit., great chief decider: unofficial reference to a 
principal Examining Offîcial {k'ao-kung) in a civil service 
recruitment examination. Cf. tsung-ts'ai. 
6091 tà tū'hô 大督河 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Director-general of the 
Grand Canal (ho-tao tsung-tu) for the Shantung-Honan 
region. 

6092 tò tŭ-hsièn 大都憲 
(1) T'ANG: unofficial reference to a Censor-in-chief from 
662 to 671, when his official title was ta ssu-hsien rather 
than the traditional yŭ-shih ta-fu. (2) MING: unofficial ref-
erence to a provincial-level Grand Coordinator (hsŭn-fu) t 
who usually was a nominal Censor-in-chief (tu yŭ-shih). (3) 
CH'ING; unofficial reference to a Censor-in-chief of the 
Left {tso tu yŭ-shih)t i.e., one in actual charge of the Cen-
sorate (tu ch'a-yiian). 

6093 tòtó-ŭŭ大都護 
Grand Protector. (1) T'ANG-SUNG: nominal head of 
a Grand Protectorate (ta tu-hu fu), in T'ang rank 2a but 
commonly an Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang) not on active 
service, in Sung probably a non-functional post. RR:呂rand 
protecteur général. SP; grand proĭecîeur. P50. (2) YUAN: 
4，rank 2b, each the head of a Protectorate (tu-hu fu) that 
supervised the affairs of Uighur and other non-Mongol no-
madic peoples in the empire. See tu-hu. P22. 

6094 tàtū-hùfŭ 大都護府 
-T’ANG^SUNG: Grand Protectorate, the most eminent type 
of military administration established to govern submitted 
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non-Chinese in Mongolia and Central Asia, nominally headed 
by a Grand Protector (ta tu-hu)’ rank 2a，who most com-
monly was an Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang) not on active 
service, so that the Vice Grand Protector (fu ta tu-hu), rank 
3a，was the actual head. The title was perpetuated in Sung, 
but probably an entirely non-fiinction£ú post. See tu-hu fu. 
RR: grand protectorat général. P50. 

6095 tò馆^Tií/I大都閫 
CH'ING: lit., great chief pacifier (?): unofficial reference 
to a Brigade Vice Commander (tu-ssu) in the Chinese mil-
itary forces called the Green Standards (lu-ying), presum-
ably when he was in actual command of a Brigade (ying). 
Cf. tu-k'un. 

6096 tà tŭ'tŭ 大都督 
(1) N-S DIV: Area Commander-in-chief, one of several 
titles awarded to or adopted by warlords who dominated 
clusters of Regions (chou)t usually from power bases as 
Governors (mu) or Regional Inspectors (tz'u-shih) of single 
Regions; apparently less prestigious than the variant tsung-
tu (Supreme Commander) but more or less interchangeable 
with tsung-kuan and tu-tu. P50. (2) SUI: Area Com-
mander-in-chìef, apparently interchangeable with Re-
gional Inspector (tz'u-shih) until c. 607, then made a pres-
tige title (san-kuan) divided into 9 grades, from upper-upper 
(shang-shang) down to lower-lower (hsia-hsia); also Com-
mander, one of several terms used for the heads and even 
secondary officials of horse or cattle pasturages (mu; see 
mu-chang) supervised by the Court of the Imperial Stud 
(t'ai-p'u ssu). P31, 39’ 50. (3) T'ANG-YUAN: Com-
mander-in-chief, the common title of the senior official of 
a ta tu-tu fu (Superior Area Command, Chief Military 
Command). RR+SP: grand gouverneur général. 

6097 tà tŭ-tŭ fŭ 大都督府 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Superior Area Command，the most 
prestigious type of Area Command (íw-rn fu), headed by a 
Commander-in-chief (ta tu-tu) t in T'ang and perhaps Sung 
a nominal appointment for an Imperial Prince {ch'in-wang) 
or other dignitary who was not actively on military duty, 
so that actual control was exercised by a Commander-in-
chief {tu-tu) t rank 2a’ with the help of an Aide (chang-
shih), 3a. RR: grand gouvernement général. SP: gouverne-
merit du grand gouverneur général. P50. (2) YUAN: Chief 
Military Command, a unit of the Bureau of Military Af-
faire {shu-miyŭan) that controlled a special’ notoriously fierce 
group of Turkic warriors organized into Left and Right Kip-
chak Guards (ch,in-ck,a wei). (3) MING: Chief Military 
Command, a predynastic central government agency in 
charge of all milit^y forces, created in 1361 by redesig-
nation of the Yíian-style Bureau of Military Affairs in the 
central government; headed by one Commander-in chief (ta 
tu-tu) until 1367; then reorganized into a Chief Militaiy 
Commission (tu-tu Ju) with one Left and one Right Com-
missioner-in-chief (tu-tu), which in 1380 was divided into 
5 Chief Military Commissions. Also see wu fu. 

6098 tà tudn-tsd 大端佐 
CH'ING: lit.，great assistant exemplar: unofficial reference 
to an Assistant Prefect (t'ung-p'an). 

6099 tà-fŭng 大統 
N-S DIV (N. Wei, N. Ch'i); Controller-in-chíef, head of 
the Office for the Clarification of Buddhist Profundities 
(chao-hsūan ssu). P17. 

6100 tà-tzū 大資 
SUNG: lit., great assistant: unofficial, abbreviated refer-

ence to a Grand Academician (ta hsueh-shih) of the Hall 
for Aid in Governance (tzu-cheng tien). 

6101 tò tzHiàn 大輸 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit.，great brush-writer of phrases: G r a n d 
Stylist, unofficial reference to a member of the Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yiian). 

6102 tà wài-hàn 大外翰 
CH'ING: lit., great outer brush-writer: unofficial reference 
to an Instructor {chiao-shou) in a Confucian School (ju-
hsŭeh) at the Prefecture (fu) level. Also see wai-han. 

6103 tà-wáng 大王 
LIAO: Grand Prince, Chinese translation of a Khitan term 
transliterated as i-U-chin; chief of a Tribe (pu-ísu). Cf. wang. 

6104 tà-wángfŭ 大王府 
LIAO; Office of the Grand Prince, a court agency rep-
resenting the interests of a major tribal group in the North-
ern Establishment (pei-yŭan) of the Northern Administra-
tion (pei-mien). See under ssu ta-wang fu (Four Offices of 
the Grand Princes). Cf. wang-fu (Princely Establishment). 
P17. 

6105 tà wēi-wèi 大威衛 
CITING: lit., great august guardian: unofficial reference to 
a Commissioner of the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-
i shih; see under luan-i wei). Cf. wei-wei. 

6106 tà wén-héng 大文衡 
CH'ING: lit.，great arbiter of literature: unofficial reference 
to a Provincial Education Commissioner (t'i-tu hsŭeh-
cheng). 

6107 tà wén4sūng 大文宗 
MING-CH'ING: lit,, great literatus: unofficial reference to 
a Ming-early Ch'ing Education Intendant (tu-hsŭeh tao-
fai) or a later Ch'ing Provincial Education Commissioner 
(t'i-tu hsŭeh-cheng). Cf. wen-tsung. 

6108 tà wū-t9ái 大烏臺 
MING-CHUNG: lit., great blackbird pavilion; see under 
wu-t'ai (Censorate): unofficial reference to a Censor (yii-
shih) on duty assignment as a Regional Inspector (hsiin-
an yŭ-shih). 

6109 tà-yèh 大業 
Lit., the great vocation, i.e.，governing: Hxs Majesty, 
throughout history an unofficial reference'to the ruler. 

6110 tà yèh-chĕ 大謁者 、、 
HAN: lit.，great receptionist: apparently a^yaríant reference 
to a Supervisor of Receptionists (yeh-che p'u-y^h)：'P33. 

til 11 tà-yĭn 大尹 
(1) HAN: official variant of t'ai-shou (Governor of a Com-
mandery, chŭn) during the reign of Wang Mang (A.D. 9-
23). (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to a District Mag-
istrate (chih-hsien). Cf. yin. 

6112 •大銀臺 
CH'ING: lit., great silver pavilion, derived from the name 
of a Sung agency called yin-t'ai ssu, q.v.: unofficial ref-
erence to the Office of Transmission (t'ung-cheng ssu) or 
to its head, the Transmission Commissioner (t'ung-cheng 
shih). 

6113 m-yìng 答應 
Responder. (1) MING: categorical designation of one low-
status group of palace eunuchs. (2) CH'ING: categorical 
designation of one low-status group of palace women, rank-
ing below Worthy Ladies (kuei-jen). 
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6 1 1 4 tò yú-jŭng 大遊戎 
CH'ING: great roving warrior: unofficial reference to a 
Brigade Commander (yu-chi) in the Chinese military forces 
called the Green Standards (lu-ying). 

6 1 1 5 tà-yà 大馭 
CHOU: Grand Charioteer, 2 ranked as Ordinary Grand 
Masters (chung ta-fu) t members of the Ministry of War (hsia-
kuan) responsible for driving a jade (jade ornamented?) 
chariot in which the King rode to major state sacrífìcial 
ceremonies. CL: grand cocher. 

6116 tà yŭ-cĭ^ing 大維 
MING: lit., great minister of precautions: unofficial refer-
ence to a Supervisor {chien) of the Imperial Forest Park 
{shang-lin yŭan). 

6 1 1 7 t ò ^ á ^ ŭ è A 大于越 
LIAO: Grand Counselor, highest official post in the 
Northern Administration (pei-mien) ̂  qualifications and 
functions not clear but probably a quasi-honorary appoint-
ment for an imperial clansman or some other tribal digni-
tary. See yŭ-ytìeh. 

6 1 1 8 tà yŭán-fŭ 大元輔 
CH'ING: lit., great principal bulwark: unofficial reference 
to a Grand Secretary (ta hsŭeh-shih). 

6 1 1 9 tà yŭán-hóu 大元侯 
CH'ING: lit” great principal Marquis: unofficial reference 
to a Provincial Military Commander (t'i-tu). 

6120 tà yŭán-shuài 大元帥 
SUNG: Grand Marshal , one of the most eminent duty as-
signment designations for military commanders on active 
campaign. See yūan-shuai. 

6 1 2 1 tà yŭán-tsăi 大元宰 
CH'ING: lit., great principal steward: unofficial reference 
to a Grand Secretary (ta hsŭeh-shih). 

6 1 2 2 ià-yŭèh à n 大樂案 
See under t'ai-yŭeh an. 

6 1 2 3 tàyŭèh-mù 大岳牧 
MING-CH'ING: lit.，great regional authority (see under 
yueh-mu): unofficial reference to a Provincial Adminis-
tration Commissioner (pu-cheng shih). 

6 1 2 4 t'à-lín 撻林 
LIAO: apparently a transcription of a Khitan word: variant 
of both p*u-yeh (Vice Director of the Department of State 
Affairs) and ssu-k'ung (Minister of Works). 

6125 f à - f / t û砝如搨書手 
T'ANG: Rubbing Maker , 3 (6?) non-official craftsmen on 
the staff of the Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien 
tien shu-yiian), to make impressions from woodblocks or 
stone engravings. P25. 

6126 tài 帶 
N-S DIV-T'ANG: lit., to take charge of: Concurrent , pre-
fix used with a title awarded as a quasi-honorary supple-
ment to a regular title, often for no purpose other than to 
increase the prestige or income of a relatively lowly offi-
cial; especially in pre-T'ang times, regularly used for fa-
vorites of dignitaries，creating personal factions. 

6 1 2 7 tài-chào 待詔 
Lit., awaiting an edict. (1) HAN—TANG: Expectant Of-
ficial, basically someone serving, or expecting to serve, in 
a post requiring an imperial appointment, when the imperial 
appointment had not yet been issued; sometimes occurs by 

itself, suggesting a recommendee awaiting a duty assign-
ment probably of lower status than a Court Gentlemen (Jang), 
but most commonly occurs with a prefix indicating the 
agency served in or the function performed; e.g., t'ai-shih 
tai-chao (Expectant Official under the Grand Astrologer), 
one of several instances in which tai-chao became an au-
thorized, quota-limited status in itself even in Han times. 
HB: expectant appointee. P23, 35’ etc. (2) SUNG, C H W G : 
Editorial Assistânt’ lowly compilers found in such Sung 
agencies as the Institute of Academicians {hsŭeh-shih yuan)', 
in Ch’ing one Manchu and one Chinese, both rank 9b, in 
the Editorial Office (tai-chao t*ing) of the Hanlin Academy 
(han-lin yuan). SP: attendant des décrets. BH: compiler. 
P23-

6 1 2 8 tòi-ckào Hng 待詔廳 
CH'ING: Editorial Office in the Hanlin Academy {han-lin 
yiian) t staffed with one Manchu and one Chinese Editorial 
Assistant (tai-chao), rank 9b, and a numbeí of Clerks (pi-
t'ieh-shih); apparently responsible for making preliminary 
drafts of certain kinds of imperial pronouncements, but 
functions not wholly clear. BH: office for compilation of 
edicts (manifests). P23. 

6 1 2 9 tài-chìh kuăn 待制官 or ta“chih 
T'ANG-SUNG: Edict Attendant, litterateur apparently as-
signed to take notes on imperial pronouncements during the 
Emperor's meetings with officials; in T'ang members of the 
Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yuan) y 
unranked; in Sung members of the Hanlin Academy {han-
lin yuan), 4b, prefixed with the name of one or another 
palace Hall (ko). RR: fonctionnaire attendant les édits 
impériaux. SP: lettré attendant les édits impériaux du pa-
vilion .... P25. 

6 1 3 0 tòi-chōu ck，ién-ckién 代州篯監 
CHIN: Tai-chou Directorate of Coinage, established in 
1178 at Tai-chou in modern Shansi•，in 1180 renamed fu-
t'ung ch'ien-chien (Directorate of Money Circulation). Also 
see li-yung ch*ìen-chien. P16. 

6 1 3 1 tài'fèng 帶俸 
MING: receiving salary, a term sometimes prefixed to the 
title of a military officer, indicating that he received his pay 
in the status indicated but was on detached duty in another 
post and was not actually performing the duty suggested by 
his nominal title. Cf. kuan ... shih (in charge of the affairs 

6132 tài-jénlìng-sMk 代人令史 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Replacement Clerk, one’ probably un-
ranked, in the Ministty of Personnel (lì-pu) from 396 or 
397; function not clear but, since the post was regularly 
authorized, may have handled the filling of vacancies rather 
than being a substitute. P5. 

6133 tài yà ck’ì-cMèk 镌御器職 
SUNG: Dearer of the Imperial Arms, from 6 to 10 at-
tached to the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yŭan) with 
status above Editorial Clerks {chien-hsiang wen-tzu; see 
chien-hsiang fang); functions not clear. SP: officier armé 
de carquois et d'épées impériaux. 
6134 t'ài 太 
Lit” great, supreme: a common prefix in titles. In addition 
to the following entries, see under the common variant ta 
(large, grand). 
6135 f á i 臺 
Lit” terrace, pavilion: a suffix in many agency names; 
identifiable only by preceding terminology, but in isolation 
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most likely refers in most periods to the yŭ-shih t'ai (Cen-
sorate). 

6136 Vàuchăng 臺長 
Head of the Censorate: throughout history an unofficial 
reference to the senior executive official of the Censorate 
(yŭ-shih t'ai, tu ch'a-yŭan)’ i.e., the Censor-in-chief (yŭ-
shih ta-fu, tu yū-shih) or, in periods when the Censor-in-
chief was dissociated from active duty in the Censorate, the 
Palace Aide to the Censor-in-chief or the Vice Censor-in-
chief (both yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng), 

6137 t'ài-ch'áng 太常 
CH'IN-N-S DIV (Liang): lit ’ great flag bearer (see under 
feng-ch'ang): Chamberlain for Ceremonials, in charge of 
great state sacrificial ceremonies, especially at the Imperial 
Ancestral Temple (tsung-miao, t'ai-miao) and at imperial 
mausolea {ling)\ rank 2,000 bushels in Han; foremost of the 
Nine Chamberlains (chiu ch'ing) in prestige. Assisted prin-
cipally by an Aide (ch'eng), rank 1,000 bushels in Han; 
supervised many subordinate units commonly headed by 
Directors (ling)t rank 600 bushels. These included a Great 
Supplicator {t'ai-chu), a Great Sacrificial Butcher (t'ai-tsai), 
a Grand Director of Music (t'ai-yŭeh ling), an Imperial Di-
viner (t'ai-pu), a Grand Astrologer {t'ai-shih ling), and the 
Chancellor (chi-chiu) of the National University (t'ai-hsŭeh). 
In early Han if not thereafter, the Chamberlain for Cere-
monials examined candidates for office nominated by of-
ficials in units of territorial administration. In Liang the 
Chamberlain's title was officially made t'ai-ch'ang ch'ing, 
and in N. Ch'i his agency was officially designated t'ai-
ch'ang ssu (Court); both terms had been used quasiofficially 
since Chin times. HB: grand master of ceremonies. P27. 

6138 t，ài-ck，ăng ck，īng 太常卿 
(1) N-S DIV: Chamberlain for Ceremonials, from Liang 
on, in both southern and northern regimes, the common 
official redesignation of t'ai-ch'ang. (2) N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): 
Chief Minister of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices; see 
under t'ai-ch'ang ssu. P27. 

6139 t，ài-ck’ángfŭ 太常府 
N-S DIV (Sung, Ch'i): Office of the Chamberlain for 
Ceremonials, antecedent of the name Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). P27. 

6140 eài'Ch'ángli'íyŭàn 太常禮儀院 
YUAN; Commission for Ritual Observances, recurrent 
variant of t'ai-ch'ang ssu (Court of Imperial Sacrifices), 
dominant from 1329; headed by a Commissioner (shih), rank 
2a. Distinguish from li-i yŭan (Court of Ceremonial Pro-
priety) of Sung and Ch'ing times. P27. 

6141 Vài-cWàng lUyuàn 太常禮院 • 
T'ANG-SUNG: common variant of li-yŭan (Ritual Acad-
emy), normally a subordinate unit of the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). P27. 
6142广射沙，如&/^太常伯 
T'ANG; Grand Executive Attendant, from 662 to 670 the 
official variant of shang-shu (Minister) in all of the Six 
Ministries (liu pu) of the central government. See ch'ang-
po, ta ch'ang-po. 

6143 t，ài-ck，ăng pó-skìk 太常博土 
Erudite of the Chamberlain for Ceremonials (Ch'in-era 
of N-S Division) or Erudite of the Court of Imperial Sac-
rifices (era of N-S Division-Ch'ing); see under po-shih 
(Erudite). P27. 

6144 t，ài-ck，áng ssŭ 太常司 
MING: Office of Imperial Sacrifices, from 1367 to 1397 

the official variant of t'ai-ch'ang ssu (Court of Imperial Sac-rifices); headed by a Chief Minister (ch'ing), rank 3a. P27. 

6145 t'àUWáng ssù 太常寺 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i)-CH'ING: Court of Imperial Sacri-
fices, one of the Nine Courts (chiu ssu) in the central gov-
ernment and foremost in prestige among the Courts until 
Ch'ing, when it yielded this status to the Court of Judicial 
Review (ta-li ssu); generally responsible for the conduct of 
major state sacrificial ceremonies according to ritual reg-
ulations prescribed by the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu)y and 
through most of its history indirectly subordinated to the 
Ministry; through Sung also responsible for recommending 
posthumous titles of Emperors, a function then yielded to 
the Grand Secretariat {nei-ko) in Ming. Headed by one or 
2 Chief Ministers (ch'ing), rank 3 in N. Wei, 3a in T'ang, 
4a in Sung, 3a in Ming and Ch'ing; in Ch’ing one Manchu 
and one Chinese appointee. Aided by one or more Vice 
Ministers (shao-ch'ing) and Assistant Ministers (ch'eng). 
Commonly had several subordinate agencies: e.g., in T'ang 
an Office of the National Altars (chiao-she shu)’ an Im-
perial Music Office (t'ai-yŭeh shu), an Office of Drums and 
Fifes (ku-ch'ui shu)t an Imperial Medical Office (t'ai-i shu)t 
an Imperial Divination Office (t'ai-pu shu), an Office of 
Sacrificial Grains and Animals (lin-hsi shu), an Office of 
Sacrificial Treasures (t'iert-fu yŭan), an Office of Sacrificial 
Clothing (yŭ-i yuan), an Office of Sacrificial Music (yŭeh-
hsien yŭan)f and an Office of Sacrificial Foods (shen-ch'u 
yŭan); in Sung 5 subordinate Sections (an); in Ming a Sac-
rificial Office (tz'u-chi shu) and an Office of Animal Of-
ferings (hsi-sheng so). The staff usually included such of-
ficials as Erudites (po-shih), Chief Musicians (hsieh-lii lang)， 
and Sacrificers (feng-ssu), RR+SP: cour des sacrifices 
impériaux. BH: court of sacrificial worship. P27. 

6146 t，ái-ck,éng 臺丞 
TANG-SUNG: unofficial reference to the Vice Censor-in-
chief (yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng). 

6147 VaUcWengfu 太晟府 
See under ta-sheng fu (Imperial Music Bureau). 

6148 m-chiĕn 太監 
(1) Director，from Sung if not earlier a variant of chien 
(Director), used for heads of some agencies called Direc-
torates {chien) and occasionally with other designations; in 
Ming and perhaps earlier referred to the eunuch chief of 
any palace agency called a Directorate, e.g., the Director-
ate of Ceremonial (ssu-li chien). (2) MING-CH'ING: Pal-
ace Eunuch, a generic term deriving from the usage de-
scribed in (1) above. 

6149 VâUchìèn 臺諫 
SUNG-MING: abbreviated combination of yŭ~shih t'ai 
(Censorate) and chien-yŭan (Remonstrance Bureau): Cen-
sors and Remonstrators； a quasiofficial reference to mem-
bers of the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai, tu ch'a-yŭan) and the 
Sung dynasty Remonstrance Bureau or the Ming dynasty 
Offices of Scrutiny (see liu k'o; i.e., Supervising Secre-
taries, chi-shih-chung); from some mid-Ming point became 
primarily a reference to Censors (yŭ-shih), while chi-shih-
chung came to be known separately as chi-chien (submitters 
of remonstrances). P19. 

6150 t，ài-ch’īng 太卿 
YUAN: Grand Minister, variant of ch'ing (Minister, Chief 
Minister) found in some agencies designated chien (Direc-
torate), ssu (Court), and ssu (Office), usually of relatively 
low status. 
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6151 fài'Chŭ 太主 
HAN: Princess Supreme, designation of the paternal aunt 
of an Emperor; comparable to ta-chang kung-chu. 

6152 t'àUchù 太祝 
CH'IN-MING: Great Supplicator, chief specialist in cer-
emonial prayers at ancestral temples on the staff of the Ch'in-
Han and early post-Han Chamberlain for Ceremonials (t'ai-
ch'ang) t then commonly titled t'ai-chu ling, and his insti-
tutional successor the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang 
ssu) or, in Yuan, the Commission for Ritual Observances 
(t'ai-ch'ang li-i yuan); derived from the ancient Chou ta-
chu (Senior Supplicator). In T'ang 6，rank 9al; in Sung and 
Chin one, 8b; in Yŭan 10，8b; in Ming existed only from 
1399 to 1402, number and rank not clear. RR: invocateur, 
SP: chef des invocations, P27. 

6153 VáUhŭ 臺主 
N-S DIV: lit., chief of the pavilion, i.e.., of the Censorate 
(yŭ-shih t'ai): common unofficial reference to the Palace 
Aide to the Censor-in-chief (yu-shih chung-ch'eng)t then 
the senior executive official in the Censorate. 

6154 t’ài-chù ling 太祝令 
HAN-N-S DIV: Great Supplicator, rank in Han 600 
bushels, one of the chief subordinates of the Chamberlain 
for Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang); see t'ai-chu. HB: prefect grand 
supplicator. P27. 

6155 t’ài ckŭng tà-fŭ 太中大矢 
Superior Grand Master of the Palace. (1) HAN-N-S DIV 
(Chin): one of 3 or more eminent personages in the Em-
peror's personal service as counselors and remonstrators, 
in Haii with rank of 2,000 (1,000?) bushels; see chung ta-
fu, chien ta-fu, kuang-lu-hsun. HB: grand palace grandee. 
(2) T'ANG-MING: prestige title {san-kuan) for civil offi-
cials of rank 4b 1 in T'ang, Sung, and Chin, rank 3b in 
Yuan and Ming. P68. 

6156 t'ài-chŭn 太君 
SUNG: see chŭn t'ai-chŭn (Grand Lord or Lady of the 
Commandery). 

6157 t'ài-fèi 太妃 
Great Consort. (1) From Chin of the era of N-S Division 
on, a title or quasiofficial designation of the natural mother 
of a reigning Emperor who had not been his father's Em-
press, especially when the title Empress Dowager (huang 
t'ai-hou) was otherwise in use. (2) N-S DIV (N. Wei): of-
ficial designation of the principal wife of a Prince. (3) 
T'ANG; from 790, designation of the mother of a Prince. 
See fei. 

6158 tfài-fù 太傅 
Grand Mentor. (1) Throughout history one of the eminent 
court dignitaries known as the Three Preceptors (san shih) 
or the Three Dukes (san kung), ranked as a Feudal Lord 
(chu-hou) in Chou, at 10,000 bushels in Han, thereafter la. 
In Han, a special case, the Grand Mentor was esteemed as 
the paramount post in the officialdom, above the Three Dukes 
as then constituted, but it was seldom filled in Former Han. 
In Later Han it was ordinarily filled, and appointees were 
also normally designated Directors (ling) of the powerful 
Imperial Secretariat {shang-shu t'ai), becoming important 
actors in the political struggles of their times. HB: grand 
tutor. RR+SP: grand maître. BH: grand tutor. (2) HAN: 
designation given the most eminent adviser on the staff of 
a Princedom (wang-kuo), rank 2,000 bushels; from 8 B.C. 
reduced to the simpler title fu (Mentor). P67, 69. 

6159 t'ài-fŭ 太府 
N-S DIV: Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues, appar-

ently interchangeable with shao-fu; one of the so-called 
Nine Chamberlains (chiu ch'ing) in the central government; 
gradually became involved primarily with the central gov-
ernment's non-grain revenues whereas grain revenues were 
managed by the Chamberlain for the National Treasury (ssu-
nung), and the shao-fu became increasingly involved with 
palace construction and manufacturing activities. From Liang 
on, coexisted with ta-fu (Chamberlain for the Palace Bur-
saiy), although the sources may be in error in differentiat-
ing between t'ai-fu and ta-fu in this era. P38. 

6160 t'ái-fŭ 台輔 
Chief Bulwark of the State: throughout imperial history 
an occasional unofficial reference to a paramount executive 
official of the central government such as a Counselor-in-
chief (ch'eng-hsiang) or a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). 
6161 t'ài-fŭ chiĕn 太府監 
LIAO, CHIN, YUAN: Directorate of the Imperial Trea-
sury, headed by a Supervisor (chien), rank 4a’ until Yŭan, 
then by 6 Grand Ministers (t'ai-ch'ing)，2a or 3a; generally 
responsible, under guidelines established by the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu)’ for managing the receipt and disburse-
ment of the central government's non-grain revenues and 
the various storehouses in which such revenues were kept; 
counterpart of the earlier Court of the Imperial Treasury 
(t'ai-fu jjm). Not established in Ming, its functions taken 
over more directly by the Ministry of Revenue and palace 
eunuchs. P38. 

6162 t，ài-fŭ ch'ing 太府卿 
Common variant of t'ai-fu (Chamberlain for the Palace 
Revenues) and t'ai-fu ssu ch'ing (Chief Minister of the 
Court of the Imperial Treasury). 

6163 t'àifū-jén 太夫人 
SUNG: see chŭn t'ai fu-jen (Commandery Grand Mis-
tress). 

6164 t'ài-fŭ shàng-kŭng 太傅上公 
HAN: Superior Duke Grand Mentor, a title of the highest 
eminence in the central government, awarded to a personal 
confidant of the Emperor who was expected to provide him 
moral guidance. 

6165 fài-fŭ ssù 太府寺 
(1) N-S DIV-SUI: Court for the Palace Revenues, from 
Liang interchangeable with shao-fu ssu till N. Wei, then 
absorbed or finally displaced the shao-fu ssu and became 
the central government�principal agency for the manage-
ment of non-grain revenues, provisioning the palace, etc.; 
in Sui gradually transformed into a nationally-oriented fis-
cal agency (see #2 below). Headed by a Chamberlain 
(ch'ing), commonly rank 3. (2) T'ANG-SUNG: Court of 
the Imperial Treasury, a 2nd-tier central government 
agency responsible for managing the central government's 
non-grain receipts and disbursements; headed by a Chief 
Minister (ch'ing), rank 3a in Tang, 4b in Sung, with the 
help of one or more Vice Ministers (shao-ch'ing) and var-
ious subalterns who managed an array of storehouses and-
vaults and in addition supervised trade in the capital city's 
marketplaces, where they presumably collected fees and taxes 
on mercantile transactions. In Sung dominated successively 
by the State Finance Commission (san ssu) and the Min-
istry of Revenue (hu-pu)\ in Liao, Chin, and Yuan superseded 
by the Directorate of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu chien). 
In general, the Court was always subject to policies estab-
lished by the Ministry of Revenue, and the central govern-
ment's grain revenues were separately managed by the Court 
of the Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu). RR+SP: cour du 
trésor impérial. P38. (3) CH'ING: uapfficial reference to 
the Imperial Household Department (nei-wufu). 
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6166 fài-hòu 太后 
(1) HAN: Consort Dowager, designation of the mother of 
an Imperial Marquis (chu-hou)y i .e. , a son of a Prince who 
did not succeed to his father's title and status. (2) May be 
encountered occasionally as an abbreviation for huang t'ai-
hou (Empress Dowager). 

6167 fàì-hsl tsung-yin yŭàn 太禧宗禋院 
YUAN: Offîce of Imperial Ancestral Worship, a central 
government agency headed by a Commissioner (shih); su-
pervised the offering of prayers and sacrifices at temples to 
all Mongol Emperors, each temple having a branch office 
called a Supervisorate-in-chief {tsung-kuan fu). 

6168 t'ài-hsŭéh 太學 
Lit., supreme school: National University. (1) HAN-SUNG: 
created in 124 B.C., when 50 disciples or students were 
chosen and distributed among 5 pre-existing Erudites (po-
shih) on the staff of the Chamberlain for Ceremonials (t'ai-
ch'ang); thereafter was the paramount educational institu-
tion in dynastic capitals, staffed most importantly by Eru-
dites supervised by a Chief Administrator (p'u-yeh) or，from 
late in Former Han, a Chancellor (chi-chiu). In Han the 
number of Erudites and students fluctuated considerably, 
enrollment rising to 3,000 under Wang Mang's patronage 
and to 30,000 in the 2nd century A.D. Post-Han dynasties 
perpetuated the University in coexistence with other edu-
cational agencies. The names t'ai-hsŭeh and kuo-hsŭeh (lit., 
school of the state) alternated and sometimes apparently co-
existed, and in addition there was commonly a School for 
the Sons of the Síate (kuo-tzu hsŭeh). In Sui the National 
University became one of 3 major schools now removed 
from traditional status in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices 
(t'ai-ch'ang ssu) and organized into a consolidated Direc-
torate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) headed by a Chancellor 
with the assistance of a Director of Studies {ssu-yeh)\ the 
t'ai-hsŭeh alone had some 500 students regularly enrolled. 
In T'ang the new Directorate of Education was expanded 
to incorporate 7 schools; the t'ai-hsŭeh continued to enroll 
some 500 students under Erudites, its students being pri-
marily the sons of lesser nobles and middle-rank officials. 
In early Sung the 2 principal schools in the Directorate were 
consolidated into a single institution, t'ai-hsŭeh and kuo-tzu 
hsŭeh both becoming variant references to the Directorate; 
some 4,000 students were divided among 80 Study Halls 
(chai). In reforms of the 1070s the school was reorganized 
into 3 Colleges (she): an Outer College (wai-she)t about 
20% of whose graduates continued their studies in an Inner 
College (nei-shé) ’ less than half of whose graduates were 
admitted to a Superior College (shang-she). In S. Sung the 
whole Directorate of Education declined in vitality, in part 
because of a burgeoning of private Academies {shu-yŭan), 
but it retained a regular enrollment of some 1,000 students. 
Throughout its history, the National University served as a 
channel through which educated men were obtained for ser-
vice as officials. Some of its graduates always moved di-
rectly into low-level official posts; others were good pros-
pects for service as subalterns of regional and local 
authorities, from whom some could get recommendations 
that moved them up into regular office. From Sui on, grad-
uates commonly competed in both regular and iiregular civil 
service recruitment examinations with candidates qualified 
by other means such as recommendation. The rise in im-
portance of relatively open recruitment examinations prob-
ably was most responsible for the decline of the National 
University in S. Sung. See separate entries, also chien-chū 
(recruitment by nomination) and k'o-chū (Recruitment by 
Examination). HB: academy. RR: section des études 

supérieures. SP: université. P34. (2) MING-CH'ING; quasi-
official reference to the Directorate of Education {kuo-tzu 
Men) and to the school it operated, officially named School 
for the Sons of the State {kuo-tzu hsŭeh). 

6169 t'ài-huáng Vhuhòu 太皇太后 
Grand Empress Dowager: throughout imperial histoiy the 
standard official designation of the paternal grandmother of 
a reigning Emperor, normally having previously been Em-
press and then, during the reign of her son, Empress Dow-
ager (huang t'ai-hou). 

6170 t'ài-í 太儀 
Lady of Supreme Deportment, a title granted to women. 
(1) T'ANG: awarded to mothers of Imperial Princesses (kung-
chu) other than the Empress; prefixed with place-names 
identifying the daughters' assigned fiefs. (2) SUNG: variant 
of ta~i, q.v. 

6 1 7 1 t'ài-î 太醫 
Palace Physician: throughout history a common unofficial 
or quasiofficial designation of a physician in attendance on 
the ruler, normally a non-official specialist, often heredi-
tary or selected from a social class of hereditary physicians. 
Similar generic designations include i-kuan, i-shih, i-yŭan, 
yŭ-i. The principal agency in which such personnel served 
was the office of the Imperial Physician (t'ai-i ling) from 
Ch’in into the era of N-S Division, the Sui-T'ang Imperial 
Medical Office (t'ai-i shu), the Sung-Liao Imperial Medical 
Service (t'ai-i chŭ), and the Chin-Ch'ing Imperial Acad-
emy of Medicine (t'ai-i yiian). In early times medical prac-
titioners were under the supervision of the Chamberlain for 
Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang) or the agency that superseded him, 
the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); but from 
Yiian through Ch'ing they constituted an independent cen-
tral government institution. From Sung on, there was a spe-
cial hierarchy of prestige titles (san-kuan) for physicians. 
P36, 37. 

6 1 7 2 VáUl 臺醫 
YŭAN: Censorate Physician, 2 non-offìcial specialists on 
the staff of the Censorate {yŭ-shih t'ai); special functions if 
any not clear. P18. 

6173 t}ài4àn 太醫案 
SUNG: variant (official?) designation of thé Imperial 
Medical Service (t'ai-i chtì). SP: service de la médecine 
impériale. 

6174 t'ài-ĭ chèng 太醫正 
(1) N-S DIV (Liang): Director of Palace Physicians (?)’ 
probably the equivalent of t'ai-i ling (Imperial Physician) 
in other periods, but sources not clear. P36. (2) SUNG: 
variant, perhaps quasiofficial reference to the Imperia l 
Physician (t'ai-i ling), SP: directeur du bureau de la 
médecine impériale, directeur de Voffice impérial de la 
médecine, (3) CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Medical 
Secretary (li-mu) in the Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-
ì yuan). 

6175 t9ài-ī ch'éng 太醫丞 
(1) CH'IN-N-S DIV: Aide to the Imperial Physician, 
commonly the 2nd executive official in the group of Palace 
Physicians (t'ai-i), assisting the Imperial Physician (t'ai-i 
ling). P36. (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Vice 
Commissioner (yuan-p'an) of the Imperial Academy of 
Medicine (t'ai-i yŭan). 

6 1 7 6 t'ài-î chiàO'kuăn 太 醫 敎 官 
YUAN: Medical Instructor, non-official specialist(s) on 
the staff of the Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yiian). 
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6 1 7 7 t，ài-ī ckién 太醫監 
(1) HAN: Imperial Medical Supervisor, status not clear 
but apparently not a variant reference to the Imperial Phy-
sician (t'ai-i ling). HB: inspector of the grand physician. 
(2) MING: Directorate of Imperial Medicine, predynastic 
agency name, in 1367 changed to t'ai-i yuan (Imperial 
Academy of ^Mcine) ; earlier (date not clear) changed from 
Supervisorate of Medicines (i-yao t'i-chŭ ssu). P36. 

6178 fàì-ī chù-chìào 太醫助敎 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Medical Instructor, one or more, rank 
9b, assistants to the Medical Erudite(s) {t'ai-i po-shih) on 
the staff of the Imperial Physician (t'ai-i ling). P36. 

6 1 7 9 Í，ÒÍ-ícŭ« 太醫局 
SUNG-LIAO: Imperial Medical Service, a quasi-auton-
omous agency of the central government generally subor-
dinated to the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu), 
in Liao part of the Northern Administration (pei-mien); 
maintained a staff of Palace Physicians (t'ai-i) headed in 
Sung by 终 Supervisor (t'i-chŭ) or a Director (ling or cheng), 
in Liao by both a Supreme Sepretary (tu lin-ya) and a Com-
missioner (shih); in Sung had a particularly erratic existence 
as one of several medical agencies in the palace and central 
government, repeatedly abolished and re-established, briefly 
from 1102 attached to the Directorate of Education (kuo-
tzu chien). Successor of the Sui-T'ang t'ai-i shu, antecedent 
of the Chin-Ch'ing t'ai-i yŭan. SP; office impérial de la 
médecine. P36. 

6 1 8 0 t，ài-ī ŭng 太醫令 
Imperial Physician. (1) CH'IN-N-S DIV: principal med-
ical attendant on the Emperor and supervisor of a staff of 
Palace Physicians (t'ai-i); from Han on, commonly 2 or more 
in the central government, one attached to the Chamberlain 
for Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang), rank 1,000 bushels; another, 
rank 600 bushels，attached to the Chamberlain for the Pal-
ace Revenues {shao-fu) in Han and the Three Kingdoms 
era, thereafter gravitating to the emerging Chancellery {men-
hsia sheng). Also, from Han on, commonly found on the 
staffs of Princes and various other central government or 
regional dignitaries. The Imperial Physicians were nor-
mally assisted by Aides (ch'eng) and at times large numbers 
of Palace Physicians. In Han the Imperial Physician at-
tached to the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues had 2 
Aides, one Medical Treatment Aide (fang-ch'eng) and one 
Pharmacist Aide (yao-ch'eng) f the latter possibly a practi-
tioner of Taoist-type alchemical medicine. HB: prefect grand 
physician. P36. (2) SUNG: common reference to the Di-
rector (ling) of the Imperial Medical Service (t'ai-i chŭ). 
(3) CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Commissioner (shih) 
of the Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yŭan). 

6181 t'àUīpó'Shìh 太一博士 
T'ANG: Erudite of the Supreme Unity, a teacher of Taoist 
doctrines; one of 18 Palace Erudites (nei-chiao po-shih) on 
the staff of the Palace Institute of Literature (nei wen-hsŭeh 
kuan)’ where palace women were educated; from c. 741’ 
a eunuch post. RR: maître de la doctrine du suprême un. 

6182 trài-ī pó-shìh 太醫博士 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Medical Erudite, one or more, rank 
7b, teachers of medical practices on the staff of the Imperial 
Physician (t'ai-i ling). P36. 

6 1 8 3 fài4 shŭ 太醫署 
SUI—T’ANG: Imperial Medical Office, a quasi-autono-
mous unit under the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang 
ssu), nominally responsible for medical care of the Emperor 
but after c. 605, when a Palace Medical Service (shang-

yao chŭ) was established in the Palace Administration (tien-
nei sheng) t increasingly became a teaching and certifying 
agency for professional physicians in government service. 
In Sui notably included a Director (ling), an Aide {ch'eng), 
2 Pharmacists (chu-yao), 200 Master Physicians (i-shih), 2 
Herbal Gardeners (yao-yūan shih), 2 Erudites for General 
Medicine (i po-shih), 2 Erudites for Massage (an-mo po-
shih), and 2 Erudites for Exorcism (chou-chin po-shih). The 
T'ang agency was much the same, with 2 Directors, rank 
7b2, and with the addition of one or more Erudites for Acu-
puncture (chen po-shih). The tradition was carried on dur-
ing the Five Dynasties era principally by medical practi-
tioners in the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yŭan) and in Sung 
by an Imperial Medical Service (t'ai-i chu). RR: office de 
la médecine suprême. P36. 

6184 t，ài-ìyŭàn 太鶴 
CHIN-CH'ING: Imperial Academy of Medicine, in Chin 
subordinate to the Court Ceremonial Institute (hsŭan-hui 
yiian) but thereafter an autonomous agency of the central 
government; in general charge of establishing medical stan-
dards throughout the empire, training medical practitioners 
for government service, and at least nominally providing 
medical care for the Emperor. In Chin headed by a Super-
intendent (t'i-tien), rank 5a，and a Commissioner (shih), 5b, 
and divided into 10 Sections (k'o) with various ranks of 
Master Physicians (i-shih). In Yuan headed by 4 rank 2a 
Superintendents and from 2 eventually to 12 Commission-
ers, rank 3a then also 2a; among its constituent units was 
a Supervisorate of Medical Schools (i-hsueh t'i-chu ssu). In 
Ming headed by a single Commissioner, rank 3a then 5a, 
assisted by several Administrative Assistants {yŭan-p'an), 
6a; and divided into 13 Sections (k'o) staffed with Imperial 
Physicians (yii-ì); from 1381 to 1389 the head was a Di-
rector (ling). Ch'ing followed the Ming structure but su-
perimposed atop it a member of the Imperial Household 
Department (nei-wu fu) as Manager (kuan-li). For anteced-
ents of the Academy, see under t'ai-i. Cf. yŭ-yao yŭan (Im-
perial Dispensary). BH: imperial medical department. P36. 

6185 t'ài-kuān 太官 or fài-kuān ling 令 
(1) CH'IN-N-S DIV: Provisioner, one of the major sub-
ordinates of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-
Ju), rank from 600 to 1，000 bushels in Han; responsible for 
preparing meals for the palace and the court, at some point 
reportedly employed 3,000 state slaves and annually spent 
200 million coins. By the end of the era of N-S Division, 
the Provisioner's staff had stabilized as one of the major 
agencies under the Court of Imperial Entertainments (kuang-
lu ssu)\ see ta-kuan ssu. HB: prefect grand provisioner. P30. 
(2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Chief Minister (ch'ing) 
of the Court of Imperial Entertainments. 

6186 t9ài'kuân shŭ 太官署 
See ta-kuan shu (Banquets Office). 

6187 t'ài-láng 臺郞 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV: unofficial reference to a Secretarial 
Court Gentleman (shang-shu lang). (2) SUNG: unofficial 
reference to a Bureau Director (lang-chung) in a Ministry 
(pu) in the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng). 
(3) May be encountered at any time as an unofficial ref-
erence to a Censor (yŭ-shih), 

6188 eài-miào 太廟 
Imperial Ancestral Temple: throughout history the family 
temple at which Emperors regularly worshipped; at times 
maintained by the Imperial Clan Court {tsung-cheng j似’ 
tsung-jen fu)t at times by the Court of Imperial Sacrifices 
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(t'ai-ch'ang ssu), at times by a special Office of the Imperial 
Ancestral Temple (t'ai-miao shu) or Director of the Imperial 
Ancestral Temple (t'ai-miao ling). Cf. chai-lang (Court 
Gentleman for Fasting), chiao-she chŭ (Office of the Na-
tional Altars), she-chi t'an (Altar of Land and Grain). 

6189 fài-miào chì-ch9ì fă-wù k9à 
太廟祭器法物庫 

SUNG: Storehouse of Utensils for the Imperial Ances-
tral Temple, a unit of the Directorate for Imperial Man-
ufactories (shao-fu chien); staffing not clear, probably un-
ranked subofficìals. SP: magasin des objets de sacrifice du 
temple des ancêtres de Vempereur. 

6190 t'ài-miào chu 太廟局 
SUNG: Imperial Ancestral Temple Service’ organiza-
tional affiliation not clear; headed by one Director (ling), 
probably a court official on ad hoc detached duty assign-
ment from a regular central government agency; specific 
functions not clear, but no doubt organized to assist the 
Emperoi in worship. SP: bureau des temples des ancêtres 
de Vempereur. 

6191 fài-miào ling 太廟令 
N-S DIV-YŬAN: Director of the Imperial Ancestral 
Temple, sometimes a court dignitary on ad hoc duty as-
signment from a regular central government post for short-
term assistance of the Emperor in his worship, commonly 
with an Aide (ch'eng); sometimes an abbreviated reference 
to the Director (ling) of the Imperial Ancestral Temple Ser-
vice (t'ai-miao chŭ) or of the Imperial Ancestral Temple 
Office (t'ai-miao shu). P28. 

6192 t’ài-miào shŭ 太廟署 
Imperial Ancestral Temple Office. (1) N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): 
a unit under the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang 
ssu)t headed by a Director (ling)’ rank not clear. (2) YŭAN: 
one of 3 special sacrificial agencies in the central govern-
ment (see chiao-ssu shu, she-chi shu)t headed by a Director 
(ling), rank 6b. P28. 

6193 rài-miào wèi 太廟尉 
CH'ING: Commandant at the Imperial Ancestral Tem-
ple, 10 Manchu military officers, 2 of rank 4, 8 of rank 5, 
under supervision of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (fai-
ch'ang ssu); in rotation took active command of soldiers 
guarding the temple, on sacrificial days monitored the com-
ings and goings of authorized persons. P28. 

6 1 9 4 Vìù'mŭ 太母 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Imperial Mother, one of many des-
ignations used for the natural mother of a reigning Em-
peror. (2) Imperial Grandmother, occasional reference to 
the mother of a reigning Emperor's mother, or possibly to 
a Grand Empress Dowager (t'ai-huang t'ai-hou). 

6195 t,ài-pào 太保 
(1) Grand Guardian, throughout history one of the emi-
nent court dignitaries collectively known as the Three Pre-
ceptors (san shih) or the Three Dukes (san kung); ranked 
as a Feudal Lord (chu-hou) in Chou, at 10,000 bushels in 
Han, thereafter la. Cf. fai-wei. HB: grand guardian. RR: 
grand gardien. SP: grand protecteur. ？61. (2) LIAO: Keeper 
of Horse Herds，apparently unranked underlings in Horse 
Pasturages (ch'ŭn-ma ssu). 

6196 t，ài-p，íng kùi-mín châ 太平惠民局 
SUNG: lit., service for favoring the people in an era of 
great peace: variant name of the Pharmacy (shu-yao so) 
maintained by the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ao-fu 
ssu). 
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6197 t9ài-pŭ 太卜 
(1) CHOU: variant of ta-pu (Grand Diviner), from which 
subsequent t'ai~pu titles derived. (2) CH'IN, N-S DIV, 
SUNG: Imperial Diviner, generally in charge of divining 
about good and bad auspices concerning court and state ac-
tivities; occurred irregularly in Ch'in, status not clear; in 
Chou of the era of N-S Division in the Ministry of Rites 
{ch'un-kuan) with rank as Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 
6a); in Sung, rank not clear, in the Court of Imperial Sac-
rifices (fai-ch'ang ssu). Also see t'ai-pu ling, t'ai-pu chŭ, 
t'ai-pu shu, SP: chef de divination. P35. 

6198 Vàì-pŭ chu 太卜局 
N-S DIV: Imperial Divination Service, especially in N. 
Ch'i but probably in other periods as well, the office headed 
by the Imperial Diviner (t'ai-pu ling) under the Grand As-
trologer (t'ai-shih ling). P35. 

6199 fàì-pŭ ting 太卜令 
Imperial Diviner. (1) HAN: established in 104 B.C. under 
the Chamberlain for Ceremonials {t'ai-ch'ang), with rank of 
600 bushels and a staff including an Aide (ch'eng), one or 
more Erudites (po-shih), and sometimes Expectant Offi-
cials (tai-chao); in Later Han the title may have been per-
petuated irregulariy, but the functions were apparently wholly 
absorbed under the Grand Astrologer (t'ai-shih ling). HB: 
prefect grand augur. (2) N-S DIV-T^ANG: abbreviated ref-
erence to the Director (ling) of the Imperial Divination Ser-
vice {t'ai-pu chŭ) or the Imperial Divination Office (t'ai-pu 
shu). P35. 

6200 t'ài-pŭ shŭ 太卜署 
T'ANG: Imperial Divination Office under the Court of 
Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu), responsible for all forms 
of divination pertaining to imperial sacrifices, including the 
use of tortoiseshells and the ancient text I-ching; headed by 
a Director (iing), rank 7b2 then 8b2, with the assistance of 
2 Aides (ch'eng), 2 Divination Directors (pu-cheng), 2 Eru-
dites (po-shih)，etc. Such divination responsibilities were 
subsequently shifted to the astrological-astronomical agen-
cies that evolved into the Ming-Ch^ing Directorate of As-
tronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien). RR: office de la divination 
suprême. P35. 

6201 t9ài-p9
ŭ 太僕 

(1) CHOU: variant of ta~p'u (Royal Groom). (2) CH’IN-
N-S DIV: Chamberlain for the Imperial Stud, one of tìie 
2nd-tier central government dignitaries collectively called 
the Nine Chamberlains (chiu ch'ing), in general charge of 
providing the Emperor and the court with horses and ve-
hicles and maintaining the imperial horse herds; rank gen-
erally 2,000 bushels; supervised a large staff of subordi-
nates ranging from Aides (ch'eng) ranked at 1,000 bushels 
down to state slaves reportedly numbering 30,000; man-
aged stables, corrals, coachhouses, and pasturages where 
as many as 300,000 horses were reportedly maintained in 
Han. Subordinates of the Han Chamberlain included Di-
rectors (ling) of the Palace Stable (ta-chiu ling)，of the In-
ner Compound Stable (wei-yang ling), of the Imperial Mares 
(chia-ma ling, t'ung-ma iing)，of the Livery Office (ch'e-fu 
ling), of the Imperial Hunting Chariots (lu-ling ling), of 
Cav^ry Mounts (chi-ma ling), and of the Finest Steeds (chiin-
ma ling); and Directors (chang) of the Directorates of Dragon 
Horses (lung-ma chien)y of Horse Corrals (hsien-chû chien), 
of the T’o-ch’iian Pasturage (fo-ch'ûan chien), of the Wild 
Horse Pasturage (t'ao-t'u chien), and of the Ch'eng-hua 
Pasturage {ch'eng-hua chien). Late in the era of N-S Di-
vision the Chamberlain^ agency became stably institution-
alized as the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu), a 
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name it retained through the Ch'ing dynasty. Cf. p'u. HB: 
grand coachman. P31. (3) HAN: Royal Coachman, one 
in charge of the horses and vehicles in each Princedom 
(wang-kuo), rank identical with the Chamberlain for the 
Imperial Stud; in 104 B.C. retitled p'u and demoted to the 
rank of 1,000 bushels; one also appointed in the establish-
ments of all Empresses Dowager (huang t'ai-hou) briefly 
from 5 B.C. HB: grand coachman. P69. 

6202 t，ài-p，ú ch'īng 太僕卿 
(1) Common variant of t'ai-p'u (Chamberlain for the Im， 
perial Stud). (2) N-S DIV-CH'ING: Chief Minister of 
the Court of the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u q.v.). 

6 2 0 3 í，áî-p，ií w ū 太僕司 
SUI: Office of the Imperial Coachman (?)，a central gov-
ernment agency created c. 605 by a division of the Chan-
cellery (men-hsia sheng) into 2 agencies, the 2nd being an 
Office of Palace Attendants (men-hsia ssu); functions and 
staffing not clear; not perpetuated into T'ang. 

6204 t，ài-p’ú ssù 太僕寺 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: Court of the Imperial Stud, a 2nd-
tier agency of the central government principally respon-
sible, under policies determined by the Ministry of War (ping-
pu), for managing state horse pasturages throughout the 
empire and maintaining related vehicles and gear; after T'ang 
shared management of stables and corrals at the dynastic 
capital，which provided horses and vehicles for use by the 
imperial household and members of the central govern-
ment, with other agencies such as the Livery Service (shang-
ch'eng chŭ) of the Sung Palace Administration {ĭien-chung 
sheng), the Yuan Court of the Imperial Saddlery {shang-
ch'eng ssu), the Ming eunuch-staffed Directorate for Im-
perial Mounts iyŭ-ma chien), and the Ch'ing Imperial 
Household Department's (nei-wu fu) Palace Stud (shang-
ssu yiian). Considered one of the Nine Courts (chiu ssu), 
headed by a Chief Minister (ch'ing), rank 3a in N. Wei, 
3b in T'ang, 4b in Sung, 2b in Yŭan (2 appointees), 3b in 
Ming and Ch'ing (2 appointees in Ch'ing), normally with 
the assistance of one or more Vice Ministers (shao-ch'ing) 
and Assistant Ministers (ch'eng). The Court normally su-
pervised a large number of local horse pasturages (mu-
ch'ang). Other subordinate units included, in T'ang, an Of-
fice of the Imperial Coachman (ch'eng-huang shu)t an Of-
fice of the Imperial Stables (tien-chiu shu), an Office of 
Herds (tien-mu shu), and a Livery Office (ch'e-Ju shu); in 
Sung，a Carriage Livery (ch'e-lu yuan), a Mounts Service 
(ch'i-chi yiian), a Left and a Right Directorate of Fine Steeds 
(t'ien-ssu chien), a Saddlery Storehouse (art-p'ei k'u), an 
Office for Elephant Care (yang-hsiang so), a Camel Corral 
(fo-fang)’ and a Wagon Camp (ch'e-ying); in Ming’ 4 Branch 
Courts of the Imperial Stud (hsing t'ai-p'u ssu) with staffs 
comparable to the metropolitan Court based in the good 
pasturelands along the northern frontier. RR+SP: cour des 
êquipages impériaux. BH: court of the imperial stud. P31. 

6205 t’ài-shàng 太上 
Lit., great superior: from Han on, an unofficial reference 
to the Emperor . 

6206 t'ài-shàng chŭn 太上君 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Grand Princess-cognate, des-
ignation of the principal wife of the father (but not neces-
sarily the mother) of an Empress. 

6207 t'ài-shàng huáng-hòu 太上皇后 
SUNG: Imperial Mother, occasional variant of the normal 
designation huang t'ai-hou (Empress Dowager), possibly 

used particularly when the Emperor's natural mother had 
never borne the title Empress. 

6208 t，ài-shàng huáng-tì 太上皇帝 or t，ài-
shàng huáng 

(1) Emperor Emeritus, common designation of an abdi-
cated Emperor during his remaining life, particularly during 
the reign of a son. (2) Honorary Emperor , common des-
ignation of the living father of an Emperor who had not 
himself reigned. Cf. huang-k'ao (Deceased Imperial Father). 

6209 t'àùshè chu 太社局 
SUNG: Service for the Altars of the Soil and Grain, a 
unit of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang ssu), 
headed by a Director (ling)t rank 9a. SP: bureau de I'auîel 
du dieu du sol et des moissons. P28. 

6210 t，ài-skè ling 太社令 
N-S DIV: Director of the Altar of the Soil and Grain 
under the Chamberlain for Ceremonials (t'ai~ch'ang)\ in Sui 
the post was absorbed into the Office of the National Altars 
{chiao-she shu)，but also see t'ai-she chu. P28. 

6211 VáUshĕng 臺省 
( ĭ ) HAN-SUNG: common unofficial reference to the De-
partment of State AfTairs (shang-shu sheng), because from 
Han on it was also unofficially called chung-fai (lit.，cen-
tral or palace pavilion). (2) T'ANG: unofficial collective 
reference to the Three Departments (san sheng), i.e., the 
Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), known as 
chung-t'ai (central or palace pavilion); the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng), known as hsi-t'ai (western pavilion); and the 
Chancellery {men-hsia sheng) y known as tung-t'ai (eastern 
pavilion). Cf. san t'ai. (3) MING-CH'ING: unofficial col-
lective reference to Censors (yu-shih) and Supervising 
Secretaries (chi-shih-chung), combining elements from the 
old names yu-shih t'ai (Censorate), to which Censors be-
longed, and men-hsia sheng (Chancellery), to which Su-
pervising Secretaries belonged. 

6212 t'ài-shĭh 太史 
Lit.’ grand scribe. (1) CHOU: variant of ta-shih (Grand 
Scribe). (2) CHW-YLTAN: variant of t'ai-shih ling (Grand 
Astrologer); not later than very early Han lost its scribal 
functions, thereafter throughout imperial history was as-
sociated with the recording and interpreting of celestial and 
other remarkable natural phenomena，weather forecasting, 
and other esoteric aspects of astronomy, in contrast to the 
more rational and objective astronomical and calendrical work 
that，from T'ang on，was assigned to separate agencies (see 
under ssu-t'ien chien). (3) N-S DIV (Chou): Grand As-
trologer, one ranked as an Ordinary Grand Master (chung 
ta-fu; 5a), in charge of calendrical calculations in the Min-
istry of Rites {ch'un-kuan). (4) T'ANG: Grand Scribe, from 
662 to 670 the official designation of the head of the Orchid 
Pavilion {lan-t'ai), then the archaic official name of the Pal-
ace Library {pi-shu sheng). (5) CH'ING: unofficial refer-
ence to members of the Hanĭin Academy (han-lin yuan), 
especially Junior Compilers (pien-hsiu). P35. 

6213 t'ài-shīh 太師 
Grand Preceptor: throughout history one of the eminent 
court dignitaries known as the Three Preceptors (san shih) 
or the Three Dukes (san kung), ranked as a Feudal Lord 
(chu-hou) in Chou, at 10,000 bushels in Han, thereafter la. 
In the post-Han Chin dynasty and the following S. Dynas-
ties, commonly replaced by the equally archaic title ta-tsai 
(Grand Steward). HB: grand master. RR+SP: grand 
précepteur. P67. 
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6214 fài-shìh àn 太史案 
SUNG: Astrological Section in the Imperial Archives (pi-
ko), apparently an early Sung variant of t'ai-shih chŭ or pi-
ko chŭ (both Astrological Service). SP: service des obser-
vations astronomiques. 

6215 t，ài-sMk ckiĕn 太史監 
(1) SUI-T'ANG, MING, CH ING: Directorate of Astrol-

,changed from t'ai-shih chŭ (Astrological Service) in 
,changed back and subordinated to the Palace Library 

(pi-shu sheng) in 621; revived as an independent agency in 
708-711, 714-726, 742-758, then transformed into an in-
dependent Bureau of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien t'ai) with an em-
phasis on objective celestial observation and calendrical 
calculations; thereafter not revived until formation of the 
original predynastic Ming government, but in 1367 re-
named Astrological Commission (t'ai-shih yuan); in Ch’ing 
used only as an unofficial reference to the Directorate of 
Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien). RR: direction des observa-
tions astronomiques. P35. (2) SUI-T'ANG: Supervisor of 
the Directorate of Astrology (also t'ai-shih chien) , rank 
apparently 3a in T'ang. P35. 

6216 eài-shìh chŭ 太史局 
SUI-SUNG: Astrological Service, a unit of the Palace Li-

ipi-shu sheng) headed by one or 2 Directors (ling), 
7b in Sui, not clear from T'ang to Sung; originated as 

a variant of the eariy Sui name Astrological Office (t'ai-
shih ts'ao), renamed Directorate of Astrology {t'ai-shih chien) 
in 604; revived in 621, then from 662 to 758 alternated with 
t'ai-shih chien and other variants, appearing in 670-700, 
702—708, and 726-742; thereafter not revived until c. 1080 
and not continued after the end of Sung. Principal functions 
were interpreting celestial and other extraordinary natural 
phenomena, divining about auspicious days for state cere-
monies, weather forecasting, and contributing to the prep-
aration of the official state calendar. Subordinates included 
the Office of Celestial Understanding (t'ung-hstìan yuan), 
Five Offices (wu kuan, q.v.) of astrological interpreters, 
Directors of Calendrical Calculations (pao-chang cheng), 
the Imperial Observatory (ling-t'ai) t Erudites of the Water 
Clock (lou-k'o po-shih) and other specialized teachers, the 
Armillary Sphere Office (hun-i t'ai), the Bureau of Bells 
and Drums (chung-ku yuan), and the Calendar Printing Of-
fice (yin-li so). From 758 the more rational and objective 
aspects of astronomical work were shifted to other agencies 
such as the T'ang Bureau of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien t'ai), the 
Sung Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien), and the 
Ming~Ch’ing Directorate of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien). 
RR: service des observations astronomiques. SP: bureau 
des .... P35. 

6217 tfàishm kŭng 太史公 
HAN: lit.，the honorable t'ai-shih: not a title, but the hon-
orfic way in which the great historian Ssu-ma Ch'ien re-
ferred to his dead father, from whom he inherited the of-
ficial post of Grand Astrologer (t'ai-shih ling). P35. 

6218 eài-shĭh ŭng 太史令 
(1) CHW-N-S DIV: Grand Astrologer, a subordinate of 
the Chamberlain for Ceremonials {t'ai-ch'ang) till N. Wei, 
then subordinated to the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng); rank 
600 bushels in Han’ commonly rank 7 thereafter; in very 
early Han apparently had some historiographic duties, but 
in general was in charge of observing celestial phenomena 
and iiregularities in nature, interpreting portents, divining 
and weather forecasting as regards important state cere-
monies, and preparing the official state calendar. His staff 
regularly consisted of one or more Aides (ch'eng); in Later 

Han there was a specialized Aide for the Hall of Enlight-
ened Rule (ming-t'ang ch'eng) and another for the Imperial 
Observatory (ling-t'ai ch'eng), both rank 200 bushels, sup-
ported by dozens of Expectant Officials (tai-chao) with spe-
cialized assignments, Gentlemen Observers (wang-lang), 
and Clerks (chang-ku). From Later Han on, the post of Im-
perial Diviner (t'ai-pu) was normally incorporated into the 
staff of the Grand Astrologer. HB: prefect grand astrologer. 
P35. (2) SUI-YUAN: variant reference to the Director (ling) 
in a series of astrological agencies: the Sui Astrological Of-
fice (t'ai-shih ts'ao), 2, rank 7b; the T'ang-Sung Astrol-
ogical Service {t'ai-shih chŭ), rank not clear; the Liao Di-
rectorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien); the .Yuan Astro-
logical Commission (t'ai-shih yiian), 3a then 2b then 2a; 
and the predynastic Ming Directorate of Astrology (t'ai-shih 
chien), rank not clear. RR+SP: directeur. P35. (3) CH'ING: 
unofficial reference both to a Chancellor of the Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yŭan chang-yŭan hsŭeh-shih) and a Di-
rector ichien-cheng) of the Directorate of Astronomy 
(ch'in-t'ien chien). 

6219 t’ài-shíh ts，áo 太史售 
SUI: Astrological Of íke in the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng); 
responsible for observing and interpreting celestial phe-
nomena, weather forecasting, preparing the official state 
calendar，etc.; headed by 2 Directors (ling), rank 7b, and 
2 Vice Directors (ch'eng), 9a; staffed additionally with spe-
cialists such as Managers of the Calendar (ssu-li), Astro-
nomical Observers (chien-hou) ’ Erudites of the Calendar (li 
po-shih)y Erudites of Astronomy (t'ien-wen po-shih), Eru-
dites of the Water Clock (lou-k'o po-shih), etc. Also called 
t'ai-shih chŭ (Astrological Service). In 604 reorganized as 
the Directorate of Astrology {t'ai-shih chien). P35. 

6220 t9ài-shih yŭàn 太史院 
YUAN: Astrological Commission, a large autonomous 
central government agency responsible for preparing and 
distributing the official state calendar, in contrast to the Di-
rectorate of Astronomy {ssu-t'ien chien), which was re-
sponsible for the training of astronomers and astrologers; 
headed by a Director {ling), rank 3a then 2b then 2a, and 
a Commissioner (shih) of equal rank, assisted by an ex-
ecutive staff including 2 Vice Directors (t'ung-chìh), 3a, 2 
Assistant Commissioners (ch'ien-yūan), 3b, 2 Deputies (fung-
ch'ien), 4a, and 2 Administrative Assistants (yŭan-p'an), 
5a. Subordinate specialists included seasonal astrological 
interpreters in what were collectively called the Five Of-
fices (wu kuan), 5 Directors of Calendrical Calculations (pao-
chang cheng) t 7a, and the Director of the Imperial Ob-
servatory (ling-t'ai lang), 7a. In each Province (sheng) the 
Commission was represented by a Manager of the Calendar 
(ssu-li)t 9a. Revived briefly in predynastic Ming times by 
a renaming of the t'ai-shih chien (Directorate of Astrology) 
in 1367, then in 1368 reorganized as the Directorate of As-
tronomy (ssu-t'ien chien). P35. 

6221 t'ài-shðu 太守 
(1) CH'IN-SUI: Governor of the territorial unit of admin-
istration called a Commandery (chŭn), normally with both 
military and civil responsibilities and often bearing the ad-
ditional title General (chiang-chūn); in Han rank 2,000 
bushels, in the era of N-S Division rank from 3 down to 7 
depending on the size of the resident population; discontin-
ued with T’ang’s abolition of the Commandery level of 
administration. (2) HAN-SUI: Grand Protector, a title 
commonly awarded chieftains of southern and southwestern 
aboriginal tribes. (3) SUNG-CH'ING: common quasioffi-
cial or unofficial reference to a Prefect (chih-chou, chih-
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fu). HB: grand administrator. RR: préfet de commanderie. 
P53，72. 

6222 t，ài-sŭn 太孫 
Grandson Successor: throughout imperial history the des-
ignation most commonly used for the eldest son of the Heir 
Apparent, especially used when the Heir Apparent had pre-
deceased him before taking the throne, so that the t'ai-sun 
was expected to become the nexî Emperor. 

6223 fáì'tsá 臺雜 
SUNG: unofficial abbreviation of shih yŭ-shih chih tsa-shih 
(General Purpose Censor) in the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai). 

6224 eái-tsăi 台宰 
HAN: unofficial reference \o z Counselor-in-chief {ch'eng-
hsiang). 

6225 t’ài-tsăi 太宰 
Great Steward, (1) Variant of ta-tsai (Grand Steward). Also 
see shao-tsai. (2) HAN: variant of t'ai-tsai ling (Great Sac-
rificial Butcher). (3) N-S DIV: from Chin on, commonly 
replaced t'ai-shih (Grand Preceptor) among the dignitaries 
known as the Three Dukes (san kung). P67, (4) T'ANG-
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Minister of Personnel (/í-
pu shang-shu). (5) SUNG: briefly in the early 1100s and 
again during S, Sung the official redesignation of the Vice 
Director of the Left (tso p'u-yeh) of the Department of State 
Affairs (shang-shu sheng) ’ one of the senior Grand Coun-
cilors (tsai-hsiang). SP: grand intendant, conseiller en chef 
de I'éîat. P3. 

6226 fài'tsăi ŭng 太 宰 令 
HAN: Great Sacrificial Butcher, one of the principal sub-
ordinates of the Chamberlain for Ceremonials {t'ai-ch'ang), 
responsible for the preparation of meats for major state sac-
rificial ceremonies, rank 600 bushels; assisted by an Aide 
(ch'eng) and a large staff reportedly including more than 
200 Butchers (tsai) and several dozen Meat Trimmers (t'u-
che). The post seems not to have survived Later Han. HB: 
prefect grand butcher. P27. 

6227 fàUts'āng 太倉 
Imperial Granaries: throughout history a quasiofficial or 
official collective designation for the principal state gra-
naries located at the dynastic capital to provide for the im-
perial palace and the central government; individual gra-
nary units sometimes identified with place-name prefixes, 
function-specific descriptive prefixes, numerical prefixes 
based on the Chinese sequence of “stems" (chia, it ping, 
ting, etc.), and perhaps others. Supervised by a Director 
(ling) from Ch*in until late in the era of N-S Division, then 
by an Office (shu) through T’ang，and by a Commissioner 
(shih) in Chin; in Sung, Yiian, Ming, and Ch'ing known 
formally by such other names as t'i-ling ts'ang chien, tso-
ao t'ing, tso-liang t'ing. HB: great granary. RR+SP: gre-
nier impérial. P8. 

6228 fài-ts'āng ch9ū-nà shĭh 太 倉 出 納 使 
T'ANG: Inspector of Receipts and Disbursements at the 
Imperial Granaries, an irregular duty assignment for a Vice 
Minister (shao-ch'ing) of the Court of the National Gra-
naries (ssu-nung ssu), apparently to check records main-
tained by the Imperial Granaries Office (t'ai-ts'ang shu) 
concerning the flow of grain in and out of the granaries at 
the dynastic capital. See t'ai-ts'ang shih. P8. 

6 2 2 9 t’ài-ts，ăng k，ŭ 太倉庫 
MING: National Silver Vault, the principal treasury main-
tained by the central government; under the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu) t managed by a Vice Minister of Revenue 

(hu-pu shih-lang); established in 1442, by the late 1500s 
normally handled 4 million taels of silver annually, includ-
ing many kinds of taxes, fines, and confiscations converted 
into silver. The original Vault eventually came to have 2 
attached buildings, where receipt and disbursement were 
most convenient; the original building then was called the 
Inner Vault (chung-k'u) and the 2 added buildings were said 
to constitute the Outer Vault (wai-k'u). Because it only dealt 
with silver, the Vault was also known as the Silver Vault 
(yin-k'u). 

6230 t，ài.ts，àng ling 太倉令 
CH'IN-N-S DIV: Director of the Imperial Granaries, a 
principal subordinate of the Chamberlain for the National 
Treasury (ta-nung ling, ta ssu-nung, ssu-nung ch'ing); re-
sponsible for the management of the state granaries at the 

astic capital and their receipts and disbursements; rank 
bushels, assisted by an Aide (ch'eng) and an unspeci-

fied but no doubt large number of underlings. Late in the 
era of N-S Division the post was transformed into an agency 
called the Imperial Granaries Office (fai-ts*ang shu). HB: 
prefect of the great granary. P8. 

6231 t’ài-ts’āng sMk 太倉使 
(1) T'ANG: Inspector of the Imperial Granaries, status 
not clear; probably an abbreviated reference to the t'ai-ts'ang 
ch'u-na shih (Inspector of Receipts and Disbursements at 
the Imperial Granaries). (2) CHIN: Commissioner of the 
Imperial Granaries, rank 6b, under the Directorate of the 
Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu chien); responsible for managing 
the state granaries at the dynastic capital. P8. 

6232 t'ài-ts'ăng shŭ 太倉署 
N-S DIV-T'ANG: Imperial Granaries Office under the 
National Treasury or Court of the National Granaries (both 
ssu-nung ssu); managed state granaries at the dynastic cap-
ital; an institutionalization of the earlier Director of the Im-
perial Granaries (t'ai-ts'ang ling), headed by 2 Directors (ling) 
in Sui, 3 ranked 7b2 in T'ang; in Sui had 3 subordinate 
Supervisors (tu)~Supervisors of the Salt Storehouse (yen-
ts'ang), the Rice Granary (mi-lin), and the Grain Granary 
(ku-ts'ang). The Office was not perpetuated beyond T’ang. 
RR: office du grenier impérial. P8. 

6233 t'ài-ts'āng yîn-k'ù 太倉銀庫 
MING: variant of t'ai-ts'ang k'u (National Silver Vault). 

6234 t'ài-tsŭn 太尊 
CH’ING: lit” the great venerable: His Honor or Your 
Honor, an unofficial reference to a Prefect (chih-fu). Cf. 
ta-tsun (His Majesty). 

6235 t'ài-tsŭng 太宗 
CHOU: lit., great clansman: variant of tsung-po (Minister 
of Rites). See ta-ísung. 

6236 t'ài tsāng-chèng 太宗正 
SUNG: variant reference to a Chief Minister (ch'ing) of 
the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu) or to 
anyone assigned to manage the Court without that title. See 
ta tsung-cheng entries. SP: directeur de la grande maison 
des affaires impériales. 

6237 t，ài tsūng-chèng yŭàn 太宗正院 
YUAN-MING: Office of the Imperial Clan, staffed with 
imperial relatives charged with maintaining the imperial ge-
nealogy, certifying inheritances within the imperial clan, 
etc.; in 1389 renamed Court of the Imperial Clan {tsung-
jen fu). Commonly rendered ta tsung-cheng yŭan. 

6238 VâUtuān 臺端 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit., leader or exemplar of the Censorate 
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iyŭ-shih t'ai), a common unofficial reference to an Atten-
dant Censor (shih yii-shih) or by extension to any execu-
tive official of the Censorate. See tsa~tuan, san-tuan. RR: 
chef du tribunal. PI 8. 

6239 fài-tzŭ 太子 
Heir Apparent: throughout history the formal designation 
of a reigning ruler's son chosen to be successor on the throne, 
most commonly in Chinese dyr:sties the ruler's eldest son, 
especially the eldest son borne oy the principal wife (Queen 
or Empress). His living quarters in imperial times were re-
ferred to as the Eastern Palace (tung-kung), and his affairs 
were generally managed by a Household Administration of 
the Heir Apparent {chan-shih fu; also see chan-shih). The 
term t'ai-tzu is commonly prefixed to the titles of all posts 
in his establishment, many duplicating posts elsewhere in 
the central government. In addition to the entries that fol-
low, note should be taken of entries without the t'ai-tzu pre-
fix. 

6240 fài-tzukŭng-fùfŭ 太子官傅府 
YUAN: official variant from 1346 to 1353 of chan-shih fu 
(Household Administration of the Heir Apparent); staffed 
with Advisers (yŭ-te), Admonishers {tsan-shan), etc.，ap-
parently for the most part constituting a school called the 
Hall of Fundamentals {tuan-pen t'ang). P26. 

6 2 4 1 m-tzŭ ling 太子陵 
T'ANG: Mausoleum of the Heir Apparent, headed by a 
Director (ling), rank 8b2, subordinate to the Court of the 
Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu); one apparently created for 
each successive Heir Apparent, becoming his imperial 
mausoleum upon his accession to the throne. RR: tombeau 
de I'héritier du trône. 

6242 t’ài-tzŭ miào 太子廟 
T'ANG: Temple of the Heir Apparent, headed by a Di-
rector (ling、，rank 8b 1 ’ under the Court of the Imperial Clan 
(tsung-cheng ssu), perhaps created only for Heirs Apparent 
who died beforê succeeding to the throne, but possibly built 
in anticipation of each successive Heir Apparent*s eventual 
accession and death on the throne. RR: temple de I'héritier 
du trône (décedé). 

6243 t'ài-tzŭ nèi-fāng chu 太子內坊局 
T’ANG: Domestic Service of the Heir Apparent, an agency 
of the Household Administration of the Heir Apparent (chan-
shih fu) till 739，then assigned to the Palace Domestic Ser-
vice (nei-shih sheng); probably staffed with eunuchs re-
sponsible for personal attendance on the Heir Apparent and 
his harem. Commonly called nei-fang (Inner Quarters). RR: 
service du palais intérieur de la maison de I'héritier du trône. 
P67. 

6244 t'àUzŭ pīn-k'ò 太子賓客 
T’ANG-MING: Adviser to the Heir Apparent, nominally 
a regular post with rank of 3a in T'ang, 3b in Sung, and 
3a in Ming, but almost always a post held concurrently by 
a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang) or comparable court dig-
nitary; expected to provide companionship and guidance in 
governmental affairs in preparing the Heir Apparent for his 
future role as Emperor; sometimes more than one ap-
pointee. RR: moniteur de I'héritier du trône. SP: moniteur 
de I'héritier du trône, conseiller en chefde I'héritier du trône. 
P67. 

6 2 4 5 í，ài-toí/;，íí 太子僕 
HAN-SUNG: Coachman of the Heir Apparent, one of 
the dignitaries assigned to the household of the Heir Ap-
parent, rank 1,000 bushels in Han, rank 4 or 5 in íhe era 

of N-S Division, 4b 1 in T'ang; in general charge of the 
horses and vehicles available to the Heir Apparent and his 
staff; from Sui if not earlier, head of an office called the 
Livery Service of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu p'u-ssu). See 
p'u. HB: coachman of the heir apparent. RR; chef de la 
cour des équipages de I'héritier du trône. SP: maître d*écurie 
de I'héritier du trône. P26. 

6246 t'ài-tzŭ p'á-ssù 太子僕寺 
SUI-CHIN: Livery Service of the Heir Apparent, in charge 
of all horses and vehicles assigned to the Heir Apparent*s 
establishment; headed by the Coachman of the Heir Ap-
parent (t'ai-tzu p'u) through Sung, but in Liao and Chin by 
a Director (ling in Liao, cheng in Chin). See p'u, t'ai-p'u 
ssu. RR: cour des équipages de I'héritier du trône. P26. 

6247 fài-tzŭ sān ch'ing 太子三卿 
N-S DIV: Three Chamberlains of the Heir Apparent, a 
collective reference to the Household Provisioner (chia-ling) y 
the Director of the Watches (lei-keng ling)，and the Coach-
man of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu p'u), the 3 most impor-
tant dignitaries assigned to the Heir 入pparent's establish-
ment to supplement the Household Administration of the 
Heir Apparent {chan-shih fu). Cf. san ch'ing. P26. 

6248 fài-tzŭ săn shào 太子三少 
Three Junior Counselors of the Heir Apparent: from the 
post-Han Chin dynasty on, counterparts on the staff of the 
Heir Apparent of the dignitaries at the imperial court known 
as the Three Solitaries (san ku): specifically, Junior Pre-
ceptor of the Heir Apparent {t'ai-tzu shao-shih), Junior 
Mentor of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu shao-fu) y and Junior 
Guardian of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu shao-pao). Consid-
ered regular, substantive appointments, but normally awarded 
only as concurrent appointments to officials already in po-
sitions of considerable stature at court, solely for the pur-
pose of enhancing their prestige and possibly their income. 
All normally ranked 2a. P67. 

6249 Vài4tŭ sān shîh 太子三師 
Three Preceptors of the Heir Apparent: from the post-
Han Chin dynasty on, counterparts on the staff of the Heir 
Apparent of the eminent dignitaries at the imperial court 
known as the Three Dukes (san kung) or Three Preceptors 
(san shih). Considered regular，substantive appointments, 
but normally awarded only as concurrent appointments to 
officials already having considerable stature at court, solely 
for the purpose of enhancing their prestige and possibly their 
income. The standard individual titles were Grand Precep-
tor of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu t'ai-shih), Grand Mentor 
of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu t'ai-fu) y and Grand Guardian 
of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu t'ai-pao). All normally carried 
rank lb. It is noteworthy that íhe term Three Dukes seems 
never to have carried the prefix t'ai-tzu. P67, 

6250 t’ài-tzŭ shào chān-shìk 太子少雇事 
Vice Supervisor of the Household of the Heir Apparent; 
see under shao chan-shih. 

6251 fàUtzŭ shào-fù 太子少傅 
HAN-CH'ING: Junior Mentor of the Heir Apparent, in 
Han shared with the Grand Mentor of the Heir Apparent 
{t'ai-tzu t'ai-fu) responsibility for the education of the Heir 
Apparent; both posts filled with distinguished scholars; rank 
2,000 bushels. From the post-Han Chin dynasty on, one of 
the Three Junior Counselors of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu 
san shao), rank normally 2a. HB: junior tutor of the heir-
apparent. RR+SP: second maître de I'héritier du trône. BH: 
junior tutor of the heir apparent. P67. 
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6252 广ài-tetí Mdo^páo 太子少保 
N-S DIV (Chin)~CH’ING: Junior Guardian of the Heir 
Apparent, one of the Three Junior Counselors of the Heir 
Apparent (t'ai-tzu san shao), normal rank 2a. RR: second 
gardien de Vhériîier du trône. SP: second protecteur de 
I'héritier du trône. ？61. 

6253 fài-tzŭ shào-shth 太子少師 
N-S DIV (Chin)~CH’ING: Junior Preceptor of the Heir 
Apparent, one of the Three Junior Counselors of the Heir 
Apparent (t'ai-tzu san shao), normal rank 2a. RR+SP: se-
cond précepteur de I'héritier du trône. P67. 

6254 fài-tzŭ shuài-kĕng ŭng 太子帥更令 
SUNG: commonly appears as a scribal error for t'ai-tzu lei-
keng ling; see under lei-keng ling (Director of the Watches 
in the household of the Heir Apparent). 

6255 t9ài-tzŭ shuàUkĕng ssù 太子率更寺 
See under lei-keng ssu (Court oS the Watches in the house-
hold of the Heir Apparent). 

6256 VàUtzŭ t9ài-fŭ 太子太傅 
HAN-CH'ING: Grand Mentor of the Heir Apparent, in 
Han shared with the Junior Mentor of the Heir Apparent 
(t'ai-tzu shao-fu) responsibility for the education of the Heir 
Apparent; both posts filled only with distinguished schol-
ars, rank 2,000 bushels. From the post-Han Chin dynasty 
on, one of the Three Preceptors of ihc Heir Apparent (t'ai-
tzu san shih)，rank normally lb. HB: grand tutor of the heir-
apparent. RR+SP: grand maître de I'héritier du trône, BH: 
grand tutor of the heir apparent. P67. 

6257 Vàì-tzŭ t'ài-păo 太子太保 
N-S DIV (Chin)-CH'ING: Grand Guardian of the Heir 
Apparent, one of the Three Preceptors of the Heir Appar-
ent (t'ai-tzu san shih), normal rank lb. RR: grand gardien 
de I'héritier du trône. SP: grand protecteur de I'héritier du 
trône. P67. 

6258 fàutzŭ t9ài-shîh 太子太師 
N-S DIV (Chin>-CH'ING: Grand Preceptor of the Heir 
Apparent, one of the Three Preceptors of the Heir Appar-
ent (t'ai-tzu san shih), normal rank lb. RR+SP: grand 
précepteur de I'héritier du trône. P67. 

6259 fàUtzŭ yŭèh-tmg 太子樂令 
HAN: common scribal error for the Later Han title t'ai yu-
yŭeh ling (Grand Director of Music). P10. 

6260 Vài-wèi 太尉 
Defender-in-chief. (1) CH'IN-HAN: commander of the 
empire's armed forces, one of the Three Dukes kung) 
among whom major responsibilities in the central govern-
ment were divided; rank 10,000 bushels in Han; supervised 
an Office {fu) subdivided into a dozen or more Sections 
(ts'ao): Eastern Section (tung-ts'ao) in charge of the Of-
fice's fiscal affairs, Western Section (hsi-ts'ao) in charge 
of personnel appointments in the military service, Civil Af-
fairs Section (hu-ts'ao), Memorials Section (tsou-ts'aó)’ 
Complaints Section (tz'u-ts'ao), Communications Section 
{fa-ts'aó), Conscript Section (weì-ts'ao). Judicial Section 
(chueh-ts'ao)t Banditry Section (tsei-ts'ao�’ Military Sec-
tion (ping~ts'ao)1 Revenues Section (chin-ts'ao), Granaries 
Section (ts'ang-ts'ao), Archives Section (huang-ko ts'ao), 
and Consultation Section (i-ts'aó\, each headed by an Ad-
ministrator (yŭan-shih), rank =300 or - 4 0 0 bushels. From 
119 B.C. to A.D. 51 the title t'ai-wei was replaced by ta 
ssu-ma (Commander-in-chief). HB; grand commandant. (2) 
N-S DIV-YŭAN: in irregular alternation with fai-pao (Grand 

Guardian), one of the eminent posts in the central govern-
ment collectively known as the Three Dukes (san kung) or 
the Three Preceptors (san shih), rank la or 2a. RR+SP: 
grand chef des armées, also (SP only) grand maréchal. P2, 
12. (3) N-S DIV: occasionally occurs as the title of the 
senior military officer in a Princedom (wang-kuo). P69. 

6261 fài'Wèi kūng 太尉公 
HAN: official variant of fai-wei (Defender-in-chief) in Later 
Han. P12. 

6262 t'àiyu-yŭèh ŭng 太予樂令 
HAN: lit. meaning traditionally disputed; yu may have been 
a term for musician in high antiquity: from A.D. 60 the 
official redesignation of t'ai-yûeh ling (Grand Director oi 
Music). P10. 

6263 t'âi-yŭàn 臺院 
(1) TANG-SUNG: Headquarters Bureau, one of 3 units 
among which Censors (yŭ-shih) were distributed in the 
Censorate (yii-shih t'ai)-, staffed with 4 to 6 Attendant Cen-
sors (shih yū-shih) in T'ang, only one in Sung; in T'ang its 
personnel regularly participated in court audiences and ma-
jor judicial proce^īings at court; in Sung the lone Attendant 
Censor became a junior executive official of the Censorate. 
RR+SP: cour des affaires générales. PI8. (2) YûAN: un-
official reference to ûie entire Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai). P19. 

6264 fài-yŭèh 太‘樂 
CHOU: quasiofficial variant of ta ssu-yŭeh (Musician-ín-
chief). 

6265 t，ài-yŭèh à/i 太樂案 
SUNG: Headquarters Section of the short-lived Imperial 
Music Bureau (ta-sheng fu�’ one of its 6 subordinate units; 
very possibly a reorganization of what, except from 1103 
to 1120，was the Imperial Music Service (t'ai-yŭeh chŭ). 
P10. 

6266 t'ài yŭèh-chèng 太樂正 
CHIN: Music Master, rank 9b, in the Imperial Music Of-
fice (t'ai-yŭeh shu); the counterpart of yŭeh-cheng in other 
periods. P10. 

6267 fài-yŭèh chu 太樂局 
SUNG: Imperial Music Service, a major unit of the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) that provided music 
and dancing for state sacrificial and other ceremonies; headed 
by a Director (ling), rank not cîear, perhaps a non-official 
specialist. From 1103 to 1120 apparently absorbed into a 
new Imperial Music Bureau (ta-sheng fu). SP: bureau de 
musique. P10. 

6268 t9ài-yŭèh ūng 太樂令 
(1) CH IN -N-S DIV: Grand Director of Music, one of 
the major subordinates of the Chamberlain for Ceremonials 
(feng-ch'ang, t'ai-ch'ang) t rank 600 bushels in Han; headed 
a large staff, including 388 musicians incorporated from the 
terminated Music Bureau (yŭeh-fu) in 7 B.C.; provided mu-
sic and dancing for sacrificial and other ceremonial occa-
sions at court. In A.D. 60 renamed t'ai yŭ-yŭeh ling; re-
stored by San-kuo Wei, At times in the era of N-S Division 
apparently under the intermediary supervision of the Di-
rector of Imperial Music {hsieh-lŭ hsiao-wei) or the Palace 
Chief Musician (hsieh-lŭ chung-lang)t also subordinates of 
the Chamberlain for Ceremonials. By N. Ch'i evolved into 
the head of a more stably institutionalized Imperial Music 
Office {t'ai-yŭeh shu). HB: prefect grand musician. P10. 
(2) N-S DIV (N. Ch'i)-YúAN: abbreviated reference to 
the Director (ling) of the Imperial Music Office (t'ai yūeh 
shu) or, in Sung，the Imperial Music Service (t'ai-yŭeh chŭ). 
P10. 
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6269 t'àì-yŭèh shŭ 太樂署 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i)-YŭAN: Imperial Music Office，a ma-
jor unit of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu) 
except in Sung times (see t'ai-yŭeh chŭ), responsible for 
providing music and dancing for state sacrifices and other 
ceremonies; headed by one or 2 Directors (Jing)’ rank 7b2 
in T'ang, 6b in Chin and Yuan, responsible for supervising 
Erudites (po-shih) who selected ^nd trained professional 
performers, usually hereditary, for palace service, and Mu-
sic Masters iyŭeh-cheng), who directed performances. In 
Ming the Officers functions were carried on by Chief Mu-
sicians (hsieh-lŭ lang) of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices. 
RR: office de la musique suprême. P10. 

6270 tăn'Ch'ĕ tz'à-shih 單車剌史 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei-S. Dyn.): lit., single-chariot tz'u-
shih: Restricted Regional Inspector, designation of the chief 
administrator of a Region (chou) who did not have status 
as a General (chiang-chŭn) and was limited to civil aspects 
of administration in his jurisdiction; suggests officials who 
were career bureaucrats rather than members of the military 
elite. P50. 

6271 tăn-fén sŏ 丹粉所 
SUNG; Paint Production Office in the Directorate for the 
Palace Buildings (chiang-tso chien); manufactured paint 
pigments for use in decorating the imperial palace; headed 
by a Supervisor {chien-kuan), probably a non-official tech-
nician. SP: bureau de peinîure pour décoration. P15. 

6272 tān-păng chuàng-yŭán 擔榜壯元 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit., “principal graduate” whose shoul-
ders supported the list of graduates: Bottom Graduate , un-
official reference to a Metropolitan Graduate (chin-shih) 
whose name was last on the pass list promulgated after the 
Metrojpolitan Examination (sheng-shìh, hui-shih) in the civil 
service recruitment examination sequence. Cf. chuang-yûan. 

6273 tān-yu 單于 
See under shan-yŭ (Khan of the Hsiung-nu). 

6274 t，àn-ck,ăng 炭場 
SUNG: Charcoal Yard under the Court of the National 
Granaries (ssu-nung ssu); presumably a storage depot for 
charcoal used in the palace and the central government; 
staffing not clear. SP: magasin de charbon ‘ 

6275 t9àn-huă lăng 探花郞 or t，an-kua 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit.，to seek the garland (?): Third Grad-
uate, quasiofficial designation of the Metropolitan Gradu-
ate (chin-shih) who ranked 3rd in the final pass list posted 
after the last stage of the civil service recruitment exami-
nations, the Palace Examination {tien-shih, t'ing-shih), after 
the Principal Graduate (chuang-yûan) and the Second Grad-* 
uate (pang-yen); in Ming and Ch’ing normally appointed 
directly as Junior Compiler {pien-hsiu) in the Hanlin Acad-
emy (han-lin yuan). 

6276 t'ăn-jén 撢人 
CHOU: lit.，hand-carrier (?): Disseminator, 4 ranked as 
Ordinary Servicemen {chung-shih), members of the Min-
istry of War (hsia-kuan) responsible for carrying royal de-
cisions throughout the realm and explaining them to local 
authorities, CL: teneur de main. 

6277 t，àtMnă-ck，ìk chŭn 猓馬赤軍 
YŭAN: Chinese transliteration of a Mongol word: Allied 
Army, one of the military forces that constituted the reg-
ular Yiian army, made up of Khitan，Jurchen, and Chinese 
soldiers who joined the Mongol cause early during Chingis 

Khan's assault on Chin, together with troops of land-grant 
nobles (see under fen-ti and fou-hsia). 

6278 广á/i-wtòoá/i 壇廟案 
SONG: Section for Altars and Temples under the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); specific functions 
and staffing not clear. SP; service des autels’ temples et 
îombeaux impériaux. 

6279 t*án-wéi 壇垅 
SUNG: Caretaker of the Altar Mound, number, status, 
and specific functions not clear; in the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). SP: chargé de balayer les autels 
et tertres. 

6280 t’àn_yā 彈壓 
CHIN-YUAN: lit., to press down’ repress: Disciplinarian 
(?), at least on one occasion in Chin a duty assignment for 
a Battalion Commander (ch'ien-hu) to quell rioting among 
construction workers; in Yiian commonly a regular staff of-
ficer in a military Company (po-hu so). P59. 

6281 tāng 檔 
Lit., earring, pendant: from Later Han on, one of many 
designations for Palace Eunuch; see huan-kuan, nei-shih, 
t'ai-chien. 

6282 tăng 黨 
(1) CHOU: Ward, a local self-government unit in the royal 
domain with a Head {cheng) who was reportedly popularly 
elected; consisted of 5 Precincts (tsu) totaling 500 families; 
5 Wards constituted a Township {chou). CL: canton. (2) 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Ward , a unit of sub-District (hsien) 
organization of the population comprising 5 Villages (//) 
totaling 125 families，with a designated Head (chang); see 
san chang (Three Elders). (3) SUI: Township, a unit of 
sub-District organization of the population whose Head 
(chang) was responsible for 5 rural Villages (li) totaling 50 
families. 

6283 tăng-chīn fó-yéh 當今佛爺 
CH'ING: Present Day Buddha, an unofficial reference to 
the Emperor. 
6284 tāng-chŭ 當軸 
Lit., a pivot, someone in control: from Han on, an unof-
ficial reference to anyone on official duty. 

6285 tòng-fáng 檔房 
Archive: e.g., see man-tang fang, huang-tang fang, han-
tang fang, feng-tang fang • 

6286 tăng4ŭ'tzŭ 當路子 or tang-lu 
Lit., one who is on the road, deriving from a passage in 
Meng-tzu reporting that when "the master was on the road 
to Ch'i unofficial reference to anyone on official duty. 

6287 tăng-yŭèh ch9ù 當月處 
CH'ING: lit., in (such-and-such) month office: Seal Office 
in the Court of Colonial Affairs {li-fan yŭan)y the name 
suggesting that the Court's documents were here dated and 
certified; staffing not clear. BH: record office. 

6288 t9áng 堂 
(1) MING-CH'ING: Headquarters, quasiofficial desig-
nation of the duty station for senior officials of an agency 
at any level of government. See kung-t'ang, cheng-t'ang, 
ta-t'ang, í'ang-kuan, t'ang-shang. (2) MING-CH'ING: 
College, generic designation of 6 study units among which 
students of the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) were 
distributed; see liu t'ang (Six Colleges). P34. 
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6289 t’áng 塘 
CH'ING: Postal Relay Station, a Sinkiang variant of the 
term i-chan; each headed by a Station Master (t'ì-t'ang). 
BH: military courier bureau. 

6290 t’áng-chíàng 錫匠 
T'ANG: Confectioner, 5 non-official specialists in the Of-
fice of Delicacies (chen-hsiu shu) of the Court of Imperial 
Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu). RR: confiseur. 

6291 t，āng-ckiĕn 湯監 
T'ANG: Directorate of Hot Baths, one established at each 
of several noted spas where the state had built special hous-
ing facilities to which dignitaries were invited for bathing, 
also responsible for growing special kinds of vegetables 
around the hot springs; subordinate to the Court of the Na-
tional Granaries (ssu-nung ssu), each headed by a Super-
visor (chien), rank 6b2. RR: direction de la source chaude• 

6292 t'áng chŭ-shìh 堂主事 
CH'ING: Headquarters Secretary, a title specifying a 
Secretary (chu-shih) on the executive staff of an agency 
rather than a member of a subsidiary unit; e.g., on the ex-
ecutive staff of a Ministry (pu) in contrast to a Secretary in 
a Bureau (ch'ing-li ssu) of a Ministry; rank generally 6a. 
BH: secretary, chief secretary, senior secretary. P I , 5，6’ 
9’ etc. 

6293 fáng-ch'ŭ 堂除 
SUNG: Departmental Appointment, signifying the ap-
pointment (ch'u) of an official by the Executive Office (tu-
t'ang) of the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) 
without recourse to normal Evaluation Processes (hsŭan); 
the practice was terminated by imperial order in 1172. See 
t'ang-hstían. 
6294 t’áng-kdu kuân 堂後t 
T'ANG-SUNG-UAO: lit., officials serving behind the 
headquarters, i.e., members of the clerical units reportedly 
“arrayed behind” the combined Secretariat-Chancellery 
(chung-shu men-hsia) when it was reorganized in the 720s 
from the prior Administration Chamber (cheng-shih t'ang)-. 
Secretariat Clerk, unranked suboffícials in the Five Of-
fices (wu fang) and the Six Offices (liu fang) that served 
the Secretariat-Chancellery. In Liao considered to rank lower 
than Secretaries (chung she-jen), SP: préposé aux affaires. 
P3, 4. 

6295 t'áng-hsŭăn 堂選 
SUNG: variant of fang-ch'u (Departmental Appoint-
ment). 

6296 t'áng-kŭ-t'è hsŭéh 唐古;S 學 
CH'ING: Tangutan (i.e., Tibetan) School in the Court of 
Colonial Affairs (li-fan yiian), staffed with one Director of 
Studies (ssu-yeh), one Instructor {chu-chiao), and 4 Clerks 
(pi-fieh-shih). P17. 

6297 t，áng-kuān 堂官 
MING-CH'ING: Senior Offlcial(s), generic reference to 
the heads of any governmental agencies, usually including 
the top 2 or 3 officials of any one agency; in contrast to 
ssu-kuan (Administrative Associates) and shou-ling kuan 
(Staff Supervisors); rarely used as a specific title (see under 
shang-ssu yuan, Palace Stud). P39, 52. 

6298 t，āng-kuān 湯官 
HAN: Office of Drinks and Delicacies under the Provi-
sioner (t'ai-kuan) on the staff of the Chamberlain for the 
Palace Revenues (shao~fu); in charge of providing the pal-
ace with wines, cakes, and other sweets; headed by a Di-

rector (ling) assisted by 2 Aides (ch'eng), in control of 3,000 
state slaves; abolished early in Later Han. HB: office of 
liquors. P37. 

6299 fáng láng-chāng 堂郞中 
CH'ING: Headquarters Bureau Director , one, rank 5a， 
senior administrative aide to the Grand Minister Supervi-
sors of the Imperial Household Department {tsung-kuan nei-
wu fu ta-ch'eriy，another on the staff of the Palace Stud (shang-
ssu yŭan). BH: department director. P37. 

6300 t'áng-lăo 堂老 
SUNG: Your Honor, a term by which Grand Councilors 
(tsai-hsiang) addressed one another. 

6301 t'âng-mù ì湯沐邑or湯木邑 
Lit.，fief (that provides) hot water for bathing. (1) HAN: 
Fief, a quasiofficial designation of a District (hsien) whose 
tax collections were assigned as private income to the Heir 
Apparent or the Empress. HB: town which provides hot 
water for washing the hair. (2) YtJAN: Land Gran t , a ter-
ritory awarded to a Prince or another noble in which, in the 
early Yŭan years, he had broad political, military, and fis-
cal controls; see under fen-ti and t'ou-hsia. 

6302 t'ángpUHeh-Mh 堂筆帖式 
CH'ING: Headquarters Clerk, many low-ranking or un-
ranked Clerks {pi-t'ieh-shih) who directly served the Grand 
Minister Supervisors of the Imperial Household Depart-
ment {tsung-kuan nei-wu fu ta-ch'en). BH: clerk. 

6303 fáng-shàng 堂上 
MING-CH*ING: common variant of t'ang-kuan (Senior 
Official). 

6304 t'áng-tsàng 帑藏 
HAN: Treasury of the Chamberlain fo r the National 
Treasury (ía ssu-nung), directly supervised by an Aide 
(ch'eng) to the Chamberlain, rank 600 bushels; established 
in A.D. 82. HB: treasury of the grand minister of agricul-
ture. 

6305 t’áng-tzŭ 堂子 
CH'ING: National Temple located outside the Left Ch'ang-
an Gate of Peking, where the Emperor worshipped on New 
Year's Day and at times of dynastic crisis; overseen by 8 
Manchu Commandants (wei), 2 ranked 7 and 6 ranked 8, 
under supervision of the Ministry of Rites {lĭ-pu). P28. 

6306 tào 道 
Lit., a path, a way, hence the rather loosely delineated ju-
risdiction of an itinerant supervisory official: Circuit , nor-
mally with a particularizing geographic prefix. (1) HAN: 
official designation of a District (hsien) in a strategic fron-
tier area predominantly populated by non-Chinese. How its 
staffing differed from a normal District is not clear. HB: 
march. (2) TANG: from the earliest years of the dynasty, 
a frontier military jurisdiction encompassing several Ar-
mies (chtìn) supervised by a General-in-chief {ta-chiang), 
then a Commander-in-chief {ta tsung-kuan), then a Com-
mander-in-chief (ta tu-tu)\ not to be confused with the Cir-
cuits described in (3) below, though in the 700s both be-
came jurisdictions of Military Commissioners (chieh-tu shih). 
RR: district. (3) T'ANG-SUNG: from 706 a Province-size 
area supervised by a Commissioner (shih) specially dele-
gated from the central government, each serving as a co-
ordinating intermediary between a cluster of Prefectures 
(chou, fu) and the capital; originally 10，created as the ju-
risdictions of itinerant Surveillance Commissioners (an-ch'a 
shih), whose title soon developed such variants as Surveil-
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lance, Investigation, and Supervisory Commissioner (an-
ch'a ts'ai-fang ch'u-chih shih), Investigation and Supervi-
sory Commissioner (kuan-ch'a ch'u-chih shih), and Bandit-
suppression Commissioner (chao-t'ao shih). In 733 Circuits 
were increased to 15, each with an Investigation Commis-
sioner (ts'ai-fang shih), soon retitled Surveillance Commis-
sioner (kuan-ch'a shih); the Commissioners became more 
stable coordinators of territorial administration. In response 
to the great rebellion of An Lu-shan beginning in 755，many 
Surveillance Commissioners were made concurrent Mili-

Commissioners (chieh-tu shih); soon Circuits had both 
eillance and Military Commissioners as civil and mil-
supervisors, respectively. As regional warlordism es-

ed, Military Commissioners of this type and those de-
scribed under (2) above commonly became almost au-
tonomous regional satraps, and their number grew large. 
At the end of T’ang，Circuits in South China were trans-
formed into the independent regimes known to historians 
as the Ten Kingdoms, and Military Commissioners suc-
ceeded one another in control of the North China Plain, 
establishing the Five Dynasties that followed T'ang. When 
most of China Proper was reconsolidated by Sung, it was 
again divided into 10 Circuits, but governmental powers in 
each Circuit were divided among several function-specific 
Commissioners; see under ssu chien-ssu (Four Circuit Su-
pervisorates). In 997 such Circuits were all redesignated lu, 
q.v. RR: province. (4) LIAO: 5 Province-size areas into 
which the empire was divk.ed, each governed from a Cap-
ital (ching) and prefixed accordingly: Supreme (shang), 
Eastern, Central, Southern, and Western. Except for the 
Circuit surrounding the Supreme Capital, which was gov-
erned by the dynastic central government, each Circuit was 
governed by a Regent (liu-shou) with a staff including 2 
Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang), (5) YŭAN: the jurisdiction 
of a Pacification Commission (hsŭan-wei ssu)t as many as 
60 into which the empire was divided for administrative, 
military, or combined military and administrative supervi-
sion; each supervised a cluster of Route Commands (lu tsung-
kuan fu) and in turn was responsible to the metropolitan 
Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) at Peking or to a Branch Sec-
retariat (hsing chung-shu sheng) and, for military purposes, 
to the metropolitan Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan) 
or one of its branches. In lieu of Pacification Commissions, 
some Circuits had comparable agencies named Pacification 
Commission and Chief Military Command {hsŭan-wei ssu 
tu yŭan-shuaìfu), Chief Military Command (tu yuan-shuai 

Ju)t Military Command iyuan-shuaifu), or a further variant 
such as hsŭan-fu ssu, an-fu ssu, or chao-t'ao ssu (all ren-
dered Pacification Commission). (6) YŬAN： also the sep-
arate jurisdiction of a Surveillance Commission (t'i-hsing 
an-ch'a ssu, su-cheng lien-fang ssu), 24 at their peak, each 
a regional subordinate of the metropolitan Censorate (yŭ-
shih t'ai) or one of its branches. (7) MING-CH'ING: the 
jurisdiction of a Branch Office (fen-ssu) of a Provincial 
Administration Commission (ch'eng-hsūan pu-cheng shih 
ssu) or a Provincial Surveillance Commission (t'i-hsing an-
ch'a shih ssu), staffed by a Vice Commissioner {ts'an-cheng, 
an-ch'a fu-shih) or an Assistant Commissioner {ts'an-i, an-
ch'a ch'ien-shih) of such a provincial agency. Officials on 
such duty were known generically as Circuit Intendants {tao-
t'ai). Some Circuits were function-specific and had Prov-
ince-wide responsibilities, such as Tax Intendant Circuits 
{tu-liang tao)y Education Intendant Circuits {t'i-tu hsŭeh-
tao), Troop Purification Circuits {ch'ing-chūn tao), and Postal 
Service Circuits (i-ch'uan tao). Others exercised full pow-
ers of their base agencies in limited areas; these were called 
Genera! Administration Circuits (fen-shou tao) and General 

Surveillance Circuits {fen-hstìrt tao). Circuit Intendants del-
egated from Provincial Surveillance Commissions also in-
cluded several who were limited both in area and in func-
tion: Record Checking Circuits {shua-chŭan tao) and Military 
Defense Circuits (ping-pei tao). This pattern persisted until 
1735，when Circuits were given status as regular posts (kuan) 
rather than duty assignments (ch'ai-ch'ien); were disso-
ciated, at least nominally, from the provincial agencies; and 
got more direct authority over the Prefectures in their ju-
risdictions. Most continued to be General Administration 
Circuits (shou-tao) or General Surveillance Circuits (hsŭn-
tao), but function-specific Circuits also survived, especially 
Waterways Circuits {ho-tao), Grain Tax Circuits (tu-liang 
tao), Military Defense Circuits (ping-pei tao), River Main-
tenance Circuits Qto-wu tad), Irrigation Circuits (shui~li tao), 
Education Circuits (hsŭeh-cheng tao), etc. In the middle 
1700s the total number of all Circuits in the empire was 89. 
After the reorganization of 1735, the name of a Circuit and 
the title of its Intendant were generally identical, and the 
rank of all Intendants was 4a. BH: circuit. (8) MING-
CH'ING: also subsections, one named for each Province 
(sheng)y among which Investigating Censors {chien-ch'a yŭ-
shih) were distributed for internal administrative purposes 
within the Censorate (tu ch'a-kuan), each headed by one 
member designated Investigating Censor in charge of the 
... Circuit (chang ... tao chien-ch'a yŭ-shih). Two things 
are especially noteworthy about this mode of designation. 
On one hand, the individual authority and responsibility of 
each Censor, or his independence from the Censors-in-chief 
(tu yu-shih) and other executive officials of the Censorate, 
were emphasized by the official designation of Censors as 
members of their Circuits, never as members of the Cen-
sorate. On the other hand’ although members of the Cir-
cuits were routinely responsible for auditing accounts and 
reviewing judicial proceedings emanating from the Prov-
inces for which the Gircuits were named, they were based 
in the dynastic capital, and when Censors were sent out 
from the capital on special investigatory assignments they 
were sent to Provinces without regard to the names of the 
Circuits of which they were members. In addition to its 
routine functions，each Circuit was assigned responsibility 
for maintaining disciplinary surveillance over a specified 
group of central government agencies, including the Cen-
sorate itself. In Ming all Investigating Censors on duty in 
the capital at any time were considered to constitute a Met-
ropolitan Circuit {ching-chi tao), with responsibility for 
checking records in the capital agencies. In Ch'ing the Met-
ropolitan Circuit became a Circuit like any other, with rou-
tine responsibilities regarding the Metropolitan Area (chih-
li); and routine surveillance over the administration of Man-
churia, which was eventually divided into 3 Provinces, was 
vested in a single Liao-Shen Circuit, i.e., Circuit for Liao-
yang and Shen-yang. BH: circuit‘ P18，19. 

6307 tào-chèng ssū 道正司 
MING—CH'ING: Taoist Registry, unit in a Ming Subpre-
fecture or a Ch'ing Department (both chou) responsible for 
certifying and disciplining Taoist religious practitioners in 
the jurisdiction; headed by a non-official Taoist Registrar 
(tao-cheng). BH: superior of the Taoist priesthood. 

6308 tào-chì ssū 道紀司 
MING-CH'ING: Taoist Registry, unit in a Prefecture ifu) 
responsible for certifying and disciplining Taoist religious 
practitioners in the jurisdiction; headed by a non-official 
Taoist Registrar (tao-chi), nominal rank 9b. BH: superior 
of the Taoist priesthood. 
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6309 tào-ch'iáo ts，áo 道橋曹 
HAN: Section for Roads and Bridges, clerical subdivision 
of some Commanderíes (chŭn) and some Districts (hsien), 
probably headed by an Administrator iyŭan-shih) con-
cerned with the maintenance of transport and communica-
tion routes. HB: bureau of roads and bridges. 

6310 tào-chíh 道職 
SUNG: Taoist Posts, 8 degrees or categories of positions 
created by Hui-tsung (r. 1100-1125) for Taoist adepts, along 
with 26 degrees of prestige titles {san-kuan) for Taoists, 
collectively called tao-kuan (Taoist Offices). 

6311 tào-chu 道擧 
T'ANG: Taoist Recruit, designation created by Hsuan-tsung 
(r. 712-756) to be awarded to Taoist adepts after study in 
the Institute of Taoist Worship (ch'ung-ksŭan kuan). 

6312 tào-hùi ssū 道會司 
MING-CH'ING: Taoist Registry in a District (hsien), re-
sponsible for certifying and disciplining Taoist religious 
practitioners in the jurisdiction; headed by a non-official 
Taoist Registrar (tao-hui). BH: superior of the Taoist priest-
hood. 

6313 tăo-jén 刀人 
SUI: Beard Trimmer (?)’ designation of a category of pal-
ace women, rank =6 or lower. 

6314 tào-jén 稻人 
CHOU: Paddy Supervisor, 2 ranked as Senior Servicemen 
(shang-shih), 4 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), and 
8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Min-
istry of Education (ti-kuan) responsible for the cultivation 
of rice and other crops in flooded fields, providing goods 
for rain prayers in times of drought, etc. CL: officier des 
semences en terrain inondé. 

6315 tăo-k'ò chá 導客局 
N-S DIV (Ch'i): Reception Service in the establishment of 
the Heir Apparent, responsible for guiding and assisting 
persons having audience： with the Heir Apparent; headed by 
one Office Manager for Ceremonial (tien-i lu~shih). P33. 

6316 tăo-k'ò shè-jén 導客舍人 
T'ANG: Reception Secretary, 6, rank not clear (possibly 
eunuchs), members of the Domestic Service of the Heir 
Apparent (t'ai-tzu nei-fang chu). RR: introducteur des visi-
teurs de Vhéritier du trône. 

6317 tào-kuân 道官 
SUNG: Taoist Offices，general designation of 26 degrees 
or levels of prestige titles (san-kuan) for Taoist adepts cre-
ated by Hui-tsung (r. 1100-1125); also see tao-chih (Taoist 
Posts). 

6318 tăo-kuān shŭ 橥官署 or tao-kuan 
HAN-SUNG: Office of Grain Supplies, an agency for 
provisioning the imperial palace with dried foods and es-
pecially for the sorting and hulling of rice for palace use; 
originally under the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues 
(shao-fu) t from Later Han under the Chamberlain for the 
National Treasury (ta ssu-nung, ssu-nung ch'ing), in Sui 
under the Court for the National Treasury (ssu-nung ssu)f 
in T'ang and Sung under the Court for the National Gra-
naries (also ssu-nung ssu)\ headed by a Director (ling�’ rank 
600 bushels in Han, thereafter 2 appointees with rank 8al 
in Tang . HB: office for the selection of grain. RR+SP: 
office du triage des grains. P6, 37. 

t'ao-kuan-wa shu 
6319 道錄司 
MING-CH，ING: Central Taoist Registry, a central gov-
ernment agency responsible for certifying and disciplining 
Taoist religious practitioners throughout the empire ttirough 
Taoist Registries (tao-chi ssu, tao-cheng ssu, tao-hui ssu) 
at all levels of territorial administration, under the general 
supervision of the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu); headed by a 
Director (cheng) with nominal rank 6a. Cf. seng-lu ssu 
(Central Buddhist Registry). BH: superiors of the Taoist 
priesthood. P16. 

6320 tâo-pi It 刀筆吏 
Lit., functionary using a knife (for erasing) and a brush; 
Scribbler, throughout history the designation of a petty 
subofficial with copying chores, often used contemp-
tuously. 

6 3 2 1 t ò o - p ’ ŭ 道僕 
CHOU: Supplementary Charioteer, 12 ranked as Senior 
Servicemen (shang-shih), members of the Ministry of War 
(hsia-kuan) who managed chariots used for informal pur-
poses within the palace and for the ruler's guests in jaunts 
outside the palace. CL; conducteur du char de route. 

6322 tòo-t，ái 道臺 
MING-CH'ING: Circuit Intendant, quasiofficial desig-
nation of an official in charge of a Circuit (tao) in the hi-
erarchy of territorial administration. 

6323 tào-tHén ch 9ăng 稻田場 
CH*ING: Palace Garden, used for growing rice and other 
garden products for the palace; a unit of the Imperial Parks 
Administration (feng-ch'en yŭan). BH: imperîal agricultural 
office. 

6324 tòo-t’iént，í-língsð 稻田提領所 
YŭAN: Superintendency of Paiace Gardening in the Pal-
ace Provisions Commission (hsŭan-hui yŭan); staffing not 
clear, but presumably headed by a Superintendent (t'i-ling). 
P40. 

6325 tăo-ts'ŭng 導從 
Guides and Followers, generic reference to personnel au-
thorized to constitute the retinue of an official in travel sta-
tus. At least in Sung times, the category included men called 
Housemen (she-jen) ’ Followers (ts'ung-jen), Shouters of 
Warnings (ho-chih)t Clearers of the Way (ch'ing-tao), 
Shouting Guides (ho-tao), Front Scouts (ch'ien hsing-yin), 
Military Escorts (ts'ung chŭn-shìh), and Bearers of Identi-
fication Certificates (ch'eng-fu), no doubt among many oth-
ers varying from locality to locality and from situation to 
situation. 

6326 tào-yù 道右 
CHOU: Assistant Supplementary Charioteer, 2 ranked 
as Senior Servicemen {shang-shih), members of the Min-
istry of War (hsia-kuan) who occupied the right (protective) 
side of royal chariots driven by Supplementary Charioteers 
{tao-p'u). CL: homme de droite du char de route. 

6327 tào-yūán 道員 
MING-CH'ING: Circuit Intendants, quasiofficial collec-
tive reference to officials in charge of Circuits (tao) in the 
hierarchy of territorial administration, more commonly called 
tao-t'ai. 

6328 t，áo-kuān-wă skŭ 陶官瓦署 
N-S DIV (S‘ Dyn.)'. Government Pottery Works, one each 
prefixed Left and Right under the Chamberlain for the Pal-
ace Revenues (shao-fu), each headed by a Supervisor (tu) 
or a Director (ling), or both; ranks not clear. Cf. wa-kuart 
shu. P14. 

6309-6328 
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6329 Vào-fŭ chiēn 駒蜍監 
N-S DIV: Directorate of the Wild Horse Pasturage under 
the Chamberlain for the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u), in charge 
of horses brought from the far northeastern frontier, in 
modern Siberia; headed by a Director (chang). HB (chang): 
chief inspector of the stables for wild horses. P31. 

6330 té-chiĕh 得解 or té-chiĕh chă-jén 擧人 
SUNG: lit., to attain being forwarded (to the capital) as a 
recommendee (of prefectural-level authorities after suc-
ceeding in a Prefectural Examination, chieh-shih): Prefec-
tural Graduate, someone qualified to participate in a Met-
ropolitan Examination (sheng-shih) in the civil service 
recruitment examination sequence. The term chieh seems 
to refer both to the act of forwarding or submitting a grad-
uate to the capita! and also to the documentaiy material, a 
diploma or certificate, that evidenced his qualification; but 
the emphasis is on his being sent from, rather than on his 
being sent to or certified for. Cf. mien-chieh, chu-jen, 

6331 té-fēi 德妃 
SUI-SUNG: Virtuous Consort, 3rd ranking imperial con-
sort after Honored Consort (kuei-fei) and Pure Consort (shu-
fei)\ rank la in Sung. RR: concubine vertueuse. SP: cor-
rection vertueuse. 
6332 té-í 德儀 
T'ANG: Lady of Virtuous Deiortment，a rank 2a imperial 
concubine of the group known collectively as the Six La-
dies of Deportment (liu /)• RR： correction vertueuse. 

6333 t'è'Chih 特旨 
MING: Special Edict, reference to the announcement of 
an official appointment, usually to a high post, made by 
the Emperor without recourse to normal selection and ap-
pointment procedures; normally considered capricious, and 
resented by the officialdom. 
6334 t'è-chìh 特置 
T'ANG: Specially Established，reference to an offtce or 
post created outside the normal hierarchy or complement 
for some ad hoc purpose. 

6335 t'è-chìn 特進 
Lord Specially Advanced. (1) HAN-T ANG，LIAO: a 
supplementary (chia) title, in early use apparently only as 
an honorific but in T'ang and Liao probably involving added 
responsibilities. At least in T’ang, perhaps increased rank 
to 2a. HB: specially advanced. (2) SUI, SUNG, CHIN-
YūAN: prestige title (san-kuan) for officials of rank 2a in 
Sui and Sung, lb in Chin, la in Yiian. SP: spécialement 
promu. P68. 

6336 t'è-chìn júng-lù tà-fū 特進榮祿大夫 
MING: Specially Promoted Grand Master for Glorious 
Happiness, prestige title (san-kuan) for rank la civil of-
ficials; anyone so honored could subsequently be further 
advanced to the prestige title Specially Promoted Grand 
Master for Splendid Happiness (t'e-chin kuang-lu ta-fu). P68. 

6337 t'è-chìn kuăng-lŭ tà-fŭ 特進光祿大夫 
MING: Specially Promoted Grand Master for Splendid 
Happiness, the highest prestige title {san-kuan) for civil 
officials of rank la. P68. 

6338 t9è-chìn izū-chèng shàng-ch，īng 
特進資政上卿 

MING: Specially Promoted Senior Minister for Aid in 
Governance, a title conferred on all Ministers (shang-shu) 
of the Six Ministries (liu pu) in tne central government by 
Hui-ti (r. 1398-1402). P68. 

6 3 3 9 /，è-fi_ihí/i w ū 特哩袞司 
LIAO: variant of ta t'e-li-kun ssu (Court of the Imperial 
Clan), headed by a Director (t'e-li-kun). PI . 
6340 t'è-măn 特滿 
LIAO: Chinese transliteration of a Khitan word literally 
meaning 10,000 men, related to the Mongol word tŭmen: 
Army，designation of a Khitan Tribe (pu-tsu) when in mil-
itary formation. 

6 3 4 1 t，è-p，ài-ch，āi sMĭi 特派差使 
CH'ING: Special Commissioner, an official on ad hoc duty 
assignment (ch'ai-ch'ien), regardless of his regular position 
and rank. BH: specially deputed official. 

6342 t'è-tsòu míng 特奏名 
SUNG: lit” a specially submitted name: Facilitated Can-
didate, a civil service recruitment status sometimes granted 
to graduates of Prefectural Examinations (chieh-shih) who, 
despite repeated efforts, reached old age without having 
passed a Metropolitan Examination (sheng-shih); this nom-
inally made them eligible for official appointments on the 
same basis as Metropolitan Graduates (chin-shih). Cf. en-
k'o ch'u-shen (Qualified by Special Examination). 

6343 t，è-yáng chú 特羊局 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i); Rams Service in the Sheep Office (ssu-
yang shu) of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu); 
cf. tzu-yang chū (Ewes Service). 

6344 tĕng 等 
Grade, Class, or Degree: generic term for various cate-
gories in the official hierarchy, most commonly a subdi-
vision of Rank (p'in), e.g., 2nd rank, 2nd degree (erh p'in 
erh teng)y most commonly indicated as ts'ung-erh p'in: rank 
2b. 

6345 tĕng hsién-shŭ 登賢書 
CH'ING: lit.’ to ascend into the book of worthies: unof-
ficial reference to a Provincial Graduate {chŭ-jen). 
6346 tēng-ldu chíh-chăng 燈漏直長 
YûAN: Duty Chief for Lamps and Water Clocks, a 
member of the Astrological Commission (t'ai-shih yuan), 
probably unranked; apparently in charge of a shift of ser-
vants who maintained the Commission's lights and time-
pieces at night. P35. 
6347 tēng-shìh láng 登仕郞 
SUI-CHING: Court Gentleman for Promoted Service, 
prestige title {san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 8a in Sui, 
9a thereafter except 8a in Yuan. In Sung changed to hsiu-
chih lang (Court Gentleman for Improved Functioning) in 
c. 1117; in Ming an official with this title could be ad-
vanced to Court Gentleman for Ceremonial Service (chiang-
shih lang) without change of rank. P68. 

6348 tĕng-shìh tsò-láng 登仕佐郞 
CHIN-CH'ING: Secondary Gentleman for Promoted 
Service, the lowest prestige title {san-kuan) for civil offi-
cials of rank 9b; in Ming an official with this title could be 
advanced to Secondary Gentleman for Ceremonial Service 
{chiang-shih tso-lang) without change of rank. P68. 

6349 tĕng-tì 登第 
MING-CH'ING: Raised to a Ranking, reference to the 
practice of listing examination passers in rank order after 
the Metropolitan Examination (huhshìh); also a reference 
to anyone named oh such a pass list. 

6350 tēng-wén chiĕn-yūàn 登聞檢院 
SUNG-CHIN: Public Petitioners Review Office, received 
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and considered complaints from officials and commoners 
about official misconduct or major policy issues, theoreti-
cally only after petitioners had vainly sought to appeal to 
the Public Petitioners Drum Office (teng-wert ku-ytían); 
manned by officials of court rank {ch'ao-kuan) on tempo-
rary duty assignments under supervision of the Grand Mas-
ter of Remonstrance (chien-i ta-fu). Created in 1007 by re-
naming the Public Petitioners Office (teng-wert yŭan). Also 
see li-chien yuan (Complaint Review Office). SP: cour du 
dépôt des pétitions. P21. 

6 3 5 1 饭 u g - H ^ i i t ó 登 聞 鼓 
T'ANG-CH'ING; Public Petitioners Drum, a resounding 
drum set up outside various government buildings and at 
the palace, to be struck by persons who, after having failed 
to get satisfactory hearings in the regular administrative hi-
erarchy, wished to appeal outside regular channels. In T'ang, 
originally not regularly attended at the palace, but when 
struck was supposed to be responded to by a member of 
the Palace Gate Guards (chien-men wei)\ later in T'ang, 
regularly attended by Censors (yŭ-shih) on rotational duty 
assignments. Subsequently served by regularly established 
agencies; see teng-wen ku-ytìan, teng-wen ku-t'ing. Such 
attention-getting devices were apparently common at the 
headquarters of all units of territorial administration down 
to the office of the District Magistrate {hsien-ling, chih-
hsien). P21. 

6352 téng-wén kŭ<īng 登閬鼓廳、 
CH'ING: Public Petitioners Drum Office, established in 
1723 in the Office of Transmission (t'ung-cheng ssu) to re-
ceive and process complaints from officials and commoners 
who had failed to get satisfactory hearings about injustices 
and disastrous state policies in the regular administrative 
hierarchy; staffed by one Manchu and one Chinese Clerk 
(pi-t'ieh-shih). Replaced a system of attendance at a Public 
Petitioners Drum outside the Right Ch'ang-an Gate of Pe-
king by either a Censor (yŭ-shih) or a Supervising Secretary 
(chi-shih-chung) t which in 1656 had superseded an original 
Ch'ing system of assigning one Censor in daily rotation to 
monitor such a drum at the gate of the Censorate (tu ch'a-
yŭan). P21. 

6353 tēng-wén kŭ-yŭàn 登聞鼓院 
SUNG-MING: Public Petitioners Drum Office, evolving 
from the T'ang teng-wen ku; an office to receive complaints 
from officials and commoners about injustices and major 
policy disasters after they had failed to get satisfactory 
hearings in the normal administrative hierarchy; established 
in 1007 by renaming the earlier Complaint Drum Office 
{ku-ssu)\ staffed by Remonstrators {ssu-chien) and Exhort-
ers {cheng-yen)\ in 1129 subordinated to the Public Peti-
tioners Review Office {teng-wen chien-yŭan). In Chin sub-
ordinated to the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai). In Ming manned 
by one Investigating Censor {chien-ch'a yŭ-shih), one Su-
pervising Secretary (chi-shih-chung), and one representa-
tive of the Imperial Bodyguard (chin-i wei); channeled 
complaints to the Office of Transmission (t'ung-cheng ssu) 
for distribution to appropriate central government agencies, 
or to the palace. Also see li-chien yŭan (Complaint Review 
Office). SP: cour des tambours pour annoncer des pétitions 
et des doléances. P21. 

6354 tēng-wén ling 登聞令 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Director of Public Petitions, duty as-
signment of a Vice Director {shih-lang) of the Secretariat 
{chung-shu sheng), to receive and process complaints from 
officials and commoners who, having failed to get satis-
factory responses in the regular administrative hierarchy, 

desired special attention for complaints about injustices or 
disastrous state policies. P21. 
6355 têng-wén yŭàn 登聞院 
SUNG: Public Petitioners Office, created c. 995 by re-
naming the prior Complaint Review Office (li~chien yiian)y 
c. 1007 rei^med Public Petitioners Review Office (teng-
wen chien-yŭan). P21. 
6356 tēng yíng-chōu 登濂洲 
T'ANG: lit.’ to ascend to the fairy isles in the ocean, or 
those who have done so: Paragons, unofficial reference to 
Academicians {hsŭeh-shih) in the early T'ang Institute of 
Academicians (hsŭeh-shih yŭan, hsŭeh-shih kuan)t or to other 
persons of outstanding talents. P23. 

6357 Véng'huáng yŭ fūng-chèng 賸黃右通政 
MING: Vice Commissioner of the Right for Imperial 
Warrants, one, rank 4a, in the Office of Transmission {t'ung-
cheng J5M) from 1466 to 1581; apparently had the specific 
function of issuing on yellow paper notifications calling to 
duty the heirs of military officers. P21. 

6358 t9êng4ù kuān 膾錄官 
(1) SUNG-YUAN: Examination Copyist, generic term for 
officials or suboffîcials assigned to transcribe the writings 
of candidates in civil service recruitment examinations, to 
prevent examiners from identifying candidates by their 
handwriting. īn Sung, considered to constitute a Bureau of 
Examination Copyists {t'eng-lu yŭan). (2) CH'ING: Copy-
ist, 6 delegated from among Clerks ipi-t'ieh-shih) of the 
Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu) to serve, probably in rota-
tion, in the Codification Office {lŭ-li kuan) from 1742. P13. 

6359 t'éng-lù yŭàn 膾錄院 
SUNG: Bureau of Examination Copyists, an ad hoc group 
of offìcials or suboffîcials assigned to transcribe the writ-
ings of candidates in civil service recruitment examina-
tions, to prevent examiners from identifying candidates by 
their handwriting. SP: cour des copistes des épreuves d'exa-
men. 
6360 a 邸 
(1) Liaison Hostel, from Han on the common designation 
of agencies in the dynastic capital serving as representatives 
and document-forwarding channels for regional dignitaries 
in the hierarchy of territorial administration. See chŭn-ti, 
chin-tsou yŭan. P21. (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to 
an Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang); cf. wang-tî. 

6361 tí chīng-shUt 邸京師 
Liaison Hostel in the Capital: from Han on a variant of 
ti (Liaison Hostel). P21. 
6362 û-ch'īng 地卿 
CH’ING: lit., minister of soil: unofficial reference to the 
Minister of Revenue (hu-pu shang-shu). 

6363 ŭ-făng kuăn 地方官 
Territorial Official: common generic reference to person-
nel in any unit of territorial administration. 

6364 tì-fŭ 遞夫 
T'ANG: Courier, a non-military carrier of state documents; 
unranked, probably a requisitioned commoner. 
6365 tífú-chìn 嫡福晉 
CH'ING: variant of fu-chin (Princess-consort), the prin-
cipal wife of an Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang) or a Com-
mandery Prince {chŭn-wang). 

6366 tì-hsià 第下 
T'ANG: unofficial reference to the Prefect (t'ai-shou, tz'u-
shih) of a Prefecture (chou). 
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6367 tí-hsŭăn 抵選 
CH'ING: Selection by Substitution, a process of appoint-
ing new Metropolitan Graduates (chin-shih) or Provincial 
Graduates {chŭ-jen) who made appropriate contributions to 
the state treasury when there was a shortage of regular can-
didates for the offices purchased. 

6368 tì-í 帝姬 
SUNG: lit., imperial woman: from 1113, Imperial Prin-
cess, the title granted to all daughters, sisters, and aunts of 
Emperors, replacing the several titles kung-chu, chang kung-
chu, îa-chang kung-chu. 

6369 tì'ījén 第一人 
CH'ING: variant of hui-yuan (Principal Graduate)/ first 
on the pass list of new Metropolitan Graduates (chin-shih) 
after the Metropolitan Examination (hui-shih) in the civil 
service recruitment examination sequence. 

6370 tí-k'ù 荻庫 
N-S DIV (Liang, Ch'en): Reed Storehouse under the 
Chamberlain for the National Treasury (ssu-nung); man-
aged by an Aide (ch'eng). P8. 

6371 ŭ-kuān 地官 
(1) CHOU: lit., office of earth: Ministry of Education， 
2nd of 6 major agencies in the central government; headed 
by a Minister of Education (Mw-í'tt) ranked as a Minister 
(ch'ing)，in general charge of training in and enforcement 
of proper moral values, overseeing commercial transac-
tions, fostering and regulating agriculture, forestry, and 
mining, and monitoring local self-government practices of 
District Elders (hsiang-lao) and Township Heads (hsien’ 
cheng). The Ministry's emphasis on economic productivity 
led traditional Chinese to consider it the antecedent of later 
fiscal agencies such as the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). 
CL: minìstère de la terre, minìstère de I'enseignement of-
ficiel. (2) T'ANG: from 684 to 705 the official variant of 
hu-pu (Ministry of Revenue). P6. 

6372 ti-kuăn 邸官 
T'ANG: Liaison Hosteler, variant reference to a Capital 
Liaison Representative (chin-tsou kuan) in charge of a Cap-
ital Liaison Office (chin-tsou yŭan), sometimes entitled 
General-in-chief {ta-chiang). See ti (Liaison Hostel). P21. 

6373 tì-kuān cWlng 地官卿 
T'ANG-SUNG: unofficial reference to a Minister of Rev-
enue (hu-pu shang-shu). 
6374 tí-kŭng láng 廸功郞 
SUNG, MING: Gentleman for Meritorious Achieve-
ment, prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 9b 
in Sung, 8a in Ming; c. 1117 superseded chiang-shih lang 
(Court Gentleman for Ceremonial Service); in Ming an of-
ficial could be advanced to this from Gentleman for Good 
Service {hsiu-chih lang) without change of rank. P68. 

6375 tí-kŭng tsò-láng 廸功佐郞 
MING: Secondary Gentleman for Meritorious Achieve-
ment, prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 8b; 
an official could be advanced to this from Secondary 
Gentleman for Good Service (hsiu-chih tso-lang) without 
change of rank. P68. 
6376 ti'lì 邸吏 
HAN: Liaison Hosteler，head of a Liaison Hostel (ti) in 
the dynastic capital, representing the interests and facili-
tating the communications of a regional dignitary. P21. 
6377 tì'lièh'má'tū 敵烈麻都 
LIAO: Chinese transliteration of a Khitan word, perhaps 

tirămăt, possibly meaning "pillar of the empire”： Ritualist, 
an eminent post in the Northern Administratio'n (pei-mìen) 
of the central government in general charge of court ritual 
ceremonies and especially the conduct of prayers for rain. 
The term was "corrected" by the Manchus to to-to-lun mu-
t'eng, q.v. P9. 

6378 tī-là shih 鞮轉氏 
CHOU: Master of Foreign Music, 4 ranked as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-
kuan) in charge of court presentations of songs and dances 
of “the 4 barbarians, i.e., the non-Chinese tribes with which 
the Chinese had contact. CL: préposé aux bottines de cuir. 

6379 tì-mièn 地面 
MING: Aboriginal Area, formal designation of 7 admin-
istrative units for aboriginal tribes of the South and South-
west, each governed in traditional ways by a tribal chief. 
See t'u-ssu. P72. 

6380 tì-p，ī 帝匹 
CH'ING: lit., imperial mate: unofficial reference to an Em-
press. 

6381 tí-p'ièn ssŭ 糴便司 
SUNG: OfTice for the Purchase of Cheap Grain (?), 
probably a local agency to buy up grain when prices fell, 
part of the Ever Normal Granary (ch'ang-p'ing ts'ang) sys-
tem; but precise functions, staffing, and hierarchical status 
not clear. SP: bureau d'achat des grains á crédìt. 

6382 tí-skè 邸舍 
T'ANG: variant of ti (Liaison Hostel). Also see chin-tsou 
yŭan. 
6383 tì Vài-hòu 帝太后 
HAN: Imperial Mother，a designation possibly used when 
the Emperor's mother had not been the prìncipai wife of a 
reigning Emperor. 

6384 ŭ t，ài-t，ài-kòu 帝太太后 
HAN: variant reference to an Emperor's grandmother, nor-
mally t'ai-huang t'ai-hou (Grand Empress Dowager); pos-
sibly an Emperor's maternal grandmother, or mother of an 
Emperor's natural mother who had not officially been Em-
press. 

6385 tì-t，ăn 地壇 
MING-CH'ING: Altar of Ear th , an altar in the northern 
suburbs of Peking where Emperors made sacrificial offer-
ings to the spirit of Earth. Cf. she-chi t'an. 
6386 ŭ-t，án wèi 地壇尉 
CH'ING: Commandant at the Altar of Earth, 8 Manchu 
officers, one of rank 5 and 7 of rank 6; in rotation presided 
over the altar under supervision of the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). P28, 

6387 ti-tàng miĕn-hsíng sŏ 抵當免行所 or ti-
tang so 

SUNG: Pawnbroking Office under the Court of the Im-
perial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu)\ in charge of state loans made 
to respectable citizens in emergency situations. SP: bureau 
de prêt sur gage. 
6388 ŭ-ts'áo 地曹 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Ministry of 
Revenue {min-pu, hu-pu). 
6389 tì-ts'è kuān 第策官 
T'ANG: Examination Grader, an ad hoc duty assignment 
for eminent officials on the occasions of civil service re-
cruitment examinations. 
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6390 tUtză ch'áng'chiào-chĕ 弟子長敎者 
T'ANG: Novice Career Musician, designation of students 
with state stipends studying in the Palace Music School (nei-
chiao fang). RR: élève qui regoit un enseignement d'une 
maniere permanent. 

6391 tì-tzŭ yŭán 弟子員 
CH'ING; unofficial reference to a Government Student 
(sheng-yūan). 

6392 ŭ-yŭn sŏ 遞運所 
MING: Transport Office, a local unit in the national state-
transport system, subordinate to a District (hsien) and staffed 
largely with requisitioned commoners. 

6 3 9 3广 í - ó u w ŭ堤岸司 
SUNG: abbreviation of t'i-chŭ pien-ho t'i-an ssu (Super-
visorate of the Pien River Dikes). SP: bureau chargé 
d'aménăger des berges. 

6394 t'Uchiĕn àn-tú 提檢案牘 
YUAN: Supervisor of Archives, 4，rank not clear, mem-
bers of the Supreme Supervisorate-in-chief (tu tsung-kuan 
fu) of Ta-tu Route (lu), i.e., the environs of the dynastic 
capital at Peking. P32. 

6395 t'Uchu 提擧 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit., to take up and undertake, i.e., to be 
responsible for. Supervisor or Supervisorate, a common 
title or agency name, normally of middling rank; usually 
occurs prefixed to function-descriptive terms, sometimes 
followed by ssu (Office), when used as an agency name; 
when used as a title sometimes occurs prefixed to function-
descriptive terms, sometimes as a suffix following an agency 
name. Cf. t'i-tien and fi-ling (both Superintendent). 

6396 t，í-chă ch，á-mă ssŭ 提舉茶馬司 
SUNG: Supervisorate of Horse Trading; see under ch'a-
ma ssu (Horse Trading Office). SP: intendance chargée 
d'échanger les chevaux contre le thé. 

6397 fí-chŭ ch'á-yén ch9áng-p'íng tĕng kūng" 
shih提擧茶鹽常平等公事 

SUNG: lit., supervisor of public business concerning trade 
in tea and salt, ever normal granaries, etc.: variant title of 
the Supervisor (t'i-chu) of a Tea and Salt Supervisorate 
(ch’a-yen t'i-chŭ ssu) in a Circuit (lu). SP: intendant des 
cffaires de la régie du thé, du sel et des greniers régulateurs. 

6398 tH-chă ch 9á-yén kŭng-shìh 
提擧茶鹽公事 

SUNG: Tea and Salt Supervisor, one title used for the 
head of a Tea and Salt Supervisorate {ch'a-yen t'i-chii ssu) 
in a Circuit (lu). SP; intendant de monopole du thé et du 
sel. 

6399 í’í-cAác/(，á-3^/issií 提擧茶鹽司 
SUNG: variant of Tea and Salt Supervisorate {ch'a-yen 
t'i-chŭ ssu) in a Circuit (lu). P61, 

6400 í，í-cA«cAá/^wð 提擧帳司 
SUNG: Supervisorate of Accounts, one in the Left Sec-
tion (tso-ts'ao) of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), one in 
the Bureau of Review (pi-pu); staffing of the former not 
clear; the latter headed by a Director (lang-chung) ’ rank 6b. 
SP: directeur du bureau des comptes. 

6401 fí'Chŭ ch'áng-p'íng cWá-yén kāng-shìh 
提擧常平茶鹽公事 

SUNG: variant title of a Tea and Salt Supervisor (see ch*a-
yen t'i-chŭ ssu) in a Circuit (lu). SP: intendant des greniers 
régulateurs et de la régie du thé et du sel. 

6402 í7<AácA，áwg-/>，írtgííii 提擧常平司 
SUNG: lit., supervisorate of ever normal granaries: Sta-
bilization Fund Supervisorate’ one of the Four Circuit 
Supervisorates (ssu chien-ssu)t the name alternating with 
ts'ang-ssu (Supply Commission) and others; each in a ju-
risdiction called a Circuit (lu) including several Prefectures 
(chou); supervised grain storage and transport, relief grana-
ries, state-monopolized industries and trade, and agricul-
tural development activities; headed by a Stabilization Fund 
Supervisor (t'i-chii ch'ang-p'ing kung-shih). SP: bureau des 
greniers régulateurs. P52. 

6403 tH'Chu ch9áng~pHng ts'āng ssŭ 

提擧常平倉司 
SUNG: variant of t'i-chŭ ch'ang-p'ing ssu (Stabilization 
Fund Supervisorate). SP: intendant de greniers régulateurs. 

6404 t，í-chŭ chiăng4 ssŭ 提擧講義司 
SUNG: Supervisor of the Advisory Office in the Depart-
ment of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng), from 1102 a con-
current duty assignment for a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). 
See chiang-i ssu (Advisory Office). SP: directeur du bu-
reau du conseil politique et financier. 

6405 dchàcltiĕk-yénpăo-ckiá 提舉解鹽悚甲 
SUNG: Supervisor of Grain and Salt Exchange and of 
Community Self-defense, a commission combining the 
functions of a Supervisorate of Grain and Salt Exchange 
(t'i-M chih-chih Men-yen ssu) and a Supervisorate of 
Community Self-defense (t'i-chŭ pao-chia ssu). 

6406 t，“ch& chìh-chìh chiĕh-yén ssù 
提擧制置解鹽司 

SUNG: Supervisorate of Grain and Salt Exchange, num-
ber and status in the governmental hierarchy not clear; ap-
parentìy established only in regions with extensive salt flats; 
responsible for enforcing the state monopoly on salt pro-
duction, for regulating salt prices, and for adjusting the 
amount of paper currency in circulation, apparently by re-
quiring merchants to deliver grain to the frontiers for mil-

support and in return giving merchants paper money 
which (and only with which?) they could buy salt from 

the state salterns. When and how this system functioned is 
not wholly clear, nor is its relation to the system called the 
Equitable Exchange of Grain for Salt (chung-yen). SP: di-
recteur de la régie du sel de Kiai. P61. 

6407 t'Uchŭ chìn-tsòu yŭàn 提擧進奏院 
SUNG: Supervisor of the Memorials Office, a unit in the 
Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) traditionally considered the 
counterpart of the later Office of Transmission (t'ung-cheng 
ssu); post normally held by a eunuch Palace Servitor (kung-
feng kuan); see chin-tsou yŭan. P21. 

6408 t'í-chă chū-ssū k9
ŭ-wù ssū 

提擧諸司庫務司 
SUNG: Supervisorate of the Various State Storehouses, 
an agency of Kaifeng Prefecture ifu). SP: intendance des 
agences et des magasins des divers bureaus. 

6409 t，í-cku chŭêk-hud ssŭ 提舉榷貨司 
CHIN: Supervisorate of Monopoly Taxes, one located at 
the Southern Capital (Nan-ching), rank 5b or 6b, in charge 
of collecting taxes on state-monopolized trade. P62. 

6410 t，í-ckŭ chàn-hsièn-chŭ tĕng chái kuān 
提擧郡縣主等宅官 

SUNG: Supervisor of Residences for Commandery and 
District Princesses，duty assignment of a member of the 
Office of the Imperial Clan (ta tsung-cheng yuan). See chiin-
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chu, hsien-chu. SP: intendant des maisons de princesses de 
commanderie et de celle de sous-prefecture. 

6411 t，í-chà hó-ch'u ssū 提擧河渠司 
SUNG: Supervisorate of Waterways, an ad hoc local 
agency established under supervision of the Directorate of 
Waterways (tu-shui chien) to repair breaks in river and canal 
embankments. SP: intendance des rivières et des canaux. 
P59. 

6412 Ví-chŭ hsiāng-ch'á-fán shih ssū 
提擧香茶礬事司 

SUNG: Supervisorate of Incense，Tea, and Alum, prob-
ably an agency át the Circuit (lu) level to manage trade in 
the state-monopolized commodities named. SP: bureau de 
I'intendance des affaires de I'encens, du thé et de I'alun, 

6413八•沙á切/ŭ-Ad ssū提擧修河司 
SUNG: reference to the Supervisor of the Yellow River 
Conservancy Office Qisiu-chŭn huang-ho ssu, q.v.). P59. 

6414 t，í-chà hsiŭ-nèi wû 提擧修內司 
SUNG: Supervisor of the Palace Maintenance Office Qisiu-
nei ssu, q.v.). SP: directeur du bureau de la réparation des 
palais. 

6415 t，í-ckŭ hsŭéh-hsiào sŏ 提擧學校所 
YŭAN: Supervisor of Schools, rank 6a，on the staff of the 
Ta-tu Route (lu), the unit for territorial administration of 
the environs of the dynastic capital, modern Peking. P32. 

6416 t，í-chă ksŭék-shìk ssā 提舉學事司 
SUNG: Supervisorate of Education, an agency at the Cir-
cuit (lu) level to foster and monitor state-subsidized edu-
cation in Prefectures (chou) and Districts (hsien); appar-
ently not established until 1103, perhaps did not survive 
into S. Sung times. SP: directeur des affaires d'éducation, 
bureau d'éducation provinciate. P51. 

6417 tH-chà huáng-ch'éng ssā 提擧皇城司 
SUNG-CHIN: Supervisor of the Capital Security Office 
(huang-ch'eng ssu, q.v.). P49. 

6418 t，í-ckŭ k，ĕng-yék skìk-pd 提擧坑冶布船 
SUNG: Supervisor of Foundries and Maritime Trade , a 
commission found in 9 Circuits (lu), normally the concur-
rent duty of a Supply Commissioner ifa-yūn shih). SP: di-
recteur de fonderie et de douane. 

6419 t，í-ckă lc，ĕng-yĕk ssŭ 提舉坑冶司 
SUNG: Supervisor of Foundries, apparently a commis-
sion at the Circuit (lu) level in appropriate regions. SP: in-
tendant du bureau des mines, des fonderies et des mon-
naies. 

6420八•c/ iMtó-íAìf t提擧閣事 
CH'ING: Administrative Supervisor of the Hall, a Grand 
Minister (ta-ch'en) of the Imperial Household Department 
(nei-wufu) delegated to administer the Hall of Literary Pro-
fundity (wen-yuan ko)t where from the late 1700s was kept 
the great collectanea called Ssu-k'u ch'ŭan-shu; under the 
nominal headship of a Grand Secretary (ta hsŭeh-shih) 
identified with the Hall in the palace. BH: director of the 
library. 

6421 fUchŭ kuăn-kàn kuăn 提擧管幹官 
SUNG: Supervisor of Administrative Clerks, number and 
rank not clear, in the Ministry of Revenue {hu-pu) and per-
haps other central government agencies. See kuan-kan. SP: 
directeur-adminìstrateur. 

6422 t'í-châ kuăn-kōu hsuéh-shìh 
提擧管勾學事 

SUNG; Supervisor of Education, from c. 1113 a concur-
rent duty decreed for all officials of Prefectures (chou) and 
Districts (hsien). SP: directeur des affaires d'éducation. P51. 

6423 tH-chu kūng-chièn-shŏu ssā 
提擧弓箭手司 

SUNG: Supervisorate of Archery, an agency found in units 
of territorial administration，especially in frontier regions, 
presumably in charge of militia training; headed by a Su-
pervisor (t'i-chŭ). SP: bureau d'organization et d'en-
traînement des archers. 

6424 t，í-chă ... kūng 提擧• •宮 or t，“chŭ ... 
kuān 觀 

SUNG: Supervisor of the . . . Palace, Supervisor of the 
. . . Taoist Temple (with proper-name inserts), a sinecure 
awarded to a retired official, normally of high rank; pre-
sumably subordinate, directly or indirectly, to the Ministry 
of Rites {lĭ-pu). SP: intendant des palais et des temples tao-
istes. 

6425 t，í-chŭ kuó-sMk 提舉裰史 
SUNG: Supervisor of the Dynastic History, one of the 
designations used for the head of the Historiography Insti-
tute (kuo-shih kuan) in the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng). 
SP: directeur de la rédaction de Vhistoire d'état. 

6426 tH-chu liù shàng-chá chí kuăn-kàn kuăn 
提擧六尙局及管幹官 

SUNG: Supervisor of the Six Palace Services and of Ad-
ministrative Clerks, one, rank not clear, member of the 
Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng). See liu shang-
chŭ, kuan-kan. SP: administrateur dirigeant les six services 
de I'empereur. P38. 

6427 fUchŭ mài-mă 提擧買馬 
SUNG: Supervisor of Horse Purchases, duty assignment 
associated with a local Herds Office (ch'ŭn-mu ssu) re-
sponsible to the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ííw). 
SP: intendant d'achat des chevaux. 

6428 tH-chu pièn-hó tfí-àn ssā 
提擧汴河堤岸司 

SUNG: Supervisorate of the Pien River Dikes, a unit un-
der the Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui chien) respon-
sible for maintaining the embankments of the Pien River at 
the N, Sung capital’ Kaifeng; headed by a Supervisor (t'i-
chu) y rank not clear. SP: bureau de la navigation sur la 
rivière Pien. 

6429 VUchŭ păo-chiă ssū 提擧保甲司 
SUNG: Supervisorate of Community Self-defense, an 
agency apparently at the Circuit (lu) level overseeing the 
organizing and working of the system called pao-chia, q.v. 
SP: directeur de Vorganisation et de I'entraînement mili-
taire du peuple. 
6430 t'í-châ piēn-hsiū kuó-ch9áo hùi-yào 

提擧編修國朝會要 
SUNG: Supervisor of Preparation of the Dynastic Ad-
ministrative Regulations, a duty assignment in the Palace 
Library {pi-shu sheng) normally filled concurrently by the 
Vice Director of the Right (yu p'u-yeh) of the Department 
of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng); responsible for prepa-
ration of the collected dynastic administrative rules and 
precedents called the Hui-yao. SP: directeur de la rédaction 
des documents importants d'état. 
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6431 t，“chŭ pîng-mă 提擧兵馬 
SUNG: Supervisor of the Military, a common concurrent 
duty assignment for officials at the Prefecture {chou) level. 
SP: directeur de Ventraînement militaire et de I'arrestation 
des bandits. 

6432 t'í-chă ping-mă hsun-chiĕn tū-chiēn 
提擧兵馬巡檢都監 

SUNG: Chief Military Inspector, a concurrent duty as-
signment of prefectural (chou) officials, acting under the 
supervision of regional military authorities such as Circuit 
(lu) Commanders-in-chief (tu tsung-kuan); responsible for 
local military training, defense against banditry, etc. SP: 
directeur de I'entraînement militaire et de I'arrestation des 
bandits, inspecteur policier et surveillant général. 

6433 f Uchŭ shìh-pò wā 提擧市舶司 
SUNG: variant of shih-po t'i-chŭ ssu (Maritime Trade Su-
perintendency). 

6434 t'i-chu tH-tìĕn chŭ-ch'ién tĕng kùng-shìh 
提擧提黙鑄錢等公事 

SUNG: Supervisory Superintendent of Coinage, a spe-
cial duty assignment for officials in several southern and 
western Circuits (lu), presumably where copper was most 
extensively mined. SP: intendant des affaires de la frappe 
des monnaies, intendant de la fonte des monnaies etc, 

6435 tH-chu tsài-chīng chū-ssū k'ù-wù ssŭ 

提擧在京諸司庫務司 
SUNG: Supervisorate of Storehouses in the Capital 
Agencies, status in the governmental hierarchy not clear; 
possibly a temporary, ad hoc agency during the transition 
from N. to S. Sung. SP: intendance des agences et des 
magasins des divers bureaux dans la capitale. 

6436 dchă ts，āng-ch’ăng ssŭ 提擧倉場司 
CHIN: Supervisorate of Grain Supplies, created in 1217 
in the Directorate of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu chien) to 
oversee the various officials in charge of specific granaries, 
including the Commissioner (shih) of the Imperial Grana-
ries (t'ai-ts'ang); headed by a Commissioner (shih), rank 
5b, and a Vice Commissioner (fu-shih), 6b. Pá. 

6437 tyí-chu tsung-tzŭ hsŭéh shih 
提擧宗子學事 

SUNG: Supervisor of the School for the Imperial Fam-
ily, duty assignment for a member of the Chief Office of 
Imperial Clan Affairs (ta tsung-cheng ssu)\ also see tsung-
hsŭeh. SP: directeur des c^faires d'éducation des fils de la 
famille impériale. PI. 

6438 t，í-chă tŭ-ch'éng sð 提擧都城所 
YŭAN: Supervisorate for Capital Construction, created 
in 1337 as a unit in the Ministry of Works {kung-pu) in 
charge of extensive repairs of the capital city walls and state 
buildings; headed by 2 Supervisors {t'i-chu), rank 5b, and 
2 Vice Supervisors ifu t'i-chŭ), rank not clear. P15. 

6439 t’í-ksiá ckiĕn-ch，á kuān 提辖檢察官 
SUNG: Controller of Inspections, duty assignment for one 
member of the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu), 
apparently principally responsible for overseeing operations 
of the Southern Storehouse (nan-k'u; see under nan-pei k'u) 
of the Left Vault (îso-tsang). SP: régisseur-contrôleur. VI. 

6440 Hhsiá chìn-tsòu yiiàn 提轄進奏院 
SUNG: Controller of the Memorials Office, a unit in the 
Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) traditionally considered the 
counterpart of the later Office of Transmission (t'ung-cheng 

ssu)\ post normally held by a eunuch Palace Servitor (Icung-
feng kuan)\ see chin-tsou yiian. P21. 

6441 t，í-hsiá hsiŭ-ts’āng sŏ 提轄修倉所 
SUNG: Office of Granary Repairs under the Court of the 
National Granaries (ssu-nung ssu); headed by a Controller 
(t'i-hsìà), status not clear. SP: bureau de la réparation des 
greniers. 

6442 fí-hsiá kuān 提轄官 or tH-hsia 
SUNG: Controller, designation of one type of supervisory 
officials, normally of middling status; in addition to entries 
so prefixed, see ssu hsia (Four Controllers). SP: contrôleur, 
intendant, gérant, régisseur, 

6443 VUhsìá pīng-chiá tào-tséi kŭng-shìh 
提轄兵_盗賊公事 

SUNG: Controller of Military Training and Banditry 
Suppression, duty assignment for a Military Administrator 
(ch'ien-hsia) in a frontier area and sometimes for an official 
of a Prefecture (chou). SP: responsable de Ventraînement 
militaire et de I'arrestation des bandits. 

6444 dhsiá ssā 提轄司 
LIAO: lit., office of a controller, possibly the Chinese ren-
dering of a Khitan word; Commandant of a tribe-like 
fighting unit called an ordo (see under wo-lu-to, kung) 
comprising the entourage of a deceased Liao ruler. 

6445 /，í-ksíng 提刑 
SUNG: variant or abbreviation of t'i-tien hsing-yŭ kung-shih 
(Judicial Commissioner). SP: intendant judiciaire. P52. 

6446 t，í-hsíngàn-ch’á sMh ssū 提刑按察使司 
MING-CH'ING: lit., office of the commissioner in charge 
of judicial matters and investigations: Provincial Surveil-
lance Commission，one per Province (sheng) totaling 13 
in the mature Ming system and 18 in Ch'ing, commonly 
abbreviated to an-ch'a ssu; the principal provincial-levd 
agency for supervisory administration of judicial and penal 
matters and for censorial surveillance over the sub-pro-
vincial officialdom. Created in 1367 alongside Branch Sec-
retariats (hsing chung-shu sheng) to administer provincial 
areas captured from the disintegrating Yiian state，then from 
1376 shared provincial authority with Provincial Admin-
istration Commissions (ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu) and 
Regional Military Commissions (tu chih-hui shih ssu). 
Abolished in 1380 but revived in 1381. During the 1400s 
the triad of provincial agencies came to be coordinated by 
central government dignitaries delegated as Grand Coor-
dinators (hstin-fu) of Provinces and furtner by multi-Prov-
ince Supreme Commanders (tsung-tu). As Grand Coordi-
nators and Supreme Commanders became more stably 
entrenched in late Ming, and especially when they were 
transformed into regular posts as Governors and Governors-
general, respectively, in Ch'ing times, the Surveillance 
Commissions became in effect provincial-level staff agen-
cies for judicial and penal administration, and their role in 
censorial surveillance declined without disappearing. The 
Commissions were collectively called the Outer Censorate 
(wai-t'ai), and their personnel shared with Censors (yu-shih) 
such traditional collective designations as Surveillance Of-
ficials {ch'a-kuan) and Guardians of the Customs and Fun-
damental Laws {feng-hsien kuan); moreover, the Censorate 
(yŭ-shih t'ai till 1380，then tu ch'a-yŭan) was the central 
government channel for all communications between the 
Commissions and the throne. Nevertheless, the Commis-
sions were not branch Censorates, nor were they directly 
controlled by the Censorate. [In Ming times the Censorate 
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had its own representatives in the Provinces, principally In-
vestigating Censors (chien-chfa yŭ-shih) serving as Re-
gional Inspectors (hsun-an yii-shih), who participated im-
portantly in all decision-making assemblages of provincial 
officials.] Each Surveillance Commission was headed by a 
Surveillance Commissioner (an-ch'a shih), rank 3a, with a 
support staff including a Registry {ching-lì ssu), a Records 
Office (chao-mo so)，and a Prison (ssu-yìì ssu). There were 
variable numbers of Surveillance Vice Commissioners (an-
ch'a fu-shih), 4a, and Assistant Surveillance Commission-
ers (an-ch'a ch'ien-shih), 5a; they were assigned to Branch 
Offices (fen-ssu), each with a jurisdiction called a Circuit 
(tao)y and were generically called Circuit Intendants (tao-
t’ai\ a designation they shared with counterparts in Branch 
Offices of Provincial Administration Commissions. In each 
Ming Province there were from 3 to 9 General Surveillance 
Circuits {fen-hsiin tao), from 2 to 7 Record Checking Cir-
cuits (shua-chŭan tao�’ and from one to 12 Military De-
fense Circuits (ping-pei too), all with specified geographic 
jurisdictions encompassing several Prefectures (fu). Each 
Province also had function-specific Circuits: one Troop Pu-
rification Circuit (ch'ing-chŭn tao), one Postal Service Cir-
cuit (i-chuan tao), and one Education Intendant Circuit {t'i-
tu hsūeh tao). As local circumstances warranted, there were 
also such function-specific Circuits as Irrigation Circuits 
{shui-li tao), State Farms Circuits (t'un-t'ien tao)t Water-
ways Circuits (kuan-ho tao), and Salt Control Circuits (yen-

fa tao) with limited territorial jurisdictions. This Ming pat-
tern was perpetuated with ninor changes into mid-Ch'ing 
times. Then in 1735 Circuit Intendants were all made reg-
ular posts (kuan) in their own right with 4a rank, disso-
ciated at least nominally from the Surveillance Commis-
sions ，becoming formal intermediaries between Provinces 
and Prefectures rather than representatives of the Surveil-
lance Commissions. Also see san ssu, liang ssu, chien-ssu, 

fang-mien, nieh-fu, nieh-ssu, nieh-t'ai. BH: judicial com-
mission. P52. 

6447 tH-hsíng àn-ch'á ssū 提刑按察司 
Lit., office in charge of judicial matters and investigations. 
(1) SUNG: Judicial Commission in a Circuit (lu; see t'i-
tien hsing-yii kung-shih). (2) YŭAN: Surveillance Com-
mission in a Circuit {tao) until 1291; see under su-cheng 
lien-fang ssu. (3) MING-CH'ING: common variant of t'i-
hsing an-ch'a shih ssu (Provincial Surveillance Commis-
sion). P52. 

6448 t，í-hsíng ch，á-yén ssŭ 提刑茶鹽司 
SUNG: Judicial and Tea and Salt Commission, a com-
mon combined agency in those Circuits (lu) that were not 
important tea and salt production areas and thus had no sep-
arate Tea and Salt Supervisorate (ch'a-yen t'i-chŭ ssu). P61. 

6449 t，í-hsíng ssŭ 提刑司 
Judicial Commission. (1) SUNG: abbreviation of t'i-hsing 
an-ch'a ssu. (2) CHIN: one of the major administrative posts 
at the Route (lu) level, with supervisory responsibility for 
judicial operations in the territorial units of its jurisdiction. 
In 1199 redesignated an-ch'a ssu (Surveillance Commis-
sion) and given broader, censorial responsibilities—not 
merely to oversee judicial activities, but actively to tour and 
investigate the conduct of officials and consequently to de-
nounce corrupt or ineffective territorial personnel. P52. 

6450 tn-hsŭéh 提學 
YUAN: Superintendent of Training，2, rank 9b, members 
of the Directorate of Astronomy {ssu-t'ien chien) in general 
charge of the Directorate's educational functions. P35. 

6451 eUhsŭéh tào 提學道 
MING-CH'ING: variant of t'i-tu hsŭeh tao (Education In-
tendant Circuit). BH: taotai of education. P52. 

6452 t，í-hsùék yà-shíh 提學御史 
MING: Education-intendant Censor, from 1436 a duty 
assignment for Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) 
delegated from the capital to serve as the equivalent of pro-
vincial Education Intendants (see ti-tu hsŭeh tao) in the 2 
Metropolitan Areas dominated by Peking and Nanking, ap-
proving students for admission to state schools, testing and 
classifying them periodically, and certifying those consid-
ered qualified to undertake civil service recruitment ex-
aminations; each assignment was for a 3-year term. This 
was considered one of the major assignments for Censors, 
comparable in importance and prestige to assignments as 
Regional Inspectors (hsŭn-an yŭ-shih). P51. 

6453 í’í-k，ùng àn-tú 提控案籐 or t’i-k’ung 
YUAN: lit., in charge of files: Record Keeper, a lowly or 
unranked clerical worker commonly found in both central 
government agencies and units of territorial administration. 
P15, 20，53，60，etc. 

6454 t，í-k，ùng chù-ch'ién chiēn 提控鑄錢監 
CHIN: Controller of Coinage at the major foundry at Tai-
chou, modern Shansi; a temporary concurrent appointment 
in 1182 for a Participant in Determining Governmental 
Matters (ts'art-chih cheng-shih) of the Department of State 
Affairs {shang-shu sheng). See fu-t'ung ch'ien-chien, tai-
chou ch'ien-chien. P16. 

6455 t，í-k，ùng chū wŭ-lŭ-kŭ 提控諸烏魯古 
CHIN: Controller of Herds Offices, 2，rank 4a, served in 
lieu of Chief Ministers (ch'ing) of a traditional Chinese Court 
of the Imperial Stud {t'ai-p'u ssu)t with supervisory au-
thority over all Herds Offices (ch'ŭn-mu so) that managed 
the state horse herds. See wu-lu-ku. P31. 

6456 t’í-k，ùng ts’áo-kó shih 提控漕河事 
CHIN: Controller of Waterways, a concurrent duty as-
signment for officials of Prefectures (chou) and other units 
of territorial administration; responsible for keeping water-
ways in good repair and otìierwise expediting water trans-
port. P59. 

6457 t，í-láo t，īng 提牢廳 
CH'ING: Prison Office in the Ministry of Justice (hsing-
pu) for the detention of persons awaiting trial; managed by 
one Manchu and one Chinese Secretary (chu-shih)’ rank 
6a. P13. 

6458 t，í-liáng àn 體量案 
SUNG: Section for Confirmations, one of 13 Sections (an) 
directly subordinate to the executive officials of the S. Sung 
Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu)’ reportedly responsible for 
physical or factual investigations (t'i-chiu), probably to 
confirm reports of judicial findings submitted by units of 
territorial administration. SP: service des investigations. 

6459 fí-ffwg 提領 
SUNG-MING: lit., to be in chargé of: Superintendent， 
one of several common titles used for the senior official of 
an agency, usually of middling status; the term is found 
either as prefix or suffix to an agency name. SP: directeur. 

6460 tiling chù-ch'ién ssŭ 提領鑄錢司 
SUNG: Superintendent of Mints, a concurrent duty for a 
Vice Minister of Revenue {hu-pu shih-îang), to oversee the 
operations of state-wide coinage production; on the staff of 
the Tax Transport Bureau (chuan-yŭn ssu) of early Sung. 
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SP: fonctionnaire chargé de diriger la fonte des monnaies 
dans les provinces. P16. 

6461 tH-lîng sŏ 提領所 or t，í-lĭng ssŭ 司 
SUNG-MING: lit., the location or office of a Superintend-
ent: Superintendence，a designation for offices of sundry 
sorts, identifiable only from the prefixed terminology. SP: 
bureau de directeur.. 

6462 VUlìng ts'à-chìh hù-pù ts，ái-yùng 
提領措置戶部財用 

SUNG: Superintendent of the Disposition of the Minis-
try of Revenue's Monies, apparently a duty assignment for 
an executive official of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), 
to manage the Ministry's finances. SP: directeur chargé de 
disposer des moyens financiers du minìstère des finances. 

6 4 6 3 行 - / ŭ ^ t ò - t í 幼 r ó 提領度牒所 
SUNG: Superintendency of Ordination Certificates，an 
agency of the Ministry oí Rites (lĭ-pu) headed by a staff 
member on duty assignment as Superinteridént (t'i-lìng); 
managed the issuance of ordination certificates for Buddhist 
monks. From the early decades of the 11th century, such 
certificates were sold by the government in large numbers 
in efforts to raise funds for military expenses. SP: bureau 
des certificats de moines. 

6464 t'í'piāo 提標 
CH'ING: Provincial Command, designation of the aggre-
gate forces under the control of a Provincial Military Com-
mander (t'i-tu) of the Chinese military forces called the Green 
Standards (lu-ying). 

6465 t'l-shìh 薙氏 
CHOU: Weed Burner, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Justice {ch'iu-kuan). The 
burning of weeds or stalks left after the harvest seems to 
have been an autumnal activity, hence appropriately under 
the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Justice ("autumn offi-
cials"). CL: sarcleur de plantes ou d'herbes. 

6466 t’í-skŭ 題署 
CH'ING: Reports Office in the Court of Colonial Affairs 
(li-fan yiian), staffed by 3 Manchu and 5 Mongolian Clerks 
(chu-shih); presumably inscribed materials for submission 
to the thrône. P17. 

6467 VUtyâi 提台 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Provincial Military 
Commander (t'i-tu) of the Chinese military forces called 
the Green Standards (lu-ying). 

6468 提塘 
(1) MING-CHING: Provincial Courier, designation of 
someone delegated to carry documents to the dynastic cap-
ital from a hsŭn-fu (Grand Coordinator, Provincial Gov-
ernor) or a tsung-tu (Supreme Commander, Governor-gen-
eral). Cf. chin-tsou yŭan. (2) CH'ING: Station Master, 
unranked, manager of a Postal Relay Station {t'ang). 

6469 fUtìao hsŭéh-hsiào kuān 提調學校官 
MING: Supervisor of Education, irregularly from the early 
1400s a duty assignment for a provincial-level official to 
inspect local schools, test students enrolled in state schools, 
and certify candidates for provincial-level civil service re-
cruitment examinations; comparable to, and probably a 
variant of, Education Intendants of Education Intendant 
Circuits (t'i-tu hsūeh tao). Cf. t'i-hsŭeh yŭ-shih. 

6470 t'Utiào kuān 提調官 or t'i-tiao 
YUAN-CH'ING: Supervisor, an ad hoc duty assignment 

for a regular official detached to undertake special func-
tions, not always as the official in charge; used in both civil 
and military services. Specifically identifiable by prefixes. 

6471 fí'tiĕn ch'áo-fú fă-wù k，ù sð 
提黙朝服法物庫所 

SUNG: Superintendence of Court Clothing and Regalia, 
a unit in tiie Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang 
responsible for the storing of gowns, headgear, and other 
accounterments used by the Emperor and other dignitaries 
in court audiences and sacrificial ceremonies. SP: dirigeant 
du magasin des vêtements d'audience et des objets rituels. 
P27. 

6472 tH'tiĕn chù-ch'ién shih 提熙鑄錢事 
SUNG: Coinage Commissioner at the Circuit (lu) level， 
first established in 1038; oversaw the operation of local Mints 
(chu-ch'ien ssu); commonly a concurrent assignment for a 
Supply Commissioner (fa-yŭn shih). SP: intendant de la fonte 
des monnaies. P16. 

6473 tH-tiĕn hsíng-yŭ kŭng-shìh 
提熙刑獄公事 

SUNG: lit., Superintendent of penal affairs: Judicial Com-
missioner, one of the major Circuit (lu) posts known col-
lectively as the Four Circuit Supervisorates (ssu chien-ssu, 
ssu ssu); first delegated in 991 as subordinates of Fiscal 
Commissioners (chuan-yŭn shih)’ in 1007 established in-
dependently, from 1020 to 1026 were concurrent Agricul-
tural Development Commissioners (ch'ŭan-nung shih), 
abolished from 1028 to 1033 and again from 1064 to 1069; 
responsible for supervising the judicial and penal operations 
of Prefectures (chou) and Districts (hsien), and joined with 
Fiscal Commissioners in awarding merit ratings (k'ao) to 
all officials serving in subsidiary units of territorial admin-
istration. In N. Sung the post was sometimes held by a 
military officer, but this practice was not continued in S. 
Sung. The title was commonly abbreviated to t'i-tien hsing-
yŭ; t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih was a quasiofficial variant. SP: 
intendant judiciaire, intendant des {ffaires judiciaires. P52. 

6474 fí-tiĕn kfăi-fēng fŭ-chièh kŭng-shìh 
提黠開封府界公事 

SUNG: pommissioner-general for Kaifeng, a central 
government official assigned specially to oversee the fiscal, 
judicial, transport, and supply operations of Districts {hsien) 
and other units of territorial administration within Kaifeng 
Prefecture (/m), site of the N. Sung dynastic capital. SP: 
surveillant des affaires dans le territoire de la capitale. 

6475 t'Uiĕn kuān 提熙官 or t'i-tien 
SUNG-YUAN, CHING: Superintendent, comparable to 
and sometimes interchangeable with t'i-chŭ (Supervisor); a 
title occurring as either prefix or suffix to an agency name 
in a middle-level agency or to a functional description, nor-
mally outside the regular hierarchy of routine administra-
tion. Also cf. t'i-ling. 

6476 tH'tiĕn ... kŭng 提勲…宮 or VUtiĕn … 
kuăn 觀 

SUNG: Superintendent of the . . . Palace or Superinten-
dent of the . . . Taoist Temple, variants of t'i-chŭ ... kung, 
t'i-chŭ ... kuan. SP: directeur des palais et des temples tao-
istes. 

6477 t’í-tién mă-chiĕn 提辩、馬監 
SUNG: Superintendent of the Directorate(s) of Horses, 
probably a special duty assignment for one or more mem-
bers of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu)\ see 
under ma-chien. SP: dirigeant de la direction des chevaux. 
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6478 A•似 i i sA如必提黠山陵 
CHIN-CH'ING: Superintendent of the Mausoleum, one 
in charge of each Imperial Mausoleum (ling)，rank 5a in 
Chin, P29. 
6479 VUtìĕn sŏ 提黙所 or tH-tiĕn ssâ 司 
SUNG-YUAN, CH'ING: Superintendency, the standard 
designations of agencies headed by Superintendents (t'i-tien 
kuan). 
6480 tH-tiĕn tsài-chīng ts，āng-ch，ăng sŏ 

提熙在京倉場所 
SUNG: Superintendent of the Capital Granaries, status 
in the governmental hierarchy not clear; possibly a tem-
porary, ad hoc post during the transition from N. to S. Sung. 
Cf. t'i-chu tsai-chìng chu-ssu k'u-wu ssu. SP: directeur du 
bureau des greniers et des fenils. 

6 4 8 1 八 - t ó i i w ð / á / i g 提黠五房 
SUNG: Superintendent of the Five Offices, a duty as-
signment for an executive official of the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng) or the combined Secretariat-Chancellery (chung-
shu men-hsia), to supervise and coordinate the clerical 
agencies that conducted the routine business of the Secre-
tariat's Proclamations Office (chih-ch'ih yūan), known col-
lectively as the Five Offices (wu fang). SP: chargé de di-
ríger les cinq chambres du secretariat. P3. 

6482 t'Uŭ 提督 
CH'ING: Provincial Military Commander, rank lb, one 
in each of the Provinces (sheng) of China Proper and in 
so ae other especially strategic places; leaders in their ju-
risdictions of the Chinese military forces called the Green 
Standards (lu-ying), BH: provincial commander-in-chief, 
general-in-chief. P56. 

6483 t’í-tŭ ching'fūng èrh ts'ăng yū-shlh 
提督京通二倉御史 

MING; lit., Censor superintending the granaries at Peking 
and T'ung-chou; variant reference to a Granary-inspecting 
Censor (hsŭn-ts'ang yŭ-shih). P18. 

6 4 8 4 广 提 督 軍 務 
MING: Military Superintendent, supplementary desig-
nation for a provincial Grand Coordinator (hsŭn-fy) when 
he was specially authorized concurrently to deal with mil-
itary matters; from 1662 also a concurrent duty designation 
of the Supreme Commander of Grain Transport (tsung-tu 
ts'ao-yŭn). Cf. tsan-li chŭn-wu (Associate Military Super-
intendent). P50’ 60. 

6485 t'í-tū hsŭéh-chèng 提督學政 
CHTOG: Provincial Education Commissioner, from 1684 
a duty assignment at the provincial level for such members 
of the central government as Vice Ministers (shih-lang), 
Supervising Censors (chi-shih-chung) t Investigating Cen-
sors (chien-ch'a yii-shih)，and dignitaries of the Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yuan); each for a 3-year term assigned 
to tour and inspect schools in his provincial jurisdiction, 
certifying students for subsidies in state schools, encour-
aging educational and cultural activities in general, and most 
importantly selecting candidates for triennial Provincial Ex-
aminations (hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment ex-
amination sequence. Superseded Education Intendants (see 
under t'i-tu hsueh-taó) delegated from Provincial Surveil-
lance Commissions (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu). BH: pro-
vincial director of education. P51. 

6486 í，í•饭 AstìéA-tòo 提督學道 
MING-CH'ING: Education Intendant Circuit, designa-

tion of the jurisdiction (and indirectly of the Intendant as 
well), one per province, of a Surveillance Vice Commis-
sioner {an-ch'a fu-shih) or an Assistant Surveillance Com-
missioner (an-ch'a ch'ien-shih) assigned for 3 years to ap-
prove the subsidized admission of students to state-supported 
local schools, test them regularly, evaluate their teachers, 
and select students to undertake triennial Provincial Ex-
aminations (hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment ex-
amination sequence. Superseded in 1684 by Provincial Ed-
ucation Commissioners (t'i-tu hsŭeh-cheng) delegated from 
the central government. See under tao (Circuit). P51. 

6487 t，í-tŭ hsŭéh-yŭàn 提督學院 
CH'ING: variant of t'i-tu hsūeh-cheng (Provincial Edu-
cation Commissioner). 

6488 tn-tū hùi-t'ŭng kuăn 提督會同館 
MING: Superintendent of the Interpreters Institute, 
concurrent post from 1492 for a Secretary (chu-shih) of the 
Bureau of Receptions {chu-k'o ssu) of the Ministry of Rites 
(lĭ-pu); see hui-t'ung kuan. P l l . 
6489 t'í-tū hŭi'fŭng ssù-ì kuăn 

提督會同0譯館 
CH'ING: Superintendent of the Interpreters and Trans-
lators Institute, from 1748 the concurrent post of a Di-
rector (lang-chung) of a Bureau {ch'ing-li ssu) in the Min-
istry of Rites (lĭ-pu), who additionally bore the title Vice 
Minister (shao-ch'ing) of the Court of State Ceremonial 
(hung-lu ssu). See hui-t'ung ssu-i kuan. BH: superinten-
dent. P l l . 

6490 t’í-m kuăn-wù 提督館務 
CH'ING: abbreviated reference to the Superintendent of 
the interpreters and Translators Institute {t'i-tu hui-t'ung 
ssu-i kuan), 
6491 Ví'tŭ ssù4 kuăn 提督四夷館 
MING: Superintendent of the Translators Institute，con-
current assignment for a Vice Minister (shao-ch'ing) of the 
Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). P l l . 
6492 tH-tŭ t'éng-huáng yù t'ūng-chèng 

提督謄黃右通政 
MING: Vice Commissioner of the Right Superintending 
Imperial Warrants, apparently a variant of t'eng-huang yu 
t'ung-cheng (Vice Commissioner of the Right for Imperial 
Warrants) in the Office of Transmission (t'ung-cheng ssu). 
P21. 

6493 tiāo 貂 
See under pa tiao (Eight Sabīed Dignitaries). 

6494 tìāo-fàng 條坊 
TANG: Eagle Cage, one of the Five Cages (wu fang) of 
animals used in imperial hunts, under supervision of the 
Commissioner for the Imperial Stables (hsien-chiu shih) in 
the Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng). RR: quartier 
des aigles de Mongolie. P38. 

6495 tìào-lién 調簾 
YŬAN-CH'ING: Examination Aide, generic reference to 
local officials who were assigned to help proctor Provincial 
Examinations (hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment 
examination sequence; see lien-kuan, nei-lien, wai-lien. 

6496 tiăo-mà cAm 彫木局 
YŭAN: Woodworking Service; see under tct-hsiao tiao-
mu chii (Large and Small Woodworking Service). 

6497 mo 條 
N-S DIV (Chin-S. Dyn.)： Group, a variable number of 
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Sections (ts'ao) in the Department of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng) y at times supervised by Overseers of the De-
partment (lu ... shih) who divided Sections among them-
selves in such Groups. See fen-t'iao. P2. 

6498 t'iáo-jén 調人 
CHOU: Arbitrator, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) re-
sponsible for mediating quarrels among commoners and de-
termining appropriate action when someone was acciden-
tally injured or killed by another or by another's domestic 
animals, etc. CL: officier de paixt conciliateur. 

6499 t，iáo-láng skìk 條狼氏 
CHOU: Excoriator of Evil, 6 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) 
who accompanied the King on all public outings, using whips 
to chase away commoners who threatened distractions. CL: 
expurgateur, enleveur d'impurités. 

6500 t'iáo-lì ssū 條例司 
SUNG: abbreviation of chihvchih san-ssu t'iao-li ssu (Fi-
nance Planning Commission). 

6501 t’iào-tí àn 糴糴案 
SUNG: Grain Transactions Section, one of 6 Sections (an) 
in the Granaries Bureau (ts'ang-pu ssu) of the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu)t staffed with unranked subofficìals; over-
saw the purchasing and selling of grain, presumably grain 
handled by Ever Normal Granaries (ch'ang-p'ing ts'ang) 
throughout the empire, apparently in cooperation with units 
of the Ministry's Right Section (yu-ts'ao); established c. 1080’ 
when the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung 
was discontinued. SP: service de vente et d'achat des grains. 
P6. 

6502 t'iĕh-àn 鐵案 
SUNG: Iron Section, one of 7 Sections (an) in the Salt 
and Iron Monopoly Bureau (yen-t'ieh ssu) of early Sung, 
normally headed by an Administrative Assistant {p'an-kuan, 
t'ui-kuan); kept records on the production and distribution 
of iron and the manufacture of various ironwares. SP: ser-
vice de fer. 

6503 tHēh'chíh 貼職 
SUNG: Nominal Supernumerary Appointment, refer-
ence to the appointment pf an eminent official to such status 
as Auxiliary in the Historiography Office {chih shih-kuan), 
Auxiliary in the Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chih chi-
hsien yūan), etc. See under chih (Auxiliary). 

6504 t'ieh chīh-hdu nèi-p9in 貼祗候內品 
SUNG: Supernumerary Palace Eunuch Usher, lowest of 
12 rank titles (chieh) awarded to eunuchs from 1112; see 
nei-shih chieh, chih-hou nei-p'in. SP: intendant du palais 
de 4ème rang. P68. 

6505 t'iĕh-chù 鐵柱 
Lit., an iron-ribbed hat, suggesting unyielding sternness: 
occasional unofficial reference to a Censor (yū-shih). 

6506 tyiēh'hsiĕh chūng-shŭ 貼寫中書 
CH'ING: lit” Secretary (chung-shu) for pasting-up and 
writing: Scribe, 40 Manchus and 6 Mongols, rank 7b, re-
sponsible for keeping records, making translations and tran-
scriptions» etc., on the staff of the Grand Secretariat (nei-
ko). P2. 
6507 eiĕh-hsíng kuān 貼刑官 
MING: lit., official dedicated to punishment: unofficial ref-
erence to eunuchs of the Eastern Depot (tung-ch'ang). 

6508 mh-kuān 鐵官 
HAN: Iron Monopoly Office, an agency commonly found 
in Commanderies {chŭn) and Princedoms (wang-kuo) for 
management of the state-controlled production and distri-
bution of iron; headed by a Director (ling), rank from 600 
to 1,000 bushels or from 300 to 400 bushels. HB: office 
of iron. P16. 

6509 t，iék mào-tzá wáitg 馘_子王 
CH'ING: Iron-helmet Prince, generic reference to any of 
8 nobles distinguished for their outstanding service in the 
founding of the dynasty and to their successive heirs, whose 
hereditary status was guaranteed: Imperial Princes (ch'in-
wang) prefixed Li, lui, Su’ Cheng, Chuang, and Yu, and 
Commandery Princes (chiin-wang) prefixed Shun-ch'eng 
and K'o-ch'in. Also called the Eight Great Families (pa ta-
chìa). BH: iron-capped prince. 

6510 fiĕh-shìh 鐵市 
HAN: Iron Market, apparently a unit subordinate to the 
Chamberlain for the National Treasury (ta ssu-nung), headed 
by a Director (chang); specific functions not clear. HB: 
market of iron. 

6511 fiēh-shū 貼書 
SUNG: WrUer，unranked，varying numbers found in the 
Court of the Imperial Clan {tsung-cheng ssu) and the Court 
of Judicial Review {ta-li ssu). SP: scribe assistant, em-
ployé. 

6512 eiēh'ssū 帖司 
5 DYN: Clerk, one in charge of official seals in the Cen-
sorate (yŭ-shih t'ai). PI8. 
6513 t'iēh-ssā 貼司 
SUNG: Clerk, apparently unranked，found in varying num-
bers in the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai), the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu)t and other agencies. SP: em-
ployé, scribe. 

6514 t9iĕh-yĕh sð 鐵冶所 
MING: Iron Smelting Offîce, 13 scattered throughout the 
empire in appropriate locations, presumably under the su-
pervision of the Ministry of Works (kung-pu); staffing not 
clear. 

6 5 1 5说《典 
(1) Manager, prefixed to nouns including some agency 
names, as Manager of .... In addition to úie following en-
tries, see liu tien, erh-shih-ssu tien, chu tien-shih. RR: in-
tendant. SP: régisseur. (2) Clerk，uncommon designation 
of unranked office personnel. 

6516 tìĕn 殿 
Hall, one of several terms used to designate palace build-
ings; e.g., wu-ying tien (Hall of Military Glory). 
6517 tìèn-chái wà 店宅務 
SUNG: Building Maintenance Offîce, a unit of the Court 
of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu); staffing and specific 
functions not clear. SP: agence de location (et de construc-
tion) des magasins et des maisons d'état. 
6518 tién-chàng 典仗 
Manager of Ceremonial Regalia. (1) T'ANG-SUNG: 2 
palace women, rank 7a, under the Directresses of Cere-
monial Regaĭia (ssu-chang) in the Ceremonial Regalia Of-
fice (ssu-chang ssu) of the Wardrobe Service {shang-fu chû). 
RR: intendant des insignes. (2) MING: 6 military officers, 
rank 6a, in the Ceremonial Guard (i-wei) of each Princely 
Establishment (wang-fu). P69. 
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6519 ri如•cM/ipí Wi典掌儀衛 
CH'ING: lit., guard in charge of ritual: unofficial reference 
to the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-i wei). 

6520 tiĕn-chen 典珍 
T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Rarities, 2 palace women, rank 
7a’ under the Directresses of Rarities (ssu-chen) in the Rar-
ities Office (ssu-chen ssu) of the Workshop Service (shang-
kung chŭ). RR: intendant des objets précieux du harem. 

6521 tiĕn-chèng 典正 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Manager of Palace Surveillance, 
2 palace women, rank 7a, under the Directresses of Palace 
Surveillance (ssu-cheng). RR: intendant de la surveillance 
du harem. 

6522 tìĕn-chí 典籍 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of the Library , 2 palace 
women, rank 7a, under the Directresses of the Library (ww-
chi) in the Ceremonial Service (shang-i chŭ). RR: intendant 
de la bibliothèque du harem. (2) YUAN: Archivist, 2，rank 
8a, in the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). P23. (3) MING-
CH'ING: Archivist，one，rank 9b, head of the Archives 
(tien-chi t'ing) in the Directorate of Education (kuo~tzu chien); 
others found in such agencies as the Ming dynasty's Left 
Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (tso ch'un-fang). P23, 34, 
49. (4) CH'ING: Certification Clerk; see under nei-ko tien-
chi (Certification Clerk in the Grand Secretariat). 

6523 tìén-chì 典計 
T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Accounts, 2 palace women, 
rank 7a, under the Directresses of Accounts (ssu-chi) in the 
Accounts Office (ssu-chi ssu) of the Workshop Service 
(shang-kung chŭ). RR: intendant des comptes. 

6524 tiĕn-chì 典記 
T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Records，2 palace women, 
rank 7a, under the Directresses of Records (ssu-chi) in the 
Records Office (ssu-chi ssu) of the General Palace Service 
(shang-kung chŭ). RR: intendant de i'enregistrement des 
pièces. 

6525 tiĕn-chî kuān 典給官 or tìen-chi 
YUAN: Provfsioner, manager of food supplies; 8 in the 
Interpreters Institute (hui-t'ung kuan), one in the Directorate 
of Education {kuo-tzu chien), and one in the Mongolian Di-
rectorate of Education {meng-ku kuo-tzu chien)', all lowly 
or unranked. P l l , 34. 

6526 tién-chĭ shŭ 典給署 
CHIN: Provisions Offíce, a unit of the Directorate of the 
Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu chien) responsible for supplying 
fuel, torches, etc., for the palace; created in 1192 by re-
naming of the kou~tun shu (Office of Imperial Parks Prod-
ucts); staffing not clear. P38，40. 
6527 tìĕn-chí t，īng 典籍廳 
MING-CH'ING; Archives in the Directorate of Education 
(kuo-tzu chien)y headed by one Archivist (tien-chi), rank 
9b; cf. tien-pu t'ing. P34. 

6528 tiĕn-chyì 典饍 
T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Banquets, 2 palace women, 
rank 7a’ under the Directresses of Banquets (ssu-ch'i) m the 
Banquets Office {ssu-ch'i ssu) of the Food Service (shang-
shih chit). RR: intendant des repas. 

6529 tìĕn-chiĕn fāng 黠檢房 
SUNG: Office of Inspection, one each in the Chancellery 
(men-hsia sheng) and the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng)’ 
staffed by Inspectors (tien-chien); functions not clear. SP: 
chambre d'examen et de contrôle, 
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6530 tiĕn-ckiĕn ī-yào fàn-shíh 黠檢醫藥飯食 
SUNG: Inspector of Medicine and Food，duty assignment 
in the imperial palace for one officer each of the Palace 
Command {tien-ch'ien shih-wei ssu), the Metropolitan Cav-
alry Command {ma-chŭn ssu), and the Metropolitan Infan-
try Command (pu-chŭn ssu)t probably serving on some ro-
tational basis. SP; contrôleur de médecine et de nourriture. 

6531 dĕn-ckién kuān 熬檢t 
SUNG: Inspector, 20 in the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu); what 
they specifically inspected is not clear. Cf. tien-chien fang. 
SP: examinateur-contrôleur. 

6532 tìĕn-chiĕn wén-tzù 勲檢文字 
SUNG: Calligraphy Inspector, one in the Historiography 
and True Records Institute (kuo-shih shih-lu yiian), one in 
the S. Sung capital Prefecture, Lin-an fu (modern Hang-
chow). SP: examinateur-contrôleur des écritures. 

6533 tiĕn-ck’iĕn 典籤 
N-S DIV-MING: lit. ’ manager of bamboo slips: Document 
Clerk, a lowly or unranked staff member in units of ter-
ritorial administration; specific functions not clear. RR+SP: 
intendant des pièces qfficîelles. P25, 52, 69. 

6534 tièn-ch'ién chūn 殿前軍 
Paiace Army. (1 )5 DYN: common designation of the main 
military force of a regime, directly under the control of the 
ruler. (2) SUNG: abbreviation of tìen-ch'ien ma-pu chiin 
(Palace Cavalry and Infantry Armies). 

6535 tièn-ch，ién kāo-p'ìn 殿前高品 
SUNG: Palace Eunuch of High Rank, variant of chih-hou 
kao-p'in (Palace Eunuch Usher of High Rank). P68. 

6536 tièn-chHén mà-pù chăn 步軍 
SUNG: Palace Cavalry and Infantry Armies, designation 
of that part of the Imperial Armies (chin-chiin) that was 
responsible for active defense of the capital and palace un-
der the Palace Command (tien-ch'ien shih-wei ssu). SP: 
cavalerie et infantêrie devant le palais. 

6537 tìèn-ch9ién 殿前班 
SUNG: Palace Army Duty Group, assemblages of per-
sonnel or units of the Palace Cavalry and Infantry Armies 
(tien-ch'ien ma-pu chūn), apparently organized into a Left 
and a Right Duty Group (pan), which in rotation shared 
responsibility for active guard service in the capital and at 
the palace; officers in active charge were on duty assign-
ments as Commandants (tu-t'oU)’ Commanders (chih-hui 
shìh), Inspectors (yŭ-hou)t etc. SP: compagnie devant le 
palais. 

6538 tièn-chHén shè-shêng chān 殿前射生軍 
T'ANG: Army of Bowmen Shooters at Moving Targets, 
a pair of military units prefixed Left and Right, created in 
786 by being split off from the Left and Right Armies of 
Inspired Militancy (shen-wu chiin) ̂  among the Imperial 
Armies (chin-chŭn) in the Northern Command (pei-ya). See 
under ya-ch'ìen she-sheng ping. P43. 

6539 tièn-ch'ién shè-shêng hsiāng 
殿前射生廂 

T'ANG: Wing of Bowmen Shooters at Moving Targets, 
a pair of military units prefixed Left and Right, created in 
757 as a special imperial bodyguard; see under ya~ch'ien 
she-sheng ping. 

6540 tìèn-chHén shè-shēng shôu 殿前射生手 
T'ANG: variant of ya-ch'ien she-sheng ping (Bowmen 
Shooters at Moving Targets). 

6519-^540 
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6541 tièn-chHén shén-wēi chŭn 殿前神威軍 
T'ANG: Army of Inspired Awesomeness, normally ab-
breviated to shen-wei chiin, q.v. 

6542 tìèn-ck，ién skìk-wèi ssŭ 殿前侍衛司 
SUNG: Palace Command, commonly abbreviated to tien-
ch'ien ssu, administrative headquarters of one of the 2 large 
groups of armies known in the aggregate as the Imperial 
Armies {chin-chŭn) y the first-line professional forces of the 
state (see under shih-wei ch'iri-chiin ma-pu ssu, Metropol-
itan Command). Created at the beginning of the dynasty to 
avoid the decentralization of military power among regional 
warlords commonly called Military Commissioners (chieh-
tu shih}’ who now were absorbed into the central govern-
ment as Commanders-in-chief (tu chih-hui shih), rank 2b, 
or Vice Commanders-in-chief (fu tu chih-hui shih), 4a, in 
collective control of the Palace Command, while former 
Prefects (tz'u-shih) were similarly co-opted into the lesser 
posts of Commanders (chih-hui shih) or Vice Commanders 
(fu chih-hui shih), ranks not clear. These various officers 
seem to have constituted a pool of military talent from which 
the Emperor picked leaders of active attack or defense ac-
tions, then bearing such commissions as Palace Command 
Commander-general (t'ung-ling kuan), Controller-general 
(t'ung-chih kuan), Supervisory General (chiang >m-/iom), or 
Inspector (yŭ-hou). Such field commanders dispatched from 
the Palace Command v/ere commonly known also as Mar-
shals (yiian-shuaí),.Grand Marshals (ta yuan-shuai), or, more 
formally, Pacification Commissioners (hsŭan-fu shih). The 
headquarters of the Palace Command seems to have been 
staffed principally by Administrative Aides (ya-pan), prob-
ably palace eunuchs of the 4th and 5th ranks. The Palace 
Command was under the joint supervisory jurisdiction of 
the Bureau of Military Affairs {shu~mi yŭan) and the Min-
isîry of War (ping-pu), and from c. 1084 the Ministry of 
Personnel (lì-pu) administered the appointments of military 
officers as well as civil officials (see under hstìan’ yu-hsuan). 
The Palace Command existed through S. Sung, but it de-
clined in importance as the original Imperial Armies grad-
ually lost their primary role in Sung military organization 
and became little more than labor gangs at the disposal of 
the central government or those who dominated it, while 
the burden of active military defense against the Jurchen 
and then the Mongols was borne principally by regionally-
based forces (see under yŭ-ch'ien chŭn). SP: bureau devant 
le palais. 

6543 tièn-chnén ssŭ 殿前司 
SUNG: abbreviation of tien-ch'ien shih-wei ssu (Palace 
Command). 
6544 tíèn-cWién tŭ tiĕn-chiĕn ssŭ 

殿前都黠檢司 
CHIN: Palace Inspectorate-general, the chief central gov-
ernment agency in charge of military protection of the pal-
ace and the capital city, staffed with Jurchen noblemen; 
comparable to the Sung dynasty Palace Command (tien-ch'ien 
shih-wei ssu). 

6545 tiĕn-chìk 典蔬 
N-S DIV (Chou): Manager of Swine, ranked as an Ordi-
nary Serviceman (chung-shih), a member of the Ministry 
of Works (tung-kuan) apparently responsible for the pro-
visioning of pigs for eating in the palace and the central 
government. P14. 

6546 tìĕn-chíh 典直 
SUI-SUNG: Duty Attendant, 4 in T'ang, rank 9al , status 
thereafter not clear; members of the household staff of the 

Heir Apparent who monitored the coming and going of vis-
itors t traiisrnitted communications in and out, and appar-
ently maintained a kind of censorial surveillance over all 
those who dealt with the Heir Apparent. Established c. 604 
to replace the title ch'eng-chih (Duty Attendant). RR+SP: 
intendant de I'étiquette du palais intérieur de I'héritier du 
trône. 

6547 tiĕn-chìh 典製 
T'ANG-SUNG, MING: Manager of Sewing, 2 palace 
women, rank 7a，under the Directresses of Sewing (íím-
chih) in the Sewing Office {ssu-chih ssu) of the Workshop 
Service {shang-kung chŭ). RR: intendant de la confection 
des vêtements. 

6548 tièn-chíh 殿直 
SUNG: lit., to be on palace duty: one of several generic 
references to Palace Eunuchs; see huan-kuan, nei-shih, tso-
pan tien-chih, yu-pan tien-chih, chih-hou tien-chih. P68. 

6549 ûĕn-chlng chŭ 典經局 or tiĕn-ckīng 
fāng 坊 

N-S DIV; Editorial Service in the household of the Heir 
Apparent, staffed with 8 Librarians (hsien-ma) in Liang and 
N. Ch'i; antecedent of the Sui and later ssu-ching chŭ. P26. 

6550 tién-chiù 典廄 
SUNG: Manager of Stables in the Court of the Imperial 
Stud {t'ai-p'u ssu)y number and status not clear, but pre-
sumably counterpart(s) of the T'ang Directors (ling) of the 
Office of the Imperial Stables (tien-chiu shu). SP: intendant 
des écuries. 

6551 tién�hiù shŭ 典廐署 
T'ANG: Offîce of the Imperial Stables, one of 4 major 
Offices (shu) in the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu)t 
responsible for managing the horses, cattle, and other do-
mestic animals kept at the capital by the Court for palace 
use; headed by 2 Directors (ling)，rank 7b2. RR: office de 
i'intendance des écuries de Vempereur. 

6552 tìèn^chù 甸祝 
CHOU: Offeror of Hunting Prayers^ 2 ranked as Junior 
Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan) who conducted sacrifices and prayers at the 
beginning of royal hunting expeditions. CL: officier des 
prìères faites aux chasses impériales, invocateur des chasses. 

6553 tìèn-chuàn 殿撰 
MING-CH'ING: lit” abbreviated from tien-shih (Palace 
Examination) and hsiu-chuan (Senior Compiler): unofficial 
reference to a Principal Graduate (chuang-yŭan) in the 
Palace Examination, the final stage of the triennial civil ser-
vice recruitment examination sequence, who was com-
monly appointed Senior Compiler in the Hanlin Academy 
(han-lin yŭan). 

6554 tièn-chuàn t，īng 典饌廳、 
MING: Provisioning Office, a foods service in the Direc-
torate of Education (kuo-tzu chien), also authorized for each 
Princely Administration (wang-fu); headed by one or more 
Managers of Provisions (tien-chuan), possibly unranked. 
P23, 69. 

6555 tiĕn-chūng 典鐘 
T'ANG, LIAO: lit., in charge of bells or clocks: Time 
Keeper in the T'ang Bureau of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien t'ai) 
and the Liao Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien) ; un-
ranked, totaling more than 300 at times in T'ang; specific 
functions not clear, but were associated with clepsydras or 
water clocks and with Time Drummers (tien-ku). RR: in-
tendant des cloches. P35. 
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6556 tièn-chŭng 殿中 
LIAO: Palace Administrator, head of the Palace Admin-
istration Office {tien-chung ssu); also see tìen-chung ts'ao. 
P38. 

6557 tìèn-chŭng ckiăng-chŭn 殿中將軍 
N-S DIV (Ch'i-Liang): General of the Palace, 10 ap-
pointed under each of 2 Commandants (shuai) who con-
trolled the military forces in the establishment of the Heir 
Apparent; antecedents of the later Commandants of the Ten 
Guard Commands (shih shmi-fu) of the Heir Apparent. P26. 

6558 tièn-chūng chiĕn 殿中監 
(1) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei-S. Dyn.): Palace Directorate, 
ì minor unit in the central government established in the 
last years of Later Han by the warlord-dictator Ts'ao Ts'ao 
and continued through the S. Dynasties, headed by a Di-
rector (also chien; see under #2 below); responsible for 
supervising and provisioning the inq>erial household’ staffed 
with non-eunuch dignitaries; gradually subordinated to the 
developing Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng). 
(2) N-S DIV: Director of the Palace, non-eunuch head of 
the Palace Directorate described under (1) above, com-
monly assisted by a Vice Director (lang). In Ch'i and Liang 
both Inner (nei) and Outer (wai) Directors were appointed, 
perhaps indicating a division of the Palace Directorate into 
eunuch and non-eunuch segments; but during this era pal-
ace women and eunuchs were most commonly under the 
general supervision of the Chamberlain for Palace Reve-
nues (shao-fu) through various subordinates. (3) N-S DIV 
(N. Ch'i): Director of the Palace Attendance Service {tìen-
chung chŭ, q . v . ) . � T，ANG~SUNG: Director of the Pal-
ace Administration (tien-chung sheng, q.v.). (5) CH'ING: 
unofficial, archaic reference to the Imperial Household 
I>epartment (nei-wu fu). P9’ 37. 

6559 tièn-chūng chu 殿中局 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Palace Administration, a non-eunuch 
unit in the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) in general charge 
of administering and provisioning the imperial palace; headed 
by 4 Directors (chien); apparently successor of the earlier 
tien-chung shang-shu and tien-chung lang and antecedent 
of the Sui tien-nei chŭ. P37. 

6560 tìĕn-chŭngfèng-ck，èngláng殿中.乘鄭 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei); Court Gentleman for the Im-
perial Livery, rank 5b2, under the Director of the Palace 
(tien-chung chien); apparently in charge of all horses and 
carriages used by palace personnel. P37. 

6561 tìèn-chŭng shĕng 殿中省 
Lit., department for (those) inside the palace halls: Palace 
Administration, a central government agency generally re-
sponsible for administering and provisioning the imperial 
palace，to be distinguished from organizations of pialace 
eunuchs, e.g., those described in various nei-shih entries. 
(1) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): occasionally found as a vari-
ant or unofficial reference to the Palace Directorate {tien-
chung chien) established by the dictator Ts'ao Ts’ao in the 
waning Han years. (2) T'ANG-SUNG: originated in 618 as 
a renamed tien-nei sheng, q.v., inherited from Sui; from 
622 to 670 variantly named chung-yŭfu. Headed by a Di-
rector {chien)y rank 3a, with the aid of 2 Vice Directors 
(shao-chien), 4b, and 2 Assistant Directors {ch'eng), 5b. In 
Sung these ranks slipped, e.g., to 4b for the Director, and 
the agency was often overseen by a Supervisor (p'an sheng-
shih). The Palace Administration included 6 subsidiary Ser-
vices (chŭ), each headed by 2 Chief Stewards (feng-yŭ)t 
5a，and several Foremen (chih-chàng)’ 7a, in T'ang; in Sung 
the whole battery was controlled by a Supervisor of the Six 

Services (t'ì-chŭ liu shang-chū) and a Manager (kou-tang 
众Mtm). The Six Services (liu chŭ, liu shang-chŭ, liu shang) 
were the Food Service {shang-shih chŭ), Medicines Service 
{shang-yao chŭ), Clothing Service (shang-i chŭ�’ Accom-
modations Service (shang-she chŭ), Sedan-chair Service 
(shang-lien chŭ), and Livery Service (shang-ch'eng chŭ)\ 
in Sung the last of these was replaced by a Wines Service 
(shang-yùn shu). Until 735 the Palace Administration also 
managed an Imperial Treasury (t'ien-fu tsang). In Sung var-
ious other agencies were assigned to the Administration for 
supervision: a Minor Gifts Storehouse {ch'in-i k'u) managed 
jointly by official and eunuch Supervisors (chien-kuan); an 
Imperial Wardrobe (shang-i k'u) managed jointly by a 
Commissioner (shih) and 2 eunuch Supervisors; from 976 
a Special Gifts Storehouse (nei i-wu k'u) managed jointly 
by official and eunuch Supervisors; from 1103 an Imperial 
Dispensary (yŭ-yao yŭan) managed by a eunuch Manager 
(kou-tang kuan) and a Storehouse of Court Ritual Regalia 
{ch'ao-fu fa~wu k'u) managed jointly by official and eunuch 
Supervisors. Nevertheless, in Sung the executive posts in 
the Palace Administration were normally sinecures for im-
perial in-laws and other palace favorites, and active super-
vision of palace administration became increasingly the re-
sponsibility of the Court of Palace Attendants (hsiian-hui 
yiian, q.v.). In S. Sung the various tien-chung titles fell 
into disuse. RR+SP: département du service domestique de 
I'empereur. P37, 38. 

6562 tièn-chŭng shih yU-shíh 殿中侍御史 
N-S DIV (Chin)-MING: Palace Censor, members of the 
Palace Bureau (tien-yuan) of the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai), 
deriving from the Attendant Censors (shih yŭ-shih) under 
the Han dynasty's Palace Aide to the Censor-in-chief (yu-
shih chung-ch'eng), who maintained a duty station in the 
palace called the Orchid Pavilion (lan-t'ai); responsible for 
maintaining censorial surveillance over palace personnel and 
members of the outer officialdom who had occasion to en-
ter the palace. In the era of N-S Division fluctuated in num-
ber from 2 to as many as 14 in N. Wei, also in rank be-
tween 5b and 8b. Sui changed the designation to tien-nei 
shih yii-shih, and in c. 604 Emperor Yang deprived the 
Censorate of its traditional palàce outpost and strengthened 
its surveillance over the outer officialdom. In T'ang Palace 
Censors increased from 6 to 9 in numbèr, had rank 7a, and 
exercised broad surveillance powers over the conduct of of-
ficials in court audience and over the management of im-
perial finances in the Imperial Granaries (t'ai'ts'ang) and 
the Left Vault (íjo-wo/i^). In Sung and Yiian they num-
bered 2 and rose in rank from 7a to 4a. In early Ming their 
number was not specified and they ranked 5a, but only till 
1376’ when the Palace Bureau and its personnel were fi-
nally discontinued. RR+SP: censeur dé la cour des affaires 
du palais. P18. 

6563 tìèn-chŭng ssū 殿中司 
(1) LIAO: Palace Administration Office, apparently a non-
eunuch agency of the Southern Administration (nan-mien) 
responsible for overseeing general service administration of 
the imperial palace; headed by a Palace Administrator (tien-
chung) and a Palace Administration Aide (tien-ch'eng); su-
pervised 6 subsidiary Services (chŭ) in the pattern of T'ang*s 
Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng). P38. (2) YŭAN: 
variant of tien-yiian (Palace Bureau in the Censorate, yū-
shih t'ai). 
6564 tìèn-chŭng ssŭ-mă tū 殿中司馬督 
N-S DIV: Palace Commander , a subaltern of the Capital 
Commahdant {chung ling-cHūn). 
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6565 tièn-chŭng ts'áo 殿中曹 ox: tìen-chung 
(1) N-S DIV (Ch'i, Liang, N. Wei): Section for Paiace 
AfTairs, one of 3 or 4 Sections (ts'ao) in the Ministry of 
Sacrifices (tz'u-pu) in the developing Department of State 
Affairs (shang-shu sheng); headed by a Director (lang, lang-
chung). P9. (2) N-S DIV (N. Wei): Ministry Of Palace 
Affairs, one of the more important units in the dynasty ’s 
unstable Department of State Affairs; headed by a Minister 
(shang-shu).，early in the 400s had great influence over mil-
itary affairs and revenues as well as administration of the 
imperial palace, but by the end of the 400s had lost most 
of this influence and was in charge of palace ceremonial 
matters; supervised Sections (also ts'ao) for Palace Affairs 
(also tien-chung), for Palace Service (chih-shih), for the 
Three Dukes (san kung�’ and for Communications and Horse 
Breeding (chia-pu)7 each headed by a Director (lang, lang-
chung). P9. (3) N-S DIV (N. Wei): one of 4 major Sections 
in the Ministry of Palace Affairs (see #2 above). P9. 

6566 ŭèn-chŭng yŭ-shĭh 殿中御史 
Common variant of tien-chung shih yŭ-shih (Palace Cen-
sor). 
6567 tìĕn-chŭ 典舉 
T'ANG: Examination Manager, a duty assignment for a 
Vice Director (yiian-wai lang) of the Evaluations Bureau 
(k'ao-kung) in the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) t to partic-
ipate in administering civil service recruitment examina-
tions. 

6568 tiĕn-chān 典軍 
(1) HAN: Control Army’ one of 8 capital-defense forces 
organized at the end of Han； see pa hsiao-wei (Eight Com-
mandants). (2) T'ANG-YŬAN: Escort Brigade Com-
mander, 2, rank 5al in T’ang’ not clear in Sung, 7b in 
Yuan, leaders of the Personal Guard Garrison {ch'in-shih 
fu) in a Princely Establishment {wang-fu). RR+SP: colonel 
de la garde d'un prince. P69. 

6569 tién-chun 典郡 
HAN: lit” manager of a Commandery: unofficial reference 
to a Regional Inspector {tz'u-shih) or a Commandery 
Governor (t'ai-shou). 
6570 tiĕn<hun ssū 典軍司 
YŭAN: variant of ch'in-shih fu (Personal Guard Garrison 
in a Princely Establishment, wang-fu)- P 6 9 -
6571 tiĕn-fă tà-ch'én 典法大臣 
HAN: lit” grand minister manager of the law: unofficial 
reference to a Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu) ̂  
6572 tiĕn-fà ts'áo 典法曹 
HAN: Section for Laws under the Chamberlain for Law 
Enforcement (t'ing-weí); specific functions not clear, but 
presumably headed by an Administrator (yŭan-shih). HB: 
bureau for the direction of laws. 

6573 tìĕn-fān shŭ 典蕃署 
SUI: briefly from c. 604 the official variant of tien-k'o shu 
(Offîce of Receptions in the Court of State Ceremonial, 
hung-lu ssu). Pl l-
6574 tìĕn-fŭ 典府 
N-S DIV-T'ANG: Manager of Supplies, more than one 
subofficial on the staff of each Princely Establishment (wang-

normally led by a Director (chang�’ in T'ang rank 9a2. 
:intendant des magasins. P69. 

6575 Hén-fŭ 典服 
T'ANG: Clothier, 12 (or 30?) non-official woricers in the 

Palace Attendance Service {nei-chih chù) in the household 
of the Heir Apparent. RR: intendant des vêtements. 

6576 Hén-fŭ chèng 典服正 
MING: Director of the Wardrobe, rank 7a, in a Princely 
Establishment (wang-fu). P69. 

6577 tién fù-kŭng 典婦功 
CHOU; Manager of Palace Women's Work, 2 ranked as 
Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-
kuan) responsible for directing the craft work of palace 
women, who produced clothing and other objects for use 
by the ruler and his principal wives. CL: directeur du tra-
vail des femmes. 

6578 tiĕn-hàn 典翰 
T'ANG: Plume Maker (?), 8 or 10 non-official workers in 
the Palace Attendance Service (nei-chih chŭ) in the house-
hold of the Heir Apparent. RR: intendant des insignes en 
plumes. 

6579 tiên-hsí 典臬 
CHOU: Manager of Hemp, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) 
who received and stored hempen and coarser cloth paid as 
taxes. CL: directeur du chanvre en fd. 

6580 tìén-hsí 典璽 
T'ANG: Seal Keeper, 4 non-official workers in the Palace 
Attendance Service (nei-chih chu) in the household of the 
Heir Apparent; abolished in the early 700s. RR: intendant 
des sceaux. 
6581 iièn-hsià 殿下 
Lit” below the Hall; variant of pi-ksia (Your Majesty). 
(1) N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： form used in speaking to the ruler. 
(2) TANG: form used in speaking to the Empress or the 
Heir Apparent. 
6582 tUn-hsīng 典星 
HAN: Star Watcher, number and rank not clear, on the 
staff of the Grand Astrologer (t'ai-shih ling)-, from A.D. 89 
assisted by Expectant Star Watchers (tien-hsing tai-chao), 
P35. 

6583 tièn hsiŭ-chuàn 殿修撰 
SUNG: Senior Compiler of the Academy, quasiofficial 
reference to an Academician (hsŭeh-shih) of the Academy 
of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan). SP: 
rédacteur du palais, lettré du palace où Von rassemble les 
sages. 
6584 Hĕn-hsûéh 典學 
N-S DIV-TANG: Teaching Aide, 2 to 4, apparently un-
ranked subofficials, members of the Directorate of Edu-
cation (kuo-tzu chien) or its predecessor the National Uni-
versity (t'ai-hsŭeh); in T'ang reportedly responsible for 
copying study materials. RR: intendant des études. P34. 

6585 tìĕn-hsuéh ts'ŭng-shìh 典學從事 
N-S DIV: Educational Aide on the staff of a Regional In-
spector (tz'u-shih), with general responsibility for all edu-
cational activities in the Region (chou); also found in some 
Commanderies (chŭn). See ch'ŭan-hsŭeh ts'ung-shih. P51, 
67. 

6586 tìĕn-hù 典護 “ 
SUI: Manager of Security, one appointed for each tnbu-
tary chief or envoy under the jurisdiction of the Court for 
Dependencies (hung-lu); an ad hoc duty assignment, not a 
regular post. P l l . 
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6587 tìén-í 典儀 
(1) SUI-T'ANG: Supervisor of Rites，2，rank %2, cere-
monial escorts and ushers on the staff of the Tribunal of 
Receptions (yeh-che t'ai); introduced important visitors to 
the Emperor in court audiences and other ceremonies. RR: 
intendant des cérémonies officielles. P3; (2) CH'ING: 
Manager of Ceremonies, one or 2, rank 4b to 8a, on the 
staff of each Princely Establishment (wang-fu) and Prin-
cesses Establishment (kung-chu fu). BH: assistant major-
domo. P69. 

6588 tiin-ī 典衣 
rANG-SUNG: Manager of Clothing, 2 palace women, 
rank 7a, under the Directresses of Clothing (ssu-i) in the 
Clothing Office (ssu-i ssu) of the Wardrobe Service (shang-
fu chŭ). RR: intendant des vêtements du harem. 

6589 tìĕn'ī ching 典鶚丞 
N-S DIV (Liang, Ch'i): Medical Aide in a Princely Estab-
lishment (wang-fu). P69. 

6590 tìĕn4 chiĕn 典儀監 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Supervisor of Ceremonies, rank 5b 1 ’ 
in the Court for Dependencies {hung-lu ssu). P33. 
6591 tìèn-ì ckién 典韁監 
YUAN: Directorate of Medicine in the establishment of 
the Heir Apparent’ staffed with non-official Palace Physi-
cians (t'ai-i); headed by a Supervisor (chien), rank 3a; cre-
ated in 1294 (1307?) in a reorganization of the Office of 
Medication (tien-i shu); abolished in 1311, re-established 
in 1329. P36. 

6592 tién4 lù-shìh 典儀錄事 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： Office Manager for Ceremonial, head 
of the Reception Service (tao-k'o chu) in the establishment 
of the Heir Apparent. P33. 

6593 tìĕn-î skŭ 典醫署 
YUAN: Office of Medication in the establishment of the 
Heir Apparent, staffed with non-official Palace Physicians 
(t'ai-i); head Tanked 5b, title not clear; absorbed into the 
new Directorate of Medicine (tien-i chien) in 1294 (1307?); 
re-established in 1326, in 1329 again absorbed into the Di-
rectorate of Medicine. P36. 

6594 tf如典儀所 
MING: Ceremonies Of fke in a Princely Establishment 
(wang-Ju), headed by a Director (cheng), rank 9a. P69. 

6 5 9 5 tién Uyŭèh 典夷樂 
N-S DIV (Chou): Foreign Music-master, number unspec-
ified, ranked as Oidinary Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a) and 
Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih; 9a), under Musicians-in-chief 
(ta ssu-yŭeh) in the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan). P10. 

6596 ŭĕn-jáng 典禳 
HAN: Exorcist, 2, probably non-officials, on the staff of 
the Grand Astrologer (t'ai-shih ling), in charge of prayers 
and sacrifices intended to drive off unfavorable influences. 
HB: director of sacrifices to expel evil influences. 

6597 tién-jùi 典瑞 
Manager of Seals. (1) CHOU: 2 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan), apparently responsible for management of the 
royal seals. CL: conservateur des tablettes marquées des 
sceaux qfficìels. (2) N-S DIV (Chou): number unspecified, 

• ranked as Ordinary Servicemen and Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Rites. P9. 

6598 tìén-jàiyŭàn 典瑞院 
YŭAN: Imperial Seals Commission, apparently an auton-

omous agency of the central government in charge of keep-
ing and authorizing use of the imperial seals; staffing not 
clear. 

6599 tìén-jŭng wèi 典戎衛 
T'ANG: Militant Guard , from 662 to 670 the official re-
designation of the Defense Guard Command (wei shuai-fu) 
in the establishment of the Heir Apparent. P26. 

6600 tiĕn-k，d 典客 
(1) CH'IN-HAN: Chamberlain for Dependencies, one of 
the Nine Chamberlains {chiu ch'ing) of the central govern-
ment, rank 2,000 bushels in Han; managed relations with 
submitted alien tribes and in early Han with enfeoffed Princes 
(wang) and Marquises (hou); in 144 B.C. retitled ta-hsing 
ling, then in 104 B.C. ta hung-lu. HB: director of guests. 
P33. (2) T'ANG-SUNG: Custodian of Foreign Visitors, 
as many as 13 apparently unranked suboffícials in the Of-
fice of Receptions (tien-k'o shu) of the Court of State Cer-
emonial (hung-lu ssu), who looked after the needs of im-
portant foreign visitors at court. RR+SP: intendant des hâtes. 
P l l . (3) CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Minister 
(shang-shu) of the Court of Colonial AfTairs (li-fan yiian). 
BH: president of the court of colonial affairs. 

6601 Hĕn-k'ō 典科 
C H W G : Principal of a Departmental Medical School, 
head of a Medical School (i-hsŭeh) established by a De-
partment (chou), certified by the Ministry of Rites (lí-pu) 
and under supervision of the Provincial Administration 
Commission (ch'eng-hsuan pu-cheng shih ssu). BH: de-
partmental physician. 

6602 tìĕn.k’d chiēn 典客監 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Supervisor of Dependencies, rank 5bl, 
a central government offîcial; organizational affiliations not 
clear, but apparently supervised a Director of Receptions 
(chu-k'o ling). P l l . 

6603 tiĕn-k'd kuăn 典客館 
N-S DIV (Liang, Ch'en): Bureau of Receptions under the 
Chamberlain for Dependencies (ta hung-lu); headed by a 
Director (ling), rank 7b (?). See k'o-kuan. P l l . 

6604 tìĕn-k'ò ŭng 典客令 
N-S DIV (Chin): Manager of Receptions on the staff of 
the Chamberlain for Dependencies、如 hung-lu); assisted by 
an Aide (ch'eng). P l l . 
6605 tiĕn-k'd shŭ 典客署 
N-S DIV <N. Ch’i)~T，ANG, CHIN: Office of Receptions 
under the Court of State Ceremonial (hung-lu wm) through 
T’ang’ in Chin under the Court Ceremonial Institute {hsUan-
hui yŭan); responsible for attending to the needs of impor-
tant foreign visitors; headed by one or 2 Directors (ling)’ 
rank 7b in T'ang, 6b in Chin. RR: office de Vintendance 
des hôtes. P l l . 
6606 tìĕn-kŭ 典鼓 
T'ANG, LIAO: Time Drummer，unspecified numbers, un-
ranked, in the T'ang Bureau of Astronomy {ssu-t'ien t'ai) 
and the Liao Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien), 
also 12 in the T'ang Court of the Watches (lei-keng ssu) in 
the establishment of the Heir Apparent; gave time signals 
with drums in conformity with the operation of clepsydras. 
See tien-chung (Time Keepet). RR: intendant des tam-
bours. P26, 35. 
6607 tiĕnkùng-ckă 典賈舉 
T'ANG: Chief Examiner, duty assignment for a court of-
ficial to supervise a civil service recruitment examination. 
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6608 tiĕn-lì 典曆 
N-S DIV： Calendar Maker , variable number, rank not 
s ^ i f i e d , on the staff of the Grand Astrologer {t'ai-shih ling). 

6609 tìên-tt 典吏 
YUAN: Clerk, unranked subofficials found in large num-
bers both in central government agencies and in units of 
territorial administration. P5, 6，12, 13’ etc. 

6610 tìĕn4ŭ 典路 
CHOU: Manager of the Royal Chariots, 2 ranked as Or-
dinary Servicemen (chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Service-
men (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Rites {ch'un-
kuan) who looked after the 5 special t>pes of chariots (called 
/m) in which the King and his Queen rode on ceremonial 
occasions. CL: conservateur des chars. 

6611 tìĕn-mìng 典命 
CHOU: Manager of Titles of Honor, 2 ranked as Ordinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan) who apparently handled paperwork concern-
ing the award of titles known as the Nine Honors (chiu 
ming)，which determined the kinds, numbers, and sizes of 
residences, chariots’ gowns, etc., to which nobles and of-
ficials were entitled. CL: conservateur des brevets. 

6612 tiĕn-mŭ 典牡 
N-S DIV (Chou), SUNG: Manager of Herds, ranked as 
Senior Servicemen (shang-shih) and Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih) in Chou of the era of N-S Division, members 
of the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan); in Sung rank not clear, 
members of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u 
Cf. tien-p'in. SP: intendant des élevages. P31. 

6613 tìĕn-mŭ shŭ 典牧署 
SUI—T’ANG: Office of Herds, one of 4 major units in the 
Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu), headed by 3 Di-
rectors (ling), rank 8a; nominally in overall charge of all 
imperial herds and the provisioning of the palace and cen-
tral government with meat and milk products，but the herds 
were under the direct control of Directorates of Horse Pas-
turages (mu-chien) throughout North China. RR: office de 
I'intendance des élevages. P31. 

6614 tìén-nèi 典內 
SUI—"TANG, SUNG: Palace Manager，head of the Inner 
Quarters (nei-fang), apparently a eunuch agency providing 
intimate services for the Heir Apparent; also see nei-shih 
sheng. SP: chef de service du palais intérieur de la maison 
de I'héritier du trône. P26. 

6615 tìèn-nèi chiēn 殿內監 
SUI: Director of the Palace Administration; see tien-nei 
sheng, at the beginning of T'ang (618) renamed tien-chung 
sheng, q.v. Sometimes mistaken as an agency name rather 
than the title of the agency head. RR: direction du service 
domestique de Vempereur. P37, 38. 

6616 tièn-nèi chá 殿內局 
(1) N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Palace Attendance Service, a non-
eunuch agency in the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent {men-
hsiafang), headed by 2 Directors of Palace Attendants (nei-
chih chien); subsequently renamed nei-chih chŭ, q.v. Dis-
tinguish from the N. Ch’i tien-chung chŭ (Palace Admin-
istration) serving the imperial palace. P26. (2) SUI: Palace 
Administration, a revival of the N. Ch’i agency described 
in (1) above as a non-eunuch subdivision of the Chancellery 
(men-hsia sheng) in general charge of administering and 
provisioning the imperial palace; headed by 2 Directors 
{chien), rank 5a or 5b; in 607 raised to the status of a De-

tien-pu 
partment (sheng), replacing the Palace Domestic Service 
{nei-shih sheng) as one of the Five Departments (wu sheng) 
in the top echelon of the central government, although it 
remained under the supervision of the Chancellery. Also 
see tien-chung sheng. P37. 

6617 tìèn-nèi shĕng 殿內省 
su i : Palace Administration, changed from tien-nei chŭ, 
q.v., in 607, then in 618 renamed tien-chung sheng, q.v.; 
under the jurisdiction of the Chancellery {men-hsia sheng), 
generally responsible for administering and provisioning the 
imperial palace; a non-eunuch agency headed by 2 Direc-
tors (chien), rank 5a or 5b, and including 6 subsidiary Ser-
vices (chŭ): Food Service (shang-shih chu), Medicines Ser-
vice (shang-yao chŭ), Clothing Service (shang-i chu), 
Accommodations Service (shang-she chŭ), Livery Service 
(shang-ch'eng chu), and Sedan-chair Service {shang-lien 
chŭ), each headed by 2 Chief Stewards ifeng-yū) assisted 
by several Foremen (chih-chang). Cf. nei-shih sheng. P37. 

6618 tièn-nèi shih yŭ-shĭh 殿內侍御史 
SUI: variant of the standard designation tien-chung shih yū-
shih (Palace Censor). P18. 

6619 tìên-nŭng shŭ 典農署 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Agriculture OfHce, one of 3 provi-
sioning agencies at the capital under the Chamberlain for 
the Palace Revenues (t'ai-fu), headed by a Director (ling), 
rank 8 or 9. P37. 

6620 tiĕn-păo 典寶 
T'ANG-MING: Manager of Seals，2 to 4 palace women, 
rank 7a, under the Directresses of Seals (ssu-pao) in the 
Seals Ofice (ssu-pao ssu) of the Wardrobe Service (shang-
fu chŭ). RR: intendant des sceaux. 

6621 tiĕn-păo sð 典寶所 
MING: Seals Office in a Princely Establishment (wang-fu)t 
headed by a Director (cheng), rank 8a. P69. 
6622 tiĕn-p，áo 典疱 
N-S DIV (Chou): Manager of the Kitchen, ranked as an 
Ordinary Serviceman (chung-shih; 8a); organizational af-
filiation not clear. 
6623 din-pin 典窗 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Visitors, 2 palace women, 
rank 7a’ under the Directresses of Visitors (ssu-pin) in the 
Visitors Office (ssu-pin ssu) of the Ceremonial Service 
(shang-i chŭ). RR: intendant des visites du harem. (2) Un-
official reference to the Bureau of Receptions (chu-k'o ssu) 
in the Ministry of Rites (It-pu). 

6624 tiĕn-p'ìn 典牝 
N-S DIV (Chou): Manager of Mares, number not speci-
fied, ranked as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih) and Ordi-
nary Servicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of 
War (hsia-kuan); apparently responsible for the breeding of 
military mounts. Cf. tien-mu. P31. 

6625 tién-pīng 典兵 
SUNG: Troop Commander , an active militaiy duty as-
signment sometimes awarded to eunuchs in the early reigns 
of the dynasty. 
6626 tìĕn-pù 典簿 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Registration, 2 palace 
women, rank 7a, under the Directresses of Registration (ssu-
pu) in the Registration Office (ssu-pu ssu) of the General 
Palace Service (ssu-kung chŭ), RR: intendant des registres 
du harem. (2) YUAN-CH'ING: Archivist, rank 7 or lower, 
found in both agencies of the central government and units 
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of territorial administration; in Ming and Ch’ing was com-
monly head of a subdivision called an Archive (tien-pu t'ing); 
not significantly different from tien-chi (Archivist). BH: 
senior archivist. P15, 23, 25, etc. 

6627 tiĕn-pù fīng 典簿廳 
MING-CH'ING: Archive, a subdivision in many central 
government agencies, headed by an Archivist (tien-pu)t rank 
7 or lower. BH: record office. P23, 27, 30, etc. 

6628 tién-shàn 典鼠 
T’AKG: Fan Maker, 8 or 10 unranked subofficials or non-
official specialists in the Palace Attendance Service (nei-
chih chŭ) in the household of the Heir Apparent. RR; in-
tendant des éventails. 

6629 tién-shàn 典膳 
Manager of Foods. (1) T'ANG-SUNG: 2 palace women, 
rank 7a, under the Directresses of Foods (ssu-shan) in the 
Foods Office (ssu-shan ssu) of the Food Service (shang-
shih chŭ). RR: intendant des mets exquis. (2) SUNG-MING: 
rank 6 or lower officials found in the Sung establishment 
of the Heir Apparent and in Ming Princely Establishments 
(wang-fu) t also in the Ming Directorate of Education (kuo-
tzu chien) till 1380, then retitled tien-chuan (Manager of 
Provisions; see tien-chuan t'ing). P34, 69. 

6630 tiĕn-shàn chiĕn 典膳監 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i)~T’ANG: Supervisor of Foods, until 
662 title of the head of the Foods Service {tien-shan chŭ) 
in the establishment of the Heir Apparent; thereafter titled 
lang (Director). 

6631 tìèn-shàn chu 典膳局 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i)~T’ANG: Foods Service in the estab-
lishment of the Heir Apparent, headed by one or 2 Super-
visors (chien) till 662, thereafter by 2 Directors (long), rank 
6b2. RR: service de la nourriture de I'héritier du trône, 
P26. 

6632 tìén-shàn sð 典膳所 
MING: Foods Office in a Princely Establishment (wang-
fu), headed by a Director (cheng), rank 8a. P69. 

6633 tíén-shè 典設 
T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Interior Maintenance，2 pal-
ace women, rank 7a, under the Directresses of Interior 
Maintenance (ssu-she) in the Interior Maintenance Office 
(ssu-she ssu) of the Housekeeping Service {shang-ch'in chŭ), 
RR: intendant de I'arrangement intérieur du harem. 

6634 tìin-shè chu 典設局 
Household Affairs Service. (1) TANG, LIAO: a unit of 
the Left Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (tso ch'un-fang) t 
headed by a Director (lang), rank 6b2 in T'ang; in charge 
of preparing hot baths, providing lanterns, and making 
other domestic arrangements for the Heir Apparent*s quar-
ters. RR: service de I'arrangement intérieur du palais de 
I'héritier du trône. P26. (2) YUAN: a unit of the Regency 
(liu-shou ssu) at Shang-tu; renamed from tien-she shu in 
1311; apparently headed by a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-
shih), rank not clear; responsible for preparing the Emper-
or's quarters at the Mongol summer capital. P49. 

6635 tiĕn-shè shŭ 典設署 
YŭAN: Household Affairs Office, a unit of the Regency 
{liu-shou ssu) at Shang-tu; in 1311 renamed tien-she chŭ. 
P49. 

6636 tiĕn-shèng 典乘 
T'ANG: Manager út Chariot Horses, 4’ rank 9b2, mem-
bers of the Stables Office (chiu-ma shu) in the Livery Ser-

vice of the Heir Apparent {t'ai-tzu p'u-ssu); managed the 
Heir Apparent's chariot horses whenever he appeared in 
public. RR: intendant des aítelages. 

6637 tìén-shìh 典事 
(1) T’ANG: Manager or Foreman, middling or lowly of-
ficials found in many agencies of the central government 
and in specialized territorial agencies, e.g., in the Office 
of Female Services (ì-t'ing chŭ) of the Palace Domestic Ser-
vice (nei-shih sheng), at various Imperial Mausolea (iing)， 
at frontier passes (kuan), in the Weaving and Dyeing Office 
(chih-jan shu) of the Directorate of Imperial Manufactories 
(shao-fu chien). RR: intendant des affaires. P10, 28，29, 
etc. (2) CHIN-YŭAN; Offîce Manager, 2’ rank 7b, in the 
Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai); in 1270 retitled tu-shih. P18. 

6638 Hĕn-shĭh 典史 
(1) YUAN-CHWG: Clerk, unranked subofficial; in Yuan 
found at all levels of the governmental hierarchy, thereafter 
normally found only at the District (hsien) level, sometimes 
with function-specifying prefixes such as kuan-ho (Con-
troller of Waterways), but probably most commonly in the 
sense indicated in (2) below. P9, 20，32, etc. (2) MING-
CH’1NG: District Jailor, unranked subofficial who served 
as the District Magistrate's (chih-hsien) police agent and 
presided over the District jail. BH: jail warden. P54. 

6639 tién-shìh 典飾 
T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Adornments, 2 palace women, 
rank 7a, under the Directresses of Adornments (ssu-shih) 
in the Adornments Office (ssu-shih ssu) of the Wardrobe 
Service (shang-fu chii). RR: intendant des parures du ha-
rem. 

6640 tièn-shìh 殿試 
SUNG-CH'ING: Palace Examination, the final stage in 
any sequence of civil service recruitment examinations be-
ginning in 975’ normally a one-day examination that con-
finned and listed in order of excellence all passers of the 
Metropolitan Examination (sheng-shih, hui-shih); until 1057 
also eliminated some such passers. This examination was 
prepared and presided over by the Emperor in person or’ 
more commonly, by a special surrogate. In Ming and Ch'ing 
times, the degree Metropolitan Graduate (chin-shih) was 
awarded only after completion of the Palace Examination. 

6641 tièn-shih 甸師 
CHOU; Master of the Hinterland, 2 ranked as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih) t members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-
kuan) who generally supervised the administration of the 
royal domain beyond the environs of the capital, especially 
overseeing the cultivation of the King's own lands; also re-
portedly responsible for executing members of the royal 
family who were sentenced to death. CL: préposé au ter-
ritoire hors banlieue. 

6642 tìén-shū 典書 
T'ANG-MING: Library Clerk, unranked subofficials found 
in many specialized agencies such as the Institute for the 
Advancement of Literature (hung-wen kuan), the Imperial 
Archives ipi-kó), and the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu 
chien); not appointed after very early Ming. RR: intendant 
des livres. SP: préposé aux livres. P23，25, 30，34. 

6643 tiĕn-shŭ 典署 
MING: Manager, rank 7a, heád of each Office (shu) under 
the Directorate of Imperial Parks (shang-lin yŭan-chìen), 
e.g., Offîce of Husbandry (liang-mu shu). P40. 

6644 tìén-shù 典術 
CH'ING: Principal of a Department Geomancy School 
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(yin-yang hsueh), unranked; certified by the Ministry of Rites 
(lĭ-pu) and supervised by the Provincial Administration 
Commission {ch'eng-hsiian pu-cheng shih ssu). Had some 
responsibility for the control of fortune-tellers, entertainers, 
women dentists, mid wives, etc., in a Department {chou). 
BH: departmental inspector of petty professions. 

6645 tìĕn-shùfāng 典書坊 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i)-T'ANG: Archive of the Heir Appar-
ent, a major unit in the Household Administration of the 
Heir Apparent (chan-shih fu) headed by 4 then 2 Mentors 
(shu-tzu); from 652 to 670 retitled yu ch'un-fang (Right 
Secretariat of the Heir Apparent), then in 711 (707?) given 
that title permanently. The staff included Secretaries (chung 
she-jen, she-jen), Advisers (yŭ-té), Admonishers (tsan-shan), 
etc. P26. 

6646 tiĕn shŭ-kuô 典屬國 
CH’IN-HAN, N-S DIV (N. Wei): Supervisor of Depen-
dent Countries, an autonomous member of the central 
government, rank 2,000 bushels in Han, responsible for re-
lations with non-Chinese peoples who accepted Chinese 
overlordship; terminated in 28 B.C., his functions being 
taken over by the Chamberlain for Dependencies (ta hung-
lu). In N. Wei the title reappeared, but possibly only as an 
unofficial reference to the Chamberlain for Dependencies. 
HB: director of dependent states. PI7. 

6647 tién-shāfìng 典書令 
N-S DIV: Archivist, rank 7 or 8，in Princely Establish-
ments (wang-fu) and some other administrative establish-
ments of members of the nobility such as Princess's Estab-
lishments (kung-chu fu), P65, 69. 

6648 tiĕn-shŭ ssū 典展司 
CH'ING: lit.’ office for managing dependencies: Outer 
Mongolian Bureau in the Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan 
yiian), principally responsible for China's relations with the 
Dzungars and Tibetans; cf. ch'i-chi ssu (Inner Mongolian 
Bureau). BH: department of the outer Mongols. P17. 

6649 Hĕn-shuài 殿帥 
SUNG: abbreviated reference to a Commander-in-chief (tu 
chih-hui shih) of the Palace Command (tien-ch'ien shih-
wei ssu). SP: maréchal du palais. 

6650 ftVn^sŭ 典祀 
(1) CHOU: Manager of Sacrifices, 2 ranked as Ordinary 
Servicemen {chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministiy of Rites (ch'un-kuan) re-
sponsible for the Altar of Earth, preserving it from im-
proper uses and presiding over the execution of sacrificial 
victims there. CL: conservateur des sacrifices> (2) N-S DIV 
(Chou): Sacrifscer, unspecified number ranked as Ordinary 
Grand Masters (chung ta-fu; 5a), members of the Ministry 
of Rites (ch'un-kuan)', specific functions not clear. P9. 

6651 tiĕn-ssŭ 典絲 
CHOU: Manager of Silk, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) 
responsible for receiving, storing, and distributing silk goods 
received in taxes, for overseeing craft workers manufac-
turing silk products for court use, and for providing silk 
goods used in sacrifices, in funerals, and as royal gifts. CL: 
directeur de la soie en fd. 

6652 tiĕn-ssŭ shŭ 典寺署 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Supervisorate of Monasteries under 
the Court for Dependencies (hung-lu ssu)t responsible for 
the supervision of all Buddhist monasteries (in the state? in 

the capital?), headed by a Director (ling); included on the 
staff an Aide for the Māhāsanghikăh Sect (seng-chih-pu 
ch'eng). Certified and registered monks, sharing responsi-
bility in some fashion not clear with the Office for the Clar-
ification of Buddhist Profundities (chao-hsiian ssu). Also 
see seng-kuan. P17. 

6653 tiĕn-tēng 典燈 
T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Lanterns, 2 palace women, 
rank 7a, under the Directresses of Lanterns (ssu-teng) in 
the Lanterns Office (ssu-teng ssu) of the Housekeeping Ser-
vice (shang-ch'in chū). RR: intendant des lampes du harem. 
6654 tìèn-t'íng í4ĭ ssŭ 殿庭儀禮司 
MING: Palace Ceremonial Office, headed by a Commis-
sioner (shih), rank 7a; in charge of all major state cere-
monial functions; created in 1376 by renaming of the shih-
i ssu, in 1379 subordinated to the Office of Transmission 
(t'ung-cheng ssu), then in 1397 reorganized as the Court of 
State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu). P21, 33. 

6655 tìèn-t'óu 殿頭 
SUNG: (1) Palace Foreman, a eunuch title, rank 9a, found 
in the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng). (2) Eu-
nuch of Fifth Rank, apparently a categorical reference to 
all palace eunuchs of rank 5. Cf, nei-shih tien-t'ou. SP: in-
tendant de la compagnie de I'intendance du palais. 

6656 tìĕn-ts'ăi 典綵 
T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Silks, 2 palace women, rank 
7a, under the Directresses of Silks (jím-íí'oì) in the Silks 
Office (ssu-ts'ai ssu) of the Workshop Service (shang-kung 
chŭ). RR: intendant des soieries. 

6657 tìĕn-tsàn 典贊 
TANG-SUNG: Manager of Ritual Receptions, 2 palace 
women, rank 7a, under the Directresses of Ritual Recep-
tions (ssu-tsan) in the Ritual Receptions Office (ssu-tsan 
ssu) of the Ceremonial Service (shang-i chŭ). RR: inten-
dant des cérémonies du harem. 

6658 tién-ts,āng fîng 典倉令 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i)-SUI: Manager of Granaries in the 
household of the Heir Apparent, subordinate to the House-
hold Provisioner (chia-ling), rank not clear; aided by an 
Assistant Manager of Granaries (tien-ts'ang ch'eng). P26. 

6659 tìén-ts'ăng shŭ 典倉署 
T'ANG-SUNG: Granaries Office in the household of the 
Heir Apparent, a unit in the Household Provisioner's Court 
{chia-ling ssu; see under chia-ling); headed by a Director 
(ling), rank 8b in T，ang. RR: office des approvisionnements 
de la maison de I'héritier du trône. SP: bureau des ….P26. 

6660 ŭĕn-ts'ăo 典艸 
N-S DIV (Chou): Manager of Hay, several ranked as Or-
dinary Servicemen (chung-shih) and Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministiy of Works (tung-kuan). 
P14. 

6661 tìĕn-tsd 典作 
SUI: Director, one, rank not clear; supervised some fords 
under the jurisdiction of the Directorate of Waterways (tu 
shui-t'ai), each ford normally managed by 4 Ford Masters 
(chin-chang). P14, 59. 

6662 tién-tsdcku 典作局 
N-S DIV (N, Ch’i): Construction Service (?) under the 
Storehouses Office (ssu-tsang) in the household of the Heir 
Apparent, headed by an Aide (ch'eng), rank not clear. P26. 
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6663 tìĕn-t，úng 典同 
CHOU: lit.，manager of female (i.e., imperfect) tones: Tone 
Monitor, 2 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), 
members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) responsible 
for keeping musical instruments in tune, harmonizing what 
were called the male and female tones. CL: régulateur des 
tons femelles. 

6664 ft^Mz，ŭfi/^ 典祠令 
N-S DIV: Manager of Sacrifices, rank 9 in N. Wei; com-
monly found on the staffs of Princely Establishments (wang-
fu) . P69. 

6665 tiĕn-wéi 典闓 
T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of the Inner Gates, 2 palace 
women, rank 7a’ under the Directresses of the Inner Gates 
(wm-vvcí) in the Inner Gates Office (iJM-wei jjm) of the Gen-
eral Palace Service (shang-kung chii) ‘ RR: intendant des 
portes intérieures du harem, 

6666 tiĕn-wèi ŭng 典衛令 or tìen.wei 
N-S DIV—T ANG: Commandant of the Guard in a Princely 
Establishment (wang-fu)t as many as 8 in Sui and T'ang, 
rank 9 in N. Wei, otherwise not clear. RR: intendant des 
gardes. P69. 

6 6 6 7 说 典 幄 署 
YUAN: Tents Office in the establishment of the Heir Ap-
parent, headed by 2 Directors (ling), rank not clear; pre-
sumably in charge of the yurts or tents used by the Heir 
Apparent and his entourage while traveling. P26. 

6668 tìĕn-yào 典藥 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Medicines’ 2 paĭace 
women, rank 7a’ under the Directresses of Medicines (jjw-
yaó) in the Medicines Office {ssu-yao ssu) of the Food Ser-
vice (shang-shih chii). RR: intendant des remèdes. (2) 
TANG-SUNG, MING: Pharmacist, one each in the T'ang 
Imperial Medical Office (t'ai-i shu)t the household of the 
Sung Heir Apparent, and the household of each Ming Com-
mandery Prince (chiin-wang), SP: intendant des remèdes. 
P36, 69. 

6669 tìĕn-yào chu 典藥局 
YUAN: Pharmacy staffed with non-official specialists un-
der the Directorate of Medicine (tien-ì chien) in the estab-
lishment of the Heir Apparent. 

6670 tìĕn-yèh 典謁 
T'ANG: Escort, 10 unranked suboffîcials assigned to the 
staff of Secretarial Receptionists (t'ung-shih she-jen) in the 
Secretariat {chung-shu sheng). RR: intendant des visiteurs. 

6671 tiĕn-yén 典言 
TANG-SUNG: Manager of Communications, 2 palace * 
women, rank 7a, under the Directresses of Communica-
tions (ssu-yen) of the Communications Office (ssu-yen ssu) 
in the General Palace Service (shang-kung chŭ). RR: in-
tendant à la transmission des ordres. 

6672 tièn-yén 殿厳 
SUNG: lit., palace eminence: unofficial reference to a 
Commander-in-chief (tu chih-hui sh^h) of the Palace 
Command {tien-ch'ien shih-wei ssu). Cf. tien-shuai. 

6673 tìĕn-yìn 典印 
MING: Seal Keeper, one authorized for each Commandery 
Prince (chŭn-wang)y rank not clear. P69. 

6674 tìĕn-yŭng 典壅 
N-S DIV (Chou): Director of Embankments, several ranked 
as Senior Servicemen {shang-shih; 7a) and Ordinary Ser-
vicemen {chung-shih; 8a), members of the Ministry of Works 

(tung-kuan); functions not clear, perhaps maintained ponds 
where fish were cultivated to serve the needs of the palace 
and the central government. P14. 

6675 tìĕn yŭng-chn 典庸器 
Manager of Trophies. (1) CHOU: 4 ranked as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-
kuan) responsible for engraved trophies of various sorts made 
from melted-down weapons of vanquished troops; such tro-
phies reportedly adorned musical instruments in some cases. 
CL: conservateur des pièces de mériîe. (2) N-S DIV (Chou): 
number not clear, ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih; 8a) and Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih； 9a), members 
of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan); functions not speci-
fied in sources. P10. 

6676 tiĕn-yu 典御 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i)-SUI, SUNG: variant offeng-yŭ (Chief 
Steward). P36, 37, 38. 

6677 tiĕn-yu 典獄 
T'ANG, CHIN: Jailor, variable numbers of unranked sub-
officials in units of territorial administration; in Chin on the 
staff of Prisons (ssu-yŭ ssu); also cf. tien-shih (District Jail-
or). RR: intendant des prisons. P49, 53, 54. 

6678 tiĕn-yâ 典虞 
See shui-heng tien-yiì (Commandant of Waterways). 

6679 tìĕn-yŭ 典輿 
T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Transport , 2 palace women, 
rank 7a, under the Directresses of Transport (ssu-yu) of the 
Transport Office (ssu-yŭ ssu) in the Housekeeping Seryice 
(shang-ch'in chu). RR: intendant des chaises à porteur du 
harem. 

6680 tiĕn-yû 典魚 
N-S DIV (Chou): Manager of Fish, ranked as an Ordinary 
Serviceman {chung-shih; 8a)’ a member of the Ministry of 
Works (tung-kuan); functions not clesu-, but periiaps pro-
vided the palace and central government with supplies of 
edible fish. P14. 

6681 Hên-yŭàn 典苑 
T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Gardens, 2 palace women, 
rank 7a, under the Directresses of Gardens (ssu-yuan) of 
the Gardens Office (ssu-yŭán ssu) in the Housekeeping Ser-
vice (shang-ch'in chŭ). RR: intendant des jardins du ha-
rem. 

6682 tìèn-yûán 殿元 
YUAN-CH'ING: variant of chuang-yŭan (Principal 
Graduate of a Palace Examination, tien-shih). 

6683 tìèn^yŭàn 殿院 
T'ANG-MING: Palace Bureau, an agency in the Censor-
ate (yii-shih t'ai) composed of Palace Censors (tien-chung 
shih yŭ-shih); the unit designation may have antedated T'ang, 
as the title Palace Censor did. The Palace Bureau and its 
Palace Censors were discontinued in 1376. RR+SP: cour 
des affaires du palais, (SP only:) bureau du palais. P18. 

6684 tién-yŭèh 典樂 
Manager of Music. (1) TANG-SUNG: 2 palace women, 
rank 7a, under the Directresses of Music (ssu-yŭeh) of the 
Music Office {ssu-yûeh ssu) in the Ceremonial Service 
(shang-i chii). RR+SP: intendant de la musique du harem. 
(2) MING: one, rank 9a, senior official in charge of music 
in a Princely Establishment (wang-fu). P69. 

6685 tìĕn-yàn 典醞 
T'ANG-SUNG: Manager of Wines, 2 palace women, rank 
7a, under the Directresses of Wines (ííw-yw/i) of the Wines 
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Office (ssu-yŭn ssu) in the Food Service (shang-shih chŭ). 
RR: intendant des boissons fermentées. 

6686 fiên-ch'āng kó 天章閣 
SUNG: Hall of Heavenly Manifestations, one of the pal-
ace buildings to which Hanlin Academicians (han-lin hsŭeh-
shih) were assigned; built in 1020. 
6687 eiēn-chí 天騎 
T’ANG: Heavenly Horseman, unofficial reference to per-
sonnel of the 2 Annies of Inspired Militancy (shen-wu chŭn). 
Also see shen-wu t'ien-chì. 

6688 mn-cM chŭn 天紀軍 
T'ANG: Army of the Celestial Serpent, named after stars 
in the Hydra and Hercules constellations; one of 12 regional 
supervisory headquarters for militia Garrisons (fid) called 
the Twelve Annies (shih-erh chŭn); existed only 620-623, 
625-636. RR: armée (de la constellation) de Vordonnateur 
céleste. P44. 

6689 "iēw-ctó/tí 天驥府 
TANG: Office of Heavenly Mounts, a unit of the Palace 
Administration (tien-chung sheng) responsible for horses 
stabled within the palace; in 700 superseded the Directorate 
of Imperial Mounts (k'ung-ho chien; see under k'ung-ho); 
staffing not clear; subsequently superseded by the post of 
the Grand Master of the Palace Corral (feng-ch'en ta-fu). 
P39. 

6690 tnĕn-chiā 天家 
Lit” (head of) the Heaven-favored family: unofficial ref-
erence to the Emperor. 

6691 tHên-chiéh chŭn 天節軍 
T'ANG: Army of the Celestial Bull, named after a group 
of stars in Taurus; one of 12 regional supervisory head-
quarters for militia Garrisons (fu) called the Twelve Armies 
(shih-erh chŭn); existed only 620-623, 625-636. RR: armée 
de la tablette céleste. P44. 

6692 t，iĕn-chiù fāng 天廄坊 
SUNG: Imperial Corral, one prefixed Left and one Right, 
each headed by a Commissioner (shih), perhaps a eunuch; 
units of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) that 
cared for horses used within the palace grounds. Superseded 
the T'ang-early Sung name Flying Dragon Park (fei-lung 
yiian). SP: quartier des écuries célestes. 

6693 t'iēn-chù 天柱 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Pillar of Heaven, a title of honor de-
rived from the name of a celestial constellation; awarded 
in 529, perhaps for the only time in history; precise rank, 
etc., not clear. 

6694 t，iĕn-chŭ kuān 添注官 
CH'ING: Supplementary Official, a categorical reference 
to officials appointed to posts on ad hoc bases, beyond the 
normal quota; how their status and stipends differed from 
those of regular (cheng) officials is not clear and perhaps 
was specified in each instance. 

6695 t，iên-fŭ 天府 
CHOU: Keeper of the Temple Treasures, one ranked as 
a Senior Serviceman (shang-shih) and 2 as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih), members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan) responsible for keeping precious objects that 
were considered national treasures and used in ceremonies 
at the ancestral temple of the ruling house. CL: trésorier 
céleste, chef du magasin céleste. 

6696 fiĕn-fŭ tsàng 天府藏 
T'ANG: variant of t'ien-tsang fu (Imperial Treasury). 

t，ien-pu 
6697 eiēn-fŭ yŭàn 天府院 
T'ANG: Office of Sacrificial Treasures, one of 4 minor 
agencies in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); 
maintained good omens such as materiel captured from non-
Chinese enemies in battle, displayed during some imperial 
sacrifices; apparently staffed solely by state slaves (pris-
oners of war?). RR: service du magasin céleste. 
6698 fUn-hdu 天后 
(1) N-S DIV: occasional variant of huang t'ai-hou (Em-
press Dowager). (2) T'ANG: from 675 (till ？) the official 
designation of the Empress (normally huang-hou). 

6699 t’iēn-k!siàmŭ 天 T 母 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Empress (hmng-hou). 

6700 ì'iēn-hsià pīng-mă yŭán-shuài 
天下兵馬元帥 

T,ANG, SUNG, LIAO: National Commander-in-chief, 
ad hoc designation of a general put in charge of a major 
military campaign, sometimes with added honorifics such 
as ... tayŭan-shuai (Grand National Commander-in-chief), 
... tu yŭan-shuai (Supreme National Commander-in-chief). 
See yuan-shuai. RR: généralissime des soldats et des che-
vaux de Vempire. SP: maréchal. 
6701 t'ìên'hsià tsŭng-shīh 天下宗師 
HAN: lit” most honored mentor in the empire: unofficial 
reference to an Erudite (po-shih). 

6702 Viên-huáng 天皇 
T'ANG: from 675 (to 705?)，the official designation of the 
Emperor (normally huang-ti). 
6703 eiēn-î 天姬 
Lit., a heavenly (i.e., imperial) beauty: unofficial reference 
to an Imperial Princess {kung-chu). 
6704 天官 
Lit., minister of Heaven. (1) CHOU: Ministry of State, 
most esteemed of the Six Ministries (liu kuan) of the central 
government; aided the King in establishing all governmen-
tal policies applicable both to the royal domain and to the 
domains of regional Feudal Lords (chu-hou) t with special 
responsibilities in personnel administration; headed by a 
Minister of State (chung-tsai, ta-tsai) with rank as a Min-
ister (ch'ing). CL: ministère du del, mirtistère du gouverne-
ment. (2) TANG: from 684 to 705 the official designation 
of the Ministry of Personnel {lì-pu), (3) CH'ING: unof-
ficial reference to a Minister of Personnel (li-pu shang-
shu). 

6705 "tón-ifeitóncW-íW/i 天官給事 
N-S DIV (Chou): variant reference to an Executive As-
sistant in the Ministry of State (see chi-shih), 
6706 t'iĕn-kŭng 天公 
Lit., Heaven-ordained duke or ruler: from Han on, an in-
direct reference to the Emperor. 
6707 t，iĕn4ăo 天老 
T’ANG: lit., Heaven-favored elder: unofficial reference to 
a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). 
6708 mn-nŭ 天女 
HAN: unofficial reference to an Imperial Princess (kung-
chu). 
6709 mn-pŭ 天部 
Ministry of Heaven: occasional unofficial reference to such 
astrological-astronomical agencies as the Directorate of As-
trology (t'ai-shih chien), Bureau of Astronomy (ssu-fien t'aí)’ 
and Directorate of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien). 

6686-6709 
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6710 t’ién-p’ŭ 田僕 
CHOU: Hunting Charioteer, 12 ranked as Senior Ser-
vicemen (shang-shih), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-
kuan) who drove the royal chariot on travels and hunts. CL: 
conducteur du char de chasse. 

6711 tHēn-shè 添設 
YUAN: Supplementary, a prefix commonly attached to 
titles associated with the Secretariat {chung-shu sheng), de-
noting appointments made in excess of the normal quota of 
appointees; difference from regular (cheng) appointees in 
status, stipend, etc., not clear. P4. 

6712 fiēn-shēng hsiĕn 天生仙 
MING: lit. ’ immortal born of Heav n: unofficial reference 
to a Metropolitan Graduate (chin-shih) of the First Class 
(chia), i.e., any of the 3 graduates at the top of the pass 
list after a Palace Examination (tien-shih) in the civil ser-
vice recruitment examination sequence. See chia. 

6713 t'iĕn-ssà chien 天駟監 
SUNG: Directorate of Fine Steeds, 2 prefixed Left and 
Right under the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu); 
staffing and specific functions not clear. SP: direction des 
chevaux célestes. P31. 

6714 fiēn-sŭn 天孫 
Occasional unoffícial reference to a Grandson Successor 
(t'ai-sun), the eldest son of an Heir Apparent, especially of 
a deceased Heir Apparent. 

6715 Vwn-Ván 天壇 
MING-CH'ING: Altar of Heaven, an elaborate altar in the 
southern suburbs of Peking, where Emperors made sacri-
ficial offerings to Heaven. Cf. she-chi t'an, ti-t'an. 
6716 t’iĕn-fán wèi 天壇尉 
CH'ING: Commandant at the Altar of Heaven, 8 Man-
chu officers, one of rank 5 and 7 of rank 6; in rotation 
presided over the Altar of Heaven under supervision of the 
Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). P28. 

6717 t'iēn-tsàngfŭ 天藏府 
T'ANG: Imperial Treasury, a unit of the Palace Admin-
istration (tien-chung shéng) until 735; staffing and specific 
functions not clear. RR: trésor du palais impérial. 
6718 t'ién'ts'áo 田曹 
HAN—T ANG: Section for Cultivated Fields, in Han an 
administrative unit in a Commandery (chŭn)t presumably 
headed by an Administrator (yŭan-shih); in T'ang a staff 
agency in a Princely Establishment (wang-fu) in charge of 
the Establishments lands and buildings, headed by an Ad-
ministrator {ts'an-chtìn-shih), rank 7a2. HB: bureau of cul-
tivated land. RR: service des champs. P69. * 

6719 eiĕn-lzŭ 天子 
Son of Heaven: from Chou on, a standard reference to the 
supreme ruler of China. 
6720 fiên-tzŭ chln-chŭn 天子禁軍 
In 丁，ang and p^haps other eras, a variant of chin-chŭn 
(Imperial Armies). 

6 7 2 1 t'iēn-tzŭ ĕrh-mà 天子耳目 
Lit., the ears and eyes of the Son of Heaven, i.e., of the 
ruler: from early times a common unofficial reference to 
Censors (yŭ-shih), especially Investigating Censors (chien-
ch'a yŭ-shih), suggesting their function as specialized sur-
veillance officials (ch'a-kuan) with the traditional right, as 
individuals, to submit impeachments directly to the Em-
peror. 

6722 tnēn-tzŭ mén-shĕng 天子門生 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Disciple of the Son of Heaven, unoffi-
cial reference to all passers of a Palace Examination (tien-
shih, t'ing-shih) t the final stage of a civil service recruit-
ment examination sequence; equivalent to Metropolitan 
Graduate (chin-shih). 

6723 tHĕn-wáng 天王 
Lit. ’ Heaven-appointed King: indirect reference to an Em-
peror. 

6724 tHĕn-wèi ckŭn 天威軍 
T'ANG: Army of Heavenly Awesomeness, a single unit 
of the Imperial Armies (chin-chŭn) of the Northern Com-
mand (pei-ya) at the dynastic capital, created in 808 by a 
consolidation of the prior Left and Right Annies of Inspired 
Awesomeness (shen-wei chŭn), but terminated in 813, alt 
its personnel being absorbed into the increasingly dominant 
Armies of Inspired Strategy (shen-ts'e chŭn). RR: armée de 
la majesté céleste, P43. 

6725 tHĕn-wén chu 天文局 
SUNG: Astrdoger Service, one of 4 assemblages of non-
offícial specialists in the Artisans Institute (han-lin yŭan) 
of the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng); headed by 
a Manager (kou-tang kuan). SP: office d'astronomie. 
6726 mn-wén k'ô 天文科 
CH’ING: Astronomical Section, a unit of the Directorate 
of Astronomy (ch'ìn-t'ien chien) in charge of astronomical 
and meteorological observations; staffed principally by 8 
Directors of the Imperial Observatory (ling-t'ai lang), rank 
7b. BH: astronomical section. 

6727 /，tórt-H^i/w^AiA 天文博士 
SUI—T’ANG: Erudite of Astronomy, number unspecified, 
non-official specialists in the Sui Astrological Section (t'ai-
shih ts'ao) and the T'ang Astrological Service (t'ai-shih chŭ)\ 
in 704 superseded by the office of Director of the Imperial 
Observatory (ling-t'ai lang). RR: maître astronome au vaste 
savoir. 

6728 t'iĕn-wén suàn-hsŭéh 天文算學 
CH'ING: Astronomical College, teaching unit in the Di-
rectorate of Astronomy (cA'i'/ĭ-í'ie/i chien), headed by a Di-
rector {kuan-li). BH: astronomical college. 
6729 eUn-win yŭàn 天文院 
SUNG: Bureau of Astronomy, a unit in the Palace Library 
(pi-shu sheng) in charge of water clocks and astronomical 
observations, cooperating with the separate Directorate of 
Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien); unlike the Astrological Ser-
vice (t,ai-shih chŭ), did not engage in weather forecasting, 
interpretation of omens, etc. SP: bureau d'astronomie. P35. 

6730 í，/êw-wtíwà Aítówg 天武四廂 
SUNG: Four Wings of Heaven-endowed Militancy, one 
of the major military units of the Imperial Armies (chin-
chŭn) in the Palace Command (tien-ch'ien ssu) stationed at 
the dynastic capital, one of those known collectively as the 
Four Elite Armies (shang ssu chiin); headed by a Com-
mander-in-chief (tu chih-hui shih); each of its Wings (hsiang) 
reportedly included 3 Armies (chiin). P47. 
6731 t'iĕn-yŭèh chì-ch'ì k’ù 天樂祭器庫 
SUNG: Storehouse for Musical and Sacrificial Instru-
ments, a unit of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang 
ssu). SP: magasin des objets rituels et de la musique céleste. 

6732 t，iĕn.yŭèk skŭ 天樂署 
YtJAN: Office of Western Music in the Bureau of Musical 
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Ritual (i-feng ssu), specializing in the music of northwest-
ern China; headed by 2 Directors (ling), rank 5b; created 
in 1313 by renaming the chao-ho shu. P10, 

6733 ŭng 丁 
See under chuang-ting (Able-bodied Male), pao-ting (Se-
curity Guard), and yŭ-ting (Supplementary Security Guard, 
Surplus Man). 

6734 tíng-ch'én 鼎臣 
Lit. ’ minister for the tripods (symbols of sovereignty), min-
ister (standing as stably as a) tripod: Executive Official of 
State, occasional unofficial reference to a paramount cen-
tral government official such as a Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-
hsiang) or a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). 

6735 tíng-chiă 鼎甲 
T'ANG-CH'ING: lit., a combination of tripod (symbol of 
sovereignty) and class or category, referring to the groups 
into which examination passers were divided: unofficial 
reference to a Metropolitan Graduate (chin-shih) of the 
First Class (chia), especially in Ming and Ch'ing to the 3 
men whose names stood at the top of the pass list after a 
Palace Examination (tien-shih), the culmination of a trien-
nial civil service recmitment examination sequence. See chia. 

6736 tíng-fŭ 鼎輔 
Lit., a combination of tripod (symbol of sovereignty) and 
support or bulwark: variant of ting-ch'en (Executive Offi-
cial of State). 

6737 tíng-hsí 鼎席 
Lit. ’ a combination of tripod (symbol of sovereignty) and 
mat (something to rely on): variant of ting-ch'en (Executive 
Official of State). 

6738 ttng-k'ō ts'áo定科曹or定課曹 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Law Codification Section, a unit 
of the developing Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) (?) respon-
sible for drafting laws and administrative regulations, headed 
by a Director (lang); traditionally understood to have been 
coupled with the Discipline Section (shan-ting ts'ao), which 
implemented laws in disciplining officials. P5, 13. 

6739 ŭng-Vuéi 鼎魁 
SUNG-CH'ING: Third Ranking Metropolitan Gradu-
ate, unofficial reference from S. Sung times to the new 
Metropolitan Graduate {chin-shih) whose name stood in 3rd 
place on the pass list issued after a Palace Examination (tien-
shih, t'ing-shih), the culmination of a triennial civil service 
recruitment examination sequence. Cf. ta-k'uei, ting-chia. 

6740 ŭng'piēn 定邊 
CH'ING: Pacifier of the Frontier, prefix commonly added 
to the titles of Generals (chiang-chŭn) or Grand Minister 
Adjutants (ts'an-tsan ta-ch'en) who were assigned to su-
pervise tribal affairs in far northern Mongolia. BH: warden 
of the marches. 

6741 angssŭ 鼎司 
Lit. ’ a combination of tripod (symbol of authority) and of-
fice: variant of ting-ch'en (Executive Official of State). 

6742 tĭng-tài 頂戴 or tîng-tzŭ 頂子 
CH*ING: Rank Button, insignia of rank worn atop an of-
ficial's headgear, ranging from a ruby (rank 1) down to a 
silver-plated button (rank 9). 
6743 ŭng-tó àn 定奪案 
SUNG: Section for Terminations, one of 13 Sections (an) 
directly supervised by the executive officials of the S. Sung 
Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu); reportedly dealt with charges 

of cruelty that led to the removal of officials from office. 
SP: service de reconsidération. 

6744 ttng-wèi 鼎位 
Lit.，combination of a tripod (symbol of sovereignty) and 
position: variant of ting-ch'en (Executive Official of State). 

6745 tíng麵yûán 鼎元 
T'ANG-CH^ING: variant of chuang-yŭan (Principal 
Graduate in a civil service recruitment examination se-
quence), deriving from the term ting-chia (Metropolitan 
Graduate of the First Class). 
6746 tìng-yŭăn chiāng-chŭn 定遠將軍 
T'ANG-SUNG: General for Pacifying Faraway Lands, 
prestige title (san-kuan) awarded to military officers of rank 
5a. RR: général qui fait des conquêtes au loin, SP: général 
faisant les conquêtes au loin. 

6747 t9íng 亭 
CH’IN-HAN: Neighborhood, a unit in sub-District (hsien) 
organization of the population theoretically comprising 1,000 
households; several such units constituted a Township 
(hsiang). Led by a non-official Head (chang), the unit per-
formed local police functions and also maintaine4 one or 
more Postal Relay Stations (yu-tfing)t which among other 
things served as hostels for traveling officials. HB: com-
mune, officials’ hostel. P20. 

6748 t，īng 廳 
(1) Hall, one of the common terms used in naming palace 
buildings; not as common as tien and ko. (2) Office or Bu-
reau, a not overly common suffix in an agency name; e.g., 
see po-shih t'ìng (Office of Erudites), ssu-wu t'ing (General 
Services Office). (3) CH'ING: Subprefecture, a unit of 
territorial administration normally intermediating between 
a Prefecture {fu) and its subordinate Districts (hsien), but 
in some cases directly responsible to provincial authorities, 
also in some cases without any suborcūnate Districts; headed 
by a Subprefectural Magistrate (t'ung-chih, t'ung-p'an), rank 
5a and 6a’ respectively. BH: sub-prefecture. 

6749 t'ing 廷 
Audience Chamber or Court , not normally a reference to 
a specific building in the palace; rather, referred to a place 
where officials and visitors assembled for audience, or to 
the Emperor and his close attendants as a group. See nei-
t'ing, wai-t'ing. 
6750 t'íng-chăng 亭長 
(1) CH’IN-HAN: Neighborhood Head; see under t'ing. 
HB: chief of a commune，chief of an officials' hostel. P20‘ 
(2) N-S DIV-T'ANG: Managing Clerk, unranked subof-
ficial found in many agencies of the central government; 
e.g., see men-hsia t'ing-chang (Managing Clerk of the Pal-
ace). RR: huissier. P5，19, 25, etc. 

6751 t'íng-fù 亭父 
HAN: variant of t'ing-chang (Neighborhood Head). HB: 
father of a commune. 
6752 fîng-hóu 亭侯 
N-S DIV: Neighborhood Marquis, from the Three King-
doms period a title of nobility {chŭeh) commonly awarded 
to Non-inheriting Sons (shu-tzu) of a Prince Presumptive 
(ww-wíin^); i.e., awarded to sons other than the eldest sons 
of the eldest sons of Imperial Princes (ch'in-wang); in Liang 
was apparently tìie lowest rank of nobility entitled to a fief. 
P64, 65. 
6753 fìng-hòu ch9āi-shih 聽候差使 
SUNG: Messenger Awaiting Assignment, 6 apparently 
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unranked subofficials authorized for the staff of the S. Sung 
capital Prefecture (fu), Lin-an (modern Hangchow); spe-
cific functions not clear. SP: fonctionnaire attendant à être 
envoyé pour un service officiel. 

6754 t9íng4 廷議 
Variant of hui-i (Court Conference). 
6755 Víng'Vuéi 廷魁 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit” the best at court: unofficial reference 
to the Principal Graduate (chuang-yŭan) in a Palace Ex-
amination (t'ìng-shih, tien-shih), final stage in the triennial 
civil service recruitment examination sequence. 
6756 t’íng kŭng-chŭ 亭公主 
HAN: Neighborhood Princess, title of nobility (chŭeh) 
awarded to the daughters of some Princes (wang)'; the basis 
of distinction between this and Township Princess (hsiang 
kung-chu) is not clear. See kung-chu. P69. 

6757 fíng-U wén-hsŭéh 廷吏文學 
HAN: Judicial Clerk, 12 ranked at 200 bushels and 16 at 
100 bushels on the staff of the Chamberlain for Law En-
forcement (t'ing-wei) t probably divided among Sections 
{ts'ao)\ specific functions not clear. HB*. literary scholars 
who are officers of justice. P22. 

6758 tHng-p，íng 廷平 or 廷評 
HAN-N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： abbreviation of t'ing-wei p'ing 
(Arbiter). 

6759 t'íng-pó 亭伯 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Neighborhood Earl, title of no-
bility (chŭeh) commonly awarded to Non-inheriting Sons 
(shu-tzu) of Dukes (kung), i.e., sons other than the eldest 
sons, who were expected to inherit their fathers’ status. P64. 

6760 fing-shìh 庭氏 
CHOU: Protector til the Palace, one ranked as á Junior 
Serviceman (hsia-shih) t a member of the Ministry of Jus-
tice (ch'iu-kuan) charged with shooting birds of ill omen 
that appeared in the palace grounds. CL: préposé à I'intérieur 
du palais. 

6761 tHng-shíh 廷史 
HAN: abbreviation of t'ing-wei shih (Clerk for the Cham-
berlain for Law Enforcement). P22. 

6762 fíng-shìh 廷試 
SUNG-CH'ING: Palace Examination, from 975 on, the 
final stage in a civil service recruitment examination se-
quence, nominally presided over by the Emperor in person; 
see under the synonym tien-shih, 

6763 flng-tài hsiéh-p9í 忒á 程帶斜皮局 
YUAN: Belt and Leatherwork Service, from 1278 a unit 
of the Supervisorate-in-chief of Metal Workers and Jew-
elers {chin-yŭ jen-chiang tsung-kuan fu). 
6764 eíng4sé 廷則 
CH'ING: lit” court arbiter or rule-setter: unofficial refer-
ence to the Chief Minister (ch'ing) of the Court of Ju-
dicial Review (ta-li ssu). 

6765 t,íng-tŭi 廷對 
SUNG: lit.，|âace confrontation: unofficial reference to the 
Palace Examination (t'ing-shih, tien-shih), final stage in a 
civil service recruitment examination sequence. 

6766 t9íng4fūi 廷推 
MING: Audience Nomination, a nomination for high of-
fîce produced by a gathering of all officials entitled to par-
ticipate in regular court audiences, especially involving 

nominations for posts as Grand Secretaries (ta hsŭeh-shih) 
and Ministers of Personnel {lì-pu shang-shu). 

6767 t，íng-wèi 廷尉 
CH7N-N-S DIV: Chamberlain for Law Enforcement, 
one of the eminent central government officials collectively 
called the Nine Chamberlains (chiu ch'ing)，ranked at 2,000 
bushels; responsible for recommending decisions in ques-
tionable judicial cases reported by units of territorial admin-
istration and for conducting major trials at the capital; aided 
by a Supervisor (cheng), one or 2 Inspectors (chien), and 
one or more Clerks (shih) or’ in lieu of Clerks after 66 
B.C.’ one or 2 Arbiters (p'ing); a staff of lesser personnel 
was apparently distributed among various Sections (ts'ao), 
each headed by lowly or unranked Administrators (yŭan-
shih). From Later Han the Chamberlain came to be called 
t'ing-wei ch'ing (Chief Minister for Law Enforcement), and 
during the ensuing era of N-S Division his staff was grad-
ually institutionalized as the Court of Judicial Review (ta-
li ssu), an agency that endured throughout the rest of im-
perial history. HB: commandant of justice. P22. 

6768 t，íng-wèi ckĕng 廷尉正 
HAN-N-S DIV; Supervisor of Law Enforcement, ranked 
at 1,000 bushels in Han, chief aide to the Chamberlain for 
Law Enforcement (t'ing-wei). HB: director (under the com-
mandant of justice). P22. 
6769 t，íng-wèi chién 廷尉監 
CH'IN-N-S DIV: Inspector of Law Enforcement, one or 
2 subordinates of the Chamberlain for Law Enforcement 
(t'ing-wei), rank 1,000 bushels in Han; originally 2 differ-
entiated by prefixes Left and Right, ftom Later Han com-
monly only one, rank 5 then 6 in N. Wei; specific functions 
not clear. HB: inspector. P22. 
6770 í，íng-wèi ck，īng 廷尉卿 
HAN-N-S DIV: Chief Minister for Law Enforcement, 
from Later Han an irregular variant of t'ing-wei (Cham-
berlain for Law Enforcement); rank 2,000 bushels in Han, 
rank 2 then 3 in N. Wei; antecedent of the Sui~Ch’ing Chief 
Minister (ch'ing) of the Court of Judicial Review {ta-li ssu). 
P22. 
6771 t'íng-wèi ch9iŭ-ch9îng 廷尉秋卿 
N-S DIV (Liang-Ch'en): lit” combination of the titles t'ing-
wei (Chamberlain for Law Enforcement) and ch'iu-kuan 
ch'ing (Minister of Justice): variant of t'ing-wei ch'ing (Chief 
Minister for Law Enforcement). P22. 

6772 tHng-wèifŭ 廷尉府 
N-S DIV (Ch'i): lit., office of the Chamberlain for Law 
Enforcement: Office for Law Enforcement. P22. 

6773 í，&iÿ-wèi_tó/wí-i«A 廷尉律博士 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei, S. Dyn.)： Legal Erudite for the 
Chamberlain for Law Enforcement (t'ing-wei); specific 
functions not clear, but presumably instructed junior staff 
members in legal matters. P22. 
6774 tHng'Wèi míng-fă yŭàn 廷尉明法掾 
N-S DIV (Chin): Law Clerk on the staff of the Chamber-
lain for Law Enforcement (t'ing-wei); see under ming-fa yŭan. 
P22. 
6775 tHng'WèipHng廷尉平or廷尉評 
HAN-N-S DIV; Arbiter on the staff of the Chamberlain 
for Law Enforcement (f’i叫-wei); normally 2 prefixed Left 
and Right. Also see under p'ing. 

6776 tyíng-wèi sān kuān 廷尉三官 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei, Chin): Three Law Enforcement 
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Aides to the Chamberlain for Law Enforcement (t'ing-wei): 
collective reference to the senior members of the Cham-
berlain's staff, the Supervisor (cheng), Inspectors (chien), 
and Arbiters (p'ing). 

6777 tHng-wèi shĭh 廷尉史 
HAN: Clerk for the Chamberlain for Law Enforcement 
(t'ing-wei), one or two, rank not clear but low; regularly 
dispatched from the dynastic capital to assist officials of 
territorial administration in adjudicating law cases; in 66 
B.C. superseded by Arbiters (p'ing) with higher prestige 
and rank. HB: clerk. P22. 

6778 Víng-wèi ssŭ-ckíh 廷尉司直 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Rectifier for the Chamberlain for 
Law Enforcement (t'ing-wei), 10, rank 5; see under ssu-
chih. ？22. 

6779 t'ing wêng-chŭ 亭翁主 
HAN: Neighborhood Princess-ordinary, title of nobility 
(chŭeh) awarded to daughters of a Prince (wang) not of the 
imperial blood; outranked by the Township Princess-ordi-
nary (hsiang weng-chu), but the basis of the distinction is 
not clear. Also see weng-chu. Cf. t'ing kung-chu. 

6780 í，í/ig-_rt 亭員 
Variant of t'ing-chang (Neighborhood Head). 

6781 t，íng-yŭàn 廷掾 
HAN-N-S DIV (Chin): Headquarters Clerk in a District 
{hsien) y probably unranked subofficial; in Han constituted 
a Miscellaneous Section {wu-kuan ts'ao) in the District 
headquarters and seasonally toured the jurisdiction, in spring 
and summer assigned as Agricultural Inspectors (ch'íian-nung 
yŭan) and in fall and winter assigned as Inspectors of Reg-
ulations (chih-tu yŭan). HB: official of justice. P54. 

6782 垛集 
MING: lit., piled up, accumulated: Conscript, designation 
of one category of soldiers in the predynastic and early Ming 
armies. Cf. ts'ung-cheng, kuei-fu, che-fa. 

6783 tō-ĕrh-chíyá-mén 多爾吉衙門 
CH'ING; Manchu name for the Grand Secretariat (nei-
ko). 
6784 té'lô 多羅 
CH'ING: Chinese transliteration of a Manchu word appar-
ently derived from the Sanskrit word pattra, the name of 
the palm tree; a laudatory term prefixed to some titles of 
nobility (chŭeh), carrying less prestige than the prefixes ku-
lun and ho-shih, qq.v. 

6785 tô-ló chŭn-wáng 多羅郡王 
CH'ING: full title of a Commandery Prince (see chŭn-
wang), a title of nobility (chŭeh) awarded sons other than 
the eldest son of each Imperial ftince (ch'in-wang). BH: 
prince of the blood of the second degree. P64. 

6786 íó-tófcó-itó 多羅格格 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a District Princess (hsien-
chu) or a Commandery Mistress {chŭn-chŭn). P64. 

6787 tô4ô4ûn mù-Véng 多囉倫穆騰 
LIAO: Manchu "correction” of the earlier Chinese trans-
literation of the Khitan word ti-lieh-ma-tu (Ritualist). P9. 

6788 多羅額駙 
CH'ING; Consort of a District Princess {hsien-chu) or 
Consort of a Commandery Mistress {chŭn-chŭn)y title of 
nobility (chūeh) conferred on husbands of daughters of 
Commandery Princes (chŭn-wang) and of Beile (pei-ló). P64. 

6789 tō4ó pèi4ō 多羅貝勒 
CH'ING: full title of a Beile (pei-lo), a title of nobility 
{chŭeh) conferred on sons other than heirs of Commandery 
Princes (chŭn-wang). BH: prince of the blood of the third 
degree. P64. 

6790 t’ó-ch’ŭán ckiĕn 篥彔監 
HAN: Directorate of the T 'o-ch 'uan Horses under the 
Chamberlain of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u), headed by a 
Director (chang), rank not clear; T'o-ch'uan was the name 
of a suburban palace south of the dynastic capital. HB: sta-
bles of the T，o Spring Palace. P31. 

6791 t’ó-fàng 駝坊 
SUNG: Camel Corral under the Court of the Imperial Stud 
(t'ai-pfu ssu); staffing not clear. SP: quartier des chameaux. 
P31. 

6792 í，ō-ifc，dUA<>-ssâ 托克托和斯 
YUAN: Manchu "correction" of the Chinese transcription 
of the Mongol term t'o-t'o ho-sun (Postal Relay Inspec-
tor). P17. 

6793 í，各mósAiî駝牛署 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Camel and Cattle Office under the 
Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu), subdivided into 
various Services (chŭ); staffing not clear. 

6794 t'ō-shā'lā hā-făn 拖沙喇哈番 
CH'ING; Manchu form of the title of nobility {chŭeh) tran-
scribed in Chinese as yūn chi-wei (Commandant of Cav-
alry Second Class). P64. 

6795 t,ŏ-t，ó hó-sŭn 脫脫禾孫 
YUAN: Postal Relay Inspector, originally number not 
specified, scattered throughout the empire to supervise op-
eration of the postal relay system, organizational affiliation 
not clear; in 1270 number fixed at 6，subordinated to a Con-
troller-general of Postal Relay Stations {chu-chan tu t'ung-
ling shih), whose office in 1276 was transformed into the 
Bureau of Transmission (t'ung-cheng yŭan). PI7. 

6796 tŏu-shíh 斗食 
HAN: lit.’ eaters by the peck: Personnel Paid in Pecks, a 
rank indicator for petty subofficial appointees paid less than 
100 bushels a year, one grade higher than Accessory Clerks 
(tso-shih). HB: officials whose salaries are in terms of tou. 
P68. 

6797 tyóu-hsià 投下 
YŭAN: one of several general terms for land grants (often 
rendered appanages) conferred on members of the nobility; 
the recipients of larger tracts were virtually autonomous fief-
holders who nominated men for official appointments in 
their domains, collected taxes, and exercised other govern-
mental powers until c. 1311，when the central government 
began exerting its direct control in all areas and nobles were 
given stipends in lieu of incomes derived from their tracts. 

6798 e6u4íng 頭領 
CH'ING: Leader, a militaiy title used by Junior Guards-
men (lang-ling shih-wei) on special duty assignments, e.g., 
5 assigned to the Gerfalcon and Hawk Aviary iyang ying-
yao ch'u) of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu 
Ju). P37. 

6799 fóu-mŭ 頭目 
CH'ING: Head, title of a principal official rarely encoun-
tered, e.g., in the case of the Mongolian Head Veterinarian 
{meng-ku i-sheng t'ou-mu) of the Palace Stud (shang-ssu 
yuan) or that of the head of the Palace Kennel (nei yang-
kou ch'u). P37. 
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6800 t，óu-shàng yin 頭上尹 
Unofficial reference to a Metropolitan Governor (ching-
chao yin). 

6801 tsá-chíh 雜職 
MING-CH'ING: lit., miscellaneous post: SubofHcial Post, 
a categorical reference to offices commonly held by un-
ranked subofficial functionaries (li), but sometimes includ-
ing those held by officials of the 9th rank as well. 

6 8 0 2 í í á « / ô / i c A ’ à — 4 o 雜犯差徭 
Forced Labor for a Minor Offense: in the last several 
dynasties and perhaps earlier, a sentence normally assigned 
by District (hsien) authorities, requiring the offender to serve 
for a specified time in state construction gangs，as a hauler 
or carrier of state goods, etc.; more explicitly a judicial 
sentence than ch'ai-yao without a prefix, also meaning forced 
labor but perhaps more nearly a rotational service obliga-
tion such as Requisitioned Service (ch'ai-i). 

6803 tsá-mài ch'áng 雜賣場 
SUNG: Market of Miscellanies maintained for the sale of 
various (surplus?) commodities by both the Palace Admin-
istration (tien-chung sheng) and the Court of the Imperial 
Treasury {t'ai-fu ssu). SP: place de vente d'objets divers. 
6804 /ró-mâ/iró 雜買務 
SUNG: Of fke of Miscellaneous Purchases in the Court 
of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu); staffing and specific 
purpose no» clear. SP; agence d'achats divers. 

6805 tsá-tsào chu 雜造局 
MING: Miscellaneous Manufactures Service, a unit in each 
Provincial Administration Commission (ch'eng-hsŭan pu-
cheng shih ssu)t headed by a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-
shih)，rank 9b. P52. 

6806 tsá-tuān 雜端 
T*ANG: lit., chief of miscellaneous matters; both a general 
unofficial reference to those Attendant Censors {shih yŭ-
shih) who bore the title-suffix "in charge of miscellaneous 
matters” {chih tsa-shih), which apparently authorized them 
to exercise unrestricted censorial powers (? sources not clear); 
and a specific reference to the most senior Attendant Cen-
sor, who was de facto Head of the Headquarters Bureau 
(t'ai-yŭan) of the Censorate (yii-shih t'ai). Cf. tuan-kung, 
san-tuan. RR: chef des affaires diverses. P18. 

6807 tsá-tuàn chièn-ì 雜端諫議 
T'ANG: lit., chief of miscellaneous matters and remonstra-
tor: unofficial reference to a Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-
fu). 

6808 /5d-iràA，à 雜物庫 
SUNG: Miscellaneous Storehouse, found in such agencies 
as the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu), the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu), and the Court of the 
Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu); functions sometimes made 
explicit by preceding terminology, e.g., t'ai-miao tsa-wu 
k'u (Miscellaneous Storehouse for the Imperial Ancestral 
Temple). SP: magasin d'objets divers. 

6809 tsăi 宰 
(1) Steward, in high antiquity the overseer of a fief; sub-
sequently used as an element in many titles. In addition to 
the following entries, see ta-tsai, shao-tsai, chung-îsai, hsiao-
tsai, nei-tsai, li-tsai. (2) HAN: Butcher, more than 200 
non-official workers on the staff of the Great Sacrificial 
Butcher (t'ai-tsai ling). HB. butcher. 

6810 tsăi-chíh 宰執 
SUNG: State Councilor, a collective term combining ele-

ments from Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang) and Executive 
Official {chih-cheng) to denote all those who regularly served 
in the Administration Chamber (cheng-shih fang), where 
major decisions of state policy were made in consultation 
with the Emperor; normally totaled from 5 to 9. SP: con-
seiller d'état. 

6811 tsài-chīng jén-shìh 在京人事 
SUNG: Palace Assistant, title of palace eunuchs in the Pal-
ace Domestic Service {neishih sheng), SP: intendant as-
sistant du palais. 

6812 tsài-chīng fáng 在京房 
SUNG: lit” Section (for those) at the capital: Palace De-
fense Section in the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian), 
one of 12 Sections created by Shen-tsung (r. 1067-1085) 
to manage administrative affairs of military garrisons 
throughout the country, in geographic clusters, or to su-
pervise specified militaiy functions on a country-wide scale. 
This Section supervised the Palace Command (tien-chien 
ssu) and the Metropolitan Infantiy Command (pu~chtìn ssu), 
the dispatching of troops and weapons to the western fron-
tier (modern Shensi and Szechwan), and the use of troops 
from Chi-nei and Fukien Circuits (lu) in the forces of the 
Capital Security Office (huang-ch'eng ssu). Headed by 3 to 
5 Vice Recipients of Edicts (fu ch'eng-chih), rank 8b. Ap-
parently abolished early in S. Sung. See shih-erh fang 
(Twelve Sections). SP: chambre de la capitale. 

6813 tsái-ckùng t，í-chŭ ssŭ 裁種提擧司 
YUAN: Supervisorate of Agriculture, a category of agen-
cies in scattered localities and prefixed with place-names, 
subordinate to the Palace Provisions Commission (hsŭan-
hui yuan); staffing not clear, but no doubt headed by a Su-
pervisor (fi-chŭ). P40. 

6814 tsài-chŭn 宰君 
Lit., something like His Lordship the Steward: unofficial 
reference to a District Magistrate (hsien-ling, chih-hsien). 

6815 tsài chŭn-chî tà-ch'én shàng hsŭéh-hsí 
hsíng-tsðu在軍機大臣上學習行走 

CH’ING: lit., student among the Grand Ministers of State: 
variant of chŭn-chi hsing-tsou (Probationary Grand Min-
ister of State); also see chŭn-chi ta-ch'en. BH: probation-
ary grand councillor. 

6816 tsăi'fû 宰夫 
CHOU: Assistant Minister of State, 4 ranked as Junior 
Grand Masters (hsia ta-fu)t general aides in the Ministry of 
State (t'ien-kuan) to the Minister (ta-tsai) and Vice Min-
isters (hsiao-tsai) in all matters pertaining to administrative 
regulations, the conduct of officials, state ceremonies, fis-
cal affairs, etc. CL: aide-administrateur général, P5. 

6817 tsăi-fŭ 宰輔 
Steward-bulwark of State: unofficial reference to a par-
amount executive official of the central governmènt such 
as a Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang) or a Grand Coun-
cilor (tsai-hsiang). 

6818 tsăi'héng 宰衡 
Steward-regulator of State. (1) HAN: title awarded the 
influential minister Wang Mang by Emperor P'ing (r. 1 
B.C.-A.D. 5). (2) From Later Han on, an unofficial ref-
erence to a paramount executive official of the central gov-
ernment such as a Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang) or a 
Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). 

6819 tsái'hsiăng 宰相 
Lit., steward and minister: Grand Councilor. (1) From 8 
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B.C., when the Three Dukes (san kung) were collectively 
so designated, if not earlier, a quasiofficial reference to a 
paramount executive official who shared power in the cen-
tral government such as a Counselor-in-chief {ch'eng-hsiang), 
a T'ang-Sung personage bearing the title Jointly Manager 
of Affairs with the Secretariat-Chancellery (t'ung chung-shu 
men-hsia p'ing-chang shih) or an equivalent, and a Ming— 
Ch’ing Grand Secretary (ta hsŭeh-shih). Cf. hsiang, hsiang-
kuo. RR: grand ministre. SP: conseiller d'état, chef minis-
tre, premier ministre. (2) LIAO: 2 prefixed Left and Right, 
senior administrative officials in both the Northern and 
Southern Establishments (pei-yŭan, nan-yiian) in the Northern 
Administration (pei-mien); rank not clear. Similar pairs were 
established in each auxiliary capital under a Regent (liu-
shou) of the imperial clan. P4, 49. 

6820 tsăi-hsiàngfŭ 宰相府 
LIAO: Office of the Grand Councilors, designation of the 
headquarters agency headed by each pair of Grand Coun-
cilors {tsai-hsiang). P4, 49. 

6821 tóái-/wtò/^p，à/i_fc«âw 宰相判官 
SUNG: lit., decision-making official for the Grand Coun-
cìlors: unofficial reference to a Secretariat Drafter {chung-
shu she-jen). 

6822 tsăi-hsiĕn 宰縣 
Lit., to take stewardship of a District, to be appointed head 
of a District: from Han on, an unofficial reference to being 
appointed a District Magistrate (hsien-ling, chih-hsien). 

6823 tsăi-ŭ 宰歷 
CHOU: variant of ta-tsai (Grand Steward), i.e., Minister 
of State (chung-tsai). 

6824 載師 
CHOU: Mentor of Labor, 2 ranked as Senior Servicemen 
(shang-shih) and 4 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), 
members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) responsible 
for detennining what uses were appropriate for different lands 
and directing the collection of taxes from workers on the 
land. See ts'ao-jen (Planting Manager). CL; préposé au 
travail. 

6825 ts’ăi-făng eh’ù-cMh shih 採訪處置使 
T'ANG: Investigation and Supervisory Commissioner, 
one of several designations used for central government 
delegates in charge of territorial Circuits (ĭao) in the 700s, 
coordinating civil administration in a cluster of Prefectures 
(chou, fu). RR: commissaire impérial organisateur et en-
quêteur. P18, 52. 

6826 ts'ăi-făng shih 採訪使 
T'ANG-SUNG, LIAO: Investigation Commissioner, one 
of several designations used for central government dele-
gates in charge of territorial Circuits (tao); in Sung and Liao 
apparently used only for special, ad hoc investigatory mis-
sions. RR: commissaire impérial enquêteur. SP: commis-
saire chargé d'enquêter sur les soujfrances du peuple. P52. 

6827 WáiVû ssŭ 財賦司 
SUNG: Revenues Office, an agency of Lin-an Prefecture 
(fu), i.e., modern Hangchow, and perhaps found in some 
other units of territorial administration; staffing not clear. 
SP: bureau des finances. 

6828 ts'ái-fù tū tsŭng-kuăn fŭ 財賦都總管府 
YUAN: Supreme Supervisorate-in-chief for Revenues, 
established in the Chiang-Huai region, apparently to ar-
range for the collection and transport of tax income allo-
cated to the Empress; specific functions not clear. 

ts，ai-pu ya-men 
6829 ts'ăi-huà kuăn 彩畫官 
SUNG: Decorator, non-official specialist in the Bureau of 
Nomination Certificates (yŭ-ts'e yŭan) of the Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng). SP: fonctionnaire chargé de dessiner. 

6830 ts'áhjén 才人 
HAN-MING: Lady of Talents, a designation occasionally 
awarded to an imperial consort; in San-kuo Wei ranked from 
1,000 bushels down; in Sui, 15，rank 4a, considered in the 
category of Hereditary Consorts (shih-fu); in T'ang 5a then 
4a; in Sung 5a. RR+SP: perscnne de talent. 
6831 ts'ái-kuān 材官 
Skilled Soldier: one category of Han dynasty militiamen 
serving on active training duty in their home Commanderíes 
(chŭn)’ specifying ordinary infantrymen in contrast to cav-
alrymen and naval forces; subsequently used unofficially in 
reference to personnel as eminent as Generals {chiang-chŭn) 
and Ch'ing dynasty Governors-general (tsung-tu). HB: skilled 
soldier. 

6832 ts'ái-kuân chiàng-chŭn 材官將軍 
N-S DIV (Chin, S. Dyn.)： Construction Supervisor, in 
general charge of central government activities in building 
with wood, normally subordinate to the Bureau of Public 
Construction (ch'i-pu); the use of military terminology per-
haps signifies that military forces were commonly em-
ployed in such construction projects. The term may have 
originated in Han, perhaps in the military sense of leader 
of the militiamen called Skilled Soldiers (ts'ai-kuan). HB; 
general of skilled soldiers. P14. 

6833 ts'ái-kuăn hsiào-ŭng 材官校令 or ts'ai-
kuan ling 

N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei, Chin): variant of ts'ai-kuan hsiao-
wei (Director of Construction). P14, 37. 
6834 ís'ái-kuăn hsiào-wèi 材官校尉 
HAN-N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Director of Construction 
on the staff of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues 
(shao-fu); antecedent of the Construction Supervisor (ts'ai-
kuan chiang-chŭn) of Chin and the S. Dynasties. P13, 

6835 ts9ái'kuăn ssū-mă 材官司馬 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： Assistant Construction Supervisor, 
aide to the ts'ai-kuan chìang-chŭn (Construction Supervi-
sor) in the Bureau of Public Construction (ch'i-pu). P14, 

6836 ts'ái-kuān wăn-ch'iáng 材官挽强 
HAN: Skilled Archer, apparently one category of those 
militiamen on active training service who were known as 
Skilled Soldiers (ts'ai-kuan); specific status not clear. 
6837 to，ái_/tòoàn 材料案 
SUNG: Section for Building Materials under the Head-
quarters Bureau (kung-pu) of the Ministry of Works (also 
kung-pu)t probably staffed by non-official specialists. SP: 
service des matériaux. 
6838 ts'ăi-nâ 彩女 
HAN: Pleasure Girl, one of 3 categories of unranked pal-
ace women in Later Han. 
6839 ts'ăi-nu 采女 
HAN-SUNG: Lady of Elegance, designation for some im-
perial concubines; in Han ranked below Worthy Lady (kuei-
jen); in Sui 37, rank 7a; in T'ang rank 8a. HB: chosen lady. 
RR: femme élégante. SP: dame du palais. 

6840 ts'ăi-pŭ yá-mén 採捕衙門 
CH’ING: Harvesting Office in the Imperial Household De-
partment (nei-wu fu); supervised the Southern Park (nan-

6820-6840 
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yiian) from 1661’ superseding a Eunuch Manager (nei-chien 
kuan-li)\ then in 1684 superseded by subordinates of the 
Manager of the Imperial Parks (kuan-li feng-ch'en ytìan shih-
wu). P40. 

6841 ts，ăi.shà sŏ 採沙所 
YUAN: Sand Gathering Offîce established in 1279 in Ta-
t'ung Route (lu) under authority of the Supervisorate-in-
chief of Metal Workers and Jewelers {chin-yŭ jen-chiang 
tsung-kuan fu) at the dynastic capital; staffing and specific 
purpose not clear. 

6842 ts'ái-shìh chiēn-mào 才識兼茂 
SUNG: Understanding and Knowledge Both Excellent, 
a scholastic degree awarded to passers of Special Recruit-
ment (chih-chŭ) examinations in 1034, 1042, 1057, and 
1061. 

6843 ts'ái-tsào shŭ 裁造署 or ts'ái-tsào yŭàn 
院 

SUNG-CHIN: Ornaments Offîce, one of several work-
shops under the Directorate for Imperial Manufactories (shao-
fu chien), headed by a Director (ling), rank 6b in Chin; 
another under the Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng) 
in Sung. SP: cour de confection de vêtements et d'orne-
ments. P38. 
6844 tó，由吵如从沩採藥師 
T'ANG: Master of Medications, one delegate from the Im-
perial Medical Service (t'ai-i chii) assigned to each Prefec-
ture {chou) noted for its varieties of medicinal herbs, etc., 
to see that the Service was regularly supplied with medi-
cations. RR: maître chargé de recueillir les remèdes. 

6845 tsàn 鄭 
CHOU: Precinct, a unit of local government outside the 
royal domain comprising 4 neighboring Villages (li) each 
theoretically consisting of 25 households; comparable to the 
Precinct called tsu within the royal domain; each with a 
Head {chang) responsible to the Ministry of Education (ti-
kuan) for general administration of local ceremonial, mil-
itary, agricultural, and craft activities, reportedly elected 
but carrying the rank of Ordinary Serviceman (chung-shih). 
CL: village, comprenant cent feux. 

6846 tsàn-chĕ 贊者 
SUI-T'ANG: Court Herald, 12 apparently unranked sub-
officials in the Sui Court for Dependencies {hung-lu jjm) 
and the T'ang Chancellery {men-hsia sheng), serving in two 
rotational shifts as announcers in court ceremonial activi-
ties. RR; héraut. P33. 
6847 tsàn-chìh 贊治 
Administrative Aide. (1) SUI: one, rank 4b, in a Region* 
(chou) till 586; revived c. 605 as the principal 2nd-Ievel 
official in a Commandery (chŭn), rank 5a to 6a depending 
on the size and importance of the jurisdiction. P49, 53. (2) 
SUNG: laudatory epithet (see under kung-ch'en) awarded 
to members of the Bureau of Militaiy Affairs (shu-mi yiian), 
to imperial parents, and to officials serving outside the cap-
ital. 

6848 tsàn-chìh shăo-yîn 贊治少尹 
MING: Vice Governor Participating in Administration, 
a merit title (hsŭn) for rank 4b civil officials. P65. 

6849 tsàn-chìh yín 贊治尹 
MING: Governor Participating in Administration, a merit 
title (hsŭn) for rank 4a civil officials. P65. 

6850 tsàn-fŭ 贊府 
T’ANG~CH，ING: lit., assistant's office: unofficial refer-
ence to a District Vice Magistrate (hsien-ch'eng). 

6851 tsàn-hsiăng 贊饗 
HAN: Sacrificial Aide, rank 600 bushels, under the Cham-
berlain for Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang); assisted the Emperor 
in�sacrificial rites. HB: assistant at sacrifices. P27. 

6852 tsàn-kūng 贊公 
T*ANG: lit., honorable assistant: unofficial reference to a 
District Vice Magistrate {hsien-ch'eng). 

6853 tsàn4ì chân-wù 贊理軍務 
MING: Associate Military Superintendent, supplemen-
tary designation for a Grand Coordinator (hsŭn-fu) when, 
in an area under the jurisdiction of a Regional Commander 
(tsung-ping kuan), he was authorized concurrently to share 
responsibility for military matters. Cf. t'i-tu chŭn-wu (Mil-
itary Superintendent). P50. 

6854 tsàn-U láng 贊 mi 
MING-CH'îNG: Ceremonial Assistant assignable to highly 
varied chores; in Ming from 9 to 33, rank 9a, in the Court 
of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); in Ch'ing ranged 
from rank 4 down, found in large numbers in the Office of 
Palace Ceremonial {chang-i ssu) and at each Imperial Mau-
soleum (ling) as well as in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices. 
BH: herald, ceremonial usher. P27, 29, 37, 49. 

6855 tsàn míng-piēn 贊鳴鞭 
CH'ING: Whip-cracker, from 1772 (till ？) a special duty 
assignment in the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-i wei) 
for 2 Ceremonial Assistants {tsan-li lang) of the Court of 
Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu), presumably to assist in 
maintaining public order during imperial processions. P27. 

6856 tsăn-nìăo 簪袠 
CH IN-HAN: lit., a horse-girdler: Grandee of the Third 
Order, the 3rd lowest of 20 titles of honorary nobility (chŭeh) 
conferred on meritorious subjects. P65. 

6857 tsàn-pù 贊部 
CH'ING: Headquarters Aide, unofficial reference to an 
Office Manager (ssu-wu) in a Ministry (pu) or other central 
government agency; see ssu-wu t'ing. 

6858 tsàn-shàn 贊善 
T'ANG-CH'ING: lit., to assist toward goodness: Admon-
lsher, 2 each prefixed Left and Right in the Left and Right 
Secretariats of the Heir Apparent (ch'un-fang), responsible 
for giving moral and social guidance to the Heir Apparent; 
in T*ang and Sung known most commonly as Grand Master 
Admonishers {tsan-shan ta~fu)\ in Ming and Ch'ing rank 
6b; in Ch'ing shared equally by Manchus and Chinese. BH: 
assistant secretary of the supervisorate of imperial instruc-
tion. P4, 26. 

6859 tsàn-shàn tà-fŭ 贊售大夫 
T'ANG, SUNG, LIAO: Grand Master Admonlsher, 2 
prefixed Left and Right’ members of the Left and Right 
Secretariats of the Heir Apparent (ch'un-fang), respectively; 
rank 5a in T'ang, 8a in Sung; originated as the official re-
designation of the Companion (chung-yŭn) of the Heir Ap-
parent from 662 to 679’ then separately established. RR+SP: 
conseiller censeur de I'héritier du trône. P26. 

6860 tsàn-té 贊德 
T'ANG: lit., to assist toward virtue: Lady for Admonish-
ment, from 662 to 670 the official redesignation of all rank 
la secondary imperial wives otherwise known collectively 
as Consorts {fu-jen). RR: femme qui exhorte à la vertu. 

6861 tsàn-tú 贊讀 
SUNG: Reading Assistant, rank 7b, in the School for the 
Heir Apparent (tzu-shan t'ang); also from 1117 the official 
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redesignation of Readers-in-waiting (shih-tu) in Princely 
Establishments (wang-fu). SP: lecteur auxiliaire, P26, 69. 

6862 tsàn-wù 贊務 
SUI: variant of tsan-chih (Administrative Aide), probably 
in avoidance of a personal name taboo. P32. 

6863 tsàn-yĭn shih 贊引使 or tsan-yin 
SUI-SUNG, LIAO: Ceremonial Escort, unranked subof-
fícials in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); 
60 in Sui, 20 in T'ang, 2 in Sung. RR+SP: chargé d'in-
troduire et de guider les visiteurs. P27. 

6864 tóá/^á/ij^sfcí/t 僙運御史 
MING-CH'ING: Transport-control Censor, a duty as-
signment for Investigating Censors {chien-ch'a yìi-shih), to 
patrol and inspect operations of the state tax grain transport 
system along the Grand Canal; intermittent from the early 
1400s, but regular beginning in the Wan-li era (1573-1620). 
P60. 

6865 ts'ān 參 
Lit., to counsel, take part in; three. (1) CHOU: quasioffi-
cial reference to the Three Ministers (ch'ing) authorized 
for the regional governments of major Feudal Lords (chu-
hou). (2) N-S DIV: variant of ts'an-chang (Administra-
tor). 

6866 ts'ăn-chăng 參掌 
N-S DIV: Administrator assigned on a special basis to take 
charge of an office other than his regular post; used as a 
prefix to a title or agency name; equivalent of chih (to know). 

6867 ts，ān-chăng sfi^mì sMk 參掌樞密事 
5 DYN: Commissioner Participating in Control of Mil-
itary Affairs, duty assignment for a powerful member of 
the court to head the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi 
yiian) and wield administrative authority over a regime's 
armed forces. 

6868 ts，ān.ckèng 參政 
Lit., to take part in governance. (1) SUNG: quasiofficial 
abbreviation of ts'an-chih cheng-shih (Participant in De-
termining Governmental Matters), i.e., a Vice Grand 
Councilor (Ju-hsiang, shao-tsai). (2) YUAN: Assistant 
Grand Councilor, nonnally 2’ rank 2b, in the Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng) and also, during its irregular existence, 
in the Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng). P4. 
(3) MING-CH'ING: Administration Vice Commissioner, 
variable number，rank 3b, 2nd executive post in a Pro-
vincial Administration Commission icKeng-hsiian pu-cheng 
shih ssu); like Assistant Administration Commissioners (ts'an-
i), nonnally detached from the Commission headquarters 
to head a function-specific or region-specific Branch Office 
(fen-ssu); see under tao (Circuit). Officially, an abbrevia-
tion of pu-cheng ts'an-cheng. Abolished in 1735, when all 
heads of Branch Offices were separated from their Com-
missions and made autonomous Circuit Intendants (tao-t'ai), 
P52. (4) CH'ING: Vice Minister, variable numbers pre-
fixed Left and Right, íroni 1631 to 1644 in each Ministry 
(pu) of the predynastic central government, then retitled shih-
lang. P5, 6. 

6869 ts，àn-chì kuăn 參計官 
SUNG: Accountant in the late Sung Accounting Office {kuo-
yung ts'an-chi so), a post nonnally held concurrently by a 
Vice Minister (shih-lang). SP: commìssaire préposé aux 
comptes d'état. 

6870 ts'ān-chiàng 參將 
MING-CH'ING: Assistant Regional Commander , nor-
mally several military officers on the staff of a Province-

level Regional Commander (tsung-ping kuan), in control of 
troops in a segment of the Regional Commander's juris-
diction; in Ming a duty assignment rather than a regular 
post (kuan), in the early decades for various nobles, then 
for officers of the regular hereditary hierarchy (see under 
wei-so)t finally for some civil officials and even eunuchs; 
in Ch'ing a regular post, rank 3a, in the hierarchy of Chinese 
military forces called the Green Standards (lu-ying). The 
title was usually prefixed with a place-name defining the 
jurisdiction. BH: lieutenant-colonel. 

6871 ts'ăn-chīh 參知 
CH*ING: unofficial reference to a Grand Secretary (ta 
hsŭeh-shih), deriving from the earlier title ts'an-chih cheng-
shih (Participant in Determining Governmental Matters). 

6872 ts9ăn-chîh chèng-shìh 參知政事 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Participant in Determining Govern-
mental Matters, originally a supplementary title conferred 
on emineht officials entitling them to participate in policy 
discussions in the Administration Chamber (cheng-shih fang) 
as members of the group known collectively by the quasi-
offíciat term Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang); after the mid-
600s was generally superseded by the term Manager of Af-
fairs (p'ing-chang shih); revived in 964, then in 973 made 
a regular post (kuan) of rank 2a» normally with from one 
to 3 appointees, in effect Vice Grand Councilors (shao-tsai, 
Ju-hsiang), Included among those collectively known as 
Executive Officials (chih-cheng kuan) and State Councilors 
(tsai-chih). (2) LIAO-CHIN: Vice Grand Councilor, 2nd 
executive post in the Liao Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) and 
the Chin Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng); in 
Chin 2’ rank 2b. (3) YŭAN-MING: Assistant Adminis-
trator, 2，rank 2b, 4th executive post in the Secretariat 
{chung-shu sheng)t after Grand Councilor (ch'eng-hsiang), 
Manager of Governmental Affairs (p'ing-chang cheng-shih)t 
and Aide (ch'eng)\ duplicated in Ytìan Branch Secretariats 
(hsing chung-shu sheng), but early Ming Branch Secretar-
iats had only single appointees’ 3rd executive post since 
Ming Branch Secretariats had no Grand Councilors. Ter-
minated in 1376 in Branch Secretariats, which were then 
transformed into Provincial Administration Commissions 
(ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu)t and in 1380 in the met-
ropolitan Secretariat, which was then abolished. Consid-
ered tìie antecedent of the Ming-Ch'ing Administration Vice 
Commissioner (ts'an-cheng) in a Provincial Administration 
Commission. SP: participant à la direction des affaires 
gouvernementales, grand conseiller assistant d'état. P3, 4. 

6873 ts'ăn-chīh chĭ-wù 參知機務 
T'ANG: variant of ts'an-chih cheng-shih (Participant in 
Determining Governmental Matters). 
6874 /Vā/i-c/uíytíà/i 參酌院 
T'ANG: Consultative Office, unofficial reference to a Sec-
retariat Drafter (chung-shu she-jen) sent out to participate 
in a major trial conducted by local officials; from c. 821. 

6875 ts'ān-chn chŭn 參旗軍 
See under shen-ch'i chun (Army of the Celestial Lion's 
Pelt). 
6876 ts'ân'Chān-shìh 參軍事 or ts,an-chŭn 
Adjutant or Administrator. (1) N-S DIV-MING: origi-
nating at the very end of Han as a designation used by re-
tainers of the militarist Ts'ao Ts’ao, quickly became reg-
ularized as the title of aides to regional military authorities, 
to Regional Inspectors (chou tz'u-shih), and in Princely Es-
tablishments (wang-fu), rank varying from 7 to 9. In T’ang 
also found in Guards (we/) and Guard Commands (wei shuai-
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fu) at the capital; in Sung normally restricted to Prefectures 
{chou) and Superior Prefectures (fu), thereafter to Princely 
Establishments. From late in the era of N-S Division, com-
monly distributed among Sections (ts'ao) with functional 
specializations: Personnel Evaluation Section (kung-ts'ao), 
Law Section (fa-t: ao), Revenue Section (hu-ts'ao), Levied 
Service Section (shih-ts'ao), War Section (ping-ts'ao�’ etc.’ 
accordingly prefixed ssu-kung, ssu-fa, ssu-hu, etc. Taking 
note of such prefixes is necessary for proper identification 
and understanding. The title seems to have been terminated 
in 1376, when the ts'an-chun in Princely Establishments were 
retitled chang-shih (Administrator). RR+SP: administra-
teur. P26, 32’ 49，52，53’ 69. (2) CH'ING: unofficial ref-
erence to an Assistant Department Magistrate (chou-p'an, 
p'an-kuan). (3) CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Registrar 
{ching~V) in a Provincial Administration Commission {ch'eng-
hstìan pu-cheng shih ssu). 

6877 ts，ān-cĭdn íū-hù 參軍都護 
N-S DIV (Liang, N. Wei): Adjutant-protector, rank from 
5b down to 9b, on the staff of the Heir Apparent and staffs 
of various Princely Establishments (wang-fu); specific 
functions not clear. P69. 

6878 ts'ăn-chŭn tuàn-shìk kuăn 參軍斷事官 
MING; Judicial Administrator, rank 3b, in the predy-
nastic Secretariat {chung-shu sheng)\ established 1364, ap-
parently terminated in 1368. P4. 

6879 ts，ān-fŭ 參府 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Assistant Regional 
Commander (îs'an-chiang) in the Chinese military forces 
called the Green Standards {lu-ying). 

6880 ts'ăn-hsiáng kuăn 參詳官 
SUNG; Consultant, duty assignment for a central govern-
ment official to serve in various special agencies such as 
the Advisory Office (chiang-i ssu) of the Department of 
State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) and the Ministry of Rites 
(U-pu). SP: fonctionnaire participant à la révision. 

6881 ts'ăn-ì 參議 
(1) SUNG—YŭAN: Consultant, duty assignment for an of-
fícial serving in an ad hoc or somewhat irregular agency 
such as the Sung Advisory Offìce (chiartg-i ssu) of the De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) or on the staff 
of a temporary Commissioner (shih). SP; prenant part aux 
déliberations, conseiller. (2) MING-CH'ING: Assistant 
Administration Commissioner, 3rd executive post in a 
Provincial Administration Commission (ch'eng-hsiian pu-
cheng shih ssu), number variable, rank 4b; like Adminis-
tration Vice Cbmmissioners (ts'an-cheng), normally de-
tached from the Commission headquarters as head of at 
function-specific or region-speciíic Branch Office {fen-ssu)', 
see under tao (Circuit). Officially, an abbreviation of pu-
cheng ts'an-i. Abolished in 1735, when all heads of Branch 
Offices were separated from their Commissions and made 
autonomous Circuit Intendants (tao-t'ai). P52. (3) MING-
CH'ING: Assistant Transmission Commissioner in the 
Office of Transmission (t'ung-cheng ssu), in Ch'ing one each 
Manchu and Chinese, rank 5a; 3rd executive post in the 
Office, after the Commissioner (shih) and the Vice Com-
missioner (t'ung-cheng or fu-shih). BH: secretary of the 
transmission office. P21. 

6882 ts'ān-ì ch'áo-chèng 參議朝政 
TANG; Participant in Deliberations about Court Policy, 
a supplementary title conferred on eminent officials enti-
tling them to participate in policy discussions in the Admin-
istration Chamber {cheng-shih t'ang) as members of the group 

known collectively by the quasiofficial term Grand Coun-
cilors (tsai-hsiang); after the mid-600s generally superseded 
by the title Manager of Affairs {p'ing-chang shih). P3. 

6883 ts'ăn-ì chŭng-shā shĕng shih 
參議中書省事 

YUAN: Consultant in the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), 
4’ rank 4a; supervised the Left and Right Offices (tso-ssu, 
yu-ssu) and the 6 Sections {ts'ao) in which the administra-
tive business of the Secretariat was handled. P4. 

6884 ts，ān-ì kuān 參議官 
SUNG: variant of ts'an-i (Consultant). 

6885 ts，ân4 tò-ch，én 參譲大& 
CH'ING: Grand Minister Consultant, designation of a 
court dignitary assigned to assist the Grand Minister Com-
mander (ching-lūeh ta-ch'en) of a contingent of campaign-
ing soldiers from the Chinese forces called the Green Stan-
dards (lu-ying). Cf. ts'an-tsan ta-ch'en (also Grand Minister 
Consultant). 

6 8 8 6 权’â/i- î té-íAíA 參 議 得 失 
TANG: Participant in Deliberations about Advantages 
and Disadvantages, a supplementary title conferred on 
eminent officials entitling them to participate in policy dis-
cussions in the Administration Chamber (cheng-shih t'ang) 
as members of the group known collectively by the quasi-
official term Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang); after the mid-
600s generally superseded by the title Manager of Affairs 
(p'ing-chang shih), P3. 

6887 ts'ān-jŭng 參戎 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Assistant Regional 
Commander (ts'an-jung) in the Chinese military forces 
known as the Green Standards (lu-ying). 

6888 ts'ăn4íng 參領 
CH'ING: (1) Regimental Commander , rank 3a，in the 
Manchu military organization called the Eight Banners (pa 
ch'i), identifiable by prefixed terminology, e.g. , hu-chŭn 
ts'an-ling (Regimental Commander in the Guards Brigade), 
ch'ien-feng ts'an-ling (Regimental Commander in the Van-
guard Brigade); usually aided by one or more Regimental 
Vice Commanders (fu ts'an-ling), 4a. BH; colonel. P37. (2) 
Commandant, 5, rank 3b’ one for each of the Banner (ch'i) 
groups of families under the jurisdiction of a Princely Es-
tablishment {wang-fu) or Ducal Establishment (kung-Ju), each 
aided principally by 7 Assistant Commandants {tso-ling)\ 
4b. P69. 

6889 ts'ăn-móu kuăn 參謀官 or ts,an-mou 
T'ANG-YŭAN: Counselor, common designation for aides 
to military commanders; probably originated in reference 
to non-official personal aides of T'ang Military Commis-
sioners (chieh-tu shih) and comparable militarists; in Sung 
became a recognized duty assignment for officials on the 
staff of campaign commanders such as Pacification Com-
missioners (hstìan-fu shíhy or of Superior Area Commands 
(ta tu-tu fu). SP: conseiller, grand conseiller. 

6890 ts'án-shìh 蠶室 
Lit., room for rearing silkworms: Castration Chamber , at 
least from Han on a quasiofficial designation of a prison 
where castration was performed; traditionally explained as 
deriving from the warmth required for survival of castra-
tion, comparable to that required for the nurturing of silk-
worms. HB: silkworm house. 

6891 ts，ān-tsàn chī-wù 參贊機務 
MING: Grand Adju tan t , 3rd in a triumvirate to whom 
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military control of the auxiliary capital at Nanking was en-
trusted after 1420, normally a concurrent appointment for 
the Nanking Minister of War (nan-ching ping-pu shang-
shu); ranked after the Grand Commandant {shou-pei) and 
the Vice Commandant (hsieh-t'ung shou-pei). P49. 

6892 ts'ăn-tsàn chăn-shìh 參贊軍事 
SUNG: Military Consultant, a post in the Imperial De-
fense Command (yŭ-ying ssu) normally held by an imperial 
favorite. SP: conseìller des affaires militaires, 

6893 ts'ān-tsàn tà'CWén 參贊大臣 
CH'ING: Grand Minister Consultant, 2 representatives 
of the central government who assisted the Manchu General 
(chiang-chŭn) of Outer Mongolia; others sometimes as-
signed to assist the commanders of campaigning armies. 
See ta-ch'en. Cf. ts'an-i ta-ch'en (also Grand Minister Con-
sultant). BH: assistant military governor, councillor. 

6894 ts，ān-yù ch'áo-chèng 參預朝政 
T'ANG: variant of ts'an-i ch'ao-cheng (Participant in De-
liberations about Court Policy). 

6895 ts'ān-yu chèng-shìh 參與政事 
TANG: variant of ts'an-chih cheng-shih (Participant in 
Determining Governmental Matters). 

iS896 tsàng 藏 
Storehouse; see under tso-tsangf yu-tsang, huang-tsang shu, 
and other prefixes as encountered. 

6897 tsàng-fá k，ù 醎罰庫 
CH'ING: Depository in the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu) 
for the collection of money confiscated from criminals and 
levied in fines, which the Depository periodically trans-
ferred to the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu); headed by 2 
Manchu Treasurers (ssu-k'u) and one or more Commission-
ers {shih). BH: treasury. P13. 
6898 tsăng-fŭ 藏府 
HAN: Storehouse: variant of ssu-fu; also see chung-huang 
ssu-fu. 

6899 ts'āng 倉 
Granary; throughout history the standard designation of 
repositories of state grain supplies at all levels of govern-
ment, normally with a Head (chang), Director (ling), Su-
pervisor (chien), or Commissioner (shih), often an un-
ranked subofficial; specifically identifiable only by place-
name or other prefixes. In addition to the following entries, 
see ch'ang-p'ing ts'ang, i-ts'ang, nei-ts'ang. 

6900 ts'ăng'àn 倉案 
SUNG: Granary Section, one of 4 subsidiary units in the 
Court of Palace Attendants (hsuan-hui yŭan)t responsible 
for maintaining the palace food stores and providing special 
meals for the Emperor and his entourage at birthday cele-
brations, important sacrifices, and other ceremonial occa-
sions. SP: service des greniers ou service des banquets et 
des sacrifices. 

6901 ts，āng-ch，áng 倉場 
(1) Granaries and Yards: may be encountered as a col-
lective or generic reference to granaries and other storage 
facilities, e.g.’ for hay or lumber. (2) MING-CH'ING: 
Capital Granaries, collective reference to state granaries 
originally at Nanking when it was the early Ming capital, 
from 1421 to those at Peking, later also including those 
built at nearby T'ling-chou, the northern terminus of the 
Grand Canal; each managed by officials of the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu) in Ming, in Ch'ing by one Manchu and 
one Chinese Superintendent (chien-tu) chosen for 3-year duty 

assignments from among members of the Central Drafting 
Office (chung-shu k'o) and various other central govern-
ment agencies under supervision of the Imperial Household 
Department (nei-wu fu); all under the general supervision 
of a Director-general of the Capital Granaries (tsung-tu ts'ang-
ch'ang)’ duty assignment for a Minister (shang-shu) or Vice 
Minister (shih-lang) of the Ministry of Revenue in Ming, 
in Ch'ing for one Manchu and one Chinese Vice Minister 
of the Ministry. BH: government granary at the capital. P8. 

6902 ts9āng-huò chiēn 倉貨監 
T'ANG: (1) Directorate of Granarifô and Commerce, from 
657 the official redesignation of the former Directorate of 
the West Imperial Park at the Eastern Capital (tung-tu yŭan 
hsi-mien chien)，i.e., at Loyang; a unit of the Court of the 
National Granaries (ssu-nung ssu)f headed by an Office 
Manager (lu-shih). RR: direction des greniers et des va-
leurs d*échange. (2) Occasional variant of shih-huo chien 
(Director of Commerce). 

6903 ts'ăng-jén 倉人 
CHOU: Granary Manager, 4 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih) and 8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih) t members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) who 
oversaw granaries located throughout the royal domain un-
der supervision of the Ministry's Granary Masters (lin-jén). 
CL: officier des dépôts. 

6904 ts'ŭng'k'ō 倉科 
YūAN-MING: Granaries Section, in Yŭan one of 6 func-
tion-specific Sections in the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), 
headed by an unranked subofficial Director (ling-shih); in 
Ming one of 4 function-specific Sections in each Bureau 
(ch'ing-li ssu) of the Ministry of Revenue, headed by an 
unranked subofficial Manager (kuan-li). P6. 

6905 ts'āng-kfù shŭ 倉庫署 
YUAN: Office for Granaries and Storehouses in the es-
tablishment of the Heir Apparent, headed by 2 Directors 
(ling), probably unranked. P26. 

6906 ts'âng-nŭng chiēn 倉農監 
HAN: Supervisor of Granaries and Agriculture on the 
staff of a Commandery (chŭn) or a Princedom (wang-kuo)-, 
status and precise functions not clear. P8. 

6907 ts,āng，pù ssŭ 倉部司 or ts'ang-pu 
(1) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei)-SUI: Granaries Section, one 
of several specialized units in the Ministry of Revenue (tu-
chih) of the evolving Department of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng), headed by a Director (lang, lang-chung); gen-
erally administered the receipt and disbursement of state 
grain revenues. P6. (2) SUI-SUNG, MING: Granaries 
Bureau, from 583 one of 4 specialized units in the Ministry 
of Revenue (min-pu, hu-pu), headed by a Director (lang in 
Sui, thereafter lang-chung), rank 5b in T'ang, 6b in Sung; 
revived in Ming only from 1380 till 1390，when the Min-
istry was reorganized with a Bureau (ch'ing-li ssu) for each 
Province. In Sung had 6 subordinate Sections (an): Collec-
tion Section (hui-ch'ang an)t Prefectural Remittances Sec-
tion (shang-kung an), Grain Transactions Section (t'iao-ti 
an), Receipts and Payments Section (chi-na ah), Miscel-
lany Section {chih-tsa an), and Mail Distribution Section 
(k'ai-ch'ai an). RR: bureau des greniers de 1'empire. SP: 
bureau des greniers. P6. 

6908 ts’āng-pù ts'áo 倉部曹 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： variant of ts'ang-pu (Granaries Sec-
tion); not to be confused with ts'ang-ts'ao. P6. 
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6909 ts'ăng-ssŭ 倉司 
SUNG: Supply Commission, variant of t'i-chŭ ch'ang-p'ing 
ssu (Stabilization Fund Supervisorate), one of the Four Cir-
cuit Supervisorates (ssu chien-ssu). SP: office provincial des 
greniers. 

6910 ts'ăng-ts'áo 倉曹 
Granaries Section. (1) HAN: one of a dozen or more Sec-
tions (ts'ao) subordinate to the Defender-in-chief {t'ai-wei) 
in the central government, probably duplicated on the staff 
of the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang); headed by an 
Administrator (yŭan-shih), rank =400 bushels; precise 
functions not clear. HB: bureau of granaries. P12. (2) HAN: 
a common staff unit in a Commandery (chiin), staffed with 
Scribes (shih), probably unranked. P53. (3) N-S DIV-SUNG: 
a staff agency in such units of territorial administration as 
Princely Establishments (wang-fu) and Superior Prefectures 
ifu)t normally headed by an Administrator (ts'an-chun-shih), 
rank 7a or lower; managed local provisioning under super-
vision of the central government^ Ministry of Revenue (tu-
chih, min-pu, hu-pu). See liu ts'ao. RR+SP: service des 
greniers. P69. (4) T'ANG: a provisioning unit in each of 
the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) at the dynastic capital and 
in Guard Commands {shuai-fu) in the establishment of the 
Heir Apparent, each headed by 2 Administrators, 8b. RR: 
service des greniers. (5) T'ANG-CH*ING: occasional un-
official reference to the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). 

6911 ts'ăng-tū 倉督 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i)-T’ANG: Granary Supervisor, un-
ranked staff aides in Commanderie" (chŭn) in N. Ch'i, Re-
gions (chou) in Sui, and Prefectures (chou) and Districts 
(hsien) in T'ang. RR: contrôleur des greniers. P52，53，54. 

6912 tsào-chu 造局 
MING: Manufactory, a workshop attached to a District 
(hsien) government, mofe precisely identifiable only by 
prefixes, 

6913 tsào-pàn kuó-chì ch9ù 造辦活計處 
CH'ING: Workshop within the palace headed by an un-
specified number of Managers {kuan-li) assigned from the 
staff of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wufu); in 
1759 renamed yang-hsin tien tsao-pan ch'u. BH: workshop 
of the imperial household. P37. 

6 9 1 4 tsào-pì cMk 造筆直 
TANG: Auxiliary for Making Writing-brudies, 4 un-
ranked craftsmen on the staff of the Academy of Scholarly 
Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yŭan). fonctionnaire auxi-
liaire fabricant de pinceaux. P25. 
6915 tó如-íròíó造作所i 
SUNG: Palace Workshop, a unit of the Palace Eunuch 
Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng) that produced articles for 
use in the palace and especially for wedding ceremonies 
involving members of the imperial family. SP: bureau de 
fabrication des objets pour le palais et pour le manage de 
la famille impériale. 

6916 ts'áo 曹 
Section: throughout history a common generic term for 
specialized units among which the clerical or administrative 
staffs of larger agencies were distributed, found at all levels 
of government, in the military as well as the civil service; 
precisely identifiable only by their descriptive prefixes. It 
is especially noteworthy that during the era of N-S Division 
such Sections were top-echelon subordinate units in the de-
veloping Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng�’ 
gradually being transformed into Ministries {pu)\ and that 
from Sui-T'ang on the subofficial clerical staffs of units of 

territorial administration were commonly distributed among 
Six Sections (liu ts'ao) that corresponded in names with, 
and processed routine business in the realms of, the Six 
Ministries (liu pu) of the central government. 

6917 ts'áo-chăng 曹長 
TANG: lit.’ Section head: unofficial reference to a Vice 
Director (ch'eng) of the Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng), rank 4a, or a Bureau Director (lang-
chung) in a Ministry (pu), 5a. 
6918 ts，ăo-ck，áng 草場 
SUNG: Hay Yard, 12 in the dynastic capital controlled by 
the Court of the National Granaries (ssu-nung ssu). Also 
see ts'ao4iao ch'ang. SP: place de réception de la paille 
dans le territoire de la capitale. 

6919 ts'áo-ch'én 漕臣 
SUNG: Transport Intendant, variant designation of a Fis-
cal Commissioner {chuan-yŭn shih) in a Circuit (lu). SP: 
intendant fiscal P59, 60. 

6920 ts，áo-chĕng 漕正 
T'ANG: Transport Director, 2 apparently non-official 

ialists in the Office of Boats and Boatmen (chou-chi 
in the Directorate of Waterways {tu~shui chieh). RR: 

chef des transports par eau. P60. 

6921 ts'ăo-chiāng 操江 
MING: River Controller, duty assignment for Vice Cen-
sors-in-chief {fu tu yŭ-shih) and Assistant Censors-in-chief 
{ch'ien tu yŭ-shih) of the Nanking Censorate (nan-ching tu 
ch'a-yŭan); maintained surveillance over operation of trans-
port along the upper and lower reaches of the Yangtze River. 
P49. 

6922 ts'âo-hsiĕn 漕憲 
MING-CH'ING: Transport Censor-in-chief, unofficial 
reference to a nominal Censor-in-chief (tu yŭ-shih) serving 
as Director-general of Grain Transport (ts'ao-yun tsung-tu). 
Also see hsien. 

6923 ts'ăo-jén 草人 
CHOU: Planting Manager, 4 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih)，members of the Ministry of Education {ti-kuan) 
who classified cultivated lands in the environs of the royal 
capital，prescribed treatments to improve the soil, and de-
termined what crops should be planted where. See tsai-shih 
(Master of Labor). CL: officier des herbes. 

6924 ts9
ŭo4iào ch'áng 草料場 

SUNG: Fodder Yard, a fodder-storage unit in the dynastic 
capital, subordinate to the Court of the National Granaries 
(ssu-nung ssu). Also see ts'ao-ch'ang. SP: place des four-
rages. 
6925 tsyâo-piăo 漕標 
CHING: Transport Command’ a special organization of 
Green Standards (lu-ying) troops for moving tax grains from 
Southeast China along the Grand Canal to Peking, con-
sisting of detachments based in Guards (wei) and Battalions 
(ío) along the waterway, sectors of such detachments headed 
by Regional Vice Commanders (fu-chiang), Brigade Com-
manders (yu-chi)t etc., under overall supervision of the Di-
rector-general of Grain Transport (ts'ao-yŭn tsung-tu). Also 
see piao. P60. 

6926 ts'áo-shîh 漕史 
T'ANG: Transport Clerk, 2 unranked subofficials on the 
staff of the Office of Boats and Boatmen {chou-chi shu) in 
the Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui chien). RR: scribe 
chargé des transports par eau. P60. 
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6927 ts'âo-shuài 漕帥 
SUNG: Transport Commander, variant designation of a 
Fiscal Commissioner (chuan-yŭn shih) in a Circuit (lu). SP; 
commissaire aux finances. P50, 60. 

6928 ts，áo-shŭi ts，áo 漕本曹 
HAN: Section for Water Transport , in Later Han a cler-
ical staff unit in some Commanderies (chiin), headed by an 
Administrator (yūan-shih). HB: bureau of grain transport 
by water. 

6929 ts'áo-ssū 漕司 
SUNG: Fiscal Commission, quasiofficial reference to the 
office of a Fiscal Commissioner (chuan-yŭn shih) or com-
parable authority responsible for collecting grain taxes in a 
Circuit (lu) and forwarding them to the dynastic capital. SP: 
autorité fiscale de province. P52. 

6930 ts'áo-tū 漕督 
CH'ING: abbreviated reference to a Director-general of 
Grain Transport (ts'ao-yŭn tsung-tu). 

6931 ts'áo-yŭàn 曹掾 
HAN-SUNG: Section Clerk, generic reference to the per-
sonnel of clerical and administrative Sections (ts'ao) in units 
of territorial administration，especially the Administrators 
(yiian-shih, yiian) who normally headed them. 

6932 ts'áo-yùàn àn 曹掾案 
SUNG: Section for Section Clerks in the Bureau of Eval-
uations (k'ao-kung ssu) of the Ministry of Personnel (lì~pu); 
processed merit ratings and other evaluations of lowly per-
sonnel serving in units of territorial administration. SP: ser-
vice des administraîeurs des services. 

6933 Yóo-J^/I sW/r 漕運使 
Transport Commissioner. (1) CHIN: head of a Transport 
Office (ts'ao-yŭn ssu). (2) MING: head of the Chief Trans-
port Office (tu ts'ao-yŭn ssu) at the capital during the Hung-
wu reign (1368-1398), in charge of the transport of state 
grain to modern Nanking, then the dynastic capital. P60. 

6934 ts'áo-yàn ssŭ 漕運司 
CHIN-YŭAN; Transport Office’ established at crucial 
points on major waterways to manage the transport of state 
grain to the dynastic capital, in Chin headed by a Com-
missioner (shih), in Yiian by a Supervisor (t'i-chŭ), rank 
5a; in both eras apparently subordinate to a Chief Transport 
Office (tu ts'ao-yŭn ww) in the capital; in Chin co-existed 
with Fiscal Commissioners (chuan-yŭn shih)，who also had 
some grain transport responsibilities in their Route (lu) ju-
risdictions. P60. 

6935 ts，áo-yàn tsŭng-pīng kuān 漕運總兵官 
MING: Grain Transport Commander, from 1404 a duty 
assignment for a noble or eminent military officer, origi-
nally to organize the coastal transport of tax grain from 
Southeast China to the Peking area in support of military 
operations in the North and in preparation for the transfer 
of the dynastic capital from Nanking to Peking in 1421， 
then from 1411 concurrently to reconstruct the Grand Canal 
and subsequently direct the shipment of tax grain inland 
along the canal from the Yangtze delta to Peking, from 1450 
in cooperation with a civil service Director-general of Grain 
Transport (ts'ao-yŭn tsung-tu). Neither was specifically 
subordinate to the other: the Commander focused his atten-
tion on controlling the troops to whom transport duties were 
assigned, and the Director-general had broader scope, being 
concurrently Grand Coordinator (hsiirt-fu) of the Huai-an 
region in the middle sector of the canal. P60. 

6936 ts，áo-yàn tsung-tu 糟運總督 
MING-CH'ING: Director-general of Grain Transport , 
in Ming from its inception in 1450 a duty assignment for 
a Censor-in-chief (tu yŭ-shih), in Ch'ing a regular post (kuan) 
of rank 2a or, if held concurrently by a Minister (shang-
shu) in the central government, lb; in Ming cooperated with 
a military Grain Transport Commander (ts'ao-yŭn tsung-ping 
kuan); in both eras importantly assisted by Transport-con-
trol Censors (hsŭn-ts'ao yŭ-shih). Had general supervisory 
responsibility for the transport of tax grains from the Yangtze 
delta to the Peking area along the Grand Canal. Commonly 
occurs transposed as tsung-tu ts'ao-yŭn. Also see ho-tao 
tsung-tu (Director-general of the Grand Canal). BH: direc-
tor of grain transport. P60. 

6937 tsé-yá 澤虞 
Supervisor of Marshes. (1) CHOU; 4 ranked as Ordinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih) and 8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) re-
sponsible for collecting plants and rushes from watery areas 
not suitable for cultivation for use in sacrifices, receptions, 
and funerals; also assisted in imperial hunts in such areas, 
and supervised the imposition of taxes or punishments on 
unauthorized persons who gathered or hunted there. CL: 
inspecteur des étangs. (2) N-S DIV (Chou): one or more 
ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (8a) and Junior Servicemen 
(9a) in the Ministry of Education, presumably with respon-
sibilities as described in (1) above. PI4. 

6938 ts’è fŭ-chìn 側福晉 
CH'ING: Princely Lady, designation of secondary wives 
of Imperial Princes (ch'in-wang), 4 authorized for each; 
ranked after the principal wife, titled Princess-consort (fu-
chin). 

6939 ts'è-shìh 側室 
CH'ING: lit.，side chamber: Princely Lady, designation of 
secondary wives of members of the imperial family titled 
Heir (shih-tzu) and Commandery Prince (chŭn-wang), 3 au-
thorized for each, and those titled Heir of a Commandery 
Prince (chang-tzu) and Beile (pei-ló), 2 authorized for each; 
ranked after the principal wives, designated Princess-con-
sorts (fu-chin, fu-jen). 

6940 ts，è-yèn hŭn-í k’ò-lòu sð 
測驗渾儀刻漏所 

SUNG: Office for Testing Armillary Spheres and Water 
Clocks in the Bureau of Astronomy (t'ien-wen yuan) of the 
Palace Library (pi-shu sheng). Cf. hun-i t'ai, lou-k'o so. SP: 
bureau de la clepsydre. 

6941 tséi-pŭ yŭàn 賊捕掾 
HAN: Police Clerk on the staff of the Metropolitan Gov-
ernor (ching-chao yin) at the dynastic capital; perhaps not 
a title but a descriptive term akin to pu-tsei kuan (thief-
catching officials). P32. 
6942 tséi-ts'áo 賊曹 
Police Section. (I) HAN; one of a dozen or more Sections 
(ts'ao) on the staffs of the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang) 
and the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-wei) in the central govern-
ment, headed by an Administrator (yŭan-shih), rank =300 
bushels; probably supervised the jailing as well as the cap-
turing of thieves and bandits. HB: bureau of banditry. (2) 
HAN: quasiofficial reference to the Section for Command-
ery Governors (erh-ch'ìen shih ts'ao) in the Imperial Sec-
retariat {shang-shu t'ai). P13. (3) N-S DIV: one of several 
Sections among which the subordinates of Regional In-
spectors (tz'u-shih) and lesser territorial administrators were 
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distributed; normally headed by a subofficial Clerk (yŭan). 
P32. 

6943 tsĕng chiên-shēng 增監生 
CH'ING: Student by Purchase, Second Class in the Di-
rectorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) at the dynastic cap-
ital; see under li chien-sheng (Student by Purchase). 

6944 tsèng-kuăn 贈官 
Posthumous Office: apparently beginning in the post-Han 
Chin dynasty and systematically used from T'ang on, a title 
awarded to a deceased official or to deceased forebears of 
officials, commonly extending back to grandparents. From 
Sung on, the posthumous title commonly awarded to em-
inent civil officials was Duke (kung), prefixed with lau-
datory terms. 

6945 tsēng-kuăng shĕng-yŭán 增廣生員 
Added Student: in Ming and Ch'ing, and perhaps from as 
early as the era of N-S Division, a designation of students 
admitted to state schools at the Prefecture (chou, fu) and 
lower levels of territorial administration, beyond the quota 
normally authorized; in Ming and Ch’ing the status was above 
that of Suppleiaentary Student (fu hsueh-sheng, fu-sheng) 
and below that of Stipend Student (lin-sheng). Such stu-
dents at times were granted state stipends somewhat less 
than those of Stipend Students. 

6946 tsĕng kùng-shĕng 增貢生 
CH'ING: Tribute Student by Purchase, Second Class, a 
category of men qualified to take Provincial Examinations 
(hsiang-shih) in the civil service recruitment examination 
sequence by having purchased promotion from status as 
Added Students (íseng-kuang sheng-yŭan). The status was 
lower than lin kung-sheng but higher than fu kung-sheng 
and li kung-sheng. 

6947 tsĕng-shêng 增生 
MING-CH'ING: abbreviation of tseng-kuang sheng-yŭan 
(Added Student). 
6948 tsŏ 佐 
Assistant. (1) Throughout history a collective reference to 
the 2nd and 3rd tiers of officials in an agency, and espe-
cially to very low-ranking or unranked personnel serving in 
the clerical and administrative Sections (ts'ao) in which the 
routine business of units of territorial administration was 
conducted, down to the District (hsien) level. (2) HAN-
TANG: a low-ranking or unranked member of a minor 
agency, ranking after both its head and his Aide {ch'eng). 
RR: secrétaire, administrateur. (3) Occasional prefix to such 
a title as Editorial Director (chu-tso lang), signifying Assis-
tant Editorial Director. 

6949 tsŏ 左 
(1) Left, of the Left, Senior: throughout history (except 
as noted in #2 below) a common prefix to a title when a 
pair of appointees was authorized, both normally of the same 
rank, or to an agency name when a pair of identically named 
agencies existed; in prestige, Left took precedence over Right 
(yw); geographically, Left indicated East (tung) whereas Right 
indicated West (hsi). (2) YUAN: Left, of the Left, Junior: 
used as above but with reversed order of prestige among 
the Mongols. 
6950 tsò-aó t'īng 坐廒廳 
MING: Granaries Office, variant of ching-liang t'ing (Of-
fice of the Capital Granaries), P8. 
6951 tsð-ch'éng 左丞 
(1) Left Aide, throughout history may be encountered in 

reference to a 2nd or 3rd executive offícial of an agency; 
see under ch*eng. (2) HAN: Assistant Director of the Left, 
one of a pair of 3rd-tier officials of the Imperial Secretariat 
(shang-shu t'ai), rank 400 bushels, ranking after the Direc-
tor (ling) and Vice Director (p'u-yeh), HB: assistant of the 
left. P5. (3) N-S DIV-YŭAN: Assistant Director of the 
Left in the Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng), 
one of a pair normally ranking after the Director and one 
or more Vice Directors (both as in #2 above), rank com-
monly 4a till Sung, then advanced to 2a; in T'ang had su-
pervisory jurisdiction over the Ministries of Personnel (iì-
pu), Revenue (hu-pu) r and Rites (lĭ-pu); from Sung on were 
commonly members of the elite central government group 
collectively known as Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang), with 
the specific added designation Participant in Determining 
Governmental Matters (ts'an-chih cheng-shih). RR: assis-
tant de gauche. SP: grand conseiller assistant de gauche. 
(4) TWNG-CH'ING: common unofficial reference to the 
Vice Minister {shih-lang) of a Ministry (pu). 

6952 tsŏ-chí 佐棘 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Vice Minister (shao-
ch'ing) of the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu)\ see ta-
chi, chi-shu. 

6953 tsŏ-chì 左計 
SUNG: Left Account, one of 2 large regional jurisdictions 
into which the empire was divided for fiscal purposes in 
993-994, under a Commissioner of the Left Account (tso 
chi-shih), supervised by a Supreme Commissioner of Ac-
counts (tsung chi-shih) t in one stage in the development of 
the State Finance Commission (san ssu). SP: comptes de 
gauche. P7. 
6954 tsð'chiàng 左將 
HAN: Left Leader of a group of Court Gentlemen (lang), 
distinguished from those led by the Right t&^ácr (yu-chiang) 
and the Center Leader (chung-chiang). 

6955 tsŏ-ch'iēn 左遷 
Lit., shifted to the left, presumably referring to positions 
in a list of personnel: throughout history a term meaning 
to demote. 

6956 tsŏ chíh-fá 左執法 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wu): unofficial reference to the yŭ-shìh 
chung-ch'eng (nominally Palace Aide to the Censor-in-
chief, but at the àme de facto head of the Censorate, yŭ-
shih t'ai); see chung chih-fa. 

6957 饭-wèi•左京輔都尉 
HAN: Left Defender of the Capital, one of the Three De-
fenders of the Metropolitan Area (san-fit tu-wei). HB: chief 
commandant of the eastern adjunct capital region. 
6958 tsò-chŭ 座主 
T'ANG: lit., chairman: Examination Master, polite term 
used by graduates of a civil service recruitment examination 
for a chief examiner at the examination. 
6959 tsð chŭ~k’ò &主客 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Left Section for Foreign Relations, 
from c. 400 a component of the Ministry of Rites (i-ts'ao) 
in the evolving Department of State Affairs {shang-shu 
sheng), headed by a Director (lang-chung); shared dealings 
with foreign states (and dependencies?) with a Right Sec-
tion for Foreign Relations (yu chu-k'o), but basis for divi-
sion not clear. 
6960 tsŏ-chăn 佐軍 
HAN: Secondary Army, one of 8 special capital-defense 
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forces organized at the end of Han; see pa hsiao-wei (Eight 
Commandants). 
6 9 6 1 tsô'Chŭn 左軍 
Left Army, (i) Throughout history a common designation 
for one of 3 or 5 military forces in battle array, others nor-
mally prefixed right and center (sometimes also front and 
rear). (?) HAN: one of 8 special capital-defense forces or-
ganized at the end of Han; see pa hsiao-wei (Eight Com-
mandants). 

6962 taŏ-èrh 械 
Lit., assistants and seconds: Associate，throughout history 
a collective reference to the 2nd and lower tiers of execu-
tive officials in any agency, especially a unit of territorial 
administration such as a District (hsien). 

6963 tsò'fāng ssŭ 作坊司 
SUNG: Palace Workshop, a generic reference to various 
kinds of craft production units prefixed only with direction 
words: Eastern, Western, Northern, and Southern, each 
headed by a Commissioner (shih), probably an unranked 
artisan foreman; organizational affiliation not clear, but most 
likely under the Directorate for the Palace Buildings (chiang-
tso chien) and responsible for general construction and re-
pair work in quadnints of the palace grounds as indicated 
by the prefixes. SP: ateliers. 

6964 tsd-fáng wù-liào k，ù 作坊物料庫 
SUNG: Warehouse for the Palace Workshops (tso-fang 
ssu), a general supply depot for workshop units of the Di-
rectorate for the^Palace Buildings (chiang-tso chien), headed 
by 3 Supervisors (chien-kuan), probably unranked subof-
fîcials; apparently divided into sections (chieh; lit.，bound-
aries) by category of materials stored. SP: magasin des 
matériaux pour les ateliers de fabrication. PI5. 

6965 tsŏ'fŭ 左府 
TANG: Left Guard, one of the Twelve Guards (shih-erh 
wei) stationed at the dynastic capital; created in 622 by re-
naming the Left Personal Guard (see pei-shen fu), then in 
660 renamed Left Personal Guard (see ch'ien-niu wei). Cf. 
tso-wei. P43. 

6966 tsð-fŭ tā-wèi 左輔都尉 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Commandant Bulwark on the 
Left, one of several Commandants (tu-wei) serving as ad-
visers to the Heir Apparent. P26. 

6967 tsò-hsién 坐銜 
CH'ING: lit., to occupy nominal office, a nominal office 
occupied; a term sometimes used, e.g., to indicate that Right 
Censor-in-chief (yu tu yii-shih) was the nominal office oc-
cupied by a Governor-general (tsung-tu). P18. 

6968 tsŏ hsién-wáng 左賢王 
HAN-N-S DIV: lit., (one who) assists the worthy King: 
(1) Prince，a title commonly granted chiefs of northern 
alien tribes that were subordinate to the Hsiung-nu Khan 
(shan-yŭ). (2) Crown Prince, a title bestowed on the heir 
apparent of a Khan of the Hsiung-nu or other northern tribal 
confederation. 

6969 tsò'hsŭăn 左選 
CH'ING: lit. meaning not clear: Special Reappointment, 
referring to the Ministry of Personnel's (lì-pu) procedure 
for placing officials who had been absent in mourning or 
on sick leave, etc., back in their original positions or’ with 
imperial authorization, in new positions. 

6970 tsð-hsŭăn 坐選 
SUNG: lit. ’ selections of the left: Civil Appointments Pro-

cess, a reference to the Ministry of Personnel's (lì-pu) ap-
pointments procedures (see under hsŭan), by which the se-
lection of men for appointments and reappointments was 
delegated to different executive officials of the Ministry ac-
cording to the ranks and services (civil or military) of the 
appointees. The term Left (tso) referred to civil service ap-
pointments. See shang-shu tso-hsŭan, shih-lang tso-hsŭan. 
Cf. yu-hsŭan. SP: bureau des nominations civiles. 

6971 tsŏ-hù to’如左戶曹 or tso-hu 
N-S DIV: Census Section in the developing Department of 
State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), perhaps originating in very 
late Han; headed by a Minister (shang-shu) or Director (lang, 
lang-chung); apparently a variant form of tso-min ts'ao, 
perhaps reflecting a tampering with original terminology in 
T'ang times to avoid the tabooed personal name Li Shih-
min (T'ang T'ai-tsung). Also see yu-hu ts'ao, hu-ts'ao, min-
ts'ao. P6. 

6972 t$ŏA 左弋 
HAN: Duck Hunter , unspecified number under the Cham-
berlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); shot ducks and 
geese in the capital parks for the Emperor's table and sac-
rificial uses; headed by a Director (ling); in 104 B.C. re-
titled tz'u-fei. Some traditional scholars understood tso-i to 
be a place-name, apparently the location of a palace prison 
(see chŭ'Shih). HB: bird shooting aide. P37. 

6973 tsð4 ck’ién-fēng 左翼m鋒 
CH'ING: Vanguard Brigade Left Wing, a seemingly 
transposed term commonly used as a prefix to the titles of 
officers of the Brigade; see under ch'ien-feng ying and /‘ 
6974 tsð'kēng 左更 
CH’IN-HAN: lit., member of the left (3rd) watch: Gran-
dee of the Twelfth Order , 9th highest of 20 titles of hon-
orary nobility (chŭeh) conferred on meritorious subjects. 
P65. 

6975 tsŏ-k，ù 左庫 
N-S DIV (Sung): Left Storehouse, official redesignation 
of the Inner Storehouse of the Left (nei tso-k'u) from the 
era 424-451 till c. 460. P7. 

6976 tsó-k'uéi 左揆 
TANG-SUNG: lit., left mastermind: unofficial reference 
to the Vice Director of the Left {tso p'u-yeh) of the De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), in contrast 
to his counterpart the Vice Director of the Right (yu p'u-
yeh). See tuan-k'uei. 

6977 tsŏ-láng 佐郞 
SUI: Adjunct, 4，rank 6b, established late in the dynasty 
as aides to the Assistants in the Palace Library {pi-shu lang'’ 
see pi-shu sheng. This is apparently the only occurrence of 
this combination as a title. P25. 

6978 tsŏ-ŭ 佐吏 
HAN—T'ANG: variant of the generic designation tso (As-
sistant), used especially for minor personnel in units of ter-
ritorial administration; in Han reportedly specified the As-
sistant (chih-chung) Governor (shou) of a Commandery 
(chŭn) or Assistant Regional Inspector (tz'u-shih) of a Re-
gion (chou), and in addition Mounted Escorts (pieh-chia) 
on the staffs of such Governors and Regional Inspectors. 
P54. 

6979 tsò-liáng t'ing 坐糧廳 
MING-CH'ING* Supervisorate of the T'ung-chou Ter-
minus of the Grand Canal or Supervisor of the T'ung-
chou Terminus of the Grand Canal, serving both as an 
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agency name and as the title of those in charge of it; re-
sponsible for overseeing maintenance of the Grand Canal 
embankments and the operation of its transport facilities, 
private as well as state; collected any transit taxes or fees 
due at T'ung-chou； Persons in charge were assigned for 2-
year tours of duty from among officials serving as Super-
vising Secretaries {chi-shih-chung)t Censors (yŭ-shih), and 
Directors (lang-chung) and Vice Directors (yŭan-wai lang) 
of Bureaus (ch'ing-li ssu) in the Six Ministries (liu pu); in 
Ch'ing there was one Manchu and one Chinese appointee. 
Such assignees were also known as Supervisors (chien-tu) 
of the Supervisorate. BH: supervisors of the government 
granaries at the capital. P8. 

6980 tsŏ4ing 佐領 
(1) MING: Staff Administrator, a collective reference to 
all those offícials of units of territorial administration who 
were in the categories called Associates (tso-erh) and Staff 
Supervisors (shou-ling kuan). (2) CH'ING: Company 
Commander in the Eight Banners (pa ch'i) military sys-
tem, rank 4a; Chinese translation of the Manchu titles trans-
literated as niu-lu o-chen and niu-lu chang-ching; see under 
niu-lu. BH: major commander of a company of the pro-
vincial Manchu garrison, or captain. (3) CH'ING: Assis-
tant Commandant, rank 4b, in a Princely Establishment 
(wang~fu) or Ducal Establishment (kung-fu)f 2nd in com-
mand under a Commandant {ts'an-ling). P69. (4) CH'ING: 
Vice Commander-general of Chahar; see under tu-t'ung 
(Commander-general) and liang-i (Two Pasturelands). P31. 

6981 tsŏ'mín ts'áo 左民曹 or tso-min 
N-S DIV: Census Section, from the Three Kingdoms era 
into N. Wei one of the major units in the developing De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) y principally re-
sponsible for processing census reports submitted by units 
of territorial administration but occasionally having a broader 
scope including supervision of grain tax receipts and even 
state construction projects; at times headed by a Minister 
(shang-shu) t at times by a Director (lang, lang-chung) and 
subordinated to a Ministry of Revenue {tu-chih); sometimes 
paired with a Land Tax Section (yu-min ts'ao)，at times not 
so paired and grouped with such agencies as the Treasury 
Bureau {chin-pu)t Granaries Section (ts'ang-pu), Ministry 
of Revenue (tu-chih), and Transport Section (yŭn-ts'ao). Also 
see tso-hu ts'ao, hu-ts'ao, min-ts'ao. P6, 14. 

6982 tsŏ-păn tièn-chĭh 左班殿直 
SUNG: Palace Eunuch of the Left Duty Group, 4th high-
est of 12 rank titles {nei-shih chìeh) granted eunuchs from 
1112. P68. 

6983 tóá-pâu tó-cAíA 左班都知 
SUNG: Office Manager of the Left Duty Group, rank 1 
eunuch in the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng), 
aided by a rank 2 eunuch entitled Assistant Office Manager 
of the Left Duty Group (tso-pan fu tu-chih). SP: adminis-
trateur général des compagnies de gauche, intendant du 
palais de ìer rang (eunuque). 

6984 tsŏ-păng 左榜 
YūAN: Chinese Pass List issued at the conclusion of civil 
service recruitment examinations conducted in the dynastic 
capital, distinguished from the Non-Chinese Pass List (yu-
pang); the men named at the top of each list were both 
considered Principal Graduates (chuang-yăan). Note that in 
Yuan times Right was more esteemed than Left. 

6985 tsŏp，íng-ì 左馮翊 
HAN: Guardian of the Left, from 104 B.C. one of the 
Three Guardians (san-fu) who were responsible for super-

vising administration of the Metropolitan Area (ching-shih) 
around the dynastic capital，from 89 B.C. under the su-
pervisory control of the Metropolitan Commandant (ssu-li 
hsiao-wei); ranked at 2,000 bushels; subordinates included 
an Aide (ch'eng), a Director of the Four Markets {ssu-shih 
chang) at Ch'ang-an, a Prison of the West Market {hsi-shih 
yŭ), and an Office of Sacrificial Grains and Animals (lin-
hsi), HB: eastern supporter. P32, 68. 

6986 tsŏ-pù 左部 
(1) HAN: Left Sector, designation of the south and east 
quadrants of the dynastic capitals, Ch'ang-an and Loyang; 
in Former Han the jurisdiction of 2 Commandants of the 
Metropolitan Police, East and South (kuang-pu wef); in Later 
Han the jurisdiction of the Commandant of the Metropol-
itan Police, East Sector (tung-pu wei) and the Commandant 
of the Metropolitan Police, South Sector (nan-pu wei). Cf. 
yu-pu (Right Sector). P20. (2) YŭAN: Ministries of the 
Left, a variant of tso san-pu (Three Ministries of the Left). 

6987 tsŏ săn-pŭ 左三部 
YûAN: Three Ministries of the Left, from 1260 to 1264 
and again from 1266 to 1268 a combination of the normally 
separate Ministries of Personnel (lì-pu), Revenues (hu-pu), 
and Rites (lĭ-pu) into a single agency, with 2 Ministers 
(shang-shu), rank 3a. Also see li-hu-lipu, lì-lipu, yu san-
pu. 

6988 tsò-shàng shŭ 左尙署 
T'ANG-SUNG: Left Service Office in the Directorate for 
Imperial Manufactories (shao-fu chien), responsible for 
preparing fans, parasols, carriages, sedan-chairs, and painted 
or sculpted decorations for the imperial palace; headed by 
a Director (ling), rank 7b2. See chung-shang shu, yu-shang 
shu. RR+SP: office de I'atelier impérial de gauche. P38. 

6989 tsŏ-shîh 佐史 
HAN: Accessory Clerk，a rank indicator for petty subof-
ficial appointees at the very bottom of the officialdom, paid 
considerably less than 100 bushels per year. HB: accessory 
clerk. P68. 

6990 tsð'shĭh 左史 
T'ANG-SUNG: Left Scribe, from 662 to 671 and again 
from 690 to 705 the official variant designation of Imperial 
Diarists (ch'i-chŭ lang) in the Chancelleiy (men-hsia sheng)', 
thereafter an unoffícial reference to the same post. Cf. yu-
shih (Right Scribe). RR+SP: annaliste de gauche. 

6991 tsŏ-shlh 左師 
T'ANG: variant of ssu-yeh (Director of Studies in the Di-
rectorate of Education, kuo-tzu chien). 

6992 tsò'shîh 座師 
MING-CH'ING: Examination Mentor, a reference by 
Provincial Graduates (chu-jen) and Metropolitan Graduates 
(chin-shih) to the senior officials who had presided over the 
examinations in which they succeeded. Cf. tso-chu. 

6993 tsò-shìh 柞氏 
CHOU: Uprooter of Trees, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih)y members of the Ministry of Justice {ch'iu-kuan)^ 
specific functions not clear, but probably responsible for 
the removal of diseased or damaged trees from royal prop-
erty, a duty assigned to the Ministry of Justice for symbolic 
reasons. CL: arracheur d'arbres. 

6994 tsŏ shìh-ckìn 左侍禁 
SUNG: Left Palace Attendant, 2nd highest of 12 rank ti-
tles (chieh) granted to palace eunuchs from 1112; see nei-
shih chieh. Cf. yu shih-chin. SP: intendant du palais du 6e 
ou 7e rang (eunuque), P68. 
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6995 tsð-shìh ts，áo 左士售 
N-S DIV: Left Section of Servicemen, intermittently a unit 
in the developing Department of State Affairs (shang-shu 
sheng), apparently responsible for handling personnel mat-
ters relating to officials of middling to low rank; in Chin 
apparently a major unit in the Department, headed by a 
Minister (shang-shu); in N. Wei one of 6 subordinate units 
in the Section for Justice (tu-kuan), headed by a Director 
(lang-chung). In N. Ch'i reportedly transformed into the 
functionally quite different Catering Bureau (shan-pu) in 
the Section for Justice. See yu-shih ts'ao. 

6996 tsð-shŭ 左署 
HAN: Left Corps, a variant reference to one of the Three 
Corps (san shu) into which Court Gentlemen (lang) were 
organized. 

6997 tsò shà-chăng 左庶長 
CH'IN-HAN: lit., left chief of a host: Grandee of the Tenth 
Order , the 11th highest of 20 titles of honorary nobility 
(chŭeh) conferred on meritorious subjects. P65. 

6998 tsð-sð 左所 
CH'ING: Left Subsection of the Imperial Procession Guard 
(luan-i wei), headed by a Director {chang-yin kuan-chŭn 
shih), rank 4a; subdivided into a Carriage Office (lŭart-yŭ 

ssu) and a Horse-training Office (hsŭn-ma ssu). BH: first 
sub-department. 

6999 tsŏ-ssŭ & 司 
Lit” left office, normally paired with a Right Office (yu-
ssu). (1) N-S DIV-CH'ING: Left Office of the “•，com-
mon unofficial or quasiofficial collective reference to all 
personnel whose titles were prefixed with Left in agencies 
of many sorts whose members were titled in Left and Right 
pairs. (2) N-S DIV-SUNG, CHIN: Left Office of the De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), a common 
quasiofficial and sometimes official designation of the ag-
gregation of Ministries of Personnel (lì-pu) t Revenue (hu-
pu), and Rites (lĭ-pu), commonly supervised by the Left 
Vice Director (tso shih-lang) of the Department with the 
support of a staff comparable to that of a Bureau (ssu) in 
a Ministry, especially including a Bureau Director (lang-
chung) and Vice Director (yŭan-wai lang). RR+SP: bureau 
de gauche. P5. (3) YŭAN: Left Office of the Secretariat 
{chung-shu sheng), a variant reference to tso-pu (Ministries 
of the Left) or tso san-pu (Three Ministries of the Left). 
(4) CH'ING: Left Office, one of 8 units in the Rear Sub-
section (hou-so) of the Imperial Procession Guard {luan-i 
wei), headed by a Director (chang-yin yŭn-hui shih)’ rank 
4a; also one of a pair of Offices into which the Court of 
the Imperial Clan (tsung-jen fu) and the Palace Stud (shang-
ssu yŭan) were each divided. BH: first department. 

7000 tsð-ssù 左寺 
MING-CH'ING: Left Court of Review, one of a pair of 
subsections in the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu)t each 
staffed with Case Reviewers (p'ing-shih); until the 1690s 
(?) headed by a Director (cheng)，rank 6a; thereafter headed 
by a Left Assistant Minister (tso-ch'eng; see ch'eng) of the 
Court, 5a or 6a. P22. 

7001 tsŏ'fái 左臺 
T'ANG: Left Tribunal, abbreviation of tso yŭ-shih t'ai or 
tso su-cheng t'ai from 684 to 712，when the traditionally 
unified Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai, su-cheng t'ai) was split into 
Left and Right units; the Left Tribunal was principally re-
sponsible for maintaining disciplinary surveillance over the 
central government and the military, whereas the Right Tri-
bunal was principally concerned with standards of territo-

tso-tsang ch，u-na shih 
rial administration and local conditions throughout the em-
pire. RR: tribunal de gauche. P18. 

7002 tsò^áng 作堂 
N-S DIV (Liang)-: Gr^iít Workshop, apparently a generic 
reference to the Gold and Silver Service (cArn-^m chŭ) and 
the Woodworking Service (mu-chu) under the Chamberlain 
for the Palace Revenues {shao-fu), each authorized a Di-
rector {ling) but actually headed by a nominal Assistant Di-
rector {ch'eng), rank 3. P14, 

7003 tsŏ^áng 左堂 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a District Vice Magis-
trate (hsien-ch'eng); cf. yu-t'ang, t'ang. 

7004 tsð-t,īng 左廳 
SUNG: Left Bureau, one of 2 major subdivisions of the 
Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu)y headed b^ a Vice Min-
ister (shao-ch'ing), rank 6a; cf. yu-t'ing (Right Bureau). Also 
called tuan-hsing ssu, tso tuan-hsing. Supervised á variety 
of lesser units: Records Reviewing Section {mo-k'an an), 
Sentence Promulgating Section (hsŭan-huang an), Sepa-
rating and Registering Section (f'en-pu an), Decision Ex-
pediting Office {piao-tsou-i ssu)y Mail Distribution Office 
(k'ai-ch'ai ssu), Miscellany Office {chìh-tsa ssu), Laws Of-
fice (fa-ssu), Sentence Evaluators Section (hsiang-tuan an), 
and Archives (ch'ih-k'u). SP: bureau judiciaire de gauche 
chargé des révisions. P22. 

7005 tsð-tsá 佐雜 
Variant of tso (Assistant); in Ch'ing a general reference to 
personnel of ranks 8 and 9 in units of territorial adminis-
tration. Cf. tsa-chih (Subofficial Post). BH: petty officials. 

7006 tsŏ-tsàng 左藏 
N-S DIV-YUAN: Left Storehouse or Left Vault, one of 
a pair of major units under the early Chamberlain for the 
Palace Revenues (t'ai~fu) or later agency counterparts such 
as the Sui Court for the Palace Revenues (t'ai-fu ssu), the 
Sui-Sung Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu)t and 
the Yuan Directorate of the Imperial Treasury {t'ai-fu chien). 
In Sung subdivided into a Southern Storehouse (nan-k'u) 
and a Northern Storehouse (pei-k'u), alternatively called the 
Western and Eastern Storehouses (hsi-k'u, tung-k'u), re-
spectively; functional specializations not clear. Normally 
headed by 2 or more Directors (ling), rank 8a in Sui，7b 
in T'ang, or from Sung on by Commissioners (shih). Orig-
inally shared with a Palace Storehouse (chung-huang tsang, 
nei-tsang) or an Imperial Storehouse (huang-tsang) respon-
sibility for the receipt, storage, and disbursement of valu-
ables used in the palace; but from Sung on became prin-
cipally responsible for handling general state revenues. In 
Ming superseded by cluster? of storehouses subordinate to 
the Ministries of Revenue (hu-pu) t War (ping-pu), and Works 
(kung~pu)y collectively known as the Palace Storehouses (nei-
k'u). Also see yu-tsang, t'ai-tsang k'u, san k'u. RR+SP: trésor 
de gauche. P7. 

7007 tsŏ-tsàng àn 左藏案 
SUNG: Left Storage Section, one of 6 Sections (an) in the 
Treasury Bureau (chin-pu ssu) of the Ministry of Revenue 
(hu-pu), staffed with unranked subofficials; division of 
functions beween this and the Right Storage Section (yu-
tsang an) is not clear; both presumably oversaw the receipt, 
storage, and issuance of the non-grain commodities with 
which the Treasury Bureau dealt; established c. 1080，when 
the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung was 
discontinued. SP: service du trésor de gauche. P6. 

7008 tsŏ-tsàng ch'ŭ-nà shih 左藏出納使 
T'ANG: Commissioner Supervising the Left Storehouse, 

6995-7008 
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from the early 740s a special duty assignment for an im-
perial favorite; monitored receipts and disbursements from 
the Left Storehouse (tso-tsang), aided by an Administrative 
Assistant (p'an-kuan). P7. 

7009 tsŏ-tsàng k'ù 左藏庫 
SUNG-CHIN: variant of tso-tsang (Left Storehouse, Left 
Vault). SP: magasin du trésor pour les dépenses ordi-
naires. P7. 

7010 tsŏ-tsàng shŭ 左藏署 
N-S DIV-T'ANG: Left Storehouse Office under the Court 
for the Palace Revenues or the Court of the Imperial Rev-
enues (both t'ai-fu ssu); in charge of the palace depository 
for valuables called the Left Storehouse (tso-tsang), headed 
by 2 or 3 Directors (/m^), rank 8a in Sui, 7b2 in T'ang, 
except during the interval from c. 604 to the end of Sui, 
when it was headed by a Supervisor (chien). RR: office du 
trésor de gauche. P7, 37. 

7011 tsŏ'tsàng t'Uŭĕn 左藏提勲 
YUAN: Superintendent of the Left Storehouse, 4’ rank 
not clear, appointed from 1282 to oversee the 2 Commis-
sioners-in-chîef {ta-shih) who were nominal heads of the 
Left Storehouse (tso-tsang), which shared with the Right 
Storehouse iyu-tsang) the receipt and disbursement of gen-
eral government revenues. P7. 

7012 tsó-ts'áo 左曹 
(1) HAN: Head of the Left Section, rank 2,000 bushels, 
nominally under the Chamberlain for Attendants (kuang-lu-
hsūn); presented to the Emperor paperwork completed by 
the Imperial Secretaries (shang-shu), but apparently a si-
necure for one or more favored companions of the Em-
peror; discontinued in Later Han. BH: bureau head of the 
left. (2) SUNG: Left Section, one of 5 Sections in the Min-
istiy of Revenue (hu-pu) from the 1080s，when the Ministry 
was fully activated after being little more than a nominal 
office while its traditional functions were earned on by the 
State Finance Commission (san ssu) in early Sung; headed 
by 2 Directors (lang-chung), rank 6b, and 2 Vice Directors 
(yŭan-wai lang)f 7b. Consisted of 3 (originally 5?) Sections 
(an) and 3 Subsections (k'o), staffing and status vis-à-vis 
each other not clear: Census Section (hu-k'ou an), Agri-
culture Section (nung-t'ien an)’ Legal Research Section 
(chien-fa an), Semiannual Taxes Subsection (erh-shui k'o)t 
House and Land Tax Subsection (fang-ti k'o), Wine Tax 
Subsection (k'o-li k'o). Also see yu-ts'ao, hu-pu ssu, chin-
pu ssu, ts'ang-pu ssu. SP: bureau de gauche chargé de re-
gistres des impôts et des contributions. (3) SUNG: Left 
Section, one of 2 Sections into which the Ministry of Jus-
tice (hsing-pu) was divided from 1103 (till the mid-1100s 
only?)’ presided over by the Left Vice Minister (tso shih-
lang); shared the work of the Ministry with a Right Section 
(yu-ts'ao) in some pattern not clear. SP: service de gauche. 

7013 tsð tuàn-hsíng 左斷刑 
SUNG: variant of tso-t'ìng (Left Bureau in the Court of 
Judicial Review, ta-li ssu). 
7014 tsŏ47

ŭi àn 左推案 
SUNG: Investigative Section of the Left , one of 5 Sec-
tions (an) that constituted the Right Bureau (yu-t'ing) in the 
Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu); functions not clear. SP: 
bureau judiciaire de gauche (réception ét expédition des 
dépêches officielles). See t'ui. ？22. 

7015 tsð-wèi 左衛 
SUI-SUNG: Left Guard , a military unit at the dynastic 
capital; see tso-yu wei, shih-erh wei, shih-liu wei, yu-wei. 

7016 tsð-yù 左右 
Lit., left and right. (1) Attendants, those positioned on the 
mler’s left and right sides; from antiquity a common ref-
erence in audience situations. (2) Combined reference to 
the prefixes Left and Right, commonly used for officials 
appointed in pairs to one office; see under separate entries 
prefixed tso and yu, as well as under nomenclature so pre-
fixed. 

7017 tsŏ-yù ckiĕk sĕng-lù ssŭ 左右銜愴錄司 
T'ANG-SUNG: Buddhist Registry for (Monasteries Sit-
uated Along) the Avenues of the Capital; see under seng-
lu ssu (Central Buddhist Registry). 

7018 tsð-yù ssŭ 左右司 
Left and Right Offices: see separate entries for tso-ssu and 
yu-ssu. 

7019 tsŏ-yù ssŭ-àn 左右寺案 
SUNG: Sentence Fulfillment Section, one of 4 Sections 
{an) in the Right Bureau (yu~t'ing) of the Court of Judicial 
Review (ta-li ssu); staffed with unranked subofficials who 
monitored the implementation of approved punishments, 
assessments of fines, etc. SP: services chargés des pour-
suites contre la corruption. P22. 

7020 tsð-yù wèi 左右衛 
� SUI: Left and Right Guard , apparently a single con-
solidated military unit in early Sui’ headed by one General-
in-chief (ta chiang-chŭn) and 2 Generals (chiang-chŭn), ranks 
not clear; in overall charge of palace security, personal 
bodyguards of the Emperor, etc. Included various subdi-
visions called Sections (ts'ao), each with a specialized re-
sponsibility and headed by Adjutants (ts'an-chun) or Acting 
Adjutants (hsing ts'an-chun); also included a Palace Mili-
tary Headquarters (ling tso-yu fu), which managed military 
assignments, rotating militiamen of the Garrison Militia 
system (see fu and fu-ping) to the capital and rotating se-
lected men in the capital forces to duty shifts in the imperial 
bodyguard, etc. In c. 604 the Left and Right Guard was 
reorganized into 2 units，the Left and Right Standby Guards 
{i-wei)t of the new Twelve Guards {shih-erh wei) organi-
zation. (2) T'ANG-SUNG: abbreviated reference to the Left 
Guard and the Right Guard, 2 of the Sixteen Guards (shih-
liu wei) of the Southern Command (nan-yá) in T’ang，per-
petuated in Sung but in honorific use only. P43. (3) Left 
and Right Guards: may be encountered in any era from 
Sui on as an abbreviated reference to any 2 Guards making 
a Left and Right pair, depending on context. 

7021 tsð-yà 左御 
T’ANG: Left Charioteer, unofficial reference to a Chief 
Minister of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ch'ing). 

7022 tsò-yŭàn 作院 
SUNG: Armory maintained by the Ministry of Works (kung-
pu). SP: cour de fabrication des armes. 

7023 tsŏ-yŭàn 左院 
MING: Left Tribunal, one of a pair of units into which 
Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) were reorga-
nized from 1400 to 1402, temporarily replacing the Circuits 
(tao) òf the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan). P18. 

7024 ts'ò-chiàng 酢匠 
T'ANG: Vinegar Maker , 12 non-official specialists in the 
Spice Pantry (chang-hai shu) of the Court of Imperial En-
tertainments (kuang-lu ssu). RR: ouvrier pour la fabrica-
tion du vinaigre. 

7025 ts'ó-èrh 鹺貳 
CH'ING: Salt Aide, unofficial reference to a Deputy Salt 
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Controller (yiin-t'ung), an Assistant Salt Controller (yŭn-fit), 
or a Second Assistant Salt Controller (yiin-p'an). 

7026 ts’ó-jèn 鹺任 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Salt Controller (yen-yŭn 
shih). 

7027 ts'ó-shîh 鹺使 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Salt Controller {yen-yūn 
shih). 

7 0 2 8 ts'ó^wà 鹺務 
CH'ING: quasi-official reference to the State Salt Monop-
oly, a fragmented enterprise directed by various Salt Con-
trollers (yen-yŭn shih) under supervision of the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu). 

7029 ts'ó-yĭn 鹾尹 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Salt Distribution Com-
missioner (yen-k'o t'i-chŭ). 

7030 tsdu-ch'ài 奏差 
YUAN-CH'ING: Agent available for special assignments 
as needed, particularly as a courier; numerous in Yuan as 
unranked subofficials both in central government agencies 
and in units of territorial administration; in Ming and Ch’ing 
apparently retained solely as a staff member, rank 7a, in 
the Ducal Establishment (kung-fu) in Shantung presided over 
by the current most direct male descendant of Confucius, 
ennobled as Duke for Fulfilling the Sage (yen-sheng kung). 
P6, 13, 15，30, 66, etc. 

7031 tsdu-ché 奏摺 
CH'ING: Palace Memorial, a confidential communication 
to the Emperor from an imperial bondservant (pao-i) or other 
personal agent stationed in the provinces, providing the 
Emperor with information about local weather, crops, prices, 
public sentiment, etc., not reliably obtainable through reg-
ular bureaucratic channels. 
7032 tsòu-chièn shăng-kūng àn 奏薦賞功案 
SUNG: Merit Recommendation Service in the Ministry 
of Personnel (lì-pu), part of the Military Appointments Pro-
cess (yu-hsŭan); apparently prepared dossiers on military 
officers deserving rewards for meritorious service. SP: ser-
vice des adresses et des recommandations pour la 
récompense des mérites des fonctionnaires militaires. 

7033 tsòu-chièn shăng-kūng ssŭ 奏薦賞功司 
SUNG: Merit Recommendation Offîce in the Ministry of 
Personnel (lì-pu) t part of the Civil Appointments Process 
(tso-hsŭan); apparently prepared dossiers on civil officials 
deserving rewards for meritorious service. SP: bureau des 
adresses et des recommandations pour la récompense des 
mériies des fonctionnaires civils. 

7034 tsðu-ch’îng 走卿 
SUNG: lit., traveling minister (?): unofficial reference to 
the Chief Minister of the Court of the Imperial Gra-
naries (ssu-nung). 
7035 tsōu-kuŏ kūng 鄒國公 
N-S DIV (Chou)-SUI: Duke of Tsou, archaic title con-
ferred on the successive most direct male descendants of 
Confucius, who presided over the Confucian estate in Shan-
tung; replaced the N. Ch'i title kung-sheng hou (Marquis 
for Revering the Sage)，then in 608 was replaced by shao-
sheng hou (Marquis for Perpetuating the Sage). P66-

7036 tsòu-mă 趣馬 
CHOU: Horse Trainer, one ranked as a Junior Serviceman 
(hsia-shih) assigned by the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) for 

each 12-horse, 3-chariot team in the royal stables; directly 
subordinate to the Horse Team Supervisor (yŭ-fu) on the 
staff of the Commandant of the Royal Stud (hsiao-jen). CL: 
presse-chevaux, écuyer. 

7037 tsŏu-mă ch'éng-shdu kūng-shìh 
走馬承受公事 

SUNG: Mounted Courier, duty assignment for a Circuit 
(lu) official to maintain liaison between the dynastic capital 
and military commanders on the frontier. SP: commissaire 
provincial chargé de la transmission des alertes à la fron-
tière. 

7038 tsòU'piŭo àn 奏表案 
SUNG: Memorializing Section, one of 5 Sections (an) in 
the Left Bureau (tso-fing) of the Court of Judicial Review 
(ta-li ssu)\ staffing not clear, but presumably handled the 
Court's communications to the throne. 

7039 tsōu pfú-yèh 騮僕射 
HAN: Supervisor of Grooms, rank not clear, found on the 
staffs of some Temples (miao) dedicated to imperial ances-
tors, probably under the supervision of the Chamberlain for 
the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u). HB: supervisor of the grooms. 
P28. 

7040 tsdu-shìh ch'ù 奏事處 
CH'ING: Office for Provincial Memorials staffed by per-
sonnel of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu), 
divided into one unit for Chinese and Manchu language ma-
terials and another for Mongolian materials; received me-
morìals submitted from outside the capital, scanned them 
for improprieties, and delivered them to the Council of State 
{chŭn-chi ch'u); supervised by a Grand Minister in Atten-
dance (yŭ-ch'ien ta-ch'en). The Office's functional rela-
tionship with the Offîce of Transmission (t'ung-cheng shih 
ssu) is not clear. BH: chancery of memorials to the em-
peror. 

7041 tsòu-shìh chŭng-săn 奏事中散 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Courtier for Memorials, one category 
of aristocratic Courtiers (see chung-san). 
7042 tsòu-shìh kuān 奏事官 
CH'ING; Memorial Processors, a generic designation for 
members of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wufu) 
assigned to the Offîce for Provincial Memorials (tsou-shih 
ch'u), BH: chancellors of memorials to the emperor. 

7 0 4 3 tsòu-shìh ting 奏事令 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Director of the Receipt of Griev-
ances, rank and organizational affiliation not clear, possi-
bly a temporary duty assignment; traditionally considered 
a counterpart of the earlier Gate Traffic Control Office (kung-
cKe ssu-ma men) and the later Grievance Office {kung-ch'e 
shu). 
7044 tsdu-ts’áo 奏曹 
HAN: Memorials Section, one of a dozen or more Sec-
tions (ts'ao) under the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-wei) and prob-
ably also the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang) in the cen-
tral government; headed by an Administrator (yŭan-shih), 
rank =400 bushels; apparently responsible for preparing the 
office's submissions to the throne. HB: bureau of memo-
rials. 

7045 tsòu-yèn ts,áo 奏讖曹 
HAN: Section for Memorials Requesting Judicial Deci-
sions under the Commandant for Law Enforcement {t'ing-
wei), headed by an Administrator (yuan-shih). HB: bureau 
of memorials requesting judicial decisions. 
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7046 tsòu-yìn 奏蔭 
CHIN; lit” to submit a claim to inheritance: Official by 
Inheritance, a categorical reference to all men who had 
entered government service (ch'u-shen) by virtue of their 
fathers' official status; a reputable status 2nd in esteem only 
to that of Metropolitan Graduates {chin-shih) in civil ser-
vice recruitment examinations. 

7047 tsŭ 卒 
(1) Soldier, throughout history a general reference to mil-
itary men or to others with comparable functions such as 
policemen and jailors. (2) CHOU: Company, a military 
organization of 100 men under a Head (chang) ranked as 
a Senior Serviceman (shang-shih); each Company consisted 
of 2 Platoons (liang), and 5 Companies constituted a Bat-
talion (lŭ). CL: compagnie, 

7048 tsŭ 族 
(1) Tribe, throughout history a term by which the Chinese 
designated cohesive groups of non-Chinese peoples. (2) 
CHOU, SUI: Precinct, a unit óf 100 families in local self-
government organization of the populace; in Chou a unit in 
the royal domain headed by a Mentor (shih) ranked as a 
Senior Serviceman (shang-shih), in Sui an urtîan unit with 
a non-official Head (chang, cheng); in Chou responsible to 
the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) for local defense, re-
porting data about the census and stored supplies, inform-
ing the people about state regulations, etc. CL: commune. 
Cf. lŭ (Functionary, He.). 

7049 tsŭ-chù 詛祝 
CHOU: Fulminator, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen {hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of Rites {ch'un-kuan) who 
apparently offered threatening prayers at oath-taking cere-
monies, various court assemblages, ancestral sacrifices, the 
departure of campaigning armies，etc. CL: officier des prières 
faites dans les prestations de serment, invocateur des ser-
ments. 

7050 tsŭ-hăi chiàng 菹醢匠 
T,ANG: Pîckler, 8 non-official specialists, members of the 
Spice Pantry (chang-hai shu) in the Court of Imperial En-
tertainments (kuang-lu ssu); preserved vegetables and fruits 
for display in ancestral worship and perhaps for consump-
tion at court. RR: ouvrier pour la fabrication des légumes 
conservés dans le vinaigre et des hachis. 

7051 tsŭ'ĭ 族姖 
SUNG: official variant from 1113 of hsien-chu (District 
Princess). 

7052 tsŭ-kŭng 祖公 
MING: lit.’ honorable grandfather: Local Authority, an 
unofficial, general reference to officials serving in Subpre-
fectures (chou) and Districts (hsien). See kung-tsu. 

7053 tsú-shĭh 卒史 
HAN: Clerk, normally ranked at 100 bushels, in numerous 
Later Han agencies. HB: clerk. 

7054 tsŭ'shìh 族師 
CHOU: Precinct Mentor, ranked as a Senior Serviceman 
(shang-shih) and considered a member of the Ministry of 
Education (ti-kuan)-, head of 100 families constituting a Pre-
cinct in local self-government organization of the pop-
ulace. CL: chefde commune. 

7055 tsú'tsōu 卒驄 
HAN: Groom, unranked suboffîcials found in various pal-
ace stables {chiu). HB: groom. P39. 

7056 tsā-yūng shih 租庸使 
(1) T'ANG: Special Supply Commissioner, one or more 
appointed c. 756, after the outbreak of the An Lu-shan re-
bellion, to sell off court valuables in the wealthy Huai and 
Yangtze River basins in exchange for grain for army ra-
tions; a duty assignment for Investigating Censors (chien-
ch'a yŭ-shih). P60. (2) 5 DYN: Commissioner for State 
Revenue, in Liang and Later T'ang till 926 a special ap-
pointee to coordinate all fiscal affairs under central gov-
ernment control; antecedent of later State Finance Com-
missioners (san~ssu shih). P60. 

7057 ts，à-cMk tí-pièn ssū 措置糴便司 
SUNG: Office for Arranging Grain Purchases on Credit , 
organizational affiliation and specific purpose not clear; 
possibly a temporary agency created during the central gov-
ernment's withdrawal from North China in the 1120s. SP: 
bureau d'organìsation de I'achaí des grains à crédit. 

7058 tsuán-hsiŭ kuān 纂修官 or tsuan-hsiu 
CH'ING: Compiler, varying numbers, usually under a Di-
rector-general {tsung~ts*ai)t found in the imperial publish-
ing organ known as the Hall of Military Glory {wu-ying 
tien), the Military Archive (fang-lŭeh kuan), the Historiog-
raphy Institute (kuo-shih kuan), and the Ministry of Jus-
tice's (hsing-pu) Codification Office (lŭ-li kuan); a duty as-
signment for officials of the Hanlin Academy {han-lin yiian) 
or, in the last case, for regular Ministry of Justice person-
nel. BH: proof reader, compiler. P13, 23, 37. 

7059 tsuàn-tìén 攢典 
YUAN: Keeper of Accounts, a lowly or unranked clerk 
found on the staffs of many storehouses, granaries, and other 
places of storage. 

7060 tsŭi-ŭ 罪隸 
CHOU: War Prisoners who were assigned to hard labor 
as state slaves under supervision of the Ministry of Justice 
{ch'iu-kuan) t perhaps including relatives of convicted crim-
inals who were also made state slaves; divided into 4 cat-
egories: Southern War Prisoners (man-li)f Southeastern War 
Prisoners (min-li)t Eastern War Prisoners (/-//), and North-
eastern War Prisoners (mo-li). CL: criminels condamnés à 
des travaux ignpminìeux. 

7061 tsùi-yào 最要 
CHING: Most Impor tant , highest of 4 ratings assigned 
to units of territorial administration from Circuits (tao) down 
to Districts (hsien), indicating fulfillment of all 4 qualifi-
cations: bustling’ complex, exhausting, and difficult; see 
under ch'ung-fan-p'i-nan. BH: most important. 

7062 ts9
ŭi 侔 

MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Assistant Pre-
fect {t'ung-p'an). Cf. chŭn-i ts'ui, p'in-ts'ui. 

7063 ts9ūi'Chăng 催長 
CH'ING: Foreman, rank 8 of unranked, found on the staffs 
of various imperial gardens, the Workshop (tsao-pan ch'u), 
the Court of Imperial Armaments {wu-pei yŭan) t the Office 
of the Imperial Hunt (tu-yŭ ssu), and the Office of Palace 
Accounts (k'uai-chi wm)—all managed by the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wufu). BH: overseer. P37，40. 

7064 ts，ùi-ck,é 侔車 
Lit., assistant in the chariot: Deputy, from antiquity an un-
official reference to anyone serving in a secondary post in 
a unit of territorial •administration, e.g., as t'ung-p'an, chang-
shih, ssu-ma. 
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7065 ts'ŭi-ch'â àn 催驅案 
SUNG: Expediting Section, a unit in the Civil Appoint-
ments Process (tso-hsŭan) of the Ministry of Personnel (lì-
pu); specific functions not clear. SP: service chargé d'ac-
îiver les dépêches retardées. 

7066 tó，ăi-c/t，á/áng 催驅房 
SUNG： Expediting Office, one each in the Department of 
State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), the Secretariat (chung-shu 
sheng), and the Outer Chancellery (men-hsia wai-sheng); 
specific functions and staffing not clear; peiiiaps all created 
during the withdrawal of the central government from North 
China in tì)& 1120s for short-lived transitional purposes. SP: 
chambre de contrôle pour activer les dépêches retardées. 

7067 ts'ŭi-ch'â ssū 催驅司 
SUNG: Storage Monitoring Offîce, one of many agencies 
that served the 3 bureaus that constituted the State Finance 
Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; headed by an Ad-
ministrative Assistant (p'an-kuan), rank 8a or 8b; oversaw 
the storage of goods by the various agencies in the capital 
and certified the issuance of salary payments to palace and 
central government personnel; terminated c. 1080. SP: bu-
reau chargé d'activer les dépêches retardées ou bureau de 
contrôle. 

7068 ts'ùi-èrh 悴貳 
SUNG-CH'ING: Associate, a vague generic reference to 
secondary and lower officials in units of territorial admin-
istration, especially from the Prefecture (chou, fu) down. 

7069 ts9ùi-huá chiù 翠華廐 
HAN: lit., stable for (horses with) kingfisher-feather adorn-
ments, referring to kingfisher-feather banners that escorted 
a ruler on tour outside his capital: Stable for Imperial 
Processions, presumably a stable supervised by the Cham-
berlain for the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u). HB: stables of the 
imperial banner ornamented with kingfisher's feathers. 

7070 ts9ūi-kăng kuān 催綱官 
SUNG: Expediter of Shipments, an ad hoc duty assign-
ment for an official subject to the Superìntendency-general 
of Foundries (tu-ta t'i-tien k'eng-yeh ssu); oversaw and ex-
pedited the water transport of coins and p^haps other foundiy 
products. SP: fonctionnaire chargé d'activer les convois. 

7071 ts'ŭi-kāng pô-fā 催綱撥發 
SUNG: Expediter of Shipment and Distribution, an ad 
hoc duty assignment for an official subject to the Super-
intendeiicy-general of Foundries (tu-ta t'i-tièn k'eng-yeh ssu); 
probably a variant of Expediter of Shipments (ts'ui-kang 
ktdan). SP: fonctionnaire chargé d'activer la distribution et 
Vexpédiĭion des convois. 

7072 ts'ŭi-tsăn yŭn-ch'uán 催趱運船 
MING: Expediter of Canal Transpor t Boats, from 1567 
the special assignment of an Investigating Censor (chien-
ch'a yii-shih), to oversee and speed up the organization of 
state tax grain in the Yangtze delta for shipment north along 
the Grand Canal; from 1571 to 1578 joined by a Bureau 
Director (lang-chung) of the Ministry of Revenue {hu-pu). 
P18. 

7073 ts'ūi-tsŭng 催總 
CH'ING: Foreman, early Ch'ing antecedent of ts'ui-chang 
and tsung-ling, qq.v. P37，40. 

7074 ts'ŭn 村 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Settlement, a term occasionally used in 
systems of sub-District (hsien) self-government organiza-
tions of the populace, especially in rural areas and com-

monly an intermediary unit incorporating several Villages 
(U). 

7075 ts，ŭn chăng-kuān 村長官 
SUNG: Settlement Head，unofficial, deprecatory refer-
ence to a District Magistrate (hsien-lingf chih-hsien). 

7076 ts'ŭn-fŭ shih 存撫使 
T'ANG; Relief Commissioner, one of several types of cen-
tral government officials specially dispatched into the hin-
terland to cope with region-wide floods or droughts in early 
Tang, antecedent to Circuit Commissioners (see under tao). 
RR: commissaire impérial chargé de secourir et de mettre 
en ordre une région. P50. 

7077 tsŭng 宗 
CHOU: Family Unifier, one of 9 categories of Unifying 
Agents (ou) who represented the Minister of State (chung-
tsai) as a liaison official between the central government 
and the Feudal Lords (chu-hou); see under ou. CL: ancêtre. 

7078 tsŭng-chāng 總章 
HAN-N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： Music Master, one of Several 
titles granted to directors of court music, often a concurrent 
title (chia-kuan) of the Grand Director of Music (t'ai-yŭeh 
ling). P10. 

7079 tsŭng-chèn 總錤 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Regional Commander 
(tsung-ping); also see chen. 

7080 tsung-cheng 宗正 
(1) CH'IN-HAN: Chamberlain for the Imperial Clan, 
one of the Nine Chamberlains (chiu ch'ing) in the central 
government, always a member of the imperial family; in 
Han ranked at 2,000 bushels; maintained tihe genealogy of 
the imperial family and monitored the conduct of imperial 
relatives. In A.D. 4 retitled tsung-po, in Later Han called 
tsung-cheng ch'ing. HB: director of the imperial clan. (2) 
N-S DIV-SUI: common variant of tsung-cheng ch'ing 
(Chamberlain for the Imperial Clan). (3) MING-CH'ING: 
Associate Director of the Court of the Imperial Clan 
(tsung-jen fu), 2 prefixed Left and Right, 2nd executive of-
ficials after the Director (ling), all ranked la and members 
of the imperial family. BH: assistant controller of the im-

al clan court. PI . (4) MING: Imperial Family Moni-
rank not clear, in the Wan-li era (1573-1620) one es-

tablished in each Princely Establishment (wang-fu), pre-
sumably to provide liaison with the Court of the Imperial 
Clan at the capital. P69. 

7081 tsūng-chēng ching 宗正卿 
(1) HAN: Minister for Imperial Clansmen, in A.D. 5 one 
ordered established in each Commandery (chŭn) or terri-
torial equivalent to monitor and regulate the conduct of res-
ident imperial clansmen, also to report genealogical data to 
the Chamberlain for the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng) at the 
dynastic capital. PI. (2) N-S DIV-SUI: Chamberlain for 
the Imperial Clan, alternating with tsung-cheng as the title 
of one of the Nine Chamberlains (chiu ch'ing) of the central 
government; responsible for maintaining the imperial ge-
nealogy and monitoring the conduct of all members of the 
imperial family; usually an Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang), 
assisted by one or more Vice Ministers (shao-chHng) and 
Assistant Ministers {ch'eng), PI . (3) T'ANG-SUNG: Chief 
Minister (ch'ing) of the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-
cheng ssu). RR+SP: présidertt de la cour des affaires de 
lafamille impériale. PI . (4) MING-CH'ING: may be en-
countered as an unofficial reference to the Director (ling) 
of the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-jen fu). 

perií 
tm*, 
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7082 tsung-cheng fèng-shíh chàng-àn 
宗正奉使帳案 

SUNG: Accounts Section for Imperial Envoys, a unit of 
the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu); staffing and specific functions 
not clear. SP: service des registres des envoyés à I'étranger. 

7083 tsŭng-chĕng fŭ 宗正府 
YUAN: from c. 1311 to 1336, the official variant of ta 
tsung-cheng fu (High Court of Justice). PI . 

7084 tsūng-chĕng ssū 宗正司 
SUNG: Office of Imperial Clan Affairs, 2 branches of the 
central government's Chief Office of Imperial Clan Affairs 
(ta tsung-cheng ssu); see hsi-wai tsung-cheng ssu, nan-wai 
tsung-cheng ssu. PI . 

7085 tsūng-chĕng ssù 宗正寺 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Court of the Imperial Clan, one of the 
Nine Courts (chiu ssu) in the central government, respon-
sible for maintaining the imperial genealogy and monitor-
ing activities of all imperial relatives; originated iate in the 
N. Dynasties as the name of the agency headed by the 
Chamberlain for the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ch'ing), 
standardized in T'ang, superseded in Chin by a ta tsung-
cheng fu; antecedent of the Ming-Ch'ing tsung-jen fu (also 
Court of the Imperial Clan). Staffed principally with im-
perial relatives, headed by a Chief Minister (ch'ing), rank 
3a2 in T'ang, 4a in Sung; with one or 2 Vice Ministers 
(shao-ch'ing), 4b 1 in T'ang, 5b in Sung; and one or 2 As-
sistant Ministers (ch'eng), 6b 1 in T'ang, from 5b to 7b in 
Sung. In S. Sung there was an identically named branch of 
the Court in Shao-hsing Prefecture ifu), modern Chekiang 
Province, where displaced clansmen from North China had 
presumably gathered in large numbers. Also see tsung-cheng 
ssu (Office of Imperial Clan Affairs), ta tsung-cheng ssu 
(Chief Office of Imperial Clan Affairs). RR+SP: cour des 
affaires de la famille impériale. PI . 

7086 tsūng-ch'éng 宗丞 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Assistant Director 
(ch'eng) of the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-jen fu). 

7087 tsŭng-ch'éng 總承 
CH'ING: abbreviated reference to a Junior Guardsman-
gamekeeper (lan-ling tsung-ch'eng) in the Imperial Game 
Preserve (yŭ niao-ch*iang ch'u). 
7088 tsŭng chì-shĭh 總計使 
SUNG: Supreme Commissioner of Accounts, in 993-994 
the central government's chief fiscal officer, supervising 2 
regional jurisdictions into which the Empire was divided for 
fiscal purposes，a Left Account (tso-chi) and a Right Ac-
count (yu-cki), in one stage in the development of the State 
Finance Commission (san ssu). SP: commissaire général 
des comptes. P7. 

7089 tsŭng-chH 總旗 
MING: Platoon Commander, 2 unranked military officers 
in each Company {po-hu so) in the Ming military organi-
zation; see wei-so. 

7090 tsŭng-chiă 總甲 
MING-CH'ING: occasional variant designation of the head 
of an urban Precinct (fang) or Neighborhood ip'u)f or the 
equivalent of Fire Captain (huo-chià)’ in sub-District (hsien) 
self-government organization of the populace. P20. 

7091 tsŭng-chiēn 總監 
Supervisor-general: a relatively uncommon title, but es-
pecially in Sui and T'ang found in petty posts responsible 
for stables or pastures under the Court of the Imperial Stud 
(t'ai-p'u ssu). P31’ 39. 

7092 tsŭng-ckìk 總制 
Regulator-general. (1) SUNG: from 1172 an assignment 
for an Executive Official (chih-cheng) of the central gov-
ernment to coordinate fiscal (water transport?) affairs in a 
Circuit (lu). SP: directeur des finances. (2) MING: an early 
form, used from the late 1400s, of the title given a multi-
Province military coordinator, best known as Supreme 
Commander {tsung-tu). 

7093 tsŭng-chîh 總知 
N-S DIV: Administrator-general, variant of chih (Ad-
ministrator). 

7094 tsŭng-chîh ch，áo-t，íng U4 
總知朝廷禮儀 

LIAO: Administrator-general of Court Rituals, 3rd-tier 
official under the Ritualist (tiAieh-ma-tu) in the Northern 
Administration (pei-mien) of the central government. P9. 

7095 tsŭng-chīh chŭn-kuó shih 總知軍國事 
LIAO: Administrator-general of National Affairs, prin-
cipal assistant to the Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang) t one 
each in the Northern Administration (pei-mien) and the 
Southern Administration {nan-mien) of the central govern-
ment. P4. 

7096 fáŭng-chìk hó-fáng sMh 總治河防使 
YŭAN; Director-general of River Defense, duty assign-
ment given a Minister of Works (kung-pu shang-shu) in 
1351，to oversee the repair of flood damage to river and 
canal embankments in the Shantung-Honan region. Cf. ho-
fang t'i-chŭ ssu, hsing tu-shui chien. P59. 

7097 tsŭng-chìh yŭàn 總制院 
YUAN: Supreme Control Commission in charge of all 
Buddhist monks and the administration of some near Cen-
tral Asian areas’ headed by the Mentor of State (kuo-shih); 
established c. 1264, in 1288 reorganized as the Commis-
sion for Buddhist and Tibetan Affairs (hsŭan-cheng yuan). 
P17. 

7098 tsūng'Chyīng 宗卿 
SUNG-CH*ING: occasional unofficial reference to a Chief 
Minister (ch'ing) or Director (ling) of the Court of the 
Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu, tsung-jen fu), or to a 
Minister of Rites {lĭ-pu shang-shu), or to a Chief Minister 
(ch'ing) of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ahch'ang 
ssu). 

7099 tsŭng-fŭ 總府 
MING: unofíìciál reference to a multi-Province Supreme 
Commander (tsung-tu) or to his office. P50. 

7100 tsŭng-hó 總河 
MING-CH'ING: abbreviation of ho-tao tsung-tu (Dîrec-
tor-general of the Grand Canal). P50, 59. 

7101 tsūng-hsièn 宗憲 
MING-CH'ING: lit., general controller of the fundamental 
laws: unofficial reference to a Censor-in-chief (tu yŭ-shih). 
Also see feng, feng-hsien. 

7102 tsŭng-hsŭeh 宗學 
SUNG: School for the Imperial Family，established in 1083 
as a unit of the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien), 
later subordinated to the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-
cheng ssu)-, headed by an eminent member of the central 
government on duty assignment as Supervisor (t'i-chŭ)’ to-
gether with a representative of the Chief Office of Imperial 
Clan Affairs (ta tsung-cheng ssu) as Director (cheng); staffed 
with one or more Erudites (po:shih), one Office Manager 
(lu), etc. SP: école de la famiíle impériale. 
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7103 tsŭng-ī 宗姬 
SUNG: official variant from 1113 of chŭn-chu (Command-
ery Princess). 
7104 tsŭng-jén 宗人 
(1) CHOU: Ancestral Intendant, 2 ranked as Junior Grand 
Masters (hsia ta-fu) and 4 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih) t members of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) re-
sponsible for the construction of royal tombs; also acted as 
the spirit of the dead in certain funeral ceremonies. CL: 
officier des sépultures. (2) MING~CH’ING: Assistant Di-
rector of the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-jen fu), 
2 prefixed Left and Right, rank la; normally Imperial Princes 
(ch'in-wang) or other members of the imperial family; tech-
nically, subordinate to the Director (ling) and Associate Di-
rectors (tsung-cheng) of the Court. BH: director. PI . 

7105 tsŭng-jénfŭ 宗人府 
MING-CH'ING: Court of the Imperial Clan, counterpart 
of the traditional tsung-cheng ssu, established in 1389 to 
replace a Yuan-style Office of the Imperial Clan (t'ai tsung-
cheng yiian); headed by members of the imperial family 
designated Director (Hng), Associate Directors (tsung-cheng), 
and Assistant Directors (tsung-jen); maintained the imperial 
genealogy, kept records on births, marriages, deaths, and 
all other matters pertaining to imperial kinsmen. BH: im-
perial clan court. PI . 

7106 tsŭng-jén lìrtg 宗入令 
MING-CH'ING: Director of the Court of the Imperial 
Clan (tsung-jen fu), rank la. PI . 

7107 tsŭng'jung 總戎 
CH'ING: lit.，in general charge of martial matters: unof-
ficial reference to a Regional Commander (tsung-ping). 

7108 tsŭng-k'ó 總科 
MING: General Section, one of 5 Sections in the early 
Ming Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu)t the other 4 simply being 
numbered, as Section One (i^k'o), Section Two (erh-k'o), 
etc.; headed by 2 Directors (lang-chung) with 2 Vice Di-
rectors (yiian-wai lang); in 1373, in recognition of their heavy 
load of important business，each of the Sections was au-
thorized a Minister (shang-shu) and a Vice Minister (shih-
lang); then in 1380 the Ministry was reorganized with 4 
subordinate Bureaus (pu)t only to be further reorganized in 
1390 with one Bureau (ch'ing-li ssu) per Province (sheng)t 
named accordingly. P6. 

7109 tsŭng'kuān 宗官 
CHOU: Ritual Official, generic reference to personnel of 
the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan). 

7110 tsŭng-kuăn 總管 or tsŭng-kuân 總官 
Lit., to be in general charge; the 2nd form is a rare aber-
ration. (1) N-S DIV-CHIN: Area Commander-in-chief, 
originally a common designation of a powerful Regional 
Governor (chou mu) who militarily dominated a cluster of 
neighboring Regions (chou); gradually suppressed by Sui; 
reinstituted in T’ang as military coordinators in important 
frontier areas, but in 624 generally retitled tu-tu; occasion-
ally revived by Sung and Chin. RR+SP: commandant en 
chef. P49, 50. (2) YùAN: Assistant Brigade Com-
mander , until 1284 the senior aide to a Brigade Com-
mander (wan-hu) in the military hierarchy, rank not clear; 
in 1284 abolished. (3) YUAN :Rou te Commander, rank 
3a or 3b; in collaboration with an Overseer (ta-iu-hua-ch'ih), 
headed a unit of territorial administration called a Route 
(/w), each supervising the governance of about 100,000 res-
idents; for routine administration communicated directly with 

the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) at the dynastic capital or 
the Branch (hsing) Secretariat to which it was assigned, but 
was subject to both administrative and surveillance Circuits 
(tao) as well. P50. (4) CH'ING: Supervisor-in-chief, a 
common designation for military officers of rank 3 or 4 
assigned to duty at Imperial Mausolea (ling), with the Pal-
ace Stud (shang-ssu yŭan), in various palace gardens, etc.; 
also in units of Mongol tribes. BH: commandant, control-
ler-general. P29, 37, 39. (5) CH'ING: abbreviation of tsung-
kuan nei-wu fu ta-ch'en (Grand Minister Supervisor of 
the Imperial Household Department). (6) CH'ING: vari-
ant reference to a eunuch Commissioner (cheng-shih) of 
the Directorate of Palace Domestic Service (kung-tien 
chien). 

7111 tsŭng-kuăn ch'iên-hsiá ssŭ 總管鈐轄司 
SUNG: Office of General Military Administration (?)’ 
place in the governmental hierarchy not clear; possibly a 
jumble or confusing combination of the titles tsung-kuan 
and ch'ien-hsia, qq.v. SP: bureau général d'entraînement, 
de cantonnement et de défense militaires. 

7112 tsŭng-kuănfŭ 總管府 
(1) N-S DIV-CHIN: Area Command, the headquarters (also 
the jurisdiction) of an Area Commander-in-chief (tsung-
kuan). (2) YUAN: Route Command, the headquarters of 
a Route Commander (tsung-kuan); the jurisdiction was a 
Route (lu). (3) YUAN: Supervisorate-in-chief, an agency 
headed by a Supervisor-in-chief (tsung-kuan); in addition 
to following entries, see under prefixes. 

7113 tsŭng-kuăn kuān-hsŭéh shìh-wà 
總管官學事務 

CH'ING: Supervisor-in-chief of Palace Schools, desig-
nation of members of the Imperial Household Department 
(nei-wu fu) who assisted the Managers of the Palace Schools 
(kuan-li kuan-hsŭeh shih-wu) in administering 3 Palace 
Schools {kuan-hsŭeh) operated by the Department. BH: su-
perintendent of government (imperial household) schools. 

7114 tsŭng-kuăn liù-ĭc，ù shìh-wù 
總管六庫事務 

CH'ING: Supervisor-ín-chief of the Six Storehouses (liu 
k'u), 2 with nominal status as Bureau Directors (lang-chung) 
of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) t heads of the Storage 
Office (kuang-ch'u ssu) of the Imperial Household Depart-
ment (nei~wu fu) and the 6 storehouses it controUed (see 
under kuang-ch'u ssu). BH: superintendent of the six im-
perial storehouses. P37. 

7115 tsŭng-kuăn nèi-wà fŭ tà-ch9én 
總管內務府大臣 

CH'ING: Grand Minister Supervisor of the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wufu), unspecified number, 
posts occupied by Imperial Princes (ch'in-wang) and other 
Manchu dignitaries; commonly divided among themselves 
close supervision of the many function-specific agencies 
spawned by the Department; commonly abbreviated to tsung-
fàtan (Supervisor-in-chieO or ta-ch'en (Grand Minister), with 
agency-name prefixes. BH: minister of the household. P37, 
38’ 39. 

7116 tsŭng-kuăn ssū 總管司 
SUNG: variant of tsung-kuan fu (Area Command). 

7117 tsăng'kuăn tà-ch'én 總管大臣 
CH’ING: abbreviation of tsung-kuan nei-wu fu ta-ch'en 
(Grand Minister Supervisor of the Imperial Household 
Department); see nei-wufu. 
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7118 tsŭng-kuăn t’ài-ckiĕn 總管太監 
CH'ING: Eunuch Supervisor-in-chief, prefix to the titles 
of senior eunuchs of the Directorate of Palace Domestic 
Service (kung-tien chien), especially including a Supervis-
ing Commissioner shih), rank 4a, and a Commis-
sioner (cheng-shih, shih), 4b. BH: chief eunuch. P38. 

7119 tsŭng-kf
ŭn 總閫 

MING-CH'ING: lit., in general charge of the women's 
quarters (?); relevance not clear: unofficial reference to a 
multi-Province Supreme Commander or Governor-gen-
eral (tsung-tu). 

7120 tsūng-kŭng 宗工 
CHOU: unofficial reference to a Minister of Works (ssu-
k'ung). 
7121 tsŭng-lì 總理 
Superintendent, commonly followed by a function des-
ignation or agency name plus shih-wu (the affairs of). (1) 
MING: variant of tsung-tu (Supreme Commander). P50. (2) 
CH'ING: common designation of duty assignments for Grand 
Ministers (ta-ch'en) of the Imperial Household Department 
(nei-wu fu). P37, 38,.39, 40. 

7122 tsŭng-lĭ chién-wù 宗理監務 
CH'ING: Superintendent of the Directorate of Astron-
omy, from 1745 a special duty assignment for an Imperial 
Prince (ch'in-wang) or another Grand Minister (ta-ch'en) of 
the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu). P35. 

7123 tsŭng-lĭ ch，īng-hăi shìh-wù tò-ch,én 
總理靑海事務大臣 

CH'ING: Grand Minister Superintendent of Ch'ing-hai, 
a Mongol or Manchu, nominally an executive of the Im-
perial Household Department (nei-wu fu), with viceregal 
authority over the Mongol and Tángutan tribes of Ch'ing-
hai, based at Hsì-ning; commonly called pan-shift ta-ch'en. 
BH: imperial controller-general. 

7124 tsŭng4I hó-tào 總理河道 
MING: Superintendent of the Grand Canal, variant of 
ts'ao-yŭn tsung-tu (Director-general of Grain Transport); also 
see tsung-tu ho-tao, ho-tao tsung-tu. P59. 

7125 tsŭng4í hó-ts'áo 總理河漕 
MING: Superintendent of the Grand Canal and of Grain 
Transport, a combined duty assignment for a Minister of 
Works (kung-pu shang-shu) briefly from 1587, temporarily 
substituting for the appointment of a Censor-in-chief (tu yŭ-
shih) as Director-general of the Grand Canal (ho-tao tsung-
tu). P59. 

7126 totí/ig/WîWA 總禮儀事 
LIAO: Superintendent of Ceremonies, 4th-tier official 
under the Ritualist {ti-lieh-ma-tu) in the Northern Admin-
istration ipei-mien) of the central government. P9. 

7127 tsŭng-lĭ kò-kuó shìh-wù yá-mén 
總理各國事務衙門 

CH’ING: Foreign Office, from 1861 in charge of China's 
foreign relations, previously shared by the Court of Colo-
nial Affairs {li-fan yŭan) and the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu); 
headed by one or more Imperial Princes (ch'in-wang) and 
other Grand Ministers {ta-ch'en) of the Imperial Household 
Department (nei-wu fu). Commonly abbreviated as tsung-
li ya-men or as tsung-shu. BH: office of foreign affairs. 

7128 tsŭng-lĭ kŭng-ck，éng ch，ù 總理工程處 
CH'ING: Palace Construction Offîce in the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu fu); responsible for the con-
struction and major maintenance of large palace buildings; 

headed by a Grand Minister (ta-ch'en) of the Department 
serving as Superintendent (tsung-li). BH: imperial con-
struction office. 

7129 tsŭng-lí shìh-wù kuăn-chûn shih 
總理事務冠軍使 

CH'ING: Director, 2 among the executive officers of the 
Imperial Procession Guard (luan-i wei); members of the 
Imperial Household Department {nei-wn fu) assigned to as-
sist the Grand Minister in Command of the Guard {chang 
wei-shih ta-ch'en) and his principal associates, 2 Commis-
sioners of the Guard (luan-i shih). BH: chief marshal. 

7130 tsŭng-ttyá-mén 總理衙門 
CH'ING: common abbreviation of tsung-li ko-kuo shih-wu 
ya-men (Foreign Office). 

7131 tsăng'ttyén-chèng 總理鹽政 
CH'ING: Superintendent of Salt Distribution, a concur-
rent title given various Governors-general (tsung-tu) and 
Provincial Governors (hstìn-fu), signifying their authority 
and responsibility in their jurisdictions to implement and 
enforce the state monopoly of the distribution of salt through 
control of local Salt Control Stations (p'i-yen so). 

7132 tsŭng4ìyūèh'pŭ tà-ch'én 總理樂部大臣 
CH'ING: Grand Minister Superintendent of the Music 
Ministry, no fixed number, members of the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu fu) assigned to oversee the 
Music Ministry (yŭeh-pu). BH: director-general of the board 
of music. PlO. 

7133 tsŭng-lìng 宗令 
CH'ING: variant of tsung-jen ling (Director of the Court 
of the Imperial Clan). 

7134 tsŭng-líng 總領 
Lit., general leader or controller. (1) HAN: unofficial ref-
erence to a Chamberlain for Attendants (kuang-lu-hsun). 
(2) SUNG: Overseer-general, duty assignment for an of-
ficial in an agency of tìie fiscal hierarchy, normally in charge 
of collecting and transporting military supplies in a desig-
nated area; see under tsung-ling ... ts'ai-fu. SP: directeur-
général chargé de transport des vivres de I'armée, direc-
teur-général des finances. (3) CfTING: Wing Com-
mander, 6, rank not clear, leaders of Wings (0 in the Tiger 
Hunting Brigade (hu-ch'iang ying). BH: brigadier. (4) 
CH'ING: Foreman, from 1752 to 1759 a title used in the 
Imperial Parks Administration (feng-ch'en yiian), supersed-
ing ts'ui-tsung, then superseded by yŭan-ch'eng. P40. 

7135 tsŭng4ìng fáng 總領房 
SUNG: Transport Supervision Section, a subdivision of 
the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan) responsible for 
administrative liaison between tìie Bureau and Overseers-
general (tsung-ling) who coordinated the transport of mil-
itary supplies to garrisons or field armies as needed, pre-
sumably relying on the provision of labor and supplies by 
Fiscal Commissioners (chuan-yŭn shih) of Circuits (lu). 
Headed by a Vice Recipient of Edicts (fu ch'eng-chih)’ rank 
8a. Apparently superseded c. 1074 when the Bureau was 
reorganized with Twelve Sections (shih-erh fang). 

7136 tsăng-lĭng nèi-wài chiŭ-mă chu 
總镡內外廏馬局 

LIAO: Service of the Imperial Stud, an agency of the 
Northern Administration ipei-mìen) in the central govern-
ment, headed by an Overseer-general (tsung-ling); appar-
ently supervised all of the imperial horse herds. The con-
temporaneous Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu), an 
agency of the Southern Administration (nan-mien) t appar-
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ently had responsibility only for horses pastured among the 
regime's Chinese subjects. P39. 

7137 tsŭng-lîng ... ts'ái-fù 總領…財賦 
SUNG: Overseer-general of Revenues in (place-name in-
sert), a duty assignment at the Circuit (lu) level for an of-
ficial responsible for collecting and transporting military 
supplies. SP: directeur général des finances de .... 

7138 tsŭng-lù 總錄 
N-S DIV： Chief Overseer of the Department of State Af-
fairs (shang-shu sheng), variant of lu (Overseer); a con-
current appointment for a head of the developing Chancel-
lery (men-hsia sheng) or Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), 
giving him supervisory authority over the principal admin-
istrative organ of the central government. 

7139 tsūng'tniàô 宗廟 
Ancestral Temple: throughout history a generic term for 
buildings in which ancestral spirits were honored or wor-
shipped. See t'ai-miao• Cf. ling and ling-ch'in (Imperial 
Mausoleum). P28. 

7140 tsŭng-mîng kuàn 總明觀 
N-S ĭ)IV (Sung): Library for Complete Discernment, es-
tablished in 470 as a center of learning attached to the cen-
tral government and the palace, with a staff of 20 selected 
Scholars (hsueh-shih) apparently admitted by an Examiner 
(fang-chŭ) and supervised by the Chancellor of the Eastern 
Library (tung-kuan chi-chiu); organized in 5 Divisions (pu\ 
one each for the study of Confucianism, Taoism, literature, 
history, and protoscience (yin-yang). One of the early an-
tecedents of such famous state-sponsored institutions as the 
Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). P23. 

7141 tsăng-mà 總目 
LIAO: Supervisor-general, designation of heads of some 
regional Tax Offices (ch'ien-po ssu). P52. 

7142 tsūng-nŭ 宗女 
CH*ING: Imperial Clanswoman, official designation of 
daughters of nobles titled pei-tzu, chen-kuo kung, and fu-
kuo kung by secondary wives. BH: daughter of a prince of 
the blood of rank below the 6th. 

7143 tsŭng-pă 總把 
YUAN: Assistant Battalion Commander, until 1284 the 
senior aide to a Battalion Commander (ch'ien-hu) in the 
military hierarchy, rank not clear; in 1284 abolished. 

7144 tsŭng-pàn 總辦 
CH'ING: Administrator, designation of the head of an ad 
hoc, temporary agency established to deal with a specific 
problem; especially used in very late Ch'ing. BH: chief, 
senior secretary. 
7145 tsŭng-pàn láng-chūng 總辦郞中 
CH'ING: Administrative Director, 2, rank 5a, in charge 
of the Silver Vault iyin-k'u), with the special designation 
Managers of the Silver Vault (kuan-li yìn-k'u shih-wu). 

7146 tsŭng-pīng kuăn 總兵肓 or tsung-pîng 
Regional Commander, military head of a territorial juris-
diction generically called a Defense Command (chen). (1) 
MING: an indefinite-tenure duty assignment, originally for 
eminent nobles and militaiy Commissioners-in-chief (tu-tu), 
then during most of the dynasty for somewhat less eminent 
military officers, and in late Ming for civil officials and 
even eunuchs in ever larger numbers. In the mature Ming 
system, one assigned to each Province and one to each of 
the 9 Defense Commands creatèd along the northern fron-
tier, each normally supervising all military units in his ju-

risdiction with the help of Regional Vice Commanders (fu 
tsung-ping kuan), Assistant Regional Commanders (ts'an-
chiang), and many varieties of local commanders; but un-
der the authority of the appropriate civil service Grand Co-
ordinators (hsŭn-fu) and Supreme Commanders (tsung-tu) 
as well as the Chief Military Commissions (tu-tu fu) and 
the Ministry of War (ping-pu) in the dynastic capital. (2) 
CH'ING: a regular position (kiutn), rank 2a, in the Chinese 
military forces called the Green Standards (lu-ying); from 
2 to 7 per Province, somewhat comparable to civil service 
Circuit Intendants (tao-t'ai); subordinate to Provincial Mil-
itary Commanders (t'i-tu) and Provincial Governors (hsiin-
fu)\ each oversaw lesser officers and Green Standards gar-
risons in his jurisdiction. BH: brigade general. P57. 

7147 tsŭng-pó 宗伯 
Lit” clansman Earl, or senior ceremonialist. (1) CHOU: 
variant reference to the ta tsung-po (Minister of Rites); 
also a collective reference to both the Minister of Rites and 
his Vice Minister (hsiao tsung-po). (2) HAN: from A.D. 4 
to 25’ the official variant of tsung-cheng (Chamberlain for 
the Imperial Clan). HB; elder of the imperial clan. PI . 
(3) N-S DIV-CH'ING: common unofficial reference to a 
Chief Minister (ch'ing) or Director (ling) of the Court of 
the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng ssu, tsung-jen fu). (4) 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Chief Minister (ch'ing) 
of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). 

7148 tsŭng-pù 總部 
MING: General Bureau, one of 3 or 4 major subsections 
in each of the early Ming Ministries (pu; see liu pu), each 
headed by a Director (lang-chung); all were gradually re-
named in the 1380s and 1390s. P5, 6，9，12，13, 15. 

7149 tsūng-shèng hóu 宗聖侯 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Marquis for Reverencing the 
Sage, title of nobility {chūeh) awarded to each successive 
most direct male descendant of Confucius, responsible for 
presiding over the Confucian estate and temple in modern 
Shantung; granted the tax income from 100 households as 
emolument. See pao-ch'eng hou, feng-sheng hou, ch'ung-
sheng hou, kung-sheng hou, yen-sheng kung. P66. 

7150 tsŭng-shìh 宗室 
Imperial Clan: from antiquity the most common reference 
to die ruler's kinsmen, collectively and individually. 

7151 tsūng-shìh 宗師 
Monitor or Imperial Kinsmen. (1) HAN-N-S DIV (Chin): 
one ordered established in A.D. 5 in each Commandery 
(chŭn) and Princedom (wang-kuo), chosen from among res-
ident members of the imperial clan; responsible for super-
vising the conduct of his kinsmen and reporting regularly 
to the Chamberlain for the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng, tsung-
po) in the central government all relevant data such as births, 
marriages, and deaths. Apparently terminated after the reign 
of Wang Mang if not earlier, then in 277 revived by Chin 
for the same purposes. HB: master of the imperial clan. (2) 
N-S DIV (Chou): a subordinate of the Grand Mini$ter of 
State (ta chung-tsai) t ranked as an Ordinary Grand Master 
(chung ta-fu; 5a); maintained the imperial genealogy, en-
couraged imperial clansmen toward proper behavior, etc.; 
a counterpart of the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-cheng 
ssu, tsung-jen fu) in other times. (3) TANG: briefly estab-
lished as a subordinate in the Court of the Imperial Clan 
{tsung-cheng ssu) in 619; number, rank, and function not 
clear. RR: maître de la cour des affaires de la famille 
impériale. PI. (4) CH'ING: a fancy, unofficial reference 
to a Provincial Education Commissioner (fi-tu hsŭeh-cheng). 
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7152 tsūng-shìh kŭng 宗室公 
CH'ING: Duke of the Imperial Clan, a title of nobility 
(chiieh) awarded in perpetuity to Manchus descended in a 
direct line of inheritance from the dynastic founder, Nur-
hachi，as distinguished from Duke of the Collateral Line 
{chŭeh-lo kung), awanled to heirs collaterally descended from 
Nurhachi, and Duke of the Eight Banners (pa-ch'i kung), 
awarded in perpetuity for great military merit. 

7153 tsūng-shìh shìh'Wèi 宗室侍衛 
CH'ING: Imperial Clansmen Guards , variant designation 
of the Imperial Clansmen Guards of the Three (Superior) 
Banners (san-ch'i tsung-shih shih-wei). BH: imperial clans-
men corps of the imperial body-guards. 
7154 tsŭng.shŭ 總署 
CH'ING: common abbreviation of tsung-li ko-kuo shih-wu 
ya-men (Foreign Office). 

7155 tsŭng-tìén ch'án-mù shĭh ssū 
總典羣牧使司 

LIAO: Chief Commission for Pasturages, status in the 
governmental hierarchy not clear, but subordinate to the Court 
of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) in the Southern Admin-
istration {nan-mien) oif the central government; probably an 
intermediary agency below the Route (lu) level, directly 
subordinate to Commissioners of Herds {ch'ŭn-mu shih) of 
the various Routes. P18, 31. 

7156 tsŭng-ts'ái 總裁 
SUNG-CH'ING: Director-general, duty assignment for an 
eminent official to preside over an editorial project, a re-
cruitment examination, a school, or the like. E.g., in Ch'ing 
used for the head of the Military Archive (fang-lŭeh kuan), 
the Historiography Institute (kuo-shih kuan), and the Cod-
ification Office (lŭ-li kuan). Also see ta tsung-ts'ai. BH: 
director-general, director, reviser, president. P13, 23，37. 

7157 tsŭng'tsuăn -纂 
CH'ING: Cimipiler-in-chief, 4 Manchus and 6 Chinese on 
the staff of the Historiography Institute {kuo-shih kuan). BH: 
reviser. 

7158 tsŭng-tū 總督 
Lit.，to be generally in charge; from Former Han on, occurs 
in a verbal sense and at times, especially in Ming and Ch'ing, 
as part of a veib-object title; see following entries. (1) MING: 
Supreme Commander , special duty assignment for a Min-
ister (shang-shu) or Vice Minister (shih-lang) of the Min-
istry of War (ping'pu)t normally with concuírent status as 
an executive official of the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan), del-
egated to deal with military problems in a region overlap-
ping regular provincial (sheng) jurisdictions; or delegated 
to supervise a multi-Province government enterprise such 
as the transport of tax grain from the Yangtze delta to North 
China (see ts'ao-yŭn tsung-tu). Originating in 1452 with the 
delegation of a Censor-in-chief (tu yŭ-shih) to supervise 
military operations in Kwangtung and Kwangsi, became 
steadily more common during the later 1400s and in the 
1500s was standard throughout most of the country, the Su-
preme Commander becoming a long-term resident super-
visor of Grand Coordinators (hsŭn-Ju) in regional clusters 
of 2 or more Provinces. In the normal case, the Supreme 
Commander was himself Grand Coordinator of one of the 
Provinces under his supervision, which numbered as many 
as 5. Although he established a headquarters (see k'ai-fu), 
he was not authorized any official assistants; to the end of 
the dynasty, no matter how influential and powerful he was 
in fact, his status in the governmental hierarchy remained 
that of an ad hoc trouble-shooter with responsibilities and 
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powers specified in each case. Late Ming Supreme Com-
manders began the practice of hiring non-officfel specialists 
as their personal aides in what came to be known as Private 
Secretariats (mu~fu). (2) CH'ING: Governor-general, an 
outgrowth of the Ming system, now a regular post (kuan) 
in the governmental hierarchy, rank 2a, being automatically 
a nominal concurrent Censor-in-chief (tu yŭ-shih) and 
sometimes also concurrent Minister of War {ping-pu shang-
shu), in which case his rank rose to lb; overall supervisor 
of both military and non-military affairs in a group of 2 or 
more neighboring Provinces, for one of which he normally 
served also as Governor (hsŭn-fu). In the mature Ch'ing 
system there were 9 such posts: one each for Chihli and 
Szechwan, combining Governorships; one for the 3 Man-
churìan Provinces of Fengtien, Kirìn, and Heilungkiang 
combining the Governorship of Fengtien; one for Fukien 
and Chekiang combining the Governorship of Fukien; one 
for Hupei and Hunan combining the Governorship of Hu-
pei; one for Shensi, Kansu，and eventually Sinkiang com-
bining the Governorship of Kansu; one for Kwangtung and 
Kwangsi combining the Governorship of Kwangtung; one 
for Yunnan and Kweichow combining the Governorship of 
Yunnan; and one for Kiangsu, Kiangsi, and Anhwei with-
out a combined Governorship. As in the case of his Ming 
predecessor, the Governor-general had no authorized offi-
cial assistants; such agencies as Provincial Administration 
Commissions (ch'eng-hsuan pu-cheng shih ssu) and Pro-
vincial Surveillance Commissions (t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu) 
provided principal administrative support for both Gover-
nors and Governors-general. However, Governors-general 
came to rely heavily on Private Secretariats (mu-fu), which 
gained quasiofficial status. P50. 

7159 tsŭng-tŭ kó4ào 總督河道 
Director-general of the Grand Canal . (1) MING: variant 
designation of the Director-general of Canal Transport (ts'ao-
yŭn tsung-tu). (2) CH'ING: common transposition of ho-
tao tsung-tu. 

7160 tsŭng4ū Háng-ch'ŭ 總督糧儲 
MING: Director-general of Supplies at the auxiliary cap-
ital, Nanking; duty assignment for a Vice Minister (shih-
lang) of the Nanking Ministry of Revenue (nan-ching hu-
pu), concurrently a Censor-in-chief (tu yu-shih) r with over-
all supervisory responsibility for the reception and storage 
of tax grains at Nanking. P49. 

7161 tsŭng4ŭ ts'ăng-ch'áng 總督倉場 
MING-CH'ING: Director-general of the Capital Gra-
naries, duty assignment for a Minister of Revenue (hu-pu 
shang-shu) in Ming, for one Manchu and one Chinese Vice 
Minister of Revenue (hu-pu shih-lang) in Ch'ing; see under 
ts'ang-ch'ang. P8. 

7162 tsŭng-tū ts9áō-yŭn 總督漕運 
MING-CH'ING: variant of ts'ao-yŭn tsung-tu (Director-
general of Grain Transport) . 

7163 tsŭng-t'áng 總統 
CH'ING: Commander-general, a distinguished duty as-
signment, normally for an Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang) or 
another noble, to head a special unit of the Eight Banners 
(pa-ch'i) military system made up of personnel of the Inner 
Banners (nei-ch'i) stationed at the dynastic capital, espe-
cially the Guards Brigade {hu-chun ying), the Vanguard 
Brigade (ch'ien-feng ying)y the Firearms Brigade {huo-ch'i 
ying), or the Scouting Brigade (chien-juiying). BH: general 
commandant. 

7152-7163 
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7164 tsŭng-tzŭ chēng 宗子正 
SUNG: Provost of the School for the Imperial Family, 
from 1102 a duty assignment for an imperial clansman to 
monitor the scholastic achievements of students in the School 
for the Imperial Family (tsung-hsueh). SP: chargé d'exécuter 
les réglements scolaires desfìls de la famille impériale. 

7165 tsŭng-tzŭ hsŭéh 宗子學 
SUNG: variant of tsung-hsŭeh (School for the Imperial 
Family). 

7166 tsūng-wèi shuài-fŭ 宗衛率府 
SUI-T'ANG: Clan Defense Guard Command, 2 prefixed 
Left and Right, military units assigned to the establishment 
of the Heir Apparent; renamed Armed Attendants Guard 
Command (wu-shih shuai-fu) from c. 605 to 622, then Pro-
tective Guard Command (ssu-yŭ shuai-fu) from 662 to 705 
and again from 711 on. P26. 

7167 tsŭng-yéh 總爺 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Company Commander 
(ch'ien-tsung) in the Chinese military forces called the Green 
Standards (lu-ying). 

7168 ts'ŭng 從 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: Lower Class, a subgrade of an official 
rank (p'in), in contrast to Upper Class (cheng); prefixed to 
a numeral. E.g., whereas cheng-san p'in means rank 3 up-
per class (here rendered 3a), ts'ung-san p'in means rank 3 
lower class (here rendered 3b). 

7169 ts’úng-chĕng 從征 
MING: lit” to follow along on a military expedition: Old 
Campaigner, a major category of hereditary soldiers in the 
regular military establishment, signifying those who early 
joined the forces of the Ming founder, or their descendants 
in service. 

7170 ts9
ŭng-chèng láng 從政郎 

SUNG: Gentleman for Governmental Participation, 
prestige title (san-kuan) for rank 8b civil officials from c. 
1117，superseding Gentleman for Thorough Service (t'ung-
shih lang). P68. 

7171 ts'áng-ch'éng 從丞 
HAN: Attendant Assistant, a eunuch aide to the Director 
of Imperial Gatekeepers (huang-men ling) whose respon-
sibility was to assure that the Emperor's private needs were 
always met only by eunuchs. HB: attendant assistant. 

7172 ts'ŭng chUn-shìh 從軍士 
Military Escort: common designation of members of the 
retinue of a traveling official. 
7173 tó，tí/ig_ìàii 從義案 
SUNG: Section for Rectitude in the Bureau of Evaluations 
{k'ao-kung ssu) in the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu); staffing 
and specific functions not clear. 

7174 tsf
ŭng4 láng 從義郞 

SUNG: Gentleman for Loyal Service, from c. 1117 a 
prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 8b. 

7175 ts,úng-kuăn 從官 
Supporting Official; throughout history a categorical ref-
erence to petty personnel subordinate to whatever superior 
is indicated by the context’ rather than an official title. 

7176 ts'ŭng-shìh 從事 
HAN-SUI: Retainer, unranked subofficial found on the 
staffs of various dignitaries of the central government such 
as the Han Metropolitan Commandant (ssu-li hsiao-wei) and 

7182 tu ch'a-ch'ang 
especially those in units of territorial administration, most 
particularly Regional Inspectors (tz'u-shih); commonly headed 
the clerical Sections {ts'ao) among which staff members were 
distributed; terminated with the abolition of Regional In-
spectors by Sui. Often preceded by a function-specifying 
prefix, e.g., chi-chiu ts'ung-shih (Libationer Retainer). HB: 
attendant. P32, 50, 52, 69. 

7177 ts'ŭng-shìh láng 從事郞 
SUNG: Gentleman for Attendance, from 1080 a prestige 
title {san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 8b. P68. 

7178 ts’úng-shìk láng 從仕部 
CHIN-MING: Gentleman for Service, prestige title (san-
kuan) for civil officials of rank 8b in Chin, 7b in Yŭan and 
Ming; in Ming could be promoted to Gentleman for Sum-
moning (cheng-shih lang) without a change of rank. P68. 

7179 ts’ŭng-shìk shíh 從事史 
HAN-SUI: Retainer Clerk, common variant of ts'ung-shih 
(Retainer). HB: attendant clerk. P50, 52. 

7180 tŭ 督 
Supervisor: throughout imperial history a duty assignment 
for an eminent official, most commonly signifying that, 
without giving up his regular post (kuan), an official had 
been delegated to take temporary charge of another post; 
occasionally occurs as the title of a regular militaiy post in 
lowly units of territorial administration. 

7181 tŭ 都 
(1) Chief: throughout history a prefix attached to titles or 
agency names to identify the superior in a group, com-
monly, of identically named offices, e.g., tu yŭ-shih (Cen-
sor-in-chief)- (2) Capital: throughout history alternated with 
ching as the most common designation of a dynastic cap-
ital, normally with a geographic or hierarchic prefix, e.g., 
Tung-tu (Eastern Capital), Shang-tu (Supreme Capital). (3) 
CHOU: Inherited Region, generic reference to those Re-
gions (kuo) into which the royal domain was divided that 
were hereditary fiefs of members of the royal family, in 
contrast to those that were administered by official dele-
gates from the court (see chia); each supervised by 2 lus-
ticiars of the Inherited Region (tu-shih)t ranking as Ordi-
nary Servicemen (chung-shih), who reported on all judicial 
matters to Justiciars of the Domain (fang-shih) in the Min-
istry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan), Cf. chia-shih. CL: apanage. 
(4) T'ANG: Area Command, from 881 the generic des-
ignation of 54 military units grouped geographically under 
the Ten Armies (shih chŭn) that constituted the New Army 
of Inspired Strategy (shen-ts'e hsitt-chŭn; see shen-ts'e chŭn). 
RR: groupe. P43. (5) SUNG: Troop, a unit of 100 cav-
alrymen in the Metropolitan Cavalry Command {ma-chŭn 
ssu; cf. shih-wei ch'in-chŭn ma-pu ssu). SP: troupe de cent 
soldats. (6) SUNG, MING-CH'ING: Sector, a relatively 
uncommon designation for a unit of sub-District (hsien) or-
ganization of the populace, with regional as well as tem-
poral variations in usage; in S. Sung a regional variant of 
pao (Security Group); in Ming-Ch*ing a regional variant of 
fang (Precinct) but also found as a customaiy designation 
of a rural territory including several Villages (li). 

7182 tŭ ch'á-ch'áng 都茶場 
SUNG; Chief Tea Market , several established in impor-
tant tea-producing areas by the Department of State Affairs 
{shang-shu sheng), each headed by a delegated Controller 
(fi-hsia kuan); issued certificates that authorized merchants 
to buy state-monopolized tea. SP: administration des bons 
de thé, aire du thé. 
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7183 tū chyá-yŭàn 都察院 
MING-CH'ING: lit., chief surveillance bureau: Censor-
ate, one of the major agencies of the central government, 
responsible directly to the Emperor for maintaining disci-
plinary surveillance over the entire officialdom，auditing 
fiscal accounts, checking judicial records, making regular 
and irregular inspections, impeaching officials for miscon-
duct, recommending new policies and changes in old pol-
icies, etc.; counterpart of the earlier yŭ-shih t'ai. Created 
in 1382 after the early Ming yŭ-shih fai in traditional form 
had been stripped of all its executive posts in 1380，leaving 
only a ch'a-yŭan (Investigation Bureau) staffed with Inves-
tigating Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih), whose rank of 7a was 
soon dropped to 9a. In 1382 the Investigating Censors were 
reorganized into administrative groups called Circuits (tao), 
one for each Province bearing the provincial name as a pre-
fix, each with 3, 4，or 5 Investigating Censors; and the 
whole aggregation was called Chief Surveillance Bureau and 
headed by 8 Chief Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a tu yŭ-
shih), rank 7a. Further reorganizations in 1383 and 1384 
brought the tu ch'a-yŭan to its mature Ming form, with an 
executive staff of 2 Censors-in-chief (tu yū-shih), rank 2a, 
2 Vice Censors-in-chief (Ju tu yŭ-shih), 3a, and 4 Assistant 
Censors-in-chief (ch'ien tu yŭ-shih), 4a. The headquarters 
support agencies included a Registry (ching-li ssu)t a Gen-
eral Services Office (ssu-wu t'ing) t a Records Office (chao-
mo ssu), and a Prison (ssu-yŭ ssu). Principal operational 
agents of the Censorate remained Investigating Censors 
(chien-ch'a yii-shih), restored to rank 7a，distributed among 
the Province-named Circuits, from 7 to 11 per Circuit, to-
taling 110 in the mature Ming structure. From 1421 to the 
end of Ming，a skeletal Censorate also existed among the 
agencies at Nanking, the auxiliary capital. The Censorate 
shared with the Ministiy of Justice {hsing-pu) ând the Court 
of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu) the collective designation Three 
Judicial Offices (san fa-ssu). The principal, Vice, and As-
sistant Censors-in-chief were among the most eminent dig-
nitaries of the central government, and their titles came to 
be awarded also, as concurrent titles, to the provincial au-
thorities called Grand Coordinators (hsūn-fu) and Supreme 
Commanders (tsung-ĭu). Investigating Censors, while being 
under the general administrative jurisdiction of the various 
Censors-in-chief, were formally identified only with their 
Circuits, not as members of the Censorate; they reported 
individually to the Emperor and were popularly known as 
his “ears and eyes” (t'ien-tzu erh-mu); they were given a 
great variety of specialized duty assignments, most notably 
as Province-level Regional Inspectors (hsŭn-an yŭ-shih). 
Investigating Censors and independent Supervising Secre-
taries (chi-shih-chung) organized in Six Offices of Scrutiny 
(liu k'o) often collaborated on special investigatory missions 
and were commonly referred to by such collective desig-
nations as k*0'ta0 (Offices of Scrutiny and Circuits). Ch’ing 
in general perpetuated the Ming Censorate’s pattern of or-
ganization and responsibilities but eliminated Assistant 
Censors-in-chief, reduced the number of Investigating Cen-
sors to 2 to 4 per Province-named Circuit, in 1661 termi-
nated duty assignments as Regional Inspectors, in 1723 for-
mally incorporated the Six Offices of Scrutiny into the 
Censorate, and made the Censorate the only agency of gov-
ernment in which Manchus and Chinese were appointed in 
exactly equal numbers to all principal p o s t s t h e executive 
offices, Investigating Censors, and Supervising Censors (a 
better rendering for post-1723 Supervising Secretaries). BH: 
censorate. PI 8. 

7184 獨占鼈頭 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit.，to have taken a position alone atop 
the head of the leviathan that in mythology supports the 
earth: unofficial reference to the first-place passer of a ma-
jor civil service recruitment examination, especially from 
Sung on the Palace Examination (t'ing-shih, tien-shih); i.e., 
Principal Graduate {chuang-yŭan). Cf. chan ao-t'ou. 

7185 ssŭ 都鎮撫司 
MING: Chief Prison in the predynastic military structure; 
created in 1364 under the Chief Military Commission (ta 
tu-tu /«), headed by a Chief Judge (tu chen-fu), rank 5a; 
apparently terminated before 1368. P4. 

7186 tŭ €k，éng-chĭk 猕承官 
Chief Recipient of Edicts. (1) SUNG: one, rank 5a, in the 
Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yiian); cf. shu-mi ch'eng-
chih. SP: transmetteur général des directives. (2) LIAO: 
one, rank not clear, in the Southern Establishment (nan-
yuan) in the Northern Administration (pei-mien) of the cen-
tral government; apparently as in Sung a member of the 
Bureau of Military Affairs. P5. 

7187 tú-ch9éng mì-mìng 獨承密命 
T'ANG: Sole Recipient of Secret Orders , duty assignment 
for a regular member of the central government, a common 
stepping-stone to status as a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). 
Apparently singled out to receive the Emperor's most im-
portant orders for distribution to central government agen-
cies as directed. 

7188 tŭ-ch'éng t'Uchŭ ssŭ 都城提擧司 
CHIN: Construction and Maintenance Office in the Min-
istry of Works (kung-pu), responsible for building and re-
pairing governmental offices, temples, etc., planting trees, 
and supervising government caipenters in the dynastic cap-
ital; headed by a Supervisor (t'i-chu), rank 6b; principal 
subordinates included 2 Capital Township Officials (hsiang-
kuan) who managed conscripted laborers, 2 Monitors (shou-
chi kuan) who received and distributed materials, and the 
Director (ling) of the Pottery Office {chen-kuan shu). Com-
monly abbreviated to tu-cheng so. P15. 

7189 tŭ cM-skìk.ckŭng 都給事中 
MING-CH'ING: Chief Supervising Secretary, rank 7a, 
the designated administrative leader of the Supervising Sec-
retaries (chi-shih-chung) in each of the Six Offices of Scru-
tiny (liu-k,o); from 1391 to c. 1399 demoted to 8a; one in 
Ming, one each Manchu and Chinese in Ch'ing till 1665’ 
then abolished when each Office of Scrutiny was reduced 
to a staff of 2 Supervising Secretaries; replaced in 1666 
with 2 Seal-holding (chang-yin) Supervising Secretaries as 
heads of each Office of Scrutiny. PI8, 19. 

7 1 9 0 tū'Chiàng chūng-láng 都匠中郎 
N-S DIV (Chin): Palace Attendant for Capital Crafts-
men, a post in a Princely Establishment (wang-fu), P60. 

7191 tū chiào4ièn shîh 都敎練使 
SUNG: Chief Training Commissioner, a post at the Pre-
fecture (chou) level; status and functions not clear, but 
probably supervised militia training. SP: instructeur général. 

7192 tŭ-chiĕn 都監 
T'ANG-YUAN: Director-in-chief. (1) T'ANG, CHIN: a 
common eunuch title comparable to the Ming-Ch'ing title 
t'ai-chien. In late T'ang especially associated with the pow-
erful palace eunuchs who dominated the Emperors and the 
imperial armies and struggled with regional authorities for 
control of the empire; sometimes exalted to tu tu-chien (Chief 
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Director-in-chief)- In Chin especially concentrated in the 
Court Ceremonial Institute (hsŭan-huì yiian). (2) From Sung 
on found in many agencies of both civil and military ser-
vices, e.g., on the staffs of Supply Commissioners (fa-yŭn 
shih), Herds Offices (ch'ŭn-mu ssu), and Imperial Mausolea 
(ling) in Sung and Salt Commissions (yen-shih ssu) in Chin; 
normally lowly administrative or clerical personnel equiv-
alent to office managers or chief clerks, often rank 9. (3) 
SUNG: also a common abbreviated reference to pin呂-ma 
tu-chien (Military Director-in-chief). (4) CHIN-YUAN: 
hereditary specialists in charge of the Imperial Dispensary 
(yŭ-yao yŭanr yu-yao chien), rank 9a. 
7 1 9 3 tŭ cMĕn-ckéng 都檢ī 
SUNG: Chief Examiner, one appointed c. 1068 as coor-
dinator of tìw Examiners (chien-cheng) who headed the Five 
Offices (vw fang) into which the Secretariat (chung-shu 
sheng) was subdivided for routine administrative purposes; 
apparently a special duty assignment for an official of an-
other central government agency. Such appointments seem 
to have been discontinued veiy quickly. SP: contrôleur en 
chef. P3. 

7194 tŭ^chīh 度支 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei)~T’ANG: lit., to measure and dis-
burse: Revenue Section or Ministry of Revenue, from the 
220s aa important unit in the developing Department of State 
Affairs {shang-shu sheng), headed by one or more Minis-
ters (shang-shu) and Vice Ministers (lang-chung ’ lang); 
geneàily responsible for managing state revenues other than 
laiìd taxes and for the general state budget. Unlike some of 
its counterparts, only rarely suffixed ts'ao (Section) or pu 
(Ministry). By N. Wei presided over subsections identified 
by the title-prefixes of the Vice Ministers responsible for 
them: General Accounts (also tu-chih), Granaries (ts'ang-
pu), Census (tso-min), Revenue (yu-min)t Treasury (chin-
pu), and Storehouse (k'u-pu). In Sui c. 583 the name tu-
chih was changed to min-pu (Ministry of Revenue), but it 
was briefly revived in T*ang from 656 to 662. The name 
is easily confused with that of the Ministry's identically 
named subsection (see above), which from T'ang on was 
formally named tu-chih ssu (Bureau of General Accounts). 
P6. 

7195 tŭ'chih 都知 
SUNG: Office Manager, normally rank 6a，found in a few 
eunuch and military agencies. SP: intendant, administra-
teur généraL 

7196 tù-chīh àn 度支案 
SUNG: Tax Section, apparently originated as a subsidiary 
of the Tax Bureau (tu-chih ssu), one of the 3 agencies con-
stituting the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early 
Sung; then in 1005 reportedly merged with the Military 
Section (ping-an) of the Salt and Iron Monopoly Bureau 
(yen-t'ieh ssu) into a new Justice Section (hsing-an) sub-
ordinate jointly to the Tax Bureau and the Census Bureau 
(hu-pu ssu; cf, hu-pu), also a constituent unit of the State 
Finance Commission; subsequent history not clear, but in 
the 1080s transformed into the Tax Bureau (also tu-chih 
ssu) in the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). SP: service des 
revenus publics. 

7197 tù-chīh chiĕn 度支監 
YUAN: Directorate for Animal Fodder, an agency of the 
central government; hierarchical status and staffing not clear. 
7198 tŭ-cMk ckiĕn 都知監 
MING-CH'ING: Directorate for Intimate Attendance, 

one of 12 major Directorates (chien) in which palace eu-
nuchs were organized; headed by a eunuch Director (t'ai-
chien); originally responsible for communications among 
the palace Directorates, but in the 1440s gradually became 
a group of eunuch escorts for the Emperor's carriage. In 
Ch'ing existed only from 1656 to 1661; see under shih-erh 
chien (Twelve Directorates). 

7199 tŭ chih-hūi shih 都指揮使 
(1) SUNG; Commander-in-chief, a standard title for a 
military officer assigned to lead a campaigning Army (chŭn), 
an Army of the Provincial Armies (hsiang-ping), or any of 
the military units at the dynastic capital known collectively 
as the Two Commands (erh ssu) and the Three Capital 
Guards (san weì). The title was also sometimes awarded to 
chieftains of submissive southwestern aboriginal tribes. SP: 
commandant général, commissaire général, commissaire 
en chef, commissaire-commandanî. (2) YūAN: Chief Mil-
itary Commissioner, duty assignment for Mongol nobles 
commanding units of the Imperial Guards (shih-wei) at the 
dynastic capital, or in posts of comparable importance. (3) 
MING: Regional Military Commissioner, rank 3a，one 
appointed for each Province (sheng) and additionally for 
each crucial zone along the northern frontier where general 
administration was almost entirely in military hands; an im-
portîuit member of the regular military hierarchy, control-
ling aĭí resident militaiy personnel in his jurisdiction，under 
the supervision of one of the Chief Military Commissions 
(tu-tu fu) at the dynastic capital and, from the 1440s, of a 
Province-level Grand Coordinator (hsun-fu) and a multi-
Province Supreme Commander (tsung-tu). Shared with 
Provincial Administration Commissioners {pu-cheng shih) 
and Provincial Surveillance Commissioners {an-ch'a shih) 
the collective designation Three Provincial Offices (san ssu). 
His principal subordinates were a Vice Commissioner (t'ung-
chih), rank 2b, and an Assistant Commissioner (ch'ien-shih), 
3a; his administrative staff included a Registry (ching-li ssu)f 
a Judicial Office (tuan-shih ssu�’ and a Prison Office {ssu-
yŭ ssu). P56. 

7200 tócWft-AâisWfcîsû 都指揮使司 
Lit., office of a tu chih-hui shih. (1) YŭAN: Chief Mili-
tary Commission. (2) MING: Regional Military Com-
mission, commonly abbreviated to tu-ssu. 
7201 tù-chík k，ō 度支料 
MING: General Accounts Section, one of 4 clerical sub-
divisions of each Bureau (pu, then ch'ing-li ssu) into which 
the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) was divided from the 1390s. 
See min-k'o, chin-k'o, ts'ang-k'o. 
7202 tà<hīh láng-chūng 度支郞中 or tu-chih 

lang 
(1) N-S DIV-SUI: Vice Minister of Revenue, one or more 
principal assistants to the Minister (shang-shu) of the im-
portant fiscal agency known simply as tu-chih (Revenue 
Section, Ministry of Revenue). P6. (2) N-S DIV-SUI: Vice 
Minister for General Accounts, by N. Wei if not earlier 
the director of one of several subsections (sometimes called 
ts'ao, Section) of the Ministry of Revenue (tu-chih). P6. 
(3) T'ANG-SUNG: abbreviated reference to the Director 
(lang-chung), rank 5b or 6b，of the Bureau of General 
Accounts (tu-chih ssu), one of the major subdivisions of 
the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu). P6. 

7203 tù-chīk pù 度支部 
(1) N-S DIV-SUI: may be encountered as a reference to 
the central government agency officially known simply as 
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tu-chih (Revenue Section，Ministry of Revenue). (2) 
MING: Bureau of General Accounts, one of 4 principal 
subsections of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) from 1380 
to 1390; headed by a Director (lang-chung); in 1390 ter-
minated when the Ministry was reorganized into Bureaus 
(ch'ing-li ssu) prefixed with the names of Provinces. P6. 

7204 tù-ckīk skàng-skŭ 葭支尙書 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei)-T'ANG: Minister of Revenue, 
one of the chief fiscal officials under the developing De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) t head of the 
agency known simply as tu-chih (Revenue Section, Min-
istry of Revenue). P6. 

7205 tù-chīh ssŭ &友司 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Bureau of General Accounts, one of 
4 (T'ang) or 3 (Sung) principal subsections of the Ministry 
of Revenue (hu-pu), headed by one or 2 Directors (lang-
chung), rank 5b in T'ang, 6b in Sung, assisted by one or 
2 Vice Directors iyŭan-wai lang), 6b in T'ang, 7a in Sung. 
In Sung subdivided into 5 Sections (an): Tax Section {tu-
chih an), Transport Section (fa-yiin an), Bursary Section 
{chih-kung an), Gifts Section (shang-tz'u an), and Miscel-
lany Section {chih-tsa an). SP: bureau des revenuspublics. 
P6. (2) T，ANG-5 DYN: Tax Bureau, one of 3 central gov-
ernment agencies created after mid-T'ang, collectively called 
the Three Fiscal Agencies (san ssu), to consolidate fiscal 
administration in those parts of the rebellion-shattered em-
pire that remained under central government control; com-
monly headed by a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang) on spe-
cial duty assignment. (3) SUNG: Tax Bureau, one of the 
early Sung agencies known in the aggregate as the State 
Finance Commission (san ssu); headed by a central gov-
ernment dignitary on duty assignment as Commissioner 
(shih). Given administrative support by 8 subsidiary Sec-
tions (an): Gifts and Presentations Section (shang-chi an), 
Coins and Silks Section (ch'ien-po an), Supplies Section 
(liang-liao an), Stabilization Fund Section {ch'ang-p'ing an), 
Transport Section (fa-yŭn an), Horses Section (chi-an)y State 
Grain Section (hu-tou an), and Officials Section {po-kuan 
an). At some unclear late date prior to its abolition in c. 
1080, renamed Stabilization Fund Bureau (ch'ang-p'ing ssu). 
SP: office des revenus publics. P7. (4) LIAO: Revenue 
Commission, a fiscal agency based at the Central Capital 
(Chung-ching in southern Jehol), headed by a Commis-
sioner (shih); functions not specifically described in the 
sources. P7. 

7206 tū chlh'tsáfâng 都知雜房 
SUNG: Chief Miscellany Office, a clerical subsection of 
the Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng); cf. chih-
tsa fang. SP: chambre des affaires diver ses. 

7207 tŭ-chīh ts，áo 葭友售 
N-S DIV: may be encountered as a reference to the central 
government agency officially known simply as tu-chih 
(Revenue Section, Ministry of Revenue). P6. 

7208 tū chìn-tsdu yŭàn 都進奏院 
SUNG: Chief Memorials Office, variant designation of the 
chin-tsou yŭan (Memorials Office) of the Chancellery {then-
hsia sheng). SP: bureau général de la réception des 
mémoires. P21. 

7209 tū chù-ch，ién yŭàn 督鑄錢掾 
HAN: Supervisor of Coinage, in Later Han an appointee 
of the Metropolitan Governor (ching-chao yin), actually to 
oversee transactions in the state market in the auxiliary cap-
ital, Ch'ang-an; whether he had any coinage responsibilities 
is not clear. P16. 

7210 tū chŭ-hsiá chih-shoŭ ssŭ 

都主轄支收司 ， 
SUNG: General Money Circulating Office, one of many 
agencies serving the bureaus that constituted the State Fi-
nance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; headed by an 
Administrative Assistant (p'an-kuan), rank 8a or 8b; over-
saw the issuance of paper money to the Prefectures {chou), 
also reported all receipts. SP: bureau général chargé d’ad-
ministrer la sortie et la rentrée des objets publics. P7. 

7 2 1 1 tu-chù kuăn 讀祝官 
CH'ING: Prayer Reader, numbers and ranks varying 
greatly, Manchu religious practitioners attached to the Min-
istry of Rites (Jí-pu)，the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-
ch'ang ssu), the Office of Palace Ceremonial (chang-i ssu), 
and each of the Manchu Imperial Mausolea (ling). BH: reader 
of prayers at sacrifices. P27, 29. 

7212 tū chuán-yun shih 都轉運使 
(1) T'ANG: Transport Commissioner-in-chief, beginning 
in 734, an ad hoc duty assignment for a court official to 
expedite the transport of tax grain throughout the Chiang-
Huai and Honan areas. P60. (2) SUNG-CHIN: Fiscal 
Commissioner-in-chief, in Sung and Liao a duty assign-
ment for a court official to supervise tax transport and most 
other fiscal matters in 2 or more neighboring Circuits {lu 
or tao), in contrast to the normal case in which each Circuit 
had one Fiscal Commissioner (chuan-yun shih); in Chin a 
regular post (kuan), rank 3a, assigned to the Circuit ad-
ministered from the Central Capital (Chung-tu, modern Pe-
king), in contrast to the Fiscal Commissioners appointed in 
other Circuits. SP: commissaire général du transport, com-
missaire général des finances, intendant général fiscal. P52, 
60. (3) MING: common variant designation of the Salt Dis-
tribution Ctmimissîoner (tu chuan-yŭn yen shih). (4) 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Director-general of 
Grain Transport (ts'ao-yun tsung-tu). 

7213 tū chuăn-yun yén shîh 都轉運鹽使 
YùAN-CH'ING: Salt Distribution Commissioner or Salt 
Controller, rank 3a in Yiian, 3b in Ming and Ch’ing; from 
1277 appointed in each major salt-producing area to su-
pervise the issuance of state salt to merchants for distri-
bution throughout the empire; 3 in Yŭan, 6 in Ming, 5 in 
Ch'ing. In Ming commonly abbreviated to tu chuan-yŭn 
shih; in Ch*ing also known as yen-yŭn shih. Also cf. yen-
k'o t'i-chŭ ssu, ch'a-yen chuan-yiin shih, ch'a-yen t'ì-chŭ ssu, 
yen-cheng. P61. 

7214 tū'Chuăn 都轉 
(1) SUNG; abbreviation of tu chuan-yun shih (Fiscal Com-
missìoner-in-chief). (2) MING-CH^ING: abbreviation of 
tu chuan-yŭn yen shih (Salt Distribution Commissioner, 
Salt Controller). 

7215 tŭ'cWuàn ŭng 都船令 
HAN: Director of the Capital Boats under the Chamber-
lain for the Imperial Insignia {chih chin-wu), assisted by an 
Aide (ch'eng); status and functions not specified in the 
sources. HB: prefect director of boats. 

7216 tū-cWuán yŭ 都船獄 
HAN: Prison for the Capital Boatmen under the early 
Han Chamberlain for the Imperial Insignia (chung~wei), 
headed by a Director (ling) and an Aide (ch'eng); status and 
functions not specified by the sources’ but interpreted to be 
a jail for troublemakers among boatmen active on the rivers 
and canals of the dynastic capital or among state ship-build-
ers at the capital. The Director was apparently coequal with 
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the Director of the Capital Boats (tu-ch'uan ling)y but the 
post did not survive early Han. HB; prison of the director 
of boats. P13. 

7217 tŭ-chu 都句 
Common scribal variant of tu-kou (Chief Administrative 
Clerk). 

7218饭 í rAá-Aróí w ŭ都拘轄司 
SUNG: Chief Coordinating Office, a headquarters unit of 
the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) with supervisory authority 
over the Ministry's functionally differentiated Bureaus (ssu); 
staffing not clear, but possibly headed by executive offi-
cials of the Ministry on a rotational basis. SP: bureau général 
des finances. 

7219 tū ch'ŭ-yuàn 都麴院 
SUNG: Chief Fermentation Bureau, a unit of the Court 
of the National Granaries (ssu-nung ssu) in charge of fer-
menting alcoholic beverages for palace and court use; headed 
by an official of the Court on duty assignment as Supervisor 
(chien). SP: cour de la fabrication de levain. 

7220 tú-chŭăn kuăn 讚卷官 
MING: Palace Examination Grader, duty assignment for 
members of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan) and other 
accomplished scholars serving in the central government; 
read and graded papers written in triennial Palace Exami-
nations (t'ing-shih) in the civil service recruitment exami-
nation sequence. 

7221 tū-chŭn 督軍 
N-S DIV (Chin): Army Commander, a military duty as-
signment normally particularized as m ... shih (Comriander 
of the ... Army); not as prestigious as chien-chŭn (Army 
Supervisor) or tu-tu (Commander-in-chief). P50. 
7222 tū chăn4iáng yu-shìh 督軍糧御史 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Censor Expediter of Army Sup-
plies, duty assignment for a Censor (yu-shih) to supervise 
the provisioning of field armies; also called tu chŭn-liang 
chih-fa (see chih-fa, variant of yu-shih). P18. 

7223 tŭ chŭn-shíh 都軍使 
SUNG: Chief Military Commissioner, duty assignment in 
S. Sung for a military officer to head a rotational Duty Group 
(pan) of troops on active service in the capital, under the 
Palace Command {tien-ch'ien ssu). SP: commissaire général 
d*armée. 
7224 tă-chân yu-shih 督軍御史 
HAN-N-S DIV (San-kuo): Army-supervising Censor, an 
ad hoc duty assignment for a Censor {yū-shih) during the 
tumultuous years of fighting before and after the collapse 
of Han; an imperial delegate charged with helping to cor-
rect specific military problems and reporting back to the 
throne. P50. 

7225 tó/ó/i^yásMi 都防禦使 
SUNG: Chief Defense Commissioner, a title awarded to 
chiefs of some southwestern aboriginal tribes. P72. 

7226 tŭ-fĕng ts,áo . 聽 
HAN: Signal Beacon Section, a unit commonly found in 
the headquarters of Commanderíes (chun) in the vicinity of 
the northern frontier, which supervised the maintenance of 
emergency signaling systems. HB: bureau of the investi-
gation of beacons. 

7227 tŭ-fŭ 督撫 
CH'ING: a combined, abbreviated reference to Governors-
general (tsung-tu) and Governors (hsŭn-fu). 

7228 tŭ-fŭ 都府 
T'ANG: lit., office of a chief, i.e., a (regional) headquar-
ters: unofficial reference to a Military Commissioner (chieh-
tu shih). P50. 

7229 tŭ'fŭssū^tòo 督撫司道 
CH'ING: lit., a combined, abbreviated reference to tsung-
tu (Governor-general), hsŭn-fu (Governor), and heads of 
the pu-cheng ssu (Provincial Administration Commission), 
the an-ch'a ssu (Provincial Surveillance Commission), the 
yen-yūn ssu (Salt Distribution Commission), and the liang-
ch'u tao (Grain Tax Circuit): i.e.’ the Provincial Author-
ities, who commonly met together as a deliberative and 
planning council in times of rebellions and other emergen-
cies, especially from the 1850s. 

7230 tū-hsiá 都轄 
SUNG: Administrator of the Diplomacy Section (kuo-hsin 
fang) of the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yŭan). SP: 
administrateur. 

7231 tŭ hsiāng-hóu 都鄉侯 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wu): Chief Township Marquis，vari-
ant of the noble title hsiang-hou (Township Marquis), re-
served for some members of the Sun family. P64. 
7232 tŭ-hsŭéh ahlh-chĕ 督學使老 
CH'ING: Education-supervising Commissioner, variant 
designation of the Provincial Education Commissioner 
(hsŭeh'cheng). 

7233 tū'hsŭéh tào 督學道 
CH'ING: Education Intendant Circuit, one in supervi-
sory control of education and civil service recruitment in 
each early Ch'ing Province, the Intendant being nominally 
an Assistant Commissioner (ch*ien-shih), rank 5a, of a Pro-
vincial Surveillance Commission {t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu); 
in 1684 superseded by t'i-tu hsueh-cheng (Provincial Edu-
cation Commissioner). Also see t'i-tu hsiieh-tao. P51. 

7234 tū hsân-chiĕn 都巡檢 
(1) SUNG: Chief Military Inspector, designation of the 
heads of some regional Military Inspectorates (hsŭn-chien 
ssu)t more prestigious than hsun-chien (Military Inspector); 
also awarded to the chiefs of some southwestern aboriginal 
tribes. SP: inspecteur général chargé d'entraîner les soldats 
et d'arrêter les bandits. P54’ 72. (2) CHIN: Executive Po-
lice Chief in a Prefecture (chou), rank 7a, supported by an 
Assistant (/m), 8a. Cf. san hsūn-chieh shih (Detached Police 
Chief). P54. 

7235 tū hsân-hó kuăn 都巡河官 
CHIN: Chief River Patroller, rank 7b, a member of the 
Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui chien) in general charge 
of repairing river embankments and planting elm and wil-
low trees on them; supervised scattered local River Patrol-
lers (hsŭn-ho kuan). P59. 

7236 tŭ ksân-kuān 都巡官 or iŭ ksûn-shíh 使 
T'ANG-SUNG: Chief Patrdling Inspector (T'ang) or Chief 
Capital Inspector (Sung), rotating duty assignment for a 
member of the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai); supervised and co-
ordinated the Patrolling Inspectors or Capital Inspectors 
(hsŭn-shih; also see hsŭn) who were responsible for main-
taining order in the 2 sections into which the dynastic cap-
itals, T'ang's Ch'ang-an and Sung’s Kaifeng, were divided 
for local police administration. Cf. hsŭn-ch'eng yŭ-shih. P20. 

7237 tū'hŭ 督護 
HAN-YUAN: Protector-general, a military duty assign-
ment to preside over submitted alien peoples, especially in 
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modern Sinkiang, as an imperial delegate with viceregal 
powers; appears in many variations such as shang tu-hu, ta 
tu-hu, hsi-yŭ tu-hu, and tu-hu chieh-tu shih (Protector-gen-
eral M i l i — Commissioner), the latter being a T'ang as-
signment in modern Vietnam. Cf. ts'an-chŭn tu-hu. 

123S tū-hù fŭ 都護府 
HAN-YŭAN: Protector the jurisdiction of a Protector-
general (tu-hu), or the designation of his headquarters. 

7239 tā-júng 都戎 
CH'ING: lit.，chief militarist: unofficial reference to a Bri-
gade Vice Commander {tu-ssu) in the Chinese military 
forces called the Green Standards (lu-ying). 

7240 tù-k,ŏ 度科 
YUAN: Accounts Section in the Ministry of Revenue (hu-
pu); see neì-tu k'o (Special Accounts Section) and wai-tu 
k'o (General Accounts Section). 

7241 tŭ k，ò-shĕng 都客省 
LIAO: variant of k'o-sheng shih (Commissioner of the Vis-
itors Bureau); see k'o-sheng. P l l . 

7242 íâ-toŭp，àrt-ŭwā/i 都勾判官 
Clerical Administrative Assistant. (1) T'ANG: rank not 
clear and presumably very low; 2 staff members in each of 
the 2 Armies of Inspired Strategy (shen-ts'e chŭn). RR: 
fonctionnaire chargé des affaires courantes pour les en-
quêtes générales. (2) CHIN: rank 6b, record keepers on the 
staffs of Fiscal Commissioners (chuan-yun shih). P60. 

7243 tŭ koū-yā kuăn 都勾押官 or tu-kou 
SUNG: Chief Administrative Clerk, unranked suboffi-
cials found in such agencies as the Court of Palace At-
tendants (hsŭan-hui yuan), Herds Offices (ch'ŭn-mu ssu), 
etc. See kou-ya kuan, SP: contrôleur général. P38. 

7244 tŭ-kuân pù 都官部 or tu-kuan 
(1) N-S DIV: occasional variant of tu-kuan ts'ao (Section 
for Justice) in the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu 
sheng). (2) T'ANG-SUNG: variant of tu-kuan ssu (Crim-
inal Administration Bureau) in the Ministry of Justice 
(hsing-pu). (3) MING: Criminal Administration Bureau, 
one of 4 functionally differentiated Bureaus in the Ministry 
of Justice (hsing-pu) from 1373 to 1390, when the Ministiy 
was reorganized with one Bureau for each Province, named 
accordingly. PI3. 

7245 tū-kuăn ssū 都官司 OT tu-kuan 
SUI-SUNG: Criminal Administration Bureau, one of the 
standard 4 Bureaus (ssu) that were the principal subsidiary 
units in the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu); headed by a Di-
rector (lang-chung), rank 5b in T'ang, 6a or 6b in Sung^ 
supervised the management of all prisoners of war and con-
demned criminals. RR+SP: bureau des condamnés. PI3. 

7246 tŭ-kuăn ts9áo 者(5 官曹 or tu-kuan 
(1) HAN: Capital Officials Section under the Later Han 
Metropolitan Commandant (ssu-li hsiao-wei) t staffed with 
Retainer Clerks {ts'ung-shih shih); exercised police and ju-
dicial authority over government personnel stationed in the 
dynastic capital. HB: bureau for the officials at the capital. 
(2) HAN-SUI: Section for Justice, originally one of the 
Six Sections (liu ts'ao) among which Imperial Secretaries 
(shang-shu) were distributed in the Later Han Imperial Sec-
retariat (shang-shu t'ai); after Han gradually became a top-
echelon unit in the developing Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng), normally headed by a Minister (shang-
shu); in early Sui renamed hsing-pu (Ministry of Justice). 
In the era of N-S Division commonly subdivided into func-

tion-specific agencies including an identically named tu-kuan 
(Capital Officials Section). ？13. (3) N-S DIV: Capital Of-
ficials Section, one of a varying number of agencies sub-
ordinate to the Section for Justice (#2 above), headed by 
a Director (lang-chung) and a Vice Director (yŭan-wai lang). 
Comparable to the T'ang-Sung Criminal Administration 
Bureau (tu-kuan ssu). P13. 

7247 tū-kuăn yu 都官獄 
HAN: Capital Prison, generic name for 26 or possibly 36 
jails reportedly in existence from the time of Emperor Wu 
(r. 141-87 B.C.), each under a Director (ling); apparently 
had some relationship with the Metropolitan Commandant 
(ssu-li hsiao-wei) and the Section for Justice (tu-kuan) of 
the Imperial Secretariat (shang-shu t'ai), but details are not 
clear in the sources. HB: prison for officials at the capital. 

7248 tū-Vŭn 都閫 
CH’ING: lit.’ chief pacifier (?): unofficial reference to a 
Brigade Vice Commander (tu-ssu) in the Chinese military 
forces called the Green Standards (lu-ying), presumably when 
he was in actual command of a Brigade (ying). 

7249 tŭ Vŭng-mŭ kuān 都孔目官 
SUNG-CHIN: Chief Clerk; see under k'ung-mu kuan. SP: 
fonctionnaire principal chargé de mettre en ordre les livres 
et les archives. 

7250 tŭ lào-yéh 都老爺 
CH'ING: Chief Venerable, unofficial reference to a Cen-
sor (yu-shih). 

7251 tŭAl cWiéfi'fâ shìh-láng 督理錢法侍郞 
MING-CH'ING: Vice Minister Supervisory Manager of 
Coinage, an official of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), 
in Ch'ing jointly with a Vice Minister of Works (kung-pu 
shih-lang) t assigned to supervise the Coinage Office (ch'ien-
fa t'ang); first established in 1625. P16. 

7252 tóíí_cA，tó/iMâ 都理欠司 
SUNG: General Deficits Monitoring Office, one of many 
agencies serving the 3 constituent bureaus of the State Fi-
nance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; headed by an 
Administrative Assistant (p'an-kuan)t rank 8a or 8b; re-
sponsible for expediting the remittance of tax arrearages from 
ftefectures (chou). Created in 987 by a consolidation of 3 
separate Deficits Monitoring Offices {li-ch'ien ssu), one for 
each of the Commission's 3 bureaus. SP: bureau général 
chargé de régler les dettes. P7. 

7253 tŭ Háng-liào shih 都糧料使 
SUNG: Chief Commissioner of tlie Bursary {liang-liao 
yuan) in the Court of the Imperial Treasury {t'ai-fu ssu). 
SP: commissaire général des grains et des foins. 

7254 督糧道 
MING-CH'ING; Tax Circuit Intendant，one per Prov-
ince; duty assignment for a Vice Commissioner (ts'an-cheng) 
or an Assistant Commissioner (ts'an-ì) of a Provincial 
Administration Commission (ch'eng-hsiian pu-cheng shih 
ssu)\ coordinated Province-wide tax collecting and forward-
ing activities; counterpart of Grain Tax Circuits {liang-ch'u 
tao) established by Provincial Surveillance Commissions 
(t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih ssu) in Ch’ing，both then commonly 
simplified to liang-tao. From 1735 the Intendant {tao-t'ai) 
was transformed into an autonomous, regular office (kuan), 
rank 4a. BH: grain intendant. P60. 

7 2 5 5 饭 督 領 侍 
CH'ING: Supervising Attendant, eunuch head, rank 4a, 
of the Directorate of Palace Domestic Service (kung-tien 
chien). 
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7256 都令史 
N-S DIV: Chief Clerk, a lowly official or unranked sub-
official but superior to ling-shih (Clerk), found in the De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) and its subsid-
iary units. P5, 6，9，etc. 

7257 tŭ mièn-yŭàn 都麪院 
SUNG; Yeast Office under the Office of Fine Wines {liang-
yŭn shu) in the Court of Imperial Entertainments (kuang-lu 
•wm); staffed by non-official specialists. SP; cour de la fa-
brication de levain. 

7258饭md-A:，áwMŭ都磨勘司 
SUNG: General Accounting Office, one of many agencies 
serving the 3 bureaus that constituted the State Finance 
Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; headed by an Ad-
ministrative Assistant (p'an-kuan); created 996, terminated 
c. 1080. Cf. mo-k'an. SP: bureau chargé de vérifier les 
comptes, P7. 

7259 tŭ-mŭ 都目 
YUAN: Foreman, apparently an unranked subofficial, found 
in agencies employing conscripted labor，such as the Su-
perintendency of Tea Groves (ch'a-yŭan tu í'i-chŭ ssu). P62. 

7260 tŭ-nèi 都內 
HAN: Imperial Treasury, a storehouse for such valuables 
as money and silk; under the Chamberlain for the National 
Treasury {ta-nung ling, then ta ssu~nung)\ headed by a Di-
rector (ling)\ by A.D. 82 abolished, its functions taken over 
by one of the Chamberlain's Aides (ch'eng). HB: imperial 
treasury. 

7261 tŭ-pàn 督辦 
CH’ING: variant of tsung-pan (Administrator). 

7262 tŭ-păo 都保 
SUNG: Superior Security Group, from the time of the 
reformer Wang An-shih a common unit of local self-gov-
ernment organization of the pq}uĭace; an aggregation of 10 
Large Security Groups (ta-pao) comprising 500 families 
under one Head (cheng). See pao-chia. SP: groupe de 500 
families. 

7263 tŭ-piāo 督標 
CH'ING: Governor-general's Command, designation of 
the total forces of Green Standards (lu-ying) troops con-
trolled by a Governor-general (tsung-tu). See piao. 

7264 tŭ'pīng ts，áo 都兵曹 
N-S DIV: Section in the Capital, one of a varying number 
of top-echelon units under the developing Ministry of War 
(ch'i-ping ts'ao, wu-pìng ts'ao) in the Department of State 
Affairs (shang-shu sheng); headed by a Director (lang, lang-
chung), rank 6a2 in N. Wei. P12. 

7265 tū p'íng-yŭ ssū 都憑由司 
SUNG: General Wastage Monitoring Office, one of many 
agencies serving the 3 bureaus that constituted the State Fi-
nance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; headed by an 
Administrative Assistant {p'an-kuan), rank 8a or 8b; checked 
on wastage, breakage, or other deficiencies in goods issued 
to officials serving in the dynastic capital. SP: bureau des 
certificate chargé des paiemenis officiels dans la capitale. 
P7. 

7266 tópd-cW-fíè/i 都勃極烈 
CHIN: Supreme Chief, Chinese rendering of a Jurchen word 
dating to predynastic times, when Jurchen tribal or other 
Chiefs (po-chi-lieh) were organized into a league under a 
Supreme Chief, who became the dynastic founder. 

7267 tŭ-pŭ ch，īng4ì ssū 督捕淸吏司 
CH'ING: Bureau of Arrests, one among the mature 18 
Bureaus in the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu), headed by 
one Manchu and one Chinese Director (lang-chung), rank 
5a, Whereas other Bureaus supervised judicial administra-
tion in specified Provinces and were named accordingly, 
this was responsible for bringing to justice deserters from 
the Banner (ch'i) military forces. Originally an Office of 
Arrests (tu-pu ya-men) under the Ministry of War (ping-
pw)’ in 1699 it was reorganized under the Ministry of Jus-
tice as a cluster of agencies; Front Bureau of Arrests (tu-
pu ch'ien-ssu), Rear Bureau of Arrests (tu~pu hou-ssu), and 
Police Office (tu-pu t'ing); then in 1734 consolidated into 
the single Bureau of Arrests. P12, í3. 

7 2 6 8饭 - p à论 ú都部署 
SUNG, LIAO: Chief Administration Office, common ab-
breviation of agencies, probably staffed with eunuchs, that 
prepared and maintained imperial quarters in auxiliaiy cap-
itals or for Emperors in travel status, prefixed with ta-nei 
(Imperial Residence) or hsing-kung (Auxiliary Palace); ap-
parently headed by a Chief Administrator {tu-pu) or a Vice 
Administrator ifu-pu). P38, 49. 

7269 tŭ pà shŭ-ssŭ 都部署司 
LIAO: Tribal Chief, designation of the heads of some Routes 
(lu) of tribal armies (pu-tsu chŭn). 

7270 tŭ sè-chăng 都色長 
SUNG: Chief Appearance Monitor, 4 members of the Of-
fice of Musical Instruction (ch'ien-hsia chiao-fang JO); see 
se-chang (Appearance Monitor). SP: chef des sections. 

7271 tŭ shāng-shùi wù 都商稅務 or tó shang-
shùiyŭàn 院 

SUNG: Commercial Tax Office for the Capital, appar-
ently variant designations of shang-shui wu (Commercial 
Tax Office). SP: agence (cour) métropolitaine de la taxe 
commerciale. 

7272 tŭ-shĕng 都省 
(1) N-S DIV-SUNG: at times an official variant of, at oth-
ers an unofficial reference to, shang-shu sheng (Depart-
ment of State Affairs). (2) TANG: Executive Office of 
the Department of State Affairs, a collective reference to 
the Department's Director (ling), Vice Directors (p'u-yeh), 
and Assistant Directors (ch'eng), 

7273 tū-shìh 都事 
SUI~CH’ING: Office Manager, supervisor of an agency's 
internal clerical work, originating in the Six Ministries (liu 
pu) with Sui's retitling of tu ling-shih (Chief Clerk), grad-
ually spreading into other central government agencies, then 
in Ming and Ch'ing retained only in the Censorate (tu ch'a-
yŭan) and Provincial Administration Offices (ch'eng-hsŭan 
pu-cheng shih ssu); rank 8b2 in T'ang, 8a in Sung, 7a in 
Chin, 7b in Yuan, 7a or 7b in Ming, 6a or 7b in Ch'ing. 
Also see tu-shih fing (Office of the Office Manager). 
RR+SP: surveillant. BH: assistant secretary. PI , 4, 5，6’ 
9，13，14，18，etc. 

7274 tū-shìh 都士 
CHOU: Justiciar of the Inherited Region, 2 with rank as 
Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih), responsible for judicial 
and penal administration in each Inherited Region (tu, q.v.)； 
probably under the supervision of Justiciars of the Domain 
(fang-shih) in the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan)y but pos-
sibly together with Justiciars of the Administrative Regions 
(chia-shih) known generically as Justiciars of the Domain. 
CL: prévôt de justice de I'apanage. 
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7275 tŭ-shìh chŭn-mă 督視軍馬 
SUNG: Inspector of the Armies, duty assignment for a 
Vice Grand Councilor (see chih-cheng) or comparable dig-
nitary to assist in the management of a Superior Area Com-
mand (ta tu-tu fu) in a time of crisis; sometimes prefixed 
tu (Chief). SP: inspecteur des armées et des chevaux, di~ 
recteur-inspecteur des soldats et des chevaux. 

7 2 7 6 饭 叫 都 事 廳 
CH'ING: Office of the Office Manager (tu-shih), also 
sometimes an unofficial reference to the incumbent Office 
Manager. BH: chancery. 

7277 tŭ-shŭichăfg 都水長 
CH'IN-HAN: Director Sf Waterways, in charge of the 
maintenance and operation of irrigation canals and other 
waterways; status in Ch'in not clear; in Former Han pro-
liferated under many central government agencies and units 
of territorial administration at least to the level of Com-
manderíes {chŭn) and Princedoms (wang-kuo); under Em-
peror Ch'eng (r. 33-7 B.C.) placed under the coordination 
of 2 Commissioners of Waterways (tu-shui shih-che) in the 
central government; in Later Han those attached to the cen-
tral government agencies seem mostly to have been abol-
ished or transferred to units of territorial administration, 
where one of their responsibilities may have been to collect 
taxes from fishermen. Each Director was commonly as-
sisted by one Aide (ch'eng); in Later Han the Directors were 
ranked from 300 to 400 bushels. Their functions were sub-
sequently carried on by local administrations under super-
vision of such central government agencies as the Office of 
Waterways (tu-shui t'ai), the Directorate of Waterways (tu-
shui chien), and the Bureau of Irrigation and Transportation 
(tu-shui ch'ing-li ssu). Cf. shui-heng tu-wei (Commandant 
of Waterways). HB: chief director of waters. P59. 

7278 tŭ-shŭi chiēn 都水監 
SUI-YŭAN: Directorate of Waterways, from mid-Sui on, 
under policy guideiines established by tiie Ministry of Works 
(kung-pu) or the early Sung State Finance Commission (san 
ssu)y supervised the efforts of regional and local units of 
territorial administration in maintaining and operating irri-
gation systems and transport waterways, at times with re-
gional branches (tu-shui wài-chien in Sung, hsing tu-shui 
chien in Yuan). In Sui headed by a Supervisor (chien)y then 
a Director (ling); in T'ang and Sung by 2 Commissioners 
(shih-che), rank 5al in T'ang, 6a in Sung; in Liao by a 
Director (ta-chien); in Chin and Yuan by one or more Su-
pervisors (chien), 4a in Chin, 3b in Yuan. From Sui through 
Sung commonly oversaw an Office of Boats and Boatmen 
(chou-chi shu) and an Office of Rivers and Canais (ho-ch'ŭ 

shu), each headed by a Director (ling). After Yiian the Di* 
rectorate's functions weic absorbed by the Bureau of Irri-
gation and Transportation (tu-shui ch'ing-li ssu) of the Min-
istry of Works and by such new dignitaries as the Director-
general of the Grand Canal (ho-tao tsung-tu). RR+SP: di-
rection du contrôle des eaux. PI5，59. 

7279 tŭ-shŭi ch'īng-fì ssū 都水淸吏司 
MING-CH'ING: Bureau of Irrigation and Transporta-
tion in the Ministry of Works (kung-pu), headed by from 
one to 6 Directors (lang-chung), rank 5a; supervised the 
construction and maintenance of waterways throughout the 
empire, continuing the functions of the previous autono-
mous Directorate of Waterways {tu-shui chien). BH: de-
partment of waterways and dikes. P14, 15. 

7280 饭-í/iií/Jfcwā/i 都水官 
(1) Waterways Officials: throughout imperial history a ge-

neric reference to personnel of such agencies as the Office 
of Waterways (tu-shui t'ai�’ the Directorate of Waterways 
(îu-shui chieh), and the Bureau of Irrigation and Transpor-
tation (tu-shui ch'ing-li ssu). (2) HAN: Waterways Office, 
common designation for agencies in all areas headed by 
Directors of Waterways (tu-shui chang). HB: office of the 
direction of waters. PI4. 

7281 tŭ-skŭi ling 都水令 
HAN: Director-in-chief of Waterways, in Later Han one 
ranked from 600 to 1,000 bushels appointed in each large 
Commandery (chūn) and Princedom (wang-kuo), appar-
ently supervising the lesser Directors of Waterways {tu-shui 
chang) in his jurisdiction. HB: prefect director of waters. 

7282 tó-íAiîi íAi/r-c/^ 都水使者 
HAN-SUNG: Commissioner of Waterways, first estab-
lished in the era 33-7 B.C., 2 prefixed Left and Right, as 
central government officials charged with coordinating the 
activities of Directors of Waterways (tu-shui chang) in many 
central government agencies as well as units of territorial 
administration; rank and organizational affiliation not clear. 
Not perpetuated in Later Han; but the title was revived by 
post-Han Chin for the head of the central government's Of-
fice of Waterways (tu-shui t'ai), thereafter alternating or co-
existing with the post of Commandant of Waterways (shui-
heng tu-wei); rank normally 4 or 5. In Sui the title alter-
nated with Supervisor (chien) and Director (ling); T'ang 
stabilized it as the designation of the head of the Directorate 
of Waterways (tu-shui chien); normally 2 appointees, rank 
5al in T'ang, 6a in Sung. RR: commìssaire chargé de la 
direction du contrôle des eaux. SP: commìssaire du con-
trôle des eaux. P14, 15, 59. 

7283饭-sAiîi f t ó都水臺 
N-S DIV-SUI: Office of Waterways, in charge of the 
maintenance and operation of irrigation systems and of 
transport waterways and boats, from Chin on alternating or 
coexisting with the post of Commandant of Waterways (shui-
heng tu-wei); variably under the Chamberlain for the Palace 
Revenues (shao-fu) y the Chamberlain for the Palace Build-
ings (chiang-tso ta-chiang), and the developing Ministry of 
Works (kung-pu); consistently headed by a Commissioner 
(shih-che) t rank 4 or 5，assisted by Administrators (ts'an-
chŭn-shih), Aides (ch'eng), etc. Late in the Sui dynasty, 
reorganized as the Directorate of Waterways {tu-shui chien), 
which endured into Yiian times. P14, 40，59. 

7284 tŭ-sMi wèi 都水尉 
SUI: Waterways Commandant’ 2, rank not clear, heads 
of the Water Transport Service {chang-ch'uan chŭ) in the 
Office of Waterways {tu-shui t'ai). PI4. 

7285 tŭ-ssŭ 都司 
(1) SUI-CH'ING: occasional variant of tu-shih (Office 
Manager). (2) SUNG: Headquar ters OfRce, generic ref-
erence to the Left and Right Offices (tso-ssu, yu-ssu) into 
which the Department of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng) 
was divided. (3) MING: common abbreviation of tu chih-
hui shih ssu (Regional Military Commission). (4) CH'ING: 
Brigade Vice Commander , rank 4a，subordinate to a Bri-
gade Commander (yu-chi) in the Chinese military forces 
called the Green Standards (lu-ying). BH: first captain. 

7286 tŭ ssŭ-k'ŭng já 都司空獄 
HAN: Prison for Imperial Kinsmen, a jail at the dynastic 
capital under the Chief Director of Convict Labor (tu ssu-
k'ung ling; see ssu-k'ung ling), headed by a Director (ling). 
P13. 
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7287 tŭ ssū-mă 都司馬 
CHOU: Commandant of the Inherited Region, 2 ranked 
as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih\ 4 as Ordinary Service-
men (chung-shih), and 8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih) 
authorized for each Region (kuo) within the royal domain 
that was an inherited fief (tu) of a member of the royal 
family; in charge of military matters in the domain. Not to 
be confused with ta ssu-ma (Minister of War). CL: com-
mandant de chevaux, chef militaire dans I'apanage. 

7288 tŭ ssŭ yà-shíh fáng 都司御史房 
SUNG: Office for Supervision of Censors under the De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), staffing not 
clear; specific functions also not clear, but apparently an 
agency of the Department that in some fashion monitored 
the activities of Censors (yu-shih). SP: chambre chargée 
d'accuser les censeurs, 

7289 tū-tà 都大 
SUNG: Chief, a prefix added，especially late in S. Sung, 
to titles of various dignitaries for prestige purposes, making 
such combinations as tu-ta t'i-chŭ ch'a-ma (Supervisor-in-
chief of Horse Trading Offices), tu-ta chih-chih (Military 
Commissioner-in-chief), tu-ta fa-yŭn shih (Supply Com-
missioner-in-chief), tu-ta t'i-chu ho-ch'ŭ shih (Supervisor-
in-chief of Waterways), etc. See under following termi-
nology. 

7290 iû-fái 都臺 
(1) Capital Pavilion, from 685 to 696 the official variant 
name of the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng). 
(2) MING-CHWG: Capital Minister，unofficial refer-
ence to a Minister (shang-shu) of a Ministry (pu). 

7291 tū m-skīk 都太師 
LIAO: Supreme Grand Preceptor, a dignitary of the 
Northern Administration (pei-mien) in the central govern-
ment； supervised the various Hunting Preserves (wei-ch'ang) 
scattered about Manchuria and Jehol. P17. 

7292 tŭ t9ài'Shðu 督太守 
N-S DIV (Liang, Ch'en): Supervisory Governor, a title 
awarded to a Governor (t'oi-shou) of a Commandery (chtìn) 
of more than normal population, raising his rank from 5 to 
4. Cf. tu and tu-tu t'ai-shou. P53. 

7293 tū^áng 都堂 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG, CHIN: Executive Office of the De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), also a collec-
tive reference to the Department's executive officials. SP: 
salle principale. (2) MING: Executive Censors, collective 
reference to the executive officials of the Censorate (tu ch’a-
yŭan) and also to Grand Coordinators (hsŭn-fu) and Su-
preme Commanders (tsung-tu) t wh© held executive posts 
in the Censorate on a concurrent basis. 

7294 tū tH-chu 都撻擧 
SUNG-YŭAN: Supervisor-in-chief, a prefix similar to, 
but somewhat less prestigious than, tu-ta t'i-chŭ (also Su-
pervisor-in-chief; see under tu-ta). See under the following 
terminology. 

1 9 5 tŭ VUchŭ kuān 都提擧官 
SUNG: Supervisor-in-chief, 8 authorized for each of the 
2 Branch Directorates {wai-chien), Northern and Southern, 
of the Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui chien) y subordi-
nate to an Aide (ch'eng). SP: intendant général. P59. 

7296 tŭ'tìéh k'ù 度牒庫 
SUNG: Repository of Monastic Certificates in the Min-
istry of Rites {lĭ-pu), staffing not clear; maintained a stock 

of warrants that were sold to men wishing to escape various 
tax and service responsibilities that the state waived for 
monks. SP: magasin des certificats de moines. 

7 2 9 7 饭 都 熙 檢 
Inspector-general. (1) 5 DYN; late in the era, a post cre-
ated for the supreme commander of the Imperial Armies 
(chin-chun) or of a campaigning Army; it was from such a 
post that the Sung founder took the tlúone. (2) SUNG: oc-
casionally used as a prestigious title for the head of the 
Palace Command (tien-ch'ien ssu) or the Capital Security 
Office (huang-ch'eng ssu). SP: contrôleur général. (3) LIAO: 
one of the titles given heads of regional Tax Offices (ch'ien-
po ssu). P52. 

7298 tū-Víng hóu 都亭侯 
N-S DIV: Marquis of Metropolitan Residence, a title of 
nobility (chŭeh) used in the early post-Han years, presum-
ably for imperial relatives or other dignitaries not awarded 
territorial fiefs. P64. 

7299 tŭ-fîng Uchiĕn kuăn 都亭驛監官 
SUNG: Capital Translator , duty assignment in the Court 
of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu) for an official versed in 
tìic languages of western frontier tribes with which the court 
had diplomatic relations; commonly abbreviated to íu-t'ìng. 
SP (tu-t'irtg): poste des tributs payés par les tribus étrangères 
à I'ouest du fleuve jaune. P l l . 

7300 tû-t'óu 都頭 
(1) T'ANG: Metropolitan Executive, occasional unofficial 
reference to a Grand Councilor {tsai-hsiang; see p'ing-chang). 
(2) T’ANG: Area Commander , a quasiofficial designa-
tion for heads of some of the 54 Area Commands (tu) de-
veloped from 881 under the New Army of Inspired Strategy 
(shen-ts'e hsin-chūn); equivalent to General (chiang-chŭn). 
(3) SUNG: Troop Commandant , leader of a Troop (tu) of 
100 men in various units of the Palace Command (tien-
ch'ieh ssu) and the Metropolitan Command (shih-wei ssu). 
(4) MING~CH’ING: District Agent’ generic reference to 
residents conscripted for menial service at the District (hsien) 
level. 

7301饭-tó，如都曹 
(1) N-S DIV (N_ Wei): Capital Ministry, a nominal office 
created in 488 for a palace eunuch fovored by the Empress 
Dowager; see under chung-ts'ao (Palace Ministry). (2) 
SUNG: abbreviation of tu chmn-yŭn shih (Fiscal Com-
missloner-in-chief). 

7302 tŭ ts'áo-yŭn ssŭ 都漕運司 
CHIN-MING: Chief Transpor t Office, headed by one or 
2 Commissioners (shih), rank 3a in Yiian; under supervi-
sion of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu)’ managed the 
transport of tax grains to the dynastic capital, supervising 
local Transport Offices (tsfao~yŭn ssu). The principal Chief 
Transport Office was located at the dynastic capital and was 
responsible for transport from neaiby T'ung-chou to Peking 
in Yŭan times. Immediately after the Mongol conquest of 
South China, one counterpart was established in the South 
for control of the Yangtze and Huaì River transport sys-
tems, and another was established in Shantung. As trans-

sea became predominant, these agencies were aban-
but á new counterpart was established outside Peking 

at Ho-hsi-wu, which controlled transport on the Yellow River 
plain and the receipt of sea-transported grain on the coast. 
In the first Ming reign a Chief Transport Office was briefly 
established at Nanking. P60. 
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7303 tŭ-tsé 都則 
CHOU: Monitor of the Inherited Region, one ranked as 
an Ordinary Serviceman (chung-shih) and 2 as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Justice 
{ch'iu-kuan) assigned to each of the Regions (kuo) within 
the royal domain that was an inherited fief (tu) of a member 
of the royal family; implemented special regulations con-
cerning such fiefs, called tse. CL: régulateur d'apanage. 

7304 íŭ�5，ètòo督册道 
MING: Census Intendant Circuit, one of the many Branch 
Offices (fen-ssu) maintained by Provincial Administration 
Commissions {ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu), staffed by 
an Administration Vice Commissioner (ts'an-chang) or an 
Assistant Administration Commissioner (ts'an-i); super-
vised the collection and maintenance of census data by ter-
ritorial administrators in its jurisdiction. See tao (Circuit). 

7305 tŭ-tsò 獨坐 
T'ANG-CH'ING: lit., one who sits alone: Venerable, un-
official reference to a Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu, tu yŭ-
shih). See san tu~tso (Three Venerables). 

7306 tótedjító/i 都作院 
SUNG: Chief Manufactory under the Directorate for Ar-
maments (chŭn-ch'i chien); staffing and specific functions 
not clear. SP: cour générale de la fabrication des armes. 

7307 tŭ tsŭng-jén 都宗人 
CHOU: Ritualist of the Inherited Region, 2 ranked as 
Senior Servicemen (shang-shih) and 4 as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih) t members of the Ministiy of Rites 
(ch'iu-kuan) assigned to each of the Regions (kuo) within 
the royal domain that was an inherited fief (tu) of a member 
of the royal family. Cf. tsung-jen. CL: officier des cérémonies 
sacrées dans I'apanage. 

7308 tótóâi^-Jfcwáw/tí 都總管府 
(1) SUNG-CHIN: Chief Area Command, variant of tsung-
kuan fu (Area Command) in particularly vital military re-
gions; headed by a Commander-in-chief (tu tsung-kuan). 
P50. (2) YUAN: Chief Command, a headquarters unit that 
shared control of mìlitaiy forces in Ta-tu Route (/m), in which 
the dynastic capital was located，with a Chief Military 
Commission (tu chih-hui jjm); headed by a Commander-in-
chief (tu tsung-kuan), rank 3b then 3a. P32. (3) YŭAN: 
Supreme Supervlsorate-tn-chief, designation of some non-
military or semimilitary agencies headed by Supreme Com-
missioners-in-chief (tu tsung-kuan); see under prefixed ter-
minology. 

7309 tā tsŭng-lcuŭn ssŭ 都總管司 
SUNG: Supreme Area Command, a late S. Sung variant 
of Military Commission (an-fu shih ssu) in a Circuit (lu) 
or in militaiy control of more than one Circuit; headed by 
a Commander-in-chief (tu tsung-kuan). SP: bureau de com-
mandment en chef. 

7310 tŭ tsŭng-shlh 都總使 
YUAN: Commandant-in-chief, designation of the head of 
the Meritorious Brigade (chao-kung wan-hu), which served 
as the personal bodyguard of the Heir Apparent. 
7311 tŭ-tŭ 都督 
(1) HAN-SUNG: Commander-in-chief, eminent military 
title that probably originated in Later Han, possibly as early 
as the first Later Han reign, designating a man given overall 
command of the empire's military forces; after Han alter-
nated with tsung-kuan (Area Commander-in-chief) as the 
designation of a powerful Regional Governor {chou mu) or 
Regional Inspector (tz'u-shih) who militarily dominated a 

cluster of neighboring Regions (chou); gradually displaced 
by the title tsung-kuan. Revived in T'ang for the chief of 
military forces in a Prefecture (chou), but Soon yielded to 
the title chieh-tu shih (Military Commissioner). Occasion-
ally revived in S. Sung for military commands encom-
passing more than one Circuit (lu), given to Grand Coun-
cilors (tsai-hsiang). Rank varied from 1 to 3. RR: 
gouverneur-général. SP: gouverneur militaire, directeur-
général. P50. (2) SUI: Commander-in-chief, lowest of 11 
merit titles (hsŭn) awarded for military distinction. P65. (3) 
T’ANG: Supervísor-in-chief, designation of 24 central 
government officials dispatched in 711 on duty assignments 
to provide censorial surveillance, each over a specified ter-
ritory including several Prefectures (chou); one stage in tìie 
development of Surveillance Commissioners (an-ch'a shih, 
kuan-ch'a shih); not to be confused with the military dig-
nitaries discussed under (1) above. RR: gouverneur général. 
(4) T'ANG: Commander-in-chief, a title awarded to some 
submissive aboriginal chieftains of South and Southwest 
China. P72. (5) MING-CH'ING: Commissioner-in-chief, 
number not prescribed, rank la, heads of the 5 Chief Mil-
itary Commissions (tu-tu fu) in the central government, 
among which the military forces of the empire were dis-
tributed for operational supervision under guidelines estab-
lished by the Ministry of War (ping-pu); together with Vice 
Commissioners-in-chief (tu-tu t'ung-chih)t lb, and Assis-
tant Commissioners-in-chief (tu-tu ch'ien-shih), 2a，consti-
tuted a pool of general officers from which the Emperor 
chose men to command campaigns. Commonly awarded 
noble status (chŭeh) as high as Duke (kung). The 5 Chief 
Military Commissions were created in 1380 in a fragmen-
tation of the previous unitary Chief Military Commission 
(ta tu-tu fu). This form of military organization seems to 
have lasted into the earliest Ch’ing years, but not for long. 
Comparable to the Bureau of Milìtaiý Affairs (shu-mi yŭan) 
of earlier periods, superseded by the Ch'ing dynasty*s Ban-
ner organization (see ch'i, pa ch'i). 

7312 tŭ-tū ch9iĕn'Shìh 都督僉事 
MING: Assistant Commissioner-in-chief9 number unspec-
ified, rank 2a, members of the 5 Chief Military Commis-
sions (tu-tu fu) in the central government; see under tu-tu 
(Commissioner-in-chief). 

7313 tū tŭ-chĭh 都都知 
SUNG: Chief Administrator, rank 5b, eunuch head of the 
Palace Domestic Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng or, after 1160, 
nei-shih sheng). SP: administrateur général. 

7314 tŭ-tŭfŭ 都督府 
(1) HAN-SUNG: Area Command, designation of a re-
gional military jurisdiction and its headquarters, headed by 
a Commander-in-chief (tu-tu); in T’ang for a time classified 
in 3 ways, as a Superior (ta) Area Command, an Ordinary 
(chung) Area Command, and a Lesser (hsia) Area Com-
mand. RR+SP: gouvernement général. P50. (2) MING: 
Chief Military Commission, 5 created in 1380 as central 
government agencies dividing among themselves control of 
the empire's military forces; each headed by an unspecified 
number of Commissioners-in-chief (tu-tu)y rank la; pre-
fixed with the directional terms Left, Right, Center, Front, 
and Rear; known collectively as wu~chŭn tu-tu fit (Five Chief 
Military Commissions), commonly abbreviated to wufu. 

7315 tū tū-shìh chŭn-mă 都督視軍馬 
SUNG: Chief Military Inspector, a duty assignment for 
Vice Grand Councilors (fu-hsiang; also see chih-cheng kuan, 
ts'an-chih cheng-shih) to share in the management of Su-
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perior Area Commands (ta tu-tu fu) at critical times. SP: 
surveillant-inspecteur général des soldats et des chevaux. 

7316 tŭ-tū eàùshŏu 都督太守 
N-S DIV (Liang, Ch'en): Supreme Governor, title awarded 
to a Governor (t'ai-shou) of a Commandery (chiin) of ex-
traordinarily large population, raising his rank to 3 from 
rank 4 of Supervisory Governor (tu t'ai-shou) or rank 5 of 
Ordinary Governor (t'ai-shou). P53. 

7 3 1 7 tŭ-tŭ t'ŭng-chīh 都督同知 
MING: Vice Commissioner-in-chief, number unprescribed, 
rank lb, members of the 5 Chief Military Commissions {tu-
tu fu) in the central government, which divided among 
themselves control over the empire's military forces; see 
under tu-tu (Commissioner-in-chief)-

7 3 1 8 饭 - t ó t e ’ ò - s W A 都 督 剌 史 
(1) N-S DIV: Commander-in-chief and Regional Inspec-
tor, combined title for a Regional Inspector (tz'u-shih) who, 
as Area Commander-in-chief (tu-tu), had military authority 
over Regions (chou) neighboring his principal base Region; 
the most important were those designated Commissioned 
with Extraordinary Powers (shih ch'ih-chieh), of greater 
prestige than those designated Commissioned with Special 
Powers (ch'ih-chieh). P50. (2) T'ANG: Commander-Pre-
fect, combined title for a Prefect (ÍZ'M-Í/ĪÍ/Ī) who, as Area 
Commander-in-chief, had military power over Prefectures 
(chou) neighboring his principal base Prefecture, or for such 
a dignitary titled Superior Commander-in-chief (ta tu~tu). 
P50. 

7319 tŭ t'uán4ièn shih 都團練使 
T’ANG: Chief Military Training Commissioner, created 
c. 780 as officers of Mobile Brigades (hsing-ying) detached 
from the Annies of Inspired Strategy (shen-ts'e chŭn)\ con-
currently, in accordance with the extent of their jurisdic-
tions, served as Prefects (tz'u-shih) of Prefectures (chou), 
Aides (chang-shih) in Superior Area Commands (ta tu-tu 
Ju), or Commanders-iri-chief (tu-tu) in ordinary Area Com-
mands (tu-tu fu). See t'uŭn-lien shih. RR: commissaire 
impérial général awe milices locales. 

7320 tŭ t，uán-lièn skŏu-chŏ shih 
都團練守捉使 

T'ANG: Chief Commissioner for Militiamen, an unspec-
ified number appointed in 758 to supervise the utilization 
of militiamen, some having jurisdiction over more than 10 
Prefectures (chou). See t'uan-lien shou-cho shih. RR: com-
missaire impérial général aux détachements militaires et 
aux milices locales. 

7321 tû49
ŭng 都統 

(1) N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Supervisor, 2，rank 5，in charge 
of the Imperial Wardrobe Service (chu-i chii) of the Chan-
cellery (men-hsia sheng). P37. (2) T'ANG-SUNG: Cam-
paign Commander, one of several titles used for military 
leaders on active campaign; less prestigious than Marshal 
(yŭan-shuai) or Vice Marshal ifu yŭan-shuai). RR: général 
en chef, (3) CH'ING: Commander-in-chief, one in com-
mand of each Banner (ch'i) in the Eight Banners (pa ch'i) 
organization, rank lb; in addition, one each in control of 
the tribal groups of Jehol and of Chahar. BH: lieutenant-
general. 

7322 tŭ î'ŭng-chăng 都統長 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Capital Commandant, responsible for 
all guard troops within the palace; number, rank, and or-
ganizational affiliation not clear. P37. 

7323 tŭ t'ŭng-chìh 都統制 
SUNG: Supreme Commandant, appointed c. 1127 as head 
of the Imperial Defense Command (yŭ-ying ssu), in control 
of all the military forces in the empire; title subsequently 
borne by leaders of regional armies. SP: directeur général 
militaire. 

7324 tū t'ŭng hsûn-chién 都同巡檢 or 如 t'ung-
hsŭn 

SUNG: Assistant Chief Military Inspector in a Route (lu; 
first form) or a Prefecture (chou; 2nd form); see hsŭn-chien 
ssu. SP: inspecteur-examìnateur général-adjoìnt, ìnspec-
teur général-adjoint. 

7325 tŭ wàn-hàfŭ 都萬戶府 
YûAN: Chief Brigade, a major supervisory unit of the 
Mongol Army (meng-ku chŭn); most commonly refers to 
the Chief Brigade headquartered at the dynastic capital, which 
administered ail other Brigades (wan-hu) of the Mongol 
Army. 

7326 tū-wèi 都尉 
(1) Commandant or Commander-in-chief: throughout 
history a common military title, in later dynasties used mostly 
for merit titles in all cases, specific identification is 
possible only by taking note of prefixes. E.g., see fu-ma 
tu-wei (Commandant-escort). HB: chief commandant. 
RR+SP: officier surveillant. (2) HAN: Defender, rank 2,000 
bushels，head of the military forces in a Commandery (chŭn), 
a Region (chou), or a Dependent State (shu-kuo). HB: chief 
commandant. Cf. wei. 

7327 tū wéi-nā 都維那 
N-S DIV (N. Wei, N. Ch'i): Chief Buddhist Deacon, 3rd 
executive after a Controller-in-chief (ta-^t'ung) and a Con-
troller (t'ung) in the Office for the Clarification of Buddhist 
Profundities {chao-hsŭan ssu). Also see wei-na (Buddhist 
Deacon). P17. 

7328 tóM^í-wè/sWAMū 都威衛使司 
YŭAN: Metropolitan Guard Command, 2 prefixed Right 
and Left, military units responsible for guarding the resi-
dence of the Heir Apparent, each headed by one or more 
Metropolitan Guard Commissioners (tu wei-wei shih). 

7329 tŭ yă-yá 都押衙 
SUNG: Chief Lackey, apparently a category of non-offi-
cial hirelings for menial work in units of territorial admin-
istration. SP: employé de lère classe. 

7330 tŭ-yĕh yûàn 督冶掾 
N-S DIV (Chin): Coinage Clerk, probably non-official 
specialists; supervised the minting of coins in workshops in 
the suburbs of the dynastic capital; prefixed East, West, 
North, and South; originally subordinates of the Chamber-
lain for the Palace Garrison (wei-wei), later of the Cham-
berlain for the Palace Revenues {shao~fu). PI6. 

7331 tū-yén àu 都鹽案 or tŭ-yén yŭàn 院 
SUNG: Capital Salt Supply Section, one of 8 Sections 
(an) in the Salt and Iron Monopoly Bureau (yen-t'ieh ssu) 
of early Sung, normally headed by an Administrative As-
sistant (p'an-kuan, t'ui-kuan); responsible for maintaining 
and distributing salt supplies in the capital city. SP: service 
général du sel, cour de set de la capitale chargée de re-
cevoir le sel de Kiai-tcheou. 

7332 tū-yû 督郵 
HAN-N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： Local Inspector, lowly staff 
members of Commanderies (chŭn) grouped into Inspection 
Sections (tu-yu ts'ao) headed by Administrators (yiian-shih); 
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toured and inspected activities of Districts (hsien) in the 
jurisdiction; prefixed East, West, South, North, and Center 
and known collectively as the Local Inspectors of the Five 
Sectors {wu-pu tu-yu). HB: investigator. P53. 

7333 tū-yu 都尉 
See under the romanization tu-wei. 

7334 tū yu-hóu 都虞侯 
Inspector-in-chief; see under yŭ-hou. 

7335 tójá-s/iífe 都御史 
MING-CH'ING: Censor-in-chief, 2 prefixed Left and Right 
in Ming, 2 Left and 2 Right in Ch'ing, in each Ch'ing case 
one each Manchu and Chinese; rank 3a from 1383，2a from 
1384 to 1730，thereafter lb; chief executives of the Cen-
sorate (tu ch'a-yŭan) and among the most influential offi-
cials of the central government. Originated in 1383 after 
reorganization of the old-style Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai) be-
ginning in 1380; aided by varying numbers of Vice Cen-
sors-in-chief (fu tu yū-shih), 3a’ and in Ming but not Ch'ing 
by Assistant Censors-in-chief (ch'ien tu yu-shih), 4a. Be-
cause of the great prestige of the censorial titles, which 
warranted denunciation of anyone in government for mis-
conduct and remonstrance with the Emperor about both public 
and personal matters, from 1453 Grand Coordinators (hsŭn-
fu) of Provinces (sheng) y and later multi-Province Supreme 
Commanders (tsung-tu) as well, were routinely given nom-
inal concurrent appointments as executive officials of the 
Censorate. Because of the proliferation of nominal Cen-
sors-in-chief that resulted by the late Ming years, it became 
the practice to designate those executive censors who were 
actually on duty in the Censorate with the prefix "in charge 
of the affairs" (chang ... shih) of the Censorate; and in 
Ch'ing it became regularized that those officials serving in 
the Censorate were prefixed Left, and the prefix Right was 
awarded those who were only nominally Censors-in-chief 
or Vice Censors-in-chief. Cf. yŭ-shih ta-fu, chien-ch'a tu 
yii-shih. BH: president of the censorate. P18. 

7336 tŭ-yu ssū 都虞司 
CH’ING: Office of the Imperial Hunt , one of the major 
agencies of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu Jit) ’ 
headed by Grand Ministers (ta-ch'en) of the Department; 
incorporated the Imperial Kennels (kou-fang)，Imperial Fal-
con Cage (ying-fang)y and Imperial Hawk Aviary (hu-fang); 
in addition, managed the pay and duty assignments of 
members of the Three Inner Banners {nei san ch'i). BH: 
department of the household guard and the imperial hunt. 
P37. 

7337 tū yŭán-shuài fŭ 都元帥府 
Chief Military Command. (1) LIAO; a central govern-
ment agency in the Northern Administration (pei-mien), ap-
parently with operational control of the military under ad-
ministrative supervision of the Bureau of Military Affairs 
(shu-mi yūan); staffed with members of the nobility entitled 
Commander-in-chief (tu yŭan-shuai), Vice Commander-in-
chief (fu tu yŭan-shuai)，etc. See t'ien-hsia ping-ma yŭan-
shuai. (2) CHIN: a central government agency having op-
erational control over active military campaigns, also under 
administrative supervision of the Bureau of Military Af-
fairs; occasionally controlled one or more Branch (fen) Mil-
itary Commands; staffed as in (1) above. In 1208 perhaps 
absorbed into，or superseded by, the Bureau of Military Af-
fairs. (3) YUAN: a military agency headed by a Com-
mander-in-chief (tu yŭan-shuai) often established for spe-
cial campaigns or as equivalents of Pacification Offices 
(hsŭan~wei ssu) for aboriginal tribes of South and South-
west China. P72. 

7338 tŭ-yun 都運 
(1) SUNG: abbreviation of tu chuan-yŭn shih (Fiscal Com-
missioner-in-chief) . (2 ) CH'ING: unofficial�reference to a 
Salt Controller (yen-yŭn shih). 

7 3 3 9 饭 W / i - í s ’ 釦 督 運 漕 御 史 
HAN: Transport-control Censor, duty assignment for At-
tendant Censors (shih yŭ-shih); monitored the shipment of 
tax grain to the dynastic capital. PI8. 

7340 tū-yùn yu-shíh 督運御史 
N-S DIV (Chin): Transport-control Censor, a duty as-
signment from 381, equivalent to Han's tu yūn-ts'ao yii-
shih. P18，60. 

7341 fŭ 圖 
MING-CH'ING: lit.’ a map, i.e., an area shown on a map: 
Plat, an uncommon term for an area (as distinct from a 
unit) of sub-District (hsien) organization of the populace, 
especially in urban areas; approximately equivalent to a 
Precinct (fang) or Community (li). 

7342 fŭ 土 
YUAN-CH'ING: lit., the land, of the land: Aboriginal, a 
prefix attached to the designations of units of territorial 
administration that were in fact aboriginal tribes or com-
parable groups of minority peoples in South and Southwest 
China, whose chiefs or headmen were only nominally gov-
ernment officials and, so long as they were submissive, were 
allowed to manage their peoples' affairs in customary ways, 
e.g., as Aboriginal District Magistrates (t'u chih-hsien). At 
times members of the regular Chinese civil service were 
attached to such agencies in advisory roles. See t'u-kuan, 
î'u-ssu. BH: native. P72. 

7343 tfŭ 徒 
CHOU. Eighth Class Administrative Official, lowest of 
8 categories in which officials were classified in a hierarchy 
separate from the formal rank system called the Nine Hon-
ors (chiu ming); below those designated, in descending or-
der of prestige, cheng (Principal), shih (Mentor), ssu (in 
charge of; office), lŭ (Functionary),/w (Storekeeper), shih 
(Scribe), and hsti (Assistant). CL: huitième degré de la sub-
ordination administrative; suivant. 

7344 tyú-chĕ 屠者 
HAN: Meat Tr immer , 70-odd non-official specialists on 
the staff of the Great Sacrificial Butcher {t'ai-tsai ling). HB: 
meat trimmer. 

7345 t'ŭ-chān 土均 
CHOU: Outer Land Assessor, 2 ranked as Senior Ser-
vicemen (shang-shih), 4 as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih), and 8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of 
the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) who evaluated the ter-
ritories of all Feudal Lords (chu-hou) and determined what 
taxes, services, and rites the King should require of each. 
Counterparts of the Land Assessors (chŭn-jen)y who made 
such determinations for sectors of the royal domain. CL: 
égaliseur territorial. 

7346 Vŭ-chŭn 土軍 
SUNG: Local Army, apparently a term used for irregular 
forces raised for defense purposes by local dignitaries with 
state approval. Cf. t'u-ping, chia-ping, kuan-ping. SP: armée 
locale pour se défendre contre des bandits. 

7347 t'ŭ-fâng shih 土方氏 
CHOU: Surveyor, 5 ranked as Senior Servicemen (shang-
shih) and 1C as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of 
the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan) who mapped the borders 
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of feudal states, towns, and other settlements throughout 
the country, presumably to provide topographic data for 
military purposes. CL; agent de mesurage des régions. 
7348 Vŭ-hsŭn 土訓 
CHOU: ftoyal Scout, 2 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), mem-
bers of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) who briefed the 
King on the topography through which he planned to travel 
and, in some degree, advised the King about the appropri-
ate kinds of labor and products he might requisition from 
different regions. CL: démonstrateur des terres. 

7349 fŭ-huà chu 圖畫局 
SUNG: Painter Service, one of 4 assemblages of non-of-
ficial specialists in the Artisans Institute {han-lin yŭan) of 
the Palace Domestic Service {nei-shih sheng); headed by a 
Manager (kou-tang kuan). Also see hua-yŭan. SP: office ou 
service de peinture. 

7350 /W-Ai rà s /u ĭ 圖畫署 
CHIN: Office for Drawing and Painting, one of 6 work-
shops in the Directorate for Imperial Manufactories (shao-
fu chien), headed by a Director (ling), rank 6b; in 11% 
merged with the Office for Ornamentation (wen-ssu shu) 
into a Crafts Office (chih-ying ssu). P38. 

7 3 5 1 f ŭ - M r t 吐渾歸明 
SUNG: Submitted T'u-ytì-hun, members of a Western 
frontier tribe who served in the Palace Command (tien-ch'ien 
shih-wei ssu). SP: armée des T'ou-houen (Tou-yu-houen) 
soumis. 

7352 eŭ-kuān 土官 
YUAN-CH'ING: Aboriginal Official, generic term for 
chiefs or headmen of aboriginal tribes and other minority 
groups in South and Southwest China who were incorpo-
rated nominally into the structure of Chinese government 
with designations as Pacification Commissioner {hsŭan-fu 
shih, hsŭan-wei shiht an-fu shih) or, especially from Ming 
on, with regular local administrative titles prefixed with t'u 
(Aboriginal), e.g., t'u chih-fu (Aboriginal Prefect). From 
the 1500s on, the term t*u-kuan was restricted principally 
to Pacification Commissioners, who though subordinated to 
the Ministry of War (ping-pu) retained full customary con-
trol over their subjects. The term t'u-ssu (Aboriginal Office) 
came to refer principally to regular administrative units pre-
fixed t'u, located in areas with predominantly aboriginal 
populations but staffed with combinations of aboriginal and 
Chinese officials under supervision of the Ministry of Per-
sonnel (U-pu). The Aboriginal Offices had less autonomy 
than the Pacification Commissioners. BH: administrators of 
native districts. P72. 

7353 t，ŭ.pīng 土兵 
MING: Aboriginal Troops, usually prefixed with a place-
name, a reference to contingents of fighting men from ab-
original tribes of South and Southwest China (see t'u-kuan, 
t'u-ssu) requisitioned for service with regular government 
military units, e.g., in fighting Wakō coastal raiders in the 
1500s and Manchu invaders from the north in the 1600s. 
Several such groups were notoriously savage fighters and 
were hard for the Chinese officialdom to keep under pon-
trol, but many fought loyally for Ming against the Man-
chus. ？12. 

7354 í，tí-íAâsW/i 圖書使 
T*ANG: Librarian, number and status not clear, in the Pal-
ace Library (pi-shu sheng). P25. 

7355 t'ŭ-ssŭ 土司 
YUAN-CHWG: Aboriginal Office, generic reference to 
Prefectures (fu) and lesser units of territorial administration 
in areas of South and Southwest China where the popula-
tion predominantly consisted of aboriginal tribes or com-
parable minority peoples. Although the term was used oc-
casionally in Yuan, the t'u-ssu system became regularized 
in Ming times as a means of incorporating unassìmilated 
peoples into the structure of Chinese government, by giving 
tribal chiefs and headmen nominal official status and titles 
(normally prefixed t'u, Aboriginal) while allowing them 
customary, autonomous authority over their peoples so long 
as they were submissive. From the 1500s on, the term t'u-
ssu referred primarily to areas that had become relatively 
assimilated and whose peoples bore tìie obligations of nor-
mal Chinese subjects; local administrators were tribal chiefs 
and regular civil service officials intermixed, under super-
vision of the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu). Such peoples 
and areas were distinguished from those governed by t'u-
kuan (Aboriginal Officials), predominantly entitled Pacifi-
cation Commissioners (hsŭan-fu shih, hsŭan-wei shih, an-
fu shih�’ who retained most of their traditional autonomy 
though nominally subordinate to the Ministry of War (ping-
pu)t BH: native tribes and their chieftains. P72. 

7356 t9ū't9
ŭn 吐屯 

T'ANG: occasional unofficial reference to a Censor (yu-
shih), derived from the title's Turkic translation. 

7357 tuăn 端 
Occasionally a quasiofficial or unofficial reference to an 
official or to his principal office or quarters, the meaning 
determined by a prefix; e.g., see kung-tuan and ch'u-tuan 
(both Supervisor of the Household of the Heir Apparent), 
hsien-ssu tuan (Censorate), chou-tuan (Regional Head-
quarters). 

7358 tuàn-ch'éng 斷丞 
SUNG: Sentencing Aide, 6, rank not clear, recommended 
decisions in judicial cases submitted for review to the Court 
of Judicial Review {ta-li ssu). SP: juge assistant. P22. 

7359 tuăn-ch'éng 端丞 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Supervisor of the 
Household (chan-shih) of the Heir Apparent. 

7360 tuăn-făn chiàng 短番匠 
TANG: Rotational Artisan, more than 5,000 employed in 
the Directorate of Imperial Manufactories {shao-fu chien); 
the prefix tuan-fan denotes that they were private artisans 
called into state service on relatively brief rotational sched-
ules rather than professional careerists in government or he-
reditaiy state employees. RR: artisan prenant un tour de 
service bref. P38. 

7361 tuăn-făn săn-yŭèh 短番散樂 
T'ANG: Rotational Entertainer, 1,000 authorized for the 
Imperial Music Office (t'ai-yūeh shu); the prefix tuan-fan 
denotes that they were private entertainers in popular forms 
of music and dance who were requisitioned from Prefec-
tures {chou) for relatively short-term service in rotation, not 
professional careerists in government or hereditary state 
employees. RR: musicìen de musique profane prenant un 
tour de service bref. 

7362 tuăn-fēi 端妃 
MING: Upright Consort, one of many Consort (fei) titles 
used for secondary wives of Emperors. 
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7363 tuàn-hsíng ssū斷刑司or斷开丨J寺 
SUNG: variant of tso-t'ing (Left Bureau in the Court of 
Judicial Review, ta-li ssu). 

7364 tuàn-k，ù 緞庫 
CH'ING: Silks Storehouse, one of 6 Storehouses managed 
by the Storage Office {kuang-ch'u ssu) of the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wu fu); also see liu k'u. Cf. tuan-
p'i k'u (Silks and Furs Storehouse). BH: silk store. 

7365 tuàn-kuān Wí^ 
SUNG: abbreviation of hsiang-tuan kuan (Sentence Eval-
uator). 

7366 tuăn-k'uéi 端撲 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit., the prime mover and mastermind (in 
government), a combination of archaic terms with awesome 
overtones used as an unofficial reference to Grand Coun-
cilors (tsai-hsiang), most specifically the 2 Vice Directors 
(p'u-yeh) of the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu 
sheng), who from early T'ang were commonly the most 
important executive officials at court. The Vice Director of 
the Left (tso p'u-yeh) was called Left Mastermind (tso-k'uei); 
his counterpart of the Right was called Right Mastermind 
(yu-k'uei). 

7367 tuān-kūng 端公 
Lit., the very honorable(s). (1) T'ANG-SUNG: unofficial 
reference to executive officials of the Censorate {yŭ-shih 
t'ai), especially the Vice Censor-in-chief {yu-shih chung-
ch'eng). RR: messieurs les chefs; les premiers au tribunal 
des censeurs. (2) T'ANG: unofficial reference to any or all 
Attendant Censors (shih yŭ-shih). Cf. san-tuan, tsa-tuan. 
P18. 

7368 tuàn-kūng 鍛工 
N-S DIV (Chou): Foundry man, number unspecified, ranked 
as Senior Servicemen {shang-shih; 7a), Ordinary Service-
men (chung-shih; 8a), and Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih; 
9a)，members of the Ministry of Works (tung-kuan). P14. 

7369 tuān-liáo 端僚 
Lit.’ assistant to an executive (?): occasional unofficial ref-
erence to an Administrator or Aide (both chang-shih) in 
a unit of territorial administration. 

7370 tuàn-mò t'í-líng sð 斷沒提領所 
YŭAN: Superintendence of Fines and Confiscations, a 
unit of the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu); in 1283 renamed 
Office of Fines and Confiscations (ssu-chi so). 

7 3 7 1 tuàn-p’í k，ù 段疋庫 
CH'ING: Silks and Furs Storehouse, a unit of the Min-
istry of Revenue {hu-pu) headed by a Director {lang-chungf, 
rank 5a’ who like all his subalterns was always a Manchu; 
received goods produced in state manufactories and made 
purchases from private merchants. BH: silk and fur store-
house. Cf. tuan-k'u (Silks Storehouse). P7. 

7372 tuàn-skìk 斷事 
"YUAN: Judge, rank 6a, head of a Judicial Office (tuan-
shih ssu) in a Regional Military Commission (tu chih-hui 
shih ssu). P56. 

7 3 7 3 tuān-shih 端 f i 
Lit.’ the foundation-stone (of the court), i.e.’ someone who 
wields paramount influence over the ruler and authority over 
the o f f i c i a l d o m . � N-S DIV—SUNG: an unofficial, awed 
reference to a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang) or an ante-
cedent, most particularly suggesting a Director (ling) or a 
Vice Director (p'u-yeh) of the Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng). (2) N-S DIV (Liang): unofficial refer-
ence to a Censor (yū-shih). 

7374 tuàn-shìh chīng-ŭ 斷事經歷 
MING: Judicial Registrar, rank 7a, an assistant to the Ju-
dicial Administrator {ts'an-chŭn tuan-shih kuan) in the pre-
dynastic Secretariat {chung-shu sheng); established in 1364, 
apparently terminated in 1368. P4. 

7375 tuàn-shìh kuān 斷事官 
YUAN: Judge，large numbers, rank 3a or 3b, placed in 
agencies throughout the government, e.g., the Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng), the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi 
yuan), the High Court of Justice (ta tsung-cheng fu), the 
Commission for Buddhist and Tibetan Affairs (hsiian-cheng 
yŭan), and all Princely Establishments {wang-fu). P4, 17， 
69. 

7376 tuàn-shìh ssū 斷 lí 
MING: Judicial Office on the staff of a Regional Military 
Commissioner (tu chih-hui shih), staffed with a Judge (tuan-
shih), rank 6a, and Assistant Judges (fu tuan-shih), 7a; su-
pervised all judicial proceedings by military authorities in 
the jurisdiction. P56. 

7377 tuān-ssū 端司 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Household Adminis-
tration of the Heir Apparent {chan-shih fu). 

7378 tuān-yínfŭ 端尹府 
T’ANG_CH’ING: from 662 to 670 the official redesigna-
tion of ihc Household Administration of the Heir Ap-
parent (chan-shih fu), the Supervisor of the Household 
(chan-shih) also being retitled tuan-yin; thereafter both terms 
remained in use as unofficial references to the agency and 
the post, respectively. P26. 

7 3 7 9 tuān-yŭ 端右 
Apparent scribal error for tuan-shih (lit., foundation-stone), 
q.v. 

7380 Vuàn 團 
Lit., a lump; used with various prefixes and suffixes to des-
ignate a cohesive military unit. (1) SUI: Company in the 
early Sui Garrison Militia (fu-ping) system, then a Division 
of 1,000 cavalrymen or 2,000 infantrymen in the mercenary 
armies raised by Emperor Yang. (2) T'ANG: Regiment of 
200 soldiers in the early T'ang Garrison Militia system; from 
the 700s a Company of 50 soldiers in the Permanent Palace 
Guard (ch'ang-ts'ung su-wei). 

7381 t'uán-chŭ 團主 
(1) SUI: Company Commander in the Garrison Militia 
(fu-ping) organization. (2) T'ANG: Regimental Com-
mander in the Garrison Militia organization. 

7382 Vuán-kuān 團官 
T'ANG: Herder, lowly or unranked personnel in Horse 
Pasturages {mu-chien) under the Court of the Imperial Stud 
{t'ai-p'u ssu). P31. 

7383 VuánAièn 團練 
Lit.，to gather together and train; from T'ang on a term used 
in titles and in other ways in reference to militia forces. (1) 
SUNG: Militia, prefix used with the designation Prefecture 
{chou, fu, chūn), signifying that the area was within the 
jurisdiction of a Military Training Commissioner (t'uan-lien 
shih). (2) CH'ING: Company of 50 militiamen organized 
by a District Magistrate {chih-hsien). See hsiang-yung, min-
chuang, min-ping. Cf. kuan-ping. 

7384 Vuán-lièn ān-fŭ chy
ŭàn-núng shih ssū 

團 練 安 撫 勸 農 使 司 
YUAN: Military Training, Pacification, and Agricul-
tural Development Commission, several established in 
disturbed areas in 1358, each under a Counselor (ts'an-mou) 
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delegated from the central government, who supervised 
Commissioners (shih) in every Circuit (tao) under his ju-
risdiction. P52. 

7385 Vuàn-lièn chŭn-shìh VūUkuān 
圑練軍事推官 

SUNG: Military Judge on the staff of a Military Training 
Commissioner (t'uan-lien shih). SP: juge militaire du com-
missaire impérial aux milices. 

7386 t，uán-lièn kuăn^ch'á shĭh 團練觀察使 
TANG: Surveillance Commissioner for Military Train-
ing, one of many types of central government delegates 
with supervisory authority over a cluster of contiguous Pre-
fectures (chou) called a Circuit (tao); presumably had spe-
cial responsibility for operation of the Garrison Militia (fu-
ping) organization. 

7387 tfuán-liĕn shîh 圑練使 
Military Training Commissioner. (1) T'ANG: one of many 
types of military dignitaries delegated from the court to su-
pervise clusters of Prefectures (chou) called Circuits (tao)\ 
normally subordinate to Surveillance Commissioners (kuan-
ch'a shih) or equivalents. RR: commissaire impérial aux 
milices locales. P52, (2) SUNG, LIAO: a regular military 
post (kuan) at the Prefecture (chou) level, rank 5b, in Sung; 
in Liao members of the Southern Administration (nan-mien) 
in the central government. SP: commissaire impérial aux 
milices locales, commandant des milices. P52. 

7388 團練守捉使 
T'ANG: Commissioner for Militiamen, in 758 an un-
specifìed number appointed to supervise the utilization of 
militiamen in jurisdictions comprising 2 or 3 Prefectures 
(chou) each; in 773 made a concurrent duty assignment for 
every Prefect (t2'u-shih); in 777 suppressed except in 5 Pre-
fectures. See tu t'uan-lien shou-cho shih, shou-cho. RR: 
commissaire impérial aux milices locales et aux détachemertís 
militaires. 

7389 t'uán-yíng 團營 
MING: Integrated Division, military units established at 
Peking and Nanking in 1450 to replace or supplement Cap-
ital Training Divisions (ching-ying) for the training and tac-
tical use of troops rotated to the capitals from Guards (wei) 
throughout the empire; discontinued in 1550. A special 
characteristic was that while in the Integrated Divisions troops 
trained under the same officers who would lead them in 
combat if the need arose. See san ta-ying, jung-cheng t'ing. 

7390 tùi 隊 
Company: from high antiquity recurringly used as the des-
ignation of a basic military unit consisting of 100 men, with 
variations between infantry and cavalry; headed by a Com-
mander {cheng, chiang, shih). BH; platoon. P26, 69. 

7391 tŭi-shīh 追師 
CHOU: Master of Adornments, 2 ranked as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih) t members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-
kuan) who prepared headgear for the Queen and other pal-
ace ladies to wear on ceremonial occasions. CL: chef des 
joailliers ‘ 

7392 tŭi-tú kuăn 對讀官 
YUAN: Grader in a civil service recruitment examination; 
a duty assignment rather than a regular post (kuan). 

7393 tyūi 推 
(1) T'ANG: Surveillance Jurisdiction: see under ssu-t'ui 
yii-shih (Four Surveillance Censors). (2) SUNG: abbrevi-
ation of t'ui-an (Investigative Section in the Court of Ju-

dicial Review, ta-li ssu). See under tso-t'ui an and yu-t'uí 
an. SP: réviseur judiciaire. 

7394 VŭUch'éng 推丞 
SUNG: Investigatory Aide, 4，rank not clear; participated 
in the review of judicial cases submitted to the Court of 
Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). SP: juge-adjoint. P22. 

7395 fŭi-chíh kuăn 推直官 or í，wi-cWA 
SUNG: Auxiliary Investigator, '4, rank not clear, basic staff 
members of the Censorate (yū-shih t'ai) till c. 1080’ then 
terminated; one also in charge of the Censorate prison. SP: 
investigateur auxiliaire, investigateur auxiliaire censorial. 

7396 t，ŭi-k，àn chiĕn-fă kuān 推勘檢法官 
SUNG: Legal Researcher for Investigations, created in 
1088 in the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), number not clear, 
probably unranked suboffîcials; responsible for resolving 
disputes about prices in the state marketplaces. SP: fonc-
tionnaire chargé investigations et du contrôle judiciaire. 
P6. 

7397 í，ŭi-fc，á/i Jfcoān 推勘官 orí，wi-ifc，a« 
SUNG: Investigator, 10 or more, rank not clear; estab-
lished in the 990s in the Censorate (yii-shih t'ai) to work 
with Auxiliary Investigators {t'ui-chih kuan) reviewing re-
ports of judicial proceedings; apparently terminated c. 1080. 
SP: chargé d'investigations. 

7398 í，ăi-ifc，à/i j贴 / i 推勘院 
SUNG: Investigations Office under the State Finance 
Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; responsible for re-
solving disputes about prices in the state marketplaces; ter-
minated in 1070, its functions transferred to the Court of 
Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). SP: cour (investigation, 

7399 fŭi-kuăn 推官 
(1) T'ANG-CH'ING: Judge, one or more on the staffs of 
T*ang-Sung regional authorities such as Military Commis-
sioners (chieh-tu shih)，Surveillance Commissioners (kuan-
ch'a shih), etc.; from Sung till the late 1600s’ normally the 
3rd executive of a Prefecture or Superior Prefecture (/m), 
abolished in early Ch'ing; rank not specified in Tang, eom-
monly 8b in Sung, 6b in Chin, 6b or 7a in Ming and early 
Ch'ing. Responsible for supervising judicial proceedings in 
the jurisdiction. RR: juge. SP: juge, juge militaire. P32, 
49, 52, 53, 60. (2) SUNG: Administrative Assistant, 3 
briefly on the staff of the State Finance Commission (san 
ssu) in 993. P6. 

7400 i'ŭi'p'àn 推判 
SUNG-MING: combined, abbreviated reference to Judges 
(t'ui-kuan) and Assistant Prefects (p'an-kuan, t'ung-p'an) 
in Prefectures and Superior Prefectures (fu). 

7401 t'ùi-ts'ái ch'áng 退材場 
SUNG: Waste Retrieval Yard under the Directorate for 
the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso chien); responsible for sifting 
through the Directorate's (?) cast-off materials and salvag-
ing anything still useful for construction purposes or for 
fuel; headed by an unranked Supervisor (chien-kuan). SP: 
bureau chargé de la réception des matériaux inutilisables 
de Vintérieur et de I'exiérieure de la capital轻,PI5. 

7402 tùn-tì shih 頓遞使 
SUNG: Commissioner for Hostels and Postal Relay Sta-
tions, number, rank, and organizational affiliation not clear; 
possibly duty assignments for personnel of units of terri-
torial administration. SP: commissaire chargé des appro-
visionnements et des relais en route. 
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7403 tūn-tsŭng yŭàn 敦宗院 
SUNG: Hostel for Imperial Kinsmen, one each main-
tained by the Southern Office and the Western Office of 
imperial Clan Affairs (nan-wai tsung-cheng ssu, hsi-wai 
tsung-cheng ssu) at Yangchow and Loyang，respectively. 
SP; cour de la surveillance et de I'éducation de la famille 
impériale. 

7404 t'ŭn 屯 
HAN: lit., cnap, scctlement: Company, common desig-
nation for a small unit in a Campaigning Aiíny (ying), headed 
by a Commander (chang); several such units commonly 
constituted a Regiment (ch'u). HB: platoon. 

7405 fŭn^chì hsiào-wèi 屯騎校尉 
HAN-N-S DIV: Commandant of Garrison Cavalry, one 
of 8 Commandants (hsiao-wei) ranked at 2,000 bushels who 
were in charge of the Northern Army ipeì-chŭn) at the dy-
nastic capital in Han times; assisted by one or more Aides 
(ch'eng), Commanders (ssu-ma), and lesser officers. The 
post-Han S. Dynasties had as many as 7 officers with this 
title on the staff of the Heir Apparent. HB: colonel of gar-
rison cavalry. P26. 

7406 t'ún-chì wèi 屯騎尉 
SUI: Commandant of Garrison Cavalry, 2nd highest of 
8, later 16, prestige titles (san-kuan) awarded to military 
officers of rank 6a or 6b. P65. 

7407 eŭn-chiĕn 屯監 
T'ANG-SUNG: State Farm Directorate, in charge of one 
of many State Farms {fun-t'ien) that were scattered 
throughout the empire to help provision the military forces; 
each headed by a Supervisor (chien), rank 7b2 in T’ang; 
subordinate to the Court of the National Granaries (ssu-nung 
ssu). RR+SP: direction de colonie militaire. 

7408 fŭn-pŭ 屯部 
MING: State Farms Bureau, a major subdivision of the 
Ministry of Works (kung-pu); renamed from t'un-t'ien pu 
in 1380, then in 1396 renamed t'un-fien ch'ing-li ssu. P15. 

7409 eûn-Vìén 屯田 
(1) HAN-CH'ING: State Farm, generic designation of tracts 
of state-owned agricultural land, or wilderness considered 
to have agricultural potentiality, that were assigned to sol-
diers, to landless peasants, or to resettled colonists; it was 
usually hoped that such assignees, if soldiers, might be-
come self-sufficient by part-time farming or, if non-military 
personnel, might produce surpluses for special state uses, 
especially military; originated not later than 87 B.C. A 
common rendering is Agricultural Colony. See chŭn-t'un 
(Army Farm), min-t'un (Civilian State Farm), shang-t'um 
(Merchant Farm). HB: agricultural garrison. RR+SP: co-
lonie militaire. BH: military-agricultural settlement. P14, 
15’ 52, 59. (2) N-S DIV: State Farms Section in the de-
veloping Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), 
headed by a Minister (shang-shu) or a Director (langt lang-
chung) t often more directly subordinate to the evolving 
Ministry of Rites (i-ts'ao, tz'u-pu); apparently not of special 
military significance. P14. (3) SUI-CH'ING: common ab-
breviated reference to the State Farms Bureau {t'un-fien 
ssu, t'un-fien ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry of Works (kung-
pu), P14, 15. 

7410 f，ún-t，iénch，ién-kùsð 屯田千戶所 
YUAN-MING: State Farm Battalion, a military unit as-
signed to full-time farming work on state-owned land. See 
ch'ien-hu so. 

7411 t’ún-t，ién ch9īng-ŭ wû 屯田淸吏司 
MING-CH'ING; State Farms Bureau, one of 4 principal 
agencies in the Ministry of Works (kung-pu), headed by a 
Director {lang-chung), rank 5a, in Ming, in Ch'ing by one 
Chinese and 4 Manchu Directors, 5a; supervised the man-
agement of State Farms (t'un-t'ien) throughout the empire, 
primarily to help provision the military establishment. P14, 
15. 

7412 í，ií/i-í7AiAwá/i-tó« 屯田管勾 
CH'ING: State Farms Clerk, one, rank 7a, authorized for 
the Confucian family estate in Shantung presided over by 
the current most direct male descendant of Confucius, en-
nobled as Duke for Fulfilling the Sage (yen-sheng kung); 
responsible for receipts and expenditures concerning the es-
tate's state-endowed lands and for providing sacrificial an-
imals at times of major sacrifices. P66. 

7413 Vûn-Vìén shih ssŭ 屯田使司 
Yt)AN: State Farms Commission, controlling both mili-
tary and civilian personnel and accordingly sometimes pre-
fixed chŭn-min (military-civilian), established in 1355 at 
P*ei-hsien in northern Kiangsu’ headed by a Commissioner 
(shih), rank 3a; a response to natural calamities and popular 
unrest in the area. P52. 

7414 t'ŭn-t'ién ssŭ 屯田司 
(1) SUI-SUNG: State Farms Bureau, one of the major 
agencies in the Ministiy of Works (kung-pu); headed by a 
Vice Minister (shih-lang) or Director (lang-chung) in Sui, 
by a Director thereafter, rank 5b in T*ang, 6b in Sung; su-
pervised the management of State Farms (t'un-t'ien) 
throughout the empire in collaboration with the Court of 
the National Treasury (ssu-nung ssu), principally to pro-
duce supplementary provisions for the military establish-
ment. RR+SP: bureau des colonies militaires. P14, 15. (2) 
SUNG: State Farms Office, apparently a regional super-
visory agency headed by a Commissioner (shih). P59. (3) 
MING-CHING: common abbreviation of t'un-t'ien ch'ing-
li ssu (State Farms Bureau). 

7415 fûn-fién tă-pŭ tsăng-kuăn fŭ 

^ 屯田打捕總管府 
YUAN: Route Command for State Farms and Hunting, 
designation of a unit of territorial administration prefixed 
with the regional name Huai-tung or Huai-hsi, based in 
Honan Province; directly subordinate to the Palace Provi-
sions Commission {hsŭan-hui yiian). 
7416 屯田道 
CH*ĭNG: State Farms Circuit, one of the types of super-
visory Circuits (see tao) established by Provincial Admin-
istration Commissions {ch'eng-hsŭan pu-cheng shih ssu) in 
early Ch'ing; oversaw the functioning of State Farms (t'un-
t'ien) in its jurisdiction. BH: taotai of agricultural settle-
ments. 

7417 í，tíw-í，tón wá/i-Aŭ/tí 屯田萬戶府 
YŭAN: State Farms Brigade, a large military unit prin-
cipally responsible for the functioning of State Farms (t'un-
t'ien) in its jurisdiction, or whose soldiers were themselves 
principally engaged in farming. 

7418 t9
ŭn-wèi 屯衛 

Encampment Guard. (1) HAN: collective reference to those 
soldiers under the jurisdiction of the Chamberlain for the 
Palace Garrison (wei-wei) who actively guarded all the en-
tries into the imperial quarters, led by a total of 22 Com-
manders (ssu-ma) and Commandants (hou). HB: garrison 
guard. (2) SUI-SUNG: 2 prefixed Left and Right, among 
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the elite military units at the capital collectively called the 
Twelve Guards {shih-erh wei) or the Sixteen Guards (shih-
liu wei); in T'ang renamed Awesome Guards (wei-wei) in 
622 and so called thereafter except for the interval 705-
711，when the name i'un-wei was revived. RR + SP: garde 
de cantonnement. 

7419 t，ún-yíng 屯營 
T'ANG: Encampment, 2 prefixed Left and Right, military 
units created in 638 under the Imperial Army of Original 
Followers (yŭan-ts'ung chin-chŭn), consisting of troops called 
Flying Cavalrymen (fei-chi) ’ including new recruits from 
elite families; commanded by Generals (chiang-chŭn) of the 
Southern Command (nan-ya); in 662 dissolved when the 
Imperial Army of Original Followers was transformed into 
the Left and Right Forest of Plumes Armies {yŭ-lin chŭn). 
RR: cantonnement. 

7420 tūng 東 
East: a common prefix in agency names and some official 
titles, ordinarily contrasting with West (hsi) but in other 
directional combinations as well; in addition to the follow-
ing entries, look for entries formed by the characters that 
follow tung wherever encountered. 

7421 tūng'Ch9ăng 東廠 
MING: Eastern Depot, a palace eunuch agency created in 
1420 to investigate treasonable offenses of any kind, grad-
ually becoming a kind of imperial secret service headquar-
ters not subject to the control of any regular governmental 
organization, and greatly feared; ordinarily headed by the 
powerful eunuch Director (t'ai-chien) of the eunuch Direc-
torate of Ceremonial (ssu-li chien), who used personnel of 
the Imperial Bodyguard (chin-i wei) as the Depot's police-
men. Also see hsì-ch'ang (Western Depot). 

7422 tāng-ch'áo 東朝 
Eastern Court: from Han on, a common unofficial ref-
erence to the chambers, and thus indirectly to the person, 
of either the Heir Apparent or the mother of the Emperor. 
Precise identification for any period seems possible only by 
inference from the context. See tung-kung. 

7423 tūng-chiēn 東監 
(1) SUI-T'ANG: Directorate of the Eastern Parks, one 
of 4 Directorates {chien) in charge of maintaining the build-
ing and grounds of imperial parks and gardens in the 4 
quadrants of the dynastic capital city; in Sui under the su-
pervision of the Directorate-general of the Imperial Parks 
(yŭan tsung-chien), in T'ang under that of the Court of the 
National Granaries (ssu-nung ssu)\ in both periods headed 
by a Supervisor {chien), rank 6b2 in T'ang. Also see 
mien chien. P40. (2) CHIN: abbreviated reference to the 
Eastern Directorate of Coinage ipao-yŭan ch'ien-chien). 

7424 tūng-chīh 東織 
HAN: East Weaving Shop under the Chamberlain for the 
Palace Revenues (shao-fu), headed by a Director (ling)'， 
eventually combined with a West Weaving Shop (hsi-chih) 
into a single Weaving Shop {chih-shih). HB: eastern weav-
ing house. P37. 

7425 tūng-ch'īng 冬卿 
Winter Chamberlain, an archaic reference deriving from 
Chou usage of the term tung-kuan, q.v. (1) N-S DIV (Liang): 
generic or collective reference to 3 of the central govern-
ment officials called the Twelve Chamberlains {shih-erh 
ch'ing). (2) SUI-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Min-
ister (shang-shu) or Vice Minister (shih-lang) of the Min-
istry of Works (kung-pu). 

7426 tùng-chŭ 洞主 
5 DYN—MING: lit., master of the grotto: Dean, a common 
designation of the head of an instructional Academy (shu-
yŭan) ,private or state-sponsored. 

7427 tūng-ch9ú 東儲 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Heir Ap-
parent {t'ai'tzu)\ see ch'u, tung-kung. 

7428 tūng-cWūân 東銓 
T'ANG: Selector of the East, unofficial reference to one 
of the Vice Ministers (shih-lang) of the Ministry of Per-
sonnel (lì-pu), contrasted with the other Vice Minister's un-
official designation as Selector of the West (hsi-ch'uan); 
reference is to the Ministry's role in selecting appointees 
for office. See ch'ūan, shang-shu ch'ŭan, chung-ch'ūan. Cf. 
tung-hsūan. 

7429 tūng-fŭ 東府 
SUNG: East Administration, unofficial reference to the 
major civil agencies in the central government, the Three 
Departments (san sheng)especially the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng)~and the Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang, ch'eng-
hsiang), contrasted with the West Administration (hsi-fu), 
referring to the Bureau of Military Affairs {shu-mi yŭan). 
These civil and military aggregations were known collec-
tively as the Two Administrations (erh fu). 

7430 tūng-háng 東行 
T'ANG: East Echelon of Ministries (pu) in the Department 
of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), specifically the Min-
istries of Personnel (lì-pu)，Revenue (hu-pu), and Rites (lĭ-
pu), contrasted with 3 others in a West Echelon {hsi~hang)\ 
supervised by the Left Assistant Director {tso-ch'eng) of the 
Department. 

7431 tŭng-hó 東河 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Director-general of 
the Grand Canal (ho-tao tsung-tu) stationed at Chi-nan, 
Shantung; distinguished from the Director-general stationed 
at Huai-an, called nan-ho. 

7432 tūng-hsī k，ù 東西庫 
SUNG: Eastern and Western Storehouses, a combined 
reference to the 2 principal subsections of the Left Store-
house (tso-tsang) in the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-
fu ssu). P7. 

7433 tūng-hsŭăn 東選 
T'ANG: Appointer of the East, unofficial reference to one 
of the Vice Ministers (shih-lang) of the Ministry of War 
(ping-pu), as distinguished from the Appointer of the West 
(hsi-hsŭan); also see hsŭan, chung-hsŭan. The usage de-
rives from the role played by the Vice Ministers in selecting 
appointees for military offices. Cf. tung-ch'ŭan. 

7434 tŭngA shîh-chĕ 東夷使者 
SUI: Commissioner for Eastern Tributaries, a member 
of the Court for Dependencies {hung-lu designated on 
an ad hoc basis to set up an Office (shu) to supervise ar-
rangements for the treatment of envoys or chiefs from tribes 
on China's northeastern frontier; c. 610 superseded the con-
solidated Hostel for Tributary Envoys (ssu-fang kuan). P l l . 

7435 tūng jăn-yūàn 東染院 
SUNG: East Dyeing Office, a palace workshop headed by 
a Commissioner (shih). See hsi jan-yŭan. SP: cour orien-
tate de teinturerie. 

7436 tūng-kó chUchiŭ 東閤祭酒 
SUI-T'ANG: Master of Ceremonies in the East Hall, a 
receptionist, rank 7bl , in a Princely Establishment (wang-
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fit); difference from hsi-ko chi-chiu not clear. RR: maître 
des cérémonies de la salle de Vest de la maison d'un prince. 
P69. 

7437 tŭng-k，ŭ 東庫 
SUNG: Eastern Storehouse, one of several storage facil-
ities constituting the Left Storehouse (tso-tsang), which stored 
genera] state revenues under the supervision of the Court 
of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu ssu). 

7438 tŭng-kuān 冬官 
(1) CHOU-CHWG: Ministry of Works: in Chou the 6th 
of 6 top-echelon agencies in the central government, headed 
by a Minister of Works (ssu-k'ung) ranked as a Minister 
(ch'ing); responsible for 60 subordinate agencies or officials 
in charge of different sorts of provisioning activities. Re-
vived by Chou of the N. Dynasties to replace what had been 
known as the ch'i-pu (Bureau of Public Construction); re-
vived again in T'ang from 684 to 705 to replace the name 
kung-pu (Ministry of Works). In all later eras may be en-
countered as an unofficial, archaic reference to the kung-
pu. CL: ministère des travaux publics. P14. (2) T'ANG-
CH'ING: Winter Office, one of 5 seasonal Offices of ca-
lendrícal specialists, including one for Mid-year (chung), in 
the T’ang Astrological Service (t'ai-shih chŭ) and later Bu-
reau of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien t'ai), the Sung Astrological 
Service {t'aìshìh chŭ)’ the Sung-Ming Directorate of As-
tronomy (ssu-t'ien chien), and the Ming-Ch'ing Directorate 
of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien); headed by a Director (ling 
in early T'ang, otherwise cheng), rank 5a except 8a in Sung 
and 6b in Ming and Ch’ing’ in Ch'ing one Chinese and one 
Manchu appointee. RR+SP: administration de I'hiver. BH 
(cheng): astronomer for the winter. P35. (3) MING: Win-
ter Support, ftom 1380 to 1382 one of 4 posts, each named 
after a season and open to more than one appointee, in-
tended for the Emperor's closest and most trusted advisers; 
see ssu fu-kuan (Four Supports). P4, 67. 

7439 tŭng'kuăn 東觀 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV (S. Dyn.): Eastern Library, designa-
tion of a group of scholarly officials summoned into the 
Later Han palace for historiogn^>hic and other editorial work; 
although lacking any formal organization, it was headed by 
a Chancellor (chi-chiu); peipetuated in the post-Han years, 
it was incorporated in 470 into the new Library for Com-
plete Discernment (tsung-ming kuan). This was one of the 
earliest organized antecedents of the famous later Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yŭan). P23. (2) MING-CH'ING: an un-
official, archaic reference to the Hanlin Academy. 

7440 tûng-kūng 東宮 
Eastern Palace: throughout imperial history the designa-
tion of the residence of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu), hence 
also a common indirect reference to the person of the Heir 
Apparent. 
7441 tŭng-kŭng chiŭ mù-chiĕn 東宮九牧監 
T'ANG: The Heir A p p a r e n t � N i n e Directorates of Horse 
Pasturages, apparently a single consolidated agency under 
the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) that maintained 
the herds of horses and cattle from which the establishment 
of the Heir Apparent was supplied; headed by 2 Aides 
(ch'eng), rank 8a; apparently established after the mid-700s, 
perhaps rcplacing the Stables Offîce (chiu-mu shu) of the 
Heir Apparent�s ta f f . RR: les neuf directions des élevages 
de I'héritier du trône ‘ 

7442 tŭng-kūng liù-fú 東宮六傅 
Six Mentors of the Eastern Palace, an unofficial collec-
tive reference to the t'ai-tzu san-shih (Three Preceptors of 

the Heir Apparent) and the t'ai-tzu san-shao (Three Junior 
Counselors of the Heir Apparent). 

7443 tŭng-kūngpīn-k9ò 東宮賓客 
HAN-N-S DIV (Chin): Adviser to the Eastern Palace, a 
quasiofficial designation for an eminent court official, sig-
nifying his responsibility to counsel the Heir Apparent. Cf. 
t'ai-tzu pin-k'o. P67. 

7444 tūng'kūng săn-shăo 東宮三少 
Common unofficial variant of t'ai-tzu san-shao (Three 
Junior Counselors of the Heir Apparent). 

7445 tŭng-kŭng sān-shīh 東宮三師 
Conunon unofficial variant of t'ai-tzu san-shih (Three Pre-
ceptors of the Heir Apparent). 

7446 tūng-kŭng sărt'i'ài 東宮三太 
Three Grand Attendants in the Eastern Palace: collec-
tive reference to the nominally substantive but actually hon-
orific posts called Grand Preceptor of the Heir Apparent 
{t'ai-tzu t'ai-shih), Grand Mentor of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-
tzu t'ai-fu), and Grand Guardian of the Heir Apparent (t'ai-
tzu t'ai-pao). 

7447 tŭng-mén ch，â-sð ssû 東門取索司 
SUNG: Tolls Office at the East Gate (?)’ a unit of the 
Palace Eunuch Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng); function not 
clear. SP: bureau de la reclamation de porte de Vest. 

7448 tŭng-pù wèi 東部尉 
HAN: Commandant, of the Metropolitan Police, East 
Sector, one, rank 400 bushels, under the Metropolitan 
Commandant (ssu-li hsiao-wei) in Later Han, responsible 
for police supervision of the eastern quadrant of the dy-
nastic capital，Loyang. See tso-pu (Left Sector), kuang-pu 
wei. P20. 

7449 tŭng sān shĕng 東三省 
CH’ING: Three Eastern Provinces，quasiofficial collec-
tive reference to the Provinces of Feng-t'ien, Kirin, and 
Heilungkiang, comprising what Westerners commonly call 
Manchuria; administered by one Governor-general (tsung-
tu) with status as Manchu General (chiang-chiin). 

7450 tŭng shàng kó-mén 東上閤門 
SUNG-CHIN: Palace Audience Gate of the East; see un-
der shang ko-men (Palace Audience Gate). SP: porte du 
pavilion supérieur de Vest, bureau des cérémonies de 
félicitation. P33. 

7451 tūng-shíh 東使 
(1) East Commissioner: may be found in any period re-
ferring to an east-west or a north-south-east-west differ-
entiation among officials delegated from the dynastic cap-
ital with functions possibly clarified by prefixes. (2) T'ANG: 
Commissioner for the Eastern Pasturages, an official of 
the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu) delegated to 
establish new horse pasturages or to inspect existing Di-
Tectorates of Horse Pasturages (mu-chien) in the eastern parts 
of North China. This assignment was apparently discontin-
ued in mid-T'ang. See yen-chou shih. RR: commissaire 
impérial (aux élevages) de Vest. 

7452 tāng'SSū 東司 
CH'ING: Eastern Office, one of 8 units in the Rear Sub-
section (hou-so) of the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-i 
wei), headed by a Director (chang-yin yŭn-hui shih), rank 
4a. BH: eastern section. 

7453 tŭng't'ái 東臺 
T^ANG: Eastern Tower, official redesignation from 662 to 
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670 of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng); also an unofficial 
reference to a Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu) stationed in 
the Eastern Capital, Loyang. See lìu-t'ai. RR: tribunal de 
Vest. P3，18. 

7454 tûng-t’ái skè-jén 東臺舍人 
T'ANG: Supervising Secretary of the Chancellery (men-
hsia sheng) f official redesignation from 661 to 670 of chi-
shih-chung (Supervising Secretary), apparently to provide 
symmetry with the title Secretariat Drafter (chung-shu she-
jen). P19. 

7455 tŭng-t'óu 東頭 
SUNG: unofficial reference to the Express Courier Office 
(ch'ŭ-shih yuan) in the Institute of Academicians (hsueh-
shih yuan). P23. 

7456 tăng'tū yŭàn 東都苑 
T'ANG: Imperial Parks at the Eastern Capita! (Loyang), 
collective reference to 4 agencies of the Court of the Na-
tional Granaries (ssu-nung ssu) that were so prefixed, namely, 
the Directorates of the West Imperial Park (hsi-mien chien) 
and the North, East, and South Imperial Parks. RR: direc-
tion du côté ... des pares de la capitale de Vest. 

7457 tūng-ts'áo 冬曹 
T’ANG~CH’ING: lit., (member of) the winter section: un-
official reference to a Vice Minister (shih-lang) of the 
Ministry of Works (kung-pu); see tung-kuan (Ministry of 
Works). 

7458 tūng-ts'áo 東曹 
Eastern Section. (1) HAN: one of a dozen or more Sec-
tions {ts'ao) under the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-wei�and prob-
ably also under the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang) in 
the central government, headed by an Administrator (yuan-
shih), rank =400 bushels; managed fiscal affairs for which 
their superiors were responsible. HB: bureau of the east. 
P12. (2) TANG: unofficial reference to the Ministry of Per-
sonnel (lì-pu). 

7459 tŭng^ŭi 東推 
T’ANG: East Surveillance Jurisdiction, one of 2 jurisdic-
tions defined for censorial surveillance; see under ssu-t'ui 
yu-shih (Four Surveillance Censors). RR: examen judi-
ciaire des affaires de Vest. 

7460 tŭng.yĕk 東冶 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： Eastern Mint, one of several coin-
producing agencies，each with a Director (ling) or an Aide 
(ch'eng) in charge, under the Chamberlain for the Palace 
Revenues (shao-fu); see yeh. P16. 

7461 tûng-yŭàn 東院 
SUNG: East Bureau. (1) Abbreviation of shen-kuan tung-
ytian (East Bureau of Personnel Evaluation); see under shen-
kuan yuan. (2) A term apparently used in early Sung on 
some seals authorized for the Bureau of Military Affairs 
(shu-mi yuan) in contrast to others marked West Bureau 
(hsi-yūan)t although the terms had no relevance to the or-
ganizational structure of the unified Bureau. 

7462 tŭng-yŭán chiàng 東園匠 
HAN-N-S DIV (Chin): Carpenter of the Eastern Park， 
number not clear; craftsmen specially skilled at making cof-
fins and other goods for sacrificial and mourning uses, on 
the staff of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-
fu); headed by a Director (ling) with an Aide (ch'eng). HB: 
artisans of the eastern garden. P14, 37. 

7463 tŭng-yuán chŭ-chăng 東園主章 
HAN: Woodsman of the Eastern Park , number not clear; 

craftsmen skilled at working with large timbers for con-
struction, headed by a Director (ling) with an Aide (ch'eng); 
under the Chamberlain for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso 
shao-fu). Redesignated mu-kung in 104 B.C. HB: prefect 
of large timbers for the eastern garden. P14. 

7464 t'áng 同 
TANG-CH'ING: Associate or Jointly, a prefix generally 
indicating that an official already serving in one post had 
been assigned, additionally, to take part in the work of an-
other post; normally more prestigious than/ií (Vice). S P : -
adjoint. 

7465 t'ŭng 統 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Controller, 2nd executive’ after the 
Contì*oller-in-chief (ta-t'ung), in the Office for the Clarifi-
cation of Buddhist Profundities (chao-hsŭan yuan). May be 
found in other offices of the era. P17. 

7466 t'ŭng-chāng shŭ 通章署 
N-S DIV (Chin): Communications Office, apparently a 
palace agency that accepted memorials, headed by a mili-
tary officer; but sources are not clear. P21. 

7467 t'ūng-chèng shih ssŭ 通政使司 
MING-CH*ING: Office of Transmission, an autonomous 
central government agency responsible for receiving, reg-
istering in ledgers, and presenting in audience all memo-
rials submitted from throughout the empire; to some extent 
had “veto” (see feng~pó) power to reject memorials con-
sidered improper either in form or in substance. Headed by 
a Commissioner (shih), rank 3a’ in Ch'ing one each Man-
chu and Chinese. Principal aides were Vice Commissioners 
(t'ung-cheng till 1748, then JU-shih�’ 4a, and Assistant 
Commissioners (ts'an-i), 5a. For about a decade from 1379, 
the staff also incorporated Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-
chung). Also see t'ung-chin ssu. BH: transmission office. 
P21. 

7468 t'ŭng chēng-yMn 同正負 
T'ANG: lit.，the same as a regular official: Supplementary 
Official, a category of officials with status between those 
designated Regular Officials (cheng-yŭan) and those des-
ignated Supernumeraries (yiian-wai), Regular referring to 
those officials within the total staff quota of 730 (640? 643?) 
deemed sufficient early in the dynasty; created in the 650s 
with the provision that Supplementary Officials should draw 
the same pay as Regular Officials but receive no income 
from Office Lands (chih-t'ien). RR: fonctionnaire assimilé 
aux réguliers. 

7469 i9
ŭng-chèng yŭàn 通政院 

YŭAN: Bureau of Transmission, an agency of the Min-
istiy of War (ping-pu) that supervised operation of the postal 
relay system; created in 1276 through reorganization of the 
earlier office of the Controller-general of Postal Relay Sta-
tions (chu-chan tu t'ung-ling shih), subsequently one estab-
lished at each capital, Ta-tu and Shang-tu; from 1292 to 
1303 there was a Chiang-nan Branch Bureau (Jen-yuan). 
Headed by one or more Commissioners (shih), rank 2b. 
P12’ 17. 

7470 t'ŭng-ch'iên 同簽 
SUNG-YUAN: lit., cosignatory: Deputy, a variant of t'ung 
(Associate, Jointly). SP: co-signataire. 

7471 t'úng-chīh 同知 
(1) SUNG-MING: Associate Administrator or Associate, 
common designation for a secondary executive official in 
an agency headed by an Administrator (chih). SP: chargé 
conjointement, assistant, administrateur-adjoint, coadmi-
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nistrateur. PI ’ 3，5’ 12’ 21 ’ e t c . � YúAN~CH,ING: Vice 
Prefect, 2nd executive in a Prefecture {fu, in Yuan also 
chou), assistant to a Prefect (chih-Ju); rank 6a to 7a in Yiian, 
5a in Ming and Ch'ing; in Ch'ing prefixed in many ways 
to indicate specialized functions. BH: first class sub-pre-
fect. P32, 53, 60. (3) MING: Vice Magistrate in a Sub-
prefecture (chou), rank 6b, assisting a Subprefectural Mag-
istrate (chih-chou). P53, 54. (4) CITING: Subprefectural 
Magistrate, rank 5a, head of a Subprefecture (í'jf/i^). BH: 
sub-prefect. 

7472 fŭng-chìh 統制 
SUNG: Commander-general, in S. Sung a commqn des-
ignation for leaders of armies; less prestigious than Su-
preme Commandant {tu t'ung-chih), more so than Com-
mander-general {t'ung-ling). SP: commandant général, 
gouverneur militaire général. 

7473 eūng-chíh láng 通直郞 
SUI-SUNG: Court Gentleman for Comprehensive Duty, 
prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 6b. P68. 

7474 fŭng-chíh săn-chì ch9áng-shìh 
通直散騎常侍 

N-S DIV (N. Ch'i, Chou): Senior Recorder for Compre-
hensive Duty, common designation for officials who, in 
addition to their regular functions, were specially assigned 
to participate in compilation of the Imperial Diary {ch'i-chŭ 
chu); a common variant was t'ung-chih san-chi shih-lang. 
Also see under san-chi ch'ang-shih. P24. 

7475 t'áng Mn-shìh ch'ŭ-shēn 同進 士出身 
SUNG-CH'ING: lit” to enter service (ch'u-sken) with sta-
tus equal to Presented Scholar or Metropolitan Graduate (both 
chin-shih): Associate Metropolitan Graduate, categorical 
designation of those new chin-shih who ranked in the low-
est group (chia) of passers of the Palace Examination (tien-
shih, t'ing-shih). Cf. chin-shih chi-ti (Metropolitan Grad-
uate with Honors), chin-shih ch'u-shen (Regular Metropol-
itan Graduate). 

7476 t'ŭng-chìn ssŭ 通進司 
SUNG—LIAO: Memorial-forwarding Office, an agency 
of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) staffed principally with 
Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung), through whom 
memorials from throughout the empire were passed to the 
Emperor and his rescripts were distributed to appropriate 
agencies; also maintained the Emperor*s files. Exercised 
“veto” (seefeng-po) powers over both incoming and out-
going documents, returning them for reconsideration if 
deemed inappropriate either in form or in substance. Orig-
inally, in early Sung, separate from the Office of Trans-
mission (yin-t'ai ssu), witìi which it shared its functions in 
some way not clear; soon the two were combined in the 
t'ung-chin yin-fai ssu, normally abbreviated as t'ung-chin 
ssu. Headed by an Administrator (chih; to know, etc.). SP: 
office de la réception des rapports. P21. 

7477 f ŭ u t c A ì / i j í u - f i í i ísû 通進銀臺司 
SUNG: Memorial-forwarding Office, a combination of 
the names t'ung-chin ssu and yin-t'ai ssu; see under fung-
chin ssu, the normal abbreviation. P21. 

7478 t9
ŭng ch'ŭ-shēn 同出身 

SUNG: abbreviation of t'ung chin-shih ch'u-shen (Assod* 
ate Metropolitan Graduate). 

7479 t9
ŭng-chuăn 同轉 

CH'ING: abbreviated reference to a Deputy Salt Control-
ler (yen-yŭn ssu yiin-t'ung); also see chuan-yŭn shih. 

7480 t，úng chūng-shŭ mén-hsià p'íng-chāng 
shih同中書門下平章事 

T'ANG-SUNG: jointly Manager of Affairs with the Sec-
retariat-Chancellery ,designation of central government 
dignitaries who, in addition to their regular functions, par-
ticipated in deliberations in the Administration Chamber 
(cheng-shih î'ang) as Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang). Also 
seep'ing-chang shih. RR: fonctionnaire chargé d'examiner 
et régler les affaires avec les présidents du département du 
grand secrétariat impérial et du département de la chart-
cellerie impériale. SP: premier ministre chargé ... (as RR). 
P3. 

7481 t'úng chŭng-shŭ mén-hsià sán-p'ĭn 
同中書門下三品 

T'ANG: Cooperating with Third Rank Officials of the 
Secretariat-Chancellery, designation added to the regular 
title of an official, usually an executive of the Department 
of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng), who additionally was 
assigned or authorized to participate in the deliberations at 
the Administration Chamber {cheng-shih t'ang) as a Grand 
Councilor (tsai-hsiang). RR: Végal des fonctionnaires du 
troisième degré des départements du grand secrétariat 
impérial et de la chancellerie impériale, P2. 

7482 fŭng-chŭn 統軍 or t'ŭng-chŭnfŏ 府 
Commander-general. (1) T’ANG: head of the Personal 
Guard Garrison (ch'in-chŭn Ju) in each Princely Establish-
ment (wang-fu). (2) T'ANG: head of each Commander-gen-
erars Garrison (t'ung-chun fu), from 624 to 636 the basic 
unit in the Garrison Militia (fu-ping) organization; also see 
fu (Garrison). (3) T'ANG: from 787 (784?)，2nd executive 
officer in each of the Imperial Armies {chin-chŭn) that con-
stituted the Northern Command (pei-ya), rank 3a 1; under 
the 2 or 3 Generals-in-chief {ta chiang-chŭn), 2a2, and above 
the 3 Generals (chiang-chŭn)，3a2, in the normal command 
echelon. (4) SUNG: apparently perpetuated the nomencla-
ture of T*ang's Imperial Armies, though not the reality ex-
cept possibly in the earliest Sung years; the appointment 
seems to have been a sinecure for an imperial relative or 
favorite. See liu chŭn, liu t'ung-chŭn. RR+SP: directeur 
d'armée. P43. 

7483 fŭng-chŭn shĭh 統軍使 
LIAO: Army Commander, one of the titles used for he-
reditary chieftains of Tribal Armies (pu-tsu chŭn). 
7484 t’ŭng*fĕng tà-fŭ 通•大夫 
SUNG-CH'ING: Grand Master for Thorough Service, 
prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 3b in Sung 
and Chin, thereafter 2b. P68. 

7485 t'ŭng-hóu 通侯 
HAN: lit” all-pervading Marquis: Grandee of the Twen-
tieth Order, the highest of 20 titles of honorary nobility 
(chŭeh) conferred on meritorious subjects; changed from 
ch'e-hou by Emperor Wu (r. 141-87 B.C.). P65. 

7486 t'ŭng'hsiá Uăng4 mà-ch'áng tsŭng-kuàn 
統轄兩翼牧場總管 

CH'ING: Supervisor-in-chief in Command of Pastur-
ages in the Two Pasturelands, general controller of the 
imperial horse herds in Mongolia; see under liang-i (Two 
Pasturelands). P31. 

7487 t'ŭng'hsŭân yŭàn 通玄院 
TANG: Office of Celestial Understanding, from 758 a 
unit in the Bureau of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien t'ai) staffed with 
non-official specialists; its function was presumably to in-
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terpret celestial irregularities as omens. RR: cour de la 
pénétration céleste. 

7488 t'ŭng-ì láng 通議郞 
SUI: Court Gentleman for Thorough Counsel, prestige 
title (san-kuan) for rank 6b 1 officials. P68. 

7489 Piíiig-isWí/fg-sWA 同議省事 
YIJAN: Associate Consultant in the Secretariat {chung-
shu sheng) created temporarily in 1267; further details are 
not clear. P4. 

7490 t'ūng-ì tà-fŭ 通議大夫 
SUI-CHTOG: Grand Master for Thorough Counsel, 
prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 4a through 
Chin, 3a in Ming and Ch'ing. P68. 

7491 t9
ŭngrkfò ssū 通課司 

MING: early Ming variant of skui-k'o ssu (Commercial Tax 
Office), attached to Prefectures (ju), Subprefectures (chou)r 
and Districts (hsien). P53, 54, 62. 

7492 fŭng-kuân 通官 
CH'ING: Interpreter, 8 ranging from ranks 6 to 8 on the 
staff of the Interpreters and Translators Institute {hui-t'ung 
ssu~i kuan). BH: interpreter. P l l . 

7493 fûng-kuān 銅官 
HAN: Copper Factory, a copper-producing agency lo-
cated in Tan-yang Commandery, modern Anhwei Province; 
produced copper for coinage, presumably under the general 
supervision, successively, of the Chamberlain for the Pal: 
ace Revenues (shao-fu) y the Commandant of the Imperial 
Gardens (shui-heng íu-wei), and finally the Chamberlain for 
the National Treasury (ta ssu-nung). HB: offíce of copper. 
P16. 

7494 tf
ŭng4ĭng 統領 

Commander-general. (1) SUNG: in S. Sung a common 
designation for leaders of armies; less prestigious than both 
tu fung-chih (Supreme Commandant) and t'ung-chih (also 
Commander-general). SP: directeur militaire général. (2) 
CH'ING: designation of the head of a Brigade (ying) com-
prised of members of the Inner Banners (nei-ch'i) who were 
not Imperial Guardsmen (shih-wei ch'in-chŭn); rank 3a then 
2a. BH; captain-general. 

7495 t'ŭng-mă ūng 桐馬令 
HAN: Director of the Imperial Mares, one of the nu-
merous subordinates of the Chamberlain for the Imperial 
Stud (t'ai-p'u), rank 600 bushels; title changed from chia-
ma ling in 104 B.C. BH: prefect of tìie mare milkers. P31. 

7496 t，úng-p，àn 同判 
SUNG-CHIN: Deputy or Vice Minister, a variant of t'ung 
(Associate, Jointly). SP: chargé de, chargé des affaires’ 
vice-commissaire. 

7497 t'ŭng-p'àn 通判 
(1) SUNG: Controller-general, in early Sung decades a 
central government official delegated to serve as resident 
overseer of the work of a Prefect (chih-chou), with the right 
to submit memorials concerning prefectural affairs without 
the knowledge of the Prefect; no document issued by the 
Prefect was considered valid without being countersigned 
by the Controller-general. Some appointees were similarly 
delegated to Defense Commands (chen). Also known as a 
Prefectural Supervisor {chìen-chou). After the earliest dec-
ades, the appointment became regularized as a Vice Prefect 
but remained a duty assignment rather than a regular post 
(kuan). SP: administrateur, vice-administrateur, vice-préfet. 

P53. (2) MING~€H’ING: Assistant Prefect, number vari-
able, rank 6a, 3rd executive official of a Prefecture ifxì) 
after the Prefect (chih-fu) and Vice Prefects (t'ung-chih); 
commonly had narrowly specified functional assignment 
indicated by prefixes. BH: second class sub-prefect. P53. 
(3) CH'ING: Subprefectural Magistrate, head of a Sub-
prefecture (t'ing), rank 6a. BH: assistant sub-prefect. P53. 
Cf. t'ung-p'an (Deputy, Vice Minister), p'an-kuan (Admin-
istrative Assistant). 

7498 t’úngp’íng-ckāng chŭn-kuó chàng-shìh 
同平章車國重事 

SUNG: Jointly Manager of Important National Affairs, 
one of many designations of central government dignitaries 
who, in addition to their regular functions, participated in 
deliberations at the Administration Chamber (cheng-shih 
t'ang) as Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang). SP: ministre des 
affaires d'état ìmportantes. P3. 

7499 t'ŭng p'íng-chăng shih 同平章事 
T'ANG-SUNG: abbreviation of t'ung chung-shu men-hsia 
p'ing-chang shih (Jointly Manager of Affairs with the 
Secretariat-Chancellery)； also see p'ing-chang shih. P3. 

7500 t'ŭng sán-p'ĭn 同三品 
T'ANG: abbreviation of t'ung chungshu men-hsia san-p'in 
(Cooperating with Third Rank Officials of the Secre-
tariat-Chancellery) . 

7501 t'ŭng-shēng 童生 
MING-CH'ING: Confucian Apprentice, quasiofficial des-
ignation of a candidate for a civil service recruitment ex-
amination who had never been a student in a state school; 
in Ch’ing the status required certification in a preliminary 
examination given by a District Magistrate (chih-hsien). Cf. 
ju-t'ung, wen-t'ung. 

7502 eŭng-shíh 彤史 
T'ANG-SUNG: Recorder of Imperial Intercourse (?)，one 
or 2 palace women, rank 6a in T'ang, 7a in Sung, attached 
to the Ritual Receptions Office (ssu-tsan ssu); functions arc 
not clearly described in the sources, but attention has tra-
ditionally been drawn to commentaries on a passage con-
cerning a red tube (t'ung-kuan) in the ancient Classic of 
Songs (Shih-ching), where it occurs as a love token, so that 
the t'ung-shih has been understood to be the keeper of rec-
ords about which paìace ladies slept with the Emperor at 
what times, and about the progress of their pregnancies. 
RR: femme secrétaire au tube rouge. 

7503 eŭng-shìh 通事 
LIAO-CH'ING: Interpreter^clerk, nonnally unranked, 
found in both central government and territorial units of all 
sorts in Liao, Chin, and especially Yiian; thereafter regu-
larly established only in the Interpreters Institute {hui-t'ung 
kuan). BH: interpreter. P5，11’ 12，13’ 15’ 18, 19’ etc. 

7504 t'ūng-shìh chien 通市監 
T*ANG: briefly in 685 the official variant of hu-shih chien 
(Directorate of Tributary Trade). 

7505 eŭng-shìh láng 通事郞 
N-S DIV: Vice Director of úíe Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), 
a title alternating with shih-lang and p'u-yeh, qq.v. P2, 5. 
7506 t'ŭng-shìh láng 通仕郞 
SUNG: Gentleman for Thorough Service, prestige title 
(san-kuan) for rank 8b civil officials till c. 1117, then re-
placed by Gentleman for Governmental Participation (ts'ung-
cheng lang). P68. 
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7507 t，ŭng-shìk shè-jén 通事舍人 
N-S DIV (Chin)-MING: Secretarial Receptionist, middle 
or lower-level officials responsible principally for the han-
dling of incoming memorials and outgoing imperial pro-
nouncements in the early Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), co-
existing or alternating with Secretariat Drafters (chung-shu 
she-jen). Especially powerful in Ch'i, when the 4 appoin-
tees were known collectively as the Four Households (ssu 
hu) and each controlled an office called a Department 
(sheng). In T'ang the title was increasingly attached to the 
function of introducing personages in court audience, and 
came into use in the establishment of the Heir Apparent as 
well as in the Secretariat. In Sung and Chin the title was 
also used in the Office for Audience Ceremonies (ko~men); 
in Yŭan and early Ming it remained solely in use in the 
Palace Ceremonial Office (shih-i ssu). Rank 7b from T'ang 
to Yuan, 9b in early Ming. See she-jen, t'ung-shih yeh-che. 
RR; introducteur des visiteurs et des affaires aux audi-
ences. SP: introducteur des visiteurs et chargé des affaires 
aux audiences. P2, 11, 21, 26, 33. 

75fll8 t'ūng-shìh shìh-láng 通事侍郞 
N-S DIV: variant of úi明-shih lang (Vice Director in the 
developing Secretariat, chung-shu sheng), 
7509 通事都尉 
N-S DIV; variant of t'ung-shih lang (Vice Director in the 
developing Secretariat, chung-shu sheng). 

7510 t'ŭng-shìh yèh-chĕ 通事謁者 
SUI-T'ANG: Ceremonial Receptionist, 20，rank not clear, 
established in the Tribunal of Receptions (yeh-che t'ai) by 
combining the prior posts of Receptionists (yeh-che) and 
Secretarial Receptionists {t'ung-shih she-jen); in 621 super-
seded in a revival of the title Secretarial Receptionist. P l l , 
21, 33. 

7511 t9
ŭng-shŏu 通守 

(1) SUI: Vice Governor of a Commandery (chŭn), prin-
cipal assistant to the Governor (t'ai-shou); rank not clear. 
P49, 53. (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Assistant 
Prefect (t'ung-p'art). 

7512 t'ŭng-shŭ 統署 
MING-CH'ING: unofficial reference to an Office Man-
ager (ssu-wu; see ssu-wu t'ing). 

7513 t'ŭng'tào hsŭéh 通道學 
T'ANG: lit., school for understanding the (Taoist) Way; in 
743 a new name granted Taoist Schools {ch'ung-hsŭan hsŭeh) 
at the Prefecture (chou) level. 
7514 t'úng tūng-hsī t'ái sān-p'în 

同東西臺三品 
T'ANG: Cooperating with Third Rank Offícials of the 
Eastern and Western Towers, briefly from 662 a variant 
of t'ung chung-shu men-hsia san-p'in (Cooperating with Third 
Rank Officials of the Secretariat-Chancellery), one of the 
designations used for Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang), when 
the Chancellery and Secretariat were known, respectively, 
as the Eastern and Western Towers. RR: I'égal des fonc-
tionnaires du troisième degré des départements de la chart-
cellerie impériale et du grand secrétariat impériaL 

7515 /，tí/^-w^« ifciiáii 同文館 
SUNG: Korean Relations Institute in the Court of State 
Ceremonial {hung-lu jjw); headed by a Commissioner (ta-
shih). SP; bureau des relations diplomatiques avec la Corée • 
Pl l . 
7516 t，ŭng-wén ssù 同文寺 
(1) T'ANG: Court of Diplomatic Relations, from 662 to 

671 the official variant of hung-lu ssu (Court of State Cer-
emonial). P17, 33. (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to the 
Court of Colonial AfTairs {li-fan yuan). 

7517 t'ŭng-yéh ch'áng 銅冶場 
WAN: Copper Smelter, 3 established in copper-produc-
ing areas to prepare copper for being cast into coins, under 
the Supervisorate-in-chief of Coinage (pao-ch'ŭan tu t'i-chŭ 
ssu); each headed by a Superintendent (t'i-ling), rank 8a, 
with the aid of a Commissionèr (ta-shih)y 8b. P16. 
7518 t'ūng-yĭn ssā 通引司 
SUNG: Reception Office staffed by unranked suboffícials 
in the Censorate (yū-shih t'ai), the headquarters of Kaifeng 
Prefecture {fu), and no doubt other agencies as well. SP: 
bureau des huissiers. 

7519 tzŭ 子 
Viscount: throughout history a title of nobility (chiieh), 
normally 5th highest of 6 standard titles, following Prince 
(wang), Duke (kung), Marquis (hou), and Earl (po) and 
preceding Baron (nan). See chŭn~tzu, hsien-tzu, k'ai-kuo tzu. 
Cf. t'ai-tzu, shih-tzu. RR+SP: vicomte. BH: viscount. P64, 
65. 

7520 tzŭ-àn yu-shĭh 紫案御史 
T'ANG: lit. ’ Censor (yŭ-shih) of the purple table; derivation 
not clear: unofficial reference to a Palace Censor (tien-
chung shih yii'Shih). 
7521 ízù-ch9én 自陳 
MING; Self-appraisal，designation of statements submitted 
by officials of the 4th and higher ranks during the capital 
evaluation (ching-ch'a) that was conducted every 6th year 
by the Ministry of Personnel (li-pu); submitted in lieu pf 
evaluations initiated by the Ministry, such statements often 
gave censorial and other officials opportunities to denounce 
powerful court dignitaries. 
7522 tzŭ-chèng ch9īng 資政卿 
MING: from 1398 to 1402 only, the official variant des-
ignation of Ministers (shang-shu) of Ministries (pu). P68. 

7523 tzū-chèng chung tà-fū 資政中大夫 
MING: from 1398 to 1402 only, the official variant of lang-
chung (Director) in a Bureau {ch'ing-li ssu) of a Ministry 
(pu). P68. 
7524 tzū-chèng tà-fŭ 資政大夫 
(1) CHIN-CH'ING: Grand Master for Assisting toward 
Good Governance, prestige title {san-kuan) for civil of-
fícials of rank 3a in Chin, 2a thereafter. P68. (2) MING: 
from 1398 to 1402 only, the official variant of yŭan-wai 
lang (Vice Director) in a Bureau (ch'ing-li ssu) of a Min-
istry (pu). P68. 

7525 tzŭ-ckèng tièn 資政殿 
SUNG: Hall for Aid in Governance, a palace building to 
which former Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang) and other dig-
nitaries of long court service were appointed as Academi-
cians (hsŭeh-shìh) and Grand Academicians (ta hsŭeh-shih). 
P3, 23, 

7526 tzā-chèngyă'ch'īng 資政亞卿 
MING: from 1398 to 1402 only, the official variant des-
ignation of Vice Ministers (shih-lang) of Ministries (pu). 
P68. 

7527 tzū-chìh shăo-yin 資治少尹 
MING: Vice Governor Assisting in Administration, a merit 
title (hsŭn) awarded to favored rank 3b officials. P65. 
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7528 tzŭ-chìhyín 資治尹 
MING; Governor Assisting in Administration, a merit ti-
tle (hsŭn) awarded to favored rank 3a officials. P65. 
7529 feū-ìcAán-stóA 諮議軍事 
SUNG: Military Consultant, number not fixed, staff 
members in a Superior Area Command (îa tu-tu fu), SP: 
conseiller des affaires militaires. 

7530 tzū4 kuān 諮議官 
Adviser. (1) CHIN: number not fixed, rank 9a, members 
of the Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien yŭan). 
P25. (2) MING: until 1376 a staff member in a Princely 
Establishment (wang-fu). P69. (3) May be encountered as 
a variant of tzu-i ts'an-chun-shih (Administrative Adviser). 

7531 tsā-ì ts’ān-chān-skìk讓議參軍事or tzu-i 
N-S DIV (Chin)-YûAN: Administrative Adviser, appar-
ently a general assistant to the administrative head of a 
Princely Establishment (wang-fu); rank 5a 1 in T’ang，5b in 
Yŭan, not clear for other periods. RR-fSP: administrateur 
conseiller d'un prince. P69. 

7532 tzŭ-jèn àn 資任案 
SUNG: Appointments Section in the Bureau of Evalua-
tions (k'ao-kung ssu) of the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu); 
staffing not clear. SP: bureau des états de service, 

7533 tzū'V&o ssŭ 資考司 
CHIN: Bureau of Evaluations, one of only 2 agencies that 
actively conducted the work of the Ministry of Personnel 
(lì-pu); headed by a Secretary (chu-shih), rank 7b. P5. 
7534 tzŭ-kó 紫閣 
T'ANG: Purple Hall, unofficial reference to the Secretariat 
{chung-shu sheng). 
7535 tzŭ-shàn 資善 
MING: Assister toward Goodness; see under tzu-te yŭan. 
7536 tzŭ-shàn k’ù 資書庫 
YUAN: lit., treasury for assisting toward (i.e., encourag-
ing) goodness: Treasury for coins and silks in the Com-
mission for Buddhist and Tibetan Affairs (hsiian-cheng yŭan) 
at Peking, headed by an Overseer (ta-lu-hua-ch'ih) and a 
Supervisor (t'i-chŭ), rank 5b. P17. 
7537 tzŭ-shàn tà-fū 資善大夫 
CHIN-MING: Grand Master for Assisting toward 
Goodness, prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 
3a in Chin，2a in Yiian and Ming. P68. 
7538 tzŭ-shàn t’án乡資書堂 
SUNG: lit., hall for assisting toward goodness: School for 
the Heir Apparent, part of the establishment called the 
Eastern Palace (tung-kung); included an Elementary School 
(hsiao-hsŭeh); apparently educated all sons of the reigning 
Emperor. SP: salle d'études de I'héritier du trône. 

7539 tzŭ-shĕng chiēn 孳生監 
SUNG: Directorate of Horse Breeding in the Court of the 
Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu); staffing not clear. SP: direction 
d'élevage des chevaux. 
7540 tzŭ-té 資德 
MING: Assister toward Virtue; see under tzu-te yŭan. 
7541 tzŭ-té tò-fŭ 資德大夫 
CHIN-MING: Grand Master for Assisting toward Vir-
tue, prestige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 3a 
in Chin, 2ŭ in Yuan and Ming. P68. 
7542 tzŭ-té yŭàn 資德院 
MING: lit., office for assisting toward virtue: School for 

the Heir Apparent in the Household Administration of the 
Heir Apparent {chan-shih fu), headed by an Assister toward 
Virtue (tzu-te) and 2 Assisters toward Goodness (tzu-shan). 
P26. 

7543 tzŭ-wéi kó 紫薇閣 
CH'ING: lit., hall of the purple myrtle, deriving from the 
name of a celestial constellatiop consictered favorable to-
ward construction projects: unofficial reference to the Cen-
tral Drafting Office (chung-shu k'ó) attached to the Grand 
Secretariat (nei-ko). 

7544 tzŭ-wéì láng 紫薇郎 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Drafter {chung-shu she-
jen) of the Central Drafting Office (chung-shu k'o); see un-
der tzu-wei ko. 

7545 tzŭ-wéi shĕng 紫微省 
Lit. meaning no doubt similar to that explained under tzu-
wei ko. (1) T’ANG: from 713 to 717 the official variant 
designation of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng). P3. (2) 
MING: unofficial reference to a Provincial Administra-
tion Commission (ch'eng-hsuan pu-cheng shih ssu). 

7546 tzū-wŭ k9
ŭ 資武庫 

YùAN: Armory in the Household Service of the Heir Ap-
parent (ch'u-cheng yŭan), headed by a Superintendent (t'i-
tien) and a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank not clear 
but low. P26. 

7547 tzù-yáng chŭ 特羊局 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i): Ewes Service in the Sheep Office (ssu-
yang shu) of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). 
See t'e-yang chŭ (Rams Service). 
7548 tzŭ-yùng k，ù 資用庫 
YÛAN: Ready Access Storehouse of furs and leather goods 
established in 1265 in the Directorate of the Imperial Trea-
sury (t'ai-fu chien) y in 1273 transferred to the Directorate 
for Leather and Fur Manufactures (li-yung chien); headed 
by a Superintendent (t'i-tien)，rank 5a. P38. 
7549 tiŭ-yūân 紫垣 
T*ANG; lit., íie purple wall, referring to the celestial con-
stellation called the purple myrtle (see under tzu-wei ko): 
unofficial reference to the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng). 
7550 tz，ŭ�ltì àn 祠祭案 or tz，à-chì chá 局 
SUNG: Sacrifkes Section (an) or Sacrifices Service (chŭ), 
a unit of the Court of Imperial Sácrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu)\ 
staffed largely with Provisioners (kung-kuan). SP: service 
(an) des sacrifices, bureau (chŭ) des sacrifices. 
7551 tz9

ŭ-chì ch'īng-n ssū 祠祭淸吏司 
MING-CH'ING: Bureau of Sacrifices, one of 4 top-ech-
elon Bureaus {ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-pu)t 
in charge of arranging sacrífìcial rituals in conjunction with 
the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); headed by 
a Director (lang-chung)f rank 5a. BH: department of sac-
rifices. P9. 

7552 te’lí_c/íìsfcií 祠祭署 
MING-CH'ING: Sacrificial Office at each Imperial Mau-
soleum (ling) and at all major altars and temples in the dy-
nastic capital, each headed by a Sacrificer (feng-ssu)t rank 
7b; charged with maintaining proper sacrificial practices on 
the Emperor's behalf, under supervision of the Bureau of 
Sacrifices (tz'u-chi chHng-li WM) of the Ministry of Rites (li-
pu). P28, 29. 

7553 íz，ŭ-cWrt/wá 次金敍 
HAN: lit. meaning not clear: Estimator of weights and sizes 
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(of receipts?); organizational affiliation and specific func-
tions not clear. HB: appraiser. P14. 

7554 tz，ŭ-chá 磁局 
YUAN: Porcelain Service, a manufactory of fine porce-
iains established in'1278 at modem Ching-te-chen in lòangsi 
Province, under the Supervisorate-in-chief of Metal Work-
ers and Jewelers (chin-yū jen-ch iang tsung-kuan fu); staffed 
by non-officiai specialists, leadership not clear. 

7555 tz9à'fĕi 钦飛 
HAN: Duck Hunter, subordinates of the Chamberlain for 
the Palace Revenues (shao-fu) who shot ducks and geese 
in the capital parks for the Emperor's table and for sacri-
ficial uses; headed by a Director (ling); created in 104 B.C. 
by renaming tso-i. HB: sharpshooter. P37. 

7556 tz'ù-fēi 次妃 
CHOU-N-S DIV: Secondary Consort, unofficial collec-
tive reference to the wives of rulers other than the Queen 
or Empress (hou, huang-hou), who was called the Principal 
Consort (yŭan-fei). 

7557 tz'ŭ-fén sð 鄉墳所 
SUNG: Office for Sacrifices at the Grave, one established 
at each Imperial Mausoleum (ling) by the Court of Imperial 
Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu); particularly responsible for of-
ferings to deceased imperial consorts and concubines. SP: 
bureau des sacrifices pour les tombeaux impériaux. P29. 

7558 tz'à-fù 次傅 
Lit” secondaiy tutor: unofficial reference to a Junior Men-
tor (shao-fu), 
7559 tzfà-fâ 次府 
SUNG: Superior Prefecture, Second Class, categorical 
designation of Prefectures (ordinarily chou) in which prin-
cipal Circuits (lu) were headquartered, as distinguished from 
regular Superior Prefectures (fu), where dynastic capitals 
and other major cities were located. SP: capitale d'une 
province. 

7560 tz'ù-fŭ 次輔 
Lit., secondary bulwark: unofficial reference to any of the 
Three Solitaries (san ku), Cf. shou-fu (Principal Bulwark), 
t'ai~fu (Chief Bulwark of State), fu. 

7561 tz'ù-hsiàng 次相 
Li t , secondary minister. (1) Unofficial reference to any of 
the Three Solitaries (san ku). (2) HAN-SUNG: unofficial 
reference to a Censor-in-chlef (yŭ-shih ta-fu), deriving from 
his early Han status as general assistant to the Counselor-
in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang). (3) SUNG: quasiofficial reference 
to a Grand Academician of the Academy of Scholarly 
Worthies (chi-hsien tien ta hsŭeh-shih). SP: conseiller de 
deuxième catégorie. 

7562 tz'ŭ-k'à 磁庫 
CH*ING: Porcelain Storehouse, one of 6 warehouses or 
vaults of valuables constituting the Storage Office {kuang-
ch'u ssu) of the Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu). 
BH: porcelain store. 

7563 tz'á-lín 詞林 
SUNG-CH'ING: Forest of Fine Phrases, unofficial ref-
erence to the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). 

7564 tz9
ŭ-lŭ 祠祿 

SUNG: lit., stipend for worshipping: Temple Salary, des-
ignation of a category of appointments awarded to eminent 
court officials retiring from active service, carrying a sti-
pend and at least nominal responsibility for being imperial 

surrogates in worship at specified temples, monasteries, or 
other religious places. SP (tz'u-lu kuan): poke donné aux 
hauts fonctionnaires pensionnés. 

7565 iz’ú-miào shŭ 祠廟署 
T’ANG: Office of Temple Worship, one established at each 
of several imperial shrines devoted to culture heroes such 
as the legendary Yao, Shun, et al. of highest antiquity, the 
Chou dynasty's King Wen and King Wu, the founder of 
the Han dynasty, etc.; also one dedicated to the Fen River 
in Shansi, whose valley was the homeland of the T'ang 
ruling house. Each headed by a Director (ling), rank 7b or 
6b; under the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (fai-ch'ang ssu), 
RR: offices des temples et des temples des ancêtres. 

7566 tz'ŭ-pù 祠部 
(1) N-S DIV: Ministry of Sacrifices, írom San-kuo Wei 
tiirough N. Ch’i a recurrent name, alternating principally 
with i-ts'ao, for what ultimately became the Ministry of Rites 
(lĭ-pu), one of the principal Ministries of the Department 
of State Affairs (shangshu sheng); headed by a Minister 
(shang-shu); often called tz'u-pu ts'ao (Section for Sacri-
fices). Commonly incoiporated 3 or 4 subsidiary Sections 
(ts'ao), e.g., the Liang dynasty's tz'u-pu ts'ao (as above), 
i-ts'ao (Section for Minisby Affairs), chu-k'o ts'ao (Section 
for Receptions), tien-chung ts'ao (Section for Palace Af-
fairs). P9. (2) N-S DIV: Section for Sacrifices, recurrent 
name of a Section (ts'ao sometimes added as suffix) in the 
Ministry of Rites (i-ts'ao) or Ministry of Sacrifices (also 
tz'u-pu) in the developing Department of State Affairs; headed 
by a Director (lang, lang-chung). P9. (3) SUI-SUNG: Bu-
reau of Sacrifices, one of a standard array of 4 Bureaus 
(ssu sometimes added as suffix) in the Ministry of Rites (lĭ-
pu), headed by a Director {lang-chung), rank 5b in T'ang, 
6b in Sung; antecedent of íhe Ming-Ch'ing Bureau of Sac-
rifices {tz'u-chi ch'ing-li ssu). RR+SP: bureau des sacri-
fices. P9. (4) MING-CH?ING: unofficial reference to the 
Ministry of Rites (ir-pu). 
7567 tz9à-shĭh 刺史 
Lit., a clerk (shih, i.e., a Censor, yū-shih) who pokes, 
stimulates, criticizes. (1) HAN-SUI: Regional Inspector, 
from 106 B.C. a regular supervisory post intended to pro-
vide disciplinary surveillance over personnel in all units of 
territorial administration in a geographically prefixed Re-
gion (pu or chou); originally 13 delegated from among At-
tendant Censors (shih yŭ-shìh) under supervision of the Pal-
ace Aide to the Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng); from 
7 B.C. appointed only irregularly, alternating with more 
prestigious Regional Governors (mw), but endured into Sui. 
During the era of N-S Division (still irregularly alternating 
with mu) became regular administrators in the territorial hi-
erarchy, and proliferated so that at times a Region (chou) 
incorporated no more than 2 Commanderies (chiin), which 
in tum incorporated no more than 2 Districts (hsien); and 
those Regional Inspectors who became locally poweríùì were 
able to dominate neighboring Regions as Afjea Command-
ers-in-chief (tsung-kuan, tu-tu). To simplify the multi-lay-
ered tenitorìal hierarchy, the founder of Sui abolished 
Commanderies, leaving only the 2 levels of chou and hsien, 
here rendered Prefectures and Districts’ respectively. 
Throughout Han and into the early post-Han years, the Re-
gional Inspector ranked at 600 bushels; later in the era of 
N-S Division, he ranked from 2a down to 4a depending on 
the importance of his post. From Han times he had a staff 
of subordinates divided among function-specific Sections 
(ts'ao). HB: inspector. P50’ 52’ 53’ 54. (2) N-S DIV-SUNG: 
Regional Chief, a title commonly awarded important heads 
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of aboriginal tribes in South and Southwest China. P72. (3) 
SUI-CHIN: Prefect, head of a Prefecture (chou); in T’ang 
ranked from 3b to 4a depending on the size and population 
of his jurisdiction; in Sung and Chin uncommon, mostly 
replaced by chih-chou (Prefect), RR+SP: préfet. P50’ 52’ 
53’ 54. (4) CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Department 
Magistrate (chih-chou). 

7568 fe，û-sWfccAán 剌史郡 
CHIN: Commandery, designating an ordinary Comman-
dery (chŭn) headed by a Prefect (tz'u-shih), as distinguished 
from a Defense Commandery (fang-yū chŭn) headed by a 
Defense Commissioner (fang-yŭ shift). 

7569 tz'á'Shă 祠署 
TANG: variant of tz'u-miao shu (Office of Temple Wor-
ship). 

7570 tz'ŭ-ssù 祠祀 
HAN: Sacrificer, ritual specialists found in various agen-
cies; those most closely involved in palace rituals, headed 
by a Director (ling), were under the Chamberlain for Cer-
emonials (t'ai-ch'ang) in Former Han but in Later Han were 
transferred under the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues 
(shao-ýit); in Former Han the Director of Sacrifìcers was 
created in 144 B.C. to supersede the Great Supplicator (t'ai-
chu), then in 104 B.C. was in turn superseded by the Di-
rector of Temple Sacrifices (miao-ssu ling), only to be re-
vived in Later Han together with the Great Supplicator. The 
palace of the Empress also had a Director of Sacrifìcers, at 
least in Former Han; and Princedoms (wang-kuo) included 
Directors of Sacrifìcers (tz'u-ssu chang) on their staffs. The 
rank of such a Director ranged from 600 down to 400 bush-
els. HB (ling): prefect invocator, (chang:) chief invocator. 
P37, 69. 

7571 tz'ŭ-ts'áo 辭曹 
Complaints Section. (1) HAN: one of the clerical or ad-
ministrative staff units under the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-
hsiang) and the Defender-in-chief (t'ai-wei) in the central 
government; headed by an Administrator (yŭan-shih), rank 
=400 bushels; also occasionally found in Commanderies 
(chŭn); functions not clear. Cf. chŭeh-ts'ao (Judicial Sec-
tion). HB: bureau of statements. (2) SUNG: occasional un-
official (derisive?) reference to a Revenue Section (hu-ts'ao) 
in a Prefecture (chou) headquarters. 

7572 tz’ù-tùi kuăn 次動官 
T'ANG: lit., the next official to have a confrontation, i.e., 
imperial audience, after withdrawal of his superior: unof-
ficial reference to a Vice Censor-in-chief (yu-shih chung-
ch'eng). P18. 

7573 wài 外 
Outer, a prefix to official titles and agency names used 
throughout history in a pairing with (often implied) Inner 
(nei), to make distinctions between inside and outside the 
imperial palace，the dynastic capital, etc. In addition to the 
following entries, see under the nomenclature to which wai 
is prefixed. 

7574 wài-ch'á 外察 
MING: Outer Evaluation, an appraisal of all civil officials 
on duty outside the capital conducted eveiy 3rd year, cul-
minating in a great gathering of provincial and lower-level 
personnel in the capital for imperial audience, at which spe-
cial promotions, demotions, dismissals, and various other 
punishments were announced on the basis of deliberations 
principally involving the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) and 
the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan). See ta-chi (Great Reckoning). 

7575 wdi-cAàng/wíáo-tf 外帳小氐 
CHIN: Retainer of the Outer Chamber, 30 or so on the 
staff of the Palace Inspectorate-general (ĭien-ch'ien tu tien-
chien ssu), in 1172 retitled feng-chih (Steward). Also see 
hsiao-ti. P38. 

7576 wài-ch,áo 外朝 
Outer Court: from Former Han on, a common collective 
reference to the officialdom at large, originally under the 
unchallenged leadership of the Han Counselor-in-chief 
(ch'eng-hsiang), as distinguished from the Inner Court (nei-
ch'ao) comprising the Emperor and his family, imperial in-
laws, eunuchs, personal favorites, etc. For the importance 
of these concepts in history, see under nei-ch'ao. Also see 
wai-t'ing, nei-t'ing. 

7577 wài-ch'áo tà-jén kuăn 外朝大人官 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): lit., officials (chosen for service) in the 
Outer Court (from among the younger brothers and sons 
of) regional dignitaries: Attendants in the Outer Court, 
no fixed number, junior members of powerful families 
serving in court attendance; commonly dispatched as im-
perial messengers or envoys; participated in all great court 
ceremonies. Subordinate to 4 Directors of Palace Atten-
dants {nei-shih chang). P37. 

7578 wài-ch'ĕng 外丞 
HAN: variant of yŭ-shih wai-ch'eng (Outer Aide of the 
Censor-in-chief). Cf. chung-ch'eng, yii-shih chung-ch'eng 
(Palace Aide of the Censor-in-chief). P18. 

7579 wài chbpîng ts'áo 外騎兵曹 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Outer Section, designation of the cav-
alry, apparently in battle formation; distinguished from the 
Inner Section (nei pu-ping ts'ao) of infantry; presumably 
expected to enwrap the infantry in battle formation. 

7580 wài-chn 外戚 
Imperial In-laws: throughout history a reference to rela-
tives of rulers by marriage, ordinarily ennobled if not al-
ready of the nobility {chŭeh). Considered members of the 
Inner Court (nei-ch'ao, nei-fing), sometimes exercised great 
influence on rulers or even usurped the throne to found new 
dynasties. 

7581 wài-chn 外旗 
CH'ING: Outer Banners, collective reference to all Met-
ropolitan Bannermen (ching-ch'i) who were not members 
of the Imperial Bodyguard (ch'in-chùn ying), also known 
as the Inner Banners (nei-ch'i); in early Ch'ing constituted 
a large Cavalry Brigade (hsiao-chi ying) that was the main 
striking force of the Manchu army; remained in garrisons 
in and around the dynastic capital, supervised in annual ro-
tation by the Commanders-in-chief (tu-t'ung) of all the Ban-
ners (see pa ch'i). BH: outer banners, outer division. P44. 

7582 wài'Chiă 外家 
HAN: variant of wai-ch'i (Imperial In-laws). 

7583 wài-chiàng 外匠 
N-S DIV (Chou): Outer Artisan, number not specified, 
ranked as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih; 7a) and Ordinary 
Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a)，members of the Ministry of 
Works (tung-kuart) who were presumably in charge of car-
pentry work outside the imperial palace. P14. 

7584 wài-chiĕn 外監 
(1) SUNG-CHIN: Outer Directorate, one or more branches 
of the Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui chien)-, in Chin 
one prefixed East and one prefixed West. SP: direction 
extérieure. P59. (2) CH'ING: Outer Prison, a section of 
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any prison (chien-yŭ) used for the detention of persons ac-
cused of lesser crimes, Cf. nei-chien (Inner Prison). 

7585 wài-chìh 外制 
Outer Drafter , generic designation of members of the Sec-
retariat (chung-shu sheng) on duty assignment as secretarial 
assistants to Grand Councilors (tsai-hsiang) in the Admin-
istration Chamber (cheng-shih t'ang)\ see nei-chih (Inner 
Drafter) and liang chih (Two Drafting Groups). SP: chargé 
de la rédaction des édits extérieurs. 

7586 wài-chiù 外厩 
CITING: Outer Stables of the Palace Stud (shang-ssu yuan), 
a collective reference to á large aggregation of horse pas-
turages, corrals, and stables scattered throughout the em-
pire, in contrast to those in or near the dynastic capital， 
called Inner Stables (nei~ckìu); staffed with Chiefs of the 
Stables (chiu-chang). Pasturage Directors (mu-chang), etc. 
Not to be confused with units under the Court of the Im-
perial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu). BH: provincial stables. P39. 

7587 wài-fŭ 外府 
(1) CHOU: Outer Treasury, an agency of the Ministry of 
State (t'ien-kuan) and the title of its 2 Directors, ranked as 
Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih); stored money to be is-
sued for preparation (f the ruling family's clothing, as gifts 
presented by the King, and for use in sacrifices, funerals, 
court audiences, troop assemblies, etc. CL: magasin 
extérieur. (2) N-S DIV (Chou): Outer Treasury, organi-
zational affiliation not clear, headed by one Senior Ser-
viceman (shang-shih) and 2 Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih); a storehouse of miscellaneous goods including silks, 
coins, furs, animal horns, etc. P7. (3) T'ANG: Outer Gar-
risons, collective reference to Garrisons (fu) of the Garri-
son Militia (fu-ping) organization that, in rotation, provided 
troops for service in the capital, in contrast to the Five Gar-
risons (wu fu) of such militiamen when on duty in the cap-
ital. RR: milices de I'extérieur. 

7588 wài-fŭ ssŭ 外府司 
T'ANG: from 662 to 671 (669?), the official variant des-
ignation of the Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-fu 
ssu). P7: 

7589 wài-hàn 外翰 
CH'ING: lit., abbreviated suggestion of an outer counter-
part of a member of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yuan): 
unofficial reference to an Instructor (chiao-shou) in a Con-
fucian School (ju-hsŭeh) at the Prefecture ifu) level. 

7590 wài hàn4ín 外翰林 
MING: occasional unofficial reference to the Ministry of 
Justice (hsing-pu). Cf. han-lin yŭan (Hanlin Academy). 

7591 wdi'hsiăng 外廂 
SUNG: Outer Capital Townships; see under ssu hsiang 
(Four Capital Townships). 
7592 wài-kuân 外官 
Outer Officials, throughout history a collective reference 
to officials serving outside the dynastic capital; occasion-
ally encountered in reference to officials considered mem-
bers of the Outer Court {wai-ch'ao, wai-fing) in contrast to 
those considered members of the Inner Court (nei-ch'ao, 
nei-t'ing); occasionally also encountered specifying normal 
officials in contrast to eunuchs. For Han and Sui usage in 
the military, see nei-kuan. 
7593 wài-kuăn 外館 
CH'ING: Outer Hostel, one of 2 capital residences main-
tained by the Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yŭan) to house 

visiting Mongolian dignitaries; see under nei-kuan (Inner 
Hostel). BH: outer inn. P17. 

7594 wài-lâng 外郞 
(1) CH'IN: Outer Gentleman, one of the collective des-
ignations signified by the term Three Court Gentlemen (san 
lang, q.v.). (2) HAN: Outer Gentleman, a collective ref-
erence to expectant appointees serving as court attendants, 
similar to but not included among the Court Gentlemen (lang) 
organized into Three Corps (san shu) under the Chamber-
lain for Attendants (lang-chung ling, kuang-lu-hsŭn). (3) 
SUI-T'ANG: variant of yŭan-wai (Supernumerary Offi-
cial); also see yŭan-wai lang. 

7595 wài4ién kuăn 外簾官 or waiM^n 
YUAN-CH'ING: Outer Aides, unofficial collective ref-
erence to provincial and lower-level officials who partici-
pated in Provincial Examinations (hsiang-shih) primarily as 
proctors, as distinguished from nei-lien kuan (Inner Ex-
aminers, Inner Aides), who primarily stayed in the private 
quarters of the examination hall and graded examination 
papers. Also see lien-kuan, shih-kuan. 

7596 wài mìng-fā 外命夫 
Variant form of wai ming-rtan (Outer Noblemen). 

7597 外命婦 
Outer Noblewoman. (1) CHOU: categorical designation 
of the wives of nobles and royal officials perhaps down to 
the rank of Serviceman (shih), in contrast to the secondary 
wives of the King, known collectively as Inner Noble-
women (nei ming-fu). CL: femmes titrées de I'extérieur. (2) 
T'ANG: collective reference to such relatives of the Em-
peror as aunts, sisters, and nieces, and to the wives of 
members of the nobility and of eminent officials. RR: femmes 
titrées de I'extérieur. 

7598 wài mìng-nán 外命男 
CHOU: Outer Noblemen, collective reference to royal of-
ficials serving outside the capital in the 6 Districts {hsiang) 
of the royal domain, in contrast to those serving in the dy-
nastic capital, called Inner Noblemen (nei ming-nan). CL: 
hommes titrés de I'extérieur. 

7599 wài mìng-nu 外命女 
CHOU: variant of wai ming-fu (Outer Noblewomen). 

7600 wài-nu 外女 
CHOU: Woman of Royal Relations, generic reference to 
daughters of the King's aunts and sisters, who did not bear 
the royal surname; if appointed to office as attendants at 
sacrifices and funerals, called wai-tsung (Women of the 
Royal Clan) and subordinated to the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-
kuan). CL: femme de I'extérieur, 

7601 wàipUshū shĕng 外祕書省 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Outer Palace Library, variant of what 
in other times was called simply the Palace Library {pi-shu 
sheng); also see under nei pi-shu sheng (Inner Palace Li-
brary). 

7602 wài-pīng ts'áo 外兵曹 or wai-ping 
N-S DIV: Section for Outer Troops, normally 2 prefixed 
Left and Right, commonly found in the upper echelon of 
subordinate units in the evolving Ministry of War {wu-ping 
ts'ao, ch'i-ping ts'aó) of the Department of State Affairs 
(shang-shu sheng); had administrative responsibility for all 
military forces stationed outside the environs of the dynas-
tic capital; each headed by a Director (lang, lang-chung) 
or sometimes a Vice Minister (shih-lang); rank 6a2 in N. 
Wei. P12. 
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7603 wài-shè 外舍 
� HAN: variant of wai-ch'i (Imperial I n - l a w s ) . � SUNG: 
Outer College in the National University (t'ai-hsŭeh) as re-
organized by Wang An-shih c. 1070; was the entry-level 
section of the University, with a quota of 3,000 students, 
about 20% of whom graduated into an Inner College (nei-
she). Also see shang-she (Superior College). SP: collège 
extérieur. P34. 

7604 wài-shĭh 外史 
Lit., outer scribe. (1) CHOU: External Secretary, 4 ranked 
as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih), 8 as Ordinary Service-
men (chung-shih), and 16 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), 
subordinates of the Royal Secretaries (nei-shih) in the Min-
istry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) who drafted or recorded royal 
proclamations to be sent to the Feudal Lords {chu-kou)\ also 
reportedly responsible for preserving and writing histories; 
believed by some interpreters to have resided in the feudal 
states, reporting to the King about the conduct of his sub-
jects. CL: annaliste de I'extérieur. (2) N-S DIV (Chou): 
External Secretary, ranked as a Junior Grand Master (hsia 
t得-fu; 6a)，a member of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) 
responsible for recording the activities of the Emperor. P23. 
(3) SUNG-CH'ING: occasional archaic reference to any 
personnel of the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yiian). 

7605 wài't'ái 外臺 
Lit.，outer pavilion or tower. (1) HAN: unofficial collective 
reference to Receptionists (yeh-che). (2) N-S DIV (San-
kuo Wei): unofficial reference to the Orchid Pavilion (lan-
t'ca), then the official name of what in other times was called 
the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai), in contrast to the Palace Li-
brary (pi-shu; see under pi-shu chien)’ then officially called 
nei-ko (Grand Secretariat). P18. (3) N-S DIV: common un-
official collective reference to Regional Inspectors (tz'u-
shih) or Regional Governors (chou mu), both considered 
in some measure outer representatives of the Censorate (yŭ-
shih t'ai). (4) T'ANG-SUNG: Outer Censorate, after 765 
an unofficial collective reference to members of the Cen-
sorate {yŭ-shih t'ai) on important duty assignments outside 
the capital. RR: tribunaux des censeurs des provinces. PI8. 
(5) MING-CH'ING: Outer Censorate, unofficial refer-
ence to a Provincial Surveillance Commission (t'i-hsing an-
ch'a shih ssu). P18, 52. 

7606 wài-tHng 外廷 
Variant of wai-ch'ao (Outer Court). 

7607 wàUs'áo 外曹 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): abbreviation of wai chi-ping ts'ao (Outer 
Section). 

7608 wài-tsūng 外宗 
(1) CHOU; Woman of the Royal Clan, generic reference 
to the daughters of the King’s aunts and sisters, i.e., Women 
of Royal Relations (wai-nŭ), when appointed to be atten-
dants for the King's principal wives in sacrifices, funerals, 
etc.，under direction of the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan). 
CL: honorables de I'extérieur. (2) SUNG: abbreviated ref-
erence to an Office of imperial Clan Affairs (tsung-cheng 
ssu). 

7609 wài-tŭ k'ō 外度科 
YŭAN: General Accounts Section, one of 6 Sections (k'o) 
through which the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) carried out 
its principal functions of gathering and expending the gov-
ernment's tax income; presumably supervised general gov-
ernment revenues rather than those earmarked for special 
palace purposes, in contrast to the Special Accounts Section 

(nei-tu k'o). Headed by a Clerk (ling-shih), unranked. Cf. 
tu-chih k'o. P6. 

7610 wài-tz9ù tz'à-chiĕn 外刺刺姦 
HAN: lit., one who pries into treachery in the domains of 
outer Regional Inspectors (tz'u-shih) (?): Security Officer 
of an Outer Region (?)’ a military title in Later Han as-
sociated with the implementation of law; specific status and 
functions not clear. HB: inspector of treachery for Outside 
inspection. 

7611 wài-wĕi chfién-tsŭng 外委千總 
CH'ING: Detached Company Commander, a regular post, 
r?nk 8a, in the Chinese military forces called the Green 
Standards (lu-ying)，ranking beneath both Company Com-
manders (ch'ien-tsung) and Squad Leaders (pa-tsung); spe-
cific uses not clear. BH: ensign. P37. 

7612 wài-wêipă-tsŭng 外委把總 
CH'ING: Detached Squad Leader, a regular post, rank 
9a’ in the Chinese military forces called the Green Stan-
dards (lu-ying), ranking beneath both Squad Leaders (pa-
tsung) and Detached Company Commanders (wai-wei ch'ien-
tsung); specific uses not clear. BH; colour-sergeant. P37. 

7613 wài-wù Uào-k'ù 外物料庫 
SUNG: Outer Storehouse under the Court of Imperial En-
tertainments (kuang-lu ssu); staffing and specific uses not 
clear. Cf. nei-wu liao-k'u (Imperial Larder). SP: magasin 
extérieur de denrées, riz, sel, huile et farine. 

7614 wái>í/^-feíMc/î，ù 外養狗處 
CH'ING: Outer Kennel maintained by the Imperial House-
hold Department (nei-wufu); see nei yang-kou ch'u (Palace 
Kennel). P37. 

7615 wài-yung 外饔 
CHOU: Grand Chef for External Ceremonies, 4 ranked 
as Ordinary Servicemen {chung-shih) and 8 as Junior Ser-
vicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-
kuan) responsible for preparing food for sacrifices and other 
religious ceremonies conducted outside the royal palace; cf. 
nei-yung (Grand Chef of the Palace). CL: cuisinier de 
I'extérieur. 

7616 wài-yŭàn 外院 
SUNG: Outer Branch of the Palace Library (pi-shu sheng), 
established in 1010; staffing and special purposes not clear. 
SP: cour extérieure du département de la bibliothèque 
impériale. 

7617 wàn ch'èng 萬乘 
Lit., 10,000 chariots: from antiquity an indirect reference 
to the supreme ruler, the King (wang) or Emperor (huang-
ti). 

7618 wàn chi 萬騎 
T'ANG: Myriad Cavaliers, an elite group of mounted 
archers who escorted the Emperor on hunts and other out-
ings; prior to 707 (710?) known successively as the Hundred 
Cavaliers (po chi) and the Thousand Cavaliers (ch'ien chi); 
in 710 transformed into the new Left and Right Militant as 
Dragons Armies (lung-wu chŭn) of the Northern Command 
(pei-ya). RR; dix mille cavaliers. 

7619 wàn-chiù 萬廄 
T'ANG: Stable of Myriad Mounts, one prefixed Left and 
one prefixed Right among the palace stable units collec-
tively called the Six Stables (liu chiu). RR： écurie des dix 
mille chevaux. 
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7620 wàn-fū 萬夫 
Occasional variant of wan-hu (Brigade Commander) . 

7621 wàn4iùfŭ 萬戶痳 
YUAN: Brigade, a standard military unit theoretically 
comprising 10,000 soldiers under a Brigade Commander 
(wan-hu), rank variable from 2a to 3a; most commonly the 
military headquarters at the Route (lu) level of territorial 
administration, subordinate to a Circuit (tao) command of 
one of several types. In theory divided into 10 Battalions 
(ch'ien-hu so) of 1,000 soldiers each. Also used as a des-
ignation for some aboriginal tribes in the Southwest (see 
chŭn-min wan-hu fu). Also see tu wan-hu fu (Chief Bri-
gade). Often rendered as myriarchy. P60, 72. 

7622 wàn-kù sð 萬戶所 
MING: Brigade, one of many designations conferred on 
southwestern aboriginal tribes, their chieftains being offi-
cially known as Brigade Commanders (wan-hu). See under 
t'u-ssu, t'u-kuan. P72. 

7623 wăn-huá 婉華 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Lady of Kind Loveliness, designation 
of one of 27 imperial wives collectively called shih-fu (He-
reditary Consorts); rank =3b. 

7624 wăn4 婉儀 
T'ANG-SUNG; Lady of Kind Deportment, designation 
of a rank 2a imperial concubine; see liu i (Six Ladies of 
Deportment). RR+SP: correction belle. 

7625 wàn-ì ch'ĭ-yŭán k，ù 萬億綺源寧 
YUAN: lit.，storehouse of ten thousand hundred thousands 
(of precious things from a) beautiful well: Imperial Cloth 
Vault under the Min^try of Revenue {hu-pu), which stored 
bolts of colored cloth; headed by a Supervisor-in-chief (tu 
t'i-chŭ), rank 4a. P7. 

7626 wàn4 fù-yuán k'ù 萬億賦源庫 
YUAN: lit.’ storehouse of ten thousand hundred thousands 
(of things from a) well endowed well: Imperial Silk Vault 
under the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), which stored pre-
cious silks, brocades, etc.; headed by a Supervisor-in-chief 
(tu t'i-chu), rank 4a. P7. 

7627 wàn-ì kuăng-yûán k'ù 萬億廣源庫 
YŭAN: lit., storehouse of ten thousand hundred thousands 
(of treasures from a) vast well: Imperial Treasures Vault 
under the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu), which stored in-
cense, herbs, and precious papers; headed by a Supervisor-
in-chief {tu t'i-chŭ), rank 4a. P7. 

7628 wàn4 páo-yŭán ifc’ù 萬億寶源庫 
YUAN: lit., storehouse of ten thousand hundred thousands 
of coins: Imperial Money Vault under the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu), which stored paper money and precious 
objects in jade; headed by a Supervisor-in-chief (tu t'i-chŭ), 
rank 4a. P7. 

7629 wăn-jŭng 婉容 
SUNG: Lady of Kind Manner , designation of an imperial 
concubine, rank lb; first appointed in 1008. SP: femme titrée 
intérieure de 2ème rang. 
7630 wăn-láng 挽郞 
SUNG: lit” gentleman for funerary arrangements (?): Tomb 
Attendant, a duty assignment at some imperial mausolea 
(ling). SP: chargé des affaires aux tombes impériales. 

7631 wàn4ín nèi chiào-fāng 萬林內敎坊 
T'ANG: Palace School in the Grove, briefly in 692 the 
official redesignation of the school for educating palace 

women, normally called Palace Institute of Literature (nei 
wen-hsŭeh kuan). RR: quartier de Venseignement du palais 
intérieur des dix mille bosquets. 

7632 wàn-nién kŭng 萬年宮 
T'ANG: Palace of Longevity, from 651 to 667 the official 
redesignation of the Palace of the Perfect Cycle {chiu-ch'eng 
kung)y the imperial summer resort in Shensi. See chiu-ch'eng 
kung tsung-chien, 

7633 wàn-sùiyéh 萬歲爺 
CH’ING: Lord for Myriad Years, one of tìie terms used 
for the Emperor in direct address. BH: lord of ten thousand 
years. 

7634 wáng 王 
Ety. uncertain; possibly an imposing human figure with arms 
outstretched standing on an extent of land. (1) CHOU: King, 
designation of the supreme ruler. After mid-Chou the title 
was usurped by Feuáal Lords (chu-hou) so freely that in 
221 B.C. the new unifier of China, Ch'in Shih-huang-ti, 
created the title huang-ti (Emperor) to replace it as the des-
ignation of a supreme ruler. Political theorists of late Chou 
times began the enduring custom of using wang in the sense 
of “a true king" who ruled by right and by virtue in contrast 
to one who ruled solely by force; see under pa-wang (He-
gemons and Kings). CL: empereur. (2) HAN-CH'ING: 
King, title commonly used in reference to rulers of foreign 
states and alien peoples. (3) HAN-CH'ING: Prince, after 
disuse in Ch'in, revived in early Han as a title for the 
founding Emperor’s most important military allies, who were 
granted large regions of the empire as semi -autonomous 
Princedoms (wang-kuo); from then on, the highest title of 
nobility (chŭeh), awarded commonly to all sons of Emper-
ors； occasionally throughout history conferred on unusually 
distinguished military officers. In some dynasties there were 
many gradations of Princes indicated by prefixes; e.g., see 
ch'in-wang, chŭn-wang, i-tzu wang, liang-tzu wang, kuo-
wang. Cf. wei'hsia, pei-lo, HB: king. RR, SP, BH: prince. 

7635 wàng 望 
SUNG: lit., to gaze at from a distance, to admire, to expect: 
Honored, a prefix to the designation District (hsien) when 
the unit of territorial administration incorporated more than 
4-000 registered households; may also be encountered as a 
prefix to chou (Prefecture), apparently the equivalent of shang 
(Large). Cf. the prefixes ch'ih (Imperial), chi (Metropoli-
tan), chin (Important). SP: remarquable. 

7636 wáng ch9áng-shìh fŭ 王常侍府 
YUAN: lit., office of Attendants-in-ordinary on a Prince: 
variant of wang-fu (Princely Establishment). 

7637 wàng-chfì 望氣 
HAN: Observer of Air Currents , one of several cate-
gories of duty assignments on the staff of the Grand As-
trologer (t'ai-shih ling) for Expectant Officials (tai-chao). 
See wang-lang (Gentleman Observer). Cf. hou-feng (Wind 
Watcher). P35. 

7638 wáng-chŭ 王主 
HAN: Grand Princess, title awarded paternal aunts of a 
reigning Emperor. 
7639 wáng-fŭ 王傅 
SUNG-MING: Princely Mentor’ either the head or the 2nd 
executive official of a Princely Establishment (wang-fù)\ an 
ad hoc duty assignment in Sung，rank 4a in Chin, 2a in 
Yiian, 2b in early Ming, when from 1370 to 1376 one Left 
and one Right appointee were outranked only by 2 Admin-
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istrators (hsiang) on the staffs of Princes. In Ytìan the title 
was changed in 1292 to nei-shih (Administrator). SP: tuteur 
de prince. P69. 

7640 wáng-fŭ 王府 
N-S DIV-CH'ING: Princely Establishment, a civil and 
military staff appointed for each imperial son other than the 
Heir Apparent (cf. chan-shih fu, Household Administration 
of the Heir Apparent). Prior to T'ang, occasionally estab-
lished for Princes other than the Heir Apparent who were 
not enfeoffed with territories called Princedoms (wang-kuo). 
From T,ang on, established with territorial names com-
monly derived &om ancient Chou feudal states when Princes 
reached maturity, but normally were not landed fiefs. In 
T'ang headed by a Mentor (fu), rank 3a2, and an Admin-
istrator (chang-shih) y 4b 1; ūiereafter normally by an Ad-
ministrator, 5a in Ming, 3a in Ch'ing; in Liao and Ytìan 
headed by an Administrator (nei-shih). The staff commonly 
included a military dignitary such as an Adjutsmt (ssu-ma) 
or the head of a Defense Brigade (hu-chŭn fu) or an Escort 
Guard (hu-wei); Record Keepers (chi-shih) or Archivists 
(tien-pu), etc. Through T'ang Princes commonly played 
significant roles in government, central or regional. In T'ang 
they were not regularly required to leave the dynastic cap-
ital on reaching maturity, but in native dynasties after T'ang 
they were commonly required to “go to their fiefs" (chih-
kuo) on reaching maturity and had little influence on gov-
ernment āt any level. RR+SP: maison d'un prince. BH: 
establishment (palace) of a prince of the blood. P69. 

7641 wáng-fŭ chăng-shĭh 王府長史司 
Lit., office of the Administrator (chang-shih) of a Princely 
Establishment (wang-fu): common variant of wang-fu 
(Princely Establishment). 

7642 wáng-fŭ fŭ 王傳府 
Lit., office of a Princely Mentor (wang-fŭ): common vari-
ant of wang-fŭ (Princely Establishment). P69. 

7643 wáng-hòu 王后 
HAN: variant of huang-hou (Empress). 

7644 wàng-hòu láng 望候郞 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei, Chin): Gentleman for Astronom-
ical Observation, 20 observers and recorders of astronom-
ical phenomena under the Grand Astrologer (t'ai-shih ling). 
P35. 

7645 wáng-hsiăng fŭ 王相府 
MING: lit., office of the Administrator {hsiang) for a Prince: 
1370-1380 variant of wang-fu (Princely Establishment), 
headed by a Left and a Right Administrator (hsiang), rank 
2a’ and 2 Mentors (/*«)’ 2b. P69. 
7646 wáng-hùi ssū 王會司 
CH’ING: Inner Mongolian Reception Bureau under the 
Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yūan) created in 1757 by 
renaming the Court's Receptions Bureau (pin-k'o ssu); headed 
by one Manchu and 2 Mongol Directors (lang-chung), rank 
5a. BH: department for receiving princes of Inner Mon-
golia. P17. 

7647 wáng-kŭng tò-ksiâo ksŭék 王官大 ì�學 
SUNG: School for the Princes within the School for the 
Imperial Family (tsung-hsŭeh); apparently a consolidated 
advanced (ta) and elementary (hsiao) school for the sons 
of Emperors as distinguished from other members of the 
imperial family, but possibly a combined reference to 2 
separate schools; staffed with an Erudite (po-shih) and one 
or 2 instructors (chiao-shou), ranks not clear. SP: école 
supérieure et primaire du palais royal. 

wang shih-tzu 
7648 wáng-kuó 王國 or wáng-kuó fŭ 府 
HAN-SUI: Princedom, in early Han a reference to terri-
tories allocated to the principal allies of the founding Em-
peror (cf. hou-kuo, Marquisate), thereafter primarily a ref-
erence to territories with which the sons of Emperors were 
enfeoffed; prefixed with territorial names mostly derived 
from the feudal states of Chou times. Prior to a revolt by 
the original Princes in 154 B.C.4, the Princedoms were vir-
tually autonomous; each Prince appointed a staff that rep-
licated the Emperor�cen t ra l government, including a 
Counselor-in-chief {ch'eng-hsiang) ̂  a Censor-in-chief (yii-
shih ta-fu), Nine Chamberlains (chiu ch'ing), etc.; and each 
Prince collected and used the revenue from his domain. Such 
autonomy was stripped away after the revolt was crushed. 
Thereafter the staff of each Princedom was reduced and 
was appointed by the central government; and the Princes 
were deprived of governmental powers in their domains. 
Each Princedom was managed for the Prince by a court-
appointed Administrator (hsiang), with rank at 2,000 bush-
els equivalent to that of a Commandery Governor (t'ai-shou) t 
assisted principally by an Aide (chang-shih). In early post-
Han times Princedoms had staffs headed by such dignitaries 
as Preceptors (shih), Mentors (fu), or Companions (yu), but 
before Sui the chang-shih (now better rendered Adminis-
trator) rose into real executive authority, and Princedoms 
had begun to be called Princely Establishments (wang-fu). 
Through the era of N-S Division, the degree of autonomy 
enjoyed by Princedoms fluctuated with the strength or 
weakness of the central government; they were often seedbeds 
of rebellion and usurpation. From T'ang on, Princely Es-
tablishments (now the standard term) were more thoroughly 
dominated by the central government. Also see kuo-wang. 
HB: kingdom. P69. 

7649 wăng'lái kuó-hsìn 秘往來國信所 
SUNG: Office of Diplomatic Correspondence in the Court 
of State Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu) in early Sung, respon-
sible for diplomatic exchanges with the Khitan state of Liao; 
headed or jointly headed by a rank 6a eunuch assigned from 
the Palace Eunuch Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng) as Con-
current Manager (kuan-kou)', other staffing not clear. Cf. 
kuo-hsin fang, kuan-kou wang-lai kuo-hsin so. SP: bureau 
des lettres de créance pour les relations diplomatiques avec 
les K'i-tan (Leao). 

7650 wàngMng 望郞 
HAN: Gentleman Observer, 30 authorized for the staff of 
the Grand Astrologer {t'ai-shih ling); status not clear, but 
possibly men of official rank serving together with Ex-
pectant Officials (tai-chao) called Observers of Air Cur-
rents (wang-ch'i, q.v.)； cf. wang-hou lang (Gentleman for 
Astronomical Observation). HB: gentleman of foresight. P35. 

7651 wáng pa-pa 王ffi® 
Princely Father-in-law: in late Ming and perhaps other 
times, a colloquialism apparently referring to the father of 
the consort of a Prince (wang). 
7652 wáng pāo-ī 王包衣 
CH'ING: Bondservants of the Princes, common reference 
to members of the Five Lesser Banners (hsia wu ch'i), the 
Manchu military units controlled by Imperial Princes (ch'in-
wang). See pao-i. BH: bond-servants of princes of the blood. 

7653 wáng shìh-tzŭ 王世子 
N-S DIV-MING: Princely Heir, commonly the formal 
designation of the son of an Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang) 
chosen for preparation to succeed his father; usually the eldest 
son. See shih-tzu. P64. 

7640-7653 
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7654 wáng tà-cWén 王大臣 
CH'ING: Princes and Grand Ministers, collective refer-
ence to the most eminent dignitaries of the imperial court, 
all commonly members of the Imperial Household Depart-
ment (nei-wu fu); after 1861 a common reference to mem-
bers of the Foreign Office (tsung-li ko-kuo shih-wu ya-men, 
tsung-li ya-men). 

7655 wáng-tt 王邸 
(1) Princely Mansion: throughout imperial history a ref-
erence to the residence in a dynastic capital of a Prince 
(wang) or of the liaison representative of a Prince based 
outside the capital; see ti (Liaison Hostel). P21. (2) CH'ING: 
indirect reference to an Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang). 

7656 wáng-yŭ 王友 
N-S DIV-SUNG: Princely Companion, variant of yu 
(Companion), a dignitary on the staff of a Prince (wang). 
SP: conseiller princier. P26. 

7657 wèi 尉 
(1) Commandant: throughout imperial history a common 
military title, sometimes honorific, sometimes with admin-
istrative responsibilities, not often suggesting active field 
command. See prefixed forms, e.g., t'ai-wei, t'ing-wei, wei-
wei, tu-wei, chih-su tu-wei, hsiao-wei, i-wei, cheng-i wei, 
hsiao-chi wei. Traditionally pronounced yŭ. HB, RR, SP: 
commandant. (2) CH'IN-YUAN: common abbreviated 
variant of hsien-wei (District Defender) or chŭn-wei 
(Commandery Defender). 

7658 wèi 衛 
(1) N-S DIV-MING: Guard , standard term for a large mil-
itary organization nonnally in garrison but available for ac-
tive defense duty, as contrasted with an Army (chŭn), the 
most common term for a large military organization on 
campaign. Through Yuan, the name Guard was generally 
reserved for units clustered in and around the dynastic cap-
ital, and they were distinguished by descriptive prefixes, 
e.g., Militant Guard (wu-wei), Awesome Guard (wei-wei), 
Protective Guard (yŭ-wei). l í i i s pattern persisted in Ming, 
but Guards were then also garrisoned throughout the em-
pire, identified with pĭace-name prefixes, e.g., Hangchow 
Guard. Through Sung，each Guard was commanded by one 
or more Generals (chiang-chŭn), rank 3a2 in T'ang, 3b or 
4b in Sung, sometimes overshadowed by Generals-in-chief 
(ta chiang-chŭn}, 3a 1 in T'ang, 3a or 4a in Sung, and Gen-
eralissimos (shang chiang-chŭn), 2a2 in T'ang, from 2b 
to 3b in Sung. In Yiian each Guard was led by a Chief 
Military Commissioner {tu chih-hui shîh), 3a» a capital 
counterpart of Brigade Commanders (wan-hu) in units away 
from the capital, Brigades (wan-hu fu). In Ming there were 
Guard Commanders (chih-hui shih), 3a. In Yuan and Ming 
times, Guards were divided into Battalions (ch'ien-hu so) 
and Companies ipo-hu so、，and in Ming the entire national 
military establishment was known by the term wei-so (Guards 
and Battalions). In all occurrences, with the exception of 
Guards with place-name prefixes, look under the preceding 
terminology, e.g., shih-liu wei (Sixteen Guards), shih-erh 
wei (Twelve Guards), shih-wei (Imperial Guard), su-wei 
(Capital Guard). RR+SP: garde. (2) CH'ING: Transport 
Command, designation of military units stationed along the 
Grand Canal, each with a Commandant {shou-yŭ), nor-
mally a rank 5b officer, supervising one segment of the 
Grand Canal tax-grain transport operation; supervised lesser 
military units called Transport Stations (sof with place-name 
prefix). See under ts'ao-yŭn tsung-tu (Director-general of 
Grain Transport). BH: first class transport station. P60. 

7659 wĕi-chyăi 委差 
YŭAN: Courier, 10 lowly officials or unranked suboffí-
cials on the staff of the Supervisorate of Land Transport to 
the Two Capitals (liang-tu lu-yūn t'i-chŭ ssu). P60. 

7660 wéi-ch'áng 圍場 
Lit., an enclosure. (1) LIAO: Hunting Preserve, various 
areas for seasonal use located in different parts of the Man-
churian plain and Jehol, all supervised by a Supreme Grand 
Preceptor (tu fai-shih), a member of the Northern Admin-
istration (pei-miert) of the central government. PI 7. (2) 
CH'ING: Imperial Summer Resort, a large tract at mod-
ern Ch'eng-te in Jehol to which the imperial court normally 
retreated in the 8th lunar month each year for hunting, re-
laxation, and receiving submissive chieftains from Mon-
golia, Central Asia, and Tibet; managed by a Supervisor-
in-chief (tsung-kuan) t rank 4 till 1748, then rank 3，under 
the jurisdiction of the Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yŭan). 
BH: imperial hunting preserves. P17. 

7661 wèi chiàng-chān 衛將軍 
General of the Guards. (1) HAN: in early Han one of 
many designations used for the leaders of military cam-
paigns; from 87 B.C. awarded as honorific sinecures to court 
dignitaries, authorized a staff of subordinates organized into 
Sections (ts'ao). HB: general of the guards. (2) N-S DIV: 
one of the titles awarded to dignitaries to whom supervision 
of the inner quarters of the palace was entrusted. (3) CH'ING: 
unofficial reference to a Grand Minister of the Imperial 
Household Department Concurrently Controlling the Im-
perial Guardsmen (ling shih-wei nei ta-ch'en). 

7662 wei chū-hóu 猥諸侯 
HAN: lit., rustic or humble Marquis: Honorary Marquis, 
a designation conferred on meritorious subjects; it did not 
confer the right to participate in regular court audiences or 
imperial sacrificial rituals and was not inheritable; whether 
or not it conferred a stipend is not clear. Cf. hou, chu-hou, 
lieh-hou. 
7663 wèi-făng shuài 衛坊率 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i): Commandant of the Guards Office, 
2 prefixed Left and Right, rank not clear but apparently 
subordinate to a Commander (jjií-ma) for each of the Left 
and Right Guards (tso-wei, yu-wei); supervised the body-
guard troops of the Heir Apparent. P26. 

7664 wèi-fŭ 衛府 
T'ANG: Guard, prior to 622 the designation of wei (Guard), 
large military units at the dynastic capital. 

7665 wèi-hóu chih tŭ cMh-hŭi shĭh ssū 
衛候直都指揮使司 

YUAN: Office of the Household Guards in the establish-
ment of the Heir Apparent; headed by a Mongol nobleman 
designated Chief Military Commissioner (tu chih-hui shih). 
Commonly abbreviated to wei-hou ssu. 

7666 wèi-hsià 位下 
YUAN: variant of wang (Prince). 

7667 wèi-hsiĕn 衛仙 
T'ANG: Escort Immortal, from 662 to 670 the official 
designation of rank 6a imperial concubines, at other times 
known as Ladies of the Precious Bevy (pao-lin). RR: femme 
qui escorte les immortels. 

7668 wĕi-í 威儀 
N-S DIV (Ch’i): Disciplinarian, 2 of low rank or un-
ranked, on the staff of the School for the Sons of the State 
(kuo-tzu hsŭeh). P34. 
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7669 wĕi-jén 委人 
CHOU: Forager, 2 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of 
the Ministry of Education (tì-kuan) responsible for super-
vising the collection of taxes in wood, fodder, and wild 
foodstuffs gathered in the mountains, riverways, and park-
lands in the remote areas of the royal domain, for use as 
imperial gifts, by visitors at court, and in sacrificial and 
funeral rituals. CL; collecteur. 

7670 wèi jùf í i í 未入流 
Lit., not yet entered the current: Not Yet of Official Sta-
tus, a categorical reference to all persons in government 
service other than officials (kuan) with ranks (p'in), most 
abundantly including subofficial functionaries (li, hsŭ-li); 
equivalent to lìu-wai (Outside the Current). Cf. liu-nei. 

7671 wèUkuān chân-wèi 衛官軍衛 
SUNG: Army Guard of Guard Officers; see under chŭn-
wei (Army Guard). 

7672 wéi-nà 維那 
Buddhist Deacon: Chinese transliteration of the Sanskrit 
term karmadăna, meaning an assigner of duties; commonly 
the 2nd most senior member of a Buddhist monastery. See 
tu wei-na (Chief Buddhist Deacon). 

7673 wèi-shìh 尉氏 
CHOU-HAN: unofficial reference to a Jailor or Prison 
Guard, or to any functionary who inflicted physical pun-
ishments on prisoners. 

7674 wèi-shìh 衛士 
HAN-T'ANG: Guardsman, common designation for an 
ordinary soldier, especially those on special duty in gov-
ernment offices, at temples and mausolea’ etc., rather than 
in regular military units; in Han commonly led by a Direc-
tor (chang or ling). HB: guard. RR: garde. P28’ 30’ 69， 
etc. 

7675 wĕi-shŭ 委署 
CH'ING: Deputy, prefix to many titles, especially in the 
military service, usually of relatively lowly officers; also 
Acting, prefix appended to titles in units of territorial 
administration when appointments were made by provincial 
authorities, pending confirmation by the central govern-
ment. 

7676 wèisAwòiVH 衛率府 
T'ANG-SUNG, CHIN: Defense Guard Command, 2 des-
ignated Left and Right, military units assigned to the es-
tablishment of the Heir Apparent, each headed by a Com-
mandant (shuai)y rank 4a in T'ang, 7b in Sung. Created in 
622 by renaming former Attendant Guard Commands (shih 
shuai-fu); from 662 to 670 officially renamed tien-jung wei 
(Militant Guards). P26. 
7677 wèi-ssă 尉司 
N-S DIV (Chin): variant reference to the liu-pu wei (Com-
mandant of the Capital Patrol). P20. 
7678 wèUts'áo 尉曹 
HAN: Conscript Section，one of a dozen or more Sections 
{ts'ao) subordinate to the Defender-in-chief (fai-wei) in the 
central government; headed by an Administrator (yŭan-shih), 
rank =400 bushels; managed business concerning con-
scripts, criminals sent into military service, etc. HB: bureau 
of command. 

7679 wéi'tzáshðu秘圍子手所 
MING: Office of the Palace Guard, 2, each headed by a 
Battalion Commander (ch'ien-hu); apparently active duty 

stations for members of the Escort Guards (hu~wei) as-
signed to each Princely Establishment (wang-fu). P69. 

7680 wĕi-wèi 威衛 
T'ANG: Awesome Guard, 2 prefixed Left and Right, in-
cluded among the Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) at the dy-
nastic capital, generally responsible for defense of the east-
ern sector of the capital city; created in 622 to replace the 
Left and Right Encampment Guards (t'un-weí) inherited with 
the Sui dynasty's Twelve Guards (shih-erh wei) organiza-
tion; in 684 renamed Guards of the Leopard Strategy ipao-
t'ao wei); in 705 briefly resumed the name Awesome Guards; 
from late 705 to 711 again called Encampment Guards; from 
711 once again called Awesome Guards. There is an un-
likely possibility that from 662 to 684 this name was re-
placed by Military and Awesome Guards (wu~wei wei). 
Members of the Awesome Guards were commonly called 
Fierce as Leopards Cavaliers (pao-chi). RR: garde majes-
îueuse. P43. 

7681 wèi-wèi 衛尉 
CH'IN-N-S DIV: Chamberlain for the Palace Garrison, 
one of the Nine Chamberlains (chiu ch'ing) in the central 
government, in Han ranked at 2,000 bushels; responsible 
for policing and defending the imperial palace. During the 
era of N-S Division gradually evolved into a Chief Minister 
(ch'ing) heading the Court for the Palace Garrison (wei-wei 
ssu). From Han on, subordinates were generally divided 
among Document Control Offices at the Gates {kung-ch'e 
ssu-ma men), a corps of patrolling Guardsmen (wei-shih), 
and a corps of Imperial Escorts (lŭ-pen). In Han the men 
under his command, totaling perhaps 3,000, were regular 
soldiers assigned by units of territorial administration to 
capital service in annual rotation; in the capital they were 
considered part of the Southern Army (nan-chŭn). After Han 
they were probably professional careerists, but the situation 
is not clear. HB: commandant of the guards. P21. 

7682 wèi-wèi cWlng 衛尉卿 
(1) N-S PIV-SUI: Chamberlain (or Chief Minister) of 
the Court for the Palace Garrison; see wei-wei ssu. (2) 
T'ANG-SUNG: Chief Minister of the Court of the Im-
perial Regalia; see weizwei ssu, wei-wei yiian. (3) CH'ING: 
unofficial reference to a Commissioner {shih) of the Im-
perial Procession Guard {luan-i wei). 

7683 wèi-wèi ssù 衛尉寺 
(1) N-S DIV-SUI: Court for (Sui: Court of) the Palace 
Garrison, headed by a Chief Minister (ch'ing); one of the 
Nine Courts (chiu ssu) in the central government; respon-
sible for active patrolling and defense of the imperial pal-
ace, evolving from the Han dynasty Chamberlain for the 
Palace Garrison (wei-wei); the term was used perhaps as 
early as late Han. P21. (2) TANG-SUNG: Court of the 
īmperia! Regalia, still one of the Nine Courts but no longer 
in charge of active military duty at the imperial palace, which 
was defended in T'ang by the Left and Right Palace Gate 
Guards (chien-men wei), in Sung by units of the Palace 
Command (tien-ch'ien shih-wei ssu)\ in T'ang was in charge 
of manufacturing and storing weapons, tents, insignia, and 
other kinds of military regalia; in Sung had practically no 
active function, its posts being sinecures for eminent offi-
cials. Headed by a Chief Minister (ch'ing), rank 3al in T'ang, 
4b in Sung. RR+SP: cour des insignes impériaux. P21. 

7684 wèi-wèi yŭàn 衛尉院 
YUAN: Court of the Imperial Regalia，a central govern-
ment agency responsible for arms, armor, saddlery, insig-
nia, etc. ’ required by the Emperor and his entourage; a con-
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tinuation of the T'ang-Sung wei-wei ssu, headed by a Chief 
Minister (ch'ing), rank not clear. 

7685 wēi-wŭ chŭn 威武軍 
T'ANG-SUNG: Awesome and Militant Army, originally 
appeared in 731 as a new name for the military force of a 
Defense Command {chen) based near modern Peking, pre-
viously identified by the place-name Yu-yang; likely dis-
appeared in the great An Lu-shan rebellion of the 750s; 
headed by a Military Commissioner (chieh-íu shih). The 
name was revived during the rebellion to designate 2 new 
units, prefixed Left and Right, in the Northern Command 
ipei-ya) directly under imperial control, each headed by a 
General-in-chief (ta chiang-chŭn)t rank 3al; but very soon 
discontinued. Revived again in early Sung as the command 
of a Military Commissioner {chieh-tu shih)t 2b，but appar-
ently disappeared with the discontinuance of such posts very 
early in the dynasty. RR; armée de Wei-wuf armée de la 
guerre majestueuse. SP: armée de Wei-wu, 

7686 wèi wŭ-pù 尉五部 
N-S DIV (Chin): lit.，commandant of 5 Troops (pu): variant 
reference to the Commandant of the Capital Patrol (liu-
pu wei). P20. 

7687 wèi-yāng ling 未央令 
HAN: Director of the Inner Compound Stable, one of 
numerous subordinates of the Chamberlain for the Imperial 
Stud (t'ai-p'u), rank 600 bushels; in chargé of vehicles and 
horses used in the Forbidden City (chin-ch'eng), known as 
the Uncompleted Palace {wei~yang kung), HB: prefect of 
the stables of the eternal palace. P31. 

7688 wêi-yŭán 委員 
CHING: Special Delegate，designation used for an Ex-
pectant Appointee (hou-pu) when on an ad hoc duty as-
signment. BH: deputy. 

76JJ9 wĕi-yŭán chiàng 葦園匠 
T'ANG: Craftsman of the Rattan Grove, 100 non-official 
laborers and craft workers authorized on the staff of the 
Directorate of Bamboo Crafts {ssu-chu chien) in the Court 
of the Imperial Granaries (ssu-nung ssu). RR: ouvrier pour 
les jardins de joncs. 

7690 wén 文 
Lit., writing, literate, cultured, etc.: Civil, prefix some-
times attached to titles and other nomenclature to specify 
affiliation with the civil service rather than the military ser-
vice, e.g., wen-kuan (Civil Official) as distinguished from 
wu-kuan (Military Officer). Also occurs as an element in 
more elegant nomenclature, e.g., ch'ung-wen yŭan (Insti-
tute for the Veneration of Literature). 

7691 wén-àn 文案 
CH'ING: common abbreviation of nei wen-an (Personal 
Staff), q.v. 
7692 wén-ch'āng hsiăng 文昌相 
T'ANG: Minister of the Pavilion of Culture and Pros-
perity, one of the Left and one of the Right; from 684 to 
705 the official redesignation of Vice Directors (p'u-yeh) of 
the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), appar-
ently regardless of changes in the agency name from wen-
ch'ang t'ai to wen-ch'ang tu-sheng in 684 or 685，then to 
tu-t'ai till 696, then back to wen-ch'ang t'ai till 703’ then 
to chung-t'ai till 705, when the name shang-shu sheng was 
resumed. 

7693 wén-ch9āng t9ái 文昌臺 
T'ANG: Pavilion of Culture and Prosperity: briefly in 684 

(-685?) and again from 696 to 703 the official redesigna-
tion of the shang-shu sheng (Department of State Affairs). 

7694 wén-ch'āng tŭ-shéng 文昌都省 
T'ANG: Capital Department of Culture and Prosperity: 
briefly in 684 (-685?) the official redesignation of the shang-
shu sheng (Department of State Affairs). 

7695 wén-ch'én chŭn-pèi ch'āi-ch'iĕn 
文臣準備差遣 

SUNG: Civil Official in Reserve for Special Assignment, 
5 authorized for each of 3 major Military Commissions (an-
fu ssu) in the Yangtze Valley, and an unlimited number 
authorized for (all?) Fiscal Commissions {chuan-yŭn ssu), 
SP: fonctionnaire civil en réserve pour être envoyé à une 
mission. 

7696 wén-chn chu 紋綺局 
YŭAN: Adornment Service, organizational affiliation not 
clear but most likely subordinate to the Palace Provisions 
Commission {hsūan-hui yiian); the staff included Embroid-
erers (chih-chìn) who reportedly, among other things, pro-
duced brocaded portraits of ruling Emperors that were placed 
in every Buddhist temple and monastery (in the capital? in 
the empire?). P28. 

7697 wén-hàn kuăn 文翰館 
MING: Institute of Litterateurs, in the period 1398-1402 
only, a unit either supplementary or subordinate to the Han-
lin Academy {han-lin yuan); details not clear. P23. 

7698 wēn-hsî tài-mèi chŭ 溫犀玳琚局 
YUAN: Rhinoceros-horn and Tortoîsesheli Service, one 
of many craft workshops in the Supervisorate- in-chief of 
Metal Workers and Jewelers (chin-yū jen-chiang tsung-kuan 
fu); staffed with non-official craftsmen. 

7699 wén-hsiù shŭ 文繡署 
CHIN: Embroidery OfHce, one of 6 craft workshops un-
der the Directorate for Imperial Manufactories {shao-fu 
chien), headed by a Director (ling), rank 6b; decorated 
clothing for the Emperor, his Empress, and his other wives. 
P38. 

7 7 0 0 H ^ / i - A s t ò ^ t í ô / i 文繡院 
SUNG: Embroidery Office, one of 5 craft workshops un-
der the Directorate of Imperial Manufactories {shao-fu chien) y 
headed by a Supervisor (chien-kuan), probably unranked; 
prepared embroideries for use on the clothing, vehicle drap-
eries, etc., of the Emperor and his wives. SP: cour de 
broderie. P38. 

7701 wén-hsŭăn 文選 
SUNG: variant of tso-hsŭan (Civil Appointments Pro-
cess). SP: choix des fonctionnaires civils. 

7702 wén-hsŭăn ch'īng'ū ssŭ 文選淸吏司 or 
wen-hsŭan ssu 

MING-CH'ING: Bureau of Appointments, one of the 4 
principal subsections of the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu); 
managed the appointments, rankings, promotions, demo-
tions, transfers, etc., of all civil service personnel; headed 
by a Director (lang-chung), rank 5a, and one or more Vice 
Directors (yŭan-wai lang), 5b. BH: department of selec-
tion. P5. 

7703 wén-hsŭân kūng 文宣公 
T'ANG-SUNG: Duke for the Propagation of Cul ture , ti-
tle of nobility (chueh) conferred on the successive most di-
rect male descendants of Confucius, with responsibility for 
presiding over the Confucian family estate, temple, and 
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cemetery in Shantung; in 739 changed from Marquis for 
Praising the Sage {pao-sheng hou), in 1055 changed to Duke 
for Fulfilling the Sage (yen-sheng kung). SP: due de la 
propagation littéraire. P66. 

7704 wén-hsŭéh 文學 
(1) HAN-YŭAN: Instructor, common designation of ed-
ucational officials in units of territorial administration in-
cluding Commanderies (chŭn), Princedoms (wang-kuo)t 
Prefectures (chou,fu)’ and Districts (hsien)y and in the es-
tablishment of the Heir Apparent; rank low, rising to 6a2 
in the Secretariat of the Heir Apparent (tso ch'un-fang) in 
T'ang. HB; literary scholar. RR: maître de I'art littéraire. 
SP: maître de I'art littéraire, inspecteur d'éducation, pro-
fessor aux écoles préfectorales. P26, 51，69. (2) HAN: Clerk 
ranking from 100 to 200 bushels’ found on the staffs of 
such central government dignitaries as the Chamberlains for 
the Palace Garrison (webwei), for Dependencies (ta hung-
/«)，for the National Treasury (ta ssu-nung), and for the 
Imperial Insignia (chih chin~wu); may refer to appointees 
who were recent graduates of the National University (t'ai-
hsŭeh)’ but the status is not entirely clear. P33. 

7705 wén-hsŭéh chbchiŭ 文學祭酒 
HAN-N-S DIV (S. Dyn.): Director of Education at the 
Commandery (chŭn) level; apparently interchangeable with 
hsiao-kuan chi-chiu. P51, 

7706 wén-hsûéh chíh-kuăn 文學直官 or wen-
hsŭeh chih 

T'ANG: Auxiliary Instructor, a part-time duty assignment 
for a member of the central government with known literary 
and scholarly talents, to serve in rotation as a consultant to 
the Emperor in the Academy in the Hall of Elegance and 
Rectitude {li-cheng tien hsiu-shu yŭan) or its successor 
Academy of Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-yiian). 
See under chih (Auxiliary). RK: fonctionnaire auxiliaire de 
I'art littéraire. P25, 

7707 wén-hsŭéh chîh-kuăn 文學直館 
TANG: Institute of Literary Attendants affiliated with 
the Institute for the Veneration of Literature (ch'ung-wen 
kuan) in the establishment of the Heir Apparent; staffed on 
a rotational basis by distinguished members of the central 

rnment on duty assignments as Academicians (hsŭeh-
.RR: collège auxiliaire des études littéraires. P25. 

7708 wén-hsŭéh kuăn 文學館 
LIAO: Institute of Education in the Secretariat of the Heir 
Apparent (tso ch'un-fang) and in each Princely Establish-
ment (wang-fu); staffing not clear. P26, 69. 

7709 wén-hsŭéh shðu-chù yŭàn 文學守助緣 
HAN: apparently a Later Han variant of wen-hstìeh (In-
structor); 60 on the staff of the Governor (yin) of Ho-nan 
Commandeiy (chŭn), site of the dynastic capital. P32. 

7710 wén-hsŭéh ts'ān-chŭn 文學參军 
SUNG: Adjutant for Education, rank 9b, at the Prefecture 
(chou) level, probably most commonly in Military Prefec-
tures (chŭn) and Area Commands (tu-tu fu); responsible for 
encouraging education within the jurisdiction. Also see ts'an-
chŭn-shih. SP: inspecteur d'éducation. 

7711 wén-hsŭéh ts'úng-shìh 文學從事 
N-S DIV (San-kuo, S. Dyn.)： Educational Retainer, per-
sonal aide to a Regional Inspector (tz'u-shih) charged with 
encouraging education in his Region (chou). See under ts'ung-
shih. P51. 

7712 wén-hsŭéh yŭ 文學友 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Literatus Companion, found on 
the staffs of Princedoms (wang-kuo), presumably in charge 
of fostering education. P69. 

7713 wén-hsŭéh yŭàn 文學掾 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei, Chin): Instructor, apparently a 
variant of wen-hsŭeh), P51. 

7714 wén-kuăn 文官 
Civil Official or Civil Office’ the most common generic 
term throughout history for civil service personnel and their 
posts as distinguished from Military Officers or Military 
Offices (wu-kuan). 

7715 wén-kuăn 文館 
CH’ING: Literary Institute, predynastic antecedent of the 
Hanlin Academy (han-lin yuan), staffed with Academicians 
(hsŭeh-shih); in 1635 transformed into the Three Palace 
Academies (nei san yŭan). P23. 

7716 wén-Un kuăn 文林館 
Institute of Litterateurs. (1) N-S DIV (N‘ Ch'i)-SUI: 
agency for historical compilation apparently attached to the 
Palace Library (pi-shu chien), staffed with central govern-
ment officials on duty assignments as Academicians (hsŭeh-
shih) and headed by a Supervisor (p'an ... shih). P23. (2) 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Hanlin Academy (han-
lin yŭan). 

7717 wén-lín láng 文林郎 
SUI~CH’ING: Gentleman-litterateur, prestige title (san-
kuan) for civil officials of rank 9b 1 from Sui to Sung, 8a 
in Chin, 7a from Yuan to Ch'ing. P68. 

7718 wén-pà 文部 
T'ANG: from 752 to 758 the official redesignation of the 
lì-pu (Ministry of Personnel); may be encountered in later 
eras as an unofficial reference to the same Ministry. P5. 

7719 wén săn-kuān 文散官 
SUI-CH'ING: Civil Service Prestige Title; see under san-
kuan (Prestige Title). SP: mandarins civils portant un titre 
qui ne comporte pas de fonctions. P68. 

7720 wèn-shìh 問事 
TANG: Inquisitor, designation of soldiers assigned to the 
Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu) and various units of 
tenitorìal administration including Prefectures (chou); re-
sponsible for whipping prisoners with bamboo poles, prob-
ably to elicit confessions. RR: satellite chargé de la bas-
tomtade. P53. 

7721 wén-shĭh kuăn 文史館 
MING: Institute of History: in the period 1398-1402 only， 
a unit either supplementary or subordinate to the Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yiian); details not clear. P23. 

7722 wén-shŭfáng 文書房 
MING: Palace Secretariat, from the 1430s or 1440s manned 
by palace eunuchs handling the Emperor's paperwork as 
confidential secretaries. Also called chung-shu fang. 

7723 wén-ssù shŭ 文思署 
CHIN: Office for Ornamentation, one of 6 craft work-
shops under the Directorate for Imperial Manufactories (shao-
fu chien), headed by a Director (ling), rank 6b; in 1196 
merged with tìie Office for Drawing and Painting (t'u-hua 
shu) into a consolidated Crafts Office (chih-ying ssu). P15, 
38. 
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7724 wén-ssà yŭàn 文思院 
T'ANG-SUNG, LIAO, MING: Crafts Institute, a eunuch-
staffed workshop for the production of jewelry, fine bro-
cades, etc” for use by the Emperor and his wives; in T'ang 
with a eunuch Commissioner (shih) apparently subordinate 
to the Palace Administration (tien-chung sheng) t in Sung 
and Liao under the Directorate for Imperial Manufactories 
(shao-fu chien); in early Sung overseen by one civil and 2 
military Supervisors {chien-kuan)\ in S. Sung came directly 
under tìie Ministry of Works {kung-pu) and split into 2 sub-
sections (see shang-chieh, hsia-chìeh) coordinated by a 
Controller (t'i-hsia kuan); in Liao headed by a Commis-
sioner (shih); in Ming directly subordinate to the Ministry 
of Works, headed by a Cominissioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 
9a. SP: cour des ornaments artistiques. P15, 38, 49. 

7725 wén-té tài-chào shĕng 文德待諳省 
N-S DIV (Liang): Department of Learned and Virtuous 
Expectant Officials, apparently a palace organization to 
which promising nominees for official appointments were 
assigned for participation in historical and other scholarly 
compilations. P23. 

7726 wén-tsūng 文宗 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a Provincial Education 
Commissioner (t'i-tu hsŭeh-cheng). 
7727 wén-t9

ŭng 文童 
MING~CH’ING: variant of t'ung-sheng (Confucian Ap-
prentice). 

7728 wén-wŭ èrh-wŭ láng 文武二舞郞 
T'ANG: Performer of Both Civil and Military Dances, 
140 non-official specialists authorized for the Imperial Mu-
sic Office (t'ai-yŭeh shu); possibly a collective reference to 
2 categories of dancers who performed in court entertain-
ments, one for military and one for non-military types of 
dances. RR: danseur pour les danses civiles ou guerrières. 
P10. 

7729 wén-yŭăn kó 文淵閣 
MING-CHWG: Hall of Literary Profundity, one of the 
palace buildings to which Ming dynasty Grand Secretaries 
(ta hsŭeh-shih) were assigned; in Ch'ing served as a kind 
of imperial library, with a staff headed by a Supervisor (t'i-
chŭ) delegated firom the Imperial Household Department {nei-
wufu). P23, 25. 

7730 wēng-chŭ 翁主 
HAN: Princess-ordinary, designation of daughters of 
Princes (wang) not of the imperial family, differentiated from 
Imperial Princesses (kung-chu), the daughters of Imperial 
Princes (ch'in-wang)-, nonnaily prefixed by the place-name 
of a Township (hsiang) or Neighborhood (t'ing). See hsiang 
weng-chu, t'ing weng-chu. 

7731 wò4ŭ'tð 斡魯氽 
LIAO: Chinese transliteration of the Khitan word ordo, 
translated into Chinese as kung (Palace), designation of the 
camp of a tribal chief including all his entourage, which 
moved wherever the chief moved and after his death con-
tinued as a cohesive living and fighting unit. 

7732 wă 伍 
(1) CHOU: The Five, abbreviated reference to the Five 
Grand Masters (wu ta-fu). CL: les cinq. (2) CHOU: Squad, 
a military unit of 5 soldiers headed by a Leader (chang: 
Head, etc.), 5 of which constituted a Platoon (liang) in an 
Army (chun). CL: escouade. (3) Five, designation of a lo-
cal mutual-responsibility group of 5 neighboring house-
holds. 

7733 Wū 巫 
CHOU: Sorcerer or Sorceress, generic reference to sub-
ordinates of the Directors of Sorcery (ssu-^u) in the Min-
istry of Rites (ch'un-kuan); see nan-wu, nŭ~wu. CL: sor-
cier. 

7734 wŭ 武 
Military: throughout history the standard prefix differen-
tiating military officers and offices from those of the civil 
service (see wen). 

7735 wŭ-ch'én chŭn-pèi ch'āi-shĭh 
武臣準備差使 

SUNG: Military Officer in Reserve for Special Assign-
ment, 5 authorized for each of 3 major Military Commis-
sions (an-fu ssu) in the Yangtze Valley, and an unlimited 
number authorized for (all?) Fiscal Commissions (chuan-
yìin ssu). SP: fonctionnaire militaire en réserve pour être 
envoyé en mission. 

7736 wá-cA’如 í，í-Asírtg 武臣提刑 
SUNG: Military Judicial Commissioner, a duty assign-
ment for a military officer as Judicial Commissioner (t'i-
tien hsing-yŭ kung-shih), among the Circuit Intendants {chien-
ssu) of a Circuit (lu) in a region with a high density of 
military garrisons. SP: intendant judiciaire militaire. 

7737 wŭ ch'éng 五城 
MING-CH^ING; Five Wards, collective reference to the 
5 police-administration districts into which the dynastic 
capital, Peking, was divided, as was also the Ming auxil-
iary capital, Nanking, in a complex relationship with but 
not subordinate to the 2 Districts (hsien) and the one Pre-
fecture ifu) headquartered at the capital; differentiated with 
the directional prefixes Central, Eastern, Western, South-
ern, and Northern. Each Ward was the special jurisdiction 
of a Warden's Office (ping-ma ssu) under the supervision 
of a Ward-inspecting Censor {hsŭn-ch'eng yŭ-shih). BH: five 
cities. P20. 

7738 wŭ-ch9éng hsán-shìh yu-shíh 五城巡 
視御史 or wu-ch 'eng yŭ-shih 

MING-CH'ING: Ward-inspectíng Censors of the Five 
Wards of the dynastic capital city; see hsun-shih yŭ-shih. 
P20. 
7739 wŭ-cWéng plng-mă ssū 五城兵馬司 
MING-CH'ING: Wardens' Offices of the Five Wards in 
the dynastic capital city; see ping-ma ssu. P20. 

7740 wŭ-chì hsiào-wèi 戊己校尉 
HAN: Commandant of the Center (?), rank =600 bush-
els, from 48 B.C. the designation of some commanders of 
military garrisons in Central Asia; the title seems to reflect 
the Taoist concept that the celestial symbols wu and chi 
represent the center (chung), but the relevance of this ex-
planation is questionable. HB: Wu and Chi colonels. 

7741 wŭ-chì wèi 武騎尉 
SUI-MING: Commandant of Militant Cavalry, the least 
prestigious merit title (hsŭn) awarded for military achieve-
ment, rank 7b through Chin, 6b in Yuan and Ming; in Ming 
awarded only to military officers. RR+SP: directeur de la 
cavalerie guerrière. P65. 

7742 wŭ-ch，ì ckiĕn 武器監 
T'ANG: early T'ang variant of chun-ch'i chien (Directorate 
of Armaments), discontinued in 632. RR: direction des 
armes guerrières. 
7743 wŭ-chn shôu-kāng 武器守宮 
T'ANG-SUNG: a combined reference to the Office of Ar-
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maments (wu-ch'i shu) and the Canopies Office (shou-
kung shu), both subordinate to the Court of the Imperial 
Regalia (wei-wei ssu) and perhaps combined in Sung times. 
P29. 

7744 htí-CA’ÌS/MÍ 武器署 
TANG-SUNG; Office of Armaments under the Court of 
the Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu), responsible for over-
seeing the use of arms taken from the Court's Armory (wu-
k'u shu) for sacrificial ceremonies, imperial outings of var-
ious sorts, etc.; in T'ang headed by a Director (ling), rank 
8a2. RR+SP: office des armes guerrières. P29. 

7745 wŭ-chiēh 武階 
SUI-CH'ING: Military Rank，specifically refemng to the 
rank status of a military officer's prestige title {san-kuan). 

7746 wŏ ckiĕn 五監 
SUI-SUNG; Five Directorates, collective reference to 5 
central government service agencies，in all periods includ-
ing the Directorate of Waterways (tu-shui chien), Direc-
torate for Imperial Manufactories (shao-fu chien), and Di-
rectorate for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso chien); in Sui 
including the Directorate for Armaments {chŭn-ch'i chien) 
by one account, the Directorate of Palace Domestic Service 
(ch'ang-ch'iu chien) by another account; in Sui and T'ang 
also including the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien)', 
in T'ang and Sung also including the Directorate for Ar-
maments; in Sung also including the Directorate of Astron-
omy (ssu-fien chien)‘ Cf. ssu chien (Four Directorates). 

7747 w t í - c A 饭 五 千 營 
MING: Division of the Five Thousand，variant name of 
the Firearms Division (shen-chiying), one of the Three Great 
Training Divisions (san ta-ying) at Peking, with counter-

at the auxiliary capital, Nanking. The term Five Thou-
refers to horses of that total that were captured by a 

general on the northern frontier in the early 1400s. 

7748 M chih 五畤 
HAN: Five Altars, each supervised by a Commandant {wei)t 
located at Yung District (hsien) outside the dynastic capital; 
established in early Han under the control of a Great Sup-
plicator (t'ai-chu ling) and a Great Sacrificial Butcher {t'ai-
tsai ling), both prefixed Yung and both under the Cham-
berlain for Ceremonials (feng-ch'ang, t'ai-ch'ang) in the 
central government; sources do not specify to which deities 
the altars were dedicated, but possibly dedicated to the leg-
endary sage rulers of high antiquity known as the Five Ti; 
the altars appear to have been abandoned near the end of 
Former Han. HB: five sacred places. P28. 

7749 wiĭ cWA-fcŭi•五指揮 
SUNG: Five Commanders, collective reference to the mil-
itary leaders, hence indirectly the total military force, of 
the Capital Security Office (huang-ch'eng ssu); the troops 
under the Office's jurisdiction reportedly totaled 2,970. SP: 
cinq directions militaires. 

7750 wŭ-chîng ch'ŭ-shēn 五經出身 
SUNG: Graduate in the Five Classics, status designation 
of successful candidates in the Metropolitan Examination 
(sheng-shih) of the civil service recruitment examination 
sequence who took the examination in the ancient works 
called the Five Classics. See ch'u-shen. SP: docteur des 
cinq classiques. 
7751 wŭ chīng'k'uéi 五經魁 
MING-CH'ING: Five Notable Graduates; see ching-k'uei. 

7752 wŭ-chīng pó-shìh 五經博士 
Erudite of the Five Classics. (1) From Han on, a generic 

or specific designation of scholarly dignitaries who were 
principal staff members of the National University (t'at 
hsūeh), the School for the Sons of the State {kuo-tzu hsŭeh), 
and counterparts that in Ming and Ch'ing were consolidated 
under the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien); also at 
times found on the staff of the Hanlin Academy {han-lin 
yŭan). Rank rose from 400 to 600 bushels in Han and was 
5a in Tang, 8b in Ming. HB: erudit. RR: maître au vaste 
savoir des cinq classiques. P34. (2) MING-CH'ING: he-
reditary title, rank 8a, awarded to various descendants of 
Confucius and notable Confucians, early and late. BH: doc-
tor of the classics. P66. 

7753 wŭ ch'ū-shĕn 無出身 
SUNG; Without Formal Qualifications, categorical ref-
erence to civil officials being considered for appointment 
or promotion who were second in prestige to men who had 
entered service by passing the Metropolitan Examination 
(sheng-shih) in the civil service recruitment examination se-
quence, those who had transferred into the civil service from 
comparable status in the military service, and some others 
who also were labeled With Formal Qualifications (yu ch'u-
shen). Those Without Formal Qualifications principally in-
cluded men of good standing who had not entered service 
via recruitment examinations; they in turn were more pres-
tigious than men who had risen from status as subofficial 
functionaries (li, hsŭ-li), had purchased official status, etc. 
See ch'u-shen. 

7754 wŭ-châ 武擧 
SUNG: Military Selectee, from the mid-1000s the desig-
nation awarded men chosen for careers as military officers 
by virtue of having passed examinations in military skills. 

7755 wŭ-chă àn 武擧案 
SUNG: Section for Military Selections, a clerical unit in 
the Ministry of War (ping-pu); managed the examinations 
in military skills that were given to prospective military of-
ficers from the mid-1000s. SP: service des examens mili-
taires. 

7756 wŭ-chŭān 無涓 
HAN: Lady Without Impurity, title of a category of pal-
ace women, rank =100 bushels. HB: pure maid. 

7757 wŭ chŭn-ssŭ shìh-shīh 五吻司市師 
HAN: Five Market Masters, collective reference to the 5 
Market Masters (shih-shih) established to collect mercantile 
taxes and control commodity prices in the official markets 
at the dynastic capital，Ch'ang-an, and in 5 other major 
c i t i e sû>yang (modern Honan), Han-tan (Shansi), Lin-tzu 
(Shantung), Wan (Hopei), and Ch'eng-tu (Szechwan)—by 
Wang Mang (r. 9-23), replacing Former Han's Market Di-
rectors (shih-ling); their subordinates included Exchange 
Managers (i) and Tax and Credit Offices {ch'ien-fu). 

7758 wŭ-chān tū-tā fŭ 五軍都督府 
MING: Five Chief Military Commissions, prefixed Front, 
Rear, Left, Right, and Center, each headed by unprescribed 
numbers of Commissioners-in-chief {tu-tu), rank la , Vice 
Commissioners-in-chief (tu-tu t'ung-chih), lb , and Assis-
tant Commissioners-in-chief (tu-tu ch'ien-shih), 2a, all 
commonly ennobled; a conglomeration of the empire's most 
eminent military leaders，who oversaw the professional 
military training of all military forces and led them on ma-
jor campaigns. Each Commission was responsible for a 
designated group (not necessarily in geographical clusters) 
of the empi re�mil i ta ry garrisons (see under wei-so)t al-
though strategic policies and general administrative con-
trols were the business of the civil service Ministry of War 
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(ping-pu). The Five Commissions (commonly abbreviated 
to wu fu) were created in 1380 by a fragmentation of the 
previously consolidated Chief Military Commission (tu-tu 

fu) in an effort by the founding Emperor to secure total 
control of the government in his own hands. For internal 
clerical work, each Commission had a Registry (ching-li 
•ww) headed by a Registrar (ching-li), 5b. P4. 

7759 wá-drá/ i^í i^-cAìA 五軍統制 
SUNG: Commander-general of the Five Armies, head of 
the Imperial Defense Command (yŭ-ying ssu) established 
briefly in the South in the late 1120s during the Sung retreat 
from North China, when the empire^ regular soldiery was 
reorganized into Five Inspired Armies (shen-wu wu-chun). 
This pattern, an<? probably the title’ did not endure beyond 
1130-1131. SP: commandant général des cinq armées. 

7760 wŭchŭn ying 五軍營 
MING: Division of the Five Armies, one of the Three Great 
Training Divisions (san ta-ying) at Peking, with counter-
parts at Nanking; originated as the principal military force 
at the dynastic capital in the founding reign. The term Five 
Armies refers to the fashion in which the Yung-lo Emperor 
(r. 1402-1424) organized his forces for campaigns against 
the Mongols. 

7J61 wŭfăng 五坊 
T'ANG: Five Cages of animals used in imperial hunts, un-
der supervision of the Commissioner for the Imperial Sta-
bles (hsien-chiu shih) in the Palace Administration (tien-
chung sheng): an Eagle Cage (tiao-fang)’ Hawk Cage (hu-
fang), Kite Cage (yao-fang), Falcon Cage (ying-fang), and 
Dog Cage (kou-fang). RR: cinq quartiers de vénerie. P38. 

7762 wŭfáng 五房 
Five Offices. (1) T'ANG: collective reference to the cler-
ical units that conducted the business of the combined Sec-
retariat-Chancellery (chung-shu men-hsia) from the 720s, 
each staffed with Secretariat Clerks (t'ang-hou kuan); a Per-
sonnel Office (li-fang), a Central Control Office (shu-chi 
fang), a War Office (ping-fang), a Revenue Office (hu-fang)t 
and a combined Justice and Rites Office (hsing-lìfang). In 
Sung this group was reorganized and known collectively as 
the Six Offices {liu fang). (2) SUNG: collective reference 
to subsections of the Proclamations Office (chih-ch'ih yŭan) 
of the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), SP: cinq chambres du 
grand secrétariat. P3. 

7763 wŭfŭ 五府 
(1) T'ANG: Five Garrisons, collective reference to mili-
tiamen of the Garrison Militia organization (fu-ping; also 
see fu) on duty in the dynastic capital, distributed among 
the Sixteen Guards {shih-liu wei)\ derives from the 5 base 
areas in which they (or a select group, separate from the 
Sixteen Guards?) were quartered, each under a Comman-
dant (chung-lang chiang), rank 4a2: a Bodyguard Garrison 
(ch'in-ju), a First and a Second Distinguished Garrison (hsŭn 
i-fu, hsŭn erh-fu), and a First and a Second Standby Gar-
rison (i i-fu, i erh-fu). RR: cinq milices. P43. (2) T’ANG: 
a common though misleading reference to the Three Gar-
risons (san fu) in the establishment of the Heir Apparent. 
P26. (3) MING: abbreviated collective reference to the Five 
Chief Military Commissions (wu-chŭn tu-tu fu). 

7764 wŭ-fŭ 烏府 
Lit., blackbird office: from Han on, an unofficial reference 
to the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai, tu ch'a-yŭan) or to its head, 
the Cenrár-inrchfief (yū-shih ta-fu, tu yŭ-shih) t because the 
Censorate*s quarters in Han times were distinguished by a 
large cedar tree frequented by large numbers of birds. See 
po-t'ai. 

7765 wŭ-hài ŭ 無害吏 
HAN： lit., functionary (who makes sure there has been?) 
no harm: Judicial Inspector, designation o f � a delegate ftom 
a Commandery Governor {t'ai-shou) who in fall and winter 
toured the Districts (hsien) of the jurisdiction to determine 
whether District personnel had made any wrongful judicial 
decisions. HB: official who causes no harm. P53. 

7766 wŭ-hòufŭ 武候府 
Occasional clerical error for or variant of chien-hou fu (Of-
fice of Astronomical Observations). 

7767 wŭ-hsiào ping 五校兵 or wŭ-hsiào shih 
五校士 

HAN: Troops oi the Five Commandants , a Later Han 
variant of the earlier name Northern Army (pei-chŭn), de-
riving from an original group of 5 leaders that subsequently 
fluctuated in number，each Commandant having a distin-
guishing prefix, e .g . , Commandant of Infantry (pu-ping 
hsiao-wei). HB: troops of the five colonels. 

7768 wŭ-hsièn 武憲 
SUNG: variant of wu-ch'en t'i-hsing (Military Judicial 
Commissioner). 

7769 wŭ'hsièn chiàng-chŭn 武顯將軍 
CH'ING: General of Military Brilliance, prestige title ifeng-
tseng) for rank 2a military officers. 

7770 wŭ-hsìn chUwèi 武信騎尉 
CH’ING: Commandan t of Military Trustworthiness, 
prestige title (feng-tseng) for rank 7a military officers. 

7771 wŭ-hsìn tsŏ chì-wèi 武信佐騎尉 
CH'ING; Assistant Commandant of Military Trustwor-
thiness, prestige title (feng-tseng) for rank 7b military of-
ficers. 

7772 wă'hsŭăn 武選 
Military A p p d n t m e n t s Process: from Sung if not earlier, 
a reference to the institutional arrangements that dealt with 
the appointments, promotions, demotions, etc., of military 
officers. In early Sung managed by the West Bureau of 
Personnel Evaluation (shen-kuan hsi-yŭan; see shen-kuan 
yŭan) in conjunction with the Bureau of Lesser Military 
Assignments (san-pan yŭan) in the Ministry of Personnel 
(lì-pu)，but from 1080 managed entirely by the Ministry of 
Personnel; see hsŭan, yu-hsŭan, shih-lang yu-hsŭan. In Ming 
and Ch'ing such matters were handled by the Bureau of 
Militaiy Appointments (wu-hsŭan ch'ing-li ssu) in the Min-
istry of War (ping-pu). SP: choix des fonctionnaires mili-
taires. 

7773 wŭ-hsŭŭn chfīng-ŭ ssŭ 武選淸吏司 or 
wu-hsŭan ssu 

MING~CH’ING: Bureau of Military Appointments, one 
of 4 principal agencies of the Ministry of War (ping-pu), 
responsible for managing the appointments, reappoint-
ments, promotions, demotions, retirements, etc., of mili-
tary officers; headed by a Director (lang-chung), rank 5a, 
in Ming, in Ch’ing by one Chinese, one Mongol, and 3 
Manchu Directors, also 5a. BH: department of selection. 
P12. 

7774 wŭ'hsŭéh 武學 
Military School. (1) Common designation throughout his-
tory of educational units in large military gaírrìsons, e .g. , 
in Ming dynasty Guards (wet)； staffed normally with In-
structors (chiao-shou) in post-T'ang times. (2) SUNG: one 
of the several schools operated by the Directorate of Edu-
cation (kuo-tzu chien), staffed with one or 2 Erudites (po-
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shih), rank 8b, and after 1102 also with Instructors (hsueh-
yu), 9a, Like all other Military Schools, this trained prin-
cipally in military skills such as horsemanship and archery, 
but in addition required some study of texts considered mil-
itary classics, e.g., the ancient Sun-tzu. SP: école militaire. 

7775 wŭ-huā p'àn-shlh 五花判事 
N-S DIV-SUNG: lit., deciders of matters of all sorts: un-
official reference to Secretariat Drafters (chung-shu she-
jen). 

7776 wŭ4 武義 
Militant Loyalty: prefix that occurs in prestige titles (san-
kuan) for militaiy officers, e.g., Sung's Gentleman of Mil-
itant Loyalty (wu-i lang, rank 7b) and Grand Master of Mil-
itant Loyalty (wu-i ta-fu,) má Ch’ing，s Commandant-in-
chief of Militant Loyalty (wu-i tu-wei, 3a). 

7777 wŭ4 武翼 
Militant Assistance: prefix that occurs in prestige titles (san-
kuan) for military officers, e.g., Sung’s Gentleman of Mil-
itant Assistance (wu-i lang, rank 7b) and Grand Master of 
Militant Assistance (wu-i ta-fu, 7a) and Ch'ing's Comman-
dant-in-chief of Militant Assistance (wu-i tu-wei, 3b). 

7778 wŭ-k9ō 武科 
SUNG, MING: Military Recruitment Examinations, col-
lective reference to examinations in military skills and an-
cient texts considered military classics, originated by Sung 
and revived by Ming in 1464, then in 1504 regularized in 
a 3-year cycle paralleling the civil service recruitment ex-
amination sequence, leading to such status as Military Pro-
vincial Graduate (wu chŭ-jen) and Military Metropolitan 
Graduate (wu chin-shih) ̂  which qualified men for appoint-
ments as regular military officers, supplementing the pool 
of hereditary officers (see under wei-so). Although the mil-
itary examinations were theoretically open to all applicants, 
the normal graduates were the younger brothers and sec-
ondary sons of existing officers, who had the best oppor-
tunities for military training and experience. The Ming ex-
aminations did not significantly alter the hereditary character 
of the officer corps, producing only about 50 Military Met-
ropolitan Graduates every 3 years. The examinations were 
managed by the Bureau of Militaiy Appointments (wu-hsíian 
ch'ing-li ssu) in the Ministry of War (ping-pu). They were 
not continued in Ch’ing times. 

7779 wŭ-kyù 武庫 
Armory: throughout history the common designation of an 
arms depot’ particularly the most important one located at 
the dynastic capital; to be distinguished from agencies that 
manufactured arms such as the T'ang-Sung Directorate for 
Armaments (chūn-ch'i chien) and the Ch'ing Court of Im-
perial Armaments (wu-peì yŭan). In Han subordinate to the 
Chamberlain for the Imperial Insignia (chih chin-wu), headed 
by a Director (ling) ranked at 600 bushels; in the post-Han 
era of N-S Division, it was sometimes subordinate to the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Garrison (wei-wei), sometimes 
to the Storehouse Section (k*u-pu) of the Department of State 
Affairs (shang-shu sheng); in T’ang—Sung it was part of the 
Court of the Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu); in Ming-Ch'ing, 
it was the special responsibility of the Bureau of Provisions 
(wu-k'u ch'ing-li ssu) of the Ministry of War (ping-pu). SP: 
magasin des armes militaires. P12. 

7780 wŭ-k'ù ch，ing-ŭ ssū 武庫淸吏司 or wu-
k'u ssu 

MINGhCH'ING: Bureau of Provisions, one of 4 major 
agencies in the Ministry of War (ping-pu) t responsible for 
maintaining supplies of armaments and generally for logis-

tical support of the armed forces; headed by one Director 
(lang-chung), rank 5a, in Ming; in Ch'ing headed by one 
Chinese and 2 Manchu Directors of the same rank. BH: 
commissariat department. P12. 

7781 wŭ-k'ù ŭng 武庫令 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV: Director of the Armory, in Han ranked 
at 600 bushels, under the Chamberlain for the Imperial In-
signia (chih chin-wu), thereafter under either the Cham-
berlain for the Palace Garrison (wei-wei) or the Department 
of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng). HB: prefect pf the ar-
senal. P12. (2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Chief 
Minister (ch'ing) of the Court of Imperial Armaments 
(wu-pei yŭan). 

7782 wŭ-k9
ŭ shŭ 武庫署 

T'ANG: Armory, one in the dynastic capital, Ch'ang-an, 
and another in the auxiliary capital, Loyang’ both under the 
Court of the Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu), each headed 
by a Director (/mg), rank 6b2; stored arms and other mil-
itary gear. RR: office du magasin des armes. P12. 

7783 wá kuān 五官 
Lit” five offices, commonly used to suggest “various” or 
“miscellaneous” functions. (1) HAN: Lady for Miscella-
neous Uses, designation of a category of palace women 
ranked at =300 bushels. HB: maid for all purposes. (2) N-
S DIV: General-purpose Clerk (?), number and functions 
not clear; commonly unranked suboffícials authorized in 
various agencies of both the central government and the 
hierarchy of territorial administration; interchangeable with 
wu-kuan yŭan. P26, 27，32, 33，53’ etc. (3) T'ANG-
CH'ING: Five Offices, a cluster of 5 groups of calendrical 
specialists，each responsible for one season including Mid-
year: Spring Office (ch'un-kuan), Summer Office (hsia-kuan)t 
Autumn Office (ch'iu-hum), Winter Office (tung-kuan), and 
Mid-year Office (chung-kuan), each headed by a Director 
(ling in cariy T’ang, otherwise cheng), rank 5a except 8a 
in Sung and 6b in Ming and Ch'ing; Ch'ing appointed one 
Manchu and one Chinese Director. The Offices were part 
of the T’ang Astrological Service {t'ai-shih chŭ) and later 
Bureau of Astronomy (ssu-fien t'aí)y the Sung Astrological 
Service (fai-shih chŭ), the Sung—Ming Directorate of As-
tronomy (ssu-t'ien chien), and the Ming-ChMng Directorate 
of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien). RR+SP: cinq administra-
tions. BH: five astronomers. P35. 

7784 wŭ-kuăn 武官 
Military Officer or Military Office, the most common ge-
neric term throughout history for military personnel or posts 
as distinguished from Civil Officials or Civil Offices (wen-
kuan). 

7785 wŭ-lcuān ch，ièh-kŭ chéng 五官辇壺正 
TANG-CHTING: Supervisors of Water Clocks in the Five 
Offices; see ch'ieh-hu cheng and wu kuan." 

7786 wŭ'kuăn chiên.hdu 五官監候 
Astrological Observers in the Five Offices; see chien-hou 
and wu kuan. 
7787 wŭ-kuăn chŭng-láng chiăng 五官中郞將 
HAN-N-S DIV: Leader of Court Gentlemen for Miscel-
laneous Uses, one of 3 officials, rank =2,000 bushels, in 
charge of the expectant appointees serving as courtiers arid 
called Court Gentlemen (lang); in Later Han each Leader 
controlled one of what were then called the Three Corps 
(san shu) of such personnel. See chung-lang chiang. HB: 
general of the gentlemen-of-the-household for all purposes. 

7788 wŭ-kuăn láng-chŭng 五官郞中 
HAN: Gentleman of the Interior for Miscellaneous Uses, 
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rank -300 bushels, one of the categories into which 
Gentlemen of the Interior (lang-chung) were divided. 

7789 wŭ-kuān líng-Vái 五官靈臺 
T'ANG-CH'ING: variant reference to the Imperial Ob-
servatory (ling-t'ai). 

7790 wŭ-kuăn păo-chăng cheng 五官保章正 
T ANG-CH ING: Directors of Calendrical Calculations 
in the Five Offices; see pao-chang cheng and wu kuan. 

7791 wŭ-kuân shìh-láng 五官侍郞 
HAN; Attendant Gentleman for Miscellaneous Uses, rank 
=400 bushels, one of the categories into which Attendant 
Gentlemen (shih-lang) were divided. 

7792 wŭ-kuân ssū-ch'én 五官司辰 
T'ANG-CH'ING: Timekeepers in the Five Offices; see 
ssu-ch'en and wu kuan. 

7793 wŭ-kuân ysu-lt 五官司曆 
(1) T'ANG-WAN: \uriant of ssu-li and ssu-li wu-kuan (both 
Manager of the Calendar). (2) MING: Manager of the 
Calendar in the Directorate of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien), 
2，rank 9a; a formal redesignation of ssu-li. P35. 

7794 wŭ-kuān ssū-shŭ 五官司書 
CH'ING: variant reference to a Compiler attached to the 
Five Offices (wu kuan) of calendrical specialists in the Di-
rectorate of Astronomy (ch'in-t'ien chien). BH: compiler. 
P35. 

7795 wŭ-kuān tò-fŭ 五官大夫 
SUNG: unofficial reference to wu-kuan cheng (Directors 
of the Five Offices); see under wu kuan (Five Offices). 
P35. 

7796 wŭ-kuān ts'áo 五官曹 
HAN: General-purpose Section，a clerical unit commonly 
found on the staffs of Commanderíes (chŭn) and Districts 
(hsien), apparently for general administrative work. HB: 
bureau for all purposes. 

7797 wă-kuăn yŭàn 五官掾 
N-S DIV: variant of wu kuan (General-purpose Clerk?). 

7798 wiíit，i^i•五魁 
MING-CH'ING: Five Notable Graduates; see ching-k'uei 
and wu ching-k'uei. 
7799 wŭ kùng 五貢 
CH'ING: Five Categories of Tribute Students, collective 
reference to the “regular path” (cheng-t'u) Tribute Students 
(kung-sheng) admitted to the National University (t'ai-hsŭeh): 
Graduate by Grace (en-kung), Graduate for Preeminence 
ipa-kung), Certified Student Second Class (fu kung-sheng) t 
Graduate for Excellence iyu-kung), and regular Tribute Stu-
dent (sui-kung). 

7800 wŭ-kūng chiàng-chŭn 武功將軍 
CH'ING: General of Military Merit，prestige title ifeng-
tseng) awarded to rank 2b militaiy officers. 

7801 wŭ-láng 舞郞 
T'ANG: Performer of Dances in the Imperial Music Office 
(t'ai-yŭeh shu)', see under wen-wu erh-wu lang. 

7802 wŭ-liào k'ŭ 物料庫 
SUNG: Warehouse, general supply depot serving the Pal-
ace Workshops {tso fang ssu) of the Directorate for the Pal-
ace Buildings (chiang-tso chien); see tso-fang wu-liao k'u. 
SP: magasin des matériaux pour les ateliers de fabrication. 
P15. 

7803 wū4ò-chì'k9
ŭ 烏呼濟庫 

CHIN: variant of wu-lu-ku (Herds Office). P31. 

7804 wŭ4ŭ-kŭ 烏魯古 
CHIN: Chinese transliteration of a Jurchen word translated 
as ch'ŭn-mu so (Herds Office). See t'i-k'ung wu-lu-ku. P31. 

7805 wŭ-lŭèh chì-wèi 武略騎尉 
CH'ING: Commandant for Military Strategy, prestige 
title (feng-tseng) for rank 6a military officers; also occurs 
with the prefix tso (Assistant) for rank 6b officers. 

7806 wŭ mă 五馬 
Lit., 5 horses: unofficial reference to a Han-Sui Comman-
dery Governor (t'ai-shou) or a T'ang-Ch'ing Prefect {tz'u-
shih, chih-chou, ckih-fu) ’ derivation a matter of contro-
versy; by one account, whereas a team of 4 horses was 
standard for a chariot, a Han Commandery Governor was 
authorized to travel with a 5th horse in reserve. 

7807 wū-mă 巫馬 
CHOU: Sorcerer for Horses, 2 ranked as Junior Service-
men (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of War (hsia-
kuan) responsible for the care of sick horses; subordinate 
veterinarians were guided by their determinations of when 
particular horses were born and when they could be ex-
pected to die. CL: sorcìer de chevaux. 

7808 wŭ-pèifáng 武備房 
SUNG: Defense Section, a unit of the Bureau of Military 
Affairs (shu-mi yiian); staffing and duration not clear. Cf. 
shih-erh fang (Twelve Sections). SP: chambre des préparatìfs 
militaires. 

7809 wŭ-pèí ssù 武備寺 
YÙAN： Court of Imperial Armaments, a central govern-
ment agency headed by 4 Chief Ministers (ch'ing); super-
vised 39 subordinate agencies that manufactured and stored 
military gear for use by the Emperor and his entourage; 
created by promoting a former unit of the Court of the Im-
perial Regalia (wei-wei yiian), the Directorate of Arma-
ments (wu-pei chien), a continuation of the T'ang-Sung Di-
rectorate for Armaments {chŭn-cWi chien); date of change 
not clear. 

7810 wŭ-pèi yŭàn 武備院 
CH'ING: Court of Imperial Armaments, originally cre-
ated by renaming the Ming dynasty Palace Armory (ping-
chang chû)\ in 1661 subordinated to the Imperial House-
hold Department {nei-wufu) with an unspecified number of 
the Department's Grand Ministers (ta-ch'en) in charge; in 
c. 1723 there were created posts of 2 Chief Ministers (ch'ing)t 
rank 3a, one drawn from members of the Imperial House-
hold Department, the other from officers of the Imperial 
Guardsmen (shih-wei). Principal subordinate units included 
Northern and Southern Storehouses (pei-an k'u, nan-an k'u). 
BH: imperial armory. 

7811 wŭ'pīttg ts，áo 五兵曹 or wu-ping 
N-S DIV: lit. section of the 5 (categories of) troops: Min-

of War in the developing Department of State Affairs 
g-shu sheng), with administrative control over all armed 

forces; headed by a Minister (shang-shu); changed from chia-
pu in the 280s, in N. Wei renamed ch'i-ping (7 troops) ts'ao; 
supervised a fluctuating number of Sections (ts'ao) y from 2 
to 7, the standard array including Sections for Inner Troops 
(chung-ping), Outer Troops (wai-ping), Cavalry {chì-ping)y 
Allied Troops ipieh-ping), and Capital Troops (tu-ping); 
Sections headed by Directors (lang, lang-chung). P12. 
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7812 wŭ-pù 五部 
HAN-N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： Five Sectors, collective refer-
ence to the East, West, South, North, and Center areas into 
which Commanderíes (chun) were divided for administra-
tive supervision by itinerant Local Inspectors (tu-yu)y known 
collectively as Local Inspectors of the Five Sectors (wu-pu 
tu~yu), P53. 

7813 wŭ-pù 武部 
T'ANG: from 752 to 756 the official redesignation of the 
ping-pu (Ministry of War). RR: ministère militaire. P12. 
7814 wū'pù 烏布 
CH'ING: Administrative Assistant, Chinese translitera-
tion of a Manchu word collectively designating personnel 
of Ministries (pu) below the rank of Bureau Director {lang-
chung). 

7815 wtí sárt-Jfcw如武散官 
SUI-CH'ING: Military Service Prestige Title; see under 
san-kuan (Prestige Title). SP: titre de prestige des fonc-
tionnaires militaires. P68. 

7816 wŭ shàng 五尙 
Five Chief Stewards. (1) HAN: collective designation of 
5 subordinates of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues 
(shao-fu) who tended to the personal needs of the Emperor 
and the imperial household: Chief Stewards for Headgear 
(shang-kuan)^ for Accommodations (shang-chang), for 
Clothing (shang-i), for the Bedchamber (shang-hsi), and 
for Food (shang-shih). Cf. liu shang (Six Chief Stewards), 
shang-shu. P30. (2) SUNG: collective reference to 5 of the 
Six Chief Stewards (see under liu chŭ, Six Services), but 
which Chief Steward is omitted is not clear. 

7817 wŭ shĕng 五省 
Five Departments, collective reference to major agencies 
of the central government. (1) N-S DIV (Liang): reference 
to the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng)t 
Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) t Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) y 
Palace Library (pi-shu sheng), and Department of Scholarly 
Counselors (chi-shu sheng). P28. (2) SUI: reference to the 
Department of State Affairs, Chancellery, Secretariat (nei-
shih sheng, i.e., chung-shu sheng), Palace Library, and either 
Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng in early Sui) or 
Palace Adminisitration (tien-nei sheng in later Sui). (3) 
SUNG: reference to the Department of State Affairs, Chan-
cellery, Secretariat, Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih 
sheng)y and Palace Eunuch Service (ju-nei nei-shih sheng). 

7818 wŭ-shēng 舞生 
CH'ING: Dance Performer, 300 non-official specialists 
authorized for the Music Office (ho-sheng shu) in the Mu-
sic Ministry (yūeh-pu). BH: posturer. P10. 

7819 wŭ shih 五使 
SUNG: Five Commissioners, collective reference to cither 
of 2 groups: (1) Capital Inspectors of Left and Right (see 
under hsūn-shih), Supervisor of Post-audience Banquets 
(lang-hsia shih), Commissioner Supervising the Sacrifices 
(chien-chi shih)’ and Supervisor of Incense Offerings (chien-
hsiang shih), all duty assignments for Censors (yu-shih); or 
(2) Escort Carriage Rider {lu-pu shih), Imperial Regalia 
Commissioner (i-chang shih), Commissioner for Ceremo-
nial Propriety (li-i shih), Commissioner for Grand Ceremo-
nials (ta-li shih), and either Commissioner for Bridges and 
Roads {ch'iao-tao shih) or Commissioner for Hostels and 
Postal Relay Stations (tun-ti shih), common characteristics 
not clear. SP: cinq commissaires. 

7830 wu-tsang 
7820 wŭ-shīh 舞師 
Ceremonial Dancing Master. (1) CHOU: 2 ranked as Ju-
nior Servicemen {hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of 
Education (ti-kuan) responsible for preparing neophytes to 
fill vacancies in the ranks of Performing Dancers {wu-t'u) 
and for leading Performing Dancers in state ceremonies. 
CL: maître des danses. (2) N-S DIV (Chin): subordinate to 
the Grand Director of Music (t'ai-yŭeh ling), number and 
rank status not clear. P10. (3) T'ANG: 15 non-official spe-
cialists authorized for the Imperial Divination Office (t'ai-
pu shu). RR: maître de la danse magique. 

7821 wŭ-shìh shuài-fă 武侍率府 
SUI-T ANG: Armed Attendants Guard Command, 2 
prefixed Left and Right, each headed by a Commandant 
(shuai); from c. 605 to 622 the official designation of mil-
itary units assigned to the establishment of the Heir Ap-
parent previously and later called Clan Defense Guard 
Command^ (tsung-wei shuai-fu). P26. 

7822 wŭ ssū 五司 
SUNG; Five Bureaus, common collective reference to the 
major subsections of the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu): Left 
Section {tso-ts'ao), Right Section (yu-is'ao), Bureau of 
General Accounts (tu-chih ssu), Treasury Bureau (chin-pu 
ssu), and Granaries Bureau (ts'ang-pu ssu). SP: cinq bu-
reaux du ministère des finances. 

7823 wŭ ssŭ-Vîng 五司廳 
SUNG: Five Commissioners, collective reference to early 
Sung Circuit (tao) dignitaries entitled Military Commis-
sioner (ching-lŭeh, an-fu shih, chieh-tu shih)’ Area Com-
mander-in-chief (tsung-kuan), and Surveillance Commis-
sioner (kuan-ch'a shih). P50. 

7824 wŭ tà-fŭ 五大夫 
CH'IN-HAN: lit” grand master of 5, i.e., of a Squad (?): 
Grandee of the Ninth Order, 12th highest of 20 titles of 
honorary nobility {chŭeh) conferred on deserving subjects. 
P65. 

7825 wŭ tà'fŭ 伍大夫 
CHOU: Five Grand Masters, a vague collective reference 
to the principal assistants of the central government dig-
nitaries called the Three Ministers (san ch'ing). Commonly 
abbreviated to wu (The Five). CL: cinq préfets. 

7826 wŭ-t'ái 烏臺 
Lit., blackbird pavilion: from Han on an unofficial refer-
ence to the Censor-in-chlef (yii-shih ta-fu, tu yŭ-shih), be-
cause in Han times the Censorate�(yŭ-shìh t'ai) quarters 
were distinguished by a large cedar tree frequented by large 
numbers of birds. See po-t'ai, wu-fu. 

7827 wū'fái shĭh-chân 烏臺使君 
YUAN: unofficial reference to a Surveillance Commis-
sioner (su-cheng lien-fang shih), presumably deriving from 
the censorial character of his functions; see wu-t'ai. 

7828 wŭ-té chì-wèi 武德騎尉 
CH'ING: Commandant of Military Virtue, prestige title 
ifeng-tseng) for rank 5a military officers; with the prefix 
tso (Assistant), for rank 5b officers. 
7829 wŭ tH-hsíng 武提刑 
SUNG: abbreviation of wu-ch'en t'i-hsing (Military Judi-
cial Commissioner). SP: intendant judiciaire militaire. 

7830 wŭ-tsàng 武藏 
N-S DIV (Chou): Military Storehouse in the Ministry of 
War (hsia-kuan)', also the title of its head, the Military 
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Storekeeper, ranked as an Ordinaiy Grand Master {chung 
ta-fu; 5a). P12. 

7831 wŭ ts'áo 五曹 
(1) Five Sections, collective reference to 5 units, each headed 
by an Imperial Secretary (shang-shu), rank 600 bushels, 
that constituted what was informally called the Imperial 
Secretariat (shang-shu fai) from 29 B.C. into the early years 
of Later Han. Originally thwe were Four Sections (ww ts'ao)\ 
Section for Attendants-in-ordinary (ch'ang-shih ts'ao), Sec-
tion for Commandery Governors {erh-ch'ien shih ts'ao), 
Section for the People (min-ts'ao)，and Section for Recep-
tions {chu-k'o ts'ao); in 29 B.C. a Section for the Three 
Dukes (san-kung ts'ao) was added. The founder of Later 
Han reorganized the Imperial Secretariat into Six Sections 
(Hu ts'ao). HB: five bureaus. (2) SUNG: Five Lesser Min-
istries, unofficial reference to the Ministries of Revenue 
(hu-pu), of Rites (lí-pu), of War (ping-pu), of Justice (hsing-
pw)，and of Works {kung-pu), i.e., all of the Six Ministries 
{liu pu) except the preeminent Ministry of Personnel (lì-
pu). SP: cinq services. 

7832 wŭ4ŭ wáng 武都王 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)'. lit. sense not clear; Garrison Prince, 
one of the honorary titles conferred on submissive chief-
tains of southwestern aboriginal tribes. P72, 

7833 wŭ-t'ŭ 舞徒 
CHOU: lit., 8th class administrative official (see under t'u) 
for dancing: Performing Dancer, 40 authorized as sub-
ordinates of the Ceremonial Dancing Masters (wu~shih) in 
the Ministry of Education (ti~kuan). CL: suivant pour les 
danses. 

7834 wŭ-wèi 武衛 
SUI-SUNG: Militant Guard, 2 militaiy units prefixed Left 
and Right, created in 607 among the Twelve Guards (shih-
erh wei) at the dynastic capital produced by reorganization 
of the earlier Left and Right Guards {tso-wei, yu-wei) and 
Palace Military Headquarters (ling tso-yuýu) ; retained when 
the Twelve Guards were reorganized into the Sixteen Guards 
(shih-liu wei), although from mid;T，ang all the Guards had 
only nominal existence, providing grandiose titles for mem-
bers of the imperial family and other favored dignitaries; 
headed by a General (chiang-chŭn), normally rank 3a. 
RR+SP: garde guerrière. P20. 

7835 wŭ-wèi chiàng-chŭn 武衛將軍 
(1) N-S DIV (San-kuo Wei): Militant General, one of 3 
Generals who shared command of the Imperial Guard (chin-
lŭ)\ see ch'e-chi chiang-chŭn, p'iao-chi chiang-chŭn. (2) SUI-
T'ANG: General of the Militant Guard, leader of either 
the Left or the Right Militant Guard (wu-wei). P20. 

7836 wŭ-wèi ch'īn-chăn tū chĭh-hūi shĭh ssū 
武衛親軍都指揮使司 

YUAN: Imperial Armies Support Commission, an agency 
of the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yŭan) in the cen-
tral government, responsible for the construction and main-
tenance of military installations; headed by an Overseer (ta 
lu-hua-ch'ih) and 3 Chief Military Commissioners {tu chih-
hui shih). 

7837 wŭ-wèi chŭn tū chih-kŭi shih ssū 
武衛軍都指揮使司 

CHIN: Chief Military Commission for the Capital Guard, 
a command unit responsible for defense of the dynastic cap-
ital and police patrols within the city; created in 1180 with 
a Chief Military Commissioner (tu chih-hui shih), rank 4a， 
in charge; in 1198 promoted to 3b. P20. 

7838 wŭ-wĕi wèi 武威衛 
T'ANG: Militant and Awesome Guard , from 684 to 705 
the name of 2 military units prefixed Left and Right, tem-
porarily replacing the name Courageous Guard (hsiao-wei) 
in the array of Sixteen Guards {shih-liu wei) at the dynastic 
capital. There is an unlikely possibility, suggested by some 
sources, that this name also from 662 to 684 replaced the 
name Awesome Guard (wei-wei). P43. 

7839 wŭ-yĕk t，ài-shīh 五冶太m 
LIAO: Director of Mints in supervisory charge of coinage 
processes throughout the empire; organizational affiliation 
and rank not clear. P16. 

7 8 4 0 m t î j î i堪 t ó / i 武英殿 
CH'ING: Hall of Military Glory, a palace building most 
noted for housing the Imperial Printing Office (hsiu-shu ch'u). 
BH: throne hall. P37. 

7841 wŭ^yu 武諭 
SUNG: abbreviation of wu-hsŭeh hsūeh-yŭ (Instructor in 
a Military School). 

7842 w ó j ^ à / i 五院 
(1) SUNG: Five Bureaus, collective reference to the In-
stitute of Academicians {hsiieh-shih yiian)y the Bureau of 
Personnel Evaluation (shen-kuan yŭan), the Judicial Con-
trol Office (shen-hsing yŭan) ’ the Public Petitioners Review 
Office (teng-wen chien-yŭan), and the Public Petitioners 
Drum Office (teng-wen ku-yiian). These agencies seem to 
have had nothing in common other than the term yuan in 
their names; cf. liu yŭan (Six Offices). SP: cinq cours. (2) 
LIAO: Five Groups, one of the categories into which the 
founding ruler, A-pao-chi, divided his followers; repre-
sented at court by the Office of íhe Grand Prince of the 
Five Groups {wu-yŭan ta~wang fu). See nan ta-wang fu, 
ssu ta-pu. PI7. 

7843 yá 亞 
Lit., inferior, lesser: Vice, found as a prefix to titles 
throughout history, signifying a secondary post, e.g., ya-
chting (Vice Minister). 

7844 yā-chàng kuân 押仗官 
SUNG: Armed Escort, designation of personnel of the Court 
of the Imperial Regalia (wei-wei ssu) when escorting the 
Emperor in state ceremonies. SP: fonctionnaire d*escorte. 

7845 yá-chiàng 牙將 
CH'ING: unoffícial reference to a Company Commander 
(ch'ieri'tsung) in the Chinese military forces called the Green 
Standards (lu-ying). 

7846 yá-ch'ién 衙前 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit., in front of the yamen or office, i.e., 
at the yamen. (1) Generic reference to menials hired by 
local units of territorial administration, or requisitioned from 
groups in the sub-District (hsien) organization of the pop-
ulace. (2) Occasionally found as the equivalent of tien-ch'ien; 
e.g., see tien-ch'ien chŭn (Palace Army). SP: agent public. 

7847 ^yá-chHén shè-shêngpīng 衙前射生兵 
TWNG: Bowmen Shooters at Moving Targets, a group 
of skilled archers organized in 757 into Left and Right Wings 
(hsiang; i.e., ya-ch'ien tso-yu she-sheng hsiang) as a spe-
cial imperial bodyguard. Also known as tien-ch'ien she-sheng 
shou and kung-feng she-sheng kuan. Often referred to as 
the Left and Right Armies of Heroic Militancy (ying-wu 
chun). Promptly, perhaps in the very year of their activa-
tion, absorbed into the new Left and Right Armies of In-
spired Militancy (shen-wu chŭn); but in 786 separated as 
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Left and Right Armies of Bowmen Shooters at Moving Tar-
gets (ĭien-ch'ien she-sheng chŭn). In 787 reorganized as the 
Left and Right Armies of Inspired Awesomeness (shen-wei 
chŭn), and in 813 absorbed into the Left and Right Armies 
of Inspired Strategy (shen-ts'e chun). RR: archers habiles 
du devant du palais. P43. 

7848 yá-chíh 牙職 
T’ANG-SUNG: Local Subofficial, apparently a reference 
to menials hired by local units of territorial administration 
or requisitioned for state service from groups in the sub-
District (hsien) organization of the populace. P49, 72. 
7849 yă'Ch'īng 亞卿 
T’ANG~CH’ING: unofficial reference to a Vice Minister 
(shih-lang) of a Ministry (pu). 

7850 yă chūng tà-fŭ 亞中大夫 
YùAN-MING: Lesser Grand Master of the Palace, pres-
tige title (san-kuan) for civil officials of rank 3b from c. 
1314; changed from Junior Grand Master of the Palace (shao 
chung ta-fu). P68. 
7851 yá-chăn 牙軍 
T'ANG: lit.，army (identified by) a flag with serrated edges: 
Regional Army, generic designation of armies controlled 
by Military Commissioners (chieh-tu shih) of the late T'ang 
decades. 

7852 yā-fān 押番 
SUNG: Duty Group Leader, apparently a common des-
ignation of the commander of a group of soldiers under the 
Metropolitan Cavalry Command {ma-chŭn ssu) or the Met-
ropolitan Infantry Command (pu-chŭn ssu) on active rota-
tional service; sec fan. SP: chef de troupe. 

7853 yă-fà 亞傅 
Variant of shao-fu (Junior Mentor). 
7854 yŭ'hsiàng 亞相 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV: unofficial reference to a Censor-in-
chief (yŭ-shih ta~fu)y deriving from his status as assistant 
to the Counselor-in-chief (ch'eng-hsiang) in early Han times. 
(2) SUNG: unofficial reference to a Grand Councilor of 
the Right (yu ch^ng-hsiang). (3) CH'ING: unofficial ref-
erence to an Assistant Grand Secretary {hsìen-pan ta hsŭeh-
shih) in the Grand Secretariat (nei-ko). 

7855 yā-hsiù kuān 押宿官 
YŭAN: Constellation Watcher (?)’ 2 non-official spe-
cialists in the Directorate of Astronomy (ssu-t'ien chien); 
specific functions not clear. P35. 
7856 yā-hùfáng 鴉鵲房 
CH'ING: Imperial Hawk Aviary maintained by the Office 
of the Imperial Hunt (tu-yŭ ssu); in 1746 renamed yang ya-
hu ch'u. P37. 

7857 yā'kāng kuān 押綱官 
CHIN-CH'ING: Convoy Leader, large numbers attached 
to all agencies involved in grain transport by water, ap-
parently lowly personnel on duty assignments from local 
units of territorial administration along the waterways; in 
charge of the requisitioned labor gangs that operated the 
boats in each grain convoy. P60. 

7858 yă-kuān 押官 
(1) T'ANG-SUNG: Discipline Officer, a duty assignment 
(?) for a military officer in a Garrison (chen) with 500 or 
more troops; on active campaign, followed in the rear to 
deal with deserters. RR+SP: chef de la police des troupes. 
(2) SUNG: Prison Custodian in a Mail and Prison Office 
{mo'k'an ssu). 

7859 yá'kuān 牙官 
T’ANG: lit., an officer bearing an animal-tooth (symbol of 
authority); Military Specialist, a military officer dis-
patched from the late T'ang court on duty assignment on 
the staff of each Military Commissioner {chieh-tu shih), Area 
Command (chert)，and Prefecture (chou, fu); in later times 
used as a derogatory reference to military officers. P20. 

7860 一 - fcuá / i 衙官 
T'ANG: îit., official (in charge of?) the office: Headquarr 
ters Adjutant, duty assignment for an official on the staff 
of a Prefect (tz'u-shih) with status as a Commissioner (shih) 
with military responsibilities; functions not clear. RR; as-
s^sseur au tribunal. 

7861 yá-tt牙吏or衙吏 
Headquarters Functionary: in Sung and probably there-
after, an abbreviated reference to subofficial functionaries 
(li) employed in the office (ya-men) of a unit of territorial 
administration. P60. 

7862 yá-mén衙門or牙門 
N-S DIV (San-kuo)~CH’ING: Yamen, i.e.’ the headquar-
ters or office of the head of an agency, e.g.，a District (hsien) 
Yamen. The term seems to have originated in the 2nd form 
above, designating the entrance to the tent or enclosure where 
a campaigning general was to be found, marked by his ser-
rated flag (ya); how quickly the term came to refer to any 
government office is not clear. Especially in Ch'ing ma-
terials, look under prefixed terminology, e.g., tsung-li ya-
men (Foreign Office). 

7863 yā-pān 押班 
SUNG: lit., to be in charge of a group on duty (pan); ap-
parently an abbreviation of the eunuch designation nei-shih 
ya-pan (Administrative Aide)，but perhaps not reserved 
for eunuchs alone. SP: administrateur, chef, chefde com-
pagnie. 
7864 yă-păo 亞保 
Variant of shao-pao (Junior Guardian). 
7865 yá-pīng 衙兵 or 牙兵 
(1) TANG (first form only): Troops of the Commands, 
generic reference to soldiers of the Imperial Armies (chin-
chŭn), divided into a Southern Command (nan-ya) and a 
Northern Command (pei-ya). (2) T'ANG-5 DYN (either 
form): Headquarters Troops, designation of the personal 
armies developed by late T'ang Military Commissioners 
(chieh-tu shih) and northern rulers in the Five Dynasties 
era. 

7866 yă-shlh 亞師 
Variant of shao-shih (Junior Preceptor). 

7867 yà-shìh 訝士 
CHOU: Escort Guide, 8 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
{chung-shih), members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-
kuan), principally responsible for escorting court visitors 
from afar; also reportedly concerned in some way not clear 
with criminal justice throughout the kingdom. CL; prévôt-
préveneur. 

7868 yá-ssū 衙司 
SUNG: Service Allocation Office, one of many agencies 
that served the 3 bureaus that constituted the State Finance 
Commission (san ssu) of early Sung; headed by a Super-
visor (ìatan-hsia kuan) detached from the Commission^ Mail 
Distribution Office {k'ai-ch'ai ssu) and a eunuch Adminis-
trative Aide (ya-pan) from the Palace Domestic Service (nei-
shih sheng)', tabulated the military achievements of general 
officers and allocated to them accordingly personal servants 
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chosen from among criminals sentenced to labor. From c. 
1080, when the State Finance Commission was discontin-
ued, reassigned to the Criminal Administration Bureau (tu-
kuan ssu) in the Ministry of Justice (hsing-pu). SP: bureau 
des registres des généraux. P13. 

7869 yă-ssă kuăn 押司官 or ya-ssu 
SUNG: (1) Headquarters Clerk, unranked subofficials 
found both in central government agencies and in units of 
territorial administration. SP: clerc chargé de s'occuper des 
dossiers, registres, etc.; secrétaire inférieur, clerc. (2) 
Variant of ya-kuan (Prison Custodian). 

7870 yā-t'ái 亞臺 
T'ANG: unofficial reference to a Censor-in-chief (yŭ-shik 
ta-fu). 

7871 yă'ă 押遞 
CHIN: Transport Foreman, from 30 to 50 unranked sub-
officials authorized for the staff of the Fiscal Commissioner 
{chuan-yŭn shih) of each Route (lu). P60. 

7872 yá'fŭi 衙推 
T*ANG: Associate Judge, common duty assignment on the 
staffs of Prefects (tz'u-shih), Military Commissioners (chieh-
tu shih), and Surveillance Commissioners (kuan-ch'a shih). 
Cf. t'ui-kuan (Judge). RR: juge adjoint. P52. 

7873 yă-yá 押衙 
SUNG: Lackey, categorical designation of non-official 
hirelings used for menial work in units of territorial admin-
istration. SP: officier, 

7874 yă-yuàn chung-shih 押院中使 
T'ANG: Eunuch Manager of the Academy, i.e., the 
Academy in the Hall of Elegance and Rectitude (li-cheng 
tien hsiu-shu yŭan) till 725, thereafter the Academy of 
Scholarly Worthies (chi-hsien tien shu-ytìan)\ in charge of 
eunuchs assigned to the Academy, guards at the Academy 
gates, exit and entry, and communications between the 
Academy and the throne. RR: commissaire impérial de 
Vintérieur du palais chargé de surveiller la bibliothèque. 
P25. 

7875 yái-kŭng 崖公 
Lit. sense not clear; from T'ang on, an unofficial reference 
to the Emperor (huang-tí)-
7876 yáng-ch'ē hsiăo-shĭh 羊車小史 
T'ANG: Goat-cart Driver, 40 unranked subofficials au-
thorized for the Office of the Imperial Coachman (ch'eng-
kuang shu). RR: conducteur de voitures à chèvres. 

7877 yăng-hsiàng sŏ 養象所 
SUNG: Office for Elephant Care under the Court of the 
Imperial Stud (t'ai-p'u ssu), staffing not clear but probably 
unranked subofficials or non-official specialists. SP: poste 
de Ventraînement des éléphants. P31. 
7878 yăng-hsīn tìèn tsào-pàn ck，ù 

養心殿造辦處 
CH'ING: Workshop in the Hall of Moral Cultivation, 
staffed with eunuchs who produced things needed in the 
ordinary service of the Emperor, an agency of the Imperial 
Household Department {nei-wu fu) headed by 3 Directors 
(lang-chung); till 1759 called tsao-pan huo-chi ch'u and su-
pervised by an unspecified number of Managers (kuan-li). 
BH: workshop of the imperial household. P37. 

7879 yáng-ī mS 
CHOU: Royal Surgeon, 8 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), subordinate to the Master Physicians (i-shih) of 

the Ministry of State {t'ien-kuan), responsible for treating 
wounds, fractures, and resulting swellings. CL: médecin pour 
les ulcères, chirurg 'ten. 

7880 yáng-jén 羊人 
CHOU: Keeper of Sacrificial Sheep, 2 ranked as Junior 
Servicemen {hsia-shih) y members of the Ministry of War 
{hsia-kuan) who provided sheep for all (military?) sacrifi-
cial ceremoniefs. CL: officier du mouton. 

7881 yăng-kóu ch9
ŭ 養狗處 

CH'ING: Imperial Kennels maintained by the Office of 
the Imperial Hunt (tu-yŭ ssu)\ also knowti as kou-fang. P37. 
7882 yâng-kuăn 陽官 
CHOU: lit., sunshine official: variant reference to the Min-
istry of Rites {ch'un-kuan). 

7883 yáng'lién ó 養廉額 
CH'ING: Allowance to Encourage Honesty, a salary sup-
plement awarded to provincial officials to discourage cor-
ruption, varying according to rank, location, and the amount 
of offícial business transacted, from 20,000 taels down to 
31 taels per year. 

7884 yáng-ŭn chû 場贱 
YtìAN: Servke of Yang Lin (of Yang and Lin possible 
but unlikely), a tailoring service for the Emperor aggre-
gated with 7 other agencies into tìie Chief Office for the 
Imperial Costume ipei-chang tsung-yŭan) in 1276; an ex-
ample of an early Yiian practice of naming (minor?) gov-
ernmental agencies after their incumbent heads or after of-
ficials who made appointments to them. 
7885 yáng-pó 陽伯 
CHOU: lit.，sunshine Earl: variant reference to the Min-
ister of Rites (ta tsung-po). 
7886 j ^ / ^ ^ â - A à cAW 養鴉鶄處 
CH*ING: Imperial Hawk Aviary, renamed from ya-hufang 
in 1746; maintained by the Office of the Imperial Hunt (tu-
yŭ ssu). P37. 
7887 yăng-yīng ch'à 養廉處 
CH'ING; Imperial Falcon Cage, renamed from ying-fang 
in 1746; maintained by the Office of the Imperial Hunt (tu-
yū ssu). P37. 

7888 yăngyīng，yào ch’ù 養職鵁處 
CHWG: Gerfalcon and Hawk Aviary, a unit in the Of-
fice of the Imperial Hunt (tu-yu ssu) headed by 3 Manchu 
noblemen serving as Managers {kucm-li)\ supervised the 
Imperial Kennels (yang-kou ch'u) as well as the Imperial 
Falcon Cage (yang-ying ch'u) and the Imperial Hawk Avi-
aiy (yang ya~hu ch'u). P37. 

7889 yáo 徭 
Forced Labor: see ch'ai-yao, tsa-fan ch'ai-yao. 

7890 yáo-ch'áng 窖場 
YŭAN: Pottery Works, 2 pottery production units, one 
under the Ministry of Worics {kung-pu) and one under the 
Regency {liu-shou ssu) at the principal Mongol capital, Ta-
tu (Peking); each headed by a Superintendent (t'ì-ling), rank 
8b and 6b, respectively, with subordinate Commissioners-
in-chief (ta-shih). P15. 

7891 yàù'cWéng 藥丞 
HAN: Pharmacist Aide to the Imperial Physician (t'ai-i ling) 
on the staff of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues 
(shao-fu); possibly a practitioner of Taoist-type alchemical 
medicine. Cf. fang-ch'eng (Medical Treatment Aide). HB: 
assistant for medicines. P36. 
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7892 yào-ckí 要籍 
T'ANG: Record Keeper, duty assignment for a subaltern 
on the staff of a Military Commissioner (chieh-tu shih) or 
a Surveillance Commissioner (kuan-ch'a shih). RR: fonc-
tionnaire qui examine les registres nominatifs. P52. 

7893 yàO'Chu 藥局 
SUNG: Medical Service, 7 offices under the Court of the 
Imperial Treasury {t'ai-fu ssu) and another in the Palace 
Administration (tien-chung sheng); staffing not clear, but 
presumably prepared medications and made medical diag-
noses for residents of the palace and members of the central 
government. SP: office de médecine. P31. 

7894 yào-ch'ŭēh 要缺 
CH'ING: Important, categorical designation of the head-
ships of units of territorial administration, less prestigious 
than Most Important (tsui-yao) but more so than Ordinary 
(chung-ch'ŭek) and Single (chien-ch'ūeh); the agencies in 
the Important category were officially labeled with any 3 
of 4 possible ratings: bustling, complex, exhausting, and 
difficult (see ch'ung-fan-p'i-nan). BH: important. 

7895 yáo-chun 遙郡 
SUNG: lit., distant or remote Commandery, suggesting posts 
over which the central government could exercise only lim-
ited control (?): Adjunct, categorical reference to officials 
who had not yet been awarded prestige titles (san-kuan), 
hence not yet fully regularized personnel; also a prefix to 
a title signifying that the post indicated was a supplemen-
tary one, not the appointee's principal (cheng) post. Cf. 
cheng-jen (Principal). SP: irrégulier. 

7896 yào-făng 鷂坊 
T'ANG: Kite Cage, one of the Five Cages (wu fang) of 
animals used in imperial hunts，under supervision of the 
Commissioner for the Imperial Stables {hsien-chiu shih) in 
the Palace Administration {tien-chung sheng). RR: le quar-
tier des éperviers. P38. 

7897 yào4 曜儀 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i)： Lady of Brilliant Deportment, des-
ignation of one of 27 imperial wives collectively called He-
reditary Consorts (shihýu); rank =3b. 

7898 yáo4lng 遙領 
N-S DIV-T'ANG: Remote Controller, prefix to a title or 
agency name, signifying that the indicated official, nor-
mally while continuing to hold his principal (cheng) post, 
was put concurrently in charge of another post to which he 
actually did not go (and was probably not expected to go) 
a device by which an officials prestige, rank, and income 
might be increased without an actual change in his status. 
See ling (Concurrent, Concurrent Controller). P50. 

7899 3^>-mifc，ò 藥密庫 
SUNG: Medical Storehouse, a unit common in local Herds 
Offices (ch'ŭn-mu ssu) in charge of state-owned horses; 
probably staffed by non-official specialists. SP: magasin des 
médicaments pour les chevaux. 

7900 yào-té 曜德 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i): Lady of Brilliant Virtue, designation 
of one of 27 imperial wives collectively called Hereditary 
Consorts (shih-fit); rank =3b. 

7901 yào-tsàng chu 藥藏局 
N-S DIV (N. Ch’i>~T’ANG: Pharmacy in the Secretariat 
of the Heir Apparent (men-hsia fang, tso ch'un-fang); through 
Sui headed by one or 2 Supervisors (chien), in T'ang by 2 
Directors (lang), rank 6b2. RR: pharmacie de I'héritier du 
trône. ？26. 

7902 yào-t'úng 藥童 
T'ANG-SUNG: Apprentice Pharmacist, 14 authorized in 
the Imperial Medical Office (t'ai-i shu) and 30 in the Palace 
Medical Service (shang-yao chii) in T'ang, 11 in the Im-
perial Dispensary (yŭ-yao yŭan) in Sung. RR+SP: aide-
pharmacien. P36, 38. 

7903 yáo-wù 窖務 
SUNG: Kiln Office under the Directorate for the Palace 
Buildings (chiang-tso chien), headed by 3 Supervisors {chien-
kuan^ apparently a tile-producing agency. SP: agence des 
fours à briques. P15. 

7904 yào-wù yŭàn 藥物院 
YUAN: abbreviated reference to hui-hui yao-wu yŭan 
(Moslem Pharmacy). 

7905 yào-yŭán 藥園 
SUI-T'ANG: Herbal Garden, a unit of the Imperial Med-
ical Office (t'ai-i shu), headed by 2 Herbal Gardeners iyao-
yiian shih) and with Apprentice Heibalists (yao-yìian sheng) 
chosen from commoners from 15 through 19 years old. RR: 
jardin des plantes médicinales. P36. 

7906 yéh 冶 
N-S DIV (S. Dyn.)： Mint, from 2 to 4 normally established 
to produce coins under supervision of the Chamberlain for 
the Palace Revenues (shao-fu)t with directional prefixes, 
e.g., Northern, Southern, Western, Eastern; each headed 
by a Director (ling) or a Vice Director (ch'eng). Anteced-
ents of the T'ang-Sung chu-ch'ien chien and the Ming-Ch'ing 
pao-yŭan chŭ, etc. P16. 

7907 yèh-chĕ 夜者 
HAN: Lady for Night Attendance, designation of，palace 
woman witíi rank =100 bushels. HB: night attendant. 
7908 yèh-chĕ 謁者 
HAN-SUNG: Receptionist, designation of officials with 
functions resembling those of butlers, masters of reremo-
nies，ushers, messengers, stewards, etc,; in it was 
specified that they be chosen from among young court at-
tendants who had fine beards and loud voices. In early times 
they were found at the imperial court, in the establishments 
of Heirs Apparent and Empresses, and in Princedoms {wang-
kuo)\ they were commonly organized under one or more 
Supervisors {p'u-yeh) chosen from among their ranks; and 
their principal functions included welcoming and introduc-
ing visitors at court, receiving memorials addressed to the 
Emperor and transmitting imperial pronouncements to 
agencies of the central government, helping to manage ma-
jor ceremonials, and taking the Emperor's condolences to 
the families of deceased officials. In early Han this was a 
eunuch post’ but in 29 B.C. it was transformed into a post 
for regular civil officials; Later Han may have reappointed 
eunuchs. Receptionists were ordinarily subordinate to the 
Chamberlain for Attendants (kmng-lu-hsiin), the Cham-
berlain for Dependencies (ta hung-lu)’ the Chamberlain for 
Ceremonials (fai-ch'ang)t or the Chamberlain for the Pal-
ace Revenues (shao-fu); in Han their basic rank was 600 
bushels. Those principally concerned with the management 
of visitors at court commonly constituted a Tribunal of Re-
ceptions {yeh-che t'ai). In Sui the Tribunal became an im-
portant autonomous agency of the central government 
charged, among other things, with making special ad hoc 
censorial investigations (see under san t'ai, Three Tribu-
nals), but in 621 it was abolished and its staff of Ceremoni-
al Receptionists (t'ung-shih yeh-che) was absorbed among 
the Secretarial Receptionists (t'ung-shih she-jen) in the Sec-
retariat (chung-shu sheng). By Sung times Receptionists (yeh-
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che) remained only in the establishment of the Heir Ap-
parent. Also see chung yeh-che, ch'ang-shih yeh-chet chì-
shih yeh-che, kuan yeh-che lang-chung, ho-t'i yeh-che. HB : 
internuncio. RR: introducteur des visiteurs. SP: introduc-
teur des visiteurs, huissier. P27, 33，37, 69. 

7909 yèh<ké t’ái 謁者畺 
HAN-T’ANG: Tribunal of Receptions, a central govern-
ment agency with the principal function of managing the 
reception of important visitors at court, commonly in close 
association with or subordinate to the Chamberlain for De-
pendencies (ta hung-lu); staffed with Receptionists (yeh-che) 
under one or more Supervisors (p'u-yeh), rank 1,000 bush-
els in Later Han; at times headed by a Director (ling); in 
Sui at least partly an autonomous investigatory agency, one 
of a group of Thxtc Tribunals (san t'ai), headed by a Grand 
Master (ta-fu). In 621 discontinued, its staff of Ceremonial 
Receptionists (t*ung-shih yeh-che) absorbed among the Sec-
retarial Receptionists (t'ung-shih she-jen) of the Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng). RR: tribunal chargé d'introduire les 
visiteurs. P33. 

7910 yĕh-chiēn 冶監 
T'ANô-SUNG: Foundry Directorate, scattered establish-
ments for the casting of weapons and agricultural tools un-
der supervision of the Directorate for Imperial Manufac-
tories {shao-fu chien) t in T’ang each headed by a Director 
(ling), rank 7a2. Cf. chu-ch'ien chien (Directorate of Coin-
age). RR+SP: direction defonderie. 

7911 yèh-chŭn 夜君 
HAN: variant of yeh-che (Lady for Night Attendance). 

7912 yĕh4í'k9
ŏ'Wĕn cMng-chiào ssū 

也理可溫掌敎司 
YúAN: variant of chang-chiao ssu (Religious Office). 

7913 yĕh4ŭ shih 野廬氏 
CHOU: Travel Patroller, 6 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih) t members of the Ministry of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) 
who supervised a large staff that regularly patrolled roads 
and inspected hostels throughout the domain to assure the 
safety of travelers and to bring to punishment anyone who 
waylaid travelers. CL: préposé aux baroques des cam-
pagnes. 

7914 yèh-shìh 夜士 
CHOU: Night Watchman at the palace. 

7915 yéh-shŭ 冶署 
N-S DIV (Liang, Ch'en): Mint Office, 2 prefixed East and 
West, each with á Director (ling), under the Chamberlain 
for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu); comparable to the Mints 
(yeh) of other S. Dynasties. P16. 

7916 yĕh-tào 冶道 
N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): Coinage Circuit, one designated East-
ern (yeh tung-taó) and one Western (yeh hsi-taó) under the 
Court for the Palace Revenues {tfai-fu ssu), each headed by 
a Director (ling); each supervised 3 or 4 local Services (chŭ). 
P37. 

7917 yèh't'īng 掖庭 
See under i-t'ing. 

7918 yĕn 奄 or 閹 
Ety., a combination of “great” and "stretch out’” in 2nd 
form enclosed within a gate; significance not clear: 
throughout history one of the common terms for eunuch. 
See huan-kuan, nei-shih. 

7919 yèn-an yŭeh àn 宴安樂案 
SUNG; Banquet Music Section, one of 6 units in the Im-
perial Music Bureau (ta-sheng fu), staffed With non-official 
specialists. SP: service de musique des banquets. 

7920 yên<Wà tà-shĭh 鹽茶大使 
CH'ING: Commissioner•in-chief for Tea and Salt, a non-
official agent managing the taxation of state-monopolized 
tea and salt in a Prefecture (fu). BH: tea and salt examiner. 

7921 yén-ch，áng ssŭ 鹽場司 
YŭAN: Saltern Office, 29 scattered in salt-production areas 
of the Southeast to supervise operations of the state mo-
nopoly of salt under the Chief Tax Transport and Salt Mo-
nopoly Commission for Liang-Huai (lìang-huai tu chuan-
yiin-yen shih ssu; see chuan-yŭn-yen shih ssu); each headed 
by a Director (ling), rank 7b. P61. 

7922 yén-chfáng tà-shĭh 鹽場大使 
CH'ING: Saltern Commissioner-ìn-chief, variant of yen-
k'o ta-shih (Salt Distribution Commissioner). 

7923 yén-ck，è kuân 鹽掣官 or yén-ck，è t’úng-
chìh同知 

CH'ING: Salt Inspector, 2 in Kiangsu and one in Shansi’ 
rank 5a, under supervision of the Salt Controller (yen-yŭn 
shih) having jurisdiction in their areas; supervised and con-
trolled the distribution of state-monopolized salt. BH: in-
spector of salt distribution. P61. 

7924 yén-chèng 鹽政 
(1) Salt Administration, throughout imperial history a 
general reference to the bureaucratic apparatus, the proce-
dures, and the policies that governed the state monopoly of 
the production and distribution of salt. (2) CH'ING: Salt 
Supervisor, a duty assignment for members of the Cen-
sorate {tu ch'a-yìian)t to maintain surveillance over the 
operation of the state salt monopoly; one each assigned to 
the major salt production regions’ Ch'ang-lu in Hopei Prov-
ince and the Liang-Huai area on the central east coast; in 
all other areas, a concurrent designation of Governors-gen-
eral (tsung-tu) and Provincial Governors (hsŭn-Ju). P61. 

7925 yén cMh-shìh 鹽知事 
CH'ING: Administrative Clerk of a Salt Control Station 
(p'i-yen so), rank 8b. P61. 

7926 yén-ch'íh chiĕn 鹽池監 
T'ANG: Salt Marsh Directorate, one of many kinds of 
units under the Court of the National Granaries {ssu-nung 
ssu) that supervised tíie production of state-monopolized salt 
in particular localities, eadi headed by a Supervisŏr (chien), 
rarík 7a2. RR: direction de marais salant. P61. 

7927 yén-ch'íh tsŭng-chiĕn 鹽池總監 
SUI: Director-general of Salt Marshes, a central govern-
ment official, rank =6b, in overall control of the produc-
tion of state-monopolized salt; organizational affiliation not 
clear. Supervised 4 subordinate Directors {chien), rank - 8 a , 
prefixed East, West, North, and South, each overseeing op-
eration of the state salt monopoly in a quadrant of the em-
pire. P61. 

7928 yén.ch，ìng ssū 延窿司 
YUAN: lit，office for the prolongation of blessings: Office 
of Religion, one authorized for each Princely Establish-
ment (wang'Ju) and one in the Household Service for the 
Heir Apparent (ch'u-cheng yuan), responsible for managing 
prayers and sacrifices; each headed by a Commissioner 
{shih), rank 3a. P26，69. 
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7929 j/rûí-wò 鹽酒稅務 
SUNG; Salt and Wine Tax Office, a unit in a Prefecture 
(chou), headed by a Supervisor (chien). SP: gérant du ser-
vice du monopole du sel et du vin. 

7930 yén-chōu shih 鹽州使 
T'ANG: Commissioner for the Pasturages of Yen Pre-
fecture, an official of the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-
p'u ssu) delegated to establish new horse pasturages or to 
inspect existing Directorates of Horse Pasturages (mu-chien) 
in Yen Prefecture (Yen-chou) in the vicinity of modem Ning-
hsia, Kansu Province. This commission was apparently not 
initiated until after mid-T'ang. See tung-shih. RR: com-
missaire impérial (aux élevages) de Yen-tcheou. 

7931 yén-chŭēh shíh 鹽榷使 
5 DYN (Later T'ang): Commissioner for Salt Transit 
Taxes, a concurrent duty assignnwnt for a Prefect {tz'u-shih). 
P61. 

7932 yĕn-fă 演法 
CH'ING: Expounder, 2 prefixed Left and Right, rank 6b, 
members of the state-recognized Taoist priesthood. BH: 
hierophant. 

7933 yén-fŭ liáng-wù tào 縣 mm 
CH'ING: Salt and Grain Tax Circuit, an agency with 
combined responsibility for the collection of taxes on both 
salt and grain in a region of Honan, headquartered at Kai-
feng; headed by a Circuit intendant (tao-t'ai). See yen-fa 
tao, liang-ch'u tao, BH: salt and grain intendant. 

7934 yén-fă tào 鹽法道 
CH'ING: Salt Control Circuit, a specialized branch of 
provincial establishments in regions where the production 
of state-monopolized salt was an important industry; else-
where combined into General Administration Circuits (fen-
shou tao) and General Surveillance Circuits (fen-hsŭn tao)-, 
headed by a Circuit Intendant (tao-t'ai). Also see tao and 
yen-cheng. BH: salt taotai. P61. 

7935 yèn-fàng tà-ch'én 驗放大臣 
CH'ING: Grand Minister for the Confirmation of Ap-
pointments, an ad hoc duty assignment for eminent mem-
bers of the central government, to approve newly appointed 
officials below rank 4，who were commonly excused from 
normal confirmation in imperial audience; the purpose was 
to check for physical infirmities, inappropriate demeanor, 
or other things that might disqualify an appointee. BH: con-
troller for examinations of officials. 

7936 yèn-fĕng ck’īng_lì ssū 驗封淸吏司 or 
yen-feng ssu 

MING-CH'ING: Bureau of Honors, one of 4 Bureaus in 
the Ministry of Personnel (lì-pu) y responsible for processing 
enfeoffments, honorific titles, inheritance of official status， 
etc.; headed by a Director (lang-chung), rank 5a; in Ch'ing 
one Manchu and one Chinese appointee. BH: department 
of grants. P5. 

7937 yén-hsiăng ssū 鹽香司 
SUNG: Salt and Incense Tax Office, an agency for col-
lecting taxes on state-monopolized commodities, probably 
at the District (hsien) level. SP: bureau d'encens et du sel. 

7938 yén ksán-chién 鹽巡檢 
CH'ING; Salt Inspector, rank 9b, a subordinate in a Salt 
Control Station (p'i-yen so), particularly responsible for 
guarding against illegal traffic in salt, BH: salt watcher. 
P61. 

7939 yèn-í 豔儀 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i): Lady of Captivating Deportment, 
designation of one of 27 imperial wives collectively called 
Hereditary Consorts (shih-fu); rank =3b. 

7940 yĕn-jén 奄人 
Variant of yen (eunuch). 

7941 yén-jén 鹽人 
CHOU: Salt Steward, 2 eunuchs on the staff of the Min-
istry of State (t'ien-kuan), responsible for selecting, clas-
sifying, and preparing salt for use by the royal family and 
in state ceremonies; supervised 20 Salt Maids (nŭ-yen). CL; 
employé au sel, 

7942 yēn-kō 閹割 
CH'ING: lit., a gatekeeper who has been wounded, i.e., 
castrated: an unofficial reference to a eunuch (t'ai-chien). 

7943 3^ii-ifc，dísâ 鹽課司 
(1) Common abbreviation of yen-k'o t'i-chŭ ssu (Salt Dis-
tribution Supervisorate). (2) MING-CH'ING: Salt Tax 
Office, a local agency in the hierarchy of agencies that 
managed the state-monopolized trade in salt, overseen by 
a Salt Distribution Supervisorate or even directly by a Salt 
Distribution Commissioner or Salt Controller (tu chuan-yun-
yen shih); normally headed by a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-
shih), rank 8a or lower. BH {yen-k'o ta-shih)\ salt receiver. 
P61. 

7944 yén-k9ò VUchŭ ssū 鹽課提擧司 
YUAN-CH'ING: Salt Distribution Supervisorate, an 
agency directing operation of the state-monopolized trade 
in salt in a large region, headed by a Supervisor (t'i-chŭ), 
rank 5b to 9a; supervised subordinate Saltern Offices (yen-
ch'ang ssu), Salt Tax Offices (yen-k'o ssu), etc.; under the 
jurisdiction of Salt Distribution Commissioners or Salt 
Controllers (tu chuan-yŭn-yen shih). Numbers variable. BH 
(t'i-chŭ): salt inspector. P61. 

7945 yén-kuān 言官 
Speaking Official: generic reference to Grand Masters of 
Remonstrance (chien-i ta-fu) t Supervising Secretaries (chi-
shih-chung), and others whose principal and characteristic 
function was to monitor the making of policy decisions at 
court and to recommend or criticize policies, as differen-
tiated from Surveillance Officials (ch'a-kuan), whose prin-
cipal and characteristic function was to discover and im-
peach wayward officials. Also see chien-kuan (Remonstrance 
Official). 

7946 yén-kuân 鹽官 
HAN: Salt Monopoly Office, an agency commonly found 
in Commanderíes {chŭn) and Princedoms (wang-kuo) for 
management of the state-controlled production and distri-
bution of salt; headed by a Director (ling, chang), ranked 
from 600 to 1,000 bushels or from 300 to 400 bushels. HB: 
office of salt. P61. 

7947 yén-liào chu 顏料局 
MING: Ornamentat ion Service, a workshop in the Min-
istry of Works (kung-pu) headed by a Commissioner-in-chief 
(ta-shih)t rank 9a; did not endure throughout the dynasty, 
but the date of discontinuance is not clear. P15. 

7948 yén-liào k’ŭ 顏料庫 
CH'ING: Miscellany Vault , one of 3 storehouses (see san 
k'u) supervised by the Ministry of Revenue {hu-pu)\ headed 
by a Director (lang-chung), rank 5a; stored various min-
erals, spices, and specialized items of local produce. P7. 
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7949 yén-lù 言路 
Avenues of Criticism, a term traditionally used in refer-
ence both to Remonstrance Officials (chien-kuan), whose 
principal and characteristic function was to criticize gov-
ernmental policies，and Surveillance Officials (chra-kuan)t 
whose principal and characteristic function was to discover 
and impeach wayward officials and who were also relied 
upon to keep the ruler informed of general conditions and 
opinions among the people at large. Each Emperor, how-
ever tyrannical in fact, paid lip service to the ideal of keep-
ing the Avenues of Criticism open; and at times officials 
with such responsibilities, by their silence, so isolated rul-
ers from what was happening in the empire that rulers were 
effectively forced to change unpopular policies or reverse 
unpopular decisions. Rulers and eminent officials alike were 
readily criticized for blocking the Avenues of Criticism, the 
proper functioning of which was considered essential to good 
governance. Also see yen-kuan. 

7950 yén-măssr 鹽馬司 
MING: Offíce for the Exchange of Salt and Horses，3 
established in Szechwan in 1372 to exchange Chinese salt 
for horses belonging to aboriginal tribes; each with a Di-
rector (ling) till 1380，thereafter with a Commissioner-in-
chief (ta-shih), but soon discontinued. P61. 

7951 yên-shèng kūng 衍聖公 
SUNG-CH'ING; Duke for Fulfilling the Sage, designa-
tion awarded the successive most direct male descendants 
of Confucius, who presided over the Confucian family es-
tate, temple, and cemetery at Ch’ii-fu，Shantung; in 1055 
changed from Duke for the Propagation of Culture (wen-
hsŭan kung). BH: sacred prince. P66. 

7952 yén-shìh kuān 言事官 
SUNG: lit., official who speaks out about affairs: variant 
of yen-shih yii-shih (Remonstrating Censor). PI8. 

7953 yén-sMh ssŭ 鹽使司 
CHIN: Salt Commission, 7 scattered throughout the coun-
try to oversee operation of the state monopoly of the pro-
duction and distribution of salt; each headed by a Com-
missioner (shih), rank 5a_ P61. 

7954 yén-shìh yà-shíh 言事御史 
SUNG: Remonstrating Censor, one or more established 
in the Censorate (yii-shih t'ai) in c. 1017 with the specipl 
responsibility of criticizing state policies, contrary to the 
traditional separation of censorial functions between Re-
monstrance Officials (chien-kuan) and Surveillance Offi-
cials (ch'a-kuan); in 1045 consolidated in an Offíce of Re-
monstrating Censors (chien-kuan yii-shih t'ing) in the 
Censorate; c. 1080 discontinued, absorbed into the staff of 
Palace Censors (tien-chungyii-shih). SP: censeur politique. 
P18. 

7955 yén-tào 鹽道 
CH'ING: abbreviation of yen-fa tao (Salt Control Cir-
cuit). 
7956 yén t'í-chŭ 鹽提擧 
YŭAN-CHTOG: variant of yen-k'o t'i-chu (Salt Distri-
bution Supervisor). P61. 
7957 yén-t，iék p，àn-kuān 鹽鐵判官 
(1) SUNG: Assistant Commissioner in the Salt and Iron 
Monopoly Bureau (yen-t'ieh ssu) of early Sung. SP: as-
sistant à Sexploitation du sel et dufer. (2) CHIN: Assistant 
Commissioner for the Salt and Iron Monopoly, rank 6b, 
one on the staff of each Fiscal Commissioner (chuan-yūn 
shih). P60. 

7958对n•八ÍAÎWA鹽鐵使 
Lit., commissioner (supervising the state monopolies) of 
salt and iron. (1) T'ANG-5 DYN: Salt Monopoly Com-
missioner, from 758 an ad hoc duty assignment for an of-
fícal to supervise regional operation of the state monopoly 
of salt under the chief Salt Monopoly Commissioner (see 
chŭeh yen-t'ieh shih); since iron was not monopolized in 
T'ang or early post-T'ang times, t'ieh in the title was an 
anachrorúsm derived from Han usage (see under ta ssu-nung). 
The commission commonly carried combined responsibil-
ities, most importantly as Salt and Transport Commissioner 
(yen-t'ieh chuan-yun shih) but also, e.g., as Salt and Coin-
age Commissioner {yen-t'ieh chu-ch'ien shih). (2) SUNG: 
Salt and Iron Monopoly Commissioner, head of the Salt 
and Iron Monopoly Bureau (yen-t'ieh ssu), (3) LIAO: Salt 
Monopoly Commissioner, a member of the Southern 
Administration (nan~mìen) in the central government, su-
pervising operation of the state monopoly of salt production 
and distribution. P61. 

7959 yén-t’iék ssŭ 鹽镦司 
(1) Designation of any Commission headed by a yen-t'ieh 
shih (Salt Monopoly Commissioner, Salt and Iron Monop-
oly Commissioner). (2) TWNG-5 DYN: Salt Monopoly 
Bureau (see san ssu). (3) SUNG: Salt and Iron Monopoly 
Bureau, one of the 3 early Sung fiscal agencies collectively 
known as the State Finance Commission (sart ssu) t nor-
mally headed by an independent Commissioner (shih) on 
duty assignment from a nominal central government post, 
at times headed by a Commissioner controlling all 3 of the 
units constituting the State Finance Commission; the agency 
implemented state controls over the exploitation of all nat-
ural resources, supervised commerce and commercial tax-
ation, provided essential military materials, etc” through 7 
constituent Sections (an): Military Section (ping-an), Ar-
maments Section (chou-an)y Market Tax Section (shang-
shui art), Capital Salt Supply Section (tu-yen an)，Tea Sec-
tion (ch'a-an), Iron Section (fieh-an), and Special Prepa-
rations Section (she-an). Transformed into a Tax Transport 
Bureau (chuan-yŭn ssu) in a reorganization prior to the ab-
olition of the State Finance Commission in c. 1080’ but 
date not clear. SP: bureau de Sexploitation dufer et du sel. 
P7. 

7960 yén-ts’āng tŭ 缴食督 
SUI: Supervisor of the Salt Storehouse, 2 subordinates of 
the Imperial Granaries Office (t'ai-ts'ang tu). P8. 
7961 Yn-teû Pô 延資庫 
T'ANG-5 DYN: Special Reserves Vault, a storehouse in 
the dynastic capital for coins and other valuables used to 
provide for emergency military expenditures on the fron-
tier; supervised by a Grand Councilor {tsai-hsiang) desig-
nated Commissioner (shih) of the Vault. Originated c. 845 
as the pei-pien k'u (Frontier Defense Vault); renamed by 
860. RR (shih): commissaire impérial chargé de développer 
les ressources et les reserves de Vétat. P7. 

7962 yĕn-yín 奄尹 
HAN: Palace Doorman, designation of or reference to the 
eunuch who controlled entry into the inner quarters of the 
palace. 
7963 yén-yinp'ī-yèn 秘鹽引批驗所orje/i-j/ii 

so 
MING-CH'ING: Salt Control Station, a local checkpoint 
to verify the certificates that were required to accom-
pany all authorized commercial shipments of state-monop-
olized salt in transit; headed by a Commissioner-in-chief 
{ta-shih), rank 8a. See under p'i-yen so. P61. 
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7964 yén-yŭàn kuăn 鹽院官 
T'ANG: Salt Monopoly Official, generic reference to of-
ficials in the hierarchy that supervised the state monopoly 
of salt production and distribution; see under chŭeh yen-
t'ieh shih. P61. 

7965 yén-yun shîh 鹽運使 
YUAN-CH'ING: variant or unofficial abbreviation of tu 
chuan-yun-yen shih (Salt Distribution Commissioner, Salt 
Controller). BH: salt controller. P61. 

7966 yén-yun ssū 鹽運司 
YUAN-CH'ING: variant or unofficial abbreviation of tu 
chuan-yŭn-yen shih ssu (Salt Distribution Commission). 
P61. 

7967 yi 
See under the romanization i. 

7968 yin 印 
Seal, an official's formal emblem of authority; its size, shape, 
and inscription varied according to the rank status of the 
office. See chang-yin kuan, cheng-yin. 

7969 yin 尹 
(1) HAN-SUI, SUNG-CH'ING: Governor of a Metro-
politan Area (ching-chao) or of the Prefecture (chou, fu) in 
which a dynastic capital was located, distinguishing it from 
comparable units of territorial administration outside the 
capital, whose heads had less prestigious titles; rank 2,000 
bushels in Han, 3b in Sung, 3a thereafter. HB: governor. 
SP: préfet. BH; prefect. P32. (2) T'ANG: Administrator 
of a Superior Prefecture (fu) and normally its active head, 
subordinate to an Imperial Prince (ch'in-wang) who was 
nominal Governor (mu). RR: priftt. P32. (3) 5 DYN-SUNG; 
Governor of a Superior Prefecture (fu), rank 3b. SP: préfet. 
P53. (4) YŭAN: Prefect of a Superior Prefecture ifu), rank 
4a, or an ordinary Prefecture (chou)t 4b, or a Military Pre-
fecture (chtín); also Magistrate of a District (hsien) f 6b to 
7b. P53, 54. (5) A common element in merit titles (hsŭn); 
see under preceding terminology, e.g.，tzu-chih yin. P65. 

7970 yîn 殷 
CHOU: lit., the many: a collective reference to all officials 
ranked as Servicemen (shih), of whatever grade. 

7971 yin 蔭 or 蔭 
Protection Privilege, the most common term throughout 
history, especially from T'ang on, for the process by which 
officials in service were rewarded with authorization for one 
or more sons to be qualified for official appointments when 
they matured without undergoing other qualification tests, 
or with exemptions from most other qualification tests. This 
was considered one of the “proper paths" (cheng-t'u) to at-
tain official status in most dynasties and probably through-
out history yielded half or more of the total civil service 
personnel. 

7972 yìn-ch'ào châ 印鈔局 
MING: Plate Engraving Service under the Ministry of 
Revenue (hu-pu), headed by a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-
shih); prepared the engraved plates from which paper money 
was printed. P16. 

7973 yĭn-chià chàng 引駕仗 or yin-chia 
T'ANG: Chariot Escort, 60 (66?) members each of the 
Left and Right Imperial Insignia Guards (chin-wu wei) who 
were assigned to duty as intimate attendants at the palace 
and were considered part of the Three Capital Guards (san 
wei). Cf. pieh-chia. RR: garde d*honneur chargé de guider 
les chars. 

7983 yin-k'u 
7974 yin-chiĕn 音監 
HAN: Supervisor of Tones in the Music Bureau (yŭeh-fu); 
rank not clear. HB; inspector of tones. 

7975 yìn-chiĕn 蔭監 
MINO-CH'ING: Student by Inheritance, designation of 
a man entitled to official status by virtue of the Protection 
Privilege (yin) who, after preliminary testing by the Min-
istry of Personnel (lì-pU), was admitted to the National Uni-
versity (t'ai-hsueh); also sec chien-sheng (National Univer-
sity Student). 

7976 ytn-chièn ssŭ 弓\見司 
SUNG; Office of Admittance in the Palace Domestic Ser-
vice (nei-shih sheng), which apparently regulated access to 
the Emperor; presumably staffed by eunuchs. Sp: bureau 
des registres des huissìers. 

7977 引進副使 
(1) SUNG-CHIN: Vice Commissioner of the Office of 
Presentations (yin-chin ssu)t rank 7b in Sung, 6b in Chin. 
SP: vice-commissaire de la réception des présents offerts. 
P U . (2) YūAN: Vice Commissioner for Presentations in 
the Palace Ceremonial Office {shih-i ssu); discontinued in 
1279. P33. 

7978 引進司 
SUNG-CHIN: Office of Presentations, a central govern-
ment agency that managed the presentation to the throne of 
tribute gifts offered by foreign envoys, headed by one or 2 
Commissioners (shih)t rank 5b in Sung，5a in Chin; in Sung 
under the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng), in Chin part of the 
Court Ceremonial Institute (hsŭan-huì yiian). SP: bureau de 
la réception des présents offerts par les pays étrangers. P l l . 

7979 yìn-chīng yŭàn 印經院 
SUNG: Classics Printing Bureau under the Court of State 
Ceremonial (hung-lu ssu); probably a temporary agency es-
tablished for a specific purpose not wholly clear. SP: cour 
de Vimpression des livres classiques, 

7980 yín-chnngJúng-lù tà-fŭ 銀靑榮祿大夫 
CHIN-YUAN: Grand Master for Glorious Happiness with 
Silver Seal and Blue Ribbon, prestige title (san-kuan) for 
civil officials of rank 2a2 in Chin, la in Ytìan. Also see 
jung-lu ta-ju. P68. 

7981 yín_ck，īng kuāng-lù tò-fli銀,光綠大夫 
SUI—SUNG: Grand Master of Imperial Entertainments 
with Silver Seal and Blue Ribbon, prestige title (san-kuan) 
for civil officials of rank 3a then 3b in Sui, thereafter 3b; 
in Sung especially used for all Ministers (shang-shu) except 
fte Minister of Personnel {lì-pu shang-shu). Also see kuang-
lu ta-Ju. 

7982 yìn-fáng 印房 
C H W G : Seals Office in the headquarters of the Manchu 
General (chiang-chŭn�of Di in China's far Northwest, staffed 
with Clerks (chang-ching) who managed the paperwork of 
the headquarters. 
7983 yín-k'ù 銀庫 
Silver Vault. (1) MING: variant designation of the t'ai-
ts'ang k'u (National Silver Vault). (2) CH’ING: one of 6 
storehouses or vaults for valuables that constituted the Stor-
age Office (kuang-ch'u ssu) of the Imperial Household De-
partment (nei-wu Ju). Also see liu k'u. BH: bullion vaults, 
state treasury. P7. (3) CH’ING: money-handling unit in the 
Court of Colonial Affairs (li-fan yiian), which principally 
disbursed funds to Mongols visiting Peking for their suste-
nance; established in 1707 with a staff headed by a Director 
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(lang-chung), rank 5a. BH: treasury of the court of colonial 
affairs. P17. 

7984 印曆管勾 
YUAN: Calendar Printing Clerk, 2，rank 9b, in the As-
trological Commission {t'ai-shih yuan). P35. 

7985 yĭn-lĭ shè-jén 引禮舍人 
MING: Houseman Receptionist, 3 eventually reduced to 
one, probably unranked, authorized for the staff of each 
Princely Establishment (wang-fu). P69. 

7 9 8 6对n - f î s d印曆所 
SUNG: Calendar Printing Office in the Palace Library (pi-
shu sheng); early Sung staffing not clear; in S. Sung con-
solidated into the Palace Library without a separate iden-
tity, SP: imprimerie du calendrier. P35. 

7987 yín-p，ái t，ién-sMk 銀牌天使 
LIAO: lit” heavenly messenger with a silver badge: Im-
perial Messenger, designation of an ad hoc duty assign-
ment. 

7988 yìn-pŭ 蔭補 
T'ANG-SUNG: lit., to be appointed to office (by virtue of) 
the protection privilege, i.e., on a hereditary basis: Ap-
pointment by Protection, a process whereby an official in 
service, on attaining a particular rank, was entitled to nom-
inate one or more sons or other relatives for official status. 
After 1009 all44 protectedw nominees were required to study 
under the Directorate of Education (kuo-tzu chien) at the 
capital and pass an examination before they were fully 
qualified to be considered for appointment in the civil ser-
vice. See yin. SP: nomination de fonctionnaires par pro-
tection. 

7989 yīn-shàO'Chiă kŭng 殷紹嘉公 
HAN: Duke for the Abundant Perpetuation of Excel-
lence (?)，according to some sources the designation from 
A.D. 29 to 37 of the currem most direct male descendant 
of Confucius; see under pao-ch'eng hou. P66. 

7990 yin-sheng 靡生 
CHWG: Student by Inheritance, a category of men with 
at least nominal status as students under the Directorate of 
Education {kuo-tzu chien), classified in 2 ways: as en-yin 
chien-sheng (National University Student Hereditary by 
Grace) and nan-yin chien-sheng (National University Stu-
dent Hereditary by Heroism), qq.v. BH: honorary licen-
tiate. 

7991 yīn-shĕng jén 音聲人 
TANG; Musician，the most general term used for non-of-
ficial specialists in the service of the Imperial Music Offîdfe 
(í'ai-yŭeh shu), who reportedly numbered 10,000. RR: mu-
sicien. 

7992 yīn-shĕngpó-shìh 音聲博士 
T'ANG: Erudite of the Palace Music School {nei-chiao 
fang), number unspecifíed, non-official specialists who taught 
within the palace. RR: maître au vaste savoir des musi-
ciens. 

7993 狄沩沩引試使 
SUNG: Examination Commissioner, designation of an 
eminent court official on duty assignment supervising a 
Metropolitan Examination (sheng-shih) in the civil service 
recruitment examination sequence. SP: commissaire d'exa-
men de doctoral. 
7994 yìn-shòu chién 辟綬監 
MING-CH'ING: Directorate for Credentials, one of 12 

major Directorates (chien) in which palace eunuchs were 
organized; headed by a eunuch Director (t'ai-chien); in co-
operation with the Directorate of Palace Seals {shang-pao 
chien) managed the seals and tallies with which imperial 
documents were authenticated; in Ch'ing existed only from 
1656 to 1661. See under shih-erh chien (Twelve Director-
ates). 

7995 yìn-shà ch，ién-wà só 印耆錢物所 
SUNG: Ihiblications Office in the Directorate of Education 
(kuo-tzu chien); staffing not clear. SP: bureau pour le fi-
nancement de I，impression des livres, presse de I'université. 

7996 yín-Vâi 銀臺 
MING-CH'ING: Silver Pavilion, unofficial reference to 
the Office of Transmission {t'ung-cheng shih ssu), derived 
from the Sung yin-t'ai ssu (Office of Transmission). P21. 
7997 y í n i á i Má 銀臺司 
SUNG: Offîce of Transmission，in early Sung an agency 
of the Chancellery (men-hsia sheng) located at the Silver 
Pavilion Gate (yin-t'aì men) of the palace, charged with re-
ceiving, registering, and transmitting to the Emperor me-
morials submitted from throughout the empire, in some 
fashion cooperating with the Memorial-forwarding Office 
(furtg-chin ssu), also in the Chancellery; soon combined 
with the latter into an agency called t'ung-chin yin-t'ai ssu, 
normally abbreviated as t'ung-chin ssu. Headed by an Ad-
ministrator (chih: to know, etc.), often detached from reg-
ular duty in the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yŭan). 
SP: office de la réception et de la transmission des rap-
ports. P21. 

7998 yín-t'ái t，ûng-ckìn ssŭ 銀臺通進司 
SUNG: variant of t'ung-chin yin-t'aì ssu (Memorial-for-
warding Office); see under t'ung-chin ssu. P21. 
7999 yìn-tsàn kuăn 引贊官 
SUNG: Receptionist, 2 subofficial functionaries on the staff 
of the Censorate (yŭ，shih t'ai). SP: huissier. 
8 0 0 0 j^i-tóôocA，à<^írt*:，â 印造鈔引庫 
CHIN: Paper Money Repository, headed by a Commis-
sioner (shih); organizational affiliation not clear; relation-
ship with the Ministry of Revenue's (hu-pu) Currency 
Printshop (ch'ao-chih fang) also not clear. P16. 

8001 yìn-tsào pâo-ch'ào k9ù 印造寶鈔庫 
YUAN: Paper Money Printshop under the Supervisorate 
of Paper Money ipao-ch'ao t'i-chŭ ssu), headed by an Over-
seer (ta~lu~hua-ch'ih) and one or more Commissioners-in-
chief (ta-shih). P16. 

8002 yìn-ts'âo 印曹 
HAN-N-S DIV: Seals Section, one of 5 Sections among 
which Attendant Censors (shih yū-shih) were distributed in 
the Censorate (yu-shih t'ai)-, supervised the preparation of 
official seals (by eunuch workshops?). P9. 

8003 yín-tsò chŭ 銀作局 
MING: Jewelry Service，a minor agency of palace eunuchs 
that manufactured ornaments of gold and silver for palace 
use，headed by a eunuch Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih) 
or Director (t'ai-chien). See pa chtì (Eight Services). 

8004 yìn-tzŭ 蔭子 
Protection of Sons: variant reference to the process whereby 
officials in service were permitted to “protect” one or more 
sons or other dependents, i.e., exempt them from normal 
recruitment qualifications so that theÿ expeditiously at-
tained official status. See jen-tzu (Employment of Sons), 
yin (Protection Privilege). 
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8005 yìn-wŭ châng-chīng 印務章京 
CH'ING: Correspondence Clerk, rank 5b, in a Banner (ch'i; 
see pa ch'i) military unit. BH: adjutant. 

8006 印務參領 
CH'ING: Correspondence Supervisor, 2 in each Banner 
(ch'i; see pa ch'i) military unit except for one in each Mon-
gol Banner; chosen from among the ranks of the Com-
manders (ts'an-ling) of the Banners. BH: adjutant-general. 

8007 yìn-yáng hsŭéh 陰陽學 
Yin-Yang School, a training unit in geomancy; from Ming 
if not earlier, established under the authorization of local 
units of territorial administration but without state subsi-
dies, to train practitioners of geomancy and similar arts; in 
Ch'ing the nominal Principal (cheng-shu) at the Prefecture 
ifu) level was in fact supervisor of local fortune-tellers, en-
tertainers, women dentists, midwives, etc., as a kind of li-
censer and inspector. 

8008 yín-yŭng pó-shìh 吟詠博士 
T'ANG: Erudite of Recitation, one of 18 Palace Erudites 
{nei-chiao po-shih) on the staff of the Palace Institute of 
Literature (nei wen-hsŭeh kuan)y where palace women were 
educated; from c. 741 a eunuch post. RR: maître de poésie. 

8009. ying 營 
(1) HAN: Campaigning Army, common designation of an 
active tactical force commanded by a General-in-chief {ta 
chiang-chiin)y a General {chiang-chŭn), or perhaps a Dep-
uty General (p'ien chiang-chŭn); normally consisted of sev-
eral Divisions (pu) subdivided into Regiments {ch'u). HB: 
division, encampment. (2) T'ANG: Encampment, 2 pre-
fixed Left and Right created in 707 (710?) out of the prior 
Myriad Cavaliers (wan chi) of the Northern Command (pei-
ya)', in 710 transformed into Left and Right Militant as 
Dragons Armies (lung-wu chutt). Also see t'un-ying (En-
campment), pei-ya ch'i ying (Seven Encampments of the 
Northern Command). (3) SUNG: Regiment, basic garrison 
unit theoretically consisting of 500 soldiers, 5 such units 
comprising an Army {chŭn)\ the equivalent unit of a cam-
paigning Army was called a chen (also Regiment). (4) MING; 
Training Division; see ching-ying (Capital Training Di-
vision) and san ta-ying (Three Great Training Divisions). 
(5) CH’ING: Brigade, basic operational unit of Bannermen 
(see hsiao-chi ying, hu-chŭn ying, ch'ien-feng ying, huo-
ch'i ying, chien-jui ying)t normally headed by an Imperial 
Prince (ch'in-wang) serving as Commander-general (t'ung-
ling, îsung-t'ung); also the basic organizational unit of the 
Chinese military forces called the Green Standards (lu-ying), 
consisting of 500 men led by a Brigade Commander (yu-
chi). BH: banner corps, battalion. 

8010 yĭng-chiàng 郢匠 
CH’ING: lit.，the carpenter of Ying (place-name), deriva-
tion not clear; unofficial reference to a Provincial Edu-
cation Commissioner (t'i-tu hsŭeh-yŭan). 

8011 yīng-fāng 膿坊 
T'ANG: Falcon Cage, one of the Five Cages (wu fang) of 
animals used in imperial hunts; under the supervision of the 
Commissioner for the Imperial Stables (hsien-chiu shih) in 
the Palace Administration {tien-chung sheng). RR: le quar-
tier des faucons. P38. 

8012 yîng-fáng 鷹房 
CHTOG: Imperial Falcon Cage maintained by the Office 
of the Imperial Hunt (tu-yŭ ssu); in 1746 retitled yang-ying 
ch'u. BH: imperial gerfalcon aviary. P37. 

8013 yīng-fèng 應奉 
SUNG—MING: Provisioner，a lowly member of the Hanlin 
Academy (han-lin yŭan); rank 7b in Chin and Yuan, 5 ap-
pointees in Yŭan; discontinued in 1381, P23. 

8014 ying ntiĕn-chiĕh jén 應免解人 
SUNG: lit., someone who ought to be excused from being 
forwarded: variant of mien-chieh jen (Already Certified 
Candidate). 

8015 yíng-p'án 營盤 
YUAN: Land Grant , one of several terms used to desig-
nate territories with which noblemen were enfeoffed; see 
fen-ti and t'ou-hsia. 

8016对/^-pò營部 
MING: Building Bureau, from 1389 to 1396 one of 4 ma-
jor agencies in the Ministry of Works (kung-pu); replaced 
the prior General Bureau (tsung-pu), was superseded by the 
Bureau of Construction (ying-shan ssu). 

8017 yíng-shàn chien 營緩監 
T^ANG; Directorate of Construction, from 685 to 705 the 
official redesignation of the Directorate for the Palace 
Buildings (chiang-tso chien). P15, 

8018 yíng-shàn ch^ng-tì ssŭ 營膳淸吏司 or 
ying-shan ssu 

MING~CH’ING: Bureau of Construction, one of 4 major 
agencies in the Ministry of Works (kung-pu)，responsible 
for the construction and repair of palace buildings, altars 
and temples, city walls’ granaries, storehouses, etc.; headed 
by a Director (lang-chung), rank 5a; 6 appointees in Ch*ing~ 
4 Manchus, one Mongol, and one Chinese. BH: building 
department. P15. 

8019 yíng-shàn shŭ 營繕署 
T'ANG: from 684 to 685 only, the official redesignation of 
the Center Construction Office (chung hsiao-shu; see hsiao-
shu). 

8020 yíng-shàn sð 營繕所 
(1) SUNG: Construction Office, a subsection of the Di-
rectorate for the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso chien); spe-
cifíc responsibilities not clear. SP: bureau des travaux et 
des réparatìons. (2) MING: Work Project Office, a sub-
section of the Ministry of Works (kung-pu) headed by a 
Director (cheng)，rank 7a; superseded the Palace* Buildings 
Office (chiang-tso ssu) in 1392; probably subject to the in-
termediary supervision of the Ministry's Bureau of Con-
struction (ying-shan ch'ing-li ssu), but specific íìinotions not 
clear. P15. 

8 0 2 1 y f t ^ - P á w g 影堂 
YUAN: Image Hall in a Buddhist monastery; see under 
wen-ch'i chu (Adornment Section). P28. 

8022 yíng-fíen shih 營田使 
T'ANG: Agriculture Commissioner, after mid-T'ang one 
of the many kinds of regional Commissioners delegated from 
the central government to Circuits (tao) or comparable ju-
risdictions; supervised the development of state-owned lands 
such as State Farms (t'un-t'ien), RR: commìssaire impérial 
à ['administration d'une colonie agricole. 

8023 yíng-tsào àn 營造案 
SUNG: Construction Section, a minor unit in the Ministry 
of Works (kung-pu); staffing and specific responsibilities 
not clear, but presumably related to the work of the Direc-
torate of the Palace Buildings (chiang-tso chien). SP： ser-
vice de travaux de construction. 



ying-tsao ssu 
8024 yíng-tsào ssŭ 營造司 
CH'ING: Office of Palace Construction, one of the 7 
principal agencies in the Imperial Household Department 
(nei-wu fu), generally responsible for all building and re-
pairing work within the imperial palace; supervised by one 
or more Grand Ministers (ta-ch'en) of the Department in 
annual rotation. Created in 1677 to replace the earlier Pal-
ace Ministry of Works (nei kung-pu). For all or part of the 
dynasty, oversaw the Government Property Rental Agency 
(kung-fang tsu-k'u), the Imperial Library (ytì-shu ch'u), the 
Imperial Printing Office (hsiu-shu ch'u)y and the Workshop 
(tsao-pan ch'u) in the palace; more directly supervised var-
ious storage and workshop facilities. BH: department of 
works. P37. 

8025 j í u g - t ó à o 行 w ŭ 營造提舉司 
MING: Supervìsorate of Construction, from 1373 to 1392 
an agency under the Palace Buildings Office (chiang-tso 
ssu) of the Ministry of Works {kung-pu), headed by a Su-
pervisor (t'i-chii), rank 7a (?); spawned one or more Branch 
Supervisorates {fen-ssu) with Supervisors of equal status; 
in 1392 apparently discontinued when the Ministry of Worics 
was reorganized to include a Bureau of Construction (ying-
shan ch'ing-li ssu). PI5. 

8026 yíng-tsd chiàng 營作將 
N-S DIV (Liang, N. Ch'i): Construction Supervisor, an 
ad hoc duty assignment whenever a major construction 
project was undertaken under supervision of the Liang Chief 
Minister for the Palace Buildings {ta-chiang ch'ing) and the 
N. Ch'i Court for the Palace Buildings {chiang-tso ssu; see 
under chiang-tso ta-chiang). P14. 

8027 yíng-tsŭnr 營總 
CH’1NG: Brigade Commandant, rank 3a, officers in var-
ious special detachments of Bannermen (see ch'i, pa ch'i), 
usually 2nd in command after a Commander-general {tsung-
t'ung). BH; commandant. 

8028 j í / i f H ^ cA’ò 營務處 
CH ING: Office of Military AfTairs, the militaiy staff 
agency for a Provincial Governor (hsiin-fu) or a multi-Prov-
ince Governor-general (tsung-tu), headed by an Adjutant 
(chung-chŭn) normally with rank as a Vice General (fu-
chiang), 2b. BH: military secretariat. 

8029 yīng-wŭ chŭn 英武軍 
TANG: Army of Heroic Militancy, 2 prefixed Left and 
Right; variant designation of the Left and Right Wings 
(hsiang) of Bowmen Shooters at Moving Targets (ya-ch'ien 
she-sheng ping). RR: armée brave et guerrière. 

8030 yīng-yáng fŭ 鹰揚府 
SUI: Soaring Hawk Garrison, from 607 to the fall of Sui 
in 618 the formal designation of Garrison ifu) units in the 
Garrison Militia (fu-ping) organization; created by stan-
dardization of the 2 types called Cavalry Garrison (p'iao-
chi fu) and Chariot and Horse Garrison (ch'e-chi fu); ter-
minated when T'ang reinstituted these previous 2 types. 
Headed by a Commandant (lang-chiang), then in 618 briefly 
by a Military Chief {chŭn-t'ou). Especially see under fu. 
RR: milìce semblable à Vaigle qui vole. 
8031 yīng-yáng wèi 鷹揚衛 
T'ANG: Soaring Hawk Guard, from 684 to 705 the of-
ficial redesignation of Soaring Hawk Garrisons (yìng-yang 
fu)-
8032 yŭ 友 
(1) CHOU: Friend, one of a number of designations for 
locaĭ leaders among the people collectively known as 
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Unifying Agents (ou); specifically referred to the leader of 
a group of farming families using a common well. CL: ami, 
(2) N-S DIV-SUNG: Companion, one or more staff mem-
bers of a Princely Establishment (wang-fu) t in T'ang rank 
5b2; responsible for giving moral guidance as well as com-
panionship. RR: compagnon. SP: conseiller, compagnon. 
P69. 

8033 yù 右 
(1) Right, of the Right, Junior: throughout history (except 
as noted in #2 below) a common prefix to a title when a 
pair of appointees was authorized, both normally of the same 
rank, or to an agency name when a pair of identically named 
agencies existed; in prestige, Right yielded to Left (加)； 
geographically, Right indicated West wheFeas Left indi-
cated East. (2) YUAN: Right, of the Right, Senior: used 
as above but with reversed order of prestige among the 
Mongols. 

8034 yù-ch9éng 右丞 
(1) Right Aide, throughout history may be encountered in 
reference to a 2nd or 3rd executive official of an agency; 
see under ch'eng. (2) HAN: Assistant Director of the Right, 
one of a pair of 3rd-tier officials of the Imperial Secretariat 
(shang-shu sheng), rank 400 bushels, raaking behind the 
Director (ling) and Vice Director (p'u-yeh). HB: assistant 
of the right. P5. (3) N-S DIV-YUAN: Assistant Director 
of the Right in the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu 
sheng), one of a pair normally ranking behind the Director 
and one or more Vice Directors (both titles as in #2 above), 
rank commonly 4a until Sung, then advanced to 2a; in T'ang 
had supervisoiy jurisdiction over the Ministries of War (ping-
pu), of Justice (hsing-pu), and of Works (kung-pu); from 
Sung on commonly belonged to the elite central govern-
ment group generically known as Grand Councilors (tsai-
hsiang), with the specific added designation Participant in 
Determining Governmental Matters (ts'an-chih cheng-shih). 
RR: assistant de droite. SP: grand conseiller-assistant de 
droite. (4) T'ANG-CH'ING: common unofficial reference 
to the Vice Minister (shih-lang) of a Ministry (pu). 

8035 yù-chì 右計 
SUNG: Right Account, one of 2 large regional fiscal ju-
risdictions into which the empire was divided in 993-994, 
under a Commissioner of the Right Account (yu chi-shih), 
supervised by a Supreme Commissioner of Accounts (tsung 
chi-shih) y in one stage in the development of the State Fi-
nance Commission (san ssu). SP: comptes de droite. P7. 

8036 yŭ-chī 游搫 
CH'ING: lit” to patrol and attack; see yu-chi chiang-chŭn: 
Brigade Commander, rank 3b, leader of a Brigade (ying), 
the basic organizational unit in the Chinese military estab-
lishment called the Green Standards (lu-ying); in theory, 
commanded 500 soldiers divided into 5 Companies (shao). 
BH: major. 

8037 yú-cĭtī ckiăng-ckān 游擊將軍 
Mobile Corps Commander. (1) TANG-SUNG: prestige 
title (san-kuan) for military officers of rank 5b2. RR+SP: 
général qui attaque partout. (2) MING: a tactical duty as-
signment for a regular officer of the hereditary Guard sys-
tem (see wei-só), usually one under each Regional Com-
mander (tsung-ping kuan) who maintained a kind of mobile 
reserve unit in a Province or comparable area, as distin-
guished from tactical officers witìi place-specific defense 
assignments. 

8038 yú-chì chiăng-chŭn 游騎將軍 
T ANG-SUNG: Genera! of Mobile Cavalry, prestige title 
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(san-kuan) for military officers of rank 5bl. RR+SP: général 
de la cavalerie mobile. 

8039 yŭ-chì wèi 游騎尉 
SUI: Commandant of Mobile Cavalry, 4th highest of 8 
Commandant titles conferred on inactive officials (san-kuan), 
rank 7b, beginning in 586; the practice terminated after 604. 
P65. 

8040 yŭ-chìàng 右將 
HAN: Right Leader of a group of Court Gentlemen (lang), 
distinguished from those led by the Center Leader (chung-
lang) and the Left Leader {tso-chiang). 

8041 yú-chiăo 游徼 
CH'IN-N-S DIV (Chin): Patroller, a local dignitary in the 
sub-District (hsien) organization of the populace who was 
responsible for police work in a Township (hsiang); also 
known as Township Guardian (hsiang-li), HB: patrol leader. 
P54. 

8042 yŭ chien-shēng 優監生 
CH'ING: National University Student for Excellence，a 
quasiofficial categorical reference to those state-subsidized 
students in the National University (t'ai-hsŭeh) officially 
known as Supplementary Students (fu~sheng). 

8043 yŭ-chìh 有秩 
HAN: lit.’ to have rank status: Petty Official with Rank， 
a local dignitary in the sub-District (hsien) organization of 
the populace who was responsible for tax collection, req-
uisitions of service, and even the administration of justice 
in a Township (hsiang) with 5,000 or more households; 
Townships with lesser populations commonly had Husban-
ders {se-fu) instead. In Later Han the yu-chih had the rank 
of 100 bushels. The title may have arisen to distinguish 
these from other sub-District dignitaries who had no rank 
status，but the derivation is not clear. HB: petty official 
with rank. 

8044 yŭ ckìk-yà 右治獄 
SUNG: variant designation of the Right Bureau (yu-t'ing) 
of the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). 

8045 yù chìng-fŭ tŭ-wèi 右京輔都尉 
HAN: Right Defender of the Capital, one of the Three 
Defenders of the Metropolitan Area (san-fu tu-wei). HB: 
chief commandant of the western adjunct capital region. 

8046 yàdiií-Jk，d 右主客 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Right Section for Foreign Relations, 
from c. 400 a component of the Ministry of Rites (i-ts'ao) 
in the evolving Department of State Affairs (shang-shu 
sheng), headed by a Director (lang-chung); shared dealings 
with foreign states (and dependencies?) with a Left Section 
for Foreign Relations (tso chu-k'o), but the basis for divi-
sion is not clear. 

8047 j t í CYÛ-Í/^/I 有出身 
SUNG: With Formal Qualifications, categorical reference 
to civil officials being considered for appointment or pro-
motion who were of highest esteem by virtue of having 
entered the service by passing the Metropolitan Examina-
tion (sheng-shih) in the civil service recruitment examina-
tion sequence, or by transfer from the military service with 
comparable status. Cf. wu ch'u-shen (Without Formal Qual-
ifications), ch'u-shen. 

8048 yà-ckăn 右軍 
Right Army. (1) Throughout history a common designa-
tion for one of 3 or 5 military forces in the field, others 
normally prefixed Left, Center, Front, and Rear. (2) HAN: 

one of 8 special capital-defense forces organized at the end 
of Han; see pa hsiao-wei (Eight Commandants). 

8049 yŭ-fŭ 右府 
T'ANG: Right Guard , one of the Twelve Guards (shih-erh 
wei) at the dynastic capital; created in 622 by renaming the 
Right Personal Guard (see pei-shen /«) , then in 660 re-
named Right Personal Guard (see ch'ien-niu wei). Also cf. 
yu-wei. P43. 

8050 yŭ-fŭ 游府 
CH'ING: lit.，mobile headquarters: unofficial reference to 
a Brigade Commander (yu-chf) in the Green Standards (lu-
ying) military establishment. 

8051 yùfŭ-fêng 右扶風 
HAN: Guardian of the Right, ranked at 2,000 bushels， 
one of the Three Guardians (san fu) who administered the 
Metropolitan Area (ching-shih) from 104 B.C.’ after 89 B.C. 
under the domination of the Metropolitan Commandant (ssu-
li hsiao-wei). Also see chu-chŭeh (Commandant of the No-
bles). HB: western sustainer. P18, 32. 

8052 yà-hsŭăn 右選 
SUNG: lit., selections of the left: Military Appointments 
Process, a reference to the Ministry of Personnel's (lì-pu) 
appointments process (see hsŭan), in which the selection of 
men for appointments and reappointments was delegated to 
different executive officials of the Ministry according to the 
ranks and services (civil or military) of the appointees. The 
term Right (yM) referred to military appointments. Also see 
shang-shu yu-hsŭany shih-lang yu-hsŭan, hsi-yŭan, shen-
kuan yuan. P20. 

8053 yŭ'hsûăn shíh 輪軒使 
CHOU-HAN: lit.’ commissioner in (or with) a light char-
iot: Royal Commissioner (Chou) or Imperial Commis-
sioner dispatched periodically from the dynastic capital to 
collect information about regional dialects, local folksongs, 
etc.; in Chou reportedly dispatched each year in the 8th 
month. 

8054 yŭ'hŭ ts'áo 右戶曹 or yu-hu 
HAN-N-S DIV: Land Tax Section’ a unit in the devel-
oping Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), per-
haps originating very late in Han; headed by a Minister 
(shang-shu) or a Director (lang, lang-chung); principally 
responsible for processing reports of land tax collections 
from units of territorial administration; apparently a variant 
form of yu-mitt ts'ao, perhaps suggesting a tampering with 
the original terminology in T'ang times to avoid the ta-
booed personal name of Li Shih-min (T'ang T'ai-tsung). 
Also see tso-hu ts'ao, hu-ts'ao, min-ts'ao. P6. 

8055 yà-ì cWién-fēng 右翼前鋒 
CH'ING: Vanguard Brigade Right Wing, a seemingly 
transposed term commonly used as a prefix to the title of 
officers of the Brigade; see under ch'ien-feng ying and i. 

8056 ŷû：/̂ !囿人 
CHOU: Animal Keeper, 4 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shih) and 8 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), mem-
bers of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) who tended 
quadrupeds in the royal park and provided them, dead or 
alive according to need, for sacrificial and funeral cere-
monies and for various receptions and banquets. CL: offi-
cier des pares. 

8057 yŭ-jŭng 游戎 
CH'ING: lit., a mobile soldier: unofficial reference to a 
Brigade Commander (yu~chi) in the Chinese military forces 
called the Green Standards (lu-ying). 
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8058 yù-kĕng 右更 
CH'IN-HAN: lit” member of the first watch: Grandee of 
the Fourteenth Order, 7th highest of 20 titles of honorary 
nobility (chŭeh) conferred on meritorious subjects. P65. 
8059 yŭ-kuăn 油官 
N-S DIV (Chin): Sauceman (?)’ unspecified number headed 
by an Aide (ch'eng) to the Chamberlain for the Palace Rev-
enues (shao-fu); specific functions not clear. P37. 
8060 yŭ-kuān 郵官 
Lit., postal official: unofficial reference to the Vice Direc-
tor (ch'eng) of a Postal Relay Station (/). 

8061 yù-k'uéi 右揆 
TANG-SUNG: lit., right mastermind: unofficial reference 
to the Vice Director of the Right (yu p'u-yeh) of the De-
partment of State Affairs {shang-shu sheng), differen-
tiated from his counterpart the Vice Director of the Left (tso 
p'u-yeh, tso-k'uei). Also see tuan-k'uei. 

8062 yŭ kŭng-shĕng 憂貢生 or yu-kung 
CHING: Graduate for Excellence, a status attained by a 
student in a local state school when he excelled on the reg-
ular annual examination administered by the Provincial Ed-
ucation Intendant (hsŭeh-cheng)，entitling the student to 
participate in the next Provincial Examination (hsiang-shih) 
in the civil service recruitment examination sequence and 
to be considered at least nominally a National University 
Student (chien-sheng) under the Directorate of Education 
(kuo-tzu chien), beyond the normal quota of Tribute Stu-
dents (kung-sheng). BH: senior licentiate of the third class. 

8063 yù-mín ts'áo 右民曹 or yu-min 
N-S DIV: Land Tax Section, a unit repeat dly established 
in the developing Department of State Affairs (shang-shu 
sheng), sometimes headed by a Minister (shang-shu), 
sometimes by a Director (lang, lang-chung); apparently es-
tablished only in a pair witfi a Census Section (tso-min ts'ao). 
Also see yu-hu ts'ao, hu-ts'ao, min-ts'ao. P6. 
8064 yŭ-pān tìèn-chíh 右班殿直 
SUNG: Palace Eunuch of the Right Duty Group, 5th 
highest of 12 rank titles (nei-shih chieh) granted eunuchs 
from 1112. See pan. P68. 
8065 yà-pân/ûwA访右班都知 
SUNG: Office Manager for the Right Duty Group, a rank 
3 eunuch in the Palace Domestic Service (nei-shih sheng), 
aided by a rank 4 eunuch entitled Assistant Office Manager 
for the Right Duty Group (yu-pan fu tu-chih). See pan. SP: 
administrateur général des compagnies de droite, intendant 
du palais de 3ème rang (eunuque). 

8066 yù-păng 右榜 
YUAN; Non-Chinese Pass List posted after the civil ser-
vice recruitment examinations conducted in the dynastic 
capital; see tso-pang (Chinese Pass List). 

8067 yù-pì 右弼 
SUNG: Supporter on the Right, from 1113 to 1126a vari-
ant designation of the Director (ling) of the Secretariat 
(chung-shu sheng). SP: grand ministre de droite, 

8068 yù-pì tū-wèi 右弼都尉 
N-S DIV (San-kuo Wu): Commandant Supporter on the 
Right, one of several Commandants (tu-wei) who served 
as advisers to the Heir Apparent. P26. 

8069 yù-pù 右部 
(1) HAN: Right Sector, collective designation of the west 
and north quadrants of the dynastic capitals, Ch'ang-an and 
Loyang; in Former Han the united jurisdiction of two Com-
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mandants of the Metropolitan Police, West and North (mìng-
P以 wcí)； in Later Han the separate jurisdictions of the Com-
mandant of the Metropolitan Police, West Sector (hsì-pu 
vm) and the Commandant of the Metropolitan Police, North 
Sector ipei-pu wei). Cf. tso-pu (Left Sector). P20. (2) YUAN: 
Ministries of the Right, a variant oîyu san-pu (Three Min-
istries of the Right). 

8 0 7 0少û í ă n - p ò右三部 
YUAN: Three Ministries of the Right, from 1260 to 1264 
and again from 1266 to 1268 a combination of the noimally 
separate Ministries of War (ping-pu)t of Justice (hsing-pu), 
fnd of Worics {kung-pu) into a single agency, with 2 Min-
isters (shang-shu) t rank 3a. Also see ping-hsing-kung pu, 
tso san-pu. 

8071 yù-shàng skŭ 右尙署 
T'ANG-SUNG: Right Service Office in the Directorate for 
Imperial Manufactories {shao-fu chien)’ principally respon-
sible for preparing harnesses for horses used in the imperial 
palace; headed by 2 Directors (ling), rank 7b2. RR+SP: 
office de I'àtelier impérial de droite. P38. 
8072 yù-shĭh 右史 
T ANG-SUNG: Right Scribe, unofficial reference to Im-
perial Diarists (ch'i-chŭ she-jen) of the Secretariat {chung-
shu sheng); in Sung also found on the staffs of Princely 
Establishments (wang-fu) of Imperial Princes (ch'in-wang). 
Cf. tso-shih (Left Scribe). SP: annaliste de droite, 

8073 yù'Shlh 右師 
T'ANG: variant of ssu-yeh (Director of Studies). 
8074 yù shìh-chìn 右侍禁 
SUNG: Right Palace Attendant, 3rd highest of 12 rank 
titles (chieh) granted to palace eunuchs from 1112; see nei-
shih chieh. Cf. tso shift-chin. SP: intendant du palais de 
3ème rang (eunuque). P68. 

8075 yŭ-shìh ts,áo 右士曹 
(1) N-S DIV: Right Section of Servicemen, a recurring 
unit in the developing DeparUnent of State Affairs (shang-
shu sheng), apparently responsible for handling personnel 
matters relating to (military?) officials of middling to low 
rank; in N. Wei subordinate to the Department's Ministry 
of General Administration (tu-kuan) y headed by a Director 
(lang-chung). Cf. tso-shih ts'ao. (2) N-S DIV (N. Wei): 
Ministry of Justice (?) in the developing Department of 
State Affairs, headed by a Minister (shang-shu); sources 
not clear. 

8076 yù shù-châng 右庶長 
CH'IN-HAN. lit., right chief of a host: Grandee of the 
Eleventh Order, 10th highest of 20 titles of honorary no-
bility (chŭeh) conferred on meritorious subjects. P65. 

8077 yù-shŭ 右署 
HAN: Right Corps, variant reference to one of the Three 
Corps (san shu) in which Court Gentlemen (lang) were or-
ganized. 
8078 yŭ-sð 右所 
CHWG: Right Subsection of the Imperial Procession Guard 
{luan-i wei), headed by a Director {chang-yin kuan-chūn 
shih), rank 4a; subdivided into an Umbrella Office (ch,ing-
kai ssu) and a Bow and Arrow Office (kung-shih ssu). BH: 
second department. 

8079 yù-ssŭ 右司 
Right Office, normally paired with a Left Office (tso-ssu). 
(1) N-S DIV-CH'ING: a common unofficial or quasiof-
ficial collective reference to all personnel whose titles were 
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prefixed with Right in agencies of many sorts whose mem-
bers were titled in Left and Right pairs. (2) N-S DIV-SUNG, 
CHIN: a common quasiofficial and sometimes official des-
ignation of the aggregation of Ministries of War (ping-pu), 
of Justice (hsing-pu), and of Works (kung-pu) in the De-
partment of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), commonly su-
pervised by the Right Vice Director (yu shih-lang) of the 
Department with the support of a staff comparable to that 
of a Bureau (ssu) in a Ministry, especially including a Bu-
reau Director (lang-chung) and a Vice Director {yŭan-wai 
lang). RR+SP: bureau de droite. P5. (3) YUAN: a variant 
reference to yu-pu (Ministries of the Right) or yu san-pu 
(Three Ministries of the Right) in the Secretariat (chung-
shu sheng). (4) CH'ING: one of 8 units in the Rear Sub-
section (hou-so) of the Imperial Procession Guard (luan-i 
wei), headed by a Director (chang-yin yŭn-hui shih), rank 
4a; also one of a pair of Offices into which the Court of 
the Imperial Clan (tsung-jen fu) and the Palace Stud (shang-
ssu yŭan) were each divided. BH: second department. 

8080 yà-ssù 右寺 
MING-CH'ING: Right Court of Review, one of a pair of 
subsections in the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu), each 
staffed with Case Reviewers (p'ing-shih); until the 1690s 
(?) headed by a Director (cheng)y rank 6a, thereafter by a 
Right Assistant Director (yu-ch'eng) of the Court, rank 5a 
or 6a. P22. 

8081 yŭ-ssū 有司 
Lit. ’ (those who) have offices: the authorities: throughout 
history a vague reference to governmental officials in charge 
of activities at issue in particular contexts; probably most 
commonly used in reference to such local authorities as 
Prefects (tz'u-shih, chih-chou, chih-fu) and, most espe-
cially, District Magistrates (hsien-ling, chih-hsien), but also 
at times used in reference to officials in charge of civil ser-
vice recruitment examinations. Cf. so-ssu (the responsible 
authorities), cheng-fu and kuan-fu (both The Administra-
tion, The Government). 

8082 yù-t9ái 右臺 
T'ANG: Right Tribunal, abbreviation oîyu yŭ-shìh t'ai or 
yu su-cheng t'ai from 684 to 712, when the traditionally 
unified Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai) was split into Left and Right 
units; the Right lYibunal was principally responsible for 
maintaining disciplìnaiy surveillance over units of territo-
rial administration and observing local conditions through-
out the empire, whereas the surveillance effort of tiie Left 
Tribunal was directed at the central government and the 
military establishment. RR: tribunal de droite. P18. 

8083 yù-fâng 右堂 
CH'ING: unofficial reference to a District Jailor (tien-shih); 
cf. tso-fang, t'ang. 

8084 yù-t，īng 右廳 
SUNG: Right Bureau, one of 2 major subsections of the 
Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu)t headed by a Vice Min-
ister (shao-ch'ing)t rank 6a; cf. tso-t'ing (Left Bureau)‘ Also 
called chih-yŭ ssu, yu chih-yii. Supervised 4 lesser Sections 
(an) and 2 Offices (ssu): Sentence Fulfillment Section (tso-
yu ssu-an)y Internal Accounts Section (ch'tí-mo an)t Legal 
Research Section (chien-fa an), Miscellany Section (chih-
tsa an), Mail Distribution Office (k'ai-ch'ai ssu), and Me-
morializing Office ipìao-tsou ssu). SP: bureau judiciaire de 
droite chargé des révisions. P22. 

8085 yú-tyíng 郵亭 
HAN: Postal Relay Station maintained by local units of 
sub-District (hsien) organization of the populace called 

8091 yu-ts'ao 
Neighborhoods (t'ing); staffed with runners or riders con-
scripted from the local residents; also served as hostels for 
traveling officials. HB: postal station. 

8086 yù-tsàng 右藏 
N-S DIV-YUAN: Right Storehouse or Right Vault, one 
of a pair of major units under the early Chamberlain for 
the Palace Revenues {t'ai-fu) or later agency counterparts 
such as the Sui dynasty Court for the Palace Revenues {t'ai-
fu ssu), the Sui-Sung Court of the Imperial Treasury (t'ai-
fu ssu), and the Yuan Directorate of the Imperial Treasuiy 
(t'ai-fu chien). Normally headed by 2 or more Directors 
(Mng)’ rank 8a in Sui, 7b in T'ang, or from Sung on by 
Commissioners (shih). Originally shared with the Palace 
Storehouse (chung-huang tsang, nei-tsang) or the Imperial 
Storehouse {huang-tsang) responsibility for the receipt, 
storage, and disbursement of valuables used in the palace; 
but from Sung on became principally responsible for han-
dling general state revenues. In Ming superseded by clus-
ters of storehouses under the Ministries of Revenue (hu-
pw), War (ping-pu), and Works (kung-pu), collectively 
known as the Palace Storehouses (nei-k'u). See tso-tsang, 
t'ai-tsang k'u, san k*u. RR+SP: trésor de droite. P7. 

8087 yù-tsàng àn 右藏案 
SUNG: Right Storage Section, one of 6 Sections in the 
Treasury Bureau {chin-pu ssu) of the Ministry of Revenue 
{hu-pu), staffed with unranked suboffîcials; division of 
functions between this and the Left Storage Section {tso-
tsang an) is not clear, but both presumably oversaw the 
receipt, storage, and issuance of the non-grain commodities 
with which the Treasury Bureau dealt; established c. 1080, 
when the State Finance Commission (san ssu) of early Sung 
was discontinued. SP: service de trésor de droite. P6. 

8088 yŭ tsàng k'ù 右藏庫 
SUNG-CHIN: variant of yu-tsang (Right Storehouse or 
Right Vault). P7. 

8089 yù-tsàng shŭ 右藏署 
N-S DIV-T'ANG: Right Storehouse Office, a unit of the 
Court for the Palace Revenues or the Court of the Imperial 
Revenues (both t'ai-fu ssu) in charge of the palace depot 
for valuables called tìie Right Storehouse (yu-tsang); headed 
by 2 Directors (ling), rank 8b in Sui, 6a 1 in T'ang, except 
from c. 604 till the end of Sui, an interval when it was 
headed by a Supervisor (chien). See yu-tsang, tso-tsang shu. 
RR: office du trésor de droite. P7, 37. 

8090 yù-tsàng fUtìĕn 右藏提黠 
YUAN: Superintendent of the Right Storehouse, from 
1282 4，rank not clear，appointed to oversee the 2 Com-
missioners-in-chief (ta-shih) who were nominal heads of the 
Right Storehouse, which shared with the Left Storehouse 
(tso-tsang) the receipt and disbursement of general govern-
ment revenues. P7. 

8091 yŭ-ts'áo 右曹 
(1) HAN: Head of the Right Section, rank 2,000 bushels; 
nominally a subordinate of the Chamberlain for Attendants 
(kuang-lu-hsŭn); reportedly presented to the Emperor pa-
perwork completed by the Imperial Secretaries (shang-shu) y 
but apparently a sinecure for one or more favored compan-
ions of the Emperor; discontinued in Later Han. HB: bu-
reau head of the right. (2) SUNG: Right Section，one of 
5 Sections in the Ministry of Revenue (hu-pu) from the 
1080s’ when the Ministry was fully activated after being 
little more than a nominal office while its traditional fiscal 
functions were performed by the State Finance Commission 
(san ssu) of early Sung; headed by 2 Directors (lang-chung) f 
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rank 6b, and 2 Vice Directors (yiian-wai lang), 7b. Con-
sisted of 6 (originally 5?) subsidiary Sections (an), staffing 
not clear: Stabilization Fund Section (ch'ang-p'ing an)t Sec-
tion for Labor Exemptions (mìen-i an), Shops and Yards 
Section (fang-ch'ang an), Price Stabilization Section (p'ing-
chun an), Legal Research Section {chien-fa an), and Mis-
cellany Section (chih-tsa an). See tso-ts'ao, hu-pu ssu, chin-
pu ssu, ts'ang-pu ssu, SP: bureau du droite chargé des ex-
emptions de corvée et des greniers régulateurs. (3) SUNG: 
Right Section，one of 2 Sections into which the Ministry 
of Justice (hsing-pu) was divided from 1103 (till the mid-
1100s only?), presided over by the Right Vice Minister (yu 
shih-lang) of the Ministry; shared the work of the Ministry 
with a Left Section (tso-ts'ao) in some pattern not clear. 
SP: service du droite. 

8092 yú-ts，ù k,ù 油醋庫 
SUNG: Oil and Vinegar Pantry under the Court of Im-
perial Entertainments {kuang-lu ssu). SP: magasin d'huile 
et de vinaigre. 

8093 y à i û / ó i i 右推案 
SUNG: Investigative Section of the Right, one of 5 Sec-
tions (an) constituting the Right Bureau (yu-t'ing) of the 
Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu); functions not clear. SP: 
bureau judiciaire de droite (adresses au trône). P22. 

8094 yù'Wèi 右衛 
SUI-SUNG: Right Guard; see tso-yu wei, shih-erh wei, 
shih-liu wei, tso-wei. 

8095 yù-yŭàn 右院 
MING: Right Tribunal, one of a pair of units into which 
Investigating Censors (chien-ch'a yu-shih) were organized 
from 1400 to 1402, temporarily replacing the Circuits {tao) 
of the Censorate {tu ch'a-yŭan). P18. 

8096 yúng 榮 
See under the romanization jung. 

8097 yŭng-hsiăng 永巷 
HAN: lit., the long lanes (in the palace): Palace Discipline 
Service, a eunuch agency with a Director (ling) subordinate 
to the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu), re-
sponsible for monitoring the activities of the staff of palace 
women; in 104 B.C. renamed i-fing. Others found in 
Princedoms (wang-kuo) and the Establishments of Imperial 
Princesses (kung-chu fit) and of the Empress (chung-hing), 
headed by Directors {chang). HB (ling): prefect of the long 
lanes. P37, 69. 

8098 jiĭî -ŬÌ^Ò 永利庫 
YŭAN: Paper Money Treasury, staffing not clear but head 
ranked 7b; a central government agency under the Super-
visorate-in-chief of Coinage (pao-ch'ŭan t'i-chŭ ssu). P16. 

8099 yăng-shìh 雍氏 
CHOU: Canal Patroller, 2 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministiy of Justice (ch'iu-kuan) 
who maintained police surveillance over transport canals 
(presumably in the environs of the royal capital) to ensure 
against their dikes being breached. CL: préposé aux digues. 

8100 yŭng í'ài-chù ling 雍太祝令 
HAN: Great Supplicator at Yung, a subordinate of the 
early Han Chamberlain for Ceremonials (feng-ch'ang, t'ai-
ch'ang) delegated jointly with a Great Sacrificial Butcher 
at Yung iyung t'ai-tsai ling) to manage places of worship 
outside the dynastic capital known as the Five Altars (wu 
chih). HB: prefect grand supplicator in Yung. P28. 

8101 yŭng t，ài-taăi ling 雍太宰令 
HAN: Great Sacrificial Butcher at Yung, k subordinate 
of the early Han Chamberlain for Ceremonials ifeng-ch'ang, 
t'ai-ch'ang) delegated jointly with a Great Supplicator at Yung 
(yung t'ai-chu ling) to manage places of worship outside the 
dynastic capital known as the Five Altars (wu chih). HB: 
prefect grand butcher in Yung. P28. 

8102 yu 尉 
Traditional pronunciation of wèi (Commandant). 

8103 yu 獄 
One of the common designations of a Prison; especially 
see chao-yŭ (Imperial Prison). 

8104 yŭ 虞 
See shan-yŭ (Supervisor of Forestry and Hunting). 

8105 yu ch'á-shàn ch'à 御茶膳處 or fáng 房 
CH'ING: Palace Larder under the Imperial Household De-
partment (nei-wu fu), staffed principally by Imperial 
Guardsmen (shih-wei) acting as Meal Servers (shang-shan), 
Tea Servers (shang-ch'à), etc., under Grand Ministers (ta-
ch'en) of the Department serving as Managers (kuan-li) or 
Supervisors (tsung-kuan). BH: imperial buttery. P37, 

8106 yu-cWén yŭàn 玉宸院 
YUAN: Office for the Imperial Quarters, original name 
of the Bureau of Imperial Ritual (i-feng ssu) ; date of change 
not clear. 

8107 yà�k,éng 獄丞 
N-S DIV-YúAN: Prison Aide, a lowly official or subof-
ficial commonly found in central government agencies such 
as the early Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng), 
the Censorate ìyŭ-shih t'ai), and the Court of Judicial Re-
view (ta-li ssu); cf. ssu^yŭ (Warder). RR: assistant chargé 
des prisons. P13, 18，20, 32. 

8108 yu-chì wèi 羽騎尉 
SUI: Commandant of Plumed Cavalry, the lowest of 8 
Commandant titles conferred on inactive officials {san-kuan) t 
rank 9b, beginning in 586; the practice was terminated after 
604. P65. 

8109 yŭ-chn 御妻 
Lesser Wife. (1) CHOU: generic designation of the lowest 
of 4 categories of palace women serving as consultants to 
the Queen (hou); 81 authorized, considered affiliated with 
tìie Ministiy of State (t'ien-kuan)f part of the group collec-
tively known as Inner Noblewomen (nei ming-fu) t and often 
considered a variant of nū-ytì (Secondary Concubine). CL: 
concubine impériale. (2) N-S DIV (N. Ch'i): categorical 
reference to palace women of rank =4a, who bore 81 dif-
ferent titles. 

8110 yà~ckiāng cká.玉匠局 
YUAN: Jade Craf ts Service under the Supervisorate-in-
chief of Metal Workets and Jewelers (chin-yŭ jen-chiang 
tsung-kuan fu)\ title of head not clear, but rank 7a; in 1278 
renamed Jade Crafts Supervisorate (yu-chii fi-chŭ ssu). 

8111 yà-ch，ién <Má-k，ù 御前甲庫 
SUNG: Palace Armory at the S. Sung dynastic capital, 
modern Hangchow; stored militaiy gear and records; staff-
ing and organizational affiliation not clear. See chia-k'u. 

8112 yà-ch，ién chū-chŭn tŭ t'ŭng-chìh 
御前諸軍都統制 a . 

SUNG: Supreme Commandant of the Palace Armies, 
appointed c. 1127 as head of the Imperial Defense Com-
mand (yŭ-ying ssu) and leader of all the military forces in 
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the empire during Sung’s withdrawal from North China. 
Cf. tu t'ung-chih. SP; directeur général des armées de la 
résidence impériale. 
8113 yu-ch'ién chuāng-kuăn chî-shăng k'ù 

御前樁管激賞庫 
SUNG: lit. meaning not clear; storehouse for ringing chimes 
to stimulate gifts (?): variant or unofficial designation of 
the Southern Storehouse (nan-k'u) of the Left Vault (tso-
tsang) maintained by the Court of the Imperial Treasury 
(t'ai-fu ssu). 

8114 yu-chyién chûn í®前軍 
SUNG: Palace Army, generic designation of regional ar-
mies, originally consisting largely of irregular forces that 
rose to support the dynasty during the Sung withdrawal from 
North China after 1125; by about 1148 reorganized as reg-
ular forces under the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi 
yiian) in the central government newly transplanted at mod-
ern Hangchow, each with a new commanding general and 
prefixed with place-names as Palace Armies Detached at 
such-and-such Prefectures (chu-cha ... chou yŭ-ch'ien chiin). 
Cf. yu-ch'ien wu chŭn (Five Imperial Armies). SP: armée 
devant I'empereur. 

8115 yà-ch，ién ch&n-ch'ì àn 御前軍器案 or 
chiên 監 or sð 所 

SUNG: Section for (Directorate of, Office of) Imperial 
Armaments, apparently different names for one agency 
subordinate to the Ministry of Works (kung-pu) t probably 
the same as the Directorate of Armaments {chŭn-ch'i chien). 
SP: service (direction, bureau) des armes de la résidence 
impériale. 

8116 yà-ch，ién fēng-chuăng 御前封樁 
SUNG; Imperial Emergency Reserves Storehouse (?)， 
apparently a variant of feng-chuang k'u (Emergency Re-
serves Storehouse); affiliated with Overseers-general (tsung-
ling) of some areas in the Huaì and Yangtze River basins. 
SP: trésor impérial d'épargne pour les dépenses militaires 
et la famine. 

8117 yà-ch，ién ksíng-fsðu 御前行走 
CH’īNG: Imperial Attendant, an honorific title granted 
some Mongolian chieftains. Cf. hsing-tsou, BH*. attaché to 
the emperor*s suite. 
8118 yŭ'Ch9ién kūng-mă tzŭ-û sð 

御前弓馬子弟所 
SUNG: Office for Military Training of Palace Youths, 
an agency of the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-mi yuan) 
apparently responsible for training youthful Princes (wang) 
and perhaps other young imperial kinsmen in archery and 
horsemanship; headed by a Supervisor (t'i-chŭ). SP: bureau 
d'entraînement des jeunes cavaliers-archers de la résidence 
impériale, 

8119 yù-ch'ién shìh-wèi 御前侍衛 
CH'ING: Palace Guardsman, number unspecified, chosen 
from among Imperial Guardsmen (shih-wei) for duty in the 
inner chambers of the palace. BH: guard of the ante-cham-
ber. 
8 1 2 0 _yá-cA，tów tò-cA，细御前大臣 
CH'ING: Grand Minister in Attendance, 4 members of 
the Emperor's most intimate bodyguard, chosen from among 
Princes (wang) and Grand Minister Supervisors of the Im-
perial Household Department (tsung-kuan nei-wuju ta-ch'en); 
among other things, supervised the Offîce for Provincial 
Memorials (tsou-shih ch'u). BH: adjutant general. 

8130 yŭ-fu 
8121 yà-ck，ién t，ŭng-líng kuān 御 m統領官 
SUNG: variant reference to the Supreme Commandant of 
the Palace Armies {yŭ-ch'ien chu-chŭn tu t'ung-chih). SP: 
directeur militaire général de la résidence impériale. 
8122 yà'chHēn wèi 玉鈐衛 
TANG: Guard of the Jade Strategy, 2 prefixed Left and 
Right, from 684 to 705 military units named after a plan 
in an ancient work on military strategy; included among the 
Sixteen Guards (shih-liu wei) at the dynastic capital’ tem-
porarily replacing the Left and Right Metropolitan Guards 
{ling-chûn wei). P43. 

8123 yŭ-ch'ién wŭ chŭn 御前五軍 
SUNG: Five Imperial Armies, briefly in 1129 the name 
of the imperial forces previously called the Five Armies of 
the Imperial Encampment {yŭ-ying wu chiin) and later called 
the Five Inspired Armies {shen-wu wu chŭn). Cf. yū-ch'ien 
chŭn (Palace Army). 

8124 j á - d í，^ 御廚司 oryŭ-cA，!！ 
SUNG: Imperial Kitchen maintained by the Court of Im-
perial Entertainments (kuang-lu ssu); subsidiary units in-
cluded the Banquets Office (ta-kuan shu), Office of Deli-
cacies (chen-hsìu shu�’ Office of Fine Wines {Hang-yŭn shu)y 
and Winery (chang-yŭn shu). SP: cuisine impériale, P30. 

8125 yu-ch'uán ch'ù 御船處 
CHING: Offîce of the Palace Marina, an agency of the 
Imperial Household Department (nei-wu fu) in charge of the 
boats used by palace personnel; supervised by one of the 
Department's Grand Ministers (ta ch'en) as Manager (kuan-
li). BH: imperial boats office. 

8126 Í，Í-«̂ M mû 玉局提擧司 
YUAN: Jade Crafts Supervisorate under the Supervisor-
ate-in-chief of Metal Workers and Jewelers {chin-yŭ jen-
chiang tsung-kuan fu), headed by a Supervisor (t'i-chŭ) f rank 
5b. Until 1278 called Jade Crafts Service (yŭ-chiang chu). 

8127 yu<k’ŭék ckì-pŏ 遇缺即補 
CH'ING: lit” to be appointed when a vacancy occurs: First 
Priority Expectant Appointee, one of the categories of 
personnel in the Corps of Expectant Appointees (hou-pu 
pan) in an agency, indicating tíie member(s) with first claim 
on an opening on the staff. BH: candidate for the first va-
cancy. 
8128 yâ'Chŭn 餘軍 
MING: lit., extra soldier: Surplus Man, designation of males 
of the immediate families of hereditary soldiers，especially 
younger brothers, who resided with the soldiers in garrisons 
of the wei-so military organization; such personnel consti-
tuted a kind of ready reserve from which replacements were 
sought when soldiers died, became overaged or disabled, 
etc. Also called yŭ-ting. 

8129 yu-fŭ 御府 
HAN-N-S DIV: Palace Wardrobe, a eunuch agency sub-
ordinate to the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-
fu) or, at times in the S. Dynasties, the Chamberlain for 
Attendants (kuang-lu-hsŭn); headed by a eunuch Director 
(ling), rank 600 bushels in Han; in Later Han also con-
trolled by a eunuch Supervisor (chien) chosen from among 
Palace Attendants-in-ordinary (chung ch'ang-shih), also rank 
600 busheìs; the agency made and maintained the Hmper-
or’s clothing. HB: imperial wardrobe. P37. 

8130 yu-fŭ 玉府 
CHOU: Storehouse of Treasures, also Storekeeper of 
Treasures, in the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan); the agency 
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stored jade, pearls, and precious metal objects that had been 
presented to the King or collected in taxes, to be used as 
personal adornments or items of ritual use or decor by the 
King; the Storekeepers included 2 ranked as Senior Ser-
vicemen {shang-shih) and 4 as Ordinary Servicemen {chung-
shih). CL: (chef de) magasin du jade, P37. 

8131 yu-fū 馭夫 
CHOU: Horse Team Supervisor’ 20 ranked as Ordinary 
Servicemen {chung-shih) and 40 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih), members of the Ministry of War {hsia-kuan) who 
drove special-purpose royal chariots in ceremonies, hunts, 
and military campaigns and chariots carrying special royal 
delegates. Cf. ta-yū (Grand Charioteer), jung-p'u (Royal 
Charioteer), ch'i-p'u (Ceremonial Charioteer), t'ìen-p'u 
(Hunting Charioteer). CL: aide-cochèr. 

8132 yu-kéng 虞衡 
CHOU: Jit., a combination of the titles shan-yti (Supervisor 
of Forestry and Hunting), ch'uan-heng (Guardian of the 
Waterways), tse-yŭ (Supervisor of Marshes), and lin-heng 
(Supervisor of Public Lands), used as 9 general designation 
of people who were regulated by such officials, as itiner-
ant workers in the woodlands and waterways: Foresters, 
Hunters, and Fishers. CL: bûcherons. 

8133 yá-héng chfîng-ŭ ssû 虞衡淸吏司 or yŭ-
heng ssu 

MING-CH'ING: Bureau of Forestry and Craf ts , one of 
4 Bureaus in the Ministiy of Works (kung-pu), headed by 
a Director (lang-chung) y rank 5a，one Chinese and 4 Man-
chu appointees in Ch'ing; supervised state forestry, pottery 
manufacture, marsh products, weights and measures, etc. 
Cf. the earlier yŭ-pu (Bureau of Forestry and Crafts). BH: 
department of weights and measures. PI5. 

8134 yâ-hòu 虞候 
Lit.，to wait alertly, to keep under observation: (1) in-
spector, a title normally used in the military service, orig-
inating in antiquity in reference to anyone put on watch 
duty against poachers, e.g., in small marshes; used espe-
cially from T'ang through Sung as a duty assignment for 
an officer in an active campaigning force, in a secondary 
staff role with the special responsibility of maintaining dis-
cipline among the troops. In Sung formally established in 
the Imperial Armies (chin-chŭn) of both the Palace Com-
mand (tien-ch'ien ssu) and the Metropolitan Command {shih-
wei ssu), with such variant forms as chiang yŭ-hou (In-
spector-general) and tu yŭ-hou (Inspector-in-chief) ； in some 
cases officers with such titles were in effect second in com-
mand to their Generals {chiang-chŭn), Marshals (yuan-shim), 
etc. RR+SP: officier de surveillance. (2) SUI: Palace Po-
lice Patrol, 2 prefixed Left and Right on the staff of the 
Heir Apparent, to maintain discipline and order in his es-
tablishment; each led by a Commander (k'ai-Ju) until c. 605’ 
thereafter by a Commandant (shuai). P26. 

8135 yă-hóu shuài-fŭ 虞候率府 
T'ANG: Police Patrol Guard Command, 2 prefixed Left 
and Right, military units in the establishment of the Heir 
Apparent, each headed by a Commandant (shuai) y rank 4a. 
In 662 the unit name was changed to ch'ing-tao shuai-fu. 
The units evolved out of the Sui units simply called yŭ-hou 
(Palace Police Patrol). RR: la garde de I'héritier du trône 
chargée de la sécurité des routes. 

8136 jà-AíìVāi i容御細着 
N-S DIV (N. Ch，i)~T，ANG: Imperial Granary for Fine 
Grain under the Office of Grain Supplies (tao-kuan shu); 

headed by 2 Supervisors {tu), rank not clear; discontinued 
by 649. RR: grenier des grains fins de I'empereur (?). P6. 

8137 yu-hsiăng chu 御香局 
YUAN: Imperial Perfume Service in the Imperial Acad-
emy of Medicine {t'ai-i yuan), headed by a Director (ling), 
rank 5b, and a Superintendent (í'i-tien); founded in 1308-
1309 to prepare all fragrances used by the Emperor and his 
women. 

8138 yà-hsiŭ 御羞 
HAN: Imperial Garden of Delicacies under the Comman-
dant of the Imperial Gardens (shui-heng tu-wei), headed by 
a Director (ling); apparently cultivated special vegetables 
and fmits in the Imperial Forest Park (shang-lin yŭan) for 
palace use. HB (ling): prefect of imperial delicacies. 

8139 yu4 御醫 
MING-CH'ING: Imperial Physician in the Imperial 
Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yuan), from 4 to 18 in Ming, 
from 10 to 15 in Ch’ing; rank 8a in Ming, 8a then 7a in 
Ch'ing. BH: imperial physician. P36. 

8140 já-íírAw 御衣局 
YUAN: Imperial Wardrobe Service, a manufacturing 
agency under the Supervisorate-in-chief of Civilian Arti-
sans {min-chiang tsung-kuan Ju), established in 1263; headed 
by an Overseer (ta-lu-hua-ch'ih) and a Supervisor (t'i-chŭ), 
rank 5b; staffed with non-official personnel requisitioned 
from the general populace. 

8141 yu-ī shĭh tào-ăn chu 御衣史道安局 
YUAN: Imperial Wardrobe Service of Shih Tao-an, a 
manufacturing agency under the Supervisorate-in-chief of 
Civilian Artisans (min-chiang tsung-kuan fu), established in 
1265 and named after the personage who originally con-
trolled appointments in it, an early Mongol custom; headed 
by a Commissioner-in-chief {ta~shih)y rank 6b. Relation-
ship with the Imperial Wardrobe Service (yŭ-i chŭ) is not 
clear; probably was early absorbed into the latter. See shih 
tao-an chŭ. 

8142 yu-īyŭàn 御衣院 
T'ANG: Office of Sacrificial Clothing，one of 4 minor ser-
vice agencies in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang 
ssu); maintained the apparel worn by the Emperor in sac-
rificial ceremonies; apparently staffed solely by state slaves. 
RR: service des vêtements impériaux. 

8143 yu-īyŭàn 御醫院 
SUNG: variant reference to the t'ai-i yŭan (Imperial Acad-
emy of Medicine). 

8144 yă-jén 羽人 
CHOU: Plume Gatherer，2 ranked as Junior Servicemen 
(hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of Education (ti-kuan) 
who selected plumes for use on royal chariots and banners 
from among mountain and marsh products collected as taxes. 
CL: officier des plumes, 

8145 yu-jén MK 
CHOU: Gatherer of Aromatic Plants, 2 ranked as Junior 
Servicemen (hsia-shih) y members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan) who collected special aromatic plants and mixed 
them in wine for use in royal sacrifices. CL: officier des 
plantes aromatiques. 

8146 yâ-jén 獻人 
CHOU: Fishing Supervisor, 2 ranked as Ordinary Ser-
vicemen (chung-shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-
shih) t members of the Ministry of State (t'ien-kuan) who 
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regulated all fishing in the royal domain, oversaw the con-
struction of weirs, and selected fish for the royal table, sac-
rifices, receptions, etc. CL: pêcheur. 

8147 já-itóo 予吿 
CH'ING: lit., to grant a petition: Retired Dignitary, des-
ignation of a former eminent official whose request for re-
tirement because of old age had been approved. 

8148 yú-kuăn 虞官 
MING: Forest Manager , unofficial reference to personnel 
of the Imperial Forest Park (shang-lin yiian). 

8149 yà-lién yŭàn 御雜 
SUNG: Imperial Sedan-chair Office, apparently not af-
filiated with any other agency, probably staffed by eu-
nuchs. SP: cour des voitures impériales. 

8150 yŭ'lín chi 羽林騎 
HAN-N-S DIV (Chin): lit., cavalry of the forest of plumes 
or feathers, referring to a heavenly constellation called the 
celestial water bearer (yii-lin): Palace Guard Cavalry, cre-
ated by Emperor Wu (r. 141-87 B.C.) as one of 5 military 
units charged with policing and defending the imperial pal-
ace and its immediate environs under supervision of the 
Chamberlain for Attendants (lang-chung ling, kuang-lu-
hsŭn). Its members were called Palace Guards iyŭ lin) or 
Gentlemen of the Palace Guard (yŭ-lin tang); they were 
originally commanded by a Director (ling)’ then by a Leader 
of Court Gentlemen (chung-lang chiang) with rank =2,000 
bushels and a Commandant (tu-wei) of the same rank. 
Sources also refer to a Supervisor of the Palace Guard (yŭ-
lin chien, yii-lin lang chien). HB: cavalry of the feathered 
forest; 

8151 c/ráw 羽林軍 
(1) T'ANG: Army of the Celestial Water Bearer , one of 
the Twelve Armies (shih-erh chŭn) stationed at the capital, 
to which troops of the Garrison Militia (fu-ping) organi-
zation were rotated for periodic service; apparently discon-
tinued in 636. (2) T'ANG-SUNG: Forest of Plumes Army, 
2 prefixed Left and Right in the Northern Command (pei-
ya) at the T’ang dynastic capital from 662; perpetuated among 
the Six Armies (liu chun) at the Sung capital, but with only 
nominal existence . RR+SP: armée comme les plumes et la 
forêt. 

8152 yu4ínkū'érh 羽林孤兒 
HAN: Orphans of the Palace Guard Cavalry, official 
designation of sons and grandsons of Han soldiers who died 
honorably in battle; given youthful training in the Palace 
Guard Cavalry iyŭ-lìn chi) in the expectation of becoming 
career Gentlemen of the Palace Guard (yŭ-lin lang), HB: 
orphans of the feathered forest. 

8153 já-Zí/ i tó邶羽林郞 
(1) HAN: Gentleman of the Palace Guard , a career sol-
dier rather than a courtier expecting an appointment or be-
tween appointments, as was generally the case with Court 
Gentlemen (lang); a member of the Palace Guard Cavalry 
(yŭ-lin chi). HB: gentleman of the feathered forest. (2) 
CH*ING: unofficial reference to an Imperial Guardsman 
(shih-wei). 

8154 yă-líng 娛靈 
HAN; Lady Who Pleases the Spirit, designation of a pal-
ace woman, rank =100 bushels. HB: pleasing maid. 

8155 yà-mă chiĕn 御馬監 
MING-CH'ING: Directorate of the Imperial Horses, one 
of 12 major Directorates (chien) staffed with palace eu-

yii-p'u ssu 
nuchs; headed by a eunuch Director (t'ai-chien); in 1661 
renamed a-tun ya-men, then in 1677 became the shang-ssu 
yiian (Palace Stud). Also see under shih-erh chien (Twelve 
Directorates). P39. 

8156 já-nwí mŭ 御馬司 
MING: Office of the Imperial Horses, from 1367 to 
sometime after 1369 a eunuch agency headed by a Director 
(cheng)•’ early renamed yu-ma chien (Directorate of tìie Im-
perial Horses). P39. 

8157 yŭ'mă ts'āng 御馬倉 
MING: Imperial Hay Barn under the Ministry of Revenue 
(hu-pu)t headed by a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 
9b. P6. 

8158 yŭ-măyŭàn 御馬院 
SUNG: Imperial Horse Offîce; organizational affiliation, 
staffing, and precise functions not clear. SP: cour des che-
vaux impériaux. 

8159 yŭ-mîn chŭ 裕民局 or^â-mf/i ssŭ 司 
SUNG, MING: lit., service (chŭ) or office (ssū) for en-
riching the people; relevance not clear: Horse Purchasing 
Service (Sung) or Horse Purchasing Office (Ming), es-
tablished in some units of territorial administration to buy 
horses for state use from southwestern aboriginal tribes; in 
Sung headed by a Supervisor (t'i-chŭ), in Ming by a Com-
missioner-in-chief (ta-shih), rank 8b. In Ming not estab-
lished till 1374，then soon discontinued. SP: bureau chargé 
d'enrichir le peuple, P53. 

8160 yū niáo-ch'iāng ch，ù 御鳥槍處 
CH'ING: variant of rtiao-ch'iang ch'u (Imperial Game 
Preserve) 

8 1 6 1 yà'ìiŭ Mtc 
Variant of nŭ:yŭ (Secondary Concubine). 

8162 yŭ-pó 御伯 
N-S DIV (Chou): Imperial Adviser, a member of the Min-
istry of State (t'ien-kuan) ranked as an Ordinary Grand Master 
(chung ta-fu; 5a); in 564 retitled na-yen (Adviser). P2. 

8 1 6 3 yŭ'pù 虞部 
N-S DIV-SUNG, LIAO, MING: Bureau of Forestry and 
Crafts , evolving from the prior Section for Forestry and 
Crafts (yu-ts'ao), in N. Chou a principal agency in the Min-
istry of Education (ti-kuan) headed by a Minister (shang-
shu) ranked as a Junior Grand Master (hsia ta-fu; 6a), from 
Sui on one of a standard group of 4 Bureaus in the Ministry 
of Works (kung-pu) till Ming，when in 1396 it was retitled 
yŭ-heng ch'ing-li ssu. In Sui headed by a Vice Minister 
(shih-lang) of the Ministry, from T’ang on by a Director 
(lang-chung)t rank 5b in T*ang, 6b in Sung，5a in Ming. 
Principally regulated hunting and food-gathering in moun-
tains, forests, etc., and provided the government with forest 
products. RR4-SP: bureau des forêts. P15. 

8164 yà-p,ú 御僕 
CHOU: Royal Attendant-in-ordinary, 12 ranked as Ju-
nior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of 
War (hsia-kuan) who received both officials and common-
ers at the palace, transmitted royal messages to them, and 
provided general assistance at sacrifices, funerals, etc. CL: 
assistant particulier de I'empereur. 

8165 yŭ-p’ŭ ssŭ 馭僕寺 
T'ANG: lit., court of the royal coachman: from 662 to 670 
the official redesignation of p'u-ssu (Livery Service of the 
Heir Apparent); during this period its head was officially 
titled yu-p'u ta-fu (Grand Master of the ...). 

8147-8165 



yŭ-shih 
8166 yă-shīk 圉師 
CHOU: Chief Groom, one without official rank assigned 
to each team of 4 horses in the royal stable, subordinate to 
the Ministry of War (hsia-kuan). CL: chef palefrenier. 

8167 yū-shih 御史 
Lit.., royal or imperial scribe. (1) CHOU-CH'IN; Royal 
Scribe, in Chou 8 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih) and 16 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of 
the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) who, with a reportedly 
authorized staff of 120 lesser Sixth Class Administrative 
Officials or Scribes (shih), assisted the Minister of State 
(chung-tsai) in writing out and keeping records of the King's 
and the Minister of State's pronouncements giving direc-
tions to the agencies and officials of the royal domain, in-
cluding those of the central government, and to Feudal Lords 
(chu-hou). Although they no doubt were relied on to ensure 
that such orders were in proper form, they apparently had 
no authority to engage in any kind of censorial surveillance. 
The title seems to have been perpetuated in Ch'in times by 
some yŭ-shih who were in charge of the imperial library. 
CL: secrétaire impérial P25. (2) CH'IN-CH^ING: Cen-
sor, throughout imperial history the standard generic des-
ignation of central government officials principally and 
characteristicaîly responsible for maintaining disciplinary 
surveillance over íhe officialdom and impeaching wayward 
officials; they constituted an institution called the Censorate 
(yŭ-shih fu, yu-shih t'ai, tu ch'a-yuan), which was ordinari-
ly an autonomous agency in the top echelon of the central 
government, answerable only to the Emperor. Individual 
Censors commonly，ere authorized to submit memorials, 
especially impeachments, directly to the Emperor and often 
were the only members of the officialdom who were au-
thorized to submit memorials on any subject, since other 
officials were generally discouraged from submitting (if not 
forbidden to submit) memorials beyond the realms of their 
specified administrative, responsibilities. Censors were 
commonly referred to by awesome quasiofficial terms such 
as “the ears and eyes oī the Son of Heaven” (t'ien-tzu erh-
mu) and were the most notable group in the larger category 
of personnel collectively called Surveillance Officials (ch'a-
kuan). In addition to the following entries involving yŭ-shih 
+ suffixes, note should be taken of entries involving the 
numerous prefixes that differentiated various kinds of Cen-
sors, e.g. , chien-ch'a yū-shiht shih yu-shih, chih-shu shih 
yŭ:shih, tien-chung shih yŭ-shih, yen-shih yŭ-shih. Cf. chi-
shih-chung, yen-kuan, chien-kuan. RR+SP: censeur. BH: 
provincial censor. P18，19. 

8168 yŭ-shīh 御師 
N-S DIV-SUI. Imperial Physician, equivalent to or vari-
ant of i-shih (Master Physician), Also cf. yŭ-i. P36, 37. 

8169 yu-shìh 御試 
SUNG: variant of t'ing-shih or tien-shih (Palace Exami-
nation), presumably identifying a civil service recruitment 
examination at which the Emperor personally presided. 

8170 yu-shìh 獄史 
Prison Clerk. (1) HAN: 27, probably unranked suboffi-
cials, on the staff of the Chamberlain for Law Enforcement 
(t'ing-wei); see yŭ tsu-shih. HB: judiciary clerk. P22. (2) 
T'ANG: 6 authorized to assist the Prison Aide (yŭ-ch'eng) 
in the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu)\ apparently un-
ranked subofficials. RR: scribe pour les prisons. 

8171 yu-sMh chăng-sMh 御史長史 
HAN: Censor Aide, rare variant of yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng 
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(Palace Aide to the Censor-in-chief). HB: chief clerk sec-
retary. P18. 

8172 yu-shĭh cWéng 御史丞 
HAN: Censor Aide, abbreviated reference to one of the 2 
Aides {ch'eng) authorized for the Censor-in-chief (yii-shih 
ta-fu)y especially the Palace Aide to the Censor-ín-chief (yŭ-
shih chung-ch'eng). P18. 

8173 yŭ-shîh chīh-tsá 御史知雜 
SUNG: variant of shih yŭ-shih chih tsa-shih (Associate 
Censor). SP: censeur des affaires diverses. 

8174 yu-shíh chūng-ch'éng 御史中丞 
(1) CH'IN-N-S DIV: Palace Aide to the Censor-in-chief, 
2nd in the hierarchy of central government Censors (yū-
shih) only to the Censor-in-chief (yii-shih ta-fu) and actual 
head of the Censorate (yii-shih fu, yū-shih t'ai) during long 
periods beginning late in Former Han when the post of Cen-
sor-in-chief was discontinued; ranked at 1,000 bushels in 
Han and the S. Dynasties. In Ch'in and Former Han, from 
a palace headquarters called the Orchid Pavilion (lan-t'ai), 
controlled a staff of Attendant Censors (shih yŭ-shih) who 
scrutinized all memorials submitted to the throne to ensure 
that they contained nothing offensive in form or substance, 
distributed imperial pronouncements to central government 
agencies，and were sent out to tour units of territorial 
administration with duty assignment designations such as 
Supervising Censor (chien yŭ-shih, chien-ch'a shih) or 
Commandery-inspecting Censor {chien-chŭn yu-shih). From 
106 B.C. disciplinary surveillance over territorial admin-
istration was entrusted to regular appointees called Re-
gional Inspectors {tz'u-shih), but they reported to the Palace 
Aide to the Censor-in-chief. In Later Han, when the post 
of Censor-in-chief was not established and the Palace Aide 
presided over the Censorate, he was nominally made a sub-
ordinate of the Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues {shao-
fu)\ but he and the Metropolitan Commandant (ssu-li hsiao-
wei) were a powerful duo, the Palace Aide maintaining dis-
ciplinary surveillance over officials of the palace and cen-
tral government and the Metropolitan Commandant exer-
cising almost unlimited police powers throughout the capital 
region. This pattern generally persisted into the era of N-
S Division, when it was sometimes said that the Palace Aide 
intimidated the whole officialdom and took on princely airs. 
N. Chou, in its revival of archaic titles，changed the Palace 
Aiders title to ssu-hsien chung ta-fu (Ordinaiy Grand Mas-
ter of the Censorate), rank 5a. Sui re-established the post 
of Censor-in-chief and discontinued the title Palace Aide in 
avoidance of a personal name taboo. HB: palace assistant 
secretary. P18. (2) T ANG—MING: Vice Censor-in-chief, 
2nd executive official of the Censorate (yu-shih t'ai) ’ no 
longer having any special relationship with the palace but 
occasionally in T'ang and commonly in Sung serving as 
actual head of the Censorate when the post of Censor-in-
chief was left vacant; 2 appointees normal in T'ang, Yuan, 
and Ming; rank 5a then 4a in T'ang, 3b in Sung and Chin, 
2a in Yŭan and early Ming. In T'ang the title was com-
monly borne concurrently (tat) by such regional dignitaries 
as Surveillance Commissioners (kuan-ch'a shih), who gained 
prestige from it. It was finally discontinued in 1380, when 
the early Ming Censorate began a transformation that re-
sulted in its being renamed tu ch'a-yŭan. RR: vice-président 
du tribunal des censeurs. SP: censeur en chef ou président 
(du tribunal des censeurs). P18. (3) MING-CH^ING: un-
official, archaic reference to a Grand Coordinator or Pro-
vincial Governor (both hsun-fu) t who normally had nom-
inal status as a Vice Censor-in-chief (fu tu yii-shih). 

8166-8174 



593 8175-8184 yu-shih t'ai 
8175 y á - s / i í / e ^ ŭ r t容c A沩御史中執法 
HAN; lit” censor upholder of law in the palace: variant of 
yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng (Palace Aide to the Censor-in-chief). 
HB: palace secretary for the administration of laws. P18. 

8176 论沩cA^ig-wèí•御史中尉 
N-S DIV (N. Wei): Palace Commandant of Censors: of-
ficial variant of yìi-shih chung-ch'eng (Palace Aide to the 
Censor-in-chief). PI8. 

8177 yu-shíhfáng 御史房 
SUNG: Section for Censors in the Headquarters Office (tu-
ssu) of the Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng); 
presumably an early Sung agency that handled the appoint-
ments, evaluations, etc., of personnel of the Censorate (yŭ-
shìh t'ai); staffing not clear. SP: chambre des censeurs. 

8178 yu-shíhfŭ 御史府 
Lit., office of Censors. (1) HAN-N-S DIV: variant of>«-
shih t'ai (Censorate). (2) MING: from 1400 to 1402 only, 
the official redesignation of the Censorate (tu ch'a-yŭan). 
P18. 

8179 yà'shĭh hsán-àn 御史巡按 
T'ANG: Censor on Tour , designation of Investigating 
Censors (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih) who in early T'ang were dis-
patched on inspection tours of the Circuits (tao) into which 
the empire was divided, apparently to check on the effec-
tiveness of local administration like later Regional Inspec-
tors (hsŭn-an yu-shih); during the 8th century made con-
current inspectors of postal courier stations, and in 779 
redesignated Postal Inspectors (kuan-i shih), an apparent in-
dication that their earlier broader inspection powers had been 
restricted. P18. 

8180 yà-sMh nèi-skík 御史內史 
HAN: variant of yu-shih wai-ch'eng (Outer Aide of the 
Censor-in-chief). P18. 

8181 yu-shĭh tà-fŭ 御史大夫 
CH’IN-MING: lit” grand master of Censors: Censcr-în-
chief, head of the Censorate (yu-shih t'ai) and one of the 
most eminent officials of the central government, in ad-
ministrative charge of Censors (yŭ-shih) of many sorts who 
maintained disciplinary surveillance over the officialdom, 
freely impeaching any official for public or private mis-
conduct. In Han ranked 2,000 bushels, in T'ang 3b, in Sung 
and Chin 2b, in Yuan la, in early Ming lb; 2 appointees 
common in Sui, Yiian, and early Ming. In Ch'in and For-
mer Han, while being responsible for censorial activities, 
he was also a general assistant to the Counselor-in-chief 
(ch'eng-hsiang), to which office he normally succeeded when 
it fell vacant. In 8 B.C. the post was discontinued and re-
placed by a Grand Minister of Works (ta ssu-k'ung). Al-
though it was revived from A.D. 1 to 51 ’ executive control 
of the Censorate shifted to the Censor-in-chief，s former 
principal assistant, the Palace Aide to the Censor-in-chief 
(yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng), and through the post-Han era of N-
S Division the title Censor-in-chief was revived only inter-
mittently, the nominal Palace Aide remaining de facto head 
Censor. From Sui on, however, Censors-in-chief were again 
active heads of the Censorate, although to some extent in 
T'ang and especially in Sung appointments were not made 
and the yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng (now more appropriately ren-
dered Vice Censor-in-chief) was again the de facto head 
Censor. In T'ang the title was commonly borne concur-
rently (mi) by regional dignitaries such as Military Com-
missioners (chieh-tu shih), who gained prestige from it. In 
1380, when the early Ming central government was thor-
oughly reorganized, the title yŭ-shih ta-fu was finally dis-

continued, recurring thereafter only in unofficial, archaic 
references to the newly titled Censors-in-chief (tu yŭ-shih) 
in the newly named Censorate (m ch'a-yiian). HB: grandee 
secretary. RR: président du tribunal des censeurs. SP: cen-
seur en chef. P18, 

8182 yŭ-shih tà-fŭ ch'éng 御史大夫丞 
HAN: unofficial reference to the yŭ-shih chung-ch'eng 
(Palace Aide to the Cen$or-in-chie6. P18. 

8183 yu-shih tà-fŭ ssū 御史大夫寺 
HAN: lit., court of the Censor-in-chief: variant reference 
to the Censorate (yŭ-shih t'ai). PI8. 

8184 yu-shíh t’ăi 御史臺 
HAN-MING: lit., terrace or pavilion of imperial scribes, 
i.e., of Censors: Censorate, the standard name of an agency 
in the top echelon of the central government staffed by Cen-
sors (yŭ-shih) of various categories and headed by one or 
more Censors-in-chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu); generally free of rou-
tine administrative responsibilities except to participate with 
such agencies as the Tang-Sung Ministry of Justice (hsing-
pu) and Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu) in conducting 
major trials at court and reviewing important judicial cases 
reported from units of territorial administration, and with 
the paramount and characteristic responsibility of maintain-
ing disciplinary surveillance over the whole officialdom, 
checking records and auditing accounts in government of-
fices, accepting public complaints, and impeaching offi-
cials who in their private or public lives violated the law 
or otherwise conducted themselves improperly. Although 
most Han censorial titles were patterned after Ch’in ante-
cedents, the name yu-shih t'ai probably originated in Han; 
thereafter into the early part of the era of N-S Division it 
was interchangeable with yŭ-shih fu (lit., Office of Cen-
sors); but from Sui into early Ming yŭ-shih t'ai was the 
standard name. In the Ming reorganization of the central 
government in 1380 the name was abolished, to be 
superseded from 1382 by the name tu ch'a-yŭan (lit.，chief 
surveillance bureau). In Yiian the Censorate shared its sur-
veillance responsibilities with 2 Branch Censorates (hsing 
yŭ-shih t'ai), dividing China into 3 large surveillance juris-
dictions. At times the Censorate had supervisory relation-
ships with regional officials or agencies that imposed more 
intensive surveillance on local units of administration (es-
pecially, e.g., see the Yŭan dynasty t'i-hsing an-ch'a shih 
ssu, Surveillance Commission); and from Ch'in on central 
government Censors were regularly or irregularly dis-
patched to tour and inspect units of territorial administration 
(see chien-ch'a shih, chien yŭ-shih, yŭ-shih hsŭn-an). In 
Han the censorial organization was headed by a Censor-in-
chief (yŭ-shih ta-fu) until 8 B.C., thereafter by the nominal 
Palace Aide to the Censor-in-chief (yu-shih chung-ch'eng), 
ranked at 1,000 bushels and loosely subordinated to the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues {shao-fu). There was 
also an Outer Aide to the Censor-in-chief (yu-shih wai-ch'eng) 
of the same rank, who presumably was a more general as-
sistant to the Censor-in-chief. The principal staff consisted 
of 45 Attendant Censors (shih yu-shih)t rank 600 bushels, 
of whom 2 were designated Secretarial Censors (chih-shu 
shih yu-shih) and charged to interpret the laws; 15 of the 
Attendant Censors were originally assigned to the Palace 
Aide, and all Attendant Censors were apparently organized 
in Sections (ts'ao) with some differentiation of functions 
that is not wholly clear. A principal underling was a Re-
corder (chu-pu), who seems to have been chief clerk of the 
agency. The Later Han organization, with the Palace Aide 
normally serving as active head, was perpetuated through 
the era of N-S Division. Sui re-established the office of 



yii-shih wai-ch'eng 
Censor-in-chief with 2 appointees, discontinued the post of 
Palace Aide, and appointed 2 Secretarial Censors as de facto 
assistant chiefs of the Censorate. The subordinate censorial 
staff then consisted of 8 Attendant Censors, 12 Palace Cen-
sors (tien-chung shih yŭ-shih), from 12 to 16 Investigating 
Censors {chien-ch'a yii-shih) t a Recorder, and an Office 
Manager (lu-shih); raiics are not clear. From T'ang into early 
Ming the standard organization included one or 2 C^nsors-
in-chief，rank from 3a to la; normally 2 Vice Ccnsors-in-
chief (yu-shìh chung-ch'eng), 5a to 2a; a Headquarters Bu-
reau (t'ai-yŭan) staffed with Attendant Censors (discontin-
ued after Sung), a Palace Bureau (tien-yuan) staffed with 
Palace Censors {tien-chung shih yŭ-shih), and an Investi-
gation Bureau {ch'a-yŭan) staffed with Investigating Cen-
sors (chien-ch'a yŭ-shih). RR+SP: tribunal des censeurs. 
Pî8, 

8185 yŭ'Shìh wàUch'éng 御史外丞 
HAN: Outer Aide to the Censor-in-chief, rank 1,000 
bushels, a general assistant to the head of the Censorate 
(yŭ-shih t'ai), balancing the Palace Aide (yŭ-shih chung-
ch'eng), who was stationed within the imperial palace; ap-
parently supervised a group of Attendant Censors (shih yŭ-
shih) organized in Sections (ts'ao), who were responsible 
for maintaining disciplinary surveillance over the central 
government officialdom. HB: assistant P18. 

8186 yu-shŭ 御屬 
HAN: Clerical Subordinate, an unranked suboffieial found 
in many agencies, normally under the supervision of a Clerk 
(ling-shih). HB: attendant. P2. 

8187 yŭ-shŭ 玉署 
T'ANG-CH'ING: lit., jade office: unofficial reference to 
the Hanlin Academy (han-lin yŭan). P23. 

8188 yŭ-shŭ ch’ù 御書處 
CH’ING: Imperial Library, the Emperor’s personal study 
and file room in the pdace, staffed principally by Banner-
men (see pa ch'i) under a Grand Minister of the Imperial 
Household Department {nei-wu fu ta-ch'en) designated 
Manager of the Imperial Library {kuan-li yŭ-shu ch'u shih-
wu). BH: imperial library. P37. 

8189 j â -劝 ū j ^ â n御書院 
SUNG: abbreviation of han-lin yŭ-shu yŭan (Imperial 
Academy of Calligraphy). SP: cour de la calligraphie 
impériale, cour des livres impériaux. 

8190 yu ssŭ-mă 輿司馬 
CHOU: Commander of Chariots, one of several Com-
manders (ssu-ma) serving under the Minister of War (ta 
ssu-ma; also see hsia-kuan, Ministry of War); 8 were au-
thorized, with rank as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih). CL: 
commandant des chevaux des chars. 

8191 yà-t，áng 玉堂 
T’ANG~CH’ING: lit., jade hall: unofficial reference to the 
Hanlin Academy (han-lin yiian). P23. 
8192 yà-fáng shŭ 玉堂署 
HAN: Office of Imperial Portraiture (?), a eunuch agency 
headed by a Director (chang). See hua-shih shu. HB: office 
of the jade hall. 
8193 yu-té 諭德 
T’ANG~CH，ING: lit., proclaimer of virtue: Adviser in the 
establishment of the Heir Apparent, commonly prefixed Left 
or Right; number variable; rank 4a in T’ang’ 6a in Sung, 
5b in Ming; discontinued in the 18th centuiy. RR+SP: grand 
conseiller de Vhérìtier du trône. P26. 
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8194 yà-tìék só 玉牒所 
(1) Imperial Genealogy Office in the Court of the Imperial 
Clan (tsung-cheng ssu), headed by one or 2 Grand Coun-
cilors (tsai-hsiang) serving as Supervisors (t'i-chu), SP: bu-
reau de la généalogie impériale. (2) CH*ING: unofficial 
reference to the Court of the Imperial Clan (tsung-jen fu). 

8195 yà'tìéh tìèn chŭ-kuán hsiăng'huð 
玉牒殿主管香火 

SUNG: lit., manager of incense and (ceremonial) fires in 
the hall of the jade tablets, i.e., the imperial genealogy: 
early Sung title of the later Building Administrators for 
the Imperial Genealogy Office (kan-pan yŭ-tieh so tien). 
SP: préposé aux encens de la salle du bureau de la généalogie 
impériale. 

8196 yá-tíng 餘丁 
(1) SUNG: Supplementary Security Guard , a kind of re-
servist in the local self-defense system called pao-chia, as 
distinguished from principals in the system, called pao-ting 
(Security Guard). (2) MING: variant of yŭ-chūn (Surplus 
Mail) in the wei-so military organization. 

8197 yŭ-ts'áo 獄曹 
HAN: Prison Section, one of the clerical staff units found 
in the headq»:?rters of some Districts (hsien). HB: bureau 
of litigation. 

8198 yá-to^to 虞曹 
N-S DIV: Section for Forestry and Craf ts , a unit in the 
developing Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng) 
that managed hunting, fuel-gatheríng, weights and mea-
sures, and the taxation of forest and marsh products; some-
times directly subordinate to the Department, at other times 
part of the intermediary Ministry of Rites (i-ts'ao, tz*u-pu)\ 
commonly headed by a Director {lang, lang-chung)f in N. 
Wei temporarily by a Minister (shang-shu). Cf. yŭ-put yŭ-
heng ch'ing-li ssu. P i4 . 

8199 y&í íQj t ìàw 玉册院 
SUNG: Bureau of Nomination Certificates, a unit at-
tached to the Secretariat (chung-shu sheng) that presumably 
managed the preparation and issuance of warrants confirm-
ing imperial appointments, but specific functions and staff-
ing are not clear. SP: cour des certificats de nomination. 

8200 yŭ tsá-skĭh 獄卒史 or yŭ-tsu 
HAN: Prison Guard , unranked suboffieial found on the 
staff of the Chamberlain for Law Enforcement (t'ing-wei) 
and on the headquarters staffs of some Later Han Districts 
(hsien), HB: judiciary clerk. 

8201 yu-tzŭ 餘子 
CHOU: Cadet, categorical designation of young sons of 
court offìcials, who served as an intimate royal bodyguard 
under supervision of the Minister of Education (ssu-t'u). See 
shu-tzu. CL: cadet. 

8202 yà-wèi 禦衛 
SUI-T’ANG: Protective Guard’ 2 prefixed Left and Right, 
units of the Garrison Militia {fu-ping) organization at the 
dynastic capital called the Twelve Guards (shih-erh wei); 
in 622 renamed Metropolitan Guards {ling-chŭn wei). RR： 
garde guide des armées. 

8203 yŭ wèi-hsià 御位下 
YŭAN: variant of ch'in-wang (Imperial Prince). See wei-
hsia. 
8204 yu-yào chien 御藥監 
YUAN: apparently a variant of yŭ-yao chŭ (Imperial Dis-
pensary). P36. 

8185-8204 
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8205 yu-yào chá 御藥局 
YŭAN-MING: Imperial Dispensary, in Yŭan a unit of 
the Imperial Academy of Medicine (t'ai-i yūan), headed by 
an Overseer {ta-lu-hua-ch'ih) and a Commissioner (shih), 
rank 5b; from 1305 or 1306 had a Branch Imperial Dis-
pensary (hsing yŭ-yao chŭ) that provided medicines for the 
Emperor and his retinue in travel status; in Ming a eunuch 
agency, in 1536 renamed sheng-chi tien. P36. 

8206 yà-yào fáng 御藥房 
(1) MING: apparently a variant of yŭ-yao chŭ (Imperial 
Dispensary); in 1536 renamed sheng-chi tien. P36. (2) 
CH'ING: Imperial Dispensary under the Imperial House-
hold Department (nei-wu fu), headed by a Grand Minister 
(ta-ch'en) of the Department serving as Manager {kuan-li). 
BH: imperial dispensaiy. P37. 

8207 yu-yàoyŭàn 御藥院 
SUNG-YŭAN: Imperial Dispensary, staffed by eunuchs 
at least in Sung, supervised jointly by the Palace Admin-
istration {tien-chung sheng) and the Palace Domestic Ser-
vice (nei-shih sheng); in Chin headed by a Superintendent 
(t'i-tien), rank 5b, and subordinate to the Court of Palace 
Attendants (hsiian-hui yuan); in Yiian apparently a variant 
of yŭ-yao chŭ. SP: cour de pharmacie impériale. P36, 38. 

8 2 0 8 yà-yíng shíh 御營使 
5 DYN-SUNG: Commissioner of the Imperial Encamp-
ment, in the Five Dynasties era commonly the officer in 
charge of troops when an Emperor personally undertook a 
military campaign; in the Sung withdrawal to the South in 
the 1120s’ the officer in command of the Imperial Defense 
Command (yŭ-ying ssu)t normally the concurrent appoint-
ment of a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang). SP: commissaire 
du camp impérial. 

8209 yŭ-yíng ssū 御營司 
SUNG: Imperial Defense Command, an emergency mil-
itary organization established to try to coordinate and con-
trol the Sung withdrawal to the South after 1125, headed 
by a Grand Councilor (tsai-hsiang) designated Commis-
sioner of the Imperial Encampment (yŭ-ying shih). By 1130 
absoibed into a reorganized Bureau of Military Aíffairs (shu-
mi yŭan). See chi-sufang. SP: bureau du camp impérial. 

8210 yu-yíngsù-wèi skih 御營宿衛使 
SUNG: lit., commissioner of the bodyguard in the imperial 
camp: variant of yŭ-ying shih (Commissioner of the Im-
perial Encampment). SP: commissaire chargé d'assurer la 
garde du camp impérial. 

8211 yŭ-yíng wŭ chŭn 御營五軍 
SUNG: Five Armies of the Imperial Encampment, col-
lective designation of the ragtag military units hastily or-
ganized during Sung's retreat from North China; activated 
in 1127 under an emergency Imperial Defense Command 
{yŭ-ying ssu) with directional differentiations: Left Army of 
the Imperial Encampment (yŭ-ying tso-chŭn) and others 
designated Right, Center, Front, and Rear; each led by a 
General (chiang-chŭn). In 1129 these units were redesig-
nated the Five Imperial Armies (yŭ-ch'ien wu chūn)y changed 
before the end of the year to the Five Inspired Armies (shen-
wu wu chŭn) and again in 1131 to the Four Field Defense 
Armies (hsing-ying ssu hu-chun). P43. 

8212 yù-yŭng ck，ì-wù chá 御甩器務局 
YUAN: Service of the Imperial Ornaments, organiza-
tional affiliation not clear but apparently a counterpart of 
other periods' Directorate for Imperial Accouterments (yŭ-
yung chien). 

8213 j m • 少 御 用 監 
MING-CH'ING: Directorate for Imperial Accouter-
ments, one of 12 major Directorates (chien) in which pal-
ace eunuchs were organized; headed by a eunuch Director 
(t'ai-chien); responsible for preparing fine wood and ivory 
objects for the Emperor's use and for presenting memorials 
for imperial attention that were submitted by the official-
dom. In 1661 disbanded into varibus palace storehouses (k'u), 
which in 1667 were placed under the jurisdiction of the 
Storage Office (kuang-ch'u ssu) of the Imperial Household 
Department (nei-wu fu). See under shih-erh chien (Twelve 
Directorates). P37. 

8214 yŭ-yŭàn 獄掾 
N-S DIV (N. Wei)-SUI: Jail Warden, members of the 
Section for Justice (tu-kuan ts'aó) in the Department of State 
Affairs {shang-shu sheng), 2 in N. Ch’i，8 in Sui; rank 7b2 
in N. Wei, otherwise not clear, probably unranked subof-
ficials. P13. 

8215 jw-jîtóii^â/ig-cW/i 御院通進 
CHIN: Ceremonial Receptionist, 4’ rank 7b，members of 
the Office for Audience Ceremonies (ko-men) in the Court 
Ceremonial Institute (hsiian-hui yiian); responsible for re-
ceiving memorials, tribute gifts, etc., in audience. P33. 

8216 yû-yŭèh 于越 
LIAO: Counselor, one of the most eminent dignitaries in 
the Northern Administration (pei-mien) of the central gov-
ernment, also in separate tribes headed by Grand Princes 
(ta-wang). 

8217 yŭán 員 
Official: one of the vaguest categorical terms for govern-
ment personnel, most commonly occurring as an enumer-
ating element, e.g.’ in listing the personnel of an agency 
to include a Director, 2 Vice Directors, 4 Assistant Direc-
tors, and 6 Secretaries, in all 13 yuan; but occasionally found 
as a component in particular titles. See under prefixes if 
any. 

8218 yŭán 園 
(1) Garden, common designation of any park-like area; e.g., 
a garden under the supervision of an Aide (ch'eng) in the 
T'ang dynasty Granaries Office {tien-ts'ang shu) in the 
household of the Heir Apparent. (2) HAN-N-S DIV. Fu-
nerary Park, one established around each Imperial Mau-
soleum (ling), in Han supervised by a Director (ling or chang 
or chien) ranked at 600 bushels. The institution apparently 
originated in Later Han; how long it endured into the post-
Han era is not clear. HB: funerary park. 

8219 yŭàn 掾 
(1) Clerk: lowly or unranked appointee found in many 
agencies, civil and military, at all levels of the govern-
mental hierarchy; sometimes identifiable by a prefix. (2) 
Administrator of a clerical Section (ts'ao) in an agency at 
any level of government, equivalent to yŭan-shih (Admin-
istrator), commonly of low rank or unranked. Rank 6a 1 in 
T'ang. HB: division head. RR: premier administrateur. 

8220 yŭàn 苑 
Park: common designation of a hunting area or horse pas-
ture, identifiable from preceding terminology; e.g., ^feng-
ch'en yŭan (Imperial Parks Administration) of ChMng, mu-
shih yúan (Imperial Horse Pasturage) of Han. 

8221 yŭàn 院 
(1) T’ANG~CH’ING: common final element in agency 
names, impossible to render consistently in English: Of-
fice, Bureau, Court, Academy, Institute, etc. See under 
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prefixes. (2) T'ANG: Brokerage, a regional salt control of-
fice in a major market center, where the distribution of state-
monopolized salt was supervised and salt taxes were col-
lected; headed by a Brokerage Official {chih-yŭan kuan)\ 
subordinate to a regional Directorate {chien) and ultimately 
to the Salt Monopoly Commissioner (chŭeh yen-t'ieh shih) 
headquartered at Yangchow. P6 ĭ . (3) LIAO: Establĭsh-
ment, 2 prefixed North and South, groups of agencies into 
which the Northern Administration (pei-mien) of the central 
government was divided. • 

8222 yŭán-ch'in 園寢 
CH'ING'. Mausoleum, common designation of the tombs 
of imperial Consorts (fei); cf. ling-ch'in. P29. 

8223 yŭán-ch'ŭ 元儲 
N-S DIV: unofficial reference to an Heir Apparent (t'ai-
tzu). 

8224 yŭán-fēi 元妃 
CHOU-N-S DIV: Principal Consort: from high antiquity 
a common unofficial reference to a Queen or Empress (hou, 
huang-hou), in contrast to all other wives of a ruler, known 
collectively as Secondary Consorts (tz'u-fei). 

8225 yŭán-fŭ 元輔 
Principal Support: common unofficial reference to a par-
amount executive official of the central government such 
as a Counselor-in-chief {ch'eng-hsiang), a Grand Councilor 
(tsai-hsiang)’ or a senior Grand Secretary (ta hsŭeh-shih; 
see shou-fu). 

8226 yŭán-hòu 元后 
CH'ING： lit., principal ruler: unofficial reference to an 
Emperor (huang-ti). 
8227 yŭàn4 苑儀 
N-S DIV (N. Ch i), SUNG: Lady of Elegant Deportment, 
designation of a secondary imperial wife, in Sung rank lb. 

8228 yŭàn-jŭng 苑容 
SUNG: Lady of Elegant Appearance, designation of a 
secondary imperial wife, rank lb. 

8229 yŭán-lăo 元老 
SUNG: lit.，principal elder: reference to a Grand Coun-
cilor (tsai-hsiang) in direct address. 

8230 yŭán-ŭ 員吏 
HAN: Subofficial Functionary, generic designation of un-
ranked (or very low-ranked) personnel found in agencies 
throughout the government. See li, hsii-li. P7，30，32，36, 
39, 59. 

8231 yŭàn-fì 掾吏 
HAN: variant of yuan (Clerk). P20. 

8232 yŭán-liáng 元良 
Lit.，principal one of excellence: unofficial reference to an 
Heir Apparent (t'ai-tzu). 

8233 yŭān-luán hsién 鵷鷥閑 
T'ANG: Pheasant Corral , one of the Six Palace Corrals 
(chang-nei liu hsien) supervised by the Commissioner of 
the Palace Stables (hsien-chiu shih), where horses were bred 
and reared within the palace enclosure; yŭan-luan (pheas-
ant) apparently referred to a special breed of fine horses. 
RR: (le pare des chevaux) du char du faisan. 

8234 yŭàn-mă ssù 苑馬寺 
MING: Pasturage Offîce, 4 regional agencies under the 
direct control of the Ministry of War (ping-pu), counter-
parts of Branch Courts of the Imperial Stud (hsing t'ai-p'u 
ssu): one in the Northern Metropolitan Area (pei chih-li), 

one in Liaotung, and 2 in Kansu, each headed by a Minister 
(ch'ing), rank 3b, who supervised variable numbers of local 
Directorates of Horse Pasturages {mu-chien). P31. 

8235 yuán-míng yŭàn 圓明園 
CH'ING: Garden of Total Clarity or Summer Palace, 
imperial resort west of Peking, built in 1709 and greatly 
expanded in the Yung-cheng era (1723-1735), thereafter a 
common summer retreat for the Emperor and his courtiers; 
under the management of Guard Brigades (hu-chŭn ying) 
of the Inner Banners (nei-ch'i). BH: summer palace. 

8236 yŭàn-p，àn 院判 
YUAN-CHWG: Administrative Assistant, a middle-level 
headquarters official in various agencies called yuan, e .g. , 
í'ai'i yuan (Imperial Academy of Medicine), t'ai-shih yuan 
(Astrological Commission), ch'u-cheng yuan (Household 
Service for the Heir Apparent), t'ung-cheng yiian (Bureau 
of Transmission); commonly 2 appointees, rank 5a in Yiian, 
5a then 6a in Ming, 6a in Ch'ing. Cf. p'an-kuan. BH: vice-
commissioner. P12, 35，36. 

8237 yiián-shìh 元士 
Lit” paramount serviceman. (1) CHOU: variant of shang-
shih (Senior Serviceman). (2) MING: for a short time in 
1389 the official redesignation of Supervising Secretaries 
{chi-shih-chung). P19. 

8238 ytíàn-shih 掾史 
(1) HAN-N-S DIV: Administrator of a clerical Section 
(ts'ao) in an agency at any level of government, commonly 
abbreviated to yuan; of low rank or unranked. HB: division 
head. P20, 52, 54. (2) LIAO-YŭAN： Clerk, numerous un-
ranked subofficials in various central government agencies， 
occasionally also in units of territorial administration. P5, 
12，23, 26，69. 

8239 yŭán-shìh 源士 
MING: briefly (only in 1389?) the official redesignation 
of Supervising Secretaries (chi-shih-chung)，when the 
founding Emperor decided that the Six Offices of Scrutiny 
(liu k'o) in which Supervising Secretaries were Ot^anized 
constituted “the fundamental weHspring” (pen-yuan) of his 
officialdom. P19. 

8240 yûàn-shîh 苑使 
SUNG: Park Commissioner, 4’ rank 6b2, each in charge 
of one of the 4 quadrants into which the imperial capital 
was divided for the purpose of exploiting parklands and 
gardens, his office known as the Office of Imperial Parks 
(yuan-yuan ssu); subordinate to the Court of the National 
Granaries (ssu-nung ssu). P40. 

8241 yŭán-shîh 逢師 
CHOU: lit. ’ mentor for plateaus: Place-naitté Specialist, 4 
ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih) and 8 as Ju-
nior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Ministry of 
War (hsia-kuan) responsible for naming and recording the 
names of topographic features and natural products of wil-
derness areas between feudal domains. CL: mùître des 
plaines. 

8242 yŭán-shŏu 元* 
Lit. ’ the paramount head or leader: His Majesty, from an-
tiquity an indirect, unofficial reference to the ruler. 

8243 yŭàn-shŭ WM 
Lesser Subordinates: a combined reference to yiian (Clerk, 
Administrator) and shu (Subsidiary Clerk, etc.). 

8244 yŭán-shuài 元帥 
Lit., paramount leader: Marshal , throughout history, and 
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especially from T'ang on, a common designation for an em-
inent military officer on active campaign; usually has a place-
name or function-specific prefix. See ta yiian-shuai, tu yŭan-
shuai. RR: généralissime. SP: maréchal. 

8245 yŭán-shuài fŭ 元帥府 
(1) Headquarters of a Marshal: may be encountered in 
any period, normally with a place-name or function-spe-
cifìc prefix, referring to the office or command post of a 
yŭan-skuai (Marshal). SP: bureau du maréchal‘ (2) CHIN: 
Military Command, apparently from 1206 to 1208 the 
official redesignation of the Bureau of Military Affairs (shu-
mi yŭan) in the central government. (3) YūAN: Military 
Command, one of several designations given agencies in 
control of Circuits (tao), all commonly known by the ge-
neric designation Pacification Commission {hsŭan-wei shih 
ssu). Also the designation given some southwestern ab-
original tribes. See tu yŭan-shuai fu. P72. 

8246 ytián-t9án tà-yŭèh lì-ch9ì k'ù 
圓壇大樂禮器庫 

SUNG: Storehouse of Musical and Ritual Gear for the 
Altar of Heaven under the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-
ch'ang ssu); staffing not clear. SP: magasin des objets ri-
tuels et de la musique suprême de I'autel céleste, 

8247 yŭàn-tsŏ 掾佐 
See separate entries for yŭan (Administrator, Clerk) and tso 
(Assistant). 

8248 yŭàn tsŭng-chiēn 歹è!®�監 
SUI—T’ANG: abbreviation of kung-yŭan tsung-chien (Di-
rectorate-general of the Imperial Parks). P40. 

8249 ytián-ts’ŭng chìn-chān 元從禁軍 
T'ANG: Imperial Army of Original Followers, desig-
nation of those soldiers who participated in the 617 uprising 
of the T’ang founder against the Sui dynasty and, rather 
than be distributed among various field armies, chose to 
become the personal bodyguard of their leader when he took 
the imperial throne in 618. They are reported to have con-
stituted a force between 15,000 and 30,000; they were set-
tled on abandoned land near the capital and became hered-
itary soldiers, colloquially referred to as the Hereditary Army 
(fu-tzu chun). In 627 Tai-tsung selected 100 of the most 
skilled mounted archers in the group to be a special escort 
unit on his hunting e x ^ i t i o n s ; designated the Hundred 
Cavaliers (po chi), they served in 2 shifts as companions-
at-arms for the Emperor and were regularly called on to 
demonstrate their prowess in archery, horsemanship, weight 
lifting, etc. In 627 also, the Imperial Army of Original Fol-
lowers, apparently without losing its identity and name, was 
divided into Seven Encampments of the Northern Com-
mand ipei-ya ch'i ying), and each of the 7 units served.on 
active duty in the imperial entourage for one month in ro-
tational sequence, alongside units of the militiamen called 
into rotational service in the various Guards (wei; see shih 
liu wei) of the Southern Command (nan-ya). In 638 the 
original followers or their heirs were further reorganized 
into 2 units called the Left and Right Encampments (fun-
ying), to some extent supplemented with new volunteers 
from elite families, commanded by Generals (chiang-chŭn) 
of the Southern Command. Members of the Encampments 
were now called Flying Cavalrymen (fei-chi), and the most 
skilled among them were selected for the designation 
Hundred Cavaliers, now formed into a Standby Guard (i-
wei) to accompany the Emperor on all his outings. Finally 
in 662 the Imperial Army of Original Followers disap-
peared as an organization, transformed into a Left and a 

Right Forest of Plumes Army (yŭ-lin chŭn). RR: armée 
chargée de la défense de I'empereur et qui suivit I'empereur 
la première. 

8250 yŭán-wài 員外 
Supernumerary: throughout history used as a prefix to ti-
tles indicating appointees beyond the authorized quota for 
the position; in T'ang such appointees received half the 
standard stipend of a regular (cheng) appointee. Cf. t'ung 
cheng-yŭan. RR+SP: auxiliaire. 

8251 yŭán-wài láng 員外郞 
(1) N-S DIV: abbreviation of yŭan-wai san-chi shih-lang 
(Supernumerary Gentleman Cavalier Attendant or Su-
pernumerary Senior Recorder; see under san-chi shih-
lang). (2) SUI: Supernumerary Vice Minister, regular ap-
pointees assisting the Vice Ministers {shih-lang) who then 
headed the Bureaus (ssu) in each Ministry {pu; see liu pu) 
in the central government, and actively heading Bureaus 
whenever appropriate Vice Ministers were not appointed. 
P5. (3) T'ANG-OH'ING: Vice Director of a Bureau {ssu, 
ch'ing-li ssu) in one of the Six Ministries (liu pu), a regular 
appointee assisting the Bureau Director (lang-chung); rank 
6b 1 in T'ang, 6b or 7a in Sung，6b in Chin and Yuan，5b 
in Ming and Ch'ing; normally one or 2 appointees, but in 
Ch'ing highly variable, from one to 8; in Ch’ing also ap-
pointed in various agencies of the Imperial Household De-
partment (nei-wu fu), the Court of the Imperial Stud (t'ai-
p'u ssu), etc. In all periods may be found with prefixes in-
dicating specialized functions or temporary duty assign-
ments, e.g. , Vice Director (in the Ministry of Works serv-
ing as) Director of Coinage (chien-chu yuan-wai lang) in 
Chin, Vice Director (in the Ministry of Works) in charge 
of the Auditing Office {chien-kuan chieh-shen k'u yŭan-wai 
lang; see chieh-shen k'u) in Ming and Ch'ing, and Vice 
Director (in the Ministry of Revenue) Supervisor of the 
Capital Granaries (chìen-ts'ang yiian-wai lang; see ts'ang-
ch'ang). RR: secrétaire auxiliaire. SP: secrétaire auxi-
liaire, sous-directeur. BH: assistant department director. 
P5，6, 9，11，12，13, 14，15，31, 38，39, 40. 

8252 yŭàn-yŭ chŭn 多g游軍 
TANG: Army of the Celestial Parks and Gardens, named 
after an apparently unidentifiable group of stars or con-
stellation; one of 12 regional supervisory headquarters for 
militia Garrisons (fu) called the Twelve Armies (shih-erh 
chŭn); existed only 620-623, 625-636. RR: armée des pares 
et jar dins. P44. 

8253 yŭân-yŭ 元祐庫 
SUNG: lit., paramount protection storehouse, presumably 
derived from the era-name Yŭan-yu (1086-1094): variant 
designation of the Treasury Reserve Storehouse (feng-
chuang ch'iert-wu k'u). 

8254 yŭàn-yu 苑圉 
MING: Horse Station, a local horse pasturage headed by 
a Director {chang), rank 9b, supervised by a regional Pas-
turage Office (yuan-ma ssu) in North China or Manchuria; 
normally with a place-name prefix. P31. 

8255 yŭán-yŭàn chiēn 園苑監 
T'ANG: Directorate of Imperial Parks , one established 
for each of the 4 quadrants of the dynastic capital for the 
maintenance and exploitation of gardens and parklands, each 
headed by a Supervisor (chien), rank 6b2; subordinate to 
the Court of the National Granaries (ssu-nung P40. 

8256 ytìán-yŭàn ssā 園苑司 
SUNG: Office of Imperial Parks, one established for each 
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of the 4 quadrants of the dynastic capital for the mainte-
nance and exploitation of gardens and parklands, each headed 
by a Park Commissioner (yiian-shih), rank 6b2; subordinate 
to the Court of the National Granaries (ssu-nung ssu), SP: 
bureau des jardins et des pares impériaux, P40. 

8257 yuèh'Chāng 籥章 
Flutist. (1) CHOU: 2 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-
shih) and 4 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of 
the Ministry of Rites (ch'un-kuan) who played popular mu-
sic on 3-holed flutes. See yŭeh-shih (Flute Master). CL: 
joueur deflûte à trois trous. (2) N-S DIV (Chou); numbe. 
not clear, ranked as Ordinary Servicemen and Junior Ser-
vicemen (i.e. ’ 8a and 9a), members of the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan). PlO. 

8258 yŭèh-chĕng 樂正 
SUI-SUNG: Music Master, 10 in Sui, 8 rank 9b2 in T'ang, 
and 5，rank not clear, in Sung; members of the Imperial 
Music Office (t'ai-yŭeh shu) or Imperial Music Service (t'ai-
yŭeh chŭ) in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices (t'ai-ch'ang 
ssu). KR+SP: directeur de musique. PlO. 

8259 yŭèh-chì 月計 
MING; Monthly Personnel Evaluation, a report on cases 
of misconduct or incompetence that District and Subpre-
fectural Magistrates {chih-hsien, chih^chou) were required 
to submit monthly to their Prefects {chih-fu) t which con-
tributed to the annual merit ratings (sui-chí) of all local gov-
ernment personnel submitted by Prefects to provincial au-
thorities. 

8260 yŭèh-ch'ĭng 樂卿 
T’ANG: Chief Minister of Music, unofficial reference to 
the Chief Minister (ch'ing) of the Court of Imperial Sac-
rifices (t'ai-ch'ang ssu). 

8261 yŭèk-chŭàn tà-ch，én 閱卷大臣 
CH'ING: Grand Minister Examiner, designation of cen-
tral government dignitaries who graded papers submitted in 
the Palace Examination (îien-shih) in the civil service re-
cruitment examination sequence. BH: imperial reviser. 

8262 yŭèh-fŭ 樂府 
HAN: Music Bureau, from 121 to 7 B.C. a unit under the 
Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues (shao-fu) t headed by 
a Director (ling); had a staff of musicians swelling to 829, 
who performed at court entertainments, various state ritu-
als, etc.; also reportedly dispatched agents throughout the 
empire to collect current folk songs，which were thought 
to reflect local socioeconomic conditions, popular morale, 
and thus the quality of governance. After 7 B.C. a reduced 
staff of musicians was transferred to the supervision of the 
Grand Director of Music (t'ai-yŭeh ling) on the staff of the 
Chamberlain for Ceremonials (t'ai-ch'ang), under the direct 
leadership of 2 Supervisors (p'u-yeh). HB: bureau of music. 
PlO, 37. 

8263 yŭèh-hăi kuăn-pù •粤海關部 
CH'ING: Kwangtung Customs Superintendent, a duty 
assignment for a Grand Minister {ta-ch'en) of the Imperial 
Household Department (nei-wufu) to manage China's trade 
with foreigners at Canton; known to Europeans as Hoppo. 
BH: superintendent of customs for the province of Kwang-
tung. 

8264 yŭèk-ksién yŭàn 樂熟院 
T'ANG: Office of Sacrificial Music, one of 4 minor ser-
vice agencies in the Court of Imperial Sacrifices {t'ai-ch'ang 
WM); maintained the various musical instruments used in 
imperial sacrificial ceremonies; apparently staffed solely by 

state slaves. RR: service des instruments de musique et des 
supports (^instruments de musique. 

8265 yŭèh-hsā 樂胥 
N-S DIV (Chou): Musician, number not clear, ranked as 
Ordinary Servicemen {chung-shih; 8a) and Junior Service-
men (hsia-shih; 9a), subordinates of the Musicians-in-chief 
(to ssu-yŭeh) in the Ministiy of Rites {ch'un-kuan). Also 
see yŭeh-shih (Music Master). PlO. 

8266 yŭèh^Rng 樂令 
SUNG: variant of Director of the Imperial Music Office 
(see under t'ai-yŭeh ling). SP: assistant de musique. 

8267 yûèk-lìng skīk 月令師 
HAN: Master of Ordinances for the Months, in Later 
Han a duty assignment for a Retainer Cleric (ts'ung-shìh shih) 
on the staff of the Metropolitan Commandant (ssu-li hsiao-
wei) and of each Regional Inspector {tz'u-shih) or Governor 
{chou mu); made sure that proper rituals were performed at 
proper times. The designation is derived from the Yŭeh-ling 
chapter of the classical text Li-chi {Ritual Records). HB: 
master of the ordinances for the months. 

8268 yŭèh-mù 岳牧 
Lit., mountain peaks and shepherds, stemming from leg-
ends that rulers of highest antiquity divided governmental 
authority geographically among 4 dignitaries called moun-
tain peaks (yŭeh) and their subordinates, called shepherds 
(mu): Regional and Local Authorities, throughout history 
a vague unofficial collective reference to the heads of units 
of territorial administration, in the later dynasties stretching 
from the Province (sheng) level down to Districts (hsien). 

8269 yŭèh-pu 樂部 
CH'ING: Music Ministry, an autonomous central govern-
ment agency created in 1729 to replace the former Music 
Office {chiao-fang ssu) of the Ministry of Rites {lĭ-pu) t in-
corporating the new Music Office (ho-sheng shu) and the 
Imperial Music Office (shen-yueh shu); supervised by Grand 
Ministers (ta-ch'en) of the Imperial Household Department 
(nei-wu fu) serving as Managers (kuan-li); responsible for 
all musical and dance performances in the palace and court. 
BH; board of state music. PlO. 

8270 yŭèh'Shīh 樂師 
Music Master. (1) CHOU: 4 ranked as Junior Grand Mas-
ters (hsia ta-fu)^ 8 as Senior Servicemen (shang-shih), and 
16 as Junior Servicemen (hsia-shih), members of the Min-
istiy of Rites (ch'un-kuan) who, under the direction of Mu-
sicians^in-chief (ta ssu-yŭeh), conducted music on state rit-
ual occasions and instructed children of court officials in 
various musical instruments and dancing. Ch: chef ou maître 
de la musique. (2) N-S DIV (Chou): number not clear, ranked 
as Ordinary Servicemen (chung-shih; 8a), subordinates of 
the Musicians-in-chief (ta ssu-yūeh) in the Ministry of Rites 
(ch'un-kuan). PlO. (3) SUI: 8 in the Imperial Music Office 
{t'ai-yŭeh shu) and 2 in the Office of Bell Music (ck'ing-
shang shu), ranks and specific functions not clear; c. 604 
retitled yŭeh-cheng (also Music Master). PlO. 

8271 yŭèh-shīh 籥師 
CHOU: Flute Master, 4 ranked as Ordinary Servicemen 
(chung-shifi)’ members of the Ministry of Rites {ch'un-kuan) 
who instructed dancing performers on 3-holed flutes and 
supervised their performances at state banquets and rituals. 
See yŭeh-chang (Flutist). CL: maître pour laflûte à trois 
trous. 

8272 yun-chì wèi 雲騎尉 
SUI-CH’ING: Commandant of Fleet-as-clouds Cavalry, 
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prestige title (san-kuan) in Sui, merit title (hsun) from T'ang 
through Ming, title of hereditary nobility (chueh-yin) in 
Ch'ing, for militaiy officers of rank 9a in Sui, 7a from T'ang 
through Chin, 6a in Yuan and Ming, 5 in Ch'ing. RR+SP: 
directeur de la cavalerie rapide comme les nuages, P65. 

8273 yun-fà 運副 
CH'ING: abbreviation of yen-yŭn fu-shih (Assistant Salt 
Controller), rank 5b; see under tu chuan-yun-yen shih. BH: 
deputy assistant salt controller. P61. 

8274 yán-hó sAií 雲和署 
YUAN: Office of Ancient Music, established in 1275 un-
der the Bureau of Musical Ritual (i-feng ssu), headed by 2 
Directors (ling), rank 5b. P10. 

8275 yàn-hó tòo 運河道 
CH'ING: variant of ho-tao (Waterways Circuit). 

8276 yăn-hŭi cMāng-chŭn 雲麾將軍 
T'ANG-SUNG: General of the Cloud-like Flags, merit 
title (hsun) for military officers of rank 3bl. RR: général 
aux étendards nombreaux comme les nuages. SP: général 
aux étendards-nuages. P65. 

8277 yun-hūi shih 雲麾使 
CH'ING: Flag Assistant, rank 4a subalterns in the Imperial 
Procession Guard (luan-i wei). BH: assistant marshal. 

8278 yàn-k’ù 運庫 
CH'ING: Salt Depot, designation of regional and local 
storehouses for state-monopolized salt under the supervi-
sion of Salt Controllers (tu chuan-yūn-yen shih); each headed 
by a Commissioner-in-chief (ta-shih) f rank 8a. 

8279 yán-téi chăng 雲壘長 
HAN: Director of the Cloudy Rampart Garrison, com-
mander of a capital defense force based north of the Wei 
River in Former Han, under jurisdiction of the Guardian of 
the Left (tso p'ing-i). HB: chief of the cloud rampart. 

8280 yun4ìáng fUchŭ ssŭ 運糧提舉司 
YŭAN: Supervisorate of Grain Tax Transport, an agency 
of the Ministry of War (ping-pu) responsible for transport-
ing tax grains from the Yangtze delta to the dynastic capital 
at Peking; in 1317 replaced by a Supervisorate of Land 
Transport to the Two Capitals (liang-tu lu-yŭn t'i-chu ssu). 
P60. 

8281 w d n - A ò / ð 運糧萬戶府 
YŭAN: Grain Transport Brigade, 3 military units acti-
vated in 1282 to operate the transport of tax grain from the 
Yangtze delta to the Peking area by coastal shipping; each 
under an Overseer {ta-lu-hua-ch'ih) and a Brigade Com-
mander (wan-hu). Date of discontinuance is not clear. 

8282 yun-mà 雲幕 
T'ANG: unofficial reference to a Private Secretary, a non-
official aide in the employ of a territorial dignitary; see mu-
fu (Private Secretariat). 

8283 yàn-p，àn 運判 
(1) YUAN: Transport Assistant, a 3rd or 4th executive 

8291 yun-t'ung 
official in such agencies as Chief Transport Offices (tu ts'ao-
yŭn ssu), Salt Distribution Commissions (tu chuan-yūn-yen 
shih ssu)t and Tea and Salt Monopoly and Tax Transport 
Commissions (ch'a-yen chuan-yŭn-yen shih ssu), rank nor-
mally 6a. P8，60, 61. (2) CH'ING: Second Assistant Salt 
Controller in a Salt Distribution Commission (tu chuan-
yŭn-yen shih ssu)y rank 6b, below Deputy Salt Controllers 
(yŭn-t'ung) and Assistant Salt Controllers iyŭn-fu). BH: sub-
assistant salt controller. P61. 

8284 yun-p9
ŭ kuăn 運譜官 

SUNG: Musical Duty Roster Clerk (?)，rank not clear, in 
the Imperial Music Bureau {ta-sheng fu)\ responsible for 
keeping records (p'u) of rotational shifts (yw/i?) of musical 
personnel on active duty? SP: fonctionnaire chargé des notes 
de musiques. 

8285 yân-sháofŭ 雲韶府 or yun-skáo pù 部 
T'ANG-SUNG: Bureau of Natural Harmony, a school 
for training musicians in the Emperor's private apartments, 
staffed with eunuchs of the T'ang Palace Domestic Service 
(nei-shih sheng) and the Sung Palace Eunuch Service (Ju-
nei nei-shih sheng); in T'ang (fu) was a variant of nei chiao-
fang (Palace Music School) from 692 to 714; the name de-
rived from a type of popular tunes called yun-shao (cloud 
harmony). RR: palace de la splendeur des nuages. SP: bu-
reau de musique de la porte jaune. 

8286 yun-shíh 運使 
(1) YUAN: abbreviation of tu ts'ao-yun shih (Chief Trans-
port Commissioner). (2) CH'ING: abbreviation of tu chuan-
yŭn-yen shih (Salt Distribution Commissioner). 
8287 yun-ssū 運司 
(1) SUNG: abbreviation of chuan-yŭn ssu (Fiscal Com-
mission) . (2) CH'ING: abbreviation of4u chuan-yŭn-yen 
shih ssu (Salt Distribution Commission). 

8288 yun-ssŭ 雲司 
T'ANG: lit., office of clouds, derivation not clear: unoffi-
cial reference to the Court of Judicial Review (ta-li ssu). 
8289 yŭn-fái 芸臺 
Lit. ’ pavilion of rue, an insect-repelling plant, hence a good 
place for storing archives and books. (1) HAN: unofficial 
reference to the Palace Library (see under pi-shu chien). 
(2) CH'ING: unofficial reference to the Hanlin Academy 
(han-lin yuan). 

8290 yàn-ts'áo 運曹 
N-S DIV (Chin): Transport Section under the developing 
Department of State Affairs (shang-shu sheng); responsible 
for the transport of tax grains to the capital; headed by a 
Director (lang). P6. 

8291 yàn^ŭng 運同 
CH'ING: abbreviation of yen-yun yŭn-t'ung (Deputy Salt 
Controller), rank 4b, 2nd only to a Salt Controller (tu chuan-
yŭn-yen shih). BH: assistant salt controller. P61. 


